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My back story

• PhD biology

• Post Doc- 2 body Problem; Husband Oxford

• Joined SERC- 1989

• Portfolio expanded over time- Energy; Control& Instrumentation; Functional Material; Engineering; 

ICT; Associate Director- Health of Disciplines- and 2 children

• Secondment to BEIS along the way-

• Research Director- 2006- 2016

• Elsevier- Academic and Government Relations- and a grandchild



The Research Cycle- is simple really
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So who drives who?



1993
Realising our potential.                            Industrial strategy.

• Explicit focus on wealth creation 
and quality of life 

• Revised Research Council 
structure

• Research Councils missions 
reformulated

2017

• Focus on Productivity

• Research core

• UKRI- Innovation and Research  
formed

• Grand Challenges and Places 

Steadily Increasing focus on Excellence and 
Impact



An example of my impact- CDT’s

• 2000- LSI 15 workshops at universities across the UK identified opportunities 
and barriers

• Wellcome Trust- value of 4 year PhD centres
• 2001- £10m for Centres for Doctoral Training- Oxford, Edinburgh but 

extraordinary demand
• 2002- £25m for 2nd competition
• Worked closely with the CDT Directors to share best practice and learn



Expanded portfolio across EPSRC

• 50% of PhD budget invested in CDTs
• Saw big impact of research quality and intensity
• 2012- targeted for additional Government investment
• Ran a national quiet lobbying process- Industry, University VCs/PVCs
• Negotiated costs with PVC’s
• Outcome-



Centres for Doctoral Training- 2012 outcome
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2014 Research Excellence Framework
9

Introduced the assessment of impact alongside research excellence

A long journey since 1994, but the impact was clear

£1 billion of EPSRC 
funding coupled with a similar level of 
funding from government, EU and industry

400 new businesses created, 
employing 50,000 people and 

contributing £4 billion to 
the economy in revenue

85% of case studies in EPS 
involved EPSRC funded 
research/researchers

£60 billion of economic activity

£16 billion of cost savings in 
the public and private sectors



REF 2014 impact case studies – distribution 
by sector and Unit of Assessment


Chart1

		Aerospace, Defence & Marine		Aerospace, Defence & Marine		Aerospace, Defence & Marine		Aerospace, Defence & Marine		Aerospace, Defence & Marine		Aerospace, Defence & Marine		Aerospace, Defence & Marine		Aerospace, Defence & Marine

		Chemicals		Chemicals		Chemicals		Chemicals		Chemicals		Chemicals		Chemicals		Chemicals

		Communications		Communications		Communications		Communications		Communications		Communications		Communications		Communications

		Social Services/Policy		Social Services/Policy		Social Services/Policy		Social Services/Policy		Social Services/Policy		Social Services/Policy		Social Services/Policy		Social Services/Policy

		Construction		Construction		Construction		Construction		Construction		Construction		Construction		Construction

		Creative Industries		Creative Industries		Creative Industries		Creative Industries		Creative Industries		Creative Industries		Creative Industries		Creative Industries

		Education		Education		Education		Education		Education		Education		Education		Education

		Electronics		Electronics		Electronics		Electronics		Electronics		Electronics		Electronics		Electronics

		Energy		Energy		Energy		Energy		Energy		Energy		Energy		Energy

		Environment		Environment		Environment		Environment		Environment		Environment		Environment		Environment

		Financial Services		Financial Services		Financial Services		Financial Services		Financial Services		Financial Services		Financial Services		Financial Services

		Food and Drink		Food and Drink		Food and Drink		Food and Drink		Food and Drink		Food and Drink		Food and Drink		Food and Drink

		Healthcare		Healthcare		Healthcare		Healthcare		Healthcare		Healthcare		Healthcare		Healthcare

		Information Technologies		Information Technologies		Information Technologies		Information Technologies		Information Technologies		Information Technologies		Information Technologies		Information Technologies

		Manufacturing		Manufacturing		Manufacturing		Manufacturing		Manufacturing		Manufacturing		Manufacturing		Manufacturing

		Pharma & Biotech		Pharma & Biotech		Pharma & Biotech		Pharma & Biotech		Pharma & Biotech		Pharma & Biotech		Pharma & Biotech		Pharma & Biotech

		R&D		R&D		R&D		R&D		R&D		R&D		R&D		R&D

		Retail		Retail		Retail		Retail		Retail		Retail		Retail		Retail

		Sports and Recreation		Sports and Recreation		Sports and Recreation		Sports and Recreation		Sports and Recreation		Sports and Recreation		Sports and Recreation		Sports and Recreation

		Technical Consultancy		Technical Consultancy		Technical Consultancy		Technical Consultancy		Technical Consultancy		Technical Consultancy		Technical Consultancy		Technical Consultancy

		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Transport Systems and Vehicles

		Water		Water		Water		Water		Water		Water		Water		Water

		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total



Column Labels Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering

Column Labels Civil and Construction Engineering

Column Labels Computer Science and Informatics

Column Labels Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials

Column Labels General Engineering

Column Labels Chemistry

Column Labels Mathematical Sciences

Column Labels Physics
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Notes

		Funding, Cost Savings, Additional Sales

		Data for Sue Smart by Richard Niblett 23 February 2015

		Main query

		SELECT EPSRCFunderEarliestYr.ID, Min(EPSRCFunderEarliestYr.[EarliestStartYear/GrantYear]) AS [MinOfEarliestStartYear/GrantYear]
FROM EPSRCFunderEarliestYr
WHERE (((EPSRCFunderEarliestYr.[EarliestStartYear/GrantYear]) Between "1993" And "2008"))
GROUP BY EPSRCFunderEarliestYr.ID;

		FunderGrantRefWithMinStartDate - nested query

		SELECT tblREFFunder.ID, tblREFFunder.[EPSRC Grant Ref (if applicable)], Left([EPSRC Grant Ref (if applicable)],9) AS [grant ref], tblREFFunder.[Start Year], tblREFFunder.Funder
FROM [EPSRC-supported researchers] INNER JOIN tblREFFunder ON [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID = tblREFFunder.ID
WHERE (((tblREFFunder.[Start Year]) Is Not Null) AND ((tblREFFunder.Funder)="EPSRC") AND (([EPSRC-supported researchers].EPSRCFunderOrResearcherEPSRCFunding)=True)) OR (((tblREFFunder.[EPSRC Grant Ref (if applicable)]) Is Not Null) AND ((tblREFFunder.Funder)="EPSRC") AND (([EPSRC-supported researchers].EPSRCFunderOrResearcherEPSRCFunding)=True));

		EPSRCFunderEarliestYr - nested query

		SELECT FunderGrantRefWithMinStartDate.ID, FunderGrantRefWithMinStartDate.Funder, FunderGrantRefWithMinStartDate.[EPSRC Grant Ref (if applicable)], FunderGrantRefWithMinStartDate.[grant ref], FunderGrantRefWithMinStartDate.[start year], Date.CalendarYear, IIf([CalendarYear]>[Start year],[Start Year],IIf([CalendarYear] Is Null,[Start Year],IIf([Start Year] Is Null,[CalendarYear],IIf([Start Year]>[CalendarYear],[CalendarYear],IIf([Start Year]=[CalendarYear],[CalendarYear]))))) AS [EarliestStartYear/GrantYear]
FROM (FunderGrantRefWithMinStartDate LEFT JOIN [Left(GrantRef,9)] ON FunderGrantRefWithMinStartDate.[grant ref] = [Left(GrantRef,9)].GrantRef) LEFT JOIN [Date] ON [Left(GrantRef,9)].StartDate = Date.DateKey
WHERE ((([Left(GrantRef,9)].GrantCategory) Not Like "Training Grant")) OR ((([Left(GrantRef,9)].GrantCategory) Is Null));

		FunderEarliestStartDate1993-2008 - nested query

		SELECT EPSRCFunderEarliestYr.ID, Min(EPSRCFunderEarliestYr.[EarliestStartYear/GrantYear]) AS [MinOfEarliestStartYear/GrantYear]
FROM EPSRCFunderEarliestYr
WHERE (((EPSRCFunderEarliestYr.[EarliestStartYear/GrantYear]) Between "1993" And "2008"))
GROUP BY EPSRCFunderEarliestYr.ID;

		FunderMinStartDate>2008

		SELECT EPSRCFunderEarliestYr.ID, tblREFFunder.Funder, tblREFFunder.Amount_Currency, tblREFFunder.Amount, tblREFFunder.[Any additional Information], UoAMapping.UnitOfAssessmentName, tblREFCaseStudies.[Title of case study], First(tblREFCaseStudies.[1 Summary of the impact]) AS [FirstOf1 Summary of the impact]
FROM (((EPSRCFunderEarliestYr LEFT JOIN [FunderEarliestStartDate1993-2008] ON EPSRCFunderEarliestYr.ID = [FunderEarliestStartDate1993-2008].ID) INNER JOIN tblREFFunder ON EPSRCFunderEarliestYr.ID = tblREFFunder.ID) INNER JOIN tblREFCaseStudies ON EPSRCFunderEarliestYr.ID = tblREFCaseStudies.ID) INNER JOIN UoAMapping ON tblREFCaseStudies.UnitOfAssessmentNumber = UoAMapping.UnitOfAssessmentNumber
WHERE ((([FunderEarliestStartDate1993-2008].ID) Is Null) AND ((tblREFFunder.Funder) Not Like "EPSRC"))
GROUP BY EPSRCFunderEarliestYr.ID, tblREFFunder.Funder, tblREFFunder.Amount_Currency, tblREFFunder.Amount, tblREFFunder.[Any additional Information], UoAMapping.UnitOfAssessmentName, tblREFCaseStudies.[Title of case study]
HAVING (((Min(EPSRCFunderEarliestYr.[EarliestStartYear/GrantYear]))>"2008"));

		CostSavings Union - Sue has asked for the id 1052 amount 18000000 to be excluded from public data and 1049 excluded from private data

		SELECT [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID, (Sum(IIf([CostSavings_Currency]="$",[Cost savings]*0.64,IIf([CostSavings_Currency]="€",[Cost savings]*0.8,[Cost savings]))))/1000000 AS [CostSavings(Billions)], "Private" AS Type
FROM tblREFEconomicImpacts INNER JOIN [EPSRC-supported researchers] ON tblREFEconomicImpacts.ID = [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID
WHERE ((([EPSRC-supported researchers].EPSRCFunderOrResearcherEPSRCFunding)=True) AND ((tblREFEconomicImpacts.[Cost savings]) Is Not Null) AND ((tblREFEconomicImpacts.ID) Not Like 1049))
GROUP BY [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID;




UNION ALL SELECT [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID, (Sum(IIf([Cost savings Currency]="$",[Cost savings]*0.64,IIf([Cost savings Currency]="€",[Cost savings]*0.8,[Cost savings]))))/1000000 AS [CostSavings(Billions)], "Public" AS Type
FROM [EPSRC-supported researchers] INNER JOIN tblREFPublicServices ON [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID = tblREFPublicServices.ID
WHERE ((([EPSRC-supported researchers].EPSRCFunderOrResearcherEPSRCFunding)=True) AND ((tblREFPublicServices.[Cost savings]) Is Not Null And (tblREFPublicServices.[Cost savings]) Not Like 1800000) AND ((tblREFPublicServices.ID)=1052)) OR ((([EPSRC-supported researchers].EPSRCFunderOrResearcherEPSRCFunding)=True) AND ((tblREFPublicServices.[Cost savings]) Is Not Null) AND ((tblREFPublicServices.ID) Not Like 1052))
GROUP BY [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID;

		CostSavings for Log Chart

		SELECT [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID, (Sum(IIf([CostSavings_Currency]="$",[Cost savings]*0.64,IIf([CostSavings_Currency]="€",[Cost savings]*0.8,[Cost savings]))))*1000 AS [CostSavings(Billions)], "Private" AS Type
FROM tblREFEconomicImpacts INNER JOIN [EPSRC-supported researchers] ON tblREFEconomicImpacts.ID = [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID
WHERE ((([EPSRC-supported researchers].EPSRCFunderOrResearcherEPSRCFunding)=True) AND ((tblREFEconomicImpacts.[Cost savings]) Is Not Null) AND ((tblREFEconomicImpacts.ID) Not Like 1049))
GROUP BY [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID;


UNION ALL SELECT [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID, (Sum(IIf([Cost savings Currency]="$",[Cost savings]*0.64,IIf([Cost savings Currency]="€",[Cost savings]*0.8,[Cost savings]))))*1000 AS [CostSavings(Billions)], "Public" AS Type
FROM [EPSRC-supported researchers] INNER JOIN tblREFPublicServices ON [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID = tblREFPublicServices.ID
WHERE ((([EPSRC-supported researchers].EPSRCFunderOrResearcherEPSRCFunding)=True) AND ((tblREFPublicServices.[Cost savings]) Is Not Null And (tblREFPublicServices.[Cost savings]) Not Like 1800000) AND ((tblREFPublicServices.ID)=1052)) OR ((([EPSRC-supported researchers].EPSRCFunderOrResearcherEPSRCFunding)=True) AND ((tblREFPublicServices.[Cost savings]) Is Not Null) AND ((tblREFPublicServices.ID) Not Like 1052))
GROUP BY [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID;

		CostSavingData

		SELECT CostSavings.ID, CostSavings.ExistCostSavingsConverted AS CostSavings, IIf([tblREFEconomicImpacts.CostSavings_Currency]="$",[tblREFEconomicImpacts.Cost savings]*0.64,IIf([tblREFEconomicImpacts.CostSavings_Currency]="€",[tblREFEconomicImpacts.Cost savings]*0.8,[tblREFEconomicImpacts.Cost savings])) AS ExistCostSavingsConverted, IIf([tblREFPublicServices.Cost savings Currency]="$",[tblREFPublicServices.Cost savings]*0.64,IIf([tblREFPublicServices.Cost savings Currency]="€",[tblREFPublicServices.Cost savings]*0.8,[tblREFPublicServices.Cost savings])) AS PublicCostSavingsConverted, First(tblREFCaseStudies.[1 Summary of the impact]) AS [FirstOf1 Summary of the impact], First(tblREFCaseStudies.[2 Underpinning research]) AS [FirstOf2 Underpinning research], First(tblREFCaseStudies.[3 References to the research]) AS [FirstOf3 References to the research], First(tblREFCaseStudies.[4 Details of the impact]) AS [FirstOf4 Details of the impact], First(tblREFCaseStudies.[5 Sources to corroborate the impact]) AS [FirstOf5 Sources to corroborate the impact]
FROM (tblREFEconomicImpacts RIGHT JOIN (CostSavings INNER JOIN tblREFCaseStudies ON CostSavings.ID = tblREFCaseStudies.ID) ON tblREFEconomicImpacts.ID = CostSavings.ID) LEFT JOIN tblREFPublicServices ON CostSavings.ID = tblREFPublicServices.ID
WHERE (((tblREFPublicServices.[Cost savings]) Is Not Null)) OR (((tblREFEconomicImpacts.[Cost savings]) Is Not Null))
GROUP BY CostSavings.ID, CostSavings.ExistCostSavingsConverted, IIf([tblREFEconomicImpacts.CostSavings_Currency]="$",[tblREFEconomicImpacts.Cost savings]*0.64,IIf([tblREFEconomicImpacts.CostSavings_Currency]="€",[tblREFEconomicImpacts.Cost savings]*0.8,[tblREFEconomicImpacts.Cost savings])), IIf([tblREFPublicServices.Cost savings Currency]="$",[tblREFPublicServices.Cost savings]*0.64,IIf([tblREFPublicServices.Cost savings Currency]="€",[tblREFPublicServices.Cost savings]*0.8,[tblREFPublicServices.Cost savings]))
ORDER BY CostSavings.ExistCostSavingsConverted DESC;

		d.AdditionalSales

		SELECT [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID, (IIf([AdditionalSales_Currency]="$",[Additional sales]*0.64,IIf([AdditionalSales_Currency]="€",[Additional sales]*0.8,[Additional sales])))/1000000 AS AdditionalSalesConverted, tblREFCaseStudies.[Title of case study], tblREFCaseStudies.[1 Summary of the impact], tblREFCaseStudies.[2 Underpinning research], tblREFCaseStudies.[3 References to the research], tblREFCaseStudies.[4 Details of the impact], tblREFCaseStudies.[5 Sources to corroborate the impact]
FROM ([EPSRC-supported researchers] INNER JOIN tblREFEconomicImpacts ON [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID = tblREFEconomicImpacts.ID) INNER JOIN tblREFCaseStudies ON [EPSRC-supported researchers].ID = tblREFCaseStudies.ID
WHERE ((([EPSRC-supported researchers].EPSRCFunderOrResearcherEPSRCFunding)=True) AND ((tblREFEconomicImpacts.[Additional sales]) Is Not Null));





BIS

		BIS

		Sum of CountOfID		Column Labels

		Row Labels		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Civil and Construction Engineering		Computer Science and Informatics		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		General Engineering		Chemistry		Mathematical Sciences		Physics		Grand Total

		Aerospace		33		3		24		20		40		1		24		19		164

		Automotive		36		11		18		16		37		7		10		14		149

		Construction		4		25		5		7		38		4		13		4		100

		Information economy				1		134		24		30		2		23		14		228

		Life science - agri-tech				1		2		3		1		4		3				14

		Life science - health		15		4		52		20		49		46		36		33		255

		Nuclear		4		3		4		7		9		2		6		11		46

		Oil and Gas		18		6		7		14		27		2		10		6		90

		Renewables		6		3				7		9		1		4		2		32

		Grand Total		116		57		246		118		240		69		129		103		1078

		UnitOfAssessmentName		(Multiple Items)

		Row Labels		Sum of CountOfID

		Aerospace		120

		Automotive		118

		Construction		79

		Information economy		189

		Life science - agri-tech		7

		Life science - health		140

		Nuclear		27

		Oil and Gas		72

		Renewables		25

		Grand Total		777





BIS

		Aerospace		Aerospace		Aerospace		Aerospace		Aerospace		Aerospace		Aerospace		Aerospace

		Automotive		Automotive		Automotive		Automotive		Automotive		Automotive		Automotive		Automotive

		Construction		Construction		Construction		Construction		Construction		Construction		Construction		Construction

		Information economy		Information economy		Information economy		Information economy		Information economy		Information economy		Information economy		Information economy

		Life science - agri-tech		Life science - agri-tech		Life science - agri-tech		Life science - agri-tech		Life science - agri-tech		Life science - agri-tech		Life science - agri-tech		Life science - agri-tech

		Life science - health		Life science - health		Life science - health		Life science - health		Life science - health		Life science - health		Life science - health		Life science - health

		Nuclear		Nuclear		Nuclear		Nuclear		Nuclear		Nuclear		Nuclear		Nuclear

		Oil and Gas		Oil and Gas		Oil and Gas		Oil and Gas		Oil and Gas		Oil and Gas		Oil and Gas		Oil and Gas

		Renewables		Renewables		Renewables		Renewables		Renewables		Renewables		Renewables		Renewables

		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total



Column Labels Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering

Column Labels Civil and Construction Engineering

Column Labels Computer Science and Informatics

Column Labels Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials

Column Labels General Engineering

Column Labels Chemistry

Column Labels Mathematical Sciences

Column Labels Physics
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EPSRC Sector

		Aerospace

		Automotive

		Construction

		Information economy

		Life science - agri-tech

		Life science - health

		Nuclear

		Oil and Gas

		Renewables

		Grand Total



Sum of CountOfID

Number of Engineering Case Studies by BIS Industrial Strategies
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EP Funding Chart

		EPSRC Sector

		Sum of CountOfID		Column Labels

		Row Labels		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Civil and Construction Engineering		Computer Science and Informatics		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		General Engineering		Chemistry		Mathematical Sciences		Physics		Grand Total

		Aerospace, Defence & Marine		34		4		36		26		43		8		28		23		202

		Chemicals		11						3		18		38		1		2		73

		Communications		1				33		20		13		1		8		7		83

		Social Services/Policy				1		22		3		9				12		2		49

		Construction		4		23		5		8		36		4		10		1		91

		Creative Industries		2				32		4		10		5		8		9		70

		Education						22		2		18		7		8		8		65

		Electronics		10				13		37		24		10		4		31		129

		Energy		21		13		14		30		44		11		15		16		164

		Environment		15		17		9		6		32		8		28		9		124

		Financial Services				1		14		2		2				18				37

		Food and Drink		4		1		3		6		10		4		3		1		32

		Healthcare		10		2		49		17		46		30		36		30		220

		Information Technologies				1		122		20		27		1		18		13		202

		Manufacturing		38		2		6		28		53		10		16		15		168

		Pharma & Biotech		11				6		3		10		30		8		6		74

		R&D		3		1		5		9		4		2		4		30		58

		Retail		3				4		1		5		1		2		3		19

		Sports and Recreation		2				3				1		1		2		1		10

		Technical Consultancy		2		5		3		4		8		1		5		2		30

		Transport Systems and Vehicles		27		15		18		12		37		3		10		6		128

		Water		1		12		1		1		9				2				26

		Grand Total		199		98		420		242		459		175		246		215		2054

		UnitOfAssessmentName		(Multiple Items)

		Row Labels		Sum of CountOfID

		Aerospace, Defence and Marine		143

		Chemicals		32

		Communications		67

		Communities and Social Services/Policy		35

		Construction		76

		Creative Industries		48

		Education		42

		Electronics		84

		Energy		122

		Environment		79

		Financial Services		19

		Food and Drink		24

		Healthcare		124

		Information Technologies		170

		Manufacturing		127

		Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology		30

		R&D		22

		Retail		13

		Sports and Recreation		6

		Technical Consultancy		22

		Transport Systems and Vehicles		109

		Water		24

		Grand Total		1418





EP Funding Chart

		Aerospace, Defence & Marine		Aerospace, Defence & Marine		Aerospace, Defence & Marine		Aerospace, Defence & Marine		Aerospace, Defence & Marine		Aerospace, Defence & Marine		Aerospace, Defence & Marine		Aerospace, Defence & Marine

		Chemicals		Chemicals		Chemicals		Chemicals		Chemicals		Chemicals		Chemicals		Chemicals

		Communications		Communications		Communications		Communications		Communications		Communications		Communications		Communications

		Social Services/Policy		Social Services/Policy		Social Services/Policy		Social Services/Policy		Social Services/Policy		Social Services/Policy		Social Services/Policy		Social Services/Policy

		Construction		Construction		Construction		Construction		Construction		Construction		Construction		Construction

		Creative Industries		Creative Industries		Creative Industries		Creative Industries		Creative Industries		Creative Industries		Creative Industries		Creative Industries

		Education		Education		Education		Education		Education		Education		Education		Education

		Electronics		Electronics		Electronics		Electronics		Electronics		Electronics		Electronics		Electronics

		Energy		Energy		Energy		Energy		Energy		Energy		Energy		Energy

		Environment		Environment		Environment		Environment		Environment		Environment		Environment		Environment

		Financial Services		Financial Services		Financial Services		Financial Services		Financial Services		Financial Services		Financial Services		Financial Services

		Food and Drink		Food and Drink		Food and Drink		Food and Drink		Food and Drink		Food and Drink		Food and Drink		Food and Drink

		Healthcare		Healthcare		Healthcare		Healthcare		Healthcare		Healthcare		Healthcare		Healthcare

		Information Technologies		Information Technologies		Information Technologies		Information Technologies		Information Technologies		Information Technologies		Information Technologies		Information Technologies

		Manufacturing		Manufacturing		Manufacturing		Manufacturing		Manufacturing		Manufacturing		Manufacturing		Manufacturing

		Pharma & Biotech		Pharma & Biotech		Pharma & Biotech		Pharma & Biotech		Pharma & Biotech		Pharma & Biotech		Pharma & Biotech		Pharma & Biotech

		R&D		R&D		R&D		R&D		R&D		R&D		R&D		R&D

		Retail		Retail		Retail		Retail		Retail		Retail		Retail		Retail

		Sports and Recreation		Sports and Recreation		Sports and Recreation		Sports and Recreation		Sports and Recreation		Sports and Recreation		Sports and Recreation		Sports and Recreation

		Technical Consultancy		Technical Consultancy		Technical Consultancy		Technical Consultancy		Technical Consultancy		Technical Consultancy		Technical Consultancy		Technical Consultancy

		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Transport Systems and Vehicles

		Water		Water		Water		Water		Water		Water		Water		Water

		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total		Grand Total



Column Labels Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering

Column Labels Civil and Construction Engineering

Column Labels Computer Science and Informatics

Column Labels Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials

Column Labels General Engineering

Column Labels Chemistry

Column Labels Mathematical Sciences

Column Labels Physics

Number of Case Studies by EPSRC Sector

34

4

36

26

43

8

28

23

11

3

18

38

1

2

1

33

20

13

1

8

7

1

22

3

9

12

2

4

23

5

8

36

4

10

1

2

32

4

10

5

8

9

22

2

18

7

8

8

10

13

37

24

10

4

31

21

13

14

30

44

11

15

16

15

17

9

6

32

8

28

9

1

14

2

2

18

4

1

3

6

10

4

3

1

10

2

49

17

46

30

36

30

1

122

20

27

1

18

13

38

2

6

28

53

10

16

15

11

6

3

10

30

8

6

3

1

5

9

4

2

4

30

3

4

1

5

1

2

3

2

3

1

1

2

1

2

5

3

4

8

1

5

2

27

15

18

12

37

3

10

6

1

12

1

1

9

2

199

98

420

242

459

175

246

215



Min Funding Date >2008

		Aerospace, Defence and Marine

		Chemicals

		Communications

		Communities and Social Services/Policy

		Construction

		Creative Industries

		Education

		Electronics

		Energy

		Environment

		Financial Services

		Food and Drink

		Healthcare

		Information Technologies

		Manufacturing

		Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology

		R&D

		Retail

		Sports and Recreation

		Technical Consultancy

		Transport Systems and Vehicles

		Water

		Grand Total



Sum of CountOfID

Number of Engineering Case Studies by EPSRC Sector

143

32

67

35

76

48

42

84

122

79

19

24

124

170

127

30

22

13

6

22

109

24

1418



CostSavings

		Case Studies by Earliest EPSRC Funding Start Date Year

		Row Labels		Count of ID				Year		Dummy		Count

		1988		1				1988		0		1

		1989		3				1989		0		3

		1990		4				1990		0		4

		1991		7				1991		0		7

		1992		8				1992		0		8

		1993		25				1993		1		25

		1994		36				1994		1		36

		1995		15				1995		1		15

		1996		25				1996		1		25

		1997		14				1997		1		14

		1998		29				1998		1		29

		1999		37				1999		1		37

		2000		36				2000		1		36

		2001		40				2001		1		40

		2002		31				2002		1		31

		2003		35				2003		1		35

		2004		26				2004		1		26

		2005		23				2005		1		23

		2006		44				2006		1		44

		2007		31				2007		1		31

		2008		23				2008		1		23

		2009		21				2009		0		21

		2010		18				2010		0		18

		2011		13				2011		0		13

		2012		5				2012		0		5

		2013		8				2013		0		8

		Grand Total		558





CostSavings

		1988

		1989

		1990

		1991

		1992

		1993

		1994

		1995

		1996

		1997

		1998

		1999

		2000

		2001

		2002

		2003

		2004

		2005

		2006

		2007

		2008

		2009

		2010

		2011

		2012

		2013

		Grand Total



Count of ID

Calendar Year of first research grant

Number of Case Studies

Case Studies by Earliest EPSRC Funding Start Date Year

1

3

4

7

8

25

36

15

25

14

29

37

36

40

31

35

26

23

44

31

23

21

18

13

5

8

558



Chart Cost Savings

		



Dummy

Count

Calendar Year of first Research Grant

Case Studies by Earliest EPSRC Funding Start Date Year



CostSavings.C2

		ID		Funder		Amount_Currency		Amount		Any additional Information		UnitOfAssessmentName		Title of case study		FirstOf1 Summary of the impact

		37		EU		£		731				Chemistry		Changing Clinical Approaches for Treatment of Burns in Children		Half of all burn injuries occur in children and around 10% of children who are burnt become infected by disease-causing bacteria that can increase the likelihood of scarring and in some cases cause death.  Novel wound dressing prototypes have been developed using responsive smart sensing chemistry. These provide clinical solutions and commercial opportunities, have led to the founding of the charity Healing Foundation Children’s Burns Research Centre with £1.5M of funding, have influenced the work of other charities and altered attitudes and practice in clinical paediatric burn treatment.  The impact has been achieved by development of the novel chemistry in partnership with clinicians and practitioners, and through extensive engagement with health professionals, well beyond normal academic reach, parents and the wider public.

		39		Charity		£		250		Royal Society Fellowship		Chemistry		Replacement of Heavy Metal Catalysts in the Plastics Industry		Catalysis is a major UK industry strength and wealth generator for the UK economy.  Research carried out in the group of Professor Matthew Davidson in the Department of Chemistry at the University of Bath resulted in the development of titanium and zirconium alkoxide catalysts for use in three industrial polymerisation processes and patented by the UK companies ICI Synetix and Johnson Matthey. Patents have recently also been acquired by the Indian multinational Dorf Ketal and filed by the Dutch multinational Corbion Purac. The research has resulted in the adoption of new catalysts in industry leading to increased turnover, onward dissemination and implementation of the Bath intellectual property. It has also generated £4.6M from sale of intellectual property and an increase in generated sales of new, sustainable titanium catalysts that replace heavy metals such as tin, antimony and mercury in major industrial processes.  The intellectual property and process developments have been implemented globally in the poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) and poly(urethane) (PU) plastics markets, worth $23B and $33B, respectively, in 2010.

		39		Industrial		£		134		ICI Synetix (now Johnson Matthey)		Chemistry		Replacement of Heavy Metal Catalysts in the Plastics Industry		Catalysis is a major UK industry strength and wealth generator for the UK economy.  Research carried out in the group of Professor Matthew Davidson in the Department of Chemistry at the University of Bath resulted in the development of titanium and zirconium alkoxide catalysts for use in three industrial polymerisation processes and patented by the UK companies ICI Synetix and Johnson Matthey. Patents have recently also been acquired by the Indian multinational Dorf Ketal and filed by the Dutch multinational Corbion Purac. The research has resulted in the adoption of new catalysts in industry leading to increased turnover, onward dissemination and implementation of the Bath intellectual property. It has also generated £4.6M from sale of intellectual property and an increase in generated sales of new, sustainable titanium catalysts that replace heavy metals such as tin, antimony and mercury in major industrial processes.  The intellectual property and process developments have been implemented globally in the poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) and poly(urethane) (PU) plastics markets, worth $23B and $33B, respectively, in 2010.

		39		TSB		£		200		EPSRC/TSB		Chemistry		Replacement of Heavy Metal Catalysts in the Plastics Industry		Catalysis is a major UK industry strength and wealth generator for the UK economy.  Research carried out in the group of Professor Matthew Davidson in the Department of Chemistry at the University of Bath resulted in the development of titanium and zirconium alkoxide catalysts for use in three industrial polymerisation processes and patented by the UK companies ICI Synetix and Johnson Matthey. Patents have recently also been acquired by the Indian multinational Dorf Ketal and filed by the Dutch multinational Corbion Purac. The research has resulted in the adoption of new catalysts in industry leading to increased turnover, onward dissemination and implementation of the Bath intellectual property. It has also generated £4.6M from sale of intellectual property and an increase in generated sales of new, sustainable titanium catalysts that replace heavy metals such as tin, antimony and mercury in major industrial processes.  The intellectual property and process developments have been implemented globally in the poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) and poly(urethane) (PU) plastics markets, worth $23B and $33B, respectively, in 2010.

		47		Industrial		£		736		AstraZeneca		Chemistry		CH7: Design and Application of a Tool for the Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis and Prediction of the Effect of Ligand Structure on the Catalytic Activity of Metal Complexes		The selection of ligand(s) for the transition metal complexes that are frequently employed as catalysts for the production of fine chemicals is a key activity ultimately governing the financial viability of the process. Traditionally, the method for discovery of ligands with the appropriate balance of cost and efficiency has been achieved empirically via screening. This Impact Case Study reports on the development of a novel methodology for the qualitative and quantitative analysis and prediction of the effect of ligand structure on the catalytic activity of late-transition metals.  It  has  been  applied  in  process  and  discovery  chemistry  in  pharmaceutical  and agrochemical industries in the UK (and beyond). The analysis allows rapid, and therefore cost efficient, identification of ligands and catalysts with the potential to bypass intellectual property issues.

		47		Other Government		£		175		Welsh Government "Research, Development and Innovation Grant"		Chemistry		CH7: Design and Application of a Tool for the Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis and Prediction of the Effect of Ligand Structure on the Catalytic Activity of Metal Complexes		The selection of ligand(s) for the transition metal complexes that are frequently employed as catalysts for the production of fine chemicals is a key activity ultimately governing the financial viability of the process. Traditionally, the method for discovery of ligands with the appropriate balance of cost and efficiency has been achieved empirically via screening. This Impact Case Study reports on the development of a novel methodology for the qualitative and quantitative analysis and prediction of the effect of ligand structure on the catalytic activity of late-transition metals.  It  has  been  applied  in  process  and  discovery  chemistry  in  pharmaceutical  and agrochemical industries in the UK (and beyond). The analysis allows rapid, and therefore cost efficient, identification of ligands and catalysts with the potential to bypass intellectual property issues.

		47		TSB		£		700		with EPSRC - “Sustainable Manufacturing for the Process Industry” programme		Chemistry		CH7: Design and Application of a Tool for the Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis and Prediction of the Effect of Ligand Structure on the Catalytic Activity of Metal Complexes		The selection of ligand(s) for the transition metal complexes that are frequently employed as catalysts for the production of fine chemicals is a key activity ultimately governing the financial viability of the process. Traditionally, the method for discovery of ligands with the appropriate balance of cost and efficiency has been achieved empirically via screening. This Impact Case Study reports on the development of a novel methodology for the qualitative and quantitative analysis and prediction of the effect of ligand structure on the catalytic activity of late-transition metals.  It  has  been  applied  in  process  and  discovery  chemistry  in  pharmaceutical  and agrochemical industries in the UK (and beyond). The analysis allows rapid, and therefore cost efficient, identification of ligands and catalysts with the potential to bypass intellectual property issues.

		71		BBSRC		£				9709001; ABY08147; REI18424 equipment grants		Chemistry		1: “Filling without drilling”: A new class of product for the treatment of early stage dental decay based on hydrogels of self-assembling peptide tapes		A new class of synthetic self-assembling peptides has been developed at Leeds into a product that allows the enamel in the dental cavities to be regenerated.  The peptides assemble to form gels that have been shown to be promising biocompatible materials with applications in regenerative medicine, for example in the regeneration of bone.  Credentis AG (Switzerland) was founded in January 2010 to commercialise the technology in the dental care domain.   Its first product Curodont™ Repair - the first product of its kind in dental care – has completed first-in-man safety trials (also at Leeds); has received regulatory approval for clinical use in Switzerland, Europe and Australia;  and  was  launched  in  Switzerland  and  Germany  in  Q1/2013.    The  product  has tremendous promise because most adults suffer from dental caries which often go untreated because of patients’ fear of the dental drill.  A second product Curodont™ Protect, approved in April 2013 and regulated as a cosmetic, has been launched in 2013 for the treatment of dentin hypersensitivity.  Credentis has established a UK base in Leeds and has engaged a UK company as distributor of its products from October 2013.

		71		Charity		£				Wellcome Trust 088908/Z/09/Z		Chemistry		1: “Filling without drilling”: A new class of product for the treatment of early stage dental decay based on hydrogels of self-assembling peptide tapes		A new class of synthetic self-assembling peptides has been developed at Leeds into a product that allows the enamel in the dental cavities to be regenerated.  The peptides assemble to form gels that have been shown to be promising biocompatible materials with applications in regenerative medicine, for example in the regeneration of bone.  Credentis AG (Switzerland) was founded in January 2010 to commercialise the technology in the dental care domain.   Its first product Curodont™ Repair - the first product of its kind in dental care – has completed first-in-man safety trials (also at Leeds); has received regulatory approval for clinical use in Switzerland, Europe and Australia;  and  was  launched  in  Switzerland  and  Germany  in  Q1/2013.    The  product  has tremendous promise because most adults suffer from dental caries which often go untreated because of patients’ fear of the dental drill.  A second product Curodont™ Protect, approved in April 2013 and regulated as a cosmetic, has been launched in 2013 for the treatment of dentin hypersensitivity.  Credentis has established a UK base in Leeds and has engaged a UK company as distributor of its products from October 2013.

		71		Industrial		£				Geistlich Biomaterials, Switzerland		Chemistry		1: “Filling without drilling”: A new class of product for the treatment of early stage dental decay based on hydrogels of self-assembling peptide tapes		A new class of synthetic self-assembling peptides has been developed at Leeds into a product that allows the enamel in the dental cavities to be regenerated.  The peptides assemble to form gels that have been shown to be promising biocompatible materials with applications in regenerative medicine, for example in the regeneration of bone.  Credentis AG (Switzerland) was founded in January 2010 to commercialise the technology in the dental care domain.   Its first product Curodont™ Repair - the first product of its kind in dental care – has completed first-in-man safety trials (also at Leeds); has received regulatory approval for clinical use in Switzerland, Europe and Australia;  and  was  launched  in  Switzerland  and  Germany  in  Q1/2013.    The  product  has tremendous promise because most adults suffer from dental caries which often go untreated because of patients’ fear of the dental drill.  A second product Curodont™ Protect, approved in April 2013 and regulated as a cosmetic, has been launched in 2013 for the treatment of dentin hypersensitivity.  Credentis has established a UK base in Leeds and has engaged a UK company as distributor of its products from October 2013.

		71		Other		£				Leeds Teaching Hospitals Trust research award		Chemistry		1: “Filling without drilling”: A new class of product for the treatment of early stage dental decay based on hydrogels of self-assembling peptide tapes		A new class of synthetic self-assembling peptides has been developed at Leeds into a product that allows the enamel in the dental cavities to be regenerated.  The peptides assemble to form gels that have been shown to be promising biocompatible materials with applications in regenerative medicine, for example in the regeneration of bone.  Credentis AG (Switzerland) was founded in January 2010 to commercialise the technology in the dental care domain.   Its first product Curodont™ Repair - the first product of its kind in dental care – has completed first-in-man safety trials (also at Leeds); has received regulatory approval for clinical use in Switzerland, Europe and Australia;  and  was  launched  in  Switzerland  and  Germany  in  Q1/2013.    The  product  has tremendous promise because most adults suffer from dental caries which often go untreated because of patients’ fear of the dental drill.  A second product Curodont™ Protect, approved in April 2013 and regulated as a cosmetic, has been launched in 2013 for the treatment of dentin hypersensitivity.  Credentis has established a UK base in Leeds and has engaged a UK company as distributor of its products from October 2013.

		99		EU		£		22000		Funded through European Union through four programmes (PARTNEW, 2000–2003; EUROPART, 2004–2007; ACSEPT, 2008–2012; and SACCSESS, 2013–2015		Chemistry		Development of New Chemical Methods for Waste Management in Future Nuclear Fuel Cycles		1.  Summary of the impact The research groups of Professor Laurence Harwood and Dr Michael Hudson (now retired) at the University of Reading have developed new and highly selective extractants for spent and reprocessed nuclear fuels. These novel extractants remove specifically the components in nuclear waste that have the highest levels of long-term radioactivity. The extracted components (minor actinides) may subsequently be converted – “transmuted” – into elements with greatly reduced radioactivity. Storage times for high-level nuclear waste can thus be reduced by a factor of a thousand, typically from 300,000 to 300 years. This significant advance in the management of nuclear waste means that next-generation nuclear power production will be safer, more economical and more sustainable, as well as increasing the wider acceptance of nuclear power as a viable alternative to fossil fuels. The newly-developed extractants are now available commercially through TechnoComm Ltd.

		115		TSB		£				Developing the Nuclear Supply Chain		Chemistry		Extending nuclear reactor life by research into radiation damage in graphite		This research underpins assessments of nuclear reactor longevity and safety and has contributed to EDF’s project to extend the life of nuclear reactors by 100+ reactor-years. So far this project has achieved 48 years or nearly £9bn in benefit. The Sussex contribution is accruing value to the UK economy of an estimated £100M at today’s prices, with about £40M of that achieved already. Graphite in nuclear reactors is susceptible to neutron damage, and accurate estimations of the rate of graphite damage in reactors are critical to safety and to predicting reactor lifespan. Research from Sussex has developed models for graphite damage that now underpin one component (of six independent components) of the safety assessments conducted by the nuclear industry for Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors. The research demonstrated that a previous model employed for this purpose was invalid, and developed alternative models that have been adopted by the nuclear industry.

		153		Charity		£		83		Royal Academy of Engineering Enterprise Fellowship Dr D Elford £83,000 from 30th March 2012 for 12 months to turn research into a viable operating spin out company		Physics		Improvements to the Environment by means of Broad Band Sound Attenuating Devices		Sound pollution, which harms quality of life and health  (e.g.  hearing  loss,  hypertension  and heart disease), is a subject of public concern and legislation. Research at Loughborough University has led to the design and production of a new generation of sound barrier for a wide range of industrial and business partners, a number of them leaders in their field.  These sound barriers provide improved environmental benefit and reduced cost in compliance with EU Regulations. A spin-out company (Sonobex) has been established to test and market these designs and products. Outreach by Sonobex through the media and at the Houses of Commons has led to a contribution to the understanding of science and engineering to both the public and to policy makers. Image: Drs Chalmers and Elford with the first commercial prototype.

		153		Other Government		£		16		EMDA Innovation Fellowship “Sound Blocking Technology”: PI Dr. G. Swallowe, CI Prof F. Kusmartsev. £15,948		Physics		Improvements to the Environment by means of Broad Band Sound Attenuating Devices		Sound pollution, which harms quality of life and health  (e.g.  hearing  loss,  hypertension  and heart disease), is a subject of public concern and legislation. Research at Loughborough University has led to the design and production of a new generation of sound barrier for a wide range of industrial and business partners, a number of them leaders in their field.  These sound barriers provide improved environmental benefit and reduced cost in compliance with EU Regulations. A spin-out company (Sonobex) has been established to test and market these designs and products. Outreach by Sonobex through the media and at the Houses of Commons has led to a contribution to the understanding of science and engineering to both the public and to policy makers. Image: Drs Chalmers and Elford with the first commercial prototype.

		153		TSB		£		61		“Practical Sound Attenuation using Broad Band Sound
Attenuating Devices” Knowledge Transfer Account Funding		Physics		Improvements to the Environment by means of Broad Band Sound Attenuating Devices		Sound pollution, which harms quality of life and health  (e.g.  hearing  loss,  hypertension  and heart disease), is a subject of public concern and legislation. Research at Loughborough University has led to the design and production of a new generation of sound barrier for a wide range of industrial and business partners, a number of them leaders in their field.  These sound barriers provide improved environmental benefit and reduced cost in compliance with EU Regulations. A spin-out company (Sonobex) has been established to test and market these designs and products. Outreach by Sonobex through the media and at the Houses of Commons has led to a contribution to the understanding of science and engineering to both the public and to policy makers. Image: Drs Chalmers and Elford with the first commercial prototype.

		186		Industrial		£				Rolls Royce has placed contracts to the value of £350,000 with the IAC to research and develop the application of spectroscopic techniques		Physics		Innovative products for microscopy and analysis provide economic and healthcare benefits in a wide range of industries		Research at the Interface Analysis Centre (IAC) has made innovative analysis products available in a wide range of industries and research fields. •   The design of a novel SEM-Raman instrument has resulted in multi-million pound sales for Renishaw PLC. •  Rolls-Royce PLC has commissioned and used bespoke instruments and non destructive examinations to maintain its competitive advantage and is modifying its technical processes to incorporate these into its standard manufacturing and maintenance procedures. •   In  healthcare,  work  on  Raman  probes  for  cancer  detection  has  influenced  support  of innovation in the NHS. •   Two  companies  have  been  formed  to  develop  and  market  computer  control  and  data acquisition and analysis systems conceived in the course of this work.

		211		Other Government		£				MOD research fellowship		Physics		Harnessing the power of ‘metamaterials’ to drive innovation at QinetiQ		The manipulation of electromagnetic radiation using novel materials by physicists at the University of Exeter has given rise to new technologies for military stealth applications, anti-counterfeiting measures and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) of pharmaceuticals, machinery and perishable goods. The research findings increased the global competitiveness of FTSE 250 defence and security company QinetiQ, driving innovation in its work with the MoD and leading to the creation of a successful spin-out, Omni-ID, that is meeting demand in the high-growth RFID market. Exeter’s research underpinned the EPSRC decision to award the University and QinetiQ £3.2m to exploit applications of their patented technology.

		211		Other Government		£		3700		Funding from Quinetiq to Sambles group over 15 year period		Physics		Harnessing the power of ‘metamaterials’ to drive innovation at QinetiQ		The manipulation of electromagnetic radiation using novel materials by physicists at the University of Exeter has given rise to new technologies for military stealth applications, anti-counterfeiting measures and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) of pharmaceuticals, machinery and perishable goods. The research findings increased the global competitiveness of FTSE 250 defence and security company QinetiQ, driving innovation in its work with the MoD and leading to the creation of a successful spin-out, Omni-ID, that is meeting demand in the high-growth RFID market. Exeter’s research underpinned the EPSRC decision to award the University and QinetiQ £3.2m to exploit applications of their patented technology.

		323		Industrial		£		240		Advanced swept wing transition modelling and
control (funded by Qinetiq CU004-27172)		Mathematical Sciences		C7 - Research underpinning laminar airfoil design leading to revised aircraft wing design		Research at Imperial concerning the onset of turbulence in fluid flows provided the key theoretical underpinning of the design tools needed to produce the next generation of aircraft wings for both civil and military aircraft. This work facilitates the development of  laminar flow wings, which, through reduced fuel consumption of up to 5%, has a significant economic impact, together with a similar environmental impact, associated with reduced engine noise. Carried out in conjunction with industry, most notably EADS/AIRBUS, the work is now part of the current design tools used by AIRBUS and has already influenced the design of the wing developed by AIRBUS for flight-testing in 2015. The financial impact in future for AIRBUS-UK will be measured in billions if and when the technology becomes part of future aircraft.

		323		Industrial		£		1080		LFC-UK: Development of Underpinning Technology for Laminar Flow Control (funded by EADS/AIRBUS)		Mathematical Sciences		C7 - Research underpinning laminar airfoil design leading to revised aircraft wing design		Research at Imperial concerning the onset of turbulence in fluid flows provided the key theoretical underpinning of the design tools needed to produce the next generation of aircraft wings for both civil and military aircraft. This work facilitates the development of  laminar flow wings, which, through reduced fuel consumption of up to 5%, has a significant economic impact, together with a similar environmental impact, associated with reduced engine noise. Carried out in conjunction with industry, most notably EADS/AIRBUS, the work is now part of the current design tools used by AIRBUS and has already influenced the design of the wing developed by AIRBUS for flight-testing in 2015. The financial impact in future for AIRBUS-UK will be measured in billions if and when the technology becomes part of future aircraft.

		323		Other		€		220		TELFONA - Testing for Laminar Flow on New Aircraft (funded by Airbus via European Commission, AST4-CT-2005-516109)		Mathematical Sciences		C7 - Research underpinning laminar airfoil design leading to revised aircraft wing design		Research at Imperial concerning the onset of turbulence in fluid flows provided the key theoretical underpinning of the design tools needed to produce the next generation of aircraft wings for both civil and military aircraft. This work facilitates the development of  laminar flow wings, which, through reduced fuel consumption of up to 5%, has a significant economic impact, together with a similar environmental impact, associated with reduced engine noise. Carried out in conjunction with industry, most notably EADS/AIRBUS, the work is now part of the current design tools used by AIRBUS and has already influenced the design of the wing developed by AIRBUS for flight-testing in 2015. The financial impact in future for AIRBUS-UK will be measured in billions if and when the technology becomes part of future aircraft.

		357		EU		€		869		Diagnosing vulnerability, emergent phenomena 
and volatility in man-made networks (MANMADE)		Mathematical Sciences		Informing policy and mitigating risk – modelling infrastructure networks		Researchers at Queen Mary have applied mathematical modelling techniques to understand how and when problems may arise in complex man-made infrastructure networks including electricity, gas, global shipping and haulage networks. Many of these networks have points of vulnerability where a local issue such as an earthquake, a terrorist attack or even a simple engineering problem can bring down widespread areas of the network. Our research and the associated modelling techniques have impacted on organisations including the UK Treasury Office and the European Commission’s Joint Research Centres at both Petten and Ispra, where it has been used to inform UK and European policy guidelines and legislation for infrastructure projects.

		412		Industrial		£				Summit Media Ltd		Mathematical Sciences		Statistical Modelling For Digital Marketing *** Redacted version with confidential information removed***		This work revolutionizes the way in which pay-per-click (PPC, internet search) advertising is optimised. Recent estimates suggest that 80% of companies market online, yielding $30 billion of revenue  to  companies  managing  the  process.  The  research  of  the  Durham  team  gives  a collaborating company, Summit Media Ltd, a substantial lead in statistical tools to provide PPC optimisation. This lead is giving the company a more dominant position in the UK and is leading it to  pursue  international  business  more  aggressively,  as  an  industry  leader.    The  company confirms that implementation of the research has generated new business worth millions of pounds and enabled the employment of additional staff.

		474		Other Government		£		40		Centre for Defence Enterprise (DST). Awarded to CountingLab Ltd - spin out of University of Reading. "Applying New Thinking To Counter-Terrorism: Communicability across an Evolving Social Network - Determining biggest influencers, risers & fallers"		Mathematical Sciences		Title: of case study: Applying the mathematics of evolving networks for more effective social media marketing		Researchers in the Centre for the Mathematics of Human Behaviour at the University of Reading have developed a novel approach for the real-time monitoring of evolving social networks. These networks, in which connections between individuals change over time, are an important opportunity for online advertising. The research has been used in collaboration with Bloom Media Ltd to develop a new tool that gives their clients a better understanding of the impacts of social media campaigns. As a result Bloom are leading the field in this area, allowing them to attract major new clients and leading to significant growth of the business. The company now directly employs highly skilled mathematics graduates specifically to work in this area.

		474		TSB		£		94		TSB #710104 (awarded to Bloom Media) - "Digital Buisness Analytics for decision makers"		Mathematical Sciences		Title: of case study: Applying the mathematics of evolving networks for more effective social media marketing		Researchers in the Centre for the Mathematics of Human Behaviour at the University of Reading have developed a novel approach for the real-time monitoring of evolving social networks. These networks, in which connections between individuals change over time, are an important opportunity for online advertising. The research has been used in collaboration with Bloom Media Ltd to develop a new tool that gives their clients a better understanding of the impacts of social media campaigns. As a result Bloom are leading the field in this area, allowing them to attract major new clients and leading to significant growth of the business. The company now directly employs highly skilled mathematics graduates specifically to work in this area.

		492		Other Research Council		£				NERC		Mathematical Sciences		New statistical methods result in better marine environmental monitoring and impact assessment		Researchers at the University of St Andrews have changed the way environmental monitoring and impact assessment data are collected and analysed, particularly in the marine environment. We have developed new statistical models of wildlife population dynamics that, for example, form the basis for population assessment of most of the world’s grey seals, allowing the UK and Canadian governments to implement effective management of the populations. Other research carried out by us has led to reformulation of the recommended standard statistical practice for impact assessment in the UK marine renewables industry, enabling marine regulators such as Marine Scotland to make better-informed licensing decisions concerning large-scale offshore renewable energy developments.

		494		Other		£				Royal Society/Leverhulme Trust Fellowship		Mathematical Sciences		Commercial advantage through computational discovery of dynamic communicators in large digital networks		Research by Higham, Estrada and Grindrod into new, computable measures for large, dynamically evolving communication networks has allowed the automatic identification of individuals who act as influencers, or efficient listeners. This research insight has been taken up by Bloom Agency (Leeds), a digital marketing and media agency. Bloom has used these ideas to strengthen their Data Insights Team, leading to investment in new jobs, generation of new business and delivery of better results for their clients. Bloom’s commercially available real time social planning software product, Whisper, builds directly on the published research, and is at the heart of the agency’s success in doubling staff numbers to 60 in recent months, having grown its annual income by 50% to £2.4Million through the use of these new tools.

		494		TSB		£		94		Digital Business Analytics for Decision Makers, funded by Bloom (£64k) and TSB (£94k)		Mathematical Sciences		Commercial advantage through computational discovery of dynamic communicators in large digital networks		Research by Higham, Estrada and Grindrod into new, computable measures for large, dynamically evolving communication networks has allowed the automatic identification of individuals who act as influencers, or efficient listeners. This research insight has been taken up by Bloom Agency (Leeds), a digital marketing and media agency. Bloom has used these ideas to strengthen their Data Insights Team, leading to investment in new jobs, generation of new business and delivery of better results for their clients. Bloom’s commercially available real time social planning software product, Whisper, builds directly on the published research, and is at the heart of the agency’s success in doubling staff numbers to 60 in recent months, having grown its annual income by 50% to £2.4Million through the use of these new tools.

		499		Other		£		42		Leverhulme Trust Fellowship: Three-dimensional shallow-water sloshing in rotating vessels		Mathematical Sciences		Modelling and analysis of ocean wave energy extraction devices		Extraction of energy from ocean waves is a high-priority sustainable-energy initiative in the UK. The OWEL wave-energy convertor involves a floating rectangular box which captures waves and extracts their energy. This configuration dovetails with research at the University of Surrey on fluid sloshing in rotating-translating rectangular containers. The Surrey team is providing underpinning mathematics for the modelling and has led to the development of a suite of algorithms that are being tailored for use to optimise system parameters. The outcome is direct impact on the wave energy industry and indirect impact on the environment and the economy.

		538		EU		£				12 EU-funded projects, such as Inspiring Science, Meducator and MASELTOV		Computer Science and Informatics		Serious Games Innovation and Business Engagement		The key impacts of the research into the non-entertainment use of computer games technology and virtual worlds at the Serious Games Institute (SGI) have been: •    Economic and commercial impacts on various  stakeholders •   Impacts  on practitioners, professional services,  public  understanding and public  debate The reach of these impacts extends to partners both within the UK and overseas. Beneficiaries include companies, health professionals, educators, young people and their parents.

		538		EU		£		247		ALICE, funded under the FP7 STREP by the
European Union. Duration: 2 years: September 2010-October 2012. Amount: € 2,244,720. de Freitas’ share of the funding £247,000.		Computer Science and Informatics		Serious Games Innovation and Business Engagement		The key impacts of the research into the non-entertainment use of computer games technology and virtual worlds at the Serious Games Institute (SGI) have been: •    Economic and commercial impacts on various  stakeholders •   Impacts  on practitioners, professional services,  public  understanding and public  debate The reach of these impacts extends to partners both within the UK and overseas. Beneficiaries include companies, health professionals, educators, young people and their parents.

		538		EU		€		255		project funded under the Network of Excellence in Serious Games (GALA), total funding €5.6 M (de Freitas scientific coordinator)		Computer Science and Informatics		Serious Games Innovation and Business Engagement		The key impacts of the research into the non-entertainment use of computer games technology and virtual worlds at the Serious Games Institute (SGI) have been: •    Economic and commercial impacts on various  stakeholders •   Impacts  on practitioners, professional services,  public  understanding and public  debate The reach of these impacts extends to partners both within the UK and overseas. Beneficiaries include companies, health professionals, educators, young people and their parents.

		538		EU		€		366		European Commission Framework 7 Programme. Integrated Project. FP7-ICT-2013-10: MAGELLAN October 2013-September 2017, total budget €6,750,000, de Freitas' share of the funding €366,320.		Computer Science and Informatics		Serious Games Innovation and Business Engagement		The key impacts of the research into the non-entertainment use of computer games technology and virtual worlds at the Serious Games Institute (SGI) have been: •    Economic and commercial impacts on various  stakeholders •   Impacts  on practitioners, professional services,  public  understanding and public  debate The reach of these impacts extends to partners both within the UK and overseas. Beneficiaries include companies, health professionals, educators, young people and their parents.

		538		Industrial		£				Jaguar Land Rover		Computer Science and Informatics		Serious Games Innovation and Business Engagement		The key impacts of the research into the non-entertainment use of computer games technology and virtual worlds at the Serious Games Institute (SGI) have been: •    Economic and commercial impacts on various  stakeholders •   Impacts  on practitioners, professional services,  public  understanding and public  debate The reach of these impacts extends to partners both within the UK and overseas. Beneficiaries include companies, health professionals, educators, young people and their parents.

		538		Other		£				JISC Funding de Freitas’ share of the funding £412,000.		Computer Science and Informatics		Serious Games Innovation and Business Engagement		The key impacts of the research into the non-entertainment use of computer games technology and virtual worlds at the Serious Games Institute (SGI) have been: •    Economic and commercial impacts on various  stakeholders •   Impacts  on practitioners, professional services,  public  understanding and public  debate The reach of these impacts extends to partners both within the UK and overseas. Beneficiaries include companies, health professionals, educators, young people and their parents.

		538		TSB		£		70		project led by Blitz Games Studios		Computer Science and Informatics		Serious Games Innovation and Business Engagement		The key impacts of the research into the non-entertainment use of computer games technology and virtual worlds at the Serious Games Institute (SGI) have been: •    Economic and commercial impacts on various  stakeholders •   Impacts  on practitioners, professional services,  public  understanding and public  debate The reach of these impacts extends to partners both within the UK and overseas. Beneficiaries include companies, health professionals, educators, young people and their parents.

		567		Industrial		£				DaimlerChrysler funding to develop the Vada system		Computer Science and Informatics		Search Based Software Testing as a Practical Tool [PEX]		KCL researchers, led by Professor Mark Harman, developed algorithms and contributed code to the Microsoft Pex automatic software testing tool, which is now part of the Fakes integral component on Microsoft Visual Studio 2012/2013 development environment used by tens of thousands of professional software developers. Harman’s work on Search Based Software Testing (SBST) has been pioneering in the development of automatic test case generation. The Pex/Fakes tool supports software engineers in automatic test-case generation, and is in very wide use in the commercial and industrial software development environment (tens of thousands of software developers have downloaded the Pex plug-in or acquired it as the Microsoft Visual Studio Fakes component). Further impact of the SBST work carried out by the KCL research team can be seen in the adoption of SBST techniques by Google software developers and in work on the Vada software testing system carried out with DaimlerChrysler.

		567		Industrial		£				Google: £25k		Computer Science and Informatics		Search Based Software Testing as a Practical Tool [PEX]		KCL researchers, led by Professor Mark Harman, developed algorithms and contributed code to the Microsoft Pex automatic software testing tool, which is now part of the Fakes integral component on Microsoft Visual Studio 2012/2013 development environment used by tens of thousands of professional software developers. Harman’s work on Search Based Software Testing (SBST) has been pioneering in the development of automatic test case generation. The Pex/Fakes tool supports software engineers in automatic test-case generation, and is in very wide use in the commercial and industrial software development environment (tens of thousands of software developers have downloaded the Pex plug-in or acquired it as the Microsoft Visual Studio Fakes component). Further impact of the SBST work carried out by the KCL research team can be seen in the adoption of SBST techniques by Google software developers and in work on the Vada software testing system carried out with DaimlerChrysler.

		586		EU		€		1950		BACTOCOM: a European Commission Collaborative Project		Computer Science and Informatics		Synthetic Biology and Citizen Science		This case study is based on research at the interface of computer science and biology, undertaken at MMU.  Subsequent inter-disciplinary work was partly supported by the EPSRC Bridging the Gaps: NanoInfoBio project, and led to the creation of a new “citizen science” organization, which is now one of the leading groups of its type in the world. The specific impacts are (1) generation of revenue for a new business operation created as a result of the project, (2) the stimulation of and influence on policy debate, and (3) the stimulation of public interest and engagement in science and engineering.

		586		Other				30		DIYbio Manchester (DIYBIOMCR) project: Wellcome Trust People Awards - WT095313MA		Computer Science and Informatics		Synthetic Biology and Citizen Science		This case study is based on research at the interface of computer science and biology, undertaken at MMU.  Subsequent inter-disciplinary work was partly supported by the EPSRC Bridging the Gaps: NanoInfoBio project, and led to the creation of a new “citizen science” organization, which is now one of the leading groups of its type in the world. The specific impacts are (1) generation of revenue for a new business operation created as a result of the project, (2) the stimulation of and influence on policy debate, and (3) the stimulation of public interest and engagement in science and engineering.

		591		Other		$		100		NASA Ames		Computer Science and Informatics		Model Checking Multi-Agent Systems		The research work undertaken at Middlesex University on model checking for multi-agent systems has made a significant contribution both to theory and to applications for the verification of complex and critical systems, such as autonomous rovers and avionic scenarios. These scenarios require the  verification  of  properties  that  go  beyond  traditional  temporal  requirements  and  include epistemic and strategic modalities. Our work has contributed to the development of efficient model checking algorithms and tools that implement state-of-the art features; both the algorithms and the tools  have  been  applied  to  a  number  of  real-life  instances,  including  scenarios  from  NASA applications.

		592		EU		€		13100		VALCRI: Visual Analytics in Criminal Intelligence Analysis		Computer Science and Informatics		Visual Analytics		The case described shows that our research reporting on the limitations and challenges associated with traditional approaches to presentation and management of information search results for different types of users has led to design and implementation of non-conventional user interface technology – INVISQUE (Interactive Visual Search and Query Environment [7]). This technology has had a direct influence and usage in a range of domains including information seeking in Citizens Advice Bureaux and in the security domain both nationally (UK Ministry of Defence) and internationally (US Dept. of Homeland Security).   The research has created a community of practice around the emerging field of Visual Analytics and has formed the basis of a successful FP7 project (EC grant €13.1M) bringing together a consortium of 18 industrial, internationally leading Visual Analytics researchers (e.g. PNNL, University of Konstanz, City University London), and police end-user partners, from across the UK, Europe and the US.

		592		Other		$		250		UKVAC (UK Visual
Analytics Consortium) Phase 1, NVAC		Computer Science and Informatics		Visual Analytics		The case described shows that our research reporting on the limitations and challenges associated with traditional approaches to presentation and management of information search results for different types of users has led to design and implementation of non-conventional user interface technology – INVISQUE (Interactive Visual Search and Query Environment [7]). This technology has had a direct influence and usage in a range of domains including information seeking in Citizens Advice Bureaux and in the security domain both nationally (UK Ministry of Defence) and internationally (US Dept. of Homeland Security).   The research has created a community of practice around the emerging field of Visual Analytics and has formed the basis of a successful FP7 project (EC grant €13.1M) bringing together a consortium of 18 industrial, internationally leading Visual Analytics researchers (e.g. PNNL, University of Konstanz, City University London), and police end-user partners, from across the UK, Europe and the US.

		592		Other		£		40		JISC Rapid Innovation: INVISQUE, Interactive
Visual Query Environment;		Computer Science and Informatics		Visual Analytics		The case described shows that our research reporting on the limitations and challenges associated with traditional approaches to presentation and management of information search results for different types of users has led to design and implementation of non-conventional user interface technology – INVISQUE (Interactive Visual Search and Query Environment [7]). This technology has had a direct influence and usage in a range of domains including information seeking in Citizens Advice Bureaux and in the security domain both nationally (UK Ministry of Defence) and internationally (US Dept. of Homeland Security).   The research has created a community of practice around the emerging field of Visual Analytics and has formed the basis of a successful FP7 project (EC grant €13.1M) bringing together a consortium of 18 industrial, internationally leading Visual Analytics researchers (e.g. PNNL, University of Konstanz, City University London), and police end-user partners, from across the UK, Europe and the US.

		592		Other Government		£		50		MOD: TSAM:
Team Sense Making Assessment Method. Partners with BAe Systems, ARA Klein Associates, MoD
CDE.		Computer Science and Informatics		Visual Analytics		The case described shows that our research reporting on the limitations and challenges associated with traditional approaches to presentation and management of information search results for different types of users has led to design and implementation of non-conventional user interface technology – INVISQUE (Interactive Visual Search and Query Environment [7]). This technology has had a direct influence and usage in a range of domains including information seeking in Citizens Advice Bureaux and in the security domain both nationally (UK Ministry of Defence) and internationally (US Dept. of Homeland Security).   The research has created a community of practice around the emerging field of Visual Analytics and has formed the basis of a successful FP7 project (EC grant €13.1M) bringing together a consortium of 18 industrial, internationally leading Visual Analytics researchers (e.g. PNNL, University of Konstanz, City University London), and police end-user partners, from across the UK, Europe and the US.

		592		Other Government		£		900		UKVAC (UK Visual Analytics Consortium) Phase 2, US Dept of Homeland
Security, UK Home Office		Computer Science and Informatics		Visual Analytics		The case described shows that our research reporting on the limitations and challenges associated with traditional approaches to presentation and management of information search results for different types of users has led to design and implementation of non-conventional user interface technology – INVISQUE (Interactive Visual Search and Query Environment [7]). This technology has had a direct influence and usage in a range of domains including information seeking in Citizens Advice Bureaux and in the security domain both nationally (UK Ministry of Defence) and internationally (US Dept. of Homeland Security).   The research has created a community of practice around the emerging field of Visual Analytics and has formed the basis of a successful FP7 project (EC grant €13.1M) bringing together a consortium of 18 industrial, internationally leading Visual Analytics researchers (e.g. PNNL, University of Konstanz, City University London), and police end-user partners, from across the UK, Europe and the US.

		597		TSB		£				BK008B		Computer Science and Informatics		Cyber  Security:  Situational  Awareness  and  Infrastructure  Protection research changing policy and practice		Cyber security and situational awareness research has impacted organisations’ strategy, policy and practice. Impact was delivered through nuWARP (Northumbria University Warning, Advice and Reporting Point) registered as part of the UK Government's Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure. International impact: direct contribution to EU Cyber Security Strategy; improved practices at the Nigerian Economic and Financial Crimes Commission;  redeveloped business model at Star Spreads (online gambling company) leading to safer practices for customers. National impact: contributed to improved business models and policies in SMEs (Washington Metalworks, Shared Interest, SRM Ltd), which have improved data security and online practice.

		620		Industrial		£		104		Invensys Rail Project, Railway Control Systems.		Computer Science and Informatics		Improving Processes and Policies in the UK Railway Industry		The UK Rail Industry has set itself a target of increasing capacity by a factor of two within 30 years for both passengers and freight. A central problem is to increase the capacity and performance of the (existing) rail network. Signalling systems and their safety is a major consideration. It is towards this long-term goal that we direct our research activity on signalling. Our research impacts both current practices and strategic planning within the Railway Industry: •   Current practices: Our research has led to (i) the adoption of formal verification techniques at Invensys Rail, a multi-national technology leader, as well as (ii) changes in the operation and organisation of the company - involving personnel, structures and forward thinking - that successfully address commercial challenges faced by the company. •   Strategic planning: The adoption of the European Train Management System (ETMS) – a proposed replacement for track-side signalling – is aimed at reducing maintenance costs, enhancing performance and improving safety. But its adoption presents a major challenge for the UK. In addressing this, our research produces data and thinking in support of change, which we deliver through various working groups and initiatives that are developing national policy for the development of the UK railway. By releasing UK railways from the strictures of track-side signalling, ETMS represents the step-change transformation necessary for meeting the industry's ambitious 30-year target.

		620		Other		£				Swansea holds a Joint Research Contract with the AIST Japan, which includes
cooperation on railway research. (The contract provides no direct costs to Swansea University, but supports bilateral visits funded by the Japanese Institute.)		Computer Science and Informatics		Improving Processes and Policies in the UK Railway Industry		The UK Rail Industry has set itself a target of increasing capacity by a factor of two within 30 years for both passengers and freight. A central problem is to increase the capacity and performance of the (existing) rail network. Signalling systems and their safety is a major consideration. It is towards this long-term goal that we direct our research activity on signalling. Our research impacts both current practices and strategic planning within the Railway Industry: •   Current practices: Our research has led to (i) the adoption of formal verification techniques at Invensys Rail, a multi-national technology leader, as well as (ii) changes in the operation and organisation of the company - involving personnel, structures and forward thinking - that successfully address commercial challenges faced by the company. •   Strategic planning: The adoption of the European Train Management System (ETMS) – a proposed replacement for track-side signalling – is aimed at reducing maintenance costs, enhancing performance and improving safety. But its adoption presents a major challenge for the UK. In addressing this, our research produces data and thinking in support of change, which we deliver through various working groups and initiatives that are developing national policy for the development of the UK railway. By releasing UK railways from the strictures of track-side signalling, ETMS represents the step-change transformation necessary for meeting the industry's ambitious 30-year target.

		652		Industrial		£				Roche: development of Cloud-based services for their clinical trial management system		Computer Science and Informatics		Knowledge Transfer of Innovative Cloud Computing Technologies		This case study reports our work on the development, application and dissemination of innovative cloud-based technologies to industrial problem domains. First, decentralised scheduling is implemented within federated Clouds, to facilitate the new drug discovery process for a global pharmaceutical company. Second, multi-objective approaches to the management and optimisation of video processing and analysis workflows in distributed environments is described in the context of an SME organisation that is developing new products, services and markets. Both of these examples have attracted, and continue to attract, commercial funding, and demonstrate the efficacy of knowledge transfer into industry from University of Derby (UoD) research.

		652		TSB		£		129		KTP		Computer Science and Informatics		Knowledge Transfer of Innovative Cloud Computing Technologies		This case study reports our work on the development, application and dissemination of innovative cloud-based technologies to industrial problem domains. First, decentralised scheduling is implemented within federated Clouds, to facilitate the new drug discovery process for a global pharmaceutical company. Second, multi-objective approaches to the management and optimisation of video processing and analysis workflows in distributed environments is described in the context of an SME organisation that is developing new products, services and markets. Both of these examples have attracted, and continue to attract, commercial funding, and demonstrate the efficacy of knowledge transfer into industry from University of Derby (UoD) research.

		725		EU		£				EU FP7 project ‘Documeet’ (2012-2014).		Computer Science and Informatics		ASR: Commercial, societal and cultural benefits of new advanced Speech Recognition Technology		One of the world-leading systems for large-vocabulary Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) has been developed by a team led from the University of Sheffield. This system, which won the international evaluation campaigns for rich speech transcription organised by the US National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2007 and 2009, has led directly to the creation of one spin-out, been largely instrumental in the launch of a second, has had significant impact on the development and growth of three existing companies, and has made highly advanced technology available free for the first time to a broad range of individual and organisational users, with applications including language learning, speech-to-speech translation and access to education for those with reading and writing difficulties.

		725		EU		£				The research dates back to
2004, with the start of an EU FP6 Integrated Project AMI (Augmented Multiparty Interaction), which
was succeeded by AMIDA (the DA stood for Distant Access)		Computer Science and Informatics		ASR: Commercial, societal and cultural benefits of new advanced Speech Recognition Technology		One of the world-leading systems for large-vocabulary Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) has been developed by a team led from the University of Sheffield. This system, which won the international evaluation campaigns for rich speech transcription organised by the US National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2007 and 2009, has led directly to the creation of one spin-out, been largely instrumental in the launch of a second, has had significant impact on the development and growth of three existing companies, and has made highly advanced technology available free for the first time to a broad range of individual and organisational users, with applications including language learning, speech-to-speech translation and access to education for those with reading and writing difficulties.

		738		TSB		£		858				Computer Science and Informatics		Sentic Computing		Extracting information and meaning from natural language text is central to a wide variety of computer applications, ranging from social media opinion mining to the processing of patient health-care records.  Sentic Computing, pioneered at the University of Stirling, underpins a unique set  of  related  tools  for  incorporating  emotion  and  sentiment  analysis  in  natural  language processing. These tools are being employed in commercial products, with performance improvements of up to 20% being reported in accuracy of textual analysis, matching or even exceeding human performance (Zoral Labs). Current applications include social media monitoring as part of a web content management system (Sitekit Solutions Ltd), personal photo management systems (HP Labs India) and patient opinion mining (Patient Opinion Ltd). Impact has also been achieved through direct collaboration with other commercial partners such as Microsoft Research Asia, TrustPilot and Abies Ltd. Moreover, international organisations such as the Brain Sciences Foundation and the A*Star Institute for High Performance Computing have realised major impact by drawing upon our research.

		744		EU		£				EU funded DBE project		Computer Science and Informatics		Adaptive Information Systems		The University of Surrey has developed a set of tools that is enabling us to develop innovative web-based information systems with much lower resources than has formerly been possible. These tools and techniques are being exploited by a University of Surrey spinout, Rulemotion. The underlying platform has now been used to develop eight distinct business systems. A key feature of our approach is that it enables the business domain to be modelled in structured natural language (using the Object Management Group (OMG) supported standard SBVR [for Semantics of Business Vocabularies and Rules]). The server side functionality is then generated from the business model. Rulemotion is the first organisation to offer such extensive support of SBVR. This is a key fusion of the Business Analysis (Business Rules) and Information Technology domains – the gulf between these two communities has been an area of tension for the past 30 years.

		746		Other		£		40		Leverhulme Trust		Computer Science and Informatics		Introducing a secure electronic voting system to the State of Victoria, Australia		Researchers at Surrey have designed a new voting system commissioned by the Victorian Electoral Commission, for use in their State election, based on our Prêt à Voter system. It will be the world’s first fully verifiable e-voting system.  Surrey’s work has had a direct impact on Australian voting public services and on public policy on e-voting. The system provides secure and verifiable electronic support for voting in Victoria’s State elections.  Benefits include accessibility for blind and vision impaired voters, for those with motor impairments, for those who cannot read English, and greater efficiency and reach for remote voters nationally and internationally.

		746		Other Government		£		5		Victorian Electoral Commission		Computer Science and Informatics		Introducing a secure electronic voting system to the State of Victoria, Australia		Researchers at Surrey have designed a new voting system commissioned by the Victorian Electoral Commission, for use in their State election, based on our Prêt à Voter system. It will be the world’s first fully verifiable e-voting system.  Surrey’s work has had a direct impact on Australian voting public services and on public policy on e-voting. The system provides secure and verifiable electronic support for voting in Victoria’s State elections.  Benefits include accessibility for blind and vision impaired voters, for those with motor impairments, for those who cannot read English, and greater efficiency and reach for remote voters nationally and internationally.

		746		Other Government		£		13		Victorian Electoral Commission (Australia)		Computer Science and Informatics		Introducing a secure electronic voting system to the State of Victoria, Australia		Researchers at Surrey have designed a new voting system commissioned by the Victorian Electoral Commission, for use in their State election, based on our Prêt à Voter system. It will be the world’s first fully verifiable e-voting system.  Surrey’s work has had a direct impact on Australian voting public services and on public policy on e-voting. The system provides secure and verifiable electronic support for voting in Victoria’s State elections.  Benefits include accessibility for blind and vision impaired voters, for those with motor impairments, for those who cannot read English, and greater efficiency and reach for remote voters nationally and internationally.

		746		Other Government		£		103		Victorian Electoral Commission		Computer Science and Informatics		Introducing a secure electronic voting system to the State of Victoria, Australia		Researchers at Surrey have designed a new voting system commissioned by the Victorian Electoral Commission, for use in their State election, based on our Prêt à Voter system. It will be the world’s first fully verifiable e-voting system.  Surrey’s work has had a direct impact on Australian voting public services and on public policy on e-voting. The system provides secure and verifiable electronic support for voting in Victoria’s State elections.  Benefits include accessibility for blind and vision impaired voters, for those with motor impairments, for those who cannot read English, and greater efficiency and reach for remote voters nationally and internationally.

		810		EU		£		180		EU (FP5): Modelling of Unsteady Combustion in Low Emission Systems		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Acoustic damping systems for leaner, greener aero-gas turbine combustion		Since 2002 researchers at Loughborough University have developed facilities and methods that have led to novel damping configurations being incorporated within Rolls-Royce’s next generation low emission demonstrator engines [text removed for publication]. The work was required since future aircraft  emissions legislation requires radical changes to the combustion system,  which makes it inherently more unstable. The instability issues have been overcome using novel acoustic damping systems that are also capable of operating in the harsh aero-engine environment. The damping technology is therefore an enabler to Rolls-Royce producing greener gas turbines that meet future legislative requirements and ensure access to the predicted $3.7 trillion aerospace market over the next 20 years.

		810		EU		£		514		EU (FP7): Technology Enhancement for Clean Combustion in Aero-Engines		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Acoustic damping systems for leaner, greener aero-gas turbine combustion		Since 2002 researchers at Loughborough University have developed facilities and methods that have led to novel damping configurations being incorporated within Rolls-Royce’s next generation low emission demonstrator engines [text removed for publication]. The work was required since future aircraft  emissions legislation requires radical changes to the combustion system,  which makes it inherently more unstable. The instability issues have been overcome using novel acoustic damping systems that are also capable of operating in the harsh aero-engine environment. The damping technology is therefore an enabler to Rolls-Royce producing greener gas turbines that meet future legislative requirements and ensure access to the predicted $3.7 trillion aerospace market over the next 20 years.

		810		Industrial		£		26		Rolls-Royce (UK): Alecsys acoustic damper design		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Acoustic damping systems for leaner, greener aero-gas turbine combustion		Since 2002 researchers at Loughborough University have developed facilities and methods that have led to novel damping configurations being incorporated within Rolls-Royce’s next generation low emission demonstrator engines [text removed for publication]. The work was required since future aircraft  emissions legislation requires radical changes to the combustion system,  which makes it inherently more unstable. The instability issues have been overcome using novel acoustic damping systems that are also capable of operating in the harsh aero-engine environment. The damping technology is therefore an enabler to Rolls-Royce producing greener gas turbines that meet future legislative requirements and ensure access to the predicted $3.7 trillion aerospace market over the next 20 years.

		810		Industrial		£		34		Rolls-Royce (D): Acoustic damper specification		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Acoustic damping systems for leaner, greener aero-gas turbine combustion		Since 2002 researchers at Loughborough University have developed facilities and methods that have led to novel damping configurations being incorporated within Rolls-Royce’s next generation low emission demonstrator engines [text removed for publication]. The work was required since future aircraft  emissions legislation requires radical changes to the combustion system,  which makes it inherently more unstable. The instability issues have been overcome using novel acoustic damping systems that are also capable of operating in the harsh aero-engine environment. The damping technology is therefore an enabler to Rolls-Royce producing greener gas turbines that meet future legislative requirements and ensure access to the predicted $3.7 trillion aerospace market over the next 20 years.

		810		Industrial		£		43		Rolls-Royce (UK): EFE Compact Resonators, Passive Damper and hot gas ingestion		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Acoustic damping systems for leaner, greener aero-gas turbine combustion		Since 2002 researchers at Loughborough University have developed facilities and methods that have led to novel damping configurations being incorporated within Rolls-Royce’s next generation low emission demonstrator engines [text removed for publication]. The work was required since future aircraft  emissions legislation requires radical changes to the combustion system,  which makes it inherently more unstable. The instability issues have been overcome using novel acoustic damping systems that are also capable of operating in the harsh aero-engine environment. The damping technology is therefore an enabler to Rolls-Royce producing greener gas turbines that meet future legislative requirements and ensure access to the predicted $3.7 trillion aerospace market over the next 20 years.

		810		Industrial		£		47		Rolls-Royce (UK): Interaction between the acoustic energy and the velocity fields associated with circular holes		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Acoustic damping systems for leaner, greener aero-gas turbine combustion		Since 2002 researchers at Loughborough University have developed facilities and methods that have led to novel damping configurations being incorporated within Rolls-Royce’s next generation low emission demonstrator engines [text removed for publication]. The work was required since future aircraft  emissions legislation requires radical changes to the combustion system,  which makes it inherently more unstable. The instability issues have been overcome using novel acoustic damping systems that are also capable of operating in the harsh aero-engine environment. The damping technology is therefore an enabler to Rolls-Royce producing greener gas turbines that meet future legislative requirements and ensure access to the predicted $3.7 trillion aerospace market over the next 20 years.

		810		Industrial		£		2500		East Midlands Development Agency / Rolls-Royce (UK)/SRIF: Unsteady Fluids Mechanic laboratory		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Acoustic damping systems for leaner, greener aero-gas turbine combustion		Since 2002 researchers at Loughborough University have developed facilities and methods that have led to novel damping configurations being incorporated within Rolls-Royce’s next generation low emission demonstrator engines [text removed for publication]. The work was required since future aircraft  emissions legislation requires radical changes to the combustion system,  which makes it inherently more unstable. The instability issues have been overcome using novel acoustic damping systems that are also capable of operating in the harsh aero-engine environment. The damping technology is therefore an enabler to Rolls-Royce producing greener gas turbines that meet future legislative requirements and ensure access to the predicted $3.7 trillion aerospace market over the next 20 years.

		810		TSB		£		51		Rolls-Royce /TSB: Alecsys external aerodynamics testing		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Acoustic damping systems for leaner, greener aero-gas turbine combustion		Since 2002 researchers at Loughborough University have developed facilities and methods that have led to novel damping configurations being incorporated within Rolls-Royce’s next generation low emission demonstrator engines [text removed for publication]. The work was required since future aircraft  emissions legislation requires radical changes to the combustion system,  which makes it inherently more unstable. The instability issues have been overcome using novel acoustic damping systems that are also capable of operating in the harsh aero-engine environment. The damping technology is therefore an enabler to Rolls-Royce producing greener gas turbines that meet future legislative requirements and ensure access to the predicted $3.7 trillion aerospace market over the next 20 years.

		816		EU		£		514		Fully Annular Rig Measurements		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Reduced Aero-engine Fuel Consumption via an Integrated Design Methodology for Combustor Aerodynamics		Starting  in  1996  experimentally  based  research  into  combustor  aerodynamic  inefficiency  at Loughborough University has been used by Rolls-Royce (RR) to ensure minimised combustor pressure loss for their entire Trent engine family. Five Trent engines, operating on more than 900 aircraft, have benefited. The latest engine – the Trent XWB - the world’s most efficient and fastest- selling wide-body aero-engine (predicted fleet ~1000 aircraft) - began flight tests in mid-2013; this engine includes the latest Loughborough development, a novel approach to compressor/combustor interface management for reduced fuel burn [text removed for publication] improving both global competitiveness and carbon/pollutant emissions.

		816		Industrial		£		200		PADEFE Combustion System Aerodynamics		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Reduced Aero-engine Fuel Consumption via an Integrated Design Methodology for Combustor Aerodynamics		Starting  in  1996  experimentally  based  research  into  combustor  aerodynamic  inefficiency  at Loughborough University has been used by Rolls-Royce (RR) to ensure minimised combustor pressure loss for their entire Trent engine family. Five Trent engines, operating on more than 900 aircraft, have benefited. The latest engine – the Trent XWB - the world’s most efficient and fastest- selling wide-body aero-engine (predicted fleet ~1000 aircraft) - began flight tests in mid-2013; this engine includes the latest Loughborough development, a novel approach to compressor/combustor interface management for reduced fuel burn [text removed for publication] improving both global competitiveness and carbon/pollutant emissions.

		816		Industrial		£		309				Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Reduced Aero-engine Fuel Consumption via an Integrated Design Methodology for Combustor Aerodynamics		Starting  in  1996  experimentally  based  research  into  combustor  aerodynamic  inefficiency  at Loughborough University has been used by Rolls-Royce (RR) to ensure minimised combustor pressure loss for their entire Trent engine family. Five Trent engines, operating on more than 900 aircraft, have benefited. The latest engine – the Trent XWB - the world’s most efficient and fastest- selling wide-body aero-engine (predicted fleet ~1000 aircraft) - began flight tests in mid-2013; this engine includes the latest Loughborough development, a novel approach to compressor/combustor interface management for reduced fuel burn [text removed for publication] improving both global competitiveness and carbon/pollutant emissions.

		816		Other Government		£		151		MoD - External Aerodynamics		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Reduced Aero-engine Fuel Consumption via an Integrated Design Methodology for Combustor Aerodynamics		Starting  in  1996  experimentally  based  research  into  combustor  aerodynamic  inefficiency  at Loughborough University has been used by Rolls-Royce (RR) to ensure minimised combustor pressure loss for their entire Trent engine family. Five Trent engines, operating on more than 900 aircraft, have benefited. The latest engine – the Trent XWB - the world’s most efficient and fastest- selling wide-body aero-engine (predicted fleet ~1000 aircraft) - began flight tests in mid-2013; this engine includes the latest Loughborough development, a novel approach to compressor/combustor interface management for reduced fuel burn [text removed for publication] improving both global competitiveness and carbon/pollutant emissions.

		816		TSB		£		132		External Aerodynamics in Lean Systems		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Reduced Aero-engine Fuel Consumption via an Integrated Design Methodology for Combustor Aerodynamics		Starting  in  1996  experimentally  based  research  into  combustor  aerodynamic  inefficiency  at Loughborough University has been used by Rolls-Royce (RR) to ensure minimised combustor pressure loss for their entire Trent engine family. Five Trent engines, operating on more than 900 aircraft, have benefited. The latest engine – the Trent XWB - the world’s most efficient and fastest- selling wide-body aero-engine (predicted fleet ~1000 aircraft) - began flight tests in mid-2013; this engine includes the latest Loughborough development, a novel approach to compressor/combustor interface management for reduced fuel burn [text removed for publication] improving both global competitiveness and carbon/pollutant emissions.

		824		Charity		£		143		British Orthopaedic Association		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Supporting national and international policy development on the use of metal-on-metal hip implants		The high failure rate of metal-on-metal hip implants led to worldwide concern. Collaborative research between Newcastle University and University Hospital of North Tees identified design features that are considered to have contributed to the failure. The research helped to inform policy makers both nationally, such as the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA), and internationally, such as the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The final outcome was a worldwide withdrawal of one design of implant (the DePuy ASR) and a ban in several countries of a set of implants sharing common features (large head metal-on-metal total hip replacements). The research has reduced the risk of harm to patients who will now receive products with a significantly lower failure rate, and will have financial implications for implant manufacturers and healthcare providers.

		834		Industrial		£		110		TMC LNK SSA		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Research into trimaran hullforms exploited in novel ship designs by commercial and naval shipping		A number of trimaran ocean-going ships, based on original designs conceived by UCL researchers, are currently in use. RV Triton, the demonstrator trimaran, is presently employed as a patrol vessel to provide Australian Customs and Border Protection with increased capability and lower fuel consumption compared to a monohull. The Independence Class of littoral combat ships currently entering service in the US Navy offers improved military capability and one-third lower fuel consumption, with the ensuing benefit of creating almost 2,000 jobs at the shipbuilder, Austal. Similarly, trimaran ferries with their inherent stability have improved passenger comfort and their reduced fuel consumption has lowered operating costs.

		834		Other		$		650		Us Office of Naval Research (ONR) Access 1 and Access 2		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Research into trimaran hullforms exploited in novel ship designs by commercial and naval shipping		A number of trimaran ocean-going ships, based on original designs conceived by UCL researchers, are currently in use. RV Triton, the demonstrator trimaran, is presently employed as a patrol vessel to provide Australian Customs and Border Protection with increased capability and lower fuel consumption compared to a monohull. The Independence Class of littoral combat ships currently entering service in the US Navy offers improved military capability and one-third lower fuel consumption, with the ensuing benefit of creating almost 2,000 jobs at the shipbuilder, Austal. Similarly, trimaran ferries with their inherent stability have improved passenger comfort and their reduced fuel consumption has lowered operating costs.

		834		Other Government		£		7		MOD; other funding ongoing		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Research into trimaran hullforms exploited in novel ship designs by commercial and naval shipping		A number of trimaran ocean-going ships, based on original designs conceived by UCL researchers, are currently in use. RV Triton, the demonstrator trimaran, is presently employed as a patrol vessel to provide Australian Customs and Border Protection with increased capability and lower fuel consumption compared to a monohull. The Independence Class of littoral combat ships currently entering service in the US Navy offers improved military capability and one-third lower fuel consumption, with the ensuing benefit of creating almost 2,000 jobs at the shipbuilder, Austal. Similarly, trimaran ferries with their inherent stability have improved passenger comfort and their reduced fuel consumption has lowered operating costs.

		838		Industrial		£				GKN/RAEng funded chair		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Design and manufacture of composite wing structures - optimising performance and improving process		The A350-XWB is the first Airbus airliner to have composite wings, thereby reducing structural weight compared with the current generation of metallic wings. With over 700 orders for the aircraft, the company has placed great emphasis on the need to maximise performance benefits whilst mitigating risk associated with manufacture of the all-new wing. The Bath Composites Research Unit has supplied underpinning research to: (1)    Develop an algorithm that has been used to design the composite wing skins for optimised performance; (2)    Analyse the laminate consolidation process for the wing spars. The impact of (1) is a direct saving of 1.0 tonne of fuel per typical flight compared with current metallic skins. This represents a total fuel saving of around 40,000 tonnes, over the design life of each aircraft. The impact of (2) is the achievement of satisfactory part quality for current production rates of spars valued at £1M each when equipped.

		838		Other		£				RAEng Industrial Fellowship		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Design and manufacture of composite wing structures - optimising performance and improving process		The A350-XWB is the first Airbus airliner to have composite wings, thereby reducing structural weight compared with the current generation of metallic wings. With over 700 orders for the aircraft, the company has placed great emphasis on the need to maximise performance benefits whilst mitigating risk associated with manufacture of the all-new wing. The Bath Composites Research Unit has supplied underpinning research to: (1)    Develop an algorithm that has been used to design the composite wing skins for optimised performance; (2)    Analyse the laminate consolidation process for the wing spars. The impact of (1) is a direct saving of 1.0 tonne of fuel per typical flight compared with current metallic skins. This represents a total fuel saving of around 40,000 tonnes, over the design life of each aircraft. The impact of (2) is the achievement of satisfactory part quality for current production rates of spars valued at £1M each when equipped.

		880		EU		€		240		EC FP7, Tidal Sense Demo - Development and demonstration at full scale of condition monitoring capabilities on large scale commercial tidal rotors and foils		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Economic benefits from spin out company, Nautricity Ltd, and adoption of new technology to extract energy from tidal flows.		A step change reduction in tidal energy costs has been achieved through the development of the novel Contra Rotating Marine Turbine ‘CoRMaT’ tidal energy technology. The internationally patent-protected CoRMaT system reduces capital, operational and maintenance costs while increasing the extractable tidal energy resource by harnessing flows in deeper waters and from less energetic sites, which were previously considered to be uneconomic. A University spin-out company, Nautricity Ltd, was formed in 2010 to commercialise this technology. The development of this technology has changed both Scottish and UK Government policy via their introduction of programmes which demonstrate a step change reduction in the costs of marine renewables.

		880		EU		€		555		EC FP7, Marinet - Implementation of best practice testing procedures for wave and tidal energy converters		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Economic benefits from spin out company, Nautricity Ltd, and adoption of new technology to extract energy from tidal flows.		A step change reduction in tidal energy costs has been achieved through the development of the novel Contra Rotating Marine Turbine ‘CoRMaT’ tidal energy technology. The internationally patent-protected CoRMaT system reduces capital, operational and maintenance costs while increasing the extractable tidal energy resource by harnessing flows in deeper waters and from less energetic sites, which were previously considered to be uneconomic. A University spin-out company, Nautricity Ltd, was formed in 2010 to commercialise this technology. The development of this technology has changed both Scottish and UK Government policy via their introduction of programmes which demonstrate a step change reduction in the costs of marine renewables.

		880		Other Government		£		70		BIS, UK/Korean research collaboration: tidal energy flow mapping and fluidstructure interaction study of tidal stream turbines		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Economic benefits from spin out company, Nautricity Ltd, and adoption of new technology to extract energy from tidal flows.		A step change reduction in tidal energy costs has been achieved through the development of the novel Contra Rotating Marine Turbine ‘CoRMaT’ tidal energy technology. The internationally patent-protected CoRMaT system reduces capital, operational and maintenance costs while increasing the extractable tidal energy resource by harnessing flows in deeper waters and from less energetic sites, which were previously considered to be uneconomic. A University spin-out company, Nautricity Ltd, was formed in 2010 to commercialise this technology. The development of this technology has changed both Scottish and UK Government policy via their introduction of programmes which demonstrate a step change reduction in the costs of marine renewables.

		880		Other Government		£		250		Smart Scotland award to demonstrate a full scale Hydro-buoy mooring system to facilitate the station keeping of tidal turbines. Scottish Government		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Economic benefits from spin out company, Nautricity Ltd, and adoption of new technology to extract energy from tidal flows.		A step change reduction in tidal energy costs has been achieved through the development of the novel Contra Rotating Marine Turbine ‘CoRMaT’ tidal energy technology. The internationally patent-protected CoRMaT system reduces capital, operational and maintenance costs while increasing the extractable tidal energy resource by harnessing flows in deeper waters and from less energetic sites, which were previously considered to be uneconomic. A University spin-out company, Nautricity Ltd, was formed in 2010 to commercialise this technology. The development of this technology has changed both Scottish and UK Government policy via their introduction of programmes which demonstrate a step change reduction in the costs of marine renewables.

		880		Other Government		£		1400		Scottish Government: Waters II grant for the deployment of a commercial CoRMaT device under the Waters II competition		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		Economic benefits from spin out company, Nautricity Ltd, and adoption of new technology to extract energy from tidal flows.		A step change reduction in tidal energy costs has been achieved through the development of the novel Contra Rotating Marine Turbine ‘CoRMaT’ tidal energy technology. The internationally patent-protected CoRMaT system reduces capital, operational and maintenance costs while increasing the extractable tidal energy resource by harnessing flows in deeper waters and from less energetic sites, which were previously considered to be uneconomic. A University spin-out company, Nautricity Ltd, was formed in 2010 to commercialise this technology. The development of this technology has changed both Scottish and UK Government policy via their introduction of programmes which demonstrate a step change reduction in the costs of marine renewables.

		943		EU		£				The active research contracts over this period total over £7M, which includes involvement in 9 European Framework projects		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		Railway Condition Monitoring		The Railway Systems Group develops state-of-the-art condition monitoring and instrumentation systems that identify system faults before they degrade into failures that cause passenger disruption. The key impacts of the Railway Systems Group lie in the following areas: •   Detection and diagnosis of faults in railway assets (e.g. point machines, track circuits, vehicle components); •   Collection and analysis of track data from in-service railway vehicles (e.g. conductor shoe monitoring, track geometry, non-destructive testing); •   Energy monitoring to quantify loses in the railway power system; •   Assessing the effectiveness of winter weather mitigation solutions. Examples of direct quantifiable impact are a reduction of over 60,000 minutes in train delays over the last one year period through monitoring of 5,600 railway point machines (the cost to Network Rail of delays is between £20/min to £160/min). Also, the deployment of an award winning conductor shoe monitoring system, which has resulted in an estimated savings of 12,150 minutes. Expert advice and practical prototypes have been through active contracts from railway companies totalling £4.2M. This includes an influence in the £7 billion successful order from the Department for Transport to Hitachi for new trains, energy saving strategies reported by the Office of the Rail Regulator and evidence to the Transport Select Committee on winter operations. These have been achieved by working extensively with the British and international railway industries in the area of condition monitoring and bespoke instrumentation systems that support an improvement in the dependability of rail travel.

		943		Industrial		£				Funding total also includes a large ERDF initiative and numerous industrially funded projects.		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		Railway Condition Monitoring		The Railway Systems Group develops state-of-the-art condition monitoring and instrumentation systems that identify system faults before they degrade into failures that cause passenger disruption. The key impacts of the Railway Systems Group lie in the following areas: •   Detection and diagnosis of faults in railway assets (e.g. point machines, track circuits, vehicle components); •   Collection and analysis of track data from in-service railway vehicles (e.g. conductor shoe monitoring, track geometry, non-destructive testing); •   Energy monitoring to quantify loses in the railway power system; •   Assessing the effectiveness of winter weather mitigation solutions. Examples of direct quantifiable impact are a reduction of over 60,000 minutes in train delays over the last one year period through monitoring of 5,600 railway point machines (the cost to Network Rail of delays is between £20/min to £160/min). Also, the deployment of an award winning conductor shoe monitoring system, which has resulted in an estimated savings of 12,150 minutes. Expert advice and practical prototypes have been through active contracts from railway companies totalling £4.2M. This includes an influence in the £7 billion successful order from the Department for Transport to Hitachi for new trains, energy saving strategies reported by the Office of the Rail Regulator and evidence to the Transport Select Committee on winter operations. These have been achieved by working extensively with the British and international railway industries in the area of condition monitoring and bespoke instrumentation systems that support an improvement in the dependability of rail travel.

		943		Other		£				International support also received from Hitachi (Japan), Central Railways (Japan), Deutsche Bahn (Germany), Alstom (France), Trafikverket (Sweden) and REFER (Portugal).		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		Railway Condition Monitoring		The Railway Systems Group develops state-of-the-art condition monitoring and instrumentation systems that identify system faults before they degrade into failures that cause passenger disruption. The key impacts of the Railway Systems Group lie in the following areas: •   Detection and diagnosis of faults in railway assets (e.g. point machines, track circuits, vehicle components); •   Collection and analysis of track data from in-service railway vehicles (e.g. conductor shoe monitoring, track geometry, non-destructive testing); •   Energy monitoring to quantify loses in the railway power system; •   Assessing the effectiveness of winter weather mitigation solutions. Examples of direct quantifiable impact are a reduction of over 60,000 minutes in train delays over the last one year period through monitoring of 5,600 railway point machines (the cost to Network Rail of delays is between £20/min to £160/min). Also, the deployment of an award winning conductor shoe monitoring system, which has resulted in an estimated savings of 12,150 minutes. Expert advice and practical prototypes have been through active contracts from railway companies totalling £4.2M. This includes an influence in the £7 billion successful order from the Department for Transport to Hitachi for new trains, energy saving strategies reported by the Office of the Rail Regulator and evidence to the Transport Select Committee on winter operations. These have been achieved by working extensively with the British and international railway industries in the area of condition monitoring and bespoke instrumentation systems that support an improvement in the dependability of rail travel.

		950		EU		£		535		EU Framework 7: Deroca – Assessing the fire safety (flammability, fire toxicity and particulate releases) of replacements for brominated flame retardants		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		Robust assessment of fire toxicity leading to safer products and less loss of life and injury from fires		The Steady State Tube Furnace (ISO/FDIS 19700) allows fire toxicity to be quantified in real fire conditions. This has led to the introduction of “acidity classification” for cables in the European Construction Products Directive/Regulation (2008/2013) (as a surrogate for fire toxicity) to promote the use of safer, low smoke, zero halogen (LSZH) alternatives to PVC cables. Additionally, architects and building specifiers can use our data to avoid the most toxic foam insulation materials in low energy buildings. The biggest impact of our work, the global reduction in loss of life in fire is probably the most difficult to quantify, as too many other factors influence the fire statistics.

		950		EU		€		300		EU Framework 6: PredfireNano project – Prediction of the fire behaviour (flammability and fire toxicity) of polymer nanocomposites (€300k) Oct ‟06 – Sept „09		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		Robust assessment of fire toxicity leading to safer products and less loss of life and injury from fires		The Steady State Tube Furnace (ISO/FDIS 19700) allows fire toxicity to be quantified in real fire conditions. This has led to the introduction of “acidity classification” for cables in the European Construction Products Directive/Regulation (2008/2013) (as a surrogate for fire toxicity) to promote the use of safer, low smoke, zero halogen (LSZH) alternatives to PVC cables. Additionally, architects and building specifiers can use our data to avoid the most toxic foam insulation materials in low energy buildings. The biggest impact of our work, the global reduction in loss of life in fire is probably the most difficult to quantify, as too many other factors influence the fire statistics.

		950		Industrial		£		14		Company: Borealis - Development of Tube Furnace Toxicity Standard”		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		Robust assessment of fire toxicity leading to safer products and less loss of life and injury from fires		The Steady State Tube Furnace (ISO/FDIS 19700) allows fire toxicity to be quantified in real fire conditions. This has led to the introduction of “acidity classification” for cables in the European Construction Products Directive/Regulation (2008/2013) (as a surrogate for fire toxicity) to promote the use of safer, low smoke, zero halogen (LSZH) alternatives to PVC cables. Additionally, architects and building specifiers can use our data to avoid the most toxic foam insulation materials in low energy buildings. The biggest impact of our work, the global reduction in loss of life in fire is probably the most difficult to quantify, as too many other factors influence the fire statistics.

		950		Industrial		£		90		Company: Rockwool International - research into the fire toxicity of building materials		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		Robust assessment of fire toxicity leading to safer products and less loss of life and injury from fires		The Steady State Tube Furnace (ISO/FDIS 19700) allows fire toxicity to be quantified in real fire conditions. This has led to the introduction of “acidity classification” for cables in the European Construction Products Directive/Regulation (2008/2013) (as a surrogate for fire toxicity) to promote the use of safer, low smoke, zero halogen (LSZH) alternatives to PVC cables. Additionally, architects and building specifiers can use our data to avoid the most toxic foam insulation materials in low energy buildings. The biggest impact of our work, the global reduction in loss of life in fire is probably the most difficult to quantify, as too many other factors influence the fire statistics.

		950		Other		£		61		PhD studentship “Comparison of Toxicity data from Bench and Large Scale tests” from the European Association of Producers of Flame Retarded Olefinic Cable Compounds (FROCC		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		Robust assessment of fire toxicity leading to safer products and less loss of life and injury from fires		The Steady State Tube Furnace (ISO/FDIS 19700) allows fire toxicity to be quantified in real fire conditions. This has led to the introduction of “acidity classification” for cables in the European Construction Products Directive/Regulation (2008/2013) (as a surrogate for fire toxicity) to promote the use of safer, low smoke, zero halogen (LSZH) alternatives to PVC cables. Additionally, architects and building specifiers can use our data to avoid the most toxic foam insulation materials in low energy buildings. The biggest impact of our work, the global reduction in loss of life in fire is probably the most difficult to quantify, as too many other factors influence the fire statistics.

		976		EU		£		26		HySIC - Enhancing International Cooperation in running FP6 Hydrogen Solid Storage Activities EC (Framework)		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		The behaviour of hydrogen in materials		1. Summary of the impact
This case study focuses on the use of hydrogen in a range of applications, developing the following techniques:
    Automated and precise measurement of the magnitude and kinetics of gas/vapour absorption in materials at controlled pressure and temperature;
    Methods for analysing structural changes during cycling of hydrogen storage materials, in particular in situ neutron diffraction;
    Methods for the regeneration of a palladium catalyst used in the production of hydrogen peroxide;
    Understanding the behaviour of hydrogen isotopes in palladium in relation to hydrogen isotope separation for fusion applications;
    A surface coating technique that stops hydrogen permeation through metals;
    Exploring the use of hydrogen storage for use with hydrogen/fuel cell cars using isotherm analysis, ab initio simulations and neutron scattering techniques;
Demonstrating impact in the commercial application of the techniques in the energy,
environment and chemical industries; resulting in commercially viable processes and products, generating economic benefit.

		976		EU		£		26		Marie Curie – HYTRAIN (Hydrogen storage research training network) EC (Framework)		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		The behaviour of hydrogen in materials		1. Summary of the impact
This case study focuses on the use of hydrogen in a range of applications, developing the following techniques:
    Automated and precise measurement of the magnitude and kinetics of gas/vapour absorption in materials at controlled pressure and temperature;
    Methods for analysing structural changes during cycling of hydrogen storage materials, in particular in situ neutron diffraction;
    Methods for the regeneration of a palladium catalyst used in the production of hydrogen peroxide;
    Understanding the behaviour of hydrogen isotopes in palladium in relation to hydrogen isotope separation for fusion applications;
    A surface coating technique that stops hydrogen permeation through metals;
    Exploring the use of hydrogen storage for use with hydrogen/fuel cell cars using isotherm analysis, ab initio simulations and neutron scattering techniques;
Demonstrating impact in the commercial application of the techniques in the energy,
environment and chemical industries; resulting in commercially viable processes and products, generating economic benefit.

		976		EU		£		315		NESSHY (Novel efficient solid storage for Hydrogen) EC (Framework)		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		The behaviour of hydrogen in materials		1. Summary of the impact
This case study focuses on the use of hydrogen in a range of applications, developing the following techniques:
    Automated and precise measurement of the magnitude and kinetics of gas/vapour absorption in materials at controlled pressure and temperature;
    Methods for analysing structural changes during cycling of hydrogen storage materials, in particular in situ neutron diffraction;
    Methods for the regeneration of a palladium catalyst used in the production of hydrogen peroxide;
    Understanding the behaviour of hydrogen isotopes in palladium in relation to hydrogen isotope separation for fusion applications;
    A surface coating technique that stops hydrogen permeation through metals;
    Exploring the use of hydrogen storage for use with hydrogen/fuel cell cars using isotherm analysis, ab initio simulations and neutron scattering techniques;
Demonstrating impact in the commercial application of the techniques in the energy,
environment and chemical industries; resulting in commercially viable processes and products, generating economic benefit.

		976		Industrial		£		8		Participation in the IEA Hydrogen Implementing Agreement - Extension II, AEA Technology plc		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		The behaviour of hydrogen in materials		1. Summary of the impact
This case study focuses on the use of hydrogen in a range of applications, developing the following techniques:
    Automated and precise measurement of the magnitude and kinetics of gas/vapour absorption in materials at controlled pressure and temperature;
    Methods for analysing structural changes during cycling of hydrogen storage materials, in particular in situ neutron diffraction;
    Methods for the regeneration of a palladium catalyst used in the production of hydrogen peroxide;
    Understanding the behaviour of hydrogen isotopes in palladium in relation to hydrogen isotope separation for fusion applications;
    A surface coating technique that stops hydrogen permeation through metals;
    Exploring the use of hydrogen storage for use with hydrogen/fuel cell cars using isotherm analysis, ab initio simulations and neutron scattering techniques;
Demonstrating impact in the commercial application of the techniques in the energy,
environment and chemical industries; resulting in commercially viable processes and products, generating economic benefit.

		976		Other		£		42		Conversion of Existing Natural Gas Delivery Pipelines to Accommodate Hydrogen Gas by Pulsed Laser Deposition of Alumina Coatings In-Situ, Joule Centre (University of Manchester)		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		The behaviour of hydrogen in materials		1. Summary of the impact
This case study focuses on the use of hydrogen in a range of applications, developing the following techniques:
    Automated and precise measurement of the magnitude and kinetics of gas/vapour absorption in materials at controlled pressure and temperature;
    Methods for analysing structural changes during cycling of hydrogen storage materials, in particular in situ neutron diffraction;
    Methods for the regeneration of a palladium catalyst used in the production of hydrogen peroxide;
    Understanding the behaviour of hydrogen isotopes in palladium in relation to hydrogen isotope separation for fusion applications;
    A surface coating technique that stops hydrogen permeation through metals;
    Exploring the use of hydrogen storage for use with hydrogen/fuel cell cars using isotherm analysis, ab initio simulations and neutron scattering techniques;
Demonstrating impact in the commercial application of the techniques in the energy,
environment and chemical industries; resulting in commercially viable processes and products, generating economic benefit.

		976		Other		£		341		Nano-Structured Hybrid Hydrogen Storage Materials for Small
Scale Energy Supply Technologies, Joule Centre (University of Manchester)		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		The behaviour of hydrogen in materials		1. Summary of the impact
This case study focuses on the use of hydrogen in a range of applications, developing the following techniques:
    Automated and precise measurement of the magnitude and kinetics of gas/vapour absorption in materials at controlled pressure and temperature;
    Methods for analysing structural changes during cycling of hydrogen storage materials, in particular in situ neutron diffraction;
    Methods for the regeneration of a palladium catalyst used in the production of hydrogen peroxide;
    Understanding the behaviour of hydrogen isotopes in palladium in relation to hydrogen isotope separation for fusion applications;
    A surface coating technique that stops hydrogen permeation through metals;
    Exploring the use of hydrogen storage for use with hydrogen/fuel cell cars using isotherm analysis, ab initio simulations and neutron scattering techniques;
Demonstrating impact in the commercial application of the techniques in the energy,
environment and chemical industries; resulting in commercially viable processes and products, generating economic benefit.

		990		Other Government		$		1300		United States’ Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency: Automatic Gait Recognition for ID at a Distance		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		13-06 Walk This Way: Leading the World in Gait Biometrics		Gait recognition research has produced impacts on public policy, on national security processes, on forensic service practice, on culture and society. The notion that people can be recognised by the way they  walk  was  invented as a totally new means to identify people and has gained increasing popularity, reflected by its inclusion in an episode of BBC premier series Spooks. This followed  considerable  scientific  development  after  its  invention  at  Southampton  in  1994, culminating in impacts that include its integration in a commercial system piloted by the National Physics Laboratory, novel forensic use in a criminal conviction, its take up by researchers at the Serious Organised Crime Agency and its focus by The Forensic Science Society. Southampton has retained its position at the forefront of gait biometrics research, collaborating nationally and internationally and driving prolific media engagement that has furthered this new technology and increased its global impact

		990		Other Government		£		2240		General Dynamics/ MoD Defence Technology Centre: Fusion of Novel Biometrics for Real-World Secure Environments		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		13-06 Walk This Way: Leading the World in Gait Biometrics		Gait recognition research has produced impacts on public policy, on national security processes, on forensic service practice, on culture and society. The notion that people can be recognised by the way they  walk  was  invented as a totally new means to identify people and has gained increasing popularity, reflected by its inclusion in an episode of BBC premier series Spooks. This followed  considerable  scientific  development  after  its  invention  at  Southampton  in  1994, culminating in impacts that include its integration in a commercial system piloted by the National Physics Laboratory, novel forensic use in a criminal conviction, its take up by researchers at the Serious Organised Crime Agency and its focus by The Forensic Science Society. Southampton has retained its position at the forefront of gait biometrics research, collaborating nationally and internationally and driving prolific media engagement that has furthered this new technology and increased its global impact

		990		Other Research Council		$		1000		Army Research Laboratories (US)/ MoD/ IBM: Knowledge-Based
Information Fusion via Semantic Web Technologies		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		13-06 Walk This Way: Leading the World in Gait Biometrics		Gait recognition research has produced impacts on public policy, on national security processes, on forensic service practice, on culture and society. The notion that people can be recognised by the way they  walk  was  invented as a totally new means to identify people and has gained increasing popularity, reflected by its inclusion in an episode of BBC premier series Spooks. This followed  considerable  scientific  development  after  its  invention  at  Southampton  in  1994, culminating in impacts that include its integration in a commercial system piloted by the National Physics Laboratory, novel forensic use in a criminal conviction, its take up by researchers at the Serious Organised Crime Agency and its focus by The Forensic Science Society. Southampton has retained its position at the forefront of gait biometrics research, collaborating nationally and internationally and driving prolific media engagement that has furthered this new technology and increased its global impact

		1033		EU		£		352		FP3 POPSICLE EV5V-CT94-0510		Civil and Construction Engineering		Robust risk assessments of climate change, flood and drought		Research  at  Newcastle  University  into  stochastic  rainfall  models  and  their  application  has transformed the practice of impact assessment of climate change and risk assessment of environmental  hazards  across  multiple sectors. The Newcastle methods underpin the “Weather Generator”,  a web-based  tool which has been made available since 2009 by DEFRA as part of their official UK Climate Projections (UKCP09). The tool’s incorporation into this official data source means that the models generated underpin multi-sectoral risk assessment throughout the UK and subsequently have led to the adoption of stochastic methods  in general, particularly in the water and insurance industries to produce more robust risk assessments.

		1033		EU		£		422		FP4 WRINCLE ENV4-97-0452		Civil and Construction Engineering		Robust risk assessments of climate change, flood and drought		Research  at  Newcastle  University  into  stochastic  rainfall  models  and  their  application  has transformed the practice of impact assessment of climate change and risk assessment of environmental  hazards  across  multiple sectors. The Newcastle methods underpin the “Weather Generator”,  a web-based  tool which has been made available since 2009 by DEFRA as part of their official UK Climate Projections (UKCP09). The tool’s incorporation into this official data source means that the models generated underpin multi-sectoral risk assessment throughout the UK and subsequently have led to the adoption of stochastic methods  in general, particularly in the water and insurance industries to produce more robust risk assessments.

		1033		EU		£		1173		FP5 SWURVE EVK1-2000-00075		Civil and Construction Engineering		Robust risk assessments of climate change, flood and drought		Research  at  Newcastle  University  into  stochastic  rainfall  models  and  their  application  has transformed the practice of impact assessment of climate change and risk assessment of environmental  hazards  across  multiple sectors. The Newcastle methods underpin the “Weather Generator”,  a web-based  tool which has been made available since 2009 by DEFRA as part of their official UK Climate Projections (UKCP09). The tool’s incorporation into this official data source means that the models generated underpin multi-sectoral risk assessment throughout the UK and subsequently have led to the adoption of stochastic methods  in general, particularly in the water and insurance industries to produce more robust risk assessments.

		1033		EU		£		3518		FP7 ECLISE FP& 265240		Civil and Construction Engineering		Robust risk assessments of climate change, flood and drought		Research  at  Newcastle  University  into  stochastic  rainfall  models  and  their  application  has transformed the practice of impact assessment of climate change and risk assessment of environmental  hazards  across  multiple sectors. The Newcastle methods underpin the “Weather Generator”,  a web-based  tool which has been made available since 2009 by DEFRA as part of their official UK Climate Projections (UKCP09). The tool’s incorporation into this official data source means that the models generated underpin multi-sectoral risk assessment throughout the UK and subsequently have led to the adoption of stochastic methods  in general, particularly in the water and insurance industries to produce more robust risk assessments.

		1033		EU		£		15792		FP6 AQUATERRA FP6-SUSTDEV 505428		Civil and Construction Engineering		Robust risk assessments of climate change, flood and drought		Research  at  Newcastle  University  into  stochastic  rainfall  models  and  their  application  has transformed the practice of impact assessment of climate change and risk assessment of environmental  hazards  across  multiple sectors. The Newcastle methods underpin the “Weather Generator”,  a web-based  tool which has been made available since 2009 by DEFRA as part of their official UK Climate Projections (UKCP09). The tool’s incorporation into this official data source means that the models generated underpin multi-sectoral risk assessment throughout the UK and subsequently have led to the adoption of stochastic methods  in general, particularly in the water and insurance industries to produce more robust risk assessments.

		1033		Other		£		640		CARIWIG CDKN RSGL0024h, provision of climate services to Caribbean region		Civil and Construction Engineering		Robust risk assessments of climate change, flood and drought		Research  at  Newcastle  University  into  stochastic  rainfall  models  and  their  application  has transformed the practice of impact assessment of climate change and risk assessment of environmental  hazards  across  multiple sectors. The Newcastle methods underpin the “Weather Generator”,  a web-based  tool which has been made available since 2009 by DEFRA as part of their official UK Climate Projections (UKCP09). The tool’s incorporation into this official data source means that the models generated underpin multi-sectoral risk assessment throughout the UK and subsequently have led to the adoption of stochastic methods  in general, particularly in the water and insurance industries to produce more robust risk assessments.

		1033		Other Government		£		28		DEFRA/EA EARWIG		Civil and Construction Engineering		Robust risk assessments of climate change, flood and drought		Research  at  Newcastle  University  into  stochastic  rainfall  models  and  their  application  has transformed the practice of impact assessment of climate change and risk assessment of environmental  hazards  across  multiple sectors. The Newcastle methods underpin the “Weather Generator”,  a web-based  tool which has been made available since 2009 by DEFRA as part of their official UK Climate Projections (UKCP09). The tool’s incorporation into this official data source means that the models generated underpin multi-sectoral risk assessment throughout the UK and subsequently have led to the adoption of stochastic methods  in general, particularly in the water and insurance industries to produce more robust risk assessments.

		1033		Other Government		£		155		DEFRA - UKCP09 tool		Civil and Construction Engineering		Robust risk assessments of climate change, flood and drought		Research  at  Newcastle  University  into  stochastic  rainfall  models  and  their  application  has transformed the practice of impact assessment of climate change and risk assessment of environmental  hazards  across  multiple sectors. The Newcastle methods underpin the “Weather Generator”,  a web-based  tool which has been made available since 2009 by DEFRA as part of their official UK Climate Projections (UKCP09). The tool’s incorporation into this official data source means that the models generated underpin multi-sectoral risk assessment throughout the UK and subsequently have led to the adoption of stochastic methods  in general, particularly in the water and insurance industries to produce more robust risk assessments.

		1033		Other Research Council		£		204		NERC - NE/E002501/1, FRACAS		Civil and Construction Engineering		Robust risk assessments of climate change, flood and drought		Research  at  Newcastle  University  into  stochastic  rainfall  models  and  their  application  has transformed the practice of impact assessment of climate change and risk assessment of environmental  hazards  across  multiple sectors. The Newcastle methods underpin the “Weather Generator”,  a web-based  tool which has been made available since 2009 by DEFRA as part of their official UK Climate Projections (UKCP09). The tool’s incorporation into this official data source means that the models generated underpin multi-sectoral risk assessment throughout the UK and subsequently have led to the adoption of stochastic methods  in general, particularly in the water and insurance industries to produce more robust risk assessments.

		1044		EU		£		167		EU CRAFT programme		Civil and Construction Engineering		Impact of research on vehicle aerodynamics on UK and European railway codes and standards		This case study describes the impact of the work at the University in the field of rail and road vehicle aerodynamics, which has primarily been through the integration of research into UK and EU standards and codes of practice. This has resulted in impacts on practitioners and professional services in the field of rolling stock and infrastructure construction and operation, and has also provided information for industrial testing work and for use in expert witness work. Specifically the work has been incorporated into the following codes and standards.     CEN code of practice and the rolling stock Technical Standard for Interoperability (TSI) describing the measurement methodology of train slipstream velocities;     The UK national annex to a CEN code of practice for transient aerodynamic pressure loading on trackside structures;     UK and CEN codes of practice for wind tunnel testing of rail vehicles in cross winds; The methodology in these codes is widely used by the railway industry in the UK and Europe in train and infrastructure design, and indeed in some situations their use is obligatory. The work has also directly informed recent testing work for Network Rail and HS2 (via Arup) that have addressed fundamental issues associated with major electrification projects for the former and basic track spacing determination for the latter. It has been used in two court cases that were concerned with lorries blowing over.

		1044		EU		£		2500		AEROTRAIN		Civil and Construction Engineering		Impact of research on vehicle aerodynamics on UK and European railway codes and standards		This case study describes the impact of the work at the University in the field of rail and road vehicle aerodynamics, which has primarily been through the integration of research into UK and EU standards and codes of practice. This has resulted in impacts on practitioners and professional services in the field of rolling stock and infrastructure construction and operation, and has also provided information for industrial testing work and for use in expert witness work. Specifically the work has been incorporated into the following codes and standards.     CEN code of practice and the rolling stock Technical Standard for Interoperability (TSI) describing the measurement methodology of train slipstream velocities;     The UK national annex to a CEN code of practice for transient aerodynamic pressure loading on trackside structures;     UK and CEN codes of practice for wind tunnel testing of rail vehicles in cross winds; The methodology in these codes is widely used by the railway industry in the UK and Europe in train and infrastructure design, and indeed in some situations their use is obligatory. The work has also directly informed recent testing work for Network Rail and HS2 (via Arup) that have addressed fundamental issues associated with major electrification projects for the former and basic track spacing determination for the latter. It has been used in two court cases that were concerned with lorries blowing over.

		1044		Industrial		£		15		RSSB		Civil and Construction Engineering		Impact of research on vehicle aerodynamics on UK and European railway codes and standards		This case study describes the impact of the work at the University in the field of rail and road vehicle aerodynamics, which has primarily been through the integration of research into UK and EU standards and codes of practice. This has resulted in impacts on practitioners and professional services in the field of rolling stock and infrastructure construction and operation, and has also provided information for industrial testing work and for use in expert witness work. Specifically the work has been incorporated into the following codes and standards.     CEN code of practice and the rolling stock Technical Standard for Interoperability (TSI) describing the measurement methodology of train slipstream velocities;     The UK national annex to a CEN code of practice for transient aerodynamic pressure loading on trackside structures;     UK and CEN codes of practice for wind tunnel testing of rail vehicles in cross winds; The methodology in these codes is widely used by the railway industry in the UK and Europe in train and infrastructure design, and indeed in some situations their use is obligatory. The work has also directly informed recent testing work for Network Rail and HS2 (via Arup) that have addressed fundamental issues associated with major electrification projects for the former and basic track spacing determination for the latter. It has been used in two court cases that were concerned with lorries blowing over.

		1044		Industrial		£		45		RSSB		Civil and Construction Engineering		Impact of research on vehicle aerodynamics on UK and European railway codes and standards		This case study describes the impact of the work at the University in the field of rail and road vehicle aerodynamics, which has primarily been through the integration of research into UK and EU standards and codes of practice. This has resulted in impacts on practitioners and professional services in the field of rolling stock and infrastructure construction and operation, and has also provided information for industrial testing work and for use in expert witness work. Specifically the work has been incorporated into the following codes and standards.     CEN code of practice and the rolling stock Technical Standard for Interoperability (TSI) describing the measurement methodology of train slipstream velocities;     The UK national annex to a CEN code of practice for transient aerodynamic pressure loading on trackside structures;     UK and CEN codes of practice for wind tunnel testing of rail vehicles in cross winds; The methodology in these codes is widely used by the railway industry in the UK and Europe in train and infrastructure design, and indeed in some situations their use is obligatory. The work has also directly informed recent testing work for Network Rail and HS2 (via Arup) that have addressed fundamental issues associated with major electrification projects for the former and basic track spacing determination for the latter. It has been used in two court cases that were concerned with lorries blowing over.

		1044		Industrial		£		60		RSSB		Civil and Construction Engineering		Impact of research on vehicle aerodynamics on UK and European railway codes and standards		This case study describes the impact of the work at the University in the field of rail and road vehicle aerodynamics, which has primarily been through the integration of research into UK and EU standards and codes of practice. This has resulted in impacts on practitioners and professional services in the field of rolling stock and infrastructure construction and operation, and has also provided information for industrial testing work and for use in expert witness work. Specifically the work has been incorporated into the following codes and standards.     CEN code of practice and the rolling stock Technical Standard for Interoperability (TSI) describing the measurement methodology of train slipstream velocities;     The UK national annex to a CEN code of practice for transient aerodynamic pressure loading on trackside structures;     UK and CEN codes of practice for wind tunnel testing of rail vehicles in cross winds; The methodology in these codes is widely used by the railway industry in the UK and Europe in train and infrastructure design, and indeed in some situations their use is obligatory. The work has also directly informed recent testing work for Network Rail and HS2 (via Arup) that have addressed fundamental issues associated with major electrification projects for the former and basic track spacing determination for the latter. It has been used in two court cases that were concerned with lorries blowing over.

		1044		Other		£		700		Rail Research UK - 2nd phase		Civil and Construction Engineering		Impact of research on vehicle aerodynamics on UK and European railway codes and standards		This case study describes the impact of the work at the University in the field of rail and road vehicle aerodynamics, which has primarily been through the integration of research into UK and EU standards and codes of practice. This has resulted in impacts on practitioners and professional services in the field of rolling stock and infrastructure construction and operation, and has also provided information for industrial testing work and for use in expert witness work. Specifically the work has been incorporated into the following codes and standards.     CEN code of practice and the rolling stock Technical Standard for Interoperability (TSI) describing the measurement methodology of train slipstream velocities;     The UK national annex to a CEN code of practice for transient aerodynamic pressure loading on trackside structures;     UK and CEN codes of practice for wind tunnel testing of rail vehicles in cross winds; The methodology in these codes is widely used by the railway industry in the UK and Europe in train and infrastructure design, and indeed in some situations their use is obligatory. The work has also directly informed recent testing work for Network Rail and HS2 (via Arup) that have addressed fundamental issues associated with major electrification projects for the former and basic track spacing determination for the latter. It has been used in two court cases that were concerned with lorries blowing over.

		1044		Other Government		£		100		DfT - Inland Surface Transport LINK scheme		Civil and Construction Engineering		Impact of research on vehicle aerodynamics on UK and European railway codes and standards		This case study describes the impact of the work at the University in the field of rail and road vehicle aerodynamics, which has primarily been through the integration of research into UK and EU standards and codes of practice. This has resulted in impacts on practitioners and professional services in the field of rolling stock and infrastructure construction and operation, and has also provided information for industrial testing work and for use in expert witness work. Specifically the work has been incorporated into the following codes and standards.     CEN code of practice and the rolling stock Technical Standard for Interoperability (TSI) describing the measurement methodology of train slipstream velocities;     The UK national annex to a CEN code of practice for transient aerodynamic pressure loading on trackside structures;     UK and CEN codes of practice for wind tunnel testing of rail vehicles in cross winds; The methodology in these codes is widely used by the railway industry in the UK and Europe in train and infrastructure design, and indeed in some situations their use is obligatory. The work has also directly informed recent testing work for Network Rail and HS2 (via Arup) that have addressed fundamental issues associated with major electrification projects for the former and basic track spacing determination for the latter. It has been used in two court cases that were concerned with lorries blowing over.

		1062		Charity		£		41		Waste and Resources Action Programme		Civil and Construction Engineering		Economic and environmental benefits from commercialisation of a smouldering remediation process for heavily contaminated soil		Research by Dr Switzer since 2009 has led to scale-up and commercialisation of a new smouldering combustion-based remediation technology: Self-sustaining Treatment for Active Remediation (STAR). STAR is sold commercially by SiREM, a division of Geosyntec Consultants, Inc. that has an exclusive worldwide licence. Since its commercial launch in 2010, STAR has [text removed for publication] and now employs 5 staff. Clean-up rates for STAR far exceed those of other methods, achieving 99.9+% destruction of contaminants in the soil and delivering cleaned soil suitable for reuse.

		1062		Industrial		£		21		Industrial contribution from SiREM to a PhD studentship.		Civil and Construction Engineering		Economic and environmental benefits from commercialisation of a smouldering remediation process for heavily contaminated soil		Research by Dr Switzer since 2009 has led to scale-up and commercialisation of a new smouldering combustion-based remediation technology: Self-sustaining Treatment for Active Remediation (STAR). STAR is sold commercially by SiREM, a division of Geosyntec Consultants, Inc. that has an exclusive worldwide licence. Since its commercial launch in 2010, STAR has [text removed for publication] and now employs 5 staff. Clean-up rates for STAR far exceed those of other methods, achieving 99.9+% destruction of contaminants in the soil and delivering cleaned soil suitable for reuse.

		1064		Other		£		74		UKCCSRS		Civil and Construction Engineering		Research on geological uncertainty informs UK Government policies on shale gas and radioactive waste disposal		Research into the quantification and reduction of geological uncertainty has directly resulted in changes to UK government policy relating to the subsurface as a geological resource. Through Prof Shipton’s membership of the Royal Society/Royal Academy of Engineering (Joint Academies) expert working group on risks associated with shale gas extraction in the UK, her research has informed the Department of Energy and Climate Change on ways to calculate and mitigate the risk of seismicity and associated undesirable fluid flow. The Joint Academies report resulted in the lifting of the UK Government embargo on fracking in Dec 2012, allowing exploration for shale gas in the UK to resume, with associated economic and societal benefits of an enhanced UK gas resource. Prof Lunn's membership of the UK Government Committee for Radioactive Waste Management (CoRWM) (2008-present) has resulted in her research informing the substantial changes made to the siting policy for UK radioactive waste disposal from February 2013.

		1064		Other Research Council		£		94		NERC grant NE/F013728/1		Civil and Construction Engineering		Research on geological uncertainty informs UK Government policies on shale gas and radioactive waste disposal		Research into the quantification and reduction of geological uncertainty has directly resulted in changes to UK government policy relating to the subsurface as a geological resource. Through Prof Shipton’s membership of the Royal Society/Royal Academy of Engineering (Joint Academies) expert working group on risks associated with shale gas extraction in the UK, her research has informed the Department of Energy and Climate Change on ways to calculate and mitigate the risk of seismicity and associated undesirable fluid flow. The Joint Academies report resulted in the lifting of the UK Government embargo on fracking in Dec 2012, allowing exploration for shale gas in the UK to resume, with associated economic and societal benefits of an enhanced UK gas resource. Prof Lunn's membership of the UK Government Committee for Radioactive Waste Management (CoRWM) (2008-present) has resulted in her research informing the substantial changes made to the siting policy for UK radioactive waste disposal from February 2013.

		1064		Other Research Council		£		180		NERC grant NE/E005365/1		Civil and Construction Engineering		Research on geological uncertainty informs UK Government policies on shale gas and radioactive waste disposal		Research into the quantification and reduction of geological uncertainty has directly resulted in changes to UK government policy relating to the subsurface as a geological resource. Through Prof Shipton’s membership of the Royal Society/Royal Academy of Engineering (Joint Academies) expert working group on risks associated with shale gas extraction in the UK, her research has informed the Department of Energy and Climate Change on ways to calculate and mitigate the risk of seismicity and associated undesirable fluid flow. The Joint Academies report resulted in the lifting of the UK Government embargo on fracking in Dec 2012, allowing exploration for shale gas in the UK to resume, with associated economic and societal benefits of an enhanced UK gas resource. Prof Lunn's membership of the UK Government Committee for Radioactive Waste Management (CoRWM) (2008-present) has resulted in her research informing the substantial changes made to the siting policy for UK radioactive waste disposal from February 2013.

		1069		EU		£		1071				General Engineering		Power and chemicals from renewable sources, waste and residues		The impacts from over 20 years bioenergy research at Aston University, have been through influence and support for businesses to generate and use environmentally advantageous sources of power, fuels and chemicals. Pilot scale systems that exploit pyrolysis and gasification of biomass residues and renewable feed-stocks are operational. The EU, UK and local governments have developed policies with the Unit’s advice on the potential of bioenergy for power generation and waste reduction. Technical and business advice have been provided, a new company formed, investments made in new business directions by SMEs and large multinational companies. This has generated new employment opportunities in consultancy, design and manufacture of systems, social and environmental benefits, along with greater public awareness.

		1076		EU		£		9200				General Engineering		National Structural Integrity Research Centre (NSIRC)		Brunel and The Welding Institute (TWI) have been pursuing collaborative research on the use of ultrasonic guided waves for the non-destructive testing of oil & gas pipelines, plates, rails, aircraft wires and other engineering materials since 2003. This successful collaboration has led to the creation in 2009 of the Brunel Innovation Centre (BIC), a joint venture between the two institutions based at TWI headquarters in Great Abington, Cambridgeshire, whose mission is to develop a financially sustainable research facility, drawing on Brunel's existing strengths, to complement and underpin the applied research and development activities at TWI. BIC’s very successful operation has led TWI to make a significant re-alignment of their strategy and business model, from being a technology  provider  offering  mostly  short-term  industrial  research  and  consultancy  to  their members, to providing medium- and long-term research and postgraduate training at the new National Structural Integrity Research Centre (NSIRC), a joint facility being built at TWI headquarters. TWI received a grant of £22 million from the Regional Growth Fund to fund the new building, complemented by a £10 million investment from their own resources and a £15m HEFCE grant for equipment. NSIRC will become a world-class centre of excellence with a unique, industry- driven, integrated approach to research and postgraduate training in the field of structural integrity.

		1076		TSB		£				£1.3M in total between EPSRC and TSB		General Engineering		National Structural Integrity Research Centre (NSIRC)		Brunel and The Welding Institute (TWI) have been pursuing collaborative research on the use of ultrasonic guided waves for the non-destructive testing of oil & gas pipelines, plates, rails, aircraft wires and other engineering materials since 2003. This successful collaboration has led to the creation in 2009 of the Brunel Innovation Centre (BIC), a joint venture between the two institutions based at TWI headquarters in Great Abington, Cambridgeshire, whose mission is to develop a financially sustainable research facility, drawing on Brunel's existing strengths, to complement and underpin the applied research and development activities at TWI. BIC’s very successful operation has led TWI to make a significant re-alignment of their strategy and business model, from being a technology  provider  offering  mostly  short-term  industrial  research  and  consultancy  to  their members, to providing medium- and long-term research and postgraduate training at the new National Structural Integrity Research Centre (NSIRC), a joint facility being built at TWI headquarters. TWI received a grant of £22 million from the Regional Growth Fund to fund the new building, complemented by a £10 million investment from their own resources and a £15m HEFCE grant for equipment. NSIRC will become a world-class centre of excellence with a unique, industry- driven, integrated approach to research and postgraduate training in the field of structural integrity.

		1096		TSB		£		230		TSB #101204		General Engineering		Increasing the efficiency of  Railway Track Maintenance through Ballast Reinforcement and Numerical Geomechanics.		ERPE, through the application of XiTRACK technology (using advanced polyurethane polymers to reinforce the ballast matrix, enhancing strength, stiffness and resilience) - has reduced track maintenance by a factor of up to 40, increased maintenance intervals from 3-monthly to 10 years with track speeds increased up to 125 mph in critical sections of the UK, Italy and Hong Kong rail networks.  Developments in Finite Element (FE) geomechanics related to Rayleigh waves are used by HS2; and FE backed artificial neural networks are informing US High Speed operators on ground borne vibrations. The financial impact of XiTrack is estimated at least £50M; and avoidance of Rayleigh wave problems and ground borne vibration mitigation, in the region of £10M; plus benefits to millions of passengers.

		1096		TSB		£		297		TSB #101199		General Engineering		Increasing the efficiency of  Railway Track Maintenance through Ballast Reinforcement and Numerical Geomechanics.		ERPE, through the application of XiTRACK technology (using advanced polyurethane polymers to reinforce the ballast matrix, enhancing strength, stiffness and resilience) - has reduced track maintenance by a factor of up to 40, increased maintenance intervals from 3-monthly to 10 years with track speeds increased up to 125 mph in critical sections of the UK, Italy and Hong Kong rail networks.  Developments in Finite Element (FE) geomechanics related to Rayleigh waves are used by HS2; and FE backed artificial neural networks are informing US High Speed operators on ground borne vibrations. The financial impact of XiTrack is estimated at least £50M; and avoidance of Rayleigh wave problems and ground borne vibration mitigation, in the region of £10M; plus benefits to millions of passengers.

		1101		DTI		£		2300		UK DTI/BIS and Building Research Establishment		General Engineering		Fire Safety: Transforming Building Design		Enhanced public safety and transformation of structural design for fire has resulted from improved building  design  through  ERPE  researchers’  development  of  new and  unique  design methodologies, frameworks and tools for analysing fire spread. Fire safety engineering research within ERPE has created an improved scientific understanding of the effect of fire on structures and materials. Structural and fire safety engineers across UK, EU, USA, Canada as well as those who are members of international fire safety bodies have subsequently implemented significant advances for the design of safer, more economical, sustainable, and architecturally innovative buildings. ERPE research has thus assisted the design and construction of increasingly optimised, sustainable, and economical buildings globally with significant changes in building design and regulation, particularly during 2009-2013.

		1174		Other		£				ERC Starting Grant		General Engineering		MW size DC/DC converters and DC circuit breakers		The  power  systems  laboratory  at  the  University  of  Aberdeen  has  developed  new  converter topologies  that   have  applications   in   connecting   MW   size   DC  power   sources   with   DC transmission/distribution  grids.  These  converters  resolve  very  challenging  questions  of  fault isolation on high-power DC networks. Scottish Enterprise funded a proof of concept project which developed a prototype, and confirmed the feasibility for various applications with interconnecting renewable power sources.  Impact from the research is ongoing. Initial impact has been on public policy and services, where policy debate has been informed by our research evidence; and where decisions, regulations or guidelines have been informed by our research.  Impact has also been generated for practitioners and professional services, where both a professional body and a company have used research findings in the conduct of their work, their practices have changed, and new or improved processes have been adopted as a direct result of research findings. The technology has attracted the attention of George Adamowitsch, European Coordinator for the working group for offshore and onshore grid development.   He has described the Aberdeen research in his annual report to EU parliament in 2010, and the lead academic, Professor Dragan Jovcic, now sits on the Working Group for onshore/offshore grid development, developing plans for the European DC supergrid. In addition, this research has contributed to Working Group B4.52 of the International Council on Large Electric Systems (CIGRE), and their major technical brochure "HVDC Grid Feasibility study". Finally, the research has been analysed by the French power company  RTE  (Réseau  de  Transport  d’Electricité).  As  a  result  of  the  research  findings  the company has adapted their approach to the planning of major offshore wind farm developments, resulting in a re-definition of the company research and development strategy.

		1174		Other Government		£				Scottish Government		General Engineering		MW size DC/DC converters and DC circuit breakers		The  power  systems  laboratory  at  the  University  of  Aberdeen  has  developed  new  converter topologies  that   have  applications   in   connecting   MW   size   DC  power   sources   with   DC transmission/distribution  grids.  These  converters  resolve  very  challenging  questions  of  fault isolation on high-power DC networks. Scottish Enterprise funded a proof of concept project which developed a prototype, and confirmed the feasibility for various applications with interconnecting renewable power sources.  Impact from the research is ongoing. Initial impact has been on public policy and services, where policy debate has been informed by our research evidence; and where decisions, regulations or guidelines have been informed by our research.  Impact has also been generated for practitioners and professional services, where both a professional body and a company have used research findings in the conduct of their work, their practices have changed, and new or improved processes have been adopted as a direct result of research findings. The technology has attracted the attention of George Adamowitsch, European Coordinator for the working group for offshore and onshore grid development.   He has described the Aberdeen research in his annual report to EU parliament in 2010, and the lead academic, Professor Dragan Jovcic, now sits on the Working Group for onshore/offshore grid development, developing plans for the European DC supergrid. In addition, this research has contributed to Working Group B4.52 of the International Council on Large Electric Systems (CIGRE), and their major technical brochure "HVDC Grid Feasibility study". Finally, the research has been analysed by the French power company  RTE  (Réseau  de  Transport  d’Electricité).  As  a  result  of  the  research  findings  the company has adapted their approach to the planning of major offshore wind farm developments, resulting in a re-definition of the company research and development strategy.

		1177		EU		£		211		SATSIX project		General Engineering		Internet transport protocols and satellite broadband		While  basic  communications  protocols  for  the  Internet  were  developed  decades  ago,  new requirements such as bandwidth-hungry multimedia and the need for the Internet to reach the “final third” of the population create constant demand for improvements. Research at the University of Aberdeen has greatly contributed to meeting this demand by influencing the standardization and implementation of the Internet Protocol (IP) stack in commercial networks. New standards for Internet Transport Protocols and Satellite IP Transmission resulting from the research have been implemented in industrial products in Europe and the US, benefitting industry and millions of end users.

		1177		EU		£		371		EU FP& RITE project		General Engineering		Internet transport protocols and satellite broadband		While  basic  communications  protocols  for  the  Internet  were  developed  decades  ago,  new requirements such as bandwidth-hungry multimedia and the need for the Internet to reach the “final third” of the population create constant demand for improvements. Research at the University of Aberdeen has greatly contributed to meeting this demand by influencing the standardization and implementation of the Internet Protocol (IP) stack in commercial networks. New standards for Internet Transport Protocols and Satellite IP Transmission resulting from the research have been implemented in industrial products in Europe and the US, benefitting industry and millions of end users.

		1177		Industrial		£		162		Astrium Ltd		General Engineering		Internet transport protocols and satellite broadband		While  basic  communications  protocols  for  the  Internet  were  developed  decades  ago,  new requirements such as bandwidth-hungry multimedia and the need for the Internet to reach the “final third” of the population create constant demand for improvements. Research at the University of Aberdeen has greatly contributed to meeting this demand by influencing the standardization and implementation of the Internet Protocol (IP) stack in commercial networks. New standards for Internet Transport Protocols and Satellite IP Transmission resulting from the research have been implemented in industrial products in Europe and the US, benefitting industry and millions of end users.

		1177		Other		£		44		ESA ARTES		General Engineering		Internet transport protocols and satellite broadband		While  basic  communications  protocols  for  the  Internet  were  developed  decades  ago,  new requirements such as bandwidth-hungry multimedia and the need for the Internet to reach the “final third” of the population create constant demand for improvements. Research at the University of Aberdeen has greatly contributed to meeting this demand by influencing the standardization and implementation of the Internet Protocol (IP) stack in commercial networks. New standards for Internet Transport Protocols and Satellite IP Transmission resulting from the research have been implemented in industrial products in Europe and the US, benefitting industry and millions of end users.

		1177		Other		£		75		ESA ARTES		General Engineering		Internet transport protocols and satellite broadband		While  basic  communications  protocols  for  the  Internet  were  developed  decades  ago,  new requirements such as bandwidth-hungry multimedia and the need for the Internet to reach the “final third” of the population create constant demand for improvements. Research at the University of Aberdeen has greatly contributed to meeting this demand by influencing the standardization and implementation of the Internet Protocol (IP) stack in commercial networks. New standards for Internet Transport Protocols and Satellite IP Transmission resulting from the research have been implemented in industrial products in Europe and the US, benefitting industry and millions of end users.

		1212		EU		€		13700		EU FP7 Funding IP Programme - Lead and Coordinator: Compact ultrafast laser sources based on novel quantum dot structures (FAST DOT) - 18 partners		General Engineering		Development of compact and efficient laser systems		This is an example of early economic impact where research on various aspects of laser engineering has resulted in the development of inexpensive, compact, efficient and user-friendly laser sources. An example is the incorporation of quantum dot structures into semiconductor laser architectures, with these replacing much larger and more expensive systems, with a range of applications in areas such as microscopy, biomedical diagnosis and therapy. This work has led to the generation of key know-how and patents that have been subsequently licensed as well as resulting in a variety of laser-related products being brought to market. Additionally, it has resulted in extra staff being employed at one of our partner companies.

		1212		Industrial		€		10		Resonator modes in the presence of passive element for conical refraction (value €10k)
ACCORD Project with Cone-Refringent Optics, Barcelona.		General Engineering		Development of compact and efficient laser systems		This is an example of early economic impact where research on various aspects of laser engineering has resulted in the development of inexpensive, compact, efficient and user-friendly laser sources. An example is the incorporation of quantum dot structures into semiconductor laser architectures, with these replacing much larger and more expensive systems, with a range of applications in areas such as microscopy, biomedical diagnosis and therapy. This work has led to the generation of key know-how and patents that have been subsequently licensed as well as resulting in a variety of laser-related products being brought to market. Additionally, it has resulted in extra staff being employed at one of our partner companies.

		1212		Other		£		195		KTP grant: Development of a novel class high power laser source based on conical refraction
crystal technology (value £195k) (with M Squared Lasers Ltd.)		General Engineering		Development of compact and efficient laser systems		This is an example of early economic impact where research on various aspects of laser engineering has resulted in the development of inexpensive, compact, efficient and user-friendly laser sources. An example is the incorporation of quantum dot structures into semiconductor laser architectures, with these replacing much larger and more expensive systems, with a range of applications in areas such as microscopy, biomedical diagnosis and therapy. This work has led to the generation of key know-how and patents that have been subsequently licensed as well as resulting in a variety of laser-related products being brought to market. Additionally, it has resulted in extra staff being employed at one of our partner companies.

		1256		Industrial		£		500		Bentley: RayCell technology, production of a demonstration vehicle that showcases the next
generation of cars to be produced by the company.		General Engineering		Development of a novel carbon fibre manufacturing process for high performance automotive applications		Underpinned by research at the University of Nottingham, the development of automated discontinuous carbon fibre preforming (DCFP) technology has helped drive more than half a billion pounds in sales of Aston Martin’s DBS sports car across 42 countries, boosting the company’s brand worldwide. Recognising the potential of this process, Bentley Motors invested £1.3M directly to develop this technology for its next generation of models. The Royal Academy of Engineering acknowledged the body of research as an “outstanding” contribution to the reputation of British engineering through the award of a silver medal to Professor Warrior.

		1256		Industrial		£		698		Directly sponsored project with Bentley Motors Ltd
on Multiscale Material Modelling of discontinuous fibre composites.		General Engineering		Development of a novel carbon fibre manufacturing process for high performance automotive applications		Underpinned by research at the University of Nottingham, the development of automated discontinuous carbon fibre preforming (DCFP) technology has helped drive more than half a billion pounds in sales of Aston Martin’s DBS sports car across 42 countries, boosting the company’s brand worldwide. Recognising the potential of this process, Bentley Motors invested £1.3M directly to develop this technology for its next generation of models. The Royal Academy of Engineering acknowledged the body of research as an “outstanding” contribution to the reputation of British engineering through the award of a silver medal to Professor Warrior.

		1256		Industrial		£		800		Bentley: Developed an enhancement to the
DCFP process - using carbon fibre in its least processed
form and spraying it with resin into a mould, eliminating the need for heating and cooling		General Engineering		Development of a novel carbon fibre manufacturing process for high performance automotive applications		Underpinned by research at the University of Nottingham, the development of automated discontinuous carbon fibre preforming (DCFP) technology has helped drive more than half a billion pounds in sales of Aston Martin’s DBS sports car across 42 countries, boosting the company’s brand worldwide. Recognising the potential of this process, Bentley Motors invested £1.3M directly to develop this technology for its next generation of models. The Royal Academy of Engineering acknowledged the body of research as an “outstanding” contribution to the reputation of British engineering through the award of a silver medal to Professor Warrior.

		1256		Industrial		£		1300		Investment by Bentley Motors to develop this technology for its next generation of models.		General Engineering		Development of a novel carbon fibre manufacturing process for high performance automotive applications		Underpinned by research at the University of Nottingham, the development of automated discontinuous carbon fibre preforming (DCFP) technology has helped drive more than half a billion pounds in sales of Aston Martin’s DBS sports car across 42 countries, boosting the company’s brand worldwide. Recognising the potential of this process, Bentley Motors invested £1.3M directly to develop this technology for its next generation of models. The Royal Academy of Engineering acknowledged the body of research as an “outstanding” contribution to the reputation of British engineering through the award of a silver medal to Professor Warrior.

		1256		TSB		£		939		Joint with Bentley: Advanced Composites Truss Structures.		General Engineering		Development of a novel carbon fibre manufacturing process for high performance automotive applications		Underpinned by research at the University of Nottingham, the development of automated discontinuous carbon fibre preforming (DCFP) technology has helped drive more than half a billion pounds in sales of Aston Martin’s DBS sports car across 42 countries, boosting the company’s brand worldwide. Recognising the potential of this process, Bentley Motors invested £1.3M directly to develop this technology for its next generation of models. The Royal Academy of Engineering acknowledged the body of research as an “outstanding” contribution to the reputation of British engineering through the award of a silver medal to Professor Warrior.

		1256		TSB		£		1800		Joint with Aston Martin Lagonda Ltd.		General Engineering		Development of a novel carbon fibre manufacturing process for high performance automotive applications		Underpinned by research at the University of Nottingham, the development of automated discontinuous carbon fibre preforming (DCFP) technology has helped drive more than half a billion pounds in sales of Aston Martin’s DBS sports car across 42 countries, boosting the company’s brand worldwide. Recognising the potential of this process, Bentley Motors invested £1.3M directly to develop this technology for its next generation of models. The Royal Academy of Engineering acknowledged the body of research as an “outstanding” contribution to the reputation of British engineering through the award of a silver medal to Professor Warrior.

		1276		Industrial		£		400		The BBC is supporting this project with in-kind support valued at over £400k.		General Engineering		15-24 Identification and Active Control of Multiple Sources of Sound		Work at the Institute of Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR) has led to a sophisticated new understanding of a number of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) problems in acoustics. The effects are wide ranging, attracting heavyweight industry sponsors and driving valuable new innovations in home entertainment, construction, aviation and defence. In particular, research has led to the deployment of new “active” methods for controlling noise and vibration within aircraft. Systems have been installed in over 200 propeller aircraft since January 2008, giving a total number of 1000 aircraft treated to date and benefitting 177 million passengers worldwide. Noise reduction systems based on patents resulting from the unique ISVR methods are being developed for maritime use by BAE Systems. The underpinning science has significantly cut the cost of noise tests on Rolls-Royce jet engines, saving US$4 million to date and reducing their environmental impact. It has led to the development of mass-produced systems for living-room 3D sound, global sales of which have reached US$7.2 million.

		1276		Industrial		£		420		Huawei: development of loudspeaker arrays for personalised audio.		General Engineering		15-24 Identification and Active Control of Multiple Sources of Sound		Work at the Institute of Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR) has led to a sophisticated new understanding of a number of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) problems in acoustics. The effects are wide ranging, attracting heavyweight industry sponsors and driving valuable new innovations in home entertainment, construction, aviation and defence. In particular, research has led to the deployment of new “active” methods for controlling noise and vibration within aircraft. Systems have been installed in over 200 propeller aircraft since January 2008, giving a total number of 1000 aircraft treated to date and benefitting 177 million passengers worldwide. Noise reduction systems based on patents resulting from the unique ISVR methods are being developed for maritime use by BAE Systems. The underpinning science has significantly cut the cost of noise tests on Rolls-Royce jet engines, saving US$4 million to date and reducing their environmental impact. It has led to the development of mass-produced systems for living-room 3D sound, global sales of which have reached US$7.2 million.

		1276		Industrial		£		1200		There was massive interest from industry sponsors, including Yamaha, Hitachi, Samsung and Japan’s largest construction company Kajima Corporation, resulting in funding.		General Engineering		15-24 Identification and Active Control of Multiple Sources of Sound		Work at the Institute of Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR) has led to a sophisticated new understanding of a number of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) problems in acoustics. The effects are wide ranging, attracting heavyweight industry sponsors and driving valuable new innovations in home entertainment, construction, aviation and defence. In particular, research has led to the deployment of new “active” methods for controlling noise and vibration within aircraft. Systems have been installed in over 200 propeller aircraft since January 2008, giving a total number of 1000 aircraft treated to date and benefitting 177 million passengers worldwide. Noise reduction systems based on patents resulting from the unique ISVR methods are being developed for maritime use by BAE Systems. The underpinning science has significantly cut the cost of noise tests on Rolls-Royce jet engines, saving US$4 million to date and reducing their environmental impact. It has led to the development of mass-produced systems for living-room 3D sound, global sales of which have reached US$7.2 million.

		1276		Industrial		£		1600		With Rolls-Royce backing of over £1.6 million, the University Technology Centre in Gas Turbine Noise was founded at ISVR.		General Engineering		15-24 Identification and Active Control of Multiple Sources of Sound		Work at the Institute of Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR) has led to a sophisticated new understanding of a number of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) problems in acoustics. The effects are wide ranging, attracting heavyweight industry sponsors and driving valuable new innovations in home entertainment, construction, aviation and defence. In particular, research has led to the deployment of new “active” methods for controlling noise and vibration within aircraft. Systems have been installed in over 200 propeller aircraft since January 2008, giving a total number of 1000 aircraft treated to date and benefitting 177 million passengers worldwide. Noise reduction systems based on patents resulting from the unique ISVR methods are being developed for maritime use by BAE Systems. The underpinning science has significantly cut the cost of noise tests on Rolls-Royce jet engines, saving US$4 million to date and reducing their environmental impact. It has led to the development of mass-produced systems for living-room 3D sound, global sales of which have reached US$7.2 million.

		1288		EU		€		5455		ATOS project (Advanced Transmission and Oil System Concepts) funded by European Framework (FP5) with Rolls Royce, 2001-2004, (€ 5,455,128) Chevron Oronite (USA), Tribotex (Japan) and GE Aviation.		General Engineering		15-16 Tribology: saving costs and improving safety across industries		Surface wear in moving components can endanger human lives and costs the UK economy £24 billion every year. Excellent research in this area – known as Tribology - at the University of Southampton (UoS) led to the foundation of the national Centre of Advanced Tribology (nCATS), which collaborates with over 100 companies and institutions in many sectors. Examples of nCATS impact include research findings forming an integral part of a BNFL/Sellafield Ltd’s design guide for the prevention of radioactive slurry leakage. It also enhanced GE Aviation’s competitive advantage by supplying novel electrostatic wear debris sensors (the only system in use), which have been integrated into new fighter aircraft engines.

		1288		Industrial		£		270		£270k of contracts placed by BNFL with the UoS between 1999 and 2009.		General Engineering		15-16 Tribology: saving costs and improving safety across industries		Surface wear in moving components can endanger human lives and costs the UK economy £24 billion every year. Excellent research in this area – known as Tribology - at the University of Southampton (UoS) led to the foundation of the national Centre of Advanced Tribology (nCATS), which collaborates with over 100 companies and institutions in many sectors. Examples of nCATS impact include research findings forming an integral part of a BNFL/Sellafield Ltd’s design guide for the prevention of radioactive slurry leakage. It also enhanced GE Aviation’s competitive advantage by supplying novel electrostatic wear debris sensors (the only system in use), which have been integrated into new fighter aircraft engines.

		1288		Industrial		£		2000				General Engineering		15-16 Tribology: saving costs and improving safety across industries		Surface wear in moving components can endanger human lives and costs the UK economy £24 billion every year. Excellent research in this area – known as Tribology - at the University of Southampton (UoS) led to the foundation of the national Centre of Advanced Tribology (nCATS), which collaborates with over 100 companies and institutions in many sectors. Examples of nCATS impact include research findings forming an integral part of a BNFL/Sellafield Ltd’s design guide for the prevention of radioactive slurry leakage. It also enhanced GE Aviation’s competitive advantage by supplying novel electrostatic wear debris sensors (the only system in use), which have been integrated into new fighter aircraft engines.

		1288		Other		£		4000		University of Southampton		General Engineering		15-16 Tribology: saving costs and improving safety across industries		Surface wear in moving components can endanger human lives and costs the UK economy £24 billion every year. Excellent research in this area – known as Tribology - at the University of Southampton (UoS) led to the foundation of the national Centre of Advanced Tribology (nCATS), which collaborates with over 100 companies and institutions in many sectors. Examples of nCATS impact include research findings forming an integral part of a BNFL/Sellafield Ltd’s design guide for the prevention of radioactive slurry leakage. It also enhanced GE Aviation’s competitive advantage by supplying novel electrostatic wear debris sensors (the only system in use), which have been integrated into new fighter aircraft engines.

		1288		Other Research Council		$		1000		US Office of Naval Research, 1995-2003 (US$1M).		General Engineering		15-16 Tribology: saving costs and improving safety across industries		Surface wear in moving components can endanger human lives and costs the UK economy £24 billion every year. Excellent research in this area – known as Tribology - at the University of Southampton (UoS) led to the foundation of the national Centre of Advanced Tribology (nCATS), which collaborates with over 100 companies and institutions in many sectors. Examples of nCATS impact include research findings forming an integral part of a BNFL/Sellafield Ltd’s design guide for the prevention of radioactive slurry leakage. It also enhanced GE Aviation’s competitive advantage by supplying novel electrostatic wear debris sensors (the only system in use), which have been integrated into new fighter aircraft engines.

		1291		Industrial		£		1200		£1.2m is the total for all funding given, including the amount from EPSRC in relation to the sutdentships they gave (details below).		General Engineering		Asset management of aging cast iron water distribution network systems		The condition of aging cast iron infrastructure is a major challenge for the water industry. Our research has improved understanding of the deterioration, residual strength and failure mechanisms of buried cast iron pipes. Thames Water Utilities Ltd (TWUL) have used Surrey’s findings for small diameter (distribution) mains, to support their case with the regulator for increased funding for pipe lining and replacement programmes resulting in more than 100 M£ of additional investment being made available. Surrey’s work on large diameter (trunk) main is being used by TWUL to shape new approaches to the assessment and management of water networks both within their own area and at a national level through UKWIR.





ChartCost Savings.C2

		Cost Savings by Case Study

		150 Case Studies with Cost Savings

		60 case studies with cost savings >=10million

		Total cost savings of these 60 case studies is 14.45billion

		90 case studies with cost savings <10million (excluded from the chart)

		Total cost savings of these 90 case studies is 0.16 billion (157million)

		Row Labels		Sum of CostSavings(Billions)

		1052		2.4

		788		1.8

		1073		0.9

		304		0.85

		867		0.8

		455		0.64

		903		0.63

		409		0.605

		1135		0.55

		550		0.5004

		1019		0.4

		904		0.4

		906		0.33

		843		0.32

		335		0.285

		928		0.25

		452		0.2304

		698		0.23

		556		0.228

		778		0.225

		734		0.215

		1176		0.192

		802		0.13

		1058		0.1

		1049		0.1

		1202		0.0928

		1278		0.08

		1035		0.08

		508		0.07808

		610		0.07

		1149		0.066

		804		0.064

		1103		0.053

		1153		0.045

		792		0.04

		1198		0.0384

		1113		0.0355

		992		0.03

		697		0.025

		838		0.02432

		809		0.024

		360		0.02304

		795		0.023

		805		0.0192

		963		0.018

		1296		0.018

		1041		0.018

		1270		0.0174

		678		0.016

		1285		0.016

		1182		0.015

		1246		0.015

		346		0.014

		515		0.0128

		943		0.011544

		1185		0.0107

		1060		0.01

		1173		0.01

		1167		0.01

		827		0.01

		Grand Total		14.444584
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		Cost Savings by Case Study

		Type		(All)

		ID		Sum of CostSavings(Billions)

		1052		2.4

		788		1.8

		1073		0.9

		304		0.85

		867		0.8

		455		0.64

		903		0.63

		409		0.605

		1135		0.55

		550		0.5004

		1019		0.4

		904		0.4

		906		0.33

		843		0.32

		335		0.285

		928		0.25

		452		0.2304

		698		0.23

		556		0.228

		778		0.225

		734		0.215

		1176		0.192

		802		0.13

		1058		0.1

		1049		0.1

		1202		0.0928

		1278		0.08

		1035		0.08

		508		0.07808

		610		0.07

		1149		0.066

		804		0.064

		1103		0.053

		1153		0.045

		792		0.04

		1198		0.0384

		1113		0.0355

		992		0.03

		697		0.025

		838		0.02432

		809		0.024

		360		0.02304

		795		0.023

		805		0.0192

		963		0.018

		1296		0.018

		1041		0.018

		1270		0.0174

		678		0.016

		1285		0.016

		1182		0.015

		1246		0.015

		346		0.014

		515		0.0128

		943		0.011544

		1185		0.0107

		1060		0.01

		1173		0.01

		1167		0.01

		827		0.01

		Grand Total		14.444584
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AdditionalSales Chart

		Type		(All)

		Row Labels		Sum of CostSavings(Billions)

		1052		2400000000

		788		1800000000

		1073		900000000

		304		850000000

		867		800000000

		455		640000000

		903		630000000

		409		605000000

		1135		550000000

		550		500400000

		1019		400000000

		904		400000000

		906		330000000

		843		320000000

		335		285000000

		928		250000000

		452		230400000

		698		230000000

		556		228000000

		778		225000000

		734		215000000

		1176		192000000

		802		130000000

		1058		100000000

		1049		100000000

		1202		92800000

		1278		80000000

		1035		80000000

		508		78080000

		610		70000000

		1149		66000000

		804		64000000

		1103		53000000

		1153		45000000

		792		40000000

		1198		38400000

		1113		35500000

		992		30000000

		697		25000000

		838		24320000

		809		24000000

		360		23040000

		795		23000000

		805		19200000

		963		18000000

		1296		18000000

		1041		18000000

		1270		17400000

		678		16000000

		1285		16000000

		1182		15000000

		1246		15000000

		346		14000000

		515		12800000

		943		11544000

		1185		10700000

		1060		10000000

		1173		10000000

		1167		10000000

		827		10000000

		Grand Total		14444584000
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		ID		CostSavings		ExistCostSavingsConverted		PublicCostSavingsConverted		FirstOf1 Summary of the impact		FirstOf2 Underpinning research		FirstOf3 References to the research		FirstOf4 Details of the impact		FirstOf5 Sources to corroborate the impact

		1052		4200000				2400000		Reductions in railway infrastructure and operating costs, through efficiency gains, deliver benefits to taxpayers (via lower subsidies) and/or passengers (via lower fares). Research undertaken by the Institute for Transport Studies (ITS) at the University of Leeds from 2005 onwards revealed a 37% efficiency gap in relation to rail infrastructure costs and operations, relative to international best practice. The key impact of this research was to inform the Office of Rail Regulation’s (ORR) setting, in 2008, of annual efficiency targets for Network Rail for the subsequent five-year period, resulting in a reduction in costs from £18.2bn to £15.8bn over the five year regulatory ‘control period’ starting 2009/10. A secondary impact of the ITS Leeds research was to provide key benchmarking and evidence in more recent ORR efficiency assessments (2010) and Sir Roy McNulty’s long-term policy-setting Rail Value for Money (VfM) study (2011). Extending the reach of these research impacts, the water and sewerage regulator OFWAT has, from 2013, adopted the ITS Leeds approach for its latest periodic review.		A key responsibility of the Office of Rail Regulation (ORR) is to determine the efficient cost of operating, maintaining, renewing and developing the British rail infrastructure. The determination of these costs, referred to as the periodic review, occurs every five years and, given the structure of the rail industry in Britain, effectively amounts to a review of the costs incurred by Network Rail. In contrast to other regulated utilities, previous periodic reviews (prior to 2008) did not assess the efficiency of Network Rail against external benchmarks. Recognising this gap in knowledge, ITS Leeds was contracted in 2005 by ORR to develop two international benchmarking studies. Econometric modelling – efficiency studies Between 2005 and 2008, researchers from ITS Leeds carried out new research funded by the ORR to investigate the cost and efficiency of the rail system in Britain relative to its international peers. Employing advanced time-varying efficiency modelling techniques, Dr Andrew Smith identified drivers of rail infrastructure costs, and the relative efficiency of rail infrastructure managers (IMs) around the world [1; iii] using a unique panel dataset of 13 European rail infrastructure managers collected by the International Union of Railways. This work exposed a substantial efficiency gap between Network Rail and its international peers of around 37%. As part of this work, Smith and his colleague Phill Wheat also adapted stochastic frontier techniques to deal with ‘sub-company’ datasets (where firms are sub-divided into several business units). This new approach allowed inefficiency to be decomposed into a fixed element that applies across the entire company (external inefficiency) and an element that varies at the sub-company level (internal inefficiency). The ‘sub-company’ analysis revealed large variations in performance and practice between regional units within Network Rail [2; iii], as well as a substantial efficiency gap between Network Rail and its international peers. In parallel to the above research, Wheat and Smith developed a new international collaboration with Professor William Greene at NYU Stern School of Business to develop statistical methods for assessing the uncertainties associated with the estimates of inefficiency generated by stochastic frontier methods [3; i, iii]. Econometric modelling – evaluation of policy reforms The research referred to above is part of a larger body of rail cost research on whole train systems (i.e. train operations as well as rail infrastructure) conducted by ITS Leeds over many years, supported by funding from EPSRC [i], DfT [ii] and ORR [iii]. Since 1993, ITS researchers have carried out econometric and wider policy evaluation work to assess the impact of competitive tendering/franchising on costs. Introducing competition into passenger rail, via competitive tendering, forms an important part of the European Commission’s proposals for further reform of  the European rail sector. This strand of research was the first in the literature to demonstrate the sharp rise in train operating company costs in Britain (previously the policy focus had been on rising infrastructure costs); see for example [4]. Reference [5] found that a key reason behind rising train operating company costs in Britain was the franchising body’s decision to place operators in financial distress on “cost-plus” type management contracts for extended periods. Research team with current title/grade and period of employment Professor Chris Nash (Lecturer, 1975-88; Senior Lecturer, 1988-89; Professor, 1989-date) Dr Andrew Smith (Lecturer, 2004-11; Senior Lecturer, 2011-date) Phill Wheat (Research Officer, 2005-08; Research Fellow, 2008-10; Senior Research Fellow, 2010-date) Key grants 1998-2013 i.  Rail Research UK, several grants (e.g. RG.TRAN.471326, PI Nash, RG.TRAN.481002, PI Smith), worth approximately £200k in total. ii.  Department for Transport (RG.TRAN.477546, PI Smith), £38k. iii.  ORR funding, numerous grants (e.g. RG.TRAN.471451, RG.TRAN.473416, RG.TRAN.475450, RG.TRAN.477940, RG.TRAN.478240, RG.TRAN.478541, RG.TRAN.482896, RG.TRAN.474920), worth approximately £250k in total. PI Smith. iv.  OFWAT funding, three grants (e.g. RG.TRAN.484975, RG.TRAN.101259. PI Smith, worth approximately £49k in total. Note: The repeat funding from Rail Research UK and ORR is indicative of the quality of the Leeds research and its ability to meet project objectives, as is the new work for OFWAT following on from the successful research carried out for ORR. It should be noted that the ORR contracts were awarded following a competitive tendering process.		1. Smith, A.S.J. (2012) ‘The application of stochastic frontier panel models in economic regulation: experience from the European rail sector’. Transportation Research Part E, 48, pp503-515. doi: 10.1016/j.tre.2011.10.003. The above output is based on an earlier project report produced for ORR and published on their website: Smith, A.S.J (2008) International Benchmarking of Network Rail’s Maintenance and Renewal Costs: An Econometric Study Based on the LICB Dataset (1996- 2006), Report for the Office of Rail Regulation, October 2008.  http://www.rail- reg.gov.uk/upload/pdf/pr08-itslicb-301008_20081117141529.pdf 2. Smith, A.S.J. and Wheat, P.E. (2012) ‘Estimation of cost inefficiency in panel data models with firm specific and sub-company specific effects’. Journal of Productivity Analysis, 37, pp27-40. doi: 10.1007/s11123-011-0220-8. The above output is based on an earlier project presentation produced for ORR (co-authored with ORR) and published on their website: Smith, Wheat, and Nixon (2008) International Benchmarking of Network Rail’s Maintenance and Renewals Costs.  http://www.rail- reg.gov.uk/upload/pdf/pr08-its_010608.pdf 3. Wheat, P.E., Greene, W, and Smith, A.S.J. (2013) ‘Understanding prediction intervals for firm specific inefficiency scores from parametric stochastic frontier models’. Journal of Productivity Analysis, in press. doi: 10.1007/s11123-013-0346-y. 4. Smith, A.S.J., Nash, C.A. and Wheat, P.E. (2009) ‘Passenger rail franchising in Britain: has it been a success?’ International Journal of Transport Economics, 36 (1), pp33-62. The McNulty report (see Section 4 below) referenced (in footnote 106, p284) a project report produced for ORR based on the above output, as well as an earlier conference paper version of output 4: Smith, A., Nash, C. and Wheat, P. (2009) ‘The effect of passenger rail franchising on costs: evidence from the passenger rail sector in Britain (1996 to 2009)’. 5. Smith, A.S.J. and Wheat, P.E. (2012) ‘Evaluating alternative policy responses to franchise failure: evidence from the passenger rail sector in Britain’. Journal of Transport Economics and  Policy, 46 (1), pp25-49. The McNulty report (see Section 4 below) referenced (in footnote 25, page 34 and footnote 108, p285) an earlier conference paper version of output [5]: Smith, A.S.J. and Wheat, P.E. (2009) ‘The effect of franchising on cost efficiency: evidence from the passenger rail sector in Britain’. Note: All ITS Leeds researchers are in bold. References [1], [3] and [5] should be assessed for research quality. All references are published in international journals with rigorous peer review processes.		An undesirable consequence of rail reform and privatisation in Britain has been sharp increases in both rail infrastructure costs (from roughly £15bn during the first five years after privatisation to £30bn during the second five year period) and train operating company unit costs (up by around 15% since privatisation). The ITS Leeds research commissioned by ORR has enabled the regulator to benchmark the efficiency of Network Rail, by providing the key evidence for the regulator to set efficiency targets. The efficiency improvements delivered by Network Rail have directly benefited taxpayers via lower subsidies (although these benefits could instead be directed to passengers through lower fares). Economic impacts – improving the efficiency of rail infrastructure provision The first of these studies [1] was used by ORR as the central piece of evidence on Network Rail’s efficiency performance in the 2008 Periodic Review [A]. The efficiency gap, estimated at 37% by the ITS Leeds modelling, was used directly to derive a funding settlement for Network Rail covering the fourth ‘control period’ (CP4; 2009/10 to 2013/14). A quote from the ORR’s final conclusions document emphasises how the model was used: “...we [ORR] consider that it is reasonable, transparent and prudent to adopt the 37% value from the preferred model as our estimate for the efficiency gap for each of maintenance and renewals in 2006-07.” [A, p157]. Corroborating the role played by ITS Leeds, ORR [A, p126] noted: “…the econometric analysis work was undertaken by ITS working closely with both Network Rail and ourselves”. The value of the efficiency targets set by ORR, based on the ITS Leeds evidence, was to reduce the cost of maintaining and renewing Network Rail’s infrastructure from around £18.2bn to £15.8bn over the five year regulatory control period (2009/10 to 2013/14). Note that this reduction is smaller than 37% because ORR phased the target gradually over a ten year period. A letter of corroboration from ORR [B] notes: “Following the PR08 process, assisted by the ITS econometric efficiency model, ORR deemed that the efficient cost should be only £15.8bn (in 2006-7 prices). This work thus directly influenced the determination by the ORR of Network Rail’s funding for CP4, much of which is provided by taxpayers”. The second study commissioned by ORR [2] was also an international econometric modelling exercise, but this time expanding the sample size by utilising sub-company (regional) data within individual railways (drawn from a sample of participating European and North American railways). The model from this second exercise was quoted in ORR’s 2008 determination as a supporting, corroborating study to the first study outlined above [A, p125]. Setting standards for rail regulatory reviews In its review of ORR’s regulatory efficiency analysis, the National Audit Office in 2011 noted that: “...the Regulator initiated an innovative international benchmarking exercise with the Institute of Transport Studies (University of Leeds) during its 2008 Periodic Review" [C, p31]. Since the 2008 Periodic Review, the approach was further developed and used in subsequent assessments; ITS Leeds modelling supported the ORR’s Annual Efficiency Update process in 2010 [D]. Furthermore, Smith and Wheat were seconded part-time to ORR during 2012 and 2013 to advise the regulator on its benchmarking methods for the 2013 Periodic Review; their contribution is acknowledged in the 2013 Draft Determination [E].  Informing policy – the long-term future of Britain’s rail system The modelling work [1, 2] also formed the basis of future efficiency targets for Network Rail (CP5; 2014/15 onwards) documented in the Sir Roy McNulty Rail Value for Money study (which commenced in 2010 and was published in 2011) [F]. This is arguably the most significant report on rail costs in Britain, which has assessed efficiency and value for money since privatisation and takes a long-term perspective on its future. A letter of corroboration from DfT [G] notes: “The [McNulty] study represented a major review of rail costs, efficiency and value for money, and set out a new policy direction based on its analysis and findings. The study identified savings for the whole industry of between £2.5bn and £3.5bn per year (or 20-30% of total system costs), of which the savings identified for Network Rail from the work conducted by ITS accounted for £1.8bn per year (£1.2bn per year earmarked to be achieved by the end of CP4 and a further £0.6bn per year by the end of CP5)”. Through implementing the recommendations of this study (and because of growing passenger revenues), the level of subsidy paid to the railway is forecast to fall from £4bn in 2010-11 to around £1bn by 2019. In addition, ITS Leeds research (a project report for ORR based on [4] and an earlier conference paper version of [5]) is also quoted by McNulty [F] as a key piece of evidence, amongst others, in determining future targets for train operating costs. Changing practice in other regulated sectors Extending the reach of the research impacts to other sectors, ITS Leeds was commissioned (with consultants CEPA) by the water regulator OFWAT in summer 2012, to develop new econometric models and advise on how they could be used to set a ‘corridor’ for allowed cost levels, whilst complying with the OFWAT’s aim to achieve a “light touch” approach to regulation. The preliminary report [H] released in 2013 sets out the approach developed by ITS Leeds (with CEPA). This work has fed directly into OFWAT’s 2014 regulatory review (PR14), as OFWAT has now decided to adopt the ITS Leeds approach to econometric modelling for PR14. Furthermore, Smith has been appointed (from August 2013) as the regulator’s academic adviser on cost assessment.		A. Office of Rail Regulation (2008) Determination of Network Rail’s Outputs and Funding for 2009- 14 (October 2008). http://www.rail-reg.gov.uk/upload/pdf/383.pdf B. Letter of corroboration from the Deputy Director, Railway Markets and Economics, ORR. C. National Audit Office (2011) Regulating Network Rail’s Efficiency. http://www.nao.org.uk/report/regulating-network-rails-efficiency/ D. Office of Rail Regulation (2010) International cost efficiency benchmarking of Network Rail. The main report (see p5) and supporting paper (the latter, co-authored with ITS) can be found at, respectively: http://www.rail-reg.gov.uk/upload/pdf/econometric_update_2010_orr_benchmarking_report.pdf http://www.rail-reg.gov.uk/upload/pdf/econometric_update_2010_its_paper.pdf E. Office of Rail Regulation (2013) Draft determination of Network Rail’s outputs and funding for 2014-19 (see p300). http://www.rail-reg.gov.uk/pr13/PDF/pr13-draft-determination.pdf F. Sir Roy McNulty report (2011) Realising the Potential of GB Rail: Final Independent Report of the Rail Value for Money Study: Detailed report (see, for example, page 30).. http://www.rail-reg.gov.uk/upload/pdf/rail-vfm-detailed-report-may11.pdf G. Letter of corroboration from the Deputy Director, Rail Analysis, Department for Transport. H. OFWAT reference. https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/pricereview/pr14/wholesale/rpt_com201301cepacostassess

		1052		4200000				1800000		Reductions in railway infrastructure and operating costs, through efficiency gains, deliver benefits to taxpayers (via lower subsidies) and/or passengers (via lower fares). Research undertaken by the Institute for Transport Studies (ITS) at the University of Leeds from 2005 onwards revealed a 37% efficiency gap in relation to rail infrastructure costs and operations, relative to international best practice. The key impact of this research was to inform the Office of Rail Regulation’s (ORR) setting, in 2008, of annual efficiency targets for Network Rail for the subsequent five-year period, resulting in a reduction in costs from £18.2bn to £15.8bn over the five year regulatory ‘control period’ starting 2009/10. A secondary impact of the ITS Leeds research was to provide key benchmarking and evidence in more recent ORR efficiency assessments (2010) and Sir Roy McNulty’s long-term policy-setting Rail Value for Money (VfM) study (2011). Extending the reach of these research impacts, the water and sewerage regulator OFWAT has, from 2013, adopted the ITS Leeds approach for its latest periodic review.		A key responsibility of the Office of Rail Regulation (ORR) is to determine the efficient cost of operating, maintaining, renewing and developing the British rail infrastructure. The determination of these costs, referred to as the periodic review, occurs every five years and, given the structure of the rail industry in Britain, effectively amounts to a review of the costs incurred by Network Rail. In contrast to other regulated utilities, previous periodic reviews (prior to 2008) did not assess the efficiency of Network Rail against external benchmarks. Recognising this gap in knowledge, ITS Leeds was contracted in 2005 by ORR to develop two international benchmarking studies. Econometric modelling – efficiency studies Between 2005 and 2008, researchers from ITS Leeds carried out new research funded by the ORR to investigate the cost and efficiency of the rail system in Britain relative to its international peers. Employing advanced time-varying efficiency modelling techniques, Dr Andrew Smith identified drivers of rail infrastructure costs, and the relative efficiency of rail infrastructure managers (IMs) around the world [1; iii] using a unique panel dataset of 13 European rail infrastructure managers collected by the International Union of Railways. This work exposed a substantial efficiency gap between Network Rail and its international peers of around 37%. As part of this work, Smith and his colleague Phill Wheat also adapted stochastic frontier techniques to deal with ‘sub-company’ datasets (where firms are sub-divided into several business units). This new approach allowed inefficiency to be decomposed into a fixed element that applies across the entire company (external inefficiency) and an element that varies at the sub-company level (internal inefficiency). The ‘sub-company’ analysis revealed large variations in performance and practice between regional units within Network Rail [2; iii], as well as a substantial efficiency gap between Network Rail and its international peers. In parallel to the above research, Wheat and Smith developed a new international collaboration with Professor William Greene at NYU Stern School of Business to develop statistical methods for assessing the uncertainties associated with the estimates of inefficiency generated by stochastic frontier methods [3; i, iii]. Econometric modelling – evaluation of policy reforms The research referred to above is part of a larger body of rail cost research on whole train systems (i.e. train operations as well as rail infrastructure) conducted by ITS Leeds over many years, supported by funding from EPSRC [i], DfT [ii] and ORR [iii]. Since 1993, ITS researchers have carried out econometric and wider policy evaluation work to assess the impact of competitive tendering/franchising on costs. Introducing competition into passenger rail, via competitive tendering, forms an important part of the European Commission’s proposals for further reform of  the European rail sector. This strand of research was the first in the literature to demonstrate the sharp rise in train operating company costs in Britain (previously the policy focus had been on rising infrastructure costs); see for example [4]. Reference [5] found that a key reason behind rising train operating company costs in Britain was the franchising body’s decision to place operators in financial distress on “cost-plus” type management contracts for extended periods. Research team with current title/grade and period of employment Professor Chris Nash (Lecturer, 1975-88; Senior Lecturer, 1988-89; Professor, 1989-date) Dr Andrew Smith (Lecturer, 2004-11; Senior Lecturer, 2011-date) Phill Wheat (Research Officer, 2005-08; Research Fellow, 2008-10; Senior Research Fellow, 2010-date) Key grants 1998-2013 i.  Rail Research UK, several grants (e.g. RG.TRAN.471326, PI Nash, RG.TRAN.481002, PI Smith), worth approximately £200k in total. ii.  Department for Transport (RG.TRAN.477546, PI Smith), £38k. iii.  ORR funding, numerous grants (e.g. RG.TRAN.471451, RG.TRAN.473416, RG.TRAN.475450, RG.TRAN.477940, RG.TRAN.478240, RG.TRAN.478541, RG.TRAN.482896, RG.TRAN.474920), worth approximately £250k in total. PI Smith. iv.  OFWAT funding, three grants (e.g. RG.TRAN.484975, RG.TRAN.101259. PI Smith, worth approximately £49k in total. Note: The repeat funding from Rail Research UK and ORR is indicative of the quality of the Leeds research and its ability to meet project objectives, as is the new work for OFWAT following on from the successful research carried out for ORR. It should be noted that the ORR contracts were awarded following a competitive tendering process.		1. Smith, A.S.J. (2012) ‘The application of stochastic frontier panel models in economic regulation: experience from the European rail sector’. Transportation Research Part E, 48, pp503-515. doi: 10.1016/j.tre.2011.10.003. The above output is based on an earlier project report produced for ORR and published on their website: Smith, A.S.J (2008) International Benchmarking of Network Rail’s Maintenance and Renewal Costs: An Econometric Study Based on the LICB Dataset (1996- 2006), Report for the Office of Rail Regulation, October 2008.  http://www.rail- reg.gov.uk/upload/pdf/pr08-itslicb-301008_20081117141529.pdf 2. Smith, A.S.J. and Wheat, P.E. (2012) ‘Estimation of cost inefficiency in panel data models with firm specific and sub-company specific effects’. Journal of Productivity Analysis, 37, pp27-40. doi: 10.1007/s11123-011-0220-8. The above output is based on an earlier project presentation produced for ORR (co-authored with ORR) and published on their website: Smith, Wheat, and Nixon (2008) International Benchmarking of Network Rail’s Maintenance and Renewals Costs.  http://www.rail- reg.gov.uk/upload/pdf/pr08-its_010608.pdf 3. Wheat, P.E., Greene, W, and Smith, A.S.J. (2013) ‘Understanding prediction intervals for firm specific inefficiency scores from parametric stochastic frontier models’. Journal of Productivity Analysis, in press. doi: 10.1007/s11123-013-0346-y. 4. Smith, A.S.J., Nash, C.A. and Wheat, P.E. (2009) ‘Passenger rail franchising in Britain: has it been a success?’ International Journal of Transport Economics, 36 (1), pp33-62. The McNulty report (see Section 4 below) referenced (in footnote 106, p284) a project report produced for ORR based on the above output, as well as an earlier conference paper version of output 4: Smith, A., Nash, C. and Wheat, P. (2009) ‘The effect of passenger rail franchising on costs: evidence from the passenger rail sector in Britain (1996 to 2009)’. 5. Smith, A.S.J. and Wheat, P.E. (2012) ‘Evaluating alternative policy responses to franchise failure: evidence from the passenger rail sector in Britain’. Journal of Transport Economics and  Policy, 46 (1), pp25-49. The McNulty report (see Section 4 below) referenced (in footnote 25, page 34 and footnote 108, p285) an earlier conference paper version of output [5]: Smith, A.S.J. and Wheat, P.E. (2009) ‘The effect of franchising on cost efficiency: evidence from the passenger rail sector in Britain’. Note: All ITS Leeds researchers are in bold. References [1], [3] and [5] should be assessed for research quality. All references are published in international journals with rigorous peer review processes.		An undesirable consequence of rail reform and privatisation in Britain has been sharp increases in both rail infrastructure costs (from roughly £15bn during the first five years after privatisation to £30bn during the second five year period) and train operating company unit costs (up by around 15% since privatisation). The ITS Leeds research commissioned by ORR has enabled the regulator to benchmark the efficiency of Network Rail, by providing the key evidence for the regulator to set efficiency targets. The efficiency improvements delivered by Network Rail have directly benefited taxpayers via lower subsidies (although these benefits could instead be directed to passengers through lower fares). Economic impacts – improving the efficiency of rail infrastructure provision The first of these studies [1] was used by ORR as the central piece of evidence on Network Rail’s efficiency performance in the 2008 Periodic Review [A]. The efficiency gap, estimated at 37% by the ITS Leeds modelling, was used directly to derive a funding settlement for Network Rail covering the fourth ‘control period’ (CP4; 2009/10 to 2013/14). A quote from the ORR’s final conclusions document emphasises how the model was used: “...we [ORR] consider that it is reasonable, transparent and prudent to adopt the 37% value from the preferred model as our estimate for the efficiency gap for each of maintenance and renewals in 2006-07.” [A, p157]. Corroborating the role played by ITS Leeds, ORR [A, p126] noted: “…the econometric analysis work was undertaken by ITS working closely with both Network Rail and ourselves”. The value of the efficiency targets set by ORR, based on the ITS Leeds evidence, was to reduce the cost of maintaining and renewing Network Rail’s infrastructure from around £18.2bn to £15.8bn over the five year regulatory control period (2009/10 to 2013/14). Note that this reduction is smaller than 37% because ORR phased the target gradually over a ten year period. A letter of corroboration from ORR [B] notes: “Following the PR08 process, assisted by the ITS econometric efficiency model, ORR deemed that the efficient cost should be only £15.8bn (in 2006-7 prices). This work thus directly influenced the determination by the ORR of Network Rail’s funding for CP4, much of which is provided by taxpayers”. The second study commissioned by ORR [2] was also an international econometric modelling exercise, but this time expanding the sample size by utilising sub-company (regional) data within individual railways (drawn from a sample of participating European and North American railways). The model from this second exercise was quoted in ORR’s 2008 determination as a supporting, corroborating study to the first study outlined above [A, p125]. Setting standards for rail regulatory reviews In its review of ORR’s regulatory efficiency analysis, the National Audit Office in 2011 noted that: “...the Regulator initiated an innovative international benchmarking exercise with the Institute of Transport Studies (University of Leeds) during its 2008 Periodic Review" [C, p31]. Since the 2008 Periodic Review, the approach was further developed and used in subsequent assessments; ITS Leeds modelling supported the ORR’s Annual Efficiency Update process in 2010 [D]. Furthermore, Smith and Wheat were seconded part-time to ORR during 2012 and 2013 to advise the regulator on its benchmarking methods for the 2013 Periodic Review; their contribution is acknowledged in the 2013 Draft Determination [E].  Informing policy – the long-term future of Britain’s rail system The modelling work [1, 2] also formed the basis of future efficiency targets for Network Rail (CP5; 2014/15 onwards) documented in the Sir Roy McNulty Rail Value for Money study (which commenced in 2010 and was published in 2011) [F]. This is arguably the most significant report on rail costs in Britain, which has assessed efficiency and value for money since privatisation and takes a long-term perspective on its future. A letter of corroboration from DfT [G] notes: “The [McNulty] study represented a major review of rail costs, efficiency and value for money, and set out a new policy direction based on its analysis and findings. The study identified savings for the whole industry of between £2.5bn and £3.5bn per year (or 20-30% of total system costs), of which the savings identified for Network Rail from the work conducted by ITS accounted for £1.8bn per year (£1.2bn per year earmarked to be achieved by the end of CP4 and a further £0.6bn per year by the end of CP5)”. Through implementing the recommendations of this study (and because of growing passenger revenues), the level of subsidy paid to the railway is forecast to fall from £4bn in 2010-11 to around £1bn by 2019. In addition, ITS Leeds research (a project report for ORR based on [4] and an earlier conference paper version of [5]) is also quoted by McNulty [F] as a key piece of evidence, amongst others, in determining future targets for train operating costs. Changing practice in other regulated sectors Extending the reach of the research impacts to other sectors, ITS Leeds was commissioned (with consultants CEPA) by the water regulator OFWAT in summer 2012, to develop new econometric models and advise on how they could be used to set a ‘corridor’ for allowed cost levels, whilst complying with the OFWAT’s aim to achieve a “light touch” approach to regulation. The preliminary report [H] released in 2013 sets out the approach developed by ITS Leeds (with CEPA). This work has fed directly into OFWAT’s 2014 regulatory review (PR14), as OFWAT has now decided to adopt the ITS Leeds approach to econometric modelling for PR14. Furthermore, Smith has been appointed (from August 2013) as the regulator’s academic adviser on cost assessment.		A. Office of Rail Regulation (2008) Determination of Network Rail’s Outputs and Funding for 2009- 14 (October 2008). http://www.rail-reg.gov.uk/upload/pdf/383.pdf B. Letter of corroboration from the Deputy Director, Railway Markets and Economics, ORR. C. National Audit Office (2011) Regulating Network Rail’s Efficiency. http://www.nao.org.uk/report/regulating-network-rails-efficiency/ D. Office of Rail Regulation (2010) International cost efficiency benchmarking of Network Rail. The main report (see p5) and supporting paper (the latter, co-authored with ITS) can be found at, respectively: http://www.rail-reg.gov.uk/upload/pdf/econometric_update_2010_orr_benchmarking_report.pdf http://www.rail-reg.gov.uk/upload/pdf/econometric_update_2010_its_paper.pdf E. Office of Rail Regulation (2013) Draft determination of Network Rail’s outputs and funding for 2014-19 (see p300). http://www.rail-reg.gov.uk/pr13/PDF/pr13-draft-determination.pdf F. Sir Roy McNulty report (2011) Realising the Potential of GB Rail: Final Independent Report of the Rail Value for Money Study: Detailed report (see, for example, page 30).. http://www.rail-reg.gov.uk/upload/pdf/rail-vfm-detailed-report-may11.pdf G. Letter of corroboration from the Deputy Director, Rail Analysis, Department for Transport. H. OFWAT reference. https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/pricereview/pr14/wholesale/rpt_com201301cepacostassess

		788		1800000		1800000				New low thermal conductivity (low K) barrier coatings, developed at Cranfield, reduce specific fuel consumption by over 1%. Commercial variants are now implemented on the Trent 1000, used to power the Airbus 380, and the Trent XWB, the new engine to power the Boeing Dreamliner aircraft. Our thermal barrier coating (TBC) systems have improved thermal efficiency in gas turbines. Low- K TBCs will save 14MtCO2e over the 20 year life of the engine. Adjustment for the effect of emissions at high altitude increases the calculated benefit to 26.6MtCO2e. In fuel costs, this saves operators £1.8 billion over the REF14 period considered and £3.4 billion over the engine lifetime.		In 1997, the Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development (AGARD) organised a specialist workshop to review thermal barrier coating (TBC) technologies where Professor Nicholls presented his ideas and concepts aimed at lowering the thermal barrier coating’s ceramic thermal conductivity [P1]. The methods proposed involved engineering phonon and photon scattering centres into the ceramic coating through control of the deposition process; research ideas later supported by funding from the EU [G1], EPSRC [G3, G4] and industry [G2, G5]. This was achieved by modifying evaporation rates [G1, G2] and deposition temperature [G5], used in electron beam physical vapour deposition (EB-PVD), by adding tertiary and quaternary Lanthanide group additions [G3, G4] and layering the TBC during deposition to scatter/reflect photons [G5]. In 1997, the thermal conductivity of an EB-PVD thermal barrier coating was reported as 1.8-2.0W/mK. Cranfield’s research into improved manufacturing methods, particularly the EB-PVD process route, and the microstructure and chemistry of the coatings produced, saw this drop to 1.65W/mK for a 200µm thick TBC [G1, G2, P1]. This was achieved through control of deposition temperature and bond coat surface roughness [G4], both of which directly affected the microstructure produced, plus elaboration of deposition models applicable to the deposition of zirconia ceramic. Control of the microstructure allowed control of the vacancy concentration introduced and thus phonon scattering within various depths of the zirconia TBC microstructure. Later, research into various Lanthanide additions, including Erbium, Ytterbium, Neodynium, and Gadolinium, and the combined use of multiple Lanthanide group oxides saw this reduce to 1.2W/mK, through tertiary and quaternary element size effects further altering phonon Figure 1: An aerofoil coated with a low K thermal barrier doped with Erbia at Cranfield and photon scattering within the ceramic layer, thus lowering the thermal conductivity (figure 1) [G3,G4,P2-4].  Recently, Cranfield developed periodically layered TBCs, using a multiple source with jumping beam electron beam evaporation methods, through the modification of the nanostructure. This has resulted in a further reduction in thermal conductivity, now achieving 0.9-1.0W/mK [G5]. This coating method has been developed to a capability of pilot plant coating manufacture that meets manufacturing performance criteria suitable for testing in test-bed operational gas turbine engines. The most recent extension to this work uses the phosphorescent properties of Lanthanide oxides when in a suitable host lattice such as Zirconia. This has permitted the development of ‘self diagnostic’ TBC systems [P5, P6, G6]. These smart TBCs have the ability of measuring their operating temperature in-situ. It can be read externally and remote from the material surface allowing a direct measurement of temperature on a rotating turbine blade. This latest innovation has been recognised through two technical prizes; the ‘Charles Sharpe Beecher’ prize of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers for 2002 [P5] and the ‘Best Technical Paper Award’ of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers for 2008 [P6].		3.   References to the research  Evidence of quality – Peer reviewed journal papers P1       J Nicholls, K Lawson, D Rickerby and P Morrell ‘Advanced Processing of TBC’s for Reduced Thermal Conductivity’ AGARD, R823, paper 6, 1-9, 1998. ISBN 92-836-1073-3 http://ftp.rta.nato.int/public/PubFullText/AGARD/R/AGARD-R-823/06chap06.pdf (accessed Nov. 2013) P2*     J R Nicholls, K J Lawson, A Johnstone and D S Rickerby, ‘Methods to Reduce the Thermal Conductivity of EB-PVD TBCs’, Surface and Coatings Technology, 151-152, pp. 383-391, 2002. DOI: 10.1016/S0257-8972(01)01651-6 P3       J. R. Nicholls ‘Advances in Coating Design for High Performance Gas Turbines’ MRS Bulletin 28 (9), pp. 659-670, 2003. DOI: 10.1557/mrs2003.194 P4*      Nicholls, J R, Simms, N J, Chan, W, Evans, H E, Smart overlay coatings - concept and practice, Surface & Coatings Technology 149(2-3) pp. 236-244, 2002. DOI: 10.1016/S0257-8972(01)01499-2 P5       J.P. Feist, A.L. Heyes and J.R. Nicholls, ‘Phosphor Thermometry in an EB-PVD Produced TBC, doped with Dysprosium’, Proc. Inst. Mech. Eng. Part G – Journal of Aerospace Engineering, 215 (6), pp. 6333-6342, 2001. DOI: 10.1243/0954410011533338 P6*     R Steenbakker, J Feist, J Nicholls and R Wellman, ‘Sensor TBCs: Remote In-situ Condition Monitoring of EBPVD Coatings at Elevated Temperatures’, Journal of Engineering For Gas Turbines and Power, 131 (4) p. 041301 (9 pages), 2009. DOI: 10.1115/1.3077662 *       3 identified references that best indicate the quality of the research Further evidence of quality – underpinning research grants G1      J.R. Nicholls and K.J. Lawson, EU FP5 GRD2-2000-30211. ‘HIPERCOAT, High Performance Coating Systems’; £192,187 2002-2005. G2     J.R. Nicholls and K.J. Lawson, Rolls-Royce plc et al, ‘EB-PVD of Modified PYSZ TBCs’; £141,300 1998-2002. G3     J.R. Nicholls, H.E. Evans and A. Atkinson, EPSRC GR/R03440. ‘Modelling the Performance of Advanced Coatings’; £188,332 2001-2003. G4       A. Atkinson, E.P. Busso and J.R. Nicholls, EPSRC GR/T07336/01. ‘Luminescence Piezo- Spectroscopy for Life Assessment and Improvement of TBCs’; £214,465 2005-2008.  G5     J.R. Nicholls Rolls-Royce plc/5001073324. ‘SILOET – Development of Low K TBCs’;
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Bondcoats [G5] Prof J.R. NichollsProfessor1998 – presentAll the above [G1-G5] B.A. CharnleyLecturer2004 - 2012Phosphorescence		Advanced thermal barrier coating systems (TBCs) made at Cranfield have improved the thermal efficiency of large civil aero-gas turbines [P1-3, C1]. Specific fuel consumption (SFC) has been reduced by over 1% [P2, P3] with consequent CO2 reduction, by introducing doped TBCs, involving the incorporation of Lanthanide-based oxides.
TBC technology has allowed Rolls-Royce to not only maintain, but increase its market share for large civil aircraft engines [C2]. To support the introduction and application of advanced thermal barrier coatings in the Trent family of engines, Rolls-Royce plc entered a joint venture with Chromalloy (UK) Ltd, to build a new coating facility in Nottinghamshire, UK. The facility, Turbine Surface Technologies Ltd., will undertake all coating manufacture with these advanced compositions, ensuring the I.P. is protected for the UK [C3]. The adoption of ‘power by the hour’ (availability based) services further protects this technology by ensuring only Rolls-Royce plc approved contractors undertake any engine maintenance.
Through the adoption of Cranfield’s ‘low K’ thermal barrier coating technologies, the thermal conductivity of such EB-PVD TBCs is reduced from 1.8-2.0W/mK to 1.0-1.2W/mK, permitting a
170oC temperature drop across the 200µm thick EB-PVD TBC. Commercial variants of these new
low-K  thermal barrier coatings are now specified and implemented on the Rolls-Royce Trent engine series, the most powerful of the Rolls-Royce engines [C3, C4]. Further, a net result of adopting this new technology will be the growth in Rolls-Royce market share of the large civil engine market. This is accepted by Rolls-Royce [C4] but its value is commercially sensitive.
A series of new multi-layered coatings for engine test have been produced by Cranfield and have been run in Rolls-Royce development engines [G5, C3], proving the technology for incorporation in future high performance Trent family (Trent 1000 and Trent XWB) engines.
The ‘Carbon Brainprint’ case study [C1, 5], quantified the long-term impact of Cranfield’s thermal barrier coating research for two Rolls-Royce engines used in large civil aircraft:
-    Trent 700, introduced 1995, used on about half the Airbus A330 aircraft currently in service;
-    Trent 500, introduced 2002, used on all Airbus A340-500 and A360-600 aircraft.  In fuel costs alone, the whole-life saving amounts to £3.4 billion to the aircraft operators, in addition to saving 14MtCO2e in greenhouse gas emissions over the 20 year life of these engines. Using the data from the ‘Carbon Brainprint’ case study [C1,5] an estimate of the commercial benefits over the time frame of REF’14 has been made. First, the level of greenhouse gas emissions has been considered, in order of magnitude: carbon dioxide from combustion of the fuel, emissions during extraction and refining of the fuel, and emissions of the other greenhouse gases during combustion. The best estimates of the current emissions [P6] for individual aircraft were as follows: A330     A340-500    A340-600   Total fleet tCO2e/year     1016      1574            1646            568,000 Thus over the period Jan 2008 to July 2013, for these two engines on three aircraft platforms, the savings is already 3.12MtCO2e (in fuel cost terms, a £750 million saving to the fuel bill). Looking to the future, including all the aircraft on order, the prospective emissions reduction is 833ktCO2e/year. Assuming a service life of 20 years, then the total saving is approximately 17MtCO2e or saving £1.15 billion in fuel cost terms. Two adjustments are made: -    a reduction in effectiveness of 18%, assuming that older engines do not and will not benefit from the improvement to thermal resistance as a result of this technology; -    but the effect of emissions at high altitude would increase the calculated benefits to 26.6MtCO2e, over the period considered in REF’14, a total saving £1.8 billion in fuel cost. The phosphorescent ‘self diagnostic’ TBCs are marketed by Southside Thermal Science (STS) Ltd, a spin-out company based at Imperial College [C6]. With the TBS technology it is possible to measure remote, real-time, non-contact on-line temperatures in harsh conditions such as through flames, without disrupting gas flow, which could not be done with traditional methods. The accuracy is better than 5°C. The method allows industrial users of high temperature processes new ways of monitoring, controlling and tuning their burners and flow paths. In a further cooperative development with RWE npower, LAND Instruments and Cranfield University, temperature measurements were carried out at Cranfield in a Viper engine on nozzle guide vanes, in a combustion chamber and on rotor blades rotating up to 13,500 rotations per minute, [C6-8]. STS in collaboration with Cranfield was granted a worldwide patent for the method [C9].		C1    D. J. Parsons, J. Chatterton and J. R. Nicholls, Carbon Brainprint Case Study: Ceramic Coatings for Jet Engine Turbine Blades. Report published 31/7/2011, http://edoqs.com/pdf/carbonbrainprintcasestudy-ceramic-coatingsfor-bjetb-bengineb- _fdb80ab638b877664e747d681d79ee06 (accessed November 2013) C2    F Haselbach & R Parker, 2012, Hot end technology for advanced, low emission large civil aircraft engines,  http://www.icas.org/ICAS_ARCHIVE/ICAS2012/PAPERS/306.PDF (accessed November 2013) C3    Contact: Head of Surface Engineering, Rolls-Royce plc., Derby, UK. C4    Contact: Director of Materials and Mechanical Behaviour, Rolls-Royce plc., Derby, UK. C5    HEFCE, Quantifying the impact of universities on carbon reduction - http://www.carbonbrainprint.org.uk/ (accessed November 2013) C6     Contact: Managing Director, Southside Thermal Services Ltd., London, UK. C7     Southside Thermal Services Online measurement system: http://www.stscience.com/products-and-services/online-measurement-system (accessed November 2013) C8     Inside a jet engine - measuring temperature through flames – video of testing at Cranfield http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jLWNkYYr8U (accessed November 2013) C9     Measurement, coating and monitoring system and method, Patent WO 2007023292 A3 Impact case study

		1073		900000		900000				Prof Irving and Prof Sterling of the Institute of Power Systems at Brunel University collaborated with National Grid (NG) to develop and deploy a Sparse Dual Revised Simplex (SDRS), optimisation engine for real-time power allocation of all generators that were controlled by the NG. Since 2005-6 NG has been using the algorithms to aid in operation of their Balancing Mechanism, which  provides  a  means  of  adjusting  the  level  of  production  or  consumption  of  individual generators or demands in the British Electricity Trading and Transmission Arrangements (BETTA). The algorithms enable the Balancing Mechanism (BM) to efficiently adjust outputs of generators in real time in order to balance the demand for electricity at minimum cost. Therefore, providing economic balancing of the transmission system at a scale of 2-3% of the £5bn annual electricity market (approximately £100M-200M per annum), hence about £800 million has been optimally traded in total in the BM since 2008. It is also important to acknowledge the reliability of the algorithms and SDRS optimisation engine from 2006 to present day, as periods of software outage carry high operational costs. The algorithms developed at Brunel continue to have very significant real world impact in terms of financial volume and its reach, such that every transmission scale power generator in the UK participates in the balancing mechanism and by implication every electricity-user benefits.		The underpinning research pertaining to the highly efficient and cost-effective algorithms for dispatching and scheduling power output of electricity generators was conducted at Brunel University’s Institute of Power Systems. The algorithms determine an optimal generation pattern or schedule resulting in substantial economic benefits, especially for large scale systems. The algorithm comprises of various functions:   The unit commitment phase determines the optimum pattern for starting-up and shutting-down the generating units over the designated scheduling period, taking into account economic objectives and operational constraints.   The economic dispatch is concerned with the allocation of target output powers to the online generators to satisfy the predicted load demand at minimum operational cost. Both the unit commitment and economic dispatch functions assume the appropriate load forecasts are available. The load frequency control phase regulates the system frequency and scheduled tie line interchange, and is an online control process that uses the economic dispatch unit loadings to match the system load demand with the power generation. Since 1993, SDRS software has been researched and developed at Brunel University under a series of research contracts awarded to Prof Irving and Prof Taylor. NG applied the software to their on-line, real-time generator dispatching. Later, a second version of the software, SDRS2, was introduced and NG undertook some benchmark tests to compare the performance of SDRS2 with well-known commercially available linear programming optimisation packages. They found that SDRS2 was approximately an order of magnitude more efficient than the commercial packages. This was thought to be due to the specialised nature of SDRS2, which was tailored to the characteristics of power dispatch problems.   NG also used SDRS2 as an optimisation engine within a number of their other in-house software developments (ESCORT, ORION, etc.) which were applied in power system operation and planning.  Brunel University has continued to support the SDRS2 software to the present day, with the software remaining relatively stable in recent years. The algorithms, embedded in software, have been in continuous use by the NG control centre since the mid-1990s. The algorithms provide the SDRS optimisation engine which is presently  responsible  for  the  real-time  power  allocation  of  all  the  generators  controllable  by National Grid in the current balancing mechanism, with real-time generator target outputs being determined every 5 minutes.  Key research activities include:
1. An algorithm for constraint relaxation when using sparse linear programming techniques to solve optimal power flow problems was developed at BIPS [Zhang & Irving 1993]. Prof Irving was the principal investigator for this project.
2. A combined active and reactive power dispatch algorithm was developed by BIPS [Chebbo & Irving 1995] to optimise power flows on the transmission system as owned and operated by National Grid. The algorithm was tested using large-scale security constrained power flow models of the National Grid transmission system [Chebbo & Irving 1995]. Dr Ahmed Chebbo was the funded BIPS research fellow for this project. He is now employed by National Grid.
3. It was demonstrated by BIPS under the sponsorship of National Grid that a sparse linear programming approach could be extended to the problem of transition optimised reactive power control [Taylor et al. 2003]. Prof Taylor of BIPS was funded BIPS research fellow for this project. He is now the current BIPS director.
4. It was demonstrated that practical large-scale security constrained optimal reactive power flow problem of determining the optimal switching of large numbers of discrete devices such as shunt capacitors or reactors is best addressed using a compact as opposed to a sparse linear programming formulation [Macfie et al. 2010]. Dr Peter Macfie was the BIPS research engineer for this project. He is now employed by National Grid. Prof Gary Taylor and Prof Malcolm Irving were the principal investigator and co-investigator, respectively.		AuthorsTitleYear of
PublicationType
of outputDetails S. Zhang and
M.R. IrvingAnalytical Algorithm for Constraint Relaxation in LP-based Optimal Power Flow1993JournalIEE Proceedings C:
Generation, Transmission and Distribution 140 (4)
326- 330 A.M. Chebbo and M.R. IrvingCombined Active and Reactive Dispatch, Part I: Problem Formulation and Solution1995JournalIEE Proceedings - Generation, Transmission and
Distribution 142 (4)
393- 400 A.M. Chebbo and M.R. IrvingCombined Active and Reactive Dispatch, Part II: Test Results1995JournalIEE Proceedings - Generation,
Transmission and
Distribution 142 (4)
401- 405 Relevant Completed Projects at Brunel Institute of Power Systems (BIPS) TopicProject
DurationFunded
AmountFunded
by The potential for environmentally significant loss reduction
on   the   NG   transmission   system   using   operational measures2007-11145000EPSRC
& NG Integrated   Algorithmic   and   Heuristic   Techniques   for
Transition-Optimised Voltage and Reactive Power Control2001-04128000EPSRC  G.A. Taylor, S. Phichaisawat, M.R. Irving and Y.H. SongVoltage security and reactive power management2003JournalIMA Journal of Management Mathematics 15 (4):
369- 386 P.J. MacFie, G.A. Taylor,
M.R. Irving, P. Hurlock and H-
B. Wan,Proposed shunt rounding technique for large-scale security constrained loss minimization2010JournalIEEE Transactions on Power Systems 25 (3)1478- 1485		In the UK, the National Grid decides which power stations are to be scheduled within the balancing mechanism, taking into account factors such as:
  Load pattern
  Price at which the various capacities of generation can be supplied
  Constraints in supplying the said capacities
  Amount of power generation capacity offered by the different generators at each time interval over the scheduling period
  Transmission network constraints etc.
These factors are also taken into account in determining the wholesale price at which electricity is traded in the balancing mechanism. This price is dependent on the generation schedules of the various power generators, compiled by the National Grid, using the Brunel Institute of Power Systems’ scheduling algorithms since 1993. In 2005-6, as a consequence of the introduction of BETTA, the scheduling algorithms developed at Brunel University affects everyone (residential & commercial establishments in the UK) using electricity, since the cost-effective dispatching of generation is determined by the scheduling algorithms. The algorithms in continuous day-to-day use at the National Grid control centre has very significant real world impact in terms of financial volume and in terms of its reach (every transmission scale power generator in the UK is controlled and by implication every electricity-user benefits).
The algorithms provide the optimisation engine (SDRS - Sparse Dual Revised Simplex) for real- time power allocation of all the generators controlled by National Grid, with targets being sent to each generator every 5 minutes. In this process the real outputs of generators are adjusted to balance the demand for electricity at minimum cost. Balancing power generation is currently achieved by power generators that modify their output in response to varying load demand. However, generators must be responsive to control signals, making it difficult for utilities to accommodate  variable  power  demands  while  maintaining  a  continuous  and  instantaneous balance.  Balancing  power  can  reduce  inefficiencies  in  electricity  production  and  cut  carbon
emissions  (electricity  generation  is  currently  a  major  source  of  CO₂  emissions  in  the  UK, responsible for about a third of total CO₂ emissions).
Benefits of the algorithm -
   Provides a continuous and instantaneous balance of power generation
   Reduces CO₂ emissions
   Saves significant energy generation costs each year
Exploitation by the National Grid
Initially the research results in the form of the SDRS software were exploited and implemented by the  National  Grid  in  their  national  Dispatch  project.  Due  to  the  efficiencies  created  by  its application, the algorithm has been adopted to operate the “Balancing Mechanism” in the British  Electricity Trading and Transmission Arrangements (BETTA). The arrangements under BETTA are based on bilateral trading between generators, suppliers, traders and customers across a series of markets operating on a rolling half-hourly basis. Under these arrangements generators self- despatch their plant rather than being centrally despatched by the National Grid (as the System Operator). The Balancing Mechanism operates from Gate Closure (the point in time when market participants notify the System Operator of their intended final physical position and is set at one hour ahead of real time and no further contract notification can be made to the central settlement systems) through to real time and is managed by National Grid in its role as Great Britain System Operator (GBSO). It exists to ensure that supply and demand can be continuously matched or balanced in real time. The mechanism is operated with the National Grid acting as the sole counter party to all transactions. Participation involves submitting ‘offers’ (proposed trades to increase generation or decrease demand) and/or ‘bids’ (proposed trades to decrease generation or increase demand). The mechanism operates on a ‘pay as bid’ basis. The National Grid purchases offers, bids and other Balancing Services to match supply and demand, resolve transmission constraints and thereby balance the system. By allowing the National Grid to send control signals that direct responsive loads to move incrementally up or down or to a total set amount, the method provides a cost-effective system of power regulation or spinning reserve to the power grid.		[1]. The   National   Grid   (http://www.nationalgrid.com)   –   algorithms   used   for   the   balancing mechanism of the BETTA. [2]. IEEE  Institute  of  Electrical  and  Electronics  Engineers  –  transactions  on  power  systems publications of the IEEE. [3]. Future  Control  Systems  Manager,  National  Grid  Control  Centre,  St  Catherine's  Lodge, Bearwood Road, Sindlesham, Wokingham, Reading RG41 5BN.

		304		850000				850000		The development by Tallents et al of a new plasma opacity measurement technique contributed to the decision by the UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) to construct the £150 million Orion laser at the Atomic Weapons Laboratory (AWE) for the measurement of material properties at high energy density. Orion will enable AWE to measure e.g. opacities important in nuclear weapons design without underground tests and at much lower cost than would have been the case if it had followed the French and US programmes with lasers costing over £1 billion.		A series of papers [1, 2] co-authored by Tallents demonstrated a new technique for the measurement of plasma opacity.  The technique relies on ‘Kirchhoff’s law’ relating emissivity to absorption for material in thermal equilibrium.  High power short pulse lasers were used to heat a target comprising a thin layer of high Z material covered in plastic and the emission from the ‘buried layer’ recorded using a spectrometer. The populations of quantum states were in local thermal equilibrium (LTE) as the material was heated to temperatures > 100 eV before expansion lowered the material density significantly below the solid value.  Consequently, a hot (>100 eV), dense ( 1 gcm-3) plasma was formed which emitted over a short ( 1 ps) duration.  From the emission, the plasma opacity was evaluated using Kirchhoff’s law.  Papers [1, 2] are published in specialist international peer review journals often used for publicising high energy density plasma and radiative transfer results. The Kirchhoff’s law method of opacity evaluation has been used to benchmark opacity codes. Revisions to opacity codes led to more accurate opacities used in astrophysics research and by AWE. The new technique has advantages over the previously utilised opacity measurement method (where another laser plasma x-ray emission ‘backlights’ a plasma so that the radiation transmission and hence opacity are measured). These advantages are: (1) thin layers of material sandwiched in low Z material can be used so that the plasma is uniform and at high density (greater than solid density has been achieved), (2) the opacity of plasma at high temperature (up to 1 keV) can be measured (with the backlighter method, temperatures are limited by the achievable backlighter temperature). The York Plasma and Fusion group have strongly contributed to more recent opacity research utilising four EPSRC research grants [6]. These grants further developed opacity measurement techniques whereby plasma-based extreme ultra violet (EUV) lasers were used to probe high density, high temperature plasmas created by synchronised optical laser irradiation of solid targets [4]. The opacity target design here is similar to the targets utilised for the Kirchhoff’s law opacity measurements, but opacity is measured from the transmission of the EUV laser through the target after laser heating. Some of the advantages of the Kirchhoff’s law method of opacity measurements are preserved (e.g. thin tamped layers of material are studied so that the plasma is dense and uniform), but the technique does not require LTE and spectral resolution at the EUV laser wavelength is improved by up to two orders-of-magnitude. The brightness of the EUV laser ensures that that the opacity of hot plasma (up to 1 keV) can be measured. A detailed line accounting opacity code has been developed at York with opacity predictions compared to measurements of EUV laser transmission and earlier opacity measurements important for the revision of the Cepheid variable opacities [4]. Work has expanded to consider opacity measurements with low energy laser systems and with free-electron lasers [5]. An experiment to develop the Kirchhoff’s law method of opacity determination was scheduled via a  Central Laser Facility, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory experiment obtained following an application for access from Professor Tallents. Tallents led the experimental team and the experimental time was allocated to him as PI. Steven Rose now at Imperial College led the theoretical opacity modelling for the experiment. The results from the experiment were analysed over a number of years. Evidence for the developing interest of AWE in the technique can be found in reference [2] where Davidson and Nazir are AWE employees and Tallents and his students, Smith and Pestehe are co-authors.  Tallents and student Pestehe moved to York in 1999 and Tallents further developed the collaboration with AWE on opacity measurements with a series of opacity-oriented grants [6]. The work at AWE is now led by Dr David Hoarty.   AWE experimental work continued on the technique at the Central Laser Facility (CLF) during 2010 while the Helen laser was decommissioned. The Orion laser was commissioned in 2013 with a milestone experiment utilising the technique.		[1] R Smith, G J Tallents, S J Pestehe, G Hirst, J Lin, S Rose and M Tagviashvili 1999 Laser and Particle beams 17, 477-485.  ‘A spectroscopic analysis of near solid density plasmas’. [Conference report] [2] S J Davidson, K Nazir, S J Rose, R Smith and G J Tallents 2000 JQSRT 65, 151-160. ‘Short pulse laser opacity measurements’. DOI: 10.1016/S0022-4073(99)00063-1 [9 citations] [3] M H Edwards, D Whittaker, P Mistry, N Booth, G J Pert G J Tallents et al 2006 Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 03500.  ‘Opacity measurements of a hot iron plasma using an x-ray laser’. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.035001 [21 citations]. [4] D S Whittaker and G J Tallents 2009 Mon. Note R. Astr. Soc.  ‘Iron opacity predictions under solar interior conditions’. DOI: 10.1111/j.1365-2966.2009.15523.x [5 citations] [5] D W Whittaker, E Wagenaars, G J Tallents 2011 Physics of  Plasmas 18, 013105 ‘Temperatures following x-ray free-electron-laser (XFEL) heating of thin low- and medium-Z solid targets’.  DOI: 10.1063/1.3546031 [4 citations] [6] ‘Opacity measurements at extreme ultra-violet wavelengths’ [EPSRC PI Tallents £407481, 2004 - 2007], ‘Laboratory measurements of the opacity of solar plasmas’ [EPSRC PI Tallents £832439, 2007 - 2011], ‘Next generation application of EUV lasers’ [EPSRC PI Tallents £120554 2007 - 2011]. ‘Plasmas created by extreme ultraviolet lasers’ [EPSRC PI £425,431 2013 – 2015]. Citation data taken from Scopus, 14/11/2013 Publications without a DOI are available on request		A new method of plasma opacity measurement developed by Professor Greg Tallents in collaboration with AWE from 1999 plays a key role in the secure storage and maintenance of nuclear weapons by the UK Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE). The method has meant that experimental stockpile stewardship programmes relevant to opacity without underground testing can be undertaken in the UK using large laboratory lasers. Experiments by AWE on the Helen laser up to 2010, and more recently on the newly constructed Orion laser, have shown that weapons-relevant densities and temperatures can be reached and accurately diagnosed using these techniques. The Orion laser system at AWE (costing £150m) is now complete. The Orion laser was specifically designed to facilitate opacity experiments using the technique. The first plasma experiment using this new laser was a milestone opacity measurement (at specified density 4 gcm-3) using the technique of this impact. Though details are obviously classified and not published (for example, in order to make the proliferation of weapons to new states or groups more difficult), it can be surmised that the opacity of hot plasma is important in controlling energy flow during weapon  detonation and other aspects of nuclear weapons design. The new opacity measurement technique is consequently helping AWE to ensure the safe stockpiling of nuclear weapons without underground testing and without the need to construct a £1bn laser, as is being developed by France and the US for stockpile stewardship. An acknowledgement of the pivotal nature of the Kirchhoff’s law opacity work in plasma opacity work has been presented in a refereed publication [S J Rose 2005 Plasma Phys. Control Fusion 47, B735 ‘New experimental possibilities for measuring radiative opacity under conditions in the Sun’s interior’]  The critical role of opacity in nuclear weapons design is described in a 2002 open publication by the Ministry of Defence Chief Scientific Advisor, [K O’Nions, R Pitman and C Marsh 2002 Nature 415, 853. ‘Science of nuclear warheads’.]. Since 2008, AWE effort has increasingly sought to make opacity measurement using the ‘Kirchhoff’s law’ technique by using the AWE Helen laser (up to 2010), paying for laser time at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory Central Laser Facility and by the construction of the £150m Orion laser at the AWE site Aldermaston. The Kirchhoff’s law opacity measuring technique for aluminium compressed to 4 gcm-3 using shocks resulting from longer pulse lasers (to produce high density) and a short pulse, high irradiance laser (for heating) was demonstrated on the Orion laser in early 2013. This was the final commissioning test of the new laser necessary to satisfy AWE contract obligations to the MoD.   A York PhD graduate supervised by Tallents (Lauren Hobbs – nee Gartside) took up a staff position at AWE in 2011 in order to work on the opacity programme under the supervision of Dr David Hoarty and contributed significantly to the opacity milestone experiment using the ‘Kirchhoff’s law’ technique. Hobbs presented the AWE milestone results for the first time at the Institute of physics Annual Plasma Physics Conference in March 2013 in York. The US stockpile stewardship programme has recognised the success of the UK approach and US experiments using the technique developed by Tallents are now being developed and undertaken on the COMET laser at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and in collaboration with AWE on the Orion laser.  A student of Tallents (Mohammed Shahzad half-funded by AWE) took part in a 4-week opacity experiment at LLNL on the COMET laser in November/December 2012. Former student Lauren Hobbs (mentioned above) is also involved in the work at LLNL. In 2013, a student fully-funded by AWE (Valentiin Aslanyan) developed simulation results showing that the solid density plasmas produced in buried layer experiments such as undertaken on the Orion laser, can be modelled accurately assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) as the times for populations of moderate-Z material to equilibrate are of order 10 – 50 fs. Dr Tim Goldsack from AWE provided the following statement in relation to this impact on 27th September 2013. “Under the Comprehensive Test-Ban Treaty, AWE's task of stockpile stewardship is challenging. In order to gain a deeper understanding of nuclear-weapon physics for stewardship without underground nuclear tests it is necessary to be able to create, and accurately diagnose, hot dense plasmas. It had been thought that very large lasers (I.e. comparable in performance - and hence cost - to the National Ignition Facility at LLNL etc) would be needed. Prof. Tallents papers helped give rise to the idea that a smaller (and hence significantly less expensive to build and operate) laser, incorporating both long- and short-pulse beams could allow researchers to gain access to hot, dense plasmas at lower cost, and, indeed, open up other interesting and relevant areas of so- called "high-energy-density" physics. This realisation led to the construction of the Orion laser at AWE. Orion is currently being commissioned, but already early test shots have shown the great promise of this approach, with high temperatures ( 600 eV) being achieved at greater than solid density. There is a full programme of work planned for Orion, starting in April 2013 when commissioning is completed, and AWE is delighted to acknowledge the significant contributions Prof Tallents has made. It is also worth noting that AWE looks to the York Plasma Group for potential recruits to the AWE Plasma Group, and recruited one recently.”  Research Excellence Framework		5. Sources to corroborate  the impact  Letter, Group Leader, Plasma Physics, AWE Letter: Head of Profession for Physics, AWE

		867		800000		800000				The University of Manchester and Delphi Diesel Systems jointly developed a reverse tapered micro-hole drilling technique, which has resulted in wide commercial applications for the manufacture of fuel injection nozzles in diesel engines and is used by Volkswagen, Ford and Renault in passenger cars and trucks. The technique has resulted in 1.5% fuel saving, 35-40% reduction in particulate matter emission, 20% reduction in NOx emission, 3% reduction in CO2 emission,  and  allows  diesel  engines  to  satisfy  the  new  EU  emission  legislation  Euro  5  in 2008/2009. Delphi’s diesel engine component business increased by €0.8 billion/year as a result of the new fuel injection technology.		The impact is based on research that took place at The University of Manchester from 2000-2004 with the first major publication in 2004.”The key researchers were: Professor Lin Li (2000-date), PI, academic principal supervisor. Dr. John Atkinson (2000–date), Senior Lecturer. Dr. Carl Diver (2000-2004), PhD student. The aim of the research was to develop micro-drilling techniques for the next generation of fuel injection nozzle manufacture to meet the new EU emission legislations. We introduced the idea and pioneered the technology for drilling reverse tapered holes by a specific configuration of electro-discharge machining (EDM). The key findings from the research were: 1.  We showed that by incorporating the electro-discharge machining (EDM) fuel injection drilling system with a specific rotational motion control, reverse tapered holes could be produced (with exit hole diameter greater than the entrance hole diameter where the tool enters) [1]. 2.  We showed that this new hole shape improved fuel efficiency and reduced environmental impacts and associated NOx production with an optimized degree of taper [1]. 3.  We showed that this new drilling technique met the productivity and repeatability requirements for diesel fuel injection nozzle production [1]. 4.  This research demonstrated a new drilling method, combining laser pilot hole drilling followed by electro-discharge machining (EDM), which has resulted in a 70% reduction in drilling time compared with standard EDM drilling, 42% reduction in cost, and 90% increase in capacity of existing fuel injection nozzle manufacturing equipment with similar hole quality [2]. 5.  In diesel fuel injection nozzle manufacture, EDM drilled holes typically have an undesirable keyhole that affects the fuel flow. This research identified the problem and provided a solution by hydro-erosive grinding (using a particle-embedded low-viscosity fluid) that has provided improved hole geometry and surface finish, resulting in better fluid flow. The two-phase fluid flow characteristics have been analysed [3].		The outcomes of this research have been published in leading academic journals and international conferences. Key Publications [1] C.Diver, J.Atkinson, H.J.Helml and L.Li, “Micro-EDM drilling of tapered holes for industrial applications”  Journal of Materials Processing Technology,  Vol. 149, Issue 1-3, 10 June 2004, pp.296-343.  DOI: 10.1016/j.jmatprotec.2003.10.064. (Citation: 22 times, Web of Science). Other relevant publications [2] L.Li, C.Diver, J.Atkinson, R. Giedl-Wagner and H.J.Helml, “Sequential laser and EDM micro- drilling for next generation fuel injection nozzle manufacture”  CIRP Annals –  Manufacturing Technology, Vol.55, Issue 1, 2006, pp. 179-182. DoI 10.1016/S0007-8506(07)60393-X (citation: 16 times, Web of Science). [3] C.Diver, J.Atkinson, B. Befrui, H.J.Helml and L.Li, “Improving the geometry and quality of a micro-hole fuel injection nozzle by means of hydroerosive grinding”  Proceedings of Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part B – Journal of Engineering Manufacture, Vol.221, Issue 1, 2007, pp1-9. DOI: 10.1243/09544054JEM395   .		Context Micro-EDM is the main process applied to producing micro-holes in diesel fuel injection nozzles in the automotive industry. In diesel fuel injection components, hole diameters can be less than 150 m in diameter. Previous fuel injection nozzles had straight or parallel walled holes that generally had a neck at the end of the hole where the final drilling took place. This affected fuel flow and the fuel did not spread well for effective combustion.  It is desirable to have reverse tapered hopes (i.e. fuel entrance hole is larger than the fuel exit) so that the fuel can spread out into a fan-shaped spray. However, there had been no practical solution for the manufacture of reverse tapered holes as drilling takes place from the outside of the nozzle. The hole size at the tool entry needs to be smaller than the hole size at the tool exit. The University of Manchester in collaboration with Delphi Diesel Systems (Germany) and GFH GmbH, pioneered the reverse tapered hole drilling technique which resulted in worldwide application of the technology in the automobile industry satisfying the new EU emission Euro 5, introduced in 2008-2009 [A-D]. Pathways to Impact The work was done in collaboration with Delphi and GFH GmbH who provided PhD CASE funding and  access  to  experimental  facilities  (e.g.  EDM),  fuel  injection  nozzle  testing  facilities,  and materials. The research findings from the project were then commercialised as diesel fuel injection nozzle production systems [A-C]. Reach and Significance of the Impact Automobile component manufacturers. The reverse tapered hole production technology was first introduced into diesel engineer fuel injection nozzle manufacture at full scale by Delphi, one of  the major car component manufacturers. The technology was patented by Delphi [D] and then certified by them to meet the new EU emission legislation Euro 5, in 2008-2009 [A-E].  The major differences between Euro 4 (introduced in 2005) and Euro 5 legislation (introduced in 2008/2009) are that for diesel engines, the NOx emission limit was reduced from 0.25 g/km (Euro 4) to 0.18 g/km (Euro 5), and particulate matter emission from 0.025 g/km (Euro 4) to 0.005 g/km (Euro 5) [E]. The key benefits of the new fuel injection nozzle manufacturing technology include improved fuel efficiency and reduced environmental impacts (1.5% fuel saving per nozzle, 35-40% reduction in particulate matter emission, 20% reduction in NOx emission, 3% reduction in CO2 emission, and a reduction of 10C in exhaust temperature) [F]. Delphi’s diesel engine component business was €1.6bn in 2008. Because of satisfying   Euro 5 conditions in 2008/9 due to the introduction of reverse tapered fuel injection nozzle holes [A,B], their business had grown to €2.4bn per year in the following years [G]. Passenger car and truck manufacturers.  Reserve tapered hole diesel fuel injection nozzles are currently used by major passenger car and truck manufacturers such as Volkswagen, Ford, Isuzu, Volvo and Renault [A-C].  In Europe, around 50% of cars are diesel based.  Worldwide vehicle sales are around 82 million per year [H], 20-30% of which are diesel based. Almost all the major diesel car manufacturers now use reverse tapered holes in fuel injection nozzles. Benefits to consumers in fuel savings:  Around 1.5% fuel saving per car due to the introduction of the reverse tapered hole technology for diesel cars [F]. Public Health: The world health organisation (WHO) survey shows at least 1 million people die each year due to urban outdoor air pollution [I]. The introduction of the reverse tapered hole fuel injection nozzles has resulted in a 35-40% reduction in particulate matter emissions and a 20% reduction in NOx, thus contributing to a cleaner environment as demonstrated by the compliance with Euro 5.[E].		[A] Letter received from Chief Engineer, Delphi Diesel Systems, confirming the use of the reverse tapered hole drilling technology in Delphi fuel injection nozzle manufacture, the production volume and major automobile costumers using the nozzles. [B] Letter received from Managing Partner, GFH GmbH, confirming the reverse tapered hole drilling development background and its current use by the automobile industries. [C] Letter received from Managing Director, CDAMC Ltd, confirming the research and impacts of the reverse tapered micro-hole drilling technology development and its applications. [D] Apparatus for producing reverse tapered holes in EDM, patent number: DE10318403, 11th November 2004, by Delphi Technologies. [E]  http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/environment/air_pollution/l28186_en.htm Confirming the higher standards imposed by the introduction of EURO 5. [F] “Injection Nozzle”  US patent: US2011/0215177 A1, 8 Sept 2011 by Delphi Technologies. Confirming the novelty and commercial importance of the technique developed. [G]  http://wardsauto.com/news-amp-analysis/euro5-accelerates-delphi-diesel-injector-business news article confirming the doubling of Delphi’s business based on the new injector type. [H]  http://www.oica.net/category/sales-statistics/ demonstrating the size of the worldwide automotive vehicle market. [I] http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs313/en/ WHO document confirming the impact of particulate matter and NOx emissions on public health.

		455		640000		640000				Methods of emulation, model calibration and uncertainty analysis developed by Professor Tony O’Hagan and his team at The University of Nottingham (UoN) have formed the basis of Pratt & Whitney’s Design for Variation (DFV) initiative which was established in 2008. The global aerospace manufacturers describe the initiative as a ‘paradigm shift’ that aims to account for all sources of uncertainty and variation across their entire design process. Pratt & Whitney considers their implementation of the methods to provide competitive advantage, and published savings from Pratt & Whitney adopting the DFV approach for a fleet of military aircraft are estimated to be approximately US$1billion.		The  underpinning  research  is  O'Hagan's  work  on  uncertainty  quantification,  carried  out  in Nottingham between 1993 and 1998. In particular, O’Hagan (UoN, 1990-1999, Department of Mathematics and School of Mathematical Sciences) explained how to perform analysis of complex computer simulators when computational resources are limited or there is uncertainty about any aspect of the system. The research was motivated by O’Hagan’s work with various organisations, including the National Radiological Protection Board [A2], which wished to draw inferences from complex computer simulators. Computer simulators used to make predictions usually have the following characteristics: they i) rely upon unknown parameter values; ii) are imperfect representations of the physical system they are modelling; and iii) are inherently deterministic, i.e., there is no natural variability, unlike in physical systems. O’Hagan and his team (including PhD students Haylock, Kennedy and Oakley, and then PDRA Kennedy) developed a range of techniques for analysing computer simulators which are widely used by industry and scientific researchers. The first of these methods is an approach to calibration, namely how to estimate fixed but unknown input parameters. This work appeared in papers [A1, A2] published after O’Hagan had left UoN in January 1999, but which were initially published as UoN technical reports in 1998 as a result of an EPSRC-funded project [A5]. In particular, [A1] is an important Royal Statistical Society discussion paper that has had wide-ranging impact (over 460 citations according to Scopus in journals covering mathematics, engineering, computer science, as well as environmental, decision, earth, agricultural and biological sciences and other fields). The key idea is that if a simulator is imperfect then this imperfection must be modelled to learn anything meaningful about the model parameters. O’Hagan’s research showing how to do this for complex simulators using Gaussian processes is the starting point for looking at quantifying simulator discrepancy. The second method is for undertaking uncertainty and sensitivity analysis in complex simulators [A1, A3], which is the problem of how to propagate uncertainty in initial conditions and parameters through the simulator to find the corresponding uncertainty in the predictions. Imperfect knowledge of parameter values and lack of natural variability in the simulator mean that this is often (along with model error) the main source of uncertainty in predictions; computationally expensive simulators make Monte Carlo approaches infeasible. O’Hagan showed how to build and use emulators of simulators to solve the calibration and uncertainty/ sensitivity analysis problems [A1, A2, A3, A4]; emulators are statistical models of the computer simulator that can be used as surrogate models to perform the inference that would be too computationally expensive to do with the full simulator. He showed how to build Gaussian  process emulators within a Bayesian framework [A2, A4], and demonstrated how they can be used in highly complex problems. The statistical design paradigm used by Pratt & Whitney is very clearly dependent on, both in spirit and in the specifics, the uncertainty quantification approach developed and advocated by O’Hagan during his time in Nottingham. Pratt & Whitney make extensive use of emulators; they use both the approach in [A1] for simulator calibration and the sensitivity analysis approach that was developed from [A2] and [A3]. Reinman et al. [B4] also cites other papers that rely heavily upon (and cite) the work of O’Hagan during his time in Nottingham.		The three publications that best indicate the quality of the research are indicated * [A1]* Kennedy, M. C. and O’Hagan, A. (2001). Bayesian calibration of computer models (with discussion). Journal of the Royal Statistical Society B 63, 425–464. DOI: 10.1111/1467-9868.00294 Funded by [A5]. Initially released as Nottingham Statistics Group Technical Report 1998-10. [A2]* O’Hagan, A., Kennedy, M. C. and Oakley, J. E. (1999). Uncertainty analysis and other inference tools for complex computer codes (with discussion). In Bayesian Statistics 6, J. M. Bernardo et al. (eds.). Oxford University Press, 503–524. ISBN-10: 0198504853; ISBN-13: 978-0-19-850485-6 (available on request) This conference paper provides most of the theory that is eventually published in [A1, A3, A4]. [A3]* Oakley, J. and O’Hagan, A. (2002). Bayesian inference for the uncertainty distribution of computer model outputs. Biometrika, 89, 769-784. DOI: 10.1093/biomet/89.4.769 Initially released as Nottingham Statistics Group Technical Report 1998-11. [A4] Kennedy, M.C. and O’Hagan, A. (2000). Predicting the output from a complex computer code when fast approximations are available. Biometrika 87, 1–13. DOI: 10.1093/biomet/87.1.1 Funded by [A5] and first released as Nottingham Statistics Group Technical Report 1998-09. Grants [A5] Bayesian uncertainty analysis and calibration of complex computer models, PI O'Hagan, EPSRC grant GR/K54557/01, 1 October 1995 – 30 September 1998, £114,666. Employed Mark Kennedy as a research associate and led to the papers [A1, A2, A3, A4].The foundations for the grant were the PhD project of Haylock and associated work by O’Hagan.		Pratt & Whitney are one of the ‘big three’ global aerospace manufacturers whose engines power more than 25% of the world’s mainline passenger fleet. They reported revenue of US$14 billion in the year 2012 [B1]. In 2003, the United Technologies Company (UTC – Pratt & Whitney’s parent company) technical advisory committee issued a challenge to require all engineering analyses to have an associated uncertainty (covering accuracy and precision) and range of applicability. In response, Pratt & Whitney undertook the Uncertainty Quantification Initiative which, in 2008 [B2], became the Design for Variation (DFV) Strategic Initiative [B3]. This initiative moved the design process within the company from a deterministic to a probabilistic design framework, and is described in a paper written by 18 Pratt & Whitney employees [B4] as a ‘paradigm shift’ in their  engineering approach. Their introduction states that “Much of the analytical structure of DFV is derived from the Kennedy and O’Hagan (2001) [A1] paper on Bayesian model calibration. Kennedy and O’Hagan developed models and methods for Bayesian model calibration which, in addition to calibrating model parameters, quantify systematic and random discrepancies between model and data.” The main impacts of DFV at Pratt & Whitney are: 1.  Increasing the time that an engine stays ‘‘on wing’’. This is directly related to reducing important sources of variation, thus aircraft availability or readiness can be managed and improved using DFV technologies [B4]. 2.  Improved identification of cost-reduction opportunities. DFV technologies are used to highlight design and process features that have little impact on the part or system performance but are expensive to maintain [B4]. Since DFV's inception, the company has realised a range of benefits, including increased speed of design studies and optimisation, root cause investigations using engineering model emulators, and improvement of quality systems through identification of inspectable characteristics that are more highly correlated with service performance [B3, B4]. DFV has catalysed a shift in design paradigm across Pratt & Whitney, and has involved quantifying all of the uncertainties in their design and simulation process. Grant Reinman (senior statistician and DFV leader) based the company’s approach upon [A1], and in 2011/12 he gave a series of conference talks (including at NASA and the Isaac Newton Institute [B5]) describing how the methods of O’Hagan have been successfully implemented at Pratt & Whitney. Al Brockett, former vice president at Pratt & Whitney, recently described how DFV has “changed from a special initiative focused on statistical training to a high-visibility strategic priority” for the company [B3]. This successful and large investment of time and money is the most complete demonstration of the impact of the work developed by O'Hagan at UoN. Pratt & Whitney estimates “that its component-level DFV initiatives have yielded a 64 percent to 88 percent return on investment by reducing design iterations, improving manufacturability, increasing reliability, improving on-time deliveries, and providing other performance benefits. As Pratt & Whitney focuses increasingly on the systems level, it estimates that it will realize a 40-times return on investment by achieving systems-level reliability goals much earlier in the development cycle.” [B3, see also B5]. A Business Case Study undertaken at Pratt & Whitney quantifies savings in costs for a large fleet of military aircraft at approximately US$1 billion [B6]. Applying DFV is estimated to save 18–37% of scrap and rework costs and 80% of the engineering support costs associated with turbine aerofoils that do not meet final air flow requirements [B4]. The scale of a typical DFV project is highly proprietary to Pratt & Whitney, but it has involved the creation of a new group within the company (Parametric Modeling, Design Automation, Optimization and DFV), and extensive training of a large number of staff across the entire company in UTC's degree programme [B3, B6, B7]. DFV has grown into a core competency, and is applied as a 10-step process that guides all engineering activities [B3]. Pratt & Whitney has created hundreds of internal courses and over 200 engineers have taken the advanced emulation and calibration classes, and 5 engineers have taken complete graduate degrees in statistics [B6]. Since the start of the DFV initiative in 2008 [B2], 32 different key modelling processes have been DFV enabled [B4], ranging through the entire engine design process, from fan, compressor and turbine design, to performance analysis and engine validation. The Uncertainty Quantification methodology is considered by Pratt & Whitney to be part of their competitive advantage, as controlling variation has become one of the keys to improving performance while also improving part yield and quality [B3]. Other key competitors and collaborators (e.g. General Electric, Airbus) are beginning to use similar methods actively in their design processes [B8].		[B1] Pratt & Whitney website  www.pw.utc.com/Who_We_Are (copy also filed 5 August 2013) [B2] Pratt & Whitney's history of corporate quality initiatives (2012). A time-line of the dates of the DFV initiative. Pratt & Whitney document. (copy on file) [B3] Al Brockett interview, ANSYS Advantage Magazine, vol VII, issue 2, pp 16-21 (2013). http://www.ansys.com/About+ANSYS/ANSYS+Advantage+Magazine (copy also on file) [B4] Reinman, G., Ayer, T., Davan, T., Devore, M., Finley, S., Glanovsky, J., Gray, L., Hall, B., Jones, C., Learned, A., Mesaros, E., Morris, R., Pinero, S., Russo, R., Stearns, E., Teicholz, M., Teslik-Welz, W. and Yudichak, D., (2012). Design for Variation, Quality Engineering, 24:317–345. DOI:10.1080/08982112.2012.651973 (copy also on file) Many of the other statistics papers they cite (besides the O'Hagan papers) are direct extensions of the approaches developed by O’Hagan during his time in Nottingham (such as Higdon et al. 2008, and Santner et al. 2003, Williams et al. 2006). [B5] Reinman G., Design for Variation, invited conference presentation, Uncertainty in Computer Models, Sheffield 2012. www.mucm.ac.uk/UCM2012/Forms/Downloads/Reinman.pptx (copy also on file) Versions of this talk were also given at NASA and the Isaac Newton Institute (amongst other places) during 2011. [B6] Senior Statistician, Pratt & Whitney, Connecticut, USA (email on file). [B7]  http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/01/31/a-1-billion-model-employee-education-program/ (copy also filed 5 August 2013) [B8]  http://www.stirling-dynamics.com/dipart-loads-and-aeroelastics-news-and-events/uncertainty- quantification-and-management-workshop (copy also filed 5 August 2013)

		903		630000		130000				The Power Systems research team at Imperial made pivotal contributions in the design of power transmission networks, the equipment within these networks, and non-conventional electricity systems. Since 2008, the impact of their research has been to: I1)  influence government policies by contributing to House of  Common Select Committee (2010); I2)  support the Fundamental Review of Supply Quality and Security Standards; I3)  assist National Grid in defining new investment affecting £3bn worth of network assets now approved by the regulator (2013); I4)  provide tools to develop the first offshore networks design standards in 2008, saving an estimated £500m by 2013 to date and a projected overall saving of £1-2bn by 2020; I5)  advance Alstom’s design concept for next generation HVDC converter stations for offshore wind connection from TRL 1 in 2009 to TRL 4 in 2013 supported by 3 new patents; I6)  enable UK Power Network to plan network investment of £1.18bn and make savings of £130m (2013) through applying new technologies and demand response; I7)  facilitate a scheme for off-grid energy kiosks for electrification in rural Africa yielding social gains and a business opportunity.		Prof. Tim Green and his team began work on multi-level converters in 1996 and applied this to transmission  networks  in  1998.  This  eventually  developed  into  multi-level  converters  for  High Voltage DC (HVDC) technology for offshore wind generation and for medium voltage distribution. The team was significantly strengthened with the arrival of Prof. Goran Strbac in 2005, and together they extended their research direction towards power network planning and optimisation, with particular focus on renewable generation such as offshore wind farms. The underpinning research that produced the aforementioned impact has the following three related themes: 1.   Cost-benefit Analysis and Modelling of Power Networks [R1-3; I1-4, I6]:  The incorporation and widespread adoption of diverse renewable generation sources in existing and future networks created new challenges in analysing, modelling and optimising electricity transmission systems. The energy production patterns of such sources of generation are often intermittent and unpredictable, varying from steady to very fast changing. Our team identified that stochastic and Monte Carlo extensions to the traditional Optimal Power Flow formulation were necessary. Fine time-resolution analysis of a large number of cases is needed to expose numerous conditions such as corner cases, which becomes an analytically challenging large-scale stochastic optimisation problem. This problem was pursued by the team at Imperial as part of the  FutureNet  (2003-07)  [GR/S28082/01]  and  the  FlexNet  (2007-2012)  [EP/E04011X/1] projects. Based on cost-benefit analysis (CBA), the team created a network planning and optimisation tool that yields a solution requiring lower asset investment than the existing method of redundancy provision. This tool achieved the goal of providing security of supply while producing optimum asset investment decisions based on local topology, specific seasonal risks and generation type. This work was first described in [R1]. The team later conducted further studies based on [R1] as part of the Centre for Sustainable Energy and Distributed Generation (SEDG) funded by the Department of Trade and Industry [R2].  This work was extended in 2011  to provide long-term investment planning tools for distribution networks [R3]. 2.   Technologies for Power Transmission [R4-5; I5]: In the FlexNet project, the Imperial team also pursued specific technologies such as corrective control of transmission systems, new HVDC power converters and power electronics for distribution networks. Multi-level power converters  (for  HVDC  etc.)  were  analysed  by  Green  in  1996-2002,  as  were  factors determining trade-offs between topology, level-number, total harmonic distortion and passive component volume [R4]. Innovation in AC/DC converters to create the right properties for forming HVDC networks between offshore wind farms was the focus in 2007-2012. [R5] is the first  description  of  the  Alternate  Arm  Converter  that  included  means  to  balance  energy between its cells and the means to control flow of current into AC-side and DC-side faults. Managing DC faults is a major step toward forming HVDC networks. [R5] demonstrates these features together with an efficiency of 99% and only requiring reasonable volume of cell capacitors: important for offshore platforms use. The key advance was using analysis (rather than simulation) to support complex system trade-offs by designers. 3.   Rural  Electrification  in  Developing  Countries  [R6;  I7]:    Strbac’s  planning  tools  were extended to consider micro-grids for off-grid situations (EU-FP6 MicroGrids 2006-09, SES6- 019864) while Green examined photovoltaic energy for ICT in African villages. Trade-off studies of  technology options for rural electrification in developing  nations  were used to provide quantitative evidence on whether grid, microgrid or load-charging energy kiosks represent the best route to electrification [R6].		(*References that best indicate quality of underpinning research.) R1*   Strbac G, Shakoor A, Black M, Pudjianto D and Bopp T, “Impact of wind generation on the operation and development of the UK electricity systems”, Electric Power Systems Research, Vol. 77, No. 9, pp. 1214 – 1227, (DOI 10.1016/j.epsr.2006.08.014) 2007 R2    Djapic P, Strbac G, “Cost Benefit Methodology for Optimal Design of Offshore Transmission Systems”, BERR Centre for Sustainable Energy and Distributed Generation (SEDG), July 2008, (accessed Oct 2013 at http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/file47242.pdf) R3*  Gan CK, Mancarella P, Pudjianto D, Strbac G, “Statistical appraisal of economic design strategies of LV distribution networks”, Electric Power Systems Research, Vol. 81, pp:1363- 1372, (DOI  10.1016/j.epsr.2011.02.001) 2011 R4*   Soto-Sanchez DE and Green TC, “A comparison of high-power converter topologies for the implementation of FACTS controllers” IEEE Trans on Industrial Electronics, Vol. 49, No. 5, Pages 1072-1080, (DOI  10.1109/TIE.2002.803217), 2002 R5    Merlin M, Green TC, Mitcheson PD, Trainer D, Critchley R and Crookes RW, “A New Hybrid Multi-Level Voltage-Sourced Converter with DC Fault Blocking Capability”, IET ACDC 2010, London UK Pages 1-5 (DOI 10.1049/cp.2010.0987), 2010. R6    Baziliana M, Welscha M, Divan D, Elzinga D, Strbac G, Howells M, Jones L, Keane A, Gielen D, Murthy Balijepalli VSK, Brew‐  Hammond A, and Yumkella K, “Smart and Just Grids for sub- Saharan Africa: Exploring options”, Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews, Vol. 20, pp. 336–352, (DOI  10.1016/j.rser.2012.11.004) 2013		We now provide details of the 7 aforementioned impacts and their link to underpinning research: I1)  Influence Government Policies [E1]: The research in [R1] and the results in [R2] form the basis of evidence supplied by Strbac to the House of Common’s Energy and Climate Change Committee. This was included in their report to Parliament entitled “The future of Britain’s electricity networks” (10th Feb 2010) [E1]. In this report Strbac or his evidence were referenced 38 times. One section extracted from the report states [E1]: “… Strbac argued that the (existing) SQSS (Supply Quality and Security Standards)  … present a barrier to a range of other solutions … these include … advanced network control and innovative decision-making tools. …. This is important because these alternative approaches could not only …facilitate the connection of greater amounts of wind … but also … play a key role in the development of a smart grid.” I2) Support development of two standards [E2]: Recommendations from [E1] led to the “Fundamental Review” of SQSS chaired by Andy Hiorns, Electricity Network Development Manager from National Grid, to develop a set of standards on supply quality and security. Hiorns provided corroboration evidence to the impact of our research in a letter stating that the Imperial  team  “…  provided  the  analytical  basis  for  the  design  of  emerging  low-carbon electricity transmission networks” [E2]. Since 2008 Imperial’s cost-benefit methodology [R1-2] was used for the development of the first Offshore Network Design Standards, and for the support of the Fundamental Review of SQSS. Imperial’s research demonstrates that offshore networks will be over-invested if built to onshore design standards. Hiorns stated that [E2]: “The   cost-benefit   analysis   (CBA)   undertaken   by   Strbac   (and   his   team)… demonstrated … no case for redundancy given the high cost of offshore cables … balanced against the low load factor (<40%) of offshore wind farm generation, the low security value of offshore wind and the absence of demand offshore.” I3)  Assist National Grid in planning network investment [E2]:  As a result of the SQSS review and the new Offshore Network Design Standards, National Grid developed a “Smart Transmission Zone” to experiment with new solutions. Furthermore, National Grid now uses Strbac’s transmission investment model (known as DTIM) to perform cost-benefit analysis of transmission investment. According to Hiorns, based on this analysis they were able to demonstrate the case for reinforcing Great Britain’s network through a new investment plan worth more than £3bn. This plan was subsequently approved by the Regulator, Ofgem [E2]. I4)  New standard leading to savings by National Grid [E2]:  According to Ofgem, there are 20 offshore wind farms with network connections worth an estimated £2.5bn. Hiorns stated in [E2] that: “…. I [Hiorns] estimate that the design with the new standard, based on the methodology developed by Prof Strbac and his team, made savings of more than £500m … It is presently envisaged that some 11GW of Round-3 windfarms will be required, with potential further savings of £1-2bn.” I5)  New approach to HVDC with Alstom [E3-4]:  Imperial’s work on analysing design trade-offs in  multi-level  converters  in  1996-2002  [R3],  and  particularly  in  the  new  Alternate  Arm Converter 2007-2012 [R4], demonstrated to Alstom how excellent fault management capabilities could be achieved alongside high efficiency and low volume. The impact of our work on Alstom’s high voltage DC (HVDC) business is corroborated by the testimonial from Colin Davidson, Chief Technology Officer (HVDC) of Alstom Grid [E3]. Key control innovations on cell balancing, fault blocking and active filtering have been jointly patented with Alstom [E4a-c]. The analytical approach to design trade-offs has enabled Alstom to refine its “second generation” Voltage Source Converters (VSC) to minimise footprint for offshore HVDC use. Our team’s role in advancing Alstom’s second generation VSC from a concept (at TRL-1) to key plank of Alstom’s strategy at TRL-4 is evidenced by the 3 joint patents through which, as Davidson states in [E3], the Imperial team: “….  have  provided  Alstom  with  the  detailed  technical  analysis,  creative  novel solutions and with commercial considerations that we hold in the highest regard. The research   undertaken   has   strengthened   Alstom's   IP   portfolio   supporting   our exploitation plan with technical publications and progressed a new technology for HVDC from investigatory to likely commercialisation. … We consider this technology to now be at TRL 4”.  I6)  Assist UK Power Networks in their network investment programme [E5]: Extending the principles of [R1, R2] to future power electronics options has created novel long-term distribution network investment planning tools as reported in [R3].  In [E5], Barry Hatton, UK Power Network’s Director of Asset Management, says: “… given the unique modelling capability developed by Imperial College team led by Professor Strbac,  in  2011 UK Power Networks and Imperial commenced a joint project. … [to] apply a novel Load Related Expenditure Network Model … We have employed this innovative Imperial model to develop our network investment programmes,…with the total asset value of £1.18bn quantified by the model. … We have estimated that more than £130m could be saved through the application of demand side response, dynamic rating technologies and various active network management techniques, and we have included this in our business plan.” I7)  Provide societal benefits in Africa [E6]: Through the Vessel project (2006-2009) [EPSRC EP/E007198/1] and the Bboxx start-up company [E6], Imperial has exploited its expertise in photo-voltaic integration and techno-economic analysis [R6] to promote the “Energy Kiosk” model over conventional grid electrification. Vessel pursued the photo-voltaic energy option to support IT in Kenyan villages and Bboxx has rolled out Energy Kiosks with portable lighting in rural Africa and India. There are clear developmental advantages in providing electric lighting for  children  doing  homework  and  families  running  a  business  and  health  benefits  from avoiding paraffin smoke. The impact of the research is seen in the success of Bboxx in creating a sustainable business model of charging portable lamps in kiosks that could be rolled out as a business without subsidy.		E1       House of Commons Energy and Climate Change Committee, “The Future of Britain’s Electricity Networks”, Second Report of Session 2009-10, quotations from paragraph 56 on page 24 that leads to recommendation at paragraph 59 (repeated as recommendation 9 on page 64) plus additional remarks on Strbac’s evidence in paragraphs 20, 53, 67, 77, 109, 126 and 140.  Archived  here on 23/10/2013. http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200910/cmselect/cmenergy/194/19402.htm E2       Letter from Chair of the SQSS Review Panel and also Electricity Network Development Manager, National Grid, stating impact of Strbac’s work on network planning and investment onshore and transmission standards offshore. E3       Chief Technology Officer, HVDC, Power Electronics Activities, Alstom Grid. Letter  stating the impact of Prof. Green’s work in Converter Optimisation on their product development for High Voltage DC transmission. E4a     D.R. Trainer, R.W. Crookes, T.C. Green and M.M.C. Merlin, “HVDC Converter comprising full-bridge cells for handling a DC side short circuit”, WO Patent WO/2012/013,248 (30th July 2010). (Imperial inventors shown in bold.) E4b     T.C. Green, M.M.C. Merlin, N. Okaeme and D.R. Trainer, “A Method of Voltage Source Converter Cell Voltage Balancing using Circulating Current”, PCT/EP2010/066278, (27th October 2010). E4c     D.R. Trainer, D.E. Soto-Sanchez, T.C. Green and M.M.C. Merlin, “DC Network Active Filtering using VSC”, PCT/EP2011/060907, (29th June 2011). E5       Director of Asset Management, UK Power Networks. Letter stating the impact of Strbac’s work on investment costs for network reinforcement in the London, South East and Eastern England distribution licence areas. E6       http://www.bboxx.co.uk/our_story.php . Archived on 23/10/2013 at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/d1f,

		903		630000		500000				The Power Systems research team at Imperial made pivotal contributions in the design of power transmission networks, the equipment within these networks, and non-conventional electricity systems. Since 2008, the impact of their research has been to: I1)  influence government policies by contributing to House of  Common Select Committee (2010); I2)  support the Fundamental Review of Supply Quality and Security Standards; I3)  assist National Grid in defining new investment affecting £3bn worth of network assets now approved by the regulator (2013); I4)  provide tools to develop the first offshore networks design standards in 2008, saving an estimated £500m by 2013 to date and a projected overall saving of £1-2bn by 2020; I5)  advance Alstom’s design concept for next generation HVDC converter stations for offshore wind connection from TRL 1 in 2009 to TRL 4 in 2013 supported by 3 new patents; I6)  enable UK Power Network to plan network investment of £1.18bn and make savings of £130m (2013) through applying new technologies and demand response; I7)  facilitate a scheme for off-grid energy kiosks for electrification in rural Africa yielding social gains and a business opportunity.		Prof. Tim Green and his team began work on multi-level converters in 1996 and applied this to transmission  networks  in  1998.  This  eventually  developed  into  multi-level  converters  for  High Voltage DC (HVDC) technology for offshore wind generation and for medium voltage distribution. The team was significantly strengthened with the arrival of Prof. Goran Strbac in 2005, and together they extended their research direction towards power network planning and optimisation, with particular focus on renewable generation such as offshore wind farms. The underpinning research that produced the aforementioned impact has the following three related themes: 1.   Cost-benefit Analysis and Modelling of Power Networks [R1-3; I1-4, I6]:  The incorporation and widespread adoption of diverse renewable generation sources in existing and future networks created new challenges in analysing, modelling and optimising electricity transmission systems. The energy production patterns of such sources of generation are often intermittent and unpredictable, varying from steady to very fast changing. Our team identified that stochastic and Monte Carlo extensions to the traditional Optimal Power Flow formulation were necessary. Fine time-resolution analysis of a large number of cases is needed to expose numerous conditions such as corner cases, which becomes an analytically challenging large-scale stochastic optimisation problem. This problem was pursued by the team at Imperial as part of the  FutureNet  (2003-07)  [GR/S28082/01]  and  the  FlexNet  (2007-2012)  [EP/E04011X/1] projects. Based on cost-benefit analysis (CBA), the team created a network planning and optimisation tool that yields a solution requiring lower asset investment than the existing method of redundancy provision. This tool achieved the goal of providing security of supply while producing optimum asset investment decisions based on local topology, specific seasonal risks and generation type. This work was first described in [R1]. The team later conducted further studies based on [R1] as part of the Centre for Sustainable Energy and Distributed Generation (SEDG) funded by the Department of Trade and Industry [R2].  This work was extended in 2011  to provide long-term investment planning tools for distribution networks [R3]. 2.   Technologies for Power Transmission [R4-5; I5]: In the FlexNet project, the Imperial team also pursued specific technologies such as corrective control of transmission systems, new HVDC power converters and power electronics for distribution networks. Multi-level power converters  (for  HVDC  etc.)  were  analysed  by  Green  in  1996-2002,  as  were  factors determining trade-offs between topology, level-number, total harmonic distortion and passive component volume [R4]. Innovation in AC/DC converters to create the right properties for forming HVDC networks between offshore wind farms was the focus in 2007-2012. [R5] is the first  description  of  the  Alternate  Arm  Converter  that  included  means  to  balance  energy between its cells and the means to control flow of current into AC-side and DC-side faults. Managing DC faults is a major step toward forming HVDC networks. [R5] demonstrates these features together with an efficiency of 99% and only requiring reasonable volume of cell capacitors: important for offshore platforms use. The key advance was using analysis (rather than simulation) to support complex system trade-offs by designers. 3.   Rural  Electrification  in  Developing  Countries  [R6;  I7]:    Strbac’s  planning  tools  were extended to consider micro-grids for off-grid situations (EU-FP6 MicroGrids 2006-09, SES6- 019864) while Green examined photovoltaic energy for ICT in African villages. Trade-off studies of  technology options for rural electrification in developing  nations  were used to provide quantitative evidence on whether grid, microgrid or load-charging energy kiosks represent the best route to electrification [R6].		(*References that best indicate quality of underpinning research.) R1*   Strbac G, Shakoor A, Black M, Pudjianto D and Bopp T, “Impact of wind generation on the operation and development of the UK electricity systems”, Electric Power Systems Research, Vol. 77, No. 9, pp. 1214 – 1227, (DOI 10.1016/j.epsr.2006.08.014) 2007 R2    Djapic P, Strbac G, “Cost Benefit Methodology for Optimal Design of Offshore Transmission Systems”, BERR Centre for Sustainable Energy and Distributed Generation (SEDG), July 2008, (accessed Oct 2013 at http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/file47242.pdf) R3*  Gan CK, Mancarella P, Pudjianto D, Strbac G, “Statistical appraisal of economic design strategies of LV distribution networks”, Electric Power Systems Research, Vol. 81, pp:1363- 1372, (DOI  10.1016/j.epsr.2011.02.001) 2011 R4*   Soto-Sanchez DE and Green TC, “A comparison of high-power converter topologies for the implementation of FACTS controllers” IEEE Trans on Industrial Electronics, Vol. 49, No. 5, Pages 1072-1080, (DOI  10.1109/TIE.2002.803217), 2002 R5    Merlin M, Green TC, Mitcheson PD, Trainer D, Critchley R and Crookes RW, “A New Hybrid Multi-Level Voltage-Sourced Converter with DC Fault Blocking Capability”, IET ACDC 2010, London UK Pages 1-5 (DOI 10.1049/cp.2010.0987), 2010. R6    Baziliana M, Welscha M, Divan D, Elzinga D, Strbac G, Howells M, Jones L, Keane A, Gielen D, Murthy Balijepalli VSK, Brew‐  Hammond A, and Yumkella K, “Smart and Just Grids for sub- Saharan Africa: Exploring options”, Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews, Vol. 20, pp. 336–352, (DOI  10.1016/j.rser.2012.11.004) 2013		We now provide details of the 7 aforementioned impacts and their link to underpinning research: I1)  Influence Government Policies [E1]: The research in [R1] and the results in [R2] form the basis of evidence supplied by Strbac to the House of Common’s Energy and Climate Change Committee. This was included in their report to Parliament entitled “The future of Britain’s electricity networks” (10th Feb 2010) [E1]. In this report Strbac or his evidence were referenced 38 times. One section extracted from the report states [E1]: “… Strbac argued that the (existing) SQSS (Supply Quality and Security Standards)  … present a barrier to a range of other solutions … these include … advanced network control and innovative decision-making tools. …. This is important because these alternative approaches could not only …facilitate the connection of greater amounts of wind … but also … play a key role in the development of a smart grid.” I2) Support development of two standards [E2]: Recommendations from [E1] led to the “Fundamental Review” of SQSS chaired by Andy Hiorns, Electricity Network Development Manager from National Grid, to develop a set of standards on supply quality and security. Hiorns provided corroboration evidence to the impact of our research in a letter stating that the Imperial  team  “…  provided  the  analytical  basis  for  the  design  of  emerging  low-carbon electricity transmission networks” [E2]. Since 2008 Imperial’s cost-benefit methodology [R1-2] was used for the development of the first Offshore Network Design Standards, and for the support of the Fundamental Review of SQSS. Imperial’s research demonstrates that offshore networks will be over-invested if built to onshore design standards. Hiorns stated that [E2]: “The   cost-benefit   analysis   (CBA)   undertaken   by   Strbac   (and   his   team)… demonstrated … no case for redundancy given the high cost of offshore cables … balanced against the low load factor (<40%) of offshore wind farm generation, the low security value of offshore wind and the absence of demand offshore.” I3)  Assist National Grid in planning network investment [E2]:  As a result of the SQSS review and the new Offshore Network Design Standards, National Grid developed a “Smart Transmission Zone” to experiment with new solutions. Furthermore, National Grid now uses Strbac’s transmission investment model (known as DTIM) to perform cost-benefit analysis of transmission investment. According to Hiorns, based on this analysis they were able to demonstrate the case for reinforcing Great Britain’s network through a new investment plan worth more than £3bn. This plan was subsequently approved by the Regulator, Ofgem [E2]. I4)  New standard leading to savings by National Grid [E2]:  According to Ofgem, there are 20 offshore wind farms with network connections worth an estimated £2.5bn. Hiorns stated in [E2] that: “…. I [Hiorns] estimate that the design with the new standard, based on the methodology developed by Prof Strbac and his team, made savings of more than £500m … It is presently envisaged that some 11GW of Round-3 windfarms will be required, with potential further savings of £1-2bn.” I5)  New approach to HVDC with Alstom [E3-4]:  Imperial’s work on analysing design trade-offs in  multi-level  converters  in  1996-2002  [R3],  and  particularly  in  the  new  Alternate  Arm Converter 2007-2012 [R4], demonstrated to Alstom how excellent fault management capabilities could be achieved alongside high efficiency and low volume. The impact of our work on Alstom’s high voltage DC (HVDC) business is corroborated by the testimonial from Colin Davidson, Chief Technology Officer (HVDC) of Alstom Grid [E3]. Key control innovations on cell balancing, fault blocking and active filtering have been jointly patented with Alstom [E4a-c]. The analytical approach to design trade-offs has enabled Alstom to refine its “second generation” Voltage Source Converters (VSC) to minimise footprint for offshore HVDC use. Our team’s role in advancing Alstom’s second generation VSC from a concept (at TRL-1) to key plank of Alstom’s strategy at TRL-4 is evidenced by the 3 joint patents through which, as Davidson states in [E3], the Imperial team: “….  have  provided  Alstom  with  the  detailed  technical  analysis,  creative  novel solutions and with commercial considerations that we hold in the highest regard. The research   undertaken   has   strengthened   Alstom's   IP   portfolio   supporting   our exploitation plan with technical publications and progressed a new technology for HVDC from investigatory to likely commercialisation. … We consider this technology to now be at TRL 4”.  I6)  Assist UK Power Networks in their network investment programme [E5]: Extending the principles of [R1, R2] to future power electronics options has created novel long-term distribution network investment planning tools as reported in [R3].  In [E5], Barry Hatton, UK Power Network’s Director of Asset Management, says: “… given the unique modelling capability developed by Imperial College team led by Professor Strbac,  in  2011 UK Power Networks and Imperial commenced a joint project. … [to] apply a novel Load Related Expenditure Network Model … We have employed this innovative Imperial model to develop our network investment programmes,…with the total asset value of £1.18bn quantified by the model. … We have estimated that more than £130m could be saved through the application of demand side response, dynamic rating technologies and various active network management techniques, and we have included this in our business plan.” I7)  Provide societal benefits in Africa [E6]: Through the Vessel project (2006-2009) [EPSRC EP/E007198/1] and the Bboxx start-up company [E6], Imperial has exploited its expertise in photo-voltaic integration and techno-economic analysis [R6] to promote the “Energy Kiosk” model over conventional grid electrification. Vessel pursued the photo-voltaic energy option to support IT in Kenyan villages and Bboxx has rolled out Energy Kiosks with portable lighting in rural Africa and India. There are clear developmental advantages in providing electric lighting for  children  doing  homework  and  families  running  a  business  and  health  benefits  from avoiding paraffin smoke. The impact of the research is seen in the success of Bboxx in creating a sustainable business model of charging portable lamps in kiosks that could be rolled out as a business without subsidy.		E1       House of Commons Energy and Climate Change Committee, “The Future of Britain’s Electricity Networks”, Second Report of Session 2009-10, quotations from paragraph 56 on page 24 that leads to recommendation at paragraph 59 (repeated as recommendation 9 on page 64) plus additional remarks on Strbac’s evidence in paragraphs 20, 53, 67, 77, 109, 126 and 140.  Archived  here on 23/10/2013. http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200910/cmselect/cmenergy/194/19402.htm E2       Letter from Chair of the SQSS Review Panel and also Electricity Network Development Manager, National Grid, stating impact of Strbac’s work on network planning and investment onshore and transmission standards offshore. E3       Chief Technology Officer, HVDC, Power Electronics Activities, Alstom Grid. Letter  stating the impact of Prof. Green’s work in Converter Optimisation on their product development for High Voltage DC transmission. E4a     D.R. Trainer, R.W. Crookes, T.C. Green and M.M.C. Merlin, “HVDC Converter comprising full-bridge cells for handling a DC side short circuit”, WO Patent WO/2012/013,248 (30th July 2010). (Imperial inventors shown in bold.) E4b     T.C. Green, M.M.C. Merlin, N. Okaeme and D.R. Trainer, “A Method of Voltage Source Converter Cell Voltage Balancing using Circulating Current”, PCT/EP2010/066278, (27th October 2010). E4c     D.R. Trainer, D.E. Soto-Sanchez, T.C. Green and M.M.C. Merlin, “DC Network Active Filtering using VSC”, PCT/EP2011/060907, (29th June 2011). E5       Director of Asset Management, UK Power Networks. Letter stating the impact of Strbac’s work on investment costs for network reinforcement in the London, South East and Eastern England distribution licence areas. E6       http://www.bboxx.co.uk/our_story.php . Archived on 23/10/2013 at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/d1f,

		409		605000		600000				This study demonstrates how Bayes linear methodologies developed at Durham University have impacted on industrial practice. Two examples are given. The approach has been applied by London Underground Ltd. to the management of bridges, stations and other civil engineering assets, enabling a whole-life strategic approach to maintenance and renewal to reduce costs and increase safety. The approach has won a major award for innovation in engineering and technology. The methodology has also been applied by Unilever and Fera to improve methods of assessing product safety and in particular the risk of chemical ingredients in products causing allergic skin reactions.		Bayesian analysis is a well established approach for combining expert judgements with data to quantify uncertainties about real world outcomes in a probabilistic form appropriate for inference and decision-making.  There are two practical problems with this approach, for large and complex problems. Firstly, it requires a level of detail which goes far beyond the ability of the expert to provide meaningful judgements, leading to many arbitrary aspects of the prior formulation. Secondly, the analysis is very computer intensive, typically requiring large-scale numerical simulations which are highly sensitive to certain features of these somewhat arbitrary prior specifications. Therefore, often the analysis is both non-robust and too complex to allow a proper exploration of its sensitivity, particularly in problems of optimal experimental design or sample choice. Bayes linear analysis has been developed by Michael Goldstein, in Durham, with many collaborators, to address these issues, by both simplifying the specifications required to carry out the analysis and reducing the complexity of the analysis itself. It does this through a geometric approach to statistical inference which takes expectation, rather than probability, as primitive, allowing us to make a limited number of expectation statements, rather than requiring a complete probability  specification,  and  constructing  appropriate  methodology  based  on  orthogonal projection (which is computationally simpler than full Bayes) for analysing uncertainties based on a partial specification.  The foundations and methodology are described in detail in [1], which is the general underpinning research for all of the impact described in this case study, which concerns the ways in which the Bayes linear approach has impacted on industrial practice. We choose two areas of research and application to demonstrate this impact. (i) The paper [2], by Goldstein and O'Hagan (U. of Nottingham) considers problems where a decision maker must estimate a set of unknown quantities and receives expert assessments at varying levels of accuracy on samples of the quantities of interest.  The paper introduces the general notion of Bayes linear sufficiency, derives its properties and uses the tractability associated with the Bayes linear formulation to underpin a practical methodology for the design and analysis of studies relating to very large systems of assets.  We will describe below their impact for London Underground. (ii) The paper [3], by Goldstein and Shaw (a postdoc at Durham, 1999 - 2002, when this research was carried out) extends the Bayes linear approach by introducing "Bayes linear kinematics" which merges aspects of full Bayes and Bayes linear inferences. (The notion is by analogy with the well-established "probability kinematics".) This allows the construction of "Bayes linear Bayes graphical models", which combine the simplicity of Gaussian graphical models with  the ability to allow full conditioning on marginal distributions of any form. The approach was first developed to address problems in Bayesian reliability testing for complex systems (see [4] and [5]). The flexibility of the Bayes linear kinematic makes it an appropriate tool for risk assessors who want to quantify their uncertainty about hazards based on disparate sources of information, and we will describe, below, the use of such methods in FERA and Unilever.		[1] M. Goldstein & D.A. Wooff (2007) Bayes linear statistics: theory and methods, Wiley, ISBN: 978-0-470-06567-9. [2] M. Goldstein and A. O'Hagan (1996) Bayes linear sufficiency and systems of expert posterior assessments, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, series B, 58, 301-316, Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/2345978. [3] M. Goldstein and S. Shaw (2004) Bayes linear kinematics and Bayes linear Bayes Graphical Models, Biometrika, 91, 425-446, doi:10.1093/biomet/91.2.425. [4] F.P. Coolen, M. Goldstein & D.A.Wooff (2007) Using Bayesian statistics to support testing of software systems, Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part O: Journal of Risk and Reliability 221(1), 85-93, doi:10.1243/1748006XJRR2. [5] D. Randell, M. Goldstein, G. Hardman and P. Jonathan (2010) Bayesian linear inspection planning for large-scale physical systems. Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part O: Journal of Risk and Reliability 224(4), 333-345, DOI:10.1243/1748006XJRR322. Quality of Research: the work contained in [1] was supported by a number of EPSRC grants all of which were highly graded in final review. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, series B (paper [2]) and Biometrika (paper [3]) are two of the most highly rated statistics journals in the world. Both [4] and [5] were awarded the Donald Julius Groen Prize by the Safety & Reliability Group of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. [5] is implemented in software within Shell. Grant referenced in section 2: 1999 - 2002 High reliability testing for complex software using Bayesian   graphical   modelling   and   program   comprehension   (value   £145,729;   principal investigator M. Goldstein, EPSRC).		The research [2] was conducted by Goldstein and O'Hagan in the context of assessing assets of a regional water company, who sponsored aspects of this work. O'Hagan implemented [2] in the inference programme termed ABLE (Assessment with Bayes Linear Estimation - as described in [2], which states that ABLE performs all the calculations in that paper), and applied this approach as a consultant, first for various water companies, then more widely. ABLE was applied to the assets of London Underground, through a consultancy with Metronet (which was contracted to maintain nine London Underground lines), to achieve a better understanding of long term investment requirements and the sustainability or otherwise of current investment  levels  in  infrastructure.  This  lead  to  the  development  of  ESTEEM  (Engineering Strategy for Economic and Efficient Management), which applied the Bayes linear methodology of [1] and [2], based on the ABLE programme, to Metronet's assets, namely the maintainable items in all of the stations, bridges and other structures, that require an estimated £5 billion investment over a 50 year period.  The aim of ESTEEM was to provide the company, through asset management estimates of asset degradation, costs, risks and their probabilities for each maintainable item, with a whole-life cost (WLC) strategic planning process for maintenance and renewal  of  its  civil  engineering  assets,  under  varying  funding  constraints,  over  a  100  year planning horizon. A 2009 audit report1 stated that the anticipated benefit of the ESTEEM project was a 20% saving, equalling about £600m (p7 of report). ESTEEM also improved passenger safety by combining safety, business and financial risk factors into a single modelling process (p3). The report (p25) concludes, "ESTEEM, as so far implemented in Metronet, is a clear  demonstration of best practice, leading edge thinking in the areas of civil engineering strategic planning and whole-life cost justification." The ESTEEM project continued throughout a restructuring, resulting in the assets being returned to the public sector, to Transport for London (TfL).     In  November  2010,  ESTEEM  won  the  prestigious  Institution  of  Engineering  and Technology  Innovation  Award,  in  the  Asset  Management  category.  In  its  entry  submission, London  Underground  Ltd  described  the  aim  of  ESTEEM  as  "an  approach  to  optimising investment that aids training, promotes culture change and improves decision making" 2. The ESTEEM protocol was followed in particular for all of the maintainable components in every one of the stations and bridges in that portion of the London Underground network originally controlled  by  Metronet.  This  comprised  about  2/3  of  the  network  and  many  thousands  of components, all of whose uncertain characteristics were assessed by experts, leading to a full uncertainty specification and analysis within the ABLE structure. This analysis was used as the basis for developing and comparing whole-life maintenance strategies for all of these assets, as part of the decision support structure outlined in the Esteem documents. The ESTEEM Civil Assets least WLC predictions substantiated a basis for long term investment in the asset base and justified inclusion of preventative maintenance in a new performance contract for maintaining the assets. A particular example of the benefits reaped from this project is in the waterproofing of structures. Prior to ESTEEM, this was thought to be too expensive to justify. However, ESTEEM predictions anticipated a 20% savings in maintenance costs over a 30-year period, a saving of £5m p.a. The water-proofing was thus implemented at the end of 2009 for all concrete and masonry structures and continues to this day. A further example is the information systems used in London Underground stations. ESTEEM has become a critical operational system used to maintain and update these systems, and was fully implemented by summer 2011. It includes a hand held asset survey system used across London Underground for stations, maintains the asset register, reports condition and produces deterministic predictions of WLC for budgetary purposes on an ongoing basis. Currently, London Underground is maintaining condition state reports electronically for an intended Bayes linear update of the Civil Assets degradation predictions.  In summary, the ESTEEM project, and the Bayesian work underpinning it, has been of great benefit to TfL, with current cost savings in the order of £5m-£10m for Civil assets and development of investment policy options for stations that have enabled prioritisation of future investment at levels that are sustainable3. Our second example of the impact of the methodology in [1] derives from [3]. Goldstein was a PI in the Basic Technology funded "Managing Uncertainty for Complex Models" consortium of universities. A postdoc within this consortium learned to apply Bayes linear methodology; he then left the consortium to join FERA, the arm of DEFRA dealing with regulation, policy and risk, as a statistician. He applied these methods there, for example within the project Food, Additives, Food Contact Material and Exposure Task (FACET), an 8.9 million euro project, involving 20 research organisations, funded by the European Commission, under the Seventh Framework Programme, which ran for four  years from  September  20084.    Project  objectives were to deliver  to the European Community a sustainable system to monitor intake of chemicals from food among European populations. Databases on food intake, chemical occurrence and chemical concentration were linked in algorithms for the estimation of probabilistic exposure to target food chemical intake. The experts struggled to specify full probability distributions across this complex space, but they had some experience of average consumption rates with standard deviations and there had been some studies into correlations between food types and across countries. As a result,  the  Bayes  linear  approach  was  judged  a  good  fit  for  modelling  food  consumption databases for building up this model4,5. Unilever and FERA collaborated on a hazard assessment model based on the Bayes linear kinematic methodology, as part of Unilever’s overall research effort to find novel approaches for assuring customer safety.  The model considers the potency of chemicals that cause human sensitisation when applied to the skin, resulting in an undesired immune response known as allergic contact dermatitis. This presents clinically as a rash, skin lesion, papules or blistering at the site of exposure. Risk assessors in this area must weigh up several lines of evidence from in vivo and in vitro experiments when characterising the potency for a new chemical product in  order to determine a safe dose for exposed individuals. Beginning in 2010, Unilever applied the Bayes model in a series of assessments, based around products such as cinnamic aldehyde (used to give products a cinammon aroma, and a known skin sensitiser). This provided for Unilever estimates such as ingredient dose on skin that would induce an allergic response in certain percentages of consumers. The Bayes linear kinematic provided the framework for modelling the assessors' expectations and uncertainties and updating those beliefs in the light of the competing data sources. This approach to synthesising multiple lines of evidence and estimating hazard was judged to provide a transparent mechanism to construct, defend and communicate risk management decisions. Its value to Unilever is reflected in the fact that the company is working on extending the model to incorporate population variance, the uncertainty in the amount of product/ingredient that the consumer applies and the probability that the amount applied exceeds the adverse effect threshold for a given consumer. A published account of the details from the study that are publically available is provided in a 2013 paper6 and also the document 5. The Unilever internal documents on the outcomes are confidential and not for public dissemination, but we have been allowed to quote the following, from two internal reports, as illustrations of the role of Bayes linear methodology at Unilever7: “Due to this feature, Bayes linear theory is applied to solve the skin sensitization risk assessment problem,  as  in  such  a  problem,  the  available  information  is  usually  not  enough  for  the specification of a full probability distribution.  On the basis of the Bayes linear theory, the Bayes Linear method is applied when the new information is deterministic while the Bayes Linear Kinematic method is applied when there are uncertainties existing in the new information." [Progress towards modelling a population-level risk metric for skin allergy risk assessment: page 5] "What we've done to date: In 2011, a model was developed with FERA to predict median human threshold, i.e., the threshold to sensitize 50% of population under specific clinical exposure conditions, according to the data from both in vivo and in vitro tests. [The 50% threshold is not chosen as the protection goal for sensitization incidence but as the easiest percentile for experts to consider when judging correlation to other assay results.]  The objective of this model was to make transparent, coherent and robust, an expert 'weight of evidence' analysis using the Bayes Linear  method.  This  model  was  to  allow  comparison  to  be  made  between  tests  on  how informative they were on the median threshold in humans." [Skin allergy risk assessment document: page 1]		1. A Report for LUL Nominee BCV Limited, Trading as Metronet Rail BCV.  Asset Management Consulting Ltd, 12 May 2009.  (PDF file). 2. Entry form submitted by London Underground Ltd. for the IET Innovation Awards 2010.  (Hard copy). 3. Letter signed by the ESTEEM project technical lead and project manager, 2007-2011, confirming details of impact. 4. Details of the FACET project objectives, funding and partners, on the CORDIS website http://cordis.europa.eu/projects/rcn/87815_en.html, and FACET project final report [pdf]. 5. Document on role of Bayes linear methods at FERA written and provided to us by the relevant statistician at FERA. 6. Gosling,J.P., Hart, A. et al (2013) A Bayes linear approach to weight of evidence risk assessment for skin allergy, Bayesian Analysis, 8, 169-186 [Detailed public document on the Unilever, Fera collaboration] 7. Text from Toxicology Risk Modeller, Unilever Safety & Environmental Assurance Centre (SEAC), confirming the above description of the impact on Unilever and the quotes from two Unilever internal reports related to Bayes linear risk assessment.

		409		605000		5000				This study demonstrates how Bayes linear methodologies developed at Durham University have impacted on industrial practice. Two examples are given. The approach has been applied by London Underground Ltd. to the management of bridges, stations and other civil engineering assets, enabling a whole-life strategic approach to maintenance and renewal to reduce costs and increase safety. The approach has won a major award for innovation in engineering and technology. The methodology has also been applied by Unilever and Fera to improve methods of assessing product safety and in particular the risk of chemical ingredients in products causing allergic skin reactions.		Bayesian analysis is a well established approach for combining expert judgements with data to quantify uncertainties about real world outcomes in a probabilistic form appropriate for inference and decision-making.  There are two practical problems with this approach, for large and complex problems. Firstly, it requires a level of detail which goes far beyond the ability of the expert to provide meaningful judgements, leading to many arbitrary aspects of the prior formulation. Secondly, the analysis is very computer intensive, typically requiring large-scale numerical simulations which are highly sensitive to certain features of these somewhat arbitrary prior specifications. Therefore, often the analysis is both non-robust and too complex to allow a proper exploration of its sensitivity, particularly in problems of optimal experimental design or sample choice. Bayes linear analysis has been developed by Michael Goldstein, in Durham, with many collaborators, to address these issues, by both simplifying the specifications required to carry out the analysis and reducing the complexity of the analysis itself. It does this through a geometric approach to statistical inference which takes expectation, rather than probability, as primitive, allowing us to make a limited number of expectation statements, rather than requiring a complete probability  specification,  and  constructing  appropriate  methodology  based  on  orthogonal projection (which is computationally simpler than full Bayes) for analysing uncertainties based on a partial specification.  The foundations and methodology are described in detail in [1], which is the general underpinning research for all of the impact described in this case study, which concerns the ways in which the Bayes linear approach has impacted on industrial practice. We choose two areas of research and application to demonstrate this impact. (i) The paper [2], by Goldstein and O'Hagan (U. of Nottingham) considers problems where a decision maker must estimate a set of unknown quantities and receives expert assessments at varying levels of accuracy on samples of the quantities of interest.  The paper introduces the general notion of Bayes linear sufficiency, derives its properties and uses the tractability associated with the Bayes linear formulation to underpin a practical methodology for the design and analysis of studies relating to very large systems of assets.  We will describe below their impact for London Underground. (ii) The paper [3], by Goldstein and Shaw (a postdoc at Durham, 1999 - 2002, when this research was carried out) extends the Bayes linear approach by introducing "Bayes linear kinematics" which merges aspects of full Bayes and Bayes linear inferences. (The notion is by analogy with the well-established "probability kinematics".) This allows the construction of "Bayes linear Bayes graphical models", which combine the simplicity of Gaussian graphical models with  the ability to allow full conditioning on marginal distributions of any form. The approach was first developed to address problems in Bayesian reliability testing for complex systems (see [4] and [5]). The flexibility of the Bayes linear kinematic makes it an appropriate tool for risk assessors who want to quantify their uncertainty about hazards based on disparate sources of information, and we will describe, below, the use of such methods in FERA and Unilever.		[1] M. Goldstein & D.A. Wooff (2007) Bayes linear statistics: theory and methods, Wiley, ISBN: 978-0-470-06567-9. [2] M. Goldstein and A. O'Hagan (1996) Bayes linear sufficiency and systems of expert posterior assessments, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, series B, 58, 301-316, Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/2345978. [3] M. Goldstein and S. Shaw (2004) Bayes linear kinematics and Bayes linear Bayes Graphical Models, Biometrika, 91, 425-446, doi:10.1093/biomet/91.2.425. [4] F.P. Coolen, M. Goldstein & D.A.Wooff (2007) Using Bayesian statistics to support testing of software systems, Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part O: Journal of Risk and Reliability 221(1), 85-93, doi:10.1243/1748006XJRR2. [5] D. Randell, M. Goldstein, G. Hardman and P. Jonathan (2010) Bayesian linear inspection planning for large-scale physical systems. Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part O: Journal of Risk and Reliability 224(4), 333-345, DOI:10.1243/1748006XJRR322. Quality of Research: the work contained in [1] was supported by a number of EPSRC grants all of which were highly graded in final review. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, series B (paper [2]) and Biometrika (paper [3]) are two of the most highly rated statistics journals in the world. Both [4] and [5] were awarded the Donald Julius Groen Prize by the Safety & Reliability Group of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. [5] is implemented in software within Shell. Grant referenced in section 2: 1999 - 2002 High reliability testing for complex software using Bayesian   graphical   modelling   and   program   comprehension   (value   £145,729;   principal investigator M. Goldstein, EPSRC).		The research [2] was conducted by Goldstein and O'Hagan in the context of assessing assets of a regional water company, who sponsored aspects of this work. O'Hagan implemented [2] in the inference programme termed ABLE (Assessment with Bayes Linear Estimation - as described in [2], which states that ABLE performs all the calculations in that paper), and applied this approach as a consultant, first for various water companies, then more widely. ABLE was applied to the assets of London Underground, through a consultancy with Metronet (which was contracted to maintain nine London Underground lines), to achieve a better understanding of long term investment requirements and the sustainability or otherwise of current investment  levels  in  infrastructure.  This  lead  to  the  development  of  ESTEEM  (Engineering Strategy for Economic and Efficient Management), which applied the Bayes linear methodology of [1] and [2], based on the ABLE programme, to Metronet's assets, namely the maintainable items in all of the stations, bridges and other structures, that require an estimated £5 billion investment over a 50 year period.  The aim of ESTEEM was to provide the company, through asset management estimates of asset degradation, costs, risks and their probabilities for each maintainable item, with a whole-life cost (WLC) strategic planning process for maintenance and renewal  of  its  civil  engineering  assets,  under  varying  funding  constraints,  over  a  100  year planning horizon. A 2009 audit report1 stated that the anticipated benefit of the ESTEEM project was a 20% saving, equalling about £600m (p7 of report). ESTEEM also improved passenger safety by combining safety, business and financial risk factors into a single modelling process (p3). The report (p25) concludes, "ESTEEM, as so far implemented in Metronet, is a clear  demonstration of best practice, leading edge thinking in the areas of civil engineering strategic planning and whole-life cost justification." The ESTEEM project continued throughout a restructuring, resulting in the assets being returned to the public sector, to Transport for London (TfL).     In  November  2010,  ESTEEM  won  the  prestigious  Institution  of  Engineering  and Technology  Innovation  Award,  in  the  Asset  Management  category.  In  its  entry  submission, London  Underground  Ltd  described  the  aim  of  ESTEEM  as  "an  approach  to  optimising investment that aids training, promotes culture change and improves decision making" 2. The ESTEEM protocol was followed in particular for all of the maintainable components in every one of the stations and bridges in that portion of the London Underground network originally controlled  by  Metronet.  This  comprised  about  2/3  of  the  network  and  many  thousands  of components, all of whose uncertain characteristics were assessed by experts, leading to a full uncertainty specification and analysis within the ABLE structure. This analysis was used as the basis for developing and comparing whole-life maintenance strategies for all of these assets, as part of the decision support structure outlined in the Esteem documents. The ESTEEM Civil Assets least WLC predictions substantiated a basis for long term investment in the asset base and justified inclusion of preventative maintenance in a new performance contract for maintaining the assets. A particular example of the benefits reaped from this project is in the waterproofing of structures. Prior to ESTEEM, this was thought to be too expensive to justify. However, ESTEEM predictions anticipated a 20% savings in maintenance costs over a 30-year period, a saving of £5m p.a. The water-proofing was thus implemented at the end of 2009 for all concrete and masonry structures and continues to this day. A further example is the information systems used in London Underground stations. ESTEEM has become a critical operational system used to maintain and update these systems, and was fully implemented by summer 2011. It includes a hand held asset survey system used across London Underground for stations, maintains the asset register, reports condition and produces deterministic predictions of WLC for budgetary purposes on an ongoing basis. Currently, London Underground is maintaining condition state reports electronically for an intended Bayes linear update of the Civil Assets degradation predictions.  In summary, the ESTEEM project, and the Bayesian work underpinning it, has been of great benefit to TfL, with current cost savings in the order of £5m-£10m for Civil assets and development of investment policy options for stations that have enabled prioritisation of future investment at levels that are sustainable3. Our second example of the impact of the methodology in [1] derives from [3]. Goldstein was a PI in the Basic Technology funded "Managing Uncertainty for Complex Models" consortium of universities. A postdoc within this consortium learned to apply Bayes linear methodology; he then left the consortium to join FERA, the arm of DEFRA dealing with regulation, policy and risk, as a statistician. He applied these methods there, for example within the project Food, Additives, Food Contact Material and Exposure Task (FACET), an 8.9 million euro project, involving 20 research organisations, funded by the European Commission, under the Seventh Framework Programme, which ran for four  years from  September  20084.    Project  objectives were to deliver  to the European Community a sustainable system to monitor intake of chemicals from food among European populations. Databases on food intake, chemical occurrence and chemical concentration were linked in algorithms for the estimation of probabilistic exposure to target food chemical intake. The experts struggled to specify full probability distributions across this complex space, but they had some experience of average consumption rates with standard deviations and there had been some studies into correlations between food types and across countries. As a result,  the  Bayes  linear  approach  was  judged  a  good  fit  for  modelling  food  consumption databases for building up this model4,5. Unilever and FERA collaborated on a hazard assessment model based on the Bayes linear kinematic methodology, as part of Unilever’s overall research effort to find novel approaches for assuring customer safety.  The model considers the potency of chemicals that cause human sensitisation when applied to the skin, resulting in an undesired immune response known as allergic contact dermatitis. This presents clinically as a rash, skin lesion, papules or blistering at the site of exposure. Risk assessors in this area must weigh up several lines of evidence from in vivo and in vitro experiments when characterising the potency for a new chemical product in  order to determine a safe dose for exposed individuals. Beginning in 2010, Unilever applied the Bayes model in a series of assessments, based around products such as cinnamic aldehyde (used to give products a cinammon aroma, and a known skin sensitiser). This provided for Unilever estimates such as ingredient dose on skin that would induce an allergic response in certain percentages of consumers. The Bayes linear kinematic provided the framework for modelling the assessors' expectations and uncertainties and updating those beliefs in the light of the competing data sources. This approach to synthesising multiple lines of evidence and estimating hazard was judged to provide a transparent mechanism to construct, defend and communicate risk management decisions. Its value to Unilever is reflected in the fact that the company is working on extending the model to incorporate population variance, the uncertainty in the amount of product/ingredient that the consumer applies and the probability that the amount applied exceeds the adverse effect threshold for a given consumer. A published account of the details from the study that are publically available is provided in a 2013 paper6 and also the document 5. The Unilever internal documents on the outcomes are confidential and not for public dissemination, but we have been allowed to quote the following, from two internal reports, as illustrations of the role of Bayes linear methodology at Unilever7: “Due to this feature, Bayes linear theory is applied to solve the skin sensitization risk assessment problem,  as  in  such  a  problem,  the  available  information  is  usually  not  enough  for  the specification of a full probability distribution.  On the basis of the Bayes linear theory, the Bayes Linear method is applied when the new information is deterministic while the Bayes Linear Kinematic method is applied when there are uncertainties existing in the new information." [Progress towards modelling a population-level risk metric for skin allergy risk assessment: page 5] "What we've done to date: In 2011, a model was developed with FERA to predict median human threshold, i.e., the threshold to sensitize 50% of population under specific clinical exposure conditions, according to the data from both in vivo and in vitro tests. [The 50% threshold is not chosen as the protection goal for sensitization incidence but as the easiest percentile for experts to consider when judging correlation to other assay results.]  The objective of this model was to make transparent, coherent and robust, an expert 'weight of evidence' analysis using the Bayes Linear  method.  This  model  was  to  allow  comparison  to  be  made  between  tests  on  how informative they were on the median threshold in humans." [Skin allergy risk assessment document: page 1]		1. A Report for LUL Nominee BCV Limited, Trading as Metronet Rail BCV.  Asset Management Consulting Ltd, 12 May 2009.  (PDF file). 2. Entry form submitted by London Underground Ltd. for the IET Innovation Awards 2010.  (Hard copy). 3. Letter signed by the ESTEEM project technical lead and project manager, 2007-2011, confirming details of impact. 4. Details of the FACET project objectives, funding and partners, on the CORDIS website http://cordis.europa.eu/projects/rcn/87815_en.html, and FACET project final report [pdf]. 5. Document on role of Bayes linear methods at FERA written and provided to us by the relevant statistician at FERA. 6. Gosling,J.P., Hart, A. et al (2013) A Bayes linear approach to weight of evidence risk assessment for skin allergy, Bayesian Analysis, 8, 169-186 [Detailed public document on the Unilever, Fera collaboration] 7. Text from Toxicology Risk Modeller, Unilever Safety & Environmental Assurance Centre (SEAC), confirming the above description of the impact on Unilever and the quotes from two Unilever internal reports related to Bayes linear risk assessment.

		1135		550000		550000				This Case Study illustrates how research has had a significant impact on the awareness and management of hydrogen hazards across the UK’s pre-eminent nuclear decommissioning and reprocessing organisation, Sellafield Ltd (formerly BNFL). It has enabled Sellafield to:     Underpin safety cases for nuclear decommissioning operations where mitigation of hydrogen explosions is essential; this is estimated to have saved Sellafield over £550 million;     Provide 100,000 man-hours of training/CPD on hydrogen hazards to Sellafield staff;     Access the science relating to hydrogen-air ignition probabilities and options for mitigating potential explosions;     Expand and update the Hydrogen Technical Guide and associated road map on hydrogen safety with the latest research findings;     Obtain continued expert advice to the Sellafield Hydrogen Working Party. In addition, LSBU has, since 2008, benefited from contract research from Sellafield valued at over £1 million.		Professor Philip Nolan (Professor of Chemical Engineering) together with members of the Explosion and Fire Research Team (EFRT) at London South Bank University (Dr P Holborn (Senior Research Fellow), Dr J Ingram (Senior Research Fellow), Dr P Battersby (Research Fellow) and Dr A Averill (Research Fellow)) have explored a wide range of phenomena relating to hydrogen generation and explosion mitigation since 1999 [1]. Apart from Battersby (commenced employment at LSBU in 2000), all other EFRT staff involved in this research were employed by LSBU before 1999 and are still LSBU employees. The research has been, and continues to be, funded by Sellafield Ltd (~£2M since 2000) who now also sponsor (£100k pa) the Team, and have awarded it Centre of Expertise status. The objective of the research was to develop a comprehensive Hydrogen Technical Guide (HTG) and an associated road map to identify and solve problems due to hydrogen generation across Sellafield’s nuclear decommissioning operations. To characterise the probability of ignition of hydrogen-air gas mixtures by mechanical stimuli, research employing a large number of experimental tests has been carried out [2] using (i) a drop- weight impact apparatus (2003-7), (ii) glancing angle impact tests using a double-pendulum apparatus (2007-9) and (iii) a pure friction force apparatus using hydraulic or pneumatic rams to push loads up to 1000 kg in mass across a target plate (2009-12). Theoretical analyses for both impact and frictional force ignition mechanisms have been successfully developed. Experiments employing a dynamic thermocouple have also been performed to characterise the surface temperature generated during a mechanical stimulus event [3] (2012-13). The results suggest that in any analysis of ignition probability the maximum surface temperature should be determined and considered in relation to the temperatures that would be required to initiate hot surface reactions sufficient to cause sparking and ignition. The research also:     Identified the crucial parameters that influence mechanical ignition;     Predicted the surface temperatures that could be generated by mechanical stimuli;     Related surface temperatures to ignition probability;     Demonstrated that ignition can occur at lower sliding velocities than previously thought. Early research into the mitigation of hydrogen explosions (2003-6) focused on establishing proof-  of-concept using water mist spray [4]. Subsequent experimental work has been performed (2007- 12) using both a laminar burning velocity apparatus and a small scale cylindrical explosion vessel, to investigate the usage of very fine water fog, nitrogen dilution and sodium hydroxide additives upon the mitigation of hydrogen deflagrations. The experiments were used to characterise (i) the inhibition of the flame burning velocity [5], (ii) the mitigation of the explosion overpressure [6] and (iii) the narrowing of the flammability limits of hydrogen-oxygen-mixtures, in terms of fog density, nitrogen dilution level and presence of additive [7]. Complementary research was also performed (2007-12) to model the effect of these mitigation measures upon the burning velocity, explosion overpressure and flammability limits of hydrogen mixtures and to investigate the potential for mitigation of explosion overpressure in a full scale plant silo ullage [8]. The research characterised the conditions required for effective mitigation of hydrogen-air explosions using water mist and demonstrated that:     water mist can significantly reduce the rate of pressure rise and peak explosion overpressure;     addition of sodium hydroxide to water fog produces an abrupt reduction in the burning velocity of hydrogen flames above a critical fog density;     a combination of water mist, nitrogen dilution and sodium hydroxide additive can significantly narrow the flammability limits of hydrogen-air mixtures.		[1] Kempsell ID, Wakem, MJ, Fairclough MP and Ingram JM. Hydrogen explosions – an example of hazard avoidance and control. In: Hazards XVI, Symposium Series No. 148, IChemE; pp. 523-540, 2001. [2] Jones S, Averill AF, Ingram JM, Holborn PG, Battersby P, Nolan PF, et al. Impact ignition of hydrogen-air mixtures. In: Hazards XIX, Symposium Series No. 151, IChemE; pp. 401-409, 2006 [3] Averill AF, Ingram JM, Battersby P, Holborn PG, Nolan PF. A fundamental study of the generation of interfacial temperatures with metal surfaces and coatings under conditions of sliding friction and mechanical impact. Part 1: thermal analysis and theoretical evaluation of surface temperature. Transactions of the Institute of Metal Finishing, 2013, 91, pp. 269-274. Doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1179/0020296713Z.000000000114 [4] Jones S, Averil AF, Ingram JM, Holborn PG, Battersby P, Nolan PF, et al. Mitigation of hydrogen-air explosions using fine water mist sprays. In: Hazards XIX, Symposium Series No. 151, IChemE; pp. 440-447, 2006. [5] Ingram JM, Averill AF, Battersby P, Holborn PG, Nolan PF. Suppression of hydrogen oxygen-nitrogen explosions by fine water mist: Part 1. Burning velocity. Int J Hydrogen Energy 2012, 37, 19250-57. Doi: 10.1016/j.ijhydene.2012.09.092 [6] Battersby P, Averill AF, Ingram JM, Holborn PG, Nolan PF. Suppression of hydrogen- oxygen-nitrogen explosions by fine water mist: Part 2. Mitigation of vented deflagrations. Int J Hydrogen Energy 2012, 37, 19258-67. Doi: 10.1016/j.ijhydene.2012.10.029 [7] Ingram JM, Averill AF, Battersby P, Holborn PG, Nolan PF. Suppression of hydrogen oxygen-nitrogen explosions by fine water mist containing sodium hydroxide additive. International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, 2013, 38, 8002-8010. Doi: 10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.04.048 [8] Holborn PG, Battersby P, Ingram JM, Averill AF, Nolan PF. Modelling the mitigation of a hydrogen deflagration in nuclear waste silo ullage with water fog. Process Safety and Environmental Protection, 2013, 91, 476-482. Doi: 10.1016/j.psep.2012.11.001		This case study illustrates how the research of the Explosion and Fire Research Team (EFRT) has benefitted the UK’s leading nuclear decommissioning and reprocessing company, Sellafield Ltd, through the provision of technical expertise and knowledge that has enabled the Company to manage effectively aspects of its decommissioning operations where potential hydrogen explosion hazards may exist.  Nuclear plants pose many challenges in relation to hydrogen safety. An uncontrolled release of hydrogen (generated through radiolysis and corrosion) in a plant enclosure with a suitable ignition source could result in an explosion with potential loss of human life, significant infrastructural damage and environmental impact due to radioactive contamination, for example, as occurred at Fukushima in 2012. In this context, Sellafield Ltd (formerly British Nuclear Fuels Ltd), the UK’s pre-eminent nuclear decommissioning and reprocessing company, approached the ERFT (1999) because of their modelling and experimental expertise in the area of Flammable Gas explosions. In recognition of the potential safety risks associated with hydrogen in its decommissioning and reprocessing operations, Sellafield established a Hydrogen Working Party in 1995 with overall responsibility for the technical guidance and advice on hydrogen safety matters to all Sellafield sites and its accountability to government regulatory agencies. The research of the EFRT has, and continues to make, a major contribution to the scientific understanding, direction and activities of the Hydrogen Working Party (HWP). The HWP has met over 100 times in total, including 34 times since 1 January 2008. It is made up of Sellafield plant safety and design managers and engineers with Professor Nolan and Dr Steve Graham (National Nuclear Laboratory) as the only two external members of the HWP. Nolan remains the only formal academic representative on the HWP, and other members of the EFRT attend on a regular basis to present on specific matters. In this context, EFRT staff were the primary authors of Sellafield’s Hydrogen Technical Guide (HTG), first issued in 2002, which continues to be expanded and updated on the basis of the latest research findings by the EFRT, for example, with a guide to the assessment of ignition probability carried out since 2008 [1-3]. The HTG remains the Company’s standard for the management of hydrogen safety and is applicable to all existing and new facilities. The HTG also provides the national regulator (Office for Nuclear Regulation) with the necessary assurances that Sellafield can manage its hydrogen safety affairs effectively and with confidence; even a minor incident can result in a plant shutdown with significant cost implications. Key areas of impact that EFRT staff have contributed to through their involvement with the HWP and the HTG since 2008, are:     Ignition and flammability research applied to Sellafield’s Magnox Swarf Storage Silo (MSSS) [4] retrieval project (2010): The EFRT research provided the HWP with greater understanding of (i) the effects of partial inerting/flammable limits on ignition; (ii) interpreting and applying international inerting standards to develop an operable ventilation design; (iii) mechanical ignition mechanisms and developing probability assessments; and (iv) hydrogen release and dispersion mechanisms from the waste in MSSS. The savings involved in installation and operating costs over the proposed fully inerted system and through an earlier start/quicker retrieval programme is estimated by Sellafield to be greater than £500 million [5].     Ignition probability applied to Sellafield’s Silo Direct Encapsulation Plant [6] (2010): The EFRT’s work provided a detailed understanding of all ignition mechanisms and developing probability assessment associated with this plant. The saving to the Company is estimated to be greater than £50 million through reduced engineering requirements [5].     Benefits to other projects since 2008, including: (i) the development of a safety case to allow the floc retrieval process to continue following submersible pump blockage; (ii) development of a safe method for sludge header closed pipe flange removal; (iii) a flask passive ventilation design; (iv) a hydrogen instruments engineering standard; (v) a strategy for sealed ion exchange cartridge hydrogen management, and (vi) allowing the feasibility of employing water mist explosion mitigation strategies on the MSSS plant to be evaluated [7]. Collectively, these projects are estimated to have saved Sellafield in excess of £100K through allowing alternative less costly options to be developed and justified [5].     The HTG is widely used internally within Sellafield Ltd, with approximately 60% of the 10,000 staff regularly referring to the Guide to successfully deliver work, including safety assessments, new engineering projects and project planning. The HTG has been used as  the core of over 100,000 man-hours training and CPD on hydrogen hazard since 2008 [5].     A senior member of the Flammable Gas Centre of Expertise at Sellafield Ltd referred to the HTG as “The Bible”, and has confirmed that the HTG has attracted interest from the Department of Energy in the US [8] where no equivalent exists [5]. The investment in contract research made by Sellafield in the above research carried out by the EFRT since 2008 has been just over £1M. In 2011, Sellafield selected and now sponsor the EFRT as its Centre for Expertise in Flammable Gases under a 5 year contract worth £500k. The EFRT also continue to receive contract research commissions from individual plants at Sellafield for specific issues.		[1] Wakem, M., Fairclough, M.P., Kempsell, I.D., Ingram, J.M., Hydrogen Technical Guide, E1.30 Issue 3, Sellafield Ltd, Nuclear Decommissioning Authority, September 2008 - (available on request from LSBU). - The Sellafield Ltd. Hydrogen Technical Guide. Note that this is designed to be used in conjunction with the “Hydrogen Hazards Handbook” which is comprised of 15 supporting documents (426 pages) primarily written by EFRT staff. [2] Averill A.F. Nolan P., Ingram J.M., Battersby P., Holborn P., A compendium of mechanical impact ignition results with an illustrative Bayesian Belief Network, Report to Sellafield Ltd. HWP(09)P107, February 2009 - (available on request from LSBU) - A compendium of EFRT mechanical ignition research data used to provide the basis for an ignition probability assessment method. [3] Ingram J.M., Thomas P.M., Assessment of ignition probability, S&ERM Technical Manual, E1.30 SD 10, July 2009 - (available on request from LSBU). - The Hydrogen Technical Guide Supporting Document describing the assessment of ignition probability and developed using EFRT research data. [4] Averill A.F., Mechanical ignition during waste retrieval in MSSS, Report to Sellafield, HWP(10) P128, March 2010 - (available on request from LSBU) - The application of the LSBU mechanical ignition assessment methodology to the Sellafield MSSS plant. [5] Report of independent consultants (The Innovation Partnership, 2013). Contact: Managing Director, The Innovation Partnership (tipl@innopartners.com) – Summarises and quantifies Sellafield’s views on the contribution and value of the EFRTs research to its operations and the management of hydrogen hazards. [6] Averill A.F., Ingram J.M., Initial assessment of ignition event probability during lidding of SDP boxes and storage in the buffer location. Report to Sellafield Ltd. HWP(10)P136, December 2010 - (available on request from LSBU) - The application of the LSBU mechanical ignition assessment methodology to the Sellafield SDP plant. [7] Fairclough, M.P., Hydrogen explosion overpressure trials strategy, Report RP/B38PLN- 3755/SAFE/00048, Sellafield Ltd. January 2009 - (available on request from LSBU). - Report outlining different hydrogen explosion mitigation strategies for use in MSSS. [8] Hydrogen Safety and Management Working Group – US Department of Energy (EFCOG SAWG) –  www.efcog.org/wg/sa_hsig/docs/Hydrogen%20safety%20initiative.pdf

		550		500400				300		Bishop and Danicic contributed to the development of novel spend analysis software. Launched in 2011 as a commercial service by KTP industrial partners @UK PLC, SpendInsight has been used by over 380 organisations, including Basingstoke and North Hampshire NHS Foundation Trust, which, alone, cut procurement spend by £300,000 via savings identified using SpendInsight. An analysis produced by SpendInsight for the National Audit Office identified gross inefficiencies in NHS procurement, yielding potential annual overall savings of at least £500 million. The findings of this report were discussed in parliament and changes to NHS purchasing policy were recommended as a result.		Danicic joined Goldsmiths in 2000 as a full-time lecturer and has since been promoted to Senior Lecturer and then Reader.  Bishop joined Goldsmiths in 2003 as a Reader and has been promoted to Professor. They have both been here full-time continuously. In 2006, Goldsmiths and Reading University began working with an SME called @UK on three related Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) projects. Goldsmiths’ contribution was principally through one of these led by Bishop and Danicic (KTP 1575, 19/07/06 – 31/08/09). The research, which led to the development of the SpendInsight spend analysis system, focused on a central – ontological – problem: how to recognise as the same, entities specified in different ways (for example, how to identify ‘BD Plasticpak 50ml syringes’ as equivalent to ‘50 millilitre B D Plasticpak syringe’. The Goldsmiths contribution drew on two long-established departmental research themes: ‘machine understanding’ and ‘formal semantics’. Bishop has been working on the foundations of machine understanding for many years; his 2002 OUP text, Views into the Chinese room,[3] is one of the definitive texts in the field.   He is still extremely active in the subject: for example, he recently extended Searle’s Chinese room argument from its original, rule-based script systems configuration to one that takes into account the most recent advances in “Quantum linguistics” [4]. This research, stemming from the critique of formal systems and exploring the links between syntax and semantics, informs the work of SpendInsight in its application to the language-understanding problems of: data re-structuring, de-duplication and product classification [1,2]:   Data re-structuring is the problem of taking incomplete differently structured data from many different sources and automatically converting them all into objects of the same well-defined structured schema. The work also draws on Danicic’s work on formal semantics: re-structuring syntactically different, yet equivalent, structured schemas [5].    De-duplication  is  the  problem  of  deciding  when  apparently  different  entities  [in  the  core ‘knowledge structure’] are actually different representations of an ‘equivalent entity’. Equivalent entities, although syntactically different, often match the same pattern. Our constructivist approach to this problem, instantiated by a rule-engine in which all rules are applied iteratively until the system stabilises, results in sequentially `cleansed views' of the core knowledge structure (see [1] and [2]). This novel approach grew from discussion of Danicic’s work on the detection of ‘equivalent mutants’ (structures with small syntactic differences; similar to those occurring in the ‘knowledge structure’) [6] that reported research that was developed in an EPSRC grant (Linear Schemas for Program Dependence EP/E002919/1).    Product  Classification  denotes  the  following  problem:  from  a  large  set  of  purely  textual descriptions of products and the structured data above, we need to find which products could be classed as 'alternatives', i.e. those which are 'semantically equivalent’ (the semantic equivalence : GOLDSMITHS - SpendInsight of ‘syntactically distinct objects’ forming the underlying abstraction outlined in [1]). A novel combination of the ‘Decision Tree’ and ‘Bayesian classifier’ algorithms was introduced to solve this classification problem [2]. The textual descriptions for each product are reduced to a “bag of words” and a set of manually classified training data is used to calculate the conditional probability of a word belonging to (a product in) each class.		The international quality of the research is evidenced by publication in selective peer-reviewed journals [1,4,5,6] and publications by respected publishers such as OUP [3]. 1. Roberts P, Mitchell RJ, Ruiz V, Bishop JM (2012) Classification in E-Procurement.  Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Cybernetic Intelligent Systems (Limerick Ireland); extended version accepted for publication in the International Journal of Applied Pattern Recognition. [Available on request from the Research Office] 2. Barraclough R, Bishop JM, Danicic S, Nasuto S, Mitchell R (2012) SpendInsight: Some remarks on deploying an intelligent spend-analysis system. Proceedings of the AISB/IACAP World Congress in honour of Alan Turing, pp. 1-6.  Birmingham, UK. [Available on request from the research office] 3. Preston J, Bishop JM (2002) Views into the Chinese room. Oxford University Press.  ISBN-13: 978-0199252770. [Available on request from the Research Office] 4. Bishop JM, Nasuto SJ, Coecke B (2013) ‘Quantum linguistics’ and Searle’s Chinese room argument. Studies in Applied Philosophical, Epistemological & Rational Ethics, 5:17-28, Springer. [Available on request from the Research Office] 5. Danicic S, Harman M, Hierons RH, Howroyd J, Laurence M (2007)  Equivalence of linear, free, liberal, structured program schemas is decidable in polynomial time. Journal of Theoretical Computer Science, 373: 1-18.  DOI: 10.1093/logcom/14.2.325. 6. Hierons RH, Harman M, Danicic S (1999) Using program slicing to assist in the detection of equivalent mutants. Journal of Software Testing, Verification and Reliability, 9(4): 233-262.  DOI 10.1.1.26.465		a) SPENDINSIGHT SpendInsight has had far-reaching and substantial impact on both society and the economy. The societal impact:     SpendInsight was used [1] to produce the data for a National Audit Office (NAO) report [2] highlighting gross inefficiencies in NHS procurement.     The  NAO  report  was  discussed  by  parliamentary  committee  [3],  which  recommended changes in Government health policy.    SpendInsight technology was subsequently used to develop GreenInsight - a system to measure an organisations carbon footprint, reveal which suppliers and goods contribute most to this footprint, and to help create an organisation’s carbon reduction plan [4]. : GOLDSMITHS - SpendInsight The economic impact:     SpendInsight has produced significant savings for a number of health Trusts.     SpendInsight  is  listed on the Government’s Procurement  Service, a service aiming  to increase financial efficiency across the whole UK Public Sector [7].     SpendInsight technology has been licenced by VISA inc. and Tungsten Corporation resulting in an immediate 500% increase in the value of @UK [10].     SpendInsight   technology   has   been   licensed   to   Tungsten   Corporation   significantly contributing to their recent over-subscribed launch on AIM of £233million.     Following the project, @UK hired the three KTP associates as permanent employees. The 2011 investigation into the procurement of consumables by the NHS by the National Audit Office revealed huge inefficiencies in NHS trusts’ procurement [2]. The task of a carrying out quantitative analysis of data for this was undertaken by @UK PLC using SpendInsight [1]. The findings were published in a 33-page NAO report in February 2011 [2] which identified that: “If hospital trusts were to amalgamate small, ad-hoc orders into larger, less frequent ones, rationalise and standardise product choices and strike committed volume deals across multiple trusts, they could make overall savings of at least £500 million, around 10 per cent of the total NHS consumables expenditure of £4.6 billion.” This report was discussed by the House of Commons Committee of Public Accounts in May 2011 [3] which concluded that the Department of Health should require all NHS purchasers and suppliers to make use of a standard, comprehensive product bar-coding system so that price comparisons can easily be made and savings opportunities identified; purchasers must ensure that product bar- coding is in place by April 2014. The NAO report featured strongly in BBC news [8] and subsequently led to an investigation into health procurement by the BBC radio programme File On 4 [9], an investigation which focused on the political impact of the report and concluded that – in contrast to Conservative party manifesto policy (decentralising budget-holding and commissioning responsibilities to GPs) - money could be saved “if only trusts could get their act together”. SpendInsight has so far been used to perform spend analysis for 382 different organisations. Although the data are normally confidential, a number have publicly reported savings: these include the Basingstoke and North Hampshire NHS Foundation Trust (£300,000) [5] and the Royal Berkshire NHS Foundation Trust (£100,000) [6]. SpendInsight is listed on the Government’s ‘Procurement Service’; an agency of the Cabinet Office supporting procurement across the Public Sector, aiming to increase operational and financial efficiency. Thus SpendInsight is available on a ‘national framework contract’, making it possible for Public Sector organisations to use the service very easily [7]. The market capitalisation of @UK PLC increased substantially after it announced that, together with Visa Inc., it was rolling out its CloudBuy platform across Asia Pacific using SpendInsight technology to create ‘the region’s first business-to-business integrated e-marketplace solution’. Another recent development of SpendInsight technology has seen Tungsten Corporation sign a five- year license for the SpendInsight software; the unique ability of this technology to analyse client spend data at the ‘line item level’ is central to their corporate vision. On October 16th 2013 Tungsten floated  on  AIM,  the  largest  floatation  on  AIM  since  2008,  closing  substantially  over  offer  at £233million [10]. b)   GREENINSIGHT In September 2011 the NHS announced that it would work with @UK PLC on a project using @UK PLC.’s core SpendInsight technology, to develop GreenInsight - a system to measure NHS carbon footprint, reveal which NHS suppliers and goods contribute most to this footprint, and to create a : GOLDSMITHS - SpendInsight NHS carbon reduction plan. GreenInsight’s   significance   has   been  recognised   among   leading  organisations   promoting sustainability. Its official launch (on 7th October 2010) was attended by Richard Benyon, Minister for the Natural Environment and Fisheries, and included a presentation from a member of Prince Charles's Accounting for Sustainability project..  When the GreenInsight data-format, Green-XML, was subsequently launched on 15th November 2011 there was a video message from the HRH Prince of Wales, an introduction from the RSA’s Chief Executive, and a presentation from the CEO of the worldwide benchmark emissions reporting programme, the Carbon Disclosure Project [10].		All the materials listed below are available on request, in hard or electronic format, from Goldsmiths Research Office. 1.   Professional  Outsourcing  Magazine  (highlighting  that  SpendInsight  software  was  used  to compile the NAO report:  NHS procurement needs improving. (http://professionaloutsourcingmagazine.net/news/nao-nhs-procurement-needs-improving) 2.  ‘The Procurement of consumables by NHS acute and Foundation trusts, Executive Report by the Comptroller and Auditor General of the National Audit Office, published 2 February 2011. ISBN: 9780102969467 (http://www.nao.org.uk/report/the-procurement-of-consumables-by-nhs-acute-and-foundation- trusts/) 3.   House of Commons Committee of Public Accounts, Formal Minutes Session 2010–12 (http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201012/cmselect/cmpubacc/875/875.pdf) 4.  The launch of GreenInsight and Green-XML £300,000 savings realised by Basingstoke and North Hampshire NHS Foundation Trust (registration required to view): Procurement in NHS Trusts is "poor value for money" says NAO report. (http://www.uk-plc.net/green-marketplace-launch-7th-october.html) (http://www.publictechnology.net/sector/nhs-health/procurement-nhs-trusts-poor-value-money- says-nao-report) 5.    £100,000 savings realised by Royal Berkshire NHS Foundation Trust (http://assets- production.govstore.service.gov.uk/Giii%20Attachments/@UK%20PLC/Bids/SpendInsight%20 Royal%20Berkshire%20NHS%20Foundation%20Trust%20Case%20Study.pdf) 7.    Link to @UK PLC featured on Government Buying Solutions website: Government     Procurement Service website. (http://www.buyingsolutions.gov.uk/catalogue/service.html?supplier_id=910&contract_id=707) 8.   BBC News Health (http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-12338984) 9.    File on 4 Report (discussing impact of NAO report) (http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b0150phx) 10. The SpendInsight Project (http://sebastian.doc.gold.ac.uk/spendinsight/) : GOLDSMITHS - Winkball

		550		500400				500000		Bishop and Danicic contributed to the development of novel spend analysis software. Launched in 2011 as a commercial service by KTP industrial partners @UK PLC, SpendInsight has been used by over 380 organisations, including Basingstoke and North Hampshire NHS Foundation Trust, which, alone, cut procurement spend by £300,000 via savings identified using SpendInsight. An analysis produced by SpendInsight for the National Audit Office identified gross inefficiencies in NHS procurement, yielding potential annual overall savings of at least £500 million. The findings of this report were discussed in parliament and changes to NHS purchasing policy were recommended as a result.		Danicic joined Goldsmiths in 2000 as a full-time lecturer and has since been promoted to Senior Lecturer and then Reader.  Bishop joined Goldsmiths in 2003 as a Reader and has been promoted to Professor. They have both been here full-time continuously. In 2006, Goldsmiths and Reading University began working with an SME called @UK on three related Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) projects. Goldsmiths’ contribution was principally through one of these led by Bishop and Danicic (KTP 1575, 19/07/06 – 31/08/09). The research, which led to the development of the SpendInsight spend analysis system, focused on a central – ontological – problem: how to recognise as the same, entities specified in different ways (for example, how to identify ‘BD Plasticpak 50ml syringes’ as equivalent to ‘50 millilitre B D Plasticpak syringe’. The Goldsmiths contribution drew on two long-established departmental research themes: ‘machine understanding’ and ‘formal semantics’. Bishop has been working on the foundations of machine understanding for many years; his 2002 OUP text, Views into the Chinese room,[3] is one of the definitive texts in the field.   He is still extremely active in the subject: for example, he recently extended Searle’s Chinese room argument from its original, rule-based script systems configuration to one that takes into account the most recent advances in “Quantum linguistics” [4]. This research, stemming from the critique of formal systems and exploring the links between syntax and semantics, informs the work of SpendInsight in its application to the language-understanding problems of: data re-structuring, de-duplication and product classification [1,2]:   Data re-structuring is the problem of taking incomplete differently structured data from many different sources and automatically converting them all into objects of the same well-defined structured schema. The work also draws on Danicic’s work on formal semantics: re-structuring syntactically different, yet equivalent, structured schemas [5].    De-duplication  is  the  problem  of  deciding  when  apparently  different  entities  [in  the  core ‘knowledge structure’] are actually different representations of an ‘equivalent entity’. Equivalent entities, although syntactically different, often match the same pattern. Our constructivist approach to this problem, instantiated by a rule-engine in which all rules are applied iteratively until the system stabilises, results in sequentially `cleansed views' of the core knowledge structure (see [1] and [2]). This novel approach grew from discussion of Danicic’s work on the detection of ‘equivalent mutants’ (structures with small syntactic differences; similar to those occurring in the ‘knowledge structure’) [6] that reported research that was developed in an EPSRC grant (Linear Schemas for Program Dependence EP/E002919/1).    Product  Classification  denotes  the  following  problem:  from  a  large  set  of  purely  textual descriptions of products and the structured data above, we need to find which products could be classed as 'alternatives', i.e. those which are 'semantically equivalent’ (the semantic equivalence : GOLDSMITHS - SpendInsight of ‘syntactically distinct objects’ forming the underlying abstraction outlined in [1]). A novel combination of the ‘Decision Tree’ and ‘Bayesian classifier’ algorithms was introduced to solve this classification problem [2]. The textual descriptions for each product are reduced to a “bag of words” and a set of manually classified training data is used to calculate the conditional probability of a word belonging to (a product in) each class.		The international quality of the research is evidenced by publication in selective peer-reviewed journals [1,4,5,6] and publications by respected publishers such as OUP [3]. 1. Roberts P, Mitchell RJ, Ruiz V, Bishop JM (2012) Classification in E-Procurement.  Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Cybernetic Intelligent Systems (Limerick Ireland); extended version accepted for publication in the International Journal of Applied Pattern Recognition. [Available on request from the Research Office] 2. Barraclough R, Bishop JM, Danicic S, Nasuto S, Mitchell R (2012) SpendInsight: Some remarks on deploying an intelligent spend-analysis system. Proceedings of the AISB/IACAP World Congress in honour of Alan Turing, pp. 1-6.  Birmingham, UK. [Available on request from the research office] 3. Preston J, Bishop JM (2002) Views into the Chinese room. Oxford University Press.  ISBN-13: 978-0199252770. [Available on request from the Research Office] 4. Bishop JM, Nasuto SJ, Coecke B (2013) ‘Quantum linguistics’ and Searle’s Chinese room argument. Studies in Applied Philosophical, Epistemological & Rational Ethics, 5:17-28, Springer. [Available on request from the Research Office] 5. Danicic S, Harman M, Hierons RH, Howroyd J, Laurence M (2007)  Equivalence of linear, free, liberal, structured program schemas is decidable in polynomial time. Journal of Theoretical Computer Science, 373: 1-18.  DOI: 10.1093/logcom/14.2.325. 6. Hierons RH, Harman M, Danicic S (1999) Using program slicing to assist in the detection of equivalent mutants. Journal of Software Testing, Verification and Reliability, 9(4): 233-262.  DOI 10.1.1.26.465		a) SPENDINSIGHT SpendInsight has had far-reaching and substantial impact on both society and the economy. The societal impact:     SpendInsight was used [1] to produce the data for a National Audit Office (NAO) report [2] highlighting gross inefficiencies in NHS procurement.     The  NAO  report  was  discussed  by  parliamentary  committee  [3],  which  recommended changes in Government health policy.    SpendInsight technology was subsequently used to develop GreenInsight - a system to measure an organisations carbon footprint, reveal which suppliers and goods contribute most to this footprint, and to help create an organisation’s carbon reduction plan [4]. : GOLDSMITHS - SpendInsight The economic impact:     SpendInsight has produced significant savings for a number of health Trusts.     SpendInsight  is  listed on the Government’s Procurement  Service, a service aiming  to increase financial efficiency across the whole UK Public Sector [7].     SpendInsight technology has been licenced by VISA inc. and Tungsten Corporation resulting in an immediate 500% increase in the value of @UK [10].     SpendInsight   technology   has   been   licensed   to   Tungsten   Corporation   significantly contributing to their recent over-subscribed launch on AIM of £233million.     Following the project, @UK hired the three KTP associates as permanent employees. The 2011 investigation into the procurement of consumables by the NHS by the National Audit Office revealed huge inefficiencies in NHS trusts’ procurement [2]. The task of a carrying out quantitative analysis of data for this was undertaken by @UK PLC using SpendInsight [1]. The findings were published in a 33-page NAO report in February 2011 [2] which identified that: “If hospital trusts were to amalgamate small, ad-hoc orders into larger, less frequent ones, rationalise and standardise product choices and strike committed volume deals across multiple trusts, they could make overall savings of at least £500 million, around 10 per cent of the total NHS consumables expenditure of £4.6 billion.” This report was discussed by the House of Commons Committee of Public Accounts in May 2011 [3] which concluded that the Department of Health should require all NHS purchasers and suppliers to make use of a standard, comprehensive product bar-coding system so that price comparisons can easily be made and savings opportunities identified; purchasers must ensure that product bar- coding is in place by April 2014. The NAO report featured strongly in BBC news [8] and subsequently led to an investigation into health procurement by the BBC radio programme File On 4 [9], an investigation which focused on the political impact of the report and concluded that – in contrast to Conservative party manifesto policy (decentralising budget-holding and commissioning responsibilities to GPs) - money could be saved “if only trusts could get their act together”. SpendInsight has so far been used to perform spend analysis for 382 different organisations. Although the data are normally confidential, a number have publicly reported savings: these include the Basingstoke and North Hampshire NHS Foundation Trust (£300,000) [5] and the Royal Berkshire NHS Foundation Trust (£100,000) [6]. SpendInsight is listed on the Government’s ‘Procurement Service’; an agency of the Cabinet Office supporting procurement across the Public Sector, aiming to increase operational and financial efficiency. Thus SpendInsight is available on a ‘national framework contract’, making it possible for Public Sector organisations to use the service very easily [7]. The market capitalisation of @UK PLC increased substantially after it announced that, together with Visa Inc., it was rolling out its CloudBuy platform across Asia Pacific using SpendInsight technology to create ‘the region’s first business-to-business integrated e-marketplace solution’. Another recent development of SpendInsight technology has seen Tungsten Corporation sign a five- year license for the SpendInsight software; the unique ability of this technology to analyse client spend data at the ‘line item level’ is central to their corporate vision. On October 16th 2013 Tungsten floated  on  AIM,  the  largest  floatation  on  AIM  since  2008,  closing  substantially  over  offer  at £233million [10]. b)   GREENINSIGHT In September 2011 the NHS announced that it would work with @UK PLC on a project using @UK PLC.’s core SpendInsight technology, to develop GreenInsight - a system to measure NHS carbon footprint, reveal which NHS suppliers and goods contribute most to this footprint, and to create a : GOLDSMITHS - SpendInsight NHS carbon reduction plan. GreenInsight’s   significance   has   been  recognised   among   leading  organisations   promoting sustainability. Its official launch (on 7th October 2010) was attended by Richard Benyon, Minister for the Natural Environment and Fisheries, and included a presentation from a member of Prince Charles's Accounting for Sustainability project..  When the GreenInsight data-format, Green-XML, was subsequently launched on 15th November 2011 there was a video message from the HRH Prince of Wales, an introduction from the RSA’s Chief Executive, and a presentation from the CEO of the worldwide benchmark emissions reporting programme, the Carbon Disclosure Project [10].		All the materials listed below are available on request, in hard or electronic format, from Goldsmiths Research Office. 1.   Professional  Outsourcing  Magazine  (highlighting  that  SpendInsight  software  was  used  to compile the NAO report:  NHS procurement needs improving. (http://professionaloutsourcingmagazine.net/news/nao-nhs-procurement-needs-improving) 2.  ‘The Procurement of consumables by NHS acute and Foundation trusts, Executive Report by the Comptroller and Auditor General of the National Audit Office, published 2 February 2011. ISBN: 9780102969467 (http://www.nao.org.uk/report/the-procurement-of-consumables-by-nhs-acute-and-foundation- trusts/) 3.   House of Commons Committee of Public Accounts, Formal Minutes Session 2010–12 (http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201012/cmselect/cmpubacc/875/875.pdf) 4.  The launch of GreenInsight and Green-XML £300,000 savings realised by Basingstoke and North Hampshire NHS Foundation Trust (registration required to view): Procurement in NHS Trusts is "poor value for money" says NAO report. (http://www.uk-plc.net/green-marketplace-launch-7th-october.html) (http://www.publictechnology.net/sector/nhs-health/procurement-nhs-trusts-poor-value-money- says-nao-report) 5.    £100,000 savings realised by Royal Berkshire NHS Foundation Trust (http://assets- production.govstore.service.gov.uk/Giii%20Attachments/@UK%20PLC/Bids/SpendInsight%20 Royal%20Berkshire%20NHS%20Foundation%20Trust%20Case%20Study.pdf) 7.    Link to @UK PLC featured on Government Buying Solutions website: Government     Procurement Service website. (http://www.buyingsolutions.gov.uk/catalogue/service.html?supplier_id=910&contract_id=707) 8.   BBC News Health (http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-12338984) 9.    File on 4 Report (discussing impact of NAO report) (http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b0150phx) 10. The SpendInsight Project (http://sebastian.doc.gold.ac.uk/spendinsight/) : GOLDSMITHS - Winkball
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		904		400000		100000				Rolls-Royce has been able to reduce manufacturing scrap rates significantly, better control the single crystal growth process for nickel superalloy blades and more confidently understand production issues in Ti blades. The lower bound saving for the Imperial contribution to the work is estimated at £100M p.a.  This has contributed to the production of a jet engine with better fuel efficiency, increased cost effectiveness due to lower scrap rate and improved time on wing for fleets in service. Jet engine modifications account for over half the fuel efficiency improvements in modern aircraft, with the industry accounting for a large share of UK visible exports. Improvements in gas turbine technology offer jet fuel (cost and CO2) savings and support UK employment. Titanium alloys in the cooler sections and nickel alloys in the hot sections are the subject of this case study. The engines consist of Ti or Ni alloy discs attached to a series of shafts which are turned by aerofoils (blades) in the gas stream. Incoming air is accelerated by the fan section then compressed, mixed with fuel and burned, with the energy then being extracted by the turbine. Turbine blades operate in a gas stream at 1800+ K, 200 K greater than the alloy melting point, and extract up to 700 kW per blade to power the fan and compressor.  Each disc holds around 60 blades, with around 9 turbine stages in a large engine. In titanium, failure of a fan blade or multiple blades is extremely costly (£5M per event) and of course poses safety issues.  Research in the Department has focussed on a) predicting the microstructure of nickel superalloys and b) understanding defect formation in titanium and superalloys.		The Department of Materials at Imperial College London carries out a large body of research in the area of solidification and microstructural analysis of alloys. The specific research insights that have had significant impacts on the science and technology of jet engines are as follows. 1.  Predicting the microstructure of nickel superalloy blades: porosity, grain orientation and the effect on creep With the support of an EPSRC Grant GR/L05433/01 (Dec 1996-Sept 2000) Dr Shollock and Professor McLean investigated the effects of well-controlled directional solidification conditions on the microstructures of nickel-base superalloys. The combination of controlled directional solidification and detailed crystallographic characterisation provided the most comprehensive information at that time on the correlation of solidification conditions with microstructure. Specifically it was found that:     increasing the solid-liquid interface allowed better grain orientation control,     stability of grains depended on their orientation and     minor differences in alloy composition can affect the stabilisation of grains [1]. In follow-on work in 2002/3, led by Professors McLean with Lee and supported by Rolls Royce, Special Metals Wiggin and Wyman-Gordon, a combined cellular automaton-finite difference (CA- FD) model was developed to simulate the solidification process.  It was found that for nickel superalloys the dendrite spacing selection (achieved by branching and dendrite competition) exhibited hysteresis. It was found that perturbation of the growth velocity affects both the primary dendrite arm spacing and tip undercooling - the primary dendrite arm spacing has a much narrower distribution after perturbation. The upper limit of the distribution of primary dendrite arm spacing is about twice the lower limit. Thus, the primary spacing was found to be dependent not only on the current growth conditions, but also on the way in which those conditions were reached [2]. These research findings were successful in allowing model-based casting design to be employed, so as to minimise stray grain formation and to control primary and secondary orientation in single  crystal castings. Extension of this work was carried out with EPSRC grant EP/R78992/019 (Oct2002-Mar2006) led by Professor Lee and Dr Dye, which introduced a methodology (weighted interval rank sort) that allowed the spatial variation of composition (microsegregation) to be more accurately estimated [3]. In linked work Professor Lee also determined that porosity was a major crack initiator and large pores close to the surface played an important role determining the fatigue life of cast components. It was established that the average size of pores as well as their spatial and size distribution in a component are also important. A statistical model was developed which successfully predicted fatigue life due to porosity population [4]. In 2006 research resumed on creep in superalloys, based on the historical activity in this area by Professor McLean, using support from an EPSRC platform grant, GR/T26344/01 (Feb 2005- Jan2010) and a further grant, EP/C536312/1 (Oct 2005- 2009). Of specific relevance is the development of a truly physically-based model by Dr Dye allowing the features of superalloy creep to be recovered i.e. dependence upon microstructure and its scale, effect of lattice misfit, internal stress relaxation, incubation phenomena and the interrelationship of tertiary and primary creep, and vacancy condensation leading to damage accumulation. The model provided predictive capability of the microstructural factors accounting for creep. 2.  FIB-SIMs, O interstitials and degradation of alloys Dr Shollock developed a combination of O isotope exchange, focussed ion beam milling and secondary isotope mass spectrometry (FIB-SIMS) in the late 90s, primarily to develop insight into the oxidation mechanisms of nickel superalloys [5][6]. This allowed depth profiling of O at the nanoscale, elucidating the mechanisms by which multi-layer and multi-phase oxide scales grow, in what order and understanding which are truly protective. In addition insight was gained into the formation processes of the brittle intermetallics in the secondary reaction zone and the porosity (vacancy accumulation) at the interfaces. More recently, this has been extended to the use of FIB- SIMS to measure and quantify interstitial concentration profiles in titanium alloys, in a PhD thesis published in 2013 “Controlling the interstitial element concentration in Ti-6Al-4V using Calciothermic Reduction” by Moorhouse (supervised by Dr Shollock). It was determined that with careful selection of the FIB-SIMS parameters one could correctly quantify the interstitial concentrations in titanium alloys and obtain oxygen concentration profiles.		3.  References to the research * References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. 1.   *N D'Souza, MG Ardakani, M McLean and BA Shollock, Directional and single-crystal solidification of Ni-base superalloys: Part I. The role of curved isotherms on grain selection, Metall Mater Trans A  31(11):2877-2886, 2000.  DOI: 10.1007/BF02830351. 2.   *W Wang, PD Lee and M McLean, A model of solidification microstructures in nickel-based superalloys: predicting primary dendrite spacing selection, Acta Mater, 51(10):2971--2987, 2003,  DOI: 10.1016/S1359-6454(03)00110-1. 3.   M Ganesan, D Dye and PD Lee, A technique for characterizing microsegregation in multicomponent alloys and its application to single-crystal superalloy castings, Metall Mater Trans A, 36(8):2191-2204, 2005.  DOI: 10.1007/s11661-005-0338-2. 4.   *JZ Yi, Y.X Gao, PD Lee, HM Flower and TC Lindley, Scatter in fatigue life due to effects of porosity in cast A356-T6 aluminum-silicon alloys. Metall Mater Trans A 34(9):1879-1890, 2003.  DOI: 10.1007/s11661-003-0153-6. 5.   D Garriga-Majo, BA Shollock, DS McPhail, RJ Chater, JF Walker, Novel strategies for evaluating the degradation of protective coatings on superalloys. Int J Inorg Mater, 1(5-6):325- 336, 1999.    DOI: 10.1016/S1466-6049(99)00047-1. 6.   AA Alibhai, RJ Chater, DS McPhail, BA Shollock, Use of isotropic tracers and SIMS analysis for evaluating the oxidation behaviour of protective coatings on nickel based superalloys. Appl. Surf. Sci., 203:630-633, 2003.  DOI: 10.1016/S0169-4332(02)00780-8.		4.  Details of the impact UK based Rolls-Royce Holdings Plc is the world’s second-largest manufacturer of jet engines in wide body civil aircraft [A], in competition with the largest industrial company in the world and US defence contractor, GE. It is the only non-US based company with significant operations in this  sector and employs 42,800 people worldwide with 22,800 based in the UK [B]. Manufacture of civil aerospace jet engines generated revenue of £6,437M in 2012 with £727M of underlying profit for Rolls-Royce [B]. Rolls-Royce is one of the UK’s largest manufacturing exporters, with 75% of its revenue coming from overseas [C].  Rolls-Royce, unsurprisingly, wish to retain competitive advantage, hence their interest in research that will a) reduce the probability of blade failure and b) allow a 10K higher operating temperature that saves fuel and reduces emissions.  The impact of our research lies in two key areas: 1.  The microstructure of nickel superalloys: casting, porosity, grain orientation and creep prediction Nickel superalloys are used in the manufacture of jet engines blades due to their excellent mechanical strength and resistance to creep (tendency for solids to slowly move or deform under stress) at high temperatures; good surface stability; and corrosion and oxidation resistance. Optimising these properties via composition or manufacturing process is key to the successful manufacture and sale of jet engines and to the continual improvement of fuel efficiency in aircraft. Because of the significant fuel cost and CO2 savings realised, they are replaced every 10,000 h (around every 2 years). Relatively high volume manufacturing of these blades is therefore essential and the cost of manufacture has a significant impact on airline service costs and aero engine manufacturer profitability. The optimisation of properties is achieved through the reduction or elimination of crystal grain boundaries (i.e. single crystal growth) and the appropriate selection of the grain orientation to reduce deformation (creep) from the centrifugal stresses in the engine. This is exactly what the research insights outlined in section 2 allows one to control. The FIB-SIMS work has also been helpful in understanding the mechanisms of high temperature oxidation of the melt and its interaction with the mould wall. This has enabled casting surface scale to be tackled, allowing larger single crystal castings to be used in new engines at an economically acceptable cost without suffering from excessive scrap rates. The FIB-SIMS technique development has also enabled the role of Y in bond coats to be quantified in follow-up work at Imperial. These are the interlayers that act as Al reservoirs and diffusion barriers between the metallic blade and the insulating ceramic thermal barrier coatings. This has enabled improved PtAl-based bond costs to be implemented in production, enabling further life/ temperature improvements to be achieved. A Materials Technologist at Rolls-Royce Plc notes: ”the research collaboratively with Imperial College addressed the mechanism for the formation of stray grains … [and] was instrumental in the design of a novel grain selector that successfully enables the “filtering” of these stray grains and ensuring casting conformance. This has resulted in publications in peer reviewed journals…as well as two granted patents for the grain selector….The collaboration with Imperial College has been important in identifying the role of the as-cast oxide that forms during solidification and that plays a crucial role during solutioning.” [D]. Quantitative Estimate of the impact Scrap rates in the production of these type of blades due to non-conformance in 1993 were ~50% and are now reduced to ~10%. This improvement leads to a ~£300m/yr savings in waste material and processing (based on a cost per blade of £100 and typical production rates). A lower bound on Imperial’s contribution to this of 5% gives a saving of >£100m over the last decade attributable to the casting research. The ability to grow single crystals with an improved yield made it economically feasible to manufacture larger single crystal castings, leading to the ability to raise turbine entry temperatures, which impacts on fuel burn and consequently fuel cost and CO2 emissions, improving competitiveness. A 10K increase in temperature capability equates to about 0.5% increase in fuel efficiency.  A Rolls Royce specialist in nickel alloys notes that: “It has been estimated that an increase in compressor discharge temperature of 30C produces 0.3% less specific fuel consumption per engine. For a large twin engine aircraft flying from London to New York, a 0.3% SFC equates to a 700kg reduction in fuel consumption, which translates to a reduction of ~2.25tonnes of CO2 emissions per flight. ” [E] The 2012 estimated fuel costs of the airline industry were $210bn, and as Rolls-Royce has ~40% of the market their increased temperature capability allows a saving of $420m/year in fuel, or 2.6 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent. This reduction in running costs makes Rolls-Royce engines  attractive to airlines and has allowed the company to grow its market share. The improvement in 10K material capability and the subsequent saving of $420m/yr can be assigned to developments across Ni superalloy research. The importance of this improved casting process has had a significant impact on the fortunes of Rolls-Royce Plc - this was highlighted in an Economist article on April 21st 2012, which states: “But some things are not for sharing because they are too important to preserve a product's competitive advantage. For Rolls-Royce, turbine blades are one of those key technologies. The magic that creates them depends on a deep understanding of materials science and production technology. When metals solidify after casting they normally contain lots of microscopic crystals. That would still leave them strong enough for most things, but it is a potential weakness in a turbine blade. So Rolls-Royce uses a unique system which casts the blade in a nickel-based super-alloy with a continuous and unbroken crystalline structure. This ensures there will be no structural defects.” [F] 2.  FIB SIMs: O interstitials in titanium The compressor and fan blades of a jet engine are made of titanium alloys because of their superior density-normalised fatigue strength.  Hollow fan blades are made by diffusion bonding and vacuum brazing processes that can be difficult to control. As near-final manufacturing processes they are impossible to non-destructively inspect and therefore any variability must be tightly controlled. This has been enabled by the techniques developed by Shollock and used by Dye to understand and help improve the production process. A Rolls-Royce Fellow provides details of fuel consumption savings and CO2 emissions and explains how oxygen diffusion measurements and the development of an algorithm to predict the thickness of oxidation damage as a function of time and temperature were “beneficial to Rolls-Royce plc.” “The use of FIB SIMS depth profiling of interstitials in „good‟ and „bad‟ microstructures enabled the root cause for variability in the manufacturing process to be defined as nucleation driven from surface topography rather than via a chemistry change. … Whilst the benefit associated with this work is difficult to quantify in direct financial terms, the manufacturing changes are being implemented in order to reduce the probability of fan blade failures in service. The direct cost to the company is ~£5M per failure event.”[G]		5.  Sources to corroborate the impact A.   Corroboration of Rolls Royce’s position in jet engine market – http://www.marketwatch.com/story/rolls-royce-raises-dividend-8-after-profit-rise-2011-07-28 (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/wvf) B.   2012 Annual Report of Rolls-Royce Holdings plc. Corroboration of employees - page 34; corroboration of civil aerospace profits -  page 2 http://www.rolls- royce.com/Images/rolls_royce_annual_report_2012_tcm92-44211.pdf  Archived  here on 41575 C.   Corroboration of level of Rolls Royce exports from the UK  http://www.rolls- royce.com/careers/working_for_us/our_locations/united_kingdom/ (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/j8f  ) D.   Materials Technologist, Rolls-Royce  to corroboration the changes to casting process and Imperial input: Private email communication 5 June 2013. E.   Rolls Royce corporate specialist in nickel alloys will corroborate the estimation of fuel saving and CO2 emission. F.   Corroboration of the importance of the casting process: “Forging ahead- Manufacturers are increasingly working with new, game-changing ingredients” The Economist” Apr 21st 2012 http://www.economist.com/node/21552895?zid=293&ah=e50f636873b42369614615ba3c16df 4a (Archived at  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/dwf) G.   Rolls-Royce Fellow to corroborate that the work at Imperial enabled improved durability Private email communication from. 17 May 2013.

		904		400000		300000				Rolls-Royce has been able to reduce manufacturing scrap rates significantly, better control the single crystal growth process for nickel superalloy blades and more confidently understand production issues in Ti blades. The lower bound saving for the Imperial contribution to the work is estimated at £100M p.a.  This has contributed to the production of a jet engine with better fuel efficiency, increased cost effectiveness due to lower scrap rate and improved time on wing for fleets in service. Jet engine modifications account for over half the fuel efficiency improvements in modern aircraft, with the industry accounting for a large share of UK visible exports. Improvements in gas turbine technology offer jet fuel (cost and CO2) savings and support UK employment. Titanium alloys in the cooler sections and nickel alloys in the hot sections are the subject of this case study. The engines consist of Ti or Ni alloy discs attached to a series of shafts which are turned by aerofoils (blades) in the gas stream. Incoming air is accelerated by the fan section then compressed, mixed with fuel and burned, with the energy then being extracted by the turbine. Turbine blades operate in a gas stream at 1800+ K, 200 K greater than the alloy melting point, and extract up to 700 kW per blade to power the fan and compressor.  Each disc holds around 60 blades, with around 9 turbine stages in a large engine. In titanium, failure of a fan blade or multiple blades is extremely costly (£5M per event) and of course poses safety issues.  Research in the Department has focussed on a) predicting the microstructure of nickel superalloys and b) understanding defect formation in titanium and superalloys.		The Department of Materials at Imperial College London carries out a large body of research in the area of solidification and microstructural analysis of alloys. The specific research insights that have had significant impacts on the science and technology of jet engines are as follows. 1.  Predicting the microstructure of nickel superalloy blades: porosity, grain orientation and the effect on creep With the support of an EPSRC Grant GR/L05433/01 (Dec 1996-Sept 2000) Dr Shollock and Professor McLean investigated the effects of well-controlled directional solidification conditions on the microstructures of nickel-base superalloys. The combination of controlled directional solidification and detailed crystallographic characterisation provided the most comprehensive information at that time on the correlation of solidification conditions with microstructure. Specifically it was found that:     increasing the solid-liquid interface allowed better grain orientation control,     stability of grains depended on their orientation and     minor differences in alloy composition can affect the stabilisation of grains [1]. In follow-on work in 2002/3, led by Professors McLean with Lee and supported by Rolls Royce, Special Metals Wiggin and Wyman-Gordon, a combined cellular automaton-finite difference (CA- FD) model was developed to simulate the solidification process.  It was found that for nickel superalloys the dendrite spacing selection (achieved by branching and dendrite competition) exhibited hysteresis. It was found that perturbation of the growth velocity affects both the primary dendrite arm spacing and tip undercooling - the primary dendrite arm spacing has a much narrower distribution after perturbation. The upper limit of the distribution of primary dendrite arm spacing is about twice the lower limit. Thus, the primary spacing was found to be dependent not only on the current growth conditions, but also on the way in which those conditions were reached [2]. These research findings were successful in allowing model-based casting design to be employed, so as to minimise stray grain formation and to control primary and secondary orientation in single  crystal castings. Extension of this work was carried out with EPSRC grant EP/R78992/019 (Oct2002-Mar2006) led by Professor Lee and Dr Dye, which introduced a methodology (weighted interval rank sort) that allowed the spatial variation of composition (microsegregation) to be more accurately estimated [3]. In linked work Professor Lee also determined that porosity was a major crack initiator and large pores close to the surface played an important role determining the fatigue life of cast components. It was established that the average size of pores as well as their spatial and size distribution in a component are also important. A statistical model was developed which successfully predicted fatigue life due to porosity population [4]. In 2006 research resumed on creep in superalloys, based on the historical activity in this area by Professor McLean, using support from an EPSRC platform grant, GR/T26344/01 (Feb 2005- Jan2010) and a further grant, EP/C536312/1 (Oct 2005- 2009). Of specific relevance is the development of a truly physically-based model by Dr Dye allowing the features of superalloy creep to be recovered i.e. dependence upon microstructure and its scale, effect of lattice misfit, internal stress relaxation, incubation phenomena and the interrelationship of tertiary and primary creep, and vacancy condensation leading to damage accumulation. The model provided predictive capability of the microstructural factors accounting for creep. 2.  FIB-SIMs, O interstitials and degradation of alloys Dr Shollock developed a combination of O isotope exchange, focussed ion beam milling and secondary isotope mass spectrometry (FIB-SIMS) in the late 90s, primarily to develop insight into the oxidation mechanisms of nickel superalloys [5][6]. This allowed depth profiling of O at the nanoscale, elucidating the mechanisms by which multi-layer and multi-phase oxide scales grow, in what order and understanding which are truly protective. In addition insight was gained into the formation processes of the brittle intermetallics in the secondary reaction zone and the porosity (vacancy accumulation) at the interfaces. More recently, this has been extended to the use of FIB- SIMS to measure and quantify interstitial concentration profiles in titanium alloys, in a PhD thesis published in 2013 “Controlling the interstitial element concentration in Ti-6Al-4V using Calciothermic Reduction” by Moorhouse (supervised by Dr Shollock). It was determined that with careful selection of the FIB-SIMS parameters one could correctly quantify the interstitial concentrations in titanium alloys and obtain oxygen concentration profiles.		3.  References to the research * References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. 1.   *N D'Souza, MG Ardakani, M McLean and BA Shollock, Directional and single-crystal solidification of Ni-base superalloys: Part I. The role of curved isotherms on grain selection, Metall Mater Trans A  31(11):2877-2886, 2000.  DOI: 10.1007/BF02830351. 2.   *W Wang, PD Lee and M McLean, A model of solidification microstructures in nickel-based superalloys: predicting primary dendrite spacing selection, Acta Mater, 51(10):2971--2987, 2003,  DOI: 10.1016/S1359-6454(03)00110-1. 3.   M Ganesan, D Dye and PD Lee, A technique for characterizing microsegregation in multicomponent alloys and its application to single-crystal superalloy castings, Metall Mater Trans A, 36(8):2191-2204, 2005.  DOI: 10.1007/s11661-005-0338-2. 4.   *JZ Yi, Y.X Gao, PD Lee, HM Flower and TC Lindley, Scatter in fatigue life due to effects of porosity in cast A356-T6 aluminum-silicon alloys. Metall Mater Trans A 34(9):1879-1890, 2003.  DOI: 10.1007/s11661-003-0153-6. 5.   D Garriga-Majo, BA Shollock, DS McPhail, RJ Chater, JF Walker, Novel strategies for evaluating the degradation of protective coatings on superalloys. Int J Inorg Mater, 1(5-6):325- 336, 1999.    DOI: 10.1016/S1466-6049(99)00047-1. 6.   AA Alibhai, RJ Chater, DS McPhail, BA Shollock, Use of isotropic tracers and SIMS analysis for evaluating the oxidation behaviour of protective coatings on nickel based superalloys. Appl. Surf. Sci., 203:630-633, 2003.  DOI: 10.1016/S0169-4332(02)00780-8.		4.  Details of the impact UK based Rolls-Royce Holdings Plc is the world’s second-largest manufacturer of jet engines in wide body civil aircraft [A], in competition with the largest industrial company in the world and US defence contractor, GE. It is the only non-US based company with significant operations in this  sector and employs 42,800 people worldwide with 22,800 based in the UK [B]. Manufacture of civil aerospace jet engines generated revenue of £6,437M in 2012 with £727M of underlying profit for Rolls-Royce [B]. Rolls-Royce is one of the UK’s largest manufacturing exporters, with 75% of its revenue coming from overseas [C].  Rolls-Royce, unsurprisingly, wish to retain competitive advantage, hence their interest in research that will a) reduce the probability of blade failure and b) allow a 10K higher operating temperature that saves fuel and reduces emissions.  The impact of our research lies in two key areas: 1.  The microstructure of nickel superalloys: casting, porosity, grain orientation and creep prediction Nickel superalloys are used in the manufacture of jet engines blades due to their excellent mechanical strength and resistance to creep (tendency for solids to slowly move or deform under stress) at high temperatures; good surface stability; and corrosion and oxidation resistance. Optimising these properties via composition or manufacturing process is key to the successful manufacture and sale of jet engines and to the continual improvement of fuel efficiency in aircraft. Because of the significant fuel cost and CO2 savings realised, they are replaced every 10,000 h (around every 2 years). Relatively high volume manufacturing of these blades is therefore essential and the cost of manufacture has a significant impact on airline service costs and aero engine manufacturer profitability. The optimisation of properties is achieved through the reduction or elimination of crystal grain boundaries (i.e. single crystal growth) and the appropriate selection of the grain orientation to reduce deformation (creep) from the centrifugal stresses in the engine. This is exactly what the research insights outlined in section 2 allows one to control. The FIB-SIMS work has also been helpful in understanding the mechanisms of high temperature oxidation of the melt and its interaction with the mould wall. This has enabled casting surface scale to be tackled, allowing larger single crystal castings to be used in new engines at an economically acceptable cost without suffering from excessive scrap rates. The FIB-SIMS technique development has also enabled the role of Y in bond coats to be quantified in follow-up work at Imperial. These are the interlayers that act as Al reservoirs and diffusion barriers between the metallic blade and the insulating ceramic thermal barrier coatings. This has enabled improved PtAl-based bond costs to be implemented in production, enabling further life/ temperature improvements to be achieved. A Materials Technologist at Rolls-Royce Plc notes: ”the research collaboratively with Imperial College addressed the mechanism for the formation of stray grains … [and] was instrumental in the design of a novel grain selector that successfully enables the “filtering” of these stray grains and ensuring casting conformance. This has resulted in publications in peer reviewed journals…as well as two granted patents for the grain selector….The collaboration with Imperial College has been important in identifying the role of the as-cast oxide that forms during solidification and that plays a crucial role during solutioning.” [D]. Quantitative Estimate of the impact Scrap rates in the production of these type of blades due to non-conformance in 1993 were ~50% and are now reduced to ~10%. This improvement leads to a ~£300m/yr savings in waste material and processing (based on a cost per blade of £100 and typical production rates). A lower bound on Imperial’s contribution to this of 5% gives a saving of >£100m over the last decade attributable to the casting research. The ability to grow single crystals with an improved yield made it economically feasible to manufacture larger single crystal castings, leading to the ability to raise turbine entry temperatures, which impacts on fuel burn and consequently fuel cost and CO2 emissions, improving competitiveness. A 10K increase in temperature capability equates to about 0.5% increase in fuel efficiency.  A Rolls Royce specialist in nickel alloys notes that: “It has been estimated that an increase in compressor discharge temperature of 30C produces 0.3% less specific fuel consumption per engine. For a large twin engine aircraft flying from London to New York, a 0.3% SFC equates to a 700kg reduction in fuel consumption, which translates to a reduction of ~2.25tonnes of CO2 emissions per flight. ” [E] The 2012 estimated fuel costs of the airline industry were $210bn, and as Rolls-Royce has ~40% of the market their increased temperature capability allows a saving of $420m/year in fuel, or 2.6 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent. This reduction in running costs makes Rolls-Royce engines  attractive to airlines and has allowed the company to grow its market share. The improvement in 10K material capability and the subsequent saving of $420m/yr can be assigned to developments across Ni superalloy research. The importance of this improved casting process has had a significant impact on the fortunes of Rolls-Royce Plc - this was highlighted in an Economist article on April 21st 2012, which states: “But some things are not for sharing because they are too important to preserve a product's competitive advantage. For Rolls-Royce, turbine blades are one of those key technologies. The magic that creates them depends on a deep understanding of materials science and production technology. When metals solidify after casting they normally contain lots of microscopic crystals. That would still leave them strong enough for most things, but it is a potential weakness in a turbine blade. So Rolls-Royce uses a unique system which casts the blade in a nickel-based super-alloy with a continuous and unbroken crystalline structure. This ensures there will be no structural defects.” [F] 2.  FIB SIMs: O interstitials in titanium The compressor and fan blades of a jet engine are made of titanium alloys because of their superior density-normalised fatigue strength.  Hollow fan blades are made by diffusion bonding and vacuum brazing processes that can be difficult to control. As near-final manufacturing processes they are impossible to non-destructively inspect and therefore any variability must be tightly controlled. This has been enabled by the techniques developed by Shollock and used by Dye to understand and help improve the production process. A Rolls-Royce Fellow provides details of fuel consumption savings and CO2 emissions and explains how oxygen diffusion measurements and the development of an algorithm to predict the thickness of oxidation damage as a function of time and temperature were “beneficial to Rolls-Royce plc.” “The use of FIB SIMS depth profiling of interstitials in „good‟ and „bad‟ microstructures enabled the root cause for variability in the manufacturing process to be defined as nucleation driven from surface topography rather than via a chemistry change. … Whilst the benefit associated with this work is difficult to quantify in direct financial terms, the manufacturing changes are being implemented in order to reduce the probability of fan blade failures in service. The direct cost to the company is ~£5M per failure event.”[G]		5.  Sources to corroborate the impact A.   Corroboration of Rolls Royce’s position in jet engine market – http://www.marketwatch.com/story/rolls-royce-raises-dividend-8-after-profit-rise-2011-07-28 (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/wvf) B.   2012 Annual Report of Rolls-Royce Holdings plc. Corroboration of employees - page 34; corroboration of civil aerospace profits -  page 2 http://www.rolls- royce.com/Images/rolls_royce_annual_report_2012_tcm92-44211.pdf  Archived  here on 41575 C.   Corroboration of level of Rolls Royce exports from the UK  http://www.rolls- royce.com/careers/working_for_us/our_locations/united_kingdom/ (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/j8f  ) D.   Materials Technologist, Rolls-Royce  to corroboration the changes to casting process and Imperial input: Private email communication 5 June 2013. E.   Rolls Royce corporate specialist in nickel alloys will corroborate the estimation of fuel saving and CO2 emission. F.   Corroboration of the importance of the casting process: “Forging ahead- Manufacturers are increasingly working with new, game-changing ingredients” The Economist” Apr 21st 2012 http://www.economist.com/node/21552895?zid=293&ah=e50f636873b42369614615ba3c16df 4a (Archived at  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/dwf) G.   Rolls-Royce Fellow to corroborate that the work at Imperial enabled improved durability Private email communication from. 17 May 2013.

		1019		400000		400000				1.        Summary of the impact The Imperial College Pile ‘ICP’ effective-stress pile design approaches for offshore foundations offer much better design reliability than conventional methods. Their use delivers substantial economies in many hydrocarbon and renewable energy projects, better safety and confidence in developing  adventurous  structures  in  others.  The  ICP  has  enabled  production  in  otherwise unviable marginal hydrocarbon fields, new options in high-value deep-water projects and helped eliminate installation failures that can cost hundreds of £million. We present evidence that the research delivered direct benefits exceeding £400m since 2008 in projects known to us, with larger worldwide benefits through project risk reduction and independent exploitation.		2.        Underpinning research The deep foundations required for offshore structures comprise a crucial and costly part of their build. Research into such foundations has been led by Prof Jardine at the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering of Imperial College London since the early 1990s. We highlight specific research findings since 1993 that have had a substantial impact on engineering practice. (A)          Research co-funded by EPSRC [7] and Industry running up to 1997 investigated the fundamental effective-stress behaviour of displacement piles. Extensive field experiments at four UK clay and two French sand sites with novel highly instrumented piles, supported by laboratory/theoretical studies, identified the key mechanisms that control the stress system set up by  pile  driving  and  the  parameters  that  control  both  shaft  and  base  stiffness  and  ultimate resistance, which differ radically from those assumed conventionally. The research underpinned an improved ability to understand, allow for and exploit in design the influence of factors such pile slenderness, tip conditions, varying responses in different clay types and the crucial importance of sand state as revealed by local CPT tests. Three PhDs that all won Imperial College Prizes were completed under the supervision of Prof Jardine and new paradigms established to capture the principal physical features in completely new design procedures [1,2,3,4,5] (B)      New simplified design rules that captured the key physical principles were developed and tested against a verification database of over 130 industrial pile tests assembled by the Imperial College team. The study demonstrated greatly improved predictive reliability for piles driven in a broad range of geomaterials. The standard errors of conventional capacity predictions (around 65%) were reduced to 20-30%. A practical design book was produced in 1996 and short courses run for leading companies, including Shell - who awarded a Technology Prize in 1997. (C)      Comprehensive investigation took place over 1998-2005 into multiple new factors. One post-doctoral study explored unexpectedly marked beneficial pile ageing and previously neglected cyclic loading degradation through full scale tests and supporting studies funded by EU and Health and Safety Executive (HSE); industrial application was demonstrated through advanced analysis with Atkins. Another PhD study investigated response to seismic loading, considering ‘anomalous’ Gulf of Mexico (USA) and Mexican clays [4]. An HSE supported programme in conjunction with Trinity College Dublin demonstrated previously unappreciated negative pile group effects with industrial-scale piles under static and cyclic loading. Further projects, some involving BP, Shell and Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, investigated pile behaviour under a wide variety of driving and loading  conditions.  ‘Problematic’  calcareous,  diatomaceous,  weathered-residual,  silt-dominated and sensitive natural deposits were considered as well as ‘standard’ North Sea soils. New insights were gained into all of these topics leading to seven Journal (and multiple Conference) papers, e.g., [2,4]. An updated Design Booklet [G] was published in 2005 by ICE’s Thomas Telford Limited that delivered practical guidance on all of these new aspects. (D)      New research over 2005-2013 included joint investigations with Professor Pierre Foray and  his team at Institut National Polytechnique de Grenoble (INPG) into pile ageing and cyclic loading, working with their intensively instrumented calibration chamber and a new Imperial College instrumented model pile, engaging a post-doctoral and doctoral PhD team [6]. The research led to Jardine taking an advisory role in the French national programme of centrifuge, laboratory, theoretical and field research into pile cyclic loading. New theoretical research is underway with UPC (Catalan Polytechnic University) Barcelona and new journal papers will be published later in 2013/14 with co-workers from Sydney and Zhejiang (China) that test advanced theoretical analyses against the recent model and field test data. The on-going research is underpinning new Journal papers, International Keynotes (including two at the 2013 Paris ICSMGE), grant proposals and updating/extension of the ICP design approach.		* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. The research led to dozens of journal and conference papers between 1993 and 2013, as well as reports published by HSE and design manuals. Six journal paper examples are given below. Recognition  of  the  extended  research  programme  led  to  awards  for  Jardine  of  the  British Geotechnical  Association  Prize  in  1996,  the  Shell  Technology  Award  in  1997  and  a  Royal Academy of Engineering Medal in 1998. Papers 1, 5 and 6 are arguably the best. Paper 5 was awarded the ICE’s Geotechnical Research Medal in 2007. *[1] Bond, A.J. and Jardine, R.J. (1995) ‘Shaft capacity of displacement piles in a high OCR clay’, Geotechnique, 45(1) pp. 3-23, doi:10.1680/geot.1995.45.1.3 [2]   Jardine, R.J. , Overy, R.F. and Chow, F.C. (1998) ‘Axial capacity of offshore piles in dense North Sea sands’, ASCE, JGE, 124(2) pp.171-178, doi:10.1061/(ASCE)1090-0241(1998)124:2(171) [3]   Jardine, R.J., Chow F.C., Matsumoto, T.  and Lehane, B.M. (1998) ‘A new design procedure for driven piles and its application to two Japanese clays’, Soils and Foundations, 38(1), pp. 207-219. http://dx.doi.org/10.3208/sandf.38.207 [4]   Saldivar, E.E. and Jardine, R.J. (2005) ‘Application of an effective stress design method to concrete piles driven in Mexico City clay’, Canadian Geotechnical Journal, 42(6), pp. 1495-1508, doi:10.1139/T05-062 *[5] Jardine, R.J., Standing, J.R and Chow, F.C. (2006) ‘Some observations of the effects of time on the     capacity    of     piles     driven     in     sand’,     Geotechnique,     56(4),     pp.     227-244, doi:10.1680/geot.2006.56.4.227 *[6] Yang, Z.X., Jardine R.J., Zhu, B.T., Foray, P. and Tsuha, C.H.C. (2010) ‘Sand grain crushing and interface shearing during displacement pile installation in sand’, Géotechnique, 60(6), pp. 469-482, doi:10.1680/geot.2010.60.6.469 Grant Information (note: matching funding provided by Amoco UK, HSE and Shell UK) [7]   EPSRC Reference: GR/H49719/01, Title: The Behaviour Of Offshore Piles, Value: £109,972 (Pre-FEC), Starts: 01 September 1992 Ends: 31 December 1995.		4.        Details of the impact The research outlined in section 2 led to Jardine’s invitation onto the principal International Industry (API, ISO, SUT and ISSMGE) Committees and engagement in multiple major practical projects. Critical to the reach and depth of impact was the production of a widely read and used design book [H],  developed  through  engagement  with  Industrial  partners  (Amoco,  BP,  HSE,  Shell)  and Consultants and published through the ICE’s publishers, Thomas Telford. Additional web-based practical guidance was produced with HSE, who endorsed and funded the work. Other steps included the organisation of CPD courses and keynotes delivered to over 1000 engineers in 14 countries. Examples of effective knowledge transfer include work with, among others, Atkins, BP, Fugro, GCG, Noble Denton, Shell, as noted in our supporting evidence. Also critical was direct engagement in practice, as outlined under A to D below. Taken together, these steps led to ICP’s adoption in Industry Standard American Petroleum Industry (API-2011) and ISO design guidance, leading to beneficial impacts on a regular basis. It has been used by Shell as their main design method for all new platforms since 1996 [B].  4.1      BP and Premier Oil The ‘ICP’ research was critical to BP’s development of the large, exceptionally difficult, Atlantic Frontier Clair field [A and E]. Applying (over 2010-13) ICP to the new Clair Ridge structures (£4.5bn value) allowed driving failure risks to be reduced with low L/D piles that were shown to be satisfactory after accounting for negative cyclic loading and pile group effects (which are ignored routinely). The foundation costs (around £100m) were reduced greatly and the piles installed without difficulty in June 2013 [A]. ICP was also applied with Senergy (over 2012-2013) to Premier Oil’s nearby dual-structure SOLAN development [E]. Similar benefits are being realised offshore Angola, where BP’s deepwater projects each cost around £10bn. While piles can be driven at 2km depths to anchor large floating facilities, the ‘unusual’  Angolan  sediments  fall  outside  prior  piling  experience.  Applications  of  the  more fundamental ICP (2011-2012) linked to field trials allowed piles to be used more confidently. Foundations cost around £70m per installation; ICP optimisation offers scope for savings in tens of £m each and, more importantly, a wider range of secure development options [A] 4.2      Shell Shell have applied ICP to all their North Sea projects over the survey period and in other regions including Brunei and Doha [B]. In another example, Shell authors describe in [H] how the ICP allowed adventurous platform designs at Skiff and later Brigantine that enabled marginal fields to be developed, achieving 30 to 50% construction cost savings [F]. Peak production from these micro-platforms’ ran at over £100m/year (based on 15.108 m3/year and $120 per 1000m3 five-year price); their production revenues remained at tens of £m/yr over the 2008-2013 review period. 4.3      Renewable Energy ICP also delivers benefits for tripod or jacket-based offshore wind-turbines. The method was used in the biggest offshore development in Germany; Borkum-West-II in 2010/11. This project has a 1bn Euro construction cost where foundations comprise 30% of costs; 120 large piles were driven in hard conditions without failure [H]. The ICP design procedures took into account potentially negative storm loading, horizontal and axial cyclic interactions, system reliability and potential driving  problems.  The  Technical  Director  of  Offshore Wind  Consultants  (OWC)  has  made  a detailed assessment of the material and installation cost savings made, which amounted to 18 million euros [C]. Employing the ICP probably avoided far larger installation problem costs; ICP is now being applied in new German projects, including the Gode Wind development by Danish Oil & Natural Gas (DONG) [E]. UK projects are also benefitting. Atkins are applying ICP in the Beatrice, Rampion and Galloper projects where more than 1600 large offshore piles will be driven with anticipated material and installation costs around £500m. Preliminary analyses by Atkins indicate that ICP will save up to £100m and substantially reduce both project risks and pile driving impact on marine mammals [D]. Similar benefits may be taken in many other developments, including the major East Anglia Offshore Wind (EAOW) project where the ICP is being applied by Geotechnical Consulting Group (GCG) and Offshore Wind Consultants (OWC) [C]. 4.4      Sustainability and other new-build hydrocarbon projects Extending existing UK energy supplies is vital. ‘ICP-based’ investigations and re-analyses have shown that foundation capacities may be higher in some cases than anticipated, and so allow platforms to  carry  additional  plant  or  new  wells.  Research into  installation  techniques,  cyclic loading, group-action and well-drilling effects have been crucial. North Sea platforms analysed in conjunction with Atkins and GCG include: Indefatigable 49/23AC (2009-2010), Auk (2010-2011), Montrose and Claymore (2013) [D]. Dr Rob May, the Head of Energy Geotechnics at Atkins states that “The ICP based methodology has provided robust and reliable assessments of foundation capacities and has, in many cases, enabled enhanced capacities to be demonstrated. The benefits to the producers and UK economy …is to.. extend production at these ageing facilities while avoiding expensive (tens to hundreds of millions of pounds) platform replacements or early decommissioning of assets” [D]. The value of such developments was confirmed by BP’s CEO Bob Dudley who is quoted on the company’s website as saying that the redevelopment of BP’s Valhall field, which involved applying the ICP to some of BP’s existing structures [see A and E] "is one of BP's most complex field expansion developments and gives Valhall a further 40-year design life  with the capacity to handle 120,000 barrels of oil and 143 million cubic feet of gas per day", with daily production values easily exceeding £10m. The ICP has also been applied to assist a wide range of other new-build oil and gas projects, including EdF’s major new Cygnus multi-structure North Sea gas project, providing major savings for several new platforms [E]. 4.5      Financial assessment of impacts While accurate  assessment  is difficult,  we have evidence  [A-D]  of  substantial benefits to 20 projects that involved direct ICP input through Jardine since 2008 (Clair, Clair Ridge, Solan, Angola, Ormen Lange, Skiff, Brigantine, Borkum-West, Beatrice, Rampion, Galloper, Indefatigable, Auk, Claymore, Montrose, EAOW, Gode Wind, Cygnus, Valhall) The ICP is being used independently by other designers and Lloyds Register confirms its use in an additional 20 cases since 2008. Several other Independent Verification Bodies operate internationally and some producers self-certify, so the worldwide total is certainly higher. The ICP research has also led other groups to modernise their procedures leading to beneficial impacts from the research even in cases where the ICP is not adopted as the formal design method. Detailed data provided by OWC, Atkins and Senergy [C] to [E] attest to savings of £18m to £100m in individual projects. Assuming a modest £10m average benefit per project and estimating at least 40 project applications indicates an overall impact exceeding £400m since 2008. Larger but unknown, additional benefits accrued through the confidence given to develop more adventurous designs worldwide, exploit marginal fields, avoid unnecessary costs, improve safety and eliminate/reduce installation failures.		5.        Sources to corroborate the impact [A]  Letter of corroboration from Senior Geotechnical Engineer, BP Exploration Operating Co. Ltd. to confirm the use and the subsequent finical impact of ICP within BP [B]  Letter of corroboration from Principal Geotechnical Engineer, Shell UK Ltd. to confirm the use and the subsequent finical impact of ICP within Shell [C]  Letter of corroboration from Technical Director, Offshore Wind Consultants Ltd. to confirm the use and the subsequent finical impact of ICP within their industrial sector [D]  Letter of corroboration from Head of Energy Geotechnics, Atkins Ltd. to confirm the use and the subsequent finical impact of ICP within their industrial sector [E]  Letter of corroboration from Director, Senergy Survey and Engineering Ltd. to confirm the use and the subsequent finical impact of ICP within their industrial sector [F]  http://www.offshore-technology.com/projects/brigantine Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/tsf [G]  R.J. Jardine, F.C. Chow, R.F. Overy, J.R. Standing, “ICP design methods for driven piles in sands   and   clays”,   Thomas   Telford   Services   Ltd,   London,   pp.   105,   (2005)   ISBN: 9780727732729 http://www.thomastelford.com/books/bookshop_main.asp?ISBN=9780727732729 [H]  Merritt, A., Schroeder, F., Jardine, R., Stuyts, B., Cathie, D., Cleverly, W. (2012) Development of pile design methodology for an offshore wind farm in the North Sea. Proc 7th Int. Conf. on Offshore Site Investigations and Geotechnics, SUT London, pp 439-448. Summary available here. Archived  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/51f on 01/11/2013 [I]    R.F. Overy, P. Sayer, “The use of ICP design methods as a predictor of conductor drill-drive installation”, Proc. 6th Int Conf on Offshore Site Investigations, SUT London, pp. 333-340, (2007) Document ID: OSIG-07-333, ISBN: 0 906940 49 4. Summary available  here. Archived https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/m8f on 19/11/2013

		906		330000		330000				Two related research activities 1) on low NOx burners and 2) on co-firing of biomass have led to combined economic savings estimated to be in the region £40M-£70Mpa. The fitting of low NOx burners to power station boilers reduced the NOx emissions but resulted in a reduced amount of saleable bottom slag and a finer pulverised fuel ash (pfa), which placed an increased load on the electrostatic precipitators. Additions of pfa to the power station coals were found to increase the overall combustion efficiency, while at the same time providing an increased amount of a saleable boiler slag and a pfa that could be used as a cement replacement material. Despite the very different nature of the ashes produced from the combustion of biomass and coals, a detailed characterisation of the residues demonstrated that, with an appropriate choice of both biomass type and coal, a successful co-firing at up to 50% of coal replacement with biomass was possible. Co-combustion with increased levels of coal replacement has produced significant reductions in power station emissions, resulting in both environmental and economic benefits.		Privatisation of the coal and power industries released the electricity generators from contracts that had tied them to the purchase of UK coals. The coal-fired power stations had been designed and built for the CEGB to burn just UK coals. A research group, led by Professor Jim Williamson, in the Department of Materials, had for some years been characterising UK coals, mineral matter, ashes and slags to provide the basis for improvements in the methods used for predicting the slagging and fouling propensity of the coals. It should be noted that the cost of lost power generation and maintenance for each unscheduled boiler outage that occurs as a result of fouling, was several million pounds. The ability of the generators to purchase overseas coals was seen by the power companies as a way of reducing, or at least stabilising, UK electricity prices. However, many of the world traded coals were of a very different nature to the UK coals, and lacked essential data on combustion behaviour. Imperial College London, with the backing of industry, agreed to an increased research activity that would assist the power companies with the choice of new coals, provide data on combustion behaviour, gaseous and solid emissions and predictions for boiler performance. Research groups established in the Departments of Materials, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering, achieved international recognition, and with this, came substantial new funding from the power companies, EPSRC, EPRI and the European Coal and Steel Research Fund. In the Department of Materials, a 1600°C entrained flow reactor (EFR) was designed and built (Ian Hutchings, October 1993) to provide a facility that would simulate the time and temperature conditions experienced by coal particles in a full-sized, pulverised, coal-fired boiler. The reactor provided  combustion  products  that  were  characterised  using  computer  controlled  scanning electron  microscopy  (CCSEM)(Fraser  Wigley,  since  February  1993)  and  techniques  were developed to characterise the complex nature of the coal mineral distributions and the nature of the combustion products (1). The facilities enabled key combustion parameters to be established using the relatively small quantities of overseas coals that were on offer (2).  Coal research in the Department of Materials concentrated on some of the major issues that were confronting the power generation industry. These included improved techniques for predicting the slagging and fouling propensity of a coal ash (3)(Fraser Wigley, Nick Manton, Nigel Russell, since 1990), prediction of NOx emissions (Fraser Wigley and Jim Williamson, 1998-2002), the effects on ash slagging using blended coals, the origins of the unburned carbon in ash, the fate of trace elements in a coal on combustion and gasification (Fraser Wigley, Andy Bushell, 1995-2000), predicting the erosive and abrasive  properties  of  a  pulverised  coal  (4)(Jon  Wells,  2002-2004),  the  characterisation  of  biomasses and the interactions of a co-fired biomass ash with a coal ash (5)(Fraser Wigley, 2001- 2008). Underpinning science leading to two key impacts The results of these studies enabled the power generators to meet restrictions on gaseous emissions, the targets set for CO2 reductions and to increase the proportion of electricity generated from renewable sources. Improvements in boiler performance provided savings to the industry (and consumers) estimated at millions of pounds. Two projects described below have been chosen to illustrate the impact that these studies had on power station performance. 1         Low NOx Burners Savings of ~£1Mpa The retrofitting of low NOx burners reduced the NOx emissions but produced (a) an ash with a higher carbon content, (b) reduced amounts of saleable bottom slag, and (c) a pfa with a finer particle size that placed an increased load on the electrostatic precipitators. Studies showed that the lower flame temperatures produced by low NOx burners produced ash particles that were less sticky, with a reduced tendency to agglomerate. The initial combustion conditions being less oxidising reduced the conditions required for a high carbon burnout, with the boiler now requiring more coal to provide the same thermal out-put. An initial programme of mineral and pfa additions to a coal made use of the EFR, providing deposits, combustion and cyclone ashes, each of which was subjected to detailed chemical and microstructural characterisation (6). The initial success of the project was followed with trials using the RWE 0.5 MW combustion test facility (CTF) which allowed an increased range of flame characteristics and boiler conditions to be monitored. The success of the CTF trials then lead to a full-scale boiler implementation of pfa additions to a coal at an RWE npower power station using a 600 MW boiler. 2         Use of Biomass – savings of ~£40M-£70M pa Combustion of biomass is considered to be an essentially CO2-neutral process, but biomass combustion  alone  has  an  efficiency  limited  to  ~35%,  when  co-fired  with  coal  at  higher temperatures, the efficiency rises to 43%. However, the effects of the inorganic components of biomass on boiler ash behaviour was of major concern since the alkalis present in a biomass, namely high levels of CaO, MgO, K2O, Na2O and P2O5, can significantly reduce the viscosity of the coal ash producing sticky ash particles with enhanced deposition rates and changes to both ash slagging and fouling behaviour. Power generators had therefore proceeded with much caution concerning the amount of coal to be replaced by biomass, limiting replacement to 5 to 10 wt% of the coal for fear of producing intractable slags and fouling deposits. The aims of a study funded by the DTI under the New and Renewable Energy Programme, with additional support from Mitsui Babcock, E.ON and RWE npower, were to establish the upper limit of coal replacement before serious slagging and fouling problems occurred. The studies at Imperial College London made use of the EFR, used a variety of UK and imported coals, with five biomass types, namely miscanthus, olive waste, sawdust, cereal straws and switch grass. Biomass additions to the coal ranged from 5 to 40 wt% of the coal ash. Ash and deposits were subjected to detailed microstructural, studies, chemical analysis and calculated ash viscosities. Ash deposition rates were determined from the proportion of ash retained on deposition probes.		* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. 1.      * Wigley, F., Williamson, J., Gibb, W.H. “The distribution of mineral matter in pulverised coal particles in relation to burnout behaviour”, Fuel, 76, 1283-1288, 1997. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0016-2361(97)00139-7 2.      Gibbins, J.R., Williamson, J. “Advances in laboratory tests for predicting coal-related combustion problems”, Power and Energy, I Mech E, 212, Part A, 13-26, 1998. doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1243/0957650981536709 3.      * Russell, N.V., Wigley, F., Williamson, J. “The roles of lime and iron oxide on the formation  of ash and deposits in PF combustion”,  Fuel, 81, (5), 673-681, 2002. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0016-2361(01)00154-5 4.    Wells, J.J., Wigley, F., Foster, D.J., Livingston, W.R., Gibb, W.H., Williamson, J. “The nature of mineral matter in a coal and the effects on erosive and abrasive behaviour”, Journal of Fuel Processing Technology, 86, 535-550, 2005. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fuproc.2004.04.002 5.    *Wigley, F., Williamson, J., Malmgren, A., Riley, G.S. “Ash deposition at higher levels of coal replacement by biomass”,  Journal of Fuel Processing Technology, 88, 1148-1154, 2007 http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fuproc.2007.06.015 6.     Wigley, F., Williamson, J., Riley, G.S. “The effect of mineral additions on coal ash deposition”,  Journal of Fuel Processing Technology, 88, 1010 -1016, 2007 http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fuproc.2007.06.008		Low NOx Burners Savings of ~£1Mpa Unburned carbon in power station ash represents a loss in combustion efficiency, but this is mitigated by electrostatic separation of pulverised fuel ash (pfa) into ash fractions with low and high carbon. This enables the low carbon pfa to be marketed as a cement replacement material, while the pfa fractions with higher carbon contents provided ashes containing sufficient carbon for them to be used as a low cost fuel. The research programme and subsequent boiler trials showed that addition of pfa to a coal not only produced no undesirable boiler effects, but in fact increased the overall combustion efficiency and provided increased amounts of a saleable slag and pfa. The benefits from the ash refiring programme may be summarised as providing:     an increased amount of a bottom slag for sale.     an increase in pulverised fuel ash (pfa) sales.     a reduction in payments of landfill tax with less ash to dispose of     a techno-economic assessment by an independent consultant [A] of pfa additions to the coal determined savings of ~£1 M pa for a typical 2000 MWe pulverised coal-fired boiler. Biomass additions Savings of ~£40-60M pa It was shown that with an appropriate choice of biomass and coal, the viscosity of the co-fired ash that could be maintained at a level above which slagging and fouling in a boiler could be avoided, even at 50% replacement levels. The findings at Imperial College London were then followed with pilot scale trials using the RWE npower 0.5 MW combustion test facility at Tilbury (CTF). This allowed an increased range of boiler conditions and flame characteristics to be monitored. At this stage a cautious economic assessment of biomass co-firing was made.   This showed that substantial financial benefits could be achieved by a power generator, including the resale value of the carbon credits, the value of the renewable obligation certificates (ROCs) and the levy exempt certificates  (LECs),  even  when  the  added  cost  of  biomass  transportation  and  storage  were included. Estimates made were based on a power station output of 2000 MWhe operating at a load factor of 70%, and with either a 20% or 50% thermal replacement of the coal with a biomass. The cost of modifications to the storage facilities, transportation and milling of the biomass would depend on the amount of  biomass to be co-fired. Reductions in fuel costs when biomass replaced coal (£70 per tonne for coal) and reductions in Landfill Tax for ash disposal (£6.5 per tonne) all resulting in a substantial economic benefit with     at 20% thermal replacement of coal, net income would be £40 - 70Mpa [B]     at a 50% thermal replacement, net income could rise to £110Mpa [B] The current UK situation is close to the 20% replacement scenario described above. The research programme provided the power generators with confidence to significantly increase the amount of biomass being co-fired at UK power stations. [C,D]  A Corporate Engineer for Fuels and Combustion, RWE npower of RWE notes that: “The high biomass project studied the impact of high level of biomass co-firing. This project was one of the underpinning studies into high biomass burn that lead to the decision to convert Tilbury biomass to 100% biomass firing. The reduction in CO2  emissions is massive and it has led the industry as a whole to look at unit conversions as a viable option for old coal fired power stations.” [C] The trials at Tilbury did indeed encourage the industry to implement the use of the process and in July 2012 Drax Power Ltd announced that it would transform itself into a mainly biomass-fueled energy generator, and is now converting three of its six generating units.   The Tilbury Biomass experiment demonstrated the viability and the experiment at Tilbury has now ended, pending the outcome of Government decisions regarding new energy contracts to be announced in 2014. The situation regarding the production of biomass boilers is extremely encouraging and business is buoyant.  The Group Leader Fuels and Chemistry at Doosan Power Systems noted that: “The work has been instrumental in the development of advanced boiler and burner design methods, in the development of biomass firing and co-firing technologies and in the development of oxyfuel firing technologies for CO2 capture from coal-fired power station boilers.” [E] Doosan Power  Systems  has successfully secured a  $170M contract for the conversion of a 227MWe lignite fired boiler to 100% biomass at the Atikokan Generating Station, Ontario. [F] Finally, the research at Imperial contributed towards the view expressed in the UK Renewable Energy Roadmap published by DECC in 2011 [G] that electricity produced by sustainable biomass could provide a third or more of the required renewable power by 2020 (some 32050TWh per year).		5 .Sources to corroborate the impact [A] Assessment of Ash Re-firing and Mineral Addition – Impact on Plant Performance and Ash Disposal Report No. COAL R296 DTI/Pub URN 05/1684 (2005) http://ukerc.rl.ac.uk/pdf/DTICC325_file28526.pdf. Also available  here. [B] Internal RWE Confidential report available entitled "High burn biomass - Economic Assessment" written by Alf Malmgren et al., August 2008. Available on request. [C] Corporate Engineer for Fuels and Combustion, RWE npower. Letter dated 26 March 2013 to confirm substantial economic benefit from the research to the company [D]  http://www.rwe.com/web/cms/en/1295424/rwe-npower/about-us/our-businesses/power- generation/tilbury/tilbury-biomass-conversion/ (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/zvf) [E] Letter from Group Leader Fuels and Chemistry, Doosan Power Systems dated 17th April 2013 [F]  http://www.doosanpowersystems.com/NewsEvents/News/2012-09-28/Doosan-Power- Systems-secures-biomass-conversion-contract-with-Ontario-Power-Generation/  (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/1vf) [G]  UK Renewable Energy Roadmap, Department of Energy and Climate Change, 2011 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/48128/2167-uk- renewable-energy-roadmap.pdf. Archived  here on 28/10/2013

		843		320000		320000				Impact on the environment     The adoption of cost effective CO2 reduction technologies across a range of Ford vehicles reduced CO2 emissions by an estimated 40,000 tonnes in 2012. This reduction applies pro rata for 2013 and becomes cumulative year on year. Economic impact     Improvements to vehicle engines have saved over €25M in fuel costs to the owners of Ford vehicles in 2012.     Research has led to improvements that have been made to Ford products and processes; these improvements have been used to address upcoming legislation on CO2 in a cost effective manner. Future penalties of up to €0.5bn have been avoided by these improved products and processes. Impact on practitioners     Improved monitoring processes, reducing variability in measurement of CO2 from vehicles within Ford by 50%, facilitating the adoption of a range of new fuel saving technologies, which helped to justify a $50M investment in the Ford UK facilities.		Key researchers Members of the Powertrain and Vehicle Research Centre (PVRC): Dr S Akehurst (Research Officer 2000-2004, EPSRC Advanced Fellow 2005-2010, Lecturer since 2010); Dr CJ Brace (Research Officer 1992-2000, Lecturer 2000-2006, Senior Lecturer 2006-2012, Reader since 2012); Professor JG Hawley (Lecturer 1995-1997, Senior Lecturer 1997-2001, Reader 2002-2004, Professor since 2004); and Dr RD Burke (Postgraduate 2008-2011, Research Officer 2011-2012, Prize Research Fellow since 2012). The underpinning research was focused on reducing engine parasitic losses, thereby making the engine more efficient and reducing the CO2 emitted. In order to achieve this, a greater understanding of the factors limiting precision in the measurement of CO2 produced by vehicles was required. This also gave a greater precision in determining fuel consumption as it is calculated from the CO2 measurement. Research aimed at improving measurement precision was funded by Ford from 2001, initially to assess the instantaneous vehicle emissions on a second by second basis and to understand how errors in measurement would affect the final result over a standard driving cycle [1]. This work was carried out on the newly commissioned, state-of-the-art chassis dynamometer facility at Bath. The expertise gained from this research led to a collaborative project with BP in 2004-2005 to undertake a fundamental study of the effect of experimental disturbances on the precision of CO2 measurements [2, 3]. The key insight arising from this research was that techniques developed for controlling manufacturing processes of mass produced components could be used in an experimental environment. The work quantified for the first time the influence of changes in experimental conditions on measurement precision; this allowed the effects on fuel efficiency due to incremental improvements in technology to be measured reliably. These experimental techniques were critical to the success of the research into parasitic loss reduction. This experimentally intensive research was carried out on a Ford production engine using an advanced engine test research platform. A formal systematic method was developed to  characterise and robustly model the complex interactions between the engine systems, i.e. heat exchange mechanisms, hydraulic systems, mechanical and electrical subsystems, control strategies and combustion processes. Among the technologies investigated by Bath were variable flow oil pumping, an improved engine cooling system and improved lubricant specifications, first through a joint project led by Ford and BP (DTI project TP/2/5/10036, 2005-2007) and followed by a project adding Mahle Powertrain to the existing consortium (TSB project TP/9/LCV/6/I/S0052K, 2008-2011). The research demonstrated that, with the right control strategy, variable flow oil pumps are able to deliver precisely the right amount of oil needed to protect the engine at any particular time thereby saving energy, fuel and reducing CO2 [4]. Improving the cooling system allows faster warm up of the engine, again reducing fuel use [5]. The improved lubricant blends demonstrated similar improvements by reducing friction and pumping work within the engine [6]. Key findings from this research demonstrated that: 1.  A novel design of an engine cooling and lubrication system, including a variable displacement oil pump, provided a 4% fuel economy benefit [4, 5]. 2.  Novel engine and transmission lubricant formulations each demonstrated a 1% fuel economy saving [6].		(* references that best indicate quality) 1.      JG Hawley, CD Bannister, CJ Brace, A Cox, D Ketcher and R Stark. Vehicle modal emissions measurement – techniques and issues, 2004, Proceedings IMechE, Part D, Journal of Automobile Engineering, 218, 859-873. DOI: 10.1243/0954407041581057 2*.    CJ Brace, RD Burke and J Moffa. Increasing accuracy and repeatability of fuel consumption measurement in chassis dynamometer testing, 2009, Proceedings IMechE, Part D, Journal of Automobile Engineering, 223, 1163-1177. DOI: 10.1243/09544070JAUTO1084 3.      E Chappell, CJ Brace and C Ritchie. The control of chassis dynamometer fuel consumption testing noise factors and the use of response modelling for validation of test repeatability, 2013, Proceedings IMechE, Part D, Journal of Automobile Engineering, 227, 853-865. DOI: 10.1177/0954407012469557 [Ref 2] 4*.    RD Burke, AJG Lewis, S Akehurst, CJ Brace, I Pegg and R Stark. Systems optimisation of an active thermal management system during engine warm-up, 2012, Proceedings IMechE, Part D,  Journal of Automobile Engineering, 226,1365-1379. DOI: 10.1177/0954407012441883 5.      CJ Brace, JG Hawley, S Akehurst, M Piddock and I Pegg. Cooling system improvements – assessing the effects on emissions and fuel economy, 2008, Proceedings IMechE, Part D, Journal of Automobile Engineering, 222, 579-591. DOI: 10.1243/09544070JAUTO685 [Ref 2] 6*.    JG Hawley, CD Bannister, CJ Brace, S Akehurst, I Pegg, and MR Avery. The effect of engine and transmission oil viscometrics on vehicle fuel consumption, 2010, Proceedings IMechE, Part D, Journal of Automobile Engineering, 224, 1213-1228. DOI: 10.1243/09544070JAUTO1534 [Ref 2]		The Ford Motor Company sold 1.4 million cars in Europe in 2012. It builds the 1st and 3rd best selling cars in the UK. The upcoming EU fleet average CO2 emissions legislation will impose a levy of €95 per gCO2/km above a fleet average of 95gCO2/km by 2020. This challenging requirement would cost a company the size of Ford €5.3bn if no improvement were evident from 2011 fleet average emissions levels. Clearly this is commercially untenable hence every car manufacturer has had to put into place a process to develop technologies and enhancements to meet these requirements by improving fuel efficiency incrementally each year. Crucially, though, these technologies must be commercially affordable if car manufacturers are to be in a position to  maintain profitability. The technological and commercial needs have resulted in a powerful research imperative to develop and assess cost effective technologies that can effect measurable reductions in CO2. The need for improved products is self-evident. The need for improved processes arises because the level of CO2 saving offered by individual enhancements is typically small and often masked by the measurement imprecision typical of industrial laboratories. Improved precision is needed if product enhancements are to be demonstrated to be cost effective. The research at Bath has been uniquely able to contribute to improvements in both product and process. It was conducted in partnership with the Ford Technical Collaborations Group, which commissions and manages research on behalf of engineering teams within the whole Ford structure. The findings of the research are then passed directly to those groups and feed into current practice and future model development programmes. Improving the precision of CO2 measurements A project in partnership with Ford and co-funded by the Bath KTA (2010-2012) developed and extended the techniques demonstrated by the research at Bath [3] in such a way that they could be adopted in the commercial setting of the Ford vehicle emissions laboratories at the Dunton Technical Centre. Ford engineers, assisted by Bath researchers, incorporated the findings of the high precision CO2 measurement research into everyday practice for the benefit of fuel consumption evaluation. The target was to double the level of precision, thereby allowing engineers to rapidly establish the benefits of increasingly small design changes to the vehicles. This target has been successfully achieved and has been instrumental in the development of the Transit and the Econetic range of vehicles. The Econetic range sold 550,000 vehicles in Europe in 2012, representing nearly half of Ford’s European sales [A]. The Director of Vehicle Evaluation & Verification at Ford commented [B]: ‘The [Bath research] project has accelerated the improvements to reduce variability in test measurements of fuel consumption and emissions. As consumption and emissions fall, any benefits become increasingly difficult to measure, which is why this project has been so useful. By making our test procedures more discriminating, it allows our development engineers to make best use of our facilities. Some of these improvements have been carried over to other labs, particularly in Germany and the United States.’ In 2012 Ford committed to a multi-million $ investment in the vehicle emissions laboratories at its Dunton Technical Centre. The findings of the Bath research on improving CO2 measurement precision were used to justify this investment [D]. Product improvement The research findings from the parasitic losses research gave Ford the information needed to utilise variable flow oil pump technology, giving a 3% reduction in CO2, in a production engine for the first time. This engine, the 1.0L EcoBoost, was launched in 2012 and was the winner of both the 2012 and 2013 International Engine of the Year award [C], judged by an international panel of automotive journalists. In addition, the high precision measurements made possible by Bath research were able to demonstrate that a custom oil formulation further improved the efficiency of this engine, giving an additional 1% improvement in efficiency [6]. The 1.0L EcoBoost engine achieved sales of over 100,000 in 2012, its first year of production, with an increasing sales trajectory. This engine is fitted to most of the Ford range from the Fiesta to the C-Max and will go into the Mondeo in 2013. The Fiesta and Focus achieved UK sales that made them the first (109,665 cars) and third (83,115 cars) best selling cars in 2012 [A]. Describing the mechanism by which the impact has been generated, the Director of Vehicle Evaluation & Verification at Ford commented in January 2013 [B]: ‘Over the last ten years the relationship between Ford Motor Company and the University has grown into one that is of significant benefit to Ford…With the help of the EPSRC and the TSB,  we have been able to develop powertrain technologies and processes that are now influencing our products. Work at [the University of Bath] gave us a head start in developing a specific engine oil for our 1.0L EcoBoost engine which is now “International Engine of the Year”.’ The 2.2L Duratorq diesel engine, fitted to the Ranger and the Transit, which was the International Van of the Year 2013, also benefitted from improvements demonstrated in the research at Bath. The improved thermal management techniques and designs aimed at reducing friction have contributed to the creation of this engine. Transit sales alone totalled 129,200 in Europe in 2012 and sales of this engine will soon reach 300,000 per year. These engines are built at the Ford plant in Dagenham. In summary, the impact of these improvements on the emissions generated and the fuel economy seen by the vehicle owners is substantial. The 4% improvement in fuel economy due to the variable flow oil pump and new engine oil formulation reduced CO2 emissions by approximately 40,000 tonnes in 2012 based on 30,000 km per annum for trucks and 20,000 km for passenger cars. Based on €1.70 per litre, the reduction in fuel used saved the owners nearly €25M across Europe with further savings due to the vehicle classification into lower tax brackets [A]. Returning to the primary motivation for the research programme, the fact that research at Bath has allowed Ford to implement cost effective changes to its production vehicles reducing CO2 emissions by 4% has significant commercial impact for Ford. The improvement in fleet average CO2 performance is a key factor to the strategic imperative of achieving the EU set target of 95 gCO2/km. The savings achieved by implementing the findings of the Bath research allow Ford to make progress towards avoiding an EU CO2 penalty. The value of this contribution may be estimated by considering the number of vehicles affected (estimated to be at least 600,000); the grams of CO2/km saved by the measures described (4% of current fleet average represents a saving of approximately 5 gCO2/km); the levy per gCO2/km over the 95 gCO2/km threshold (€95/gCO2/km). This results in a contribution valued at approximately €0.29bn per year in avoided penalties.		A.     Corroborative statement from Director of ADS Collaborations Ltd, 3 October 2013. B.     Corroborative statement from Director - Global Vehicle Evaluation & Verification, Ford Europe, 7 January 2013. C.     International Engine of the Year 2013 (http://www.ukipme.com/engineoftheyear/ieoty.php). D.     Corroborative statement Supervisor - Advanced and Emissions Engineering, Ford UK, 30 October 2013.

		335		285000				285000		The UK spends £400-500M per year on flood defence infrastructure with 2 million properties exposed to the risk of flooding. Lancaster’s research on extreme value methods is fundamental to optimising the design of this infrastructure to protect against coastal and river extreme events. This optimisation minimises costs without jeopardising the level of accepted risk and hence has financial and societal benefits. These methods are the fundamental component in: •   The design of all UK’s coastal flood defences, total spend of £900M on 900 schemes over the REF census period. •   Saving the UK government £6M over this period from consultant fees. •   International governments’ and the insurance industry’s assessment of widespread river flooding risk.		Overview of Research Estimating the frequency of events that are more extreme than any previous observation is a key element in environmental risk prevention and assessment. Extreme value theory, a core research area at Lancaster for 20 years, provides mathematically justified models as the basis for extrapolations from observed large events out to more extreme events. The underpinning research at Lancaster for flooding comprises univariate, multivariate and spatial extreme value analysis and consists of two papers in the prestigious RSS discussion paper series as well as a series of papers in the journal Applied Statistics. Bortot, Coles, Dixon, Heffernan, Keef and Tawn were all based at Lancaster when the cited research was undertaken.  Our research provides novel statistical methodologies that integrate knowledge of the structure of oceanographic and hydrological processes with substantial developments in extreme value theory. Indirect evidence of the importance of this research to the UK government is shown by DEFRA and Environment Agency funding of £780K to support Lancaster’s research on extreme value methods and their application to assessing the risk of flooding. Coastal Flooding For coastal flood defences the two key design parameters, in order of importance, are still water level (sea level with waves averaged out) and overtopping rate (a combination of wave characteristics and still water level). Still water level is the sum of two components: tide (deterministic) and surge (stochastic). Dixon and Tawn developed the first extreme value methods which accounted for any of the following features: the tide-surge decomposition; interaction between the tide and surge; the spatial coherence of the surge; the use of hydro-dynamical models that predict the tides at intermediate sites; and inference using all extreme events (see e.g. Dixon et al. 1998). These developments required novel theory for temporal extremes and sophisticated covariate and spatial smoothing for extremes. The outcome was the first set of systematic estimates of extreme still water levels for the entire UK coastline that has no bias and much smaller confidence intervals than previous methods. Tawn provided the statistical expertise in a recent adaptation of these methods by Batstone et al. (2013) that updated estimates by using the additional recent data and instead of surge used a characteristic known as skew surge that removed the need to model the tide-surge interaction. For extremes of overtopping rate the joint distribution of still water level, wave height, wave period  and direction needs modelling in its extreme tails. This involves univariate modelling of the tails but also multivariate extreme value theory for the dependence structure. Coles and Tawn (1994) identified the benefit of treating these approaches as multivariate, developed a generic Poisson process approach and illustrated its use in the overtopping problem. The methods were later tuned for overtopping by Bortot et al. (2000) using simplified dependence models that gave sufficient flexibility but were robust. River Flooding and Risk Assessment Until Heffernan and Tawn (2004) multivariate extreme value methods were restricted to low dimensional cases with restricted forms of dependence structure, with the methods relying on an underlying assumption of multivariate regular variation. Heffernan and Tawn (2004) addressed the problem from an orthogonal approach by looking at limit theory conditionally on a component of the vector variable being extreme. This opened the methodology to substantive application for high dimensional analyses and a broad range of dependence structures. The work was extended and tailored for application to river flooding in Keef et al. (2009), addressing issues such as how to deal with missing data and temporal dependence.		Key references Coles, S. G. and Tawn, J. A. (1994). Statistical methods for multivariate extremes: an application to structural design (with discussion), Appl. Statist., 43, 1-48. Dixon, J. M., Tawn, J. A. and Vassie, J. M. (1998). Spatial modelling of extreme sea-levels, Environmetrics, 9, 283--301. Heffernan, J. E. and Tawn, J. A. (2004). A conditional approach to modelling multivariate extreme values (with discussion), J. Roy. Statist. Soc., B, 66, 497--547. Other references Batstone, C., Lawless, M., Tawn, J. A., Horsburgh, K., Blackman, D. McMillan, A., Worth, D., Laeger, S., and Hunt, T. (2013). A UK best-practice approach for extreme sea level analysis along complex topographic coastlines. Ocean Engineering, 71, 28-39 Bortot, P, Coles, S. G. and Tawn, J. A. (2000). The multivariate Gaussian tail model: an application to oceanographic data, Appl. Statist., 49, 31-49. Keef, C., Tawn, J. A. and Svensson, C. (2009). Spatial risk assessment for extreme river flows. Appl. Statist., 58, 601-618.		Impact on Design of Coastal Flood Defences The North Sea floods of 1953 claimed 307 lives in the UK and 1,800 in Netherlands. Following that event more rigorous methods of data collection and analysis were used in coastal flood defence design.  Large budgets are involved, e.g., the total spend on defences on the UK east coast in Lincolnshire, Norfolk, Suffolk and Essex was £250M in 10 years. In designing a sea-wall the key design factor is its height which needs to be estimated to ensure an intended level of protection, which typically corresponds to events larger than those already observed. If the wall is built too high then substantial unnecessary costs can be incurred: 1m of extra height on average costs £150K per 100m length of wall with the UK having about 1000km of walls (JBA 2013). If it is too small then the intended level of protection will not be achieved, with flooding occurring at a greater frequency than anticipated and hence unacceptable risks to human life/property and effects on longer-term property value. Therefore major economic and societal benefits arise from optimising the wall height. Design standards for a typical coastal town are based on 100-year return levels, which corresponds to the sea-wall height that would be exceeded on average once in 100 years. Prior to the underpinning research for this study, different methods had been used giving estimates for the  100-year level return level at a site that varied by between 0.5-1m for each of the 30 sites with data and by much greater larger amounts at intermediate sites without observations (Dixon and Tawn, 1997). Using the new methods for inference for extreme still water levels developed at Lancaster, Dixon and Tawn (1997) produced the first set of estimates of still water extremes for the entire UK coastline. Following strong recommendations from DEFRA and the Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory (now the National Oceanography Centre) these values were used in all designs of UK coastal flood defence designs from 1997 to 2010 (JBA, 2013). In 2008-10 Tawn provided the statistical expertise in a consortium with JBA Consulting, the National Oceanography Centre and Royal Haskoning to update the methods, exploit new data, and produce a new full set of estimates for the Environment Agency that have been used systematically by the Environment Agency and their clients since 2010 (Environment Agency, 2011, Batstone et al 2013). In particular, these estimates have been used to determine the design of over 900 schemes, total spend £900M (JBA 2013), over the REF census period. Even when the still water level does not breach the sea-wall, substantial flooding can occur due to overtopping by waves. Using the methods described in Section 2 for dependence modelling, joint work with HR Wallingford (Bortot and Tawn, 1998; Hawkes et al., 2002) led to the software JOINSEA. This software “set the standard for joint probability analysis in the UK flood risk studies, and probably remains the industry standard for joint probability assessments in coastal assessments […] because it is practically the only method used." (HRW 2013). It has been used throughout the REF census for determining the designs of all UK coastal flood defences to reduce the wave overtopping to an acceptable level. In 2010, Eastoe (at Lancaster) and Tawn with Royal Haskoning produced for the Environment Agency joint distributions of wave characteristics (wind- sea waves and swell waves) around the UK for more systematic use. Both the still water and wave estimates we produced are specified by the Environment Agency (see e.g., Environment Agency, 2013; which refers to these as Coastal Flood Boundary Data) as the key input into cost-benefit analyses that have to be undertaken before any design for new flood defences is approved. For still water level the estimates differ from earlier values by 20-30 cm, which, if half are lower, corresponds to an estimate of a saving of £22.5M on 450 schemes of 100m long. Additionally the creation of these estimates saves the UK government paying consultant fees for deriving these estimates separately for each site (previously typically costing £15K per schemes, see JBA 2013) leading to a saving since 2010 of over £6M (based on 450 of the 900 schemes in the REF census being developed since 2010). Stefan Laeger (Research Scientist at the Environment Agency), writes: “The outputs from EA R&D project SC060064 ‘Coastal Flood Boundary Conditions’ produced a new, up-to-date national evidence base and dataset on design sea level conditions for mainland UK. This dataset is now the de facto industry standard in mainland UK and has been used to inform the vast majority of new coastal work (defences, strategies, risk maps etc) since summer 2011. Through Tawn's expert input, we were able to ensure that this dataset was produced by using improved, more scientifically robust statistical methods for analysing these extreme conditions.” Impact on Risk Assessment of River Flooding The risk of river flooding is managed by society through a combination of governmental agencies and the insurance industry. For both these types of organisation an estimate of the likelihood of the large or widespread flooding events is essential. Such estimates are used by government to help in coordinating flood mitigation activities and by the insurance industry to assess the financial risk of claims associated with their insurance portfolio. These demands call for spatial extreme value methods, for which the only viable option is the novel method developed by Heffernan and Tawn (2004) at Lancaster and described in Section 2. The need for such tools is illustrated in the UK by large-scale floods in 2000-1 (£1B insurance loss), 2007 (£3B insurance loss with 55,000 properties  flooded) and 2012 (£1B insurance loss). The UKs two leading companies working on hydrological risk assessment, JBA Consulting and HR Wallingford (combined annual turnover in excess of £40M), have interfaced Lancaster’s conditional spatial extremes statistical work developed for rivers with hydrological models and housing databases to produce tools to quantify the risks of spatial dependence in flooding for the first time (e.g., JBA’s portfolio analysis tool ‘JCALF’ http://www.jbarisk.com/software,  Keef et al., 2013). This software enables users to estimate accurately the distribution of the annual total flood loss for their portfolio of insured properties. This distribution is vital to the insurance companies in determining which new properties to insure and for assessing how much reinsurance they require to satisfy regulators.  Without having an accurate model for the joint distribution of different rivers flooding this loss distribution cannot be accurately estimated and hence conservatism is applied in estimates, resulting in substantial over-estimation of the amount of reinsurance required. The key to this software is therefore the high quality of the statistical model for multivariate extremes developed at Lancaster and applied to extreme river levels jointly by research at Lancaster and JBA Consulting, An example of the use of this approach is that JBA Risk Management Ltd. have developed such risk assessment products which have been licensed to several major international clients operating in the catastrophe analysis and reinsurance sector in the UK, France, Poland and India (JBA 2013). Therefore there are substantial economic benefits from the research for the insurance industry and consequently society.		Batstone, C., Lawless, M., Tawn, J. A., Horsburgh, K., Blackman, D. McMillan, A., Worth, D., Laeger, S., and Hunt, T. (2013). A UK best-practice approach for extreme sea level analysis along complex topographic coastlines. Ocean Engineering, 71, 28-39 Bortot, P. and Tawn, J. A. (1998). Joint probability methods for extreme still water levels and waves. HR Wallingford report, SR537, 234 pages. Dixon, M. J. and Tawn, J. A. (1997). Spatial analyses for the UK, Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory report, 112, 200 pages. Environment Agency (2011). Coastal flood boundary conditions for UK mainland and islands. Project: SC060064/TR2: Design sea-levels. Environment Agency of England and Wales. Environment Agency (2013). Outline brief for Cornwall Coastal Flood Risk Modelling: Plymouth Sound and Tamar Estuary. Environment Agency. Hawkes, P. J., Gouldby, B. P., Tawn, J. A. and Owen, M. W. (2002). The joint probability of waves and water levels in coastal defence design. J. Hydraulic Research, 40, 241--251. Keef, C., Tawn, J. A. and Lamb, R. (2013). Estimating the probability of widespread flood events. Environmetrics, 24, 13-21. Letter of Support from Principal Engineer, HR Wallingford Ltd (HRW 2013) Letter of Support from Chief Scientist, JBA Consulting (JBA 2013). Letter of Support from Research Scientist, Environment Agency. Impact case study template (REF3b)

		928		250000		250000				Collaborations funded through EPSRC Interact and RCUK UK-China Science Bridge resulted in QUB’s advanced control research having important economic and environmental impact in China, Pakistan, Vietnam. This includes the creation of new core modules for the Shanghai Automation Instrumentation Co (SAIC)  SUPMAX Distributed Control System series of products now in use for whole plant monitoring and control to maximise energy efficiency and reduce pollutant emissions. These products have since 2008 increased SAIC’s revenue by over $50M p.a. Related networked monitoring technologies have been successfully deployed in Baosteel’s hot-rolling production lines and in the Nantong Water Treatment Company that treats 20,000 tonnes of industrial waste water daily.		Key QUB Researchers involved Li (Lecturer 2002, Senior Lecturer 2007, Reader 2009, Professor 2012)  Irwin  (Professor  1989)  Scanlon  (Senior  Lecturer  2002,     Professor  2008),  Lightbody (1989-1997, PhD, Lecturer), Peng (1999-2012, PhD then PDRA, Colandairaj (2003- 2006, PhD), Connally     (2003-2006),  Niu  (2009-2011,  PDRA),  Du  (2009-2010,  exchange  student,  then 2011-2012 PDRA). Time period: 1995 to 2012 Research on modern control techniques in large scale industrial processes and thermal power plants, led by Irwin and Li, has been a UoA major area for many years. This has resulted in important advances ranging from the control of individual units to whole system and networked control. A key aspect has been the use of neural network based methods. These yield new and much less complex models than previously available with proven high effectiveness in control environments that operate over a wide range of system conditions. Initial research GR/K37161/01 (1995-98) led to new modelling and identification methods and associated algorithms for use in processes where the underlying dynamics are either too complicated to build a white-box model or where process knowledge is either unknown or partially known. Subsequent research GR/S85191/01 (2004-07), investigated the use of neural network methods and resulted in very important advances in a new neural modelling approach based on the use of genetic algorithms for use in non-linear dynamic systems. Here salient non-linear basis functions are extracted, using first principle laws, and used as the basic building blocks to optimally construct appropriate neural network models. These have a simple structure and produce excellent prediction performance and good interpretability [1, 2]. A major challenge is the selection of a small basis function subset from a large candidate pool. However a major breakthrough was made by integrating the forward and backward selection using one  integrated  framework.  Computational  requirements  significantly  reduce  by  the  repetitive application of least squares operations involving matrix inversion. This led to enhanced model performance and greater numerical efficiency [3] as compared with previous orthogonal least squares methods. Application to pollutant emission prediction and control in thermal power plants was demonstrated [4] though collaboration with the British Coal Utilisation Research Association, E.ON UK Power Technology Ltd. Politecnico di Milano and the Shanghai Key Laboratory of Power Station Automation Technology. Parallel  research  on  whole  system  control  led  to  other  important  advances  with  Multivariate  Statistical  Process  Control  (MSPC)  theory  being  applied  to  non-linear  dynamical  process monitoring [5]. This led to new MSPC monitoring software tools that were subsequently developed commercially.  An important related challenge is the control of large scale systems where units are geographically distributed and connected via various communication networks. Research in this area EP/F00477X/1 resulted in new wireless network control technologies and a new and verified Simulink co-simulation tool for the IEEE 801.11 protocol. This uses a novel approach to adapt sampling interval based on an 'a priori', static sampling policy and assures control stability - in a mean square sense - by using discrete-time Markov jump linear system theory. In addition, a new inverse Gaussian model for the statistical distribution of network induced delays was created [6].		The six publications covering/underpinning this research are listed below. These have undergone rigorous peer review and the research funded through the externally peer-reviewed external grants shown. The three highlighted papers* are indicative of the quality underpinning the research. IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control publishes high-quality papers and technical notes on the theory, design and applications of control engineering.  Current Impact factor is 2.11. Control Engineering Practice, published by Elsevier is a Journal of IFAC, the International Federation of Automatic Control.  It publishes papers which illustrate the direct application of  control theory. Current Impact factor 2.03. IET Control Theory & Applications is devoted to control systems in the broadest sense, covering new theoretical results and the applications of new and established control methods. Current Impact factor 1. (1) P. Connally, K. Li, G. W. Irwin. “Integrated Structure Selection and Parameter Optimisation for Eng-genes  Neural  Models”,  Neurocomputing,  Vol.  71,  No  13-15,  2964-2977,  2008.  DOI: 10.1016/j.neucom.2007.06.005 . (2)   Peng, J, Li, K, Thompson, S and Wieringa, P A. "Distribution-based Adaptive Bounding Genetic  Algorithm  for  Continuous  Optimisation  Problems"  (2007).  Applied  Mathematics  and Computation, Vol. 185, pp 1063-1077, 2007. DOI: 10.1016/j.amc.2006.07.022 . *(3) Li, K, Peng, J and Irwin , G. "A fast nonlinear model identification method" (2005), IEEE Transactions  on  Automatic  Control,  vol.  50,  no.  8,  pp  1211-1216,  August  2005.   DOI: 10.1109/TAC.2005.852557 . Paper has currently received 113 citations, Scopus. *(4) K. Li, S. Thompson, J. Peng. "Modelling and prediction of NOx emission in a coal-fired power generation plant" (2004). Control Engineering Practice, Vol. 12, 707-723, 2004, Pergamon. DOI: 10.1016/S0967-0661(03)00171-0. Paper has currently received 44 citations, Scopus. (5) Hartnett, M., Lightbody, G. and Irwin G.W. "Chemometric techniques in multivariate statistical modelling of process plant" (1996). Analyst, Royal Society of Chemistry, June 1996, Vol. 121, pp. 749-754. DOI: 10.1039/AN99621007496. *(6) Colandairaj, J, Irwin, G W and Scanlon, W G. "Wireless networked control systems with QoS- based sampling" (2007). IET Control Theory Appl. (formerly published as IEE Proceedings Control Theory & Applications), vol. 1, no. 1, pp 430-438, January 2007. DOI:  10.1049/iet-cta:20050519. Paper has currently received 62 citations, Scopus. Research Grant funding UoA Academics George W Irwin (Professor - PI), UoA Funding EPSRC GR/K37161/01 “ROPA: Performance Enhancement of Complex Industrial Processes by Online Auditing and Prediction”, Mar 1995 to Feb 1998, £106K. UoA Academics Kang Li (Professor - PI), UoA Funding EPSRC GR/S85191/01 “Eng-genes: a new genetic modelling approach for real-time operation and control of engineering systems”, May 2004 to August 2007, £124K UoA Academics George W Irwin (Professor - CI), UoA Funding EPSRC EP/F00477X/1 “Wireless Interconnectivity and Control of. Active Systems (WICAS)”, Dec 2007 to Nov 2008, £97K. UoA Academics George W. Irwin (Professor, CI), Kang Li (Professor - CI),  UoA Funding EPSRC EP/C004884/1 “INTERACT: Establishing New Research Links with Chinese Universities and Chinese Academy of Science”, April 2005 to May 2006, £18K. UoA Academics George W. Irwin (Professor, PI), Kang Li (Professor - CI), UoA  Funding  RCUK  EP/G042594/1  “UK-China  Bridge  in  Sustainable  Energy  and  Built Environment”, Sept 2009 to August 2012, £860K.		The research described facilitated major QUB led UK-China collaborations funded through (a) the EPSRC Interact Scheme (2005-2006) and (b) the RCUK UK-China Science Bridge project (2009- 2012). These  activities  created important  links between  QUB,  Shanghai University,  Shanghai Automation Instrumentation Co (SAIC) and Baosight and led to the creation of new joint twinned laboratories on energy and automation at both QUB and at the Key Laboratory for Power Station Automation  Technology  at  Shanghai  University1.  QUB’s  activities  have  focused  on  proof-of- concept testing and technology transfer based on the advanced control technologies described, as well as training programmes and thematic workshops, involving UK and Chinese project partners. This led to extensive staff, student and knowledge transfer exchange and further research on the deployment of this new technology in industry. At SAIC these activities led to the creation of new core modules that have since been incorporated into the company’s SUPMAX distributed control system (DCS) series of commercial products, the first of its kind manufactured in China. This has included incorporating QUB’s identification and optimisation techniques [1-3] into a networked self-learning control module. This takes the form of an advanced PID self-tuning software package that is part of the Distributed Processing Unit, with this being used for both unit and plant-wide control. In addition, the networked control techniques described [6] have been used to develop a new wireless handset manipulator to improve operation flexibility. A novel Profibus-DP to Ethernet protocol converter has also been developed that significantly improves the communication and control capacity of the SUPMAX products. SUPMAX DCS has now been used in several major projects for whole plant monitoring and control to maximise energy efficiency and reduce pollutant emissions. In particular, it has been used in the Nantong Waste incineration thermal power generation plant to monitor the whole plant and to control three large circulating fluidised bed waste incinerators. These process 1,500 tonnes of solid waste daily and supply 120 tonnes per hour of steam to nearby companies supplying 200M KWh to China’s national grid annually. This plant is now a showcase in China for municipal solid waste incineration/co-generation. SUPMAX DCS products have also been successfully used in other plants in China as well as in Vietnam, Pakistan and other developing countries where energy efficiency and environmental protection  is  essential  for  sustainable  development.  These  showcase  projects  have  led  to significant energy savings and environmental protection, with ensuing societal impact. The introduction of these products has also enhanced SAIC’s revenues2 by over US $ 50M p.a. i.e. also has had significant economic impact. The Multivariate Statistical Process Control MSPC techniques [5] and the wired/wireless networked monitoring and control systems created [6] have also been developed, successfully tested and deployed in the hot-rolling production lines of the Baosteel Group. These have been used for condition monitoring, fault-diagnosis, and information management3, as well as in the Nantong Water Treatment Co. which treats 20,000 tonnes of industrial waste water daily for the Rugao industrial development zone. The Zhejiang Ninghai and Shanghai Caohejing power stations have also benefitted from the UoA’s technology [1-4] using the technology to control, flow rate, pressure and temperature in hydrogen-cooled oil pipeline pressure systems as well as in a 1000MW pulveriser system. Again this has resulted in significant improvements in energy efficiency and control performance. This impact has led in 2009 to the award of second prize for “Science and Technology Progress” at  the Shanghai Government’s annual Science and Technology Awards Conference and in 2010 to the award of the “Creation Prize” at China’s International Industry Fair in 2010, organised by China’s National Development and Reform Commission and several Chinese government ministries. Tackling  climate  change  and  maintaining  energy  security  are  twin  challenges  facing  both developed and developing countries. China is now the second largest consumer of primary energy and the world’s top country for CO2 emissions. The research undertaken is therefore having an important impact in helping to address these societal and environmental issues. Note SAIC, (part of the Shanghai Electric Group), is the world's largest manufacturer of steam turbines,  http://www.shanghai-electric.com/en/Pages/default.aspx). Baosight, (part of the Baosteel Group) is the world’s second-largest steel producer measured by crude steel output (www.baosteel.com/group_en/ ).		1Leader of the UK-China Science Bridge Joint Lab on Energy and Automation Shanghai University. 2Chief Engineer SUPMAX product development, applications and sales: Shanghai Automation Instrumentation Co. Ltd. 3Chief engineer Central Technology of Baosteel Detection Co. Ltd Baosteel Co., Ltd. RCUK funded UK-China Science Bridge project at Queen’s University Belfast http://www.qub.ac.uk/sites/sciencebridge/ UK-China Science Bridge joint laboratory on power and automation http://202.121.199.239/fcms/Html/englishversion/ SUPMAX distributed networked monitoring and control systems (http://www.zygfw.com/prolist.asp?id=264&nid=418 ) Chinese language sites: Second prize for advancing science and technology awarded by the Shanghai Government in 2009 (The key technologies for networked measurement and control system and power plant automation)  http://www.shjlb.org.cn/newshow_k.aspx?id=142 Creation prize in the China International Industry Fair in 2010 “Measurement and Control System based on hybrid networks towards the Internet of things oriented applications” http://210.13.115.29/gbh/fun/winner-his.action?years=2010

		452		230400		230400				Accurate forecasting of oilfield souring is vital for the oil industry.  Souring (an increase in concentration of toxic hydrogen sulphide) increases the cost of maintenance and repairs four-fold, and reduces the value of crude oil by up to 20%. Our research led to development of the World’s first predictive models for the souring of oil-wells. The implementation of the models in software, commercialised by Rawwater Engineering Limited, provides accurate forecasts and has been validated by major Operators, including BP, Shell and Chevron. Since 2008, twelve different Operators have used the models in souring management, which has led to an estimated cost saving of US$360m since 2008.		The impact is based on research conducted in the unit of assessment in partnership with the industrial company CAPCIS (a spin-out from UMIST). The key researcher was Professor Patrick Laycock (Professor 1993 - 2001) The research was initiated via the UK Oilfield Reservoir Souring Programme and a primary statistical analysis of a set of large databases supplied by the contributing oil companies was conducted before the assessment period. The research involved the development, in conjunction with biologists and chemists, of a biogenic souring model that describes the down-hole microbiological generation of hydrogen sulphide from sulphate, and dispersal of that hydrogen sulphide. The crucial insight was that the origin of the hydrogen sulphide is biological and dependent on the ‘water flood’ (‘seawater injection for secondary recovery’, which forces additional oil from the reservoir). The model development took place within the REF qualifying period (1993- 1994) and initial models were published in 1993 [1] and 1994 [2]. Applied research into the practical control of souring continued at UMIST (now The University of Manchester) in collaboration with Rawwater Engineering Company Limited resulting in the sour gas forecasting model DynamicTVS© [3]. This complex mathematical model combines physical balance laws and data-derived descriptions of the biology.  In general, it describes the cooling of an oil reservoir due to water flooding, the opportunity for growth of sulphate-reducing bacteria (SRB) in the cooled zone, the transport of the hydrogen sulphide produced by the SRB to the production well and finally the partitioning of the sulphide at specified pressure and temperature in the production facilities.		The research was published as a report [1] for the Health and Safety Executive, London, which was peer reviewed by international senior scientists working in the Oil Industry; and in a peer-reviewed conference proceedings [2] of the fifth international symposium on chemistry in the oil industry, organised by the Industrial Division of the Royal Society of Chemistry. Citations are shown for  Google Scholar (GS) as of 30-9-13. 1.     Oilfield Reservoir Souring, R.D. Eden, P.J. Laycock & M. Fielder, HMSO, OTH series: London, September 1993. [GS: 23]. http://www.hse.gov.uk/research/othpdf/200-399/oth385.pdf 2.     Oilfield Reservoir Souring - Model Building and Pitfalls, R.D. Eden, P.J. Laycock & G. Wilson, pp 179-188, in Recent Advances in Oilfield Chemistry, pub Royal Society of Chemistry, London, 1994. [GS: 3] ISBN: 0851869416 / 0-85186-941-6 3.     Dynamic TVS© Software Package, available through Rawwater Engineering Company Ltd,  http://www.rawwater.com/souring		Context An oilfield reservoir has soured when an increased concentration of hydrogen sulphide H2S is observed in production fluids. This foul smelling and corrosive ‘sour gas’ is toxic to life and liable to cause cracking and pitting of susceptible steels [S1], leading to the failure of hydrocarbon pipelines both on land and subsea which can have a catastrophic impact upon both the environment and the Operators’ (oil companies) public reputation. Reservoirs are categorised as either ‘sweet’ or ‘sour’, and the origin of H2S from an erstwhile sweet reservoir is linked to secondary oil recovery, in which (sea)water is injected into the reservoir to maintain pressure. Prior to our mathematical modelling the phenomenon of souring was not understood and, accordingly, remediation measures were poorly targeted, expensive and usually ineffective. Only after the advent of our robust physical and numerical model was it possible for the Operator to identify the appropriate, targeted, prevention methodology and/or remediation treatment. By 1993, the results of a previous statistical analysis of Oilfield Reservoir Souring had demonstrated strong correlations between seawater injection parameters and subsequent souring; more specifically those conditions which created a ‘downhole’ environment in which anaerobic sulphate-reducing bacteria could live. This was reinforced by field evidence. Based on these data, our research led to the development of a biogenic souring model to explain unexpected increasing concentrations of H2S in produced fluids. Pathways to Impact The initial modelling work was carried out as part of the UK Oilfield Reservoir Souring Programme at CAPCIS (Dr Robert Eden) and UMIST (Prof Patrick Laycock) and funded by the oil and gas industry. The very nature of the project ensured a swift introduction of the souring prediction algorithms based on our models into the industry. The early model forecasts were subsequently validated through field evidence and lead to the model’s wider dissemination and use. In 2000 Rawwater Engineering Company Limited was established and the originators of the DynamicTVS© model, Laycock and Eden were granted title to commercialise it. The research has followed a continuous development line funded by Operator money initially through the multiclient programmes and the UK Department of Energy, and then by single client studies. The sponsors are now well represented in the Forbes 500 companies, and beyond, including BP, BG Energy Holdings Limited, Braspetro Petrobras Internacional S.A., ConocoPhillips, Chevron Corporation, Hoang Long JOC, Ithaca Energy UK Ltd, Lundin ASA, Mærsk Olie og Gas AS, Nexen Inc, Petro-Canada Inc., Rhodia UK Ltd, Saudi Aramco, Statoil ASA, Tullow Oil UK (Ltd) and Yara  International ASA. Much of the work is necessarily confidential and so has unfortunately not been available for publication. However, the track record and positive reputation of the model and the technology has enabled Rawwater Engineering Company Limited to market the model’s on-going development and exploitation through industry contacts and its internet presence [S2]. Reach and Significance of the Impact The founding of Rawwater was a direct consequence of the understanding gained from our research. The company has built and operates the World’s largest facility to study biogenic souring under simulated reservoir conditions using a suite of pressurised, flowing, sand-packed bioreactors, whose design was directly influenced by the research. The only two souring forecasting models in common usage in the Oil Industry today are Rawwater's DynamicTVS©, a direct consequence of our research, and a more recent model SourSim©, released in 2006, which uses many of the ideas that we developed, and data from Rawwater’s bioreactor suite. SourSim© is only available to a restricted set of Operators for incorporation in their existing reservoir simulation packages, but DynamicTVS© is commercially available to the entire global community (and therefore all potential beneficiaries of the research). The research has had impact in the period 2008 – 2013 by providing revenue for Rawwater, with 10 associated jobs, and also by providing the Operators with assistance in souring management. One of the ‘big five’ Operators reports that today the cost of souring and its control consumes 1/3 of the production budget, and this same company has set aside $50M for souring research over the next ten years [S3]. With respect to impact of the DynamicTVS© model upon the Operators, the figure is difficult to calculate. For example, the specification of sour service materials, which resist cracking, will add 10% to the pipeline inventory costs (typically an additional US$1m per well). Since 2008, DynamicTVS© has been used by 12 Operators to either save costs against unnecessary treatments or to identify appropriate mechanisms to control souring (costs can be in the range of US$1M - US$10m per annum per ‘typical’ reservoir). This, in turn, has a direct impact upon ‘lifting costs’, oil quality and profit margin, but the precise details are commercially sensitive and not available for public scrutiny. Nonetheless an approximate calculation gives a net saving over the REF period of 12 operators x 6 years x US$5m /year = US$360m. We can also describe an illustrative case study: in 2012 the output of the model was used to demonstrate that an Operator should not take delivery of a US$100m sulphate-removal plant allocated to the field for biologenic souring control. The model forecast that the field would not go sour and hence this sulphate-removal technology was inappropriate, despite the Contractor’s insistence to the contrary. At a high level internal Operator meeting, the results of the model were endorsed by Contractor representatives and the sulphate-removal plant remained unsold [S2, S3].		S1]  https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/etools/oilandgas/general_safety/h2s_monitoring.html (Supports claim that sour gas is toxic and can damage metals) [S2]  www.rawwater.com/souring (Demonstrates web presence of Rawwater and marketing of DynamicTVS) [S3] Letter from Managing Director of Rawwater                                                                                     REF © Research Excellence Framework (Supports all financial claims, details of Rawwater Engineering Company Ltd and further    specific details of the impact)

		698		230000		230000				Transport crew scheduling research at Leeds University since 1994 produced optimising algorithms and industry-ready software that led to the spinning out of Tracsis in 2004. The software, including upgrades, is used by over 40 bus and train companies who previously relied on manual processes. A minimum estimate of a £230 million saving in crew costs has been achieved in the UK alone over 2008-31.7.2013. Since 2008, the software has been routinely used by bidders in all UK rail franchise tenders, contributing to cost effective, efficient and reliable rail transport. Success led to the Tracsis floatation in November 2007 (market capitalisation: £46.7 million on 22/5/2013).		Research in transport crew scheduling in this UoA goes back to the pioneering work of Wren in the 1960s, but it is the large body of research since 1994 that led to the Tracsis spin-out in 2004. The necessity for coherent shift working of crews, compounded by numerous constraints on the crews (e.g., limited shift duration, required breaks for crew), the vehicles (route compatibility and traction type), and other geographical and operational constraints, makes transport crew scheduling a difficult (NP-hard) combinatorial optimisation problem. Historically, crew scheduling problems have most frequently been tackled using Integer Linear Programming (ILP). Thus, the challenge is to find better (nearer optimal) solutions, more efficiently, for ever-growing problems. Prior to the 1990s, crew scheduling research at Leeds was focussed on bus operations. Two successive EPSRC funded research projects GR/K07256 (Wren, Kwan, £116K, 1994-96), and GR/K79024 (Wren, Smith, Proll, Kwan, £256K, 1996-99), switched the focus to the much harder problem of train crew scheduling. While advances in generic ILP solvers and computer hardware played some part in these developments, their impact was limited. First, train crew labour rules and operational constraints lead to considerably more complex formulations. Second, problem instances are much larger. For example, before this research, cutting edge systems could only solve problem instances of up to around 100 crews. However, most UK train operating companies require the ability to schedule more than 150 crews, and several train companies have to schedule more than 300 crews. The exponential complexity of the problem means that even a doubling in the number of crews results in massively larger search spaces. The larger geographical areas covered, with many intermediate stations suitable for changing crews, add further complexity. The approach taken by the Leeds team was therefore a holistic analysis of every step of the problem, from its formulation, through the generation of candidate solutions, the selection of suitable solutions, and the solvers. Throughout the research and software development, the researchers worked closely with users: trialling the algorithms, enhancing the system, improving the user interface, increasing parameterisation and introducing recommended solution strategies. The key contributions of the Leeds research underpinning the impact fall under three categories: 1.       Generation of candidate solutions: Part of the Leeds research was directed into the development of an appropriate collection of candidate train crew shifts as input to the ILP solver [1,2]. This candidate shift generation process is domain knowledge intensive and requires the use of carefully designed heuristics. 2.        Improved Select Phase: Once sets of candidate solutions are generated, the ILP selects a good subset from all the candidate shifts. The Leeds team investigated new formulations and developed algorithms for speeding up the ILP solver [3]. In addition, a special column generation technique was developed [4]. Other column generation approaches construct new shifts  dynamically, via subsidiary optimisation problems which may be complex and may not fully reflect the viability of the shift, as their need is recognized within the process. The Leeds technique [4] avoids this difficulty with a one-step generation phase: by optimising over dynamic subsets of the full set of pre-generated shifts. By allowing for the separation of the problem specific domain from the optimising algorithms, it significantly increases flexibility and adaptability to new problems. This approach was further developed under an EPSRC-funded project GR/M23205/01 (Proll, Wren, £141K, 1998-2001). 3.        Improved heuristics and hybrid solver: To improve the solver efficiency, new meta- heuristic techniques were proposed and tested [5]. These approaches specifically targeted large and complex problem instances. This research made further progress through an EPSRC+AEA Technology grant GR/S20949/0 (Kwan, £212K, 2003-2006). Work on this grant led to a major breakthrough, in a new hybridised algorithm called PowerSolver, capable of solving bus and train crew scheduling problem instances which were previously deemed too large and complex [6]. The hybridised algorithm uses heuristics to compress problem instances to a manageable size and complexity so they can be solved relatively easily and quickly. A further key new feature of this solver is the ability to improve and refine the solution iteratively (in a fully automated manner). 4.        TRACS II: This large body of research, combining elements from all of the above aspects, led to a new crew scheduling system called TRACS II [7], which was then improved further in TrainTRACS and BusTRACS incorporating contributions from the Leeds team. It was the TRACS II system that triggered the establishment of the Leeds spin-out company Tracsis. Key researchers: [text removed for publication]		[1]     Kwan, A S; Kwan, R S K; Parker, M E; Wren, A Producing train driver shifts by computer in: Allan, J, Brebbia, C A, Hill, R J, Sciutto, G & Sone, S (editors) Computers in Railways V, vol. 1: Railway Systems and Management, pp.421-435. Computational Mechanics Publications. 1996 [2]     Kwan, A S; Kwan, R S K; Parker, M E; Wren, A Producing train driver schedules under differing operating strategies in: Wilson, N H M (editors) Computer-Aided Transit Scheduling, pp.129-154. Springer. 1999. [3]     Willers, W; Proll, L G; Wren, A, A dual strategy for solving the linear programming relaxation of a driver scheduling system. Annals of Operations Research, vol. 58, pp.519-532. 1995. [4]     Fores, S; Proll, L; Wren, A, An improved ILP system for driver scheduling in: Wilson NMH (editors) Computer-Aided Transit Scheduling, pp.43-62. Springer-Verlag. 1999. [5]     Kwan, RS, Bus and train driver scheduling in: Leung JY (ed.) Handbook of Scheduling: Algorithms, Models, and Performance Analysis, pp.300-400. CRC Press. 2004. [6]     Kwan, RS; Kwan, ASK Effective search space control for large and/or complex driver scheduling problems. Annals of Operations Research, vol. 155, pp.417-435. 2007. (in RAE2008 submission) The advances in mathematical solvers in the last 20 years are still inadequate for large complex driver scheduling problems not atypical in UK. This paper, published in an international, peer reviewed journal, reports on a major breakthrough hybrid method, which does not require problem sub-division and yields cheaper solutions. The new approach has generic applicability to other Set Covering problems. [7]     Wren, A; Fores, S; Kwan, A; Kwan, R; Parker, M; Proll, L A flexible system for scheduling drivers. Journal of Scheduling, vol. 6, pp.437-455. 2003. (in RAE2008 submission) This paper, published in a premier international journal on scheduling, describes the full "industry standard" TRACS II system. References [6] and [7] illustrate the quality of the research (see notes).		Tracsis plc – from algorithm to the Leeds spin out: Rail and bus companies were involved from the first stages of the development process, providing expert knowledge and performing trials on our algorithms. Bus and rail companies trialled algorithms developed by the Leeds team as early as 1994-1996 (under EPSRC grant GR/K07256) [A]. This directly led to the adoption of TRACS II by First Bus in 2000 and ScotRail in 2003 [A,B]. The University of Leeds founded the spin-out company Tracsis in 2004 to further commercialise its TrainTRACS and BusTRACS crew scheduling software. ScotRail, First Bus (all companies in the group) and Translink (in Northern Ireland) were initial clients of Tracsis. From 2004 to 2007, further pilot trials of TrainTRACS were carried out with more train companies, and the trials successfully led to new licences bought [B]. Significance 1.  The scheduling software developed from the research is mission critical responsible for operations planning in many transport companies. At the time, these companies relied on staff and time-consuming manual processes to schedule their crews [A,B]. The use of automatic optimising software has freed up their time to be more creative in considering a wide range of what-if scenarios. This has the benefit of not only achieving the most efficient schedules, but also schedules balanced against a host of robustness and local issues that result in greatly enhanced reliability of services. Ultimately, the public transport users benefit [A,B]. 2.  The flexibility and power of the software is routinely used for short-term rescheduling, due to weather or engineering works [A,B]. The software can also be used to provide the best options of public transport at large events such as football match finals. The scheduling scenarios often involve an acute imbalance of demands across the network, special constraints, and very limited resources. Notably, the software was used for scheduling the Rugby World Cup train services in New Zealand, 2011 [B]. 3.  Rail franchise tendering is a means of getting the best value and quality of train services for the public. Since 2008, the TrainTRACS software has been used by nearly all shortlisted bidders in all the UK rail franchise tenders, contributing to cost effective, efficient and reliable rail transport. This has the impact of raising the standard of the proposed services with the confidence that when a bidder wins, the services can be delivered with respect to crew resources [B]. 4.  Tracsis has provided new employment. As of June 2013, Tracsis is an international company employing about 200 full-time-equivalent staff with offices in Leeds, Derby, Tadcaster and Australia [B]. 5.  As evidence of the success of Tracsis, its distinctive contribution and far-reaching impact, Tracsis has won the 2013 Small Cap Company of the Year Award (supported by the London Stock Exchange) and the 2011 Yorkshire Post Excellence in Business Award, presented by the Deputy Prime Minister. The judges of the 2011 award praised Tracsis as: “a prime example of university knowledge being commercialised and performing well in its market” [C,D]. Growth and reach during the REF period: 1.    In November 2007, Tracsis was floated on the London Stock Exchange (AIM) and the IPO raised £2 million [B]. Tracsis is successful with increasing turnover and profit: year ending 31st July 2008 (£0.81 million, £0.39 million), 2009 (£2.31 million, £0.72 million), 2010 (£2.65 million, £0.58 million), 2011 (£4.08 million, £1.11 million), 2012 (£8.67 million, £3.01 million), 2013 (£10.83 million, £2.59 million); its market capitalisation is £46.7 million on 22/5/2013 [B,E,F]. Looking forward, the peak share price was 207.5 pence on 22/10/2013 and the market capitalisation was £52.7 million. 2.    The software is being used by 14 out of the 20 UK train companies operating passenger rail services, all UK bus companies in the First group (the UK's largest bus operator, covering local services across the country), and more recently penetrating the freight train sector as well. There are also overseas clients in Sweden, New Zealand and Australia [B,F]. 3.    Since 2008, all the train operators who have adopted TrainTRACS have conducted pilot trials  and evaluated the savings they could achieve. Tracsis estimate overall savings at 2-12% over traditional methods [B] (a figure of 12% is quoted as “typical” in [F]). In the UK the salary of a train driver ranges from £32K to £50K per annum. Since crew costs account for up to 50% of total operating cost, TrainTRACS and BusTRACS have brought huge savings for transport operators. To estimate these cost savings, we shall consider rail and bus transport separately. (a)  The UK rail passenger train operating cost, including the leasing of train units and track/infrastructure access charges, was about £6 billion in 2008-09 (McNulty Report, Table 3.5 [H]); we estimate crew cost to be 40%, i.e., £2.4 billion per annum. The train companies using TrainTRACS cover about 70% of the UK passenger trains [F]. Conservatively estimating the savings at 2%, 4% or 8% gives annual savings of £2.4bn x 70% x (2%, 4%, 8%) = £33.6m, £67.2m or £134.4m saving p.a. on crew scheduling cost to the UK rail industry alone [A,B]. (b)  BusTRACS is used by about 25 bus companies in FirstGroup. In 2013, FirstGroup has sold part of its bus operations in London to Tower Transit, but Tower Transit has retained the use of BusTRACS. FirstGroup and Tower Transit together have about 9,000 buses. BusTRACS is also used by Translink in Belfast, which has about 300 buses. Unlike trains, buses only need one crew member per bus. However, accounting for rest days, annual and sick leaves the number of drivers employed would be more than the number of buses operated. Therefore, a low estimate of 11,000 drivers is justified. Assuming an average driver costs £38k per annum, total driver cost is £418 million. Therefore at 2%, 4% and 8%, the estimated cost savings are £8.36m, £16.7m and £33.4m per annum for UK bus companies [B]. (c)  At 2% savings, we therefore estimate a minimum of £230 million overall savings brought by TrainTRACS and BusTRACS to bus and train companies over the entire period 1.1.2008- 31.7.2013; at 4% and 8%, our estimates are £460 million & £920 million, respectively [A,B,H]. (d)  In December 2008 (after the West Coast Route Modernisation was completed), Virgin West Coast implemented a 30% increase in their train services and TrainTRACS was used to schedule their crews [B,G,I]. Only 6 crew members were added to their existing 1600 crew (an increase of 0.37%) [G,I]. 4.    The consistent savings and benefits accrued from using TrainTRACS have gained Tracsis respect and trust in the rail industry. This good reputation has enabled Tracsis to expand the TrainTRACS core business to include closely related planning processes of train unit scheduling and train crew rostering, and to related rail problems of performance and safety information management, data acquisition and monitoring, passenger count surveys [B,F].		A.  Testimonial from the Director of Business Planning, First ScotRail, 2013. B.  Testimonial from the Chief Executive Officer of Tracsis Plc, 2013. C.  Announcement of The Small Cap Awards 2013, press release 25th April 2013 http://www.smallcapawards.com/small_cap_awards_winners_announcement.pdf D.  “Fast track from academia to driving transport networks”. Yorkshire Post, 18 October 2011. E.  Tracsis plc Interim and Final Results – regulatory reports and accounts 2008 to date. F.  Research analysis article on Tracsis, the Small Company Sharewatch, July 2012. G.  Kwan, RS “Case studies of successful train crew scheduling optimization”. Journal of Scheduling, vol. 14, pp.423-434. 2011. DOI:10.1007/s10951-010-0212-y. H.  “Realising the potential of GB rail – final independent report of the rail value for money study – detailed report”, Department for Transport, May 2011 (herein referred to as “the McNulty report”),  http://www.rail-reg.gov.uk/upload/pdf/rail-vfm-detailed-report-may11.pdf. I.   “Implementing VHF", interview with Virgin Trains' Chief Operating Officer C. Gibb, in: ”West Coast Route Modernisation", Special Supplement, Modern Railways, May 2009, 52-53.

		556		228000		64000				The world is facing challenges in feeding its growing population. Climate change and increasing urbanisation  have  led  to  estimates  of  a  50%  increase  required  in  food  production  by  2050 according to report of the FAO on food security in 2012. Agriscience research has been developing high yielding crop varieties, which in turn, requires integration of incomplete complex data sets. Research  in  machine  learning  and  predictive  modelling  at  Imperial  has  addressed  these challenges by filling the gaps in the descriptions of biological networks. This is having a significant economic impact in agriscience areas such as tomato ripening (market value > $100m), herbicide toxicity  (market   value   ca.   $20bn)   and   environmental  modelling  of   herbicide-based  crop management (> $100m).		Within this case study predictive modelling involves the use of a form of Machine Learning known as Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [2, 4, i, ii, iii]. Professor Stephen Muggleton is the founder of ILP, the only subarea of Machine Learning which supports the use of explicitly encoded prior knowledge within a first-order logic representation. Within ILP, the key components for a learning problem consist of examples (E), background knowledge (B) and hypotheses (H) in the form of logic programs. Hypotheses are formulated based on a search through a refinement graph under the constraint that B,H |= E, i.e. the examples are explained by the hypotheses conjoined with the background knowledge. Additionally, hypotheses are selected to maximise the posterior probability of the observations. In biological applications, such as those studied in the Syngenta University Innovation  Centre  (UIC  –  http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/syngenta-uic),  the  examples  E  represent observations of up/down regulation of both cellular metabolites and expressed genes, or up/down regulation of species count. Background knowledge takes the form of encoded biological networks or known trophic relationships and hypotheses add suggest new arcs and labels in the networks. The primary ILP system used in this case study is CProgol5 [2], which supports the integration of abductive and inductive inference within an inverse entailment framework. The novelty of this approach with respect to learning in scientific domains, such as the modelling of gene product flux within cells, was its ability to revise multiple theoretical predicate definitions on the basis of examples  given  for  a  single  observational  predicate.     This  form  of  integration  was  first demonstrated to be effective for Systems Biology applications in the Robot Scientist project [3] where  observations  were  related  to  metabolic  concentrations  at  the  cell  boundary,  while hypotheses   were   described   in   terms   of   enzyme   modulation   of   biochemical   reactions. Subsequently, the approach was extended to the context of toxicological modelling in which examples were associated with metabolic concentration variations and hypotheses were related to reactions in the cell that were inhibited by the toxin. Moreover, variants of this approach which support the learning of Stochastic Logic Programs [4] have proved critical within the work at the UIC on Ecological modelling. In this case probability estimates associated with individual hypotheses are based on frequency of occurrence of abductively derived hypotheses within samples of consistent hypotheses. The  large  hypothesis  spaces  in  Systems  Biology  applications  at  the  UIC  motivated  the development of the TopLog sytem [5, iv] which uses a Top theory as a form of explicit declarative bias to significantly increase the efficiency of the search. This approach has been further refined within  the  MC-TopLog  system  [6]  in  which  a  multi-clause  search  was  shown  complete  for integrating abduction and induction. While the single clause hypotheses derived by CProgol5 and TopLog are effective for suggesting individual cause effect pairs, the multi-clause solutions of MC- TopLog have allowed hypotheses involving sub-networks of multiple inter-related causes and  effects. In scientific terms this characterises the shift within Systems Biology from Reductionist to Systems-level hypotheses. Evidence of the significance of our research for Syngenta has been their commitment to sponsor Professor Muggleton’s Royal Academy of Engineering Chair [v] for five years from 2013.		Publications that directly describe the underpinning research * References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. [1] S.H. Muggleton et al. ILP turns 20: biography and future challenges. Machine Learning, 86:3- 23, 2012.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s10994-011-5259-2 * [2] S.H. Muggleton and C.H. Bryant. Theory completion using inverse entailment. In Proc. of the 10th International Workshop on Inductive Logic Programming (ILP-00), pp. 130-146, 2000. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/3-540-44960-4_8 *[3] R.D. King, K.E. Whelan, F.M. Jones, P.K.G. Reiser, C.H. Bryant, S.H. Muggleton, D.B. Kell, and  S.G.  Oliver.  Functional  genomic  hypothesis  generation  and  experimentation  by  a  robot scientist. Nature, 427:247-252, 2004. http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature02236 [4]  S.H.  Muggleton.  Learning  structure  and  parameters  of  stochastic  logic  programs.  In Proceedings of the 12th International Conference on Inductive Logic Programming, pp. 198-206. 2002.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/3-540-36468-4_13 *[5] S.H. Muggleton, J. Santos, and A. Tamaddoni-Nezhad. TopLog: ILP using a logic program declarative bias. In Proceedings of the International Conference on Logic Programming 2008, pp. 687-692, 2008. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-540-89982-2_58 Grants that directly funded the underpinning research [i]  Closed  Loop  Machine  Learning.  EPSRC  GR/M56067/02,  S.  Muggleton  (PI),  £52,213, September 2001 – March 2002. [ii] Metalog - Integrated Machine Learning of Metabolic Networks Applied to Predictive Toxicology. DTI Beacon project, S. Muggleton (PI), £1.2M, October 2002 – March 2006. [iii] Application of Probabilistic Inductive Logic Programming II, EU FP6-508861, S. Muggleton (PI), £301K. January 2004 – December 2006. [iv] Four year PhD programme in Bioinformatics at Imperial College London, Wellcome Trust No. 069962, S (£1.2M), S. Muggleton (CI), October 2005 – September 2012. [v]  Automated  Microfluidic  Experimentation  using  Probabilistic  Inductive  Logic  Programming. RAEng Research Chair for S. Muggleton, RAE/10143/55, £608K, January 2007 – December 2011.		Syngenta is the world’s third largest company specialising in seeds and pesticides. The company is driven by its biotechnology and genomic research. The challenges facing the world’s food supply are also key issues facing agriscience companies such as Syngenta. A key issue is that the science is complex and the data are incomplete.  In order to solve these challenges, following a world-wide search among leading Universities, Syngenta identified the modelling work in Professor Muggleton’s group at Imperial as being the best match for their Systems Biology modelling requirements.  In 2008 Syngenta founded a Systems Biology Innovation Centre at Imperial under Prof Muggleton’s supervision to enable collaboration within a $3m programme using Inductive Logic Programming techniques in an industrial context [A]. Since the start of the collaboration in 2008, ILP techniques developed in Prof Muggleton's group have had profound impact on Syngenta’s business in areas such as improving consumer traits in tomatoes; environmental benefits in better prediction of herbicide impact, and reducing risk by prediction of unwanted toxicological effects. In particular, Muggleton's ILP approach represents background knowledge, allowing description of biochemical networks. This has been a key advantage with respect to other Systems Biology modelling approaches. Since ILP is a Machine  Learning technique, this allows the network description to be automatically revised on the basis of high-throughput biological data. ILP has the advantage of suggesting readily comprehensible hypotheses. Biologists can then examine the hypotheses using their existing knowledge. Those plausible hypotheses that are impossible to disprove can be considered for further experimental validation, while a biologically non-meaningful hypothesis may indicate that insufficient background knowledge has been provided. The specific commercial impact is detailed below. Tomato ripening (2008-2013)[A]: In the context of tomato-ripening, the tools developed by Professor Muggleton have highlighted new pathways  that  have been integrated into tomato-breeding programs. The outputs of  the tomato-ripening project have changed Syngenta’s research direction by focusing on manipulating pathways using tools developed at the UIC rather than individual proteins. ILP is used for analysis of gene expression and metabolite changes across fruit development to identify new genetic targets that play a role in controlling the ripening process. This allows Syngenta to focus on these genetic control points in breeding new tomato varieties, thus producing the most favourable combination of fruit quality characters in the ripe fruit. A Senior Syngenta Fellow confirms that this research “has informed a breeding program where we are using this information to breed new varieties using marker assisted technologies”[A]. The cost of breeding a new tomato variety is $5m [B]. Syngenta assess that the market size of improved flavour earlier in the ripening process is >$100m; Syngenta is the world’s largest supplier of tomato seed and it is estimated that Syngenta can capture between $40 -50m of this market. This is a high impact problem for Syngenta, and the UIC has delivered novel solutions addressing these challenges. Herbicide toxicity (2008-2013)[A]: When new agrochemicals fail due to adverse toxicology, it is often because of liver cancer. The research has been used to identify molecular markers that are indicative of liver cancer. These markers have been used to develop a simple biochemical screen to reduce the chances of failure at the late stage. In addition to saving costs, this reduces reliance on whole animal mammalian tests, which has a positive ethical outcome. These toxicology experiments are expensive (multi- million $), and use whole animal in-vivo tests prescribed by regulators. When compounds fail at this stage, Syngenta has had to spend around $100-250m. The Imperial research has enabled successful identification of new pathways containing molecular markers that have been linked to liver cancer. Early removal of potentially carcinogenic herbicides highly impacts Syngenta’s reputation and benefits society.  In addition, key Syngenta employees have been trained in the use of computational and visualisation tools developed in this collaboration. These tools have been employed in Syngenta’s research into product safety, changing their working practices. “The downstream value of this will be very large indeed regarding reduction in our toxicological failure rate once the pathways have been fully investigated” quote from [A]. Environmental modelling of herbicide-based crop management (2009-2013)[A]: Within Ecology the network of predatory inter-relationships between species is referred to as a Food Web – what eats what. Food Webs are key to understanding the effects of agriculture on the environment.  However,  detailed  Food Webs  are  rare  since  each  link  requires  intensive  field studies. The application of the underpinning ILP research in environmental modelling has led to production of a machine-suggested food web involving 45 species, generated automatically from a large-scale field dataset provided by Syngenta, as detailed in [C]. The proposed web correlates strongly with links suggested within the literature. The industrial significance of this is that food- webs  are  indicators  of  biodiversity  [C].  The  automatic  generation  of  food-webs  will  enable Syngenta to perform experiments at a landscape scale that have been previously impossible to do. Evaluating environmental impact of a change in farming practice, such as a new herbicide, at a species level requires sampling across farms over a few years. Prediction using machine learning helps provide guidance to farmers on the impact of farming practices. The economic and environmental impact can be quantified. Syngenta wishes to ensure their chemistry has minimal impact on the environment. Syngenta estimates that use of machine learning based Food Web  generation will facilitate opening markets worth >$100m per year for a new herbicide [B]. Equinox Pharma Ltd The same underpinning ILP technology is being used within the Imperial College spinout Equinox Pharma, founded by Prof Muggleton and two other Imperial College professors in 2008. The company applies  Support  Vector ILP  to  initial  molecule  candidate discovery  within  both  drug discovery and herbicide discovery problems. Initial contracts obtained by the Equinox Pharma have been from Japanese pharmaceutical company Astellas and Syngenta. Due to the commercially  sensitive  information  we  cannot  go  into details  but  in  both  cases the machine learning led to promising candidates that were taken forward for internal validation within the companies. [E]		(indicative maximum of 10 references.) [A] Senior Syngenta Fellow, Global Head of Biochemistry, Syngenta to corroroate impact on tomatoe ripening [B] S.H. Muggleton et al. Variation of background knowledge in an industrial application of ILP. Proc. 20th Int. Conf. on Inductive Logic Programming, pp. 158-170, 2011. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-21295-6_19 [C] D.A. Bohen, G. Caron-Lormier, S.H. Muggleton, A. Raybould, and A. Tamaddoni-Nezhad. Automated discovery of food webs from ecological data using logic-based machine learning. PLoS ONE, 2011.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0029028 [D] D. Lin et.al. Does multi-clause learning help in real-world applications? Proc. 21st Int. Conf. on Inductive Logic Programming, pp 221-237, 2012. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-31951-8_21 [E]  http://www.equinoxpharma.com/index.html . Archived on 22/1-/2013 https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/lyf

		556		228000		100000				The world is facing challenges in feeding its growing population. Climate change and increasing urbanisation  have  led  to  estimates  of  a  50%  increase  required  in  food  production  by  2050 according to report of the FAO on food security in 2012. Agriscience research has been developing high yielding crop varieties, which in turn, requires integration of incomplete complex data sets. Research  in  machine  learning  and  predictive  modelling  at  Imperial  has  addressed  these challenges by filling the gaps in the descriptions of biological networks. This is having a significant economic impact in agriscience areas such as tomato ripening (market value > $100m), herbicide toxicity  (market   value   ca.   $20bn)   and   environmental  modelling  of   herbicide-based  crop management (> $100m).		Within this case study predictive modelling involves the use of a form of Machine Learning known as Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [2, 4, i, ii, iii]. Professor Stephen Muggleton is the founder of ILP, the only subarea of Machine Learning which supports the use of explicitly encoded prior knowledge within a first-order logic representation. Within ILP, the key components for a learning problem consist of examples (E), background knowledge (B) and hypotheses (H) in the form of logic programs. Hypotheses are formulated based on a search through a refinement graph under the constraint that B,H |= E, i.e. the examples are explained by the hypotheses conjoined with the background knowledge. Additionally, hypotheses are selected to maximise the posterior probability of the observations. In biological applications, such as those studied in the Syngenta University Innovation  Centre  (UIC  –  http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/syngenta-uic),  the  examples  E  represent observations of up/down regulation of both cellular metabolites and expressed genes, or up/down regulation of species count. Background knowledge takes the form of encoded biological networks or known trophic relationships and hypotheses add suggest new arcs and labels in the networks. The primary ILP system used in this case study is CProgol5 [2], which supports the integration of abductive and inductive inference within an inverse entailment framework. The novelty of this approach with respect to learning in scientific domains, such as the modelling of gene product flux within cells, was its ability to revise multiple theoretical predicate definitions on the basis of examples  given  for  a  single  observational  predicate.     This  form  of  integration  was  first demonstrated to be effective for Systems Biology applications in the Robot Scientist project [3] where  observations  were  related  to  metabolic  concentrations  at  the  cell  boundary,  while hypotheses   were   described   in   terms   of   enzyme   modulation   of   biochemical   reactions. Subsequently, the approach was extended to the context of toxicological modelling in which examples were associated with metabolic concentration variations and hypotheses were related to reactions in the cell that were inhibited by the toxin. Moreover, variants of this approach which support the learning of Stochastic Logic Programs [4] have proved critical within the work at the UIC on Ecological modelling. In this case probability estimates associated with individual hypotheses are based on frequency of occurrence of abductively derived hypotheses within samples of consistent hypotheses. The  large  hypothesis  spaces  in  Systems  Biology  applications  at  the  UIC  motivated  the development of the TopLog sytem [5, iv] which uses a Top theory as a form of explicit declarative bias to significantly increase the efficiency of the search. This approach has been further refined within  the  MC-TopLog  system  [6]  in  which  a  multi-clause  search  was  shown  complete  for integrating abduction and induction. While the single clause hypotheses derived by CProgol5 and TopLog are effective for suggesting individual cause effect pairs, the multi-clause solutions of MC- TopLog have allowed hypotheses involving sub-networks of multiple inter-related causes and  effects. In scientific terms this characterises the shift within Systems Biology from Reductionist to Systems-level hypotheses. Evidence of the significance of our research for Syngenta has been their commitment to sponsor Professor Muggleton’s Royal Academy of Engineering Chair [v] for five years from 2013.		Publications that directly describe the underpinning research * References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. [1] S.H. Muggleton et al. ILP turns 20: biography and future challenges. Machine Learning, 86:3- 23, 2012.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s10994-011-5259-2 * [2] S.H. Muggleton and C.H. Bryant. Theory completion using inverse entailment. In Proc. of the 10th International Workshop on Inductive Logic Programming (ILP-00), pp. 130-146, 2000. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/3-540-44960-4_8 *[3] R.D. King, K.E. Whelan, F.M. Jones, P.K.G. Reiser, C.H. Bryant, S.H. Muggleton, D.B. Kell, and  S.G.  Oliver.  Functional  genomic  hypothesis  generation  and  experimentation  by  a  robot scientist. Nature, 427:247-252, 2004. http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature02236 [4]  S.H.  Muggleton.  Learning  structure  and  parameters  of  stochastic  logic  programs.  In Proceedings of the 12th International Conference on Inductive Logic Programming, pp. 198-206. 2002.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/3-540-36468-4_13 *[5] S.H. Muggleton, J. Santos, and A. Tamaddoni-Nezhad. TopLog: ILP using a logic program declarative bias. In Proceedings of the International Conference on Logic Programming 2008, pp. 687-692, 2008. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-540-89982-2_58 Grants that directly funded the underpinning research [i]  Closed  Loop  Machine  Learning.  EPSRC  GR/M56067/02,  S.  Muggleton  (PI),  £52,213, September 2001 – March 2002. [ii] Metalog - Integrated Machine Learning of Metabolic Networks Applied to Predictive Toxicology. DTI Beacon project, S. Muggleton (PI), £1.2M, October 2002 – March 2006. [iii] Application of Probabilistic Inductive Logic Programming II, EU FP6-508861, S. Muggleton (PI), £301K. January 2004 – December 2006. [iv] Four year PhD programme in Bioinformatics at Imperial College London, Wellcome Trust No. 069962, S (£1.2M), S. Muggleton (CI), October 2005 – September 2012. [v]  Automated  Microfluidic  Experimentation  using  Probabilistic  Inductive  Logic  Programming. RAEng Research Chair for S. Muggleton, RAE/10143/55, £608K, January 2007 – December 2011.		Syngenta is the world’s third largest company specialising in seeds and pesticides. The company is driven by its biotechnology and genomic research. The challenges facing the world’s food supply are also key issues facing agriscience companies such as Syngenta. A key issue is that the science is complex and the data are incomplete.  In order to solve these challenges, following a world-wide search among leading Universities, Syngenta identified the modelling work in Professor Muggleton’s group at Imperial as being the best match for their Systems Biology modelling requirements.  In 2008 Syngenta founded a Systems Biology Innovation Centre at Imperial under Prof Muggleton’s supervision to enable collaboration within a $3m programme using Inductive Logic Programming techniques in an industrial context [A]. Since the start of the collaboration in 2008, ILP techniques developed in Prof Muggleton's group have had profound impact on Syngenta’s business in areas such as improving consumer traits in tomatoes; environmental benefits in better prediction of herbicide impact, and reducing risk by prediction of unwanted toxicological effects. In particular, Muggleton's ILP approach represents background knowledge, allowing description of biochemical networks. This has been a key advantage with respect to other Systems Biology modelling approaches. Since ILP is a Machine  Learning technique, this allows the network description to be automatically revised on the basis of high-throughput biological data. ILP has the advantage of suggesting readily comprehensible hypotheses. Biologists can then examine the hypotheses using their existing knowledge. Those plausible hypotheses that are impossible to disprove can be considered for further experimental validation, while a biologically non-meaningful hypothesis may indicate that insufficient background knowledge has been provided. The specific commercial impact is detailed below. Tomato ripening (2008-2013)[A]: In the context of tomato-ripening, the tools developed by Professor Muggleton have highlighted new pathways  that  have been integrated into tomato-breeding programs. The outputs of  the tomato-ripening project have changed Syngenta’s research direction by focusing on manipulating pathways using tools developed at the UIC rather than individual proteins. ILP is used for analysis of gene expression and metabolite changes across fruit development to identify new genetic targets that play a role in controlling the ripening process. This allows Syngenta to focus on these genetic control points in breeding new tomato varieties, thus producing the most favourable combination of fruit quality characters in the ripe fruit. A Senior Syngenta Fellow confirms that this research “has informed a breeding program where we are using this information to breed new varieties using marker assisted technologies”[A]. The cost of breeding a new tomato variety is $5m [B]. Syngenta assess that the market size of improved flavour earlier in the ripening process is >$100m; Syngenta is the world’s largest supplier of tomato seed and it is estimated that Syngenta can capture between $40 -50m of this market. This is a high impact problem for Syngenta, and the UIC has delivered novel solutions addressing these challenges. Herbicide toxicity (2008-2013)[A]: When new agrochemicals fail due to adverse toxicology, it is often because of liver cancer. The research has been used to identify molecular markers that are indicative of liver cancer. These markers have been used to develop a simple biochemical screen to reduce the chances of failure at the late stage. In addition to saving costs, this reduces reliance on whole animal mammalian tests, which has a positive ethical outcome. These toxicology experiments are expensive (multi- million $), and use whole animal in-vivo tests prescribed by regulators. When compounds fail at this stage, Syngenta has had to spend around $100-250m. The Imperial research has enabled successful identification of new pathways containing molecular markers that have been linked to liver cancer. Early removal of potentially carcinogenic herbicides highly impacts Syngenta’s reputation and benefits society.  In addition, key Syngenta employees have been trained in the use of computational and visualisation tools developed in this collaboration. These tools have been employed in Syngenta’s research into product safety, changing their working practices. “The downstream value of this will be very large indeed regarding reduction in our toxicological failure rate once the pathways have been fully investigated” quote from [A]. Environmental modelling of herbicide-based crop management (2009-2013)[A]: Within Ecology the network of predatory inter-relationships between species is referred to as a Food Web – what eats what. Food Webs are key to understanding the effects of agriculture on the environment.  However,  detailed  Food Webs  are  rare  since  each  link  requires  intensive  field studies. The application of the underpinning ILP research in environmental modelling has led to production of a machine-suggested food web involving 45 species, generated automatically from a large-scale field dataset provided by Syngenta, as detailed in [C]. The proposed web correlates strongly with links suggested within the literature. The industrial significance of this is that food- webs  are  indicators  of  biodiversity  [C].  The  automatic  generation  of  food-webs  will  enable Syngenta to perform experiments at a landscape scale that have been previously impossible to do. Evaluating environmental impact of a change in farming practice, such as a new herbicide, at a species level requires sampling across farms over a few years. Prediction using machine learning helps provide guidance to farmers on the impact of farming practices. The economic and environmental impact can be quantified. Syngenta wishes to ensure their chemistry has minimal impact on the environment. Syngenta estimates that use of machine learning based Food Web  generation will facilitate opening markets worth >$100m per year for a new herbicide [B]. Equinox Pharma Ltd The same underpinning ILP technology is being used within the Imperial College spinout Equinox Pharma, founded by Prof Muggleton and two other Imperial College professors in 2008. The company applies  Support  Vector ILP  to  initial  molecule  candidate discovery  within  both  drug discovery and herbicide discovery problems. Initial contracts obtained by the Equinox Pharma have been from Japanese pharmaceutical company Astellas and Syngenta. Due to the commercially  sensitive  information  we  cannot  go  into details  but  in  both  cases the machine learning led to promising candidates that were taken forward for internal validation within the companies. [E]		(indicative maximum of 10 references.) [A] Senior Syngenta Fellow, Global Head of Biochemistry, Syngenta to corroroate impact on tomatoe ripening [B] S.H. Muggleton et al. Variation of background knowledge in an industrial application of ILP. Proc. 20th Int. Conf. on Inductive Logic Programming, pp. 158-170, 2011. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-21295-6_19 [C] D.A. Bohen, G. Caron-Lormier, S.H. Muggleton, A. Raybould, and A. Tamaddoni-Nezhad. Automated discovery of food webs from ecological data using logic-based machine learning. PLoS ONE, 2011.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0029028 [D] D. Lin et.al. Does multi-clause learning help in real-world applications? Proc. 21st Int. Conf. on Inductive Logic Programming, pp 221-237, 2012. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-31951-8_21 [E]  http://www.equinoxpharma.com/index.html . Archived on 22/1-/2013 https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/lyf

		778		225000		12000				Substantial savings have been made using Cranfield’s Cost Engineering software tools and techniques. These are used in BAE Systems, Airbus, Rolls-Royce, GE Aviation, Ford Motor Company and increasingly in the UK defence industry through the MoD. DTZ (Debenham Tie Leung Ltd) estimates £213 million per annum financial benefit for BAE Systems and MoD alone, with an additional £200 million per annum for other companies. Cranfield’s team has significantly influenced the national and international policy of The Association of Cost Engineers and manufacturing companies in methods and procedures. Cranfield has trained over 700 engineers from over 50 companies in cost engineering based on our research.		Cranfield University started research on cost engineering to understand the extant basis of cost prediction in the design, manufacture and service of components and industry’s understanding of affordability, in the late 1990s. The goal was to understand the science and engineering behind current industrial practice so that cost engineering could become more scientific and systematic in the future. Our studies established the best practice in true cost prediction, and have developed software tools and training, which have improved the competitiveness of UK manufacturing companies. We studied how cost engineers think, and modelled the cognitive processes behind the engineering judgement necessary for the cost prediction [G1, 3, P1]. The study involved analysing the reasoning process followed during cost estimating by both experts and novices. Research into this cognitive process became the foundation for our cost engineering training, which has been developed for industry since 2003. The Cranfield team progressed to research best practice in predicting the cost of new technologies, based on analogy, in collaboration with the automotive industry [P2]. Then the team focused on predicting cost of design, manufacturing and assembly at the conceptual design stage for complex engineering systems, e.g. for aircraft wings and hydraulic systems. The scope of this prediction covered the design effort, including both the thinking time and the Computer Aided Design model development time, based on the complexity of the product [G2-4, P3]. The research included both mechanical and electronic components design and testing. Novel techniques (e.g. function based cost estimating for automotive components) were developed which can predict more realistic cost at the conceptual design stage, in the absence of data of good quality and quantity [P4]. Our research focused on predicting the cost of in-service issues, especially within performance based contracts. The key challenges addressed in the research are: -    predicting the cost of the resolution of component and material obsolescence, based on a probabilistic approach [G5, P5]; -    modelling service uncertainty within the cost estimates using an analogy based approach [G5, P6]. The probabilistic cost estimation approach identified the relationships between component complexity and obsolescence resolution profile. We identified that the cost efficiency achieved by  organisations in relation to obsolescence correlates with how proactive they are in managing the problem. Understanding of this has informed the design of new tools for predicting the non- recurring engineering effort/cost for obsolescence resolution [P5]. The analogy and uncertainty based cost estimating technique identifies the new challenges related to availability contracts, and enables a systematic approach that reflects the impact of uncertainties on the cost drivers [P6]. The research identifies a cost distribution for the service provision using a stochastic simulation. The research also allows us to understand the enduring cost profile across a product/system/service life cycle and is fundamental to improving UK capability in cost modelling for large and complex projects in industry and the public sector. Key ResearchersPost details*Dates involvedResearch Dr. P BaguleyResearch
Fellow2006 – to dateArtificial intelligence application for cost estimation, parametric cost estimating Dr. Y XuLecturer2008 – to dateDesign for cost, detailed cost estimation Dr. E ShehabReader2004 – to dateCost of obsolescence, Cost of information preservation Dr. C WainwrightSenior
Lecturer2001 – 2008Parametric cost estimation, CADCO project Prof R RoyProfessor1997 – to dateAll the above, plus uncertainty- and analogy-based service and qualitative cost estimation * highest grade in period given		Evidence of quality – peer-reviewed journal papers P1*    Rush, C and Roy, R, “Expert judgement in cost estimating: modelling the reasoning process”, Concurrent Engineering: Research and Applications (CERA), 9, (4), pp. 271-284, 2001. DOI: 10.1177/1063293X0100900404. P2     Roy, R., Colmer, S.a and Griggs, T.a, “Estimating cost of a new technology intensive product: a case study approach”, International Journal of Production Economics, 97, pp. 210-226, 2005. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpe.2004.08.003. P3     Oduguwa, P., Roy, R. and Sackett, P. J., “Cost impact analysis of requirement changes in the automotive industry: a case study”, Journal of Engineering Manufacture, Part B, 220, Number B9, pp. 1509-25, 2006. DOI: 10.1243/09544054JEM275. P4*    Roy, R., Souchoroukov, P. and Griggs, T.a, “Function-based cost estimating”, International Journal of Production Research, 46, (10), pp. 2621-50, 2008. DOI: 10.1080/00207540601094440. P5*    Romero, Rojo F.J., Roy, R., Shehab, E., Cheruvu, K. and Mason, P.b, “A cost estimating framework for electronic, electrical and electromechanical (EEE) components obsolescence within the use oriented product-service systems contracts”, Journal of Engineering Manufacture, Part B, 226, (1), pp. 154-166, 2012. DOI:10.1177/0954405411406774. P6     Erkoyuncu, J. A., Durugbo, C., Shehab, E., Roy, R., Parkerb, R., Gath, A.b and Howell, D.c, “Uncertainty driven service cost estimation for decision support at the bidding stage”, International Journal of Production Research, 51, pp. 5771-5788, 2013. DOI: 10.1080/00207543.2013.794318. * 3 identified references that best indicate the quality of the research.  Key a Ford Motor Company, UK        b BAE Systems, UK       c GE Aviation, UK Further evidence of quality – underpinning research grants G1 EPSRC (GR/N21321). Developing an Integrated Costing Approach for Conceptual Design Evaluation (ICOST), £275,000 (total: £575,000 including cash and kind contribution from industry partners), 2000-2003, PI Roy. Partners: BAe, MA&A, Ford and XR Associates.. G2 Cranfield IMRC (EPSRC) sub project. Integrated Requirements Management for Digital Product Development (e-RM), £317,000 (total: £907,000 including contribution from industry partners), 2002-2005. Industry Partners: Nissan Technology Centre Europe, JCA, EDS and SMMT. PI Roy. G3 Cranfield IMRC (EPSRC) sub project + Four TSB/KTP with Airbus. Formalisation of Expert Judgement in Cost Engineering and Integration (CostExpert), £621,700 (total: £1,205,000 including cash and kind contribution from industry), 2002-2006, PI Roy (CI on the KTPs) and CI Wainwright (PI on the KTPs). Industry Partners: Airbus UK, Galorath UK and Smiths Group. G4 EU FP6 SSA, Virtual Cost Engineering Studio, £304,500, 2004-2006, PI Roy. Partners: Centro Ricerche FIAT, PRICE Systems, DAS and IZET. G5 Cranfield IMRC (EPSRC) sub project: Whole Life Cost Modelling for Product-Service Systems (PSS-Cost), £380,000 (total: £630,000 including cash and kind contribution from industry partners), 2007-2010. Industry partners: BAE Systems, GE Aviation, Lockheed Martin (Insys), MoD, Rolls Royce, Galorath, APMP, SBAC. PI Roy and CI Shehab.		Cranfield developed a best practice process and software tool to predict the obsolescence resolution cost for electronic components and materials (figure 1). The tool helps to reduce the UK defence costs in two ways: -    the contingency sums that defence contractors would have incorporated into availability contracts to resolve obsolescence issues will be lower because the tool enables the costs to be predicted with greater accuracy and confidence -    defence contractors will have a greater incentive to design equipment with a view to minimising obsolescence issues. A DTZ estimate shows £213 million per annum financial benefit for the sectors (BAE Systems and MoD only) [C1, 2]. Cranfield’s software tool is disseminated to other defence companies by MoD through a support contract [C3]. The research in cost engineering helped BAE Systems and MoD systematically to identify uncertainties in cost estimation, and the tool developed is used within BAE Systems to prepare bids [C4]. The research has also significantly influenced the national and international policy of the Association of Cost Engineers (ACostE), and promoted the need for a scientific approach to cost engineering in industry and government organisations [C5]. In addition, the Cranfield team developed cost models that were used within Airbus as part of the “CADCO” project toolbox to evaluate Figure 1: Predicted cost of obsolescence resolution with uncertainties  conceptual designs of new aircrafts [C6]. This enables Airbus to understand better the costs in the early phases of new projects, with calculated uncertainty. The team helped Airbus to implement the CADCO tool set across Europe and provided extensive training. Cost Engineering at Cranfield has developed novel approaches and tools to predict the true whole life cost of complex engineering systems [C7, C8]. Cranfield has provided cost engineering training for over 12 years and has trained over 700 engineers in over 50 companies with an indicative financial impact of £12 million per annum. Cranfield’s effort in improving the cost engineering practice across defence, aerospace, automotive, railway, oil and gas companies has resulted in more recognition of cost as a design driver and has helped in improving the competitiveness. The indicative financial benefit from cost engineering software developed at Cranfield (figure 1) is over £400 million per annum [C2], and the UK MoD is disseminating the software to more companies such that and the financial impact will be further increased significantly. To estimate savings, we consider that the UK civil aerospace sector alone has revenue of £12 billion per annum [C9]. The training delivered by the Cranfield team is estimated to help British aerospace companies to gain at least an additional 0.01% of this market, which is an additional £12 million per annum new business. Cranfield developed cost engineering training and education programmes, based on this research, with BAE Systems, Airbus, Ford Motor Company, Rolls-Royce, Bombardier Transportation and the Ministry of Defence (MoD) since 2001 [G1]. The initial training programme at BAE Systems focused on bridging the gap between the technical/ engineering functions and finance. The training improved the communication between the two groups and therefore improved the cost estimating practice and policy, encouraging the company to establish “cost engineering” as a distinct function. Once the cognitive model for the cost engineers was captured, the team developed detailed cost engineering training for the automotive industry with Ford Motor Company and for the MoD in 2003, which is used to reduce the learning curve of the novice. The training also included a ‘cost awareness development programme’ across Airbus (within Europe) and BAE Systems. The training supported design engineers, manufacturing engineers and procurement team members to improve their cost awareness. Since 2006, the Cranfield team has delivered an online cost engineering course on ‘Principles of Cost Engineering’. UK and international manufacturing (aerospace, automotive, railway, oil and gas) and defence companies use the course regularly. The face-to-face and online training courses have supported companies like Airbus, Rolls-Royce, and BAE Systems to become more competitive and manage their costs better, [C3,4,5,6].		C1     Contact: Consultant Engineer, Ex BAE Systems, now AIG Synergies Limited. C2     Contact: Consultant, DTZ. C3     Contact: Obsolescence Management Lead, MoD. C4     Contact: ILS Manager, BAE Systems. C5     Contact: President of the Association of Cost Engineers C6     Contact: Systems Engineer, Airbus. C7     Services to Estimating Award from Industry. 2008. URL: http://www.galorath.com/index.php/news/ukconference2008 (last accessed November 2013) C8     Contact: Vice President – Europe and RoW, PRICE Systems Ltd. C9     KPMG report on the future of UK civil aerospace industry. 2013. URL: https://www.adsgroup.org.uk/articles/35553 (last accessed November 2013)

		778		225000		213000				Substantial savings have been made using Cranfield’s Cost Engineering software tools and techniques. These are used in BAE Systems, Airbus, Rolls-Royce, GE Aviation, Ford Motor Company and increasingly in the UK defence industry through the MoD. DTZ (Debenham Tie Leung Ltd) estimates £213 million per annum financial benefit for BAE Systems and MoD alone, with an additional £200 million per annum for other companies. Cranfield’s team has significantly influenced the national and international policy of The Association of Cost Engineers and manufacturing companies in methods and procedures. Cranfield has trained over 700 engineers from over 50 companies in cost engineering based on our research.		Cranfield University started research on cost engineering to understand the extant basis of cost prediction in the design, manufacture and service of components and industry’s understanding of affordability, in the late 1990s. The goal was to understand the science and engineering behind current industrial practice so that cost engineering could become more scientific and systematic in the future. Our studies established the best practice in true cost prediction, and have developed software tools and training, which have improved the competitiveness of UK manufacturing companies. We studied how cost engineers think, and modelled the cognitive processes behind the engineering judgement necessary for the cost prediction [G1, 3, P1]. The study involved analysing the reasoning process followed during cost estimating by both experts and novices. Research into this cognitive process became the foundation for our cost engineering training, which has been developed for industry since 2003. The Cranfield team progressed to research best practice in predicting the cost of new technologies, based on analogy, in collaboration with the automotive industry [P2]. Then the team focused on predicting cost of design, manufacturing and assembly at the conceptual design stage for complex engineering systems, e.g. for aircraft wings and hydraulic systems. The scope of this prediction covered the design effort, including both the thinking time and the Computer Aided Design model development time, based on the complexity of the product [G2-4, P3]. The research included both mechanical and electronic components design and testing. Novel techniques (e.g. function based cost estimating for automotive components) were developed which can predict more realistic cost at the conceptual design stage, in the absence of data of good quality and quantity [P4]. Our research focused on predicting the cost of in-service issues, especially within performance based contracts. The key challenges addressed in the research are: -    predicting the cost of the resolution of component and material obsolescence, based on a probabilistic approach [G5, P5]; -    modelling service uncertainty within the cost estimates using an analogy based approach [G5, P6]. The probabilistic cost estimation approach identified the relationships between component complexity and obsolescence resolution profile. We identified that the cost efficiency achieved by  organisations in relation to obsolescence correlates with how proactive they are in managing the problem. Understanding of this has informed the design of new tools for predicting the non- recurring engineering effort/cost for obsolescence resolution [P5]. The analogy and uncertainty based cost estimating technique identifies the new challenges related to availability contracts, and enables a systematic approach that reflects the impact of uncertainties on the cost drivers [P6]. The research identifies a cost distribution for the service provision using a stochastic simulation. The research also allows us to understand the enduring cost profile across a product/system/service life cycle and is fundamental to improving UK capability in cost modelling for large and complex projects in industry and the public sector. Key ResearchersPost details*Dates involvedResearch Dr. P BaguleyResearch
Fellow2006 – to dateArtificial intelligence application for cost estimation, parametric cost estimating Dr. Y XuLecturer2008 – to dateDesign for cost, detailed cost estimation Dr. E ShehabReader2004 – to dateCost of obsolescence, Cost of information preservation Dr. C WainwrightSenior
Lecturer2001 – 2008Parametric cost estimation, CADCO project Prof R RoyProfessor1997 – to dateAll the above, plus uncertainty- and analogy-based service and qualitative cost estimation * highest grade in period given		Evidence of quality – peer-reviewed journal papers P1*    Rush, C and Roy, R, “Expert judgement in cost estimating: modelling the reasoning process”, Concurrent Engineering: Research and Applications (CERA), 9, (4), pp. 271-284, 2001. DOI: 10.1177/1063293X0100900404. P2     Roy, R., Colmer, S.a and Griggs, T.a, “Estimating cost of a new technology intensive product: a case study approach”, International Journal of Production Economics, 97, pp. 210-226, 2005. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpe.2004.08.003. P3     Oduguwa, P., Roy, R. and Sackett, P. J., “Cost impact analysis of requirement changes in the automotive industry: a case study”, Journal of Engineering Manufacture, Part B, 220, Number B9, pp. 1509-25, 2006. DOI: 10.1243/09544054JEM275. P4*    Roy, R., Souchoroukov, P. and Griggs, T.a, “Function-based cost estimating”, International Journal of Production Research, 46, (10), pp. 2621-50, 2008. DOI: 10.1080/00207540601094440. P5*    Romero, Rojo F.J., Roy, R., Shehab, E., Cheruvu, K. and Mason, P.b, “A cost estimating framework for electronic, electrical and electromechanical (EEE) components obsolescence within the use oriented product-service systems contracts”, Journal of Engineering Manufacture, Part B, 226, (1), pp. 154-166, 2012. DOI:10.1177/0954405411406774. P6     Erkoyuncu, J. A., Durugbo, C., Shehab, E., Roy, R., Parkerb, R., Gath, A.b and Howell, D.c, “Uncertainty driven service cost estimation for decision support at the bidding stage”, International Journal of Production Research, 51, pp. 5771-5788, 2013. DOI: 10.1080/00207543.2013.794318. * 3 identified references that best indicate the quality of the research.  Key a Ford Motor Company, UK        b BAE Systems, UK       c GE Aviation, UK Further evidence of quality – underpinning research grants G1 EPSRC (GR/N21321). Developing an Integrated Costing Approach for Conceptual Design Evaluation (ICOST), £275,000 (total: £575,000 including cash and kind contribution from industry partners), 2000-2003, PI Roy. Partners: BAe, MA&A, Ford and XR Associates.. G2 Cranfield IMRC (EPSRC) sub project. Integrated Requirements Management for Digital Product Development (e-RM), £317,000 (total: £907,000 including contribution from industry partners), 2002-2005. Industry Partners: Nissan Technology Centre Europe, JCA, EDS and SMMT. PI Roy. G3 Cranfield IMRC (EPSRC) sub project + Four TSB/KTP with Airbus. Formalisation of Expert Judgement in Cost Engineering and Integration (CostExpert), £621,700 (total: £1,205,000 including cash and kind contribution from industry), 2002-2006, PI Roy (CI on the KTPs) and CI Wainwright (PI on the KTPs). Industry Partners: Airbus UK, Galorath UK and Smiths Group. G4 EU FP6 SSA, Virtual Cost Engineering Studio, £304,500, 2004-2006, PI Roy. Partners: Centro Ricerche FIAT, PRICE Systems, DAS and IZET. G5 Cranfield IMRC (EPSRC) sub project: Whole Life Cost Modelling for Product-Service Systems (PSS-Cost), £380,000 (total: £630,000 including cash and kind contribution from industry partners), 2007-2010. Industry partners: BAE Systems, GE Aviation, Lockheed Martin (Insys), MoD, Rolls Royce, Galorath, APMP, SBAC. PI Roy and CI Shehab.		Cranfield developed a best practice process and software tool to predict the obsolescence resolution cost for electronic components and materials (figure 1). The tool helps to reduce the UK defence costs in two ways: -    the contingency sums that defence contractors would have incorporated into availability contracts to resolve obsolescence issues will be lower because the tool enables the costs to be predicted with greater accuracy and confidence -    defence contractors will have a greater incentive to design equipment with a view to minimising obsolescence issues. A DTZ estimate shows £213 million per annum financial benefit for the sectors (BAE Systems and MoD only) [C1, 2]. Cranfield’s software tool is disseminated to other defence companies by MoD through a support contract [C3]. The research in cost engineering helped BAE Systems and MoD systematically to identify uncertainties in cost estimation, and the tool developed is used within BAE Systems to prepare bids [C4]. The research has also significantly influenced the national and international policy of the Association of Cost Engineers (ACostE), and promoted the need for a scientific approach to cost engineering in industry and government organisations [C5]. In addition, the Cranfield team developed cost models that were used within Airbus as part of the “CADCO” project toolbox to evaluate Figure 1: Predicted cost of obsolescence resolution with uncertainties  conceptual designs of new aircrafts [C6]. This enables Airbus to understand better the costs in the early phases of new projects, with calculated uncertainty. The team helped Airbus to implement the CADCO tool set across Europe and provided extensive training. Cost Engineering at Cranfield has developed novel approaches and tools to predict the true whole life cost of complex engineering systems [C7, C8]. Cranfield has provided cost engineering training for over 12 years and has trained over 700 engineers in over 50 companies with an indicative financial impact of £12 million per annum. Cranfield’s effort in improving the cost engineering practice across defence, aerospace, automotive, railway, oil and gas companies has resulted in more recognition of cost as a design driver and has helped in improving the competitiveness. The indicative financial benefit from cost engineering software developed at Cranfield (figure 1) is over £400 million per annum [C2], and the UK MoD is disseminating the software to more companies such that and the financial impact will be further increased significantly. To estimate savings, we consider that the UK civil aerospace sector alone has revenue of £12 billion per annum [C9]. The training delivered by the Cranfield team is estimated to help British aerospace companies to gain at least an additional 0.01% of this market, which is an additional £12 million per annum new business. Cranfield developed cost engineering training and education programmes, based on this research, with BAE Systems, Airbus, Ford Motor Company, Rolls-Royce, Bombardier Transportation and the Ministry of Defence (MoD) since 2001 [G1]. The initial training programme at BAE Systems focused on bridging the gap between the technical/ engineering functions and finance. The training improved the communication between the two groups and therefore improved the cost estimating practice and policy, encouraging the company to establish “cost engineering” as a distinct function. Once the cognitive model for the cost engineers was captured, the team developed detailed cost engineering training for the automotive industry with Ford Motor Company and for the MoD in 2003, which is used to reduce the learning curve of the novice. The training also included a ‘cost awareness development programme’ across Airbus (within Europe) and BAE Systems. The training supported design engineers, manufacturing engineers and procurement team members to improve their cost awareness. Since 2006, the Cranfield team has delivered an online cost engineering course on ‘Principles of Cost Engineering’. UK and international manufacturing (aerospace, automotive, railway, oil and gas) and defence companies use the course regularly. The face-to-face and online training courses have supported companies like Airbus, Rolls-Royce, and BAE Systems to become more competitive and manage their costs better, [C3,4,5,6].		C1     Contact: Consultant Engineer, Ex BAE Systems, now AIG Synergies Limited. C2     Contact: Consultant, DTZ. C3     Contact: Obsolescence Management Lead, MoD. C4     Contact: ILS Manager, BAE Systems. C5     Contact: President of the Association of Cost Engineers C6     Contact: Systems Engineer, Airbus. C7     Services to Estimating Award from Industry. 2008. URL: http://www.galorath.com/index.php/news/ukconference2008 (last accessed November 2013) C8     Contact: Vice President – Europe and RoW, PRICE Systems Ltd. C9     KPMG report on the future of UK civil aerospace industry. 2013. URL: https://www.adsgroup.org.uk/articles/35553 (last accessed November 2013)

		734		215000		215000				Free and open access (OA) to publicly funded research offers significant benefits, but it also requires complex new systems to underpin it. University of Southampton research has resulted in software products enabling large numbers of research institutions to implement their own digital research repositories. Studies on the viability and impact of OA have steered institutions towards a more cost-effective and impactful model for disseminating research, and UK public policy has been directly influenced by the Southampton team’s advocacy work. The research also led to economic benefits through two spin-outs and the development of digital archiving techniques, which have been widely used by broadcast and film institutions.		In recent years, the OA model has been playing an increasingly important role in scientific publishing. It has been argued that there is a strong moral case for publicly-funded research to be freely accessible. Research carried out at the University of Southampton has produced institutional repository and digital archiving software, tackled the technical challenges of implementation and driven the OA agenda forward by proving its impact. Key researchers were Professor Leslie Carr (Web and Internet Science Research Group, at Southampton since 1994); Professor Stevan Harnad (Web and Internet Science Research Group, since 1994); and Dr Matthew Addis (IT Innovation Centre manager, at Southampton since 1996). A seminal paper published by Harnad in 1994 [3.1] sparked international debate on systematically disseminating academic research online to address the limitations of traditional publishing: limited readership, costs and delays. In 1995 Southampton launched the Open Journal project (funded by the Joint Information Systems Committee) and in 1997 it created one of the first central OA repositories, Cogprints. In 1999 Carr and Harnad participated in the Open Archives Initiative to design the metadata-harvesting protocol for creating interoperable institutional repositories, and funding was granted for the “OpCit” collaboration [Grant 1] between ECS, Cornell University in the USA and arXiv.org (then Los Alamos National Laboratory’s physics repository) to link references of all refereed research worldwide. Citebase, the first citation impact-measuring search engine was developed and used by the Southampton team for bibliometric analyses of the correlation between OA and citation rates (the “OA advantage”); the study found a significant correlation of approximately 0.4 between citation and download impact of articles [3.2]. From 2000, the Southampton team developed ePrints, a generic, open source institutional repository system which they also used as a platform to research the impact of OA and implementation practicalities [3.3]. In 2003, the University of Bath partnered with Southampton on “EBank UK” [Grant 2] to develop digital repositories of crystallographic data using ePrints. The principal pilot with the International Union of Crystallography generated a common standard for data exchange adopted by experimental labs internationally. Under the 2004 “PRESERV” project [Grant 3], the Southampton team worked with the British Library to explore cost-effective methods for long-term digital preservation, developing service models extending ePrints’ capabilities to media assets and opening up techniques previously the preserve of national libraries. “EdSpace”, a 2007 Southampton-led e-learning project [Grant 4] focused on innovations in the dissemination of learning materials and was closely aligned with the Massive Open Online Courses movement, which extends public access to HEI educational materials [3.4]. In 2009, Southampton researchers examined the costs and risks of archiving and restoration for the audiovisual industry [Grant 5, 6, 7] and produced A-Stor, a complement to ePrints, providing storage services for repositories, such as data movement [3.5]. This work was extended to the engineering sector, including a project with BAESystems and EuroStep (a Swedish company  focusing on the application of product data standards for product life cycle management) on data retention and access services in aerospace supply chains [Grant 8]. In a 2010 paper [3.6] Southampton and University of Quebec researchers set out to establish whether the OA advantage was down to authors preferentially selecting the highest quality work to make OA, by comparing self-selective and mandatory self-archiving for a sample of 27,197 articles published 2002–2006. The OA advantage proved just as high for both models, but was correlated with quality, establishing that it is in fact readers who select for quality.		(best three are starred) Research outputs 3.1      Harnad, S (1995) A Subversive Proposal. In, Okerson, A. and O'Donnell, J. (eds.) Scholarly Journals at the Crossroads: A Subversive Proposal for Electronic Publishing. Association of Research Libraries. 3.2 *   Brody, T., Harnad, S. and Carr, L. (2006) Earlier Web Usage Statistics as Predictors of Later Citation Impact. Journal of the American Association for Information Science and Technology (JASIST), 57 (8). pp. 1060-1072. 3.3 *   Hitchcock, S, Carr, L., Jiao, Z., and Bergmark, D., Hall, W., Lagoze, C. and Harnad, S. (2000) Developing services for open eprint archives: globalisation, integration and the impact of links, 5th ACM conference on Digital libraries, ACM, 143-151, 2000. 3.4      Davis, H., Carr, L., Hey, J., Howard, Y., Millard, D., Morris, D. and White, S. (2010) Bootstrapping a Culture of Sharing to Facilitate Open Educational Resources. IEEE Transactions on Learning Technologies, 3 (2). pp. 96-109. 3.5      Addis, M., Wright, R. and Miller, A. (2009). The Significance of Storage in the "Cost of Risk" of Digital Preservation. International Journal of Digital Curation (IJDC), 4 (3). 3.6 *   Gargouri, Y., Hajjem, C., Lariviere, V., Gingras, Y., Brody, T., Carr, L. and Harnad, S. (2010) Self-Selected or Mandated, OA Increases Citation Impact for Higher Quality Research. PLOS ONE, 5 (10). e13636. Projects Grant 1  “OpCit: Open Citations”, NSF / JISC International Digital Libraries Programme, 1999- 2002. £300k. PI Stevan Harnad. http://opcit.eprints.org/ Grant 2  “EBank UK” JISC Support for E-Research Programme, 2003 –2004 . £120k. PI LA Carr. Grant 3  “PRESERV” (phase I & II) JISC Digital Preservation Programme, 2004 – 2008. £293k. PI LA Carr Grant 4  “EdSpace,” JISC Institutional Innovation Programme, 2007 –2009, PI HC Davis, Co I LA Carr, £300K http://www.edspace.ecs.Southampton.ac.uk Grant 5  “PrestoSpace”, EC FP6, 2004 – 2008. €380k PI Matthew Addis. http://www.prestospace.org/ Grant 6    AVATAR-m UK (TSB) Jan 2006 – Nov 2010  £630k www.avatar-m.org.uk Grant 7    PrestoPRIME EC (FP7) Jan 2009 – Nov 2012  €700k www.prestoprime.org Grant 8   “RASSC”, UK TSB, 2006 – 2010 £85k PI Matthew Addis.		While other bodies have been working on OA, the University of Southampton has been the only UK institution carrying out research and development while lobbying for policy change. Impact on Policy “Gold” OA mandates require authors to publish their work in available OA journals, whereas under “Green” they publish in toll-access journals and their institution’s OA repository. Southampton’s recommendation to the Select Committee on Science and Technology in 2004, that all UK institutions and funders adopt Green OA mandates, was accepted by the committee. However, in  2012 the Government accepted the Finch report’s recommendation to prefer Gold, which then informed  Research  Councils  UK’s  policy.  Southampton  has  been  increasingly  successful  in lobbying for Green, as evidenced by the new HEFCE proposed policy advocating Green and Gold (consultation launched July 2013) [5.1]. Harnad submitted written evidence on the two types of OA to the House of Lords Science and Technology Select Committee and the House of Commons Business, Innovation and Skills Select Committee (both February 2013) whose recommendations were  critical  of  the  original  Finch  Gold  strategy  and  highly  supportive  of  the  role  of  open repositories [5.2]. Impact on Practitioners The original 2000 release of ePrints was the first “general purpose” institutional repository software (other repositories had been discipline-specific) and pioneered the notion that individual HEIs could implement repositories across all their departments. Since 2008, 46 UK institutions have implemented ePrints (total to date 113); as at July 2013, these institutions host 2.2 million publication records and sample figures indicate each paper is downloaded around 50 times a year [5.3]. ePrints installations are used at all forms of research-involved organisations including:     Health: UK NHS Trusts (Heart of England NHS Trust) Ifakara Health Institute in Tanzania, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Centre in the US, Vinzenz Gruppe in Austria and the Swiss pharmaceuticals company, Novartis.     Charitable organisations: National Museums of Scotland, British Library     Governmental: DEFRA in the UK, Queensland Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry in Australia, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in the USA.     NGOs: ICOMOS (Conseil International des Monuments et des Sites) UNESCO, Global HIV Vaccine Enterprise. The Southampton team was instrumental to the formation of the United Kingdom Council of Research Repositories, to drive the recognition of repository administration and management as a professional function and sharing of best practice. In the six years since its inception in 2007, UKCoRR has grown to 257 members. Economic Benefit Demand for ePrints led to the creation in 2006 of a successful service business, ePrints Services, which since 2008 has provided repository hosting services, training and consultancy to over 100 client organisations. ePrints Services employs seven staff and has generated over £3 million in revenues [5.4]. ePrints Services continue to develop ePrints in response to the needs of industry as well as the public sector: the latest version, 3.3.12, features “ePrints Bazaar”, which allows repository administrators to increase functionality by installing plug-ins and extensions. A successful new business was also spun out in 2011 for the A-Stor software: Arkivum, a contractually-guaranteed archiving service for digital assets. Arkivum, which secured £2.3 million in venture capital funding, employs ten staff and has fifteen current client contracts [5.5]. In addition to the direct impact on industry demonstrated by the launch of ePrints Services and Arkivum,  the  work  of  the  Southampton  team  continued  to  influence  the  preservation  and audiovisual communities throughout the REF period. Partners of the “AVATAR-m”, “PrestoSpace”. “PrestoPRIME” and “RASSC” projects adopted best practice developed by Southampton research [5.6].   From 2012, risk management and cost modelling techniques developed in PrestoSPACE and RASSC have been applied by Arkivum to deliver data assurance services to 15 customers that include Tate Galleries, MRC National Institute of Medical Research and the Financial Conduct Authority. Other research outcomes such as open source tools for preservation planning have been used by digital archiving and audiovisual organisations like the National Archives (2010) [5.7]. One significant commercial impact from the research has been to encourage organisations to adopt a more cost-effective model for archiving and disseminating research. The 2009 Houghton report (on the economic implications of alternative scholarly publishing models) estimated that OA publishing for journal articles could deliver system savings of around £215 million a year in the UK (at 2007 prices and publishing activity) of which £50 million would accrue to research institutions outside of HE [5.8].  Public Engagement Southampton is active in OA policy design and awareness-raising worldwide. Harnad has been a board member of EnablingOpenScholarship, which promotes open education initiatives, since its launch in 2009 [5.9]. He has also lectured on OA at events open to the public such as the 2008 International Science Fair in Trieste, Italy (which attracts around 30,000 visitors in total). Addis has been active in outreach on the curation and preservation of audiovisual collections, e.g. through the Screening the Future series of events for the audiovisual community, as organised by the PrestoCentre (www.prestocentre.org) advisory board member for the 4C project, (http://www.4cproject.eu/) and as a member of the Digital Preservation Coalition. (http://www.dpconline.org/). Finally, Harnad and colleagues have done a considerable amount of work to raise awareness and understanding of the benefits of OA among the general public. Some examples among many include Harnad’s authored article in The Guardian (September 2012); his three 2009 YouTube videos, the first of which has attracted over 700 views by July 2013; and an extensive February 2010 interview on Information Today Inc, which targets librarians and the information industry.		Section 5 [5.1] HEFCE Consultation on open access in the post-2014 Research Excellence Framework, http://www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/year/2013/201316/ [5.2] a)  Harnad Evidence to House of Lords Science and Technology Select Committee on Open Access: http://eprints.soton.ac.uk/348479/ b)  Harnad Evidence to BIS Select Committee Inquiry on Open Access: http://eprints.soton.ac.uk/348483/ c)  BIS Select Committee on Open Access Final Report: http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmbis/99/9902.htm [5.3] The Registry of OA Repositories (roar.eprints.org) monitors the impact of OA repository software across the world. For data on the 46 institutions which have implemented EPrints since 2008 see  http://tinyurl.com/psb9bjt [5.4] EPrints Services Business Manager can provide a list of customers on request and confirm other impact claims related to the company. [5.5]  Details of the 45.8% holding IP group has in Arkivum can be found here: http://www.ipgroupplc.com/portfolio/arkivum and from Arkivum Chief Technology Officer. [5.6] Principal Scientist, BAE systems Advanced Technology Centre. [5.7] Development of the National Archives Linked Data PRONOM Service: http://labs.nationalarchives.gov.uk/wordpress/index.php/2011/01/linked-data-and-pronom/. [5.8] Houghton report on Economic Implications of Alternative Scholarly Publishing Models 2009 http://www.jisc.ac.uk/media/documents/publications/rpteconomicoapublishing.pdf [5.9]  http://www.openscholarship.org/jcms/c_6095/en/people?hlText=Harnad

		1176		192000		192000				The GRANIT system is a non-destructive technique for assessing the condition of rock bolts and ground anchors used to support structures such as tunnels. It applies a small impulse to the bolt and interprets the resulting vibration response to provide estimates of load and unbonded length. Initial development of the system was based on the findings of EPSRC projects in tunnels undertaken by the Universities of Aberdeen and Bradford from 1989-1997, resulting in an empirically based method. However, research undertaken at the University of Aberdeen since 1998 has provided the understanding of the process and developed the fundamental engineering science needed to underpin the development of a full commercial system. The GRANIT system is patented, and has been subject to worldwide licence to Halcrow who have undertaken testing and provided  a  method  of  ensuring  the  safety  of  mines,  tunnels  and  similar  structures.  Halcrow received the NCE award for Technical Innovation Award for GRANIT in December 2010.   The impact of the research has been in part economic, but largely on practitioners and professional services.		The initial patent for GRANIT (WO95/27831) was granted in 1995 and was based on findings from joint EPSRC projects undertaken by the Universities of Aberdeen and Bradford from 1989-1997. These projects showed that the vibration of rock bolts changed with the load they carried. This is the property/effect on which the initial GRANIT development was based despite its empirical nature. The majority of the research which produced a clear understanding of the dynamics of rock bolts and ground anchors, and so provided the science which underpins the interpretation of results from the GRANIT system, was carried out by a team comprising Prof A Rodger and Drs A Ivanovic, R Neilson and A Starkey during the period 1998-2010.  Ivanović and Starkey were initially PhD students and research assistants under the supervision of Rodger and Neilson during the period 1998-2001, then became research fellows and ultimately full academic staff in 2003 and 2005 respectively. During the period 1998-2004 aspects of this work were undertaken with Amec, the licensee at that time, who provided access to field data. The  research  undertaken  by  Ivanović  [1]  produced  a  dynamic  model  of  ground  anchorage systems, which explained the shift in frequency observed by Rodger in his work with Bradford.  In particular it explained the importance of the nonlinear stiffness of the anchor head and the effect of free length in the dynamics of the rock bolt. Both aspects/characteristics are critical to the use of GRANIT in a commercial environment and were not understood until this point. Starkey’s research [2] identified the parameters in the GRANIT system, which most affect the quality of the data obtained and applied artificial intelligence methods to provide a means of interpreting the data. The research was pulled together to provide a system which could be trained using the model. [3] Improvements to the GRANIT device itself were undertaken by Neilson during that period [4], developing a dynamic model to optimise the system and improve signal quality. Recent research by Ivanović and Neilson (2005-12) has resulted in better understanding of the various modes of vibration within the rockbolt system [5], an aspect of interest in trying to use the GRANIT system to determine total anchorage length. Being able to estimate total length of a bolt is  of great importance to the mining industry in preventing tunnel collapse due to broken bolts.  Other recent work includes the examination of the effects of changes to the anchor head design and how these affect the dynamics and the effects of de-bonding due to loading [6] and the effect this has on the rock bolt response. The latter explains shifts in frequency seen during field-testing and rock bolt installation by Amec. An EPSRC funded project led by Ivanović has investigated the use of the system for multi-strand anchorages and has developed a head assembly, which optimises the use of GRANIT on such anchors, expanding the systems applicability. The design is based on a patent granted to the University in 2006 (WO 2006018656 (A1), Improved Anchorage Head Assembly) which is based on the earlier research.  The project was supported by DYWDAG a major supplier of anchorage systems.  Research into the use of GRANIT on soil anchorages has also been supported by the EPSRC and NRP.		1.   Ivanović, A., Neilson, R. D. and Rodger, A. A., 2001, “Lumped Parameter Modelling of Ground Anchorage Systems” Geotechnical Engineering 149 (2), 103-113. 2.   Starkey A., Ivanović A., Rodger A. A., Neilson R.D., 2003, “Condition Monitoring of Ground Anchorages by Dynamic Impulses: GRANIT System” Meccanica, 38, p265-282. 3.   Starkey, A., Ivanović, A., Neilson, R.D. and Rodger, A. A., 2003, “Using a lumped parameter model of a rock bolt to produce training data for a neural network for diagnosis of real data”, Meccanica, 38, p131-142. 4.   Neilson, R. D., Ivanović A., Starkey A. J. and Rodger, A. A., 2007, “Design and Dynamic Analysis of a Pneumatic Impulse Generating Device for the Non-destructive Testing of Ground Anchorages”, Mechanical Systems and Signal Processing, 21, 6, 2523-2545. 5.   Ivanović, A and Neilson, R. D., 2008, “Influence of geometry and material properties on the axial vibration of a rock bolt”, International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences, 455, 6, 941-951. 6.   Ivanović, A. and Neilson R D. “Modelling of Debonding Along the Fixed Anchor Length. 2009”, International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences, 46, 4, 699-707.		The  impact  of  the GRANIT  research  has  been  twofold: firstly,  economic  impact  through  the generation of commercial returns to Halcrow via the technology licence; secondly, in the adoption of such methods in the wider industry in terms of Impact on practitioners and professional services. The Impact described here is interim in nature, in that the licence arrangements with Halcrow have now been terminated. The technology is now in the process of being relicensed with discussion being held with Rio Tinto Zinc (RTZ) and other groups with a view to penetrating the mining sector. GRANIT is the first fully commercial system for testing rock bolts and ground anchorage systems. Rock  bolts  and  ground  anchors  are  used  to  support  tunnels,  mines,  dams  and  other  large structures and in the past it has been difficult to test these to ensure they are functioning correctly and holding the correct load. The GRANIT system can be used to estimate the load in the bolt/anchor, the un-bonded length, and to identify bolts which respond in a markedly different manner  to those  around them (exception testing). The measurement of  these parameters is important in assessing the condition of bolts/anchors and ensuring the safety of the structure they  support.  In mines, literally millions of rock bolts are used to support roadways. The effective grouting of these into the surrounding strata is important in ensuring the integrity of the roof structure, and so to prevent potentially fatal rock falls. Early testing of rock bolts supporting the roof in UK Coal’s Thoresby mine, during development with Amec, identified a number of bolts which were “different” from the others and which the research team identified as either being bonded inadequately into the strata or damaged. Subsequently these bolts were exhumed and all were found to either have been poorly bonded or broken, validating the method [1].   Identification of these bolts allows remedial measures to be taken before the occurrence of failure of the roof structure. Deployment in Rio Tinto’s North Parkes mine in Australia to test the cable bolts holding up a cavern for processing equipment, resulted in the identification of incorrect bolt installation in the cavern roof. The specification had called for 6m bolts in the walls with 10m bolts supporting the roof.  Instead, 6m bolts had been used throughout leaving the roof with insufficient support. This would have been impossible to identify visually and would not have been detected without use of the GRANIT system. [2] During 2012 and early 2013, detailed discussions were undertaken with RT regarding application of the technology within mining operations in Indonesia and Mongolia. This has involved the discussion of an integrity inspection programme to ensure the installation quality of the 10 million bolts to be installed within RT mining operation over the next 10 years. The capital cost of installing these bolts will exceed $1B as an integral part of the operation. The support they provide is an integral part of the operation represent ensuring personnel can work safely in the various mine openings and the tunnel functionality and reliability. The failure of support systems and the subsequent impact on operations can be very be severe.  At one operation it is estimated that over $500M of ore has been left behind because of premature bolt failure.  A number of assessments have been made that up to 20% of the installed support (bolts) are ineffective either due to poor quality installation or wrong location. The potential cost savings and safety improvements that a system such as GRANIT would provides due to improved maintenance and replacement regimes are substantial and are estimated to be in excess of $300M for RT operations alone. [1] The interest in the research outcomes from GRANIT and the perceived benefits to RT are in ensuring the quality of the installed support system and indicating where modifications additional support is needed. During the REF period (2008-2012) the system was licensed to Halcrow who provided the service from their Australia, United Arab Emirates and USA offices. Halcrow received the New Civil Engineer Tunnelling Awards Technical Innovation Award for GRANIT in 2010 [3]. The license included the use of copyrighted software (an Integrated Analysis System) produced by the University of Aberdeen, based on the model developed by Ivanović and the neural network approach developed by Starkey. This automates the process and allows Halcrow operatives to build a model of the anchor system and use this for analysis in cases where it is not possible to undertake testing on reference bolts/anchors. The significance of GRANIT is in its ability both to improve workers’ safety and potentially to reduce costs associated with remedial work or failure of a structure.  The reach of the system has been global with deployment in Canada, Greece, UK and Australia.		1.   A General Manager at the Underground Technology Centre, Technology and Innovation, Rio Tinto, can corroborate the impact of the use of the GRANIT system.                                                                                     REF © Research Excellence Framework 2.    New          Civil          Engineer          Award          for          technical           innovation          2010; http://www.nce.co.ukiStory.aspx?storyCode=8609403 and http://www.abdn.ac.uklnews/3898/. 3.    First prize for technical innovation, Ground Engineering  Awards, 2012. (A copy of the Ground Engineering Awards 2012 winners supplement  available on request from HEI).

		802		130000		130000				Cost savings in the order of £130M over the REF period have been achieved by Rolls-Royce through the improvement of engine reliability of civil and military aero-engines, industrial machines used for electricity generation and gas/oil pumping applications through the use of techniques and processes developed by the Vibration University Technology Centre (UTC) at Imperial College London.		A major problem in the design and use of gas turbines is the control of vibration. Excessive vibration in gas turbine components can lead to failure due to metal fatigue and in severe cases a component failure can threaten the integrity of the machine and possibly the aircraft. The Vibration UTC has operated throughout the period from 1993 to the present day in close collaboration with Rolls-Royce plc.  Rolls-Royce works with the Centre to identify relevant research areas and provides financial and in-kind support through access to real aero engine geometry and engine test results. The underpinning research is organised in three inter-related themes (a) fluid-structure interaction (b) structural dynamics, and (c) engine design capability. Fluid-Structure Interaction The development of the fluid-structure interaction capability was led by Prof M. Imregun throughout the period from 1993 until 2010. The main research challenges were to understand and predict the complex vibration mechanisms which can occur within a gas turbine due to the air flow. An example of this is flutter of fan blades in which the blade motion causes aerodynamic changes which in turn affect the structural response [1]. The system behaviour is also influenced by interaction with the engine intake flow, including the wind conditions on the ground, and is known to vary from assembly to assembly for nominally identical fan sets. Other examples are the aerodynamic instability issues causing rotating stall and surge, which can lead to unacceptably high loads on gas turbine components. Forced vibration of compressor and turbine blades due to the aerodynamic unsteadiness from adjacent rows of blades is also a critical issue for design [2]. A new software based methodology (known as AU3D) was developed to model details of the interaction between the air flow and the structure. It calculates the instantaneous state of the fluid and structure and allows each to interact as the solution proceeds [3]. The approach, based on state-of-the-art unsteady compressible flow and structural dynamics was initially developed by Dr M. Vahdati (Senior Research Fellow and in the group from1993 to the present) and has continued to be developed and be applied with contributions from many other researchers within the VUTC. The approach has been transferred to Rolls-Royce and is used largely in the form supplied by Imperial. Structural Dynamics Understanding the structural dynamic behaviour is critical to predicting the material component integrity. A team formed by Prof David Ewins (in post 1993-present; now a member of the Rolls-Royce Manufacturing, Materials and Structures Advisory Board) has focussed on non-linear contact and friction and their effect on overall system response (here system refers to the set of components in a turbine or compressor stage). A unique prediction method (JM62) has been developed to model structural interfaces with emphasis on the overall dynamic response [4] rather than the tribology of the contact. The approach has been transferred to Rolls-Royce and is in wide use, with frequent interaction on refinements and new features. Since 2011 the team is headed by Dr Christoph  Schwingshackl (Lecturer since 2011). As an example, the High Pressure Turbine rotor is subject to very large unsteady gas loads and the vibration is controlled by use of a friction damper. The research has involved detailed investigation of the behaviour of such dampers, including extensive analysis supported by experimental system level testing [5] for validation and development of a friction measurement rig to determine the contact parameters at high frequency. Engine Design Capability The objective of the gas turbine design and analysis system (“Virtual Engine”) is to provide detailed assessments of preliminary engine configurations at an early stage in the design process. The team was launched in 2005 and is headed by Dr Luca di Mare (Lecturer since 2011) and has developed a completely novel approach to gas-turbine design which includes the close linking of low-order modelling of physical effects adapted to the stage of the design process. There is a very close link between geometry and associated data in a unified approach enabling “water tight” geometry extraction to enable robust analysis of the aerodynamics performance and mechanical integrity of the machine [6].		* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. [1]  M. Vahdati, G. Simpson, M. Imregun, “Mechanisms for Wide-Chord Fan Blade Flutter”, Journal of Turbmachinery- Transactions of the ASME, Vol 133, paper 041029 (2011) DOI: 10.1115/1.4001233 *[2] M. Vahdati, A.I. Sayma, M. Imregun, “An integrated nonlinear approach for turbomachinery forced response prediction. Part II: Case studies”, Journal of Fluids and Structures, Vol 14, pp. 103-125, ISSN:0889-9746 (2000) DOI: 10.1006/jfls.1999.0254 *[3] A.I. Sayma, M. Vahdati, M. Imregun, “An integrated nonlinear approach for turbomachinery forced response prediction. Part I: Formulation”, Journal of Fluids and Structures, Vol 14, pp. 87-101, (2000)  ISSN:0889-9746 DOI: 10.1006/jfls.1999.0253 *[4] E.P. Petrov, “Method for direct parametric analysis of nonlinear forced response of bladed disks with friction contact interfaces”, Journal of Turbomachinery, Vol 126, pp. 654-662, (2004) ISSN 0889-504X. DOI: 10.1115/1.1776588 [5]  I.A. Sever, E.P. Petrov, D.J. Ewins, “Experimental and numerical investigation of rotating bladed disk forced response using under-platform friction dampers”, Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power, Vol 130, pp. 042503, (2008) 042503/1-042503/11. ISSN 0742- 4795. DOI: 10.1115/1.2903845 [6]  L. Di Mare, D.Y. Kulkarni,  F. Wang, et al., “Virtual Gas Turbines: Geometry and Conceptual Description”, Proceedings Of The Asme Turbo Expo 2011, Vol 1 pp347-358 (2011).DOI: 10.1115/GT2011-46437		The problem of Vibration Excessive vibration in gas turbine components can lead to failure due to high cycle fatigue (HCF). In extreme cases, it can lead to loss of the aircraft, such as the Kegworth Air Disaster [7] in 1989 in which 47 people lost their lives and the financial cost ran into tens of millions of pounds. The failure was caused by flutter (fluid-structure interaction) of the fan at high engine speed due to a change in the non-linear dynamic properties of the part-span shroud. More typically a turbine or compressor blade may be released which causes difficulty for operators of civil and military engines because they require predictable availability in which all engine  problems can be managed through scheduled maintenance. However, HCF can lead to sudden, unexpected component failure which can be very disruptive and expensive (e.g. additional aircraft and crew, ferrying damaged engine to base + cost of repair). For ground based gas turbines, used for gas/oil pumping or electricity generation, then the financial cost can be very high through lack of revenue, and the remote location of the units (e.g. on an oil platform) adds to the maintenance difficulties. The US Air Force reported that 56% of its “Class A” engine related mishaps were due to HCF, requiring an expenditure of 850,000 maintenance man-hours for risk management inspections, with the total cost of HCF being quoted as $400 million per year [8]. The Impact of  the Vibration UTC The Vibration UTC is a strategic partner of Rolls-Royce for the development of a prediction capability for vibration [9]. The research programmes completed by the Vibration UTC are delivered as fundamental investigations of behaviour, processes for prediction, software modules and supporting measurements. By controlling the vibration behaviour the risk of High Cycle Fatigue is dramatically reduced. The delivery of the impact is also assisted by consultancy undertaken by the academic staff and by PhD graduates and postdocs being employed by the company; 10 UTC researchers have joined Rolls-Royce since 1996, including 3 since 2008. Fluid-Structure Interaction The research on fluid-structure interaction has revolutionised the approach to predicting the vibration behaviour and is in routine use at Rolls-Royce across the major sites throughout the world. This was confirmed in a keynote lecture given by Dr M. Goulette (then Director of Rolls- Royce Engineering Systems) at the International Symposium on Unsteady Aerodynamics, Aeroacoustics and Aeroelasticity of Turbomachines in London during September 2009 [A]. Processes and software (AU3D/JM62) developed by the Vibration UTC have been applied to the design of the majority of Rolls-Royce civil & military aero-engines, including:     All versions of theTrent family for the large civil engine market since the early 1990s (i.e Trent 700 / 800 / 500 / 900 / 1000 / XWB).     BR710 / BR725 / V2500 / AE3007 for the small civil / corporate market.     Main engine and LiftFan for the Joint Strike Fighter, TP400 for the A400M transporter, Pegasus for the vertical take-off Harrier and AV8-B. Through these engine programmes, the process and tools developed at Imperial have enabled improvement in reliability against tightening constraints on engine cost, weight, noise and performance, leading to savings. Designers tend to compromise the design due to unquantified concerns about HCF failure, but the research has enabled better understanding of the design space and allowed improved engine performance. [A] states, “The understanding and tools developed by the VUTC have enabled improved efficiency of fan system of Trent XWB by around 0.1%, which is equivalent to a saving of £100 million in fuel costs alone over the lifetime of the fleet. It has also enabled integrity assessment of damage cases such as bird impact and novel engine architectures such as the Lift Fan used in the F-35B Joint Strike Fighter”. One very tangible benefit is the significant reduction in cost of testing because the analysis procedures (and software) are used to replace engine testing. Testing on rotating parts requires expensive engine telemetry experiments and can cost in the order of £1million per test, therefore the research has directly led to the saving of several millions of pounds per engine programme. [C] states, “AU3D has revolutionised the way Rolls-Royce assesses the mechanical integrity of compressor aerofoils. The code is in routine use within the company and with the support of the VUTC, has led to a factor of 5 reduction in test costs, a total saving of around £30M over the last five years for the Trent programme alone”. It is also now successfully deployed for the corporate jet market via Rolls-Royce Deutschland and is already making large savings [D]. Structural Dynamics Work on modelling of non-linear contact and friction has improved the understanding of the influence of contact on the vibration characteristics and the mechanical damping of the system. The early focus (1998-2005) was on behaviour of turbine “under-platform” dampers to reduce  vibration levels and prevent high cycle fatigue failures.(Note: these blades are about 100mm long, produce ~800 HP, operate in gas flow several hundred Celsius above the material melting point and operate for millions of miles). Turbine failures in service create costs running into millions of pounds due to repair and warrantee payments and claims due to flight schedule disruption. There were problems in the 1990’s which led to the introduction of a design change [10]. According to [B], “Rolls-Royce have routinely used JM62 for optimisation of the turbine blade damper system to control vibration and we have seen blade HCF failures reduce to virtually zero giving savings of tens of millions of pounds over the past five years”. Engine Design Capability The Engine Design aspects are still at an early stage of deployment, but there are already programmes in place to transfer the developed methods into Rolls-Royce. The preliminary geometry generation tools are planned to become an integral part of the Rolls-Royce design system, allowing more rapid and broader studies of new engine architectures which are expected to give a better performance, reduced weight and cost. The low order modelling tools will also be used to identify vibration problems (and solutions) at an early stage in the design phase leading to significant savings in engine design and development costs.		(indicative maximum of 10 references.) [7]  Accidents Investigation Branch - Aircraft Accident Report “Report in the Accident to Boeing 737-400 G-OBME near Kegworth, Leicestershire on 8 January 1989”. http://www.aaib.gov.uk/cms_resources.cfm?file=/4-1990%20G-OBME.pdf Air 4/90 pp 7, 117- 119. Archived here on 19/09/1013 [8]  High Cycle Fatigue (HCF) Science and Technology Program 2001 Annual Report. AFRL-PR- WP-TR-2002-2060. http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a408071.pdf . Archived  here on 19/09/1013 [9] “UTC & key academic partnerships”  http://www.rolls- royce.com/about/technology/uni_research_centres/key_academic_partnerships.jsp (Archived at  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/9qf on September 5th, 2013) [10] P. Gilchrist, “Boeing 747-400” (1998), p44. ISBN 1853109339 (pbk.) Source contact details [A]  Rolls-Royce Engineering Fellow – Mechanical Technology to corroborate the content of a keynote lecture given by Dr M. Goulette (then Director of Rolls-Royce Engineering Systems) at the International Symposium on Unsteady Aerodynamics and how the research enabled better understanding of the design space and allowed improved engine performance. [B]  Rolls-Royce Associate Fellow –to  confirm use of unique prediction method (JM62) that resulted in giving savings of tens of millions of pounds over the past five years. [C]  Engineering Manager, Rolls-Royce  – Compressor Mechanical Technology to confirm the a total saving of around £30M over the last five years for the Trent programme alone resultant from Imperial research [D]  Chief of Aeroelasticity, Impact and Thermals, Rolls-Royce Deutschland to confirm that the developed code is successfully deployed for the corporate jet market via Rolls-Royce Deutschland and is already making large savings.

		1049		100000		4000		100000		Research  by  Professor  Vardy’s  team  on  unsteady pipe-flows  has  found  direct  application  in road/rail tunnel design practice and in offshore engineering. The impact is exemplified by Vardy’s participation in the design of many of the world’s longest road and rail tunnels and in his work with industry on the detection and location of blockages in offshore pipelines.   His flagship software ThermoTun,   which   predicts   transient   velocities,   pressures   and   temperatures   in   complex train:tunnel systems, is licensed internationally by several major engineering consultancies and his software (MPVC) controls ventilation systems in seven Japanese road tunnels. His oil pipeline software (PipePulse) is used currently in the offshore oil industry to identify and clear flow obstructions in pipelines.		. The principal focus of Professor Vardy’s underpinning research[1,2,3,4,5,6] is the development of generalised methods of numerical solution of the analytical equations of highly transient flows in complex networks – a task that poses formidable challenges, even in fixed-geometry applications. For train:tunnel aerodynamics, multiple boundaries move through the numerical grid and cross one another within it.  In typical simulations with ThermoTun, dozens of such crossing events occur.  A fundamental choice has to be made between methods that are potentially accurate at boundaries, but poorer between them and methods that are accurate between boundaries, but poorer at them. Likewise, generic choices are inevitable between accuracy and robustness.  In software intended for general purposes in design offices, neither is sufficient without the other.  These issues have driven much of Vardy’s numerical research[5] and underpin its practical acceptance.  No alternative software can match the accuracy and robustness of ThermoTun, MPVC and PipePulse. Until about 10 years ago, Dundee’s tunnel research focussed on the amplitudes of transient events.  These determine pressure comfort inside trains and pollution concentrations in road tunnels, for example.  The focus has since widened to include a far more detailed phenomenon, namely the evolving shapes of propagating wavefronts. These determine whether tunnels will emit sonic booms into the surrounding atmosphere[4]. For this purpose, it is necessary to model[2,3] unsteady skin friction on pipe/tunnel walls and this requires detailed understanding of wave/boundary-layer interactions. Unsteady skin fiction is inherently 3D in nature[8].   Axial accelerations/decelerations of the mean flow induce changes to radial velocity gradients which, in turn, cause redistributions of turbulence in all three coordinate directions.  Dundee works closely with teams at the Universities of Aberdeen and Sheffield, using detailed physical experiments and extensive 3D numerical simulations (DNS, LES & RANS) to investigate the inherent characteristics of turbulence in non-equilibrium flows[6,7]. This underpins the development of generic methods of modelling rapidly varying wall shear stresses in highly unsteady flows. Another research focus has been on the use of inverse transient analysis. Instead of predicting pressure/velocity  histories  for  known  geometrical  and  kinematic   conditions,  this   involves “predicting” (inferring) geometrical and kinematic conditions for known (i.e. measured) pressure/velocity histories[8]. It is inherently impossible to do this with 100% reliability even in the absence  of  inevitable  noise  in  the  measured  signals,  but  the  research  is  showing  how  to distinguish between fundamentally different causes (e.g. friction or area change) of closely similar measurements. The research on tunnel airflows has extended into a method of controlling tunnel ventilation equipment in real time[1].  Whereas conventional tunnel control is usually based on empirical feed- back and/or feed-forward algorithms, MPVC maintains an on-line simulator of current conditions throughout the tunnel network, allowing for exhaust emissions from measured traffic flows. The  simulator is used to predict future conditions based on trial fan operations and an optimisation method selects the case that gives the most desirable outcome. The biggest academic challenge is to maintain compatibility between the simulated and actual conditions in the tunnel systems even though the input to the model cannot be perfect (e.g. vehicle dynamics, exhaust emission rates, errors in sensors).		[1] Ichikawa, A., Vardy, A.E, & Brown, J.M.B. (2001) Model-based predictive control using genetic algorithms.    Proc.    I.Mech.E.,    Journal    of    Power    &    Energy,    215,    Part    A,    623-638. http://dx.doi.org/10.1243/0957650011538857. [NB: This paper was awarded the Donald Julius Groen Prize] [2] Vardy, A.E & Brown,JMB (2004) Transient turbulent friction in fully-rough pipe flows. Journal of Sound & Vibration, 270(2), 233-257. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0022-460X(03)00492-9. [3] Vardy, A.E. & Brown, J.M.B. (2007) Approximation of turbulent wall shear stresses in highly transient   pipe   flows.   Journal   of   Hydraulic   Engineering,   ASCE,   133(11),   1219-1228. http://dx.doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9429(2007)133:11(1219). [4]  Vardy,  A.E.  (2008)  Generation  and  alleviation  of  sonic  booms  from  railway  tunnels. Engineering      &      Computational      Mechanics,      Proc.      ICE,      161      (EM3),      107-119. http://dx.doi.org/10.1680/eacm.2008.161.3.107. [NB: This paper was awarded the Telford Gold Medal - the highest ICE award for any paper published in any its journals] [5]  Shimada,  M.,  Brown, J.M.B.  & Vardy,  A.E.  (2008) Interpolation errors in rectangular and diamond  characteristic  grids.    Journal  of  Hydraulic  Engineering,  ASCE,  134(10),  1480-1490 http://dx.doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9429(2008)134:10(1480). [6] He, S., Ariyaratne, C. & Vardy,A.E. (2011) Wall shear stress in accelerating turbulent pipe flow. Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 685, 440-460 http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2011.328 Key Research Grants [7]  EPSRC (EP/C015479/1 & EP/G069441/1): Turbulence and  wall  shear stress in unsteady internal flows with smooth and rough surfaces. 2005-2008 & 2010-2013, £134,364. Prof A.E.Vardy (P.I.) [8] EPSRC (EP/C003063/1): Full-scale field measurements of 3-D flows in a railway tunnel airshaft in Switzerland 2004-2005, £20,233. Prof A.E.Vardy (P.I.)		The impact is epitomised by Vardy’s services through Dundee Tunnel Research (DTR)[9], specialising in air flow in road and rail tunnels and embracing software licensing, design consultancy, research and the promotion of tunnel safety.  The impact is economic (cost savings achieved by optimum design), environmental and societal (facilitating “clean” transport systems and reducing fossil fuel pollution) and health-related (improving passenger comfort and tunnel safety).  Licences for ThermoTun granted by the university and DTR are targeted expressly at knowledgeable users offering a specialist service to their clients[10,11,12,13]. Since 2008, licences have been granted in Austria, Hong Kong, Korea, Spain, Switzerland, UK and USA.  MPVC is licensed only in Japan and Vardy provides technical expertise for each application[14]. The oil- related software PipePulse is licensed exclusively to a Scottish company, Paradigm Flow Services[15].  ThermoTun is regarded internationally as “the top software available for 1-D simulations of rapidly- varying pressure, velocity and temperature in railway tunnels”[12].  Since 2008, it has been used in the design of many of the largest tunnels in the world[16,17], including the 57km Gotthard Base and 35km Lötschberg Base tunnels (Switzerland); the 28km Guadarrama and 25km Pajares tunnels (Spain), the 18km Fehmarn Link (Denmark-Germany) and high speed lines under design or construction in China, Korea, continental Europe and the UK. ThermoTun has also been used for an  ultra-high-speed  Munich  Mag-Lev  Railway,  more  than  200  shorter  high  speed  tunnels worldwide and more than 30 metro systems. It is regarded by UK Rail Standards & Safety Board as being “without peer in predicting aerodynamic effects of trains travelling in underground tunnel systems”[13].  MPVC is currently used to control seven long road tunnels in Japan[14], including the two longest (11km Kan-Etsu, 11km Hida), where it has delivered large savings in power consumption. Impact is evident through Vardy’s frequent involvement in design, predominantly at the feasibility stage, when it is still possible for current research to have a significant influence on the eventual outcome. This is also the stage at which the need for new research is most easily identified. Thus, the need to understand sonic booms from tunnels led to long-standing research on unsteady friction  and  on  wave  flows  over  porous  media  (ballast-track  rail).    Likewise,  concern  about excessive temperatures (> 50°C) in tunnels under the Alps led to research having impact on prediction of heat conduction in seepage flows around tunnels. Exposure to practical tunnel operation led to research on model-based ventilation control and new proposals for safe ventilation in the event of fire.  All have fed back into practical design.  For designers, the impact of these activities occurs at the design stage whereas, for constructors, it occurs a few years later.   For users, it occurs many years later (and is then on-going).   For instance, current high speed rail design for the UK[16,13] is directly influenced by Vardy’s publications and by a ThermoTun licensee, but passengers and people close to portals will not benefit until 2025 or beyond. Arup confirm[11] that Vardy’s research on aural pressure comfort is the critical factor in optimising tunnel sizes and thereby achieving savings for national governments of “tens or hundreds of millions of pounds”[11] in unnecessary expenditure. The development of MPVC was triggered by a realisation that, in many tunnels, ventilation control systems were highly wasteful of power and often failed to achieve the desired conditions.  Vardy’s paper with Ichikawa[1]  led to strong interest in Japan where there are thousands of road tunnels. The Japan Highway Public Corporation (now NEXCO) now regards MPVC as its preferred control system for long highway tunnels and is installing it at the rate of about one tunnel per year.  Design services are provided by Sohatsu Ltd with project-specific guidance from Vardy[14,18].  This link with Sohatsu has evolved to include further research underpinning the development of a new system (FCVC) now used successfully in simpler tunnels than those for which MPVC is installed[14].  FCVC provides automatic control in a fire emergency, with special (but not exclusive) application in bi- directional tunnels with no exhaust shafts. Impact in the oil industry is through Paradigm Flow Solutions, an SME that specialises in detecting, locating and removing restrictions and blockages from offshore pipelines.  Typical lines are tens of kilometres  long  and  diameters  range  from  15mm-250mm.    Paradigm’s  work  focuses  on  the common case when access for intervention is possible only at the ends of the long lines.  Vardy’s inverse-transient software enables the mapping of local and distributed blockages.  The long-term research on unsteady friction is informing methods of removing the blockages and, more recently, in preventing their development. Paradigm Flow Solutions credit the recent application of Vardy’s technique to the unblocking of a pipeline with a saving of £4M in intervention costs for its client and significant enhancement of the company’s reputation[15]		[9].   http://www.thermotun.com (This is Dundee Tunnel Research’s Website. It lists Vardy’s research and ThermoTun. Some licensees are identified on the ThermoTun pages. Others prefer not to be identified in this manner).  [10].  http://www.hbi.ch/en/services/aero-and-thermodynamics.html (This is the website of Swiss company HBI AG. Click on “PDF Aero- and Thermodynamics (91 KB)” near the top of the page to see citation of ThermoTun - http://www.hbi.ch/fileadmin/media/pdf/dienstleistungen/thermodynamik/2_DIE_A_002_AeroUndTh ermo_E_2013-09-01.pdf) [11].  Factual Statement: Director and Arup Fellow, Arup (UK) [12].  Factual Statement: Director, HBI Haerter AG (Switzerland) [13].  Factual Statement: Professional Head, Aerodynamics, UK Railway Safety & Standards Board [14].  http://www.sohatsu.com/Esite/04_c.htm (This is the website of a Japanese company that specialises in road tunnel equipment and control. The home page lists DTR and ThermoTun-Online. Vardy’s position as Technical Adviser is listed on this website). [15].  Factual Statement: Technical Director, Paradigm Flow Solutions (UK) [16].  UIC CODE 779-11 Determination of railway tunnel cross-sectional areas on the basis of aerodynamic considerations.  International Union of Railways, Paris, ISBN, 2-7461-0814-3, 91pp (2005) (see p32) - http://www.uic.org/etf/codex/codex-detail.php?codeFiche=779- 11&langue_fiche=E (This international guideline is current.  ThermoTun was used to create the main charts indicating required tunnel cross-sections). [17].   BUSSLINGER, A, HAGENAH, B, REINKE, P & RUDIN, C., Aerodynamics in Lötschberg Base Tunnel – simulations and measurements in the second longest European high-speed rail tunnel.  Proc. 13th Int’l Symposium on Aerodynamics and Ventilation of Tunnels, New Brunswick, USA, 13-15 May 2009, BHR Group, Ed: I A Sweetland, 767-781 (2009) (This paper, authored by practitioners,is one of many that cite the practical use of ThermoTun) [18].  Factual Statement: President, Sohatsu Systems Laboratory (Japan)

		1058		100000		100000				Our research on the natural processes that reduce pollutant concentrations in the subsurface has enabled the UK to adopt “Natural Attenuation” as a management policy and has changed professional practice at many contaminated sites. The massively reduced costs of this approach over active clean-up of sites in 2008-13 has saved a minimum of £100M for the UK. Our research has also influenced European practice, saving hundreds of millions of Euros. The beneficiaries are typically chemical industries of all sizes, from refineries to small repackaging plants and petrol station owners, but also local authorities and the State in cases where they would bear the cost of clean-up.		From 1999-2009, the University of Sheffield’s Groundwater Protection and Restoration Group conducted the UK’s largest research programme on natural attenuation, working with complex pollutant mixtures dissolved in groundwater on contaminated sites in consolidated rock aquifers. Natural attenuation is the combination of physical, chemical and biological processes which reduce pollutant concentrations. In the UK alone, there are over 100,000 sites polluted by organic chemicals which pose environmental and health risks. Because of the complexities of working in the subsurface, the typical cost of an active clean-up is £500,000; the situation in the rest of the world is similar or worse. If we can reliably predict that Natural Attenuation will reduce pollutant concentrations enough, active clean-ups and the associated costs can be avoided, reducing businesses’ liabilities and increasing the value of their land holdings. Our research has enabled the Environment Agency to formally adopt Natural Attenuation as an acceptable risk management approach, saving significant national resources; the revolution is to not try and remove all the pollution as was being done in the USA in the multi-billion dollar approach under the Superfund programme, but to recognise that natural processes can predictably reduce risk once these processes can be defined and quantified. Supported  by  successive  EPSRC  Platform  Grants  (1999-2004,  2004-09)  and  funding  from EPSRC, NERC, Environment Agency, BBSRC, EU and industry, and using a combination of field investigation, laboratory experimentation and numerical modelling, we investigated the processes that occur in groundwater pollution plumes containing high concentrations of multiple pollutants. We described the multiple, spatially variable, biodegradation processes, created a conceptual model of the geochemistry and microbiology of these processes [R1], validated this through laboratory experiments and numerical modelling [R2] and developed theoretical frameworks to interpret these at different scales [R3]. We showed that biogeochemical gradients at the fringes of pollution plumes provide a range of conditions in which rapid biodegradation occurs, and thereby demonstrated that solute transport by transverse dispersion is often the key factor in controlling plume length [R4]. These results led to simple quantitative tools (the ‘fringe and core’ concept, and the ‘electron-balance model’) suitable for analysis of sites without the same quantity of data as our research sites [R5, R6]. The Sheffield researchers in the papers cited are Dr Steven Thornton (1998-), Prof David Lerner (1998-), Prof Steven Banwart (1998-), Prof Bob Watkinson (Visiting Professor, funded by Shell Research, 1998-2003), Dr Colin Smith (1998-), Dr Roger Crouch, 1999-2004), Dr Wei Huang (PhD student to 2002, Lecturer and Senior Lecturer 2008-), Dr Michael Spence (PDRA 2001-2005, joined  Shell  in  2005),  Sasha  Oswald  (PDRA  2000-2004,  now  at  University  of  Liepzig),  M. Gutierrez-Neri, Ian Watson, and Sean Quiqley (research students).  Some projects were collaborations with other research organisations including, for the work cited: Leeds University (isotope measurements and nitrate and sulphate degradation experiments); Institute for Freshwater Ecology (now CEH, Lancaster; environmental microbiology, identifying bacteria and their activity in field samples); British Geological Survey (supporting field sampling); Universities of Alabama Waterloo (numerical modelling of one site and a lab experiment), and Utrecht University (mathematical analysis). Our collaborators provided techniques to support laboratory experiments and field sampling and analysis, numerical modelling software and confirmatory modelling of our hypotheses, and co-supervision of some students. All of the research projects were conceived and led by academics at Sheffield, who also developed the primary hypotheses, overall interpretations of sites, and the quantitative tools.		[**denotes best indicators of quality of underpinning research] [R1] **S.F. Thornton, S. Quigley, M. Spence, S.A. Banwart, S. Bottrell and D.N. Lerner, 2001. Processes  controlling  the  distribution  and  natural  attenuation  of  dissolved  phenolic compounds  in  a  deep  sandstone  aquifer.  J.  Contaminant  Hydrology,  53,  233-267.  doi: 10.1016/S0169-7722(01)00168-1 [R2] U. Mayer, S. Benner, E. Frind, S.F. Thornton, and D.N. Lerner, 2001. Reactive transport modeling of processes controlling the distribution and natural attenuation of phenolic compounds in a deep sandstone aquifer. Journal of Contaminant Hydrology, 53, 341-368. doi:  10.1016/S0169-7722(01)00173-5 [R3]  **Watson,  I.A.,  Oswald,  S.E.,  Banwart,  S.A.,  Crouch,  R.S.,  and  Thornton,  S.F.  (2005) Modelling the dynamics of fermentation and respiratory processes in a groundwater plume of phenolic contaminants interpreted from laboratory- to field-scale. Environmental Science & Technology, 39, 8829-8839. doi: 10.1021/es0507970 [R4] W.E. Huang, S.E. Oswald, D.N. Lerner, C.C. Smith, and C. Zheng, 2003. Dissolved oxygen imaging in a porous medium to investigate biodegradation in a plume with limited electron acceptor   supply.   Environmental   Science   and   Technology,   37(9),   1905-1911.   doi: 10.1021/es020128b [R5] M. Gutierrez-Neri, P.A.S Ham, R.J. Schotting and D.N.Lerner, 2009. Analytical modelling of fringe and core biodegradation in groundwater plumes. J. Contaminant Hydrology, 107, 1-9. doi:  10.1016/j.jconhyd.2009.02.007 [R6] **S.F. Thornton, D.N. Lerner and S.A. Banwart, 2001. Assessing the natural attenuation of organic contaminants in aquifers using plume-scale electron and carbon balances: Model development  with  analysis  of  uncertainty  and  parameter  sensitivity.  J.  Contaminant Hydrology, 53, 199-232. doi:  10.1016/S0169-7722(01)00167-X		Knowledge exchange, that is close working with end-users, has always been a core principle of our research team and is the process that has led to the impacts described below. We work with real sites and use science to address complex practical problems. We have developed close relationships with industry and the regulator (the Environment Agency) including, for example, Visiting Professors and secondments from Shell, Environment Agency, and consultancies such as AEAT and Sirius. With these partners, we created and led an EPSRC-funded Network on Natural Attenuation in Groundwater and Soils (NNAGS; 1998-2001), which led to policy documents, economic impacts and training [see quote from S1 below]. Four inter-related types of impact are described here: (1) changes in professional practices, (2) creation and application of national policy, (3) national and site-specific economic impacts, and (4) influencing European industrial practice.  (1) Changes in UK professional practice. The Environment Agency funded a Fellowship for Thornton to work on natural attenuation research, policy development and training (1999-2003). During the Fellowship, he helped create their guidance document (see below) and delivered 20 training events to over 200 staff across the UK. Since then, we have delivered virtually all the professional training on Natural Attenuation in the UK, giving 24 CPD courses on Natural Attenuation and Risk Assessment, and including specialist modules in our Contaminant Hydrogeology MSc. From 1999-2013 we have trained ~100 students and ~300 CPD delegates in these fields. We also gave 3 courses in China to ~100 delegates, and inspired the inclusion in a Chinese textbook of a major section (1/8 of book) on natural attenuation; the book has already had 26 printings [S5]. (2) Creation and application of national policy. We used our research to help write two new policy documents in 2000, which remain in force. They enable and encourage the appropriate use of  Natural  Attenuation as  a  management  strategy for  contaminated  land  through  the  use of science-based investigation, assessment and monitoring of field sites. The Environment Agency says: “With regard to research into natural attenuation (NA) of pollutants and development of practice in the use of monitored natural attenuation (MNA) as a remediation option it seems undeniable that the University of Sheffield played a pivotal role in the UK. The strong links that were made between Sheffield and the Environment Agency (and other regulators), industry (small and large) and indeed research groups in other academic institutions played a major part in this. Your work at Four Ashes on the biodegradation of phenol and related compounds was instrumental in getting Environment Agency buy-in to the idea of natural attenuation as a serious component of site management. The outputs from that work [examples given above, R1, R2, R3, R5, R6] and the subsequent network NNAGS led to a range of Agency guidance and policy documents, most obviously the R&D Publication 95 “Guidance on the Assessment and Monitoring of Natural Attenuation of Contaminants in Groundwater”. This in turn influenced our strategic “Policy and Practice for the Protection of Groundwater” that sets out Agency thinking on groundwater protection. Both of these documents are widely used, within the Agency on a daily basis and by our customers in industry to understand our regulatory needs. R&D Publication 95 has stood the test of time and I estimate it helps to inform remediation decisions on dozens of sites per year at the current time.” [S1]. (3) Site-specific and national economic impacts. Financial information on individual sites is difficult to obtain due to commercial confidentiality. However we are able to present information from one of our research sites, from one major land owner, and a national survey, as follows:     At  Site  A,  where  many  research  projects  were  based,  the  owners  are  prepared  to  give information on the multi-part clean-up operation they implemented in 2009. The design drew significantly  on  our  research-based  understanding  of  the  inhibiting  effects  of  contaminant toxicity on biodegradation in the aquifer [R1, R2, R3, R5] and our research-based assessment that natural attenuation would only occur satisfactorily under specific conditions. This design has saved £1M per year between 2009-2013, compared with the cost of the alternative full pump and treat operation [S3].     An owner of 50 large problem sites has stated that Natural Attenuation plays a significant role in reducing risk and remediating 11 of the 14 sites where it is taking action. It has analysed the cost-benefit of Monitored Natural Attenuation in comparison to more aggressive remediation on 3 of these sites and found that the cost avoided is at least £20M [S2].     CL:AIRE,  the  industry’s  knowledge  exchange  group,  estimates  that  Monitored  Natural Attenuation was formally adopted for about 3% of site remediations in 2008-12. Through a survey of consultants active in contaminated land and groundwater, CL:AIRE derives very  conservative estimates for the period 2008-12 that Natural Attenuation was adopted as the remedial strategy on at least 120 sites per year, with a typical saving of £166k per site, i.e. a total saving of at least £100M since 2008 [S2]. (4) Influencing European industrial practice. CONCAWE, the association of almost all the oil refining companies in the EU, Norway and Switzerland, has stated “… research on monitored natural attenuation undertaken at Sheffield University over the past decade has had a significant beneficial impact on industry good practice issued by CONCAWE, and on the practices of its member companies. … In financial terms alone, the cost savings to our industry in Europe associated with the use of MNA solutions instead of intensively engineered solutions, is probably in the order of hundreds of millions Euros during the period 2008 to 2012” [S4]. Overall, the policy and practice changes that resulted from our research have led in the census period to: 1.  Savings of typically £166K per site, and up to several million pounds on large and complex sites 2.  A total saving in the UK of at least £100M 3.  Savings in Europe in the oil sector alone of several hundred million Euros.		S1.   Emailed letter from: Theme Expert (Air, Land and Water Research), Evidence Directorate, Environment Agency. S2.   The Project Director of CL:AIRE (Contaminated Land: Applications in Real Environments, a knowledge exchange forum between government, regulators, researchers, land-holders and consultants), will confirm the anonymous data from the large site owner and the size of the UK geo-environmental market, the share using MNA and its value. S3.   The UK Director of Operations of the owner of Site A will confirm that the design of the remediation draws on Sheffield’s research and has led to an estimated saving of £1M/year. S4.   Letter from Technical Coordinator (Water, Soil, Waste, Safety and Oil Pipelines), CONCAWE. Corroborates the environmental impact of our research. S5.   Head of Environmental Engineering, Tsinghua University, Beijing can confirm evidence relating to China.

		1049		100000				100000		Research  by  Professor  Vardy’s  team  on  unsteady pipe-flows  has  found  direct  application  in road/rail tunnel design practice and in offshore engineering. The impact is exemplified by Vardy’s participation in the design of many of the world’s longest road and rail tunnels and in his work with industry on the detection and location of blockages in offshore pipelines.   His flagship software ThermoTun,   which   predicts   transient   velocities,   pressures   and   temperatures   in   complex train:tunnel systems, is licensed internationally by several major engineering consultancies and his software (MPVC) controls ventilation systems in seven Japanese road tunnels. His oil pipeline software (PipePulse) is used currently in the offshore oil industry to identify and clear flow obstructions in pipelines.		. The principal focus of Professor Vardy’s underpinning research[1,2,3,4,5,6] is the development of generalised methods of numerical solution of the analytical equations of highly transient flows in complex networks – a task that poses formidable challenges, even in fixed-geometry applications. For train:tunnel aerodynamics, multiple boundaries move through the numerical grid and cross one another within it.  In typical simulations with ThermoTun, dozens of such crossing events occur.  A fundamental choice has to be made between methods that are potentially accurate at boundaries, but poorer between them and methods that are accurate between boundaries, but poorer at them. Likewise, generic choices are inevitable between accuracy and robustness.  In software intended for general purposes in design offices, neither is sufficient without the other.  These issues have driven much of Vardy’s numerical research[5] and underpin its practical acceptance.  No alternative software can match the accuracy and robustness of ThermoTun, MPVC and PipePulse. Until about 10 years ago, Dundee’s tunnel research focussed on the amplitudes of transient events.  These determine pressure comfort inside trains and pollution concentrations in road tunnels, for example.  The focus has since widened to include a far more detailed phenomenon, namely the evolving shapes of propagating wavefronts. These determine whether tunnels will emit sonic booms into the surrounding atmosphere[4]. For this purpose, it is necessary to model[2,3] unsteady skin friction on pipe/tunnel walls and this requires detailed understanding of wave/boundary-layer interactions. Unsteady skin fiction is inherently 3D in nature[8].   Axial accelerations/decelerations of the mean flow induce changes to radial velocity gradients which, in turn, cause redistributions of turbulence in all three coordinate directions.  Dundee works closely with teams at the Universities of Aberdeen and Sheffield, using detailed physical experiments and extensive 3D numerical simulations (DNS, LES & RANS) to investigate the inherent characteristics of turbulence in non-equilibrium flows[6,7]. This underpins the development of generic methods of modelling rapidly varying wall shear stresses in highly unsteady flows. Another research focus has been on the use of inverse transient analysis. Instead of predicting pressure/velocity  histories  for  known  geometrical  and  kinematic   conditions,  this   involves “predicting” (inferring) geometrical and kinematic conditions for known (i.e. measured) pressure/velocity histories[8]. It is inherently impossible to do this with 100% reliability even in the absence  of  inevitable  noise  in  the  measured  signals,  but  the  research  is  showing  how  to distinguish between fundamentally different causes (e.g. friction or area change) of closely similar measurements. The research on tunnel airflows has extended into a method of controlling tunnel ventilation equipment in real time[1].  Whereas conventional tunnel control is usually based on empirical feed- back and/or feed-forward algorithms, MPVC maintains an on-line simulator of current conditions throughout the tunnel network, allowing for exhaust emissions from measured traffic flows. The  simulator is used to predict future conditions based on trial fan operations and an optimisation method selects the case that gives the most desirable outcome. The biggest academic challenge is to maintain compatibility between the simulated and actual conditions in the tunnel systems even though the input to the model cannot be perfect (e.g. vehicle dynamics, exhaust emission rates, errors in sensors).		[1] Ichikawa, A., Vardy, A.E, & Brown, J.M.B. (2001) Model-based predictive control using genetic algorithms.    Proc.    I.Mech.E.,    Journal    of    Power    &    Energy,    215,    Part    A,    623-638. http://dx.doi.org/10.1243/0957650011538857. [NB: This paper was awarded the Donald Julius Groen Prize] [2] Vardy, A.E & Brown,JMB (2004) Transient turbulent friction in fully-rough pipe flows. Journal of Sound & Vibration, 270(2), 233-257. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0022-460X(03)00492-9. [3] Vardy, A.E. & Brown, J.M.B. (2007) Approximation of turbulent wall shear stresses in highly transient   pipe   flows.   Journal   of   Hydraulic   Engineering,   ASCE,   133(11),   1219-1228. http://dx.doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9429(2007)133:11(1219). [4]  Vardy,  A.E.  (2008)  Generation  and  alleviation  of  sonic  booms  from  railway  tunnels. Engineering      &      Computational      Mechanics,      Proc.      ICE,      161      (EM3),      107-119. http://dx.doi.org/10.1680/eacm.2008.161.3.107. [NB: This paper was awarded the Telford Gold Medal - the highest ICE award for any paper published in any its journals] [5]  Shimada,  M.,  Brown, J.M.B.  & Vardy,  A.E.  (2008) Interpolation errors in rectangular and diamond  characteristic  grids.    Journal  of  Hydraulic  Engineering,  ASCE,  134(10),  1480-1490 http://dx.doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9429(2008)134:10(1480). [6] He, S., Ariyaratne, C. & Vardy,A.E. (2011) Wall shear stress in accelerating turbulent pipe flow. Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 685, 440-460 http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2011.328 Key Research Grants [7]  EPSRC (EP/C015479/1 & EP/G069441/1): Turbulence and  wall  shear stress in unsteady internal flows with smooth and rough surfaces. 2005-2008 & 2010-2013, £134,364. Prof A.E.Vardy (P.I.) [8] EPSRC (EP/C003063/1): Full-scale field measurements of 3-D flows in a railway tunnel airshaft in Switzerland 2004-2005, £20,233. Prof A.E.Vardy (P.I.)		The impact is epitomised by Vardy’s services through Dundee Tunnel Research (DTR)[9], specialising in air flow in road and rail tunnels and embracing software licensing, design consultancy, research and the promotion of tunnel safety.  The impact is economic (cost savings achieved by optimum design), environmental and societal (facilitating “clean” transport systems and reducing fossil fuel pollution) and health-related (improving passenger comfort and tunnel safety).  Licences for ThermoTun granted by the university and DTR are targeted expressly at knowledgeable users offering a specialist service to their clients[10,11,12,13]. Since 2008, licences have been granted in Austria, Hong Kong, Korea, Spain, Switzerland, UK and USA.  MPVC is licensed only in Japan and Vardy provides technical expertise for each application[14]. The oil- related software PipePulse is licensed exclusively to a Scottish company, Paradigm Flow Services[15].  ThermoTun is regarded internationally as “the top software available for 1-D simulations of rapidly- varying pressure, velocity and temperature in railway tunnels”[12].  Since 2008, it has been used in the design of many of the largest tunnels in the world[16,17], including the 57km Gotthard Base and 35km Lötschberg Base tunnels (Switzerland); the 28km Guadarrama and 25km Pajares tunnels (Spain), the 18km Fehmarn Link (Denmark-Germany) and high speed lines under design or construction in China, Korea, continental Europe and the UK. ThermoTun has also been used for an  ultra-high-speed  Munich  Mag-Lev  Railway,  more  than  200  shorter  high  speed  tunnels worldwide and more than 30 metro systems. It is regarded by UK Rail Standards & Safety Board as being “without peer in predicting aerodynamic effects of trains travelling in underground tunnel systems”[13].  MPVC is currently used to control seven long road tunnels in Japan[14], including the two longest (11km Kan-Etsu, 11km Hida), where it has delivered large savings in power consumption. Impact is evident through Vardy’s frequent involvement in design, predominantly at the feasibility stage, when it is still possible for current research to have a significant influence on the eventual outcome. This is also the stage at which the need for new research is most easily identified. Thus, the need to understand sonic booms from tunnels led to long-standing research on unsteady friction  and  on  wave  flows  over  porous  media  (ballast-track  rail).    Likewise,  concern  about excessive temperatures (> 50°C) in tunnels under the Alps led to research having impact on prediction of heat conduction in seepage flows around tunnels. Exposure to practical tunnel operation led to research on model-based ventilation control and new proposals for safe ventilation in the event of fire.  All have fed back into practical design.  For designers, the impact of these activities occurs at the design stage whereas, for constructors, it occurs a few years later.   For users, it occurs many years later (and is then on-going).   For instance, current high speed rail design for the UK[16,13] is directly influenced by Vardy’s publications and by a ThermoTun licensee, but passengers and people close to portals will not benefit until 2025 or beyond. Arup confirm[11] that Vardy’s research on aural pressure comfort is the critical factor in optimising tunnel sizes and thereby achieving savings for national governments of “tens or hundreds of millions of pounds”[11] in unnecessary expenditure. The development of MPVC was triggered by a realisation that, in many tunnels, ventilation control systems were highly wasteful of power and often failed to achieve the desired conditions.  Vardy’s paper with Ichikawa[1]  led to strong interest in Japan where there are thousands of road tunnels. The Japan Highway Public Corporation (now NEXCO) now regards MPVC as its preferred control system for long highway tunnels and is installing it at the rate of about one tunnel per year.  Design services are provided by Sohatsu Ltd with project-specific guidance from Vardy[14,18].  This link with Sohatsu has evolved to include further research underpinning the development of a new system (FCVC) now used successfully in simpler tunnels than those for which MPVC is installed[14].  FCVC provides automatic control in a fire emergency, with special (but not exclusive) application in bi- directional tunnels with no exhaust shafts. Impact in the oil industry is through Paradigm Flow Solutions, an SME that specialises in detecting, locating and removing restrictions and blockages from offshore pipelines.  Typical lines are tens of kilometres  long  and  diameters  range  from  15mm-250mm.    Paradigm’s  work  focuses  on  the common case when access for intervention is possible only at the ends of the long lines.  Vardy’s inverse-transient software enables the mapping of local and distributed blockages.  The long-term research on unsteady friction is informing methods of removing the blockages and, more recently, in preventing their development. Paradigm Flow Solutions credit the recent application of Vardy’s technique to the unblocking of a pipeline with a saving of £4M in intervention costs for its client and significant enhancement of the company’s reputation[15]		[9].   http://www.thermotun.com (This is Dundee Tunnel Research’s Website. It lists Vardy’s research and ThermoTun. Some licensees are identified on the ThermoTun pages. Others prefer not to be identified in this manner).  [10].  http://www.hbi.ch/en/services/aero-and-thermodynamics.html (This is the website of Swiss company HBI AG. Click on “PDF Aero- and Thermodynamics (91 KB)” near the top of the page to see citation of ThermoTun - http://www.hbi.ch/fileadmin/media/pdf/dienstleistungen/thermodynamik/2_DIE_A_002_AeroUndTh ermo_E_2013-09-01.pdf) [11].  Factual Statement: Director and Arup Fellow, Arup (UK) [12].  Factual Statement: Director, HBI Haerter AG (Switzerland) [13].  Factual Statement: Professional Head, Aerodynamics, UK Railway Safety & Standards Board [14].  http://www.sohatsu.com/Esite/04_c.htm (This is the website of a Japanese company that specialises in road tunnel equipment and control. The home page lists DTR and ThermoTun-Online. Vardy’s position as Technical Adviser is listed on this website). [15].  Factual Statement: Technical Director, Paradigm Flow Solutions (UK) [16].  UIC CODE 779-11 Determination of railway tunnel cross-sectional areas on the basis of aerodynamic considerations.  International Union of Railways, Paris, ISBN, 2-7461-0814-3, 91pp (2005) (see p32) - http://www.uic.org/etf/codex/codex-detail.php?codeFiche=779- 11&langue_fiche=E (This international guideline is current.  ThermoTun was used to create the main charts indicating required tunnel cross-sections). [17].   BUSSLINGER, A, HAGENAH, B, REINKE, P & RUDIN, C., Aerodynamics in Lötschberg Base Tunnel – simulations and measurements in the second longest European high-speed rail tunnel.  Proc. 13th Int’l Symposium on Aerodynamics and Ventilation of Tunnels, New Brunswick, USA, 13-15 May 2009, BHR Group, Ed: I A Sweetland, 767-781 (2009) (This paper, authored by practitioners,is one of many that cite the practical use of ThermoTun) [18].  Factual Statement: President, Sohatsu Systems Laboratory (Japan)

		1202		92800		92800				Research in the University of Cambridge Department of Engineering (DoEng), which made it possible for the first time to design a 3D compressor blade as a single component, underpinned the design of compressors in Rolls-Royce civil aero engines. Blades designed using the research results yielded fuel efficiency improvements of 0.8% when deployed in Rolls-Royce Trent engines. The efficiency improvements in engines in service are estimated to have delivered savings of 460k tonnes in CO2 emissions and USD 145 million in fuel costs during the assessment period. Rolls- Royce’s outstanding order book for engines in which the technology made a significant contribution to efficiency is estimated to be worth GBP 27 billion at list prices as at 31 July 2013; orders received during the assessment period are estimated to be worth GBP 18 billion at list prices.		Nick Cumpsty joined the University of Cambridge Department of Engineering (DoEng) in 1975 as a Lecturer, focussing his research principally on compressor aerodynamics, and collaborating with Rolls-Royce (sponsors of a portfolio of fundamental research in turbomachinery aerodynamics, noise and vibration, combustion, heat transfer and advanced cycles). Cumpsty became the Rolls- Royce Professor of Aerothermal Technology in 1989, leaving in 1998 on completion of the underpinning research described in this case study. The key insight that prompted the new research came in 1993, when Cumpsty and his research team realised that combining a simple and elegant mental model of the 3D geometry of a compressor blade with the ability to rapidly explore the performance of such geometries would open the way towards the practical ability to design 3D blades within an industrial timescale. The research advances which followed from this insight built upon research and capabilities within the DoEng initially developed before 1993:     The measurement capability provided by a single-stage experimental compressor facility (the “Deverson” compressor) capable of rapidly testing novel concepts. In 1993 this had recently been upgraded.     The computational capability arising from work by DoEng academics Bill Dawes (then Lecturer; Francis Mond Professor of Aeronautical Engineering from 1996) and John Denton (Professor of Turbomachinery Aerodynamics until his retirement in 2005), whose research had produced the 3D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes which are now industry-standard for the design of turbomachinery worldwide. Cumpsty’s insight was that the advanced experimental measurements (which the Deverson compressor made possible), combined with the ability to accurately simulate viscous flow, turbulence and separation for a multistage compressor in three dimensions without excessive computational expense (based on Dawes and Denton’s work), together created new opportunities for investigating the hypothesis that 3D blade shapes could be more efficient. This had been postulated, but without both measurements and modelling of 3D flow in multistage compressors, there had previously been no way of making informed decisions to change the design. In 1993, therefore, Rolls-Royce and DoEng set up a joint programme to research 3D compressor blade technology and transfer it into the Rolls-Royce design system. Cumpsty created the underlying 3D design methodology, developed an optimal low-speed blade design and experimentally tested its performance in the test compressor at DoEng. Dr Simon Gallimore, then Rolls-Royce’s Chief Compressor Aerodynamic Specialist, led a team in Rolls-Royce which translated the methodology into the company’s design system, using it to design blades for high- speed testing of the technology.[1] Cumpsty and his team visualised and described the 3D shaping of the new compressor blade in a  simple and elegant way using the terms “sweep” and “dihedral” – which are analogous to the 3D rearward and upward curvature of birds’ wings in flight. These curvatures act to control the 3D structure of the flow, making the flow less likely to separate. The research was undertaken in three overlapping stages:     In 1993-95, the fundamental methodology underpinning 3D compressor design was explored, using CFD codes to understand how sweep and dihedral affect endwall flow separation.     In 1994-97, the parallel experimental research project was undertaken on the Deverson compressor at DoEng. A number of designs were tested and the performance improvement was measured. This gave Rolls-Royce the confidence that the technology worked.     In 1995-98, DoEng worked closely with Rolls-Royce to develop the design method, transferring the technology to the company and enabling it to design 3D blading into the Trent 500 engine. Publication of the results was delayed until the new blade design had been trialled successfully in engines at Rolls-Royce; shortly after the trials had been completed, in 2002, the key paper was published in two parts. Part I covered the basic research at DoEng and discussed the use of CFD techniques [1], and Part II covered the low-speed model testing and the high-speed engine compressor design and test [2].		*[1] Simon J. Gallimore, John J. Bolger, Nicholas A. Cumpsty, Mark J. Taylor, Peter I. Wright, and James M. M. Place, The Use of Sweep and Dihedral in Multistage Axial Flow Compressor Blading – Part I: University Research and Methods Development, Journal of Turbomachinery, Vol. 124, October 2002, pp 521-532. doi:10.1115/1.1507333 *[2] Simon J. Gallimore, John J. Bolger, Nicholas A. Cumpsty, Mark J. Taylor, Peter I. Wright, and James M. M. Place, The Use of Sweep and Dihedral in Multistage Axial Flow Compressor Blading – Part II: Low and High-Speed Designs and Test Verification, Journal of Turbomachinery, Vol. 124, October 2002, pp 533-541. doi:10.1115/1.1507334 * Papers that best represent the quality of the research In 2006, in connection with this research, Gallimore won the Royal Academy of Engineering Silver Medal – see http://www.raeng.org.uk/news/releases/shownews.htm?NewsID=323		Dr Simon Gallimore FREng (now Chief of Global Aerothermal Technology and Senior Fellow of Thermofluids, Rolls-Royce plc, and Chairman of the Aerodynamics National Technical Committee) commented: “Research in Cambridge’s Department of Engineering has made a critical contribution to the success of the several generations of the Trent aero engine. The groundbreaking work by Nick Cumpsty and his team changed the way that compressor blades are now designed in Rolls- Royce. The impact was first felt in 2002 and will continue to be felt as future generations of engines make use of the technology.”[3] The research established “sweep” and “dihedral” as the standard terms for movements parallel to the compressor aerofoil section chord line and movements normal to it. More importantly it gave designers a simple mental model for how “sweep” and “dihedral” affected the aerodynamic of the flow. For the first time this made 3D design of compressors relatively simple, which facilitated the uptake of the technology by industry; in Gallimore’s words, “the research allowed industrial designers, for the first time, to undertake 3D compressor design in a time scale which was acceptable within an engine programme.”[3] Before the research, compressor blades were designed and manufactured in a number of 2D sections and thus were not able to fully exploit the 3D shape of the blade to improve performance. The DoEng research made it practically possible to measure and model 3D viscous flow in multistage compressors in such a way that 3D designs could be evaluated within timescales suitable for industrial development. The research gave Rolls-Royce this understanding, proposed  a new shape for the blade and provided the tools for refining the design further. The knowledge was transferred to Rolls-Royce primarily through DoEng academics working closely with Rolls-Royce engineers, and through PhD students and staff being employed by Rolls- Royce after the fundamental underpinning research had been completed (including Cumpsty, who became Chief Technologist of Rolls-Royce in 2000). The impact of the research began before the 2002 paper was published, as the first compressor blades designed according to the new methodology were certified and flight-tested, entering service in the form of the Trent 500 engine earlier in that same year.  All subsequent generations of Rolls-Royce Trent engines (Trent 900, Trent 1000, Trent XWB) have also made use of 3D compressor blade design technology. The impact during the period 1 January 2008 to 31 July 2013 can be quantified in two main ways: (a) in the fuel burn savings (and carbon emissions savings) achieved by the engines in service during that period; and (b) in the size and value of Rolls-Royce’s order book for the relevant engines, for which fuel efficiency and emissions reduction are the key selling points. Fuel burn and carbon emissions savings.  According to Gallimore, “3D blading achieved combined efficiency gains for both high pressure and intermediate pressure compressors of approximately 1%. This translates to an engine specific fuel consumption [SFC] reduction of about 0.8%. 1% of specific fuel consumption reduction represents a fuel burning saving of USD 240k per aircraft per year and a reduction in CO2 emissions of 765 tonnes per aircraft per year.”[3] By the end of the assessment period, 214 aircraft powered by 3D-bladed Trent engines were in operation:     The Trent 500 powers all Airbus A340-500/600 aircraft; 130 in service as at 31 July 2013.[4]     The Trent 900 is one of the engine options for the Airbus A380; 56 Trent-powered aircraft in service as at 31 July 2013 (China Southern Airlines 5, Lufthansa 10, Malaysia Airlines 6, Qantas 12, Singapore Airlines 19, and Thai Airways International 4).[4]     The Trent 1000 is one of the two engine options for the Boeing 787 Dreamliner; 28 Trent- powered aircraft in service as at 31 July 2013 (All Nippon Airways 20, LAN Airlines 3 and LOT Polish Airlines 5).[5] The annualised fuel burn savings from these aircraft in service at the end of the period are therefore estimated to be approximately USD 40 million (240*0.8*214), with CO2 emission reductions of approximately 130k tonnes (765*0.8*214). 123 of these aircraft (104 A340s and 19 A380s) were in service throughout the assessment period;[6,7] on the simplifying assumption that the other 91 aircraft entered service linearly in each of the intervening years, the fuel burn saving achieved in the whole period can be estimated as approximately USD 145 million, and the reduction in CO2 emissions as approximately 460k tonnes. Rolls-Royce order book.  In a highly-competitive market focussed on fuel efficiency, the levels of improvement offered by breakthroughs such as Cumpsty’s represent a key competitive advantage; the gain offered by this technology equates to almost one full year’s-worth of the industry’s average efficiency gains over time.[8] In the citation for the award to Gallimore of the Royal Academy of Engineering’s Silver Medal in 2006, his introduction of these techniques is credited with enabling Rolls-Royce to grow its wide body aircraft share from less than 20% to 50% (figures quoted from the reference to the award in section 3). The benefits to Rolls-Royce’s order book have continued during the assessment period, and are most clearly demonstrated in the case of the Trent XWB (which will power all Airbus A350s as they enter service from 2014 onwards). Rolls-Royce markets the XWB as “the world's most efficient aero engine flying today... [with] the lowest carbon emissions of any widebody engine”.[9] As at 31 July 2013, Rolls-Royce has an order book for the Trent XWB of more than 1400 engines.[10] Although the company does not publish the value of this order book, an estimate can be made using announcements on the value of specific orders. For example, the order for 25 aircraft from Air Lease Corporation on 4 February 2013 cited a list-price order value of USD 1.1 billion (GBP 714 million) for 50 engines.[11] This suggests that the whole Trent XWB order book, at list price, is worth approximately GBP 20 billion. If the order book for other 3D bladed engines (88 Trent 900s,  450 Trent 1000s) [4,5] is valued at the same rate, the list-price value of the order book for all such engines rises to over GBP 27 billion, a very significant proportion of the Rolls-Royce Civil Aerospace Sector’s total order book of GBP 56 billion.[10] (If one takes the alternative view that orders placed between 1 January 2008 and 31 July 2013, rather than outstanding order book at the end of the period, should be considered, the figures are 36 Trent 500 engines, 128 Trent 900 engines, 270 Trent 1000 engines and 832 Trent XWB engines, with a list-price value around GBP 18 billion).[12] Impacts beyond Rolls-Royce. 3D design and manufacture of compressor blades is now standard across the industry, with all major aero engine manufacturers (Pratt & Whitney and General Electric) and land-based gas turbine manufacturers (Siemens, General Electric and Mitsubishi) using 3D design methodologies, and the language to describe them, which are very similar to that developed and published by DoEng and Rolls-Royce. In addition to its role in the underpinning research, DoEng has continued to play a role in the dissemination of the 3D design methodology to the industrial community by means of the Cambridge Turbomachinery Course, the world’s leading gas turbine course, which runs once every four years; in 2008 this attracted 92 delegates from 19 companies and government agencies from 11 countries, and in 2012, 97 delegates from 20 companies and government agencies from 8 countries.		[3] Statement from Chief of Global Aerothermal Technology and Senior Fellow of Thermofluids, Rolls-Royce (and Chairman of the Aerodynamics National Technical Committee) [4] Airbus_July_2013_Orders_deliveries.xlsx downloaded from http://www.airbus.com/company/market/orders-deliveries/ * [5] Boeing orders report downloaded from http://active.boeing.com/commercial/orders/displaystandardreport.cfm?cboCurrentModel=787&opt ReportType=AllModels&cboAllModel=787&ViewReportF=View+Report * [6] Airbus-_OAD_-_2012Oct.xls retrieved from the Airbus website on 17 Nov 2012 and cited in table “Deliveries” at  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airbus_A340 * [7] Where is the A380 flying?, Airbus website, http://www.airbus.com/aircraftfamilies/passengeraircraft/a380family/a380-routes/ * [8] The IATA Technology Roadmap Report, Issued June 2009, http://www.iata.org/whatwedo/environment/Documents/technology-roadmap-2009.pdf * [9] Trent XWB, Rolls-Royce website,  http://www.rolls- royce.com/civil/products/largeaircraft/trent_xwb/ * [10] Civil aerospace order book, Rolls-Royce website, http://www.rolls- royce.com/Images/civil_aerospace_tcm92-50015.pdf * [11] Rolls-Royce wins $1.1bn Trent XWB order from Air Lease Corporation, press release on Rolls- Royce website, 4 February 2013, http://www.rolls- royce.com/news/press_releases/2013/040213_air_lease_corporation.jsp * [12] Statement from Market Analyst, Asia Pacific and Market Metrics, Civil Aerospace, Rolls-Royce *These sources were accessed by the DoEng in August 2013 and saved in its audit file as they are subject to updates

		1035		80000		80000				£80m has been saved since 2008 by London Underground (LU) and yet more by bridge owners in the UK as a direct result of using the Arching Action (AA) enhancements in strength predicted by our research. The associated disruption would have resulted in enormous congestion, losses economically of £ billions and negative social impact.  Multi-million $ savings have also accrued in North America from the use of corrosion free deck bridges, which have minimum maintenance, as has our innovative flexible concrete arch (patented 2004) which has been used for over 40 FlexiArch bridges (£15m in contracts) since 2008.		Background.  Reinforced concrete slabs in structures have much higher strengths than predicted by flexural design methods which are widely used in practice.  Depending on the degree of lateral restraint the strength enhancement due to AA can range from a few percent to over three times the predicted flexural strength. Likewise Arches have enormous reserves of strength whilst being aesthetically pleasing and highly durable. As the leading AA research team in the UK and acknowledged internationally (see Wikipedia article in this area) much of the research undertaken by Adrian Long (since 1971), Barry Rankin (since 1989), A Mufti (ISIS Canada since 2000 and part-time QUB since 2012), David Cleland (since 1983), Desmond Robinson (since 1985), Su Taylor (since 2004) and Danny McPolin (since 2008) in conjunction with Jim Kirkpatrick (ex-Bridge Engineer, DRD Roads Service) and Abhey Gupta (Macrete Ireland Ltd) – is targeted at mastering the fundamentals so that reliable systems are developed for use in the construction industry. Arching Action. The interaction between arching and flexural action is very complex and required much experimental work and parallel analytical studies to derive viable prediction methods which have provided solutions for flat slab structures, bridge deck slabs, cellular offshore concrete structures and composite floor slabs. Greatly improved prediction methods have been developed which have been simplified by our team for inclusion in (BD81/02(2002)) for use by designers (so that they could assess the strength of laterally restrained slabs in practice). This has permitted a 70% reduction in the amount of reinforcement in bridge deck slabs.  However recognising that most of the research had been published in highly technical journals Long (Ref. 1) highlighted the potential benefits to practitioners at a lecture in the Institution of Civil Engineers in 1994,. A number of innovative advances were highlighted by Long which led to an increase in awareness in the UK of the potential benefits of AA through the use of high strength/fibre reinforced concrete, centrally located conventional steel reinforcement and corrosion free fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) bars in deck slabs.  They also led to an upsurge in experimental and analytical research in this area at Queen’s University (Ref. 2) which was backed up by full-scale testing on site.  Highly rated papers in the Journal of the ICE were published in 1997 (Ref. 2) and 2001 (Ref. 3,4), (including two Telford Premium Awards by ICE).  A regular stream of PhDs have been awarded at QUB  and numerous Journal papers published in this important area of research, eg 2007 paper in a US Journal (Ref. 5). In Canada researchers (Mufti et al) also identified the innovative advances due to Arching Action and focused on the development of corrosion-free deck slabs for steel-concrete composite bridges and demonstrated to industry in Canada that such systems were not only viable but required minimal maintenance.  As in Canada the quest for maintenance-free bridges, based on the benefits of arching action, has been a central focus at Queen’s. Thus Mufti, then President of ISIS Canada in Winnipeg, accepted the invitation to contribute part-time at QUB because of his ongoing  involvement in AA research and his overlapping research interests with the Belfast team. Flexible Concrete Arch.  In 1994 Professor Long recognised that maintenance free bridges could be based on the arch form of construction.  Few arch bridges had been built since the early 1900’s even though they are aesthetic, strong, durable and require little maintenance.  However, the centring and preparation of the voussoirs by stone masons incurred cost and time penalties which made them non-competitive with RC, PC or steel alternatives.  Subsequent research at Queen’s could not be published until the innovative flexible concrete arch system was patented (Long AE, Int. Patent No W.O.2004/044332A1). Macrete Ireland were licensed to manufacture the ‘FlexiArch’ and since 2008 over 40 bridges have been installed in the UK/Ireland.  Extensive research has been carried out in parallel and this has included model tests in the laboratory, full-scale testing at Macrete, field testing and analytical research using a range of approaches (Ref. 6). Quality of Research. This has been recognised through 9 awards/medals to members of the team and contributed to Professor Long receiving the highly prestigious Ewing Gold Medal of the ICE/Royal Society in 2009 and the Institution of Civil Engineers Gold Medal (ICE’s premier award) in 2011.		Selected Publications 1.  Long AE, Kirkpatrick J and Rankin GIB, ‘Enhancing influences of compressive membrane action in Bridge Decks’, Bridge Modification 94, Proceedings of Seminar, ICE, London, March 1994, pp 217-227. 2.  *Rankin GIB and Long AE, ‘Arching action strength enhancement in laterally restrained slab strips’, Proc ICE, Structures and Buildings, Vol 122, Issue 4, Nov 1997, pp 461-467. (Awarded Telford Premium by ICE in Nov 1998). 3.  Peel-Cross J, Rankin GIB, Gilbert SG and Long AE, ‘Compressive membrane action in composite floor slabs in the Cardington LBTF’, Proc ICE, Structures and Buildings, Vol 146, Issue 2, May 2001, pp 217-226. (Awarded Telford Premium by ICE in Nov 2002). 4.  Taylor SE, Rankin GIB and Cleland DJ, ‘Arching action in high strength concrete slabs’, Proc ICE, Structures and Buildings, Vol 146, Issue 4, Nov 2001, pp 353-312. 5.  *Taylor SE, Rankin B, Cleland DJ and Kirkpatrick J, ‘Serviceability of bridge deck slabs with arching action’, ACI, Structural Journal, Vol 104, Issue 2, Jan-Feb 2007, pp 39-48. 6.  *Long AE, Kirkpatrick J, Gupta A, Nanukuttan S and McPolin D, ‘Rapid construction of arch bridges using the innovative FlexiArch’, Proc ICE, Bridge Engineering, Vol 166, Issue 3, Sept 2013, DOI: 10.1680/bren.11.00036. External funding for Arching Action research 1994-96 (GR/J51351/01) Influence of in-plane effects on composite slabs, EPSRC £95k. 1995-98 (GR/K57138/01) High strength concrete in bridge deck slabs, EPSRC £152k + £100k from DRD Roads Service (NI). 2009-11 Monitoring FRP reinforcement in a concrete bridge deck, UK Bridge Owners Forum £120k + £100k from DRD Roads Service (NI). External funding for FlexiArch research Three Knowledge Transfer Partnerships with Macrete on various aspects of the FlexiArch; 2004-6 £105k, 2007-9 £119k, 2010-12 £125k Major Technology Strategy Board (TSB) project on Low energy concrete with Macrete and Creagh Concrete with input by Network Rail and Arup, 2008-11 £2,100k A number of smaller grants from Concrete Bridge Development Group, Leverhulme Trust, ICE R&D Fund and RAEng Global Research Award over period 2005-12, total £65k. In parallel Macrete have been awarded three Invest NI grants with a total value of £1,300k (including contributions of over £900k by Macrete) over the periods 2004-7, 2008-11 and 2011-14. This facilitated invaluable full scale tests where the QUB team coordinated testing/monitoring, the analysis of data and prepared the reports.		London Underground (LU).  In the early 1990s, LU were confronted with a major dilemma. Having assessed over 1200 platforms on the underground system they found that when flexural methods of design were applied most platforms were found to be structurally deficient. Thus a major repair/replacement programme appeared to be inevitable (LU estimated replacement cost of a typical platform was £1.6 million).  However, structural engineering staff of LU had become aware of our research through Journal papers (Ref 1) and of the potential benefits of arching action in cellular structures. By adopting our research findings, unique new design guidelines for LU platforms were drawn up in the late 1990’s but it was only in 2005 that these were approved for use in the LU system. Taking into consideration the benefits of arching action in their assessment programme allowed 95% of their platforms to be retained and since 2008, LU staff have estimated that over £80m has been saved (cost of structural repair/replacement).  Here it should be noted that by avoiding the repair/replacement of the vast majority of their platforms the enormous disruption to the transport system in London has not occurred which would have been an additional drain on the UK economy as well as being socially unacceptable.  Bearing in mind that over 1 billion people use the LU system each year the cost (due to the loss of productivity) of the associated congestion has been acknowledged by LU staff to be ‘£billions not £millions’ (see Section 5). Thus LU would have had to accept the prospect of enormous disruption to their system had their staff not been able to take into account the benefits of AA. Bridge Deck Slabs, UK and North America.  Our research has impacted on policy which allows bridge designers/assessors to take account of the benefits of AA, e.g. less deck reinforcement, not having to replace decks found to be unsatisfactory using flexural analysis and indirect savings as disruption/congestion is minimal.  Consequential savings are likely to be of the order of tens of £ millions over the past 5 years, however the overall benefits have not been quantified by the UK Highways Agency. In N America the considerable benefits of corrosion free deck bridges has been embraced in most Canadian Provinces and in a number of northern states of USA arising from the parallel research by Mufti and his research team. Over 50, (mostly multi-span) bridges have been constructed and ISIS have estimated that long term savings of hundreds of $ millions have/will accrue through minimal maintenance, dramatically reduced life cycle costs and losses to the economy resulting from disruption/congestion associated with repair/replacement. The system is now being utilised for highly prestigious projects such as the Winnipeg Floodway – a major $ 700m project in Manitoba where 6 multi-span bridges were built in 2009. Since 1994 the QUB team and Mufti’s researchers have derived mutual benefit from their overlapping AA research.  In the USA and Canada  AA research has impacted on bridge construction since the late 1990’s and, as far as REF2014 is concerned, through the past 5-6 years. ‘FlexiArch’.  As already highlighted in Section 2, conventional arches are expensive to build and take much longer to construct than beam and slab bridges made up of prefabricated components. To counter this, an innovative flexible concrete arch was devised and patented in 2004.  As this does not require expensive centring the arch can be quickly constructed (days rather than months for a conventional arch) and by using precast concrete voussoirs it can be manufactured at a relatively low cost.  All the basic features of a conventional arch are retained and in 2005 Macrete Ireland Ltd (Toomebridge) were licensed and since 2008 over 40 bridges ranging in span from 4m to 15m have been installed in UK/Ireland. Its potential was anticipated in 2006 at an International conference when Brian Bell, Network Rail, acknowledged that the FlexiArch would allow highly durable arches (seldom used since 1900) to compete with other rapid methods of construction (crucial for railways). This innovative system has received 9 awards including the Best Engineering Excellence Award of  RAEng (2009) and the UK National Construct Award for Innovation and its adoption twice (in 2009 and again in 2013).  Commercially the ‘FlexiArch’ has had a very significant impact in a severely depressed market, and since 2008 an extra 50 person years of employment have been generated at Macrete. In addition, the ‘FlexiArch’ system has been a key element in winning the associated construction contracts, valued at £15m. A number of leading precast contractors in Europe, N America and Australasia have approached Macrete to acquire a sub-licence for the FlexiArch in their regions – these would greatly enhance the future use/impact of the FlexiArch.  More details of the system are given in Ref (6).		•   Arching Action o London Underground (LU), Benefits for Cellular Concrete Structures/Railway platforms taken into account by Structural Engineering staff at LU (Letter of confirmation has been provided by LU) o Wikipedia – ‘Arching or Compressive Membrane Action in Reinforced Concrete Slabs’ gives an invaluable overview of the benefits of research in this area for bridge decks and cellular structures •   ‘FlexiArch’ System o www.macrete.com (FlexiArch) o YOUTUBE – FlexiArch – Construction of 14m span ‘FlexiArch’ bridge at Sheinton in Shropshire (2010) and refurbishment of Ashton bridge in Manchester (our entry won the UK National Construct Award in 2013) o Macrete  (A letter confirming number of FlexiArch bridges installed and their total contract value has been provided by the Managing Director) o Network Rail (A letter confirming that the FlexiArch could allow arches to be re- established as the prime method of construction for short span bridges (a position they enjoyed prior to 1900) has been provided by the Head of Civil Engineering R & D)

		1278		80000		1000				This research by the University’s Transportation Research Group (TRG) has contributed to the development of sustainable road transport networks both in the UK and other leading cities worldwide. In summary: 1.  TRG has developed/evaluated the algorithms for advanced bus priority at traffic signals for Transport for London (TfL) – an application benefitting bus passengers and operators across London, valued by TfL at ~£29 million/year. 2.  TRG provided the UK’s National Traffic Control Centre (NTCC) with improved methods to forecast traffic flows and journeys on the UK’s motorway network – producing benefits estimated at £50 million/year. 3.  TRG’s experimental research for Jaguar has led to better dashboard displays for drivers. Jaguar has valued this impact at ~£1 million to their business.		The UK government has pledged to establish a transport system that, as the Department of Transport puts it, acts as an “engine for economic growth, but one that is also greener and safer and improves quality of life in our communities”. This idea of transport as a socio-technical system integral to the sustainable development of urban areas worldwide underpins more than four decades of research into advanced traffic management and Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) by the University of Southampton’s Transportation Research Group (TRG). 1.  Bus Priority: Since 1993, TRG academics have developed research into prioritising bus movements to support schemes by city authorities around the world to develop more sustainable transport systems. They carried out 14 studies, with total funding of £4 million, for the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC), the European Commission (EC) and Transport for London (TfL). TRG developed and applied microscopic simulation models to design and evaluate bus priority algorithms for traffic signals and conducted field trials at more than 200 traffic signals. In 2006, Professor Nick Hounsell, Head of TRG, began leading a five-year project to design, specify and evaluate TfL’s bus priority systems at signals in London, using London’s new iBus system. Results were published in academic journals from 2008 to 2012 [e.g. 3.1, 3.2]. These algorithms have been built in to the latest versions of the SCOOT Urban Traffic Control software supplied by TRL Ltd – a UK export success story with systems operational in over 200 cities worldwide. 2.  Road Traffic Operations: TRG research [3.3, 3.4] has also supported the  UK Highways Agency’s (HA) management of 7,000km of motorways and major roads in the UK. Twelve major studies into road traffic flow operations have been undertaken by TRG since 1993, with funding totalling £4 million. Led by Mike McDonald (2000-date), Emeritus Professor of Transportation Engineering, and Hounsell, researchers used real-time traffic data, simulation modelling and TRG’s Instrumented Vehicle (IV) to develop new algorithms to forecast traffic flows and journey times (2006-08). The IV is a vehicle fitted with sensors that travels in traffic and analyses driver behaviour, and how their behaviour changes over time. TRG research also focused on improving IV performance to produce more accurate traffic flow forecasts. During this period (2005-07), SERCO, which was appointed by the HA to set up and run the UK’s first National Traffic Control Centre (NTCC), sub-contracted TRG to analyse 18 months of national traffic data obtained from traffic detection systems. The academics used the results to propose optimal methods to forecast traffic flow on Britain’s motorway and trunk road network. ESPRC  grants also funded research into new ‘machine learning’ methods for optimising the use of traffic signals. Experts were asked to study real traffic situations and operate traffic signals according to what they saw. A computer monitors the human actions, learns from them and can reproduce them at a later date. 3.  In-vehicle information systems (IVIS) The development of IVIS [3.5, 3.6] has comprised a third component of TRG research and involved Neville Stanton, Professor of Human Factors in Transport (2009 – date). Increasingly sophisticated IVIS in modern vehicles have the potential to reduce accidents, increase highway capacity and improve driver satisfaction.  However, drivers need to be able to interact with such technologies efficiently, effectively and safely, and distraction time must be kept to a minimum. TRG academics used its IV and the Southampton University Driving Simulator (SUDS) to develop recommendations for Jaguar (the research sponsor) for their IVIS as well as developing more general guidelines for the automotive industry.		3.  References to the research   (best three are starred) [3.1]     *Hounsell N.B., Shrestha B.P., Head, J.R., Palmer, S. and Bowen, T. (2008). The Way Ahead for London’s Bus Priority at Traffic Signals. Institution of Engineering & Technology Intelligent Transport Systems, Vol. 2(3), pp193-200 [3.2]     Hounsell, N.B., Shrestha, B. and Wong, A (2012). Data management and applications in a world-leading bus fleet, Transportation Research C, Vol. 22 , 76-87 [3.3]     *Brackstone M., Waterson B. & McDonald M. (2009) “Determinants of Following Headway in Congested Traffic”, Transportation Research Part F: Traffic Psychology and Behaviour 12(2), 131-142 [3.4]     *Box S, Waterson B (2012) 'An automated signalized junction controller that learns strategies from a human expert', Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence 25(1), 107-118, doi:10.1016/j.engappai.2011.09.008 [3.5]     Piao J., and McDonald M., (2008) Advanced driver assistance systems from autonomous to cooperative approaches. Transport Reviews, 28(5), 659-684 [3.6]     Harvey C., Stanton N.A., Pickering C.A., McDonald M., Zheng P., (2011) "A usability evaluation toolkit for In-Vehicle Information Systems (IVISs)" Applied Ergonomics 42(4) 563-574		    Bus Priority: TRG studies into bus priority, funded by the EC and TfL, have led to the design of new bus priority systems at traffic signals in London. Implemented in 2009 through London’s iBus system – a satellite-based Automatic Vehicle Location system installed on all buses across the network – TRG’s research has enabled priority to be given to 8000 buses at 2000 traffic signals in London. TfL estimates that this generates economic benefits of £29 million a year between 2009 and 2014 (2007 prices) from reduced bus delays and journey times, benefitting both bus passengers and operators [5.1, 5.7]. Other positive impacts included a reduction in bus fuel consumption and carbon emissions, as well as encouraging a modal change from private low occupancy vehicles to more efficient high occupancy public transport. The sophistication of the algorithms also enable these benefits to be achieved with little or no impact on non-priority traffic. Impact has reached other priority vehicles as well as buses. For example, vehicles in the ‘Olympic Family’ benefitted from this priority provision on the London Olympic routes in 2012. Following the successful evaluation of the priority algorithms in London by TRG, Siemens UK have incorporated the bus priority software into the world-leading SCOOT urban traffic control system, developed and marketed in the UK. Impact of TRG research is therefore felt in up to 250 cities around the world which operate SCOOT.      Road traffic Operations: TRG’s research into road traffic operations allowed SERCO to introduce a range of improved traffic estimating methods in 2008, including flow, delay, journey time and incident detection [5.2]. These new estimates were used by the NTCC to provide improved real-time traffic information to drivers and improved traffic management on the UK’s strategic road network. While it is difficult to assess the substantial positive impact of more accurate journey time information, simulation modelling by TRG has indicated that the early detection and identification of incidents is likely to have saved around £50m per year during the 2008-2013 impact period [5.8]. In 2011 SERCO lost the contract for running the NTCC to a competing consortium (Thales Group and Mouchel)  and the NTCC evolved into the National Traffic Information Service (NTIS). TRG research continued to be supported by Thales and between 2011 and 2013, TRG researchers designed new algorithms to reduce traffic incidents and more accurately predict journey times within the NTIS for the benefit of drivers. Similar research has been undertaken by TRG on the urban network, including research with Siemens to create a new road traffic state estimation tool using diverse data sources as a platform for improved traffic control [5.8]. TRG’s research into traffic signal optimisation using human expert control and machine learning has used simulation to indicate a potential 10-20% delay saving over current operational systems; on-street trials and impact measurements are expected from 2014     In Vehicle Information Systems (IVIS): In 2008, Jaguar supported TRG’s research into IVIS. TRG academics led by Stanton used the IV to compare traditional and intuitive voice-actuation systems with manual and touch-screen operations. This led to a long-term collaboration in which Southampton adapted a Jaguar car into a driving simulator. TRG drew on the simulator testing results to advise Jaguar engineers on how to consider human factors in the design of IVIS. Jaguar has been able to implement design philosophies that improve the usability of their systems for drivers. It estimated the value of TRG’s research on this one specific study at £1 million to their business [5.3, 5.9].     Outreach and public Engagement: The TRG team has also engaged the public in how engineering solutions are employed to control traffic lights, and ultimately make their driving experience smoother and safer. Using a giant Scalextric to illustrate their research, the TRG team ran a stand at the Royal Society’s Summer Science Exhibition in June 2011 [5.4, 5.10], the first time any university-based transport group had exhibited. The exhibit – 21st Century Traffic Control: The Invisible Referee – was based on the research into novel machine learning methods for traffic signal control. The exhibition attracted more than 14,000 visitors, including senior policymakers and MPs. The TRG stand was singled out in a review of the event by The Guardian [5.5] and it led to the BBC commissioning a piece for the One Show, which aired in August 2012 [5.6, 5.10]. The show, which attracts 5 million viewers, featured one of its journalists controlling traffic more efficiently than a computer, which relates to the machine learning research. The exhibit was designed in collaboration with the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL), the Motor Industry Research Association (MIRA), innovITS and Siemens, who were all industrial partners in the showcased research [5.10]. The exhibit has also been part of the University of Southampton's Science and Engineering Roadshow, which toured several national public engagement events in 2012, including the Cheltenham Science Festival and Bestival, the four-day music festival on the Isle of Wight. According to Bestival organisers, around 10 per cent of festival goers – 6,000 people – entered the Science Tent, for which TRG’s stand was one of the main displays. The website and YouTube channel set up to accompany the exhibit have received more than 6000 hits since July 2011.		5.  Sources to corroborate the Impact Publications [5.1]    Clarke R., Bowen T. and Head J. (2007). Mass Deployment of Bus Priority Using Real-Time Passenger Information Systems in London. Proceedings of European Transport conference (published by Association for European Transport) (9 pages) http://www.tfl.gov.uk.edgekey.net/assets/downloads/TfL-mass-deployment-ibus.pdf [5.2]    Zheng P., McDonald M. and Jeffery, D (2008). Event detection based on loop and journey time data. IET Intelligent Transport Systems, Vol 2, No 2, pp. 113-119. [5.3]    Harvey C. and Stanton N.A. (2012). Modelling the hare and the tortoise: predicting the range of in-vehicle task times using critical path analysis. Ergonomics, V 56, No 1, pp. 16- 33 Websites [5.4]     http://www.invisible-referee.soton.ac.uk/ [5.5]     http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/blog/2011/jul/06/royal-society-summer-live-exhibition [5.6]     http://www.southampton.ac.uk/mediacentre/news/2012/aug/12_148.shtml Organisations [5.7]    For bus priority: Chris D'Souza, Principal Engineer, Research and Data  Analysis Team, Surface Transport, Transport for London (TfL), London. [5.8]    Traffic Operations 1.  Motorway:  Paul Burton, Head of Traffic Engineering, SERCO, National Traffic Control Centre, Quinton, Birmingham  2. Urban: Mark Bodger, Systems Marketing Manager, Siemens Mobility, Traffic Solutions, Sopers Lane, Poole. [5.9]    For IVIS:  Carl Pickering, Head of Electrical/Electronic Research, Jaguar Land Rover, Coventry, United Kingdom. [5.10]  For Public Engagement: 1. Royal Society: Rachel Francis, Acting Assistant Manager; 2. BBC: Madeleine MacDonald , Producer: 3.TRL: Catherine Ferris, Manager; 4. MIRA: Mandeep Panesar, ITS Embedded Engineer 5. Siemens: Mark Bodger, Systems Marketing Manager.

		1278		80000		29000				This research by the University’s Transportation Research Group (TRG) has contributed to the development of sustainable road transport networks both in the UK and other leading cities worldwide. In summary: 1.  TRG has developed/evaluated the algorithms for advanced bus priority at traffic signals for Transport for London (TfL) – an application benefitting bus passengers and operators across London, valued by TfL at ~£29 million/year. 2.  TRG provided the UK’s National Traffic Control Centre (NTCC) with improved methods to forecast traffic flows and journeys on the UK’s motorway network – producing benefits estimated at £50 million/year. 3.  TRG’s experimental research for Jaguar has led to better dashboard displays for drivers. Jaguar has valued this impact at ~£1 million to their business.		The UK government has pledged to establish a transport system that, as the Department of Transport puts it, acts as an “engine for economic growth, but one that is also greener and safer and improves quality of life in our communities”. This idea of transport as a socio-technical system integral to the sustainable development of urban areas worldwide underpins more than four decades of research into advanced traffic management and Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) by the University of Southampton’s Transportation Research Group (TRG). 1.  Bus Priority: Since 1993, TRG academics have developed research into prioritising bus movements to support schemes by city authorities around the world to develop more sustainable transport systems. They carried out 14 studies, with total funding of £4 million, for the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC), the European Commission (EC) and Transport for London (TfL). TRG developed and applied microscopic simulation models to design and evaluate bus priority algorithms for traffic signals and conducted field trials at more than 200 traffic signals. In 2006, Professor Nick Hounsell, Head of TRG, began leading a five-year project to design, specify and evaluate TfL’s bus priority systems at signals in London, using London’s new iBus system. Results were published in academic journals from 2008 to 2012 [e.g. 3.1, 3.2]. These algorithms have been built in to the latest versions of the SCOOT Urban Traffic Control software supplied by TRL Ltd – a UK export success story with systems operational in over 200 cities worldwide. 2.  Road Traffic Operations: TRG research [3.3, 3.4] has also supported the  UK Highways Agency’s (HA) management of 7,000km of motorways and major roads in the UK. Twelve major studies into road traffic flow operations have been undertaken by TRG since 1993, with funding totalling £4 million. Led by Mike McDonald (2000-date), Emeritus Professor of Transportation Engineering, and Hounsell, researchers used real-time traffic data, simulation modelling and TRG’s Instrumented Vehicle (IV) to develop new algorithms to forecast traffic flows and journey times (2006-08). The IV is a vehicle fitted with sensors that travels in traffic and analyses driver behaviour, and how their behaviour changes over time. TRG research also focused on improving IV performance to produce more accurate traffic flow forecasts. During this period (2005-07), SERCO, which was appointed by the HA to set up and run the UK’s first National Traffic Control Centre (NTCC), sub-contracted TRG to analyse 18 months of national traffic data obtained from traffic detection systems. The academics used the results to propose optimal methods to forecast traffic flow on Britain’s motorway and trunk road network. ESPRC  grants also funded research into new ‘machine learning’ methods for optimising the use of traffic signals. Experts were asked to study real traffic situations and operate traffic signals according to what they saw. A computer monitors the human actions, learns from them and can reproduce them at a later date. 3.  In-vehicle information systems (IVIS) The development of IVIS [3.5, 3.6] has comprised a third component of TRG research and involved Neville Stanton, Professor of Human Factors in Transport (2009 – date). Increasingly sophisticated IVIS in modern vehicles have the potential to reduce accidents, increase highway capacity and improve driver satisfaction.  However, drivers need to be able to interact with such technologies efficiently, effectively and safely, and distraction time must be kept to a minimum. TRG academics used its IV and the Southampton University Driving Simulator (SUDS) to develop recommendations for Jaguar (the research sponsor) for their IVIS as well as developing more general guidelines for the automotive industry.		3.  References to the research   (best three are starred) [3.1]     *Hounsell N.B., Shrestha B.P., Head, J.R., Palmer, S. and Bowen, T. (2008). The Way Ahead for London’s Bus Priority at Traffic Signals. Institution of Engineering & Technology Intelligent Transport Systems, Vol. 2(3), pp193-200 [3.2]     Hounsell, N.B., Shrestha, B. and Wong, A (2012). Data management and applications in a world-leading bus fleet, Transportation Research C, Vol. 22 , 76-87 [3.3]     *Brackstone M., Waterson B. & McDonald M. (2009) “Determinants of Following Headway in Congested Traffic”, Transportation Research Part F: Traffic Psychology and Behaviour 12(2), 131-142 [3.4]     *Box S, Waterson B (2012) 'An automated signalized junction controller that learns strategies from a human expert', Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence 25(1), 107-118, doi:10.1016/j.engappai.2011.09.008 [3.5]     Piao J., and McDonald M., (2008) Advanced driver assistance systems from autonomous to cooperative approaches. Transport Reviews, 28(5), 659-684 [3.6]     Harvey C., Stanton N.A., Pickering C.A., McDonald M., Zheng P., (2011) "A usability evaluation toolkit for In-Vehicle Information Systems (IVISs)" Applied Ergonomics 42(4) 563-574		    Bus Priority: TRG studies into bus priority, funded by the EC and TfL, have led to the design of new bus priority systems at traffic signals in London. Implemented in 2009 through London’s iBus system – a satellite-based Automatic Vehicle Location system installed on all buses across the network – TRG’s research has enabled priority to be given to 8000 buses at 2000 traffic signals in London. TfL estimates that this generates economic benefits of £29 million a year between 2009 and 2014 (2007 prices) from reduced bus delays and journey times, benefitting both bus passengers and operators [5.1, 5.7]. Other positive impacts included a reduction in bus fuel consumption and carbon emissions, as well as encouraging a modal change from private low occupancy vehicles to more efficient high occupancy public transport. The sophistication of the algorithms also enable these benefits to be achieved with little or no impact on non-priority traffic. Impact has reached other priority vehicles as well as buses. For example, vehicles in the ‘Olympic Family’ benefitted from this priority provision on the London Olympic routes in 2012. Following the successful evaluation of the priority algorithms in London by TRG, Siemens UK have incorporated the bus priority software into the world-leading SCOOT urban traffic control system, developed and marketed in the UK. Impact of TRG research is therefore felt in up to 250 cities around the world which operate SCOOT.      Road traffic Operations: TRG’s research into road traffic operations allowed SERCO to introduce a range of improved traffic estimating methods in 2008, including flow, delay, journey time and incident detection [5.2]. These new estimates were used by the NTCC to provide improved real-time traffic information to drivers and improved traffic management on the UK’s strategic road network. While it is difficult to assess the substantial positive impact of more accurate journey time information, simulation modelling by TRG has indicated that the early detection and identification of incidents is likely to have saved around £50m per year during the 2008-2013 impact period [5.8]. In 2011 SERCO lost the contract for running the NTCC to a competing consortium (Thales Group and Mouchel)  and the NTCC evolved into the National Traffic Information Service (NTIS). TRG research continued to be supported by Thales and between 2011 and 2013, TRG researchers designed new algorithms to reduce traffic incidents and more accurately predict journey times within the NTIS for the benefit of drivers. Similar research has been undertaken by TRG on the urban network, including research with Siemens to create a new road traffic state estimation tool using diverse data sources as a platform for improved traffic control [5.8]. TRG’s research into traffic signal optimisation using human expert control and machine learning has used simulation to indicate a potential 10-20% delay saving over current operational systems; on-street trials and impact measurements are expected from 2014     In Vehicle Information Systems (IVIS): In 2008, Jaguar supported TRG’s research into IVIS. TRG academics led by Stanton used the IV to compare traditional and intuitive voice-actuation systems with manual and touch-screen operations. This led to a long-term collaboration in which Southampton adapted a Jaguar car into a driving simulator. TRG drew on the simulator testing results to advise Jaguar engineers on how to consider human factors in the design of IVIS. Jaguar has been able to implement design philosophies that improve the usability of their systems for drivers. It estimated the value of TRG’s research on this one specific study at £1 million to their business [5.3, 5.9].     Outreach and public Engagement: The TRG team has also engaged the public in how engineering solutions are employed to control traffic lights, and ultimately make their driving experience smoother and safer. Using a giant Scalextric to illustrate their research, the TRG team ran a stand at the Royal Society’s Summer Science Exhibition in June 2011 [5.4, 5.10], the first time any university-based transport group had exhibited. The exhibit – 21st Century Traffic Control: The Invisible Referee – was based on the research into novel machine learning methods for traffic signal control. The exhibition attracted more than 14,000 visitors, including senior policymakers and MPs. The TRG stand was singled out in a review of the event by The Guardian [5.5] and it led to the BBC commissioning a piece for the One Show, which aired in August 2012 [5.6, 5.10]. The show, which attracts 5 million viewers, featured one of its journalists controlling traffic more efficiently than a computer, which relates to the machine learning research. The exhibit was designed in collaboration with the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL), the Motor Industry Research Association (MIRA), innovITS and Siemens, who were all industrial partners in the showcased research [5.10]. The exhibit has also been part of the University of Southampton's Science and Engineering Roadshow, which toured several national public engagement events in 2012, including the Cheltenham Science Festival and Bestival, the four-day music festival on the Isle of Wight. According to Bestival organisers, around 10 per cent of festival goers – 6,000 people – entered the Science Tent, for which TRG’s stand was one of the main displays. The website and YouTube channel set up to accompany the exhibit have received more than 6000 hits since July 2011.		5.  Sources to corroborate the Impact Publications [5.1]    Clarke R., Bowen T. and Head J. (2007). Mass Deployment of Bus Priority Using Real-Time Passenger Information Systems in London. Proceedings of European Transport conference (published by Association for European Transport) (9 pages) http://www.tfl.gov.uk.edgekey.net/assets/downloads/TfL-mass-deployment-ibus.pdf [5.2]    Zheng P., McDonald M. and Jeffery, D (2008). Event detection based on loop and journey time data. IET Intelligent Transport Systems, Vol 2, No 2, pp. 113-119. [5.3]    Harvey C. and Stanton N.A. (2012). Modelling the hare and the tortoise: predicting the range of in-vehicle task times using critical path analysis. Ergonomics, V 56, No 1, pp. 16- 33 Websites [5.4]     http://www.invisible-referee.soton.ac.uk/ [5.5]     http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/blog/2011/jul/06/royal-society-summer-live-exhibition [5.6]     http://www.southampton.ac.uk/mediacentre/news/2012/aug/12_148.shtml Organisations [5.7]    For bus priority: Chris D'Souza, Principal Engineer, Research and Data  Analysis Team, Surface Transport, Transport for London (TfL), London. [5.8]    Traffic Operations 1.  Motorway:  Paul Burton, Head of Traffic Engineering, SERCO, National Traffic Control Centre, Quinton, Birmingham  2. Urban: Mark Bodger, Systems Marketing Manager, Siemens Mobility, Traffic Solutions, Sopers Lane, Poole. [5.9]    For IVIS:  Carl Pickering, Head of Electrical/Electronic Research, Jaguar Land Rover, Coventry, United Kingdom. [5.10]  For Public Engagement: 1. Royal Society: Rachel Francis, Acting Assistant Manager; 2. BBC: Madeleine MacDonald , Producer: 3.TRL: Catherine Ferris, Manager; 4. MIRA: Mandeep Panesar, ITS Embedded Engineer 5. Siemens: Mark Bodger, Systems Marketing Manager.
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		508		78080		78080				Dr Brettschneider and collaborators proposed a conceptual framework for high-dimensional gene expression data quality assessment (QA) and developed a QA statistical toolbox tailored to short oligonucleotide  microarray  technology.  The  work  has  deepened  understanding  of  sources  of variation and has helped in removing noise and bias in microarray data sets. This has accelerated the invention of clinical instruments for molecular cancer diagnosis/prognosis. The toolbox has been applied widely, leading to impact through: (A) process improvement in microarray facilities saving running costs, and standardisation of data quality targets ensuring reproducible research; (B) individualisation of treatment decisions supported by enhanced data quality, thereby reducing healthcare costs through avoidance of unnecessary surgery and improved patient welfare.		Microarray  based   research.  Genome-wide  expression  profiles  have   become   central  to understanding the genetic underpinning of cellular processes (e.g., cell division, circadian rhythm, reaction to chemicals) and complex genetic diseases (e.g., cancers, neuropsychiatric disorders). This approach was facilitated by the invention of microarrays two decades ago, which radically changed gene expression measurement.   Instead of assessing genes one-by-one, the new technologies enabled the screening of tens of thousands of them at once. Reproducibility of research in genomics. After initial euphoria, many microarray studies turned out to be inconclusive or irreproducible, affecting industrial research in particular. In 2011, Bayer, one of the world’s largest chemical companies, halted nearly two-thirds of its target-validation projects because in-house experimental findings failed to match published literature claims; see blogs.nature.com/news/2011/09/reliability_of_new_drug_target.html.  In the last decade, the need for  rigorous  experimental  design,  for  appropriate  statistical  interpretation  of  results  and  for collaboration with statisticians has become widely recognised in the genomics community.  Nature and other related research journals have published a series of articles about reproducibility and have taken editorial steps to ensure transparency and robustness in articles published there; see nature.com/nature/focus/reproducibility. QA  for  high-throughput  gene  expression  data.  In  a  seminal  paper  [1]  including  five commentaries from researchers inside and outside academia, Brettschneider et al laid the groundwork for a new branch of research in statistical genomics. On the theoretical side, they provided a general conceptual framework for quality assessment (QA) for data obtained by high- throughput molecular assays such as gene expression microarrays. On the practical side, they proposed a statistical QA toolbox for such gene expression measurement technologies. The methods include numerical chip quality measures such as RLE and NUSE distributions, as well as spatial representations of by-products of pre-processing algorithms, also called quality landscapes, which enable scientists to connect technical artefacts to location on the slide. All measures were studied extensively on a variety of datasets, including spike-in calibration data, small lab and multisite studies. Some of the tools are specific to short oligonucleotide microarrays (including the industrial standard made by Affymetrix); others can be used for different microarray platforms or even for the most recent gene expression measurement technologies such as RNAseq. The research team. Brettschneider joined the University of Warwick in 2007 and collaborated on [1] with Collin (Genomic Health, previously Affymetrix), Bolstad (Affymetrix) and Speed (UCB & WEHI).  The work reported in [1] had begun in 2006 while Brettschneider was working at Queen's University  in  Ontario,  and  was  completed  in  2008  (with  the  aid  of  a  visit  to Warwick,  from California, by her co-author Prof Speed).		Key publication: The bulk of the work was published in Technometrics, the leading journal for statistical methodology in sciences and engineering. The editors invited five commentaries and a rejoinder, indicating the central nature of the work for the field of statistics in genomics and beyond. Brettschneider was invited to present the paper at JSM (Joint Statistical Meeting of the American Statistical Association), the world’s largest gathering of statisticians, attracting over 5000 speakers and participants from academia, research institutes, government and the commercial sector, both from within USA/Canada and overseas. [1] Primary article: Brettschneider J, Collin F, Bolstad BM, and Speed TP, Quality assessment for short oligonucleotide arrays, Technometrics 50 (2008) 241-264. (With five commentaries: Jones W, Bao L & Hoeschele I, He W & Bull SB, Kendall J & Lakshmi B, Goldstein D, ditto pp.265-278, and Rejoinder, Brettschneider J et al, ditto pp.279-283). All parts available at  pubs.amstat.org/toc/tech/50/3   Cited 53 times to 16.10.2013. [1] was included, as an Internet Publication (arXiv preprint), in Warwick’s RAE 2008 submission. Software: The statistical QA tools from [1] have been incorporated into software packages (see next Section and reference [2] for details).		The main route for delivering impact for the statistical QA tools of [1] is via a number of software packages [2]. These include  affyPLM and affyQualityMetrics,  available  at  bioconductor.org,  a repository for free open source bioinformatics software, started in 2001 by an international team led by members of the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, and now the default software resource for the bioinformatics community. The reach of this impact is considerable. For example, during the REF period, the two packages have been downloaded from Bioconductor over 380,000 times [2 i, ii]; Chipster’s server in Finland (one of ten such servers worldwide) has 788 users [2 iii]; and   the   Genevestigator   web   tool   which   uses   the   Bioconductor   package   affyQCReport (incorporating affyPLM) for the QC of datasets is used for [text removed for publication] [2 vi]. With two of the co-authors working for biotech companies it was easy to establish further connections to the commercial world and spread the word about the methodology. Invitations to conferences such as JSM helped in sharing the methods, both with other statisticians and with users. More details about the routes to impact are given in the explicit examples below. (A) Process improvement in microarray facilities and standardisation of data quality targets The  availability  of  QA  tools  [1]  has  enabled  large  microarray  facilities  as  well  as  smaller laboratories to routinely monitor and improve their processes. This enables them to use high quality data for downstream analysis, ensuring validity of scientific conclusions. Two supporting letters [3, 4] confirm this: [3] CEO of  Spheromics (formerly at Novartis and the Australian Genome Research Facility): “Quality assessment and control for microarray data is an area where existing quality control methodology was not sufficiently developed [...]. The methodology [from [1]] has been helpful to me for both detecting outlier arrays and revealing systematics errors in the process. […] I have been using the tools proposed and the guidance about their interpretation, in particularly the NUSE distributions. They would highlight, at a glance, differences of chip quality caused by batch effects.” [4] Senior Bioinformatics Officer at ICR (Institute of Cancer Research): “We use quality assessment based on statistics methods developed by [1] implemented in R- packages. Quality assessment has been helpful to us in determining outlier arrays and detecting artefacts in the data. This makes sure our dataset is not distorted by poor quality microarrays.” The QA methods from [1] have contributed to changing attitudes in the genomics community, both in academia and beyond, towards giving higher priority to routine checking of data quality and to understanding of technically caused variation before drawing scientific conclusions. For example: - The quality landscapes feature provide a visual presentation of quality defects, thereby allowing scientists to identify, in the measurement process, specific causes of poor quality.  The popularity of [5] (e.g., 10715 visits in the 12 months preceding February 2013) confirms the usefulness of this  approach. - Making use of the QA tools for microarray data has become a routine step in scientific studies to ensure the reproducibility of research findings; see e.g. [6] for one of many examples. Many authors cite the software or names of the QA tools (RLE, NUSE) rather than the publication [1]. The methods [1] have played important roles in setting professional standards for microarray data quality, as illustrated by an international initiative led by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The Microarray Quality Control (MAQC) project aims at establishing standards to ensure successful and reliable use in clinical practice and regulatory decision-making. Phase II aimed to assess and establish “best practices” for development and validation of predictive models for personalised medicine. CEO of Spheromics, who was involved in the project, states in his letter [3] “In Phase II of that project, I have made frequent use of the assessment methods from your paper.” (B) Individualisation of treatment decisions In the last decade, many biotech companies have been pushing for the development of diagnostic and prognostic tools to support the optimisation of treatment choices. For example, individualised recurrence estimates help decide whether or not a patient would benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy. Clearly the need for high quality standards becomes increasingly important the closer the use of a tool gets to a clinical setting. The QA methods developed in [1] are being used in the research units of companies developing tools for personalised medicine. We demonstrate this in detail for Veracyte, a molecular diagnostics company and a pioneer in the emerging field of molecular cytology.  Veracyte has developed a gene expression based test called Afirma that is expected to reduce massively the number of surgeries with their attendant morbidity (life-long follow-up treatments) in initially suspected thyroid cancer due to the occurrence of fairly common thyroid nodules. A recent economic impact study in the Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism concluded that routine use of Afirma in the USA would result in 74% fewer surgeries in patients with benign tumours, that is, tens of thousands of avoidable surgeries each year corresponding to about $122 million medical savings [7].  The traditional diagnosis of thyroid cancer produces up to 30% inconclusive cases which typically result in surgery, of which 70%-80% of patients turn out to have benign tumours.  Afirma succeeds in avoiding the need for surgery in about half of such cases, resulting in expected health care cost savings of $3000 per patient as well as improving patient health outcomes. Afirma has been developed and clinically validated as published in 2012 in high-profile journals such as the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) [8]. A crucial step for the commercial success of Afirma is to obtain medical insurance cover, e.g., it was approved by Medicare in 2012.  For this, FDA software validation is key, a step that takes six months and about $300,000 and after which the algorithm is locked. To ensure their success in winning over the clinicians, Veracyte needed the negative predictive value of their tool to be above 94%, which required the highest possible quality standards.   Veracyte’s Chief Scientific Officer states in her supporting letter [9]: “A recent study found that the Afirma Gene Expression Classifier demonstrated strong accuracy, reliability and reproducibility under a range of conditions and variables. This includes maintenance of  sample  stability,  analytic  sensitivity  and  analytical  specificity  […]  A  key  step  to  these achievements is data quality assessment and control. We have been using quality assessment methods such as summaries of RLE distributions from your publication to shed light on the sources of variation in our custom-made gene expression microarrays. [They] have been serving us for detecting outliers as well as for revealing and removing artefacts and batch effects arising from inconsistencies in operator, protocol or sample condition.” Several media stories from 2012 onwards highlight how particular patients, after having taken the Afirma test, have avoided surgery with long term health savings and improved patient welfare [10].		[2] QA tools from [1] have been incorporated into numerous software packages including: (i) Bioconductor R-package affyPLM for preprocessing Affymetrix type data. Part III of the package vignette is devoted the QA tools; downloaded 344,040 times in REF period:  bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/affyPLM.html (ii) Bioconductor R-package arrayQualityMetrics described in Kauffmann et al, arrayQualityMetrics – a bioconductor package for quality assessment of microarray data, Bioinformatics 25 (3): 415- 416; downloaded 37 times in 2009, 180 times in REF period: bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/arrayQualityMetrics.html Correspondence received providing download statistics. (iii) Chipster described in M Aleksi Kallio et al, Chipster: user-friendly software for microarray and other    high-throughput    data,    BMC    Genomics    12:507,    2011:    chipster.csc.fi/index.shtml Correspondence received corroborates users. (iv) RobiNA described in Lohse M et al, Robin: An intuitive wizard application for R-based expression microarray quality assessment and analysis. Plant Physiology, 153:642-51, 2010. Incorporates all QA tools from [1], see Section 5.1 in  mapman.gabipd.org/web/guest/robin (v) Maastricht Bioinformatics has built an online Affymetrix array QA webtool running from arrayanalysis.org which includes NUSE and RLE from [1]. (vi) Nebion Gene expression search engine explains the use of QA from [1] in Chapter 8 at genevestigator.com/userdocs/manual/qc.html.   [text removed for publication [3] Letter received: Founder and CEO of Spheromics  spheromics.com, a company specialising in consultancy for biomarker development and gene expression. [4] Letter received: Senior Bioinformatician at ICR: Royal Cancer Hospital, London. [5] Catalogue of technical artefacts: The website “Chip Gallery”  plmimagegallery.bmbolstad.com set up by Bolstad provides QA case studies with extensive collections of quality landscapes. The emphasis is on spatial quality effects which lab scientists can compare with their own experimental results to assign causes of poor quality. 10715 visits in the 12 months preceding February 2013. [6] Influencing methodology in the user community: Zhao H and Ma H, FacPad: Bayesian sparse factor modelling for the inference of pathway responsive to drug treatment. Bioinformatics (2012) 28 (20): 2662-2670  bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/content/28/20/2662.short. The methods section reports all analysis steps starting with the raw data modelling transparency: “…basic quality check of the .CEL data was performed using the NUSE and RLE metrics (Brettschneider et al., 2008) [i.e. [1]], which are provided in the R package ‘affyPLM’. […] boxplots of NUSE and RLE were drawn and arrays with bad quality were discarded.” [7] Li H et al, Cost-Effectiveness of a Novel Molecular Test of Cytologically Indeterminate Thyroid Nodules, JCEM 96(11): E1719  jcem.endojournals.org/content/96/11/E1719.full.pdf+html [8] Alexander EK et al, Preoperative Diagnosis of Benign Thyroid Nodules with Indeterminate Cytology, NEJM, Aug 23, 2012  nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa1203208#t=abstract [9] Letter received: Chief Scientific Officer, Senior Vice President of Research and Development at Veracyte  veracyte.com, Bay Area Biotech pioneering in molecular cancer prognosis, among top 50 Venture-capital companies by Wall Street Journal’s Next Big Thing 2011. [10] Examples of news stories in US media highlighting that patients have benefitted directly from the Afirma test which relies on [1] as corroborated by [9]: Procedure at local doctor's office helps local woman avoid thyroid surgery (March 2012) heraldnews.com/news/x570358499/Procedure-at-local-doctors-office-helps-Fall-River-woman-avoid- thyroid-surgery New Thyroid Cancer Test (December 2012) abclocal.go.com/kfsn/story?section=news/health/health_watch&id=8918522 Thyroid cancer test helps patients avoiding unnecessary surgery (May 2013) where a clinic notes several patients have benefitted from the test: desmoinesregister.com/article/20130520/LIFE/305200013 1

		610		70000				70000		A QUB spin-out company, EventMAP, led by Queen’s University Belfast researchers, has commercialised joint research in resource planning and optimisation by QUB and University of Nottingham to build a global capability in resource planning and management. The specific impact of the QUB team’s activities in research and commercialisation include: (i)    Saving real estate construction costs through simulation and optimisation at the planning stage. In one recently completed commercial project for Victoria University, Australia (2009-2011), the use of EventMAP’s tools and involvement enabled the University to avoid new construction costs estimated by Victoria University at £70m. (ii)   In another international construction project in Abu Dhabi, UAE, the property developer estimates that EventMAP’s involvement saved an estimated £4.6M in reduced real estate construction costs. (iii)  Similarly, EventMAP enabled Imperial College London to achieve savings of around £600k in its South East Quadrant redevelopment project within the impact period. (iv)  EventMAP has solved major planning and timetabling problems for around 15 leading UK and international educational institutions.  Among them are three of the Russell Group’s top five universities, and Paris-Sorbonne University. (v)   Since 2008 the company’s headcount has grown from 2 part time employees to 8 full time and 5 part time employees, and turnover has doubled each successive year.		For over a decade, researchers in Computer Science at Queen’s University Belfast have been a key part of a collaborative research programme in optimisation and scheduling, with researchers at the University of Nottingham. The lead QUB researchers, Dr Barry McCollum and Dr Paul McMullan, have both been in academic posts at QUB for over 10 years. Dr McCollum was previously employed in timetabling and scheduling at University of Nottingham in 1995-97, and this was the starting point for the ensuing long-standing collaboration. As part of the collaborative research programme, the specific research contributions of the QUB team include the following two examples: (i) The development of novel meta-heuristics which are sufficiently generic to achieve performance across a range of different datasets and application areas [1].  Recent research has led to the development of adaptable heuristics, which make the finding and adapting of optimal parameter settings more automatic, and makes the software more generic.  Such ‘Hyperheuristic Approaches’ have been shown to be extremely versatile and robust [2].  Algorithms developed by the QUB team, specifically a hybridisation of the extended Great Deluge Improvement metaheuristic with an adaptive construction heuristic, are part of the commercial software. The techniques have been applied by the QUB researchers, under consultancy arrangements, to a number of diverse commercial application areas, including building resource planning, aircraft fuel management, advertisement scheduling, manufacturing scheduling, staff rostering, parallel processing and campanology. (ii) The modelling of resource management problems Detailed modelling of a commercial project and its constraints is essential to commercial success. The QUB team’s research, published in leading journals, has presented novel problem modelling techniques and evaluated them using international benchmark standards and real world implementations [3, 6]. They have shown that there is a clear relationship between how the problem is modelled and the structure of the application algorithm. The team at QUB led the development of new industrially relevant benchmark standards  during their leadership of the 2nd International Timetabling Competition (http://www.cs.qub.ac.uk/ itc2007). The team has also led a number of key international initiatives.  Dr McCollum is permanent co-Chair of the PATAT series of conferences, and organised the very successful conference in Belfast in 2010. Dr McMullan gave an invited plenary talk at the PATAT 2012 conference in Norway. Dr McCollum is permanent co-Chair of the MISTA series of conferences (http://www.mistaconference.org/2011/). This is recognition of the team’s standing and setting of the research agenda in the field of algorithmic development and real world problem modelling.		[1]  Bai R, Burke EK, Kendall G, Li J and McCollum B, “A Hybrid Evolutionary Approach to the Nurse Rostering Problem”, IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation 14(4): 580-590, 2010. This paper illustrates the use of the team’s novel Hybrid evolutionary approach.  Journal ISI impact factor: 4.371. 20 Google Scholar citations. [2] Qu R, Burke EK and McCollum B, “Adaptive Automated Construction of Hybrid Heuristics for Exam Timetabling and Graph Colouring Problems”, European Journal of Operational Research, 198(2): 392-404, 2009. This paper moved the area of hybrid heuristics forward by adding the novel capability of adaptable hybrid heuristics.  48 Google Scholar citations. [3]  McCollum B, Schaerf A, Paechter B, McMullan P, Lewis R, Parkes A, Di Gaspero L, Qu R, Burke EK, “Setting The Research Agenda in Automated Timetabling: The Second International Timetabling Competition”, INFORMS Journal on Computing, Vol 22, No 1, 2010, pp 120-130. This paper establishes new models of complex real world problems, and underpinned the 2007 International Timetabling Competition which attracted major international interest. The paper is ranked among the top 1% cited papers in Computer Science (ISI’s Essential Science Indicators). 111 Google Scholar citations. [4] Qu R, Burke EK, McCollum B, Merlot LGT & Lee SY, “A Survey of Search Methodologies and Automated System Development for Examination Timetabling”, Journal of Scheduling, Volume 12(1), pp 55–89, 2009. This presents a major review of heuristic search based approaches, and includes novel research contributions by the team. 139 Google Scholar citations. [5] Beyrouthy C, Burke EK, Landa-Silva D, McCollum B, McMullan P, Parkes AJ, “Towards improving the utilisation of university teaching space”, Journal of the Operational Research Society (JORS), Vol 60, pp 130-143. 2009. This work presents an in-depth investigation into the factors that contribute to low utilisation of teaching space in universities, and provides evidence that timetabling and location requirements are key contributors to low space utilization in practice. This research was funded by EPSRC and Real Time Solutions Ltd. 17 Google Scholar citations. [6]  McCollum B, McMullan P, Parkes AJ, Burke EK, Qu R, “A new model for automated examination timetabling”, Annals of Operational Research, Vol 194, pp 291-315. 2012. This work produced a formal model of examination timetabling that incorporates many features found in real-world problems.  15 Google Scholar citations. Grants:  As well as participating as part of the research team in the EPSRC-funded research at Nottingham (GR/T26115/01, 2005-2009; and EP/D061571/1, 2006-2011), the commercialisation of the research was supported by two grants under InvestNI’s Growth Acceleration Programme: for £41K (January 2012) and for 27K (April 2013)		The QUB team’s lead researchers McCollum and McMullan have led the commercialisation process to exploit the fundamental collaborative research. In 2003, they established EventMAP  (www.eventmapsolutions.com) – a spinout company based in Belfast whose backers included QUBIS Ltd (Queen’s University’s holding company) and the University of Nottingham. Initially EventMAP sold a timetabling product based on the collaborative research undertaken by QUB and the University of Nottingham. The company then developed a more adventurous approach to impact based on involvement in construction projects at the planning stage. This required EventMAP to develop its next generation of products based on the latest joint research between QUB and Nottingham.  This new strategy has enabled EventMAP to have much greater impact on commercial construction projects in the education sector, by reducing the amount of new real estate which needs to be constructed. This is made possible by simulation and optimisation of real estate at the planning stage, using EventMAP’s sophisticated modelling and timetabling tools. Details of the five areas highlighted in the ‘Summary of the impact’ section above are now given. (i) In 2009, the University of Victoria, Australia, was beginning a major planning project to meet the expansion needs for the next decade. The Manager, Space Management at Victoria University at the time (now at Deakin University) expressed their problem as follows: “Victoria University is a large multi sector (Higher Education and Vocational Education) University based in the west of Melbourne. The University has 11 campuses with a total gross floor area of over 300,000 m2. The University was faced with significant challenges in planning for new space and in optimising the use of existing facilities. Traditional planning and management approaches to facilities had resulted in an oversupply of poor quality, inappropriate rooms that were poorly utilised. The University was actively pursuing significant student growth, but lacked the financial resources of other Universities to aggressively expand facilities.” EventMAP Ltd were engaged by Victoria University to undertake an analysis of existing teaching space use, both through an analysis of timetable data and from data collected from physical audits of space.  EventMAP staff were on site for two weeks over the course of the project. Using their software tools, EventMAP delivered a customised, portal-based interactive report with power to run simulations. The Manager has recorded the impact of EventMAP’s involvement: “These reports provided the starting point for measuring capacity to accommodate growth. Modelling on timetable scenarios gave the University confidence that significant growth could be achieved within existing physical resources through to the end of the current decade without the recourse to construct new teaching spaces. This analysis provided by EventMAP enabled the University to avoid new construction costs, estimated at $120m [~£70m] over the forecast period.” (ii)   In a similar international project starting in 2010, the Higher Colleges of Technology (HCT), United Arab Emirates, received approximately £100M funding from the Abu Dhabi government to construct a new campus for its Abu Dhabi Men’s College. This figure was based on a business case submitted by the HCT and the challenge was to ensure that the total construction area fell within it. The commercial property development arm of the Abu Dhabi Government, Mubadala Development Corporation, used the EventMAP software in partnership with EventMAP as a planning tool to determine the full schedule of accommodation for the campus development. Applying the software to determine key space drivers, the project was able to reduce the total required floor area by 25,000 m2, ensuring that the parameters of the business case could be met. Validation through the construction of a valid timetable proved to both the Abu Dhabi Government and to HCT that the reduced total floor area was adequate and appropriate for their requirements. The commercial developers, Mubadala Infrastructure, have estimated that the usage of the Optime software and associated engagement with EventMAP helped reduce the resource requirement, leading to savings of £4.6m. (Because of regional commercial sensitivities, it has not been possible to obtain written confirmation of this financial aspect of the impact, though the second source below can corroborate the details.) (iii)  At Imperial College London, a similar use of EventMAP’s tools and expertise led to further impact through involvement in ICL’s South East Quadrant project.  Imperial College sits on some of the most expensive real estate within the UK.  Prior to the engagement with EventMAP, projected  short-term capital build costs were estimated at more than £20m.  As the need to maximise space utilisation was therefore paramount, Imperial College engaged with EventMAP. Work took place between April 2008 and September 2012. Using EventMAP’s Optime and AutoMAP tools, the QUB team, through EventMAP, conducted a thorough space assessment. Recommendations informed the College’s capital build strategic planning. This included the internal remodelling of space within the South East Quadrant.  One outcome, as expressed by Imperial, was: “EventMAP’s expertise and software tools for planning and scheduling enabled Imperial College to generate capital savings estimated at £600K.” EventMAP also delivered a distributed Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system for Imperial College, which maximised the use of institutional space while improving the education environment for students and staff. The Timetabling Project Manager at the time has said that the system: “has allowed Imperial College to deliver much improved flexible timetables while maximising the use of space… the time taken to construct departmental timetables was halved. The overall implementation process has represented significant cost savings. ” (iv)  As EventMAP’s reputation has built up, the company has won a number of significant contracts during the assessment period in resource management and timetabling with around 15 leading UK and international educational institutions. These include three from the Russell Group’s top five universities. EventMAP has also extended its reach overseas. Since 2008 it has won contracts with leading overseas universities; in addition to the above examples in Australia and Abu Dhabi, these include Deakin University, Melbourne, the University of Sydney, Helsinki University and Paris-Sorbonne University. After the success of the major international projects above, EventMAP received financial assistance from Invest Northern Ireland (£41k in January 2012 and £21K in April 2013) to accelerate the company’s entry into key export markets. (v)  At the start of the assessment period (2008), the company had just two part time employees. Since then, it has grown to 8 FT and 5 PT employees and doubled turnover in each successive year to £410k. In this period it has developed and launched four separate products covering resource modelling and exam and event scheduling, all underpinned by its powerful Optime scheduling engine which incorporates algorithms developed by the QUB team as part of the underpinning research. Specifically, these include a hybridisation of the extended Great Deluge Improvement metaheuristic with an adaptive construction heuristic. The algorithms were also implemented within EventMAP’s bespoke AutoMAP management methodology which accurately models sustainable change within an institution. EventMAP’s tools uniquely link intuitive problem modelling of resource requirements and constraints with a range of underlying techniques capable of producing practical and holistic solutions.  Competitors, by contrast, are unable to translate the resource needs into a usable model which is intuitive and interactive. In addition, because competitor solutions use 'greedy' optimisation algorithms that work sequentially through a problem, resultant solutions are often incomplete and therefore unworkable. This has given EventMAP an important competitive advantage, and has helped in delivering commercial impact.		To corroborate the impact of EventMAP on the Victoria University project, the contact is now at : Manager, Space Management Systems Facilities Services Division, Deakin University For corroboration of the impact of EventMAP on the Abu Dhabi Men’s College project: Senior Business Development Manager Mubadala Infrastructure To corroborate the impact of EventMAP on the Imperial College South East Quadrant project Space Management and Timetabling Project Manager Imperial College London

		1149		66000		66000				1.  Summary of the impact  This case study deals with research undertaken at Plymouth University leading to the development of an innovative friction stir welding process (friction hydro-taper pillar processing, FHPP) and a bespoke  welding  platform  that  improves  the  assessment  and  repair  methodology  for  creep damaged thermal power station components. This technology, developed in collaboration with Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University and with industry investment, enables power station engineers to extend the life of power generating plant leading to multi-million pound cost savings (over £66M in direct financial savings are demonstrated in this case) plus significant safety and societal impacts. It has been patented in South Africa and a spin-off company has been formed. Please note that economic impact values were achieved in Rand (R) but are expressed in £ and therefore worth less in £ today than during the period when the stated impact was achieved.		Friction stir welding (FSW) is a solid-state welding process with major advantages in cost and performance, compared with fusion welding.  However, process parameters are chosen empirically and no direct measurement of weld process parameters such as force and torque was available on commercial welding platforms until recently.  It has therefore been difficult to assess optimum welding parameters in terms of residual stresses, defects and fatigue performance or to make a priori process-property-performance predictions.  In order to introduce a new repair technique into the power station industry a detailed research understanding of the process-property-performance relationships is required, and individual weld repair techniques require full certification. Process-property-performance  relationships  in  FSW  have  been  one  of  the  core  research programmes of James (1996-to date Professor of Mechanical Engineering) at Plymouth University over the last 14 years, involving a substantial collaboration with Hattingh at Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University, who led the FSW platform development, and with industrial collaboration and funding from the Dutch steel and aluminium-making firm Hoogovens, subsequently continued through Corus R&D, Rotherham when Hoogovens was acquired by Corus.  Latterly, partners from ESKOM, the South African power utility, have been actively involved in the FSW work and in associated neutron diffraction residual stress experiments led by James. This research, in which Plymouth has made a major contribution to the understanding of defects, process optimisation and residual stress (PhD projects with Lombard and Bradley), has enabled moving away from an empirical approach to choice of FS welding parameters, (James et al. 2003) The research has resulted in a thorough understanding of the influences of tool speed, feed rate and geometry on residual stresses, microstructure and defects, and hence on mechanical and fatigue properties, which was developed in collaboration with Hattingh over the period 2003-2012 [2-5].   One significant outcome from this work, from a jointly supervised PhD (Blignault), was a unique technique for assessing optimum process parameters via a graphical FSW interface, the force footprint diagram [2] and the development of an instrumented FSW platform measuring forces, torque and temperature. Extensive research into the primary influential parameters on weld output properties as a function of tool geometry (2005-2008 – Blignault, Lombard) further demonstrated that maximum force on a tool during its rotation (the force footprint apogee) and its angular rotation during welding captured aspects of the plastic deformation in the stir zone which were fundamental to achieving a high performance, defect-free weld (Blignault).   This research  showed that fatigue performance and defect population in FS welds could be correlated with frictional power and heat input into the welds (Lombard).  This allowed a priori prediction of optimised regimes of tool feed and rotational speed in FS welding (Bradley, Lombard). The complementary range of expertise contributed by the three partners in this project was fundamental to taking research into platform development for industry.  James has driven the fundamental research insights, Hattingh the platform design and development, and Newby/Doubell have provided a direct link into the South African power utility, ESKOM, in the highly important areas of stress analysis and welding (Doubell – Chief Welding Engineer, ESKOM, Newby – Stress Consultant).  Support was provided by ESKOM to manufacture the prototype FTPP platform and to make the internal business case for qualifying the machines for power station use.		The following publications have all appeared in high quality journals and have been through a peer review process.  Plymouth staff are indicated in bold. 1.        James M N, Hattingh D G and Bradley G R (2003), Weld tool travel speed effects on fatigue life of friction stir welds in 5083 aluminium, International Journal of Fatigue, 25 pp.1389-1398.  51 citations in Scopus at 31/7/13; journal impact factor in 2012 1.976. 2.        Hattingh D G, van Niekerk T I, Blignault C, Kruger G and James M N (2004), Analysis of the FSW force footprint and its relationship with process parameters to optimise weld performance and tool design, Invited Paper (INVITED-2004-01), IIW Journal Welding in the World, 48 No. 1-2 pp.50-58.  Journal of the International Institute of Welding; non-members papers by invitation only. 3.        Lombard H, Hattingh D G, Steuwer A and James M N (2008), Optimising FSW process parameters to minimise defects and maximise fatigue life in 5083-H321 aluminium alloy, Engineering Fracture Mechanics 75 pp.341-354. 38 citations in Scopus at 31/7/13; journal impact factor in 2012 1.413. 4.        Hattingh D G, Bulbring D L H, Els-Botes A and James M N (2011), Process Parameter Influence on Performance of Friction Taper Stud Welds in AISI 4140 Steel, Materials and Design, 32, pp.3421-3430.  4 citations in Scopus at 31/7/13; journal impact factor in 2012 2.913. 5.        Blignault C, Hattingh D G and James M N (2011), Optimising friction stir welding via statistical design of tool geometry and process parameters, Journal of Materials Engineering and Performance, 21, No. 6, pp.927-935.  5 citations at 31/7/13; journal impact factor in 2012 0.915. 6.        Lombard H, Hattingh D G, Steuwer A and James M N (2009), Effect of process parameters on the residual stresses in AA5083-H321 friction stir welds, Materials Science and Engineering A, 501 pp.119-124. 23 citations in Scopus at 31/7/13; journal impact factor in 2012 2.108.		This case study describes the impact of James’ fundamental research into welding and residual stresses which enabled development of fundamental insights into FSW, resultantly to development of the automated Friction Hydro Pillar Processing (FHPP) by James’ long-standing collaborator, Hattingh (in conjunction with James), the technology’s development and patenting as WeldCore and early industrial application in collaboration with the South African Power Untility, ESKOM.  A spin-off company has been formed to further develop the technology and apply across the globe. Savings of more than £66M, in addition to significant process and societal impacts have already been achieved. This technology has been piloted in providing power station engineers with evidence that secures confidence in life extension of the current power generating plant.  It has impacted on business performance by allowing the postponement of major capital expenditure and a multi-million pound cost saving.  The underlying research provides the necessary direct link between FHPP welding  conditions, the service performance and residual stresses; this enables welding to be performed on safety-critical power plant components using an automated platform.  Automated FHPP has been termed Weldcore and provides structural information that was previously unobtainable, which resultantly leads to longer service life of critical structures due to improved monitoring; deferment of capital expenditure; lower risk of catastrophic failure; and increased plant uptime, hence an increased widespread operational profits [Source 5.1]. Weldcore allows cost-effective assessment and repair of creep exhaustion in steam power plant components that would otherwise be difficult or impossible to repair and to certify for continued safe operation.  The technology and the impact thereof has only been possible because of a long- standing  collaboration  between  Hattingh  and  James,  instantiated  by  sabbaticals,  shorter professional   visits,   collaborative   research   projects   and   joint   publishing,   allowing   James’ fundamental insights to be applied.  WeldCore was developed at NMMU and was awarded first prize in the South African National Innovation Competition in August 2010.  The process was also awarded the prize for “research leading to innovation by a group” at the South African National Science and Technology Forum awards in May 2011. The underpinning research carried out by James on welding and residual stresses facilitated focussed development of fundamental insights into FSW and led to a number of collaborative strain scanning experiments with James as PI.   Accurate knowledge of weld-induced residual stress distributions and their modification by heat treatment is fundamental to the all-important certification of new welding processes in the power generation industry.  James has taken a leading role applying neutron and synchrotron diffraction techniques to steam power plant via peer reviewed experiments [5.2].  Making the weld certification case for incorporation of the FHPP into power plant repair would not have been possible without the detailed knowledge of residual stress fields afforded by neutron and synchrotron diffraction experiments [5.3, 5.4].  Equally, the process has to be controlled to deliver specific and reliable outcomes in terms of microstructure, defects and residual stresses, which would not have been possible without the type of in-depth knowledge and understanding of process-property-performance linkages provided by the research. One example concerns blade attachment holes in the steam turbine rotor discs of Hendrina Power Station in South Africa where original equipment manufacturers (OEM) life calculations led to a replacement recommendation.  Turbine component design is complex and historically the industry follows OEM replacement recommendations without testing true life exhaustion of components with complicated geometries. Testing the WeldCore FHPP platform for creep assessment and repair on Unit 6 at Hendrina Power Station in 2011, showed that the creep life of the high pressure turbine was less than 50% exhausted.  This was in contrast to the OEM recommendations to urgently replace the turbines on all ten units after their calculations indicated creep exhaustion levels of >>100% at the unit life (270–300,000h of operation).     Unit 6 was returned to service without further outage delay or operation with a reduced output.  To meet the OEM’s recommendations the alternative would be to remove two stages of blades and run with reduced output until a replacement turbine could be manufactured (2 years) and then enter into a long replacement outage again (an additional 80 days [5.3]).  The work on unit 6 demonstrated that the scheduled replacement of the turbines for all ten Units at Hendrina Power Station (with a cost of over £6.5M per unit) could therefore be delayed until the decommissioning date of the Power Station.  This condition monitoring and life extension of the discs saved the power utility some £65M in direct replacement costs and an extended outage period [5.5].  Aside from the significant cost savings made, the avoidance of any outage is particularly pertinent for ESKOM as whilst “the international norm for spinning reserve is 15% … Eskom currently has on average 3% ... Any loss of generating capacity increases the risk of load shedding (blackouts)” [5.3].  The extended outage period avoided has been estimated as at least 8 weeks [5.3].  The work by Plymouth on the performance-processing-weld parameters in FHPP was fundamental to the certification and to the parametric design of the welding platform. To maximise the impact of the research, James has also provided ESKOM with CPD short courses on failure analysis.  During the most recent course in 2011, 33 mechanical and materials engineers  from ESKOM’s Research, Testing and Development department attended.   James delivered this training at below market rates (R40000 paid rather than estimated market value of R132000 [5.3, 5.4]) as part of the technology transfer process.  ESKOM clearly regard the training as important stating: “failure analysis knowledge is critical for engineers operating in our environment” [5.3] Since initial use on the turbine blades WeldCore has also been applied to two main steam pipework applications at Lethoabo Power Station and a main steam valve inlet pipe at Kendal Power Station.  At Lethoabo, application of the technique (in 2012) proved that the components had to be replaced (total cost = R318m (~£19.8m)) in order to prevent a major safety incident of these safety critical systems. ESKOM views safe operation as extremely important [5.3] and in early 2013 at Kendal, WeldCore proved that the serviceable life of the steam valve inlet pipe could be extended, thus saving ESKOM a further R16m (~£1m) in parts/down time/etc. costs. [5.3] Now that initial technology transfer and development work has been completed a spin-off company (MantaCor (Pty) Ltd) was registered on 28 March 2011 and has been assigned the rights to conduct commercial activities to develop and market the machines on a commercial scale.  As a result of the early commercial work two further commercial projects with a combined value of £100k have been completed outside the scope of that taken on for ESKOM and resultantly, a systems engineer, a process engineer and two technicians are employed in South Africa [5.4. 5.6, 5.7].		[5.1] Eskom internal intelligence brief “INTELLIGENCE BRIEF – QUANTIFICATION OF CREEP EXHAUSTION IN TURBINE ROTORS” RTD/MAT/13/172. [5.2] Experiments: 1-01-8, 1-01-58, 1-01-73, 1-02-83, RB720574, RB910338 (2008-2011) https://club.ill.fr/cv/servlet/ReportFind. [5.3] Stress Consultant, ESKOM, Research Testing and Development, Lower Germiston Road Private Bag 40175, Cleveland, 2022 SA. [5.4] Director of MantaCor/Professor of Mechanical Engineering/Director of eNtsa, Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University, Summerstrand Campus (North), P.O. Box 77000, Port Elizabeth, 6031, Tel: 041 504 3608, Fax: 041 504 9123 [5.5]  Technology  Strategy  and  Research  Manager  (acting),  ESKOM,  Sustanability  Division, Research Testing and Development, Lower Germiston Road Private Bag 40175, Cleveland, 2022 SA. [5.6] Director: Innovation and Technology Transfer, Summerstrand Campus South, NMMU. [5.7] Director: Research Management, Summerstrand Campus South, NMMU.

		804		64000		64000				1.  Summary of the impact  Since Prof Blunt’s appointment as a Professor of Petroleum Engineering at Imperial College in 1999, his Consortium on Pore-Scale Modelling has developed numerical tools to analyse the pore spaces of reservoir rocks, predict multiphase flow properties and determine field-scale impacts on oil recovery.   This technology is now exploited by at least two start-up service companies with annual revenue of around $20 million, and is widely employed by major oil companies, leading to better reservoir management and improved oil and gas recovery.  Statements submitted from just one company (Kuwait Oil Company, KOC) suggest a benefit of $100 million from efficiency savings and improved recovery in a just single field.		Since 1999 a suite of numerical codes – and published algorithms and methodologies that have enabled other researchers to reproduce the methods – have been developed at Imperial College to simulate multiphase flow (oil, water and gas) in porous media and to predict averaged properties, typically measured in laboratory experiments, such as relative permeability and capillary pressure. The codes represent the rock as a disordered network of interconnected pores. In addition, a method  was  developed  to  generate  a  topologically  representative  network  from  a  three- dimensional pore-space image.  The development of micro-CT X-ray scanning to image rocks at a resolution  of  around  1  µm,  combined  with  the  numerical  modelling  technology  developed  at Imperial College, has enabled predictions to be made for different reservoir rocks.  This can be performed for rock samples too small for conventional measurements, is much faster than the experiments and can explore a greater range of possible flow processes.  This allows for better reservoir management, improving recovery while saving money in oil and gas field operations. The key main research contributions have been: (i) development of algorithms to compute the displacement of fluids at the pore scale [1,2,4]; (ii) a method to analyse images of rocks [3] and from this extract a topologically representative network through which fluid flow is simulated [6]; (iii) demonstration of the predictive capabilities of this method through comparison with laboratory and field data [1,2,4]; and (iv) descriptions of case histories where using this approach to design optimal water injection could lead to improved oil recovery [5]. The research was performed by Prof Blunt (at Imperial from 1999 to present) and his research group, of which the main contributors were Dr Mohammad Piri (now Associate Professor at the University of Wyoming), Dr Per Valvatne (working for Shell as a reservoir engineer) and Hu Dong (founder and President of a start-up company iRock Technologies that exploits this technology). Prof Jackson (at the time a post-doc in the group) contributed to the understanding of field-scale consequences for oil recovery. This research has been mentioned in Prof Blunt’s citation for the Lester C. Uren Medal from the Society of  Petroleum  Engineers in 2011,  awarded for  contributions to petroleum  engineering technology made before the age of 45 (www.spe.org).  In addition, Prof Blunt was given the 2012 Darcy Award for Lifetime Achievement from the Society of Core Analysts, again based largely on this work (http://www.scaweb.org/about_awards.shtml). The research was initially funded by two EPSRC proposals (“Characterisation of multiphase flow properties using pore-scale modelling” and “Pore-scale modelling of oil recovery by miscible gas  injection” EP/C536754/1).   The research was also supported by a consortium of major oil companies, including Statoil, Schlumberger, Shell, BP, JOGMEC (Japan), Petrobras (Brazil), Saudi Aramco, Total and BG.  Since 2004 the consortium has been entirely industrially funded with total support of around £150,000 per year.		* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. The results and some of our non-proprietary codes are placed on our website with all relevant papers: http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/earthscienceandengineering/research/perm/porescalemodelling *[1] M.J. Blunt, M.D. Jackson, M. Piri, P.H. Valvatne, “Detailed physics, predictive capabilities and macroscopic consequences for pore-network models of multiphase flow”, Advances in Water Resources, Vol 25, pp. 1069–1089, (2002) DOI: 10.1016/S0309-1708(02)00049-0 *[2] P.H. Valvatne, M.J. Blunt, “Predictive pore-scale modeling of two-phase flow in mixed wet media”, Water Resources Research, Vol 40, Article no: W07406, (2004) DOI: 10.1029/2003WR002627 [3] H. Okabe, M.J. Blunt, “Prediction of permeability for porous media reconstructed using multiple- point statistics”, Physical Review E, Vol 70, Article no: 066135, (2004), DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.70.066135 *[4] M. Piri, M.J. Blunt, “Three-dimensional mixed-wet random pore-scale network modeling of two- and three-phase flow in porous media. I. Model description”, Physical Review E, Vol 71, Article no: 026301, (2005) DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.71.026301 [5] M.D. Jackson, P.H. Valvatne, M.J. Blunt, “Prediction of Wettability Variation Within an Oil/Water Transition Zone and Its Impact on Production”, SPE Journal, Vol 10, Issue 2, pp. 185-195, (2005) DOI: 10.2118/77543-PA [6] H. Dong, M.J. Blunt, “Pore-network extraction from micro-computerized-tomography images”, Physical Review E, Vol 80, Article no: 036307, (2009) DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.80.036307		Codes developed from the research have been used commercially, both directly and in modified form. Numerical Rocks, a company spun out from Statoil (the Norwegian state oil company) in 2005, and which merged with an Australian Group, Digicore in 2011 to form LithIcon, uses the same concepts for network modelling and employs the network extraction algorithm developed at Imperial [6]. Lithicon now employs over 50 people worldwide and has an annual turnover in excess of $15 million. Lithicon’s Chief Technical Officer writes [A]: “the importance of this work cannot be overstated: Predictive capabilities are the main reason why companies such as Shell, Chevron, ADCO, Total and Statoil are users of digital rock services. In addition, Imperial College has published algorithms and methodologies that have enabled other researchers and companies to reproduce the methods and enabled internal quality control of digital rock analysis. This has contributed significantly to the rapid growth of digital rock services in the petroleum industry.” iRock Technologies is a start-up company, based in Beijing, that exploits the technology developed at Imperial College. The CEO is Dr Hu Dong, a former researcher in Prof Blunt’s research group at Imperial, while Prof Blunt himself is Chief Scientist.   To quote from their website: “iRock Technologies provides digital special core analysis (SCAL) software and services to national and international oil companies. We leverage years of research from the Imperial College Consortium  on Pore Scale Modeling to provide comprehensive reservoir insights that can affordably improve recovery factor for oil and gas companies worldwide.”  iRock Technologies works with the China National Petroleum Corporation and other major companies to assess conventional and unconventional (shale) hydrocarbon reservoirs. The company was founded in 2010 and employs 20 people with an annual turnover of more than $4 million [B]. The methods have also been used directly internally in several major oil and service companies, including Chevron, KOC (Kuwait), Shell, BG and Schlumberger. The research continues with total current industrial funding of £220,000 per year from Total [C], Petrobras, JOGMEC, Statoil and BG. The research has been applied to predict flow properties in hydrocarbon reservoirs that are difficult or impossible to measure directly.  It allows a much more detailed and accurate characterization of oil, water and gas flow, allowing better design of oil and gas recovery.  This has resulted in savings in operating costs and additional hydrocarbon recovery, and helped inform management decisions for  oilfield  development  [C].     In  addition,  the  technology  is  now  being  used  to  appraise unconventional resources, such as shale gas [B]. One example  of  the use of  this technology, reported in the Society of  Petroleum  Engineers conference proceedings, paper SPE 163331, [D] was to manage the pressure decline in a large oil reservoir (Marratt) in the Middle East, operated by KOC (Kuwait Oil Company) while avoiding problems associated with the precipitation of asphaltenes (tar-like components of the oil that restrict flow).  The use of digital rock technology led to savings of over $25 million in the cost of production operations to KOC, and boosted recovery by 10 million barrels (worth around $100 million).  The same ideas are now being applied the world’s largest sandstone reservoir (Greater Burgan; the second largest oilfield in the world) operated by the same company [E]. This is just one of dozens of uses of the technology worldwide: these were discussed, for instance, at the 2013 Annual Symposium of the Society of Core Analysts [F]. As other examples, the Principal Reservoir Engineer at Shell confirms savings of “$3-4 million” for just for one reservoir alone using this technology and points to recovery improvements of around 500 million barrels for transition zone carbonate reservoirs, which are difficult to describe and manage using conventional technology [G]. A senior Petrophysicist at BG also points to recovery improvements in this type of reservoir and cites our work on the Panna field (offshore India) as an example of the use of the technology: he presented this case study to engineers in Brazil in May 2012 [H].		[A] Chief Technical Officer, Lithicon to confirm use of code [B] iRock Technologies: www.irocktech.com, quotation from http://www.irocktech.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=95&Itemid=69. Archived here  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/t1f on 29/10/2013 [C] Reservoir Engineer, Total S.A to confirm on going development of code [D] A Al-Qattan, M J Blunt, O Gharbi, A Badamchizadeh, J M Al-Kanderi, M Al-Jadi, H H Dashti, V Chimmalgi, D J Bond and F Skoreyko, “Evaluation of the Effect of Asphaltene Deposition in the Reservoir for the Development of the Magwa Marrat Reservoir,” (2012) (SPE 163331, proceedings of the SPE Kuwait International Petroleum Conference and Exhibition, Kuwait City, Kuwait, 10-12 December 2012 DOI: 10.2118/163331-MS [E] Senior Reservoir Engineer, Kuwait Oil Company (KOC) to confirm use of digital rock technology by KoC  and its resultant savings Impact case study  (REF3b)                                                                                    REF © Research Excelienee Framework [F] http:1/www.scaweb.org/assets/symposium  2013/Preiiminarv%20Agenda%202013.pdf  AIso available here [G] Principal Reservoir Engineer, Shell (China) Ltd  to confirm savings by Shell ( Now: Shell Global R&D  Manager) H  Senior Petro  h sicist, BG Grou    to confirm recove          rovements due to use of code

		1103		53000		50000				ERPE research led to the following impacts in the REF2014 period: •  Extending the life of the NUGGETS field (operated by Total) by three years with an increase in cumulative production of 2% (2.8 Million Barrels of Oil Equivalent, value $150M). • Saving $3-7M in costs associated with methanol removal from liquid hydrocarbon phase by demonstrating methanol could be removed from Natural Gas Liquids directly by molecular sieve,  which  played  a  major  role  in  Total's  decision  in  eliminating  a  de-propaniser  from "methanol removal facilities", saving around £50M. •  Hydrafact: a start-up company with a turnover of £1M in 2012 and employing 8 full-time and 15 part-time staff.		The key ERPE researchers throughout the period were; Bahman Tohidi (Professor), Adrian Todd (Professor), Ali Danesh (Prof)(1986-2007), Rod Burgass (Research Associate), Ross Anderson (Research Associate). The most important outputs of the ERPE research were:- •  The ability to predict hydrate and water hydrocarbon phase behaviour using the thermodynamic modelling and experimental data generated through various research projects.[1] •  The discovery that n-propanol takes part in clathrate formation, which is contrary to the general understanding that alcohols prevent hydrate formation. Consequently, n-propanol was modelled as a hydrate-forming compound by use of a thermodynamic model.[2] • The examination of a statistical thermodynamic model of the phase equilibria to predict the hydrate dissociation conditions of methane and natural gases in the presence of distilled water or ethylene glycol aqueous solutions.[4] Gas  hydrates  form  in  hydrocarbon  production  and  processing  operations,  causing  serious operational and safety concerns. Petroleum Engineering in ERPE sought to understand and address various aspects of flow assurance and gas hydrate research, and built expertise in the field  of  research  in  Hydrate-Phase  Equilibria  (PVT).  Areas  of  interest  included  avoiding  gas hydrate, wax and asphaltene problems in petroleum production and transportation, design and testing of low dosage hydrate inhibitors, hydrate monitoring and early warning systems and the natural occurrence of hydrates in sediments. From 1993 onwards, ERPE successfully undertook a variety of Joint Industry Projects (JIP) and Government sponsored research projects, the focus of which was to develop a method for avoiding hydrate problems in offshore oil and gas operations. These projects were partnerships of up to 20- 30 industrial partners investing up to £38.5k per annum per sponsor into the research. Grants from the ESPRC supplemented the activity from the late 1990s, supporting research such as work on gas hydrates in subsea sediments [G1], and rational design & testing of low dosage hydrate inhibitors for use with offshore oil & gas production [G2], the objective of which was to use molecular dynamics computer simulation in conjunction with carefully designed experiments to identify the molecular mechanisms by which low dosage hydrate inhibitors (LDHIs) work and thereby to design and synthesise new LDHIs for use in the petroleum industry. The Group's longest running JIP, Gas Hydrates and Flow Assurance, investigated thermodynamic issues associated with gas hydrates.   This work examined the relationship between pore size, geometry, capillary pressures and gas hydrate growth and dissociation conditions in synthetic and natural sediments and the potential hazard hydrate destabilisation could pose to deep-water oil/gas  platforms, pipelines and subsea cables, and long-term considerations with respect to hydrate stability, methane (a potent greenhouse gas) release to the atmosphere, and global climate changes. In previous phases of this JIP, gas hydrate phase equilibria for various fluid systems (i.e., single, binary and multi-component systems; synthetic and real gas, condensate and oil systems) were studied, resulting in the generation of a large quantity of novel experimental data on hydrate dissociation conditions and the amount and composition of various phases under equilibrium conditions. Over the course of the period 1993 to 2013, the team firmly established itself within the industrial and academic communities as a leader in flow assurance research, with a reputation for quality experimental  work  and  advanced  theoretical  studies.  Sequential  JIPs  have  supported  the generation of a large in-house library of hydrate equilibrium data, and development of the commercial  hydrate  predictive  software  such  as  HydraFLASH®   was  developed  as  the  most accurate software for predicting hydrate and water hydrocarbon phase behaviour using the thermodynamic modelling and experimental data generated through various research projects used by major hydrocarbon production and service companies, such as Total, BP and Statoil, in planning their flow assurance strategies.		The references identified with * are the ones which best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. [1]  * Tohidi, B., Danesh, A., and Todd, A.C., "Modelling Single and Mixed Electrolyte Solutions and its Applications to Gas Hydrates", Chemical Engineering Research and Design, 73A pp. 464-472 (1995). This paper contributed to the development of HydraFLASH®  the most accurate software for predicting  hydrate  and  water  hydrocarbon  phase  behaviour  using  the  thermodynamic modelling  and  experimental  data  generated  through  various  research  projects  ISSN: 02638762. 75 Google Scholar (GS) citations. Available on request [2] * Chapoy, A; Anderson, R; Haghighi, H; et al. "Can n-propanol form hydrate?" Industrial       &       Engineering       Chemistry       Research Volume: 47,  Issue: 5,   pp: 1689- 1694 2008 DOI:  10.1021/ie071019e  . 21 GS citations The publication made industry aware of hydrate characteristics of n-propanol and iso-propanol and provided the necessary information for modelling using other software. [3] Yang, J; Tohidi, B “Determination of Hydrate Inhibitor Concentrations by Measuring Electrical Conductivity and Acoustic Velocity” Energy & Fuels, 2013  Volume: 27,   Issue: 2,   pp: 736-742 DOI:  10.1021/ef301755q This is the basis for HydraCHEK®   (one of Hydrafact's Products) which can determine the amount of salt and hydrate inhibitor and determine the hydrate safety margin. [4] * Haghighi, H; Chapoy, A; Burgess, R; et al. “Experimental and thermodynamic modelling of systems  containing  water  and  ethylene  glycol:  Application  to  flow  assurance  and  gas processing”          Fluid          Phase          Equilibria,            Volume: 276,  Issue: 1,   Pages: 24- 30 2009,  DOI:  10.1016/j.fluid.2008.10.006  30 GS citations This paper examined a statistical thermodynamic model of the phase equilibria to predict the hydrate dissociation conditions of methane and natural gases in the presence of distilled water or  ethylene  glycol  aqueous  solutions.  Predictions  of  the  developed  model  were  validated against independent experimental data and the data generated in this work to support the reliability of the model. [5] Mohammadi, A,   Chapoy, A.,.H., Richon, D and Tohidi, B., "Experimental Measurement and Thermodynamic Modeling of Water Content in Methane and Ethane Systems ", Industrial and Engineering   Chemistry   Research,   2004,   Vol.   43,   No.   22,   pp.   7148–7162.   DOI: 10.1021/ie049843f  41 GS citations Experimental data generated in this work was compared with predictions of the HydraFLASH®  thermodynamic model as well as other predictive methods. The results of this project were used in improving and validating HydraFLASH® predictions for low water content systems. Grants [G1] EPSRC, GR/N06724/01, £212k, Tohidi, Danesh, Todd. "Rational Design & Testing Of Low Dosage Hydrate Inhibitors For Use With Offshore Oil & Gas Production" 2000–2003. The identification of the molecular mechanisms by which low dosage hydrate inhibitors (LDHIs) work to inform synthesis of new LDHIs for use in the petroleum industry. [G2] EPSRC, EP/D052556/1, £286k, Tohidi, Anderson "Capillary controls on gas hydrate growth and dissociation in synthetic and natural porous media: PVT, NMR, Neutron Diffraction and SANS 01" 2006–2009. An examination of the relationship between pore size, geometry, capillary pressures and gas hydrate growth and the potential hazard hydrate destabilisation could pose to deep-water oil/gas platforms, pipelines and subsea cables. [G3] EPSRC, EP/D013844/1, £297k, Tohidi, “Can CO2 hydrate formation act as a safety factor for subsurface storage of CO2?”, 2006-2009.  Worldwide occurrences of methane gas hydrates (comparable to total fossil fuels) inspired scientific investigation of the ways to recover this resource of low-carbon energy. The main recovery methods proposed include depressurization, thermal stimulation, inhibitor injection, or various combinations of these. [G4] EPSRC, EP/E04803X/1, £412k, “Towards Zero Carbon Emissions: Novel Low Pressure Molecular Natural Gas/CO2/H2 Storage and Separation using Semi-Clathrates” 2008–2011. Assessment of the potential of hydrate formers through an intensive integrated experimental and theoretical study to support the global energy industry.		The Centre for Gas Hydrate Research was formed in 2001 and the Centre for Flow Assurance Research established in 2007.  The Centres have generated circa £10M since 2001 from industry in research projects.  The data generated in numerous research projects was used in development and tuning of accurate thermodynamic modelling. Total has extended production from the NUGGETS reservoir that was to be abandoned in 2010. So far they have produced an extra 2.8 million Barrel of Oil Equivalent (BOE) of gas increasing the recovery factor by 2% (and generating around $150M additional income at a gas price of $11 per MMBtu (Million British thermal units)). [S4, S7] They are still producing and plan to continue production for several more years. Using ERPE IP and HydraCHEK®, they have not only extended the life of the reservoir, but reduced the methanol injection drastically. Currently they have completely stopped methanol injection (from the designed 28%) and control the hydrate slurry concentration by HydraCHEK®. Reducing/eliminating the methanol injection rate has several important consequences, including; reduction of the use of expensive toxic chemicals, reduction/elimination of methanol contamination in the produced condensate and improving the management of a highly toxic and flammable compound and the associated environmental impact. Total have also made changes to the design of methanol removal from NGL facilities, using Hydrafact test results and ERPE knowledge to demonstrate that a depropaniser could be removed from the design, saving around £50M. [S3] Total has obtained a significant reduction in methanol injection rate from the designed 28 wt% to less than 3 wt%, saving around £1-5M per year and eliminating disposal of around 28,000 m3  of methanol per year using one of Hydrafact's products, HydraCHEK®. HydraCHEK®  is a lab based analytical tool that measures the concentration of hydrate inhibitor and salt in produced water samples taken from a pipeline [3]. Total state "The C-V technique (HydraCHEK®) has allowed North Alwyn to rapidly monitor the degree of hydrate inhibition present in the NUGGETS produced waters  at  reception  facilities,  leading  to  an  increased  confidence  in  optimising  the  hydrate treatment" [S6]  In 2005 the University decided to form a spin-out company to exploit the commercial opportunity. Hydrafact (founded in 2006) has grown during the REF period to employ 23 staff (8 full-time and 15 part-time  staff)  and  has  3  key  products,  laboratory  facilities,  hydrate  blockage  management services and experimental services with a turnover of £1M in 2012. Hydrafact has delivered more than 135 projects to 77 companies in 26 countries across a range of specialisms such as complex and unusual flow assurance challenges for the transportation of oil, gas and multi-phase products. [S8] The benefits of working with Hydrafact are described by a Senior Specialist, Flow Assurance at Statoil: "Several… projects… related to acquisition of high quality experimental equilibrium data of fluid systems are critical for Statoil's operation. The results have been invaluable for our operation enabling Statoil to optimise our operation within the relevant area covered by these studies. It is difficult to substantiate the value of these results due to the complexity of the system. It suffices to state that without these results our operations would be non-optimal resulting in lost value in tens of millions Norwegian Kroner (hundreds of thousands of GBP) per year." [S1] Companies such as BP, Total, Schlumberger, Statoil and Petrobras are repeat customers that routinely  commission  Hydrafact  to  solve  their  flow  assurance  problems,  increase  production, extend the life of wells and fields and provide training to their own teams.  All of these activities transfer knowledge developed in ERPE to the companies. As a Flow Assurance Chemist from Petrobras stated, "Flow assurance imposes a significant challenge for our deep-water off-shore oil production developments. The knowledge and procedures created… contributed significantly to optimise the design of our subsea systems and reduce production losses due to flow assurance issues, mainly gas hydrates pipeline blockage".[S2]		[S1] Senior Specialist Flow Assurance, Statoil. Regarding acquisition of high quality experimental equilibrium data of fluid systems critical for Statoil's operation. The results were invaluable to enable Statoil to optimize operation within the relevant fields. [S2] Flow Assurance Chemist, Petrobras Will confirm that Petrobras uses the research to optimise the design of subsea systems to tackle mainly gas hydrates pipeline blockage [S3] Senior Development Engineer, TOTAL E&P UK Limited Will corroborate the impact of removal of  methanol from  NGL directly by molecular  sieve,  which played a  major  role in Total's decision in eliminating a de-propaniser from "methanol removal facilities", saving around £50 million. [S4] Team Leader - Production and Site Support, Total E&P UK Ltd Will describe how the research was instrumental in extending the life of the NUGGETS and how it led to increased cumulative production of 2%+ . Will also talk about savings generated costs associated in removing methanol from liquid hydrocarbon phase. [S5] NUGGETS Gas Field - Pushing the Operational Barriers SPE Paper 166596, available on request.     DOI:  10.2118/166596-MS   The paper confirms on page 10 that Total used the Hydrachek tool to inform their hydrate management strategy. [S6] “Successful Deployment of a Novel Hydrate Inhibition Monitoring System in a North Sea Gas Field”.  MacPherson  et  al,  at  23rd  International  Oil  Field  Chemistry  Symposium,  2012. http://www.tekna.no/ikbViewer/Content/832455/Oil%20Field%20Chemistry%20- %20Final%20program%202012.pdf #16. [S7]   http://ycharts.com/indicators/europe_natural_gas_price   Provides   the   rationale   for   the calculations on generating income through extending the life of the NUGGETS field. [S8]  www.hydrafact.com describes the products developed by the research in detail

		1103		53000		3000				ERPE research led to the following impacts in the REF2014 period: •  Extending the life of the NUGGETS field (operated by Total) by three years with an increase in cumulative production of 2% (2.8 Million Barrels of Oil Equivalent, value $150M). • Saving $3-7M in costs associated with methanol removal from liquid hydrocarbon phase by demonstrating methanol could be removed from Natural Gas Liquids directly by molecular sieve,  which  played  a  major  role  in  Total's  decision  in  eliminating  a  de-propaniser  from "methanol removal facilities", saving around £50M. •  Hydrafact: a start-up company with a turnover of £1M in 2012 and employing 8 full-time and 15 part-time staff.		The key ERPE researchers throughout the period were; Bahman Tohidi (Professor), Adrian Todd (Professor), Ali Danesh (Prof)(1986-2007), Rod Burgass (Research Associate), Ross Anderson (Research Associate). The most important outputs of the ERPE research were:- •  The ability to predict hydrate and water hydrocarbon phase behaviour using the thermodynamic modelling and experimental data generated through various research projects.[1] •  The discovery that n-propanol takes part in clathrate formation, which is contrary to the general understanding that alcohols prevent hydrate formation. Consequently, n-propanol was modelled as a hydrate-forming compound by use of a thermodynamic model.[2] • The examination of a statistical thermodynamic model of the phase equilibria to predict the hydrate dissociation conditions of methane and natural gases in the presence of distilled water or ethylene glycol aqueous solutions.[4] Gas  hydrates  form  in  hydrocarbon  production  and  processing  operations,  causing  serious operational and safety concerns. Petroleum Engineering in ERPE sought to understand and address various aspects of flow assurance and gas hydrate research, and built expertise in the field  of  research  in  Hydrate-Phase  Equilibria  (PVT).  Areas  of  interest  included  avoiding  gas hydrate, wax and asphaltene problems in petroleum production and transportation, design and testing of low dosage hydrate inhibitors, hydrate monitoring and early warning systems and the natural occurrence of hydrates in sediments. From 1993 onwards, ERPE successfully undertook a variety of Joint Industry Projects (JIP) and Government sponsored research projects, the focus of which was to develop a method for avoiding hydrate problems in offshore oil and gas operations. These projects were partnerships of up to 20- 30 industrial partners investing up to £38.5k per annum per sponsor into the research. Grants from the ESPRC supplemented the activity from the late 1990s, supporting research such as work on gas hydrates in subsea sediments [G1], and rational design & testing of low dosage hydrate inhibitors for use with offshore oil & gas production [G2], the objective of which was to use molecular dynamics computer simulation in conjunction with carefully designed experiments to identify the molecular mechanisms by which low dosage hydrate inhibitors (LDHIs) work and thereby to design and synthesise new LDHIs for use in the petroleum industry. The Group's longest running JIP, Gas Hydrates and Flow Assurance, investigated thermodynamic issues associated with gas hydrates.   This work examined the relationship between pore size, geometry, capillary pressures and gas hydrate growth and dissociation conditions in synthetic and natural sediments and the potential hazard hydrate destabilisation could pose to deep-water oil/gas  platforms, pipelines and subsea cables, and long-term considerations with respect to hydrate stability, methane (a potent greenhouse gas) release to the atmosphere, and global climate changes. In previous phases of this JIP, gas hydrate phase equilibria for various fluid systems (i.e., single, binary and multi-component systems; synthetic and real gas, condensate and oil systems) were studied, resulting in the generation of a large quantity of novel experimental data on hydrate dissociation conditions and the amount and composition of various phases under equilibrium conditions. Over the course of the period 1993 to 2013, the team firmly established itself within the industrial and academic communities as a leader in flow assurance research, with a reputation for quality experimental  work  and  advanced  theoretical  studies.  Sequential  JIPs  have  supported  the generation of a large in-house library of hydrate equilibrium data, and development of the commercial  hydrate  predictive  software  such  as  HydraFLASH®   was  developed  as  the  most accurate software for predicting hydrate and water hydrocarbon phase behaviour using the thermodynamic modelling and experimental data generated through various research projects used by major hydrocarbon production and service companies, such as Total, BP and Statoil, in planning their flow assurance strategies.		The references identified with * are the ones which best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. [1]  * Tohidi, B., Danesh, A., and Todd, A.C., "Modelling Single and Mixed Electrolyte Solutions and its Applications to Gas Hydrates", Chemical Engineering Research and Design, 73A pp. 464-472 (1995). This paper contributed to the development of HydraFLASH®  the most accurate software for predicting  hydrate  and  water  hydrocarbon  phase  behaviour  using  the  thermodynamic modelling  and  experimental  data  generated  through  various  research  projects  ISSN: 02638762. 75 Google Scholar (GS) citations. Available on request [2] * Chapoy, A; Anderson, R; Haghighi, H; et al. "Can n-propanol form hydrate?" Industrial       &       Engineering       Chemistry       Research Volume: 47,  Issue: 5,   pp: 1689- 1694 2008 DOI:  10.1021/ie071019e  . 21 GS citations The publication made industry aware of hydrate characteristics of n-propanol and iso-propanol and provided the necessary information for modelling using other software. [3] Yang, J; Tohidi, B “Determination of Hydrate Inhibitor Concentrations by Measuring Electrical Conductivity and Acoustic Velocity” Energy & Fuels, 2013  Volume: 27,   Issue: 2,   pp: 736-742 DOI:  10.1021/ef301755q This is the basis for HydraCHEK®   (one of Hydrafact's Products) which can determine the amount of salt and hydrate inhibitor and determine the hydrate safety margin. [4] * Haghighi, H; Chapoy, A; Burgess, R; et al. “Experimental and thermodynamic modelling of systems  containing  water  and  ethylene  glycol:  Application  to  flow  assurance  and  gas processing”          Fluid          Phase          Equilibria,            Volume: 276,  Issue: 1,   Pages: 24- 30 2009,  DOI:  10.1016/j.fluid.2008.10.006  30 GS citations This paper examined a statistical thermodynamic model of the phase equilibria to predict the hydrate dissociation conditions of methane and natural gases in the presence of distilled water or  ethylene  glycol  aqueous  solutions.  Predictions  of  the  developed  model  were  validated against independent experimental data and the data generated in this work to support the reliability of the model. [5] Mohammadi, A,   Chapoy, A.,.H., Richon, D and Tohidi, B., "Experimental Measurement and Thermodynamic Modeling of Water Content in Methane and Ethane Systems ", Industrial and Engineering   Chemistry   Research,   2004,   Vol.   43,   No.   22,   pp.   7148–7162.   DOI: 10.1021/ie049843f  41 GS citations Experimental data generated in this work was compared with predictions of the HydraFLASH®  thermodynamic model as well as other predictive methods. The results of this project were used in improving and validating HydraFLASH® predictions for low water content systems. Grants [G1] EPSRC, GR/N06724/01, £212k, Tohidi, Danesh, Todd. "Rational Design & Testing Of Low Dosage Hydrate Inhibitors For Use With Offshore Oil & Gas Production" 2000–2003. The identification of the molecular mechanisms by which low dosage hydrate inhibitors (LDHIs) work to inform synthesis of new LDHIs for use in the petroleum industry. [G2] EPSRC, EP/D052556/1, £286k, Tohidi, Anderson "Capillary controls on gas hydrate growth and dissociation in synthetic and natural porous media: PVT, NMR, Neutron Diffraction and SANS 01" 2006–2009. An examination of the relationship between pore size, geometry, capillary pressures and gas hydrate growth and the potential hazard hydrate destabilisation could pose to deep-water oil/gas platforms, pipelines and subsea cables. [G3] EPSRC, EP/D013844/1, £297k, Tohidi, “Can CO2 hydrate formation act as a safety factor for subsurface storage of CO2?”, 2006-2009.  Worldwide occurrences of methane gas hydrates (comparable to total fossil fuels) inspired scientific investigation of the ways to recover this resource of low-carbon energy. The main recovery methods proposed include depressurization, thermal stimulation, inhibitor injection, or various combinations of these. [G4] EPSRC, EP/E04803X/1, £412k, “Towards Zero Carbon Emissions: Novel Low Pressure Molecular Natural Gas/CO2/H2 Storage and Separation using Semi-Clathrates” 2008–2011. Assessment of the potential of hydrate formers through an intensive integrated experimental and theoretical study to support the global energy industry.		The Centre for Gas Hydrate Research was formed in 2001 and the Centre for Flow Assurance Research established in 2007.  The Centres have generated circa £10M since 2001 from industry in research projects.  The data generated in numerous research projects was used in development and tuning of accurate thermodynamic modelling. Total has extended production from the NUGGETS reservoir that was to be abandoned in 2010. So far they have produced an extra 2.8 million Barrel of Oil Equivalent (BOE) of gas increasing the recovery factor by 2% (and generating around $150M additional income at a gas price of $11 per MMBtu (Million British thermal units)). [S4, S7] They are still producing and plan to continue production for several more years. Using ERPE IP and HydraCHEK®, they have not only extended the life of the reservoir, but reduced the methanol injection drastically. Currently they have completely stopped methanol injection (from the designed 28%) and control the hydrate slurry concentration by HydraCHEK®. Reducing/eliminating the methanol injection rate has several important consequences, including; reduction of the use of expensive toxic chemicals, reduction/elimination of methanol contamination in the produced condensate and improving the management of a highly toxic and flammable compound and the associated environmental impact. Total have also made changes to the design of methanol removal from NGL facilities, using Hydrafact test results and ERPE knowledge to demonstrate that a depropaniser could be removed from the design, saving around £50M. [S3] Total has obtained a significant reduction in methanol injection rate from the designed 28 wt% to less than 3 wt%, saving around £1-5M per year and eliminating disposal of around 28,000 m3  of methanol per year using one of Hydrafact's products, HydraCHEK®. HydraCHEK®  is a lab based analytical tool that measures the concentration of hydrate inhibitor and salt in produced water samples taken from a pipeline [3]. Total state "The C-V technique (HydraCHEK®) has allowed North Alwyn to rapidly monitor the degree of hydrate inhibition present in the NUGGETS produced waters  at  reception  facilities,  leading  to  an  increased  confidence  in  optimising  the  hydrate treatment" [S6]  In 2005 the University decided to form a spin-out company to exploit the commercial opportunity. Hydrafact (founded in 2006) has grown during the REF period to employ 23 staff (8 full-time and 15 part-time  staff)  and  has  3  key  products,  laboratory  facilities,  hydrate  blockage  management services and experimental services with a turnover of £1M in 2012. Hydrafact has delivered more than 135 projects to 77 companies in 26 countries across a range of specialisms such as complex and unusual flow assurance challenges for the transportation of oil, gas and multi-phase products. [S8] The benefits of working with Hydrafact are described by a Senior Specialist, Flow Assurance at Statoil: "Several… projects… related to acquisition of high quality experimental equilibrium data of fluid systems are critical for Statoil's operation. The results have been invaluable for our operation enabling Statoil to optimise our operation within the relevant area covered by these studies. It is difficult to substantiate the value of these results due to the complexity of the system. It suffices to state that without these results our operations would be non-optimal resulting in lost value in tens of millions Norwegian Kroner (hundreds of thousands of GBP) per year." [S1] Companies such as BP, Total, Schlumberger, Statoil and Petrobras are repeat customers that routinely  commission  Hydrafact  to  solve  their  flow  assurance  problems,  increase  production, extend the life of wells and fields and provide training to their own teams.  All of these activities transfer knowledge developed in ERPE to the companies. As a Flow Assurance Chemist from Petrobras stated, "Flow assurance imposes a significant challenge for our deep-water off-shore oil production developments. The knowledge and procedures created… contributed significantly to optimise the design of our subsea systems and reduce production losses due to flow assurance issues, mainly gas hydrates pipeline blockage".[S2]		[S1] Senior Specialist Flow Assurance, Statoil. Regarding acquisition of high quality experimental equilibrium data of fluid systems critical for Statoil's operation. The results were invaluable to enable Statoil to optimize operation within the relevant fields. [S2] Flow Assurance Chemist, Petrobras Will confirm that Petrobras uses the research to optimise the design of subsea systems to tackle mainly gas hydrates pipeline blockage [S3] Senior Development Engineer, TOTAL E&P UK Limited Will corroborate the impact of removal of  methanol from  NGL directly by molecular  sieve,  which played a  major  role in Total's decision in eliminating a de-propaniser from "methanol removal facilities", saving around £50 million. [S4] Team Leader - Production and Site Support, Total E&P UK Ltd Will describe how the research was instrumental in extending the life of the NUGGETS and how it led to increased cumulative production of 2%+ . Will also talk about savings generated costs associated in removing methanol from liquid hydrocarbon phase. [S5] NUGGETS Gas Field - Pushing the Operational Barriers SPE Paper 166596, available on request.     DOI:  10.2118/166596-MS   The paper confirms on page 10 that Total used the Hydrachek tool to inform their hydrate management strategy. [S6] “Successful Deployment of a Novel Hydrate Inhibition Monitoring System in a North Sea Gas Field”.  MacPherson  et  al,  at  23rd  International  Oil  Field  Chemistry  Symposium,  2012. http://www.tekna.no/ikbViewer/Content/832455/Oil%20Field%20Chemistry%20- %20Final%20program%202012.pdf #16. [S7]   http://ycharts.com/indicators/europe_natural_gas_price   Provides   the   rationale   for   the calculations on generating income through extending the life of the NUGGETS field. [S8]  www.hydrafact.com describes the products developed by the research in detail

		1153		45000				45000		1.  Summary of the impact  Seminal  materials  research  at  QMUL  and  its  technological  transfer  via  the  QMUL  spin-out ApaTech™, has led to the development of a range of cost-effective synthetic bone graft (SBG) products (ApaPore™, Actifuse™ and Inductigraft™), which safely and effectively stimulate rapid bone healing and are more reliable than previous autograft procedures. The successful use of the ApaTech™ range of products has delivered impact on health and welfare by reducing post- operative infection risks and improving recovery rates. To date, ApaTech™ products have been used to treat over 370,000 patients in over 30 countries. In 2010, ApaTech™ had 4% of the US SBG market, a $20 million annual turnover, employed 160 people in nine countries, and was sold to Baxter International for £220 million. By 2012, ApaTech™ products had attained a 10% share of the global SBG market (treating 125,000 patients per annum), estimated to be around $510 million. Other impacts include altering surgical clinical practice away from the use of autograft.		Synthetic bone grafts (SBG) are highly porous materials (>60% porous) usually consisting of a ceramic with a calcium-phosphate-based chemistry and open foam-like porous structure, which mimics cancellous bone. The purpose of an SBG is to stimulate bone healing or regeneration where the skeleton’s natural regenerative abilities are impaired or insufficient. Early SBG were variable in both effectiveness and reliability due to a lack of understanding of the body’s biological response to these materials and their characteristics. Pioneering biomaterials research at QMUL between 1993 and 2001, initially led by Prof Bonfield and Prof Best (both at QMUL until 1999) and subsequently by Dr Hing (at QMUL 1991 to present), focussed on two lines of basic research. First, to study how minor fluctuations in SBG chemistry can either enhance or impair bone healing and second, the investigation of the sensitivity of bone regeneration to the exact structural characteristics of the porous ceramic foam. The impact of this research was secured with a progressive policy of protecting  intellectual property (IP), which enabled the translation of these research findings into clinical practice through the foundation of ApaTech™ in 2001, a QMUL spin-out company designed to commercialise a series of novel bioactive SBGs. ApaTech’s™ other founding scientists were postdocs within the group at QMUL, including Prof Gibson (now at Aberdeen) who contributed much of the chemistry-based IP. IP was based around two central patents relating to the importance of reliable control of both graft chemistry  and  pore  structure.  Consultation  with  leading  orthopaedic  surgeons  highlighted  a demand for SBGs that could “wick” blood, therefore making them easier to handle in the operating theatre. To achieve structures with independently controllable macro- and strut-porosity, a novel production route was developed and patented for the manufacture of hierarchical (multi-scale) pore structures based on the concept of particle stabilized slip foaming [1]. This technology facilitated investigation of the response of bone healing to porosity characteristics, demonstrating that SBG structures should be as porous as possible, retaining sufficient strength only to withstand surgical handling – with higher porosity permitting faster cellular colonisation, revascularisation and bone repair. In addition, higher porosity structures also had lower stiffness, supporting larger volumes of bone regeneration through bones’ mechano-sensitivity. Increasing strut-porosity was also shown to further accelerate the healing process and maintain regenerated bone health in the long-term, through additional increase in structural permeability and reduction in stiffness [3]. These findings were unique because they were contrary to the established thinking of surgeons and bioengineers at the time, who generally thought that bone grafts should be strong. This research led to the launch of ApaPore™ in 2001, a hydroxyapatite SBG available in three porosity grades (60%, 70% and 80%). Concurrently, research continued at QMUL focused on  mimicking bone-mineral chemistry though the development of novel patentable routes for the controlled synthesis of hydroxyapatite (HA), to produce phase pure stoichiometric and substituted apatites  [2].  This  work  facilitated  rigorous  investigations  into  the  biological  response  to  the chemical characteristics of the material. These studies established that controlled levels of ionic substitution had a positive impact on bone healing, whereas <5% deviations from phase purity had a significant negative impact on bone healing, resulting in revision of the ISO standard for HA. Particular interest was focused on silicate-substituted hydroxyapatite (SA) as a result of an earlier independent work suggesting that silicate was essential for early bone development. An optimal level  of  0.8wt%  was  established  [4]  leading  to  the  launch  of  Actifuse™  in  2005,  a  silicate- substituted SBG with 80% porosity that was subsequently developed into the Actifuse-ABX™ and Actifuse-Shape™ formats released to market in 2008 and 2009. At the outset of this research, Dr Hing developed the novel production route for hierarchical porosity and ran initial investigations into biological response to SBG structure and chemistry. From 2000, Dr Hing led the research at QMUL to investigate the optimal level of silicate addition and the mechanisms of action behind chemical mediation of bioactivity. This led to the understanding that the sensitivity of bioactivity to chemistry is dependent on both the pattern of inorganic ion exchange and surface selectivity of key proteins, which synergistically direct bone cell recruitment, metabolism and function [5]. More significantly, recent work has demonstrated that further optimisation of strut porosity in SBG enables a synthetic graft to stimulate stem cells to differentiate into bone forming cells facilitating yet faster, more reliable bone regeneration [6], particularly important in the treatment of patients with impaired bone biology, multi-level spinal fusions or complicated trauma injuries, resulting in the launch of Inductigraft™ by Baxter International in 2013, the first commercially available SBG with proven osteoinductivity.		1.  Hing K.A., Bonfield W. (1999) “Foamed Ceramics” International Patent, WO 00/20353 2.  Gibson, I. R., Best, S. M. and Bonfield, W. (1999), ‘Chemical characterization of silicon- substituted hydroxyapatite’. J. Biomed. Mater. Res., 44: 422–428. 3.  Hing K.A, Annaz B, Saeed S, Revell P.A, Buckland T. (2005) ‘Microporosity Enhances Bioactivity of Synthetic Bone Graft Substitutes’ J. Maters Sci: Materials in Medicine, 16(5), 467-475 4.  Hing K.A, Revell PA, Smith N, Buckland T (2006) ‘Effect of silicon level on rate, quality and progression of bone healing within silicate-substituted porous hydroxyapatite scaffolds’. Biomaterials 27(29), 5014-26. 5.  Guth K, Campion C, Buckland T, Hing KA. (2010) ‘Effect of Silicate-Substitution on Attachment and Early Development of Human Osteoblast-Like Cells Seeded on Microporous Hydroxyapatite Discs’. Adv Eng Mater; 12:B26–B36. 6.  Chan, O., M.J. Coathup, A. Nesbitt, C.Y. Ho, K.A. Hing, T. Buckland, C. Campion, and G.W. Blunn, ‘The effects of microporosity on osteoinduction of calcium phosphate bone graft substitute biomaterials’. Acta Biomaterialia, 2012. 8(7): p. 2788-2794. Research Grant/Contract Funding: £555,000 (since 2008), £1,140,000 (since 1999) Venture Capital/Company Sale Funding: Total acquired is in the region of £256,000,000		This seminal research and its successful technological transfer via the spin-out ApaTech™ has delivered products that have achieved very significant impact with major global reach from 2008 onwards. The successful use of the ApaPore™, Actifuse™ (and most recently Inductigraft™) series of products has delivered impact on health and welfare for over 370,000 patients in over 30 countries. By 2012, the ApaTech™ products had attained a 10% share of the global SBG market, estimated to be around US$510 million, demonstrating major economic and commercial impact. New safe, reliable and high-performance SBGs In response to the demand for safe reliable SBGs the ApaPore™, Actifuse™ and Inductigraft™ produced by ApaTech™ and based on QMUL research have delivered significant health and  economic impact by outperforming many of the SBGs previously available for use in bone defect, joint revision, trauma or spinal surgery. Significantly Actifuse™ has been clinically demonstrated to be equivalent to the ‘gold standard’ autograft in highly challenging applications such as posterior lumbar fusion spinal surgery, where its use resulted in 76.5% fusion rates at 24 months, while clinical outcomes established significant pain improvement as compared with other SBGs [Section 5, source 1].  Moreover, when used alone, fusion rates as high as 90% at 12 months have been reported and equivalence in performance has even been established between Actifuse™ and rhBMP-2 based growth factor treatments (e.g. Infuse™) [Section 5, sources 2,3]. Furthermore, the development of Inductigraft™, a synthetic bone graft with proven ability to stimulate stem cells, has the potential to be even more reliable and rapidly support bone regeneration with both improved safety and cost effectiveness compared to treatment with autograft or growth factors. Enhancing patient well-being In terms of patient outcomes, the use of Actifuse™ and Inductigraft™, as more effective and/or reliable SBGs, has a dual impact on patient well-being. First, the patient is not subjected to a second operative procedure to remove autograft bone from the iliac crest, a procedure which increases the chances of infection (there being two operative sites rather than one) and results in post-operative pain at the graft donor site in up to 38% of patients and reported to last for two years or longer in up to 18% of patients (4,600 annually in the UK). Second, a patient treated with Actifuse™ which has equivalent performance to autograft, has a greater chance of avoiding reoperation or revision surgery, due to increased reliability. Further, patients are typically released from hospital two to three days earlier, impacting positively on both the patient’s quality of life and that of their family, friends and work colleagues. Given that 38% of the 80,000 bone grafting procedures performed in the UK in 2012 used autograft, adoption of Actifuse™ or Inductigraft™ could positively affect 30,000 patients on an annual basis in the UK alone. Improving health economics From the perspective of heath economics use of Actifuse™ or Inductigraft™ rather than autograft has an immediate impact through reduction in both theatre time and hospital stay. Using a typical fusion procedure in the UK as an example, use of Actifuse™ typically reduces surgery time by 40 minutes saving an estimated £800 per operation (where a fusion procedure costs between £7,000- £10,000). Patients not subjected to donor surgery are usually released from hospital two to three days earlier saving £225 per day. Considering just these two factors results in a potential saving to healthcare budgets of £45 million per annum in the UK alone [Section 5, source 4]. Furthermore, health economics also benefit from a procedure with reduced infection risks and equivalent (to autograft) or increased (to non-optimised SBGs) success rates. About 5% of spinal cases require revision surgery and surgeons are beginning to report lower revision rates with use of Actifuse™ (where revision surgery costs £4,000-£6,000 in the UK). When considering the benefits of Actifuse™ or Inductigraft™ vs treatment with rhBMP-2 based growth factor treatments (e.g. Infuse™), aside from the concerns regarding the safety and efficacy, a benefit to healthcare economics results from the significantly reduced average product costs of Actifuse™ (£650) and Inductigraft™ (£970), which are typically £2,500 for growth factor treatments (e.g. Infuse™). Changing surgical practice: impressive take up of ApaTech products The reach of the research in terms of numbers of patients treated and rising surgeon awareness of the importance of SBG performance to surgical outcomes and benefits to using optimised SBGs is demonstrated by the impressive rate of ApaTech™ market penetration. In 2009 ApaTech™ had a five-year sales growth rate of 8.3% (Deloitte: Europe, Middle East and Africa report) resulting in the sale of ApaTech™ to Baxter International in 2010. At this point ApaTech™ had 4% of the US SBG market, an annual revenue of $20 million, a quarterly growth rate of 20%, employed 160 people in nine countries (including 84 people who continue to be employed at the manufacturing facility in Elstree, UK) and had treated >120,000 patients worldwide. The ApaTech™ range of products were regularly used by 680 surgeons in the USA with a net surgeon uptake of 15 surgeons per month. By 2012, the ApaTech™ share of the SBG market had doubled to 9.6% in the US (~20,000 procedures annually), increased to 12% in the UK (2,400 procedures annually) and 10% globally [Section 5, source 4] equating to world-wide treatment rates of 125,000 patients annually. To date in excess of 370,000 patients in over 30 countries have been treated with ApaTech™ products.  Within London (including the Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital and the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery) Actifuse™ is used in 20-25% of spinal cases that use an SBG. This reach should increase given that the global bone grafting market is predicted to increase at an annual rate of 4% [Section 5, source 4], and surgeon awareness of the economic and healthcare benefits of using the ApaTech™ range of products will continue to grow following publication of key clinical papers [Section 5, sources 1-3]. Recognition of research impact and stimulating public interest This  research  and  its  successful  technological  transfer  has  also  been  recognised  through  a number  of  prestigious  awards  to  the  founding  scientists  Bonfield,  Best  and  Hing  for  their outstanding contribution to the field, including awards from the Royal Academy of Engineering; the Royal Society of Armourers and Brasiers; the Institute of Materials, Minerals and Mining; and the UK, European and Japanese Societies for Biomaterials. The importance of this research to society was also recently demonstrated by a piece featuring Dr Hing on the development and use of Actifuse™ bone grafts during an episode of ‘Bang Goes the Theory’ (Broadcast, BBC1 7.30pm Mon, 4 Mar 2013 and BBC2, 7.00pm Tue, 5 Mar 2013) with an audience of 4 million [Section 5, sources 5-6].   More recently, the research was the focus of a short film produced as part of a series of films showcasing QMUL research available to the public via the QMUL YouTube channel as part of the College’s on-going commitment to knowledge dissemination and pubic engagement.		1.  Jenis, Louis G.; Banco, R J. (2010) Efficacy of Silicate-Substituted Calcium Phosphate Ceramic in Posterolateral Instrumented Lumbar Fusion Spine. 35(20):E1058-E1063. 2.  Nagineni Vamsi V; James A.R., Alimi , M., Hofstetter C., Shin B.J., Njoku I., Tsiouris A.J, Härtl R. (2012) Silicate-Substituted Calcium Phosphate Ceramic Bone Graft Replacement for Spinal Fusion Procedures Spine 37: E1264 – E1272 3.  Pimenta, Luiz; Marchi, L; Oliveira, L; Coutinho, E; Amaral, R (2013) A Prospective, Randomized, Controlled Trial Comparing Radiographic and Clinical Outcomes between Stand-Alone Lateral Interbody Lumbar Fusion with either Silicate Calcium Phosphate or rh- BMP2 J Neurological Surgery A (74) 343-350 4.  World Wide, US, EU and UK Bone replacement Markets. SmartTrak.net August 2013, BiomedGPS, LLC, USA 5.  Episode of ‘Bang Goes the Theory’ BBC 1 featuring QMUL’s bone graft research: www.sems.qmul.ac.uk/videos/4c1fa420fb48f875c6ae07b964463e82 6.   www.attentional.com/screenwatch/viewings/wk-monday-4th-sunday-10th-march-2013 7.  Manufacturing Director, ApaTech.  Aspect corroborated: Product innovation: Origin of ApaPore™, Actifuse™ and Inductigraft™ BGS apatite synthesis and BGS manufacturing technologies. 8.  Associate Director Research and Development, Innovation and Technical Alliances, ApaTech. Aspect corroborated: Product innovation: Design/specification of ApaPore™, Actifuse™ and Inductigraft™ BGS structure and chemistry. Underpinning technology: Elucidation of the mechanisms of action behind enhanced bioactivity of ApaTech™ SBGs. Product reach: Market penetration, impact on health economics and patient outcomes. 9.  Consultant Spinal Orthopaedic Surgeon, Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital NHS Trust. Aspect corroborated: Product reach: Changing surgeon practice by raising awareness and standards of care, delivering significant improvement to patient experience and healthcare economics. 10. Collaborator, pre-clinical trials, Director Institute of Orthopaedics and Musculo-Skeletal Science, UCL. Aspect corroborated: Product innovation: Inductigraft™ first calcium- phosphate based SBG in class with proven osteoinductivity.  Efficacy of ApaTech™ SBGs in models of spine fusion. 11. Former Director of the IRC, founding scientist. Aspect corroborated: Enabling environment: Supportive nature of QML with respect to facilitating patent protection of IP and spin out of ApaTech via VC funding.

		792		40000		40000				Organic solvent nanofiltration (OSN) is a membrane separation technology used for separating molecules present in organic solvents. Research in the Livingston group has resulted in the creation of membranes with exceptional stability in organic solvents, coupled to high flux and excellent rejection performance. These membranes have been developed through to commercial products, and are manufactured by Evonik MET Ltd in the UK in a purpose-built facility in West London. For many separations OSN uses ten times less energy than thermal methods, and can process molecules at low temperature. Through Evonik MET, OSN membranes and test equipment derived from the Imperial research have been supplied to over 100 customers including many of the major global chemical and pharmaceutical companies. For his work on OSN, Andrew Livingston received the 2009 Silver Medal of the Royal Academy of Engineering awarded “…to recognize an outstanding and demonstrated personal contribution to British engineering, which has resulted in successful market exploitation…” [7]		Organic liquids are ubiquitous in chemical science based industries, from refining to pharmaceutical production. It is generally accepted that 40-70% of capital and operating costs in these industries are dedicated to separations; and a substantial fraction of this cost is related to the processing of organic liquids, both as product streams and solvents. Membranes have the potential to provide game changing alternatives to conventional concentration and purification technologies such as distillation, liquid extraction, adsorption and chromatography. In Organic Solvent Nanofiltration (OSN), a pressure is applied across a nanoporous film, so that solvents and small solutes in contact with the film permeate across, while larger molecules are unable to enter the membrane. Thus large and small molecules are separated, with no liquid-vapour phase change. The key features are that: (a) the energy requirement is an order of magnitude lower than for thermal techniques, and; (b) the molecules in the solution do not have to be heated. In spite of these clear advantages, prior to 2008 OSN had had a limited impact in industry. Research at Imperial College into OSN has addressed three broad challenges: (i) developing applications of OSN to organic processes; (ii) understanding transport phenomena in OSN systems so as to enable process design; and (iii) most demanding, creating new OSN membranes to overcome poor stability in solvents. Addressing all three challenges has been essential to underpinning the impact that OSN technology has made over the last 5 years. This research has been carried out between 1999-present by postgraduate students and post-docs led by Professor Andrew Livingston FREng, who has been in post from 1990–present. Research into applications of OSN membranes in organic processes began at Imperial in 1999 using commercial membranes which had been (then recently) developed for a specific lube oil dewaxing process by WR Grace. This research showed how OSN membranes could be used in homogeneous catalyst recycling, impurity removal, solvent exchange and solute concentration [1,2]. Livingston was invited to give various keynote/plenary lectures on these applications, including at Euromembrane 2004 (Hamburg) and ICOM 2005 (Seoul). The work on applications also highlighted that the limited number of available membranes were inadequate for the requirements of most potential applications, due to very limited stability in organic solvents. Research into transport phenomena considered how the solvents, solutes and membranes interact and how these interactions determine process performance. The thermodynamic properties of the  solutions from which molecules are to be separated were shown to be important in determining flux and rejection [3]. Research into concentration polarisation in both flat sheet and spiral wound modules [4] was used to provide underpinning data for process scale up and implementation, providing confidence that the performance of OSN technology could be reliably estimated, and this work has been presented at the prestigious Gordon Research Conference on Membranes: Materials and Processes (London NH, 2006) and Euromembrane 2009 (keynote). Research into membrane fabrication and the influence of membrane fabrication parameters on membrane performance started in 2003. A key discovery was that membranes fabricated from polyimide could be cross-linked post-fabrication by contacting them with a solution containing diamines to give polyamide-imides, which provide outstanding resistance to organic solvents. Surprisingly, this stability was gained without any substantial effect on the permeation rates of molecules through the membranes [5]. A second key finding was that the permeation pathways in the membranes could be manipulated through directed control of the formulation and fabrication conditions, and specifically through the addition of a co-solvent to polymer dope solutions [6]. This research has led to presentations at the North American Membrane Society (NAMS) in 2012 (plenary) and ICOM 2011 (keynote) and the Gordon Research Conference on Membranes: Materials and Processes (London NH, 2012).		* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. *[1] J.T. Scarpello, D. Nair, L.M. Freitas dos Santos, L.S. White, A.G. Livingston, “The separation of homogeneous organometallic catalysts using solvent resistant nanofiltration”, Journal of Membrane Science, Vol 203, pp. 71-85, (2002) DOI: 10.1016/S0376-7388(01)00751-7 [2] C. Pink, H-T. Wong, F. Ferreira, A.G. Livingston, “Recovery and Reuse of Ionic Liquids and Palladium Catalyst for Suzuki Reactions Using Organic Solvent Nanofiltration”, Green Chemistry, Vol 8, pp. 373 – 379, (2006) DOI: 10.1039/B516778G [3] L.G. Peeva, E. Gibbins, S.S. Luthra, L.S. White, R.P. Stateva, A.G. Livingston, “Effect of concentration polarization and osmotic pressure on flux in organic solvent nanofiltration”, J.Mem Sci., Vol 236, pp.121-136, (2004) DOI: 10.1016/j.memsci.2004.03.004 [4] P. Silva, L.G. Peeva, A.G. Livingston, “Organic solvent nanofiltration (OSN) with spiral-wound membrane elements-Highly rejected solute system”, Journal of Membrane Science, Vol 349, pp. 167-174, (2010) DOI: 10.1016/j.memsci.2009.11.038 *[5] Y.H. See-Toh, F.W. Lim, A.G. Livingston, “Polymeric Membranes for Nanofiltration in Polar Aprotic Solvents” Journal of Membrane Science, Vol 301, pp. 3-10, (2007) DOI: 10.1016/j.memsci.2007.06.034 *[6] Y.H. See-Toh, M. Silva, A.G. Livingston, “Controlling molecular weight cut-off curves for highly solvent stable organic solvent nanofiltration (OSN) membranes”, Journal of Membrane Science, Vol 324, pp. 220-232, (2008) DOI: 10.1016/j.memsci.2008.07.023		The research at Imperial College produced membranes at a small pilot scale, and has resulted in patents and patent applications covering the membranes and their means of fabrication. Key among these is UK Patent GB2437519 [8] and the resulting international patent family, which protects the cross linking of polyimide membranes to make them stable in a wide range of organic solvents. Intellectual property on membrane fabrication and applications of the membranes was assigned from Imperial College to Imperial Innovations plc, the technology transfer company set up by Imperial College. Innovations then licensed the findings of the OSN research to an Imperial College spin-out company, Membrane Extraction Technology (MET) Limited. MET’s business goal was to develop and commercialise the OSN technology. To do this MET developed a  manufacturing process for fabricating the first generation of OSN membranes based on cross linked polyimide, including the stages of membrane formation and post formation processing to crosslink the membrane and impregnate it with conditioning agents. Techniques for wrapping spiral wound membrane modules were developed by MET, together with highly solvent stable adhesives for these modules. This resulted in the creation of the first spiral wound membrane products in 2009, which have been commercialised under the registered trademark DuramemTM [9]. This development activity was supported by five PhD students from the Livingston laboratory being employed by MET. In parallel with these product development activities, MET undertook a dissemination campaign in which the Imperial OSN technology was promoted at membrane and chemical conferences and trade shows (eg ACHEMA (DE), ChemShow (USA), Informex (US), CPHi (Europe), as well as through individual visits to customers. MET developed a lab bench test cell (the METcell) in which the OSN membranes could be evaluated and tested by interested end users. This was followed by an extension to a cross flow cell system, and a bench top testing unit capable of handling small spiral modules. This activity generated an enormous interest in the technology from process development and separations professionals in the chemical and pharmaceutical industries and more than 100 MET cell units have been sold as at June 2013. The customers for these cells include many major pharmaceuticals and chemical companies, and companies with commercial interests in solvent processing, for example in the electronics industry. A key milestone in the impact of OSN technology was the installation of DuramemTM spiral wound membrane modules in a plant at GSK Ulverston in 2009, where they were installed in a facility regulated under GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice) [10]. In this application, the membrane modules were applied to the concentration and recovery of a valuable active pharmaceutical ingredient. In several cases customers who initially began with test cell products have constructed pilot and production scale processing units for OSN, including Johnson and Johnson [11] and Merck AG [12]. The OSN membranes have also proven highly effective in the purification of solvents for re-use, for example in the electronics industry. The growing success of the OSN technology attracted a business unit of Evonik who manufacture polymers, Evonik Fibres, to acquire MET for several million euros. The acquisition completed in March 2010 to form Evonik MET [13]. This was a positive outcome with the shares being acquired at a substantial multiple of the price MET investors had paid for them. Evonik have so far invested in a new premises and a new membrane manufacturing facility in Greenford, West London, operational in June 2011, and have tripled the number of employees globally from 10 to 30 since the acquisition. The OSN membranes invented at Imperial College are now produced commercially in this new facility as large process scale 8” x 40” spiral wound elements. The compounded annual growth rate of Evonik MET in 2013 is in excess of 40%, with nearly all going to export. To support these exports, Evonik MET has appointed Business Development Managers in the USA, India, China, and Brazil, and has applications development labs in the USA and India. Evonik Vice President for Fibres and Membranes, writes [14]: “As one of the world leading specialty chemical companies, and also the owner of Evonik MET, we have unique insight into the value and impact of OSN technology in chemistry-based businesses. This is because we see both internal applications within Evonik’s  own  businesses,  and  at  the  same  time  are  involved  in  providing  the technology to customers in other chemicals businesses. The value proposition for the industry and its applications is high. As an example,£1M of sales is creating either process optimization potential or new product sales of at least £10M and beyond, which makes the OSN technology a significant enabling technology and game changer in the chemical and adjacent industries. This is a truly motivating figure and is why, with the marketing and technical power of Evonik behind it, this technology is making a major impact across the spectrum of organic chemical processes”. Relating this to MET/Evonik MET OSN turnover of £4M from 1 Jan 2008-31 Dec 2012 [15] indicates that the technology is already providing in excess of £40M-£80M of value to chemical and  related industries. The beneficiaries of the Imperial OSN research therefore include the global chemical sciences based companies that purchase the products derived from the research, and the UK economy which gains from a newly established UK based manufacturing industry, in which the UK is a clear world leader.		(indicative maximum of 10 references.) [7] http://www.raeng.org.uk/news/releases/shownews.htm?NewsID=509 Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/psf on 17/09/2013 [8] UK Patent GB2437519 Integrally skinned asymmetric polyimide membrane United Kingdom Patent 2437519-A (priority date 28 April 2006) [9] Evonik Website:  http://duramem.evonik.com (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/mrf on 5th September, 2013) [10] Technical Operations Manager, GlaxoSmithKline  to confirm the use of OSN technology by GSK [11] Vice President, Johnson and Johnson Pharmaceutical Research & Development to confirm the use of OSN technology by Johnson and Johnson. [12] Conference Presentation by Development Engineer, Merck KGaA which confirms the use of OSN technology by Merck [13] Evonik Acquisition Press Release 2010 http://corporate.evonik.com/en/media/archive/pages/news-details.aspx?newsid=13191 Archived on 29/10/2013 at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/v1f [14] Vice President, Fibres and Membranes, Performance Polymer, Evonik Industries to confirm the impact and value  of OSN across the spectrum of organic chemical processes [15] Evonik Membrane Extraction Technology Limited Directors Report and Financial Statements for the Year Ended 31 December 2012 - filed at Companies House, and reports for previous years available at Companies House.

		1198		38400		3200				The results of research at the University of Cambridge Department of Engineering (DoEng) on global manufacturing networks were disseminated to industry through publications, events, training and consultancy. During 2008-13 more than 20 multinational corporations applied the findings to transform their global networks, determining the ideal location and roles of plants around the world, and achieving beneficial trade-offs of access to markets and resources, innovation and risk, while minimising cost. Corporations including Rolls-Royce, GSK, BAE Systems, and Caterpillar report impacts in terms of cost savings (measured in tens of millions GBP per annum), improved competitive differentiation and shifts in capital expenditure allocation (measured in hundreds of millions GBP per annum). GBP 2,158,181 revenue has also been directly generated in consultancy and training spin-offs.		Professor Sir Michael Gregory (now Head of Manufacturing and Management) joined the Department of Engineering (DoEng) at the University of Cambridge as Lecturer in 1979 and was promoted to Professor in 1995. His research explored how companies can leverage their international production networks for competitive advantage. Gregory was the PI for the EPSRC grant ‘Manufacturing Mobility’ (1994-98) [a]; this work led to his key 1998 paper in the Journal of Operations Management [1] which set out new structured knowledge about international manufacturing networks by analysing the networks, classifying configurations and identifying capabilities. The research led a shift in academic thinking from “plant-level” towards “factory network-level” optimisation, with an important output being a typology of network-level characteristics to be used as the basis of strategic analysis. Two main network dimensions (geographic dispersion and coordination) were used as a framework to explain four network configurations (regionally-focused, global-exporting, multi-domestic and globally-coordinated). Key findings included a possible strategic evolution path between the configurations, with the emergence of a fifth hybrid “glocal” model. Gregory won further EPSRC grants to continue this work: ‘Developing International Manufacturing Capabilities’ (1997-2000) [b], which focussed on the needs of four sectors (automotive component supply, telecoms and electronics, aerospace equipment and capital plant); ‘Global Manufacturing Virtual Networks’ (2000-03) [c], which identified key drivers of the increasingly fragmented and interdependent global structure of firm-networks (and was reviewed as ‘internationally leading’ in quality, practice and planning, and ‘outstanding’ in communication of outputs, potential benefits to society, and overall); and ‘Mergers and Acquisitions – Achieving Manufacturing Synergy’ (2005-08) [d], which explored how multi-national manufacturing companies can achieve synergies following cross-border mergers and acquisitions. Gregory published the results of this further research – presenting a new understanding of the nature of global manufacturing networks, in terms of their structure, drivers and constraints, and supporting their strategic analysis, design and transformation – in two further seminal papers in the International Journal of Operations and Production Management in 2003 [2] and 2008.[3] His co- authors included members of the core team which he built in the DoEng from 1994 onwards, particularly Dr Yongjiang Shi (research student 1994-98, Research Associate from 1999, appointed Lecturer in the DoEng in 2006; Co-Investigator in the final grant mentioned above) and Research Associates Dr Jagjit Srai and Dr Tomas Harrington. From 1994 to the present, the team (working in the DoEng’s Centre for International Manufact- uring) has evolved a network design methodology in which new theoretical approaches from research were tested and applied in companies, not only to disseminate the latest results, but also to inform further research. Alongside this close coupling of research, development, testing and application (described further in section 4), the team has continued to extend the underpinning models. Since 2008, the intra-firm network model has been extended to the inter-firm supply  network context by exploring how companies should design their global supply networks to enhance competitive capabilities; the network configuration and capability approach has also been extended into research in engineering and service networks, and from mature sectors to emerging technologies. Enabling processes in the areas of network risk and resilience, and the design of sustainable supply chains, have also been published.		[1] *Shi Y and Gregory MJ (1998) "International manufacturing networks - to develop global competitive capabilities", Journal of Operations Management, Vol 16, pp 195-214. doi: 10.1016/S0272-6963(97)00038-7 [2] *Colotla I, Shi Y and Gregory MJ (2003) "Operation and performance of international manufacturing networks", International Journal of Operations and Production Management, Vol 23, No 10, pp 1184-1206. doi: 10.1108/01443570310496625 [3] *Srai JS and Gregory MJ (2008). “A supply network configuration perspective on international supply chain development”, International Journal of Operations and Production Management, Vol 28 No 5, pp 386-411. doi: 10.1108/01443570810867178 *All three research outputs represent the quality of the research. Grants [a] EPSRC GR/K41472, 1994-98 (PI M Gregory), ‘Manufacturing Mobility’ http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=GR/K41472/01 GBP162k [b] EPSRC GR/K86107, 1997-2000 (PI M Gregory), ‘Developing International Manufacturing Capabilities’ http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=GR/K86107/01 GBP413k [c] EPSRC GR/R10950, 2000-03 (PI M Gregory), ‘Global Manufacturing Virtual Networks: a New Architecture For Manufacturing Systems’ http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=GR/R10950/01 GBP408k [d] EPSRC EP/C541588, 2005-08 (PI M Gregory, Co-I Y Shi), ‘Mergers and Acquisitions - Achieving Manufacturing Synergy’ http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/C541588/1 GBP457k		During the assessment period the team developed, tested and applied the research results in projects for over 20 multinational corporations, through a toolkit titled “Manufacturing Footprint Strategy”, providing a structured approach for companies to address four questions: a) why is it necessary to evolve the global production network? b) what strategic elements form the basis of distinctive market position? c) where should plants be located, and how many plants should there be in each role? and d) how best can the transition be achieved and monitored? These manufacturing footprint strategy projects – each involving at least 12 months of intense collaboration and a senior cross-functional team – applied the research across a wide range of sectors from construction equipment, aerospace and transport, to chemicals, packaging, white goods and toys. Companies which have used the research in the assessment period to set strategy and to make major budgeting and expenditure allocation decisions, benefitting as a result from cost savings and improved competitive differentiation, include Beiersdorf, Bombardier, Caterpillar, Electrolux, Grundfos, Huntsman, Invensys, LEGO, Rolls-Royce, Schneider Electric, Sealed Air, Shell and Wavin. In addition, projects relating to supply network design, engineering and service networks have been undertaken in the same period with BAE Systems, GKN, GSK, Huawei, LEGO, Rolls Royce and Unilever. The research has been disseminated through publication, events, training and consultancy.  In 2007, the DoEng published a best practice guide, Making the Right Things in the Right Places – a structured approach to developing and exploiting manufacturing footprint strategy.[4] Key events include Practitioner Forums (structured programmes of workshops and analysis aimed at defining best practice and sharing experiences, based on members of the research team working closely with company executives) and Annual Symposia (aimed at leading academics and industrialists in the area of global manufacturing, providing a focal point for a community of practitioners to share experiences in this field, and to help align academic research with industry needs). 7 such events relating to this research have been held in 2008-13 with a total of 331 delegates. The main vehicle for training and consultancy has been DoEng’s wholly-owned subsidiary Institute  for Manufacturing Education and Consulting Services Limited (ECS), which has generated GBP 2,158,181 in consultancy, training, publication and events revenue based on the research between Jan 2008 and July 2013. The specific outcomes of the collaborative projects with companies are often commercially highly sensitive, particularly when they concern strategic investments or major budget reallocations and their impact on costs and employment. However, the following companies have provided summaries of the impact on their businesses during the period 2008-13:     Sealed Air (a USD8bn-turnover global leader in food safety and security, facilities hygiene, and product protection) applied the research in a major strategic programme during the period 2004-11 involving 120 senior managers across multiple business divisions, and culminating in a Board decision on radical transformation of its global production network.  The VP of Global Manufacturing described the project at the Annual Symposium in 2009, defining the aim of the company’s Global Manufacturing Strategy (GMS) to expand global production capabilities in developing markets around the world, and to re-align existing production into manufacturing centres of excellence within an optimised network, in order to significantly improve operating efficiencies and lower overall costs without compromising service, quality or EHS. The company reported a series of updates in Press Releases over the period 2008-11, where it announced that the overall project involved capital expenditure of USD220m [5] and delivered repeating savings of USD55m per annum.[6]     Rolls-Royce has been working with ECS since 2011 to apply the research on managing complex global supply networks, to build thought leadership within the company and thereby sustainable supply-chain competitive advantage.  Work in the assessment period has included development of ‘Do-Buy’ tools for prioritising investment in new manufacturing process technologies; piloting of global supply network capability development tools; and development of new concepts in the areas of internationalisation and industry structure mapping and reconfiguration. Rolls-Royce’s Director of Corporate Planning comments that the work “has resulted in innovative strategy tools – linked to original research – that have been embedded as part of our on-going strategic processes. These are helping to guide significant investments of around GBP250m in our supply chain that will generate tangible business value (over GBP750m) over the life of the investments, and which will contribute to competitive differentiation.”[7]     GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) has applied the research on managing global supply networks. Work in the assessment period included a global packaging strategy model (used to underpin GSK manufacturing’s move to a regional/hub model and to support development of growth markets); a supply network capability framework (used to assess different network configurations and the required capabilities at different sites); and a framework for assessing the dynamic reconfiguration of networks (underpinning the supply of novel products and the creation of new business models for diagnostics supply).  The SVP Head of Network Strategy, Global Manufacturing and Supply, commented: “Our work has resulted in a range of new strategy tools with very practical application. These tools have helped in important decision-making areas in our supply chain that have enabled GSK to drive business performance in manufacturing and supply chain, and commercially. We estimate that this work has underpinned investment decisions affecting more than GBP50m of investment, and supported the development of our new product capability supporting revenue in excess of GBP500m.”[8]     Caterpillar has worked with ECS throughout 2008-13. The research on optimising global manufacturing networks has underpinned an enterprise-wide strategic process of aligning manufacturing networks with projected sales, generating improved return on production-related assets and increased enterprise synergies. The Manager of Global Production Network Planning comments: “We are one of the world’s largest manufacturers, with sales approaching USD50bn, and the main reason for starting this process was to secure the long-term optimisation of our production network”. Since 2008 this approach has been used in all business divisions and serves to guide and align all Caterpillar’s investment regarding the future footprint.  This process guides Caterpillar's annual multi-billion-USD capital spend through coordinated investments across the vertically integrated company.[9]      Wavin (a leading supplier of plastic pipe systems with over 40 plants across Europe) and ECS worked together in 2009/10 to apply the research on optimising global manufacturing networks, resulting in a strategy covering development of clear plant roles and guidelines for ongoing investment. One particular area of focus was optimising the trade-off between exploiting low- cost labour and investing in automation in legacy high-cost country plants. The project resulted in an advanced analysis tool, based on the research, which was used to guide decisions on production location and investment programmes. Wavin’s Executive Director of Supply Chain Operations described the project’s impact in 2012: “This was a major strategic thrust aimed at developing and implementing the right supply and manufacturing footprint to achieve operational and service leadership within the Wavin Group. As a result, we are running an investment program of EUR8-10m per year for 3-5 years to implement the desired footprint as designed. The estimated repeating annual cost-savings achieved to date are EUR3-5m.”[10]     Electrolux (a EUR12bn-turnover global leader in household appliances selling more than 40 million products to customers in 150+ markets every year) conducted a collaborative programme with ECS in 2012-13, applying the research on optimising global manufacturing networks through strategy workshops with senior managers across 4 global product lines, with results being aggregated to form an enterprise-level global footprint strategy for the board. The outcome will guide investment in the future footprint over the next 3-5 years, expected to be in the order of 3.5 Bsek (EUR400m), where the targeted cost savings are in the order of 1.3 to 1.6 Bsek (EUR180m) annually. The SVP of Global Manufacturing Operations at Electrolux comments: “This project forms a major part of our corporate business strategy and will help to guide the optimisation of our footprint of over 45 plants around the world. This will drive structural changes in terms of cost reduction and responsiveness to customers which will underpin our future competitive differentiation.”[11]     BAE Systems used the network configuration and capability tools in 2010-11 to analyse the current and future role of the Engineering Function of the Military Air and Information (MAI) Business Units, in order to determine their potential role as part of an evolving network over the next ten years. The network design tools developed by the DoEng provide a structured approach to developing industrial capability, showing how the proactive reconfiguration of the network can shape future engineering and industrial capability across the design-build-service- support operation.		[4] Making the Right Things in the Right Places – a structured approach to developing and exploiting manufacturing footprint strategy, University of Cambridge Institute of Manufacturing, ISBN 978-1902546612, 2007, http://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk/uploads/Resources/Reports/footprint_strategy.pdf [5] Sealed Air Corporation 4th quarter and year end results 2008 http://ir.sealedair.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=104693&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=1248071 [6] Sealed Air Corporation 4th quarter and year end results 2010 http://ir.sealedair.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=104693&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=1518900 [7] Statement from Director of Corporate Planning, Rolls-Royce [8] Statement from Vice President (Investigational Material Supply), GSK [9] Statement from Vice President (Advanced Components and Systems Division), Caterpillar [10] Statement from Executive Director, Wavin [11] Statement from Senior Vice President (Global Manufacturing Operations), Electrolux

		1198		38400		35200				The results of research at the University of Cambridge Department of Engineering (DoEng) on global manufacturing networks were disseminated to industry through publications, events, training and consultancy. During 2008-13 more than 20 multinational corporations applied the findings to transform their global networks, determining the ideal location and roles of plants around the world, and achieving beneficial trade-offs of access to markets and resources, innovation and risk, while minimising cost. Corporations including Rolls-Royce, GSK, BAE Systems, and Caterpillar report impacts in terms of cost savings (measured in tens of millions GBP per annum), improved competitive differentiation and shifts in capital expenditure allocation (measured in hundreds of millions GBP per annum). GBP 2,158,181 revenue has also been directly generated in consultancy and training spin-offs.		Professor Sir Michael Gregory (now Head of Manufacturing and Management) joined the Department of Engineering (DoEng) at the University of Cambridge as Lecturer in 1979 and was promoted to Professor in 1995. His research explored how companies can leverage their international production networks for competitive advantage. Gregory was the PI for the EPSRC grant ‘Manufacturing Mobility’ (1994-98) [a]; this work led to his key 1998 paper in the Journal of Operations Management [1] which set out new structured knowledge about international manufacturing networks by analysing the networks, classifying configurations and identifying capabilities. The research led a shift in academic thinking from “plant-level” towards “factory network-level” optimisation, with an important output being a typology of network-level characteristics to be used as the basis of strategic analysis. Two main network dimensions (geographic dispersion and coordination) were used as a framework to explain four network configurations (regionally-focused, global-exporting, multi-domestic and globally-coordinated). Key findings included a possible strategic evolution path between the configurations, with the emergence of a fifth hybrid “glocal” model. Gregory won further EPSRC grants to continue this work: ‘Developing International Manufacturing Capabilities’ (1997-2000) [b], which focussed on the needs of four sectors (automotive component supply, telecoms and electronics, aerospace equipment and capital plant); ‘Global Manufacturing Virtual Networks’ (2000-03) [c], which identified key drivers of the increasingly fragmented and interdependent global structure of firm-networks (and was reviewed as ‘internationally leading’ in quality, practice and planning, and ‘outstanding’ in communication of outputs, potential benefits to society, and overall); and ‘Mergers and Acquisitions – Achieving Manufacturing Synergy’ (2005-08) [d], which explored how multi-national manufacturing companies can achieve synergies following cross-border mergers and acquisitions. Gregory published the results of this further research – presenting a new understanding of the nature of global manufacturing networks, in terms of their structure, drivers and constraints, and supporting their strategic analysis, design and transformation – in two further seminal papers in the International Journal of Operations and Production Management in 2003 [2] and 2008.[3] His co- authors included members of the core team which he built in the DoEng from 1994 onwards, particularly Dr Yongjiang Shi (research student 1994-98, Research Associate from 1999, appointed Lecturer in the DoEng in 2006; Co-Investigator in the final grant mentioned above) and Research Associates Dr Jagjit Srai and Dr Tomas Harrington. From 1994 to the present, the team (working in the DoEng’s Centre for International Manufact- uring) has evolved a network design methodology in which new theoretical approaches from research were tested and applied in companies, not only to disseminate the latest results, but also to inform further research. Alongside this close coupling of research, development, testing and application (described further in section 4), the team has continued to extend the underpinning models. Since 2008, the intra-firm network model has been extended to the inter-firm supply  network context by exploring how companies should design their global supply networks to enhance competitive capabilities; the network configuration and capability approach has also been extended into research in engineering and service networks, and from mature sectors to emerging technologies. Enabling processes in the areas of network risk and resilience, and the design of sustainable supply chains, have also been published.		[1] *Shi Y and Gregory MJ (1998) "International manufacturing networks - to develop global competitive capabilities", Journal of Operations Management, Vol 16, pp 195-214. doi: 10.1016/S0272-6963(97)00038-7 [2] *Colotla I, Shi Y and Gregory MJ (2003) "Operation and performance of international manufacturing networks", International Journal of Operations and Production Management, Vol 23, No 10, pp 1184-1206. doi: 10.1108/01443570310496625 [3] *Srai JS and Gregory MJ (2008). “A supply network configuration perspective on international supply chain development”, International Journal of Operations and Production Management, Vol 28 No 5, pp 386-411. doi: 10.1108/01443570810867178 *All three research outputs represent the quality of the research. Grants [a] EPSRC GR/K41472, 1994-98 (PI M Gregory), ‘Manufacturing Mobility’ http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=GR/K41472/01 GBP162k [b] EPSRC GR/K86107, 1997-2000 (PI M Gregory), ‘Developing International Manufacturing Capabilities’ http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=GR/K86107/01 GBP413k [c] EPSRC GR/R10950, 2000-03 (PI M Gregory), ‘Global Manufacturing Virtual Networks: a New Architecture For Manufacturing Systems’ http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=GR/R10950/01 GBP408k [d] EPSRC EP/C541588, 2005-08 (PI M Gregory, Co-I Y Shi), ‘Mergers and Acquisitions - Achieving Manufacturing Synergy’ http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/C541588/1 GBP457k		During the assessment period the team developed, tested and applied the research results in projects for over 20 multinational corporations, through a toolkit titled “Manufacturing Footprint Strategy”, providing a structured approach for companies to address four questions: a) why is it necessary to evolve the global production network? b) what strategic elements form the basis of distinctive market position? c) where should plants be located, and how many plants should there be in each role? and d) how best can the transition be achieved and monitored? These manufacturing footprint strategy projects – each involving at least 12 months of intense collaboration and a senior cross-functional team – applied the research across a wide range of sectors from construction equipment, aerospace and transport, to chemicals, packaging, white goods and toys. Companies which have used the research in the assessment period to set strategy and to make major budgeting and expenditure allocation decisions, benefitting as a result from cost savings and improved competitive differentiation, include Beiersdorf, Bombardier, Caterpillar, Electrolux, Grundfos, Huntsman, Invensys, LEGO, Rolls-Royce, Schneider Electric, Sealed Air, Shell and Wavin. In addition, projects relating to supply network design, engineering and service networks have been undertaken in the same period with BAE Systems, GKN, GSK, Huawei, LEGO, Rolls Royce and Unilever. The research has been disseminated through publication, events, training and consultancy.  In 2007, the DoEng published a best practice guide, Making the Right Things in the Right Places – a structured approach to developing and exploiting manufacturing footprint strategy.[4] Key events include Practitioner Forums (structured programmes of workshops and analysis aimed at defining best practice and sharing experiences, based on members of the research team working closely with company executives) and Annual Symposia (aimed at leading academics and industrialists in the area of global manufacturing, providing a focal point for a community of practitioners to share experiences in this field, and to help align academic research with industry needs). 7 such events relating to this research have been held in 2008-13 with a total of 331 delegates. The main vehicle for training and consultancy has been DoEng’s wholly-owned subsidiary Institute  for Manufacturing Education and Consulting Services Limited (ECS), which has generated GBP 2,158,181 in consultancy, training, publication and events revenue based on the research between Jan 2008 and July 2013. The specific outcomes of the collaborative projects with companies are often commercially highly sensitive, particularly when they concern strategic investments or major budget reallocations and their impact on costs and employment. However, the following companies have provided summaries of the impact on their businesses during the period 2008-13:     Sealed Air (a USD8bn-turnover global leader in food safety and security, facilities hygiene, and product protection) applied the research in a major strategic programme during the period 2004-11 involving 120 senior managers across multiple business divisions, and culminating in a Board decision on radical transformation of its global production network.  The VP of Global Manufacturing described the project at the Annual Symposium in 2009, defining the aim of the company’s Global Manufacturing Strategy (GMS) to expand global production capabilities in developing markets around the world, and to re-align existing production into manufacturing centres of excellence within an optimised network, in order to significantly improve operating efficiencies and lower overall costs without compromising service, quality or EHS. The company reported a series of updates in Press Releases over the period 2008-11, where it announced that the overall project involved capital expenditure of USD220m [5] and delivered repeating savings of USD55m per annum.[6]     Rolls-Royce has been working with ECS since 2011 to apply the research on managing complex global supply networks, to build thought leadership within the company and thereby sustainable supply-chain competitive advantage.  Work in the assessment period has included development of ‘Do-Buy’ tools for prioritising investment in new manufacturing process technologies; piloting of global supply network capability development tools; and development of new concepts in the areas of internationalisation and industry structure mapping and reconfiguration. Rolls-Royce’s Director of Corporate Planning comments that the work “has resulted in innovative strategy tools – linked to original research – that have been embedded as part of our on-going strategic processes. These are helping to guide significant investments of around GBP250m in our supply chain that will generate tangible business value (over GBP750m) over the life of the investments, and which will contribute to competitive differentiation.”[7]     GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) has applied the research on managing global supply networks. Work in the assessment period included a global packaging strategy model (used to underpin GSK manufacturing’s move to a regional/hub model and to support development of growth markets); a supply network capability framework (used to assess different network configurations and the required capabilities at different sites); and a framework for assessing the dynamic reconfiguration of networks (underpinning the supply of novel products and the creation of new business models for diagnostics supply).  The SVP Head of Network Strategy, Global Manufacturing and Supply, commented: “Our work has resulted in a range of new strategy tools with very practical application. These tools have helped in important decision-making areas in our supply chain that have enabled GSK to drive business performance in manufacturing and supply chain, and commercially. We estimate that this work has underpinned investment decisions affecting more than GBP50m of investment, and supported the development of our new product capability supporting revenue in excess of GBP500m.”[8]     Caterpillar has worked with ECS throughout 2008-13. The research on optimising global manufacturing networks has underpinned an enterprise-wide strategic process of aligning manufacturing networks with projected sales, generating improved return on production-related assets and increased enterprise synergies. The Manager of Global Production Network Planning comments: “We are one of the world’s largest manufacturers, with sales approaching USD50bn, and the main reason for starting this process was to secure the long-term optimisation of our production network”. Since 2008 this approach has been used in all business divisions and serves to guide and align all Caterpillar’s investment regarding the future footprint.  This process guides Caterpillar's annual multi-billion-USD capital spend through coordinated investments across the vertically integrated company.[9]      Wavin (a leading supplier of plastic pipe systems with over 40 plants across Europe) and ECS worked together in 2009/10 to apply the research on optimising global manufacturing networks, resulting in a strategy covering development of clear plant roles and guidelines for ongoing investment. One particular area of focus was optimising the trade-off between exploiting low- cost labour and investing in automation in legacy high-cost country plants. The project resulted in an advanced analysis tool, based on the research, which was used to guide decisions on production location and investment programmes. Wavin’s Executive Director of Supply Chain Operations described the project’s impact in 2012: “This was a major strategic thrust aimed at developing and implementing the right supply and manufacturing footprint to achieve operational and service leadership within the Wavin Group. As a result, we are running an investment program of EUR8-10m per year for 3-5 years to implement the desired footprint as designed. The estimated repeating annual cost-savings achieved to date are EUR3-5m.”[10]     Electrolux (a EUR12bn-turnover global leader in household appliances selling more than 40 million products to customers in 150+ markets every year) conducted a collaborative programme with ECS in 2012-13, applying the research on optimising global manufacturing networks through strategy workshops with senior managers across 4 global product lines, with results being aggregated to form an enterprise-level global footprint strategy for the board. The outcome will guide investment in the future footprint over the next 3-5 years, expected to be in the order of 3.5 Bsek (EUR400m), where the targeted cost savings are in the order of 1.3 to 1.6 Bsek (EUR180m) annually. The SVP of Global Manufacturing Operations at Electrolux comments: “This project forms a major part of our corporate business strategy and will help to guide the optimisation of our footprint of over 45 plants around the world. This will drive structural changes in terms of cost reduction and responsiveness to customers which will underpin our future competitive differentiation.”[11]     BAE Systems used the network configuration and capability tools in 2010-11 to analyse the current and future role of the Engineering Function of the Military Air and Information (MAI) Business Units, in order to determine their potential role as part of an evolving network over the next ten years. The network design tools developed by the DoEng provide a structured approach to developing industrial capability, showing how the proactive reconfiguration of the network can shape future engineering and industrial capability across the design-build-service- support operation.		[4] Making the Right Things in the Right Places – a structured approach to developing and exploiting manufacturing footprint strategy, University of Cambridge Institute of Manufacturing, ISBN 978-1902546612, 2007, http://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk/uploads/Resources/Reports/footprint_strategy.pdf [5] Sealed Air Corporation 4th quarter and year end results 2008 http://ir.sealedair.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=104693&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=1248071 [6] Sealed Air Corporation 4th quarter and year end results 2010 http://ir.sealedair.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=104693&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=1518900 [7] Statement from Director of Corporate Planning, Rolls-Royce [8] Statement from Vice President (Investigational Material Supply), GSK [9] Statement from Vice President (Advanced Components and Systems Division), Caterpillar [10] Statement from Executive Director, Wavin [11] Statement from Senior Vice President (Global Manufacturing Operations), Electrolux

		1113		35500		35500				Research in ERPE (1994-date) to measure customer reaction and attitude to communication interfaces in consumer services has widely influenced the design of customer services at Bank of Scotland,  Halifax  and  Lloyds  TSB  (now  Lloyds  Group).    The  ERPE  metric  and  the  use methodology it relies on have been adopted by enterprises in several service industry sectors - telephony, retail, travel and financial services. Since 2008 the use and impact has been predominantly in the financial services sector and is encountered on a daily basis by the millions of retail and commercial banking customers who use internet banking, mobile phone banking and telephone banking services that have been created based on the ERPE metric. ERPE has had intimate collaborations with Lloyds Banking Group, who have now adopted our refined usability metric into their business on a significant scale. Since 2008 their business benefits have been five times their £7.1 M investment in the ERPE research programme.		This research team led by Professor Jack with PDRAs: Anderson; Gunson; Marshall; and Roy (all throughout the period), PDRAs: Douglas (to 2011); McInnes (to 2009); Peevers (to 2010); and Weir (to 2009); with former PDRAs: Foster; Love; Nairn; Richardson; and Wilkie. Key outputs of ERPE research, since 1994, in the field of Usability Engineering are: •   A practical and robust usability engineering metric [1, 2] based on sound engineering principles with customer attitude data derived under controlled conditions. •   An associated use methodology [3 - 6] to assess and measuring the commercial impact when introducing new consumer-facing technologies to telephone and internet based retail services. In the recent period this has been predominantly deployed to assess the impact of new Lloyds banking group services. The foundations of the statistically-proven metric and its associated robust use methodology can be traced back to a Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC) grant which supported the basic work on “Usability Engineering” research [“Dialogue Engineering In Automated Telephone Services”, 1994-1997, £0.6M] and to support from BT [“Strategic University Research Initiative”, £2.1M, 1993-2001, S1]. Lloyds TSB/Banking Group has been the main sponsor of the research since 2004 [“Usability Engineering for eBanking Services”, £12.7M, 2004 to date]. The early usability engineering research identified the key attributes involved in evaluating the usability  of  automated  telephone  dialogues,  which  resulted  in  the  development  of  a  reliable usability metric for telephony services [subsequently extended to Internet and mobile phone services] to measure the contributions to usability made by each of these key usability attributes [1]. The usability metric uses a Likert-style psychometric scale with respondents indicating on a 7- point response scale the extent to which they agree or disagree with proposal statements relating to each of the key usability attributes. The attributes in the statistical metric focus on users’ attitudes to new technologies and consumer processes based on cognitive attributes - degree of confusion experienced, concentration needed, stress and frustration; transparency attributes - how well the process is structured, knowing what to do next, feeling in control, perceived speed; quality attributes - ease of understanding, readiness to use the process again, reliability, efficiency, improvements; engagement attributes - friendliness and attractiveness, security and reassurance, meeting user expectations. The robustness of the usability engineering statistical assessment metric is based on three factors: (a) ensuring that only users from the target community of real-world users are selected, with equal  numbers of men and women; equal numbers of older and younger users; all being regular users of the existing versions of the service for which the new technology is being considered; (b) ensuring that each participant undertakes a set of practical real world tasks with the technology in a realistic setting; and (c) ensuring that each participant completes the metric data at controlled, key points in their experience. In this way, the usability engineering metric enables the successful collection of statistically reliable data (customers’ emotions, attitudes and perceptions of the effectiveness, efficiency, user satisfaction) to assess the impact of how future new technology roll-out will impact their business. The usability engineering metric has been continually refined based on data derived from several UK  companies  who  have  adopted  the  metric  and  its  underlying  use  methodology  in  their businesses [2]. The metric has proven to be particularly valuable in improving customer services in several industry sectors: telephony; retail [3]; travel; and finance. The metric has proven to be scalable, involving as many as 800 participants in some cases; it has proven to be portable having been used in several UK cities as well as in Europe and USA; and further it has proven to be reliable, being validated with new technologies including Internet [IEEE Transactions 3] automatic speech recognition and speech synthesis [4], mobile phone services [5] and biometrics, malware and phishing, and strong multi-factor customer authentication technologies [6] using one-time passcode generators etc.		References identified with * are those which best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. [1]  Love,  S.,  Dutton,  R.T.,  Foster,  J.C.,  Jack  M.A.  and  Stentiford,  F.W.,    ‘Identifying  Salient Usability  Attributes  for  Automated  Telephone  Services’,  in  Proceedings  of  International Conference on Spoken language Processing (ICSLP-94), pp. 1307-1310, 1994. http://www.isca-speech.org/archive/icslp_1994/i94_1307.html.    32    Google    Scholar    (GS) citations. This paper broke new ground, identifying five factors central to the design of a reliable metric for usability assessment of spoken telephone dialogues. The metric served as the basis of several EU-funded projects [e.g. Spotlight, IST-1999-10314, €2.2M] and has been adopted by several research teams internationally [e.g. Universities of Nijmegen, Netherlands and Aalborg, Denmark]. [2] Foster, J.C., McInnes, F.R., Jack, M.A., Love, S., Dutton, R.T., Nairn, I.A. and White, L.S.,  ‘An Experimental Evaluation of Preferences for Data Entry Method in Automated Telephone Services’, Behaviour and Information Technology, Vol. 17, No. 2, pp. 82-92, 1998. DOI:10.1080/014492998119571. 14 GS citations. This paper is in one of the top international journals for studies in Usability Engineering [Impact Factor 1.101] and the work was taken up and extended by researchers at IBM Watson Labs. NY, USA. [3]*  McBreen  H.M.  and  Jack,  M.A.,     ‘Evaluating  Humanoid  Synthetic  Agents  in  E-Retail Applications’, IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Part A, Systems and Humans, Vol. 31, No.5, pp. 394-405, 2001.  DOI:10.1109/3468.952714. 63 GS citations. This paper is in the highly respected IEEE journal for studies in Usability Engineering [Journal Impact Factor 2.123] and the paper influenced further work at Stanford University, USA and Peking University, China. [4]* Wilkie, J., Jack M.A. and Littlewood, P., ‘System-Initiated Digressive Proposals in Automated Human-Computer Telephone Dialogues: The Use of Contrasting Politeness Strategies’, International Journal of Human Computer Studies, Vol. 62, No. 1, pp. 41-71, 2005. DOI:10.1016/j.ijhcs.2004.08.001. 16 GS citations. This paper is in one of the top international journals for Usability Engineering [Impact Factor 1.171] and was one of the first papers to investigate human-human politeness theories applied to spoken human-machine dialogues, and was  a point of  departure for other work at the Universities of Tsing Hua, Taiwan, Santa Barbara, USA and North Carolina, USA.  [5]* Peevers, G.,  Douglas, G.,  and Jack,  M.A.,  ‘A Usability Comparison of  Three Alternative Message Formats for an SMS Banking Service’. International Journal of Human Computer Studies, Vol. 66, pp.113-123, February 2008. DOI:10.1016/j.ijhcs.2007.09.005. 31 GS citations. This paper is in one of the top international journals for Usability Engineering [Impact Factor 1.17] and the metric reported in it has been further enhanced by researchers at Singapore University and at Cartagena University, Spain. [6] Weir, C.S., Douglas, G., Richardson, T. and Jack, M.A., ‘Usable Security: User Preferences for Authentication Methods in eBanking and the Effects of Experience’ May-2010, Interacting with Computers. Vol. 22, No. 3, pp. 153-164, 2009. DOI:10.1016/j.intcom.2009.10.001.    20 GS citations. This paper is in one of the leading international journals in the field of Usability Engineering [Journal Impact Factor 1.23] and the work has been developed further by researchers at NEC Labs. Germany.		The ERPE usability metric has proven to be particularly significant for improving customer services in several industry sectors: telephony (BT [S1], Vodafone, Sky TV, Cable and Wireless); retail (lastminute.com) [3]; travel (British Airways, British Midland); and finance (Barclays, RBS, HSBC, Lloyds Group, Nationwide, Standard Life). The key reportable impact since 2008 is evidenced by the millions of  retail and commercial customers using the Internet banking, mobile phone banking and telephone banking enhanced services of Bank of Scotland, Halifax and Lloyds TSB (now Lloyds Group) that have been created, based on the commercially relevant research carried out in ERPE. Lloyds Banking Group has embraced the engineering approach developed by ERPE for all new technologies and business processes in advance of commercial deployment. As a consequence of their early adoption of the metric and its assessment methodology, Lloyds has made a distinct and material contribution to enhancing their electronic banking services [S2]. Through their continuing ongoing commitment to embrace the research, Lloyds has created innovative customer services that now successfully handle 60 Million Internet banking customer log-ins per month via their award-winning                                                 internet                        banking                        service (http://www.moneyfactsgroup.co.uk/awards/ca/winners/2011) [S3] and 9 Million automated telephone banking customer log-ins per month via their automated telephone banking service. Lloyds assess that the method has provided a major change in the quality and capability of their customer services, particularly for the self-service channels of Internet and telephone banking. Lloyds has assessed that the impact in terms of business benefits from its adoption of the metric and its use methodology on this research programme (£7.1M since 2008) is “at least five times the funding that the Group has invested in the research since 2008”, Senior Manager, Lloyds Banking Group [S2]. Lloyds started to introduce the ERPE usability metric, outlined in Section 2, into developments of their customer-facing business operations in 2008 and since 2008 some 70 large scale user experiments based on the new usability engineering metric have been undertaken, involving some 9,000 Lloyds customers in Bridgend, Bristol, Edinburgh, Enfield and Leeds. Specifically, Lloyds has identified four key impacts that they have derived as a business - Providing strategic guidance to the business. The nature of the benefit centres on what Lloyds Banking Group recognises as delivering a robust fact-based, metric data for Usability Engineering. Results give the Group assurance about proceeding with adoption of a particular technology, based on customers’ attitudes to the core usability of that technology. For example, the innovative design approach used by Lloyds Banking  Group in their mobile (smart) phone services for mBanking (mobile banking) [5, 6] exploited our usability assessment metric to identify optimal user interface designs for customer registration and customer authentication login. These mBanking services handle over 30 Million customer log-ins per month. Service creation. Lloyds Banking Group has worked with ERPE to create fully realistic facsimile copies of each of the Group’s banking channels - a ‘customer theatre’. These stand-alone services, with dummy customer data and stub databases, faithfully reproduce the real-world banking experiences for customers allowing use of the future technologies and business processes, under controlled conditions. The huge costs associated with testing a commercial system with customers are avoided by the design and construction of prototype systems to replicate exactly the Group’s strategy that can deliver metric data on customer attitudes and preferences that would otherwise be very expensive for the Group to derive. The usability engineering metric has been used extensively throughout the Lloyds Banking Group covering all aspects of the Group’s operations - ATMs, branch offices, Internet banking, automated telephone banking [2, 4] and mobile phone banking [5], and has been particularly valuable in the work of the Group to integrate the services of the three Banks: Bank of Scotland; Halifax; and Lloyds TSB, after the Lloyds Banking Group was formed through the acquisition of HBOS by Lloyds TSB in 2009. Staff training. The metric and its use methodology also allow staff to become trained up in usability engineering. This addresses the Group’s stated policy of taking customer views seriously. Three members of senior staff from Lloyds Banking Group have successfully competed MSc degrees in Usability Engineering at Edinburgh, and have succeeded in refining aspects of the metric and its underlying use methodology in their studies. Allowing Go/No-Go decisions. The Group can measure customer reactions and likelihood of acceptance - and importantly, customer resistance.  This puts the Group in a stronger position to make decisions about making expensive investments in adopting novel technology and thereby reduces the likelihood of poor customer reaction, bad publicity and serious financial losses.  As an example, a planned early deployment [2009] of voice biometric technology for customer authentication in telephone banking was cancelled based on usability engineering data from research by ERPE, avoiding serious financial and reputational loss for the Group.		[S1]  Formerly Senior Manager BT, who funded and assessed their strategic research initiative, now at UCL can further corroborate the wider impact of this research. [S2]  Senior Manager, Lloyds Banking Group, Bristol, see comments included in Section 4. [S3]  http://www.moneyfactsgroup.co.uk/awards/ca/winners/2011 shows the internet banking award to Lloyds Group following on from their adoption research results of ERPE.

		992		30000		30000				Research at the University of Strathclyde between 2003 and 2008 directly produced the following impacts from 2008 onwards: 10 wind farms (17 MW aggregate capacity) connected to the Orkney power network from 2009 to 2013 with accompanying economic and environmental benefits; Orkney power network reinforcement deferral saving of £30M from 2009 with repeat deployments of Active Network Management (ANM) technology in other UK power networks; spin-out company formed in September 2008 with total revenues to date of £6.1M, equity investment totalling £3.5M and 35 FTE jobs created; provision of new power system options for long term network plans impacting the 2013 investment decisions in distribution network companies; contribution to the emerging Smart Grid business sector in the UK and overseas from 2008.		Context: The research was undertaken in the context of the growth of renewable generation in the UK and the barriers to its connection to the power system, including overcoming network capacity constraints which became the focus for this case study. The research led by Graham Ault was undertaken in a single core project ‘Facilitate Generation Connections on Orkney by Automatic Distribution Network Management’ (June 2003-April 2004, Department of Trade and Industry) with Scottish & Southern Energy Power Distribution Ltd (SSEPD). The aim was to define the active power flow management problem, and propose and test solutions taking account of prevailing power network planning and operations standards. Active power flow management involves calculating and executing control actions in power networks to achieve objectives such as integrating renewable energy generation or reducing electrical losses. Ault worked in close collaboration with SSEPD and this became a vital part of the subsequent deployment of a solution and the generation of the impacts described in this case study. Two further sequential projects from 2006 to 2008 [Grants 6 and 7] refined the methods for design of the active power flow management scheme in terms of control zone definitions (based on identification through analysis of critical power network constraint locations) and trigger threshold calculations (based on assumed ramp rates for energy generation and demand, and communication and control time delays). Key Findings: The initial research resulted in the core concept for Active Network Management (ANM) with the Orkney power network. The core research contributed an ANM requirements specification (including functional and non-functional elements), algorithms for control (including identification and resolution of multiple power circuit constraints) and a conceptual design (including measurement, communications, control hardware and software) for a deployable ANM system. The project was a significant step towards a deployable ANM solution based on underpinning power system and control research. The research also provided the necessary technical detail to allow discussion of the implementation of ANM concepts within the industry. Ault and Currie worked with SSEPD personnel to establish the conceptual design for an active power flow management approach based on measurement of circuit power flows and the regulation of wind farm power output to relieve network constraints. This was based on methods to calculate the wind generation constraints and economic feasibility of wind power in such an ANM scheme [1]. The wind generation constraint assessment (later generalised to any type of generation or electricity demand) enables a time series of electrical demand and generation (in half-hourly or higher resolution) to be assessed over a significant timescale (e.g. years) to quantify the number of constraint periods and the total constraint energy volume for one or more generators. The economic impact of loss of generation revenue from energy sales and any  renewable certificates or incentives can then be calculated. A further core research challenge tackled was a method for calculation of appropriate operating margins for an ANM scheme. This is important as operating margins that are too narrow present power network security risks, whilst margins that are too conservative and wide limit access to the available network capacity for power generators. The research presented a method of calculating multiple operating margins that could be applied within an ANM scheme [2]. The practical implementation of an ANM scheme requires that a power network is organised into different zones of control. The research established the method for identifying these zones of control, with reference to the identification of all possible network constraint locations. This approach was embodied in a patent [3]. Key Researchers at Strathclyde: Graham Ault led the research throughout. He was a Research Fellow in 2003, and progressed to Senior Lecturer (2005), Reader (2008) and Professor (2010) in the Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering. Robert Currie was Ault’s PhD student at the start of the research in 2003, became Research Assistant at Strathclyde (2006) before leaving the University to join Smarter Grid Solutions Ltd (2008) where he is still the Technical Director.		Outputs 1 and 2 best indicate the quality of the underpinning research [1]       Currie, R.A.F., Ault, G.W., McDonald, J.R, ‘Methodology for determination of economic connection capacity for renewable generator connections to distribution networks optimised by active power flow management’, IEE Proceedings - Generation, Transmission and Distribution, 2006, vol. 153, Issue 4, pp 456 – 462. [2]       Currie, R.A.F., Ault, G.W., Foote, C. and McDonald, J.R., ‘Active power-flow management utilising operating margins for the increased connection of distributed generation’, IET Generation, Transmission and Distribution, 2007, vol. 1, no. 1, pp. 197-202. This paper set out the basis for operating margins in the public domain that was taken forward and fully set out in the second patent [ref 4 below]. [3]       GB Patent No. GB0901968 ‘Active Network Management Scheme’ (Zones).  Filed November 2008, Granted. This patent defines control zones in an active power flow management scheme to underpin the design of the active network management scheme. [4]       GB Patent No. GB2476396 ‘Active Network Management Scheme’ (Triggers). Filed November 2008, Granted November 2011. This patent defines the method for calculating operating margins (thresholds) which underpin the control instructions generated to deliver active power flow management. Other Evidence for quality of research: The research was supported by the following funding [5]        ‘Facilitate Generation Connections on Orkney by Automatic Distribution Network Management’, June 2003-April 2004, DTI funding award: £116,100 to Scottish Hydro Electric Power Distribution Ltd. (Strathclyde part: £58,000), Project Ref. K/EL/00311/00/00. Grant Holders: J.R. McDonald and G.W. Ault.  Researcher: Robert Currie. [6]      ‘Orkney Registered Power Zone (RPZ) Research & Development Project’, Scottish Hydro Electric Power Distribution Ltd., April 2006 - March 2007, £55,464. Principal Investigator: Graham Ault. Employed Researcher: Robert Currie. [7]       ‘Scottish & Southern Energy Research Fellowship’, January 2007 – August 2008, £74,731. Principal Investigator: Graham Ault.  Employed Researcher: Robert Currie This project supported the completion of research tasks and supported the transfer of knowledge into the trial ANM deployment for the Orkney power system. The IP generated in the research and now licensed from the University of Strathclyde to Smarter Grid Solutions Ltd. includes the two granted UK patents, two patents in Europe EPO and US USPTO that have been accepted with grant dates in June and July 2013, respectively, and the  software code for the constraint evaluation tools.		Process from research to impact: The research undertaken at the University of Strathclyde between June 2003 and June 2008 was conducted in close collaboration with Scottish & Southern Energy Power Distribution (SSEPD).  As research results generated from 2005 until 2008 started to look promising and the proposed Active Network Management technology looked viable, discussion turned towards implementation in the Orkney network as a technology trial. The main focus of the activity under the two follow-on contracts (April 2006 – June 2008, [Refs 6-7] involved knowledge exchange into SSEPD, into SSEPD’s contractors for the trial deployment, and into the patents drafted and submitted in 2008 [Refs 3 and 4].  On the basis of the research, SSEPD took the decision that a viable alternative to network reinforcement (through an additional subsea cable to connect Orkney to the mainland) was available, with considerable cost savings as outlined below. Types of Impact: The following impacts arose from the collaborative programme of research. Commercially successful spin out created: As SSEPD explored how to support the deployment of ANM on Orkney and elsewhere, discussions around commercial spin-out from the University of Strathclyde began and quickly developed into a proposal approved by the university and external investors (Scottish & Southern Energy Venture Capital and the Scottish Co-Investment Fund managed by the regional development agency Scottish Enterprise).  Smarter Grid Solutions Ltd was incorporated in June 2008 and spun out from the university on an arm’s length basis in September 2008. The spin-out process enabled a focus on industry needs to deliver ANM technology on a fully supported commercial basis.  Smarter Grid Solutions Ltd. has grown substantially since formation in 2008 with total revenues to the end of March 2013 standing at £6.1M from projects with UK and European power network operators. These revenues are based on the core ANM technology researched and developed at the University of Strathclyde. Smarter Grid Solutions Ltd. employs 35 FTE staff (at May 2013) and supports several companies in the UK and overseas on smart grid investment, trial and roll-out. The company has received equity investment totalling £3.5M to 2013. [Source A supports all claims related to Smarter Grid Solutions.] New technology adopted: From 2009, SSEPD started connecting additional wind generation to the Orkney power system under the ANM scheme.  Until that point the network had effectively been closed to new generation connections due to network thermal capacity constraints and this has been resolved through application of the ANM solution delivered by Smarter Grid Solutions Ltd. Cost savings to Scottish and Southern Energy: The deployment of ANM technology on the Orkney power network in 2009 has resulted in power network reinforcement deferral savings of £30M from an avoided additional sub-sea power cable from mainland Scotland to Orkney [Source B]. Costs and customer benefits: As highlighted within the UK Power Networks Business Plan [Source F], significant savings have been produced following a trial of the Flexible Plug and Play Network (FPP) which utilised the ANM method resulting in an average saving of 87% covering six wind farms. Economies of scale have reduced the costs of the ANM system and telecommunications platform for the FPP project to about £2 million. Power generation: The deployment of ANM technology on the Orkney power system has led to the connection of 18 additional wind farm developments with 25.91MW aggregate capacity on the Orkney power network between 2009 and 2013. There are carbon reduction and local, social and economic benefits from the development of these additional renewable generation schemes, and wind farms connected to Orkney gained earlier and cheaper access to the power system through the deployment of ANM technology [Source C]. Changes to investment strategy of UK network operators: The research and subsequent commercial deployment of ANM technology has provided new power system investment options  for the UK distribution network operators and these have fed through into their 8-year investment plans being published in 2013 [Source E and F]. Smarter Grid Solutions Ltd. has been at the forefront of advising UK power companies on ANM technology and this impact on design and investment policy is a direct result of the research. In the UK, the impact of successful deployment of ANM technology on Orkney has given confidence to power companies to invest in further deployments of this technology under innovation funding (i.e. Low Carbon Network Fund) and to include ANM technology in their investment plans for the period 2015-2023 under the RIIO price control mechanism [Source D]. The ANM technology (being promoted by Smarter Grid Solutions Ltd.) has been the focus of industry wide assessment in the Ofgem/DECC Smart Grid Forum Workstream 3 modelling activities in 2012/13, and has been the focus of business planning activities with all 6 of the UK Distribution Network Operator companies (i.e. Scottish & Southern Energy Power Distribution, Scottish Power Energy Networks, Western Power Distribution, UK Power Networks, Northern Power Grid, and Electricity North West). Wider adoption: By July 2013, Smarter Grid Solutions Ltd. was in advanced stages of discussion relating to feasibility assessment and deployment with clients in the EU, US and Asia Pacific. Smarter Grid Solutions personnel have presented training and knowledge exchange workshops, training session and tutorials for international recipients at trade exhibitions, and workshop events and company seminars in the EU, US and Asia Pacific. The impacts described above indicate the financial, economic, employment, and design benefits that have resulted from the research into ANM technology at the University of Strathclyde. Furthermore, the success of the technology is now informing long term strategy and investment plans of the UK distribution network operators.		A. Managing Director (Smarter Grid Solutions Ltd.) and the company financial statements for 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013 will support the claim(s) that Smarter Grid Solutions was formed on licensed technology from the University of Strathclyde and that the company has grown to the revenue volume (plus other financial indicators) and staff complement claimed. B. SSEPD Technology Manager (SSEPD) will support the claim(s) that Orkney power network reinforcement deferral saving due to the ANM implementation was approximately £30M and that this technology and the spin-out company, Smarter Grid Solutions, have contributed substantially to the new smart grid business sector in the UK and are changing the way that networks are planned through business plans for the 2015 Electricity Distribution Price Control Review. Will also confirm the 17MW connected and >20MW planned wind generation connections through ANM on Orkney. C. Chairman (Hammers Hill Energy, Orkney) will support the claim(s) that wind farms connected to Orkney gained earlier and cheaper access to the power system through the deployment of ANM technology. D. Future Networks Manager (Western Power Distribution) will support the claim(s) that the ANM technology is being rolled out by other UK power companies and being incorporated into business plans for the period 2015-2023 under the RIIO price control mechanism. E. Future Networks Manager (Scottish Power Energy Networks) will support the claim(s) that ANM technology based on University of Strathclyde research is impacting the investment planning and network design policies in UK distribution network companies. F. UK Power Networks, Business Plan 2015 – 2023, Annex 9: Smart Grid Strategy, July 2013: http://library.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/library/en/RIIO/RIIO_ED1_Business_Plan/UKPN_Smart_G rid_Strategy.pdf

		697		25000		25000				Researchers from this UoA developed 3D modelling techniques and virtual visualisation software to help car-makers address potential imperfections (gaps between panels, misalignments, etc) that arise during vehicle assembly, even when all part dimensions are manufactured to within their tolerance range. The University of Leeds spun out Icona Solutions in 2003 to develop and exploit this intellectual property. Icona’s Aesthetica software was launched in 2006, and since 2008 it has been licensed by over 20 automotive companies in 10 countries. The software has contributed to improvements in the design and manufacture of around 70 different vehicle lines, reaching over 40 million consumers, and saving car-makers approximately £25 million in efficiency and cost savings (including reduced scrap and rectification costs). Icona’s turnover since 2008 is well over £1 million.		Background In 1996, the Rover Car Company approached the University of Leeds for help with a quality control problem. The company was concerned that after assembly a number of manufactured cars failed to match the visual appeal of the original CAD design, despite all components being manufactured to within their specified tolerances. These cars had to be scrapped or rectified leading to waste and increased production costs. This problem arises because CAD packages show what a perfectly constructed car will look like. However, its actual construction is always “within tolerance”. For example, two adjoining bodywork panels will have lengths that fall within a tolerance range, but, if each panel is at the minimum range, an unsightly gap might appear between them on the car. Professor Peter Dew assembled and led an EPSRC-funded consortium to research and develop solutions to these problems highlighted by Rover. This consortium [Visualisation of the Impact of Tolerance ALlocation in automotive design (VITAL), GR/M12094/01 (01/10/1998 to 31/12/2001), £214,769 from EPSRC plus industrial contributions, PI Professor Peter Dew] included Neal Juster (Department of Design and Engineering Management, University of Strathclyde) together with Rover, SGI and Rover’s Tier 1 supplier, Magna, as industry partners. Dew and John Maxfield (PDRA) were the key Leeds researchers involved in the project, leading the research and development into: modelling the effects of the manufacturing variation, representing these effects visually, and developing a software tool. Primary underpinning research: the VITAL project The Leeds research in VITAL built on Dew’s earlier work into interactive, constraint-based solid modelling [1], and upon Dew and Maxfield’s prototype distributed virtual environment for interactive synchronous collaboration in engineering product and process design [2]. Specifically, as described in [3,4], the Leeds researchers explored new modelling approaches to capture the effects of manufacturing variation. They the then developed a prototype software tool for users to simulate and view an interactive 3D model, allowing them to visualise what would happen to the appearance, fit and finish of an assembled car when manufacturing variation (within user-supplied  tolerances) was introduced for specific parts or assembly processes. The 3D modelling approach applied tolerances and component deformations directly to the 3D CAD geometry of component parts. These alterations to the 3D models could then be visualised in a photorealistic, real-time 3D virtual environment. The visualisation module provided accurate representations of how deformations, irregularities and misaligned components and assemblies would actually appear from any angle and in different lighting conditions. Dew and Maxfield investigated the behaviour of the tolerance models used in the software (representing the deformation of components under prescribed conditions and their allowable manufacturing variations respectively); they also applied the models within an automotive design and manufacturing process [3]. Following further model enhancements, the researchers worked with the VITAL industrial partners to fully evaluate the research software prototype using an industrial case study of a glove box assembly within a typical automotive instrument panel that is composed of both rigid and flexible components [4]. Alongside this activity, VITAL’s Strathclyde research team (led by Juster) worked with users, and potential users, to assess where the technology could best fit into the design and manufacturing process; Juster fed this information into the requirements for the Leeds software developers. Although Strathclyde’s work was essential to the eventual successful exploitation of the software, the formation of Icona Solutions itself and the subsequent software product Aesthetica were based solely on the intellectual property generated by the University of Leeds’ researchers. Product development Upon completion of the EPSRC research described above, the University of Leeds employed Maxfield to continue development of the software tool (with some financial support from SGI, whose visualisation modules were used) towards commercialisation. The spin out company Icona Solutions Ltd. was established in 2003 with the aid of start-up funding of £300,000 from the WhiteRose Seedcorn fund. This supported the company to develop the software interface, documentation and marketing and sales operations, through to the launch of Aesthetica in late 2006 Key researchers Professor Peter Dew [text removed for publication] Dr John Maxfield [text removed for publication]		1.  Fa, M; Fernando, T; Dew, PM, Direct 3D Manipulation Techniques for interactive constraint- based solid modelling. Computer Graphics Forum, 12(3):237-248, 1993, DOI: 10.1111/1467- 8659.1230237 2.  Maxfield J; Fernando T; Dew PM. A distributed virtual environment for collaborative engineering. Presence: Teleoperators and virtual environments, 7(3):241-261, 1998, DOI: 10.1162/105474698565695. 3.  Juster NP; Maxfield J, Dew, Peter M; Taylor, Stephen; Fitchie, Martin; Ion, William J; Zhao, Jeff; Thompson, Martin, Predicting product aesthetic quality using virtual environments. Trans of the ASME, Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering, 1(2):105-112, 2001, DOI: 10.1115/1.1387244. This paper first appeared in the Proceedings of the International Conference on Engineering Design (ICED 01) 2001, with the authors subsequently invited to submit to the (fully refereed) international journal.  4.  Maxfield, J. Dew, P. M. Zhao, J. Juster, N. Fitchie, M., A virtual environment for aesthetic quality assessment of flexible assemblies in the automotive design process. SAE Technical Paper 2002-01-0464, 2002, DOI: 10.4271/2002-01-0464. This paper was selected to appear in the SAE Transactions (and re-published as SAE Transactions, 111(5):209-217, 2002, ISSN 0096-736X, which “is an annual collection of the technical papers from that year which are best suited to be preserved in permanent literature” (quoting from http://www.sae.org/events/ads/transactions.htm)). Papers [3] and [4] best illustrate the quality of the underpinning research, as evidenced by their selection for re-publication (see notes above).		Consumer impact – better looking, higher quality vehicles The look of a vehicle plays an important role in the purchasing decision. Customer feedback and announcements show that Aesthetica helps manufacturers to maintain consistency in the looks of their vehicles through better dimension control of parts and by redesigning, at an earlier stage, to avoid high imperfection rates [A]. Icona customers say that application of Aesthetica improves how the quality of products are perceived at all major phases of the digital product development process [B,C,D]. Ultimately, Aesthetica helps car-makers ensure that the final product assemblies are more visually appealing, matching the looks originally conceived by the designer and hence satisfying customers’ expectations on perceived quality [E]. For example, GM Europe has used the software to refine the lines of the Opel/Vauxhall Insignia which contributed, in part, to the model winning European Car of the Year 2009 [E]. Commercial impact – Icona growth, exceeding £1 million sales, private buy-out The company has approximately 30 existing customers, the vast majority in the automotive industry. Customers include: most western mass-market automotive original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) (e.g., Audi, Chrysler, Fiat, Ford, General Motors, Nissan, Renault and VW), many premium and sports car OEMs (e.g., Ferrari, Lotus, McLaren, JLR, Porsche and Bentley) and growing numbers of eastern automotive OEMs (e.g., Hyundai, Kia and Ssangyong (Korea), First Automotive, Great Wall, Qoros and SAIC (China) and Tata Motors (India)) [F]. Since the launch of the commercial Aesthetica product, Icona Solutions has grown steadily – with total sales of Aesthetica licences and technical support exceeding £1 million since 2008, and a current sales pipeline of over £3 million [F]. This is built upon a network of agents and resellers in every major territory around the world, including mainland Europe, USA, Brazil, Australia, China, India, South Korea and Japan. On the basis of these achievements, in October 2013 Icona Solutions was acquired by the French- based multinational company OPTIS SA (www.optis-world.com). (The price paid by OPTIS for Icona Solutions is not public and OPTIS are not prepared to share this information with us.) Commercial impact – £25 million savings to customers Some Icona customers have been willing to disclose to Icona estimates of the financial benefits they receive from using Aesthetica. For example, BMW Mini achieved immediate cost savings of over US$100,000 per year using Aesthetica on an existing production vehicle through reduced scrap, less rectification (i.e., less work to rectify imperfections) and a significant reduction in the cost of labour [G]. Similarly, on individual new-vehicle programmes, Porsche used the software and identified savings of at least €250,000 [G]; Nissan estimates savings of US$875,000 due to reduced re-tooling, less building of physical models and faster product development [H]. Icona, and other customers [A], believe that these three examples are typical of cost savings in the  industry from use of its software: the value of Aesthetica to the automotive industry is therefore estimated at between £200,000 and £500,000 per product line. Taking Icona’s estimate of approximately 70 different product lines benefiting from Aesthetica in the automotive industry [F] and assuming a conservative typical financial benefit of £350,000, Aesthetica has generated a total financial saving of the order of £25 million to Icona’s customers in the impact period. Indication of consumer reach Aesthetica is used by around 20 companies [F] in the automotive industry and has provided input into the design and assembly of around 70 different vehicle lines [F]. It is therefore possible to undertake a crude estimate as to the number car buyers who have benefited from the improved looks and build quality realised by the use of Aesthetica. The total 2012 car and light vehicle sales in the USA [I] and Europe [J] from Icona’s largest OEM customers (Audi, Chrysler, Fiat, Ford, General Motors, Nissan, Renault and VW Group) were around six million in each market. Allowing for Aesthetica having influenced the final design of those vehicles sold since the start of 2010 (which is a conservative estimate), around 42 million car buyers in Europe and the USA alone will have benefited from the application of the Aesthetica software during the REF impact period.		A.  Testimonial from Head of Concepts Department, Bentley Motors, November 2013. B.  Right Image, http://www.iconasolutions.com/News_Press/engineering.pdf (pp 49 – 51 in Engineering Magazine, September 2009). C.  FIAT Implementing aesthetica from Icona Solutions,  http://www.pddnet.com/news-fiat- implementing-aesthetica-from-icona-solutions-082310/, 23rd August 2012, Accessed 3rd March 2013. D.  Great Wall Motor Company selects Icona software simulation of the perceived quality, http://tech.elecbuzz.com/great-wall-motor-company-selects-icona-software-simulation-of- the-perceived-quality/, 4th July, 2011, Accessed 3rd March 2013. E.  Aesthetica Speeds New Opel to Car of the Year, http://www.deskeng.com/articles/aaatmb.htm, January 3, 2010, Accessed 3rd March 2013. F.  Testimonial from Technical Director and Co-Founder, Icona Solutions Ltd, May 2013. G.  Presentation on Aesthetica provided by Technical Director and Co-Founder, Icona Solutions Ltd., March 2013. H.   http://www.plicatec.com/download/Icona_Heavy_Duty_and_Agritech_process_case_studie s.pdf, Accessed 20th August 2012. I.   US Car Sales 2012 by Brand. J.   Europe Car Sales 2012 by Brand.

		838		24320		24320				The A350-XWB is the first Airbus airliner to have composite wings, thereby reducing structural weight compared with the current generation of metallic wings. With over 700 orders for the aircraft, the company has placed great emphasis on the need to maximise performance benefits whilst mitigating risk associated with manufacture of the all-new wing. The Bath Composites Research Unit has supplied underpinning research to: (1)    Develop an algorithm that has been used to design the composite wing skins for optimised performance; (2)    Analyse the laminate consolidation process for the wing spars. The impact of (1) is a direct saving of 1.0 tonne of fuel per typical flight compared with current metallic skins. This represents a total fuel saving of around 40,000 tonnes, over the design life of each aircraft. The impact of (2) is the achievement of satisfactory part quality for current production rates of spars valued at £1M each when equipped.		Key researchers Professor R Butler (Lecturer 1990-1999; Senior Lecturer 1999-2008; Reader 2008-2013; Professor since 2013); Professor GW Hunt (Professor 1995-2009; emeritus since 2009); Dr HA Kim (Lecturer 2001-2010; Senior Lecturer since 2010); Dr W Liu (Research Officer 2006-2013); Dr AT Rhead (Research Officer 2009-2012; Lecturer since 2012); Dr TJ Dodwell (Research Officer 2011-2013; Prize Research Fellow since 2013). Ply layout algorithm for optimum design of A350-XWB wing skins Context: The optimum (minimum weight) design of laminated skin panels, which vary from over 100 layers (plies) thick in some panels to 10 plies thick in others over a 30 m wing (root to tip) comprising more than 100 different panels, is a complex task requiring selection of: (a)  The laminate thickness in each panel; and (b)  The fibre orientation of each layer within each laminate. For the standard four different fibre orientations (0, +45, -45 and 90 degrees) the number of possible stacking sequences in an N-layer stack over M unique panels is (4N)M.  However, only a small subset of these will be manufacturable, in terms of providing continuity of material and satisfying practical design rules. Underpinning research: Butler has developed composite panel optimisation algorithms in collaboration with Airbus for over 20 years. Early, prize-winning work on composite optimisation [1] demonstrated the optimum design of a complete wing skin panel, but without practical manufacturing constraints. The subsequent bi-level approach [2] showed that the stacking sequence, and hence laminate bending stiffness, of plies was of secondary importance to achieving the desired thickness of each fibre orientation, i.e. membrane stiffness. A Genetic Algorithm (GA) was used to establish discrete laminate solutions satisfying buckling and strength requirements. This was subsequently extended to include manufacturing constraints associated  with a three-bay panel [3] to maximise ply continuity between adjacent panels of different thickness with a single, repeating sequence of plies, i.e. maintaining fixed percentages of each fibre orientation. Low defect manufacture of A350-XWB rear spar Context: The laminated rear spar is made in 3 sections, each circa 10 m long and comprising complex shape and thickness variation. It is manufactured by robotic (Automated Fibre Placement) layering of 6.25 mm wide, 0.25 mm thick tows (tapes) containing unidirectional carbon fibres, pre- impregnated with uncured epoxy resin, over a male tool surface in a bandwidth of up to 100 mm. During the lay-up process, stacks of plies are consolidated at moderate temperature and pressure to remove trapped air between layers, forcing them to accommodate the imposed geometry of the tool. If these plies are prevented from slipping over each other, localised ply buckling or wrinkling can occur. Such wrinkling defects promote delamination, which can reduce the strength of the complete spar by up to 60%, leading to costly part rejection or, worse still, compromised component safety. Improvements in the process that reduce defect occurrence were hitherto empirically-driven. Underpinning research: The massive influence of manufacturing processes on the performance of laminates became apparent to Butler in 2011 when he undertook a part-time Royal Academy of Engineering Industrial Secondment at GKN Aerospace.  During this period, he co-edited a special Royal Society issue, appearing in 2012 [4], and realised that the nonlinear modelling techniques for geological folding developed by mathematicians and engineers at Bath [5] could be adapted to model the pre-cured consolidation of laminates within the manufacturing process, and to predict the critical conditions for wrinkle occurrence. This led to a Bath-GKN sponsored one-year Knowledge Transfer Fellowship, from October 2011 to October 2012, for Dodwell during which geological folding models were adapted to predict fibre wrinkling during manufacture of laminated composite components using fundamental mechanics and energy minimisation techniques [6]. Much of this fellowship was undertaken at the GKN office of the National Composites Centre with visits to GKN’s A350-XWB spar manufacturing facility during the pre-production development phase.		(* references that best indicate quality) 1*.   R Butler. Optimum design of composite stiffened wing panels - a parametric study, 1995, Aeronautical Journal, 99, No. 985, 169-177. (Can be supplied by HEI on request) Awarded Royal Aeronautical Society’s George Taylor prize for the best paper published in the Aeronautical Journal on design, construction, production and fabrication (including structures and materials). 2*.   W Liu, R Butler and HA Kim. Optimization of composite stiffened panels subject to compression and lateral pressure using a bi-level approach, 2008, Journal of Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization, 36, No. 3, 235-245. DOI: 10.1007/s00158-007-0156-9 3.    W Liu and R Butler. Optimum buckling design of composite wing cover panels with manufacturing constraints, 2007, Proceedings of 48th AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC Structures, Structural Dynamics & Materials Conference, Honolulu, Hawaii, AIAA paper, 2007-2215. DOI: 10.2514/6.2007-2215. 4.    Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A, 370 (1965), Geometry and Mechanics of Layered Structures and Materials, Ed: CJ Budd, GW Hunt and R Butler. DOI: 10.1098/rsta.2011.0539 5*.   TJ Dodwell, GW Hunt, MA Peletier and CJ Budd. Multi-layered folding with voids, 2012, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A, 370 (1965), 1740-1758. DOI: 10.1098/rsta.2011.0340 [Ref 2] 6.    TJ Dodwell, R Butler and GW Hunt. A variational model for the wrinkling of carbon fiber composites during consolidation, 2012, Proceedings 12th World Conference on Computational Mechanics, São Paulo. (Can be supplied by HEI on request)		Specific impacts include: (1) New design methods for wing skins leading to savings in fuel cost and lower emissions; and (2) Improved manufacturing processes to achieve satisfactory quality in wing spars. Airbus – performance improvement of wing skins: The Airbus A350-XWB wing skins were designed using a ply layout algorithm [A, B] developed by Liu, from the University of Bath, and Krog, from Airbus, whilst Liu was on secondment to Airbus between 2007 and 2009. The algorithm used was based on the fundamental principles established at Bath [2, 3], but extended to allow for variable percentages of each fibre orientation in each skin panel, whilst including practical manufacturing constraints. A permutation GA was used to shuffle layers such that continuity between adjacent panels was maximised whilst satisfying laminate design rules, leading to a patent application [B]. According to the Head of the Structural Optimisation Technology Centre at Airbus [C]: ‘… the basis for the ply stacking algorithm, which today is used on A350-1000,was developed during the secondment of Liu to Airbus between 2007 and 2009. The algorithm, which brought together fundamental knowledge from the university with ideas and practical know-how from industry, is an integral part of a complex optimisation process that allows optimum design of wing skins whilst considering strength, design and manufacturing requirements. The complexity of this task was such that designs could not have been achieved without the algorithm.’ The A350-XWB embodies the first composite wing for an Airbus airliner, entering service in 2014 with over 700 orders, at a list price of $254M per aircraft and an order deposit ranging from 5 to 35% of price, depending on time to delivery. The company expects the new skins to deliver component weight saving of 1.5 tonnes compared with metallic skins, leading to a fuel saving of 1.0 tonne per typical flight. This represents a total fuel saving of around 40,000 tonnes, over the design life of each aircraft, delivering a reduction in CO2 emissions of 126,000 tonnes and a cost saving of $38M at current fuel prices. GKN Aerospace – process improvements during wing spar manufacture: GKN Aerospace is a tier 1 supplier of high quality components to the aerospace primes, e.g. Boeing, Airbus, Rolls- Royce. As a risk-sharing partner, GKN manufactures the rear spar of the A350-XWB wing for Airbus. In order to achieve satisfactory part quality it is vital that defects, particularly in the form of fibre wrinkles, do not occur during manufacture. The company has a history of build-to-print manufacture; however, in its on-going strategy to promote a more analytical approach to design and manufacture, GKN is jointly funding a Royal Academy of Engineering Research Chair in Composites Analysis for Butler, which commenced in March 2013. The aim of this Chair is to increase modelling, analysis and design, capability in order to optimise the efficient use of fibre-reinforced composite material and minimise the occurrence of defects during fully automated manufacture. In a News Release from GKN Aerospace [D], the Technical Director of GKN Aerospace explains: ‘The advantages of composite structures are thoroughly proven. However, there remains much to gain from improving production processes to increase the speed and consistency of manufacture and to reduce production and material costs.  The work of this research chair at Bath University will be of critical importance to the future success of the UK composites industry - as well as to the long term market position of GKN Aerospace. The results we achieve will strengthen the UK’s broad industrial research landscape through the involvement of the National Composites Centre and a variety of UK-based academic networks.’ During the secondment to GKN of Butler (RAEng funded, 2011) and then Dodwell (Bath-GKN funded, 2011-2012), project reviews [E] took place at which University achievements in modelling the wrinkling of laminates during production were reported. These models provided analytical  insight into the formation of wrinkles in the A350-XWB wing spar. The Head of Analysis, GKN Aerospace states that [F]: ‘… the work undertaken by Tim Dodwell assisted GKN to understand the fundamental mechanisms that initiate wrinkling defects in composite laminates, particularly those with complex geometry. This was the only mechanical simulation available to the company during pre-production. It allowed investigation of the consequences of process changes and further supported a number of process improvements to A350-XWB spar manufacture which have enabled us to achieve satisfactory part quality in production.’ Specifically, the new analytical model supported the following two GKN process improvements, generated to prevent the occurrence of wrinkling defects during the A350-XWB spar development process: (a)  Manufacturing tools were introduced offset from the free edge of the spar laminate to keep consolidation pressure away from this edge. This effectively gave a vacuum channel around the spar edge and allowed the fibres and resin to move into this gap, thereby preventing wrinkling. (b)  The most critical influence was shown to relate to the viscosity of the resin material and therefore a hot de-bulk was introduced into the composite cure cycle to minimise viscosity during this period of maximum consolidation. Wrinkling defects can lead to wholesale rejection of the part. Hence these process improvements contribute to the achievement of current (one aircraft per month) and future (13 per month) production rates, where each aircraft spar has an equipped (unequipped) value of approximately £1M (£100k).		A.   W Liu and L Krog, L. A method for ply layout design and stacking sequence optimisation, 2008, 7th ASMO UK/ISSMO Conference on Engineering Design Optimization, Bath. B.   Patent Application Number 20110004451, Method of designing a composite panel, 2011. C.   Corroborative statement from Head of the Structural Optimisation Technology Centre, Airbus, 9 October 2013. D.   News Release from GKN Aerospace, 21 May 2013. E    Tectonics Review meetings: November 2011, Isle of White; February 2012, Bath; May 2012, National Composites Centre; July 2012, Filton. F.   Corroborative statement from Head of Analysis, GKN Aerospace, 3 October 2013.

		809		24000		24000				Loughborough University’s (LU) research collaboration with The Hardstaff Group has resulted in a commercial Oil-Ignition-Gas-Injection system (OIGI®), which substitutes natural gas for Diesel oil in heavy goods vehicles. Using optical diagnostics OIGI® was redesigned, increasing average substitution rates from 45% to 60%. The economic impact for Hardstaff was a fuel saving of £406k per annum. The research allowed Hardstaff to create new business with Mercedes-Benz in the UK and Volvo in Sweden. OIGI® reduces CO2 by up to 15%, harmful nitrogen oxides and particulate emissions by 30%. The research also demonstrated, for the first time, dual fuel technology in small, high-speed diesel engines, paving the way for its application in passenger cars.		Dr Andrew Clarke and Professor Graham Hargrave (joined LU in 1999 and 1996 respectively) have made detailed studies of dual-fuel technology (natural gas and Diesel) and working with The Hardstaff Group, have developed a robust and flexible dual fuel technology. In 2001 work on dual fuel technology was first addressed by Dr Andrew Clarke and became the subject  of  Dr  Jill  Stewart’s  PhD  thesis  “Combustion  Diagnostics  of  a  Dual  Fuel  Engine:  An Experimental  and  Theoretical  Study”  (LU  2005)  [G3.1].  This  study  concerned  theoretical predictions and experimental measurements to find the performance/emissions characteristics for different gases. The work was published in the proceedings of SAE [3.1] and subsequently as an invited  paper  in  a  special  issue  on  alternative  fuels  in  the  IMechE  Journal  of  Automobile Engineering  [3.2].  In  a  parallel  effort,  dual  fuel  technology  was  being  investigated  by  the Nottingham based Hardstaff Group to retrofit to their fleet of 100 vehicles. 2006 saw the first consultancy project between Loughborough and the Hardstaff Group. Hargrave initiated a series of tests using optical diagnostics to investigate key process parameters. Particle image velocimetry (PIV), a technique pioneered by the Loughborough Optical Engineering Research Group, was used to characterise gas injectors to measure flow velocity and laser sheet imaging measured the degree of mixing prior to combustion. The short pulse Diesel injection (essential for dual fuel mode) was characterised using a novel liquid injection set-up and high- speed video analysis. In 2008 this research, together with the theory developed by Stewart and Clarke, was exploited in a new Oil-Ignition-Gas-Injection (OIGI®) system that, by way of an innovative control system that worked alongside the vehicle’s electronic control unit, could be exploited in a wider range of vehicles including Mercedes Benz Actros trucks that were then being introduced to the Hardstaff fleet. The Hardstaff Group funded a further PhD - “Modelling Compression Ignition Engines”, Dr. Steve Johnson,  Loughborough University (2008-2011) [G3.2] -  to continue the application of optical diagnostics and to produce a multiple zone combustion model to forecast the performance over a range of operating conditions. In 2009 East Midlands Development Agency (via its Transport iNet) awarded a development grant to the Hardstaff Group/Loughborough University to build a full-scale test facility for the production of dual fuel power systems [G3.3]. This joint facility has been used to establish phenomenological models of dual fuel combustion and to further optimise the process [3.3, 3.4, 3.5]. The new facility has three dedicated test engineers and this has dramatically speeded-up dual-fuel engine development.  From 2007 to 2010, the collaboration extended to the development of predictive models for flame propagation in premixed gaseous mixtures with varying gas composition, investigating methane from biogas sources containing hydrogen. Experimental measurement of flame propagation rates in turbulent premixed methane/hydrogen/air mixtures was conducted at Loughborough, providing data for reacting LES model development and validation in collaboration with Naples University [3.6].		3.1 Patterson, J., Clarke, A. and Chen, R., ''Experimental study of the performance and emissions characteristics of a small diesel gen-set operating in dual-fuel mode with three different primary fuels”, SAE Paper No 2006-01-0050, New Diesel Engines and Components and CI Engine Performance for Use with Alternative Fuels, SP-2014, Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., USA, Proceedings of the SAE 2006 World Congress & Exposition, Detroit, Michigan, USA, April 2006, pp 1-11, ISBN 0-7680-1749-1. DOI: 10.4271/2006-01-0050, Peer- reviewed international conference. 3.2 Stewart, J., Clarke, A. and Chen, R., ''An experimental study of the dual-fuel performance of a small compression ignition Diesel engine operating with three gaseous fuels'', Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part D: Journal of Automobile Engineering, 221(8), 2007, pp 943-956, ISSN 0954-4070. DOI: 10.1243/09544070JAUTO458, Impact factor 0.583. 3.3 Clarke, A. and Hargrave, G.K., ''Measurements of laminar premixed methane-air flame thickness at ambient conditions'', Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part C Journal of Mechanical Engineering Science, 223(C8), 2009, pp 1969-1973, ISSN 0954- 4062. DOI: 10.1243/09544062JMES1259, Impact factor 0.633. 3.4 Stewart, J. and Clarke, A., ''A three-zone heat-release rate model for dual-fuel combustion'', Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers Part C: Journal of Mechanical Engineering Science, 224(11), 2010, pp 2423-2434, ISSN 0954-4062. DOI: 10.1243/09544062JMES1955, Impact factor 0.633. 3.5 Johnson S., Clarke A., Fletcher T., and Hyland D., “A phenomenological approach to dual fuel combustion modelling” Proceedings of the ASME 2012 Internal Combustion Engine Division Fall Technical Conference ICEF 2012 September 2012, Vancouver, BC, Canada.Peer- reviewed international conference. 3.6 Di Sarli, V., Di Benedetto, A., Long, E.J. and Hargrave, G. K., “Time-resolved particle image velocimetry of dynamic interactions between hydrogen-enriched methane/air premixed flames and toroidal vortex structures,” Int. J of Hydrogen Energy, 2012, 37, pp16201-16213, ISSN: 0360-3199, Impact factor 3.548. Grants and contracts: G3.1 2001-04: Studentship (Jill Stewart) “Combustion Diagnostics of a Dual Fuel Engine: An Experimental and Theoretical Study” EPSRC/Lister-Petter, £47k Dr Andrew Clarke (PI). G3.2 2008-10: Studentship (Steve Johnson) “Modelling of Duel Fuel Compression Ignition Engines” £90k, The Hardstaff Group, Dr Andrew Clarke (PI). G3.3 2009-10: Development Grant “Demonstration Project Force – Future On-Road CI Engines” £694k Project EMX06157 East Midlands Development Agency, Dr Andrew Clarke (PI), Prof. Graham Hargrave G3.4 2010-12:  Research Grant “High Speed Dual Fuel Direct Injection Engines with Advanced EGR and Injection Strategies to Reduce Carbon Dioxide Emissions” £148k TSB/EPSRC, Dr Andrew Clarke (PI), Prof. Graham Hargrave. The turbulent flame propagation research, providing the under-pinning validation data for LES model development for gas engine combustion prediction [3.6], led to on-going collaborations with Dr. V. Di Sarli at Naples University and Prof. H. Kawanabe at Kyoto University [L1]. The research provided a unique data-set for methane and methane/hydrogen combustion that has been used for fundamental model development [L2]. L1. Invited Lecture, Prof. G. K. Hargrave – University of Kyoto, “Optical diagnostics for natural gas  engine research,” 2010. L2. Dr. E. Long, “Turbulent premixed flame propagation in methane/air mixtures,” won best paper in Institute of Physics Young Researchers meeting, 2010.		In this section we present evidence that the research cited in s2 and s3 has had the following three major impacts: •   economic benefit (reduced running costs) in the haulage industry •   environmental benefit (reduced emissions) nationally and internationally •   change in approach to new fuel systems in industrial production. Impact 1: Economic benefits to haulage sector The  optical  diagnostics  applied  by  Hargrave  in  the  period  from  2006-2010  and  the  theory developed by Clarke from 2001 [3.3, 3.4] allowed Hardstaff to introduce their innovative new Oil- Ignition-Gas-Injection  (OIGI®)  system  in  2008.  The  research  allowed  the  average  Diesel substitution rate (by energy) to be increased from about 45% to a natural gas content of about 60%. The immediate impact of this was reduced running costs for the Hardstaff haulage business that operates a fleet of more than 100 heavy goods vehicles in the UK. At current pricing the increased substitution rate offers a saving of £406k p.a. and compared to a similar sized fleet operating on 100% Diesel fuel a saving of £1.6M p.a. [5.1]. The application of the theory developed by Clarke [3.3, 3.4] has allowed the OIGI® system to be reconfigured for other engines and has reduced the experimental time necessary to re-map the control system from around two weeks to one day [5.1]. This has created a further revenue stream. The Hardstaff Group is now an approved Mercedes-Benz Dealer that supplies the OIGI® system as an approved retro-fit or OEM system on all Axor and Actros long haul trucks in the UK. In 2012 this business was worth approximately £2.8M and with current orders is expected to double in 2013 [5.1]. In addition a Scandinavian subsidiary, Hardstaff AB, located in Göteborg Sweden, was opened in 2010 to provide OIGI® systems for Volvo FL and FE trucks. This business was worth approximately £1.3M in 2013 [5.1]. Impact 2: Environmental benefits The precise control that is afforded by the OIGI® system means that it can be optimised to reduce emissions and adjusted to run on carbon neutral biogas and other biofuels [5.1, 5.2]. The £694k Hardstaff/Loughborough University full scale test facility funded by East Midlands Development Agency was commissioned in 2009 and allowed the environmental impact of dual fuel technology to be assessed particularly under transient loads. Relative to a comparable Diesel engine, dual fuel offers a 15% reduction in carbon dioxide and at least 30% reduction in harmful nitrogen oxides, smoke and particulate emissions [5.1]. The environmental impact of dual fuel technology is considerable  in  the  UK,  Europe  and  beyond  and  resulted  in  Hardstaff  and  Loughborough University winning the prestigious Lord Stafford Award in 2010 for “Innovation for Sustainability” [5.3] and Hardstaff Group being runner-up in the industry’s Low Carbon Champions Awards hosted by the Institute of Mechanical Engineers [5.4]. Impact 3: Changing approaches in industry As a result of the work of Johnson and Clarke and work conducted under the TSB/EPSRC Grant “High Speed Dual Fuel Direct Injection Engines with Advanced EGR and Injection Strategies to Reduce Carbon Dioxide Emissions” a state-of-the-art computer model of the dual fuel combustion process has been developed [G3.4]. It has been shown that with multiple Diesel injection events, it is possible to increase the substitution rates in small, high speed engines. This work paves the way for the exploitation of dual fuel systems in passenger cars and small/medium commercial vehicles.		The following sources can be made available at request: Statements 5.1Letter from Hardstaff 5.2The    Hardstaff    dualfueltechnologyisdetailedin    thecompanywebpages: http://www.hardstaffgroup.co.uk/site/hardstaff-dual-fuel-technologies Awards 5.3 Hardstaff Group and Loughborough University winner of the Lord Stafford Award 2010 for “Innovation for Sustainability”, http://www.hardstaffgroup.co.uk/site/awards/lordstaffordaward 5.4 Hardstaff Group runner-up in the Low Carbon Heavy Duty Vehicle Manufacturer of the Year 2011, http://www.lowcvp.org.uk/lowcarbonchampions/results.asp

		360		23040		23040				Mobile telecommunication networks serve nearly 7 billion users; over 90% of the world’s population. The flexibility and pervasive nature of mobile networks underpin an enormous range of business and personal activities. Many systems are based on GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) standards for digital cellular networks that were created by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) in the 1990s to replace analogue network standards. A key factor in the success of GSM has been the ability to authenticate legitimate users and to provide privacy for wireless transmissions. A strong authentication mechanism is critical for the economic operation of mobile telephony. The security of GSM is based on a secret key, known only to the network operator and the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM), and an authentication algorithm implemented by the SIM and the network operator.  A network operator may implement its own authentication algorithm, but many adopted the example implementation (known as COMP128, or COMP128-1) suggested by the GSM Association (GSMA).  COMP128-1 was later found to be flawed. Cryptographers at Royal Holloway, at the request of GSMA, designed a replacement algorithm (COMP128-2), the example implementation offered by the GSM Association (GSMA) to over 800 Mobile Network Operators (MNO) in over 200 countries. The algorithm is still regarded as robust and it and derivative algorithms are relied upon by enormous numbers of users every day.		An authentication protocol enables one entity (the verifier) to confirm the identity of a second entity (the claimant).  In the case of GSM networks, the verifier is the network operator and the claimant is the SIM.  The claimant and the verifier share a secret key and the claimant proves its identity to the verifier by applying a cryptographic algorithm to a message chosen by the verifier (a "challenge").  The generation of an appropriate response to the challenge demonstrates knowledge of the shared secret (assuming that only the network and the SIM know the secret key). The underpinning research is the specification for the authentication algorithm COMP128-2 that is used in GSM phones. Three Royal Holloway academics, Sean Murphy (then Reader, now Professor), Fred Piper (then Professor, retired 2004) and Peter Wild (then Professor, retired 2010), designed the original algorithm in the late 90’s [2]. The specification for the GSM authentication algorithm is confidential, and is distributed under a suitable Non-Disclosure Agreement to GSM Operators as required. The algorithm was reviewed by ICO Services Ltd (a small UK-based telecommunications operator) and then by ETSI, before being adopted by ETSI as their recommended authentication algorithm COMP128-2. Later the variant of this algorithm known as COMP128-3 was introduced; this algorithm is identical to COMP128-2 except that an artificial limitation on the effective key length (originally imposed due to export restrictions for cryptographic algorithms) is removed. Quality: Chairman of the GSM Association Security Group [2], after confirming that the design originated at Royal Holloway in the late 90’s, writes: The design of COMP128-2 by the group at Royal Holloway is a good example of the impact academic study can have outside academia: the design of a robust and novel cryptographic algorithm such as this is a delicate business, requiring a great deal of technical proficiency. All the evidence that I have seen indicates that COMP128-2 remains secure after years of use in high-profile applications, and this is a significant achievement.  The specification for COMP128-2 has been subject to a more rigorous peer review process than is usual for academic publication. The President of the IACR (the main international organisation concerned with cryptographic research), a consultant for industry, and a member of ISO standards committees for security technologies. He writes [1]: I would like to make two points: first, that good cipher specification is regarded as a significant research contribution in my field; second, that the review process for a key industrial cipher can be more demanding than the refereeing process for a top cryptography conference. […] For the GSM […] ciphers above, the design will be reviewed by several teams (certainly more than 3), each team looking at the cipher for (as an absolute minimum) 2 days. The review procedure is therefore typically much longer than for a submission for an academic conference. Moreover, high-profile academics and highly-regarded industrial consultants are often the same people. This leads me to believe that the industrial review process is often more rigorous than for a top academic conference. I should mention a second, unofficial, ’reviewing’ process of an industrial cipher takes place when the deployed cryptographic system is attacked by third parties. If the system remains resistant to real-world attacks, this gives further evidence of the quality of the cipher. All of this context points to the two ciphers that Royal Holloway are putting forward as being clearly of 2 star or higher research quality, as defined above. In his letter of support, President of the IACR gives more detailed evidence of the high esteem the community gives to research of this type. Context: This design of COMP128-2 forms part of a strong tradition of the study of cryptology in the School that continues to the present day. Royal Holloway is designated as an Academic Centre of Excellence in Cyber Security Research (2012-) and hosts a Centre for Doctoral Training in Cyber Security (2013-); and our expertise in cryptography (as part of an interdisciplinary group spanning mathematics and computer science) contributes significantly to this. Highlights of work completed over the history of the group include the invention of key distribution schemes (Mitchell- Piper), the cryptanalysis of FEAL (the first use of differential cryptanalysis; Murphy), the algebraic framework for the cryptanalysis of AES (Cid-Murphy-Robshaw), pairing-based cryptography (Galbraith-McKee), ID-based cryptography (Paterson), key predistribution for Wireless Sensor Networks (Blackburn-Martin-Ng), codes for copyright protection (Blackburn-Ng) and group-based cryptography (Blackburn-Cid). Consultancy in the field of information security is regularly carried out, including the design and cryptanalysis of ciphers and work with new digital mobile telephony standards. Blackburn, Cid, Martin, McKee, Murphy, Ng and Paterson are current academic staff who have published cryptography papers and/or undertaken cryptographic consultancy within the current REF period.		S.P. Murphy, F. Piper, P.R. Wild, Functional description of COMP128-2, GSM Association, 2002. Available under an appropriate NDA.		What is the link between the research and the benefit? There is a clear and direct link between the specification produced as underpinning research and the impact, due to the specification being recommended by the GSMA as an authentication algorithm for GSM networks and subsequently adopted by over half of all GSM operators.[2] Who benefits? Phones based on the GSM standards were first commercially released in 1992; the GSM Association (GSMA) of network operators announced in 2010 that more than 5 billion phones have been manufactured under this standard to date. There are billions of GSM subscribers and hundreds of GSM networks and a significant proportion will be using the COMP128-2 and COMP128-3 algorithms for authentication. Then there are all the businesses and  services that rely on these networks as a trusted infrastructure. The Chair of ETSI Security Algorithms Group of Experts, states [2]: COMP128-2 and COMP128-3 have been a huge success. Although we do not have precise figures, we estimate that more than half of the world’s network operators, representing a number of subscribers in the billions, use one of these algorithm variants. How do they benefit? As an individual, the COMP128-2/3 algorithm safeguards you in a number of ways. It protects against cloning, which stops criminals making costly calls charged to your account; when a clone is detected by the network you will be blocked from the network, whereas the criminal will pick a new identity.  Furthermore, the clone is linked to your telephone number, so when the criminal makes a call it appears to be you in a friends/family phone book. Phone numbers are also used in business systems and form parts of security processes such as text message warnings when changing bank instructions, as well as alerts that may leak other personal information and location; cloning compromises these processes. The algorithm prevents your secret key from becoming known to a criminal to safeguard the authentication process, but also stops a criminal from regenerating the current cipher key in order to decipher radio transmission to obtain private or sensitive call data. Cloning is a real threat to mobile networks. The introduction of GSM, replacing analogue systems, led to a sharp reduction in phone cloning, a practice that was close to making analogue mobile telephony uneconomic towards the end of its operating life (with 1% of all phones in the UK found to be cloned in 1994/5 [6]). The GSMA originally distributed an algorithm known as COMP128 (or COMP128-1) to its members, as an example of an authentication algorithm that complied with the GSM standard. Though a specific authentication algorithm was not mandated by the GSM standard, in practice many operators used COMP128 rather than developing their own algorithm. The specification of COMP128 was not made public, but COMP128 was reverse engineered in 1998 by Briceno, Goldberg and Wagner, and in 2002 Rao, Rohatgi, Scherzer and Tinguely were the first to publicly demonstrate that a GSM phone using COMP128 could be cloned after access to the SIM card for only one minute. Thus cloning was possible on networks still using COMP128. Indeed, by mid- 2002 shrink-wrapped cloning kits for COMP128-based SIM cards were being sold in some countries; blank cards and cards with multiple identities became available [4]. In order to prevent cloning attacks on their networks, several mobile operators commissioned the group at Royal Holloway to design an algorithm to replace COMP128. Recognising a common need, the GSM Association commissioned the group at Royal Holloway to design the algorithm that became known as COMP128-2, and this algorithm and its variant COMP128-3 became the example authentication algorithms provided by the GSMA to its members. No successful cryptanalysis has been demonstrated to date, and there is no evidence that SIM Card cloning has returned on networks using these algorithms [2]. Ten years on, the algorithm is still recommended by ETSI, and authorisation to use this algorithm is regarded as a significant benefit of a network operator’s membership of the GSMA. One single fraudulent SIM card on a network can lose an operator in excess $3000 (£1,885) a month and these operations usually use hundreds or even thousands of cards. This illegal activity often goes on to fund other criminal activity. says Andy Gent, CEO of Revector (a company detecting fraud on mobile networks) in a 2012 BBC Technology interview [5]. The research effort to design COMP128-2/3 has led to the elimination of SIM card cloning for over ten years on networks using this technology [3], resulting in significant financial benefits for operators and users alike throughout the REF period.		[1] Supporting statement from a Professor at KU Leuven and President of the International Association of Cryptologic Research, 11 May 2013. Copy available on request. [To corroborate quality.] [2] Supporting statement from the Custodian of GSM Algorithms, 25 March 2013. Copy available on request. [To corroborate quality and authorship, and the reach of impact.] [3] Supporting statement from the Chair of ETSI SAGE (European Telecommunications Standards Institute Security Algorithms Group of Experts), 28 March 2012. Copy available on request. [To corroborate quality and authorship of the underpinning research; the reach and significance of impact.] [4] Charles Brookson, ‘Can you clone a GSM Smartcard (SIM)?’ July 2002. Available from: www.brookson.com/gsm/clone.pdf. [To corroborate the reach and significance of impact.] [5] BBC Technology News Report, ‘Mobile firms bleed billions to fraud and bill errors’, 29 March 2012,  http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-17551858. [To corroborate the significance of impact.] [6] ‘Mobile Telephone Crime’, Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology Note 64, June 1995. [To corroborate the significance of impact.]

		795		23000		23000				The SAFT-VR family of thermodynamic models has made it possible to predict reliably the behaviour of the many complex and challenging fluids that are found across a range of industrial sectors, including oil & gas, chemicals (refrigerants, surfactants, polymers), energy (carbon capture solvents, carbon dioxide-rich streams) and pharmaceuticals. The SAFT-VR models have had a wide impact on industrial practice. At BP, they have been used to design novel surfactants that have increased the lifetime of oil fields up to five-fold, avoiding maintenance interventions costing millions of dollars and increasing productivity by 50% (worth $2- 3 million per year per well). At Borealis, they have been used to understand how to increase the productivity of the reactor in the flagship Borstar process by 30%. At ICI and Ineos/Mexichem, they have been used to design efficient processes for producing replacement refrigerants with much reduced reliance on extreme and expensive experiments involving hydrogen fluoride, a highly corrosive substance. Industrial demand for access to the predictive capabilities of SAFT-VR has been such that Imperial College has licensed the software in 2013 to a UK SME in order to distribute it worldwide to users.		Fluid mixtures form an integral part of our modern lifestyle, from the use of simple solvents in chemical processing to opto-electronic devices with liquid crystalline and polymeric materials. The prediction of the phase behaviour of these fluids (e.g., in what phase(s) they exist at given temperature, pressure and composition) and of their thermophysical properties, underpins the ability to design efficient and competitive manufacturing processes. Yet, until recently, it had not been possible to accurately model the phase behaviour of complex mixtures involving, for example, water, oil, surfactants and salts. With the Statistical Associating Fluid Theory for potentials of Variable Range (SAFT-VR) platform, the Imperial College group consisting of Professors Claire Adjiman (1998-date), Amparo Galindo (2000- date) and George Jackson (1998- date) has played a central role in developing a theoretical approach for the description of molecular interactions such as hydrogen bonding, dipolar forces and chain flexibility, which are of crucial importance in industrially-relevant fluids. This body of work represents a major advance in the application of formal statistical mechanics to realistic molecular interactions. Due to its predictive accuracy, which has been validated experimentally, its versatility and its firm molecular foundation, the SAFT approach is rapidly superseding well established chemical engineering equations of state, putting the UK at the leading edge of molecular modelling of multicomponent fluids. The SAFT-VR equation of state, initially developed by Galindo and Jackson, brought significant flexibility to the modelling of complex molecular interactions, allowing hydrogen-bonding, dipolar and other strong interactions to be modelled within a unified approach [1]. The framework has been demonstrated to offer exceptional predictive capabilities for complex fluids including polymers, polar fluids (e.g., carbon dioxide, refrigerants), strongly associating / hydrogen bonding fluids (e.g., carboxylic acids, hydrogen fluoride, water), mixed electrolytes (e.g., inorganic salts, charged surfactants), gas hydrates and asphaltenes. The same models can be used to describe the behaviour of a given mixture across wide temperature and pressure ranges. The group has published 54 papers on the technique and its improvements and applications since the late 90s, and the approach has been widely taken up by other academic researchers. A key milestone in the development of the theory is the extension to mixtures containing electrolytes and exhibiting salting-out behaviour, which are pervasive in the oil and fine chemicals industries. This work, undertaken in collaboration with Schlumberger, showed that a broad range  of electrolytic mixtures could be treated within a single framework, with transferable parameters for the ions, thereby maintaining the predictive capabilities of the approach [2]. A further milestone was reached with the development of a group contribution version, SAFT-, by PhD student Alexandros Lymperiadis (2003-2008; supervisors Adjiman, Galindo, Jackson). In this version, the basic building blocks are atomic groups (e.g., CH3 or OH), rather than whole molecules [3]. This dramatically increased the predictive capabilities of the methodology, by allowing the thermodynamic properties of new molecules or mixtures to be represented reliably, in the absence of any experimental data. While there have been many applications of SAFT-VR to fluids of industrial relevance, those with the highest impact on practice include the modelling of hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) replacement refrigerants by a number of PhD students and PDRAs (1998-2008; supervisors Adjiman, Galindo, Jackson); this need arose since the original chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) refrigerants are responsible for the depletion of ozone in the upper atmosphere. The production of HFCs invariably involves mixtures containing HF, a highly corrosive material, which renders experiments very expensive and complex. SAFT-VR models were shown to predict their behaviour well, while standard methods fail due to the extreme association between the molecules in these mixtures [4]. At the other end of the molecular scale, SAFT has been found to provide an excellent description of the phase equilibria of aqueous solutions of hydrocarbons and micellar solutions of alkyl polyoxyethylene surfactants by PDRA Blanca Garcia (1998-2000; supervisor Jackson) and PhD student Gary Clark (2005-2008; supervisors Galindo, Jackson); the phase diagrams of these non-ionic surfactants and polymers are characterized by closed-loop cloud curves denoting large regions of re-entrant miscibility which require a specific treatment of molecular association [5]. Finally SAFT has been used by PDRA Andrew Haslam (2002 to date; supervisors Galindo, Jackson) to provide a very effective representation of the phase behaviour (adsorption) in gas phase polymerisation reactions [6]; e.g., a gas phase comprising the ethene monomer and but-1-ene co-monomer in contact with a reacting polyethylene grain. As a result of these advances, the academics have been invited to present keynote lectures at leading international conferences, including at the Thermodynamics Conference Series (Jackson, UK, 1999; Adjiman, Greece, 2011), European Symposium on Applied Thermodynamics (ESAT – Jackson, Greece, 2000 and Denmark, 2006; Galindo, St Petersburg, 2011), the EFCE International Workshops on Methods for Product and Process Design (Jackson, Germany, 2010, 2013), Properties and Phase Equilibria for Product and Process Design (PPEPPD – Jackson, Japan, 2001; Galindo, China, 2010), Foundations of Molecular Modeling and Simulation (FOMMS; Adjiman, USA, 2012), the American Institute of Chemical Engineers Annual meetings (AIChE; Jackson, USA, 2012). The group launched the SAFT Workshop Series in 2010; two workshops have taken place so far, in Spain and France. In addition PhD students and postdocs from the group have undertaken numerous consultancies (e.g., BP, Shell, Total, Exxon, Schlumberger, Ciba, BMS, Pfizer, P&G), and as a result of the group interactions a number of our staff are now employed in key companies (BP, Shell, Qatar Petroleum, Air Products, Aspen Technology, Genesis Oil & Gas, KBC Advanced Technologies, Process Systems Enterprise, Solvay etc.).		* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. *[1] P. Paricaud, A. Galindo, G. Jackson, “Recent advances in the use of the SAFT approach in describing electrolytes, interfaces, liquid crystals and polymers”, Fluid Phase Equilibria, Vol 194, pp. 87- 96, (2002) ISSN:0378-3812, DOI: 10.1016/S0378-3812(01)00659-8 [2] B.H. Patel, P. Paricaud, A. Galindo, G.C. Maitland, “Prediction of the salting-out effect of strong electrolytes on water plus alkane solutions”, Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research, Vol 42, pp. 3809-3823, (2003) ISSN:0888-5885, DOI: 10.1021/ie020918u *[3] A. Lymperiadis, C.S. Adjiman, A. Galindo, G. Jackson, “A group contribution method for associating chain molecules based on the statistical associating fluid theory (SAFT-gamma)”, Journal of  Chemical Physics, Vol 127, pp. 234903-234903-22, (2007) ISSN:0021-9606, DOI: 10.1063/1.2813894 [4] A. Galindo, S.J. Burton, G. Jackson, D.P. Visco, D.A. Kofke, “Improved models for the phase behaviour of hydrogen fluoride: chain and ring aggregates in the SAFT approach and the AEOS model”, Molecular Physics, Vol 100, pp. 2241-2259, (2002) ISSN:0026-8976, DOI: 10.1080/00268970210130939 [5] G.N.I. Clark, A. Galindo , G. Jackson, S. Rogers and A.N. Burgess, “Modeling and understanding closed-loop liquid - Liquid immiscibility in aqueous solutions of poly(ethylene glycol) using the SAFT-VR approach with transferable parameters”, Macromolecules, Vol 41, pp. 6582-6595, (2008), ISSN:0024- 9297, DOI: 10.1021/ma8007898 *[6] A. J. Haslam, Ø. Moen, C.S. Adjiman, A. Galindo, G. Jackson in “Multiscale Modelling of Polymer Properties”, Laso, M. and Perpète, E.A. ed. (Elsevier Science, Amsterdam), pp. 301-332, (2006), ISBN-13: 978-0444521873, DOI: 10.1016/S1570-7946(06)80015-5		A molecular description of matter using statistical mechanical theories and computer simulation is the key to understanding and predicting the thermophysical properties of dense fluids and materials. Building on the theoretical advances in the development of the SAFT-VR equation of state, and its success in modelling a wide range of complex fluids, SAFT-VR has attracted increasing attention from industry. The application of the SAFT-VR approach to industrial problems has occurred primarily through collaborative projects, secondments and consultancies. Among the more than 20 consultancy and collaborative projects that have been completed successfully using the SAFT-VR technology, we highlight the following impacts: •    Design of manufacturing processes for the production of replacement refrigerants (Chief Scientist, ICI/AkzoNobel [7]): a huge challenge in the design of such processes is the need for phase equilibria data for mixtures involving hydrogen fluoride (HF). This is a highly corrosive and dangerous substance, making experiments difficult, costly and undesirable. In traditional distillation columns, each tray incurs an additional cost of £1m in material costs due to the corrosive nature of HF. Thanks to its predictive capabilities, SAFT-VR was used in lieu of experiments to generate the data required for process design. SAFT-VR has also been used to identify erroneous experimental data, in cases where the formation of two liquid phases had not been correctly identified, thereby lowering the risk of process development by avoiding costly design errors. •    Surfactants: SAFT-VR was used in a collaborative project with BP Exploration to understand the behaviour of surfactants used in enhanced oil recovery to extend oil field lifetimes by a factor of up to 5. BP North Sea Operations Manager [8], our collaborator at BP Exploration, commented that the use of SAFT-VR removed the need for a large experimental programme to identify a surfactant formulation for squeeze treatment, focusing the effort onto half a dozen options only, out of an essentially infinite formulation space. He stated the following: “Large cost savings can be achieved by extending the squeeze lifetimes: the average cost of an intervention on BPA's Magnus asset is £130K (with deferred oil costs) and annual treatment costs run to several million pounds.I could also point to some side-benefits: one of the wells in the North Sea was shut in at 8mbd [mbd=thousand barrels per day] for a scale squeeze. When it was squeezed with the glycol ether treatment, it came back on at 12mbd. The accelerated value of this production would be significant, I would imagine order 2-3mm$ [million $] (1.4 million barrels per year accelerated by 1 year at 20$/bbl, say). Also the business was developed and transferred to TR Oil Services, creating additional work and benefits to the wider UK oil industry. (…) I have rarely seen an academic project yield quite such direct insights and benefits and it remains one of the highlights for me of what can be done with quality research and development.”  The business was developed and transferred to TR Oil Services, creating additional work and benefits to the wider UK oil industry. •    Increased productivity in polyethylene gas phase reactor (Dr Moen, Borealis [9]). SAFT-VR was used to identify a mechanism to increase reactor productivity by 30% during polymerisation in Borealis’ Borstar process [6]. Such an increase in productivity is key to the production of such a commodity product as polyethylene. By changing the “inert” gas used in the process, it was shown that the solubility of the key reactant, ethylene monomer, could be increased significantly, resulting in an increased reaction rate. Such a prediction is made possible by SAFT-VR’s ability to model the behaviour of highly non-ideal polymer- solvent mixtures. The collaborative and consultancy projects created demand for making SAFT-VR more widely available to industrial users. To enable this, the software for the SAFT-VR family of models was licensed in 2009 via Imperial Innovations to Process Systems Enterprise Ltd (PSE), a thriving SME spun out of Imperial in 1997. In 2012, with customers impressed by the accuracy and versatility of the platform, PSE acquired the full rights to the software, which is now marketed as gSAFT [10], [11] and [12]. gSAFT is a key technological element in the £3m project (partly funded by ETI, [13],  on end-to-end modelling of carbon capture and storage (CCS) chains; this project alone has created four full-time highly skilled jobs at PSE’s UK headquarters [10]. The development and marketing of gSAFT as a strategic technology by PSE (Weblink [14]) has re-inforced its impact across multiple industries.		(indicative maximum of 10 references.) [7] Chief Scientist, AkzoNobel previously ICI to confirm the use of the SAFT-VR approach for the for the production of replacement refrigerants [8] North Sea Operations Manager, BP to Impact on increased lifetime and productivity of oil fields through squeeze treatment: [9] Senior Advanced Process Control Manager, Borealis Group to confirm the Impact on polymerisation reactor productivity [10] Marketing Director & Deputy Managing Director, Process Systems Enterprise (PSE) Ltd. to confirm Impact on oil industry and UK process modelling SME via licensing Weblinks [11] “News and Events- One of the most cited pieces of research gets its due” Imperial College London (2007) http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/newsandeventspggrp/imperialcollege/newssummary/news_12-10-2007- 9-51-21 (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/wrf on 5th September, 2013) [12] “gSAFT- Revolutionising physical property prediction for complex fluids” Process Systems Enterprise www.psenterprise.com/gproms/options/physprops/saft/index.html (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/xrf on 5th September, 2013) [13] “UK’s ETI launches £3 million carbon capture and storage project” Energy Efficiency News (2011) http://www.energyefficiencynews.com/uk/i/4479/ (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/yrf on 5th September, 2013) [14] TCE article “Future foods- Coding caviar to avoid species extinction” www.psenterprise.com/gproms/options/physprops/saft/data/tce_saft_feb10.pdf Archived  here at 41534

		805		19200		19200				Mineral separation by froth flotation is the largest tonnage separation process in the world, and is used to recover the very small fraction (<0.5%) of valuable mineral from the mined ore. Typically, 5-15% of the valuable minerals are not recovered due to sub-optimal process settings, most important of which is the air rate. A methodology to determine the optimal air rate range to use, Peak Air Recovery (PAR), was developed by the Froth and Foam Research Group at Imperial College London. Anglo American Platinum produces 40% of the world’s platinum. They use the PAR methodology on all their flotation plants to establish to air rate control limits, tightening the operating range and improving the separation performance. Rio Tinto annually produce 300 000 tons of copper and 500 000 oz gold from their Kennecott Copper mine. They have implemented PAR as a control strategy, and statistical comparative tests have shown an increase in copper and gold recovery from this mine alone of the order of 1%, with a nominal value of approximately $30m per annum.		Mineral separation by froth flotation is the largest tonnage separation process in the world, and is used to recover the very small fraction (<0.5%) of valuable mineral from the mined ore. The ore is finely ground (<100µm) in water and a selective surfactant added to render the valuable minerals hydrophobic. Air is bubbled through the mixture, the hydrophobic particles attach to the bubble surface, rise up and form an overflowing froth from which the valuable mineral particles are recovered. Typically, 5-15% of the valuable minerals are not recovered due to sub-optimal process settings, most important of which is the air rate. Froth flotation collects valuable hydrophobic particles in an overflowing, bursting froth. The air that enters the bottom of the tank can leave either as bubbles in the overflowing froth or by bursting on the surface. The fraction of air overflowing as froth (i.e. not bursting) is called the air recovery, and is typically 5-25% of the total. It has long been surmised that the magnitude of the air recovery affects the separation performance; if no froth overflows, no particles are recovered. The air rate to a flotation tank affects the air recovery as it determines the froth flow velocity and the froth bursting rate. In 2005 the Froth and Foam Research Group first reported that a maximum (or peak) air recovery is found at a particular air rate. The maximum air recovery with air rate can be interpreted qualitatively as follows; at very low air rates, the bubbles in the froth are thoroughly coated with hydrophobic, film-stabilising particles and resist bursting. However, because the froth velocity is also low, the bubbles burst before overflowing. At very high air rates, the bubbles are not fully coated with particles and therefore burst readily and which gives low air recoveries. There is an intermediate air rate at which the bursting rate is reduced by particle loading, but the froth velocity is high enough for a substantial proportion of the bubbles to overflow before bursting. The key research finding was made between 2008 and 2009, when Dr Kathryn Hadler established the direct relationship between flotation mineral recovery and air recovery [1]. This was the result of an extensive set of industrial data collected from flotation plants in South Africa, and its subsequent analysis by Hadler. This showed for the first time that the peak in air recovery, found at a specific air rate, also corresponds to the peak in separation performance; the highest mineral recovery possible under the operating conditions. This allowed the appropriate air rate for any flotation tank to be determined in a rigorous and scientific way, simply by measuring and maximising the air recovery. The method of changing the air rate to achieve PAR, and hence the  best performance, was subsequently patented by Cilliers through Imperial College [2]. The PAR methodology has been extensively tested on industrial sites, and has in all cases improved performance. Some non-confidential data has been published [3,4]. In the key research period, Dr Kathryn Hadler was a Postdoctoral Researcher in the Froth and Foam Research Group, led by Professor Cilliers in the Department of Earth Science and Engineering at Imperial College London.  Both are still in the Department, and Dr Hadler is now a lecturer. In 2010 Prof Cilliers was made a Fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering for his work in flotation.		* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. * [1] K. Hadler,  J.J. Cilliers, “The relationship between the peak in air recovery and flotation bank performance”, Minerals Engineering, Vol 22, Issue 5, pp. 451-455, (2009) DOI: 10.1016/j.mineng.2008.12.004 [2] J.J. Cilliers, “Method of froth flotation control”, Patent WO2009/044149, (2009) http://www.google.co.uk/patents/WO2009044149A1?cl=en * [3] C.D. Smith, K. Hadler, J.J. Cilliers, “Flotation bank air addition and distribution for optimal performance”, Minerals Engineering, Vol 23, pp. 1023-1029, (2010) DOI: 10.1016/j.mineng.2010.05.003 * [4] K. Hadler, C.D. Smith, J.J. Cilliers, “Recovery vs. mass pull: The link to air recovery”, Minerals Engineering, Vol 23, pp. 994-1002, (2010) DOI: 10.1016/j.mineng.2010.04.007		Anglo American Platinum and Rio Tinto supported financially the Froth and Foam Research Group to increase the understanding of the fundamentals of flotation and the importance of froth in mineral separation. This research had two key deliverables; first, to measure flowing froth properties using image analysis; in particular bubble size and velocity, and second to develop a CFD model of flowing froths. As part of the research collaboration, regular meetings were held in the UK and South Africa to discuss the results and their practical implications. During the CFD froth model development, air recovery (the fraction of air entering the cell that overflows as froth, rather than bursting) was identified as an essential boundary condition of the flow models and that it will affect flotation performance. The value for air recovery had not previously been quantified or characterised at all in industrial flotation, and was first measured by the Froth and Foam Research Group. The Group’s research proved to Anglo Platinum and Rio Tinto that air recovery was important and could be measured using image analysis. Air recovery was then, between 2007 and 2009, repeatedly measured by the Froth and Foam Research Group on Anglo Platinum and Rio Tinto copper industrial flotation plants to quantify the relationship between air recovery and the air rate, the most important control variable. It was discovered and confirmed through these trials that a maximum air recovery exists as a function of air rate – the so-called Peak Air Recovery or PAR. The link between the air recovery, specifically PAR, and the separation performance achieved at that air rate was, however, not yet clear. The strong correlation between the air rate, PAR and the separation performance was finally identified in 2009 by Hadler and Cilliers from industrial data they collected [1]. It showed that the air rate to the flotation cell that gives the highest air recovery (PAR), is also the air rate that gives the optimal flotation performance under the operating conditions. This relationship allows the flotation performance to be optimised by making a well-defined measurement solely of the froth flow properties, by simply measuring the air recovery at a range of air rates and finding the air rate that  yields the maximum. Throughout this research period and development of the PAR methodology, Anglo American Platinum and Rio Tinto were research partners. They became convinced of the validity and potential of the PAR research in two ways: first, the data that were used to prove the concepts was collected on their sites and with their cooperation and technical personnel involvement. Second, the results from the novel CFD simulation software developed in parallel by the Froth and Foam research team were proven to predict accurately industrial flotation performance. Since the air recovery concept was a direct outcome of the models, and the data showed that their process responded as predicted, they became convinced of the potential of the PAR methodology for determining plant settings. It was proposed by the Froth and Foam Research Group that the PAR methodology could be used either as a manual technique by plant operators and engineers to optimise their flotation circuits and to inform the parameters used in their control strategies, or as part of an automatic control system. The two companies each took a different approach; Anglo American Platinum the former, Rio Tinto the latter. The measurement and manipulation of air recovery to optimise flotation separation performance procedure was patented by Imperial College in 2009 [2]. Anglo American Platinum independently made significant progress towards developing an automated control system that controls the air rate based on the froth velocity and mass flowrate of solids and liquid overflowing with the froth (the “mass-pull”). They decided not to replace their “mass-pull” control strategy with the PAR methodology, but to use instead the PAR methodology as a tool that can be easily utilized on remote mineral beneficiation sites, thus enabling the optimization of operations to maximize mineral recovery. This technique was licenced from Imperial College to Anglo American Platinum. The control limits determined from PAR allows tighter control of the process and avoids sub-optimal control parameter combinations. Due to the proprietary nature of this methodology we are unable to go into details as to how exactly the new methodology has resulted in impacts, but the PAR methodology has had significant impacts on key strategic drivers such as costs, water and energy efficiency per unit metal at Anglo American Platinum.[C] Rio Tinto has implemented the PAR methodology as the basis of the flotation control system at their Kennecott Copper operation. Statistical trials were performed in 2009 showing an increase in copper recovery of 1%, approximately equivalent to an additional 3 000 tons of copper and 5 000 oz gold produced annually. In 2009 this had a nominal annual value of approximately $30m.[B] The Rio Tinto Annual Report (2010) states: “The [Rio Tinto] Innovation group achieved several milestones during 2010 including the following: Successful trial of an innovative flotation control system at Kennecott Utah Copper demonstrating improved recovery.”[A] The Rio Tinto industrial control system has been fully operational since 2013.		(indicative maximum of 10 references.) [A] The Rio Tinto Annual Report 2010 confirms successful trials. http://www.riotinto.com/annualreport2010/performance/te_performance.html (Archived at  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/7rf on 6th September 2013) [B] The financial value of the impact is commercially confidential. The Chief Development Officer, Innovation, Rio Tinto, can be contacted to corroborate the impact and its value. [C] Head of Research, Anglo American Platinum, will corroborate the impact of the PAR methodology to Anglo American Platinum.

		1041		18000		18000				Research by UCL’s Centre for Transport Studies using PAMELA, a real-world-scale facility for conducting experiments into pedestrian movement, has improved transport services for customers on Thameslink trains and the London Underground, including increasing accessibility to London’s transport for people with barriers to mobility, who make 7.1 million journeys each day. The work has  led  to  multimillion-pound  savings  for  Transport  for  London  by  reducing  the  cost  of Underground  platform  humps.  It  has  also  informed  government  advice  on  procurement  and enabled the resolution of concerns raised by the Guide Dogs for the Blind Association about the safety of the Exhibition Road redevelopment in South Kensington.		PAMELA is a laboratory for the assessment of pedestrian movement: how people react in pedestrian environments, under well-controlled laboratory conditions. The full-scale facility, which was funded by EPSRC from 2003, grew out of work conducted by Professor Nick Tyler (Chadwick Chair of Civil Engineering; UCL 1987-present) for the Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR) in the mid-1990s. Tyler conducts research into person-environment interactions, from the macroscopic interactions within cities, transport and the built environment systems to the microscopic interactions between stimuli in the environment and the person’s ability to manage the physical response. EXCALIBUR (1998-2000): Having observed that wheelchair users and older people could not board – and therefore did not use – new low-floor buses, Tyler developed the EPSRC-funded EXCALIBUR project to work out how to make these buses more accessible. A number of bus stops were constructed using a variety of kerb and surface technologies, and then tested for their effectiveness and ease of use by both drivers and passengers [1]. This research led Tyler to develop a specific set of design specifications for bus stops, allowing buses to stop at a maximum distance of around 50mm - rather than the more common 400-500mm – from the kerb [2]. PAMELA (2003-present): By enabling buses to get much closer to the edge of the kerb, these new stop designs helped alleviate problems with access directly to buses. They did not, however, address the problem of how a disabled person might reach the bus stop in the first place over footways that were often uneven, badly designed and inaccessible. Tyler conceived PAMELA, a novel and highly flexible laboratory in which pedestrian infrastructure could be built, changed, tested, reconfigured, studied and their detailed design evaluated in terms of accessibility and usability for pedestrians with a wide range of mobility levels and access assistant requirements. The construction of the laboratory itself, which took place between 2003 and 2006, required extensive design work based on functional specifications by Tyler in relation to lighting facilities, and the development of a flexible floor surface that retained sufficiently stiff characteristics to be representative of ground conditions with interchangeable real surface materials such as concrete pavers, stone, and asphalt; could be tilted either as a whole surface or in part; and was able to include specific elements of the pedestrian infrastructure, including pedestrian crossings and bus stops, at full scale. He also developed specifications for a range of sensing equipment. Thameslink 2000 (2008-present): In 2008, early plans for the £3.5bn Thameslink 2000 railway line project revealed potential incompatibility between the predicted level of demand and the proposed service frequency. The Department for Transport asked Tyler to construct a life-scale train carriage and station platform interface in the PAMELA facility in order to test the boarding and alighting performance of the proposed trains and passenger numbers [3]. The UCL team constructed a mock-up life-size half carriage to Siemens’ specification for stock for the Thameslink 2000 project. The model had variable-width doors, moveable seating, and a station environment that could be varied in terms of platform heights. 150 participants were then recruited to board and alight the carriage  under  different  loading,  boarding  and  alighting  conditions.  Over  11,000  passenger  movements were recorded. Various aspects were tested under the predicted load scenarios, including the distribution of passengers along the platforms in the four central London stations. The research found that the proposed demand would not be met by the proposed service frequency but that certain elements should be specified in the requirements for the new trains in the procurement process in order to minimise the problems. These specifications included door widths, vestibule design and specified platform heights at stations. Network Rail subsequently requested that UCL construct the train design being proposed by Siemens as the preferred bidder for the project’s train design [4]. Further work on passenger movements has been commissioned to run in November 2013 London Underground platform humps: In 2008 London Underground Ltd asked Tyler to use PAMELA to examine their proposed platform humps, raised sections of platform making it easier for wheelchair users, parents with buggies and passengers with luggage to board and alight Underground trains. In particular, Tyler was asked to evaluate potential safety issues relating to the humps, including the risk of wheelchairs rolling down the ramp onto the track, the likelihood of trains not stopping precisely, and the ease with which visually impaired people could use them. To that end, Tyler’s team built a set of platform humps including multidirectional slopes at different gradients, surfaces and markings. Tests conducted in 2008 with a variety of disabled research participants included evaluations of the ease of their access onto and off a ‘train floor’ at different points on the gradients, and of whether or not proposed platform widths accommodated wheelchair manoeuvrability. This data was used in subsequent work between 2009 and 2010 to show that a time reduction of 3 seconds in the dwell time (the time the train is stationary in the station), which allowed the same train frequency with one fewer train, could be achieved by reducing the vertical gap between the train and the platform along the entire length of the platform [5],[6],[7]. London  Underground  New  Concept  Deep  Tube  Train:  In  2012/13,  London  Underground commissioned the laboratory to develop a mock-up train for their New Concept Deep Tube Train Programme. In this case, a life-size full tube train carriage was constructed according to the current conceptual design, but with passenger-facing innovations such as variable door widths, interchangeable seating and grab poles, and a station environment including variable platform heights and platform edge doors. This was then tested with 120 participants boarding and alighting under different loading conditions. [9] Tubelines Ltd (2009): Research carried out for Tubelines tested the feasibility of using portable ramps to enable wheelchair users to enter and leave tube trains. The work, which involved constructing a number of deep-tube mock-ups tested by wheelchair users and other participants, demonstrated that the proposed ramps were not appropriate, as the ramps took too long to deploy and were particularly challenging where the train floor is lower than the platform surface. Exhibition Road (2010-2011): In 2010, Guide Dogs for the Blind Association and Transport for London asked UCL to test a variety of horizontal warning systems for the kerb-free, single-surface shared road space in Exhibition Road, home to the Natural History Museum, Science Museum and Victoria & Albert Museum. The Association was particularly concerned about the safety of a kerb- free, single-surface space shared by pedestrians and vehicles without segregation. The work carried out in PAMELA tested 54 different designs for tactile horizontal delineation intended to provide information to visually impaired people about the location of safe and less-safe areas within the shared space. These were tested with a sample of visually impaired people, wheelchair users, ambulant elderly people and others to determine which design should be used in the actual application. It found no clear winner, but showed that the existing ‘corduroy’ surface might be usable for this purpose, recommending a width of 600mm [8]. Other members of the team: Dr Taku Fujiyama (Lecturer at UCL since 2004); Dr Craig Childs (Research Associate at UCL, 2003-2013)		1. Caiaffa M.M., N.A. Tyler (2001) Evaluation of Changes to Bus Stop Design to Benefit Elderly and Disabled People. Ninth International Conference on Mobility and Transport for Elderly and Disabled People, Warsaw, July. Available on request.  2. Tyler N (2002) Accessibility and the Bus System, Thomas Telford, UK. ISBN 0727729802. Available on request. 3. Fujiyama T, Nowers J, Childs C, Boampong D, Tyler N (2008) Investigation into Train Dwell Time. Client: Department for Transport. Available on request. 4. Childs C, Tyler N (2011) Train interaction with platform experiments. Client: Network Rail/Mott MacDonald. Available on request. 5. Fujiyama T, Tyler N (2008) Performance of platform humps. Client: London Underground Ltd. Available on request. 6. Fujiyama T, Childs C, Boampong D, Tyler N (2010) Investigation into the slope gradients for humps on railway platforms, 12th International Conference on Transport for Elderly and Disabled People, Hong Kong, June. Available on request. 7. Karekla X., Tyler, NA (2012) Reduced dwell times resulting from train–platform improvements: the costs and benefits of improving passenger accessibility to metro trains. Transportation Planning and Technology.  http://doi.org/pwc 8. Childs C, Tyler N (2010) Delineators in shared space environments. Client: Transport for London. Available on request. 9. Holloway C., Roan T., Tyler N. (2013) New Deep Tube Train: Features affecting boarding and alighting passengers. Client London Underground Ltd. Available on request. References 3, 5, 9 best demonstrate the quality of the research. Research grants: Professor Tyler has received repeated EPSRC funding for this research, including EXCALIBUR (GR/l82045/01), £99k, 1998-2000; PAMELA (GR/S44631/01), £2.1m 2004- 2007; AMPERE (EP/G013071/1), £2.4m, 2008-2013.		Each day, a total of 7.1 million trips are made on London’s transport system by people with a barrier to mobility; that is, with a disability, aged over 74, or accompanied by a child under five (and therefore likely to have a buggy and/or to be carrying heavy luggage) [a]. By catalysing and informing improvements in several areas of that system, the research outlined above has not only allowed transport providers to deliver better – and often more cost effective – services, but has also improved users’ access to and experience of public transport. As such, it has enhanced visitor and tourist experiences of London, encouraged wider take-up of London’s transport service, and helped improve the welfare and quality of life of the millions of people who use those services every day, particularly among those with mobility barriers. London Underground – platform humps: The research on platform humps formed the basis of recommendations London Underground used to develop specifications for the installation of humps on the Victoria Line upgrade (2010-2011), and on all other lines as they are upgraded. It found that the design could be more flexible than previously thought and the cost per hump reduced from the initial £500,000 to £300,000, with the prospect of reducing it further to £100,000. The humps were introduced on the Victoria Line between 2010 and 2011 and the Metropolitan line in 2012. As of 2012, 90 humps had been installed at 35 stations across the Underground network, representing a multi-million pound saving to TfL. [a] The results of UCL’s work on Thameslink 2000 ensured that, in 2008, the specifications UCL recommended were supplied to all bidders for the train design and manufacture call for tenders. The Thameslink research highlighted some issues that were then pursued by Network Rail with Siemens as part of the final negotiations over the supply of these trains [output 4, above]. The work was also a cornerstone of the House of Lords Select Committee on Science and Technology Report on Government Procurement (2011), in which Tyler’s empirical approach to using scientific facilities was praised as an example of best practice in innovative procurement, rather than relying on computer models alone to provide estimates [b]. The work has been made available to the Crossrail team, with the DfT’s Chief Scientific Advisor recommending they adopt a similar process (although at an earlier stage) for their trains [c]. The Select Committee also commented that the Olympic Delivery Authority had taken note of the Thameslink project with a view to including its  findings in their activities for its train transport systems [b]. The research has informed transport authorities’ understanding of the value of life-scale research. For example, in 2012-13, London Underground’s use of PAMELA for the New Concept Deep Tube  Train  Programme  [d]  was  the  first  time  they  started  to  develop  the  concept  from  the passenger perspective rather than the mechanical/engineering perspective. The results of the trials have enabled London Underground to test and consider impacts on boarding and alighting rates resulting from different options in the design of the internal and external details of the train and the platform accoutrements (such as platform edge doors). As a result, they have reduced the size of the doors on the new train design to 1600mm, for inclusion in the project tender documents [e]. Shared  road  space,  Exhibition  Road,  South  Kensington:  The  work  at  UCL  allowed  the resolution of concerns raised by the Guide Dogs for the Blind Association about the safety of including a kerb-free, single-surface space shared by pedestrians and vehicles within the local borough’s £30 million redevelopment of Exhibition Road. UCL’s research findings were cited in a judicial review of the project in 2010 [f]. One of UCL’s recommendations was for on-street testing of the corduroy paving at “more acute” angles; Kensington and Chelsea Council commissioned this testing from MVA Consultancy in 2010 and 2011 [g]. The corduroy surface recommended in the underpinning research findings was eventually installed in the area, which is used by around 11 million visitors each year [h, f].		[a]  “Your accessible transport network”, Transport for London, 2012. Corroborates the number of trips made on London’s transport system by people with a barrier to mobility (page 7) and that 90 platform humps had been installed as of 2012 (page 10). The saving to TfL is calculated from £200,000 per hump.  http://www.tfl.gov.uk/assets/downloads/your-accessible-transport- network.pdf [b]  House of Lords Select Committee on Science and Technology Report on Government Procurement, chapter 3. Corroborates that the committee recognised the use of PAMELA as an innovative procurement solution, and the use of UCL’s findings by Crossrail and the Olympic Delivery Authority. http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201012/ldselect/ldsctech/148/14806.htm [c]   The Deputy Chief Scientific Advisor at the Department for Transport can confirm how the DfT has used the findings from PAMELA. Contact details provided separately. [d]  Holloway C., Roan, T-R, Tyler N. (2013), New Deep Tube Train: design features affecting boarding and alighting of passengers. Report to London Underground Ltd. Available on request. [e]  A statement from Lead Project Engineer, Deep Tube Programme at London Underground corroborates the changes to the design prepared for the project tender. Available on request. [f]   “Judicial review into 'frightening' Exhibition Road plan”, BBC News, 5 March 2010, confirms judicial review by Guide Dogs for the Blind and the 11 million visitors to Exhibition Road. http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/london/8551047.stm [g]  Confirmation of Kensington and Chelsea Council following UCL’s recommendations on page i of http://www.rbkc.gov.uk/PDF/20110616%20MVA%20Exhibition%20Road%20Delineator%20Te sting_Final%20Report%20%20Appendices.pdf [h]  Use of corduroy road surface confirmed in Guide Dogs for the Blind article: http://www.guidedogs.org.uk/news/a-more-inclusive-exhibition-road/

		1296		18000		8000				There have been both direct and indirect contributions to cost savings, reduced fuel consumption and reduced CO2 emissions through Sussex research into gas turbine engine technology. Rolls- Royce and GE Aviation have benefited from experimental measurements that have allowed improvements to internal air systems flow modelling. This has led to savings in engine testing of approximately £10M over the period; indirectly it has also led to substantial economic benefits through reduced costs for engine manufacturers and their airline clients, and to improved design of internal cooling and sealing systems, which has direct impact on reduced fuel consumption and emissions.		A gas turbine’s efficiency improves with increased turbine inlet temperatures; temperatures sufficiently high, ~1800oC, as to melt the engine. Hence, air-driven component cooling and sealing are essential. The focus of this study is the improvement of cooling and sealing flows to critical components. Engine Operation The behaviour of the complex geometry and material mix comprising an aero-engine is affected by the passage of the gas and associated compression and ignition processes. The main gas path flow is separated from the internal air system by the peripheral surface, shroud, of the compressor drum. The internal air system provides cooling to the rotating blades and stationary nozzle guide vanes; and aerodynamically seals the gap between rotating and stationary surfaces. Once used, the cooling and sealing air is ejected into the mainstream flow which can have a detrimental effect on overall thermodynamic efficiency. It is essential that results from simulations are experimentally validated; thus making acceptable simulated design changes. The wealth of expertise developed over thirty years, combined with strategic alliances with Rolls-Royce (1996-2009), and GE Aviation (2011- ) has enabled significant research, both experimental and theoretical, to be undertaken on the internal air systems of gas turbine engines. Fully Coupled CFD Model There is a need to understand the effect of gas property changes on physical engine components. Prior to this work, circa 1995, two separate computer simulation codes were required: one to model the gas flow behaviour (velocities, temperatures, heat transfer by convection); a second to model engine component behaviour (displacement, stress, temperature, heat transfer by conduction). The output from one code formed the input to the other. Transferring the data required significant manual intervention to compensate for the lack of coupling; for example for relative displacements, such as the gap between a rotating and stationary component, affected by thermal expansion, and directly linked through gas flow and component surface temperature, each calculated in different codes. Research, initiated by Rolls-Royce, led to the seamless coupling of the two codes [R1], now used extensively within Rolls-Royce for engine design, as predicting surface temperatures inside an engine is crucial in forecasting thermally-induced stress and displacements; component life; and cooling and sealing air temperatures.  Measurement and Validation High  precision  rigs  and  measuring  techniques  have  been  developed  to  provide  insight  and validation data. The interaction of the internal air system flow with the compressor discs and drive shaft, and methods  to  enhance  the  heat  transfer  from  compressor  discs  were  studied  experimentally providing:     measurements and correlations of heat transfer from the disc, drive cone and peripheral surfaces of a typical high pressure compressor geometry [R2];     measurements and correlations of the discharge coefficients from transfer holes in a rotating drive shaft [R3];     measurements of the time constants of the discs under engine acceleration and deceleration transient conditions [R4]. A two-stage, high-pressure turbine test rig was used to investigate the flow and heat transfer within cavities adjacent to the main annulus section, leading to:     measurements  of  sealing  effectiveness  over  a  range  of  cooling  flows  for  different configurations of cooling hole design [R5];     quantification, by CO2 tracer gas, of ingestion, reingestion and interstage seal flows [R6].		Authors who were staff at the time the research was carried out are indicated thus: CA Long. All other authors, with the exception of Childs in [R6], are (or were) employees of Rolls-Royce plc, Derby. R1    Illingworth, J.B., Hills, N.J., Barnes, C.J. (2005) ‘3D fluid - Solid Heat Transfer Coupling of an Aero Engine Pre-Swirl System’, Proceedings of the ASME Turbo Expo, 3 PART A, 801-811, DOI:10.1115/GT2005-68939 R2    Long, C.A., and Childs, P.R.N. (2007) ‘Shroud Heat Transfer Measurements Inside a Heated Rotating Multiple Cavity with Axial Throughflow’, International Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow, Vol. 28(6), 1405-1417, DOI:10.1016/j.ijheatfluidflow.2007.04.009 R3    Alexiou, A., Hills, N.J., Long, C.A., Turner, A.B., L., Wong, L-S., and Millward, J.A. (2000) ‘Discharge Coefficients for Flow Through Holes Normal to a Rotating Shaft’, International Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow, Vol. 21(6), 701-709,  DOI:10.1016/S0142-727X(00)00068-0 R4    Atkins, N.R. (2013) ‘Investigation of a Radial-Inflow Bleed as a Potential for Compressor Clearance Control’, Proceedings of ASME Turbo Expo 2013, Volume 3A: Heat Transfer, Paper No. GT2013-95768, ppV03AT15A020-, DOI:10.1115/GT2013-95768 R5    Dixon, J.A., Valencia, A.G. Coren, D.D., Eastwood, D., and Long. C.A. (2012) ‘Main Annulus Gas Path Interactions – Turbine Stator Well Heat Transfer’, Proceedings of ASME Turbo Expo 2012, Paper No. GT2012-68588. Also in ASME Journal of Turbomachinery Vol. 136 (2), DOI: 10.1115/1.4023622 R6    Eastwood,  D.,  Coren,  D.D.,  Long,  C.A,  Atkins,  N.R.  Childs,  P.R.N., Scanlon,  T.J.,  and Guijarro-Valencia, A. (2012) ‘Experimental Investigation of Turbine Stator Well Rim Seal, Reingestion and Interstage Seal Flows Using Gas Concentration Techniques and Displacement Measurements’, ASME Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power, Vol. 134(8), pp 082501-1-082501-9, DOI:10.1115/1.4005967 Outputs R2, R4 and R6 best indicate the quality of the underpinning research.  Key researchers:     A  Alexiou  at  Sussex  1995  –  2002,  Research  Fellow,  now  Senior  Researcher  at  the Laboratory of Thermal Turbomachines, National Technical University, Athens     NR Atkins at Sussex 2007 – 2009, Lecturer, now lecturer at the Whittle Lab, University of Cambridge     PRN  Childs  at  Sussex  1987-2008,  Professor,  now  Professor  in  Engineering  Design  at Imperial College     DD  Coren  at  Sussex  2002  –  2010,  Research  Fellow,  now  Senior  Lecturer,  School  of Computing, Engineering and Mathematics, University of Brighton     D Eastwood at Sussex 2006 – 2010, Graduate Assistant and PhD Student, now Development Engineer for PTL, Shoreham by Sea, West Sussex     NJ Hills at Sussex 1998 – 2005, Senior Research Fellow, now Professor of Computational Engineering, University of Surrey     JB Illingworth at Sussex 2001 – 2005, Tutor and PhD student now Powertrain Integration Engineer for Ford Motor Company, Essex     V Kanjirakkad at Sussex 2011 – present, Lecturer and Early Career Researcher working on GE projects     CA Long at Sussex, 1982 – present, Reader since 2001 at University of Sussex     AB Turner at Sussex 1983 – 2009, Professor     LS Wong at Sussex 1998 – 2002, Research Officer     H Xia at Sussex 2011 – present, Lecturer and Early Career Researcher		Improved understanding of internal air system flows and heat transfer has reduced engine development time and testing costs; and indirectly contributed to improvements in production and operating costs, component life and weight, efficiency, and CO2 emissions. The use of computational models in place of engine tests has allowed Rolls-Royce to save an estimated £10M on engine testing and contributed to the improvement of engine design models in a range of areas [C1]. Fully Coupled CFD Model The computational fluid dynamics model was coupled to the Rolls-Royce in-house thermo- mechanical analysis program SC03 in 2006; and has a capability which is still at least four years ahead of that available commercially [C1]. The fully coupled model is used extensively by Rolls- Royce and has been applied effectively to many engine projects including the V2500, Trent 700, 900 and 1000 engines. In some very specific cases [C1] the code has been validated against engine test data, and used with Certification Authority approval, in support of life predictions of critical engine components. It is estimated that the use of the code has prevented four engine tests from having to be carried out, a direct saving of £8M. The use of this Certification Authority approved method has increased the accuracy of component life predictions and increased the operating periods between recalls; thus Rolls-Royce, as well as their customers, have seen considerable reductions in cost and disruption. The value is impossible to calculate, but has been informally estimated at around a billion pounds over a ten year period. Measurement and Validation Correlations of heat transfer data acquired from the experimental work, since the early 1990s and subsequently built upon, have been adopted by Rolls-Royce for use in computational models predicting surface temperature, displacement, stress and critical component life. These have been applied to the internal rotating surfaces of high pressure compressor drums, where the use of computational models of the fluid flow, CFD, to acquire heat transfer data are impractical due to the unsteady nature of the flow field coupled with buoyancy effects. The correlations are used extensively in current thermal models of Trent series engines. The main  benefit to Rolls-Royce is more accurate predictions of the life of critical components, which can be used to determine service and replacement intervals, resulting in improved operation with the accompanying financial benefits [C1]. The work on the interaction of the internal air system flow with the drive shaft provided discharge coefficient data for the holes in the drive shaft used to transfer the internal air system flow to the turbine stages. This allowed Rolls-Royce to proceed with the design of the Trent series contra- rotating turbine section, allowing a 0.5% improvement in Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC), without having to carry out a £2M engine test. The study that investigated enhancement of heat transfer from compressor discs has provided very comprehensive design data for future generations of actively-cooled engines. At the very least, this would allow a 30% reduction in the clearance between compressor blades and engine casing at cruise conditions with a corresponding 0.2% reduction in SFC. An appreciation of the value of this data can be obtained from the fact that Rolls-Royce are exploiting the findings and applying the results to current and new engine designs [C1]. Rolls-Royce has used the turbine rim seal flow and heat transfer data to validate computational predictions of flow structure and convective heat transfer for some (Trent series) engine components. The understanding gained through this research is being used to optimise cooling air consumption in Trent series engines, and to determine turbine disc integrity and cyclic life. The results from this work have not allowed engine tests to be replaced with modelling but it does have the potential to do so [C2]. A direct impact of the work is a reduction of 0.1% in SFC of Trent XWB engines now on order, this amounts to an extra passenger on each plane. GE Aviation Impact A new research partnership was formed with GE Aviation in 2011. This was motivated by the unique test capabilities and skills at Sussex, as described in the open literature, [R2, R4-R6]. Work carried out for GE has already had an effect on processes and productivity improvements leading to a direct saving of $0.55M (£0.34M) [C2]. Environmental Benefits The environmental impact of the research described, beyond the economic benefits to Rolls-Royce and GE, is to contribute towards a 2% reduction in SFC from reduced turbine cooling flow, improved turbine and compressor efficiency, and a 2% reduction in CO2 emissions, by the engines currently in use.  Broadly, the benefits of research into gas turbine technology are indicated by an improvement of 1% in cruise specific fuel consumption (SFC) on a single aircraft engine being worth around $100,000 (£62,000) / year, 2013 prices, in reduced fuel costs. The improvement in SFC is matched by an equal saving in CO2 emissions and a 1% reduction in CO2 is equivalent to a saving of about 600 tonnes of CO2 per engine / year. To put this in perspective, the current fleet of British Airways aircraft has over 600 engines, and Virgin Atlantic has about 150.		C1    Chief of Thermal Systems, Rolls-Royce. C2    Advanced Testing Leader, GE Aviation

		1296		18000		10000				There have been both direct and indirect contributions to cost savings, reduced fuel consumption and reduced CO2 emissions through Sussex research into gas turbine engine technology. Rolls- Royce and GE Aviation have benefited from experimental measurements that have allowed improvements to internal air systems flow modelling. This has led to savings in engine testing of approximately £10M over the period; indirectly it has also led to substantial economic benefits through reduced costs for engine manufacturers and their airline clients, and to improved design of internal cooling and sealing systems, which has direct impact on reduced fuel consumption and emissions.		A gas turbine’s efficiency improves with increased turbine inlet temperatures; temperatures sufficiently high, ~1800oC, as to melt the engine. Hence, air-driven component cooling and sealing are essential. The focus of this study is the improvement of cooling and sealing flows to critical components. Engine Operation The behaviour of the complex geometry and material mix comprising an aero-engine is affected by the passage of the gas and associated compression and ignition processes. The main gas path flow is separated from the internal air system by the peripheral surface, shroud, of the compressor drum. The internal air system provides cooling to the rotating blades and stationary nozzle guide vanes; and aerodynamically seals the gap between rotating and stationary surfaces. Once used, the cooling and sealing air is ejected into the mainstream flow which can have a detrimental effect on overall thermodynamic efficiency. It is essential that results from simulations are experimentally validated; thus making acceptable simulated design changes. The wealth of expertise developed over thirty years, combined with strategic alliances with Rolls-Royce (1996-2009), and GE Aviation (2011- ) has enabled significant research, both experimental and theoretical, to be undertaken on the internal air systems of gas turbine engines. Fully Coupled CFD Model There is a need to understand the effect of gas property changes on physical engine components. Prior to this work, circa 1995, two separate computer simulation codes were required: one to model the gas flow behaviour (velocities, temperatures, heat transfer by convection); a second to model engine component behaviour (displacement, stress, temperature, heat transfer by conduction). The output from one code formed the input to the other. Transferring the data required significant manual intervention to compensate for the lack of coupling; for example for relative displacements, such as the gap between a rotating and stationary component, affected by thermal expansion, and directly linked through gas flow and component surface temperature, each calculated in different codes. Research, initiated by Rolls-Royce, led to the seamless coupling of the two codes [R1], now used extensively within Rolls-Royce for engine design, as predicting surface temperatures inside an engine is crucial in forecasting thermally-induced stress and displacements; component life; and cooling and sealing air temperatures.  Measurement and Validation High  precision  rigs  and  measuring  techniques  have  been  developed  to  provide  insight  and validation data. The interaction of the internal air system flow with the compressor discs and drive shaft, and methods  to  enhance  the  heat  transfer  from  compressor  discs  were  studied  experimentally providing:     measurements and correlations of heat transfer from the disc, drive cone and peripheral surfaces of a typical high pressure compressor geometry [R2];     measurements and correlations of the discharge coefficients from transfer holes in a rotating drive shaft [R3];     measurements of the time constants of the discs under engine acceleration and deceleration transient conditions [R4]. A two-stage, high-pressure turbine test rig was used to investigate the flow and heat transfer within cavities adjacent to the main annulus section, leading to:     measurements  of  sealing  effectiveness  over  a  range  of  cooling  flows  for  different configurations of cooling hole design [R5];     quantification, by CO2 tracer gas, of ingestion, reingestion and interstage seal flows [R6].		Authors who were staff at the time the research was carried out are indicated thus: CA Long. All other authors, with the exception of Childs in [R6], are (or were) employees of Rolls-Royce plc, Derby. R1    Illingworth, J.B., Hills, N.J., Barnes, C.J. (2005) ‘3D fluid - Solid Heat Transfer Coupling of an Aero Engine Pre-Swirl System’, Proceedings of the ASME Turbo Expo, 3 PART A, 801-811, DOI:10.1115/GT2005-68939 R2    Long, C.A., and Childs, P.R.N. (2007) ‘Shroud Heat Transfer Measurements Inside a Heated Rotating Multiple Cavity with Axial Throughflow’, International Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow, Vol. 28(6), 1405-1417, DOI:10.1016/j.ijheatfluidflow.2007.04.009 R3    Alexiou, A., Hills, N.J., Long, C.A., Turner, A.B., L., Wong, L-S., and Millward, J.A. (2000) ‘Discharge Coefficients for Flow Through Holes Normal to a Rotating Shaft’, International Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow, Vol. 21(6), 701-709,  DOI:10.1016/S0142-727X(00)00068-0 R4    Atkins, N.R. (2013) ‘Investigation of a Radial-Inflow Bleed as a Potential for Compressor Clearance Control’, Proceedings of ASME Turbo Expo 2013, Volume 3A: Heat Transfer, Paper No. GT2013-95768, ppV03AT15A020-, DOI:10.1115/GT2013-95768 R5    Dixon, J.A., Valencia, A.G. Coren, D.D., Eastwood, D., and Long. C.A. (2012) ‘Main Annulus Gas Path Interactions – Turbine Stator Well Heat Transfer’, Proceedings of ASME Turbo Expo 2012, Paper No. GT2012-68588. Also in ASME Journal of Turbomachinery Vol. 136 (2), DOI: 10.1115/1.4023622 R6    Eastwood,  D.,  Coren,  D.D.,  Long,  C.A,  Atkins,  N.R.  Childs,  P.R.N., Scanlon,  T.J.,  and Guijarro-Valencia, A. (2012) ‘Experimental Investigation of Turbine Stator Well Rim Seal, Reingestion and Interstage Seal Flows Using Gas Concentration Techniques and Displacement Measurements’, ASME Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power, Vol. 134(8), pp 082501-1-082501-9, DOI:10.1115/1.4005967 Outputs R2, R4 and R6 best indicate the quality of the underpinning research.  Key researchers:     A  Alexiou  at  Sussex  1995  –  2002,  Research  Fellow,  now  Senior  Researcher  at  the Laboratory of Thermal Turbomachines, National Technical University, Athens     NR Atkins at Sussex 2007 – 2009, Lecturer, now lecturer at the Whittle Lab, University of Cambridge     PRN  Childs  at  Sussex  1987-2008,  Professor,  now  Professor  in  Engineering  Design  at Imperial College     DD  Coren  at  Sussex  2002  –  2010,  Research  Fellow,  now  Senior  Lecturer,  School  of Computing, Engineering and Mathematics, University of Brighton     D Eastwood at Sussex 2006 – 2010, Graduate Assistant and PhD Student, now Development Engineer for PTL, Shoreham by Sea, West Sussex     NJ Hills at Sussex 1998 – 2005, Senior Research Fellow, now Professor of Computational Engineering, University of Surrey     JB Illingworth at Sussex 2001 – 2005, Tutor and PhD student now Powertrain Integration Engineer for Ford Motor Company, Essex     V Kanjirakkad at Sussex 2011 – present, Lecturer and Early Career Researcher working on GE projects     CA Long at Sussex, 1982 – present, Reader since 2001 at University of Sussex     AB Turner at Sussex 1983 – 2009, Professor     LS Wong at Sussex 1998 – 2002, Research Officer     H Xia at Sussex 2011 – present, Lecturer and Early Career Researcher		Improved understanding of internal air system flows and heat transfer has reduced engine development time and testing costs; and indirectly contributed to improvements in production and operating costs, component life and weight, efficiency, and CO2 emissions. The use of computational models in place of engine tests has allowed Rolls-Royce to save an estimated £10M on engine testing and contributed to the improvement of engine design models in a range of areas [C1]. Fully Coupled CFD Model The computational fluid dynamics model was coupled to the Rolls-Royce in-house thermo- mechanical analysis program SC03 in 2006; and has a capability which is still at least four years ahead of that available commercially [C1]. The fully coupled model is used extensively by Rolls- Royce and has been applied effectively to many engine projects including the V2500, Trent 700, 900 and 1000 engines. In some very specific cases [C1] the code has been validated against engine test data, and used with Certification Authority approval, in support of life predictions of critical engine components. It is estimated that the use of the code has prevented four engine tests from having to be carried out, a direct saving of £8M. The use of this Certification Authority approved method has increased the accuracy of component life predictions and increased the operating periods between recalls; thus Rolls-Royce, as well as their customers, have seen considerable reductions in cost and disruption. The value is impossible to calculate, but has been informally estimated at around a billion pounds over a ten year period. Measurement and Validation Correlations of heat transfer data acquired from the experimental work, since the early 1990s and subsequently built upon, have been adopted by Rolls-Royce for use in computational models predicting surface temperature, displacement, stress and critical component life. These have been applied to the internal rotating surfaces of high pressure compressor drums, where the use of computational models of the fluid flow, CFD, to acquire heat transfer data are impractical due to the unsteady nature of the flow field coupled with buoyancy effects. The correlations are used extensively in current thermal models of Trent series engines. The main  benefit to Rolls-Royce is more accurate predictions of the life of critical components, which can be used to determine service and replacement intervals, resulting in improved operation with the accompanying financial benefits [C1]. The work on the interaction of the internal air system flow with the drive shaft provided discharge coefficient data for the holes in the drive shaft used to transfer the internal air system flow to the turbine stages. This allowed Rolls-Royce to proceed with the design of the Trent series contra- rotating turbine section, allowing a 0.5% improvement in Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC), without having to carry out a £2M engine test. The study that investigated enhancement of heat transfer from compressor discs has provided very comprehensive design data for future generations of actively-cooled engines. At the very least, this would allow a 30% reduction in the clearance between compressor blades and engine casing at cruise conditions with a corresponding 0.2% reduction in SFC. An appreciation of the value of this data can be obtained from the fact that Rolls-Royce are exploiting the findings and applying the results to current and new engine designs [C1]. Rolls-Royce has used the turbine rim seal flow and heat transfer data to validate computational predictions of flow structure and convective heat transfer for some (Trent series) engine components. The understanding gained through this research is being used to optimise cooling air consumption in Trent series engines, and to determine turbine disc integrity and cyclic life. The results from this work have not allowed engine tests to be replaced with modelling but it does have the potential to do so [C2]. A direct impact of the work is a reduction of 0.1% in SFC of Trent XWB engines now on order, this amounts to an extra passenger on each plane. GE Aviation Impact A new research partnership was formed with GE Aviation in 2011. This was motivated by the unique test capabilities and skills at Sussex, as described in the open literature, [R2, R4-R6]. Work carried out for GE has already had an effect on processes and productivity improvements leading to a direct saving of $0.55M (£0.34M) [C2]. Environmental Benefits The environmental impact of the research described, beyond the economic benefits to Rolls-Royce and GE, is to contribute towards a 2% reduction in SFC from reduced turbine cooling flow, improved turbine and compressor efficiency, and a 2% reduction in CO2 emissions, by the engines currently in use.  Broadly, the benefits of research into gas turbine technology are indicated by an improvement of 1% in cruise specific fuel consumption (SFC) on a single aircraft engine being worth around $100,000 (£62,000) / year, 2013 prices, in reduced fuel costs. The improvement in SFC is matched by an equal saving in CO2 emissions and a 1% reduction in CO2 is equivalent to a saving of about 600 tonnes of CO2 per engine / year. To put this in perspective, the current fleet of British Airways aircraft has over 600 engines, and Virgin Atlantic has about 150.		C1    Chief of Thermal Systems, Rolls-Royce. C2    Advanced Testing Leader, GE Aviation

		963		18000		18000				This Manchester based research developed algorithms and techniques that enable large-scale industrial processes, which would previously have been operated inefficiently in open-loop, to be both monitored and controlled. The spin-out company, Perceptive Engineering Limited (PEL), was formed in 2003 exclusively to exploit this research. Its current turnover is approximately £1.5m pa, it employs more than 20 full-time members of staff, and since 2008 has been growing at a rate of ~20% per year. PEL sells industrial software which delivers advanced process control and condition monitoring. This technology is impacting on manufacturing and utility companies, providing financial savings of ~£18m pa worldwide as well as delivering considerable environmental benefits.		2.  Underpinning research The impact is based on research that took place at The University of Manchester from 1994-date, with the first major publication in 1999. The key researchers were: Professor David Sandoz (1994-2006) Professor Barry Lennox (1998-present) Dr Ognjen Marjanovic (1998-present) Dr Matt Desforges, PDRA (1998-2003) Dr Matt McEwan, PDRA (2000-2003) Dr Marie O’Brien, PDRA (2006-2008) The aim of the research was (and continues to be) to develop algorithms and techniques that enable large scale industrial processes to be both monitored and controlled. Professors Sandoz and Lennox pioneered research into integrating the condition monitoring capabilities offered by multivariate statistical techniques with model predictive control. This integration has enabled control systems to be developed and applied to processes that would previously have been operated inefficiently in open-loop. In particular the research led to a series of algorithms capable of simultaneously regulating and monitoring processes where sensors can be unreliable and which operate in batch form. The key findings/insights were as follows: 1.  Novel multivariate statistical algorithms were developed that could be used in real-time to detect faults with sufficient robustness for them to be integrated into plant safety systems and automatically shutdown equipment when necessary [1, 5]. 2.  Multivariate statistical models were demonstrated to provide an integrated approach to monitoring and control. This research enabled controllers to be developed that were able to monitor their own performance and determine when re-modelling or re-tuning was required [3]. Furthermore, it enabled controllers to be developed that were able to cope seamlessly with poor-quality sensor measurements [4]. 3.  A series of algorithms, able to provide simple and accurate control and monitoring of processes that operate in a batch manner, were developed. These algorithms were found to be suitable even in situations where the length of each batch varied considerably [2, 6]. This research remains highly productive and continues to feed into the impact. Joint research projects between PEL and The University of Manchester focus on enabling state-of-the-art control technology to be applied to solve manufacturing problems in the UK and overseas [4].		The research was published in internationally leading journals, including top journals in the field of applied process control such as Control Engineering Practice and the Journal of Process Control. It was also published in high-impact application-specific journals, such as Biotechnology and Bioengineering. Outputs [1], [2], and [5] are each in the top 3% of most highly cited papers in the journals in which they were published (Scopus, July 2013). Output [6] won the Outstanding Paper award at the Chemical Process Control conference in Canada and was subsequently invited for publication in Computers and Chemical Engineering. Professor Sandoz won The Honeywell International Medal 1998, awarded by the Institute of Measurement and Control for “Distinguished work in control”, and The Sir Harold Hartley Medal. Key Publications: [1] Wang, X., Kruger, U. and Lennox, B., (2003), ‘Recursive partial least squares algorithms for monitoring complex industrial processes’, Control Engineering Practice, 11 (6), 613-632 [Citations: 99; ranked 35/2777 in CEP all time citation list] DOI:10.1016/S0967-0661(02)00096- 5 [2] Lennox, B., Hiden, H.G., Montague, G.A., Kornfeld, G. and Goulding, P.R., (2001), ‘Process monitoring of an industrial fed-batch fermentation’, Biotechnology and Bioengineering, 74 (2), 125-135 [Citations: 99; 313/11,472 in BB all time citation list] DOI:10.1002/bit.1102 [3] Al-Ghazzawi, A and Lennox, B., (2008), ‘Monitoring of a complex refining process using multivariate statistical process control methods’, Control Engineering Practice, 16 (3), 294-307 [Citations: 41] DOI:10.1016/j.conengprac.2007.04.014 Other Publications: [4] O’Brien, M, Mack, J., Lennox, B, Lovett, D and Wall, A, (2011), ‘Model predictive control of an activated sludge process: a case study’,  Control Engineering Practice, 19 (1), 54-61 [Citations: 13] DOI:10.1016/j.conengprac.2010.09.001, [5] Goulding, P.R., Lennox, B., Sandoz, D.J., Smith, K and Marjanovic, O. (2000), ‘Fault detection in continuous processes using multivariate statistical methods’, International Journal of Systems Science, 31 (11), 1459-1471 [Citations: 30; ranked 99/4837 in IJSS all time citation list] DOI:10.1080/00207720050197839 [6] Marjanovic, O, Lennox, B., Sandoz, D and Smith, K. (2006), ‘Real-time monitoring of an industrial batch process’, Computers and Chemical Engineering, 30 (10-12), 1476-1481 [Citations: 21] DOI:10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.05.040		Context The use of multivariate statistical techniques for detecting faults on process plants is well documented. However, before this research, industrial take-up of this technology was slow and virtually non-existent in real-time application. Professors Sandoz and Lennox introduced novel methods that were shown to be robust and implementable within model predictive control structures. This enabled the research team to apply multivariate techniques in real-time and also allowed them to apply model predictive control systems to processes where prior technology could not be applied. Pathways to Impact As well as being published in leading journals, the research was also presented at leading conferences, such as the International Federation of Automatic Control World Congress, the  SAFEPROCESS symposium and the Advances in Process Control conference. This exposure led to interest from several companies who engaged in application studies with the researchers. In addition to these case studies the global technology company Invensys provided considerable funds to develop a generic condition monitoring software system. In 2003, with the support of approximately £250k from the University’s Manchester Technology Fund, the spin-out company Perceptive Engineering Ltd (PEL) was formed to commercially exploit the research. PEL provides an important and efficient route to exploit the process control related research completed at the University of Manchester. Reach and Significance of the Impact Since 2008 PEL has expanded to employ more than 20 full time staff and generates an annual turnover in excess of £1.5m [A]. In terms of staff numbers and turnover, the company has been growing at a rate of ~20% per year since 2008. The technologies marketed by PEL have impacted on a wide range of industrial sectors to improve plant efficiency, reduce operating costs, increase productivity and reduce energy usage. Pharmaceuticals and Nutritional Powders PEL has its control system in operation at 14 nutritional powder plants in Europe and the USA, including Arla, Abbott and Wyeth Nutritional. Each of these applications has resulted in financial savings of up to £1million per annum per plant. This has been achieved through annual efficiency savings of approximately 10%, yield improvements of 2-3% and capacity increases of between 4- 10% [A]. Further financial benefits have also resulted from a reduction in capital expenditure on new plant. The total financial saving in this sector is estimated to be ~£12m pa. Water PEL has completed installations of their control systems for four major water companies in the UK. These applications have been assessed independently and found to have resulted in efficiency improvements of 15-30%, CO2 reductions of ~200 te/year and achieved financial savings of up to £180k per annum per plant (reference 4 and [B, C]). PEL is now installing similar control systems on 12 wastewater treatment plants in the UK and discussions are on-going for further installations. The total financial saving in this sector is estimated to be ~£2m pa. Pulp & Paper PEL has control systems currently operating in 10 pulp and paper plants in Europe, Australia, Asia and the USA owned by Smurfit Kappa and Aylesford Newsprint. These control systems have been independently assessed and found to have reduced steam usage by up to 30,000 te/year, reduced CO2 emissions by 5,000 te/year and overall have been judged to have saved the companies more than £4 per saleable tonne of paper produced [A]. These processes produce hundreds of thousands of tonnes of product per year and hence total financial saving in this sector is estimated to be ~£4m pa. Other In addition to the above industries, PEL currently has control systems in place on processes in the steel, mining and chemical industries for the companies Swedish Steel, Xstrata and Dow Chemicals. Each application is directly exploiting the research conducted at the University of Manchester.		5. References to corroborate the contribution, impact or benefit (A)      Letter from Perceptive Engineering confirming company turnover and CO2 emission savings for clients operating processes, Daresbury, Cheshire (B)      Letter from United Utilities confirming the figures provided in section 4 under ‘Water’ Research Excellence Framework (C)       Independent study of efficiency improvements in the water industry. Wall, A., Hart, M., Mack, J. and O'Brien, M. (2009) 'The use of Advanced Process Monitoring and Control to Optimised Energy Use on an Activated Sludge Plant', Proceedings of the Water Environment Federation WEFTEC session 51-60 p3788-3797 DOl 10.2175/193864709793953232

		1270		17400		2400				The transport of people, goods, and utilities (e.g. electricity, oil, gas and water) is essential to civilised life, and in turn depends on a robust, reliable and affordable infrastructure. Since 1995, the University of Southampton Geomechanics Group (SGG) has led the development of an enhanced, science-based framework for understanding the behaviour of geotechnical transport infrastructure through monitoring, modelling and analysis. The techniques we have developed have been used by the builders, owners and operators of transport infrastructure both nationally and internationally to develop improved understandings of infrastructure geotechnical behaviour both during construction and in service. This has led to substantial savings in build, maintenance and operational costs; the implementation of effective remediation and management strategies; and significantly improved infrastructure performance.		In the mid-1990s, there was a perception within the construction industry that the loads in props used for the temporary support of large, deep excavations were uncalculable. To investigate this, Powrie (1995ff) and Richards (1995ff) developed methods for the continuous, detailed monitoring of prop loads, which we deployed during construction of the Jubilee Line extension stations at Canary Wharf and Canada Water, 1995-6 [3.1]. This gave a clear understanding of how prop loads and other structural stress resultants should be monitored if meaningful data are to be obtained; and identified the factors relating to pore pressure and lateral stress change that control them. Instrumentation for the continuous monitoring of pore pressures, lateral stresses and wall bending moments was developed during work on excavations for the Channel Tunnel Rail Link (now HS1) at Ashford, Kent, 1999-2001 [3.2]. By 2005, we had developed new instrumentation methods for the continuous monitoring of key stresses and stress resultants (lateral earth pressures, pore water pressures, prop loads and bending moments) associated with propped embedded retaining walls and retained excavations, and identified appropriate methods of analysis incorporated into industry guidance e.g. [3.3]. Richards has subsequently led the development of new monitoring methods to measure and understand dynamic loading events on foundations since 2002. A significant area of development and application has been railway infrastructure, following EPSRC’s drive in the wake of the Hatfield crash in 2000 to establish railway-relevant research in UK universities through Rail Research UK (a consortium of seven universities, led jointly by Southampton and Birmingham, with Powrie as PI and Southampton providing expertise in geomechanics and infrastructure) in 2003. Within and beyond RRUK, geotechnical railway infrastructure research at Southampton (backed by total funding of £14 million) has focused on two strands: the design and performance of ballasted track, and earthworks such as embankments and cutting slopes (also applicable to roads): Powrie, Richards, Clayton (1999ff), Clarke (1979ff), Le Pen (2012ff), Priest (2011-3), Smethurst (2012ff) and Zervos (2002ff). We have pursued a scientific and holistic approach to understanding track and earthworks behaviour, in contrast to the generally empirical and piecemeal approach that had prevailed over much of the previous 150 years. Powrie and Richards, with Priest, Lock (to 2011) and Bowness (2003-6, deceased), developed novel instrumentation and associated data processing methods to measure dynamic displacements of the track and the underlying ground under load from passing trains. Geophones and digital image analysis were used to make measurements previously impossible or prohibitively expensive to obtain. These techniques were used alongside advanced numerical modelling to analyse the complex interactions between rails, sleepers, ballast and the ground [3.4]. The original  paper detailing the instrumentation and its use was awarded the Thomas Hawksley Medal by the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in 2008 – its highest award for a published paper – and paved the way for industry to put the new techniques into practice. Concurrent research has focused on instrumentation and analysis of exemplar field sites associated with both roads and railways, to develop quantitative understandings of the impacts of vegetation and climate on cutting and embankment slopes, and of the effectiveness of stabilizing piles. Smethurst, Clarke and Powrie have developed an analytical model linking climate, light vegetation, soil water content and suction alongside a benchmark dataset of continuous records since 2002 from a road cutting near Newbury [3.5]. A later field trial (2006-11), funded by Network Rail and conducted in conjunction with engineering consultants Mott MacDonald, Arup and GeoObservations, investigated the effects of major vegetation removal from an embankment in Southend and extended the analytical model to trees. Research supported by EPSRC, the construction industry and infrastructure owners has led to an understanding of the various mechanisms by which discrete reinforced concrete piles may act to stabilize embankments and cutting slopes [3.6], and to the development of a design method which has been used at locations including the Ironbridge Gorge UNESCO World Heritage Site.		(best 3 are starred) [3.1]* Measurement and analysis of temporary prop loads at Canary Wharf underground station, east London (2000). M Batten and W Powrie. Proc ICE (Geotechnical Engineering) 143(3), 151-63 Awarded the Institution of Civil Engineers Telford Medal 2001 [3.2]* Pore water pressure and horizontal stress changes measured during construction of a contiguous bored pile multi-propped retaining wall in Lower Cretaceous clays (2007). D J Richards, W Powrie, H Roscoe and J Clark. Géotechnique 57 (2), 197-205 [3.3] Embedded retaining walls: guidance for economic design (2003). 390pp. A R Gaba, B Simpson, W Powrie & D R Beadman. CIRIA Report C580. London: Construction Industry Research and Information Association, ISBN 0 86017 580 4 [3.4] Measurements of transient ground movements below a ballasted railway line (2010). J A Priest, W Powrie, L Yang, P J Gräbe and C R I Clayton. Géotechnique 60(9), doi: 10.1680/geot.7.00172 [3.5] Seasonal changes in pore water pressure in a grass covered cut slope in London Clay (2006). J A Smethurst, D Clarke and W Powrie. Géotechnique 56(8), doi:10.1680/geot.2006.56.8.523 [3.6]* Monitoring and analysis of the bending behaviour of discrete piles used to stabilise a railway embankment (2007). J A Smethurst and W Powrie. Géotechnique 57(8), doi: 10.1680/geot.2007.57.8.663		Over the period 2007-09, the methods of pore pressure and bending moment monitoring we had developed were employed directly by the SGG to assess the performance under variable tidal loading of the twin-walled cofferdam for the St Germans pumping station on the River Ouse in East Anglia, for main contractor Costain. This was at the time the largest excavation in Europe. Pore pressures, bending moments and wall movements were monitoired continuously using systems developed and specified by SGG, and used in connection with a detailed finite difference analysis carried out by SGG in association with Mott MacDonald to draw up a plan for safe working within the cofferdam and, if necessary, controlled flooding to ensure its stability under a potential extreme loading event. The adoption of our research enabled the project to be completed safely and on time, saving an estimated £15 million but more importantly mitigating the very real risk potentially posed to a large section of East Anglia during an anticipated spring tide storm surge event [5.1].  Methods developed by Richards to measure and understand dynamic loading events on foundations have been applied to investigate the uplift capacity of electricity transmission tower foundations in response to a line breakage, as part of National Grid’s campaign to assess and if necessary upgrade their network for the effects of climate change. The better understanding of the dynamic uplift capacity of transmission tower foundations resulting from the research has led to a moratorium on strengthening, and an estimated cost saving of £5-35 million p.a. since 2006 [5.2]. Research monitoring track-train interactions contributed to the decision to modify the wheel profile on the Hitachi Class 395 trains used on the High Speed 1 (HS1) line between London and Folkestone, which forms part of the Eurostar link to Europe. All switches and crossings (S&C, commonly known as “points”) have sensors to indicate the position of the blade or nose (open or closed). The introduction of the Hitachi Class 395’s – the UK’s fastest commuter trains, with a top speed of 140 mph – caused ‘points flicker’, whereby a sensor would indicate the switch to be open when it was in fact closed. As faulty S&C were responsible for both the Potters Bar and Grayrigg disasters, in 2010 the HS1 team asked SGG to assist in identifying the cause of the fault. A further issue was the susceptibility of the new trains to “hunting” (unstable lateral oscillation of the bogies) in tunnels, which was causing considerable passenger discomfort and alarm. A six-month field trial, using the novel instrumentation techniques developed at Southampton [3.4], established that a combination of the wheel profile and the suspension settings played a major role in both problems, leading to a number of Hitachi trains being fitted experimentally with different profile wheels. These were closely monitored over several weeks to assess the effect of the new wheel profiles and suspension setting on hunting and points flicker. The investigation was carried out jointly by the University of Southampton, the NR wheel-rail interface team, S&C manufacturers Vossloh Cogifer, Hitachi and the train operating company South-Eastern. Results demonstrated the success of the modifications, which were subsequently implemented across the entire Class 395 fleet of 174 vehicles (29 × 6 car units) [5.3]. Other studies for HS1 have included investigations into ballast flight, jointly with Birmingham [5.4]. In Europe, ProRail, part of Dutch railway infrastructure owner NS Railinfratrust, has used SGG’s research (in collaboration with Deltares) to control rising maintenance costs by identifying true mechanisms of track deterioration to inform appropriate long- term remedial measures [5.5]. Most railway track, both in the UK and worldwide, is founded on ballast. This is a traditional form of construction, but its performance limits are increasingly being tested as train speeds and weights and intensity of trafficking increase. In 2006, SGG was approached by Network Rail to investigate areas of sporadic and unexplained ballast movement (“ballast migration”) on the UK West Coast Main Line, apparent following the introduction of tilting trains. Reported incidences of track and train-wheel faults had been increasing at certain curves, owing to the gradual migration of ballast from the high to the low rail potentially leading to trapping of ballast particles between the wheel and the rail. A field investigation by the Southampton Geomechanics Group using our track monitoring techniques, and analysis of the results, identified the potential causes of the problem. Continuing work funded by Network Rail through the Future Infrastructure Systems Strategic Research Partnership aims to devise a range of appropriate remediation techniques [5.6, 5.7]. Our expertise in ballasted track has been used in the design and specification of a new, 400 km- long railway line across the Arabian desert. Facing a maintenance bill of millions of pounds, Etihad Rail, the promoter and eventual operator of this new rail link in the United Arab Emirates, were seeking to mitigate the problem of sand ingress into the ballast reducing the life of both trains and track. In 2011, SGG developed laboratory test apparatus and procedures to investigate how sand ingress will affect the performance of the ballast bed. This led to the award of a recently-completed £106k research contract by the design and build contractor Saipem-Dodsal-Tecnimont JV, the results of which have helped shape a set of transformative track specifications with the potential for realising significant savings in future maintenance costs [5.8]. Monitoring and analysis of the influence of vegetation, weather and climate on the behaviour of  infrastructure embankments and cuttings have influenced the standards that guide industry practice. Work in collaboration with Network Rail, LUL and Mott MacDonald has demonstrated that the removal of mature vegetation has the potential to destabilise some earthworks structures during the winter, with both the species and proximity of vegetation and the underslope drainage conditions having a significant influence [5.9]. SGG has developed and validated models enabling the interactions between these and climate/weather to be quantified. Both Network Rail and LUL are now using the understandings gained to identify the most appropriate type of vegetation for particular slopes and to define their management strategies for lineside vegetation [5.7, 5.10]. Collaboration with Mott MacDonald led to the development of an improved design approach for discrete pile stabilisation of earthworks. Our research demonstrated that piles could be spaced further apart than previously thought, providing infrastructure owners with substantial cost savings through the need to install fewer piles. Savings of £2.4 million and 6 months in time have been identified on two jobs for LUL alone, and projected cost savings of £65-100 million over a five year period [5.10]. Increased confidence in the approach led to its successful use to stabilize part of the Ironbridge Gorge UNESCO World Heritage site. Through their engagement and leadership of RRUK, researchers at Southampton have had a pivotal impact on the revitalisation of railway research in UK universities and its pull-through into industry. Southampton academic staff were instrumental in the formation of the successor organisation RRUKA, now being funded and run by RSSB to act as a link between research organisations and the UK rail industry. We led an EPSRC Feasibility Account, which resulted in the development of at least six new research projects involving UK universities and the UK rail industry, including SUSTRAIL and SPECTRUM [5.7]. Powrie contributed to UK Government policy in rail through his membership of the Railway Technical Strategy Steering Group, providing industry-wide support and advice for the Railway Technical Strategy 2012.		Note: references to papers are in professional journals and illustrate impact in addition to the actual research [5.1] Technical Director, Costain Ltd [5.2] New Tower Design Lead, National Grid [5.3] Head of Track Engineering, Network Rail (High Speed) Ltd. [5.4] A full-scale experimental and modelling study of ballast flight under high-speed trains (2010). M Hayward, C J Baker, F Schmid, J A Priest and W Powrie. Proc IMechE Part F, Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit 224(F2). doi: 10.1243/09544097JRRT294 [5.5] An assessment of transition zone performance (2011). B Coelho, P Hölscher, J A Priest, W Powrie and F Barends. Proc I Mech E Part F, JRRT  225(F2). doi: 10.1177/09544097JRRT389 [5.6] The effect of enhanced curving forces on the behaviour of canted ballast track (2013). J A Priest, W Powrie, L Le Pen, P Mak and M Burstow. Proc IMech E Part F, JRRT  227(3). doi: 10.1177/0954409712458623 [5.7] Director, Systems Engineering, Network Rail [5.8] Shah – Habshan – Ruwais Railway Project – Contract C301 (stage 1), Sand Mitigation Measures Efficiency Track Resilience Test (2013). J A Priest, L M Le Pen, W Powrie, G Cesaretti and R Taglioli.  Final Report to Etihad Rail [5.9] Wet winter pore pressures in railway embankments (2013). K M Briggs, J A Smethurst, W Powrie and A S O’Brien. Proc ICE Geotechnical Engineering. doi:10.1680/geng.11.00106 [5.10] Professional Excellence Director, Transportation Unit, Mott MacDonald

		1270		17400		15000				The transport of people, goods, and utilities (e.g. electricity, oil, gas and water) is essential to civilised life, and in turn depends on a robust, reliable and affordable infrastructure. Since 1995, the University of Southampton Geomechanics Group (SGG) has led the development of an enhanced, science-based framework for understanding the behaviour of geotechnical transport infrastructure through monitoring, modelling and analysis. The techniques we have developed have been used by the builders, owners and operators of transport infrastructure both nationally and internationally to develop improved understandings of infrastructure geotechnical behaviour both during construction and in service. This has led to substantial savings in build, maintenance and operational costs; the implementation of effective remediation and management strategies; and significantly improved infrastructure performance.		In the mid-1990s, there was a perception within the construction industry that the loads in props used for the temporary support of large, deep excavations were uncalculable. To investigate this, Powrie (1995ff) and Richards (1995ff) developed methods for the continuous, detailed monitoring of prop loads, which we deployed during construction of the Jubilee Line extension stations at Canary Wharf and Canada Water, 1995-6 [3.1]. This gave a clear understanding of how prop loads and other structural stress resultants should be monitored if meaningful data are to be obtained; and identified the factors relating to pore pressure and lateral stress change that control them. Instrumentation for the continuous monitoring of pore pressures, lateral stresses and wall bending moments was developed during work on excavations for the Channel Tunnel Rail Link (now HS1) at Ashford, Kent, 1999-2001 [3.2]. By 2005, we had developed new instrumentation methods for the continuous monitoring of key stresses and stress resultants (lateral earth pressures, pore water pressures, prop loads and bending moments) associated with propped embedded retaining walls and retained excavations, and identified appropriate methods of analysis incorporated into industry guidance e.g. [3.3]. Richards has subsequently led the development of new monitoring methods to measure and understand dynamic loading events on foundations since 2002. A significant area of development and application has been railway infrastructure, following EPSRC’s drive in the wake of the Hatfield crash in 2000 to establish railway-relevant research in UK universities through Rail Research UK (a consortium of seven universities, led jointly by Southampton and Birmingham, with Powrie as PI and Southampton providing expertise in geomechanics and infrastructure) in 2003. Within and beyond RRUK, geotechnical railway infrastructure research at Southampton (backed by total funding of £14 million) has focused on two strands: the design and performance of ballasted track, and earthworks such as embankments and cutting slopes (also applicable to roads): Powrie, Richards, Clayton (1999ff), Clarke (1979ff), Le Pen (2012ff), Priest (2011-3), Smethurst (2012ff) and Zervos (2002ff). We have pursued a scientific and holistic approach to understanding track and earthworks behaviour, in contrast to the generally empirical and piecemeal approach that had prevailed over much of the previous 150 years. Powrie and Richards, with Priest, Lock (to 2011) and Bowness (2003-6, deceased), developed novel instrumentation and associated data processing methods to measure dynamic displacements of the track and the underlying ground under load from passing trains. Geophones and digital image analysis were used to make measurements previously impossible or prohibitively expensive to obtain. These techniques were used alongside advanced numerical modelling to analyse the complex interactions between rails, sleepers, ballast and the ground [3.4]. The original  paper detailing the instrumentation and its use was awarded the Thomas Hawksley Medal by the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in 2008 – its highest award for a published paper – and paved the way for industry to put the new techniques into practice. Concurrent research has focused on instrumentation and analysis of exemplar field sites associated with both roads and railways, to develop quantitative understandings of the impacts of vegetation and climate on cutting and embankment slopes, and of the effectiveness of stabilizing piles. Smethurst, Clarke and Powrie have developed an analytical model linking climate, light vegetation, soil water content and suction alongside a benchmark dataset of continuous records since 2002 from a road cutting near Newbury [3.5]. A later field trial (2006-11), funded by Network Rail and conducted in conjunction with engineering consultants Mott MacDonald, Arup and GeoObservations, investigated the effects of major vegetation removal from an embankment in Southend and extended the analytical model to trees. Research supported by EPSRC, the construction industry and infrastructure owners has led to an understanding of the various mechanisms by which discrete reinforced concrete piles may act to stabilize embankments and cutting slopes [3.6], and to the development of a design method which has been used at locations including the Ironbridge Gorge UNESCO World Heritage Site.		(best 3 are starred) [3.1]* Measurement and analysis of temporary prop loads at Canary Wharf underground station, east London (2000). M Batten and W Powrie. Proc ICE (Geotechnical Engineering) 143(3), 151-63 Awarded the Institution of Civil Engineers Telford Medal 2001 [3.2]* Pore water pressure and horizontal stress changes measured during construction of a contiguous bored pile multi-propped retaining wall in Lower Cretaceous clays (2007). D J Richards, W Powrie, H Roscoe and J Clark. Géotechnique 57 (2), 197-205 [3.3] Embedded retaining walls: guidance for economic design (2003). 390pp. A R Gaba, B Simpson, W Powrie & D R Beadman. CIRIA Report C580. London: Construction Industry Research and Information Association, ISBN 0 86017 580 4 [3.4] Measurements of transient ground movements below a ballasted railway line (2010). J A Priest, W Powrie, L Yang, P J Gräbe and C R I Clayton. Géotechnique 60(9), doi: 10.1680/geot.7.00172 [3.5] Seasonal changes in pore water pressure in a grass covered cut slope in London Clay (2006). J A Smethurst, D Clarke and W Powrie. Géotechnique 56(8), doi:10.1680/geot.2006.56.8.523 [3.6]* Monitoring and analysis of the bending behaviour of discrete piles used to stabilise a railway embankment (2007). J A Smethurst and W Powrie. Géotechnique 57(8), doi: 10.1680/geot.2007.57.8.663		Over the period 2007-09, the methods of pore pressure and bending moment monitoring we had developed were employed directly by the SGG to assess the performance under variable tidal loading of the twin-walled cofferdam for the St Germans pumping station on the River Ouse in East Anglia, for main contractor Costain. This was at the time the largest excavation in Europe. Pore pressures, bending moments and wall movements were monitoired continuously using systems developed and specified by SGG, and used in connection with a detailed finite difference analysis carried out by SGG in association with Mott MacDonald to draw up a plan for safe working within the cofferdam and, if necessary, controlled flooding to ensure its stability under a potential extreme loading event. The adoption of our research enabled the project to be completed safely and on time, saving an estimated £15 million but more importantly mitigating the very real risk potentially posed to a large section of East Anglia during an anticipated spring tide storm surge event [5.1].  Methods developed by Richards to measure and understand dynamic loading events on foundations have been applied to investigate the uplift capacity of electricity transmission tower foundations in response to a line breakage, as part of National Grid’s campaign to assess and if necessary upgrade their network for the effects of climate change. The better understanding of the dynamic uplift capacity of transmission tower foundations resulting from the research has led to a moratorium on strengthening, and an estimated cost saving of £5-35 million p.a. since 2006 [5.2]. Research monitoring track-train interactions contributed to the decision to modify the wheel profile on the Hitachi Class 395 trains used on the High Speed 1 (HS1) line between London and Folkestone, which forms part of the Eurostar link to Europe. All switches and crossings (S&C, commonly known as “points”) have sensors to indicate the position of the blade or nose (open or closed). The introduction of the Hitachi Class 395’s – the UK’s fastest commuter trains, with a top speed of 140 mph – caused ‘points flicker’, whereby a sensor would indicate the switch to be open when it was in fact closed. As faulty S&C were responsible for both the Potters Bar and Grayrigg disasters, in 2010 the HS1 team asked SGG to assist in identifying the cause of the fault. A further issue was the susceptibility of the new trains to “hunting” (unstable lateral oscillation of the bogies) in tunnels, which was causing considerable passenger discomfort and alarm. A six-month field trial, using the novel instrumentation techniques developed at Southampton [3.4], established that a combination of the wheel profile and the suspension settings played a major role in both problems, leading to a number of Hitachi trains being fitted experimentally with different profile wheels. These were closely monitored over several weeks to assess the effect of the new wheel profiles and suspension setting on hunting and points flicker. The investigation was carried out jointly by the University of Southampton, the NR wheel-rail interface team, S&C manufacturers Vossloh Cogifer, Hitachi and the train operating company South-Eastern. Results demonstrated the success of the modifications, which were subsequently implemented across the entire Class 395 fleet of 174 vehicles (29 × 6 car units) [5.3]. Other studies for HS1 have included investigations into ballast flight, jointly with Birmingham [5.4]. In Europe, ProRail, part of Dutch railway infrastructure owner NS Railinfratrust, has used SGG’s research (in collaboration with Deltares) to control rising maintenance costs by identifying true mechanisms of track deterioration to inform appropriate long- term remedial measures [5.5]. Most railway track, both in the UK and worldwide, is founded on ballast. This is a traditional form of construction, but its performance limits are increasingly being tested as train speeds and weights and intensity of trafficking increase. In 2006, SGG was approached by Network Rail to investigate areas of sporadic and unexplained ballast movement (“ballast migration”) on the UK West Coast Main Line, apparent following the introduction of tilting trains. Reported incidences of track and train-wheel faults had been increasing at certain curves, owing to the gradual migration of ballast from the high to the low rail potentially leading to trapping of ballast particles between the wheel and the rail. A field investigation by the Southampton Geomechanics Group using our track monitoring techniques, and analysis of the results, identified the potential causes of the problem. Continuing work funded by Network Rail through the Future Infrastructure Systems Strategic Research Partnership aims to devise a range of appropriate remediation techniques [5.6, 5.7]. Our expertise in ballasted track has been used in the design and specification of a new, 400 km- long railway line across the Arabian desert. Facing a maintenance bill of millions of pounds, Etihad Rail, the promoter and eventual operator of this new rail link in the United Arab Emirates, were seeking to mitigate the problem of sand ingress into the ballast reducing the life of both trains and track. In 2011, SGG developed laboratory test apparatus and procedures to investigate how sand ingress will affect the performance of the ballast bed. This led to the award of a recently-completed £106k research contract by the design and build contractor Saipem-Dodsal-Tecnimont JV, the results of which have helped shape a set of transformative track specifications with the potential for realising significant savings in future maintenance costs [5.8]. Monitoring and analysis of the influence of vegetation, weather and climate on the behaviour of  infrastructure embankments and cuttings have influenced the standards that guide industry practice. Work in collaboration with Network Rail, LUL and Mott MacDonald has demonstrated that the removal of mature vegetation has the potential to destabilise some earthworks structures during the winter, with both the species and proximity of vegetation and the underslope drainage conditions having a significant influence [5.9]. SGG has developed and validated models enabling the interactions between these and climate/weather to be quantified. Both Network Rail and LUL are now using the understandings gained to identify the most appropriate type of vegetation for particular slopes and to define their management strategies for lineside vegetation [5.7, 5.10]. Collaboration with Mott MacDonald led to the development of an improved design approach for discrete pile stabilisation of earthworks. Our research demonstrated that piles could be spaced further apart than previously thought, providing infrastructure owners with substantial cost savings through the need to install fewer piles. Savings of £2.4 million and 6 months in time have been identified on two jobs for LUL alone, and projected cost savings of £65-100 million over a five year period [5.10]. Increased confidence in the approach led to its successful use to stabilize part of the Ironbridge Gorge UNESCO World Heritage site. Through their engagement and leadership of RRUK, researchers at Southampton have had a pivotal impact on the revitalisation of railway research in UK universities and its pull-through into industry. Southampton academic staff were instrumental in the formation of the successor organisation RRUKA, now being funded and run by RSSB to act as a link between research organisations and the UK rail industry. We led an EPSRC Feasibility Account, which resulted in the development of at least six new research projects involving UK universities and the UK rail industry, including SUSTRAIL and SPECTRUM [5.7]. Powrie contributed to UK Government policy in rail through his membership of the Railway Technical Strategy Steering Group, providing industry-wide support and advice for the Railway Technical Strategy 2012.		Note: references to papers are in professional journals and illustrate impact in addition to the actual research [5.1] Technical Director, Costain Ltd [5.2] New Tower Design Lead, National Grid [5.3] Head of Track Engineering, Network Rail (High Speed) Ltd. [5.4] A full-scale experimental and modelling study of ballast flight under high-speed trains (2010). M Hayward, C J Baker, F Schmid, J A Priest and W Powrie. Proc IMechE Part F, Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit 224(F2). doi: 10.1243/09544097JRRT294 [5.5] An assessment of transition zone performance (2011). B Coelho, P Hölscher, J A Priest, W Powrie and F Barends. Proc I Mech E Part F, JRRT  225(F2). doi: 10.1177/09544097JRRT389 [5.6] The effect of enhanced curving forces on the behaviour of canted ballast track (2013). J A Priest, W Powrie, L Le Pen, P Mak and M Burstow. Proc IMech E Part F, JRRT  227(3). doi: 10.1177/0954409712458623 [5.7] Director, Systems Engineering, Network Rail [5.8] Shah – Habshan – Ruwais Railway Project – Contract C301 (stage 1), Sand Mitigation Measures Efficiency Track Resilience Test (2013). J A Priest, L M Le Pen, W Powrie, G Cesaretti and R Taglioli.  Final Report to Etihad Rail [5.9] Wet winter pore pressures in railway embankments (2013). K M Briggs, J A Smethurst, W Powrie and A S O’Brien. Proc ICE Geotechnical Engineering. doi:10.1680/geng.11.00106 [5.10] Professional Excellence Director, Transportation Unit, Mott MacDonald

		678		16000				16000		Algorithms  developed  by  University  of  Glasgow  researchers  have  helped  NHS  Blood  and Transplant (NHSBT) tackle the complex problem of increasing the number of kidney transplants in the UK. For people with end-stage renal failure, the most effective form of treatment is transplantation. Dr David Manlove’s research team have developed sophisticated algorithms which allow the NHS to help patients who require a kidney transplant, and who have a willing but incompatible donor, to exchange their donor with that of another patient in a similar position, in what is known as a paired exchange. By optimising kidney exchanges, University of Glasgow research has increased the number of transplants from paired donation by 40% between 2008 and 2013, when measured in comparison with the number of transplants that would have been possible with previous pairing techniques. Dr Manlove’s work with NHSBT has translated not only into increased quality of life for patients freed from long term dialysis but will also afford the NHS an estimated £16 million of savings over the next 10 years.		A group of two or more kidney patients swapping their willing but incompatible donors with one another in a cyclic fashion is called a paired kidney exchange (PKE). In early 2007, NHS Blood and Transplant  (NHSBT)  set  up  a  national  matching  scheme  to  identify  optimal  sets  of  these exchanges from among the patient and donor data on the NHSBT database. NHSBT developed an algorithm to search the database and identify suitable matches from a number of weighted criteria, but this algorithm was only capable of finding PKEs involving two donor-recipient pairs and could only handle datasets of up to 100 potential transplants. Dr David Manlove’s interests in algorithmic research into matching problems, and his recognition of the inefficiencies in the existing model, as well as previous collaboration with NHS Education for Scotland on the Scottish Foundation Allocation Scheme, led to a fruitful collaboration with the NHSBT beginning in May 2007. Manlove (Lecturer 2000-09, Senior Lecturer 2009-present) and Dr Péter Biró (Research Assistant, 2007-10) developed a novel approach involving graph-matching algorithms which enabled optimal sets of PKEs, involving up to three donor-recipient pairs, to be identified [2; 6]. They also significantly increased the capacity of the algorithm to deal with larger datasets of up to 3,000 potential transplants. The simulations run by the University of Glasgow team in early 2008, using their implemented algorithms, indicated the likely benefit, in terms of numbers of additional transplants, of allowing PKEs to involve up to three patients rather than two. Two- and three-way PKEs were already established in the US, but there is a complex set of optimality criteria that made the UK application different and algorithmically challenging. Following this initial research, the NHSBT took the decision in April 2008 to allow PKEs to involve up to three patient-donor pairs. The introduction of three-way exchanges meant that this had become an ‘NP hard problem’, meaning that an efficient algorithm to resolve the problem was unlikely to exist, with the main risk being that an increase in the size of the data set might cause a ‘combinatorial explosion’, whereby computational times become unreasonably long. In 2010 and 2011, an improved version [5] of the Glasgow software was written by Dr Gregg O’Malley (Research  Assistant  2008-09 and 2010-11,  Research Associate 2011-13),  using  an  integer programming technique [1]. This also addressed some changes in the established criteria for matches. Dr O’Malley developed an in-house version of the software for the NHSBT, allowing them to conduct the searches themselves and speed up response times. This software was delivered to NHSBT in June 2011. O’Malley also developed a web application [4] enabling the NHSBT to trial potential changes to the criteria used in the matching run, which could have an effect on the number and quality of matches. Matching runs now occur on a quarterly basis. The  University  of  Glasgow  researchers  completed  a  project  in  2013  which  involved  further development of the kidney exchange algorithms to address issues of scalability to ensure that they will be able to cope with even larger datasets going forward [3]. As awareness of the National Living Donor Kidney Sharing Schemes (the collective term used to describe the schemes in which donated kidneys are 'shared' across the UK) continues to grow, more patients and donors are expected to join, leading to richer datasets involving more exchanges and in turn a greater quantity and quality of potential transplants that can be identified by the software in the future. The Glasgow contribution included the original  research on theoretical algorithm design,  and subsequent implementation in software, leading to deployment by NHSBT. This work is a prime example of top quality fundamental research in matching algorithm theory, published in peer- reviewed references [1,2],which led to extraordinary advances in real life problems .		1.  Paper in refereed conference proceedings: D.F. Manlove and G. O’Malley, Paired and altruistic kidney donation in the UK: Algorithms and experimentation, in Proceedings of SEA 2012: the 11th  International  Symposium  on  Experimental  Algorithms,  Lecture  Notes  in  Computer Science, volume 7276, pages 271-282, Springer, 2012. (doi:10.1007/978-3-642-30850-5_24 / ISBN 978-3-642-30849-9 (Key underpinning reference.) * 2.  Paper in refereed journal: P. Biró, D.F. Manlove and R. Rizzi, Maximum weight cycle packing in directed graphs, with application to kidney exchange programs, Discrete Mathematics, Algorithms and Applications, 1 (4) :499-517, 2009 (doi: 10.1142/S1793830909000373) * 3.  Externally-funded research project: Optimising options and strategies for living donor kidney transplantation for incompatible donor-recipient pairs. Duration: 1 January 2012 – 30 June 2013. Amount: £151k. Funder: NHS Blood and Transplant. Co-Investigator: Dr David Manlove. Research Associate: Dr Gregg O’Malley. 4.  Externally-funded research project: Kidney Paired Exchange Data Analysis Toolkit. Duration: 1 July  2011  –  31  December  2011.  Amount:    £32k.  Funder:  EPSRC  KTA  fund.  Principal Investigator: Dr David Manlove. Research Associate: Dr Gregg O’Malley. 5.  Externally-funded research project: Software for the National Matching Scheme for Paired Donation. Duration: 1 April 2010 – 30 June 2011. Amount: £108k. Funder: NHS Blood and Transplant. Principal Investigator: Dr David Manlove. Research Assistant: Dr Gregg O’Malley. * 6.  Externally-funded research project: MATCH-UP: Matching Under Preferences - Algorithms and Complexity. Duration: 1 June 2007 – 30 June 2010. Amount: £324k. Funder: EPSRC (grant EP/E011993/1).  Co-Investigator:  Dr  David  Manlove.  Research  Assistant:  Dr  Péter  Biró. * best indicators of quality		Kidney failure  has  a devastating  impact on patients’ lives, and  long-term survival rates after transplantation demonstrate a doubled or tripled life expectancy compared to dialysis. The NHSBT estimates that over 37,500 people in the UK have end-stage renal failure; nearly 21,000 are on dialysis.  As of 31 March 2013 there were 6,325 patients on the transplant list for a donor kidney; the number of kidney transplants carried out each year is less than half that number (2984 between April 2012-April 2013 of which 1916 were from deceased donors and 1068 from living donors [NHSBT]). The NHSBT estimates median waiting time on the transplant list at 1168 days for  an  adult  and  354  days  for  a  child,  and  according  to  the  National  Kidney  Federation approximately 400 people each year die while awaiting a kidney transplant. Prior to 1 September 2006, transplants could only take place between those with a genetic or emotional connection. However, the Human Tissue Act 2004 and Human Tissue (Scotland) Act 2006 created the legal framework to allow transplants between strangers, thus opening up new possibilities for living donor transplants. Increasing  the  number  of  potential kidney matches Research by the University of Glasgow showed how to model a complex, hierarchical set of criteria that form the definition of an optimal set of kidney exchanges. The algorithm developed to identify optimal sets has been used by NHS  Blood   and  Transplant   (NHSBT) since 2008, enabling the number of potential    matches    to    be    radically improved     and     resulting     in     more Figure 1. Shows how the kidney exchanges work: P=patient; d=donor transplants arising from identified kidney exchanges being carried out over the last four years (see Figure 1). The development of the University of Glasgow algorithm led directly to a decision by the NHS to allow three-patient ‘swaps’ of donor kidneys from April 2008 onwards, increasing the number of potential transplants even further. Between July 2008 and April 2013, a total of 393 transplants were identified by the algorithms and of these, 232 transplants actually took place. Had the NHSBT continued to use their pre-existing algorithm, which was only capable of identifying pairwise exchanges, it is likely that only 165 transplants would have gone ahead (from a total of 280 identified matches, using the same conversion rate). Thus the 232 transplants that took place represents  an  increase of  67,  or  40%,  compared  to  the  estimated number that  would  have occurred if the status quo techniques had continued to be used. A modified University of Glasgow algorithm has allowed altruistic donors (people who are willing to donate  a  kidney to  a  stranger)  to  be  included  in  the  National  Living  Donor  Kidney Sharing Schemes since January 2012. An altruistic donor can either donate directly to a patient on the Deceased Donor Waiting List, or else trigger a domino paired donation chain involving one or more incompatible patient-donor pairs, leading to additional transplants. In 2010, the Head of Organ Donation and Transplantation Studies, NHS Blood and Transplant stated:  Since July 2008, we have been collaborating with Dr David Manlove and Dr Péter Biró in relation to the NMSPD [National Matching Scheme for Paired Donation, now the National Living Donor Kidney Sharing Schemes]: their matching algorithms have been used in order to construct optimal solutions to the datasets that we provide. Some of these datasets have encoded particularly challenging underlying problems, and the task of producing an optimal solution would have been highly complex without the assistance of these matching algorithms. We anticipate that this will be a growing issue as the number of people in the database increases over time. Improving patient quality of life For patients, the benefits are numerous. Kidneys from living donors last on average 33% longer than those from deceased donors (15 years compared to 10), so increasing the number of these types of exchanges translates into more patients enjoying a longer period of time living with a healthy kidney, returning to work or otherwise resuming their normal lives. Transplantation also extends the life expectancy of patients with kidney disease compared to dialysis (life expectancy for dialysis patients is only five years on average). Dialysis can save patients’ lives but it is not a cure as it does not replace all the functions of a healthy kidney. Dialysis also carries significant health implications for patients and can cause or contribute to anaemia, bone disease, high blood pressure, heart disease, nerve damage and infection. A BBC news article in March 2010 described the difference that a three-way kidney transplant made to the lives of the recipients involved. Financial benefits for the NHS The work of Dr Manlove and colleagues has economic benefits for the NHS as well as health benefits for the patients involved. According to NHSBT, each kidney transplant saves the NHS £240,000 over 10 years (based on a comparison with the cost of dialysis over that time period, and taking into account the cost of the operation itself). This means that by enabling an increase of 67 new kidney transplants, the University of Glasgow researchers have potentially saved the NHS around £16 million over the next 10 years, with additional savings to come with each new three- way pairing identified. With an aim to share best practice, compare and agree on common optimality criteria and common data  formats  and  lay  the  ground-work  to  ultimately  share  kidney  exchange  pools  on  an international basis, Dr Manlove and his collaborators currently have a European Cooperation in Science and Technology proposal under review. The proposal includes representation from the UK, France, Germany, Netherlands, Spain, Portugal, Hungary,  Czech Republic, Slovakia and wider participation from the USA and Australia.		Evidencing value of the research to kidney donor-patient matching in the NHS:     Corroborating Statement from the Head of Organ Donation and Transplantation Studies, NHS Blood and Transplant (available from HEI)     NHSBT Paired donation website (link)     Research Council UK, Big Ideas for the Future Report (link, see pg 13)     Public Service Review: Devolved Government, Vol 19 (pg36 profiles the Glasgow research and its contribution to the NHS living donor kidney transplant programme) [available from HEI]     The Engineer, 18 March 2010 (link or available from HEI)     BBC News, 8 March 2010 (link or available from HEI) (describes quality-of-life benefits to patients)

		1285		16000		16000				Research by the University of Southampton into reducing railway noise has a created new technology that has allowed railway networks in Europe and Australia to be expanded, while preserving  citizens’  quality  of  life.  Under  a  licence  agreement  with  Tata  Steel,  patented  rail dampers have been fitted on around 155 km of track in 16 countries and proved critical to a new route in New South Wales. They have enabled operators to save tens of millions of pounds that would have been spent on expensive noise barriers, and earned Tata Steel significant amounts in sales and the University in royalties [exact figures removed for publication]. Follow-on research funding of £2M from EU and EPSRC.		A rise in noise pollution and public awareness is restraining the development of railways around Europe as countries seek to expand sustainable public transport networks and increase passenger capacity. Public opposition to new rail projects is widespread – objections by local communities to the UK’s proposed high-speed line HS2 are a case in point – which means that increased rail volume can only be achieved through the implementation of cost-effective noise mitigation measures. Conventional solutions centre on the installation of noise barriers or the construction of deeper rail cuttings or even tunnels but the costs are prohibitive and high barriers can blight the landscape, obscure the view and reduce light in people’s homes. Since 1996, research at the Institute of Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR) at the University of Southampton has sought to design a new, economically viable solution to combat the noise emitted by the vibration of rails. David Thompson, Professor of Railway Noise and Vibration, has led this research since 1996; his team includes Christopher Jones, Reader in Railway Noise and Vibration (1997-2011), Timothy Waters, Senior Lecturer (2000-), Neil Ferguson, Senior Lecturer in Structural Dynamics (1986-) and Mohammed Hussein, Senior Lecturer in Rail Dynamics (2013-). The ISVR was a key partner in two EU-funded projects between 1996 and 1999: Silent Freight and Silent Track. ISVR academics developed theoretical models to predict more accurately levels of railway rolling noise: the sound caused by the rolling of steel wheels on steel rails. This led to the creation of the software program TWINS (Track Wheel Interaction Noise Software), which analyses the effect of wheel and track design changes on the noise produced, and modifies designs to control railway noise at source [3.1]. The concept of a rail damper was the most successful outcome of Silent Track [3.1, 3.2] and stemmed from the realisation that noise is emitted by both wheels and rails. Whereas several solutions existed for wheel noise, there was no practical way of reducing noise emanating from the track. The rail damper, consisting of various steel masses embedded in a high-damping rubber, is attached to the rail and reduces the noise by attenuating the vibrations transmitted along the rail. It was devised by ISVR in collaboration with British Steel, later Corus, now Tata Steel, and led to a joint patent application in 1998 [3.3]. It was developed using modelling techniques to achieve a good damping performance in the required frequency range. The key to its success was the development of a suitable damping material, which had both a high damping performance and the requisite stiffness. Several prototypes were tested in the ISVR laboratory and a lengthy process of experimental work determined  the  optimal  configuration.  Field  tests  in  1999  demonstrated  a  substantial  noise reduction of 6 dB [3.4]. Studies into how rail damping could be employed to slow the rate of development of roughness on the surface of rails were part of further collaborative work with Corus within the Silence (2005-7) and Innotrack (2006-9) EU projects [3.5]. The damper development is part of a wider body of work on railway noise and vibration at the ISVR, worth £2 million in total  funding  to the University since  1996  from EPSRC,  EU and  industry leaders in Europe,  that culminated in a definitive book on the subject in 2008 [3.6].		(the best 3 are starred) 3.1.   D.J. Thompson, C.J.C. Jones, 2000, Using theoretical models to design low noise wheels and track. Transportation Research Record, Journal of the Transportation Research Board, 1702, 51-56. 3.2*. D.J. Thompson and P.E. Gautier, 2006, A review of research into wheel/rail rolling noise reduction, Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part F Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit, 220(F4), 385-408. 3.3.   Patent: Rail Fixings, applicants: British Steel plc and University of Southampton. Inventors: Hodgson, W.H., Clarke, J.B., Farrington, D., Thompson, D., Jones, C.J.C., International Patent Application filed 18-9-1998, no PCT/GB98/02767. World, European, US, Australian and other patents held. 3.4*.  D.J. Thompson, C.J.C. Jones, T.P. Waters and D. Farrington, 2007, A tuned damping device for reducing noise from railway track, Applied Acoustics, 68(1), 43-57. 3.5.   B.E. Croft, C.J.C. Jones and D.J. Thompson, 2009, Modelling the effect of rail dampers on wheel-rail interaction forces and rail roughness growth rates, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 323(1-2), 17-32. 3.6*. D.J. Thompson, 2008, Railway noise and vibration: mechanisms, modelling and means of control. Elsevier: Oxford. Examples of Related Grants EU: Silent Freight (1996-99), University PI: Walker, value to UoS £135k EU: Silent Track (1997-99), University PI: Ferguson, value to UoS £129k EU: SILENCE (2005-7), University PI: Jones, value to UoS £110k EU: Innotrack (2006-8), University PI: Jones, value to UoS £55k EU: RIVAS (2011-13), University PI: Thompson, value to UoS £200k EU: Acoutrain (2011-14), University PI: Thompson, value to UoS £200k EPSRC: Non-linear effects at the wheel/rail interface (GR/M82455), PI: Thompson, 1999-2002, £187k EPSRC: Rail Research UK (GR/S12784/01, 2003-6), grant PI: Powrie, subprojects A3 and A4, lead: Thompson, Jones and Iwnicki (MMU), value of subprojects to UoS: £210k EPSRC: Track21 (EP/H044949/1), grant PI: Powrie, Work Area 3 lead: Thompson, value of WA3 to UoS: £248k EPSRC: MOTIV (EP/K006002/1), PI: Thompson, Hussein and Hunt (U. Cambridge), UoS £560k Deufrako: Stardamp (2010-12), University PI: Thompson, value to UoS £100k		Total sales of the ISVR-invented rail dampers, marketed as SilentTrack®, amount to [exact figure removed for publication] as of the end of FY 2012/3, evidence of significant financial benefit to Tata Steel. Royalty income to the University from Tata Steel is also significant [exact figure removed for publication]. The Project Manager of Tata Steel writes: “Following the development work based on ISVR's research, the subsequent sales of the SilentTrack rail damper has given Tata Steel a valuable new income stream which is independent of our traditional manufacturing activity, whilst remaining integral to our core product, the rail. The input of ISVR to the initial prototypes and their on-going support during our product development phase has been vital to the successful commercialisation of this product” [5.7].  The successful commercialisation of the ISVR/Tata Steel rail damper has facilitated the expansion of rail services in Europe and Australia over the last five years. Capable of delivering noise reductions of up to 5-7 dB, it is the only technology, barring the use of high-cost and visually intrusive noise barriers, to deliver this level of noise reduction at source [5.1]. The benefit-cost ratio of rail dampers is twice that of noise barriers [5.2, 5.10], which cost on average £1 million per km depending on the height [5.3]. In Germany 362 km of noise barriers have been constructed along existing railway lines and in Switzerland they cover 144 km of track [5.4]. The Betuwelijn, a new freight route in the Netherlands that opened in 2007, has 160 km of noise barriers along its 160-km-long route. In contrast ISVR/Tata Steel rail dampers manufactured and sold by Tata Steel have been installed in 16 countries since 2001. Despite reluctance in the rail industry generally to adopt new technology, approximately 155 km of track have been fitted with these dampers, with the majority (130 km) installed from 2008 onwards [5.7]. In the Netherlands, the number of passenger trains has doubled on some lines in recent years. The introduction of noise emission ceilings means that an increase in passenger trains can reduce the permitted number of freight trains [5.3]. In response, Dutch rail infrastructure owner ProRail has installed rail dampers on over 90 km of line in order to comply with the new laws. The resulting 3 dB reduction has allowed a doubling of traffic at a significantly lower cost than installing noise barriers [5.3]. In Australia, the ISVR/Tata Steel rail dampers were used in 2009 to resolve severe noise issues on the controversial 16 km Epping to Chatswood Rail Line (ECRL) in the northern suburbs of Sydney [5.5]. After a series of delays to the line, which resulted in intense media scrutiny, RailCorp discovered that noise levels were akin to the landing of a Boeing 737. Any further delays would have incurred hefty fines for the operator of the £2.3 bn service, which was already significantly over budget. Tata Steel supplied the rail dampers on time and the line’s successful opening allowed the New South Wales government in February 2010 to announce a new $2.1bn North West Rail Link to connect with the ECRL. Network Rail’s £6bn Thameslink Programme, which is upgrading the north-south route through central  London,  marked the  first  installation  of  rail  dampers  in  the  UK.  ISVR/Tata  Steel  rail dampers were fitted on 1.5 km of track at Blackfriars Station in 2012. The installation was featured in The Engineer in 2012 [5.6]. Network Rail is now considering the use of rail dampers on a national scale as part of the Action Plans required to comply with the EU’s Environmental Noise Directive (2002) [5.8]. German and French railways also consider rail dampers as potential candidates for Action Plans required by the Directive [5.9, 5.10]. In each case the main beneficiary is the railway infrastructure authority, who would otherwise need to implement a more expensive solution. As a result of rail dampers, the height of noise barriers can be reduced or even eliminated to achieve the same level of noise reduction [5.3]. Estimated savings in noise barrier costs amount to at least £16 million, according to cost-benefit analyses [5.2], with the potential for future savings of several hundred million pounds based on expected future quantities of noise barriers. More generally the research has led to improved quality of life for people living near railway lines where the rail dampers are installed and ultimately highlighted the potential for a sustainable modal shift to railways away from a more carbon-intensive means of transport. The TWINS software developed by Prof Thompson has become the de facto software standard for the rail industry for the design of wheels for new rolling stock. A European standard for wheel design (EN13979-1), published in 2004, explicitly recommends using TWINS to ensure designs conform to regulations. ISVR’s published research has led to further EU grants from 2010 to 2013 totalling more than £500,000 to work with leading European rail companies such as SNCF, Deutsche Bahn, Alstom and Bombardier, to advance damping technologies. This includes £200,000 awarded to ISVR in 2011  to  contribute  its  expertise  to  Acoutrain,  an  FP7  project  coordinated  by  UNIFE  –  the Association of the European Rail Industry, which aims to speed up acoustic authorisation of new  railway stock to encourage innovation and cut costs. A recent German-French project STARDAMP has developed standardised methods to assess rail and  wheel  damping  treatments.  Due  to  the  ISVR’s  expertise  in  this  area,  the  consortium considered it essential to the success of the project that they should be included and, as they were not  eligible  for  German-French  funding,  the  9  partners  subcontracted  ISVR  to  develop  test methods and software for the assessment of dampers [5.9, 5.10]. In 2008 Prof. Thompson was invited to join the international reference group for the €30M Noise Innovation Programme (IPG) in the Netherlands which included field tests of rail dampers and in 2011 began advising Swiss Railways on rail damper field tests, with a view to installing them on tracks in Switzerland.		5.1.   B. Asmussen et al, Reducing the noise emission by increasing the damping of the rail: results of a field test. In: Noise and Vibration Mitigation for Rail Transportation Systems, ed B. Schulte-Werning et al, Springer, 2008. 5.2.   J. Oertli, The STAIRRS project, work package 1: a cost-effectiveness analysis of railway noise reduction on a European scale, Journal of Sound and Vibration 267, 431-438, 2003. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0022-460X(03)00705-3 5.3.   P.H. van den Dool, Rail dampers, rail infrastructure gets quiet, Proc. Internoise 2007, Istanbul, Turkey, August 2007. 5.4.   E. Wiebe et al, ERRAC Roadmap - WP 01 - The Greening of Surface Transport “Towards 2030 – Noise and Vibrations Roadmap for the European Railway Sector”, UIC, version 6.0, December 2011. Available at: http://www.errac.org/IMG/pdf/errac_wp01_roadmap_noise_and_vibration_v06.pdf 5.5.   C.M. Weber et al, In-car noise control for Epping to Chatswood Rail Link, In: Noise and Vibration Mitigation for Rail Transportation Systems, ed T. Maeda et al, Springer, 2012. 5.6.   A. Czyzewski, Thameslink set to get noise dampening on rail tracks, The Engineer, May 2012. Available at:  http://www.theengineer.co.uk/sectors/rail-and-marine/news/thameslink- set-to-get-noise-dampening-on-rail-tracks/1012656.article#ixzz2AQQNnKyc Users/beneficiaries: 5.7    David Benton, Tata Steel, Business Development Manager, SilentTrack, Website: http://www.tatasteeleurope.com/en/products_and_services/products/long/rail/silent/ User of the technology who can confirm sales figures and importance to Tata Steel’s business. 5.8    Nick Craven, Senior Technology Engineer (Acoustics), Network Rail. Approval for use in the UK, installation on Blackfriars viaduct, potential for use on a national scale as part of the Action Plans required to comply with the EU’s Environmental Noise Directive. 5.9    Bernd Asmussen, DB Systemtechnik (German Railways Research Department). Can confirm application of dampers in Germany; EU projects Silence, Innotrack, Acoutrain, RIVAS, and Stardamp project. 5.10  Florence Margiocchi, SNCF INFRA (French Railways Infrastructure Department). Can confirm installation of dampers in France; EU projects Silent Track, Silent Freight, STAIRRS, Silence, and Stardamp project.

		1246		15000				15000		Over the past 10 years there has been a massive expansion in biomass use for power generation, particularly in the UK and Europe. Research at the University of Leeds has been crucial in addressing many of the challenges inherent in moving from coal to biomass including milling, combustion characteristics, deposition and corrosion enabling adoption of biomass for power generation. The research has impacted: (1) company strategy and industry practice for the use of biomass and key technology choices; (2) society, health and environment via CO2 reduction and emission reduction; (3) national energy security through an increased fuel inventory; (4) UK Government and EU policy as expert members of advisory groups.		The research has underpinned four main areas: fundamentals of biomass combustion; biomass supply and combustion of energy crops; impact of inorganics on combustion properties and ash behaviour; torrefaction of biomass and impact on biomass handling and combustion. Biomass research at the University of Leeds began in 2000 with an EPSRC project (GR/N03129/01, Jones, £98,098) which established that a key nutrient, potassium, had a profound impact on the behaviour of biomass in combustion. This was not only related to fouling and slagging, which was known but not completely understood to a predictive level, but on the rates of combustion.  Later funding [EPSRC Advanced Research Fellowship, GR/S49018/01 and GR/S49025/0, Jones (2003-2007); Platform Grant (EP/D053110/1, 2006, P Williams, 2006-2011, £439,578); SUPERGEN Bioenergy consortium (GR/S28204/01 & EP/E039995/1, Jones, 2003- 2011, £2.9m & £6.3m respectively)], established this catalytic effect experimentally in high temperature flames and produced a model to predict volatilisation of potassium during combustion [1]. The modelling effort, led by Pourkashanian and A. Williams, incorporated this into CFD models of test furnaces and boilers to predict deposition [2, 3]. The location and nature of expected deposition informs boiler operators on soot blowing regimes and boiler outages. There also developed international engagement of research work in the power sector [2]. Work under British Coal Utilisation Research Association (Grant B79, Jones, 2006-2007, £50,000) and EPSRC (EP/F061188/1, Pourkashanian, 2008-2011, £360,582) also examined co-firing optimisation and the formation of NOx [1, 3] – an important consideration when converting to biomass since firing strategies can result in either increasing or decreasing NOx.  Decreasing the total amounts of NOx produced can eliminate the need for expensive NOx reduction equipment. The body of research has thoroughly characterised the types of fuels used in industry (agricultural residues, forestry residues and energy crops) for their thermal conversion behaviour (pyrolysis, torrefaction, combustion) and their predicted performance for different technologies [e.g. 4, 5]. The work stems from very fundamental (including ab initio modelling, measurements of reaction rates, establishing the fate of different key elements, such as nitrogen and potassium) [e.g. 1], to more applied studies of behaviour at large scale utilisation, including milling behaviour and development and application of CFD modelling of large boilers and furnaces. The torrefaction of biomass has been an additional topic of research at the University of Leeds since 2005 funded by, British Coal Utilisation Research Association (Grant B92, Jones and A Williams, 2008-2009, £59,396), EPSRC (EP/H048839/1, Jones, 2010-2014, £600,020), and TSB (project number 103758, Jones, 2012-2013, £68,408,). This mild pyrolysis process produces a very attractive fuel for co-firing or full biomass boiler conversions. Work includes optimisation of the process for UK energy crops and residues, the fundamental reactions occurring, and the combustion behaviour of the resulting fuel. It has been established how certain biomass or  torrefied biomass mills and combusts in comparison to coal [6]. The expected combustion behaviour and measured rates have been utilised to predict performance of the fuel in a large scale boiler. TSB funded work (project number 103758) with SSE and Energy Environmental Ltd involved a large scale co-firing trial of torrefied biomass with coal at Uskmouth Power Station on 22 February 2013, and led to an improved understanding of CO2 reductions, as well as milling and combustion performance. The operation of the coal mill remained normal on the torrefied biomass and coal mix, and unlike normal biomass, no accumulation/flooding with torrefied biomass were observed during or after the trial.  Similarly, no significant deviation was observed in NOx, SOx and dust emissions.  Results indicated there is a potential for significant capital cost savings over a traditional biomass conversion by using a torrefied biomass fuel.  Significant cost savings can be made in the milling and the associated pulverised fuel transport facility compared to a traditional biomass conversion. Key Researchers: JM Jones (Lecturer, 14/08/1995 - 31/07/1999, Senior Lecturer, 01/08/1999 - 31/07/2004, Reader, 01/08/2004 - 29/02/2008 and Professor, 01/03/2008 - present) M Pourkashanian (Lecturer, 18/05/1989 - 30/11/1992, Senior Lecturer, 01/12/1992 - 31/07/1998, Reader, 01/08/1998 - 31/12/1999 and Professor, 01/01/2000 - present) A Williams (Livesey Professor, 1973 - 30/09/2001, Research Professor, 01/10/2001 - 30/04/2011, Professor, 01/05/2011 - 31/10/2013) PT Williams (Research Fellow, 07/11/1983 - 30/09/1986, Lecturer, 01/10/1986 - 31/07/1992, Senior Lecturer, 01/08/1992 - 31/07/1997, Reader, 01/08/1997 - 31/07/2001, Professor, 01/08/2001 - present )		[1].    JM Jones, LI Darvell, TG Bridgeman, M Pourkashanian and A Williams (2007) “An Investigation of the thermal and catalytic behaviour of potassium in biomass combustion”, Proceedings of the Combustion Institute, 31, 1955-1963, DOI:10.1016/j.proci.2006.07.093 [2].    MU Garba, DB Ingham, L Ma, R Porter, M Pourkashanian, HZ Tan and A Williams (2012) “Prediction of potassium chloride sulfation and its effect on deposition for biomass-fired boilers”, Energy and Fuels, 26, 6501-6508, DOI: 10.1021/ef201681t [3].    A Williams, M Pourkashanian and JM Jones (2001) “Combustion of pulverised coal and biomass”, Progress in Energy & Combustion Science, 27, 587-610, DOI: 10.1016/S0360- 1285(01)00004-1 [4].    T G Bridgeman, L I Darvell, JM Jones, PT Williams, R Fahmi, AV Bridgwater, SC Thain, IS Donnison, T Barraclough, I Shield and N Yates (2007) “Influence of particle size on the analytical and chemical properties of two energy crops”, Fuel, 86, 60-72, DOI: 10.1016/j.fuel.2006.06.022 [5].    LI Darvell, JM Jones, B Gudka, XC Baxter, A Saddawi, A Williams and A Malmgren (2010) “Combustion properties of some power station biomass fuels”, Fuel, 89, 2881-2890, DOI: 10.1016/j.fuel.2010.03.003 [6].    JM Jones, TG Bridgeman, LI Darvell, B Gudka, A Saddawi and A Williams (2012) “Combustion properties of torrefied willow compared with bituminous coals”, Fuel Processing Technology, 101. 1–9, DOI:10.1016/j.fuproc.2012.03.010 Papers 1, 2 and 6 best represent the quality of the underpinning research. Through the research in Paper 1 it was established that potassium is the single most important inorganic influencing biomass thermal conversion and provided fundamental understanding of this.  This is significant because it enables control over the combustion or pyrolysis characteristics of a biomass resource. It led to further development of industrially important work which linked this to impacts in efficiency versus deposition in boilers and furnaces through the approach developed in Paper 2. The research in Paper 6 is part of a series of papers concerning the expected performance of torrefied biomass in large scale coal combustion units. This paper gives key performance parameters concerning reaction rates and nitrogen partitioning, which are critical in the decision-making  process of coal plant conversion since they impact on combustion efficiency and NOx formation.		Context In the UK, electricity generation through biomass co-firing began in 2002 and grew to approximately 28 MWe by 2005 (DTI, 2005).  More recently there have been several strategic investments by the UK’s power generation industry to replace coal with biomass, driven by legally- binding domestic targets in CO2 reduction and government incentives so that in 2011 co-firing was delivering over 525 MWe; this is projected to more than double by 2020 and the same is true in Europe as a whole (National Renewable Energy Plans).  Conversions to biomass will result in approximately 70% reduction in GHG emissions compared to coal.  And increasing incentives could “employ up to 18,000 jobs in the UK by 2020 in the biomass electricity sector alone” (Bioeconomy Consultants NNFCC, 2012). The move to biomass has required changes in policy and practice at nearly every stage in the energy cycle, from fuel procurement and logistics to handling (including milling), burner design, and firing and emission control strategies.  Research from the University of Leeds underpins a number of technical challenges the industry has overcome and has also informed policy, in particular the development of energy roadmaps, these impacts occurring during the eligible period as a result of dissemination and direct beneficiary engagement via collaborative R&D, consultancy, CPD and expert advisory roles and capacity building. Impact on Industry Practice Technical innovations in the fields of biomass combustion, boiler efficiency, plant operation and emission have benefited the UK’s two largest electricity generators Drax Power and Eggborough Power, who between them generate 11% of the country’s electricity. A combination of biomass combustion collaborative research [A] (EP/H048839/1, Jones, 2010- 2014) and consultancy between 2010 and July 2013 has “been extremely valuable” to Drax Power Ltd [B]. Impacts include: –   Widening the fuel portfolio so that Drax is able to use larger volumes of lower grade fuel (i.e. from agricultural and forestry) sources; “providing significant savings on fuel costs of up to £15m per annum”. [B] –   Allowing “full sustainability to be achieved, opening up new markets to the industry and better managing the world’s resources on a global scale” by completing a “superb analysis of options in the supply chain”. [B] “The outcomes of the KTP project with Drax have directly contributed to the overall strategy of Drax Group PLC by supporting the establishment of new supplies of biomass that when burned will ultimately reduce its CO2 emissions from power generation by burning more biomass and will diversify the business away from the current almost total reliance on fossil fuel supplies for power generation”. Improved market research capability through the KTP has resulted in an estimated reduction in biomass cost of £2m p.a. [A]. –   Solving engineering issues allowing the use of biomass; “slagging and fouling to be managed and corrosion to be reduced to the four yearly outages normally only seen with coal.” [B] Drax Power, which invested £50 million in 2009 to allow co-firing of up to 12.5% biomass and CO2 reductions of up to 1.8 million tonne/p.a., plans conversion of half of their units to biomass over the next three years.  Despite recent changes to government policy on biomass subsidies, Drax remains committed to this expansion the CEO describing it is a “sound investment strategy” [C]. Eggborough Power Ltd announced plans in November 2012 to fully convert to biomass, an investment of “hundreds of millions of pounds” [D].  Consultancy for Eggborough in the field of biomass combustion between February and July 2013, particularly NOx formation, have been “fundamental to the success of the project” [E].  Researchers from Leeds undertook collaborative research [F] with Energy Environmental Ltd (EEL) in the field of torrefied biomass handling and combustion (June 2012 to March 2013).  EEL, the holding company for a portfolio of companies concerned with viable new environmental technologies, benefited from being able to seamlessly integrate torrefied biomass into the coal feed prior to milling.  Commercial scale milling and combustion data showed that torrefied biomass “offers a low cost alternative for coal-fired power stations”. [G] A University of Leeds Continuing Professional Development short course on biomass combustion that drew on the underpinning research and the Institution’s engagement with industry has helped beneficiaries make fuel supplies more predictable in terms of performance in the boiler [H]. The annual course started in 2009 and has been attended by 203 delegates at all levels of seniority, from new graduates to senior project engineers, managing directors, and senior policy advisors [H] from 95 different UK and international beneficiaries (companies/government departments/NGOs). Policy Leeds researchers have participated in many workshops and policy discussions, drawing on the underpinning research in biomass and biofuels utilisation to provide expert advice that has informed the development of UK energy: –   All Party Parliamentary Renewable Transport Fuels Group, 2009. This comprises 20 politicians from the major political parties and aims to highlight the potential of renewable transport fuels in reducing carbon emissions from the transport sector and increase fuel security (Pourkashanian). [I] –   EU-GCC Clean Energy Network to support the long-term strategic EU-GCC energy relationship, 2010 (Pourkashanian). [I] –   British Embassy Mission to France which aimed to gain a broader Franco-British perspective on what is driving and hindering the large-scale development and market adoption of biofuels, Lyons, September 2009 (Jones). [J] –   Energy Technologies Institute’s bioenergy strategy, 2008 (A Williams, Jones). –   Royal Society of Chemistry’s Energy Roadmap online consultation, 2008 (A Williams). –   East Midlands biomass densification report, Regional Development/Policy Support, NNFCC, 2010 (Jones). –   European Research Area Network (ERANET) Bioenergy, Vienna workshop on Clean Biomass Combustion, 2008 (A Williams).		A.  KTP007858 between Drax Power and Leeds University, Final Report, April 2012 B.  Letter of corroboration from Principal Scientist, Drax Power, 29th August 2013 C.  BBC News, ‘Why Drax is investing in biomass technology’, released 17th July 2013, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-23342644 D.  The Times, ‘Eggborough Power Station takes green route as coal enters its ‘slow death’ ’ http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/business/industries/utilities/article3590052.ece, November 2012 E.  Letter of corroboration from Engineering Director, Eggborough Power, 7th May 2013 F.  TSB 103758, Technical evaluation of using torrefied biomass from the "Rotawave" process to economically reduce carbon output from coal-fired power generation.  Final Report, March 2013 G.  Press release from EEL, March 2013 H.  CPD corroboration – evaluation summaries for 2011-2012, and list of delegates and company details for the CPD Biomass Combustion course from 2009-2013. I.   Invitations to join All Party Parliamentary Group (2009) and EU-GCC Clean Energy Network (2010) as expert member. J.   Mission to France programme and delegate biographies. All websites successfully accessed on 22nd October 2013.

		1182		15000		15000				Non-Destructive  Testing  (NDT)  is  essential for the  safe  and  efficient  operation  of  high-value engineering plant in many engineering sectors. Research into ultrasonic arrays at the University of Bristol has had a major impact on NDT. Exploitation of the techniques developed has directly led to combined sales of around [text removed for publication]. For major end-users of NDT such as Ontario Power Generation, BAE Systems and Rolls-Royce, the research is leading to reductions in inspection costs, [text removed for publication]. In addition, highly-skilled engineers have been trained through an Engineering Doctorate programme and are now leading the industrial development of new array inspections based on underlying research performed at Bristol.		The work  described  here was performed in  the University’s Ultrasonics & Non-Destructive Testing (U&NDT) group led by Drinkwater (UoB since 1996). The Group is now acknowledged as a world leader in the use of ultrasonic arrays for NDT, but its activity in this area stemmed originally from work by Drinkwater to develop dry-contact ultrasonic wheel probes using rubber as a coupling medium [1]. The first wheel probes were relatively narrow and contained a single ultrasonic transducer. This enables a property of the component (e.g. its thickness) to be measured along a line as the wheel is rolled along. However, by developing a wider wheel and replacing the single transducer with an ultrasonic array a ~100mm wide swathe of structure could be mapped in a single pass. The wheel array probe was patented [2] and licensed to Sonatest Ltd. In 2003, the U&NDT group was one of the six founding academic partners of the UK Research Centre in Non-Destructive Evaluation (RCNDE). Under the RCNDE core research programme, the Bristol  U&NDT  group  continued  its  array  work  with  an  increasing  emphasis  on  array  data acquisition and processing. In 2004, Holmes (UoB RA 1999-2007), Wilcox (UoB since 2002) and Drinkwater presented a paradigm-shifting paper at the main international NDT research conference (Annual Review of Progress Quantitative NDE) entitled Signal Processing of Ultrasonic Array Data. The thesis of the paper was that the traditional and widely-used beam-forming methods for ultrasonic array imaging that had been inherited from the medical community were sub-optimal for NDT. Rather than firing multiple array elements in parallel to emulate a monolithic transducer, it was proposed to fire each element separately, record all the data and perform processing off-line – a procedure that the U&NDT group termed Full Matrix Capture (FMC). The paper showed experimental proof that any of the imaging modalities currently obtained live from an NDT array imaging system could be exactly recreated off-line by post-processing the FMC data. More importantly, it was shown that with access to FMC data, superior imaging algorithms that were not possible with current array architecture became possible. Of particular note was the Total Focusing Method (TFM) – a term coined jointly by the University of Bristol and Rolls-Royce – that leads to image resolution very close to the theoretical diffraction-limit. The TFM can be cast in such a way that it can be adapted to almost any conceivable NDT configuration including for example: anisotropic materials; immersion inspection through irregular surfaces and mode-conversion imaging. The pioneering conference paper was consolidated by two journal papers: the first [3] formally introduced the FMC concept and contained quantitative demonstrations of the superiority of the TFM imaging algorithm over other imaging modalities; the second [4] reviewed current array use in NDT and laid out the U&NDT group's vision of future array use in NDT being based around FMC and post-processing. Since then, the realisation of that vision has continued both in the U&NDT group at Bristol and numerous other groups internationally. Over the last decade, the U&NDT  group has published around 30 journal papers on array usage in NDT based around the concept of FMC. Some important examples include a new technique for sizing sub-wavelength defects [5] and auto-focusing FMC data in post-processing to deal with unknown material or geometric properties [6].		[1]  *B.  Drinkwater,  R.  Dwyer-Joyce  and  P.  Cawley,  1997.  A  study  of  the  transmission  of ultrasound across solid-rubber interfaces. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 101(2), 970-981, dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.418055. [2]  D. Brotherhood and B. Drinkwater, 2002. Coupling element with varying wall thickness for an ultrasound probe. US patent 7360427 B2. [3]  *C.  Holmes,  B.  Drinkwater  and  P.  Wilcox,  2005.  Post-processing  of  the  Full  Matrix  of Ultrasonic Transmit Receive Array Data for Non-destructive Evaluation. NDT&E International, 38(8), 701-711, dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ndteint.2005.04.002. [4]  B.  Drinkwater  and  P.  Wilcox,  2006.  Ultrasonic  Arrays  for  Non-destructive  Evaluation:  a Review. NDT&E International, 39(7), 525-541, dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ndteint.2006.03.006. [5]  *J. Zhang, P. Wilcox and B. Drinkwater, 2008. Defect Characterization Using an Ultrasonic Array  to  Measure  the  Scattering  Coefficient  Matrix.  IEEE  Transactions  on  Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics,  and  Frequency  Control,  55(10),  2254-2265,  dx/doi/org/10.1109/TUFFC.924 (listed in REF2). [6]  C. Lane, A. Dunhill, B. Drinkwater and P. Wilcox, 2010. 3D Ultrasonic Inspection of Anisotropic Aerospace Components. Insight, 52(2), 72-77, dx.doi.org/10.1784/insi.2010.52.2.72. Winner of John Grimwade medal. * References that best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. Grants B. Drinkwater, 2001-3. Ultrasonic Wheel Array Sensor Instrument, EPSRC GR/N33843/01, £160k. B. Drinkwater (PI at Bristol), 2003-14. Intelligent Inspection Systems Using Array Data (part of core research programme of UK Research Centre in NDE - a collaborative research programme involving 6 universities), EPSRC (GR/S09388/01 and EP/F017332/1) ~£1M, industry (~15 partners) ~£400k. B.  Drinkwater,  2005-11.  Nuclear  Propulsion  Critical  Technology  Programme  –  Improved Inspection of Reactor Components Using Ultrasonic Arrays, MoD, ~£600k. P. Wilcox, 2008-11. Two-Dimensional Arrays for the Quantitative Characterisation of Complex Defects, EPSRC (EP/F005032/1) £263k, industry (Airbus, BNFL, Rolls-Royce, Serco and Shell), £48k. P. Wilcox, 2010-3. Enhanced Ultrasonic 3D Characterisation Of Composites Using FMC Data, EPSRC (EP/H010920/1) £224k, industry (Airbus and Rolls-Royce) £90k. B. Drinkwater, 2013-. Ultrasonic Array Inspection Optimisation for Non-Destructive Evaluation, EPSRC  (EP/J016438/1)  £308k,  industry  (EDF,  Rolls-Royce,  Serco,  BAE  Systems  and Sellafield Sites), £90k. P. Wilcox, 2011-2. Future Submarine Programme Enhanced NDE Technology Demonstrator Programme - Full Matrix Capture, BAE Systems, £230k.		Routes to impact The most important routes to industrial impact since 2003 have been through RCNDE and the linked Engineering Doctorate NDE Centre. These routes have enabled the major end-users of NDT in the UK to be intimately involved throughout the development of the technology. The result has been industrially-funded trials, application-specific development, inward and outward secondments and the continued, rapid transfer of the new technology into industry. A second route to impact has been through academic publications stimulating interest from companies outside RCNDE seeking to solve particular NDT problems, most significantly Ontario Power Generation.  The  main  end-users  of  NDT  tend  to  be  large  multi-national  companies  (e.g.  in  the  power generation, aerospace, petro-chemical or defence sectors) while NDT equipment tends to be manufactured by specialist SMEs. The U&NDT group's work on ultrasonic arrays has impacted on (1) the NDT supply chain, (2) the end-users of NDT and (3) the NDT workforce. Key examples are detailed in the following sections. Impact on the NDT supply chain Sonatest  have  an  exclusive  license  to  the  patented  [2]  wheel  array  probe  technology developed in the U&NDT group. Sales of the wheel array probe (marketed as RapidScan) have been [text removed for publication] [a]. Peak NDT Ltd. was one of the first companies to realise the potential of the Group’s FMC concept and provide an array controller instrument (MicroPulse PA) that could perform FMC without modification. As demand for FMC capability has grown, they have developed a special instrument optimised for acquiring FMC data (MicroPulse FMC). [text removed for publication]. Impact on the end-users of NDT Since 2009, Airbus has endorsed the RapidScan instrument for various in-service inspection procedures performed on its aircraft, including, for example, A320 trailing edge corrosion: ten RapidScan devices held within the Airbus maintenance store in Hamburg are loaned to maintenance facilities worldwide to perform this inspection procedure. RapidScan enables large areas to be scanned with a 50-75% reduction in inspection time compared with conventional methods and provides added benefits such as the ability to record data. Since 2011, Airbus has also permitted a number of its suppliers of Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) components to use RapidScan as a post-production inspection tool; previously such inspections would have been performed on expensive automated/semi-automated immersion scanning facilities [d]. [text removed for publication]. Shortly after the publication of the early work [3, 4] a team from Ontario Power Generation (OPG)  visited  the  U&NDT  group  to  gain  understanding  of  FMC/TFM.  In  their  CANDU (CANadian Deuterium Uranium) reactors there was an urgent need to map wall thickness around  welds  in  several  hundred  reactor feed-water  pipes  with  complex  3D  geometries. Working with UK array-controller manufacturer Peak NDT Ltd., they subsequently developed a complete FMC/TFM system. This was deployed in two inspection campaigns on the Pickering power station Units 1 and 4 in 2010-1 where a total of 66 welds were completely mapped [f,g]. The in situ detection of cracks in gas turbine blade roots is critical for the efficient operation of aircraft fleets by Rolls-Royce Aerospace. Although a turbine blade failure is not safety-critical (as it is contained) the estimated cost is £5M per incident. Prior to using arrays for blade root inspection Rolls-Royce suffered about three such failures per year but with inspection and a new design of blade there have not been any [h]. In particular, a special 2D array system using FMC and a modified form of the TFM algorithm was created through the doctoral work of a former Bristol EngD Research Engineer (now a Rolls-Royce employee). This work developed an auto-focus technique to deduce blade crystallographic orientation from the measured FMC data prior to imaging. A paper describing one aspect of this work [6] won the John Grimwade Medal for best paper published in the NDT journal Insight in 2010 and the Research Engineer won the John Bush award for “engineers in the early part of their career who have made an outstanding technical contribution of value to Rolls-Royce” [h]. The work has impacted on the activities of QinetiQ in several areas where advanced NDT inspections have been required to keep military aircraft flying beyond their initial design lives. In those cases, the enhanced resolution achievable with the Total Focusing Method (TFM) has allowed smaller cracks to be detectable in wing spar flanges under a wing skin layer. This has been applied to three different aircraft types in the UK, enabling them to achieve the required life extensions and bringing a total of £450k of extra business to QinetiQ to implement fleet- wide surveys in two cases, the third being on-going. Another programme to look at ply- wrinkling that exploits FMC has been worth £90k to QinetiQ so far, in funding from Rolls- Royce and Airbus. QinetiQ estimate the benefit to the industry to be at least £10M per year after the initial implementation phase [i].  Impact on the NDT workforce In the Engineering Doctorate Centre in NDE (led by Imperial College) Bristol has so far trained four research engineers who have worked / are working on industrial projects to develop FMC capability for specific applications (three with Rolls-Royce, one with BAE Systems). The Argentinian company Tenaris, which manufactures high grade pipes for the petrochemical industry seconded an employee to the U&NDT group for three months in 2012 to learn how FMC could be applied to improve the inspection of safety-critical pipework at manufacture. A post-doctoral research associate from the U&NDT group was seconded to the Inspection Validation Centre at AMEC (formerly Serco Assurance) to develop a procedure for the application of FMC/TFM to reactor pressure vessel welds in the nuclear industry. This secondment was funded by the University Impact Acceleration Account and AMEC.		[a]  Sonatest annual sales and royalty reports held by Research Commercialisation Manager at the University of Bristol. [b]  2012 UK price list of Peak NDT equipment from their distributor UTEX. [c]   Technical Director, Peak NDT Ltd. [d]  Senior NDT Aerospace Engineer, Airbus. [e]  NDE Manager, BAE Systems. [f]   R. Ten-Grotenhuis and A. Hong, 2012. Imaging the Weld Volume Via the Total Focus Method. Proc. of 4th International CANDU In-service Inspection Workshop and NDT in Canada Conf. [g]  R. Ten-Grotenhuis, A. Hong and A. Sakuta, 2012. Inspection of Complex Geometries Using the Full Matrix Capture Technique. Proc. of 4th International CANDU In-service Inspection Workshop and NDT in Canada Conf. [h]  Company Associate Fellow NDE, Rolls-Royce. [i]    Senior  Fellow,  QinetiQ,  Farnborough,  UK  (email  correspondence,  10  November  2012). Subsequently appointed to University of Bristol, 24 April 2013.

		346		14000		14000				Statistical research undertaken by the Industrial Statistics Research Unit (ISRU) at Newcastle University has led to improved accounting of gas in the national transmission system provided by National Grid. A discrepancy, known as unaccounted for gas (UAG), results in accrued costs and potentially unfair billing. In 2009/10, UAG is estimated to have cost £100 million. National Grid has adopted our research results by making fundamental changes in their data utilisation with benefits that reach all the distributers  and users of gas throughout the UK. In 2010 our methods helped identify a source of UAG, resulting in £14 million being returned to the community. Our reports inform  decisions  made  by regulators  and provide data-based evidence to support negotiations between national transmission, local distributors and users.		The Statistical Process Control (SPC) and data mining techniques underpinning the fault-tracking procedures now employed by National Grid for their gas transmission system were developed by Coleman and Stewardson, members of the Industrial Statistics Research Unit (ISRU) at Newcastle University. In the period 1993-2001, new SPC methods were developed via research with unstable chemical processes [P1], agricultural equipment (with collaborators Malone R., Nelson T. & Bonta J., from USA) [P2], environmental data [P3] and business processes. One of the special features of this type of SPC was that it involved modelling individual measurements  rather than the so-called rational sub-groups of measurements used in manufacturing. Coleman further developed this type of SPC for National Grid (NG) System Control, giving special consideration to issues such as prioritising error detection over the cost of responding to action signals [P4]. Our SPC methodology was successfully adopted by the four UK area gas control centres and was later jointly owned by Gas  National  Control  Centre  and  Distribution  Networks  Control  Centre  to  provide  statistical monitoring  of the movement  of gas  to detect whether processes  are running as efficiently as possible [P5]. Our SPC for a safety measurement framework, developed in collaboration with NG [P6], required special  consideration  of short start-up times  for annually collected data and low event rate for incident statistics, varying reporting periods, differences in data availability and quality, and issues of operational ownership. Our SPC work gave us considerable depth of knowledge of the gas transmission system. Further applied statistics projects included statistical analysis of extreme load values in 2004 with Transco (forerunner of NG), and Monte Carlo testing and surveying of assets with Advantica in 2003 and 2008. (Advantica was formed from BG Technology which employed the technical staff of Transco). These projects led to our successful on-going research with NG (from 2005) and the impacts from 2008. Vast quantities of gas flow data, temperature, pressure and chemical measurements are collected every second by NG and used to control the system within strict guidelines. Gas flows from north to south and from east to west and can be stored offshore, in containers or by increasing pressure in pipelines. Gas flow data are seasonal and diurnal; the various meter readings give rise to multivariate,  time  dependent  data. Unaccounted-for-gas  (UAG) is the difference between meter readings  from multiple inputs (approx. 30) and multiple outputs (approx. 200). It is of paramount  importance to NG to control and reduce UAG. NG needs  to identify meter errors  causing changes in UAG and to detect patterns in UAG data both to improve their service provision and to meet regulatory obligations. Our time series analysis identified seasonal and temporal effects. Our application of techniques including principal components, regression, decision tree and cluster analysis is new for this type of auto-correlated, multivariate data and required special adaptation in terms of stopping rules and sub-division of clusters.  We were  able  to  highlight  patterns  in the data  and provide  evidence  to support the decision to prioritise and carry out expensive investigations.		[P1] Gardner, J.A., S.Y. Coleman and S.G. Farrow (1994), Start with SPC and Save, Save, Save, Analytical Proceedings of the Royal Society of Chemistry, 31, 71-74. [P2] Malone R., Stewardson D., Nelson T. & Bonta J. (1999), Calibration & Quality Control of the Coshocton Weighing Lysimeters, Transactions of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers (Trans ASAE), 42(3) pp701-712, ISSN 0001-2351. [P3] Stewardson, D.J. and S.Y.Coleman (2001) Using the summed rank cusum for monitoring environmental data from industrial processes , J. Applied Statistics, 28, 469-484. [P4] Coleman, S. Y., Gordon, A., & Chambers, P. R. (2001). SPC making it work for the gas transportation industry. J. Applied Statistics, 343-351. [*Key reference] [P5] Chambers, P. R., Piggott, J., & Coleman, S. Y. (2001). SPC - a team effort for process improvement across four Area Control Centres . J. Applied Statistics, 307-324. [*Key reference] [P6] Coleman, S. Y., Arunakumar, G., Foldvary, F., & Feltham , R. (2001). SPC as a tool for creating a successful business measurement framework . J. Applied Statistics, 325-334. [*Key reference] As a result of successful collaboration, Newcastle University were awarded successive contracts in excess of £150,000 for research into the causes of variation in UAG and the application of data mining methods.		National Grid (NG) provides the gas transmission infrastructure for the entire country whilst gas distribution networks link this infrastructure to users. Within this transmission system, a sustained level  of discrepancy  exists  in the accounting  of gas,  leading  to  Unaccounted  for Gas  (UAG). Identifying and reducing UAG is of major importance to NG and its regulator, the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (OFGEM) [E3], as it is a sign of problems such as meter error and results in accrued  costs  and potentially  unfair  billing.  In 2009/10,  the volume  of UAG was  estimated at 7720GWh (total cost of £100million [E1. Pg1]). Tracking down the source of UAG can be difficult as the causes may include shrinkage, weaknesses in measurement or accounting processes. The research conducted by the Industrial Statistics Research Unit (ISRU) at Newcastle University has  produced  effective  data  mining  methods  for  revealing  hidden  patterns  and detecting their causes.   The  resulting  tailored  analysis   and  data  mining  software  has  changed  the  way professionals utilise the data [E4] making it feasible to extract valuable information from operational gas flow data and help National Grid (NG) deal with the issue of Unaccounted for Gas. Although current methods employed by their staff were effective, NG felt that they could be improved and invited Coleman (from 2008 onwards) to explore the application of statistics and data mining on  energy balance data to gain further advantage. Newcastle  University  has  helped NG significantly reduce the volume of UAG with benefits  that reach to all providers and users of gas throughout the UK. The research has led to a step change in the processes that NG use [E2, E4] to utilise their data and the related working practices. The new  decision  tree analysis  methods  helped identify a source of UAG in 2010, resulting in £14 million being returned to the community  in a single year [E1, pg. 4]. As a result of the benefits achieved by initial changes, NG have adopted these procedures and staff-training in the statistical and data mining methods developed at Newcastle University have been introduced ensuring our work continues to have a lasting effect. The 2013 UAG report shows a further reduction of over 20 million kWh of UAG since 2010 [E2, pg. 10] and notes the discussions with ISRU and the potential for further investigation to identify UAG causes. In addition to the benefit of better accounting, some further impacts are presented below: Improving accuracy of leakage estimates Our work validating the collection of information  to determine accurately the volume of gas lost from the system due to leakage from assets and the statistical findings provided a sound basis for investment in leakage strategies. The leakage rates were used to develop a shrinkage model (National Leakage Reduction Monitoring Model) which is currently used by all of the UK Gas Distribution Networks, to estimate the impact of mains replacement on leakage, as corroborated in [E5]. In [E6, pg. 35, 2011], it is stated: “Given the rigorous assessment of the sampling, collection and analysis of results carried out in the National Leakage Survey 2002/3, and the assessment by the ISRU, the AUGE believes the leakage rates used by the GTs for the calculation of shrinkage are reliable and unbiased” and “The leakage rates have a 90% confidence interval of ±19.4%”. AUGE is the Allocation of Unidentified Gas Expert and GT refers to Gas Transporters (including Gas Distribution Networks whose assets link NG’s transmission pipelines to end users). This work, in 2010 has been highlighted as an exemplar of research with direct economic impact by the Russell Group [E7, pg. 15]. Improving the safe management of the system Our work has been instrumental in achieving a transformation in the use of statistics to support operational  and  management  decision-making  [E2,  pg.  23].  Newcastle  University’s  Statistical Process Control (SPC) charts provide immediate insight of safety performance by charting measurements with control limits. Dashboard presentation continues to be valued as corroborated in [E4] which states that SPC charts are “a powerful management decision making tool” and that the methods “continue to have a positive impact on the safe and efficient management of the UK gas transmission system”. Improved monitoring of UAG levels & better stakeholder relations We created a process  flow map for UAG used by NG [E3] which includes all steps in the gas transmission process; each step has been examined in terms of stakeholders and influences. Our work is essential because it helps distinguish periods when UAG is stable and periods where there are statistically significant changes. Therefore when a significant change arises, staff can identify the likely causes and prioritise which meters to investigate; they have evidence to empower them , which has led to a better dialogue with meter owners and more effective problem solving. NG  professionals  have  used  our  research  findings  to  be  confident  in their  estimates  of the contribution  of  UAG  from  the  transmission  system  and  to  develop  effective  communication  between the different stakeholders. The software and statistical advice continue to have a positive impact on the assessment and exploration of UAG as corroborated in [E3]. Newcastle University research has contributed to NG’s good relations with OFGEM and the Health and Safety Executive. Our work has led to a high standard of data investigation, and to NG being credited for their sound scientific approach. Our reports have been used to show how serious NG are about continuously improving their processes, particularly during negotiations on pricing and other control policies, for example [E6, see pg. 35 & 36].		[E1]  Open letter from National Grid to Shippers, Suppliers, Customers, Transmission and Transportation System Owners and other Interested Parties (2011) http://www.nationalgrid.com/NR/rdonlyres/07E7A1E2-7982-48FE-9A5D- F6ACB634F49D/47329/UAGIndustryUpdateJune2011.pdf.   [accessed 13/02/13] [E2]  Unaccounted for gas report, National Grid (2013). http://www.nationalgrid.com/NR/rdonlyres/6C31A7B2-6F15-4665-ACCD- BAA61BB98563/58740/UAGReportFebruar y2014.pdf.   [accessed 22/04/13] This document is published to meet special condition C29: Requirement to undertake projects to investigate the causes of Unaccounted for Gas (UAG). [E3]  Letter of support from UAG Project Manager, National Grid (2011). [E4]  Letter of support and comments regarding on-going use of SPC in system control from Rune Associates (2011). [E5]  Corroboration from Senior consultant, Utilities Practice, GL Noble Denton (2013). [E6]  Report: Allocation of Unidentified Gas Statement, GL Noble Denton (2011), http://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/sites/default/files/2nd%20Draft%20AUGS%202011%202.0.pdf . [accessed 13/02/13]. [E7]  Case study 9: A statistical methodology for asset surveys. In The economic impact of research conducted in Russell Group universities . Russell Group Papers – Issue 1, Page 15. Russell Pioneering Research Group, (2010). www.russellgroup.ac.uk/uploads/RG_ImpactOfResearch2.pdf. [accessed 17/07/13]

		515		12800		12800				Automotive design analysis software based on qualitative reasoning research in the Advanced Reasoning Group at Aberystwyth is deployed at more than 200 automotive and aeronautic OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers world-wide. The software necessitates companies changing their process for performing design analysis, and companies are willing to do this because of the attendant benefits. The major benefits of use of the software are early feedback on potential problems with the design of automotive systems, and improved safety of automotive designs. Related benefits are improved product time to market, and cost savings. A representative example of production savings of $2.5 million has been given for use of the software on a single product design, as well as Ford Motor Company's estimate of $20M per year saved in just their company.		The Advanced Reasoning Group at Aberystwyth have been a leader in Qualitative Reasoning Research for more than 15 years. For a good deal of that period, it was funded to coordinate qualitative reasoning in Europe as lead node of the European network on Model-based and Qualitative Reasoning (MONET - 1995-2001; MONET2 - 2001-2006). During this time, one significant strand of its research was aimed at automating design analysis and at producing diagnostics for automotive systems. The design analysis automation research was funded by EPSRC and the EC, and carried out in collaboration with companies including Ford, Jaguar, the Motor Industry Research Association, Daimler-Benz, Fiat, Volvo.   Research in this area has continued during the REF period with funding from the Technology Strategy Board, BAE Systems, Flight Refuelling and Sumitomo Electrical Wiring Systems. The  research  resulted  in  several  key  developments  between  1995  and  2005.  Aberystwyth developed  novel  techniques  for  qualitative  reasoning  of  electrical  systems  [3.1,3.2],  and  for deciding on the effects of component failure in a system and abstracting the results to an appropriate level for presentation to users [3.3].  The use of qualitative reasoning to decide current flow in electrical networks [3.1] coupled with a higher level state-based component representation [3.2] was pioneered in the group, and proved effective for simulation of automotive electrical circuits.  Such representations were easier to build from reusable libraries than the equivalent numerical simulation, and covered a wider range of possibilities, including failure situations. The use of functional labels to interpret system level states and provide natural language analysis reports [3.3] also originated in the group, and this innovation made it possible to produce focused results in language appropriate for engineers. In addition, because the qualitative models could be adapted for use in a wider range of tasks than was possible with numerical simulation, methods could be developed for combining these features together in order to achieve different kinds of task-based reasoning, and the group produced further novel design analysis tools that were of commercial interest [3.4,3.5,3.6].  The ease of model building for the engineers, the wide applicability of the models constructed, and the usefulness of the results achieved, were attractive to automotive companies, and Ford Motor Company funded the initial commercial development of tools based on the research prototypes built by the group on EPSRC grants. Research in this area has continued at Aberystwyth since the formation of the spin-out company, FirstEarth, continuing to improve the modelling techniques, and to develop novel diagnostic and design tools using these techniques, specifically widening the application area from electrical systems to mixed domain systems, and pioneering new kinds of analysis (diagnosability and automated generation of on-line diagnostics). One example of this on-going work is given in [3.6]. Key Researchers: Mark Lee, Professor Chris Price, Professor Neal Snooke, Lecturer (01/09/1997)		[3.1]  M. H. Lee.  Qualitative circuit models in failure analysis reasoning. Artificial Intelligence 111 (1-2), pp239-276, 1999. DOI: 10.1016/S0004-3702(99)00032-6 [3.2]  N. A. Snooke, Simulating electrical devices with complex behaviour, AI Communications 12 (1,2) pp45-58, 1999. [3.3]  C. J. Price, Function-directed electrical design analysis, Artificial Intelligence in Engineering 12 (4) pp445-456, 1998. DOI: 10.1016/S0954-1810(97)10013-9 [3.4]  C. J. Price, N. A. Snooke, S. D. Lewis. A layered approach to automated electrical safety analysis in automotive environments. Computers in Industry 57, pp451-461, 2006. DOI: 10.1016/j.compind.2006.02.001 [3.5]  C. J. Price and N. S. Taylor, Automated Multiple Failure FMEA, Reliability Engineering and System Safety 76(1), pp1-10, 2002. DOI: 10.1016/S0951-8320(01)00136-3 [3.6]  N. Snooke, C. J.  Price. Automated FMEA-based diagnostic symptom generation. Advanced Engineering Informatics  26(4), pp870-888, 2012.  DOI: 10.1016/j.aei.2012.07.001 REF2 submitted. Details of grants [3.7]  Grant:  An Automated FMEA Assistant. Jan 1993 - December 1995, £217K from EPSRC and £21K from Ford Motor Company. [3.8} Grant: AQUAVIT: Advancing Qualitative Analysis for Verification, Interaction analysis and Testing. April 1996 - March 1999, £215K from EPSRC(CDP) Grant GR/L20542 and £55K from Ford Motor Company. [3.9] Direct funding from Ford Motor Company to develop AutoSteve. Oct 1995-March 1997. £203K. [3.10] Grant: VMBD: Vehicle Model Based Diagnosis. £144K from European Commission DG XIII (total project size £4M) . [3.11] Grant: Whole Vehicle, Whole Lifecycle Electrical Design Analysis. January 2000 - May 2003. £245K from EPSRC (Foresight Vehicle) Grant GR/N06052 and £219K from Ford Motor Company. [3.12] Grant: ASTRAEA:  Safety Cases for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles. (£218K). This was a wide ranging project led by Technology Strategy Board with a total value of £32M. Aberystwyth  received funding in automated detection of on-board problems using qualitative models.		Automotive design analysis tools based on qualitative reasoning research at Aberystwyth are deployed at more than 200 automotive and aeronautic OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers world-wide [5.1]. In order to use the tools, engineers in the companies need to change their design processes, but this is seen as being worthwhile, because of the improved safety and the potential for cost savings that results. Safety is improved, because safety design analysis can be carried out early in the design process and then repeated painlessly as the design evolves [3.4,3.5]. Cost savings result both from the reduced engineer effort needed to do the safety analysis, and from the fact that the analysis can been carried out early in the design process - fixing design problems early is much cheaper than fixing them late in the design process. The qualitative reasoning based automated FMEA research described in the papers in section 3 led  to  the  first  ever  commercial  automated  FMEA  tool,  called  AutoSteve,  developed  by Aberystwyth Computer Science in collaboration with Ford Motor Company. This resulted in a spin- out company, FirstEarth, that supported and further developed AutoSteve, marketing and selling it to other automotive companies. FirstEarth was well supported by the Department over a five year period (1998-2003), and further results of our research were embodied in its design analysis tools. Researchers,  academic  members  of  staff,  graduate  and  undergraduate  students  were  all seconded to the company at some point. At its height, the company employed 12 staff, and of those, nine had been trained by the Department. Of those nine, six chose to work for Mentor Graphics when it bought FirstEarth in 2003, and four of those (all originally RAs on related research projects) are still key technical staff for Mentor Graphics in their Newbury research and development centre [5.1]. FirstEarth Limited and Aberystwyth University developed further commercial automated design analysis tools based on the continuing research at Aberystwyth. These include automated sneak circuit analysis, fusing strategy design analysis, and simple design verification. The underlying qualitative reasoning meant that all these tools were able to work on a single library of system models built by automotive engineers, and that useful analysis could be carried out much earlier in the automotive design lifecycle than had previously been possible. A language for describing the function of systems that had been developed as part of the research, along with ways of using that language to interpret system behaviour, and this meant that the tools could generate consistent reports in the kind of language used by engineers and managers - another significant advantage over previous tools. When Mentor Graphics took over FirstEarth Limited, they incorporated the tools into their "Capital" harness design toolkit, and renamed AutoSteve as part of the toolkit. They have split AutoSteve into four tools that support Capital Harness Design, all built on the Aberystwyth research described above [5.2]. The subtext after each tool name is the description from their website of what that tool does for the engineer:     Capital SimCertify: Bullet proof design using FMEA     Capital SimProve: Eliminate sneak faults     Capital SimStress: Size components for worst-case configurations     Capital SimTransient: Validate transient behaviour  In order to estimate the reach of the impact of this research, in 2012 we asked the Integrated Electrical Systems Division (IESD) of Mentor Graphics about the usage of this technology over the past few years. They informed us that  Mentor Graphics presently has design tools based on technology developed at Aberystwyth installed at over 200 vehicle producers and Tier 1 suppliers. These tools are having a significant effect on improving vehicle safety and on the efficient production of vehicle designs. Potential design problems are identified early. The tools are also saving significant design costs. The rapid automated safety analysis of designs means that many more design options can be explored cheaply. A recent example of this is provided by one of the world's largest producer of automotive harnesses. In 2009, the company used the tools to identify how to save 50 cents per harness produced. When you are producing 5 million harnesses, that gives savings of $2.5 million for a single product. In 1999, the Ford team working with FirstEarth and Aberystwyth University on AutoSteve was awarded  a  Ford  Europe  Technology  prize  for  the  impact  of  AutoSteve.  The  business  case produced by Ford in submission for the prize estimated that AutoSteve was then saving Ford around $20M per year, but that the key benefit was the improved analysis of design safety [5.3]. The supporting impact letter from Mentor Graphics says "Mentor Graphics presently has design tools which include technology developed at Aberystwyth deployed at more than 200 vehicle producers and Tier 1 suppliers.", and highlights both "improved design quality" and "usage can also result in significant cost savings". Given increases in costs since Ford did their study in 1999, and the wide deployment of these tools, we conclude that the overall economic impact is very significant indeed.		[5.1]  Confirmation of the present state and usage of the tools can be obtained from the Product Line Director at Mentor Graphics Inc. [5.2]   Mentor's web site also has details of Capital Harness Software (http://www.mentor.com/products/electrical-design-software/capital/)   and   of   the   Capital design          analysis          products          that          were          originally          AutoSteve (http://www.mentor.com/products/electrical-design-software/capital/additional- automation/electrical-analysis). [5.3]    Details of the Ford Technology Prize for the AutoSteve work are given on page 32 of an article in AI Magazine: P. Struss and C. J. Price, Model-based systems in the automotive industry, AI Magazine special issue on Qualitative Reasoning, pp17-34, vol. 24(4), Winter 2003

		943		11544				1944		The Railway Systems Group develops state-of-the-art condition monitoring and instrumentation systems that identify system faults before they degrade into failures that cause passenger disruption. The key impacts of the Railway Systems Group lie in the following areas: •   Detection and diagnosis of faults in railway assets (e.g. point machines, track circuits, vehicle components); •   Collection and analysis of track data from in-service railway vehicles (e.g. conductor shoe monitoring, track geometry, non-destructive testing); •   Energy monitoring to quantify loses in the railway power system; •   Assessing the effectiveness of winter weather mitigation solutions. Examples of direct quantifiable impact are a reduction of over 60,000 minutes in train delays over the last one year period through monitoring of 5,600 railway point machines (the cost to Network Rail of delays is between £20/min to £160/min). Also, the deployment of an award winning conductor shoe monitoring system, which has resulted in an estimated savings of 12,150 minutes. Expert advice and practical prototypes have been through active contracts from railway companies totalling £4.2M. This includes an influence in the £7 billion successful order from the Department for Transport to Hitachi for new trains, energy saving strategies reported by the Office of the Rail Regulator and evidence to the Transport Select Committee on winter operations. These have been achieved by working extensively with the British and international railway industries in the area of condition monitoring and bespoke instrumentation systems that support an improvement in the dependability of rail travel.		The Railway Systems Group at Birmingham is the only Electrical and Electronic based railway research group in the UK. The group was founded in the 1970’s. The group holds a strong international reputation for undertaking industrially focussed research. The research in railway condition monitoring has been carried out by three academic staff (C Roberts, Professor of Railways System Engineering, 1997-, Dr S Hillmansen, Senior Lecturer, 2006- , Dr E Stewart, Birmingham Research Fellow, 2007-). Since 2008, 20 PhD students have worked (or are currently working) in this area. The active research contracts over this period total over £7M, which includes involvement in 9 European Framework projects, 3 EPSRC projects (including a programme grant), a large ERDF initiative and numerous industrially funded projects. Since 2008, the group has published over 50 papers in international peer reviewed journals. In addition to funding from the UK, railway condition monitoring research has been supported by funding and collaborations from Hitachi (Japan), Central Railways (Japan), Deutsche Bahn (Germany), Alstom (France), Trafikverket (Sweden) and REFER (Portugal). Professor Roberts, who leads the group, has excellent research esteem. For example he is founder and chair of the biennial IET International Conference in Railway Condition Monitoring (since 2003). In 2008 Professor Roberts gave a keynote address at the International Federation of Automatic Control (IFAC) SAFEPROCESS conference detailing the significant academic progress and industrial take-up of railway condition monitoring, which was followed in 2013 by a keynote address at the IFAC Workshop on Advances in Control and Automation Theory for Transportation. In 2011 Professor Roberts was asked to give the IMechE Railway Division Annual Research Lecture on his work in the field of railway condition monitoring. In 2013 he developed and co- chaired the 1st IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Rail Transportation in Beijing. Research at Birmingham has focused on: (1) The development of sophisticated bespoke instrumentation that is designed to be resilient to the harsh and variable environments of the railway. The instrumentation, based on distributed embedded system design, has been installed on railways throughout the world (UK, Portugal, Germany, Sweden, Japan). Research focuses on solutions that are able to work in-service without human intervention. A current project funded by the EPSRC, as part of the Track 21 Programme Grant, has the objective to advise on appropriate instrumentation systems for the proposed High Speed 2 railway line as well as in other key projects. Other work is developing distributed acoustic  monitoring system to be used by Hitachi to detect bearing faults on its £7 billion Intercity Express Programme trains due to begin operation in the UK between 2016-2018. Some of the technology developed by the group for railways has been applied to wind turbines in Greece [3.1]; (2) The development of robust data processing algorithms that are able to process the data collected from the instrumentation in close to real-time in order to detect incipient faults in systems, or at particular locations on the track. In recent years research has moved on to fault diagnosis and prognosis, and this work has begun to be used in the field, most notably as part of Network Rail’s Intelligent Infrastructure programme. For use in railway environments, where system, climate and usage varies, it has been shown that conventional condition monitoring approaches are not suitable. The group has pioneered and demonstrated under real life condition the benefits of combining quantitative and qualitative approaches. Initial work focused on algorithms for the condition monitoring of point machines [3.2]. This work was further enhanced and applied to track circuits [3.3], track geometry measurement using bogie mounted inertial measurements systems [3.4], acoustic emission sensors for crack growth monitoring [3.5] and non-destructive testing evaluation systems for rail and wheelset monitoring [3.6]; (3) In parallel with this work, collaborative research with Network Rail has been undertaken to develop clear, engineering led business cases to support the roll-out of condition monitoring [3.7]. This work has been important to Network Rail proceeding with its Intelligent Infrastructure programme. Additional research has also been undertaken to use instrumentation to help evaluate the effectives of subsystems, particularly to evaluate performance in winter weather. Through this research the University has developed standard test procedure to help Network Rail evaluate the effectiveness of winter mitigation measures.		The outputs that best indicate the quality of the underpinning research are 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. 1. M Entezami, S Hillmansen, P Weston, M Papaelias, 2012. Fault detection and diagnosis within a wind turbine mechanical braking system using condition monitoring, Renewable Energy, 47, 175- 182. doi:10.1016/j.renene.2012.04.031 2. C Roberts, CJ Goodman, HP Dassanayake, N Lehrasab. 2002. Distributed quantitative and qualitative fault diagnosis: Railway junction case study, Control Eng. Practice, 10(4), 419-429. doi: 10.1016/S0967-0661(01)00159-9 3. J Chen, C Roberts, P Weston, 2008.  Fault diagnosis for railway track circuits using neuro-fuzzy systems, Control Engineering Practice, 16(5), 585-596. doi:10.1016/j.conengprac.2007.06.007 4. P Weston, CS Ling, C Roberts, C Goodman, P Li, R Goodall, 2007.  Monitoring vertical track irregularity from in-service railway vehicles, Proceedings of the IMechE: Part F – Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit, 221(1), 75-88. doi: 10.1243/0954409JRRT65 5. A Kostryzhev, C Davis, C Roberts, 2012. Detection of crack growth in rail steel using acoustic emission, Iron and Steel Making (available online). doi: 10.1179/1743281212Y.0000000051 6. M Papaelias, C Roberts, C Davis, 2008. A review on non-destructive evaluation of rails: State- of-the-art and future development, Proceedings of the IMechE: Part F – Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit, 222(4), 367-384 (Invited paper). doi: 10.1243/09544097JRRT209 7. F Garcia Marquez, R Lewis, A Tobias, C Roberts, 2008. Life cycle costs for railway condition monitoring, Transportation Research: Part E: Logistics and Transportation Rev., 44(6), 1175-1187. doi:10.1016/j.tre.2007.12.003		The following list demonstrates the impact of the Railways Systems Group, the primary beneficiaries of are the railway network and train operators in the UK, and overseas, with improvements in services benefiting rail users. Railway Point Condition Monitoring The key measurable in the rail industry for impact is train delay minutes. The cost associated with delay varies dependent on the type of train service, but lies in the range of £20/minute (non-critical freight trains) to £160 (inter-city trains). Collaboration on railway point condition monitoring has been ongoing with Network Rail since 2004. Initial work helped to develop a business case for railway condition monitoring [5.1] which resulted in £40M of investment by Network Rail as part of their Intelligent Infrastructure programme. The group has been key to this programme, providing algorithms for fault detection and diagnosis that have now been implemented on 5,600 out of 27,000 point machines. ‘The initial implementation was on HW type point machines, has resulted in an estimated reduction of  29.4% of point machine faults; leading to a substantial reduction in the amount of delay minutes attributed to Network Rail’. In the one year period between 2010-11 there were 646,083 minutes delay on the network due to points failure. Since the rollout of the system in 2012 the number of delay minutes has dropped to 579,063 [5.2]. Following the success of this work on point machine monitoring with Network Rail, the group were approached in 2010 to carry out a monitoring trial on the Japan Central Shinkansen High Speed ‘Bullet Train’ line South of Tokyo. Following the initial data collection exercise Japan Central Railways seconded an employee to the University of Birmingham for 2 years to work with the team to develop a system for application in Japan [5.4]. Following this work, Japan Central Railways has begun an implementation programme on all of their Shinkansen lines. In addition to Japan, initial trials have been undertaken with Deutsche Bahn in Berlin [5.3] and Hefei Metro in China. Based on the success of the Birmingham condition monitoring algorithm research for the Intelligent Infrastructure programme, in February 2012 Network Rail formed a £1.65M investment Strategic Partnership with the group in the area of Data Integration and Management to further develop the existing algorithm work as well as developing new applications. Conductor shoe monitoring A collaborative industry research project has resulted in the University of Birmingham together with Southern Railway and Network Rail being awarded the Stephenson Award for Innovation at the National Rail Awards in 2012. The work, which developed an in-service condition monitoring system to assess the state-of-the-health of the power conductor rail, automatically identifies sections of track that put excessive force into a train’s conductor shoe. In 2012, the system identified more than 30 locations that required remedial action in the Southern region; previously these locations were unidentifable. In 2012, 25,000 minutes of train delay were caused by conductor rail problems of this kind [5.6], with an average of delay of 405 minutes per incident. This initial deployment of the system has therefore an estimated savings of 12,105 minutes. Track circuit monitoring Previous research work [3.1], funded directly by London Underground, is now being used in this REF period to provide expert advice through consultancy work that is specifying and designing an innovative track circuit condition monitoring system (hardware, algorithms and architecture) for London Underground. This system will revolutionise how London Underground maintain one of their key assets, allowing them to move from a scheduled to reactive maintenance regime. London Underground will invest ‘several million pounds over the next 5 to 10 years’ in this technology [5.5]. Bearing Monitoring In 2012 Hitachi received a £7 billion order from the Department for Transport to build a new fleet of trains for the UK. One of the key criteria for selection of Hitachi was due to the proposed method for the safe rollout and the ongoing life cycle cost benefits of the new train. This, in part, is based on a series of monitoring systems to ensure the health of key components. In the area of wheel bearing safety, these assertions have been based on expert advice from research undertaken by the University in collaboration with Hitachi to develop a prototype acoustic monitoring system that was able to detect and diagnose bearing and gearbox faults on the new train. During Phase 1 of the project field trials took place to verify the work. Phase 2, which is currently underway, is developing a full prototype system that will be sited on the High Speed 1 line in early 2014. Inertial Measurement Unit In 2011 and 2012 in-service inertial measurement units have been developed and deployed on two in-service trains for MerseyRail and Southern that are able to identify track locations that require maintenance. These systems are the first of their kind in the UK, and are currently operating on the UK network. As part of the EPSRC Track 21 Programme Grant, the system monitoring the track in the south of England has been used by Network Rail to help steer and monitoring a track renewal at Black Boy Lane Level Crossing in the Southern Region. Gauge corner cracking instrumentation In 2012, the University demonstrated the first high speed gauge corner cracking test system in collaboration with REFER, the Portuguese railway infrastructure manager. The system is designed to detect and quantify rolling contact fatigue cracks on the rail gauge corner. The system integrates ultrasonic, vision and ACFM (alternating current field measurement) technology. The integration of these systems allows high speed inspection to be carried out. The system operates at up to 120 kph, whereas conventional systems typically operated at 30-40 kph Energy monitoring  Environmental impact is evident throughout the groups work; however it is particularly predominant in this study. In 2012 a monitoring and simulation study was undertaken to drive a system-wide energy saving on the MerseyRail network. The study has been developed for long-term monitoring of the MerseyRail network looking at DC railway power systems to understand the losses, and hence set the price of the energy paid by the train operating companies throughout Britain. The work is led by the University of Birmingham and is supported by Network Rail and the Department for Transport with in kind contributions from MerseyRail, Association of Train Operating Companies, the Rail Safety and Standards Board, London Underground and Angel Trains. The work has highlighted key energy saving strategies and will inform future train procurement for the MerseyRail, and other networks. The results of the study have been issued to the Office of the Rail Regulator in Network Rail’s report TPD-NST-021 LOSS-REP-0012 which is being used to set the price of the energy paid by the train operating companies throughout the UK [5.7]. This is a key step in helping the rail industry meet its target of achieving a 20% reduction in energy usage by 2020 (which equates to an annual saving of 580 GWh of electricity and 91 million litres of diesel). Following the success of this work, a project is now underway with Guangzhou Metro in China. Winter mitigation Since winter 2009 the group has developed specific instrumentation and a number of national test rig to help Network Rail manage the effect of snow and ice. The research undertaken has helped Network Rail in understanding the cause of winter problems, and hence write requirements and standards for the rail industry for winter mitigation measures and assess the develop benchmarking tests evaluate manufacturers solutions. So far the University has helped specify and evaluate over 30 different products, on which Network Rail now spends approximately spent around £200k to £500k per year. The work undertaken by the University was identified as a successful collaboration case study in the Department for Transport’s Railway Industry Research Strategy document [5.8]. Furthermore, in 2010 the Rail Industry’s National Task Force, to which the University provides advice, referred to the importance of the work being undertaken by the University when giving evidence to the Transport Select Committee [5.9].		1. To corroborate work with Network Rail on condition monitoring business case generation (paper co-authored with J Amoore, Research and Development Manager at Network Rail): C Roberts, R Lewis, J Amoore, 2006. Making the case for railway condition monitoring, Proc. of the 7th World Congress of Railway Research, Montreal, (http://www.uic.org/cdrom/2006/wcrr2006/pdf/652.pdf). 2. To corroborate algorithm usage as part of the Intelligent Infrastructure programme: Evidence in a letter from the Intelligent Infrastructure Technical Manager, Network Rail. 3. To corroborate development of algorithms for Network Rail, Deutsche Bahn and Japan Central Railway. University partnerships for a better railway, Science in Parliament, Journal of the Parliamentary and Scientific Committee, Spring, 7-9 (by John Amoore, Research and Development Manager at Network Rail): (http://www.vmine.net/scienceinparliament/sip68-1.pdf). 4. To corroborate collaboration with Japanese Central Railways (paper co-authored with Tomo Asada, Japan Central Railways): T Asada, C Roberts, T Koseki, 2013. An algorithm for improved performance of railway condition monitoring equipment: alternating current point machine case study, Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies, 30, 81-92. 5. To corroborate saving to London Underground: Evidence in a letter from the Signals Maintenance Sponsor, London Underground. 6. To corroborate the impact of the conductor shoe monitoring research: Prevention is better than cure - Southern’s TRIME project, Rail Strategies, September 2011, 92-93. 7. To corroborate Network Rail engaged the University of Birmingham to undertake train simulation and transformer rectifier modelling: Network Rail report - Estimate of DC losses: Electricity Supply Tariff Area Analysis TPD-NST-021 LOSS-REP-0012: 8. To corroborate the range and importance of work undertaken on winter mitigation (Department for Transport Rail Industry Research Strategy):  http://assets.dft.gov.uk/publications/rail-industry- research-strategy/railresearch.pdf 9. To corroborate statements relating to the importance of the work undertaken to Network Rail’s winter programme (reference to the work of the University by the Rail Industry’s National Task Force when giving evidence to the Transport Select Committee): http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201011/cmselect/cmtran/writev/weather/m13.htm

		943		11544				9600		The Railway Systems Group develops state-of-the-art condition monitoring and instrumentation systems that identify system faults before they degrade into failures that cause passenger disruption. The key impacts of the Railway Systems Group lie in the following areas: •   Detection and diagnosis of faults in railway assets (e.g. point machines, track circuits, vehicle components); •   Collection and analysis of track data from in-service railway vehicles (e.g. conductor shoe monitoring, track geometry, non-destructive testing); •   Energy monitoring to quantify loses in the railway power system; •   Assessing the effectiveness of winter weather mitigation solutions. Examples of direct quantifiable impact are a reduction of over 60,000 minutes in train delays over the last one year period through monitoring of 5,600 railway point machines (the cost to Network Rail of delays is between £20/min to £160/min). Also, the deployment of an award winning conductor shoe monitoring system, which has resulted in an estimated savings of 12,150 minutes. Expert advice and practical prototypes have been through active contracts from railway companies totalling £4.2M. This includes an influence in the £7 billion successful order from the Department for Transport to Hitachi for new trains, energy saving strategies reported by the Office of the Rail Regulator and evidence to the Transport Select Committee on winter operations. These have been achieved by working extensively with the British and international railway industries in the area of condition monitoring and bespoke instrumentation systems that support an improvement in the dependability of rail travel.		The Railway Systems Group at Birmingham is the only Electrical and Electronic based railway research group in the UK. The group was founded in the 1970’s. The group holds a strong international reputation for undertaking industrially focussed research. The research in railway condition monitoring has been carried out by three academic staff (C Roberts, Professor of Railways System Engineering, 1997-, Dr S Hillmansen, Senior Lecturer, 2006- , Dr E Stewart, Birmingham Research Fellow, 2007-). Since 2008, 20 PhD students have worked (or are currently working) in this area. The active research contracts over this period total over £7M, which includes involvement in 9 European Framework projects, 3 EPSRC projects (including a programme grant), a large ERDF initiative and numerous industrially funded projects. Since 2008, the group has published over 50 papers in international peer reviewed journals. In addition to funding from the UK, railway condition monitoring research has been supported by funding and collaborations from Hitachi (Japan), Central Railways (Japan), Deutsche Bahn (Germany), Alstom (France), Trafikverket (Sweden) and REFER (Portugal). Professor Roberts, who leads the group, has excellent research esteem. For example he is founder and chair of the biennial IET International Conference in Railway Condition Monitoring (since 2003). In 2008 Professor Roberts gave a keynote address at the International Federation of Automatic Control (IFAC) SAFEPROCESS conference detailing the significant academic progress and industrial take-up of railway condition monitoring, which was followed in 2013 by a keynote address at the IFAC Workshop on Advances in Control and Automation Theory for Transportation. In 2011 Professor Roberts was asked to give the IMechE Railway Division Annual Research Lecture on his work in the field of railway condition monitoring. In 2013 he developed and co- chaired the 1st IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Rail Transportation in Beijing. Research at Birmingham has focused on: (1) The development of sophisticated bespoke instrumentation that is designed to be resilient to the harsh and variable environments of the railway. The instrumentation, based on distributed embedded system design, has been installed on railways throughout the world (UK, Portugal, Germany, Sweden, Japan). Research focuses on solutions that are able to work in-service without human intervention. A current project funded by the EPSRC, as part of the Track 21 Programme Grant, has the objective to advise on appropriate instrumentation systems for the proposed High Speed 2 railway line as well as in other key projects. Other work is developing distributed acoustic  monitoring system to be used by Hitachi to detect bearing faults on its £7 billion Intercity Express Programme trains due to begin operation in the UK between 2016-2018. Some of the technology developed by the group for railways has been applied to wind turbines in Greece [3.1]; (2) The development of robust data processing algorithms that are able to process the data collected from the instrumentation in close to real-time in order to detect incipient faults in systems, or at particular locations on the track. In recent years research has moved on to fault diagnosis and prognosis, and this work has begun to be used in the field, most notably as part of Network Rail’s Intelligent Infrastructure programme. For use in railway environments, where system, climate and usage varies, it has been shown that conventional condition monitoring approaches are not suitable. The group has pioneered and demonstrated under real life condition the benefits of combining quantitative and qualitative approaches. Initial work focused on algorithms for the condition monitoring of point machines [3.2]. This work was further enhanced and applied to track circuits [3.3], track geometry measurement using bogie mounted inertial measurements systems [3.4], acoustic emission sensors for crack growth monitoring [3.5] and non-destructive testing evaluation systems for rail and wheelset monitoring [3.6]; (3) In parallel with this work, collaborative research with Network Rail has been undertaken to develop clear, engineering led business cases to support the roll-out of condition monitoring [3.7]. This work has been important to Network Rail proceeding with its Intelligent Infrastructure programme. Additional research has also been undertaken to use instrumentation to help evaluate the effectives of subsystems, particularly to evaluate performance in winter weather. Through this research the University has developed standard test procedure to help Network Rail evaluate the effectiveness of winter mitigation measures.		The outputs that best indicate the quality of the underpinning research are 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. 1. M Entezami, S Hillmansen, P Weston, M Papaelias, 2012. Fault detection and diagnosis within a wind turbine mechanical braking system using condition monitoring, Renewable Energy, 47, 175- 182. doi:10.1016/j.renene.2012.04.031 2. C Roberts, CJ Goodman, HP Dassanayake, N Lehrasab. 2002. Distributed quantitative and qualitative fault diagnosis: Railway junction case study, Control Eng. Practice, 10(4), 419-429. doi: 10.1016/S0967-0661(01)00159-9 3. J Chen, C Roberts, P Weston, 2008.  Fault diagnosis for railway track circuits using neuro-fuzzy systems, Control Engineering Practice, 16(5), 585-596. doi:10.1016/j.conengprac.2007.06.007 4. P Weston, CS Ling, C Roberts, C Goodman, P Li, R Goodall, 2007.  Monitoring vertical track irregularity from in-service railway vehicles, Proceedings of the IMechE: Part F – Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit, 221(1), 75-88. doi: 10.1243/0954409JRRT65 5. A Kostryzhev, C Davis, C Roberts, 2012. Detection of crack growth in rail steel using acoustic emission, Iron and Steel Making (available online). doi: 10.1179/1743281212Y.0000000051 6. M Papaelias, C Roberts, C Davis, 2008. A review on non-destructive evaluation of rails: State- of-the-art and future development, Proceedings of the IMechE: Part F – Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit, 222(4), 367-384 (Invited paper). doi: 10.1243/09544097JRRT209 7. F Garcia Marquez, R Lewis, A Tobias, C Roberts, 2008. Life cycle costs for railway condition monitoring, Transportation Research: Part E: Logistics and Transportation Rev., 44(6), 1175-1187. doi:10.1016/j.tre.2007.12.003		The following list demonstrates the impact of the Railways Systems Group, the primary beneficiaries of are the railway network and train operators in the UK, and overseas, with improvements in services benefiting rail users. Railway Point Condition Monitoring The key measurable in the rail industry for impact is train delay minutes. The cost associated with delay varies dependent on the type of train service, but lies in the range of £20/minute (non-critical freight trains) to £160 (inter-city trains). Collaboration on railway point condition monitoring has been ongoing with Network Rail since 2004. Initial work helped to develop a business case for railway condition monitoring [5.1] which resulted in £40M of investment by Network Rail as part of their Intelligent Infrastructure programme. The group has been key to this programme, providing algorithms for fault detection and diagnosis that have now been implemented on 5,600 out of 27,000 point machines. ‘The initial implementation was on HW type point machines, has resulted in an estimated reduction of  29.4% of point machine faults; leading to a substantial reduction in the amount of delay minutes attributed to Network Rail’. In the one year period between 2010-11 there were 646,083 minutes delay on the network due to points failure. Since the rollout of the system in 2012 the number of delay minutes has dropped to 579,063 [5.2]. Following the success of this work on point machine monitoring with Network Rail, the group were approached in 2010 to carry out a monitoring trial on the Japan Central Shinkansen High Speed ‘Bullet Train’ line South of Tokyo. Following the initial data collection exercise Japan Central Railways seconded an employee to the University of Birmingham for 2 years to work with the team to develop a system for application in Japan [5.4]. Following this work, Japan Central Railways has begun an implementation programme on all of their Shinkansen lines. In addition to Japan, initial trials have been undertaken with Deutsche Bahn in Berlin [5.3] and Hefei Metro in China. Based on the success of the Birmingham condition monitoring algorithm research for the Intelligent Infrastructure programme, in February 2012 Network Rail formed a £1.65M investment Strategic Partnership with the group in the area of Data Integration and Management to further develop the existing algorithm work as well as developing new applications. Conductor shoe monitoring A collaborative industry research project has resulted in the University of Birmingham together with Southern Railway and Network Rail being awarded the Stephenson Award for Innovation at the National Rail Awards in 2012. The work, which developed an in-service condition monitoring system to assess the state-of-the-health of the power conductor rail, automatically identifies sections of track that put excessive force into a train’s conductor shoe. In 2012, the system identified more than 30 locations that required remedial action in the Southern region; previously these locations were unidentifable. In 2012, 25,000 minutes of train delay were caused by conductor rail problems of this kind [5.6], with an average of delay of 405 minutes per incident. This initial deployment of the system has therefore an estimated savings of 12,105 minutes. Track circuit monitoring Previous research work [3.1], funded directly by London Underground, is now being used in this REF period to provide expert advice through consultancy work that is specifying and designing an innovative track circuit condition monitoring system (hardware, algorithms and architecture) for London Underground. This system will revolutionise how London Underground maintain one of their key assets, allowing them to move from a scheduled to reactive maintenance regime. London Underground will invest ‘several million pounds over the next 5 to 10 years’ in this technology [5.5]. Bearing Monitoring In 2012 Hitachi received a £7 billion order from the Department for Transport to build a new fleet of trains for the UK. One of the key criteria for selection of Hitachi was due to the proposed method for the safe rollout and the ongoing life cycle cost benefits of the new train. This, in part, is based on a series of monitoring systems to ensure the health of key components. In the area of wheel bearing safety, these assertions have been based on expert advice from research undertaken by the University in collaboration with Hitachi to develop a prototype acoustic monitoring system that was able to detect and diagnose bearing and gearbox faults on the new train. During Phase 1 of the project field trials took place to verify the work. Phase 2, which is currently underway, is developing a full prototype system that will be sited on the High Speed 1 line in early 2014. Inertial Measurement Unit In 2011 and 2012 in-service inertial measurement units have been developed and deployed on two in-service trains for MerseyRail and Southern that are able to identify track locations that require maintenance. These systems are the first of their kind in the UK, and are currently operating on the UK network. As part of the EPSRC Track 21 Programme Grant, the system monitoring the track in the south of England has been used by Network Rail to help steer and monitoring a track renewal at Black Boy Lane Level Crossing in the Southern Region. Gauge corner cracking instrumentation In 2012, the University demonstrated the first high speed gauge corner cracking test system in collaboration with REFER, the Portuguese railway infrastructure manager. The system is designed to detect and quantify rolling contact fatigue cracks on the rail gauge corner. The system integrates ultrasonic, vision and ACFM (alternating current field measurement) technology. The integration of these systems allows high speed inspection to be carried out. The system operates at up to 120 kph, whereas conventional systems typically operated at 30-40 kph Energy monitoring  Environmental impact is evident throughout the groups work; however it is particularly predominant in this study. In 2012 a monitoring and simulation study was undertaken to drive a system-wide energy saving on the MerseyRail network. The study has been developed for long-term monitoring of the MerseyRail network looking at DC railway power systems to understand the losses, and hence set the price of the energy paid by the train operating companies throughout Britain. The work is led by the University of Birmingham and is supported by Network Rail and the Department for Transport with in kind contributions from MerseyRail, Association of Train Operating Companies, the Rail Safety and Standards Board, London Underground and Angel Trains. The work has highlighted key energy saving strategies and will inform future train procurement for the MerseyRail, and other networks. The results of the study have been issued to the Office of the Rail Regulator in Network Rail’s report TPD-NST-021 LOSS-REP-0012 which is being used to set the price of the energy paid by the train operating companies throughout the UK [5.7]. This is a key step in helping the rail industry meet its target of achieving a 20% reduction in energy usage by 2020 (which equates to an annual saving of 580 GWh of electricity and 91 million litres of diesel). Following the success of this work, a project is now underway with Guangzhou Metro in China. Winter mitigation Since winter 2009 the group has developed specific instrumentation and a number of national test rig to help Network Rail manage the effect of snow and ice. The research undertaken has helped Network Rail in understanding the cause of winter problems, and hence write requirements and standards for the rail industry for winter mitigation measures and assess the develop benchmarking tests evaluate manufacturers solutions. So far the University has helped specify and evaluate over 30 different products, on which Network Rail now spends approximately spent around £200k to £500k per year. The work undertaken by the University was identified as a successful collaboration case study in the Department for Transport’s Railway Industry Research Strategy document [5.8]. Furthermore, in 2010 the Rail Industry’s National Task Force, to which the University provides advice, referred to the importance of the work being undertaken by the University when giving evidence to the Transport Select Committee [5.9].		1. To corroborate work with Network Rail on condition monitoring business case generation (paper co-authored with J Amoore, Research and Development Manager at Network Rail): C Roberts, R Lewis, J Amoore, 2006. Making the case for railway condition monitoring, Proc. of the 7th World Congress of Railway Research, Montreal, (http://www.uic.org/cdrom/2006/wcrr2006/pdf/652.pdf). 2. To corroborate algorithm usage as part of the Intelligent Infrastructure programme: Evidence in a letter from the Intelligent Infrastructure Technical Manager, Network Rail. 3. To corroborate development of algorithms for Network Rail, Deutsche Bahn and Japan Central Railway. University partnerships for a better railway, Science in Parliament, Journal of the Parliamentary and Scientific Committee, Spring, 7-9 (by John Amoore, Research and Development Manager at Network Rail): (http://www.vmine.net/scienceinparliament/sip68-1.pdf). 4. To corroborate collaboration with Japanese Central Railways (paper co-authored with Tomo Asada, Japan Central Railways): T Asada, C Roberts, T Koseki, 2013. An algorithm for improved performance of railway condition monitoring equipment: alternating current point machine case study, Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies, 30, 81-92. 5. To corroborate saving to London Underground: Evidence in a letter from the Signals Maintenance Sponsor, London Underground. 6. To corroborate the impact of the conductor shoe monitoring research: Prevention is better than cure - Southern’s TRIME project, Rail Strategies, September 2011, 92-93. 7. To corroborate Network Rail engaged the University of Birmingham to undertake train simulation and transformer rectifier modelling: Network Rail report - Estimate of DC losses: Electricity Supply Tariff Area Analysis TPD-NST-021 LOSS-REP-0012: 8. To corroborate the range and importance of work undertaken on winter mitigation (Department for Transport Rail Industry Research Strategy):  http://assets.dft.gov.uk/publications/rail-industry- research-strategy/railresearch.pdf 9. To corroborate statements relating to the importance of the work undertaken to Network Rail’s winter programme (reference to the work of the University by the Rail Industry’s National Task Force when giving evidence to the Transport Select Committee): http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201011/cmselect/cmtran/writev/weather/m13.htm

		1185		10700		700				For aerospace vehicles, the development of new materials and structural configurations are key tools in the relentless drive to reduce weight and increase performance (in terms of, for example, speed and flight characteristics). The economic drivers are clear - it is widely recognised that it is worth approximately $10k to save one pound of weight in a spacecraft per launch and $500 per pound for an aircraft over its lifetime. The environmental drivers (ACARE 2050) are also clear - reduced aircraft weight leads to lower fuel burn and, in turn, to lower CO2 and NOx emissions. With such high cost-to-weight ratios, there is intense industrial interest in the development of new structural configurations/concepts and enhanced structural models that allow better use of existing or  new  materials.  Analytical  structural  mechanics  models  of  novel  anisotropic  structures, developed at the University’s Advanced Composites Centre for Innovation and Science (ACCIS), are now used in the industrial design of aircraft and spacecraft. Based on this research, a new, unique anisotropic composite blade, designed to meet an Urgent Operational Requirement for the MoD, is now flying on AgustaWestland EH101 helicopters that are deployed in Theatre. In addition, the new modelling tools and techniques have been adopted by Airbus, AgustaWestland, Cassidian and NASA and incorporated into LUSAS’s finite element analysis software. These tools have, for example, been used to inform Airbus’s decision to use a largely aluminium wing design rather than a hybrid CFRP/aluminium wing for the A380.		The development of new structural configurations made from novel composite layups, and of the analysis tools to understand them, forms a key part of research into the performance and optimisation of composite structures. For this reason, Weaver (UoB since 1998) was recruited to the University’s Composites Group (now ACCIS) to develop new structural mechanics models for aerospace vehicles. His work, and that of his team within ACCIS, has centred on the influence of interrelationships between geometric form and anisotropic material properties on structural performance in developing models for beams, plates and shells with physical insight and closed form solutions. The research has been part funded by Airbus and AgustaWestland and relevant consultancy work includes NASA Langley (2001-2009) and Cassidian (then, EADS Military Air Systems) (2006). In 1999,  Miller  (UoB  PhD student  1999-2002) developed thermoelastic models for predicting temperature build-up in carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) parts, when subjected to transient radiative and convective heating, typical of an aircraft sitting on a hot runway in a tropical climate. It was shown that the temperature build-up could exceed 80OC, which, due to the thermal expansion properties of CFRP and aluminium, could result in significant fatigue stresses in the aluminium parts [1]. This fatigue issue contributed significantly to cancelling the hybrid Al/CFRP early concept wing structure in 2000-2001. Miller won the prestigious accolade of the Thomas Jefferson award for the best student paper at the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Structures, Dynamics and Materials Conference 2001, for this work. Modern helicopter rotor blades are typically made from high specific stiffness materials, including CFRP,  honeycombs  and specialist  polymeric foams. These allow better design of mass and stiffness distributions, which are crucial to ensure benign vibration characteristics. State-of-the-art methods relied on finite element analysis to calculate stiffness properties of realistic blade sections by estimating torsional, extensional, flap and lag bending stiffnesses. However, transverse shear effects and anisotropic coupling effects between bending and torsion, which are typically significant in anisotropic composite blades, were not included. From 2000-2002, Hill (UoB RA 1996-2006) and  Weaver developed an alternative finite element based method for calculating full 6x6 stiffness matrices, including all coupling effects as well as transverse shear, of fully anisotropic sections of arbitrary shape, composed of multiple materials. They demonstrated that the technique was highly useful to model the complex responses of helicopter rotor blades [2]. Building on this work, Lemanski (UoB PhD student 2000-2004) and Weaver developed an optimisation technique to minimise the mass of rotor blade sections by changing composite material properties, adjusting aerofoil skin thicknesses and altering the position of internal parts such as spars [3]. They also observed  that  the  then  state-of-the-art  closed-form  solutions  did  not  quantify  the  effects  of bend/twist coupling because they neglected the effects of vertical wall stiffness and foam, resulting in  inaccurate  and  unusable  results.  Hence,  they  developed  an  anisotropic  box  model  that quantified these effects resulting in much improved analytical modelling [4]. From 2000, Weaver developed a series of buckling and postbuckling solutions for anisotropic plates and cylindrical shells subject to compression, shear and combined loading. Based on early work on designing composite cylindrical shells under axial compression, Weaver was invited, in 2001, to be a consultant at NASA Langley. This consultancy continued until 2010 (grants totalling over $450k), where his insight, ideas and methods influenced high profile developments such as the ongoing  Shell Buckling  Knockdown Factor (SBKF) project. This project  was proposed to address the innate conservatism in the design of cylindrical shell structures used in launch vehicles such as rockets and the space shuttle where, due to inherent imperfection sensitivity in the shell structures, high knockdown factors (safety factors) are traditionally used. Scientifically demonstrating that lower knockdown factors are justifiable allows a reduction in the vehicle’s weight. Taking the widely acknowledged $10k cost-saving per pound of payload reduction, the estimated 10% weight saving in a structure weighing 1000 lbs leads to both a cost saving of £10M per launch. Particular insight shown by Bristol’s work into anisotropic effects in cylindrical shells proved most valuable to the project. The work was summarised in the 46 page book chapter [5] having  previously  been  published  in  AIAA  journals,  the  International  Journal  of  Solids  and Structures and AIAA conference proceedings. Cosentino (UoB PhD student 2006-10 and Airbus employee since 2006) and Weaver developed analytical structural models for the prediction of specific failure mechanisms of stiffened CFRP plates, representative of aircraft wing structures. They showed comparable accuracy to finite element models for predicting failure by stiffener debonding but with two orders of magnitude improvement in computational speed that allowed rapid sizing studies during the design process. This culminated in the conception of a new joint design, the compound joint [6], which using a combination of bolting and adhesives to separately facilitate the transfer of stresses by normal (Mode I) and shear (Mode II), respectively.		[1]  *J. Miller and P.M. Weaver, 2003. Temperature distribution in a composite box structure subject to Transient Heat Fluxes. Journal of Thermophysics and Heat Transfer, 17(2), 269- 277, dx.doi.org/10.2514/2.6762. [2]  G.F.J.  Hill  and  P.M.  Weaver,  2004.  Analysis  of  anisotropic  prismatic  sections.  The Aeronautical Journal, 108(1082), 197-205, (can be supplied upon request). [3]  S.L. Lemanski, P.M. Weaver and G.F.J. Hill, 2005. Design of composite helicopter rotor blades to meet given cross-sectional properties. The Aeronautical Journal 109(1100), 471-475, (can be supplied upon request). [4]  *S.L. Lemanski and P.M. Weaver, 2005. Flap-torsion coupling in sandwich beams and filled box-sections. Thin-Walled Structures 43(6), 923-955, dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2004.12.004. [5]  P.M. Weaver, 2008. Anisotropic Elastic Tailoring in Laminated Composite Plates and Shells. Book chapter in Buckling and Postbuckling Structures: Experimental, Analytical and Numerical Studies, Ed: B.G. Falzon & M.H. Aliabadi, World Scientific Press, ISBN-13: 978-1860947940. [6]  *V.A. Imperiale, E. Cosentino, P.M. Weaver and I.P. Bond, 2010. Compound joint: A novel design principle to improve strain allowables of FRP composite stringer run-outs.  Composites: Part A, 41(4), 521-531, dx.doi.org/ 10.1016/j.compositesa.2009.12.010. * References that best indicate the quality of the underpinning research.		The impact of the University’s work on developing new structural concepts and structural methods has been the use of the results and the tools by industry on a variety of aerospace applications. Here, we present six examples. 1) A new structural concept that is now in-flight Lemanski and Weaver’s unique anisotropic composite design [4] was used in the development of the  BERP  IV  helicopter  rotor  blade  in  2005-06  for  AgustaWestland’s  EH101  helicopter.  The Principal Rotor Engineer from AgustaWestland reported that “the design, which uses unbalanced anisotropic angle plies at a specific fibre orientation, gives performance enhancement by coupling bending and torsion within the blade to reduce the loads experienced by the rotor control system. Eighty five of these blades, each with typical value of £100k, have been purchased by the UK MoD as part of an Urgent Operational Requirement in order to enhance the range and capability of the EH101 aircraft in Theatre” [a]. Note that of the 85 blades, worth approximately £8.5M, 70 were ordered since 2008. They all continue to be flown and are used in situations where a heavy lift capability is required. 2) A new analysis tool that influenced Airbus’s A380 wing design Miller and Weaver’s thermoelastic analysis [1] has been developed into a new structural analysis tool for Airbus. When designing the A3XX (which subsequently became the A380) aircraft, Airbus considered both aluminium and hybrid CFRP/aluminium wing designs. The Bristol-based tool was used by Airbus to inform the decision to use a largely aluminium, rather than hybrid, wing design [b]. As of July 2013 there have been firm orders for 262 A380s [c] with a market value of over $105B, based on an average list cost of $404M each [d]. 3) A new beam section analysis tool for AgustaWestland and then LUSAS’s software Hill and Weaver’s beam section analysis [2], for calculating 6x6 stiffness matrices for helicopter rotor blade sections, and the subsequent optimisation method [3] have been incorporated into AgustaWestland Helicopter’s internal design codes (BSAP) [a]. The inclusion of these tools allows AgustaWestland to predict the response of rotor blades more accurately such that flight performance is improved via a reduction in deleterious vibration response whilst maintaining structural integrity. In addition to this improvement, Bristol’s optimisation technique reduced the work of an engineer that previously took two weeks, to a matter of minutes [a]. Bristol’s beam section analysis, which provides the 6x6 stiffness properties for finite element beams, was an improvement on the then current state-of-the-art techniques used in commercial finite element packages. It was incorporated into LUSAS’s finite element software in 2008 [e], giving  LUSAS  the  commercial  advantage  of  being  able  to  model  the  structural  response  of complicated multi-material beam sections. 4) New buckling analysis tool for Cassidian Weaver’s  closed-form  buckling  solutions  for  plates  and  shells  [5-6]  are  now  a  key  part  of Cassidian’s LAGRANGE multidisciplinary optimisation software. The work was transferred to Cassidian via a £10k consultancy in 2006, and allows rapid analysis of the buckling capability of thin-walled sections such as wings and fuselages. As an example application, it has been used to help design the Airbus A350XWB aircraft structure [f]. The Airbus A350XWB is the first commercial Airbus aircraft to be mostly designed with composite materials. It had its maiden flight in July 2013 and first delivery is expected in mid 2014. So far 682 firm orders have been received [g] with a value of circa $173B, based on an A350-800 average list price of $254M [d]. Cassidian also intends to use these structural analysis models in the design of a European Unmanned Air Vehicle in 2014 [f]. 5. New structural failure analysis led to new structural concept for Airbus New analytical expressions for predicting the structural failure of stiffened wing panel structures [6] have been adopted in Airbus’ design codes. Specifically the Senior Lead Stress for the A350-1000 Midbox states that “the in depth understanding and methods developed during my PhD [at Bristol] helped  Airbus  refine  their  stringer  runout  design.  The  knowledge  has  been  transferred  transnationally throughout Airbus and Bristol’s expertise is acknowledged. Furthermore, the papers published have been used as a starting point to define methods and allowables, helping Airbus prepare comprehensive Aircraft Certification Documents minimising the need for large tests” [b]. These  methods  have  supported  the  design  of  wings  in  commercial  aircraft  variants  of  the A350XWB: A350-900 and A350-1000 as well as the military aircraft A400M. As of August 2013, when it had its maiden flight, 174 A400M aircraft have been ordered [h]. Current savings of over £700k from virtual testing are estimated based on a typical cost of £35k per test. In addition to this cost  saving,  the  new  design  based  on  Bristol’s  methods  reduces  the  weight  of  a  wing  by approximately 10kg per wing [b] giving operational savings of around £14M based on the orders for A350XWB and A400M using a £800/kg cost to weight value. This analysis subsequently allowed a new stringer-to-skin, aircraft wing joint design to be proposed [6]: “Compound joints have become part of the certification training material. [Bristol’s] 2 and 1/2 dimension model was used for A380 checkstress. The way the Mode 1 and 2 contributions are decomposed in Stringer Run Out is used as a bonded joint pre-sizing method” [b]. 6. New structural analysis for shells exploited by NASA NASA’s Shell Buckling Knockdown Factor (SBKF) project was set up to “help future heavy-lift launch vehicles weigh less and reduce development costs” by generating new shell-buckling knockdown factors replacing the existing ones which “date back to pre-Apollo-era studies - well before modern composite materials, manufacturing processes and advanced computer modeling” [i]. New, more accurate and less conservative methods have now been developed for the design of shell structures for space launch vehicles. Estimated savings of the order of £10M/launch are expected with the first launch based upon these new design methods anticipated from NASA Wallops in 2014. Weaver was consultant for NASA from 2001-2010 with support funds from NASA totalling around $450k. [text removed for publication]. [j].		[a]  Principal Engineer Rotors (Methods), AgustaWestland Helicopters. [b]  Senior Lead Stress, A350-1000 Midbox, Airbus. [c]   Airbus press release Orders and Deliveries, July 2013. [d]  Airbus press release Airbus Aircraft 2013 Average List Prices, January 2013. [e]   Director and Founder of Lusas finite element analysis – email correspondence. [f]   Senior Expert for Multidisciplinary Airvehicle Analysis and Design Optimization, Cassidian, Germany – email correspondence. [g]  Airbus press release Orders, Deliveries, Operators, July 2013. [h]  Airbus Military A400M homepage, downloaded August 2013. [i]    NASA - Marshall Star news article 2011 Marshall Space Flight Center Year in Review, January 11, 2012. [j]    Senior  Research  Engineer  and  Principal  Investigator  of  SBKF  project,  NASA  Langley Research Center, USA.

		1185		10700		10000				For aerospace vehicles, the development of new materials and structural configurations are key tools in the relentless drive to reduce weight and increase performance (in terms of, for example, speed and flight characteristics). The economic drivers are clear - it is widely recognised that it is worth approximately $10k to save one pound of weight in a spacecraft per launch and $500 per pound for an aircraft over its lifetime. The environmental drivers (ACARE 2050) are also clear - reduced aircraft weight leads to lower fuel burn and, in turn, to lower CO2 and NOx emissions. With such high cost-to-weight ratios, there is intense industrial interest in the development of new structural configurations/concepts and enhanced structural models that allow better use of existing or  new  materials.  Analytical  structural  mechanics  models  of  novel  anisotropic  structures, developed at the University’s Advanced Composites Centre for Innovation and Science (ACCIS), are now used in the industrial design of aircraft and spacecraft. Based on this research, a new, unique anisotropic composite blade, designed to meet an Urgent Operational Requirement for the MoD, is now flying on AgustaWestland EH101 helicopters that are deployed in Theatre. In addition, the new modelling tools and techniques have been adopted by Airbus, AgustaWestland, Cassidian and NASA and incorporated into LUSAS’s finite element analysis software. These tools have, for example, been used to inform Airbus’s decision to use a largely aluminium wing design rather than a hybrid CFRP/aluminium wing for the A380.		The development of new structural configurations made from novel composite layups, and of the analysis tools to understand them, forms a key part of research into the performance and optimisation of composite structures. For this reason, Weaver (UoB since 1998) was recruited to the University’s Composites Group (now ACCIS) to develop new structural mechanics models for aerospace vehicles. His work, and that of his team within ACCIS, has centred on the influence of interrelationships between geometric form and anisotropic material properties on structural performance in developing models for beams, plates and shells with physical insight and closed form solutions. The research has been part funded by Airbus and AgustaWestland and relevant consultancy work includes NASA Langley (2001-2009) and Cassidian (then, EADS Military Air Systems) (2006). In 1999,  Miller  (UoB  PhD student  1999-2002) developed thermoelastic models for predicting temperature build-up in carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) parts, when subjected to transient radiative and convective heating, typical of an aircraft sitting on a hot runway in a tropical climate. It was shown that the temperature build-up could exceed 80OC, which, due to the thermal expansion properties of CFRP and aluminium, could result in significant fatigue stresses in the aluminium parts [1]. This fatigue issue contributed significantly to cancelling the hybrid Al/CFRP early concept wing structure in 2000-2001. Miller won the prestigious accolade of the Thomas Jefferson award for the best student paper at the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Structures, Dynamics and Materials Conference 2001, for this work. Modern helicopter rotor blades are typically made from high specific stiffness materials, including CFRP,  honeycombs  and specialist  polymeric foams. These allow better design of mass and stiffness distributions, which are crucial to ensure benign vibration characteristics. State-of-the-art methods relied on finite element analysis to calculate stiffness properties of realistic blade sections by estimating torsional, extensional, flap and lag bending stiffnesses. However, transverse shear effects and anisotropic coupling effects between bending and torsion, which are typically significant in anisotropic composite blades, were not included. From 2000-2002, Hill (UoB RA 1996-2006) and  Weaver developed an alternative finite element based method for calculating full 6x6 stiffness matrices, including all coupling effects as well as transverse shear, of fully anisotropic sections of arbitrary shape, composed of multiple materials. They demonstrated that the technique was highly useful to model the complex responses of helicopter rotor blades [2]. Building on this work, Lemanski (UoB PhD student 2000-2004) and Weaver developed an optimisation technique to minimise the mass of rotor blade sections by changing composite material properties, adjusting aerofoil skin thicknesses and altering the position of internal parts such as spars [3]. They also observed  that  the  then  state-of-the-art  closed-form  solutions  did  not  quantify  the  effects  of bend/twist coupling because they neglected the effects of vertical wall stiffness and foam, resulting in  inaccurate  and  unusable  results.  Hence,  they  developed  an  anisotropic  box  model  that quantified these effects resulting in much improved analytical modelling [4]. From 2000, Weaver developed a series of buckling and postbuckling solutions for anisotropic plates and cylindrical shells subject to compression, shear and combined loading. Based on early work on designing composite cylindrical shells under axial compression, Weaver was invited, in 2001, to be a consultant at NASA Langley. This consultancy continued until 2010 (grants totalling over $450k), where his insight, ideas and methods influenced high profile developments such as the ongoing  Shell Buckling  Knockdown Factor (SBKF) project. This project  was proposed to address the innate conservatism in the design of cylindrical shell structures used in launch vehicles such as rockets and the space shuttle where, due to inherent imperfection sensitivity in the shell structures, high knockdown factors (safety factors) are traditionally used. Scientifically demonstrating that lower knockdown factors are justifiable allows a reduction in the vehicle’s weight. Taking the widely acknowledged $10k cost-saving per pound of payload reduction, the estimated 10% weight saving in a structure weighing 1000 lbs leads to both a cost saving of £10M per launch. Particular insight shown by Bristol’s work into anisotropic effects in cylindrical shells proved most valuable to the project. The work was summarised in the 46 page book chapter [5] having  previously  been  published  in  AIAA  journals,  the  International  Journal  of  Solids  and Structures and AIAA conference proceedings. Cosentino (UoB PhD student 2006-10 and Airbus employee since 2006) and Weaver developed analytical structural models for the prediction of specific failure mechanisms of stiffened CFRP plates, representative of aircraft wing structures. They showed comparable accuracy to finite element models for predicting failure by stiffener debonding but with two orders of magnitude improvement in computational speed that allowed rapid sizing studies during the design process. This culminated in the conception of a new joint design, the compound joint [6], which using a combination of bolting and adhesives to separately facilitate the transfer of stresses by normal (Mode I) and shear (Mode II), respectively.		[1]  *J. Miller and P.M. Weaver, 2003. Temperature distribution in a composite box structure subject to Transient Heat Fluxes. Journal of Thermophysics and Heat Transfer, 17(2), 269- 277, dx.doi.org/10.2514/2.6762. [2]  G.F.J.  Hill  and  P.M.  Weaver,  2004.  Analysis  of  anisotropic  prismatic  sections.  The Aeronautical Journal, 108(1082), 197-205, (can be supplied upon request). [3]  S.L. Lemanski, P.M. Weaver and G.F.J. Hill, 2005. Design of composite helicopter rotor blades to meet given cross-sectional properties. The Aeronautical Journal 109(1100), 471-475, (can be supplied upon request). [4]  *S.L. Lemanski and P.M. Weaver, 2005. Flap-torsion coupling in sandwich beams and filled box-sections. Thin-Walled Structures 43(6), 923-955, dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2004.12.004. [5]  P.M. Weaver, 2008. Anisotropic Elastic Tailoring in Laminated Composite Plates and Shells. Book chapter in Buckling and Postbuckling Structures: Experimental, Analytical and Numerical Studies, Ed: B.G. Falzon & M.H. Aliabadi, World Scientific Press, ISBN-13: 978-1860947940. [6]  *V.A. Imperiale, E. Cosentino, P.M. Weaver and I.P. Bond, 2010. Compound joint: A novel design principle to improve strain allowables of FRP composite stringer run-outs.  Composites: Part A, 41(4), 521-531, dx.doi.org/ 10.1016/j.compositesa.2009.12.010. * References that best indicate the quality of the underpinning research.		The impact of the University’s work on developing new structural concepts and structural methods has been the use of the results and the tools by industry on a variety of aerospace applications. Here, we present six examples. 1) A new structural concept that is now in-flight Lemanski and Weaver’s unique anisotropic composite design [4] was used in the development of the  BERP  IV  helicopter  rotor  blade  in  2005-06  for  AgustaWestland’s  EH101  helicopter.  The Principal Rotor Engineer from AgustaWestland reported that “the design, which uses unbalanced anisotropic angle plies at a specific fibre orientation, gives performance enhancement by coupling bending and torsion within the blade to reduce the loads experienced by the rotor control system. Eighty five of these blades, each with typical value of £100k, have been purchased by the UK MoD as part of an Urgent Operational Requirement in order to enhance the range and capability of the EH101 aircraft in Theatre” [a]. Note that of the 85 blades, worth approximately £8.5M, 70 were ordered since 2008. They all continue to be flown and are used in situations where a heavy lift capability is required. 2) A new analysis tool that influenced Airbus’s A380 wing design Miller and Weaver’s thermoelastic analysis [1] has been developed into a new structural analysis tool for Airbus. When designing the A3XX (which subsequently became the A380) aircraft, Airbus considered both aluminium and hybrid CFRP/aluminium wing designs. The Bristol-based tool was used by Airbus to inform the decision to use a largely aluminium, rather than hybrid, wing design [b]. As of July 2013 there have been firm orders for 262 A380s [c] with a market value of over $105B, based on an average list cost of $404M each [d]. 3) A new beam section analysis tool for AgustaWestland and then LUSAS’s software Hill and Weaver’s beam section analysis [2], for calculating 6x6 stiffness matrices for helicopter rotor blade sections, and the subsequent optimisation method [3] have been incorporated into AgustaWestland Helicopter’s internal design codes (BSAP) [a]. The inclusion of these tools allows AgustaWestland to predict the response of rotor blades more accurately such that flight performance is improved via a reduction in deleterious vibration response whilst maintaining structural integrity. In addition to this improvement, Bristol’s optimisation technique reduced the work of an engineer that previously took two weeks, to a matter of minutes [a]. Bristol’s beam section analysis, which provides the 6x6 stiffness properties for finite element beams, was an improvement on the then current state-of-the-art techniques used in commercial finite element packages. It was incorporated into LUSAS’s finite element software in 2008 [e], giving  LUSAS  the  commercial  advantage  of  being  able  to  model  the  structural  response  of complicated multi-material beam sections. 4) New buckling analysis tool for Cassidian Weaver’s  closed-form  buckling  solutions  for  plates  and  shells  [5-6]  are  now  a  key  part  of Cassidian’s LAGRANGE multidisciplinary optimisation software. The work was transferred to Cassidian via a £10k consultancy in 2006, and allows rapid analysis of the buckling capability of thin-walled sections such as wings and fuselages. As an example application, it has been used to help design the Airbus A350XWB aircraft structure [f]. The Airbus A350XWB is the first commercial Airbus aircraft to be mostly designed with composite materials. It had its maiden flight in July 2013 and first delivery is expected in mid 2014. So far 682 firm orders have been received [g] with a value of circa $173B, based on an A350-800 average list price of $254M [d]. Cassidian also intends to use these structural analysis models in the design of a European Unmanned Air Vehicle in 2014 [f]. 5. New structural failure analysis led to new structural concept for Airbus New analytical expressions for predicting the structural failure of stiffened wing panel structures [6] have been adopted in Airbus’ design codes. Specifically the Senior Lead Stress for the A350-1000 Midbox states that “the in depth understanding and methods developed during my PhD [at Bristol] helped  Airbus  refine  their  stringer  runout  design.  The  knowledge  has  been  transferred  transnationally throughout Airbus and Bristol’s expertise is acknowledged. Furthermore, the papers published have been used as a starting point to define methods and allowables, helping Airbus prepare comprehensive Aircraft Certification Documents minimising the need for large tests” [b]. These  methods  have  supported  the  design  of  wings  in  commercial  aircraft  variants  of  the A350XWB: A350-900 and A350-1000 as well as the military aircraft A400M. As of August 2013, when it had its maiden flight, 174 A400M aircraft have been ordered [h]. Current savings of over £700k from virtual testing are estimated based on a typical cost of £35k per test. In addition to this cost  saving,  the  new  design  based  on  Bristol’s  methods  reduces  the  weight  of  a  wing  by approximately 10kg per wing [b] giving operational savings of around £14M based on the orders for A350XWB and A400M using a £800/kg cost to weight value. This analysis subsequently allowed a new stringer-to-skin, aircraft wing joint design to be proposed [6]: “Compound joints have become part of the certification training material. [Bristol’s] 2 and 1/2 dimension model was used for A380 checkstress. The way the Mode 1 and 2 contributions are decomposed in Stringer Run Out is used as a bonded joint pre-sizing method” [b]. 6. New structural analysis for shells exploited by NASA NASA’s Shell Buckling Knockdown Factor (SBKF) project was set up to “help future heavy-lift launch vehicles weigh less and reduce development costs” by generating new shell-buckling knockdown factors replacing the existing ones which “date back to pre-Apollo-era studies - well before modern composite materials, manufacturing processes and advanced computer modeling” [i]. New, more accurate and less conservative methods have now been developed for the design of shell structures for space launch vehicles. Estimated savings of the order of £10M/launch are expected with the first launch based upon these new design methods anticipated from NASA Wallops in 2014. Weaver was consultant for NASA from 2001-2010 with support funds from NASA totalling around $450k. [text removed for publication]. [j].		[a]  Principal Engineer Rotors (Methods), AgustaWestland Helicopters. [b]  Senior Lead Stress, A350-1000 Midbox, Airbus. [c]   Airbus press release Orders and Deliveries, July 2013. [d]  Airbus press release Airbus Aircraft 2013 Average List Prices, January 2013. [e]   Director and Founder of Lusas finite element analysis – email correspondence. [f]   Senior Expert for Multidisciplinary Airvehicle Analysis and Design Optimization, Cassidian, Germany – email correspondence. [g]  Airbus press release Orders, Deliveries, Operators, July 2013. [h]  Airbus Military A400M homepage, downloaded August 2013. [i]    NASA - Marshall Star news article 2011 Marshall Space Flight Center Year in Review, January 11, 2012. [j]    Senior  Research  Engineer  and  Principal  Investigator  of  SBKF  project,  NASA  Langley Research Center, USA.

		827		10000		10000				Multinational companies [text removed for publication] have saved more than 20,000 tonnes  of plastic  and $10M in less  than  4 years,  using  QUB technology to develop  their  innovative lightweight plastic  bottles. This has created  both  economic and environmental impact through the savings   in material, transport and energy costs and a reduction in CO2  usage.   For example the [text removed for publication] showed savings per year of €3M and 1800 tonnes of plastic and a reduction of CO2 of 800 tonnes/year. A spin-out company, built on this technology, was created in 2012 and is actively selling process instrumentation (THERMOscan)  to both USA and EU customers enabling them to make further reductions in material and energy usage. The product won a clean energy award in 2011.		In 1993 Prof. C. Armstrong (CA) and Prof. R. Crawford (RC) were involved in prestigious EPSRC funded  research into the feasibility of modelling the stretch blow moulding process. [G1].   This research  continued  in  1996  with  a  4  year  project  sponsored  by  InvestNI,  Coca  Cola  and Boxmore Plastics.   Both of these projects focused on the development of a stretch blow moulding (SBM) manufacturing simulation with  the aim of removing the trial  and error  techniques from the process.   From this research a material model capable of modelling the nonlinear viscoelastic material behaviour of Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) at strain and thermal histories appropriate to SBM was implemented within a SBM simulation [P1]. A major output of this project was the development of a biaxial testing machine capable of duplicating the deformation behaviour of the SBM  process  [P2].     The  machine  enabled  an  appropriate  dataset  to  be  created  and  a corresponding mathematical model to capture the behaviour of  PET and has since attracted interest from a host  of multinational companies [text removed for publication].  Additional work funded by InvestNI and Boxmore Plastics, led by the Boxmore chair Prof. Eileen Harkin-Jones [EHJ] and CA between 2001-2004 led to further advancement of the process simulation through industrial plant tests [P3]. The [text removed for publication] from  2002 have invested  £200k [G2] to develop capability in SBM simulation.   An aspect of this work corresponding to characterising of PET for SBM is highlighted in [P4]. The paper was the first to present a comprehensive set of experimental data suitable for modelling the behaviour of PET for SBM and led to collaboration with University of Paris Est. Between  2005-2008,  an  EU  FP6  project  led  by  GM,  CA  and  EHJ  [G3],  resulted  in  the development  of  wireless  instrumentation  capable   of  recording  process   conditions  on industrial  machines [P5].   The data provided for the first time, data on the behaviour of the  preform inside the mould and the corresponding process conditions and led to GM obtaining EPSRC funding [G4] which enabled a new fluid structure interaction approach to be incorporated into the manufacturing simulation.  The novel instrumentation, new data, and modelling approach attracted further interest from industry with [text removed for publication] investing in projects led by GM and CA of £342k [G5] over the period 2008 to 2012. The research with [text removed for publication] has resulted in new experimental approaches for obtaining material data relevant to the SBM process and new mathematical models to accurately capture the material and air flow behaviour which they are currently using to optimise the design of their containers.   A £100k project led by GM and funded from InvestNI in 2009, resulted in the transformation of a research measurement tool developed  from [G3] in to a commercial product named THERMOscan that is now being sold via a spin  out company and being used by industry to optimise process setup, energy usage and evaluate new materials. Intellectual property has been protected via filing of an associated patent [P6]. The product developed from the patent won the prize at the Invest Northern Ireland 25k awards for the technology with the  most  promising commercial potential in  the clean energies category  (2011).		Key Outputs P1. *Menary G. H.; Armstrong C.G. ; Crawford R.J ; McEvoy J.P.; Modelling of poly(ethylene terephthalate) in injection stretch-blow moulding; Plastics, Rubber And Composites: Macromolecular Engineering, Vol. 29, no7, pp. 360-370, 2000, DOI:10.1179/146580100101541166 P2. Martin, P.J ; Tan, C.W.; Tshai, K.Y.; McCool, R. ; Menary, G.H. ; Armstrong, C.G. ; Harkin- Jones, E .M, “Biaxial Characterisation of Materials for Thermoforming and Blow Moulding.” Plastics, Rubber And Composites: Macromolecular Engineering, Vol. 34, no. 5, pp. 276-282, 2005 [won the James Walker award for the best paper in the field of Polymers from the Institute of Materials] P3. Yang, Z.J.; Harkin-Jones, E.M.; Menary, G.H; Armstrong, C.G.; “Finite Element modelling of stretch blow moulding of PET bottles using Buckley model: plant tests and effects of process conditions and material parameters.” Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part E, Vol. 218(4), pp.237-250, 2004 [award  winning paper  from  IMECHE for  the best paper published in the volume] P4. *Menary, G.H.; Tan C.W.; Harkin-Jones, E.M.; Armstrong, C.G.; Martin, P.J. , "Biaxial Deformation and Experimental Study of PET at Conditions Applicable to Stretch Blow Molding" Polymer Engineering and Science, Volume 52, No. 3, pp. 671–688, 2012, DOI: 10.1002/pen.22134 P5. *Salomeia Y.M.; Menary, GH; Armstrong, CG , "Experimental investigation of stretch blow molding Part II: Analysis of process variables, blowing kinematics and bottle properties." Advances in Polymer Technology, 2013, DOI: 10.1002/adv.21291 P6. Method and apparatus for providing an internal surface temperature profile of a thermoplastic preform during a stretch blow moulding process. Inventors:  Gary Menary,  Cecil Armstrong, Yannis Mugurel Salomeia , Patent application number: 20110062611, Published March 2011 *Best three outputs Key Grants G1. Computer-Aided Design of Preforms for Injection Blow Moulded Containers, EPSRC, 1991- 1995, £73,000 G2. Modelling the behaviour of PET for stretch blow moulding, [text removed for publication],  2002-2010, £200,000 G3. Advanced Knowledge of Polymer Deformation for Tomorrow’s Packaging (Aptpack) (STRP 505204-1) , 2005-2008, £217,186 G4. Fluid Structure  Interaction in Injection Stretch Blow Moulding,  EPSRC,  (EP/H020756/1), 2010, £101,354 G5. Modelling and instrumentation of stretch blow moulding, [text removed for publication], 2008- 2012 £342,000		Since 2008 the research in Stretch Blow Moulding has made a significant impact on a number of multinational companies. The global presence of these companies and the volume of products they produce ensure that both the reach and significance of the impact is felt on a global  scale. The impact  of  the   underpinning  research   has  resulted   in   new   technology,  software  and knowledge being integrated into the design  process  of containers thus enabling them to lightweight them. This has direct savings to the companies through the usage of less material as well  as  impact  on  the  environment  through  less  use  of  petroleum  based  plastic  and  the transportation of lighter containers. Economic Impact Between 2003 and 2012, the [text removed for publication] invested ~£200,000 of funding to develop mathematical models of the behaviour of PET during processing and of the stretch blow moulding process.  The research has had a significant impact within [text removed for publication] and  beyond.    A  letter  of  support  from  [text  removed  for  publication]  Head  of  modelling  & simulation [text removed for publication] (2002-2012) has confirmed that the know-how generated contributed to the launch of: •   Several innovative packaging formats in 20 countries covering almost  all continents of the world [text removed for publication] •   Several  lightweight   containers, including   all sizes  of the famous  [text removed for publication] brand (from 33cl to 1.5L), [text removed for publication]. As an example on the savings to the business, the reduction of ~3g from a 1.5l [text removed for publication]PET bottle lead to more than 1800 tonnes of PET saved per year (basis: 600 million bottles production on average). The average cost of PET since 2009 is ~ €1700, equating to an economic saving  of ~€3M per  year  since  2009.   The research work with QUB enabled [text removed for publication] to make decisions about the effect of processing on material properties as well as numerical simulation prediction, and thus made a significant and direct impact to these savings. The research has also enabled [text removed for publication] to develop a new methodology for evaluating new materials for stretch blow moulding, including non-oil  based and eco-friendly materials which  is  a key challenge  for  them  in  the future.    The investment in research has also contributed to the professional development of the [text removed for publication]packaging team including increasing the expertise of technicians, engineers and [text removed for  publication]  managers  in  the field  of  stretch  blow moulding  technology and  the recruitment of 2 former PhD students of GM, CA, EHJ and PM. Between 2008 and 2012, the [text removed for publication] have invested £342,000 in research with QUB with the aim of developing an accurate validated simulation of the stretch blow moulding process.  They use this process  to make over 20% of the 5 billion containers they sell all over the world every year. They currently use the simulation software package as part of their virtual design process for their new and existing products.  The stretch blow moulding model is an integral component of their virtual package design system. A quote from [text removed for  publication] use of tools related to Queen's program has delivered, in the last year alone, at least $3 million in savings.  Moving forward [text removed for publication] expects these models to deliver $25 million in annual savings" THERMOscan A new spin out company Blow  Moulding Technologies was created in 2012.  The product the company is selling (THERMOscan) is based on patent pending technology and the research assistant who worked on these projects is now the CEO of BMT.  The company has already sold 7 units [EU and USA] and turned over £140,000 in 6 countries. The technology is enabling multinational companies such  as Logoplaste, Amcor  and Procter  & Gamble  to optimise their process setup, saving them time, energy and money and provides them with new information that enables a better understanding of their process and a more efficient production of bespoke products.   Paulo Correia, the Director of Logoplaste Innovation lab which is the R&D centre for Logoplaste’s 63 manufacturing plants based across the world, highlights the impact the new technology has on the business “THERMOscan  enables  us  to setup  our  processes easier  and  faster.  With  a new  insight on  how  preform design  and materials are influencing the  heating  process  we are now  able  to  take  upon  even  more ambitious projects.” Whilst [text removed for publication]has said ”Temperature measurements from  THERMOscan  have  enabled  more  accurate  blow  moulding  simulations,  improving  our package design process”. A major machine manufacturer, SOPLAR, based in Switzerland have purchased the THERMOscan device. On THERMOscan they quote “THERMOscan has been an invaluable tool in helping  us optimize and develop  our IR-technology.” Environmental Impact The research also has an environmental impact through less  use of petroleum based  plastic and the transportation of lighter containers. Taking the case study of the 1.5l [text removed for publication] PET bottle [text removed for publication] the 1800 tonnes  of PET saved per year on this container can be translated in to a reduction of CO2  of ~ 800 tonnes/year. Considering the savings of material made on other leading global brands as highlighted in the economic impact it is clear that the environmental impact has both reach and significance.		PositionCompany 1CEOBlow Moulding Technologies 2Director[text removed for publication] 3Senior Engineer[text removed for publication] 4DirectorLogoplaste Innovation Lab. 5Innovation
Management
Head of DepartmentSoplar SA 6. Technology profiled in Packaging Europe News, 2011: http://www.packagingeurope.com/Packaging-Europe-News/40995/THERMOscan-Innovative- Technology-in-ISBM.html

		1060		10000		10000				Research in the Department of Civil and Structural Engineering at the University of Sheffield on dynamic  performance  and  vibration  serviceability  has  contributed  to  internationally  applied guidance on building serviceability for floors, buildings, stadia and other structures and has led to the spin-out Full Scale Dynamics Ltd (FSDL). Based on our research FSDL provides applied research and consultancy services, and has delivered projects approaching £1m since 2008. FSDL has demonstrated significant reach through its work with blue chip clients nationally and internationally. Our research has impacted on leading national sport infrastructure (such as Premiership Football stadia and notably the Olympic 2012 Velodrome) and public companies to deliver economic benefits by providing evidence based compliance, demonstrating that stadia, hospitals, manufacturing plants and other public structures comply with safety and vibration serviceability standards. Interventions based on our research and implemented via FSDL have, on numerous occasions, avoided potentially serious economic and safety consequences due to the poor vibration performance of structures.		Underpinning research in the field of vibration performance of civil engineering structures was initiated  by  Pavic  (Professor,  joined  Sheffield  1996)  with  the  formation  of  VES  (Vibration Engineering Section) at The University of Sheffield, focussing on vibration serviceability of structures. Reynolds (Professor, joined Sheffield 1998) extended this research to dynamic performance  of  grandstands  and  developed  active   vibration  control  systems.  Brownjohn (Professor, joined Sheffield 2005) brought in expertise on dynamic performance of tall and long structures over wide ranges of time and length scales. In 2008 Pavic, Reynolds and Brownjohn founded the Sheffield University spinout company Full Scale Dynamics Ltd (FSDL) as a delivery mechanism for impact of the research. Racic (Lecturer, joined Sheffield 2011) added expertise in experimental  characterisation  and  mathematical  modelling  of  dynamic  loading  of  structures induced by active individuals, groups and crowds of people. Our research led to novel approaches to management, design and in-situ dynamic performance assessment of large civil infrastructure with respect to fitness for purpose with complimentary attention to safety, comfort and economy. Our research was partly funded via the award of an EPSRC platform grant in 2009 (EPSRC EP/G061130/1), the first of its kind for this area of civil and structural engineering research in the UK. Our researchers capitalised on technology and methodologies for modal testing typically applied to mechanical and aerospace structures, such as ground vibration testing and finite element model updating of prototype aircraft and transferred it to civil structure applications [R1]. Civil structures differ substantially from mechanical structures in materials and scale as well as in level and nature of vibrations. What worked well in controlled laboratories had to be adapted through a series of research projects (GR/L68742/01, GR/S14924/01) to work in open space environments with challenging environmental and operational conditions and unusual signal to noise ratios. Within these research projects we developed systems-engineered tools and procedures that combine artificial forcing and ambient excitation and linked simulations to assess fitness for purpose of grandstands, floors [R1], bridges and vibration-sensitive facilities worldwide. Due to this research and application of knowledge to real-world issues and applications, we generated the world’s largest database of operational performance of floors, stadia and footbridges. Since 2005, we adapted capability for ambient vibration measurements with applications to ‘operational modal analysis’ and assessment of extreme low vibration environments [R2]. These unique experimental capabilities have formed the core that links design, analysis, simulation and evaluation of performance in commercial (FSDL) projects e.g. for Yorkon and Stoke Mandeville hospital retrofit. We developed motion capture and force measurement facilities and used them to create the world’s largest database of ground reaction force and to develop new models of jumping and walking [R3]. This was necessary to address deficiencies in the existing human dynamic load  models used in standard design practice. Our research (in collaboration with University of Manchester) has also provided valuable data on the effects of perceptible structural vibrations on loads generated by spectators bobbing on grandstands [R4]. This research was used to validate our contributions to design guidance, and by FSDL to predict performance for pedestrian and crowd-loaded structures. Based on our research, we created bespoke software, Vibration Serviceability Assessment Tools (VSATs) [R5], now used by industry in performance-based design and assessment of footbridges, floors and grandstands. VSATs links experimentally and numerically derived structural dynamic properties and applies a range of loading from design guides and our research is now heavily relied upon by FSDL as a primary tool for structure serviceability evaluation. We developed capabilities for remote structural monitoring of grandstands, long span bridges and buildings  incorporating  automated  operational  modal  analysis  for  the  first  time  in  any  Civil structure. The rollout of this technology led to the Tamar Bridge prototype system in 2006, whereby modal property data was broadcast in real time by internet, and has been used as a prototype for two safety-critical commercial applications. Most recently in collaboration with University Castilla La Mancha (Spain), we developed unique capabilities for active vibration control of floors. The system has been evaluated in service in the office of an industry partner (WSP) [R6] and featured in subsequent FSDL proposals for high profile structures. The criticality of our research is exemplified by our contribution to interventions to address the type of problems that occurred in the London Millennium Bridge and regularly occurs in a range of structures that are rendered unfit for purpose (unserviceable) by lack of understanding of the source (load) –path (structure) –receiver (use/occupant) chain.		[**denotes best indicators of quality of underpinning research] R1.   **Pavic A & Reynolds P (1999). Experimental Assessment of Vibration Serviceability of Existing Office Floors under Human-Induced Excitation, Experimental Techniques, Vol. 23, No. 5, 41-45. doi:  10.1111/j.1747-1567.1999.tb01305.x R2.   Brownjohn JMW, Pavic A (2006) ‘Vibration control of ultra-sensitive facilities’. Proceedings ICE Structures and Buildings 159, 295-306. doi: 10.1680/stbu.2006.159.5.295 R3.   Racic V & Brownjohn JMW (2011) Stochastic model of near periodic vertical loads due to humans walking. Advanced Engineering Informatics 25(2) 259-275. doi: 10.1016/j.aei.2010.07.004 R4.   **Yao S, Wright JR, Pavic A, Reynolds P (2006). Experimental study of human-induced forces due to jumping on a perceptibly moving structure. Journal of Sound and Vibration 296(1-2). doi:  10.1016/j.jsv.2006.02.018 R5.   **Zivanovic S, Pavic A (2009) Probabilistic modelling of walking excitation for building floors. ASCE Journal of Performance of Constructed Facilities 23(1). 132-143. doi: 10.1061/(ASCE)CF.1943-5509.0000005 R6.   Reynolds P & Diaz IM, (2010) On-off nonlinear active control of floor vibration. Mechanical systems and signal processing 24(6) 1711-1726. doi:  10.1016/j.ymssp.2010.02.011		The impact demonstrated by our activities and research, driven by our desire to apply our knowledge and exploit our expertise and specialised equipment, has been primarily achieved through: 1.   VES  engagement  with  standardisation  committees  and  learned  societies  to  develop industry guidance (codes and standards) and 2.    FSDL focusing on commercial activities leading to economic and safety impact Impacts on practitioners and professional services: codes and standards Our research has contributed to a number of guidance documents/standards. These are used internationally and have legal status in civil court actions that can result from poor serviceability. 1.   The Institution of Structural Engineers (2008), “Dynamic performance requirements for permanent  grandstands  subject  to  crowd  action.  Recommendations  for  management,  design and assessment”: This is recognised as the international state of the art (adopted worldwide) and directly applies outcomes of our research [R1, R4] on stadia performance and human structure interaction. 2.   Structural Engineering Institute, American Society of Civil Engineers (2013). A State‐of‐the‐ Art Report by ASCE SEI Committee on Structural Identification of Constructed Systems: This  presents  the  measurement  technology  developed  through  our  research  and  an industry application of active vibration control. Our research [R1, R3, R6]  formed one of the six chapters and one of the 18 case studies. 3.   British Standards Institution (2008) Guide to evaluation of human exposure to vibration in buildings. Part 1: Vibration sources other than blasting. (BS6472-1:2008): Our academics are long-term members of the BSI technical committee, contributing to the development and establishment of these standards. 4.   The Steel Construction Institute (2009) Design of Floors for Vibration: A new Approach (Revised Edition, February 2009, particularly Appendix C): Our research [R1, R4, R5] formed the basis of the appendix on dynamic testing of building floors. Economic impacts: Spin-out: Full Scale Dynamics Ltd (FSDL).     Our researchers have been engaged in consulting activities in this field since 1996. In 2008, due to the large volume of commercial activity, FSDL was incorporated. No inward investment was sought and cumulative FSDL turnover to date is around £1m. FSDL is directed by academics and has seconded six postdoctoral and PhD students to UK and overseas projects, equipping them with high-level professional skills. Clients include:      UK companies e.g. Expedition Engineering [S1], Arup, Gifford, Balfour Beatty, Jacobs, Flint & Neill and Yorkon [S4]      Overseas clients e.g. Intelligent Engineering (Canada), Seagate (USA) [S2], Land Transport Authority, (Singapore) and Centroprojekt (Russia)      National stadium operators such as Premier League/Championship football clubs (Middlesbrough, Sunderland)      Public organisations e.g. [text removed for publication] [S3] and [text removed for publication] FSDL undertakes and completes approximately 15 high profile projects annually. The following is a brief digest of the FSDL impact on industry (economic and safety) grouped by structure type. Stadia: Post-Hillsborough, UK football clubs have a legal obligation to ensure spectator safety, which includes avoiding excessive vibration and consequent crowd panic. Using the testing, simulation and design tools developed in our research projects since 1998, FSDL has enabled UK stadia operators and overseas clients to comply with regulations ensuring safety and fitness for purpose. As  an  example,  for  the  London  2012  Olympic  Velodrome  [S1]  (on  behalf  of  Expedition Engineering, 2009) FSDL used VSATS and applied the new, at the time untested in practice, stadia design guidance [R1]. This independent assessment enabled a saving of 400 tonnes of steel and was essential for the purposes of Category 3 performance based design compliance due to the inherent low natural frequency of the stands [S1]. “using this approach allowed us to have confidence in a solution which saved 400 tonnes of steel over using traditional design methods” [S1] “without the involvement of FSDL and the fundamental research undertaken by your research group..., the dynamic performance of the lightweight seating deck would have been much more difficult to justify” [S1] Floors: In 2011 FSDL applied our research [R1, R2, R5] based ambient vibration testing technology to identify modal properties and vibration environment being experienced in the multi-$bn Seagate disk drive production facility in Singapore (opened 2007). [text removed for publication]. This novel data collected by FSDL was used to validate modelling of the facility that had previously been undertaken  by VES.    These simulations  predicted  the behaviour  observed  and  provided  the operator with a clear understanding of how to tackle the problem. Based on Seagate’s annual  turnover of $12bn and figures and opinion of the Seagate specialist [S2] annual production loss of the order $10m appears to have been mitigated by the interventions. “Brownjohn’s vibration work allowed the Seagate engineering staff to be ahead of the production juggernaut (for once), and not underneath the beast” [S2] “to this day we are still building on Prof. Brownjohn’s original modelling and have made detailed plans for some structural reinforcements in the specific areas of greatest sensitivity ... we owe a great debt to this theoretical work apparently all done before one pile was bored for this building”[S2] “if production delays are experienced, that if measured in days, would result in the loss of revenue measured in tens of millions of dollars” [S2] From 2005 we applied our research [R2] based expertise to diagnose and assess extreme low vibration performance of the foundation systems for the new Orion high power laser facility at the [text removed for publication]. Successful operation of the £100m facility relies on minute positional tolerances for multiple laser reflections; our vibration measurements (conducted 2009) showed these were not exceeded. The facility has now been successfully commissioned [S3]. In a sequence of R&D projects between 2009 and 2013, FSDL was engaged by Yorkon, the leading UK off-site construction specialist, to apply research [e.g. R1, R3, R4, R5] and resolve a key problem of liveliness of their ultra-light building flooring systems under pedestrian-induced dynamic loading. As a result of this 4-year work, Yorkon’s new Pioneer modular building system was developed featuring an order of magnitude lower dynamic responses of its floors. This was achieved by discovering and exploiting the beneficial effects of the novel pre-installed lightweight concrete floor and vertical partitions. With the Pioneer system, Yorkon moved decisively into quality public buildings market, such as schools and hospitals. After investing [text removed for publication] into this R&D, a significant proportion of Portakabin Group annual sales (£30m) are now featuring the Pioneer flooring [S4]. Industrial Chimneys: In 2008, the flue gas exhaust stack (chimney) at Rugeley Power Station was suffering enhanced vortex shedding due to up-wind construction of a replacement chimney. As the wind-induced sway (predicted by the operator) could have resulted in structural failure and collapse, FSDL were commissioned to monitor the performance of the old chimney and its tuned mass damper. The damper was designed by Multitech (France) to reduce the vibration to levels that would not compromise operation of the power station. Remote monitoring technology developed in our research on the Tamar Bridge study was adapted to track the performance of the chimney/damper system to the power station staff in real time. The monitoring system clearly demonstrated that the damper worked and removed any safety concerns [S5]. Since 2009, FSDL has operated a more sophisticated  monitoring  system  on  a  chimney  at  the  Sellafield  Nuclear  facility.  The  system enables  the  site  operator  to comply with  stringent  safety requirements  avoiding  the  need to interrupt site operation.		S1. Letter from Director of Expedition Engineering corroborating impact of our intervention and the subsequent economic benefit. S2. Letter from Sr. Staff Engineer at Seagate Technology corroborates impact of our research to resolve vibration related disturbance of high value manufacturing and economic benefit. S3. [text removed for publication]. S4. Letter from Principal Engineer at Yorkon (Portakabin Ltd) corroborating the application of our research and the financial impact associated with our activities. S5. Chief Engineer at Bierrum International can corroborate the implementation of our monitoring system and the safety and on-going operation at Rugeley power station.

		1167		10000		10000				Computational research work at Swansea concerned with finite element/discrete element analysis, has made a profound impact on the solution of industrial problems.   The development and implementation of novel computational algorithms and their subsequent application to leading edge engineering and scientific problems has been effected through the commercial software system ELFEN, developed collaboratively with Rockfield Software Ltd, a spin-out company from Swansea University.  ELFEN  has  enabled  the  company  to  expand  through  the  development  of  an international reputation as a leading provider of computational technology to the defence, manufacturing, oil recovery, mining and other sectors.  Specific examples of economic benefit described in this case study are (i) design methodology for weight reduction in glass container production  resulting  in  significant  energy  and  CO2   emission  savings  and  (ii)  computational modelling of rock blasting operations leading to substantial economies in the mining industry.		This impact case is based on a programme of research work undertaken over the last two decades focussed on the development of computational techniques, encompassing fundamental theoretical advances, the development and implementation of novel computational algorithms and subsequent application to leading edge engineering and scientific problems. The work was lead by Prof. D. R. J. Owen and Prof. D. Peric, with substantial contributions also made by Prof. Y. T. Feng, Prof. E. A. de Souza Neto, Dr. W. Dettmer (Senior Lecturer) and Dr. C. F. Li (Senior Lecturer), all of whom have been academic staff members at Swansea University throughout this REF appraisal period. The thrust of the research has been directed at the numerical modelling of, firstly, the plastic deformation of solids under large strains, followed by the introduction of material damage and the ultimate development of a multi-fractured state, leading to a particulate system. Computational treatment necessitates a blend of continuous and discrete computational processes. Modelling aspects related to continuum problems include the development of advanced constitutive models, element technology for near-incompressible deformation, continual updating of the mesh (adaptive mesh refinement) and damage modelling for prediction of the onset of fracture [R2, R3, R6]. With the  development  of  fractures,  the  domain  becomes  discontinuous  in  nature  and  further computational  issues  include  strategies for  discrete  crack  insertion  that  preserve  the  system energy, continual remeshing to accommodate the fracture distribution and global search algorithms to monitor contact of fragments in the resulting particulate system [R1, R4]. In several applications of engineering relevance involving multi-fracturing and/or particulate media, the behaviour is governed by the presence of an additional phase, either gaseous, liquid or both. Solution strategies that have been developed for such problems include coupled approaches for problems involving explosive detonation and progressively fracturing rock, and the integration of Lattice Boltzmann procedures for fluid modelling with discrete element approaches to solve problems related to particle transport, heat transfer in moving particle systems and segregation problems in multi-scale particle flows [R5]. The above developments form a computational technology platform, incorporated within ELFEN, for the solution of a range of multi-physics problems involving nonlinearly deforming and multi- fracturing materials that is highly innovative, world leading and applicable to large scale industrial problems. ELFEN is a unique computational system which, to date, has no major commercial competitor and has enabled Rockfield to become an international leader in the provision of computational modelling services to several major industrial sectors.		The research has led to a substantial body of funding and publications and has been acclaimed as pioneering and internationally leading, being recognised by awards to the participants in the form of international prizes and honours (FREng, FRS, Koiter & Gauss-Newton Medals, Honorary Doctorates by University of  Porto,  ENS Cachan & UPC Barcelona,  Foreign Membership US  National Academy of Engineering & Chinese Academy of Sciences), invitation to deliver named & plenary lectures, invitations to be editors of prestigious international journals (Int. J. Num. Meth. Engng., Arch. Comp. Mech. Engng., etc.) and to undertake collaborative work with leading international research institutions (Tsinghua, MIT, UT Austin, LNCC-Brazil, UPC-Barcelona, etc.). Selected publications and grants directly relevant to the impact claimed are provided below (all Swansea authors are in bold type). R1, R2 and R6 best represent the quality of the research. Publications R1. A. Munjiza, D. R. J. Owen and N. Bicanic, A combined finite/discrete element method in transient dynamics of fracturing solids. Int. J. Engng Computations. 12, 145-174, 1995. (A well cited paper (>200 Google Scholar) presenting the initial concepts of the multi-fracturing approach). DOI: 10.1108/02644409510799532 R2. D. Peric and D. R. J. Owen, Finite element applications to the nonlinear mechanics of solids. In: Reports on Progress in Physics, Institute of Physics, 61/11, 1495-1574, 1998. (A paper in a high Impact Factor journal (13.2 Thomson Reuters) invited to summarise the pioneering work of the authors – not a review paper). DOI: 10.1088/0034-4885/61/11/002 R3. F. M. Andrade Pires, E. A. de Souza Neto and D. R. J. Owen, On the finite element prediction of damage growth and fracture initiation in finitely deforming ductile materials. Comp. Meth in Appl. Mech & Eng. 193, 5223-5256, 2004. (A paper providing a theoretical foundation for the computational treatment of fracture). DOI: 10.1016/j.cma.2004.01.038 R4. P. A. Klerck, E. J. Sellers and D. R. J. Owen, Discrete fracture in quasi-brittle materials under compressive and tensile stress states, Comp. Meth in Appl. Mech & Eng. 193, 3035-3056, 2004. (A fundamental computational and theoretical treatment of multiaxial fracture in rocks). DOI: 10.1016/j.cma.2003.10.015 R5. Y. T. Feng, K. Han and D. R. J. Owen, Coupled lattice Boltzmann method and discrete element modeling of particle transport in turbulent fluid flows: Computational issues, Int. J. Num.  Meth.  In  Engng.,  72,  1111-1134,  2007.  (A  first  paper  in  a  series  of  publications integrating particulate and multi-fracturing solids with a range of coupled field effects). DOI: 10.1002/nme.2114 R6. E. A. de Souza Neto, D. Peric and D. R. J. Owen, Computational Methods for Plasticity: Theory and Applications, John Wiley, 2011. (This 800 page text on non-linear computational modelling is a leader in the field and brings together the research summarised above). DOI: 10.1002/9780470694626 Research Grants The underpinning research was funded by a total of 14 EPSRC grants, including the following: G7. GR/N21604/01 D. R. J. Owen & D. Peric. An integrated simulation approach to the design of shaped can manufacturing processes. 20/07/00-19/07/03, £203,473 (Focused on the development of large strain, elasto-plastic computational methods for advanced constitutive models, with application to real case industrial forming). G8. GR/R87222/01 & GR/R87239/01 D. R. J. Owen & Y. T. Feng Experimental/computational approaches  for  evaluating  dynamically  loaded  reinforced  concrete  structures.  01/08/02- 31/12/05, £379,321 (Directed at the development of computational dynamic impact simulation techniques for multi-fracturing solids, with experimental validation). G9. GR/S04987/01 & EP/C518721/01 D. R. J. Owen & E. A. de Souza Neto. Numerical modelling and analysis of fractured rock mass strength and deformability. 19/05/03-30/04/08, £218,891 (Focussed on the development of computational capabilities for predicting rock mass strength in real mining situations). G10. GR/R92318/01 (Platform Grant) D. R. J. Owen, D. Peric, Y. T. Feng & E. A. de Souza Neto. Computational strategies for large scale discrete systems and multi-fracturing solids. 01/01/03- 31/12/07, £393,136 (Aimed at the development of a comprehensive computational framework for  the  treatment  of  industrial  scale  problems  involving  particulates  and  large  fracture systems).		The  research  work  summarised  in  Section  2  forms  the  core  technology  employed  in  the commercial software system ELFEN developed by Rockfield Software Ltd., with extensive and continuous collaboration with the university. Rockfield is a spin-out company created with the aim of transferring the high quality computational modelling research of the internationally renowned numerical group at Swansea University to the commercial sector. The company has expanded to over 30 personnel, with over two thirds of the staff possessing Ph.D. degrees, making the company a significant employer of high technology graduates in the Swansea area and a valued contributor to the local economy. Rockfield is internationally recognised as a leading provider of computational services to both SMEs and world-wide conglomerates and has, through the research support provided by the university, over the years built strong relationships with many of the world’s foremost companies including; Unilever, IPGR, DSTL, Corus, Proctor & Gamble, Devonport Marine Ltd., Rio Tinto, BP- Amoco, Chevron, Shell, Exxon Mobil, Total-Fina-Elf, Miningtek, Orica, Anhauser Busch and Los Alamos, Sandia and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories. The importance of ELFEN to the success of Rockfield is evidenced by the granting of the Queen’s Award for Innovation to the company in 2002 and 2007. In each case the award was granted for developments based on the ELFEN code, which indicates the extremely high level of impact  of  the  technology  on  industrial  and  scientific  innovation.  Additionally,  the  prominent involvement of Rockfield in the mining and minerals recovery sector lead to the formation of Rockfield Technologies Australia, based in Townsville, Queensland to support these activities and the company currently employs ten R&D engineers. The industrial impact has been made both through use of the methodology by Rockfield to develop its strong position within the computational modelling industrial community and by end use of the ELFEN system by the company’s clients. Selected significant industrial contributions that have taken place during the REF reporting period 2008-2013 are summarised below: Impact 1. Savings achieved by improvements in glass container production.  Widely used in food and beverage packaging, glass containers account for 8% of the global packaging market, and are readily recyclable. Glass containers are made from sustainable raw materials (sand, soda ash and limestone) and mass produced through fully automated energy intensive forming processes. The primary energy demand (MJ/Kg glass) for production is estimated at 6.6, and the global warming potential (Kg CO2/Kg glass) as 0.4. The EU annual production output alone is 22M Tonnes and therefore, the need for reducing the weight of containers is pressing, creating a rapidly growing demand for container specific optimization of glass forming processes. Computational simulation has proven to be an unrivalled tool for quantitative analysis of the complex multi-physics process involved in glass forming and a comprehensive version of ELFEN has been developed which can accurately simulate all major forming processes: blow-blow (BB), press and blow (PB) and narrow neck press and blow (NNPB). “ELFEN-GD has permitted a 10-25% weight saving over traditional design methods and is widely accepted by glass manufacturers as a valuable design tool, with some 50 licences being employed worldwide” [Managing Director, Rockfield Software Ltd.]. Among the principal users are Gallo Glass, USA, who manufacture 1 Billion bottles p.a. (~0.5M Tonnes of glass), Vidrala S.A., Spain who have a production capacity of 1.15M Tonnes (producing 3.3 Billion containers p.a.), with an annual turnover of £416M, and San Miguel Malaysia with a net annual income of US$207M. Vidrala state “The computer simulation system ELFEN-GD has proven to be an invaluable tool for the design of forming processes for a wide range of our glass  products.  It  is  difficult  to  provide  an  accurate  quantitative  measure  of  the  design improvements brought about by use of ELFEN across the range of our products, but it is estimated that lightweighting savings of around 10-15% have been achieved overall” [Responsible Process R&D, Vidrala, S.A.]. With 50 licence users, it is conservatively estimated (accounting for their varying sizes) that these companies annually produce ~12M Tonnes of glass containers. Given a minimum 10% weight reduction brought about by ELFEN computational design (Rockfield and Vidrala support letters), this represents an annual  primary energy saving of 14x106 GJ (~£70M p.a.) and CO2 emission savings of ~ 0.5M Tonnes. Impact 2. Savings in mining operations through explosive blasting simulation.  Australia is the world's fourth largest coal producer and in 2010 produced 449M Tonnes of coal (export value ~  £35Bn). The efficiency of mining operations crucially depends on the development of explosive techniques that can control the fragmentation process to eliminate the need for secondary blasting of  large particles and do not produce fine particles that deteriorate the quality of  the mined material. Orica, which is the principal explosives manufacturer in Australia and whose turnover in 2012 was A$6.7Bn (£4.1Bn), have principal clients such as international companies BHP Billiton, Anglo American, Rio Tinto, and Xstrata who play a prominent role in extraction. Orica “recognise ELFEN as the best and indeed the only tractable means by which we would be able to attempt to simulate blasting from the detonation phase to the bulk motion and settling phase, and today ELFEN is the mainstay of our modelling service to the mining industry. We have had unparalleled success using ELFEN to assist mines by simulating an extensive range of blasting scenarios. Orica management and our mining customers have long recognised the potential and value of such modelling and it is now seen as a serious, bone fide and valuable resource with a potential estimated return of around A$30M over five or six years. In one blast in the Hunter Valley ELFEN saved one to two million dollars - we have used ELFEN to show how to achieve that on several occasions”. [Senior Research Associate, Orica]		The ELFEN system is used by a range of SMEs and multi-national corporations world-wide. Principal sectors in which the company is involved include: (i) Defence applications involving explosive and impact conditions, (ii) Deep level mining and other minerals recovery operations, (iii) Oil recovery operations and resource prediction, (iv) Failure prediction for structures under seismic or blast loading, (v) Industrial forming processes for glass, plastics and metals and (vi) Food technology processes. Corroboration of the crucial contribution of the ELFEN system to allow Rockfield to be highly competitive in these areas is provided by the Managing Director, Rockfield Software Ltd. With regard to the specific applications outlined in Section 4, the weight savings provided by use of the ELFEN-GD system in the design of a wide range of food and beverage glass containers is corroborated by the Managing Director, Rockfield Software Ltd. The benefits of the software design system to individual end licence users is supported by a statement from the Responsible Process R&D, Vidrala S.A. For the simulation and design of mine blasting operations, a Senior Research Associate of Orica, Australia testifies that the ELFEN multi-fracturing modelling capability is crucial to their mine management procedures and quantifies the benefits achieved.

		1173		10000				10000		A team of biomedical engineers at UCL has developed a non-invasive growing implant that improves the health and quality of life of young patients who have suffered from certain bone cancers. The prosthesis avoids the costly and invasive surgical interventions of previous treatment. Instead, the prosthesis can be lengthened in a quick and pain-free procedure conducted at an outpatient clinic. As a result, it reduces the costs of bone reconstruction and growing by around £19,000 per patient, as well as reducing the risk of infection and subsequent treatment. Since 2008, more than 400 devices have been sold; in addition to the cost savings indicated above these devices have generated more than £6 million income for UCL spin-out company Stanmore Implants Ltd, which was sold for £10 million in 2008.		The standard treatment for bone tumours is surgical removal followed by replacement with either a transplant or a fixed metallic implant, usually incorporating a joint replacement device. In children, however, the use of fixed-length prostheses can result in different limb lengths, as the continued skeletal growth in healthy bone fails to be matched in a limb with a metallic implant. Modular and invasive extendible implants allowing growth of the affected limb have been developed since the 1970s in response to this problem. The first-ever growing prosthesis was extended invasively; this device was superseded by a number of other commercial invasive devices. For example, a device developed at UCL in the 1990s involved inserting larger and larger spacers to extend the prosthesis. Whilst these invasive prostheses allow affected limb lengthening, they require repeated surgical procedures in order to induce it. Moreover, despite providing good functional and psychological outcomes, these invasive extendible endoprotheses were associated with a high risk of complications including joint stiffness, nerve injury and aseptic loosening. Their use in children is also a risk factor for infection, with prosthetic lengthening subjecting children to increases in infection rates of up to 5% per procedure, depending on the site of the prosthesis. Gordon Blunn, Professor of Biomedical Engineering at UCL’s Institute of Orthopaedics & Musculoskeletal Science and a member of UCL staff since 1986, aimed to overcome these challenges and produce an endoprosthesis that could be lengthened within the body without the need for extensive surgery. To attain this goal, other UCL staff contributed expertise related to implant engineering design (Dr Meswania, Senior Research Fellow) and the measurement of forces acting on orthopaedic implants in vivo (Dr Steve Taylor, Senior Research Fellow), especially the development of instrumented versions of implants for measuring the forces acting across them in selected subjects. Surgeons at the Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital conducted the medical and surgical work required to put the research findings into practice. UCL research published in 1998 measured and calculated the forces needed to distract invasive prostheses; those forces were found to be up to 1513 N [1]. This research led UCL staff to develop a prototype prosthesis, the design of which was based on an electric motor along with a super magnet and a high reduction gearbox, all contained within the prosthesis. Research published in 2006 provided a detailed account of the use and potential of the prototype implant in the first seven patients into whom it was implanted, who had a mean age of 12.1 years at the time of surgery [2]. It showed that forces exerted within the drive unit needed to be refined and that, to do so, the device’s drive unit needed to be remodelled to provide greater electromagnetic force. Subsequent research, published in a 2008 paper [3] detailed the refinements made to the prosthesis as it came closer to its current design. Magnetically coupled drive technology was used, including a synchronous motor with a gear-driven telescopic shaft. In this design, the stator was an external device used to extend the prosthesis remotely as the patient grew. This compact external drive produced a focused magnetic flux that did not require cooling and operated on a single-phase power supply. The extending mechanism was able to overcome up to 1300 N force, the force exerted by the soft tissues during the lengthening procedure. The force needed to overcome the  restraint of the soft tissues was measured during extension of the invasive devices in 20 patients. In the implant the magnet turns a lubricated and sealed gearbox, which has 23 discrete parts and a reduction of 13,000:1. Due to space limitations, the gearbox and magnet used to extend the prosthesis fit within a cylinder measuring 20mm by 25mm. This is the diameter of the resected bone and allows for maximum extension. The gearbox turns a power screw, which extends the body of the implant. To ensure adequate strength, this device was further tested under a cyclic sinusoidal load producing a peak direct compressive load of 2,271 N, a peak medial bending of 56.8 Nm and torsion of 9 Nm. This simulated the loading conditions of an implant in a patient. The test was in Ringers’ solution, at body temperature, for 10 million cycles. At every 1 million cycles the prosthesis was extended. Critical to successful extension of the device in vivo – and essential to generate the required force – was the development of a unique gear with a missing tooth. That missing tooth meant that the rotation of the mechanism was slightly askew, enabling more powerful extension for the same amount of reduction. Further articles building on this work were published between 2009 and 2012 and showed the need for comprehensive pre-clinical testing of the device before its installation, in order to ensure lower failure rates once in patients following trials in larger patient cohorts [4, 5].		[1] Meswania JM, Walker PS, Sneath RS, Grimer RJ. In vivo distraction forces in extendible endoprosthetic replacements – a study of 34 patients. Proc Inst Mech Eng H. 1998; 212(3):151-5. http://doi.org/b9jvkt [2] Gupta A, Meswania J, Pollock R, Cannon SR, Briggs TW, Taylor S, Blunn G. Non-invasive distal femoral expandable endoprosthesis for limb-salvage surgery in paediatric tumours. J Bone Joint Surg Br. 2006 May; 88(5):649-54. http://doi.org/csxfvc [3] Meswania JM, Taylor SJ, Blunn GW. Design and characterization of a novel permanent magnet synchronous motor used in a growing prosthesis for young patients with bone cancer. Proc Inst Mech Eng H. 2008 Apr; 222(3):393-402.  http://doi.org/fbv68r [4] Sewell MD, Spiegelberg BG, Hanna SA, Aston WJ, Meswania JM, Blunn GW, Henry C, Cannon SR, Briggs TW. Non-invasive extendible endoprostheses for limb reconstruction in skeletally-mature patients. J Bone Joint Surg Br. 2009, Oct; 91(10):1360-5.  http://doi.org/cdm28j [5] Picardo NE, Blunn GW, Shekkeris AS, Meswania J, Aston WJ, Pollock RC, Skinner JA, Cannon SR, Briggs TW. The medium-term results of the Stanmore non-invasive extendible endoprosthesis in the treatment of paediatric bone tumours. J Bone Joint Surg Br. 2012 Mar; 94(3):425-30.  http://doi.org/ptx References [1], [3] and [5] best indicate the quality of research		The research presented in section 2 was vital to the development of a licensed implant which now forms part of the Stanmore Juvenile Tumour System – a customised endoprothesis for use in children after massive bone removal. The implant has benefited paediatric patients and healthcare providers around the world, while also having a significant commercial benefit for the licence holder, Stanmore Implants Worldwide (SIW). Development and commercial adoption of a new technology, with wide-ranging subsequent economic benefits: A full UK and US patent on the technology was granted in 2001 [a]. A licence to manufacture the device was granted to Stanmore Implants by the tech transfer company at UCL in 2007. Stanmore Implants, originally a UCL spinout company, was then sold for £10 million in February 2008 [k]. In 2011, the device received FDA approval for use in the USA [b]. In the USA the market for this product is estimated to be worth over $30 million. The device has now been  used in 15 countries worldwide, including the US. More than 400 devices have been sold around the world since 2008. This has provided Stanmore Implants Ltd., a UCL spin-out company set up to commercialise the research, with an income of over £6 million [d]. A recent US study assessed the cost of a non-invasive lengthening procedure at $267, compared with approximately $8,000 if surgery is required [b]. On average, a patient with an invasive device would have six surgical interventions over the course of their growth period and the calculated saving would be over $46,000. In the UK, the cost to the NHS of performing a single invasive lengthening procedure – including the costs of a two-night stay in hospital and the operation is £3,500. On this basis alone, using the non-invasive implant, which in the UK costs £18,000, produces a saving of around £19,000 per patient. If we factor in freeing up operating facilities and surgeon time then the saving increases even more. In a number of patients who would have had an invasive prosthesis there would been an increased infection risk with a even greater cost implication. Given that about 50 children require this procedure in the UK each year, the use of the non-invasive technology therefore allows UK health service savings of over £10m per annum, the “hidden” savings including the cost of in-patient care, rehabilitation and the inconvenience associated with invasive lengthening for both the patient and their family. Provision of a superior surgical device: In a study presented to the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons (AAOS) 2012 Annual Meeting, the Stanmore endoprosthesis compared favourably to other mechanical prostheses on the market with a higher MSTS (Musculoskeletal Tumour Society) score than other available devices, with a score of 27.4 (out of 30). The score is an internationally recognised method of evaluating endoprostheses, with the system assigning numerical values (0-5) for each of six categories: function and emotional acceptance, pain, walking and gait quality for lower limbs, functioning in upper limbs, demographic information and patient satisfaction. Likewise, only three implants failed to extend, out of a series of 44 patients followed up for between 22 to 104 months [output 5, above]. The UCL research team developed a programme of testing for each individual device before they were implanted and there have been just 12 failures of the 400 devices that have been sold since 2008. These implants have been sold over the entire world [d]. Describing the UCL growing prosthesis, the President of the British Orthopaedic Association said: “as an orthopaedic surgeon who specialises in sarcoma treatment and working in a world- renowned centre for bone cancer surgery, this innovation has changed the way I treat these patients.” [h] Certainly, the prosthesis developed by Professor Blunn and his team demonstrates reproducibility and reliability superior to other implants extendable in situ. It has a much lower failure rate than mechanical lengthening prostheses: in one clinical trial of a rival device, mechanical failure affected 7 of 15 implanted devices [c]. In comparison, in a series reported in 2011 from the Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital in London, of 55 children aged between 5 and 16 who underwent reconstruction with the UCL prosthesis, 10 of the 11 patients (20%) who were skeletally mature at follow-up had equal leg lengths and nine had a full range of movement of the hip and knee. Such is the superiority of the UCL growing prosthesis, in fact, that a number of the devices supplied by Stanmore Implants have been used to revise competitor implants that have a high failure rate. Improved health, welfare and patient wellbeing: In direct comparison to surgical treatment, the use of the UCL-developed prosthesis reduces, by an average of six per patient, the number of surgical interventions – with all their attendant risks of infection and additional trauma – required. Additionally, after insertion, the prostheses can be extended more gradually than other invasive expandable implants and for this reason nerve palsies, stiffness and pain is reduced [f, g]. The reduced pain and trauma, as well as the reduced risk of infection associated with this new technology is particularly welcome given its use to treat young patients. Each year in the United Kingdom, approximately 50 child sarcomas necessitate limb salvage surgery for children who need an extendable implant able to be lengthened periodically to keep pace with the growth in the opposite limb. The UCL-developed prosthesis delivers a good functional outcome and numerous patient benefits in comparison with both standard treatment and other non-invasive implants. Since  200, it has been the standard UK treatment for children with these bone cancers, although some minimally invasive devices are still used. Using electromagnetic induction, the prosthesis allows for gradual, painless controlled extension that can be undertaken in the clinic, reducing the need for repeated surgeries with the attendant increased risks of infection and the inconvenience and distress of hospitalisation for the patient. Furthermore, after the initial implantation surgery, no anaesthesia is required for the lengthening process. The device also has wider applications than paediatric patients: 1-2% of the implants using it have been to treat skeletally mature patients with shortening after failed joint replacement surgery [e]. The Macmillan Nurse Consultant & Lead Cancer Nurse in charge of the day-to-day care of paediatric patients at the Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital indicates that: “Patients no longer have to fear repeated surgery and more scars from surgery. It increases patient participation and ownership in their physical recovery and rehabilitation. The lengthening procedure is now coordinated and undertaken in a nurse-led clinic. This has resulted in reduced hospital stays, consultant surgeon and anaesthetist time and physiotherapy requirements. The lengthening procedure is completely painless for the patient and many patients have reported this time as being therapeutic as they sit and talk with the nurse. In conclusion, the non-invasive growing implant provides multiple patient benefits and improved patient outcomes whilst also reducing clinical risks and financial costs related to hospitalisation.” [i] The mother of a teenage patient said: “The implant is remarkable. It means that as long as the cancer stays away, she can grow gradually without having regular follow-up surgery… Until five years ago, Sophia would probably have had to have her leg amputated.” [j]		[a]   US Patent, Surgical Distraction Device; publication number US6849076. Publication date; 1 Feb 2005. Inventors: Gordon Blunn, Justin Cobb, Jay Meswania, Hilali Noordeen, John Perry. http://assignments.uspto.gov/assignments/q?db=pat&pat=6849076 [b]   For confirmation of FDA approval and cost of the procedure versus surgery, see: http://www.stanmoreimplants.com/press-release-jts-extendible-implant-fda-approval.php [c]   For the failure rate of rival devices, see: Failure Rate Varies With Expandable Femur Prostheses,  http://bit.ly/16FEcJY [d]   Correspondence from Stanmore Implants, confirming the number and value of sales since 2008, and the cost of the device. Available on request. [e]   Sewell MD, Spiegelberg BG, Hanna SA, Aston WJ, Meswania JM, Blunn GW, Henry C, Cannon SR, Briggs TW. Non-invasive extendible endoprostheses for limb reconstruction in skeletally-mature patients. J Bone Joint Surg Br. 2009 Oct;91(10):1360-5 http://doi.org/cdm28j [f]    For corroboration of the emotional acceptance of the procedure by children and their parents, see page 251 of Ruggieri P, Mavrogenis AF, Pala E, Romantini M, Manfrini M, Mercuri M. Outcome of expandable prostheses in children. J Pediatr Orthop. 2013 Apr-May;33(3):244-53. http://doi.org/n5r [g]   For corroboration of painless lengthening in children, see page 267 of: Hwang N., Grimer R. J., Carter S. R., Tillman R. M., Abudu A., and Jeys L. M. Early results of a non-invasive extendible prosthesis for limb-salvage surgery in children with bone tumour J Bone Joint Surg Br 2012 94-B:265-269  http://doi.org/n5s [h]   Statement from President of British Orthopaedic Association corroborating the change in clinical practice. Available on request. [i]    Statement from Macmillan Nurse Consultant & Lead Cancer Nurse, Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital corroborating benefits to patients. Available on request. [j]    For the quote from a patient’s mother, see “The £20,000 bionic bone that will let Sophia’s leg grow”, Daily Mail, 7 June 2010:  http://dailym.ai/1avGGyJ [k]   “UCL Business concludes £10 million sale of Stanmore Implants Worldwide”, February 2008 http://www.ucl.ac.uk/media/library/Stanmore

		836		8000		8000				UCL’s creation of ultra scale-down (USD) technologies has led to economic benefits by speeding to manufacture next-generation healthcare products. This has resulted in documented savings for pharmaceutical companies in pilot-scale studies (eg ~£280k for a protein therapy) and in manufacturing cost-of-goods (eg ~£200k pa for an antibody). Licensing values realised for USD- facilitated manufacturing processes range from a £10m early-stage payment for an antibody therapy [text removed for publication] to US$1bn for a therapeutic vaccine. Since 2008 some 40 companies have used UCL USD technologies, which have now also facilitated the formation of a spin-out company and additional job creation. Patient benefits have emerged through the contribution of USD to better bioprocess definition, with USD technologies now helping deliver the US Food and Drug Administration’s Quality by Design initiative for biopharmaceuticals, valued at more than US$20bn a year through a 25% reduction in time-to- market and more robust manufacture.		UCL research into ultra scale-down (USD) technologies has demonstrated how to take a projected process sequence for full-scale manufacture and then identify critical regimes such as regions of high stress or the presence of hostile interfaces. Such regimes are then reproduced using millilitre- scale devices so that it is possible, using just small quantities of precious material available at early stages of new product development, to predict full-scale manufacturing performance. The underpinning research focused on the characterisation of the effects of process stress on biomaterials. This was based on original fundamental research into the concept of critical regime analysis [1]. Success was achieved in the creation of mimics of intricate high-stress centrifuge feed zones. These provided new insights into the effects on, for example, mammalian cells [2] and polymer-flocculated cell debris [3]. Rigorous engineering characterisation was used with predictive models to verify hypotheses of how biological structures are affected during processing, e.g. for high acceleration centrifuge feed zones [2] and for high impact centrifuge discharge zones [4, 5]. The research advanced understanding of how mechanical, hydrodynamic and impact stresses that exist during flow in the complex geometries found in manufacturing-scale equipment can affect the structure of delicate biological materials. In this way, such materials, including macromolecules and structured aggregates for biopharmaceuticals and vaccines, and whole cells for therapy, can be characterised in terms of their response to process engineering environments. The potency of USD technology is the ability to address whole bioprocesses and characterise key interactions between process stages. Key research findings have included an understanding of how the preparation of the material can affect its response to process stress, and how the material and process environment can be modified to avoid deleterious effects, for example for antibodies [5] and for human cells with defined surface markers for therapy [6]. This research has led to subsequent successes, for example the characterisation of the impact of cell age on robustness to stress and the nature of antibody therapies formed [7], along with the design of processes for the recovery of a next generation fusion protein vaccine candidate [8]. UCL’s USD technology has provided the first rigorous engineering basis for whole bioprocess design for such materials. The research outputs were achieved between 2000 and 2013, particularly through a managed EPSRC Innovative Manufacturing Research Centre (IMRC) programme in bioprocessing from 2002-2007, which was hosted and led by UCL Biochemical Engineering in collaboration with over 40 leading industrial research groups in the biopharmaceutical sector. This programmes focused on developing new fundamentals and applications of USD technologies and increasing the value base for continuing exploitation. Such collaborations allowed fundamental research with high- performance industrial strains and next generation therapies, and enabled access to industrial-  scale manufacturing facilities for verifying USD predictions. This programme successfully created the USD concept from engineering fundamentals to a practical technology for application in the bioprocessing industries especially for macromolecular bioprocessing. The outputs of the research were reviewed four times by the EPSRC, with the 2005 international review and panel visit (York, Cabral, Middelberg) also commenting on industrial impact, eg: “The programme appears to be well designed to achieve its aim of changing the way bioprocesses are designed and optimized in the future. It is already achieving real benefits for its industrial partners”. The second phase of the IMRC programme (2007-2012) emphasised greater company collaboration to help enhance the value of USD technologies and extend the application to the vaccine, human cell therapy and synthetic biology sectors. Key UCL academic staff involved in USD development were D.G. Bracewell (Post-doctoral Researcher, now Reader Biochemical Engineering) – new separations and creation of USD formulation and M. Hoare (Professor Biochemical Engineering) – programme director and creation of USD primary recovery. Other staff involved in complementary IMRC research were (Biochemical Engineering unless stated otherwise): F. Baganz (Lecturer now Senior Lecturer) – fermentation;; P.A. Dalby (Lecturer now Professor) – protein engineering / formulation; E. Keshavarz-Moore (Lecturer now Professor) – cell bioprocessing; G.J. Lye (Senior Lecturer now Professor) – microscale engineering; N.J. Titchener-Hooker (Professor) –process modelling; J. Ward (Senior Lecturer Biochemistry now Professor Biochemical Engineering) – cell biology; Y. Zhou (Lecturer now Senior Lecturer)– data handling; D. Nesbeth (Post-doctoral Researcher, now Lecturer) – synthetic biology; Tarit Mukhopadhay (EngD researcher now Lecturer) – vaccine bioprocessing.		A total of 45 USD-related publications in leading refereed journals and a master patent (Dunnill P., Titchener-Hooker, N.J, Hoare, M, 2002,”A method and apparatus for producing a biomaterial product”, WO2002001303 A3) have been realised. References [1], [5] and [7] best demonstrate research quality: 1. Boychyn M, Yim SSS, Ayazi-Shamlou P, Bulmer M, More J, Hoare M, 2002, Characterization of flow intensity in continuous centrifuges for the development of laboratory mimics. Chem Eng Science 56, 4759-4770. http://doi.org/csq7kx 2. Hutchinson N, Bingham N, Murrell N, Farid S, Hoare M, 2006, Shear stress analysis of mammalian cell suspensions for prediction of industrial centrifugation and its verification. Biotech Bioeng 95, 483-491.  http://doi.org/dwtvdn 3. Berrill A, Ho SV, Bracewell DG, 2008, Ultra scale-down to define and improve the relationship between flocculation and disc-stack centrifugation. Biotech Prog 24 426-431  http://doi.org/fr9dpr 4. Chan G, Booth AJ, Mannweiler K, Hoare M, 2006, Ultra scale-down studies of the effect of flow and impact conditions during E. coli cell processing. Biotech Bioeng 95, 671-683. http://doi.org/bkx9qn 5. Biddlecombe JG, Craig AV, Zhang H, Uddin S, Mulot S, Fish BC, Bracewell DG, 2007, Determining antibody stability: creation of solid-liquid interfacial effects within a high shear environment. Biotech Prog 23, 1218-1222.  http://doi.org/cksrnw 6. McCoy R, Ward S, Hoare M, 2009, Ultra scale-down studies of the effect of shear on cell quality; processing of a human cell line for cancer vaccine therapy. Biotech Prog 25 1448-1458. http://doi.org/dh982h 7. Reid CQ, Tait A, Baldascini H, Mohindra A, Racher A, Bilsborough S, Smales CM, Hoare M, 2010, Rapid whole monoclonal antibody analysis by mass spectrometry: an ultra scale-down study of the effect of harvesting by centrifugation on the post-translational modification profile. Biotech Bioeng 107 85-95.  http://doi.org/cspkgh 8. Lau EC, Kong SY, McNulty S, Entwisle C, Mcilgorm A, Dalton KA, Hoare M, 2013, An ultra scale-down characterization of low shear stress primary recovery stages to enhance selectivity of fusion protein recovery from its molecular variants. Biotech Bioeng 110, 1973-1983. http://doi.org/n5q The key funded activities (both EPSRC) supporting this research were GR/R 33878/01 “A research programme to change fundamentally the way in which biopharmaceutical processes are  developed”, value £3060 k from 2002 to 2007, and EP/E001 1599/1 “An Innovative Manufacturing Research Centre for Bioprocessing at UCL”, value £5976 k from 2007 to 2012.		Through adoption of new technologies, UCL’s research into USD technologies has led to commercial benefits for companies developing new drugs by reducing the time to take new products to manufacture, with ensuing cost savings. EPSRC-commissioned reviews of the IMRC programmes have provided overall commentary on the impact of USD technologies [a]; the following provides specific examples of some of the industrial impacts achieved. New technologies adopted by industry: in 2009 GSK established a GSK-UCL Centre of Excellence in Bioprocessing: “in recognition of the high value of USD technologies in facilitating bioprocess development, GSK invested ~ £1.03 million through UCL. This resulted in the successful development and integration of UCL USD technologies at GSK where they are employed to complement and accelerate in-house activities focused on (i) de-risking of lead molecules (ii) improving process understanding and (iii) abbreviating the critical path into full development. The use of high throughput microscale technologies for such purposes helps ensure only industrialisable molecules are selected and accelerated into development. In turn this can mean the difference between success and failure for a medicine through clinical trial stages and beyond." [b] The independent use by industry of USD technologies is growing. One example is to aid pilot- scale process development. The director of biopharm development at MedImmune said: “A major benefit is the increased predictability of cell line development that results from the use of USD techniques at an early project stage. Since 2010 USD techniques have led to more predictable and better cell line performance when scaled up resulting in ~30% resource saving on each development project and an increase in project capacity of also ~30% per year, both at laboratory and pilot (100-200L bioreactor) scale.” [c] Similarly, Protherics’ application of USD techniques in production of its snake venom antidote in 2009 showed 20% savings in cost of goods compared to the previous process, saving the company around £200,000 since 2008. Subsequently Protherics applied IMRC USD techniques in the development of the process for CytoFab, a new product for sepsis therapy, where USD techniques cut the development length in half compared to traditional development techniques, saving around £200,000. The process as developed using USD methods was validated at pilot- plant scale for use in 2009-2011 for clinical trials, having “triggered a stage payment of £10 m to Protherics in 2008.” [d] Pfizer has adopted the use of USD techniques as part of the toolbox in its process development activities to help improve liquid-solid separation in cell culture processing. In particular, the techniques were used to help understand the flocculation behaviour of high cell density lysates and develop an improved separation process using flocculation and centrifugation [text removed for publication] [e]. In the area of formulation processes for conjugated vaccines Pfizer have adopted USD techniques, therefore avoiding large-scale evaluation studies, which are costly and use industrial capacity for non-commercial production [e]. As of 2013, savings associated with the non-utilization of facility capacity are $280k/product transfer/site and the improved process understanding via USD characterisation may also lead to better risk mitigation with scale-up, technology transfer and rapid root-cause analysis for process-related issues. UCL’s research has helped achieve a Quality by Design (QbD) agenda – a US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) initiative for the development of new therapies. This requires companies to work in new ways to achieve regulatory approval and validation status for their products, and offers major cost-saving potential. One USD collaborator comments, “A key feature of USD technologies is their role in helping biopharmaceutical companies to deliver a Quality by Design agenda via the early quantification of Critical Processing Parameters which determine Critical Product Attributes, eg the early indication of the impacts of process shear stress on the process streams involved in the Protherics studies. The FDA Quality by Design agenda is already valued at more than US$20bn to the overall biopharmaceuticals sector eg through a 25%  reduction in time to market and delivery of more robust processes.” [d] Next generation products developed by industry: One major impact has been via collaborative programmes focused on technology transfer into new sectors such as next generation recombinant vaccines. Over £1m of industrial funding has been gained to support studies in the supply of novel vaccines and the use of USD to devise de novo bioprocesses eg in 2010-2011 for novel fusion proteins with ImmunoBiology, which the company described as “extremely valuable” for its business activities [f]. In the period 2004-2008 BioVex, a UK biotechnology discovery company, were able to use USD to investigate the processing of a major vaccine candidate therapy, a Herpes Simplex virus engineered to kill cancer cells specifically. This understanding of the manufacturability of the virus product enabled BioVex to demonstrate and ultimately realise the value of their product through an up to US$1bn acquisition in 2011 by the US company Amgen.[g]. A second key emerging industrial sector has been the provision of human cells for therapy via the development of USD technologies for whole bioprocess design. A £1.8m company-TSB programme (2007-11) allowed UCL to explore the role of USD in speeding the development of allogeneic cell-based therapies. For example, for one of the partners, ReNeuron, the Chief Scientific Officer observed how USD tools helped them “identify ways in which robustness and acceptable yields may be retained,” and that “The increased insight and understanding helps enhance the quality of process information to be used by the Contract Manufacturing Organisation (CMO) to inform scale up and also to help inform regulatory bodies with respect to meeting Quality by Design standards.” [h] Creation of spin-out company: USD studies were an essential research technique in the development of novel adsorbent materials for bioprocessing, which UCL filed as a patent in 2013. A UCL start-up, Puridify, was established in 2013 to develop the new technology, which offers a ten-fold increase in purification productivity over existing reagents, with a lower lifetime cost. This will broaden patient access to drugs through reducing prices. In May 2013, the company won a £100k OneStart award to take the venture forward with the establishment of 25m2 of bioprocessing laboratories and the engagement of 3 expert bioprocess scientists/engineers [i].		[a] The Economic Impact of the Innovative Manufacturing Research Centre, DTZ for EPSRC, 10 May 2011, (http://www.epsrc.ac.uk/SiteCollectionDocuments/Publications/reports/EconomicImpactOfTheI MRCs.pdf) See pages 20, 36, 42, 46, 53 for reference to general economic impact of ultra scale-down technologies. [b] The impact of collaboration on GSK’s product development is corroborated in the statement from the Head of Biopharm Process Research, GSK. Available on request. [c]  For the impact on MedImmune, refer to the statement from the Director of Biopharm Development at MedImmune. Available on request. [d] For the savings at Protherics and commentary on value of Quality by Design, see the statement from the previous Chief Scientific Officer, Protherics. Available on request. [e] For the savings at Pfizer, see the statements from Pfizer, available on request. [f]  Manufacturing of low-cost, high-efficacy vaccines (ImmunoBiology) – Technology Strategy Board BD203C end of grant report with independent industrial comment, 2011, pp. 6-10. Available on request. [g] For the contribution of USD to Biovex’s acquisition, see the statement from Biovex’s SVP Development (now also VP Clinical Operations, Amgen). Available on request. [h] A discovery tool for bioprocessing of human cells for vaccines/ human cell therapies (OnyVax, ReNeuron). Technology Strategy Board TP/7/BIO/6/I/M0011G end of grant report with independent industrial comment, 2011,pp. 35. Available on request. [i]   OneStart award to Puridify 2013 (www.oxbridgebiotech.com/onestart); Patent filing number: WO2013068741.

		1061		8000		7500				Novel numerical limit analysis methods developed in the Department of Civil and Structural Engineering have been embedded in commercial software developed by spin-out company LimitState   (http://www.limitstate.com).  The   software   is   now  used   by   over   100   industrial organisations in more than 30 countries. The software can model real-world problems far more quickly (up to 50 times faster) than was previously possible, bringing significant productivity and economic benefits to practitioners and their clients, e.g.:    Up to £500k saved on a weekly basis by a single organisation due to new ‘rapid response’ offshore design capability;    £500k saved by a client on a single project, due to the software showing that a planned bridge strengthening programme was unnecessary.		Underpinning research in the field of numerical limit analysis and design was undertaken in the 1990s and 2000s by Matthew Gilbert (Professor, joined Sheffield 1993), Colin Smith (Senior Lecturer, joined Sheffield in 1992) and Andy Tyas (Reader, joined Sheffield in 1993):    Gilbert carried out research on using rigorous mathematical optimisation techniques to identify the locations of sliding/hinging discontinuities in masonry block structures (e.g. masonry bridges), enabling the margin of safety to be established reliably, without the need to resort to ad-hoc methods [R1]. Research designed to improve the efficiency and practicality of the methods developed was later supported by Network Rail and via an EPSRC doctoral studentship (doctoral student Husham Ahmed – now at Mott Macdonald and still utilising LimitState software there in 2012) [G1], and later by the International Union of Railways.    Subsequently Gilbert and Tyas, supported via an EPSRC doctoral studentship (Pritchard – now working at spin-out company LimitState), undertook further research on applying mathematical optimisation techniques to engineering problems, focussing particularly on identifying the most efficient arrangement of bars in trusses (‘Layout Optimisation’). A key outcome of this work was the development of a new technique which permitted problems to be tackled which were larger, by several orders of magnitude, than those described in existing literature [R2].    Gilbert and Smith then secured EPSRC grant funding in 2004 [G2] to explore the potential for mathematical optimisation techniques to be applied to a wide range of challenging analysis and design problems.  One challenging analysis problem, which had remained unsolved for decades, involves automatically identifying the geometry of potential collapse mechanisms in geotechnical and other constructions. Smith and Gilbert were able to show that ‘Layout Optimisation’ techniques could be used to solve this problem, though in this case identifying the layout of discontinuities defining the failure mechanism (‘Discontinuity Layout Optimisation’, DLO) [R3]. The benefit of the rigorous numerical limit analysis methods developed (e.g. those suitable for masonry bridge and geotechnical applications) is that a very wide variety of potential failure mechanisms can be rapidly evaluated, far larger than can be considered by hand or when using ad-hoc search methods. In the case of DLO, on a desktop PC upwards of two to the power of a billion possible layouts of discontinuities defining a failure mechanism can be considered. As the blocks of material between  discontinuities can subsequently be identified, DLO effectively for the first time fully automates the process of identifying the geometry of potential collapse mechanisms [R3], and can be extended to treat a wide variety of practical problems. Furthermore, unlike finite element based alternatives, DLO can inherently handle singularities in stress and/or displacement fields. Since these are common features of most collapse mechanisms, this means that solutions to real-world problems can be obtained much more rapidly than before, giving engineers a powerful new analysis and design tool. [G1]  Network Rail Sponsorship of EPSRC Studentship: ‘Computational limit analysis of concrete and masonry bridges’, Investigator: Gilbert, M., 2001-04. Value £12,000. [G2] EPSRC Grant, GR/S53329: ‘Application of novel computational limit analysis and design synthesis  methods  in  structural  engineering  (Advanced  Fellowship)’,  Investigator:  Gilbert,  M., 2004-09. Value £225,560. Also associated EPSRC Grant GR/S53336: ‘Holistic limit analysis and retrofit design synthesis for masonry arch bridges’, Investigators: Gilbert, M. and Smith, C., 2004- 07. Value £63,531.		*Denotes most significant outputs for this impact case study. R1.   *Gilbert, M. and Melbourne, C., ‘Rigid-block analysis of masonry structures’, The Structural Engineer, Vol. 72, No. 21, pp. 356-361, 1994. Describes how optimisation can be used to analyse complex multi-span, multi-ring, masonry arch structures. R2.   *Gilbert, M. and Tyas, A., ‘Layout optimisation of large-scale pin-jointed frames’, Engineering Computations, Vol. 20, No. 8, pp. 1044-1064, 2003. doi: 10.1108/02644400310503017. Describes the development of an efficient procedure which allows very large-scale layout optimisation problems to be solved on a PC. This later meant that the DLO procedure could be used to solve many real-world scale problems in seconds. R3.   *Smith, C.C. and Gilbert, M., ‘Application of discontinuity layout optimisation to plane plasticity problems’, Proceedings of the Royal Society A, Vol. 463, pp. 2461-2484, 2007. doi: 10.1098/rspa.2006.1788. First paper to describe the DLO procedure, and its application to various benchmark problems. R4.   Smith C.C., Gilbert M., ‘Data processing method and method’. Patent number: US 8,140,175. Application number: 12/443,713. Filed date: 01 Oct 2007. Awarded date: 20 Mar 2012; EU Patent pending. Patent describing the DLO procedure, currently licensed by the University of Sheffield to LimitState Ltd.		The main impacts arising from this research are:    impact on practitioners, through the availability of efficient new methods of analysis and design;    economic  impact,  principally  through  cost  savings  realised  by  practitioners  using  the software, and/or realised by their clients. Process To help realise the potential of the numerical limit analysis method developed for masonry block structures, in 1999 funding from Railtrack (now Network Rail) was secured to develop the RING analysis software application for masonry arch bridges. This was then made publicly available in 2001 (over 10,000 download keys were issued to users in over 40 countries worldwide over the period 2001-07, with usage of the software continuing beyond this period). This success led to the decision in 2006 to form a new spinout company, LimitState Ltd, to exploit numerical limit analysis research being undertaken at Sheffield, and to develop a range of software applications:     Following a £50k investment in the company by Bestech Systems, a completely re-engineered version of the RING software, LimitState:RING, was launched in 2007 at the International Union of Railways HQ in Paris. (Doctoral student Darwich, sponsored by Buro Happold and later employed by LimitState, played an important role in ensuring large parts of the software were generic, facilitating re-use in other limit analysis and design software products).    Funding  of  approx.  £100k  was secured from South Yorkshire Investment  Fund,  Bestech Systems and Sheffield University Enterprises Limited to support development of DLO-based software, and patent protection was secured to protect the IP covering the DLO method [R4]. The DLO-based LimitState:GEO geotechnical analysis and design software was launched at the Institution of Civil Engineers HQ in London in 2008 and was shortlisted for a NCE/Civils Innovation  Award  the  same  year.  (Gilbert  took  a  6  month  abeyance  from  his  EPSRC Advanced Fellowship [G2] to help finalise the software and to publicise this in the geotechnical engineering community.) LimitState continue to actively develop and market both software applications, via advertising in technical publications, at trade events and by running seminar/training events for industry in the UK and abroad, often inviting Gilbert and/or Smith as speakers (over 20 full and half day events run to date). Impact on Practitioners The limit analysis software developed by LimitState effectively bridges the gap between hand-type analysis methods (often automated in simple software applications or spreadsheets) and significantly more complex tools (e.g. non-linear finite element analysis), which respectively tend to over-simplify a problem or require significant user expertise and computational resources. This makes LimitState software unique in the market and extremely attractive to practitioners. Currently over 100 industrial organisations licence LimitState software, located in more than 30 countries worldwide [S1]. Each product has a similar number of users, with some organisations licencing both products. Organisations currently licencing the software include:    Consultants: Arup, Atkins, Jacobs, URS, WSP, Aecom, Amey, Arcadis, Bilfinger, Grontmij, Halcrow, Halcrow, Hyder, May Gurney, SKM, WYG.    Infrastructure  owners:  Network  Rail,  SNCF,  Railcorp  (Australia),  OBB  (Austria),  also numerous local authorities in the UK and Eire.    Contractors: Balfour Beatty, Carillion, Costain, Interserve, Laing O'Rourke, Vinci.    Offshore: Advanced Geomechanics, Fugro, GL Noble Denton, [text removed for publication]. Users of both LimitState:RING and LimitState:GEO have reported significant productivity gains (up to approx. 50 times faster modelling capability) and the ability to gain deeper insights into potential modes of behaviour (the visual output is very easy to interpret, and is also useful when communicating analysis and design issues to non-expert stakeholders). Specifically, LimitState:RING allows practitioners to rapidly identify potential failure mechanisms in complex masonry arch bridge structures which cannot be found easily using alternative tools [S2], whilst LimitState:GEO means that practitioners can move beyond simplistic hand-type calculations for constructions such as slopes, retaining walls and footings, but without having to turn to significantly more complex tools (e.g. non-linear finite element analysis), which are generally much more time-consuming and expensive to use [S3]. For example:    On a major stadium project, civil engineering contractor Laing O’Rourke encountered site conditions which necessitated redesign of the foundations of the principal elements; with LimitState:GEO this was completed in a couple of hours – alternatives would have taken days or weeks, leading to costly programme delays. They have also reported that ‘we find the software invaluable for quickly and reliably answering the kind of questions we often face as  contractors, such as ‘How close can we safely place this 120t piling rig to the crest of our temporary slope?’. And because the software doesn’t prejudge the type of failure mechanism that will be critical we sometimes get surprises – for example finding that a local bearing capacity failure might be more critical than the global slope failure we had anticipated - something that our traditional slope stability analysis package would not necessarily have identified’ [S4]. Economic Impact Significant economic impacts have been realised by practitioners using the software (and/or by the clients of these practitioners). Indicative examples from two of the 100+ users are provided below:     [text removed for publication] company that has been applying LimitState:GEO to a variety of offshore engineering problems, observing that 'in addition to the insights we get from using the software we also see a massive improvement in productivity'. In the offshore sector this quickly translates into multi-million pound annual savings: 'If we had used hand calculations and FEA we could not have reached a workable design that we could install from our vessels in the time available. We would have needed to use a heavy pile driven to depth, and this would have cost us in the order of £500k in direct project costs. Similar examples, where direct costs are avoided due to reduced conservatism, reduced operational inefficiencies or potential failures can  be  observed  on  a  weekly  basis  across  our  project  portfolio,  leading  to  current  and projected future annual savings of between £5 million and £10 million’.     Kier MG (formerly May Gurney), a consultant working on behalf of Network Rail, reported that they saved their client £500k on a single bridge when using LimitState:RING (by demonstrating that the programmed strengthening work was in fact unnecessary) [S6]. The significant productivity and economic benefits outlined above is in turn helping LimitState to grow worldwide product revenues (>350% increase in the last 5 years) [S1], and this is expected to continue.		S1.   Chairman of LimitState Ltd. For confirmation of customer names and the numbers of users by  country  (see  also:   http://www.limitstate.com/clients).  Also  to  confirm  the  company’s product revenue growth. S2.   CIRIA C656: Masonry arch bridges: condition appraisal and remedial treatment (2006), p254. Indicates that the rigid block method of analysis represents ‘a significant improvement from basic limit analysis formulations’ and can model ‘much more complex mechanisms’. (LimitState:RING is the only commercial software to use this method of analysis.) S3.   Ballard, J.C. et al (2010) Simplified VH equations for foundation punch-through sand into clay, Frontiers in Offshore Geotechnics II, Ed. White, D., pp. 655–660, CRC Press, 2010. DOI: 10.1201/b10132-91. Corroborates the comparative speed of LimitState:GEO, stating that ‘Solutions within 10% tolerance could generally be obtained within a few minutes compared to several hours with Plaxis’. (Plaxis is a very popular finite element analysis program for geotechnical applications.) S4.   Senior geotechnical engineer from Laing O’Rourke (UK). For confirmation of the accuracy of the text given in section 4. S5.   [text removed for publication]. S6.   Director of Professional Services at Kier MG. For confirmation that Network Rail saved £0.5M when Kier MG (formerly May Gurney) used LimitState:RING to assess one of their bridges.

		919		8000		8000				1. Summary of the impact
The lifetimes of Hartlepool and Heysham I nuclear power stations have been extended from 2011 to 2019 as a direct result of our research into the development and application of new measurement techniques for the accurate determination of residual stresses. These life extensions are contributing to the health of the UK economy, maintaining jobs, ensuring security of electricity supply, and deferring the need for decommissioning and replacement of two nuclear power
stations at a cost of several billion pounds each. The electricity generated during the life extension period has a market value of over £8 billion. New numerical modelling methods, underpinned by our measurements, are now used by the nuclear industry in life assessment procedures.		2. Underpinning research
Since the 1990s The Open University (OU) has led research into the determination of spatially varying residual stresses in welded components. Over the past 15 years it has developed and applied novel techniques to study welded structures for the nuclear power generation industry.
1998–2001: Edwards (Senior Lecturer / Reader) worked closely with Nuclear Electric, within the EU-funded thematic network TRAINSS (contract BRRT-CT97-5043), on measuring residual stresses in weld repairs [3.1] using neutron diffraction.
1999–2001: Edwards (Reader) led the £3.5m consortium to design and construct ENGIN-X [3.2], the dedicated materials engineering beamline at the UK’s ISIS neutron source.
2001–present: Edwards (Reader / Professor), Fitzpatrick (Senior Lecturer / Reader / Professor), and Bouchard (Professor, joined the OU 2008) initiate and participate in the NeT European consortium for the standardisation and validation of residual stress measurement and modelling in power plant welds [3.3, 3.4].
2004–08: Edwards (Professor, left OU 2011) and James (Research Fellow, appointed to permanent position 2006) delivered the British Energy Boiler Spines Research Programme contract (£0.5m). The work characterised spatially resolved material properties and studied residual stresses in ten welded benchmark and nuclear component mock-ups [3.4]. These measurements were used to validate improved numerical methods for simulating welding residual stresses [3.5] and revealed, for the first time, the nature of residual stress concentrations in multi- pass weld repairs and the dominant effect of weld capping passes.
2006–08: Fitzpatrick (Reader) researched residual stress generation in welds for light water reactor applications for the Japanese Nuclear Energy Safety Organization.
2010–13: James (Research Fellow) extended this research to the characterisation of residual stresses in dissimilar-metal welds using the ISIS and SNS neutron facilities. The joints were made by AREVA for the European pressurised water reactor using new welding procedures designed to mitigate the risk of stress corrosion cracking.
2009–12: James (Research Fellow) undertook measurements on the Australian OPAL research reactor where delayed hydride cracking had been identified as the cause of a leaking reactor reflector vessel [3.6].		3.1      Journal article. Bouchard, P. J., George, D., Santisteban, J. R., Bruno, G., Dutta, A., Edwards, L., Kingston, E. and Smith, D. J. (2005) ‘Measurement of the residual stresses in a stainless steel pipe girth weld containing long and short repairs’, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, vol. 82, no. 4, pp. 299–310, DOI: 10.1016/j.ijpvp.2004.08.008 3.2      Journal article. Santisteban, J. R., Daymond, M. R., James, J. A. and Edwards, L. (2006) ‘ENGIN-X: A third generation neutron strain scanner’, J. Appl. Cryst., vol. 39, pp. 812–825, DOI: 10.1107/S0021889806042245 3.3      Journal article. Turski, M. and Edwards, L. (2009) ‘Residual stress measurement of a 316L stainless steel bead-on-plate specimen utilising the contour method’, Int. J. Pres. Ves. & Piping, vol. 86, pp. 126–131, DOI: 10.1016/j.ijpvp.2008.11.020 3.4      Journal article. Pratihar, S., Turski, M., Edwards, L. and Bouchard, P.J. (2009) ‘Neutron diffraction residual stress measurements in a 316L stainless steel bead-on-plate weld specimen’, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, Vol. 86, pp.13-19. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijpvp.2008.11.010 3.5      Journal article. Smith, M. C., Bouchard, P. J., Turski, M., Edwards, L. and Dennis, R. J. (2012) ‘Accurate prediction of residual stress in stainless steel welds’, Computational Materials Science, vol. 54, pp. 312–328, DOI: 10.1016/j.commatsci.2011.10.024 3.6      Journal article. Muránsky, O., Holden, T. M., Kirstein, O., James, J. A., Paradowska, A. M. and Edwards, L. (2013) ‘Evaluation of residual stresses in electron-beam welded Zr2.5Nb0.9Hf Zircadyne flange mock-up of a reflector vessel beam tube flange’, Journal of Nuclear Materials, vol. 438, nos 1–3, pp. 154–162, DOI: 10.1016/j.jnucmat.2013.02.045 Listed in REF2.		The Head of Research and Development, EDF Energy, writes: ‘We have a fifteen-year long relationship with the OU and consider its expertise in combining small scale and large scale residual stress measurement techniques, together with analytical modelling techniques, to be unique.’ [5.1]. The OU and Nuclear Electric measured residual stresses in a weld repair [5.2], using neutron diffraction, following a steam leak at Hunterston power station in 1997. This led to an OU/British Energy research training partnership (within the EU-funded thematic network TRAINSS, 1998– 2001) involving neutron diffraction measurements of residual stress in long and short weld repairs [3.1]. These were the first measurements of their kind and revealed the surprisingly severe nature of residual stress fields associated with repairs which, most importantly, demonstrated that the simplified 2-D finite element predictions of stresses at weld repairs routinely used by British Energy to support safety cases for repairs were not conservative. ‘This resulted in a multi-million pound program of weld modelling development and validation at British Energy (2001–10) to underwrite safety cases for repaired AGR [Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor] weldments prone to reheat cracking’ [5.1]. The UK AGRs operate at coolant temperatures significantly higher (over 600˚C) than the water-cooled reactors used elsewhere in the world where temperatures are below 350˚C: this is a demanding operating regime for ageing plant susceptible to creep degradation (for example reheat cracking and creep crack growth) in the presence of residual stresses. In 2004 British Energy funded our ‘Boiler Spines Residual Stress Measurement Programme’, a five-year research project to quantify residual stresses using neutron diffraction and the contour method, and measure spatially resolved weld properties using digital image correlation, on carefully designed benchmark welds and mock-ups of complex nuclear plant welds. This work has had a direct impact on life-extensions of nuclear plant in the UK [5.3]. Our results were used by British Energy to develop and validate the use of more realistic heat source and material hardening models in weld residual stress simulations [3.5], to characterise the nature of residual stress concentrations at weld repairs [5.4] and to validate predicted creep relaxation of residual stresses.  The outcomes of this research have mitigated uncertainty associated with the development of reheat cracking: ‘The new understanding of weld repairs and refined life analysis methods, underpinned by the OU measurements, has allowed the lives of Hartlepool and Heysham 1 AGR power stations to be extended to 300,000 hours, rather than the previous restriction of 175,000 hours caused by uncertainty about creep damage to weld repairs in the main boiler support structures. The previous restriction would have required the reactors to close early. With each reactor generating around £700k of electricity per day, these life extensions represent a major contribution to the UK economy, on jobs and on security of electricity supply. It also deferred the need for decommissioning and replacement of two nuclear power stations at a cost of several billion pounds each’ [5.1]. In aggregate the economic impact of lifetime extensions for the Hartlepool and Heysham 1 twin-reactor power stations, from 2011 to 2019, amounts to electricity generation worth over £8 billion. The application and impact of our research has continued through characterising residual stresses in dissimilar metal welds for pressurized water reactors in Japan and France, and on a critical component in a reactor in Australia that was rendered barely usable due to a water leak, until a repair was justified. ‘Our collaborative measurements with the Open University team to validate the FEA [finite element analysis] model of the reflector leak was a critical input to the process that identified the successful reactor repair method. The OPAL reactor provides neutrons to both undertake neutron beam science and the production of radio pharmaceuticals for Australia. If the reactor had not been repaired then the economic impact would run to many millions of [Australian] dollars per annum.’ [5.5]. Finally, new numerical modelling methods, underpinned by our measurements, are now widely used by the regulated nuclear industry in life assessment procedures for pressurised water reactor plant. The weld modelling technology validated by our measurements has been captured in the R6 Failure Assessment Procedure [5.6], transferred by EDF Energy to the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, and applied to the pressuriser surge nozzle of Sizewell B Power Station to justify relaxation of the inspection interval, ‘saving the station £1m per annum in lost electricity generation’ [5.1].		5.1    ‘Impact of OU research on nuclear power plant operations’, Letter from Head of Research and Development, EDF Energy, dated 2 July 2013. 5.2    Edwards, L., Bouchard, P. J., Dutta, M., Wang, D. Q., Santisteban, J. R., Hiller, S., Fitzpatrick, M. E. (2005) ‘Direct measurement of the residual stresses near a 'boat-shaped' repair in a 20 mm thick stainless steel tube butt weld’, International Journal of Pressure Vessels and Piping, vol. 82, no. 4, pp. 288–298, DOI: 10.1016/j.ijpvp.2004.08.007 5.3    Science and Technology Facilities Council (2012) Neutron Scattering: Materials research for modern life, STFC Media Services [online] http://www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/news-and- events/news/2012/impact-of-neutron-scattering-brochure13478.pdf 5.4    Bouchard, P.J. (2009) Hartlepool and Heysham 1 Power Stations – Current understanding of boiler spine weld repairs residual stress concentration effects, Report E/REP/BBGB/0023/AGR/07, British Energy Generation Limited. 5.5    Head, Institute of Materials Engineering, Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, Australia. 5.6    EDF Energy Ltd (2012) R6 Revision 4: Assessment of the integrity of structures containing defects, Sections III.15 and V.5, 2012, EDF Energy Ltd: Gloucester, UK [online] http://www.r-desk.co.uk/r6-procedure

		1061		8000		500				Novel numerical limit analysis methods developed in the Department of Civil and Structural Engineering have been embedded in commercial software developed by spin-out company LimitState   (http://www.limitstate.com).  The   software   is   now  used   by   over   100   industrial organisations in more than 30 countries. The software can model real-world problems far more quickly (up to 50 times faster) than was previously possible, bringing significant productivity and economic benefits to practitioners and their clients, e.g.:    Up to £500k saved on a weekly basis by a single organisation due to new ‘rapid response’ offshore design capability;    £500k saved by a client on a single project, due to the software showing that a planned bridge strengthening programme was unnecessary.		Underpinning research in the field of numerical limit analysis and design was undertaken in the 1990s and 2000s by Matthew Gilbert (Professor, joined Sheffield 1993), Colin Smith (Senior Lecturer, joined Sheffield in 1992) and Andy Tyas (Reader, joined Sheffield in 1993):    Gilbert carried out research on using rigorous mathematical optimisation techniques to identify the locations of sliding/hinging discontinuities in masonry block structures (e.g. masonry bridges), enabling the margin of safety to be established reliably, without the need to resort to ad-hoc methods [R1]. Research designed to improve the efficiency and practicality of the methods developed was later supported by Network Rail and via an EPSRC doctoral studentship (doctoral student Husham Ahmed – now at Mott Macdonald and still utilising LimitState software there in 2012) [G1], and later by the International Union of Railways.    Subsequently Gilbert and Tyas, supported via an EPSRC doctoral studentship (Pritchard – now working at spin-out company LimitState), undertook further research on applying mathematical optimisation techniques to engineering problems, focussing particularly on identifying the most efficient arrangement of bars in trusses (‘Layout Optimisation’). A key outcome of this work was the development of a new technique which permitted problems to be tackled which were larger, by several orders of magnitude, than those described in existing literature [R2].    Gilbert and Smith then secured EPSRC grant funding in 2004 [G2] to explore the potential for mathematical optimisation techniques to be applied to a wide range of challenging analysis and design problems.  One challenging analysis problem, which had remained unsolved for decades, involves automatically identifying the geometry of potential collapse mechanisms in geotechnical and other constructions. Smith and Gilbert were able to show that ‘Layout Optimisation’ techniques could be used to solve this problem, though in this case identifying the layout of discontinuities defining the failure mechanism (‘Discontinuity Layout Optimisation’, DLO) [R3]. The benefit of the rigorous numerical limit analysis methods developed (e.g. those suitable for masonry bridge and geotechnical applications) is that a very wide variety of potential failure mechanisms can be rapidly evaluated, far larger than can be considered by hand or when using ad-hoc search methods. In the case of DLO, on a desktop PC upwards of two to the power of a billion possible layouts of discontinuities defining a failure mechanism can be considered. As the blocks of material between  discontinuities can subsequently be identified, DLO effectively for the first time fully automates the process of identifying the geometry of potential collapse mechanisms [R3], and can be extended to treat a wide variety of practical problems. Furthermore, unlike finite element based alternatives, DLO can inherently handle singularities in stress and/or displacement fields. Since these are common features of most collapse mechanisms, this means that solutions to real-world problems can be obtained much more rapidly than before, giving engineers a powerful new analysis and design tool. [G1]  Network Rail Sponsorship of EPSRC Studentship: ‘Computational limit analysis of concrete and masonry bridges’, Investigator: Gilbert, M., 2001-04. Value £12,000. [G2] EPSRC Grant, GR/S53329: ‘Application of novel computational limit analysis and design synthesis  methods  in  structural  engineering  (Advanced  Fellowship)’,  Investigator:  Gilbert,  M., 2004-09. Value £225,560. Also associated EPSRC Grant GR/S53336: ‘Holistic limit analysis and retrofit design synthesis for masonry arch bridges’, Investigators: Gilbert, M. and Smith, C., 2004- 07. Value £63,531.		*Denotes most significant outputs for this impact case study. R1.   *Gilbert, M. and Melbourne, C., ‘Rigid-block analysis of masonry structures’, The Structural Engineer, Vol. 72, No. 21, pp. 356-361, 1994. Describes how optimisation can be used to analyse complex multi-span, multi-ring, masonry arch structures. R2.   *Gilbert, M. and Tyas, A., ‘Layout optimisation of large-scale pin-jointed frames’, Engineering Computations, Vol. 20, No. 8, pp. 1044-1064, 2003. doi: 10.1108/02644400310503017. Describes the development of an efficient procedure which allows very large-scale layout optimisation problems to be solved on a PC. This later meant that the DLO procedure could be used to solve many real-world scale problems in seconds. R3.   *Smith, C.C. and Gilbert, M., ‘Application of discontinuity layout optimisation to plane plasticity problems’, Proceedings of the Royal Society A, Vol. 463, pp. 2461-2484, 2007. doi: 10.1098/rspa.2006.1788. First paper to describe the DLO procedure, and its application to various benchmark problems. R4.   Smith C.C., Gilbert M., ‘Data processing method and method’. Patent number: US 8,140,175. Application number: 12/443,713. Filed date: 01 Oct 2007. Awarded date: 20 Mar 2012; EU Patent pending. Patent describing the DLO procedure, currently licensed by the University of Sheffield to LimitState Ltd.		The main impacts arising from this research are:    impact on practitioners, through the availability of efficient new methods of analysis and design;    economic  impact,  principally  through  cost  savings  realised  by  practitioners  using  the software, and/or realised by their clients. Process To help realise the potential of the numerical limit analysis method developed for masonry block structures, in 1999 funding from Railtrack (now Network Rail) was secured to develop the RING analysis software application for masonry arch bridges. This was then made publicly available in 2001 (over 10,000 download keys were issued to users in over 40 countries worldwide over the period 2001-07, with usage of the software continuing beyond this period). This success led to the decision in 2006 to form a new spinout company, LimitState Ltd, to exploit numerical limit analysis research being undertaken at Sheffield, and to develop a range of software applications:     Following a £50k investment in the company by Bestech Systems, a completely re-engineered version of the RING software, LimitState:RING, was launched in 2007 at the International Union of Railways HQ in Paris. (Doctoral student Darwich, sponsored by Buro Happold and later employed by LimitState, played an important role in ensuring large parts of the software were generic, facilitating re-use in other limit analysis and design software products).    Funding  of  approx.  £100k  was secured from South Yorkshire Investment  Fund,  Bestech Systems and Sheffield University Enterprises Limited to support development of DLO-based software, and patent protection was secured to protect the IP covering the DLO method [R4]. The DLO-based LimitState:GEO geotechnical analysis and design software was launched at the Institution of Civil Engineers HQ in London in 2008 and was shortlisted for a NCE/Civils Innovation  Award  the  same  year.  (Gilbert  took  a  6  month  abeyance  from  his  EPSRC Advanced Fellowship [G2] to help finalise the software and to publicise this in the geotechnical engineering community.) LimitState continue to actively develop and market both software applications, via advertising in technical publications, at trade events and by running seminar/training events for industry in the UK and abroad, often inviting Gilbert and/or Smith as speakers (over 20 full and half day events run to date). Impact on Practitioners The limit analysis software developed by LimitState effectively bridges the gap between hand-type analysis methods (often automated in simple software applications or spreadsheets) and significantly more complex tools (e.g. non-linear finite element analysis), which respectively tend to over-simplify a problem or require significant user expertise and computational resources. This makes LimitState software unique in the market and extremely attractive to practitioners. Currently over 100 industrial organisations licence LimitState software, located in more than 30 countries worldwide [S1]. Each product has a similar number of users, with some organisations licencing both products. Organisations currently licencing the software include:    Consultants: Arup, Atkins, Jacobs, URS, WSP, Aecom, Amey, Arcadis, Bilfinger, Grontmij, Halcrow, Halcrow, Hyder, May Gurney, SKM, WYG.    Infrastructure  owners:  Network  Rail,  SNCF,  Railcorp  (Australia),  OBB  (Austria),  also numerous local authorities in the UK and Eire.    Contractors: Balfour Beatty, Carillion, Costain, Interserve, Laing O'Rourke, Vinci.    Offshore: Advanced Geomechanics, Fugro, GL Noble Denton, [text removed for publication]. Users of both LimitState:RING and LimitState:GEO have reported significant productivity gains (up to approx. 50 times faster modelling capability) and the ability to gain deeper insights into potential modes of behaviour (the visual output is very easy to interpret, and is also useful when communicating analysis and design issues to non-expert stakeholders). Specifically, LimitState:RING allows practitioners to rapidly identify potential failure mechanisms in complex masonry arch bridge structures which cannot be found easily using alternative tools [S2], whilst LimitState:GEO means that practitioners can move beyond simplistic hand-type calculations for constructions such as slopes, retaining walls and footings, but without having to turn to significantly more complex tools (e.g. non-linear finite element analysis), which are generally much more time-consuming and expensive to use [S3]. For example:    On a major stadium project, civil engineering contractor Laing O’Rourke encountered site conditions which necessitated redesign of the foundations of the principal elements; with LimitState:GEO this was completed in a couple of hours – alternatives would have taken days or weeks, leading to costly programme delays. They have also reported that ‘we find the software invaluable for quickly and reliably answering the kind of questions we often face as  contractors, such as ‘How close can we safely place this 120t piling rig to the crest of our temporary slope?’. And because the software doesn’t prejudge the type of failure mechanism that will be critical we sometimes get surprises – for example finding that a local bearing capacity failure might be more critical than the global slope failure we had anticipated - something that our traditional slope stability analysis package would not necessarily have identified’ [S4]. Economic Impact Significant economic impacts have been realised by practitioners using the software (and/or by the clients of these practitioners). Indicative examples from two of the 100+ users are provided below:     [text removed for publication] company that has been applying LimitState:GEO to a variety of offshore engineering problems, observing that 'in addition to the insights we get from using the software we also see a massive improvement in productivity'. In the offshore sector this quickly translates into multi-million pound annual savings: 'If we had used hand calculations and FEA we could not have reached a workable design that we could install from our vessels in the time available. We would have needed to use a heavy pile driven to depth, and this would have cost us in the order of £500k in direct project costs. Similar examples, where direct costs are avoided due to reduced conservatism, reduced operational inefficiencies or potential failures can  be  observed  on  a  weekly  basis  across  our  project  portfolio,  leading  to  current  and projected future annual savings of between £5 million and £10 million’.     Kier MG (formerly May Gurney), a consultant working on behalf of Network Rail, reported that they saved their client £500k on a single bridge when using LimitState:RING (by demonstrating that the programmed strengthening work was in fact unnecessary) [S6]. The significant productivity and economic benefits outlined above is in turn helping LimitState to grow worldwide product revenues (>350% increase in the last 5 years) [S1], and this is expected to continue.		S1.   Chairman of LimitState Ltd. For confirmation of customer names and the numbers of users by  country  (see  also:   http://www.limitstate.com/clients).  Also  to  confirm  the  company’s product revenue growth. S2.   CIRIA C656: Masonry arch bridges: condition appraisal and remedial treatment (2006), p254. Indicates that the rigid block method of analysis represents ‘a significant improvement from basic limit analysis formulations’ and can model ‘much more complex mechanisms’. (LimitState:RING is the only commercial software to use this method of analysis.) S3.   Ballard, J.C. et al (2010) Simplified VH equations for foundation punch-through sand into clay, Frontiers in Offshore Geotechnics II, Ed. White, D., pp. 655–660, CRC Press, 2010. DOI: 10.1201/b10132-91. Corroborates the comparative speed of LimitState:GEO, stating that ‘Solutions within 10% tolerance could generally be obtained within a few minutes compared to several hours with Plaxis’. (Plaxis is a very popular finite element analysis program for geotechnical applications.) S4.   Senior geotechnical engineer from Laing O’Rourke (UK). For confirmation of the accuracy of the text given in section 4. S5.   [text removed for publication]. S6.   Director of Professional Services at Kier MG. For confirmation that Network Rail saved £0.5M when Kier MG (formerly May Gurney) used LimitState:RING to assess one of their bridges.

		773		7600		3600				Refrigeration alone accounts for 30-60% of the total energy consumption of retail food stores and 15-20% of carbon footprint of retail food chains in the UK. Since 2001, Prof Tassou and his research team at Brunel have been conducting research on combined heat and power (CHP), tri- generation (simultaneous production of electrical power, heat and refrigeration) and CO2 refrigeration  systems  for  food  retail  applications.  With  their  25  industrial  partners,  these technologies were quickly exploited by large retail food stores such as Marks and Spencer, Sainsbury’s and Tesco. Since 2010, Marks and Spencer has reduced its carbon emissions from refrigeration and air conditioning by 60% from the 2006/7 baseline, saving over £4 million. 160 Sainsbury’s stores have the new CO2 refrigeration system as of 2013 and they plan to have it installed in all 250 stores by 2014, saving over 70,000 tonnes of carbon footprint, equivalent to a financial saving of £3.6 million. They also provided training for the CO2 refrigeration system to 200 refrigeration service engineers in 2012. Tesco claims that using the CHP and the CO2 refrigeration system in its first ‘environmental store’ has reduced 70% of its overall carbon footprint since its opening in 2009, of which a third comes from the CHP plant and a fifth from the new refrigeration system.		CHP is the local simultaneous generation of electrical power and thermal energy, whereas tri- generation is the technology that uses some or most of the thermal energy generated by the CHP system to produce cooling and refrigeration. Tri-generation avoids the transmission losses of the central electricity distribution grid and can provide very high energy utilisation efficiencies when it is possible to utilise continuously all the thermal energy available from the local power generation system. The concept has been investigated by Brunel researchers led by Prof. Tassou and applied to the food retail industry that has simultaneous needs for electrical power, heat energy and cooling/refrigeration. This application has the potential for high energy utilisation efficiency because the  energy  requirement  for  cooling  and  refrigeration  increases  in  the  summer  months  when demand for space heating reduces. The research, which has already spanned 12 years (2001- 2013), was funded by Defra, TSB and up to 25 industry partners. The work was awarded the Kenneth Lightfoot Medal of the Institute of Refrigeration in 2007/08.http://www.ior.org.uk/ELI7SBBJ A feasibility study on low temperature absorption refrigeration systems for food engineering applications (AFM177, 2001-2002), funded by Defra and industry partners Safeway Stores plc and Bond Retail Services Ltd, showed that such a system, driven by the waste heat of a CHP system, could lead to 25% running cost savings compared to the purchase of electrical power from the national grid and using it to drive vapour compression refrigeration systems in the store. A second Defra  grant  award,  ‘Tri-generation  in  the  Food  Industry’  (AFM196,  2004-2006),  was  used  to develop a proof of concept tri-generation system for performance analysis and demonstration purposes. The project involved: Safeway Stores plc, Bond Retail Services Ltd, Apex Air Conditioning and Bowman Power. The project led to the development of a commercial size tri- generation test facility for food retail applications (the only one in the UK at the time) and proof of principle rigs for demonstration of the performance characteristics of the technology. The project received significant publicity and generated substantial commercial interest. It also won the 2005 Energy Institute’s Innovation Award sponsored by ExxonMobil. http://www.energyinst.org.uk/content/files/AwardsSupp06_Whole.pdf A TSB funded project ‘Minimisation of Emissions from Food Retailing’ (N0070A, 2007), led by Tesco Property Services Ltd and partnered by Brunel, Doug Marriott Associates, Somerfield, Space Engineering, Cogenco, Danfoss and Iceland, considered technologies for the minimisation of emissions in food retail stores. These technologies included CHP, tri-generation and CO2 refrigeration systems. The work led to the application of these technologies at Tesco environmental  stores. To exploit the potential offered by the use of CO2  (a natural working fluid with insignificant global warming potential) as a secondary refrigerant in retail food applications, and remove the risk of loss of refrigeration in the event of failure of the tri-generation system, an innovative integrated CO2 refrigeration and tri-generation system was developed under project AFM251 (2007-2010) funded by Defra and 14 industry partners including retailers Tesco and  Somerfield Property Services Ltd, and  equipment  manufacturers  Cogenco,  Danfoss,  GEA  Bock,  Bowman  Power,  Bond  Retail Services Ltd, amongst others.  http://www.racplus.com/features/tri-generation-set-to-become-more- popular/8609679.article. Further optimisation of CO2 refrigeration systems for the food retail industry was carried out by projects funded by GEA Searle (2011-2013), Sainsbury’s and Bond Retail Services Ltd.		References: Tassou, SA, Chaer, I, Sugiartha, N, Ge, Y-T, Marriott, D. Application of trigeneration systems to the food retail industry. Energy Conversion and Management, 48, 2988-2995, 2007. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.enconman.2007.06.049 Sugiartha, N, Chaer, I, Marriott, D, Tassou, SA. Combined heating refrigeration and power system in food industry, Journal of the Energy Institute, 81, 185-190, 2008. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1179/014426008X370960 Tassou, SA, Marriott, D, Chaer, I, Sugiartha, N,  Suamir, N. ‘Trigeneration – A solution to efficient use of energy in the food industry’, presented before the Institute of Refrigeration at the Institute of Marine Engineering, Science and Technology, 80 Coleman Street, London, 2008. Ge, Y-T, Tassou, SA, Chaer, I, Sugiartha, N. Performance evaluation of a tri-generation system with simulation and experiment, Applied Energy, 86, 2317-2326, 2009. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2009.03.018 Sugiartha, N, Tassou, SA, Chaer, I, Marriott, D. Trigeneration in food retail: An energetic, economic and environmental evaluation for a supermarket application, Applied Thermal Engineering, 29, 2624-2632, 2009. DOI:  http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2008.11.018 Ge, Y-T, Tassou, SA, Chaer, I. Modelling and performance evaluation of a low-temperature ammonia–water absorption refrigeration system, International Journal of Low-Carbon Technology, 4, 68-77, 2009. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/ijlct/ctp015 Ge, Y-T, Tassou, SA. Control optimisation of CO2 cycles for medium temperature retail food refrigeration systems, International Journal of Refrigeration, 32, 1376-1388, 2009. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijrefrig.2009.01.004 Suamir, I.N., Tassou, S.A., Marriott, D. Integration of CO2 refrigeration and trigeneration systems for energy and GHG emission savings in supermarkets, International Journal of Refrigeration, 35, 407-417, 2012. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijrefrig.2011.10.008 Ge YT, Tassou SA, Suamir IN. Prediction and analysis of the seasonal performance of tri- generation and CO2 refrigeration systems in supermarkets,  Applied Energy, 112, 898-906, 2013. DOI:  http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2012.12.027 Suamir IN, Tassou SA. Performance evaluation of integrated trigeneration and CO2 refrigeration systems, Applied Thermal Engineering, 50, 1487-1495, 2013.  DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2011.11.055 Research Grants:    A feasibility study on low temperature absorption refrigeration systems for food engineering applications. Funded by DEFRA (AFM 177), Total award value: £95,650 (Oct 2001–Sept 2003).    Tri-generation in the Food Industry - Funded by DEFRA (AFM196). Total award value: £425,900. Value to Brunel £209,600. Collaborating organisations: Bowman Power, Safeway Stores PLC,  Bond Retail Services Ltd, Apex Air Conditioning, Greggs PLC. (Sept 2004 - Nov 2006).    Minimisation of Emissions from Food Retailing – Funded by TSB (N0070A) (Industry lead Tesco Property Services Ltd) Partners: Tesco, Brunel, Doug Marriott Associates, Somerfield, Space Engineering, Cogenco, Danfoss, Iceland. Total award value: £141,551, 2007.    Integration of tri-generation and CO2 based refrigeration systems for energy conservation in the food industry. Funded by DEFRA (AFM251) and 14 Industrial partners (Apr 2007 – Oct 2010). 682350     Design Optimisation of CO2 Gas Cooler. Funded by GEA Searle Ltd. £55,000 cash funding + £50,000 equipment support, Oct 2011 – Sept 2013.		The research on CHP and tri-generation with CO2  refrigeration system over the last 12 years has developed technologies, design and simulation models for sizing and optimum integration of the technologies for maximum performance and energy utilisation efficiency. The projects involved more than 25 industrial partners, ensuring fast commercial exploitation and dissemination  of  the  research  results.  Major  supermarkets  in  the  UK  such  as  Marks  and Spencer, Sainsbury’s and Tesco have quickly responded to the environmental and economic benefits of the technologies. Subsequently, they have embedded the installation of the CHP and tri-generation with CO2 refrigeration system into their business strategies. The industrial partner, GEA Searle, has introduced and supplied the CO2 refrigeration system to Marks and Spencer. Marks and Spencer’s Plan A (2010-2015) commits it to addressing its environmental  impacts.  One  of  its  key  objectives  is  to  reduce  carbon  emissions  from refrigeration: it aims to reduce carbon emissions from store refrigeration by 50% by 2015; to use the CO2  refrigeration systems in all new store refrigeration installations from 2010; and to replace HCFCs by 2014 and HFCs by 2030 (Objective 10.15 Store Refrigeration, Marks and Spencer Plan A). In its 2013 business review report, Marks and Spencer states that compared to a baseline of 129,000 tonnes in 2006/7, emissions were down by 20% in 2010/11, by 46% in 2011/12, and by 60% in 2013 (at 51,000 tonnes). The total financial saving in CO2 emissions from 2010 to 2013 only is equivalent to over £4 million. Allowing for increases in store footage, emissions were down by 31% in 2010/11 and 54% at 4.3tCO2e/1000 sq ft in 2011/12 from 9.4tCO2e/1000 sq ft in 2006/7. The number of stores using the CO2  refrigeration systems was increased from 28 in 2011 to 49 in 2012. [A-1, A-2, A-3] Similarly, the collaborative research projects with Bond Retail Services Ltd and Hauser have led to the installation of CO2 refrigerated cabinets in Sainsbury’s. Sainsbury’s aims to switch to the CO2 refrigeration system in 250 stores by 2014. 160 stores (as of 2013) have the new CO2 refrigeration system and all new stores are fitted with the CO2 refrigeration system as standard. Sainsbury’s expects that this could ‘save over 70,000 tonnes of CO2  compared to [its] current refrigerated trailer fleet’. [B-1] This is equivalent to over a £3.6 million saving. Reflecting this commitment,  in  2012  Sainsbury’s  provided  ‘hands-on’  training  for  around  200  refrigeration service engineers so that they became familiar with the CO2 refrigeration system. [B-2] Tesco, in collaboration with the Carbon Trust Standard and Brunel, developed the CHP and tri- generation with CO2  refrigeration system with the aim of saving over 10,000 tonnes of carbon footprint. [C] It installed the CHP and tri-generation with CO2  refrigeration system in its first ‘environmental store’ in Cheetham Hill, Manchester, which opened in Jan 2009. Tesco states that ‘the 52,000 sq ft store has a carbon footprint 70% smaller than stores built in 2006’. In addition to the sustainable construction features of the store, Tesco acknowledges that the CHP plant alone has reduced the carbon footrpint of the store by a third and the CO2  refrigeration system by a fifth. [D-1] This store was followed by the Ramsey store in Cambridgeshire, the world’s first zero carbon supermarket, which also exploited the same CHP and tri-generation with CO2 refrigeration technologies. [D-2]		A-1. Marks and Spencer, Review of the year 2013, see Objective 10.15 Store Refrigeration on p30:  http://planareport.marksandspencer.com/docs/33722_M&S_PlanA_Pillar3.pdf A-2. Marks and Spencer, How We Do Business Report 2012, see Objective 10.15 Store Refrigeration on p25: http://corporate.marksandspencer.com/file.axd?pointerid=24f35ecfc08e4eb1992603107c4ec51a&v ersionid=619cffef296544449482fc52510c135a A-3. Marks and Spencer, How We Do Business Report 2011, see Objective 10.15 Store Refrigeration on p29: http://corporate.marksandspencer.com/documents/publications/2011/how_we- do_business_report_2011 B-1. Sainsbury’s, Press release (6 Sept 2013) World’s first naturally refrigerated trailer is trialled by Sainsbury’s: http://www.j-sainsbury.co.uk/media/latest-stories/2013/20130906-worlds-first-naturally-refrigerated- trailer-is-trialled-by-sainsburys/ B-2. Sainsbury’s, Press release (11 Oct 2012) Sainsbury’s addresses green skills to deliver carbon reduction: http://dea.brunel.ac.uk/rdco2/files/Cogenco_Brunel_2010.pdf C. Tesco acknowledges its commitment to develop the CHP and tri-generation with CO2 refrigeration system with the Carbon Trust Standard and Brunel University in order to save over 10,000 tonnes of carbon footprint in its Corporate Responsibility Report (2006). See p54: http://www.tescoplc.com/files/pdf/reports/tesco_cr_review_2006.pdf D-1. Tesco – Building environmental stores (31 March 2009) http://www.igd.com/our-expertise/Sustainability/Greenhouse-gases/3742/Tesco---Building- environmental-stores/ D-2. Tesco – Ramsey store in Cambridgeshire, the world’s first zero carbon supermarket http://www.globalcstorefocus.com/1003/1.html Contactable:     Engineering Manager – Airside Products, GEA Searle, can corroborate the environmental and economic impacts in relation to Marks and Spencer’s reduction of its carbon footprint.     Managing Director, Bond Industries Ltd, can corroborate the environmental and economic impacts of CO2 refrigerated cabinets in relation to Sainsbury’s reduction of its carbon footprint.     Director, Doug Marriott Associates Ltd, can corroborate the overall research impacts on the food retail industry through the development of the CHP and the tri-generation with CO2 refrigeration system.
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		612		7575		825				Many organisations rely on increasingly large and complex datasets to inform operational decision- making.  To  assist  decision-makers  when  decisions  are  data-driven,  computational  tools  are needed that present reliable summary information and suggest options allied to the key objectives of decision-making.  Research at RGU has developed novel learning and optimisation algorithms driven by multifactorial data and implemented this in commercial decision-support software. The research  has had  economic  impact  by providing  products  to be sold:  drilling  rig selection  tool (ODS-Petrodata Ltd.) and subsea hydraulics diagnostic tool (Viper Subsea Ltd.). Further economic impact comes from operations management software developed for British Telecom.		Our research expertise in machine learning for complex decision support dates from 1999 when we first applied evolutionary algorithms to optimise chemotherapy treatments using data-validated tumour simulations [R1]. As decision-making has become increasingly data-driven, we have researched approaches that automatically detect interactions between decision variables in multifactorial  datasets  that  are  pertinent  to  key  outcome  variables.  Such  relationships  when discovered can be presented to decision-makers directly and/or combined with methods that automatically suggest one or more decisions for consideration. In much of our work this sort of relationship  may  only  be  implicitly  derived  from  running  a  simulation  based  on  the  decision variables or by analysing large historical datasets containing both decision and outcome variables. An example is the relationship between the selection, intensity and phasing of anti-cancer drugs and the outcomes in terms of tumour reduction, patient quality of life and the severity of toxic side effects. [R2] was the first work to apply multi-objective naturally-inspired algorithms combined with tumour response simulations and clinical trials data to support clinicians in developing improved cancer  chemotherapies.  All of these  approaches  are  computationally  intensive  and  complexity grows exponentially with dataset size, number of decision variables and number of choices per decision. This is problematic because real-world decision-support systems must be responsive to decision-makers and be implemented in a typical industrial IT environment. Our  research  has  therefore  sought  computationally  cheap  methods  of  data-driven  decision- support, developing state-of-the-art learning and multi-objective optimisation algorithms that work with simulations and datasets and evaluating them against comparable techniques on theoretical and on real world problems. There are two main approaches in our work. search efficiency: we build cheap but inaccurate data models during optimisation to quickly focus the search on feasible, near-optimal regions of the search space. More expensive and accurate computation can then be focussed on a small number of highly promising solutions. In 2007 we introduced the Chain-Model Genetic Algorithm (ChainGA) for Bayesian Network Structure Learning [R3]. Significant speed-up was achieved using simple chain models to quickly evaluate candidate solutions. Comparisons  with a classical algorithm  (K2GA) showed that the benefits of ChainGA were highly problem-dependent.  Further research has reinforced  this finding and identified how search space and algorithm features interact to affect search efficency [R4]. search accuracy: We use sophisticated learning to greatly reduce computational effort through needing  fewer  solution  evaluations.  This  is  particularly  appropriate  where  the  costs  of  model building  are  dwarfed  in comparison  to the  costs  of evaluating  solutions.  The  DEUM  algorithm builds  a  Markov  network  model  of  the  relationship  between  solutions  and  fitness  during  an optimisation.  In  2007,  we  compared  DEUM  against  other  leading  EDAs  [R5]  showing  that  it significant reduced the number of function evaluations needed for optimisation at the expense of computational cost. More recent work (2008 onwards) has focussed on analysing the number of evaluations needed in relation to known or discovered problem structure. Precise estimates of the  number of evaluations required have now been shown to hold valid for a wide range of theoretical and applied problems  [R6]. Therefore  robust estimates  can be made of the computational  cost trade-offs  between  solution  evaluation  and  model-building  for  new  applications  based  on  the nature and number of the variables involved and simulation run-times. Key researchers: John McCall (Lecturer > Senior Lecturer >  Reader > Professor (1992 – date) Andrei Petrovski Lecturer > Senior Lecturer > Reader (1998 - date) Siddhartha Shakya PhD Student > Research Fellow (2003-7) > Research Manager, British Telecom Innovate and Design (2007 – date)		* indicates key reference. [R1] J. McCall, A. Petrovski (1999), A Decision Support System for Chemotherapy using Genetic Algorithms. In M. Mouhammadian (Ed.) Computational Intelligence for Modelling, Control and Automation, pp 65-70, IOS Press, 1999. [32 Google Scholar citations (10 self)] *  [R2]   Andrei   Petrovski   and   John   McCall   (2001),   Multi-objective   Optimisation   of  Cancer Chemotherapy Using Evolutionary Algorithms, in E.Zitzler et al. (Eds.): Evolutionary Multi-Criterion Optimization, Lecture Notes in Computer Science 1993, pp531-545, Springer-Verlag ISBN: 3-540- 41745-1, ISSN:0302-9743. [33 Google Scholar citations (11 self)] [R3] Ratiba Kabli, Frank Herrmann, John McCall, A Chain-Model Genetic Algorithm for Bayesian Network Structure Learning, in GECCO 2007 Volume II pp1264-1271. [22 Google Scholar citations (12 self)] [R4] Wu, Y., McCall, J., & Corne, D. (2010). Two novel Ant Colony Optimization approaches for Bayesian network structure learning. In Evolutionary Computation (CEC), 2010 IEEE Congress on (pp. 1-7). IEEE. [15 Google Scholar citations (7 self)] * [R5] Siddhartha  Shakya,  John  McCall  (2007),  Optimization  by Estimation  of Distribution  with DEUM Framework Based on Markov Random Fields Int. Jnl of Automation and Computing 04 (3), 262-272 DOI: 10.1007/s11633-007-0262-6 [53 Google Scholar citations (16 self)] * [R6] Alexander E.I. Brownlee, John A.W. McCall, Siddartha K. Shakya and Qingfu Zhang (2009), Structure  Learning  and  Optimisation   in  a  Markov-network   based  Estimation  of  Distribution Algorithm, in Proceedings of the Eleventh IEEE on Congress on Evolutionary Computation, pp447- 454, 2009. [27 Google citations (10 self)]		Pathway to Impact Decision  support technologies  have a complex  pathway  to impact. We operate in areas where complex decision-making controls the use of large assets or the deployment of workforces. Here operational  expenditure  is  large  and  so  are  the  consequences  of  inefficient  decision-making. Therefore the process of adopting innovation in decision-making policy is multi-staged and conservative. Some large companies innovate in-house – an example is British Telecom. Others, such as oil and gas majors, outsource  innovation  to technology  support  companies,  which are often SMEs. Examples of such support companies here are Viper Subsea and ODS Petrodata. Decision-support technologies are therefore developed through stages of “technology readiness” before ultimate internal adoption or external purchase by a large company. There is therefore a value chain of technology adoption. As an academic research group, we operate at the start of the value  chain  by  translating  advanced  knowledge  in  optimisation  and  learning  into  software components that address a decision-making problem identified by a company as an area for improvement. We essentially operate as an outsourced part of these companies’ R&D functions and add value by proving concepts, quantifying potential efficiencies and encapsulating specialist know-how in software components around which decision-support products can be developed and sold.  Our  main  economic  impact  therefore  is in creating  this  value.  It is measured  by proven  efficiencies  in  decision-making  processes  and  the  potential  sales  value  this  creates  for  the companies, or, in the case of a large company, internal adoption for use in high-value decision- making. Typically we operate by embedding  our research students with partner companies  and often this leads to employment to support development through the next stages of the value chain. Therefore, a secondary economic impact is the transfer of high-skilled individuals into companies. Reach In this case study we explain how our research in data-driven decision support has impacted one large company, British Telecom, and two SMEs, ODS Petrodata and Viper Subsea. In each case, the interaction has resulted in value-add in terms of decision-support software and the long-term employment of research students by the company. We discuss specific aspects of the pathway and significance for each company in turn. Operations Management Decision Support at British Telecom Context Workforce Dynamics Simulator (WDS) is a dynamic business simulation environment, developed at British Telecom, which enables large scale simulation of workforces and notable resources. It uses historical or generated data to investigate the execution of work plans. WDS takes detailed input data on geographical locations, tasks to be completed and engineers available, typically over a  90-day  planning  period  and  involving  around  25,000  workers  across  the  UK.  The  system simulates a variety of scenarios and the output reports are used to support decision making in the business. A key problem is that WDS is sensitive to choice of input parameters. These must be tuned to ensure that the predictions in the output report are as accurate as possible. Pathway In 2010-11, BT funded a project at RGU supervised by McCall, to apply metaheuristic optimization algorithms  to  carry  out  the  tuning  of  WDS.  WDS  simulations  are  expensive  and  accuracy  is important so search accuracy was a target here. A variety of different algorithms were evaluated, including  the DEUM  algorithm.  The decision  to investigate  the use of DEUM  in this case was motivated by the high computational cost incurred with each simulation. We packaged a suite of algorithms, including DEUM, as a software component called the WDS Tuning Tool (WDSTT). Impact and Significance WDSTT has been adopted by BT, replacing a parameter sweep of tuning parameters for WDS. WDSTT adds value in up to 5% more accurate  field workforce  simulations  as well as reduced tuning times (up to a factor of 10). Since the incorporation of WDSTT, the simulation software has been used repeatedly in BT to support management decision-making in assessing the effect of changes in different business scenarios and transformation initiatives including: the effect of new product  introduction;  the  effect  of  special  events  on  demand;  and  support  for  IT  investment decisions [I1]. It is impossible to quantify financially the effect of more accurate simulation on the quality  of  decisions.  However  the  decisions  involved  correspond  to  investment  of  multi-million pound amounts in the deployment and organisation of over 20,000 field workforce employees, so small percentage changes in accuracy translate into significant financial and operational value. McCall’s former research student (Shakya) is permanently employed as a research manager at British Telecom. While at BT, he has applied DEUM to a dynamic pricing problem [I2]. Subsea Hydraulic Control Diagnostics at Viper Subsea Viper  Subsea  (VS)  are  an  engineering  company  offering  specialised  consultancy  support  for hydraulic control systems for offshore oil and gas production. Offshore drilling installations consist of an interconnected set of pipes, pumps and valves used to collect hydrocarbons from different wells  for  onward  processing.  Pumps  and  valves  are  controlled  hydraulically  through  hydraulic controls. Due to the nature of hydrocarbon flow, pipes pumps and valves can become clogged or stuck and so performance changes over time. Shutdowns in production cost millions of dollars per day and so it is important to correctly diagnose faults in the system when they occur, either to avoid or to minimise and to accurately target shutdowns.  Viper Subsea are therefore interested in developing diagnostic software for sale to operators of offshore installations.  Pathway VS and Technology Strategy Board (TSB) funded a two-year KTP project (2011 – 13), supervised by  Petrovski  and  McCall,  to  develop  algorithms  for  pro-active  fault  diagnosis  using  control feedback data from the real-time operation of subsea hydraulic systems. As the algorithms need to be accurate but also run on limited capacity machines in robust environments  search efficiency and  search  accuracy  are  both  key.  A  wide  range  of  learning  algorithms,  including  Bayesian Network learning [R3, R4], was evaluated on test problems, using test data supplied by a major operator. A diagnostic software component was packaged in a prototype product V-Sentinel, which can, within a few seconds, identify abnormalities in data streams from 14 sensors, characterising the level of hydrolic liquid in a tank, quality of insulation, and validating pressure sensors. Impact and Significance In a final report on the project, required by TSB, VS valued V-Sentinel as having a profit-generating capacity of £165K per annum [I3]. It is reasonable to value an asset at five times its annual profit- generating capacity, in this case £825K. VS are actively developing V-Sentinel and the research student is now permanently employed by the company for that purpose. Drilling Rig Market Data Modelling at ODS Petrodata Context ODS-Petrodata Ltd. (ODSP) are an Aberdeen-based SME specialising in the provision of oil and gas market data. ODSP’s market data and analyses are made available to the oil and gas market through a number of web products including RigPoint, which oil and gas majors and large financial investors use to inform their selection of offshore drilling rigs for particular jobs. The drilling performance of a given rig depends on a large number of factors relating to rig specification, drilling location and water depth  Given that each rig-hire costs several hundreds of thousands of dollars per day, the potential benefits of reduced drilling time by a few days on average, realised across the hundreds of annual hires in the global market, run to $10Ms per annum.  ODSP were therefore interested in adding value to their RigPoint product with a drilling rig selection tool, able to inform choice by predicting time to drilling depth for selected rigs. Pathway ODSP  and  TSB  funded  a  three-year  KTP  project  (2009  –  12),  supervised  by  McCall  and Petrovski, focussed on integrating and modelling two large datasets containing over one hundred and fifty data fields and fifty thousand records of drilling rig and well data. The size of the datasets and consequently  modelling complexity necessitates search efficiency. Chain-model algorithms [R3, R4] were used to produce Bayesian Network models relating the data factors. These models were incorporated in a software tool to predict the drilling performance of particular rigs given a range of over forty possible input factors that would be known to decision makers, including drilling location and depth. The software is capable of inferring factors that are not given. Impact and Significance In the final report on the project, required by TSB, ODSP valued the software component as having a  profit-generating  capacity of £1.35M per annum [I4], so an estimated value of £6.75M. As the project was nearing completion, ODSP was acquired by a large US data company IHS Ltd. IHS committed to continuing development of the rig efficiency software [I4] and the research student was taken on as a permanent employee.		[I1]       Letter of corroboration from Head of Resource Management Technologies Research, British Telecom Innovate and Design. [I2]       Shakya, Siddhartha, Fernando Oliveira, and Gilbert Owusu. "Analysing the effect of demand uncertainty in dynamic pricing with eas." Research and Development in Intelligent Systems XXV. Springer London, 2009. 77-90. [I3]       Partners Final Report Form: Knowledge Transfer Partnership KTP008580. [I4]       Partners Final Report Form: Knowledge Transfer Partnership KTP006922.

		612		7575		6750				Many organisations rely on increasingly large and complex datasets to inform operational decision- making.  To  assist  decision-makers  when  decisions  are  data-driven,  computational  tools  are needed that present reliable summary information and suggest options allied to the key objectives of decision-making.  Research at RGU has developed novel learning and optimisation algorithms driven by multifactorial data and implemented this in commercial decision-support software. The research  has had  economic  impact  by providing  products  to be sold:  drilling  rig selection  tool (ODS-Petrodata Ltd.) and subsea hydraulics diagnostic tool (Viper Subsea Ltd.). Further economic impact comes from operations management software developed for British Telecom.		Our research expertise in machine learning for complex decision support dates from 1999 when we first applied evolutionary algorithms to optimise chemotherapy treatments using data-validated tumour simulations [R1]. As decision-making has become increasingly data-driven, we have researched approaches that automatically detect interactions between decision variables in multifactorial  datasets  that  are  pertinent  to  key  outcome  variables.  Such  relationships  when discovered can be presented to decision-makers directly and/or combined with methods that automatically suggest one or more decisions for consideration. In much of our work this sort of relationship  may  only  be  implicitly  derived  from  running  a  simulation  based  on  the  decision variables or by analysing large historical datasets containing both decision and outcome variables. An example is the relationship between the selection, intensity and phasing of anti-cancer drugs and the outcomes in terms of tumour reduction, patient quality of life and the severity of toxic side effects. [R2] was the first work to apply multi-objective naturally-inspired algorithms combined with tumour response simulations and clinical trials data to support clinicians in developing improved cancer  chemotherapies.  All of these  approaches  are  computationally  intensive  and  complexity grows exponentially with dataset size, number of decision variables and number of choices per decision. This is problematic because real-world decision-support systems must be responsive to decision-makers and be implemented in a typical industrial IT environment. Our  research  has  therefore  sought  computationally  cheap  methods  of  data-driven  decision- support, developing state-of-the-art learning and multi-objective optimisation algorithms that work with simulations and datasets and evaluating them against comparable techniques on theoretical and on real world problems. There are two main approaches in our work. search efficiency: we build cheap but inaccurate data models during optimisation to quickly focus the search on feasible, near-optimal regions of the search space. More expensive and accurate computation can then be focussed on a small number of highly promising solutions. In 2007 we introduced the Chain-Model Genetic Algorithm (ChainGA) for Bayesian Network Structure Learning [R3]. Significant speed-up was achieved using simple chain models to quickly evaluate candidate solutions. Comparisons  with a classical algorithm  (K2GA) showed that the benefits of ChainGA were highly problem-dependent.  Further research has reinforced  this finding and identified how search space and algorithm features interact to affect search efficency [R4]. search accuracy: We use sophisticated learning to greatly reduce computational effort through needing  fewer  solution  evaluations.  This  is  particularly  appropriate  where  the  costs  of  model building  are  dwarfed  in comparison  to the  costs  of evaluating  solutions.  The  DEUM  algorithm builds  a  Markov  network  model  of  the  relationship  between  solutions  and  fitness  during  an optimisation.  In  2007,  we  compared  DEUM  against  other  leading  EDAs  [R5]  showing  that  it significant reduced the number of function evaluations needed for optimisation at the expense of computational cost. More recent work (2008 onwards) has focussed on analysing the number of evaluations needed in relation to known or discovered problem structure. Precise estimates of the  number of evaluations required have now been shown to hold valid for a wide range of theoretical and applied problems  [R6]. Therefore  robust estimates  can be made of the computational  cost trade-offs  between  solution  evaluation  and  model-building  for  new  applications  based  on  the nature and number of the variables involved and simulation run-times. Key researchers: John McCall (Lecturer > Senior Lecturer >  Reader > Professor (1992 – date) Andrei Petrovski Lecturer > Senior Lecturer > Reader (1998 - date) Siddhartha Shakya PhD Student > Research Fellow (2003-7) > Research Manager, British Telecom Innovate and Design (2007 – date)		* indicates key reference. [R1] J. McCall, A. Petrovski (1999), A Decision Support System for Chemotherapy using Genetic Algorithms. In M. Mouhammadian (Ed.) Computational Intelligence for Modelling, Control and Automation, pp 65-70, IOS Press, 1999. [32 Google Scholar citations (10 self)] *  [R2]   Andrei   Petrovski   and   John   McCall   (2001),   Multi-objective   Optimisation   of  Cancer Chemotherapy Using Evolutionary Algorithms, in E.Zitzler et al. (Eds.): Evolutionary Multi-Criterion Optimization, Lecture Notes in Computer Science 1993, pp531-545, Springer-Verlag ISBN: 3-540- 41745-1, ISSN:0302-9743. [33 Google Scholar citations (11 self)] [R3] Ratiba Kabli, Frank Herrmann, John McCall, A Chain-Model Genetic Algorithm for Bayesian Network Structure Learning, in GECCO 2007 Volume II pp1264-1271. [22 Google Scholar citations (12 self)] [R4] Wu, Y., McCall, J., & Corne, D. (2010). Two novel Ant Colony Optimization approaches for Bayesian network structure learning. In Evolutionary Computation (CEC), 2010 IEEE Congress on (pp. 1-7). IEEE. [15 Google Scholar citations (7 self)] * [R5] Siddhartha  Shakya,  John  McCall  (2007),  Optimization  by Estimation  of Distribution  with DEUM Framework Based on Markov Random Fields Int. Jnl of Automation and Computing 04 (3), 262-272 DOI: 10.1007/s11633-007-0262-6 [53 Google Scholar citations (16 self)] * [R6] Alexander E.I. Brownlee, John A.W. McCall, Siddartha K. Shakya and Qingfu Zhang (2009), Structure  Learning  and  Optimisation   in  a  Markov-network   based  Estimation  of  Distribution Algorithm, in Proceedings of the Eleventh IEEE on Congress on Evolutionary Computation, pp447- 454, 2009. [27 Google citations (10 self)]		Pathway to Impact Decision  support technologies  have a complex  pathway  to impact. We operate in areas where complex decision-making controls the use of large assets or the deployment of workforces. Here operational  expenditure  is  large  and  so  are  the  consequences  of  inefficient  decision-making. Therefore the process of adopting innovation in decision-making policy is multi-staged and conservative. Some large companies innovate in-house – an example is British Telecom. Others, such as oil and gas majors, outsource  innovation  to technology  support  companies,  which are often SMEs. Examples of such support companies here are Viper Subsea and ODS Petrodata. Decision-support technologies are therefore developed through stages of “technology readiness” before ultimate internal adoption or external purchase by a large company. There is therefore a value chain of technology adoption. As an academic research group, we operate at the start of the value  chain  by  translating  advanced  knowledge  in  optimisation  and  learning  into  software components that address a decision-making problem identified by a company as an area for improvement. We essentially operate as an outsourced part of these companies’ R&D functions and add value by proving concepts, quantifying potential efficiencies and encapsulating specialist know-how in software components around which decision-support products can be developed and sold.  Our  main  economic  impact  therefore  is in creating  this  value.  It is measured  by proven  efficiencies  in  decision-making  processes  and  the  potential  sales  value  this  creates  for  the companies, or, in the case of a large company, internal adoption for use in high-value decision- making. Typically we operate by embedding  our research students with partner companies  and often this leads to employment to support development through the next stages of the value chain. Therefore, a secondary economic impact is the transfer of high-skilled individuals into companies. Reach In this case study we explain how our research in data-driven decision support has impacted one large company, British Telecom, and two SMEs, ODS Petrodata and Viper Subsea. In each case, the interaction has resulted in value-add in terms of decision-support software and the long-term employment of research students by the company. We discuss specific aspects of the pathway and significance for each company in turn. Operations Management Decision Support at British Telecom Context Workforce Dynamics Simulator (WDS) is a dynamic business simulation environment, developed at British Telecom, which enables large scale simulation of workforces and notable resources. It uses historical or generated data to investigate the execution of work plans. WDS takes detailed input data on geographical locations, tasks to be completed and engineers available, typically over a  90-day  planning  period  and  involving  around  25,000  workers  across  the  UK.  The  system simulates a variety of scenarios and the output reports are used to support decision making in the business. A key problem is that WDS is sensitive to choice of input parameters. These must be tuned to ensure that the predictions in the output report are as accurate as possible. Pathway In 2010-11, BT funded a project at RGU supervised by McCall, to apply metaheuristic optimization algorithms  to  carry  out  the  tuning  of  WDS.  WDS  simulations  are  expensive  and  accuracy  is important so search accuracy was a target here. A variety of different algorithms were evaluated, including  the DEUM  algorithm.  The decision  to investigate  the use of DEUM  in this case was motivated by the high computational cost incurred with each simulation. We packaged a suite of algorithms, including DEUM, as a software component called the WDS Tuning Tool (WDSTT). Impact and Significance WDSTT has been adopted by BT, replacing a parameter sweep of tuning parameters for WDS. WDSTT adds value in up to 5% more accurate  field workforce  simulations  as well as reduced tuning times (up to a factor of 10). Since the incorporation of WDSTT, the simulation software has been used repeatedly in BT to support management decision-making in assessing the effect of changes in different business scenarios and transformation initiatives including: the effect of new product  introduction;  the  effect  of  special  events  on  demand;  and  support  for  IT  investment decisions [I1]. It is impossible to quantify financially the effect of more accurate simulation on the quality  of  decisions.  However  the  decisions  involved  correspond  to  investment  of  multi-million pound amounts in the deployment and organisation of over 20,000 field workforce employees, so small percentage changes in accuracy translate into significant financial and operational value. McCall’s former research student (Shakya) is permanently employed as a research manager at British Telecom. While at BT, he has applied DEUM to a dynamic pricing problem [I2]. Subsea Hydraulic Control Diagnostics at Viper Subsea Viper  Subsea  (VS)  are  an  engineering  company  offering  specialised  consultancy  support  for hydraulic control systems for offshore oil and gas production. Offshore drilling installations consist of an interconnected set of pipes, pumps and valves used to collect hydrocarbons from different wells  for  onward  processing.  Pumps  and  valves  are  controlled  hydraulically  through  hydraulic controls. Due to the nature of hydrocarbon flow, pipes pumps and valves can become clogged or stuck and so performance changes over time. Shutdowns in production cost millions of dollars per day and so it is important to correctly diagnose faults in the system when they occur, either to avoid or to minimise and to accurately target shutdowns.  Viper Subsea are therefore interested in developing diagnostic software for sale to operators of offshore installations.  Pathway VS and Technology Strategy Board (TSB) funded a two-year KTP project (2011 – 13), supervised by  Petrovski  and  McCall,  to  develop  algorithms  for  pro-active  fault  diagnosis  using  control feedback data from the real-time operation of subsea hydraulic systems. As the algorithms need to be accurate but also run on limited capacity machines in robust environments  search efficiency and  search  accuracy  are  both  key.  A  wide  range  of  learning  algorithms,  including  Bayesian Network learning [R3, R4], was evaluated on test problems, using test data supplied by a major operator. A diagnostic software component was packaged in a prototype product V-Sentinel, which can, within a few seconds, identify abnormalities in data streams from 14 sensors, characterising the level of hydrolic liquid in a tank, quality of insulation, and validating pressure sensors. Impact and Significance In a final report on the project, required by TSB, VS valued V-Sentinel as having a profit-generating capacity of £165K per annum [I3]. It is reasonable to value an asset at five times its annual profit- generating capacity, in this case £825K. VS are actively developing V-Sentinel and the research student is now permanently employed by the company for that purpose. Drilling Rig Market Data Modelling at ODS Petrodata Context ODS-Petrodata Ltd. (ODSP) are an Aberdeen-based SME specialising in the provision of oil and gas market data. ODSP’s market data and analyses are made available to the oil and gas market through a number of web products including RigPoint, which oil and gas majors and large financial investors use to inform their selection of offshore drilling rigs for particular jobs. The drilling performance of a given rig depends on a large number of factors relating to rig specification, drilling location and water depth  Given that each rig-hire costs several hundreds of thousands of dollars per day, the potential benefits of reduced drilling time by a few days on average, realised across the hundreds of annual hires in the global market, run to $10Ms per annum.  ODSP were therefore interested in adding value to their RigPoint product with a drilling rig selection tool, able to inform choice by predicting time to drilling depth for selected rigs. Pathway ODSP  and  TSB  funded  a  three-year  KTP  project  (2009  –  12),  supervised  by  McCall  and Petrovski, focussed on integrating and modelling two large datasets containing over one hundred and fifty data fields and fifty thousand records of drilling rig and well data. The size of the datasets and consequently  modelling complexity necessitates search efficiency. Chain-model algorithms [R3, R4] were used to produce Bayesian Network models relating the data factors. These models were incorporated in a software tool to predict the drilling performance of particular rigs given a range of over forty possible input factors that would be known to decision makers, including drilling location and depth. The software is capable of inferring factors that are not given. Impact and Significance In the final report on the project, required by TSB, ODSP valued the software component as having a  profit-generating  capacity of £1.35M per annum [I4], so an estimated value of £6.75M. As the project was nearing completion, ODSP was acquired by a large US data company IHS Ltd. IHS committed to continuing development of the rig efficiency software [I4] and the research student was taken on as a permanent employee.		[I1]       Letter of corroboration from Head of Resource Management Technologies Research, British Telecom Innovate and Design. [I2]       Shakya, Siddhartha, Fernando Oliveira, and Gilbert Owusu. "Analysing the effect of demand uncertainty in dynamic pricing with eas." Research and Development in Intelligent Systems XXV. Springer London, 2009. 77-90. [I3]       Partners Final Report Form: Knowledge Transfer Partnership KTP008580. [I4]       Partners Final Report Form: Knowledge Transfer Partnership KTP006922.

		429		6400		6400				With global demand for energy ever increasing, environmental impact has become a major priority for the oil industry. A collaboration between researchers at the University of Glasgow and Shell Global Solutions has developed GWSDAT (GroundWater Spatiotemporal Data Analysis Tool). This easy-to-use interactive software tool allows users to process and analyse groundwater pollution monitoring data efficiently, enabling Shell to respond quickly to detect and evaluate the effect of a leak or spill. Shell estimates that the savings gained by use of the monitoring tool exceed $10m over the last three years. GWSDAT is currently being used by around 200 consultants across many countries (including the UK, US, Australia and South Africa) with potentially significant impacts on the environment worldwide.		`Flexible regression’ has been a major statistical research theme at the University of Glasgow for over 20 years. The main aim of this research is to use observed data to estimate an underlying regression function, describing the relationship between a response and one or more covariates, without constraining the function to follow any particular shape, apart from requiring it to be smooth. Professor Adrian Bowman (Professor of Statistics since 1995) has made extensive contributions to this topic, including a book (Bowman & Azzalini, 1997) which provided methods for a wide variety of data structures and placed a strong emphasis on the inferences which could be drawn from real applications. Since 2002, research has been directed towards spatiotemporal models for data which have been collected over both space and time. There are many environmental applications for models of this type. A particular example is the modeling of sulphur dioxide air pollution over Europe (Bowman et al.,  2009)  using  data  from  an  extensive  network  of  monitoring  stations.  The  underlying methodology represented one of the first developments of flexible regression in a spatiotemporal setting,  allowing  complex  trends  and  interactions  to  be  explored,  and  both  theory  and computational methods were described. In 2006, Shell Global Solutions began to investigate the use of these methods in the context of groundwater monitoring, prompted in part by the appointment of a PhD student in Statistics from the University of Glasgow. The statistical and computing tools developed in Glasgow fed into the creation of new software, which gained extensive use within the company. The software tool allowed responsible staff to view and interpret the extensive groundwater data which is routinely collected,  and  the  company  quickly  recognised  the  potential  value  of  the  tool  within  Shell operations.  Version  1  of  GroundWater  Spatiotemporal  Data  Analysis  Tool  (GWSDAT)  was released for use by Shell consultants in 2009. With interest from Shell, discussions about how the methodology might be developed further were initiated. A PhD studentship, jointly funded by Shell and the University of Glasgow, was created and a student recruited in 2009. The subsequent research agenda placed strong emphasis on (i) the need for very efficient computational methods for large datasets and (ii) the production of very stable estimates which provided good predictions even in regions where the monitoring sites were sparsely located. Dr. Ludger Evers (Lecturer in Statistics, University of Glasgow, 2008-present) joined the research project in 2009, contributing extensive experience in computational and Bayesian methods. The ensuing research used B-spline bases to provide pollution surface estimates which can be represented mathematically in very compact forms, employing a fully Bayesian model to account for all the sources of uncertainty and using a combination of matrix techniques to provide very fast solutions. The combination of these methods allows pollution levels to be estimated in a fully automatic, and very stable, manner. The new model also gives access to useful measures of uncertainty, including credibility intervals and standard errors. These methods have been implemented in Shell software since 2012 but a paper describing the underlying methodology was deferred until full practical evaluation could take place and illustrative examples reported (Bowman et al., 2013). In parallel with this line of research, a statistical software tool for interactive analysis and graphics is under development at the University of Glasgow (School of Mathematics and Statistics). The standard statistical computing environment in academic research and many areas of industry is ‘R’. In 2005 Bowman began to lead the development of ‘rpanel’, an add-on package for R, which was created to make it as easy and efficient as possible for non-technical users to construct interactive software such as dynamic graphics (Bowman et al., 2006ab). Users can easily create buttons, sliders and other types of graphical control and can interact with plots in ways which considerably enhance exploration of datasets. The package is widely used and continues to be developed in Glasgow, with the most recent version released in 2013. Shell Global Solutions used the ‘rpanel’ package to build the first version of GWSDAT in 2007- 2009. The University of Glasgow team worked with the company to add functionality to ‘rpanel’ in response to specific requests. The resulting Shell software, GWSDAT  incorporates the statistical methodology described above and uses the rpanel package to provide users with easy to use, interactive controls for reading data, fitting models and exploring the results in graphical form.		    Bowman, A.W. & Azzalini, A. (1997). Applied Smoothing Techniques for Data Analysis. Oxford University Press.  ISBN 9780198523963 [available from HEI]     Bowman, A.W., Crawford, E., Alexander, G. & Bowman, R.W. (2006a). rpanel: simple interactive controls for R functions using the tcltk package. Journal of Statistical Software 17, issue 9.*     Bowman, A.W., Crawford, E. Bowman, R.W. (2006b). rpanel: making graphs move with tcltk. R News; 6, issue 4. (pdf; software)     Bowman, A.W., Giannitrapani, M., & Scott, E.M. (2009). Spatiotemporal smoothing and sulphur dioxide trends over Europe. Applied Statistics, 58, 5, 737-752.  doi:10.1111/j.1467- 9876.2009.00671.x *     Bowman, A.W., Evers, L., Molinari, D., Jones, W. & Spence, M.J. (2013).  Bayesian smoothing of spatiotemporal data with applications to groundwater monitoring. Submitted for publication. (arxiv:1310.7815) *     Jones, W., Spence, M.J., Bowman, A.W., Evers, L., Molinari, D. (2013) GWSDAT - Groundwater Spatiotemporal Data Analysis Tool. Submitted for publication. (arxiv:1310.8158) * best indicators of research quality Full details on the rpanel package can be found at;      http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/rpanel/      http://www.stats.gla.ac.uk/~adrian/rpanel/		Shell  Global  Solutions  (based  in  Chester,  UK)  undertakes  a  wide  variety  of  projects  where statistical and mathematical modelling is required. The GWSDAT software was developed by Shell, based on statistical methodology and interactive software tools from the University of Glasgow. GWSDAT was first released for use by Shell consultants in 2009 and the most recent version was released in 2012. A survey carried out by Shell in 2013 estimates there are currently around 200 users worldwide, from countries including, for example, the UK, USA, Australia and South Africa. Shell is responsible for the operation of a huge number of installations, from small petrol stations to extensive refinery sites, and significant attention is paid to monitoring the surrounding environment to ensure the prevention of any adverse effects. Inadvertent release of soluble material can lead to pollution of groundwater, with a risk that contamination is transported beyond the site boundaries. It is standard practice to drill boreholes around installations, from which samples can be regularly drawn and analysed, in order to identify and monitor the presence of any pollutants. The measurements from boreholes at a particular site generate a dataset which records pollutant levels at points in space and time, but there are issues with the practicalities and costs of sampling which  restrict  the  number  of  measurements  made.  Also,  the  consultants  responsible  for interpreting these measurements generally have a strong scientific or engineering background but may not have extensive training in statistical methods. Using data from boreholes to construct reliable estimates of the underlying pollution patterns across (i) the whole site and (ii) the entire time period requires specialist statistical methods and concepts. However, referring results to others with the necessary expertise for statistical analysis would potentially lead to significant delays. The GWSDAT directly addresses these needs. Shell has identified the benefits of the software to include:    The early identification of rising contaminant concentration trends, leading to reduced response time in the event of leaks or spills. There has been more than one instance of unknown leaks being identified by the use of the software tool.     Improved data transparency leading to better designed monitoring networks and more robust conceptual site models, thereby avoiding collection of redundant data.     Clarity  on  the  relationship  between  dissolved  solute  concentrations  and  groundwater elevation and flow direction, for improved plume control measures and fit-for-purpose remediation system design.     Significantly  reduced  time  and  resource  expenditure  on  the  analysis  and  reporting  of monitoring data, particularly in the case of smaller sites where insufficient data is available to justify the cost of using geographic information systems or transport simulations.     Significant cost savings. A recent survey undertaken by the company indicates that the software package has led to savings in the region of $10m in the last 3 years. Users view an Excel spreadsheet and explore, graphically and interactively, the data it contains. Importantly, the underlying statistical model constructs an estimate of the pollution surface across the entire spatial region of interest and a slider can be used to view how this changes over time. Different solutes can be selected or the data from particular wells viewed in greater detail, with estimates of trend superimposed. Large datasets (more than 50,000 rows) can be modelled in a matter of seconds. The added value and flexibility of the system has been very well received by users. Key staff responsible for the GWSDAT software application within Shell commented that: Data analysis and reporting that previously required weeks of effort can now be completed automatically, at the click of a mouse. The GWSDAT spatiotemporal modelling research programme has yielded total savings for Shell in excess of $10M over the past 3 years. Although developed specifically for use by Shell, the package is also being made available to external users, including environmental regulators. It is currently being submitted to an industry website from which it will be freely available to other industrial users. Shell also regularly publicises the package at national and international conferences.		Shell have presented GWSDAT at the following conferences:     AquaConSoil  2013  (12th  International  UFZ-Deltares  Conference  on  Groundwater-Soil- Systems and Water Resource Management), Barcelona, Spain, April 2013     ENBIS (European Network for Business and Industrial Statistics), Coimbra, Portugal, Sep 2011     UseR! (The R User Conference), Warwick, UK, Aug 2011     NICOLE (Network  for Industrially Contaminated Land in Europe) Network  Conference, Copenhagen, Denmark, May 2011. Workshop on Innovative Site Characterisation Tools.     European Geosciences Union (EGU), Vienna, Austria, Apr 2011     Environmental Protection Agency National Tanks Conference, Boston, USA, Sep 2010     UseR! (The R User Conference), Rennes, France, Jul 2009 Testimonials:     Statistical Consultant, Shell Global Solutions UK (details of software application within Shell, confirmation of improved data analysis and savings)     Environmental  Geochemist,  Shell  Global  Solutions  UK  (details  of  software  application within Shell, confirmation of improved data analysis and savings)

		811		6400		6400				Reducing vehicle noise and vibration is a key quality objective in the automotive industry. Historically, the approach has been costly palliation late in the manufacturing process; now a new approach applied earlier in the vehicle development cycle has been devised by Loughborough University and Ford and implemented at Ford that has led to savings of $7 per vehicle with respect to clutch in-cycle vibration (whoop). Ford has reported savings of $10M over 5 years, whilst reductions in transmission rattle have led to 5% fuel efficiency gains [5.1]. Ford has made an investment of £240M in its engine and transmission work at Bridgend, which includes aspects of work reported here and has created 600 new jobs [5.2].		Fuel efficiency and reduced emissions are key drivers for vehicle development, whilst customer- driven demand is for improved efficiency and enhanced performance. These conflicting requirements lead to higher levels of noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) [3.1, 3.2]. In the 1990s, the industry was  unprepared to deal with this in a fundamental,  scientific and cost  effective manner. Ford, the UK’s leading volume manufacturer (19% of the UK market) had the vision to develop  a  fundamental and  generic  approach to  powertrain  refinement,  dealing  with  specific concerns such as clutch take-up judder [3.4], in-cycle vibration (whoop) [3.3], driveline shuffle and elasto-acoustic response (clonk) [3.5, G3.1] and transmission rattle [3.1,3.6]. Under the auspices of the then Vice President of Ford Global Development, Richard Parry-Jones, a team of Ford specialists, led by Michael Menday and Patrick Kelly, joined a programme of research with Homer Rahnejat (at the University of Bradford from 1996 and at Loughborough University since 2000) with the objectives of developing an overall methodology for refinement and then specifically reducing NVH issues. The research spanned 1996-2010, with a methodology being developed and applied by Ford since 2008, including palliation of: (i)- whoop in Fiesta, Focus and Galaxy (since 2008) and in all Fiesta 3-cylinder Ecoboost (since 2012), Ecosport models (2013) and planned for new Ka model (2015), (ii)- Gear rattle palliation in all low cost diesels; Fiesta and 1.6 Ltr. Focus (2010) and 1.5 Ltr. Diesel (2013).  Prior to 2010, the concepts were also used by companies belonging to the Premier Automotive Group (PAG), viz. Ford, Jaguar, Land Rover, Lincoln, Mercury, Aston Martin and Volvo. The PAG was dissolved in 2010. The 2-phase approach included: (1) down-cascading from system level (vehicle) to rig-based correlation, multi-scale multi-physics modelling and definition of performance metrics, and (2) up- cascading from metrics to component and system level implementation. This approach yielded many beneficial impacts (section 4). The  multi-scale,  multi-physics  approach  integrated  constrained  Lagrangian  dynamics,  modal analysis and elasto-acoustic coincidence (using inverse boundary element method) with contact mechanics, with elastohydrodynamics of concentrated contacts or lightly loaded hydrodynamics [3.1,G3.2-G3.4]. It dealt with refinement issues, integrated with other vehicle measures. The approach was combined with vehicle measurements: acoustic evaluation and laser vibrometry [3.1]. All the NVH research was led by Rahnejat (Loughborough, 2000 – to date) and Kelly and Menday (Ford).  For  whoop  there  was  extended  collaboration  with  Prof.  Biermann  (Aachen)  within  a research  consortium  that  included  the  companies  Raybestos  and  Fichtel  &  Sachs.  For transmission rattle, the research team at Loughborough included Theodossiades (Reader, 2002 – to date), King (Senior Lecturer, 1989 – to date) and Rothberg (Professor, 1990 – to date) together with the companies AVL, Getrag and GKN. For shuffle, clonk, and rattle, the researchers included  Mavros (Research Associate, 2004-2005, now Senior Lecturer), Kushwaha (Research Fellow, 2001-2004, now at Magna), Gnanakumarr (PhD student: 2001-2005, Research Associate: 2009- 2011, now at Ford), Perera (PhD student: 2004-2007, Research Associate: 2009-2010, now at Bentley), Tangasawi (PhD student, 2006-2011, now at AVL), Centea (PhD student, Bradford: 1997-1999, now at McMaster) whilst the consortium included Mechanical Dynamics, UK.		Note: The overall methodology, described in section 2, culminated in the publication of a reference volume with worldwide participation from academe and industry, under the editorship of Homer Rahnejat (2010) who also contributed 8 out of 33 chapters; this is 3.1 below. For all NVH Phenomena [3.1]: H. Rahnejat (Editor) Tribology and Dynamics of Engine and Powertrains: Fundamentals, Applications and Future Trends, Woodhead Publishing, Cambridge, 2010 1056 pp. (ISBN 978-1-84569-361-9 online version ISBN 978-1-84569-993-2) In its Introduction, Prof. Richard Parry-Jones CBE FREng (Chief Technical Officer and Head of Global R&D Operations for Ford worldwide until retirement in 2007 and now Co-Chairman of Automotive Council, Department for Business, Innovations and Skills) wrote: “The book covers many important practical engineering and technological issues that the industry faces in design and development today and into the future. .... established academics and promising researchers make this a rather unique and comprehensive volume”. In the preface, Prof. Duncan Dowson CBE FRS FREng (Past President of IMechE and pioneer of the field of tribology) noted: “This is a fascinating and comprehensive book on current developments in the fields of tribology and multi- body dynamics related to vehicle problems”. This volume includes key outputs from all the refinement concerns and impacts made. [3.2]: H. Rahnejat and S.J. Rothberg (Editors) Multi-body Dynamics: Monitoring and Simulation Techniques, Professional Engineering Publishing (IMechE), 2004 522 pp. (ISBN 1 86058 463 2) This was an earlier volume, also containing applications of the overall methodology. It was edited by Rahnejat and Rothberg and resulted from the 3rd International Symposium on Multi-Body Dynamics, held at Loughborough University in July 2004. For clutch vibration problems (judder and whoop) [3.3]:  M.  Kushwaha,  S.  Gupta,  P.  Kelly  and  H.  Rahnejat,  ''Elasto-multi-body  dynamics  of  a multicylinder internal combustion engine'', Proc. Inst. Mech. Engrs., J. Multi-body Dynamics, 216 (2002) 281-293 (doi: 10.1243/146441902320992374), Journal Impact factor: 0.721 [3.4]: D. Centea, H. Rahnejat and M.T. Menday, “Non-linear multi-body dynamic analysis for the study of clutch torsional vibrations (Judder)”, Applied Mathematical Modelling, 25 [3] (2001) 177-192 (doi:10.1016/S0307-904X(00)00051-2). Journal Impact Factor: 1.706 For driveline elasto-acoustic coupling (clonk) [3.5]: S. Theodossiades, M.M. Gnanakumarr, H. Rahnejat and M. Menday, ''Mode identification in impact-induced high-frequency vehicular driveline vibrations using an elasto-multi-body dynamics approach'', Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part K: Journal of Multi-body Dynamics,  218  [2]  (2004)  81-94 (doi:  10.1243/146441904323074549).  Journal Impact  Factor: 0.721 For transmission rattle [3.6]:   S.   Theodossiades,   O.   Tangasawi   and   H.   Rahnejat,   “Gear   teeth   impacts   in  hydrodynamic conjunctions promoting idle gear rattle”, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 303 [3] (2007) 632-658, (doi:10.1016/j.jsv.2007.01.034) Journal Impact Factor: 1.613 Grants: These NVH phenomena were investigated under various research grants and contracts, a representative sample of which are highlighted below: For Driveline shuffle and clonk G3.1: OPTRAREF; EPSRC/DTI Foresight Vehicle with Ford & Mechanical Dynamics; 2000-2004; £286,000 (from all sources), Rahnejat (PI) For Transmission rattle G3.2: Automotive Transmission Rattle: Root Causes to Innovative Solutions; Rahnejat (PI), Rothberg, Theodossiades and King; EPSRC with Ford, Getrag, GKN & AVL; 2006-2010; £205,000 (EPSRC) + £42,500 (Ford) plus in kind contributions. G3.3: Transmission Drive Rattle; Rahnejat (PI), Rothberg, Theodossiades & King; Ford University Research Program; 2007-2010; £72,000. G3.4: KTP for transmission refinement; Theodossiades, Rahnejat & King; DTI/TSB and Romax Technology; 2007-2009; £199,000.		(a) General Impact The research outcomes were first adopted by Ford Motor Company, the primary sponsor of the work  (specific  details  below).  The  overall  methodology has  also  been  adopted globally,  with specific aspects reported by Mitsubishi, Japan (vibro-acoustic approach and metrics for evaluation of their gear rattle research, using the methodology in [3.6]) [5.3]; AVL, Slovenia (multi-body dynamic analysis with interfacial clutch friction model for their dual clutch transmissions assessment, using the methodology in [3.4]) [5.4]; DAF Trucks, Netherlands (friction and clamp load characteristics in their clutch control work, using the methodology in [3.4]) [5.5] and Valeo Transmissions,   France   (gear   teeth   impact   force   analysis   and   clutch   interfacial   friction representation for their drivetrain R&D, using the methodology in [3.6]) [5.6]. There have been many other industrial and university teams who have adopted various aspects of the described methodology; this has led to ~300 citations since 2000. Graham Hoare (Vice President and Head of Ford Research and Development Centre, Dunton, Essex)  has  stated:  “Long  term  collaborative  research  between  Ford  and  Loughborough’s Dynamics Research [Group] has brought understanding and direct vehicle improvements with respect to NVH refinement as outlined in this impact case study”. [5.7] (b) Specific impacts Specific impacts made with respect to three NVH aspects mentioned in section 2 are: 1) Clutch in-cycle vibration (whoop): Loughborough research identified the root cause of whoop as increased flywheel conical whirl with crankshaft flexibility because of the use of materials of lower elastic modulus alongside increased combustion power [3.3]. The impact of the flywheel on the clutch system during pedal actuation induced natural mode vibration of the clutch lever assembly. A mass-damper, known as the “Diehl fix”, was traditionally empirically used as a method of palliation but this added 1-2 kg to the clutch weight, occupied 100-200 cm3  in the engine compartment and had an associated cost of $7 per vehicle over an annual production volume of 2 million vehicles Using the Loughborough methodology, optimisation of the clutch cover compliance [3.3] eliminated whoop and the need for  the Diehl fix, saving $7 per vehicle. The solution was implemented in a range of new Ford models including the popular Fiesta and Focus brands from 2004 onwards. The modified vehicles used 4- cylinder, 1.8 litre diesels with manual transmissions. The implementation work is ongoing for other vehicle models. Ford has reported savings, conservatively put, at $10 M [5.1]. (2) Driveline elasto-acoustic response (clonk): Impulsive loading of the powertrain occurs with sudden throttle tip-in or back-out, or by abrupt release  of  the  clutch  pedal.  These  induce  shock  wave  propagation  onto  hollow  thin-walled driveshaft tubes [3.5], causing elasto-acoustic response up to an unacceptable 110 dB(A). The most cost effective solution, involving spun cardboard fitted liners, has been implemented in some light trucks, vans and SUVs including some Transit models, Galaxy and Escort vans from 2004 to the present day. Technically, there is a noise level reduction of 10-20 dB(A) and improved sound quality through reduced high frequency sharp spectral content [3.1]. (3) Transmission rattle: The  fundamental  research  through  to  technological  innovations  carried  out  by  Ford  and Loughborough  for  palliation  of  transmission  rattle  (2006-2010)  has  already  resulted  in  the development of light weight, NVH refined, fuel efficient transmissions, including: -   5/6 speed manual transmission (MX65) with a 5 kg reduced mass and 5% improved fuel efficiency meeting the research specified metric of impulsion ratio not exceeding unity. -   7 speed manual transmission (MT90c) with reduced 2 dBA noise level and 5% fuel efficiency gain. -   Ford has invested in volume manufacture of these transmissions with an investment of £240 M in the UK at Bridgend [5.2].		The following sources can be made available at request: [5.1]: Letter by Technical Specialist – Global Transmission and Clutch Systems,  Ford, November 2013 [5.2]: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-20576/Car-giants-invest-millions-UK-plants.html [5.3]: K. Ohta et al , “Vibration Response and Noise Radiation of Engine Block Coupled with the Rotating Crankshaft and Gear Train”, Journal of Environment and Engineering, 6(4), 2011, pp. 765-777, http://dx.doi.org/10.1299/jee.6.765: Work reported by Mitsubishi, Japan [5.4]: T. Petrun et al, “A friction model for dynamic analyses of multi-body systems with a fully function clutch”, Proc. IMechE, Journal of Multi-body Dynamics, 227(2), 2013, pp. 89-105, doi: 10.1177/1464419312464708: Work reported by AVL, Slovenia [5.5]: G. Naus et al, “Robust control to suppress clutch judder”, 9th International Symposium on Advanced Vehicle Control, Kobe, Japan, 2008: Work reported by DAF Trucks, Eindhoven, The Netherlands [5.6]: S. Sfarni et al, “Finite element analysis of automotive cushion discs”, Thin-Walled Structures, 47(4), 2009, pp. 474-483, Work reported by Valeo, France [5.7]: Letter by Vice President of Ford Product Development, November 2013

		737		5480				5480		Koi Herpes Virus is a notifiable disease in the UK which can cause serious economic losses in coarse and ornamental carp. It is a viral disease which is highly contagious and can cause 100% mortality in infected fish. In 2010, the Department for the Environment Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) made a policy decision, based on our mathematical modelling and computational work, that they would not attempt to eradicate the disease because it would not be cost effective. They used the model predictions to carry out an economic analysis which took into account the cost of the predicted number of outbreaks and the cost of surveillance. They concluded that the benefit of an eradication programme, over a time period of 20 years, would range between a net cost of £213m and a net benefit of £8.36m with their best estimate being a net cost of £5.48m (Section 5, reference 1, paragraph 1.6).		Koi herpes virus (KHV) can cause serious disease in carp Cyprinus carpio populations globally. Populations of carp exposed to the virus are already widespread across England and Wales, and there is a need to determine whether and how to control its spread. In an attempt to answer these questions, a theoretical study on KHV spread was carried out between 2007 and 2009 for DEFRA in a collaboration between Prof Norman at Stirling and colleagues at the Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (Cefas). Prof Norman provided expertise on mathematical modelling and the computational aspects of the research. She developed key elements of the model which enabled the model output to be related to the available data. Norman and Taylor, together with other colleagues at Cefas, worked on parameterisation and analysis of the model and the interpretation of the results. A report was submitted to DEFRA (September 2009) who used the results of the model as the inputs to an economic analysis which was used to make their policy decision (See reference 1 in section 5). The work was subsequently published in the Journal of Applied Ecology [1].  The modelling approach was employed as it was the only rigorous way to answer the questions asked by DEFRA due to the inherent lack of data available in the case of this emerging disease. Although Cefas had conducted as much field and laboratory work as was feasible since the introduction of KHV, computational and mathematical modelling was the only way to tie this together and address the data gaps. The study by Taylor, Norman, Way and Peeler [1] uses mathematical models to evaluate potential management options and provides recommendations applicable to many infected countries. The influences of the main drivers of the KHV epidemic, such as contacts between fisheries through the movement of live fish and external infection pressure due to fish importations, were investigated using a family of compartment-based, coupled non-linear ordinary differential equation models. Computer-based numerical solution of these models predicted the time course of the spread of infection   under   different   driving   conditions.   These   computational   solutions   enabled   the effectiveness of several potential control options to be evaluated.  To ensure the robustness of the model outcomes, the average results produced by the ordinary differential equation models were checked against extensive computer simulations of stochastic versions of the ordinary differential equations, in which factors (such as the transfer of fish between sites) were assumed to occur at random times rather than at a continuous rate. These stochastic models were used to explore the likely variation in the solutions predicted by the ordinary differential equation models. The models were parameterized using recorded fish movement, field and experimental data. Experimental studies  suggested the risk  of transmitting the virus between  waters on angling equipment was low. Data from previous studies suggested live fish movements between fisheries, and the introduction of imported ornamental fish to be the most likely routes by which a fishery  could be infected. The models suggest that fish movements between fisheries alone could not have led to the number of exposed sites known to exist in 2007. An additional external infection pressure such as the introduction of imported ornamental fish would have been required, and this is likely to have been the main driver of the epidemic in its early stages.  Predictions of future scenarios suggest that fish movements between fisheries have taken over as the main driver of the epidemic, and consequently restricting imports to reduce the external infection pressure is unlikely to have much impact on its own. Due to the small proportion of infected waters currently detected, increasing the duration of movement restrictions placed on infected sites from four years to permanent was predicted to have little effect on the epidemic. The study concluded that, given the current stage of the koi herpes virus epidemic, reducing the spread of the virus between fisheries was likely to be challenging, but may be possible by conducting an active surveillance programme and placing permanent movement restrictions on exposed sites. However, this would only be effective if the external infection pressure can also be reduced, possibly through restrictions on the import of fish from koi herpes virus infected countries.		1.  Nick Taylor, Rachel Norman, Keith Way and Edmund J Peeler (2011) “Modelling the koi herpesvirus  (KHV)  epidemic  highlights  the  importance  of  active  surveillance  within  a national control policy” Journal of Applied Ecology, 48(2) pp. 348-355, DOI: 10.1111/j.1365- 2664.2010.01926.x		According to a 2004 environmental agency report (6), angling tourism in England and Wales is growing, bringing new income into rural areas. A survey in 2001 showed that the total capital value of coarse fisheries was £2.3 billion with annual expenditure by coarse anglers almost £2billion on tackle, travel, accommodation and meals in rural economies. Approximately 50% of these coarse fisheries contain carp. KHV causes a highly virulent disease affecting carp, and poses a serious socio-economic threat to the UK carp industry. Given the right environmental conditions it can cause 100% mortality in infected fish. It was first reported in Israel in 1998 and was recorded in the UK for the first time in 2003 in angling waters experiencing large mortalities in carp, although there is some evidence that it has been here for longer than that. In 2006, 23 sites had outbreaks and the disease became notifiable in the UK in 2007. It is also listed under Council Directive 2006/88/EC as a disease subject to European Community controls. In 2010, a paper was published (7) in which it was found that 37% of fisheries sampled and 50% of imported fish tested positive for the virus. The total number of carp fisheries in the UK is unknown but, given the data we have on fish movements, there are in excess of 5000. English fisheries which experienced an outbreak in 2008 had to follow a four year KHV monitoring and test programme. Each of the fisheries was placed under movement controls in the form of a confirmed designation notice for the control of KHV disease following an initial outbreak in 2008. The ones which did not have any further clinical outbreaks and tested negative for the presence of KHV had this designation lifted in January 2013 (8). In addition, it was estimated in Germany that costs of an outbreak in a farm producing 20 tonnes of fish will range from €150,000 to €250,000, this includes disinfection, removal of cadavers, cleaning and partly restocking (9). In July 2008, it was reported in the popular press that DEFRA was about to announce a policy of eradication of KHV (10). However, following the modelling exercise carried out by Taylor,  Norman et al, DEFRA carried out an economic analysis of the costs and benefits of attempting to eradicate KHV. For this analysis DEFRA compared the Taylor and Norman model outputs (referred to as the “Cefas outputs” in the following quote) with different detection rates against a static model. According to the DEFRA report on this work (ref 1, Conclusions 12.1 & 12.2, pg 18), “In putting  together the impact assessment, three different models have been included in producing the cost benefit analysis, each with a varying degree of future spread of clinical outbreaks cases and the likely affect an eradication programme would have on the future number of clinical outbreak cases. The three models are i) the static model, ii) the model based on Cefas outputs with 0.6% detection rate and iii) a model based on Cefas outputs with a 50% detection rate. We believe that the second of these, the model based on Cefas outputs with a 0.6% detection rate, is the best and most suitable model to use in calculating the net benefit of an eradication programme. The model is based on the best possible available scientific outputs at our disposal and the current detection rate of 0.6% is far more likely than a 50% detection rate, which is what would be required to prevent further spread”. In summary, DEFRA used the predictions from the model by Taylor, Norman et al, about levels of infection and how much effort would have to be put into surveillance to detect them and did a cost benefit analysis which they used to make this major policy decision. Therefore, in July 2010 it was reported in the popular press that DEFRA had announced (3) that “Following a lengthy consultation exercise and evaluation of the possible benefits and likelihood of success, it has been concluded an eradication programme will not be undertaken for KHV disease in England and Wales. This means that Category V (infected) status will be assumed immediately for England and Wales. Passive surveillance would continue, the disease would remain notifiable and existing control arrangements will stay in place when an outbreak is confirmed. Imports of susceptible  species  from  countries  outside  the  European  Union  and  movements  from  other Member States would continue in line with the rules that currently applied. However, movements of susceptible species would not be possible from GB to areas of a higher health status in other Member States. The exception being those movements from compartments in GB (eg individual farms) which have gained KHV disease free status (category I). This decision clearly had economic impact for individual fisheries but this was determined to be less than if an eradication programme was attempted.”		1.  Impact Assessment of declaring an aquatic animal health status for Koi herpesvirus (KHV) disease in England and Wales, DEFRA report, March 2010 (PDF available from HEI) 2.   http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110201180000/http://www.efishbusiness.co.uk /news/khv-impact-assessment.pdf 3.   http://www.anglingtradesassociation.com/module/news/display/newsdisplay.aspx?news=20 9 (note: original DEFRA announcement now unavailable due to changes to their website) 4.   http://www.gofishing.co.uk/Angling-Times/Section/News--Catches/General-News/July- 2010/Many-carp-will-die-as-Defra-decides-not-to-tackle-KHV-/ 5.   http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110201180000/http://www.efishbusiness.co.uk /news/khv-health-status-england-wales.asp 6.   www.environment-agency.gov.uk/static/documents/Leisure/fisheries_eng_765655.pdf 7.  N G H Taylor, P F Dixon, K R Jeffery, E J Peeler, K L Denham and K Way “Koi herpesvirus: distribution and prospects for control in England and Wales” Journal of Fish Diseases 2010, 33, 221–230 8.    http://www.defra.gov.uk/aahm/2013/01/29/khv-withdrawn-notification-2013/. 9.  Brauer, G, Herms, J and Schlotfeld, H-J. (2004) Severe losses of common carp in Germany due to KHV. Bull Eur Assoc Fish Pathol 26 97-104. 10.  http://www.gofishing.co.uk/Angling-Times/Section/News--Catches/General-News/July- 2008/Defra-poised-to-rid-UK-of-deadly-KHV-carp-disease/

		458		5000		5000				Techniques developed at The University of Nottingham (UoN) have enabled organisations to deal with uncertainty in complex industrial and policy problems that rely on the elicitation of expert opinion and knowledge. The statistical toolkit produced for use in complex decision-making processes has been deployed in a wide range of applications. It has been particularly useful in asset management planning in organisations such as the London Underground, government approaches to evidence-based policy, and the Met Office UK Climate Projection tool (UKCP09), which is used by hundreds of organisations across the UK such as environment agencies, city and county councils, water companies and tourist boards.		Professor Tony O'Hagan’s (UoN 1990-1999, Department of Mathematics and School of Mathematical Sciences) research at Nottingham between 1993 and 1998 showed how to incorporate expert knowledge into statistical analyses. Classical statistics primarily deals with situations in which there are large amounts of data, so that information in the data swamps any modelling choices made. O'Hagan's work focussed on the other extreme, where data are limited. He developed a toolkit of methods for incorporating expert beliefs in statistical analyses, enabling accurate uncertainty quantification in complex problems. The research comprises two related threads: directly using and eliciting expert judgements; and using expert knowledge that has been coded into a complex computer simulator. Eliciting and using expert judgements Elicitation is the process of translating someone’s beliefs about an uncertain quantity into a probability distribution, and is a key aspect of many uncertainty quantification exercises, particularly risk assessments. While the incorporation of expert beliefs in a prior distribution is a fundamental part of Bayesian statistics, the problem of how to elicit these beliefs received relatively little attention before the 1990s. Expert elicitation is now widely used; for example, it has been conducted and used by at least six American federal agencies and international organisations [B6]. O'Hagan was a leading proponent of the use of subjective priors and argued strongly that the subjective interpretation of probability should be embraced. This was described in his influential textbook [A1] and in two papers [A2, A3]. He examined in detail the elicitation process, and determined which questions lead to the most accurate representation of an expert's beliefs, particularly when eliciting complex quantities such as variances and distributions. This research was motivated by O'Hagan's work with UK water companies on developing asset management plans. The ABLE project [A2, A3, A4], with £800K of funding from 8 water companies and the DoE (now DEFRA), arose from this work, and led to a methodology and software which is used to estimate the need for (and the cost of) maintenance, renewal and replacement of assets (sewers and water pipes in the case of the water companies). Statistical Analysis of Complex Computer Simulators Simulators are now widely adopted in science, engineering, industry and public policy to encode and combine expert knowledge of mechanisms and processes in order to make predictions. The work of O'Hagan facilitated this by showing how to combine complex mechanistic models with statistical models in order to quantify uncertainties. O'Hagan (with PhD students Haylock, Kennedy and Oakley) published a series of research papers between 1996 and 2002 showing how to quantify the different types of uncertainty present when using complex simulators [A5, A6, A7, A8]. The basis of these papers, and the key methodological  development, is the use of Gaussian process emulators (a term coined by O'Hagan) as meta- models of simulators. For simulators that are computationally expensive to evaluate, the ability to draw inferences is constrained as the simulator can only be evaluated a limited number of times, making standard uncertainty quantification approaches impossible to apply. O’Hagan showed [A6, A7] how to build a statistical model of the simulator, called an emulator, which is cheaper to run and is trained using an ensemble of simulator evaluations. Once the emulator is available, tasks such as uncertainty analysis [A8], sensitivity analysis [A5], and calibration [A7] could be undertaken, which would otherwise have been impossible. Research on Gaussian process emulators continues within the School, applications including to sea surge and wave levels (Dr Richard Wilkinson, UoN 2009 to date) and carbon capture and storage (Professor Andrew Cliffe, UoN 2005 to date, and Wilkinson).		The three publications that best indicate the quality of the research are indicated * [A1]* O’Hagan, A. (1994). Kendall’s Advanced Theory of Statistics Volume 2B, Bayesian Inference. Edward Arnold, London. ISBN: 0-340-80752-0 (available on request) [A2] O’Hagan, A. (1998). Eliciting expert beliefs in substantial practical applications. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society: Series D (The Statistician), 47, 21-35. (with discussion, pp 55–68). DOI: 10.1111/1467-9884.00114 [A3] Garthwaite, P. H. and O'Hagan, A. (2000). Quantifying expert opinion in the UK water industry: an experimental study. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society: Series D (The Statistician), 49, 455-477. DOI: 10.1111/1467-9884.00246 [A4]* O'Hagan, A. (1997). The ABLE story: Bayesian asset management in the water industry. In The Practice of Bayesian Analysis, S. French and J. Q. Smith (eds.). Arnold, 173-198. ISBN-10: 0340662409; ISBN-13: 978-0340662403 (available on request) [A5]* O’Hagan, A., Kennedy, M. C. and Oakley, J. E. (1999). Uncertainty analysis and other inference tools for complex computer codes (with discussion). In Bayesian Statistics 6, J. M. Bernardo et al. (eds.). Oxford University Press, 503–524. ISBN-10: 0198504853; ISBN-13: 978-0-19-850485-6 (available on request) [A6] Kennedy, M. and O’Hagan, A. (2000). Predicting the output from a complex computer code when fast approximations are available. Biometrika 87, 1–13. DOI: 10.1093/biomet/87.1.1 Funded by [A9] and first released as Nottingham Statistics Group Technical Report 1998-09. [A7] Kennedy, M. C. and O’Hagan, A. (2001). Bayesian calibration of computer models (with discussion). Journal of the Royal Statistical Society B 63, 425–464. DOI: 10.1111/1467-9868.00294 Funded by [A9] and first released as Nottingham Statistics Group Technical Report 1998-10. [A8] Oakley, J. E. and O’Hagan, A. (2002). Bayesian inference for the uncertainty distribution of computer model outputs. Biometrika 89, 769-784. DOI: 10.1093/biomet/89.4.769 First released as Nottingham Statistics Group Technical Report 1998-11. Grants: [A9] Bayesian uncertainty analysis and calibration of complex computer models, PI O'Hagan, EPSRC Grant GR/K54557/01, 1 October 1995 – 30 September 1998, £114,666.		Asset Management For companies with large infrastructure such as UK water companies, the development of an asset management plan is an expensive and time-consuming task. O'Hagan described how to combine a few high-quality studies with many lower-level expert judgements, thus realising great reductions in  the number, and hence costs, of detailed studies required [A4]. Convincing the water companies to change their approach based in classical statistics for an approach using subjective Bayesian methods (O’Hagan’s ABLE methodology) represented a major success for Bayesian statistics at this time (mid to late 1990s). From 2007 to 2011, Metronet Rail and then London Underground ran the Engineering Strategy for Economic and Efficient Management (ESTEEM) project to optimise and manage the investment in their engineering assets over a 100-year period. O'Hagan was employed as the statistical consultant for the project, and worked with ESTEEM to develop a new approach, based on ABLE [A4], for asset management on the railways by estimating asset degradation, costs, risks and their probabilities for each maintainable item. Uncertainty was carefully characterized throughout the rail system, so that credible ranges could be placed on estimates for individual assets through to the company-wide asset management plan. The project won the prestigious international Institute of Engineering and Technology award for best asset management innovation in 2010 [B1] and an independent audit [B2] has concluded that ESTEEM represented a "world best practice" approach to asset management for long-lived assets. Following a re-organisation in September 2009, aspects of the project continued such as the Least Whole Life Cost (WLC) predictions, and these have led to significant benefits, as noted by John Darbyshire, project manager for ESTEEM at both Metronet and Transport for London [B3]: “The ESTEEM Civil Assets least WLC predictions substantiated a basis for long term investment in the asset base and justified inclusion of preventative maintenance in a new performance contract for maintaining those assets. A particular example of the benefits reaped from this project is in the waterproofing of structures. Prior to ESTEEM, this was thought to be too expensive to justify. However, ESTEEM predictions anticipated a 20% savings in maintenance costs over a 30-year period, a saving of £5m p.a. The water-proofing was thus implemented at the end of 2009 for all concrete and masonry structures and continues to this day.” Darbyshire goes on to note that: “A further example is the information systems used in London Underground stations. ESTEEM has become a critical operational system used to maintain and update these systems, and was fully implemented by summer 2011.” Evidence-Based Policy In 2009, the Food and Environment Research Agency (FERA) conducted a consultation into the formation of a new body to manage livestock diseases in the UK [B4]. The impact assessment for the consultation required estimates of the cost and frequency of various exotic infectious disease outbreaks, such as bluetongue and avian influenza. The government's timetable for the publication of a draft bill meant that there was no time for a large-scale project to assess these costs, so instead expert elicitation techniques were used to capture government veterinarians’ and economists’ knowledge and uncertainty about these quantities. Because the estimates from the experts were highly uncertain, it was decided that this uncertainty should be accounted for in order to make an informed decision about the value of the new body. The FERA consultation [B4, B5] used the methodology developed by O'Hagan [A2, A3] to elicit 90% credible intervals for each of the unknown values (i.e. an estimate of uncertainty). They used O'Hagan's approach for fitting parametric distributions to the experts' opinions [A4], and followed his advice for avoiding under-estimation and for suggested feedback to the experts to ensure their satisfaction with the final results [A3]. The consultation formed a key part of the Draft Animal Health Bill [B5] presented to parliament by the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs in January 2010. Although the bill never passed into law due to the change of government in June 2010, it demonstrated the increasing acceptance of the need for the quantification of uncertainty when using expert opinion, and the use of elicitation methodology to quantify this uncertainty, in government policy [B6]. Emulators One example of the use of O'Hagan's fundamental research on emulators and the analysis of  simulators is UKCP09, an £11M DEFRA and DECC funded project, developed at the Met Office for predicting climate change and its effects in the UK. The climate projections in UKCP09 are based upon simulators such as the HadCM3 simulator, which contains over one million lines of code and takes several days to run at a single combination of parameter values. A key aspect of UKCP09 is that users are provided with the uncertainties associated with future climate information, something that would not be possible without the use of emulators. Emulators are used by the Met Office as statistical surrogates of HadCM3 to assess the uncertainty associated with the simulator prediction [B7], because it would be too costly to run the simulator enough times to quantify the uncertainty in any predictions. The statistical methodology used in UKCP09 is based on methodology developed directly from O'Hagan's research at UoN. For example, UKCP09 uses the emulator methodology described in Rougier [B8], which draws extensively upon O'Hagan's work [A1, A8]. UKCP09 is used by a wide range of organisations, government departments, and programmes (http://ukclimateprojections.defra.gov.uk/23081). For example, Hampshire County Council (HCC)’s Emergency Planning Unit used UKCP09 to undertake comprehensive mapping of Hampshire [B9]. This enabled them, in conjunction with other tools, to anticipate future emergency planning service demands and determine if existing provisions were adequate (e.g. in heatwave events the frequency of events was used to estimate the number of deaths). Meanwhile, South West Tourism (SWT) used UKCP09 to explore the potential impact of climate change to their region [B10], results of which were included in a report that was used to inform regional tourism strategy, which notes e.g. that “The UKCP09 regional projections and the results from this study also show that extreme weather events are likely to increase for the SW, so the likelihood of erratic and extreme weather also needs to be investigated and considered.” (Page 37 of report to be found at [B10].)		[B1] The Institution of Engineering and Technology Awards past winners: http://tv.theiet.org/channels/news/10135.cfm (copy also filed 6 September 2013, together with original application form) [B2] AMEM Assessment of ESTEEM. A report for LUL Nominee BCV Limited, Trading as Metronet Rail BCV from Asset Management Consulting Limited (AMCL), May 2009. (copy on file) [B3] Stations Whole Life Cost Manager, Transport for London (2006-2011). (copy of letter on file) [B4] Gosling, J. P., Hart, A., Mouat, D. C., Sabirovic, M., Scanlan, S. and Simmons, A. (2012) Quantifying Experts’ Uncertainty About the Future Cost of Exotic Diseases. Risk Analysis, 32(5) 881-893. DOI: 10.1111/j.1539-6924.2011.01704.x (copy also on file) [B5] Annex 8, J.P. Gosling (FERA), Draft Animal Health Bill, HM Government, January 2010 www.official-documents.gov.uk/document/cm77/7784/7784.pdf (copy also on file) [B6] Expert Elicitation Task Force, White Paper. Prepared for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC, 2011. www.epa.gov/stpc/pdfs/ee-white-paper-final.pdf (copy also on file) [B7] Statistical methodology used by UKCP09: http://ukclimateprojections.defra.gov.uk/23253, http://ukclimateprojections.defra.gov.uk/22783 (copies also on file) [B8] Rougier, J. (2007). Probabilistic inference for future climate using an ensemble of climate model evaluations. Climatic Change, 81(3-4), 247-264. DOI: 10.1007/s10584-006-9156-9 [B9] UKCP09 use by HCC:  http://ukclimateprojections.defra.gov.uk/23089 (copy also on file) [B10] UKCP09 use by SWT: http://ukclimateprojections.defra.gov.uk/23098 (copy also on file)

		530		4928		4800				The impact of the research is evident in two areas of software engineering practice connected through software fault-proneness: (i) improper use of ‘design patterns’, recognised reusable templates for how to design code; and (ii) the real benefits of ‘refactoring’, a technique whereby code is intentionally changed by a developer to improve its efficiency and/or make it easier to read. Application of the research findings has led to significant impacts on software development at BancTec Ltd., a medium-sized, international IT company which, as a result, has changed its practices, challenging established approaches in industrial IT. The research has had, and continues to have, direct and sustained impact at BancTec through changed commercial practice and raised awareness of internal standards; this has led to increased training of developers and rollout of new internal software development standards in the UK and India, and as a template world-wide for 2,000 employees in 50 countries.		The research was undertaken at Brunel as part of a partnership with BancTec Ltd. between October 2008 and June 2012. Dr Counsell (Senior Lecturer then Reader at Brunel during the whole of the eligible period) supervised the research. Dr Tracy Hall (a Reader at Brunel during the whole of eligible period) provided additional expertise on fault profiling and empirical studies. BancTec was a member of the Refactoring and Testing (RefTest) EPSRC network EP/E055141/1 [1] (on which Dr Counsell was PI and Professor Hierons, also at Brunel throughout the eligible period, was CI). The remit of the network was to address industry-based problems in refactoring and to test aspects through explicit collaboration between industry and academia. The  relationship  between  design  patterns  and  the  preponderance  of  faults  in  code  has, anecdotally, been assumed to be an inverse one: applying design patterns leads to fewer faults. From this perspective, developers should therefore seek to maximise the use of software design patterns to minimise later maintenance and faults in their code. An analogy to describe the context of design patterns would be that of a car engine, whose design, irrespective of model or make, is broadly similar and well-understood, but which can also be modified to accommodate different capacities, car sizes, etc. The underpinning research [2] challenged this accepted wisdom through the mining of a large repository of 250,000 C# lines of code, the identification of the set of faults exhibited by that system, and the set of changes that had been applied to that code base over a 12 month period. The findings showed that use of design patterns by developers was not as effective as theory suggests in terms of their change- and fault-proneness. Code developed using design patterns caused more faults over time than code that was ‘non-pattern’ based. The research also found that design patterns caused more changes to be made by developers than code that did not use design patterns. The reason for this was revealed by follow up interviews with the developers: if a code-based artefact is well-understood by developers (as patterns are), it becomes a target for change. It then follows that if that same artefact is changed frequently (relative to other code), then it will induce faults. The relationship between refactoring and faults has anecdotally and theoretically been assumed to be positive: appropriate refactoring reduces the number of faults in a software system. There had, though, been no empirical evidence of this.  Refactoring is the process of making changes to code to improve its efficiency and/or readability without changing what that code does.  Returning to the earlier analogy, refactoring is equivalent to an annual service of a car by mechanics in which small parts are replaced due to ‘wear and tear’. Developers should ‘refactor’ code whenever possible and, in theory, faults in classes will be minimised as a result. The research in [3] examined thousands of classes (pre- and post-refactoring) in a large C# system; the classes were systematically ‘tracked’ to determine whether the same classes when refactored showed a higher propensity for faults. Classes that had been refactored over the period showed a lower fault propensity than classes that had not. The same set of refactored classes were also changed less over that period. The research therefore supported the theory and anecdotal evidence that  refactoring does provide subsequent benefits. No empirical study before this research had demonstrated that undertaking refactoring provides quantifiable benefits later on.		[1]       RefTest Network:  http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/G031126/1 [2]       M. Gatrell, S. Counsell, T. Hall, Design Patterns and Change Proneness: A Replication Using Proprietary C# Software. 16th  IEEE Working Conference on Reverse Engineering. Lille,                       France,                       2009,                       pages                       160-164 (http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/WCRE.2009.31 ). [3]       M. Gatrell, S. Counsell, The Effect of Refactoring on Change and Fault-Proneness in Commercial C#, second round of revisions for Science of Computer Programming Journal, 2013		We treat each of the two findings from Section 2 separately in explaining the impact that has arisen from the research. The research has had far-reaching implications for the way that BancTec thinks about and develops its software and the role that programmers play in that development. The research into design patterns uncovered features of BancTec’s software systems of which they were wholly unaware, yet which had significant implications for resource allocation if left untreated. Concurrent with its publication, the research directly caused further internal company investigation/research and has prompted the Commercial Research Director and team to allocate time each week to explore how the problems caused by the use of design patterns could be prevented and to identify and implement mechanisms to effect this. The developers at BancTec directly benefitted from the research because it provided knowledge about the systems they maintained that they did not have before, and would not have had the time to explore themselves. The solution to the problem of design patterns exhibiting excessive faults (and the solution actually implemented as a result of the research) was simple – standards in the company should insist that design pattern classes be extended (through inheritance mechanisms) rather than being modified. The impact of the research has therefore been a change in the way that developers use and deploy design patterns at BancTec. As the Director of Development at BancTec states [4]: “Increased training and guidelines have been given on the role of design patterns in an attempt to break the trend, identified during the research, of design pattern participants becoming bloated and fault prone”. This has been implemented by BancTec, in their London and Delhi sites, through training for their developers, and is being used as a template that is being rolled out world-wide – BancTec has offices in 50 countries across the US, Asia and Europe. The research has therefore had impact on company policy worldwide. In relation to the second research finding, commercial fault data is exceptionally difficult to obtain for the simple reason that sensitive commercial data is protected for financial and company image reasons. As such, very few studies have explored refactoring and its link with faults.   While no concrete evidence exists to condone its use, refactoring by developers is encouraged.   In other words, developers refactor because they believe it to be of both short and long-term benefit.  The impact of the research was in providing developers with concrete evidence that refactoring is a beneficial activity and thereby reinforced usual practice at BancTec. This encouraged refactoring and reinforced the benefits to BancTec of the approach - promoting good practice on the basis of an evidence base showing refactoring’s effectiveness. As the Director of Development at BancTec notes [5]: “We have continued our practice of informal developer-led refactoring, following the research  indicating  the  benefits  of  refactoring”.  This  practice  has  also  been  implemented  by London and Delhi and as a template for world-wide roll-out of ‘good practice’. Both the pattern-based and refactoring-based studies were able to demonstrate empirical results through the automated collection of measurement from the source code at BancTec. The use of measurement (or metrics) has resulted in extended use by BancTec and has had a significant impact  on  their  approach  to  system  development  and  maintenance.  As  the  Director  of  Development at BancTec states [6]: “Since the research was undertaken we have recorded a richer set of metrics that we have started to rely on during the development and maintenance of our software.  Specifically change and fault metrics, but also internal quality characteristics and source code analysis”. The research has also had an impact on leading BancTec: “towards a more pro-active approach to maintenance - using the metrics as a guide” [7], having a substantial impact on their organisational policy and approach to software maintenance.   The outcomes of the underpinning research on refactoring associated with the case study also embraced analysis of software test artefacts.  In particular, it showed that there were problems with different ‘types’ of object-oriented classes of concern to BancTec. The impact here has been a re-assessment of practices at BancTec, as recognised by the Director of Development at BancTec who states that [8]:  “We  are  embarking  on  a  study  [at  BancTec]  to  identify  the  impact  of  different  testing techniques, following the research indicating that the maintenance of our test code was significant”. The effect that the introduction of new training and standards is having on designed and developed code is currently being monitored by project managers (as the initiatives are rolled out worldwide) and is expected to lead to sustained impact as this becomes more widely embedded beyond the initial activities in London and Delhi. In terms of economic impact, the Director of Development states that [9]: ”Since our research began and we started to focus on faults and practises surrounding faults ~2008, we have reduced the size of the team working full time on maintenance (as opposed to new development) by 2 developers. The fully loaded cost of two developers would be about $200k” [approximately £126k]. Importantly, this reduction would allow those two developers to shift their focus away from maintenance to other creative development activities. While BancTec accept that there are other factors which have influenced that reduction (e.g., the platform becoming more stable, the team becoming more experienced on the platform, the rate of new development decreasing), the Director states that [10]: “a proportion of that $200k can be attributed to the improved practises and greater focus on faults and their contributory factors as a result of the research”. Although it is impossible to say exactly how much of the annual $200k is due to improved practices because of the various stated contributory factors, if we take a conservative percentage attributable to the improved practices to be 15%, then over the past five years this will have saved BancTec $150,000 (approximately £95k) in maintenance costs alone; world-wide over the next five years (at all 50 offices) it will save BancTec $7.5 million (approximately £4.72 million) in costs as well as the concomitant benefits of a significant number of BancTec staff worldwide being able to focus on other aspects of development.		Quotes 4-10 reported in section 4 were taken from two written corroborating sources provided by the Director of Development, BancTec.

		530		4928		128				The impact of the research is evident in two areas of software engineering practice connected through software fault-proneness: (i) improper use of ‘design patterns’, recognised reusable templates for how to design code; and (ii) the real benefits of ‘refactoring’, a technique whereby code is intentionally changed by a developer to improve its efficiency and/or make it easier to read. Application of the research findings has led to significant impacts on software development at BancTec Ltd., a medium-sized, international IT company which, as a result, has changed its practices, challenging established approaches in industrial IT. The research has had, and continues to have, direct and sustained impact at BancTec through changed commercial practice and raised awareness of internal standards; this has led to increased training of developers and rollout of new internal software development standards in the UK and India, and as a template world-wide for 2,000 employees in 50 countries.		The research was undertaken at Brunel as part of a partnership with BancTec Ltd. between October 2008 and June 2012. Dr Counsell (Senior Lecturer then Reader at Brunel during the whole of the eligible period) supervised the research. Dr Tracy Hall (a Reader at Brunel during the whole of eligible period) provided additional expertise on fault profiling and empirical studies. BancTec was a member of the Refactoring and Testing (RefTest) EPSRC network EP/E055141/1 [1] (on which Dr Counsell was PI and Professor Hierons, also at Brunel throughout the eligible period, was CI). The remit of the network was to address industry-based problems in refactoring and to test aspects through explicit collaboration between industry and academia. The  relationship  between  design  patterns  and  the  preponderance  of  faults  in  code  has, anecdotally, been assumed to be an inverse one: applying design patterns leads to fewer faults. From this perspective, developers should therefore seek to maximise the use of software design patterns to minimise later maintenance and faults in their code. An analogy to describe the context of design patterns would be that of a car engine, whose design, irrespective of model or make, is broadly similar and well-understood, but which can also be modified to accommodate different capacities, car sizes, etc. The underpinning research [2] challenged this accepted wisdom through the mining of a large repository of 250,000 C# lines of code, the identification of the set of faults exhibited by that system, and the set of changes that had been applied to that code base over a 12 month period. The findings showed that use of design patterns by developers was not as effective as theory suggests in terms of their change- and fault-proneness. Code developed using design patterns caused more faults over time than code that was ‘non-pattern’ based. The research also found that design patterns caused more changes to be made by developers than code that did not use design patterns. The reason for this was revealed by follow up interviews with the developers: if a code-based artefact is well-understood by developers (as patterns are), it becomes a target for change. It then follows that if that same artefact is changed frequently (relative to other code), then it will induce faults. The relationship between refactoring and faults has anecdotally and theoretically been assumed to be positive: appropriate refactoring reduces the number of faults in a software system. There had, though, been no empirical evidence of this.  Refactoring is the process of making changes to code to improve its efficiency and/or readability without changing what that code does.  Returning to the earlier analogy, refactoring is equivalent to an annual service of a car by mechanics in which small parts are replaced due to ‘wear and tear’. Developers should ‘refactor’ code whenever possible and, in theory, faults in classes will be minimised as a result. The research in [3] examined thousands of classes (pre- and post-refactoring) in a large C# system; the classes were systematically ‘tracked’ to determine whether the same classes when refactored showed a higher propensity for faults. Classes that had been refactored over the period showed a lower fault propensity than classes that had not. The same set of refactored classes were also changed less over that period. The research therefore supported the theory and anecdotal evidence that  refactoring does provide subsequent benefits. No empirical study before this research had demonstrated that undertaking refactoring provides quantifiable benefits later on.		[1]       RefTest Network:  http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/G031126/1 [2]       M. Gatrell, S. Counsell, T. Hall, Design Patterns and Change Proneness: A Replication Using Proprietary C# Software. 16th  IEEE Working Conference on Reverse Engineering. Lille,                       France,                       2009,                       pages                       160-164 (http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/WCRE.2009.31 ). [3]       M. Gatrell, S. Counsell, The Effect of Refactoring on Change and Fault-Proneness in Commercial C#, second round of revisions for Science of Computer Programming Journal, 2013		We treat each of the two findings from Section 2 separately in explaining the impact that has arisen from the research. The research has had far-reaching implications for the way that BancTec thinks about and develops its software and the role that programmers play in that development. The research into design patterns uncovered features of BancTec’s software systems of which they were wholly unaware, yet which had significant implications for resource allocation if left untreated. Concurrent with its publication, the research directly caused further internal company investigation/research and has prompted the Commercial Research Director and team to allocate time each week to explore how the problems caused by the use of design patterns could be prevented and to identify and implement mechanisms to effect this. The developers at BancTec directly benefitted from the research because it provided knowledge about the systems they maintained that they did not have before, and would not have had the time to explore themselves. The solution to the problem of design patterns exhibiting excessive faults (and the solution actually implemented as a result of the research) was simple – standards in the company should insist that design pattern classes be extended (through inheritance mechanisms) rather than being modified. The impact of the research has therefore been a change in the way that developers use and deploy design patterns at BancTec. As the Director of Development at BancTec states [4]: “Increased training and guidelines have been given on the role of design patterns in an attempt to break the trend, identified during the research, of design pattern participants becoming bloated and fault prone”. This has been implemented by BancTec, in their London and Delhi sites, through training for their developers, and is being used as a template that is being rolled out world-wide – BancTec has offices in 50 countries across the US, Asia and Europe. The research has therefore had impact on company policy worldwide. In relation to the second research finding, commercial fault data is exceptionally difficult to obtain for the simple reason that sensitive commercial data is protected for financial and company image reasons. As such, very few studies have explored refactoring and its link with faults.   While no concrete evidence exists to condone its use, refactoring by developers is encouraged.   In other words, developers refactor because they believe it to be of both short and long-term benefit.  The impact of the research was in providing developers with concrete evidence that refactoring is a beneficial activity and thereby reinforced usual practice at BancTec. This encouraged refactoring and reinforced the benefits to BancTec of the approach - promoting good practice on the basis of an evidence base showing refactoring’s effectiveness. As the Director of Development at BancTec notes [5]: “We have continued our practice of informal developer-led refactoring, following the research  indicating  the  benefits  of  refactoring”.  This  practice  has  also  been  implemented  by London and Delhi and as a template for world-wide roll-out of ‘good practice’. Both the pattern-based and refactoring-based studies were able to demonstrate empirical results through the automated collection of measurement from the source code at BancTec. The use of measurement (or metrics) has resulted in extended use by BancTec and has had a significant impact  on  their  approach  to  system  development  and  maintenance.  As  the  Director  of  Development at BancTec states [6]: “Since the research was undertaken we have recorded a richer set of metrics that we have started to rely on during the development and maintenance of our software.  Specifically change and fault metrics, but also internal quality characteristics and source code analysis”. The research has also had an impact on leading BancTec: “towards a more pro-active approach to maintenance - using the metrics as a guide” [7], having a substantial impact on their organisational policy and approach to software maintenance.   The outcomes of the underpinning research on refactoring associated with the case study also embraced analysis of software test artefacts.  In particular, it showed that there were problems with different ‘types’ of object-oriented classes of concern to BancTec. The impact here has been a re-assessment of practices at BancTec, as recognised by the Director of Development at BancTec who states that [8]:  “We  are  embarking  on  a  study  [at  BancTec]  to  identify  the  impact  of  different  testing techniques, following the research indicating that the maintenance of our test code was significant”. The effect that the introduction of new training and standards is having on designed and developed code is currently being monitored by project managers (as the initiatives are rolled out worldwide) and is expected to lead to sustained impact as this becomes more widely embedded beyond the initial activities in London and Delhi. In terms of economic impact, the Director of Development states that [9]: ”Since our research began and we started to focus on faults and practises surrounding faults ~2008, we have reduced the size of the team working full time on maintenance (as opposed to new development) by 2 developers. The fully loaded cost of two developers would be about $200k” [approximately £126k]. Importantly, this reduction would allow those two developers to shift their focus away from maintenance to other creative development activities. While BancTec accept that there are other factors which have influenced that reduction (e.g., the platform becoming more stable, the team becoming more experienced on the platform, the rate of new development decreasing), the Director states that [10]: “a proportion of that $200k can be attributed to the improved practises and greater focus on faults and their contributory factors as a result of the research”. Although it is impossible to say exactly how much of the annual $200k is due to improved practices because of the various stated contributory factors, if we take a conservative percentage attributable to the improved practices to be 15%, then over the past five years this will have saved BancTec $150,000 (approximately £95k) in maintenance costs alone; world-wide over the next five years (at all 50 offices) it will save BancTec $7.5 million (approximately £4.72 million) in costs as well as the concomitant benefits of a significant number of BancTec staff worldwide being able to focus on other aspects of development.		Quotes 4-10 reported in section 4 were taken from two written corroborating sources provided by the Director of Development, BancTec.

		11		4000		4000				Plaxica is a spin-out from, and based, at Imperial College London with economic, societal and environmental impacts. Launched in 2008, Plaxica is a process technology licensing business which is tackling the barriers that currently prevent a wider acceptance of bioplastics; specifically improving  properties,  decreasing  cost  and  using  non-food  feedstocks  to  manufacture  the biopolymer poly(lactic acid), PLA. Plaxica's technology uses sustainable feedstocks to produce PLA using more energy-efficient processes, to produce a strong, high-quality polymer, the result of which is a low-cost, environmentally-friendly biopolymer for use in applications including textiles, packaging, and automobile parts. In the REF period Plaxica has raised £10m from investors such as Imperial Innovations, Invesco Perpetual and NESTA Investments.   The market pull for biorenewable materials from consumers is strong and the EU predicts that PLA will substitute >10% of the existing market for petrochemical polymers and forecasts a market >$15b [A].		Plaxica‟s two academic founders, Prof Vernon Gibson and Dr Ed Marshall have a strong track record in the design and development of homogeneous catalysts for the production of polymers, with a particular focus on stereoselective polymerisations. Forging close industrial links in the past, they developed a range of polymerisation catalysts including examples for polyolefins, acrylics, styrenics and polyesters. Aspects of this work have been performed in collaboration with a number of multinational chemical companies including BP and BASF. Gibson and Marshall started to examine polymers from renewable resources in the late 1990s and between 2000 and 2006 produced a number of academic publications and patents (e.g. [6]) in the field of stereoselective catalysts for the production of poly(lactic acid), PLA. Even from an early point in their research Gibson and Marshall realised the need to relate their research to real world commercial-type operations, and therefore published a number of reports exploring the use of well- defined molecular analogues of the industry standard catalyst, stannous octanoate [1]. Further stand out publications include the first detailed theoretical basis for stereoselectivity in lactide polymerisation catalysts (a computational study carried out in collaboration with Prof, Henry Rzepa at Imperial) [4], and a redox-active catalyst the activity of which can be attenuated by the oxidation state of the pendant ligand (work carried out with Prof. Nick Long at Imperial) [2]. PLA already had a significant profile aided by a number of desirable quantities, including biorenewability and biocompatibility and being compostable (according to EU and ASTM guidelines). The construction of a 140ktpa plant in Nebraska by a Cargill-Dow JV (NatureWorks) was seen as further evidence of the promise of PLA. The team successfully applied for public funds [G1-G3], but industrial support for work on PLA was less straightforward to secure. In the early 2000‟s, it was thought that PLA suffered from a number of commercial deficiencies e.g. its relatively low thermal stability (it deforms at ca. 50-55°C), and hydrolytic instability. Its cost of manufacturing was also higher than that of the plastics it was predicted to compete most closely with e.g. PET, polyethylene terephathlate and PS, polystyrene. Significantly, Gibson and Marshall‟s previous academic work had revealed that the properties of PLA could be improved by using catalysts to promote the formation of stereoregular PLA. With this advance, thermal stability, for example, could be increased to >100°C, greatly increasing the potential applications for PLA. Particular success was found with several families of aluminium catalysts, some of which led to PLA with melting points approaching 200°C [3, 5].  These important and commercially-relevant findings in the mid-2000s spawned the idea of Plaxica. Key personnel:     Dr E.L. Marshall, Lecturer in Green Chemistry, Imperial College London (2005-2009), then  Director of Research, Plaxica Ltd (2010-present)     Prof V.C. Gibson, Chair of Polymer Chemistry and Catalysis then Chair of Inorganic Chemistry, Imperial College London (1995-10/2008), Visiting Professor, Department of Materials, Imperial College London, (11/2008-present)		(* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research) [1] *A.P. Dove, V.C. Gibson, E.L. Marshall, H.S. Rzepa, A.J.P. White and D.J. Williams, “Synthetic, structural, mechanistic and computational studies on single-site beta-diketiminate tin(II) initiators for the polymerization of rac-lactide”, J. Am. Chem. Soc.,128, 30, pp9834-9843 (2006).  DOI, 81 citations (as at 5/9/13) [2] C.K.A. Gregson, V.C. Gibson, N.J. Long, E.L. Marshall, P.J. Oxford and A.J.P. White, “Redox control within single-site polymerization catalysts”, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 128, 23, pp 741-7411 (2006).  DOI, 74 citations (as at 5/9/13) [3] P. Hormnirun, E.L. Marshall, V.C. Gibson, R.I. Pugh and A.J.P. White, “Study of ligand substituent effects on the rate and stereoselectivity of lactide polymerization using aluminium salen-type initiators”, PNAS, 103, 42, pp 15343-15348 (2006). DOI, 58 citations (as at 5/9/13) [4] *E.L. Marshall, V.C. Gibson and H.S. Rzepa, “A computational analysis of the ring-opening polymerization of rac-lactide initiated by single-site beta-diketiminate metal complexes: defining the mechanistic pathway and the origin of stereocontrol”, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 127, 16, pp 6048- 6051 (2005). DOI, 90 citations (as at 5/9/13) [5] *P. Hormnirun, E.L. Marshall, V.C. Gibson, A.J.P. White and D.J. Williams, “Remarkable stereocontrol in the polymerization of racemic lactide using aluminium initiators supported by tetradentate aminophenoxide ligands”, J. Am. Chem. Soc ., 126, 9, pp 2688-2689 (2004).  DOI, 231 citations (as at 5/9/13) [6] Patent WO2002038574 A1, “Diamido alkoxide complexes as polymerization initiators of lactides”, Inventors: AP Dove, VC Gibson, EL Marshall, Applicant: AP Dove, VC Gibson, EL Marshall, Imperial Innovations, Publication date: 16/5/02 Grants: [G1]    EPSRC GR/N64892/01, “New initiators for the controlled ring-opening polymerisation (ROP) of lactides and lactones”, PI: V Gibson, 27/09/00-26/09/02, £121,867 [G2]    EPSRC GR/N12084/01, “P4:Polymers properties & polymerisation processes”, PI: JS Higgins (Chem Eng, Imperial), co-I: V Gibson, 01/02/01-31/07/04, £1,089,242 [G3]    EPSRC GR/R24838/01, “Cationic metal alkoxides bearing weakly coordinating anions-new catalysts for small molecule and polymer synthesis”, PI: V Gibson, 22/10/01-21/10/03, 126061		The academic work of Gibson and Marshall revealed that the properties of PLA could be improved by using catalysts to promote the formation of stereoregular PLA, greatly increasing the potential applications for PLA. On this basis a business plan was constructed and funding secured leading to the formation of Plaxica in 2008 [B]. Marshall resigned his lectureship position in December 2009 to join the Company full-time (Gibson having previously taken a visiting professorship at Imperial when he joined BP as their Chief Chemist in 2008). The basis of Plaxica‟s technology is fully-owned by the Company. Nonetheless, the insight into the market and the understanding of the capabilities arose from academic work at Imperial over a number of years, and ultimately proved necessary when seeking funds for the launch of the spin-out company. Plaxica is  a  process  technology licensing  company.   It  develops,  demonstrates and designs process plants for the production of the key intermediates, especially L- and D- lactic acids and lactides, for stereocomplex polylactic acid (PLA) – a high performance biopolymer made from non- food renewable materials, such as cellulosic based materials. Plaxica‟s technology allows high performance PLA to replace traditional polymers produced from oil. It has a flexible approach to how it interacts with licensees, recognising that a successful biopolymers operation requires technology in the areas of feedstock production and conversion, intermediates production and polymerisation.  Plaxica  focuses  on  the  ability  to  credibly  scale  up  the  chemical  processes developed on a lab scale. Using a multidisciplinary team of chemists, process engineers and technical consultants the team works to deliver the correct balance of innovation, capital and operating costs. Before the launch of Plaxica, the UK had no commercial interest in the production  of PLA, though several distributors could supply it. Plaxica was formed to commercialise strong IP in low cost, high performance bioplastics. The product is a greener, cleaner and stronger form of plastic made from natural feedstock and can be used for a variety of applications including for example, fibres and packaging. It is “developing next generation  biopolymers  that  will  be  both  cheaper  to  produce  and  have  improved  properties compared with first generation biopolymers. The novel chemistry underpinning this technology came from research by Professor Vernon Gibson FRS and Dr Ed Marshall at Imperial College London. Plaxica's technology uses sustainable feedstocks to produce a biopolymer known as polylactic acid (PLA) using more energy-efficient processes, to produce a stronger, higher-quality polymer.  The  result  should  be  a  low-cost,  environmentally-friendly  biopolymer  for  use  in applications as diverse as packaging, textiles, electronics and automobile parts” [C]. Since its formation in 2008 Plaxica has had several successful funding rounds and key milestones. Imperial Innovations funded the initial launch of the company in 2008. A project involving Plaxica, Imperial  and  Holloid  Plastics  Ltd  won  funding  for  the  High  Value  Manufacturing  Technology Strategy Board in September 2009 [D], leading to conditions for the successful injection moulding of stereocomplex PLA.  In October 2009 Plaxica received £1m in equity funding from Imperial Innovations, the Carbon Trust Investments Ltd and the National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts (NESTA) [C]. Commenting on the investment the CEO of Imperial Innovations Group plc, Susan Searle, said "Existing plastics are no longer sustainable because of the oil they use and the waste they leave. This investment will help Plaxica develop a low-cost and environmentally friendly alternative for a wide range of industrial and consumer applications" [C]. Rachael Nutter, Investment Manager at Carbon Trust Investment Partners LLP commented "The rapidly growing market for bioplastics and Plaxica's position as a leader in this field have made it an exciting company to invest in. Plaxica has the potential to transform the cost and carbon footprint of PLAs and develop new applications for this polymer" [C].   This equity investment allowed Plaxica to “continue developing processes aimed at reducing PLA production costs to the point where it can compete with mass volume oil-based plastics” [C]. In 2010 Plaxica announced that it raised a further £3 million in a Series A financing in which all existing institutional investors participated. The funds were used to accelerate development and scale up of the company‟s next generation PLA technology [E]. The funding consists of £1.2m Imperial Innovations) and £1.8m from other existing shareholders [E]. In 2011 Plaxica completed a £5m round in Series B financing with investment from Imperial Innovations, Invesco Perpetual and NESTA Investment [F].  In 2010, Plaxica began to rent space in the Wilton Research Centre on Teesside to focus on process development, scale-up and demonstration. By September 2012 the demonstration facility had entered the commissioning phase [20/9/12 announcement, G]. By May 2013 “Plaxica [had] demonstrated the production of extremely high purity D-lactic acid from a racemic lactic acid feedstock, validating [their] Optipure enantiomer separation technology” [30/5/13 announcement, G] and had attracted commercial interest from a number of clients and partners, especially in South East Asia and North America [H]. The product quality exceeded industry standards for polymer-grade lactic acid which was “an important milestone in the validation of Plaxica‟s low cost technology for the production of lactic acid” [30/5/13 announcement, G]. In total Plaxica has raised almost £10m in investment in the 2008-2013 REF period. It continues to attract investment as demonstrated by the recent £8M Series C financing round [10/9/13 announcement, G, H]. Plaxica currently employs 27 people covering R&D, engineering, plant operation and commercial functions. This includes 18 people in Wilton in the North East of England. Since 2008 Plaxica have employed 25 UK graduates in STEM subjects [H]. Further support is provided as required from a retained team of ca. 10 consultants (industry and academic experts). The construction of a pilot demonstration facility in Teesside demonstrates Plaxica‟s commitment to creating jobs and revenue within the UK. Examples of the local press include:    “The licensing company, which develops transformational biopolymer technology, only moved into the Wilton Centre 18 months ago but has already had to take another laboratory and a large open plan office, in addition to its existing lab and two small offices.” [I]    “A technology and licensing company is doubling the size of its Teesside operation with the  launch of a pilot plant that will demonstrate the conversion of bio-renewables into polymers using break-through technology.” [J]    “Steve Duffield, accommodation manager at The Wilton Centre, said: „The speed of Plaxica's progress is very impressive. It is an ideal operation to have at the Centre, complementing other organisations also here.‟” [K] Imperial Innovations, one of the major investors in Plaxica make the following statement about the company:  “Plaxica  is  developing  a  new  generation  of  biopolymers  derived  from  renewable resources. Plaxica‟s polymers are a range of polylactic acid based materials which have improved physical properties compared with first generation biopolymers. In addition, they have a smaller environmental footprint, and are fully recyclable and cost competitive with current oil-based alternatives. First generation PLA is by far the most successful biopolymer to date, with 25% of the biopolymer market. Plaxica‟s  second generation PLA is expected to combine the advantages of biopolymers with the mechanical and thermal performance of petrochemical derived plastics and is expected to develop a market much larger than that of existing biopolymers. Given Plaxica‟s PLA‟s improved physical properties, its applications will expand beyond the currently limited range of applications for which first-generation PLAs can be used… Plaxica‟s second generation PLA polymers are likely to compete effectively with conventional oil-derived products such as PET, polypropylene and polystyrene in applications ranging from textiles to automotive, electronics, household goods and packaging. Plaxica's technology is particularly suited to the use of sugars derived from cellulosic feedstocks - which are normally waste products and do not, in general, take food out of the supply chain” [L]. They make the following statement about the global polymers market: “The global polymers market is worth more than $400 billion in annual sales and has grown at an average of 3.5% per year over the last two decades. The current biopolymers market is in excess of $2 billion per annum and is growing at more than 10% per year. PLA has 40% of this market, at some $800m, and this is forecast to grow to $1bn by 2012” [L]. The impact offered by Plaxica is nicely summed up by the CEO: “Economically Plaxica has grown quickly to employ a critical mass of scientist and engineers… The emphasis on biopolymers from non-food sources such as cellulose has clear societal and environmental impacts, and the focus on using bioplastics in durable applications such as automotive interiors demonstrates a sustainable advantage not offered by current PLA materials” [H]. Unfortunately, due to “commercial sensitivities in the highly competitive PLA marketplace”, Plaxica are “unable to be more forthcoming with details of the impact already realised by the company” [H].		[A] „Product overview and market projections of emerging bio-based plastics‟, PRO-BIP 200, Final report, June 09 (archived  here) [B]  http://www.plaxica.com/about/about-us/ (archived  here on 16/9/13) [C]  http://www.nesta.org.uk/press_releases/assets/features/plaxica_secures_1m_funding_to_devel op_next_generation_renewable_polymers (archived  here on 16/9/13) [D]  http://www.prw.com/subscriber/newsmail2.html?id=1254997521 (archived here on 16/9/13) [E]  http://www.plasteurope.com/news/detail.asp?id=217107 (archived  here on 16/9/13) [F] http://www.imperialinnovations.co.uk/news-centre/news/imperial-innovations-leads-5m- investment-plaxica/ (archived  here on 16/9/13) [G]  http://www.plaxica.com/news-2/ (archived  here on 16/9/13) [H] Letter from CEO Plaxica Ltd, 1/11/13 (available on request) [I]   http://www.wiltoncentre.com/news/2012/03/16/Plaxica-pilot-plant-plans-lead-to-expansion.html (archived  here on 16/9/13) [J]   http://www.thejournal.co.uk/business/business-news/plaxica-set-double-size-teesside-4412986 (archived  here on 16/9/13) [K]  http://www.thenorthernecho.co.uk/business_all/9581859.Plaxica_scheme_to_create_plastic_fr om_plants/ (archived  here on 16/9/13) [L]  http://www.imperialinnovations.co.uk/ventures/portfolio/plaxica/# (archived at here on 16/9/13)

		540		4000		4000				Research from the world leading Centre for Computing and Social Responsibility (CCSR) influences policy decisions and practice at national and international levels. The specific examples cited in this case study demonstrate the role CCSR research played in shaping electronic voting and electronic government in the UK, leading to the suspension of electronic voting in 2008 and an annual cost saving to the UK Government of £4m, and impacts on European ICT research policy including direct contributions to an EGE Opinion, namely the “The Opinion on Ethics and ICT”. EGE Opinions are considered to be “soft law” as they are authoritative in their area of expertise. The ‘Opinion on Ethics and ICT’ guided ICT research policy with regards to ethics and ICT during the FP7 funding programme, and it has been adopted as a set of underpinning principles for the Horizon 2020 programme. Other research findings have similarly informed the Horizon 2020 cross cutting theme of ‘Responsible Research and Innovation’.		The CCSR was formed in 1996 and remains the only UK based research centre specialising in ethical and social issues of computing and information systems. The CCSR established a conference series (called ETHICOMP), which, since 1995, has provided regular European forums debating social responsibility implications of ICT. It is recognised as the field’s premier conference series in Europe and the Far East. The research described in this case study was undertaken by Professors Simon Rogerson and Bernd Stahl, Senior Research Fellow Dr N Ben Fairweather, and Research Fellow Dr Kutoma Wakunuma. The CCSR has consistently been researching computer related topics of social and political interest since its inception in 1996, in particular analysing technologies before implementation using foresight research and the analysis of pilot exercises. In 2001, researchers from the Centre were commissioned to prospectively analyse electronic voting as part of the “Implementation of Electronic Voting in the UK" research project (jointly commissioned by the Dept for Transport, Local Government and the Regions, Office of the e- Envoy, Electoral Commission, LGA, IDeA and Solace). Fairweather (DMU 1996–present) and Rogerson (DMU 1983–2010 then Emeritus) were tasked to produce the “Technical Options Report” (2002), a substantial part of which was an analysis of security requirements. Key research insights included the following observations:    resources that might be deployed to subvert elections were such that “any system should be able to withstand an attack equivalent to the most extensive that the UK security services could mount against such a system”;    “the electronic voting system needs to avoid being vulnerable to single points of failure”; and    the “development of a voter friendly system should be based upon the concept of inclusive design. That is based on providing facilities for all that cater for the needs of all voters including those with disability, linguistic constraints and restricted literacy.” This research was further disseminated to a much wider audience through publication in Representation in 2003, a journal associated with the Electoral Reform Society and which is read by politicians and electoral administrators as well as academics (Fairweather & Rogerson 2003). Further analysis was conducted and published, inter alia, in Fairweather & Rogerson (2005). In particular, building on the analysis of security requirements, a key insight from this later analysis was that implementations piloted in 2003 had violated the security policy on which they were based. A collaboration with colleagues in Finland showed that many of the same issues were significant in  the Finnish E-voting experiment of 2008 (Heimo, Fairweather and Kimppa 2010). Further research by Rogerson and Fairweather, with various collaborators in Bahrain and the UK, has confirmed
these findings and has been influential in electronic government more generally.
Research by the CCSR had an important focus on professionalism in computing, which contributed to the development of professional standards in bodies like the ACM, IEEE Computer Society or BCS (Gotterbarn, Miller and Rogerson 1999), thus providing the background for European
guidance for ICT research.
Foresight research for the benefit of European ICT research policy began in 2009 as part of the FP7-funded ETICA project (Ethical Issues of Emerging ICT Applications). This project was coordinated by Stahl (DMU 2003–present). ETICA aimed to identify emerging ICTs and the ethical issues these may cause, evaluate these issues and review governance arrangements with a view
to providing policy guidance via a large scale discourse analysis of policy and research documents. Ethical issues were explored via bibliographic methods and philosophical analysis. The evaluation
of these issues used a multi-method approach from the angles of technology assessment, institutional ethics, law and gender.
ETICA showed that the ethical issues that emerging ICTs are likely to raise can be roughly divided into two classes:
   issues that are already being researched and regulated. Some of the predictable ethical issues of emerging ICTs include privacy, security, trust, liabilities and digital divides, echoing the findings in Fairweather & Rogerson (2003).
   issues that are currently less tangible and further removed from current debates. Less predictable ethical issues arising from the emerging ICTs tend to be centred on difficult conceptual issues, such as human identity, the relationship between humans and technologies, and relationships among individuals or groups. Individual identities may change due to the way we interact with technology.
ETICA has shown that current ways of identifying and addressing these issues are likely to miss many of these more novel and less explored issues. ETICA has therefore produced a set of recommendations for both policy makers and practitioners (Stahl 2011), and it is from these recommendations that the impacts described in this case study emerge.		     Fairweather NB & Rogerson S (2003), Internet voting - well at least it's modern, Representation, 39(3), pp 182-195, DOI 10.1080/00344890308523222
     Fairweather NB & Rogerson S (2005), Interfaces for electronic voting: focus group evidence, Electronic Government, an International Journal, 2(4), pp 369-383, DOI
10.1504/EG.2005.008329
    Gotterbarn D, Miller K, & Rogerson S (1999). Software engineering code of ethics is approved. Communications of the ACM, 42(10), 102–107
    Stahl BC (2011), IT for a Better Future, How to integrate ethics, politics and innovation in
Von Schomberg R (Ed) Towards Responsible Research and Innovation in the Information and Communication Technologies and Security Technologies Fields, pp 17-34,
Luxembourg: Publication Office of the European Union, DOI 10.2777/58723 Title / TopicGranted
byRole of the
CCSRTime
FrameFinancial
contribution CONSIDER (Civil Society Organisations
in Designing Research Governance)EU FP7Coordinator02/2012 –
01/20151499381 Framework for Ethics in ICT (led by
Marina Jirotka, University of Oxford)UK
EPSRCCI09/2011 –
03/2014397172 ETICA, Ethical Issues of Emerging ICT
ApplicationEU FP7Coordinator2009 –
2011834000		Research into electronic voting, by Fairweather and Rogerson, played a key role in a dramatic change from a steady move towards implementation of e-voting in the UK to its abandonment in 2008 The Electoral Commission reported on the 2002 electronic voting election pilots that: “The primary aim of the e-pilots was to establish the security and reliability of the voting mechanisms and to start to build public confidence; this was achieved,” (2002, p4). In the same year, Fairweather and Rogerson produced their technical report from the “Implementation of Electronic Voting in the UK" project – a report which was critical of the pilots and highlighted the need for more security analysis. As part of their dissemination strategy of the “Implementation of Electronic Voting in the UK" project, the Fairweather and Rogerson (2002) report was made available on Government websites. From here, the technical report was cited by the 2002 Security Study of the UK’s National Technical Authority for Information Assurance (CESG), who stated that Fairweather and Rogerson (2002) had ‘interesting recommendations’ (p 39). These ‘interesting recommendations’ were then incorporated into the main recommendations from the CESG (2002). The Electoral Commission took on board the criticism by both Fairweather and Rogerson (2002) and CESG (2002) that more thorough security analysis of pilots was needed. The subsequent security analyses revealed that the pilot projects did not “apply best practice in the area of security” (Actica 2007, p15). Between 2002 and 2008, decisions on further e-voting election pilots were taken annually, however, during this period it was noted that “There has been some impact on the pilots by some reports of academics in the UK, making it more difficult to go ahead" (Pieters 2008, p49, quoting Peter Facey). In November 2008, the Government announced that: “The Government are considering what the appropriate next steps are in relation to remote electronic voting,” (Hansard 2008), simultaneously announcing for the first time there would be no piloting in 2009. There have been no further pilots of electronic voting since. The announcement in Hansard (2008) can now be seen as the effective announcement of an end to progress towards electronic voting in the UK, with an estimated annual cost saving of £4m (Actica, 2007, pp 19–20). In Finland, criticism such as that contained in Heimo, Fairweather and Kimppa (2010) has resulted in e-voting not being piloted at elections that have taken place since October 2008. Stahl’s and Rogerson’s research into the ethical issues associated with ICTs has played a key role in the policy direction of the EUs FP7 and Horizon 2020 research funding programmes. The European Commission recognises that ICT can raise specific problems that require specific guidance, and for the FP7 funding programme they established the website http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ethics-ict_en.html (European Union 2007) to help address these issues. The website was constructed in close collaboration with the CCSR based on research undertaken in the centre since its inception in 1996. The guidance provided in it was aimed at all ICT research proposals submitted to the FP7 programme (which ran between 2008–2013) and had an overall EC contribution of approximately €7 billion. The European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies (EGE) is an advisory body reporting directly to the President of the European Union. Under the direction of European Commission President Barroso, the EGE has published an ‘Opinion on Ethical Issues of ICT’. Stahl was the first external expert to present his views to the EGE in preparation of this Opinion on 12 April 2011 and was re-invited for a public hearing on the same topic on 15 Nov 2011. Stahl’s presentation was based on the findings and recommendations of the ETICA project. He also presented at the final hearing of the EGE, in preparation for the publication of the Opinion (published in 2012). The EGE’s website (http://ec.europa.eu/european_group_ethics/index_en.htm, accessed 23.05.2011) states that “the  Opinion may offer a reference point to the Commission to promote a responsible use of the Digital Agenda for Europe and facilitate the societal acceptance of such an important policy item. The Opinion should take into consideration different possible applications of ICT, such as widespread take-up and use by citizens of the internet, е-health and use of ICT in environmental and agricultural domains.” EGE Opinions can be considered “soft law” as they are considered in their area of expertise. The Opinion on Ethics and ICT has guided the ICT research policy with regards to ethics and ICT for the remainder of FP7 (2012-13) and established underpinning principles for the Horizon 2020 programme. The EU Directorate General Research and Technology Development, Directorate B (European Research Area) is preparing a recommendation for Member States on the topic of “responsible research and innovation” (RRI). The ETICA, PHM Ethics and CONSIDER projects are all financed by this directorate and involved the CCSR as coordinators or WP leaders. As a result of this research, the CCSR’s Director, Stahl, was invited as a participant in the first preparatory workshop (May 2011) to develop the principles of responsible research and innovation and ways to achieve it. As a consequence of these and related activities, responsible research and innovation is also being implemented as a cross-cutting activity in all Horizon 2020 research (worth more than €70 billion). Thus, this research has directly informed the policy framework for the Horizon 2020 programme in two distinct areas.		1.   ACTICA Consulting (2007) Summary of Technical Assessments of May 2007 e-voting Pilots (accessed 19.1.2013) http://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/ data/assets/electoral_commission_pdf_file/0018/161 91/Actica_Summary_27244-20136 E    N   S W__.pdf CESG Security Study (2002) (accessed 17.8.2011) http://web.archive.org/web/20030403054926/http://www.edemocracy.gov.uk/library/papers/stu dy.pdf 2.   Electoral Commission (2002), Modernising Elections: A strategic evaluation of the 2002 electoral pilot schemes (accessed 10.11.2011) http://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/ data/assets/electoral_commission_pdf_file/0016/131 56/Modernising_elections_6574-6170 E   N   S   W .pdf 3.   Hansard (2008), House of Commons Hansard Written Answers, 26 Nov: Column 1693W online at (accessed 19.1.2013) http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200708/cmhansrd/cm081126/text/81126w0048.ht m 4.   Pieters W (2008), La Volonte Machinale: Understanding the Electronic Voting Controversy, Doctoral Thesis, Radboud University Nijmegen. (accessed 19.1.2013) http://wwwhome.cs.utwente.nl/~pietersw/Pieters-La_volonte_machinale.pdf 5.   ETICA/STOA Parliament event, 31 Mar 2011 – STOA website on the final ETICA event, demonstrating the acceptance of CCSR and related work in the European Parliament. (23.5.2011) http://www.europarl.europa.eu/stoa/events/workshop/31032011/default_en.htm (accessed 19.08.13) 6.   European Union (2007) Ethics Review in ICT website - Specific guidance on ethics for ICT research in FP7, with significant contributions from CCSR’s inaugural director, Prof S. Rogerson. A representative from the DG INFSO is happy to be contacted to verify these comments http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ethics-ict_en.html (both accessed 18.01.2013) 7.   Responsible Innovation, 16-17 May 2011, Brussels – Workshop hosted by the European Research Area Directorate of Directorate General RTD to develop a novel approach to responsible innovation (accessed 19.08.2011) http://ec.europa.eu/research/science-society/document_library/pdf_06/responsible-research- and-innovation-workshop-newsletter_en.pdf 8.   The Vice Chair of the STOA panel is happy to be contacted to corroborate the information provided in this case study

		851		4000				4000		Research into electrochemical biosensors conducted at the University of Cambridge between 1998 and 2002 led to the development of the WaveSense™ line of diabetes products by start-up, AgaMatrix. By 2012 AgaMatrix had sold 3M glucose meters & 3B biosensor test strips worldwide across 20,000+ retail locations including Boots UK, and since 2010 also globally in partnership with Sanofi.  [text removed for publication] AgaMatrix UK continues to grow its business with compound annual growth rates for revenue in excess of 100%. Agamatrix UK now supplies over one million glucose test strips per month to the NHS. Agamatrix has developed >10 FDA-cleared products since 2008, including the first FDA approved smartphone linked diagnostic device.		The research on electrochemical biosensors was done in Professor Lisa Hall’s lab in the then Institute of Biotechnology (now merged with Department of Chemical Engineering) at the University of Cambridge between 1998-2002. Hall joined the Institute as a Lecturer in 1985 before promotion to Reader in 1999 and Professor in 2003. Her group looked at biosensor construction from first principles and proposed alternative formats and measurement regimes to those currently adopted. Some of the underpinning aspects of this research received EPSRC funding and were undertaken by two PDRAs and a Marshall Scholar in Hall’s group; Dr. Ian Harding, Research Associate from 1997 to 2001, now Technology officer at Agamatrix, Dr. Justin Gooding Research Associate from 1994 to 1996, now Professor at University of New South Wales and Sridhar Iyengar, Marshall Scholar 1998-2002 now Chief Technology Officer at AgaMatrix. The idea emerged through Professor Hall’s research on signal deconvolution using alternating potential wave techniques in electrochemistry where she showed mechanistic detail in enzyme linked biosensors for the first time (ref 1). This was reinforced by modelling of flow and diffusion characteristics, enzyme immobilisation, etc. with the outcomes rejecting many previous assumptions from others that used an invalid theoretical approximation, based on an incorrect assumption of uniform concentration gradients. The work provided key insight for development of an improved glucose biosensor (ref 6). Building on this, the concept proposed by Professor Hall was that better signal processing and deconvolution would overcome the limitations identified and deliver a glucose measurement with greater integrity in an electrochemical biosensor (ref 1-5). At the time, common practice was to apply a fixed voltage stimulus to the electrochemical sensor and measure a steady-state current. This was a simple method to determine the concentration of glucose, but accuracy depended on many factors being constant and known a priori (e.g. no chemical interferences in the sample, known electrode area, etc.). However, in real samples, many quantities are not known, and in the case of blood samples, there may be many interfering substances such as Vitamin C or paracetamol. The principle inspiration for this impact focused on time-varying sinusoidal voltage waveforms to stimulate the electrochemical glucose sensor and generate a reciprocal sinusoidal response current, thereby enabling the extraction of time constants related to the electrochemical reactions that were either specific to the glucose reaction or to an interfering substance (such as Vitamin C). The time-varying nature of this approach inherently generated a measureable signal that contained more rich information (as compared to a steady-state response as was the common case at the time), and thus subsequently allowed for the separation of the desired glucose signal from the interfering signal.		* Indicates those references which best demonstrate the quality of the research 1.  Iyengar S, Hall E A H, Skinner N G & Gooding J J. Frequency Domain Selection of the peroxide signal for Amperometric Biosensors.  Electroanalysis 1998, 10(16), 1089 - 1095. DOI: 10.1002/(SICI)1521-4109(199811)10:16<1089::AID-ELAN1089>3.0.CO;2-M 2.  *Iyengar  S,  Hall EAH Data from  overlapping signals at  an amperometric electrode using admittance vectors. J Electroanal Chem 2002, 521, 61-71. DOI:10.1016/S0022-0728(01)00732-X 3.  *Iyengar S & Hall E A H.  Phasor transform to extract glucose and ascorbic acid data in an amperometric sensor. Analyst  2000, 125, 1987-1992 DOI: 10.1039/B005967F 4.  *Iyengar S, Hall EAH Selective monitoring of the hydrogen peroxide signal in the presence of ascorbic acid. Part II: Preliminary practical realization of applying immittance spectroscopy. Electronalysis, 2001, 13 (7), 517-523. DOI: 10.1002/1521-4109(200105)13:7<517::AID-ELAN517>3.0.CO;2-U 5.  Iyengar S & Hall E A H.  Selective Monitoring of the Hydrogen peroxide Signal in the Presence of Ascorbic Acid: part I: Theoretical Considerations. Electoanalysis 2001 13 (6), 437-444. DOI:10.1002/1521-4109(200105)13:73.0.CO;2-U 6.  Harding I S & Hall E A H Designing the 'fill and flow' (bio)sensor to give stable measurements from a dynamic system Sensors & Actuators 2000, 63, 186-194. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0925-4005(00)00356-7		AgaMatrix was founded in 2001 to develop the research findings described above. Three members of Professor Hall’s research team were involved in the foundation: Dr. Iyengar led the foundation as CTO, Dr. Harding underpinned the core technical team and Professor Gooding acted in a consulting and collaborative role. Professor Hall was on the Advisory Board. The company generated specific IP by building on Professor Hall’s concept of applying a time-varying input control and better signal processing and analytics to the signals generated from an electrochemical glucose biosensor and developing noise-cancellation algorithms to improve the accuracy and reliability of medical devices. AgaMatrix developed this concept into the WaveSense™ branding. Agamatix now manufactures a line of diabetes products that features the “WaveSense” technology, using the concept of waveform control to detect and correct for errors caused by differences in blood samples and environmental conditions. Products include the WaveSense KeyNote™ (launched 2006 and still available) Presto™ (2007 still available), and WaveSense Jazz™(Blood Glucose Monitoring device, or BGM, (2008)), and the WaveSense Diabetes Manager™ iPhone® App (2009), an iPhone-connected BGM sold by Sanofi under the brand IBGStar, and a stand-alone BGM for Sanofi called the BGStar. Agamatrix has developed >10 FDA-cleared products in the census period, protected by a suite of more than 120 pending and granted patents worldwide (ref 7). In March 2010 AgaMatrix and sanofi-aventis entered into an agreement to co-develop innovative solutions in diabetes management that also incorporate WaveSense™ technology.  The BGStar and iBGStar range of BGM devices have been developed out of that alliance using “WaveSense” as the sensing platform.  The iBGStar was launched in Europe in 2010. In December 2011, the US FDA approved the iBGStar, the first approval by the FDA of a smartphone linked diagnostic device (ref 7). [Text removed for publication]  Key impact points: •   Invented and manufactured first iPhone-connected glucose meter for diabetic patients sold by Sanofi as the “iBGStar” which was covered by the New York Times and Daily Mail and is now for sale at Boots (ref 8, 13-14). •   Out of 15,000 health/fitness/medical apps in the iTunes app store, fewer than 75 have received FDA clearance, and even fewer have developed regulated hardware. This puts AgaMatrix into an elite group of companies at the forefront of telehealth products targeted towards patients. •   The iBGStar won the prestigious Red Dot and Good Design awards for product innovation — an honor shared by Apple, BMW, Mercedes, and Bose. Products featuring AgaMatrix technology have also been honoured by Consumer Reports as “Best Buy” options in their category. •   AgaMatrix products are available for sale in over 20,000 pharmacies and retailer outlets across the globe. •   Post-market studies show products featuring AgaMatrix technology already exceed the recently released ISO standards for home glucose monitoring accuracy (within 20% of a standard lab test), achieving closer to within 10% of a standard lab test (ref 12). The ‘Up and Up’ branded product sold through Target has received commendations for its accuracy, affordability and convenience (ref 9). •   Established a UK subsidiary in the Harwell Innovation Park in 2007 with one Technology Leader and since 2008 has expanded to employ nine full time staff •   As an example of cost savings to the NHS, the Staffordshire Sentinel reports that 7500 new Agamatrix WaveSense Jazz meters will be given to patients in Staffordshire in 2013, resulting in a total savings of £350,000 (ref 10,11). By scaling the estimated savings to a total population of 80,000, the total savings may be estimated to be £4M /year and growing. This assumes that each PCT experiences the same overhead savings that Staffordshire experiences.		7. CTO, Agamatrix Statement on file 8. New York Times coverage, including FDA approval:  http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/23/technology/personaltech/monitoring-your-health- with-mobile-devices.html?_r=4& 9.  Consumer Reports calls AgaMatrix Technology “Best Buy” PDF on file 10. Devices and Diagnostics Report 2012 PDF on file 11. Savings to the NHS based on the article below: http://www.thisisstaffordshire.co.uk/Gadget-choice-cuts-risk-7-500-diabetics/story-18510795- detail/story.html#ixzz2OYOhxd9w 12. Prominent Diabetes Blog confirms accuracy: http://www.diabetesmine.com/2012/09/why-meters-cant-tell-us-our-blood-sugar-levels.html 13. Boots: http://www.boots.com/en/iBGStar-blood-glucose-meter_1253400/ 14. Daily mail coverage: http://bit.ly/A2WdaE 15. www.iBGStar.us Impact case study  (REF3b)                                                                                    REF © Research Excellence Framework 16. Fast Company Calls AgaMatrix iPhone Meter "Revolutionary" http://www.fastcodesiqn.com/1662351/first-look-iphone-add-on-is-a-revolutionarv-product-for diabetics-video

		1049		4000				100000		Research  by  Professor  Vardy’s  team  on  unsteady pipe-flows  has  found  direct  application  in road/rail tunnel design practice and in offshore engineering. The impact is exemplified by Vardy’s participation in the design of many of the world’s longest road and rail tunnels and in his work with industry on the detection and location of blockages in offshore pipelines.   His flagship software ThermoTun,   which   predicts   transient   velocities,   pressures   and   temperatures   in   complex train:tunnel systems, is licensed internationally by several major engineering consultancies and his software (MPVC) controls ventilation systems in seven Japanese road tunnels. His oil pipeline software (PipePulse) is used currently in the offshore oil industry to identify and clear flow obstructions in pipelines.		. The principal focus of Professor Vardy’s underpinning research[1,2,3,4,5,6] is the development of generalised methods of numerical solution of the analytical equations of highly transient flows in complex networks – a task that poses formidable challenges, even in fixed-geometry applications. For train:tunnel aerodynamics, multiple boundaries move through the numerical grid and cross one another within it.  In typical simulations with ThermoTun, dozens of such crossing events occur.  A fundamental choice has to be made between methods that are potentially accurate at boundaries, but poorer between them and methods that are accurate between boundaries, but poorer at them. Likewise, generic choices are inevitable between accuracy and robustness.  In software intended for general purposes in design offices, neither is sufficient without the other.  These issues have driven much of Vardy’s numerical research[5] and underpin its practical acceptance.  No alternative software can match the accuracy and robustness of ThermoTun, MPVC and PipePulse. Until about 10 years ago, Dundee’s tunnel research focussed on the amplitudes of transient events.  These determine pressure comfort inside trains and pollution concentrations in road tunnels, for example.  The focus has since widened to include a far more detailed phenomenon, namely the evolving shapes of propagating wavefronts. These determine whether tunnels will emit sonic booms into the surrounding atmosphere[4]. For this purpose, it is necessary to model[2,3] unsteady skin friction on pipe/tunnel walls and this requires detailed understanding of wave/boundary-layer interactions. Unsteady skin fiction is inherently 3D in nature[8].   Axial accelerations/decelerations of the mean flow induce changes to radial velocity gradients which, in turn, cause redistributions of turbulence in all three coordinate directions.  Dundee works closely with teams at the Universities of Aberdeen and Sheffield, using detailed physical experiments and extensive 3D numerical simulations (DNS, LES & RANS) to investigate the inherent characteristics of turbulence in non-equilibrium flows[6,7]. This underpins the development of generic methods of modelling rapidly varying wall shear stresses in highly unsteady flows. Another research focus has been on the use of inverse transient analysis. Instead of predicting pressure/velocity  histories  for  known  geometrical  and  kinematic   conditions,  this   involves “predicting” (inferring) geometrical and kinematic conditions for known (i.e. measured) pressure/velocity histories[8]. It is inherently impossible to do this with 100% reliability even in the absence  of  inevitable  noise  in  the  measured  signals,  but  the  research  is  showing  how  to distinguish between fundamentally different causes (e.g. friction or area change) of closely similar measurements. The research on tunnel airflows has extended into a method of controlling tunnel ventilation equipment in real time[1].  Whereas conventional tunnel control is usually based on empirical feed- back and/or feed-forward algorithms, MPVC maintains an on-line simulator of current conditions throughout the tunnel network, allowing for exhaust emissions from measured traffic flows. The  simulator is used to predict future conditions based on trial fan operations and an optimisation method selects the case that gives the most desirable outcome. The biggest academic challenge is to maintain compatibility between the simulated and actual conditions in the tunnel systems even though the input to the model cannot be perfect (e.g. vehicle dynamics, exhaust emission rates, errors in sensors).		[1] Ichikawa, A., Vardy, A.E, & Brown, J.M.B. (2001) Model-based predictive control using genetic algorithms.    Proc.    I.Mech.E.,    Journal    of    Power    &    Energy,    215,    Part    A,    623-638. http://dx.doi.org/10.1243/0957650011538857. [NB: This paper was awarded the Donald Julius Groen Prize] [2] Vardy, A.E & Brown,JMB (2004) Transient turbulent friction in fully-rough pipe flows. Journal of Sound & Vibration, 270(2), 233-257. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0022-460X(03)00492-9. [3] Vardy, A.E. & Brown, J.M.B. (2007) Approximation of turbulent wall shear stresses in highly transient   pipe   flows.   Journal   of   Hydraulic   Engineering,   ASCE,   133(11),   1219-1228. http://dx.doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9429(2007)133:11(1219). [4]  Vardy,  A.E.  (2008)  Generation  and  alleviation  of  sonic  booms  from  railway  tunnels. Engineering      &      Computational      Mechanics,      Proc.      ICE,      161      (EM3),      107-119. http://dx.doi.org/10.1680/eacm.2008.161.3.107. [NB: This paper was awarded the Telford Gold Medal - the highest ICE award for any paper published in any its journals] [5]  Shimada,  M.,  Brown, J.M.B.  & Vardy,  A.E.  (2008) Interpolation errors in rectangular and diamond  characteristic  grids.    Journal  of  Hydraulic  Engineering,  ASCE,  134(10),  1480-1490 http://dx.doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9429(2008)134:10(1480). [6] He, S., Ariyaratne, C. & Vardy,A.E. (2011) Wall shear stress in accelerating turbulent pipe flow. Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 685, 440-460 http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2011.328 Key Research Grants [7]  EPSRC (EP/C015479/1 & EP/G069441/1): Turbulence and  wall  shear stress in unsteady internal flows with smooth and rough surfaces. 2005-2008 & 2010-2013, £134,364. Prof A.E.Vardy (P.I.) [8] EPSRC (EP/C003063/1): Full-scale field measurements of 3-D flows in a railway tunnel airshaft in Switzerland 2004-2005, £20,233. Prof A.E.Vardy (P.I.)		The impact is epitomised by Vardy’s services through Dundee Tunnel Research (DTR)[9], specialising in air flow in road and rail tunnels and embracing software licensing, design consultancy, research and the promotion of tunnel safety.  The impact is economic (cost savings achieved by optimum design), environmental and societal (facilitating “clean” transport systems and reducing fossil fuel pollution) and health-related (improving passenger comfort and tunnel safety).  Licences for ThermoTun granted by the university and DTR are targeted expressly at knowledgeable users offering a specialist service to their clients[10,11,12,13]. Since 2008, licences have been granted in Austria, Hong Kong, Korea, Spain, Switzerland, UK and USA.  MPVC is licensed only in Japan and Vardy provides technical expertise for each application[14]. The oil- related software PipePulse is licensed exclusively to a Scottish company, Paradigm Flow Services[15].  ThermoTun is regarded internationally as “the top software available for 1-D simulations of rapidly- varying pressure, velocity and temperature in railway tunnels”[12].  Since 2008, it has been used in the design of many of the largest tunnels in the world[16,17], including the 57km Gotthard Base and 35km Lötschberg Base tunnels (Switzerland); the 28km Guadarrama and 25km Pajares tunnels (Spain), the 18km Fehmarn Link (Denmark-Germany) and high speed lines under design or construction in China, Korea, continental Europe and the UK. ThermoTun has also been used for an  ultra-high-speed  Munich  Mag-Lev  Railway,  more  than  200  shorter  high  speed  tunnels worldwide and more than 30 metro systems. It is regarded by UK Rail Standards & Safety Board as being “without peer in predicting aerodynamic effects of trains travelling in underground tunnel systems”[13].  MPVC is currently used to control seven long road tunnels in Japan[14], including the two longest (11km Kan-Etsu, 11km Hida), where it has delivered large savings in power consumption. Impact is evident through Vardy’s frequent involvement in design, predominantly at the feasibility stage, when it is still possible for current research to have a significant influence on the eventual outcome. This is also the stage at which the need for new research is most easily identified. Thus, the need to understand sonic booms from tunnels led to long-standing research on unsteady friction  and  on  wave  flows  over  porous  media  (ballast-track  rail).    Likewise,  concern  about excessive temperatures (> 50°C) in tunnels under the Alps led to research having impact on prediction of heat conduction in seepage flows around tunnels. Exposure to practical tunnel operation led to research on model-based ventilation control and new proposals for safe ventilation in the event of fire.  All have fed back into practical design.  For designers, the impact of these activities occurs at the design stage whereas, for constructors, it occurs a few years later.   For users, it occurs many years later (and is then on-going).   For instance, current high speed rail design for the UK[16,13] is directly influenced by Vardy’s publications and by a ThermoTun licensee, but passengers and people close to portals will not benefit until 2025 or beyond. Arup confirm[11] that Vardy’s research on aural pressure comfort is the critical factor in optimising tunnel sizes and thereby achieving savings for national governments of “tens or hundreds of millions of pounds”[11] in unnecessary expenditure. The development of MPVC was triggered by a realisation that, in many tunnels, ventilation control systems were highly wasteful of power and often failed to achieve the desired conditions.  Vardy’s paper with Ichikawa[1]  led to strong interest in Japan where there are thousands of road tunnels. The Japan Highway Public Corporation (now NEXCO) now regards MPVC as its preferred control system for long highway tunnels and is installing it at the rate of about one tunnel per year.  Design services are provided by Sohatsu Ltd with project-specific guidance from Vardy[14,18].  This link with Sohatsu has evolved to include further research underpinning the development of a new system (FCVC) now used successfully in simpler tunnels than those for which MPVC is installed[14].  FCVC provides automatic control in a fire emergency, with special (but not exclusive) application in bi- directional tunnels with no exhaust shafts. Impact in the oil industry is through Paradigm Flow Solutions, an SME that specialises in detecting, locating and removing restrictions and blockages from offshore pipelines.  Typical lines are tens of kilometres  long  and  diameters  range  from  15mm-250mm.    Paradigm’s  work  focuses  on  the common case when access for intervention is possible only at the ends of the long lines.  Vardy’s inverse-transient software enables the mapping of local and distributed blockages.  The long-term research on unsteady friction is informing methods of removing the blockages and, more recently, in preventing their development. Paradigm Flow Solutions credit the recent application of Vardy’s technique to the unblocking of a pipeline with a saving of £4M in intervention costs for its client and significant enhancement of the company’s reputation[15]		[9].   http://www.thermotun.com (This is Dundee Tunnel Research’s Website. It lists Vardy’s research and ThermoTun. Some licensees are identified on the ThermoTun pages. Others prefer not to be identified in this manner).  [10].  http://www.hbi.ch/en/services/aero-and-thermodynamics.html (This is the website of Swiss company HBI AG. Click on “PDF Aero- and Thermodynamics (91 KB)” near the top of the page to see citation of ThermoTun - http://www.hbi.ch/fileadmin/media/pdf/dienstleistungen/thermodynamik/2_DIE_A_002_AeroUndTh ermo_E_2013-09-01.pdf) [11].  Factual Statement: Director and Arup Fellow, Arup (UK) [12].  Factual Statement: Director, HBI Haerter AG (Switzerland) [13].  Factual Statement: Professional Head, Aerodynamics, UK Railway Safety & Standards Board [14].  http://www.sohatsu.com/Esite/04_c.htm (This is the website of a Japanese company that specialises in road tunnel equipment and control. The home page lists DTR and ThermoTun-Online. Vardy’s position as Technical Adviser is listed on this website). [15].  Factual Statement: Technical Director, Paradigm Flow Solutions (UK) [16].  UIC CODE 779-11 Determination of railway tunnel cross-sectional areas on the basis of aerodynamic considerations.  International Union of Railways, Paris, ISBN, 2-7461-0814-3, 91pp (2005) (see p32) - http://www.uic.org/etf/codex/codex-detail.php?codeFiche=779- 11&langue_fiche=E (This international guideline is current.  ThermoTun was used to create the main charts indicating required tunnel cross-sections). [17].   BUSSLINGER, A, HAGENAH, B, REINKE, P & RUDIN, C., Aerodynamics in Lötschberg Base Tunnel – simulations and measurements in the second longest European high-speed rail tunnel.  Proc. 13th Int’l Symposium on Aerodynamics and Ventilation of Tunnels, New Brunswick, USA, 13-15 May 2009, BHR Group, Ed: I A Sweetland, 767-781 (2009) (This paper, authored by practitioners,is one of many that cite the practical use of ThermoTun) [18].  Factual Statement: President, Sohatsu Systems Laboratory (Japan)

		1049		4000		4000		100000		Research  by  Professor  Vardy’s  team  on  unsteady pipe-flows  has  found  direct  application  in road/rail tunnel design practice and in offshore engineering. The impact is exemplified by Vardy’s participation in the design of many of the world’s longest road and rail tunnels and in his work with industry on the detection and location of blockages in offshore pipelines.   His flagship software ThermoTun,   which   predicts   transient   velocities,   pressures   and   temperatures   in   complex train:tunnel systems, is licensed internationally by several major engineering consultancies and his software (MPVC) controls ventilation systems in seven Japanese road tunnels. His oil pipeline software (PipePulse) is used currently in the offshore oil industry to identify and clear flow obstructions in pipelines.		. The principal focus of Professor Vardy’s underpinning research[1,2,3,4,5,6] is the development of generalised methods of numerical solution of the analytical equations of highly transient flows in complex networks – a task that poses formidable challenges, even in fixed-geometry applications. For train:tunnel aerodynamics, multiple boundaries move through the numerical grid and cross one another within it.  In typical simulations with ThermoTun, dozens of such crossing events occur.  A fundamental choice has to be made between methods that are potentially accurate at boundaries, but poorer between them and methods that are accurate between boundaries, but poorer at them. Likewise, generic choices are inevitable between accuracy and robustness.  In software intended for general purposes in design offices, neither is sufficient without the other.  These issues have driven much of Vardy’s numerical research[5] and underpin its practical acceptance.  No alternative software can match the accuracy and robustness of ThermoTun, MPVC and PipePulse. Until about 10 years ago, Dundee’s tunnel research focussed on the amplitudes of transient events.  These determine pressure comfort inside trains and pollution concentrations in road tunnels, for example.  The focus has since widened to include a far more detailed phenomenon, namely the evolving shapes of propagating wavefronts. These determine whether tunnels will emit sonic booms into the surrounding atmosphere[4]. For this purpose, it is necessary to model[2,3] unsteady skin friction on pipe/tunnel walls and this requires detailed understanding of wave/boundary-layer interactions. Unsteady skin fiction is inherently 3D in nature[8].   Axial accelerations/decelerations of the mean flow induce changes to radial velocity gradients which, in turn, cause redistributions of turbulence in all three coordinate directions.  Dundee works closely with teams at the Universities of Aberdeen and Sheffield, using detailed physical experiments and extensive 3D numerical simulations (DNS, LES & RANS) to investigate the inherent characteristics of turbulence in non-equilibrium flows[6,7]. This underpins the development of generic methods of modelling rapidly varying wall shear stresses in highly unsteady flows. Another research focus has been on the use of inverse transient analysis. Instead of predicting pressure/velocity  histories  for  known  geometrical  and  kinematic   conditions,  this   involves “predicting” (inferring) geometrical and kinematic conditions for known (i.e. measured) pressure/velocity histories[8]. It is inherently impossible to do this with 100% reliability even in the absence  of  inevitable  noise  in  the  measured  signals,  but  the  research  is  showing  how  to distinguish between fundamentally different causes (e.g. friction or area change) of closely similar measurements. The research on tunnel airflows has extended into a method of controlling tunnel ventilation equipment in real time[1].  Whereas conventional tunnel control is usually based on empirical feed- back and/or feed-forward algorithms, MPVC maintains an on-line simulator of current conditions throughout the tunnel network, allowing for exhaust emissions from measured traffic flows. The  simulator is used to predict future conditions based on trial fan operations and an optimisation method selects the case that gives the most desirable outcome. The biggest academic challenge is to maintain compatibility between the simulated and actual conditions in the tunnel systems even though the input to the model cannot be perfect (e.g. vehicle dynamics, exhaust emission rates, errors in sensors).		[1] Ichikawa, A., Vardy, A.E, & Brown, J.M.B. (2001) Model-based predictive control using genetic algorithms.    Proc.    I.Mech.E.,    Journal    of    Power    &    Energy,    215,    Part    A,    623-638. http://dx.doi.org/10.1243/0957650011538857. [NB: This paper was awarded the Donald Julius Groen Prize] [2] Vardy, A.E & Brown,JMB (2004) Transient turbulent friction in fully-rough pipe flows. Journal of Sound & Vibration, 270(2), 233-257. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0022-460X(03)00492-9. [3] Vardy, A.E. & Brown, J.M.B. (2007) Approximation of turbulent wall shear stresses in highly transient   pipe   flows.   Journal   of   Hydraulic   Engineering,   ASCE,   133(11),   1219-1228. http://dx.doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9429(2007)133:11(1219). [4]  Vardy,  A.E.  (2008)  Generation  and  alleviation  of  sonic  booms  from  railway  tunnels. Engineering      &      Computational      Mechanics,      Proc.      ICE,      161      (EM3),      107-119. http://dx.doi.org/10.1680/eacm.2008.161.3.107. [NB: This paper was awarded the Telford Gold Medal - the highest ICE award for any paper published in any its journals] [5]  Shimada,  M.,  Brown, J.M.B.  & Vardy,  A.E.  (2008) Interpolation errors in rectangular and diamond  characteristic  grids.    Journal  of  Hydraulic  Engineering,  ASCE,  134(10),  1480-1490 http://dx.doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9429(2008)134:10(1480). [6] He, S., Ariyaratne, C. & Vardy,A.E. (2011) Wall shear stress in accelerating turbulent pipe flow. Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 685, 440-460 http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2011.328 Key Research Grants [7]  EPSRC (EP/C015479/1 & EP/G069441/1): Turbulence and  wall  shear stress in unsteady internal flows with smooth and rough surfaces. 2005-2008 & 2010-2013, £134,364. Prof A.E.Vardy (P.I.) [8] EPSRC (EP/C003063/1): Full-scale field measurements of 3-D flows in a railway tunnel airshaft in Switzerland 2004-2005, £20,233. Prof A.E.Vardy (P.I.)		The impact is epitomised by Vardy’s services through Dundee Tunnel Research (DTR)[9], specialising in air flow in road and rail tunnels and embracing software licensing, design consultancy, research and the promotion of tunnel safety.  The impact is economic (cost savings achieved by optimum design), environmental and societal (facilitating “clean” transport systems and reducing fossil fuel pollution) and health-related (improving passenger comfort and tunnel safety).  Licences for ThermoTun granted by the university and DTR are targeted expressly at knowledgeable users offering a specialist service to their clients[10,11,12,13]. Since 2008, licences have been granted in Austria, Hong Kong, Korea, Spain, Switzerland, UK and USA.  MPVC is licensed only in Japan and Vardy provides technical expertise for each application[14]. The oil- related software PipePulse is licensed exclusively to a Scottish company, Paradigm Flow Services[15].  ThermoTun is regarded internationally as “the top software available for 1-D simulations of rapidly- varying pressure, velocity and temperature in railway tunnels”[12].  Since 2008, it has been used in the design of many of the largest tunnels in the world[16,17], including the 57km Gotthard Base and 35km Lötschberg Base tunnels (Switzerland); the 28km Guadarrama and 25km Pajares tunnels (Spain), the 18km Fehmarn Link (Denmark-Germany) and high speed lines under design or construction in China, Korea, continental Europe and the UK. ThermoTun has also been used for an  ultra-high-speed  Munich  Mag-Lev  Railway,  more  than  200  shorter  high  speed  tunnels worldwide and more than 30 metro systems. It is regarded by UK Rail Standards & Safety Board as being “without peer in predicting aerodynamic effects of trains travelling in underground tunnel systems”[13].  MPVC is currently used to control seven long road tunnels in Japan[14], including the two longest (11km Kan-Etsu, 11km Hida), where it has delivered large savings in power consumption. Impact is evident through Vardy’s frequent involvement in design, predominantly at the feasibility stage, when it is still possible for current research to have a significant influence on the eventual outcome. This is also the stage at which the need for new research is most easily identified. Thus, the need to understand sonic booms from tunnels led to long-standing research on unsteady friction  and  on  wave  flows  over  porous  media  (ballast-track  rail).    Likewise,  concern  about excessive temperatures (> 50°C) in tunnels under the Alps led to research having impact on prediction of heat conduction in seepage flows around tunnels. Exposure to practical tunnel operation led to research on model-based ventilation control and new proposals for safe ventilation in the event of fire.  All have fed back into practical design.  For designers, the impact of these activities occurs at the design stage whereas, for constructors, it occurs a few years later.   For users, it occurs many years later (and is then on-going).   For instance, current high speed rail design for the UK[16,13] is directly influenced by Vardy’s publications and by a ThermoTun licensee, but passengers and people close to portals will not benefit until 2025 or beyond. Arup confirm[11] that Vardy’s research on aural pressure comfort is the critical factor in optimising tunnel sizes and thereby achieving savings for national governments of “tens or hundreds of millions of pounds”[11] in unnecessary expenditure. The development of MPVC was triggered by a realisation that, in many tunnels, ventilation control systems were highly wasteful of power and often failed to achieve the desired conditions.  Vardy’s paper with Ichikawa[1]  led to strong interest in Japan where there are thousands of road tunnels. The Japan Highway Public Corporation (now NEXCO) now regards MPVC as its preferred control system for long highway tunnels and is installing it at the rate of about one tunnel per year.  Design services are provided by Sohatsu Ltd with project-specific guidance from Vardy[14,18].  This link with Sohatsu has evolved to include further research underpinning the development of a new system (FCVC) now used successfully in simpler tunnels than those for which MPVC is installed[14].  FCVC provides automatic control in a fire emergency, with special (but not exclusive) application in bi- directional tunnels with no exhaust shafts. Impact in the oil industry is through Paradigm Flow Solutions, an SME that specialises in detecting, locating and removing restrictions and blockages from offshore pipelines.  Typical lines are tens of kilometres  long  and  diameters  range  from  15mm-250mm.    Paradigm’s  work  focuses  on  the common case when access for intervention is possible only at the ends of the long lines.  Vardy’s inverse-transient software enables the mapping of local and distributed blockages.  The long-term research on unsteady friction is informing methods of removing the blockages and, more recently, in preventing their development. Paradigm Flow Solutions credit the recent application of Vardy’s technique to the unblocking of a pipeline with a saving of £4M in intervention costs for its client and significant enhancement of the company’s reputation[15]		[9].   http://www.thermotun.com (This is Dundee Tunnel Research’s Website. It lists Vardy’s research and ThermoTun. Some licensees are identified on the ThermoTun pages. Others prefer not to be identified in this manner).  [10].  http://www.hbi.ch/en/services/aero-and-thermodynamics.html (This is the website of Swiss company HBI AG. Click on “PDF Aero- and Thermodynamics (91 KB)” near the top of the page to see citation of ThermoTun - http://www.hbi.ch/fileadmin/media/pdf/dienstleistungen/thermodynamik/2_DIE_A_002_AeroUndTh ermo_E_2013-09-01.pdf) [11].  Factual Statement: Director and Arup Fellow, Arup (UK) [12].  Factual Statement: Director, HBI Haerter AG (Switzerland) [13].  Factual Statement: Professional Head, Aerodynamics, UK Railway Safety & Standards Board [14].  http://www.sohatsu.com/Esite/04_c.htm (This is the website of a Japanese company that specialises in road tunnel equipment and control. The home page lists DTR and ThermoTun-Online. Vardy’s position as Technical Adviser is listed on this website). [15].  Factual Statement: Technical Director, Paradigm Flow Solutions (UK) [16].  UIC CODE 779-11 Determination of railway tunnel cross-sectional areas on the basis of aerodynamic considerations.  International Union of Railways, Paris, ISBN, 2-7461-0814-3, 91pp (2005) (see p32) - http://www.uic.org/etf/codex/codex-detail.php?codeFiche=779- 11&langue_fiche=E (This international guideline is current.  ThermoTun was used to create the main charts indicating required tunnel cross-sections). [17].   BUSSLINGER, A, HAGENAH, B, REINKE, P & RUDIN, C., Aerodynamics in Lötschberg Base Tunnel – simulations and measurements in the second longest European high-speed rail tunnel.  Proc. 13th Int’l Symposium on Aerodynamics and Ventilation of Tunnels, New Brunswick, USA, 13-15 May 2009, BHR Group, Ed: I A Sweetland, 767-781 (2009) (This paper, authored by practitioners,is one of many that cite the practical use of ThermoTun) [18].  Factual Statement: President, Sohatsu Systems Laboratory (Japan)

		557		3840		3840				In the last 20 years, reconfigurable technology has transformed High-Performance Computing and Embedded Systems Design. Research of the Custom Computing and Reconfigurable Systems groups at Imperial made pivotal contributions to this transformation, targeting particularly Field- Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) technology. Since 2008, the impact of this research has been to 1. underpin design flow for partial run-time reconfigurable designs for Xilinx FPGA devices; 2. contribute to the start-up company Maxeler, pioneering reconfigurable computing systems and cloud services for high-performance computing in the financial and other sectors; 3. enable near real-time risk analysis for JP Morgan’s global portfolio to analyse and manage risk much faster than previously possible; 4. achieve about 250 times speedup for Chevron’s seismic modelling for oil and gas exploration, compared to the alternative use of CPU-based machines; 5. accelerate a financial market integrity platform for BlueBee and HL Steam in hardware.		Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are a technology introduced in the 80’s. They provide an  affordable  vehicle  for  hardware acceleration of  sophisticated software.  The emergence of FPGAs has enabled novel computing engines for solving complex scientific and commercial problems. Research groups in EEE and the Department of Computing (DoC) conducted the underpinning research for the above impacts. The group at EEE, consisting of Prof. Peter Cheung (lead),  Dr.  George  Constantinides  and  Dr.  David  Thomas,  focused  mainly  on  hardware architecture, synthesis algorithms and applications in digital signal processing. The DoC group, consisting of Prof. Wayne Luk (lead) and Dr. Oskar Mencer, focused mainly on application-specific programming languages, compilers, run-time reconfigurability and system aspects. These research groups and their collaborations have produced significant research advances that underpin the above impacts, clustered in five topics and mapped to references and the above impacts: Design of FPGA-based reconfigurable computing systems [1; leading to impact 1]: FPGA- based computing systems provide the flexibility of run-time reconfigurability. However, this advantage also adds a new dimension to the complexity of system design, especially when the FPGA device supports partial run-time reconfiguration. Since 1995, our teams have developed new automatic design tools, which efficiently exploit the dynamic reconfigurable nature of FPGAs in producing novel implementations of computing systems. For specific classes of devices, the techniques we developed reduce reconfiguration time from time linear in their size to constant time at best and logarithmic time at worst. An FPGA-specific stream compiler (ASC) [2,4; leading to impacts 2-4]: This stream compiler provides a software-like programming interface to hardware design; it targets FPGAs but maintains the performance of hand-designed circuits. This compiler and interface improve productivity by letting programmers optimize implementations at multiple levels – algorithms, architecture, arithmetic, and gates – and all within the same C++ program. This increased productivity is demonstrated in hardware acceleration of a range of applications, e.g. encryption with Kasumi and IDEA, function evaluation, and Wavelet and LZ-like compression. Optimizing word-length and data for area, power, performance, and accuracy trade-offs [3; leading to impacts 2-5]: In conventional computers, the word-length (e.g. in a 32-bit or 64-bit ALU) and data format (e.g. fixed or floating point) are fixed by the architecture. FPGAs provide the freedom of optimally determining word-length and data format according to the needs of specific applications. Based on an approach that combined analytical and heuristic methods, our teams  pioneered – since 1999 – a number of techniques for determining word-lengths and data formats that will both optimize area, performance and power consumption for a given system-level specification (e.g. worst-case accuracy and signal-to-noise ratio). These techniques also allow us to trade off the accuracy of computations with other desired performance characteristics (e.g. performance). Transferring  reconfigurable  FPGA-based  technology  into  applications  [2-5;  leading  to impact 3, 4]: Since 1995, our teams have researched how the aforementioned new techniques can be applied to solve industrial and commercial problems. Our research has demonstrated the applicability  of  these  techniques  in  various  industrial  application  domains  such  as  financial analysis, seismic modelling and digital signal processing. In particular, we are responsible for some of the earliest research on accelerating financial applications, which produced a powerful mathematical framework for expressing a wide class of Monte-Carlo simulations. In the framework, Monte-Carlo applications can be written in a high-level language, which a streaming compiler such as ours can nonetheless convert into high-performance data pipelines. Our research teams also identified generic design templates that can help reduce design efforts of future systems in these application domains. Novel tools for heterogeneous multiprocessor systems [6; leading to impact 5]: We are among the first (starting this research in 2006) to develop a compilation tool chain for high-level programs targeting heterogeneous systems with different types of processing elements such as general-purpose  processors,  digital  signal  processors,  and  FPGAs.  The  core  of  these  tools includes a task transformation engine, a mapping selector, an optimizer for data representations, and a hardware synthesizer. The tool chain uses as intermediate representation C programs enriched with source annotations, thus making it easy for users to comprehend and control the compilation process.		Publications that directly describe the underpinning research * References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. *[1] W. Luk, N. Shirazi and P.Y.K. Cheung. Compilation tools for run-time reconfigurable designs. IEEE Symp. on FPGAs for Custom Comp. Machines (FCCM), pp. 56-65, 1997. http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/FPGA.1997.624605 [2] O. Mencer, D.J. Pearce, L.W. Howes and W. Luk. Design space exploration with a Stream Compiler. IEEE International Conference on Field Programmable Technology (FPT), pp. 270-277, 2003.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/FPT.2003.1275757 *[3] G. Constantinides, P.Y.K. Cheung and W. Luk. Optimum and heuristic synthesis of multiple word-length architectures. IEEE Trans. on VLSI Systems, 13(1): 39-57, 2005. http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TVLSI.2004.840398 *[4] O. Mencer. ASC, A Stream Compiler for Computing with FPGAs. IEEE Transactions on Computer-Aided Design of Integrated Circuits and Systems, 25(9): 1603-1617, 2006. http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TCAD.2005.857377 [5] J.A. Bower, D.B. Thomas, W. Luk and O. Mencer. A reconfigurable simulation framework for financial computation. International Conference on Reconfigurable Computing and FPGAs (ReConFig), pp. 1-9 2006.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/RECONF.2006.307750 [6] W. Luk, J.G.F. Coutinho, T. Todman, Y.M. Lam, W. Osborne, K.W. Susanto, Q. Liu and W.S. Wong. A high-level compilation toolchain for heterogeneous systems. IEEE International System- On-Chip Conference (SOCC), pp. 9-18, 2009. http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/SOCCON.2009.5398108 Grants that directly funded the underpinning research [i] HARTES – Holistic Approach to Reconfigurable Real Time Embedded Systems. EU FP6- 035143, W. Luk (PI), €764,000, September 2006 – August 2009. [ii]   Optimising   Reconfigurable   Hardware   Parallelism   for   Concurrent   Programs,   EPSRC GR/N66599/01, W. Luk (PI), £211,506, April 2001 – December 2004.  [iii] Effective Production of Parametrised FPGA Libraries, EPSRC GR/L24366/01, W. Luk (PI), £196,706, November 1996 – October 1999.		We now provide details of the five aforementioned impacts and their link to underpinning research: Impact 1: Xilinx Corp. is a US$2.2 billion company (2012) with nearly a 50% share of the FPGA devices market. The impact of our research in FPGA technology is evidenced in their testimony (Distinguished Engineer from Xilinx [A]): “The research group led by you (Prof. Luk) in Department of Computing and Professor Peter Cheung in Department of EEE … is second-to-none internationally, both in terms of quality and quantity. Your team has pioneered many key technologies which have resulted … in significant industrial impact.” For example, the Engineer from Xilinx refers specifically to our work on partial run-time reconfiguration [1], which “… has had a major impact on multiple generations of Xilinx devices that support run-time reconfiguration”, and “….. underpins the design flow for the latest Xilinx device supporting  partial  run-time  reconfiguration”.  The  specific  devices  introduced  since  2008  were Virtex-5 (65nm), Virtex-6 (40nm) and Virtex-7 (28nm) devices as well as their latest Zynq device family, which embeds ARM processor cores within the FPGA fabric. Xilinx’s document UG702, entitled “Partial Reconfiguration User Guide” and published in October 2012, demonstrates that our work [1], first published in 1997, has stood the test of time: its impact is still found in design flow for Xilinx Zynq devices introduced in 2011 [A]. Impact 2: Our underpinning research into acceleration of compute-intensive algorithms using FPGA technology has led to its successful commercial exploitation in the start-up company, Maxeler. The company, with Head Office in Hammersmith, employs 70 members of staff in the UK and US. Many of the key technologies it employs can be traced directly to the research conducted by the team at Imperial College [2, 3, 4]. In particular, the MaxCompiler and MaxGen tools are rooted in Imperial tools. These tools enable MaxCloud, the industry’s first FPGA-based cloud computing service, to provide high performance dataflow computation capability through the cloud [B]. Underpinning research by Cheung and Luk also led to several US patents (US6369610, US7543283, US12/747650) assigned to Maxeler in Nov 2012. Moreover, Maxeler US patent US20130139122 A1 refers to this work on word-length optimisation [3]. Impact 3: The FPGA-based technology from Maxeler is used by JP Morgan [C] and by other finance companies such as Scottish Widows [D] for accelerating a variety of financial modelling calculations including risk analysis. This is therefore indirect impact of our research in [2-5]. In one example,  the  compute  time  was  reduced  from  8  hours  to  less  than  4  minutes  [E].    The effectiveness of this technology resulted in JP Morgan purchasing a 20% stake in Maxeler [F]. According to JP Morgan’s Managing Director and Global Head of their Applied Analytics Group, the total investment made by JP Morgan in deploying our reconfigurable technology amounts to US$30m with an annual estimated saving in running cost of US$6m, in addition to compute time reduction. Furthermore, the reconfigurable computing systems “support our business units that manage the risk on positions in the trillions of dollars” [G]. Impact 4: In addition to financial applications, our reconfigurable computing technology [2-5] has had a strong impact on oil and gas exploration. The oil and gas industry is a major user of high- performance computing. In geoscience, computational cycles are dominated by relatively few and well defined kernels. Using Maxeler’s FPGA-based hardware platform and optimising the algorithm implemented with the Maxeler tool flow, speedups of almost 250 times compared to the use of a single CPU core have been reported by Chevron [H]. Faster seismic analysis and imaging allows more application runs or modelling with higher fidelity, or both. Quicker and more accurate results enable oil and gas companies to make more informed bids on parcels and subsequent drilling. Shorter turnaround time on these seismic applications is critical to the company's profit, especially when they are in a bidding process for drilling rights. Impact 5: BlueBee Technologies is a start-up company that provides tools for heterogeneous multi-core platforms. The success of its tools was recognised by a prestigious Valorisation award from the Dutch Technology Foundation, STW, in December 2012. According to BlueBee’s CEO [I],  several key components in the BlueBee tool chain – such as task transformation and mapping selection – are directly based on our research on high-level compilation tool chains for heterogeneous systems [6]; success of BlueBee can be attributed to our pioneering research which laid the foundations for many important developments in word-length optimisation [3] and high-level design transformation [6]. Recently BlueBee has teamed up with HL Steam, a company responsible for the Ancoa financial market integrity platform, to support FPGA-based acceleration for such platforms. The impact of our research is therefore also ongoing: the enabling of real-world workloads of millions of financial transactions per second to be efficiently processed at lower dollar and energy cost [J].		(indicative maximum of 10 references.) [A] Distinguished Engineer, Xilinx Research Labs, stating the impact of our research on FPGA technology, particularly on Xilinx products. [B] “Maxeler launches Maximum Performance Cloud Computing with Maxcloud”, 20 Sept 2011: http://www.maxeler.com/maxeler-launches-maximum-performance-cloud-computing-with- maxcloud/  Archived on 22/10/2013 https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/gyf [C] S. Shah, “JP Morgan goes live with Maxeler supercomputer”, 20 December 2011, http://www.computing.co.uk/ctg/news/2133724/jp-morgan-goes-live-maxeler-supercomputer. News article reporting JP Morgan’s deployment of Maxeler’s FPGA-based high performance supercomputer for risk evaluation. Archived here on 22/10/2013 https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/hyf [D] O. Mencer, E. Vynckier, J. Spooner, S. Girdlestone and O. Charlesworth, “Finding the right level of abstraction for minimizing operational expenditure”, Workshop on High Performance Computational finance, pp.13-18, 2011.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2088256.2088262. Publication by Scottish Widows and Maxeler on the effectiveness of their HPC on financial computing by Scottish Widows. [E] S. Weston, J. Spooner, S. Racaniere and O. Mencer, “Rapid Computation of Value and Risk for Derivatives Portfolios”, Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experience, 24(8): 880-894, 2012.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/cpe.1778. Publication by JP Morgan and Maxeler on using FPGA- based HPC in 2009 and 2010 on risk computation with 30x performance acceleration. [F] “Maxeler Technologies Sells 20 Percent Stake in Company to J.P. Morgan”, March 31, 2011. http://www.hpcwire.com/hpcwire/2011-03- 31/maxeler_technologies_sells_20_percent_stake_in_company_to_j_p_morgan.html. News article reporting    JP    Morgan    taking    a    20%    stake    in    Maxeler.    Archived    on    22/10/2013 https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/jyf [G] Managing Director and Global Head of Applied Analytics Group at J. P. Morgan, letter stating the impact of our reconfigurable research on J. P. Morgan’s business with quantitative estimates. [H] T. Nemeth, J. Stefani, W. Liu, R. Dimond, O. Pell and R. Ergas, “An Implementation of the Acoustic Wave Equation on FPGAs”, 78th Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG) Annual Meeting, November 2008. http://www.maxeler.com/media/documents/MaxelerSummaryAcousticWaveEquation.pdf.  Archived here on 22/10/2013 [I] CEO of BlueBee Technologies, stating the impact of our research on their products. [J] News and views from the HL Steam team, “HL Steam teams up with BlueBee for hardware acceleration“, 16 November 2012. http://hlsteam.com/hl-steam-teams-up-with-bluebee-for-hardware-acceleration Archived on 22/10/2013 at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/kyf

		420		3500				3500		In a series of papers from 2003, Gibson (Maxwell Institute) and collaborators developed Bayesian computational methods for fitting stochastic models for epidemic dynamics. These were subsequently applied to the design of control programmes for pathogens of humans and plants. A first application concerns the bacterial infection Clostridium difficile in hospital wards. A stochastic model was developed which was instrumental in designing control measures, rolled out in 2008 across NHS Lothian region, and subsequently adopted across NHS Scotland. Incidence in Lothian reduced by around 65%, saving an estimated £3.5M per annum in treatment and other costs, reducing mortality and improving patient outcomes, with similar impacts elsewhere in Scotland. A second application concerns the spread of epidemics of plant disease in agricultural, horticultural and natural environments. Models developed in collaboration with plant scientists from Cambridge have been exploited by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) and the Forestry Commission under a £25M scheme, initiated in 2009, to control sudden oak death in the UK, and by the United States Department of Agriculture to control sudden oak death in the USA.		Statistical  methods  for  parameter  estimation.  Research  carried  out  by  Gibson  (Maxwell Institute) and collaborators formulated and tested Bayesian methods for estimating parameters in stochastic epidemics models that could take account of the incomplete nature of observations typically available in real-world settings. The methods drew extensively on modern computational approaches including data augmentation and Markov chain Monte Carlo and were subsequently applied in interdisciplinary studies on a) hospital acquired infections and b) the spatio-temporal spread of plant pathogens. Hospital-acquired infections. Gibson in collaboration with Renshaw (Strathclyde), PhD student Campbell (Strathclyde), and Starr (NHS) formulated models for the dynamics of C. difficile in hospital wards. Model development was informed by data from two medicine-for-the-elderly wards, collected  over  a  17-month  period  under  an  earlier  project  (PIs:  Gibson,  Starr  and  Poxton (University of Edinburgh), 1998-2001), which recorded the infection status of individuals and incidence  of  clinical  cases  of  C.  difficile.  Analysis  of  these  data  highlighted  the  potential importance of, for example, the use of certain antibiotics, as risk factors [1]. The main analysis of the data, published in final form in [3] presented a stochastic compartment model for C. difficile dynamics which allowed for potentially differing transmission rates between patients in the same and different rooms within wards, various resistant and susceptible states and the possible transitions between them, and the random nature of C. difficile infection. As the data had been collected in the course of day-to-day running of the wards, they did not constitute an exhaustive census of the population. The Bayesian data-augmentation and computational techniques used in [3] were therefore instrumental in allowing the stochastic models to be parameterised in a statistically sound fashion, and to be used to predict outcomes and inform the control strategies. The model was applied to predict the potential reduction in disease incidence that might be achieved by controlling several factors associated with C. difficile infection. These results, together with the earlier risk analysis [1], provided quantitative evidence that reducing the rate of transition  of  patients  to  the  susceptible  compartment  could  be  highly  effective.  They  supported  the implementation of a control strategy for C. difficile based on antibiotic control across Lothian. The Bayesian data-augmentation techniques were also refined and applied by Gibson (2003-2006) in collaboration with Pettitt and Forester (Queensland University of Technology) to characterise the dynamics of meticillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureusis (MRSA) in intensive care units [2]. Spatio-temporal spread of plant pathogens. Gibson and Cook (Maxwell Institute) and Gilligan and colleagues (Plant Sciences, Cambridge) tailored the Bayesian data-augmentation approach to fitting spatio-temporal models of plant pathogens, for which data typically record only snapshots of the infected population at sparse sampling times. Algorithms were initially developed using data from epidemics in laboratory microcosms on the fungal pathogen Rhizoctonia solani [4, 5] before being  applied  to  the  larger-scale  Miami  citrus  canker  epidemic  [6].  The  methods  enabled estimation of key parameters controlling the spatial and temporal dynamics of dispersal of pathogens, the prediction of pathogen spread, and assessment of the likely efficacy of putative control measures. Cook (Maxwell Institute) worked with the epidemiology group, Plant Sciences, Cambridge, during 2007-8 on host-pathogen systems for which spatio-temporal models were required, and subsequently applied the methods developed in [4-6] to data on sudden oak death. This work has had a direct bearing on policy for controlling the spread of this disease. Further collaborative studies involving Gibson have employed the methods to estimate dispersal characteristics of citrus canker and citrus greening. Attribution. G.J. Gibson has been Professor of Statistics at the Maxwell Institute since 2000. His collaborators were from the University of Strathclyde (A. Campbell, E. Renshaw), NHS Lothian (J. M. Starr), University of Edinburgh (I. Poxton, H. Martin, J. McCoubrey), University of Cambridge (C. A. Gilligan, W. Otten) and Queensland University of Technology (M. L. Forrester, A. N. Pettitt). A. Cook was a PhD student in the Maxwell Institute (2002-6) and an RA in the Maxwell Institute on BB/C007263/1 (2005-8).		References marked (*) best indicate the quality of the research. [1] Starr, J.M., Martin, H., McCoubrey, J., Gibson, G. and Poxton, I. R., Risk factors for Clostridium difficile colonisation and toxin production, Age and Ageing, 32, 657-660 (2003). http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/ageing/afg112 [2]* Forrester, M.L., Pettitt, A.N. and Gibson, G.J., Bayesian inference of hospital-acquired infectious diseases and control measures given imperfect surveillance data, Biostatistics, 8, 383-401 (2007).  http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/biostatistics/kxl017 [3]* Starr, J.M., Campbell, A., Renshaw, E., Poxton, I.R. and Gibson, G.J., Spatio-temporal stochastic modelling of Clostridium difficile. Journal of Hospital Infections, 71, 49-56 (2009). http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhin.2008.09.013 [4] Gibson, G.J., Otten, W, Filipe, J.N.F., Cook, A.R., Marion, G. and Gilligan, C.A., Bayesian estimation  for  percolation  models  of  disease  spread  in  plant  communities,  Statistics  & Computing 16, 391-402 (2006). http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s11222-006-0019-z [5]* Cook, A.R., Otten, W., Marion, G., Gibson, G.J. and Gilligan, C. A., Estimation of multiple transmission rates for epidemics in heterogeneous populations, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sciences, 104,  20392-20397 (2007). http://dx.doi.org/10.1073/pnas.0706461104 [6]* Cook, A.R., Gibson, G.J., Gottwald, T.R. and Gilligan, C.A., Constructing the effect of alternative intervention strategies on historic epidemics. J. Roy. Soc. Interface 5: 1203-1213  (2008).  http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rsif.2008.0030 Funding Research Grants: BB/C007263/1. Experimental design for stochastic dynamical models in the life sciences, Gibson (PI), C. A. Gilligan (Co-I), 2005-9 (£183k).		Control of C. difficile. The immediate impact of the research was to inform changes to healthcare practices in NHS Lothian medicine-for-the-elderly wards which served to reduce the incidence of C. difficile, with consequent improvements in patient outcomes. A control strategy, based on control of broad-spectrum antibiotic prescribing and informed by the mathematical models, was identified and implemented in a 12-month pilot study from November 2007 across seven medicine- for-the-elderly wards in Edinburgh hospitals. During the pilot study there were a total of 60 cases of C. difficile infection in the wards, compared to 120 during the previous 12 months. Following this initial success, and other pilot studies, a tool-kit of measures was rolled out across all acute wards in  Lothian  (the  2nd   largest  NHS  region  in  Scotland)  in  September  2008.  The  NHS  Lothian consultant who led the pilot study has indicated that ‘the mathematical and statistical models were key to providing the quantitative evidence necessary to justify the approach taken in the pilot studies’ [7]. Following the introduction of the toolkit of measures, the incidence of C. difficile declined considerably. Monthly median incidence in Lothian during the 15 months from Jan 2007 – March 2008, was 106 cases per month. During the 24 months from April 2008 – March 2010, the monthly median incidence was 61 cases per month [9,10]. A more recent estimate of the impact of the control measures can be found in the summary document NHS Lothian at a Glance HEAT 2011- 12 Target Performance [11] which notes the ‘significant progress in reducing the rate of C. difficile infections’ and that ‘Year-end rates for new cases represented a reduction of 74% compared to 2007-8’. As well as the beneficial changes to clinical practices, disease prevention, and patient health outcome,  reduction  in  mortality  and  morbidity,  the  research  has  contributed  to  substantial economic benefits. The management of each clinical case of C. difficile infection was estimated to cost £4k in 2000. Thus, a 74% reduction from monthly median levels of the order of 100 cases per month represents – not accounting for cost inflation – a reduction of monthly costs of the order of £300k translating to annual reductions of around £3.5M. Moreover, there is the ‘opportunity-cost’ benefit that increased infection-control resources can now be targeted at other pathogens, such as norovirus, or other healthcare issues. The impact been extended from Lothian to the whole of Scotland with the adoption of measures to control antimicrobial prescribing by NHS Scotland [8] and a proportionate reduction in C. difficile infection levels has been seen. Control of arboreal pathogens. The spatio-temporal parameter-estimation techniques [4-6] were adopted by the epidemiology group at Cambridge in a major initiative to develop a spatio-temporal modelling toolbox that could be applied to a wide variety of plant diseases [12]. This group was approached by Defra and US Department of Agriculture (USDA) to apply the toolbox to a range of  emerging  plant  pathogens,  including  sudden  oak  death,  a  devastating  disease  that  is threatening woodlands in California and woodlands and heathlands in the UK, and whose host range includes more than 100 economically and ecologically important woody hosts. In the Californian context, models parameterised using the methods [4-6] were employed to demonstrate the value of early action in detecting and controlling disease, to determine the regions of the state at greatest risk up to 2030, and to demonstrate that creating barriers by removing large areas of  vegetation is unlikely to work. More widely, they have been used to inform US policy advisers and policy makers about the risks of spread of sudden oak death in Eastern states of the US [13]. In the UK, The Forestry Commission and Defra are using the models to inform, adjust and implement sampling and disease control policies for sudden oak death throughout England and Wales as part of a £25M eradication and control scheme launched in 2010 [14]. Specifically the models formulated by the Cambridge group since 2008 allow comparison of different ‘what-if’ scenarios about the likelihood of disease spread and are providing policy makers with information about the likely efficacy of different culling distances and sampling frequencies, and to guide aerial and ground surveys for the disease, using ‘hazard maps’ predicted by the parameterised models. The insights on sudden oak dynamics from the US setting – such as the structure of appropriate models for pathogen dispersal and the parameter ranges – obtained using the parameter estimation method of [4-6], were utilised directly in the initial modelling studies of the UK sudden oak death epidemic, and helped to underpin the subsequent advice to policy makers [14].		Control of C. difficile [7] Through their position as Consultant at NHS Lothian: for corroboration of the importance of the inference and predictive modelling in designing the control strategy. [8] Senior Manager, NHS Lothian: for corroboration of the effectiveness of controlling antimicrobial prescribing  on  levels  of  C.  difficile  in NHS Lothian and of  the wider  impact  across NHS Scotland. [9] Guthrie et al., Reduction of Clostridium difficile in NHS Lothian using a toolkit approach, Poster, NHS Scotland Event – Sharing the learning, 2010. http://www.knowledge.scot.nhs.uk/media/CLT/ResourceUploads/21710/CE21.pdf [10] Media articles citing effectiveness of control measures for C. difficile in NHS Lothian region include:  http://news.stv.tv/east-central/85809-decrease-in-levels-of-cdiff-in-lothian/ [11] NHS Lothian at a Glance, HEAT 2011-12, Target Performance. http://www.nhslothian.scot.nhs.uk/OurOrganisation/KeyDocuments/AnnualReviews/NHS%20Lo thian%202012%20Performance%20Handout.pdf Control of arboreal pathogens [12] Senior Academic, Department of Plant Sciences, Cambridge University: for corroboration of the role of the inferential techniques for parameterisation of models within the toolkit. [13] Senior Scientist, US Department of Agriculture, Florida: to provide evidence of impact of models in practical disease control for tree diseases in the US. [14] Senior Scientist, Forestry Commission: for evidence of the use of the models to inform Forestry Commission Policy on practical control decisions about where and how to control sudden oak death on Forestry Commission land. Note: should links to web pages be broken, please use the website http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~mthdat25 to access pdf versions of the pages

		706		3500		3500				This impact case is based on economic impact through improved forecasting technology. It shows how research in pattern recognition by Professor Henry Wu at the School of Electrical Engineering and  Computer  Science  led  to  significantly  improved  accuracy  of  daily  national  gas  demand forecasting by National Grid plc. The underpinning research on predicting non-linear time series began around 2002 and the resulting new prediction methodology is applied on a daily basis by National Grid plc since December 2011. The main beneficiaries from the improved accuracy (by 0.5 to 1 million cubic meters per day) are UK gas shippers, who by conservative estimates save approximately £3.5M per year. Savings made by gas shippers benefit the whole economy since they reduce the energy bills of end users.		Prediction and forecasting of time-varying quantities is of crucial importance for the operational efficiency  of  systems  in  a  diverse  range  of  areas,  including  the  financial  sector,  medicine, manufacturing, transport, weather forecasting, and large-scale energy distribution networks. Time-series prediction methods use historical data to build models that utilise recent observations of relevant system variables to make forecasts of their future values. Standard prediction methods are global and static; they build a mathematical model that assumes that the time-varying behaviour of the system variables remains the same over the operational life of the system. In other words, they assume that the system has one “mode” of behaviour. However, this assumption is often not realistic  because  in  many  real-world  applications  the  relationships  between  system  variables change over time. Although such global predictors make use of all the available time-series data to build a model, they do not differentiate between different system modes, and the resulting conflation results in less effective prediction. To address these problems, Wu and Lau (Wu’s PhD student) proposed a novel local predictor in their Pattern Recognition paper [1] in 2008. Unlike global predictors, their local predictor produces forecasts by fitting different models for different windows of the historical data. To achieve this, the available historical time-series data is converted, based on the theory of chaotic dynamics, to data in a new (embedding dimension) space where the different modes of dynamics are easier to capture and analyse. In contrast to global predictors, the proposed method opens small local windows, aggregating more data which share similar characteristics in this new space, and fits individual models that best fit the individual prediction characteristics. The localised predictions are more accurate and flexible than the global ones. Furthermore, data complexity is an issue that very often causes forecasting difficulties in real-world problems. The work in [1] employs a powerful data regression methodology based on kernel methods, capable of tackling highly complex (nonlinear) datasets. The proposed method was thoroughly compared with other state-of-the-art methods using benchmark datasets and was found to outperform them. The above work was further extended by Wu in [2] and [3]. For example, the work in [2] improved the behaviour of local predictors by introducing weighted data prediction. In addition to employing multiple local models, it proposed a method that prioritises the local windows, by using weights to balance how the windows contribute to the prediction.		Publications in the academic literature: [1] Lau, K.W., Wu, Q.H., ’Local prediction of non-linear time series using support vector regression’, Pattern Recognition, Vol.41, No.5, pp.1556- 1564, 2008. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.patcog.2007.08.013 [2] Elattar, E.E., Goulermas, J.Y., Wu, Q.H., ’Electric load forecasting based on locally weighted support vector regression’, IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics, Part C: Applications and reviews, Vol. 40, No. 4, July 2010, pp.438-447. http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TSMCC.2010.2040176 [3] Elattar, E.E., Goulermas, J.Y., Wu, Q.H., ’Generalized locally weighted GMDH for short term load forecasting’, IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics, Part C: Applications and reviews, Vol. 42, No. 3, May 2012, pp.345-356. http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TSMCC.2011.2109378		Gas demand forecasting has been a challenging problem faced by National Grid for many years. National Grid’s published daily gas demand forecasts from the National Transmission System (NTS) are used by the market to aid trading and operational decisions in balancing supply and demand. The NTS takes gas from producers and delivers it to consumers. Gas shippers nominate quantities of gas entering and exiting the NTS. National Grid is responsible for the physical transportation of gas through the NTS, and for ensuring the physical balance of the total system (which is important both for efficiency and safety). Each gas shipper is financially responsible for the costs incurred for the management of an imbalance in its supply and demand or a difference between its gas nominations and actual flows. If the actions of gas shippers are out of balance, then National Grid takes residual balancing actions: it buys or sells gas in the 'On-the-day Commodity Market' (OCM), which is part of the gas trading arrangements introduced in the UK in October 1999. When the NTS is short of gas National Grid tends to force prices up; when the NTS has an oversupply of gas, the price is forced down. These residual balancing trades in the OCM determine marginal system buy and sell prices. At the end of any day, gas shippers that are out of balance are automatically balanced through a 'cash- out' procedure in which the shipper is made to buy or sell the required quantity of gas at the marginal system buy or sell price for that day. More accurate published gas demand forecasts by National Grid allow gas shippers to pursue actions that are more likely to be balanced. The more balanced the actions of gas shippers, the less balancing actions need to be taken by National Grid, and in turn there is a reduced associated cost for gas shippers. This is important for the economy as a whole because the costs incurred by gas shippers are ultimately passed on to end users, resulting in higher energy bills. In the future, it will be  even more difficult to make accurate gas demand predictions, as the decarbonization agenda promotes a greater dependence on renewable energy sources, which inherently suffer from extreme variability. The intermittent energy generated by these renewable sources directly translates to variability in the demand for traditional energy sources like gas. In order to improve the accuracy of forecasting, National Grid operates within a framework which includes penalties for inaccurate prediction and incentives for reduction of forecasting errors. As evidence for the large scale and significance of the problem: in April 2013 Ofgem (the regulator for electricity and gas markets in the UK) proposed an incentive scheme with an annual reward of up to £10M for National Grid. The level of the reward will depend on the quality of National Grid's daily gas demand forecasts (see [B] in Section 5).  Earlier methods used for national gas demand forecasting by National Grid were based on global prediction methods, as described above. Forecasts were calculated using a globally fitted model to the historical data using standard regression techniques. The results were often unsatisfactory (in fact, National Grid had to pay significant penalties for inaccurate daily forecasts). Professor Henry Wu has a long-standing collaborative research relationship with National Grid plc of over 15 years. In July 2011, the joint project “Daily Gas Demand Forecasting” between Wu and National Grid started. The aim of the project was to apply the methodology developed in [1] to daily gas demand forecasting. The project was funded by National Grid plc with cash contribution of £100,115 (see [C] in Section 5). On the National Grid side the project was led by Chris Aldridge (commercial analyst) with a project team of five engineers. National grid collected local and national gas demand data and Professor Wu jointly with postdoctoral researcher Dr Li and PhD student Zhu applied the local predictor techniques developed in [1] to the data provided by National Grid and developed the required software. Initial investigations showed that Wu's approach, which combines local prediction techniques with kernel methods to deal with non-linearities, is well-suited to the problem of forecasting gas demand and showed improvements over National Grid's previous forecasting method. A live trial of a prototype of the new model ran from October 2011 until December 2011. The results showed an improvement  in forecast accuracy (over  the old method, which  was still used for published forecasts) by 0.5 to 1 million cubic meters (mcm) per day. Daily gas demand varies through the year but is on average around 240mcm. This volume of gas (0.5 to 1 mcm), priced at typical current wholesale gas price of 70 pence per therm, is worth £130k to £260k per day. The new forecasting  method was implemented in December  2011 and since then is in daily operational use. The main direct beneficiaries are gas shippers, since they bear costs from inaccurate forecasts. In 2012 balancing actions were taken on around 200 days, with an average cost of £700k/day. The improvement in performance over previous methods is conservatively estimated at about 5 days less on which balancing actions would have been needed. This corresponds to an estimated saving of £3.5M per annum for gas shippers, and ultimately for end user's energy bills. These economic impacts have arisen directly from the application of the techniques developed in [1]. Based on the first project discussed above, and because of its huge success, a second phase started in October 2012 and will last for two years. It was funded by National Grid plc with cash contribution of £200,443. The project is again led by Professor Henry Wu and Chris Aldridge, where the Liverpool team is responsible for algorithms and software system development and the National Grid team is responsible for daily live trials of the developed software. Within this project, the models now used will be refined, and further economic benefits in the forecasting of gas demand within the transmission network are expected.		[A] Description of the impact of Professor Henry Wu’s research on daily gas demand forecasting can be corroborated in a letter from Commercial Analyst, Gas Incentives and Strategy at National Grid. This contact can also be contacted to verify the impact. [B] Information about Ofgem incentives for accurate daily gas demand forecast by National Grid Plc in Ofgem provides evidence to corroborate the impact of Professor Henry Wu’s research. [C] Description of joint project “Daily Gas Demand Forecasting” between Henry Wu and National Grid plc on page 399 of Annual Report 2011/12 “Innovation Funding Incentive: Gas Transmission R& D Programme Detailed Reports” by NationalGrid.

		863		3200		3200				The field of conceptual chemical process design as practiced industrially has been influenced significantly by the outputs from the Centre for Process Integration (CPI) at Manchester. Process Integration Ltd (PIL) was spun-out from Manchester and currently employs over 50 staff globally, who have conducted projects that have resulted in annual cost savings of hundreds of millions of US dollars. The application of CPI technology has led to significant reductions in both energy costs and emissions of greenhouse gases. Since 2008 ca. US$350m of savings have been realized through the exploitation of CPI technology with US$1.4m generated from software sales.		The impact  is  based on research that  took  place in  Manchester between  1993-date by key researchers:-     Robin Smith (Professor, 1984-date)     X X (Frank) Zhu, (Senior Lecturer/Reader, 1993-2006)     Gavin Towler (Lecturer, 1994-2002)     Megan Jobson (Lecturer/Senior Lecturer, 1996-date)     Nan Zhang (PhD Student/Lecturer, 1996-date)     Simon Perry (Senior Teaching Fellow, 1986-date)     Nii Asante (PhD Student/PDRA, 1993-1998) Joao Alves (PhD Student, 1996-1999), MiMi Saine Aye (PhD Student, 2000-2003), Lu Chen (PhD Student,  2005-2009),  Petar  Varbanov,  (PhD  Student,  2001-2004),  Yogesh  Makwana,  (PhD Student, 1994-1997), Fang Liu (PhD Student, 1998-2002). Four areas of CPI’s research activities that have generated significant impact will be discussed:- 1.  Heat recovery systems New approaches to heat exchanger design and retrofit were researched and developed that combine mathematical modelling with thermodynamic analysis. The approach has been proven to be particularly well-suited to the retrofit of existing heat recovery systems by allowing more cost effective improvement of existing processes. A fundamental understanding of the principles that underpin the limitations of existing heat exchanger networks has provided a much more systematic and practical insight [1]. In addition, the approaches developed for the design and retrofit of heat recovery systems have been able to be combined effectively with process models to allow much better improvements in profitability than when the heat recovery system is tackled alone [4]. 2. Utility systems Underpinning research conducted at Manchester has developed new and much more effective methods for the design and optimisation of complex utility systems. Such utility systems are a common feature of all chemical processing and are huge energy consumers. This has required an approach to modelling such systems that accounts for the part-load performance of equipment and at the same time allows more effective optimisation of the total system. The modelling environment developed has been implemented for system design and retrofit or for the operational improvement of an existing system with no capital expenditure [2]. 3. Refinery hydrogen networks Research at Manchester has developed systematic methods for improving refinery hydrogen networks – a critical feature of the design and operation of petroleum refineries. Various processes produce fresh hydrogen, produce waste hydrogen and consume hydrogen at different conditions.  Effective integration of these processes is critical to profitable operation. The methods developed provided for the first time insights into the complex interactions that take place. Graphical methods [3] have been developed, together with mathematical optimisation methods [5]. The methods set the minimum hydrogen supply required by the hydrogen network and allow systematic screening of purification processes for integration within the network. Prior to this work, no methods were available for the systematic analysis of refinery hydrogen networks. 4.  Petroleum refinery molecular modelling Petroleum refineries have conventionally modelled refinery streams and processes using only bulk properties, such as density, boiling point, etc. The composition of the streams has traditionally been considered to be too complex to allow a more fundamental approach. Research at Manchester has developed a way of modelling refinery streams and processes on a molecular basis. Critical to this is the ability to relate bulk properties to molecular make-up [6]. The molecular modelling approach can be used for the first time to manage the flow of specific molecular species through the refinery to allow better exploitation of the crude oil resource and increase profitability.		The research was published in leading chemical engineering journals, including Chemical Engineering Research and Design, Chemical Engineering Science and Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research. The research has had a considerable influence on the development of the field, as evidenced by the large number of citations (Google Scholar). Key Publications 1.  X X Zhu, N D K Asante “Diagnosis and Optimization Approach for Heat Exchanger Network Retrofit”, AIChE Journal, 45(7): 1488-1503 (1999). (34 citations) DOI:  10.1002/aic.690450712 2. P Varbanov, S Perry, Y Makwana, XX. Zhu and R Smith, “Top-Level Analysis of Site Utility Systems”, Chemical Engineering Research and Design, 82(A6): 784-795 (2004). (28 citations) DOI: 10.1205/026387604774196064 3.  Joao J Alves, Gavin P Towler, “Analysis of Refinery Hydrogen Distribution Systems”, Industry Eng. Chem. Res., 41: 5759-5769 (2002). (168 citations) DOI:  10.1021/ie010558v Other Relevant publications 4. Smith R, Jobson M, Chen L, Recent Developments in the Retrofit of Heat Exchanger Networks, Applied    Thermal    Engineering,    30(16):    2281-2289    (2010).    (20    citations)    DOI: 10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2010.06.006 5. Liu F and Zhang N, “Strategy of Purifier Selection And Integration In Hydrogen Networks”, Chemical Engineering Research and Design, 82(A10): 1315-1330 (2004). (74 citations)  DOI: 10.1205/cerd.82.10.1315.46739 6. Mi Mi Saine Aye, N Zhang “A novel methodology in transforming bulk properties of refining streams into molecular information” Chemical Engineering Science, 60(23): 6702-6717 (2005). (20 citations) http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ces.2005.05.033		Context The considerable supply of energy required by industrial production has focused attention on the more sustainable use of energy. Also, it is imperative that process efficiencies are improved to meet stringent regulations and environmental legalisation. Process Integration Technology (Pinch Technology) pioneered at Manchester was developed to address such issues and has been extensively used by the process industry worldwide. Pathways to Impact Manchester’s CPI is a recognised centre of excellence and has maintained close links with industry through the Process Integration Research Consortium (PIRC). The computer software developed  in CPI has enabled effective technology transfer and commercial exploitation of our underpinning research outputs by the thirteen companies comprising PIRC. In total, six software packages have been developed for heat recovery systems, utility systems, distillation systems cryogenic systems, water integration and refinery modelling & optimisation. Process Integration Ltd (PIL) was spun-out from Manchester in 2007 to provide an effective route to market. The software has been further developed to commercial standards and licensed by PIL, which currently employs over 50 people in Manchester, Beijing and Houston, for either sale to industry (14 copies, US$100k per copy) or for internal use by PIL on consultancy projects (35 major projects) [C1]. Reach and Significance of Impact Heat Recovery Systems Despite the cost saving and environmental benefits associated with reduced consumption of finite non-renewable energy resources, it is difficult to justify capital investment on retrofit for energy saving of an existing process. The new methods developed in CPI have allowed more cost-effective retrofit of heat recovery systems  and  simultaneous  heat  recovery  and  process  optimisation.  To  date,  three  software licences have been sold and sixteen commercial studies have been carried out on various process units from refining to petrochemicals. Savings related directly to the use of these CPI methods can be considerable [C2, C3], for example Sinopec has, since 2009, saved 15 MW of energy worth approximately US$25m, and savings will continue at a rate of ca. US$5m/year [C4]. BP envisages savings worth approximately US$4.4m/year per typical major refinery [C3]. Utility systems Most processes operate in the context of an existing site in which a number of processes are linked  to  the  same  steam  and  power  system.  Such  utility  systems  are  the  largest  energy consumers on most processing sites and therefore offer the opportunity of substantial savings. Manchester has developed improved methods for the simulation and operational optimisation of utility systems that have enable without capital expenditure substantial reductions in fuel consumption, fuel costs, increased power production and lower CO2 emissions. Eleven commercial studies have been undertaken on utility systems for Sinopec resulting in energy savings of US$250m since 2009 and these savings will continue at a rate of ca. US$50m/year [C4]. In addition, revenue has been generated by licencing eight copies of the software to PCITC and LPEC in China. Refinery hydrogen networks After the cost of purchasing crude oil and the cost of energy to run a refinery, the next biggest cost is that of hydrogen. Changes in environmental regulations and increased use of heavy crude oil have increased the demand for hydrogen in refineries significantly. This has necessitated more efficient use of hydrogen and significant investment in hydrogen generation and purification, which consumes a significant amount of energy. Manchester’s  systematic  methods have for the first  time provided  petroleum  companies  with insight into how to improve the refinery hydrogen networks. Industrial process engineers have the benefit of not only powerful mathematical tools, but also the insights that simple graphical methods present. Three  software  licences  have  been  sold  to  Sinopec  and  PetroChina  in  China.  Also,  eight commercial studies have been undertaken on refinery hydrogen networks for Sinopec that have saved  the  company  US$50M,  since  2009,  comprising  savings  in  natural  gas  and  additional revenue generated from the recovery of light hydrocarbons. These savings will continue at a rate of ca. US$10m/year. [C4]. In addition, a major study has also been carried out for Shell Deutschland, but the results are commercial in confidence.  Petroleum refinery molecular modelling The  demand  for  higher  quality  products  in  conjunction  with  more  stringent  environmental regulations  has  caused  the  refining  industry  to  move  towards  better  characterisation  of  the composition of refinery streams. The  methodology  developed  at  Manchester  allows  more  effective  molecular  management  in refining through better modelling and optimisation. Three commercial studies have been carried out on refinery optimisation for Sinopec that have saved US$25m, since 2009, in increased product value and on-going savings of ca. US$5m/year. More recently, PIL and Sinopec established a joint venture that has developed a new software system based on a research output from CPI. The software has the potential to make significant improvements in the efficiency of exploitation of crude oil. To date, the software has been validated on two Chinese refineries of Sinopec, two trial software licences have been issued for evaluation and is currently being launched commercially. The sales price of the software will be around US$225k per copy [C1].		C1. Letter from Process Integration Ltd – Software licensing and technology exploitation. C2. Letter from ExxonMobil (USA) - Heat recovery Systems C3. Letter from BP International - Heat recovery systems C4. Letter from Sinopec - Heat recovery systems, Utility systems, Refinery hydrogen networks, and Petroleum refinery molecular modelling.

		1107		3000		3000				One of the major problems experienced in the oil production industry is the formation of mineral scale deposited downhole within an oil reservoir and topside.   The scale creates a blockage causing a detrimental effect to the productivity of the well. ERPE Research in scale management has led to the following impacts in the REF2014 period: •  Helped  Shell  save  £3M  per  well  per  year  by  reducing  the  frequency  of  scale  inhibiting treatments i.e.  squeezes, from a treatment every six months to a yearly treatment. •  All  scale  service  companies  are  required  to  demonstrate  competence  in  ERPE  written SQUEEZE software within tender processes. For a single contractor (Nalco Champion) in 2012 this resulted in an addition $3.5M (£2.3M) of revenue. •  [text removed for publication]		The ERPE team of Mackay (Prof), Sorbie (Prof), Todd (Prof) have been on staff throughout the REF2014 period. Overall, the most important outputs from the ERPE research were: •  Demonstration of the importance of reservoir mineralogy in determining how scale inhibitors are retained in reservoirs. •  The modelling of adsorption and precipitation scale inhibitor squeeze treatments in North Sea fields. •  The  development  of  the  methodology to assess  the scale risk  in fields  at  the  Front  End Engineering and Design stage of a project. One of the major problems experienced in the oil production industry is the formation of mineral scale. Scale is deposited downhole within an oil reservoir and topside, throughout the water production lifecycle of a producer well. This creates formation damage (restriction / blockage within the rock matrix) and blockage of the production tubing, reducing the productivity of the well. Various forms of inorganic scales can be found in the North Sea and elsewhere and these are normally  prevented  using  a  process  known  as  a  "squeeze"  treatment,  where  scale  inhibitor chemicals are applied to the rock formation to stop scale deposition in the pipelines and to protect the wellbore area, or by continual chemical injection, which treats the topside precipitated calcium carbonate and barium sulphate scale. Scaling problems arise in high pressure, high temperature (HP/HT) fields in the North Sea and around the World, and also in systems where low temperatures are prevalent such as long line tie- backs. In order to treat the scale that is formed under such severe conditions as these, a solid, scientifically-based understanding of the chemical processes leading to scale formation is required. Since 1993, ERPE has developed a detailed predictive understanding of the way in which scale forms and can be treated in a wide variety of operating environments. ERPE has achieved this understanding   through   manufacture   of   specialised   laboratory   equipment,   field   condition experiments (up to 200 C and 1500 bar), and development of computer software that can model scale at the level of pore, core, well and field. To give some context for the amount of data that ERPE has generated and analysed, our industrial partners, (e.g. BP, Petrobras, Shell, Total, Statoil, Talisman, etc), have provided water compositional analysis data and samples of core taken from numerous wells in their fields; ERPE has received 65,000 lines of 8-12 ion field brine analysis data from operators and undertaken reservoir  simulation  studies  on  40  offshore  fields  for  16  companies  and  over  100  reservoir  condition corefloods. The data has been used to investigate the fundamental mechanisms by which generic chemicals inhibit various scales and how they are retained on various mineral substrates.  [1,2,3] The work has been carried out under a wide range of conditions leading to a widespread applicability of the results of the research. ERPE’s  SQUEEZE  software  encapsulates  the  results  of  20  years  of  detailed  laboratory experiments  and  experience  in  upscaling  laboratory  measurements  to  field  conditions.    The SQUEEZE software enabled ERPE researchers to conduct appropriate experiments to study field problems, often iterating with modelling to ensure requisite data are collected and analysed [4]. These predictions were then compared with observed field data, and the models further refined as necessary. Knowledge gained from analysis of produced water compositions and reservoir simulation calculations regarding brine displacement through the reservoir, and the impact this has on production conditions, is also used to inform recommendations for field practice [5], a process that is now routinely carried out by industry during the Front End Engineering and Design (FEED) phase of projects		The references identified with * are the ones which best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. [1] * Jordan, M.M., Sorbie, K.S., Jiang, P., Yuan, M., Todd, A.C. and Taylor, K.: “Mineralogical Controls on Inhibitor Adsorption/Desorption in Brent Group Sandstone and Their Importance in Predicting and Extending Field Squeeze Lifetimes”,  Society of Petroleum Engineers European Production  Operations  Conference  and  Exhibition,  15-17  March  1994,  Aberdeen,  DOI: 10.2118/27607-MS 12 Google Scholar (GS) citations. This paper showed that the one of the main factors determining how scale inhibitors are retained in reservoirs is the reservoir mineralogy. [2]   Neville, A., Bepoix, M., Graham, G. , and Morizot, A.P.: “Assessing the Potential of Atomic Force  Microscopy  to  Study  the  Formation  of  Electrodeposited  Calcareous  Scales  in Uninhibited   and   Inhibited   Conditions”,   Society   of   Petroleum   Engineers   International Symposium on Oilfield Scale, 30-31 January 2002, Aberdeen, DOI: 10.2118/74653-MS This work identified the nature of crystal growth in oilfield environments, and as a result that chemicals need not function by preventing growth across the entire crystal surface area, but just need to target the active growth site on the crystal, reducing the volumes of chemical required for inhibition. [3] * Yuan,  Ming  Dong, Sorbie,  K.S., Todd,  A.C.,  Atkinson, L.M.,  Riley,  H, Gurden,  S.  "The Modelling of Adsorption and Precipitation Scale Inhibitor Squeeze Treatments in North Sea Fields" Society of Petroleum Engineers International Symposium on Oilfield Chemistry, 1993, New OrleansSPE Journal, 25613 (1993) DOI:  10.2118/25163-MS 27 GS citations The research that led to this paper established the SQUEEZE model as the standard tool for assessing scale inhibitor core floods, which are used by industry every time a new chemical is introduced to a field for scale control. [4]  Mackay, E.J., Matharu, A.P., Sorbie, K.S., Jordan, M.M., and Tomlins, R.: “Modelling Scale- Inhibitor Treatments in Horizontal Wells: Application to the Alba Field”, SPE Production & Facilities (May 2000) 15 (2) 107-114. DOI:  10.2118/63013-PA 48 GS citations This paper was the first to describe how to design scale inhibitor squeeze treatments in an existing  horizontal  well  using  reservoir  modelling,  and  has  been  the  basis  on  which  all subsequent modelling of scale squeezes in horizontal wells has been carried out since. [5]*  Sorbie,  K.S.  and  Mackay,  E.J.:  “Mixing  of  Injected,  Connate  and  Aquifer  Brines  in Waterflooding  and  its  Relevance  to  Oilfield  Scaling”  Journal  of  Petroleum  Science  and Engineering (July 2000) 27 (1-2) 85-106. DOI: 10.1016/S0920-4105(00)00050-4   108 GS citations. This paper established the methodology now used by operating companies to assess the  scale risk in fields at the Front End Engineering and Design stage of a project.		[text removed for publication] In the REF2014 period Shell has used SQUEEZE software to go from a treatment every six months to a treatment every 12 months, saving £3M per well per annum. A partial list of the wells for which this OPEX reduction has been achieved is Pierce B1, Guillemot P3, and some Bittern wells, leading to savings well in excess of £10M per year. [S4] As a result of ERPE research, service companies tendering for work are required to demonstrate expertise in designing field treatment programmes using the SQUEEZE software. In the last three years, 102 industry representatives have undergone SQUEEZE training at our Edinburgh campus and at industry offices in Aberdeen, Norway, Dubai, Malaysia and USA. As examples of service company use of SQUEEZE software, we provide two quotes: Clariant Oil state that they “use the most recently updated version of the SQUEEZE modelling software (currently SQUEEZE 8) to plan all the scale inhibitor squeeze operations that we manage for our clients. Across the global organization this equates to approximately 300 squeezes per year and protects over 500,000,000 barrels of produced water resulting in many billions of dollars of protected oil production.” [S1] Nalco Champion “…use the latest version of the SQUEEZE software for all our squeeze designs, which annually numbers approximately 250 squeeze treatments.  Along with our current customer contracts we are required by operators to demonstrate expertise in the use of the SQUEEZE software in tendering for chemical squeeze business.  In the past 12 months Nalco Champion has been able to secure contracts worth over $3,000,000 based on our ability to use the current version of this ERPE developed software.” [S2] Prevention by inhibition is by far more cost effective than cure taking into account typical workover costs in the UK N Sea of ca. £25 M/well excluding the associated loss of production. ERPE is a recognized world leader JIP supporting the industry in terms of learning on this key scale management area.   A Production Chemistry Team Leader at Talisman Sinopec Energy UK Ltd commented that "All the scale management activity in the North Sea that our company undertakes is impacted by the research that has been undertaken by ERPE over the past decade….Talisman-Sinopec Energy UK Limited has some fifty four wells under active scale squeeze management protecting 36,798 barrels of oil production per day. This production typically equates to a significant portion of the company's annual production and revenue." [S5]		[S1]  Senior Manager within Application Development Team, Clariant Oil will advise that their company uses the SQUEEZE (Version 8) modelling software to plan all scale inhibitor squeeze operations that we manage for our clients. [S2]  Consultant, Oil Field Chemicals Team, Nalco Champion, an Ecolab Company will corroborate that   they   use   SQUEEZE   (Version   8)   software   for   all   squeeze   designs,   annually approximately 250 squeeze treatments. They must demonstrate expertise in the use of SQUEEZE software in tendering for chemical squeeze business. [S3]  Scale Specialist, Total will confirm that they undertook some modelling of squeeze treatments for a specific well at ERPE. The value of production of gas condensate from this well was approximately £1million daily. A 90 day shut in to install a chemical injection capillary was the alternative. Total decided to model the treatments using SQUEEZE software. [S4]   Production Chemist Shell, will confirm that ERPE's work with Shell has shown that squeezes in some of their fields cost £3million, and they have used the SQUEEZE software to go from a treatment every six months to a treatment every 12 months, saving £3m per well per annum in those fields. Impact case study  (REF3b)                                                                                    REF © Research Excellence Framework [S5)   Senior member of staff within the Production Chemistry Team, Talisman Sinopec Energy UK Ltd The company has 54 wells under active scale squeeze management protecting 36,798 barrels of oil production per day. Prevention by inhibition is more cost effective than cure taking into account typical workover costs in the UK N Sea of ca. £25 millions/well excluding the associated loss of production.

		786		3000		3000				Cranfield’s research on Osteomics (the science of bones) & Biominerals (O&B) has improved the manufacture and performance of biomedical prostheses. The techniques developed have also resulted in a spin-out company and analytical techniques with broader application in forensic casework. Specifically, our research has resulted in: (i)   Improved biomedical prostheses where new coating techniques and new product quality assurance protocols and standards underpin coating processes in industry; worth several £M/year. These have been developed with, and are currently used by Biomet, an international medical device manufacturer. (ii)  The creation of a spin-out company, HALO X-ray Technologies, to exploit the technologies based on our novel X-ray analytical techniques. (iii)  Several new analytical methods for the discrimination of bone in forensic case work (used by Cellmark Forensic Services (CFS)).		Biomaterial research at Cranfield has a long (>15 years) track record. Biomimetic approaches to producing chemically active coatings have always been an attractive goal for the pharmaceuticals industry. These approaches have the potential for significant energy and materials savings. Further, clinical trials have indicated that enhanced bone ingrowth and biomimetic coatings could reduce health burdens by several £M and improve quality of life. Our research in this domain is based on:      analytical characterisation      development of industrial and analytical processes      synthesis of apatite based biominerals      characterisation of natural biomineral materials (e.g. bone) and synthetic analogues. Cranfield has pursued physicochemical characterisation of biological apatites to address key issues associated with understanding their physical behaviour, disease, and the difference between biological materials [P1] and man-made substitutes. Understanding biological apatites - calcium phosphate materials that are the major constituents of bones – has allowed the use of crystallographic analysis in forensic identification for species recognition [G1, P2]. Cranfield has also developed physico-chemical methods for the industrial scale manufacture and characterisation of biomimetic coatings on endoprosthetics (e.g. hip implants) [G2, G3]. Our research has focussed on new manufacturing techniques for bone-like coatings on these implants and the detailed in-situ characterisation of biomimetic, active coatings. These coatings have a complex chemistry and a number of components with a range of structural orders. Cranfield’s research has included quantification of the composition with depth through the coating and the engineering of ‘smart’ materials. This was supported by research to develop novel quality  assurance protocols for such coatings [P3, P4] and by the development of new approaches to rapid data acquisition [P5]. Key ResearchersPost details and dates involvedResearch Prof K D RogersProfessor, Tenure throughout(G2,3) Dr P ZiouposReader, Tenure throughout(G1,3) Dr S BeckettResearch Fellow, 2006-2012 , Lecturer, 2012- present(G2,3) Dr A WilliamsResearch Fellow, 2004-2006, Lecturer, 2006- present(G1)		Evidence of quality – peer-reviewed journal papers
P1    Zioupos P & Rogers K D, Complementary physical and mechanical techniques to characterise bone-like tissues. J. Bionic Engineering, 3(1), pp. 19-31, 2006.
DOI: 10.1016/S1672-6529(06)60003-6
P2*   Rogers K D & Daniels P, An X-ray diffraction study of the effects of heat treatment on bone mineral microstructure. Biomaterials, 23, pp. 2577-2585, 2002.
DOI: 10.1016/S0142-9612(01)00395-7
P3*   Rogers K D, Etok S E, Scott Ra, Structural characterisation of apatite coatings. Journal of
Materials Science, 39(18), pp. 5747-54, 2004. DOI: 10.1023/B:JMSC.0000040085.43633.8a
P4    Rogers K D, Etok S E, Broadhurst A, Scott Ra, Enhanced analysis of biomaterials by synchrotron diffraction. Nucl. Inst. Meth. A 548, pp. 123-128, 2005. DOI:10.1016/j.nima.2005.03.078
P5*   Evans Pb,c, Rogers K Dc, Chan Jb, Rogers J, Dicken Ab,c, High intensity x-ray diffraction in transmission mode employing an analog of Poisson’s spot, Appl. Physics Lett. 97, p. 204101,
2010.
DOI: 10.1063/1.3514235
* Three identified references that best indicate the quality of the research
Key to papers
a: Biomet
b: Nottingham Trent University c: Halo X-ray Technologies Ltd
Further Evidence of quality – underpinning research grants
G1    EPSRC (GR/S98054), A laboratory based analytical method to determine ‘age at death’,  £127k; 2004-2006 PI: P Zioupos; CI: S Black (U Dundee), J Clement (U Melbourne) G2    EPSRC (GR/R19700), A new method for non-destructive depth profiling in thin film materials, £175k; 2001-2004 PI: KD Rogers G3    EPSRC (GR/R23404/01), A multipurpose X-ray diffraction facility, £295k; 2001-2004 PI: KD Rogers		Cranfield’s research on osteomics and biominerals has enhanced the use of biomaterials in health applications and forensic analysis, and improved industrial standards in the manufacture of medical prosthetics.         The research has resulted in robust quality assurance protocols for biomimetic coatings that have been adopted across Europe. These protocols are used by Biomet, an international medical device manufacturer, and are essential for the reliable supply of many M€ worth of prosthetic products, [C1].         A unique approach to structural tomography developed by Cranfield to derive depth resolved physicochemical information is now employed by Biomet, amongst others, as a biomimetic method for chemical modification of endoprosthetic surfaces. This has become a commercial coating, being produced in five factories across Europe, [C1].         A spinout company from Cranfield, in collaboration with Nottingham Trent University, (Halo X-ray Technologies, registered in 2012) has been formed based on the unique methods developed for data acquisition from our analytical techniques. Rogers is a Director (Chief Scientific Officer) and the company has attracted further funding – from EPSRC and TSB in partnership with other UK companies – to develop novel sensors for XRD-crystallography in- situ and in-vivo. The company was awarded a grant for $3.5M from the US Department of Homeland Security in July 2013 which enabled it to recruit an additional 4 members of staff, [C2].         New methods based on our work on the characterisation of natural bone have led to the development of species discrimination techniques. These have been applied in the casework of forensic providers where human identification is required (Cellmark Forensic Sciences), [C3].		C1   Contact: Head of Research & Development, BIOMET C2   Contact: CEO, Halo X-ray Technologies C3   Contact: Former Specialist Forensic Practitioner, Cellmark Forensic Services

		965		3000		3000				1.  Summary of the impact Analysis of partial discharges for management of high-voltage assets has become commercialised in the last 20 years. Work at the University since 1993 has improved asset management techniques used by companies world-wide. This was achieved in two ways: first, improving power network reliability, enabled through two start-up companies employing 59 people and turning over £5m/annum; and second, by providing techniques for testing and verifying safety of new electrical power components for aerospace applications (e.g. A380). In four illustrative case studies, over £3m savings are identified for end-users through improved reliability of power networks.  Further impact has been delivered by ensuring the reliability of power networks in aircraft.		The impact is based on research that took place in Manchester from 1993 to the present day. The key researchers were:     Brian Varlow, Professor, employed 1993 to 2003     David Auckland, Professor, employed 1993 to 2004     Roger Shuttleworth, Senior lecturer 1993 to present     Lee Renforth – PhD student graduated 1993     Colin Smith – PhD student graduated 1993, RA 1993-1994     Ian Cotton, Professor, employed 1998 to present The focus of the research was, and continues to be, the experimental determination of defects in insulation systems using partial discharge techniques. The work has been focused on power system plant, but has more recently been developed in the context of aerospace requirements. Key research findings were:     Distinguishing between discharges arising from different high-voltage sources by converting the acoustic emission signal from the time domain to the frequency domain by fast Fourier transformation and recognition of the signature frequency spectra [1].     Development of Fast Fourier transformation and neural networks methods of signal recognition in ultrasonic and acoustic noise from bushings, transformers, switchgear and cables [4]. These techniques were extended to real substations leading to the recognition that hourly averaged data could be used for data mining and correlation pattern recognition [5].     The development of a new software simulation package for optimising actuators used in medium voltage (MV) switchgear and autoreclosers. The lumped reluctance model enabled optimisation in energy terms, since it simulates the actuator electrical, magnetic and mechanical effects. This overcame many of the difficulties of using finite element analysis [2].     Identification of the mechanisms underlying susceptibility to partial discharge of higher voltage systems in aircraft and the development of procedures by which equipment can be aged to ascertain the probability of it degrading over its life [3].     The development of a methodology for calculation of the safe voltage rating of unscreened insulated wires within an aircraft. The tools used have been verified with experimental measurements at various pressures. It was shown that the optimal operating point for an aircraft power system does not imply the use of the highest voltage possible. A trade-off between wire weight and power transfer is required [6].		References [2 and 3] are published in top-quartile journals for their field (Scopus). Refs [1, 4, 5, 6] are the natural home for the work. All but paper [3] are papers written with co-authors who are now in the companies exploiting the work, including IPEC, HVPD, and Rolls-Royce. Key References [1] ‘Acoustic emission analysis of high voltage insulation’ Varlow, B.R.; Auckland, D.W.; Smith, C.D.; Zhao, J.; IEE Proc. Science, Measurement and Technology, 146 , 1999 , pp 260 – 263; DOI: 10.1049/ip-smt:19990471 Google Scholar citations 22 [2] ‘Optimal design of autorecloser electromagnetic actuator’ Li, Z.; Varlow, B.R.; Renforth, L.A.; Auckland, D.W.; Shuttleworth, R.; IEE Proceedings Electric Power Applications, 147 , 2000, pp.431-435, DOI:  10.1049/ip-epa:20000559 Google Scholar citations 6 [3] ‘Partial Discharge Testing Of Equipment For Aerospace Electrical Systems’, Al-Rumayan, F.; Cotton, I.;  IEEE Transactions on Aerospace & Electronic Systems, Volume 46, 2010, pp 848-863, DOI:  10.1109/TAES.2010.5461661 Supporting references [4] ‘Substation monitoring by acoustic emission techniques’ Zhao, J.; Smith, C.D.; Varlow, B.R.; IEE Proc. Science, Measurement and Technology, 148 , 2001 , pp. 28 – 34, DOI: 110.1049/ip- smt:20010134 Google Scholar citations 10 [5] ‘Application of ultrasound to the inspection of insulation’ Auckland, D.W.; McGrail, A.J.; Smith, C.D.; Varlow, B.R.; Zhao, J.; Zhu, D.; IEE Proc. Science, Measurement and Technology, 143 , 1996 , pp 177 – 181, DOI: 10.1049/ip-smt:19960353 Google Scholar citations 21 [6] I Christou, I.; Nelms, A.; Cotton, I.; Husband, M.; ‘Choice of optimal voltage for more electric aircraft wiring systems’, IET Transactions On Electrical Systems in Transportation, Volume 1, 2011, pp 24-30, DOI:   10.1049/iet-est.2010.0021		Context Early detection of impending faults avoids unnecessary interventions and prevents failure. While it is inherently difficult to estimate the value of successful asset management, the avoided cost is orders of magnitude larger than the cost of the service. The cost of the New York blackout in 2003 has been estimated as 11 deaths and $6Bn [A], and illustrates the issue of simple local faults cascading to large societal costs [B]. Eurelectric has estimated the cost of power outages on industrial customers at 1000 €/kWh and residential customers at 1-5 €/kWh. In comparison the typical long distance transmission costs are 1-2 € cents/kWh [B]. Pathways to Impact The main pathway to impact in power utility networks is via the spin-out companies established as the result of this research. The first company to emerge from the work described was IPEC in 1995, founded by the three academics and two of their research students Lee Renforth and Colin Smith. IPEC continued to work with the University and contribute to the research described above. This led to the formation of a second company High Voltage Partial Discharge Ltd (HVPD) in 2009. Smith and Renforth’s post-doc research directly contributed to the technology platforms of the companies and they are the present Managing Directors of IPEC and HVPD respectively. In the aerospace sector we have worked directly with manufacturing companies, receiving funding from Rolls-Royce and the EU, influencing design policies and test methods directly, and gaining access to major European manufacturers. Cotton has travelled extensively to manufacturing centres in e.g. the USA, Germany, and India to ensure transfer of the research globally. The work has already been exploited in manufacturing companies as detailed below and is becoming formalised through SAE aerospace information report AIR6127 which is a pre-cursor to a technical standard on the use of high voltages in aerospace systems. Reach and Significance of Impact The significance of the impact from this research in utilities extends beyond the two companies created (59 jobs and ~£5m annual revenue at present) and its major effect is on the asset management activities of their clients, and subsequent operational savings. IPEC and HVPD IPEC, headquartered in Manchester, currently employs 11 staff and had a turnover in 2012 of £1m of which 40% is export business [C], the Managing Director is Dr Colin Smith. HVPD has established itself as one of the market leaders in the growing field of on-line partial PD test and monitoring technology for high-voltage plant and cables with agents and partners in more than 80 countries around the world. Based in Manchester, in 2012 HVPD had a turnover of £3.9m of which £3m was exports. The company currently employs 45 staff in the UK and 3 overseas [D]; its Managing Director is Dr Lee Renforth. Throughout its history – both before the spin-out from IPEC and since – HVPD has been active in supporting research at the University of Manchester. This has led directly to a number of important impacts for the company. The development of a patented continuous condition monitoring system for HV motors operating in hazardous conditions [E] and securing contracts based on the technologies developed with global companies as shown by the recent award of a contract valued at more than £1m for condition monitoring technology to the oil company Chevron [D]. In addition, research conducted with IPEC [2] led to the development of a new software simulation package for optimising actuators used in MV switchgear and autoreclosers. This resource has been licenced to a number of large switchgear manufacturers in Europe and the USA including Siemens, Schneider, ABB USA, G&W Electric, Resead Peru, and Powell Switchgear. Approximately 20 companies are using the designs. Each license is granted for an initial development set up fee of approximately £120K and further royalties (confidential) are paid on use [F]. Examples of impact for utility end-users As stated previously the benefits of avoiding network failure can have very large numbers attached to them. This is illustrated by four examples where the companies’ technology has been used.     Olympic Park June/July 2012: Monitoring of 62 km of cable and 170 (ring main units) RMUs identified 5 RMUs with faults. These were tested twice a day during the Olympics to ensure no loss of power to the venue which would have interrupted live TV coverage of the event [G].     Steel Plant CSC (Taiwan) 2008: Monitoring of 33kV cables that were about 25 years old identified a fault in a joint. Replacing the joint removed the fault and eliminated the risk of shutdown of a 10m tonne capacity steel plant with an estimated cost of failure at $1m [H].     UK Power networks 132kV Transformer 2011: Following failure in a 132 kV cable termination, monitoring was installed and within 3 weeks detected a fault on the 11 kV side of the substation. The previous fault on this termination cost UK Power Networks an estimated £1.5m [I].     UK Power Networks (UKPN) now uses a partial discharge monitoring system on more than 1000 cable circuits installed across their network, as in integral part of their on-going asset management program. Over the past few years, this has enabled UKPN to carry out six preventive interventions on equipment and 12 cable replacements estimated to have avoided £900k of costs [J]. Electrical Systems for the Aerospace Sector Research carried out at the University of Manchester has led to the development of test techniques which have been used for the qualification of cabling, electrical machines, wind de-icing systems and a range of other components. As a consequence the University has been the main contributor to the SAE aerospace information report AIR6127 which is a pre-cursor to a technical standard on the use of high voltages in aerospace systems [K]. Methods developed to perform ageing tests, have been used on electrical machines used in the airbus A350. The companies Moog [L], GKN, Ultra Electronics, Goodrich, Rolls Royce, and Liebherr [M] have all exploited this work and as a result supply product to Airbus and Boeing for A350 and 787 aircraft.		A.   http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=2003-blackout-five-years-later report on the US 2003 blackout. B.  http://www.energy.siemens.com/us/pool/hq/power-transmission/HVDC/Global_Blackouts.pdf discussion of causes and costs of cascading failures C.  Letter from Managing Director IPEC ltd providing turnover and employment details D.  Letter from Managing Director HVPD ltd confirming company size, role of research in staffing and product development. E.   http://www.hvpd.co.uk/news/2012-09-IEEE-PCIC.html detailing the launch of patented Ex/ATEX condition monitoring in hazardous environments. F.  Pdf of E-mail from HVPD confirming licensing agreements [confidential report] G.  Olympic park pdf  http://www.ipec.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/olympic-park- discharging-rmus.pdf showing the use of technology to support the London Olympics H.  Case study demonstrating technology in a major industrial setting.  http://www.ipec.co.uk/wp- content/uploads/2013/07/steel-plant-mv-cable-pd-location.pdf I.   132kV transformer pdf  http://www.ipec.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/pd-in-termination- on-132kv-transformer.pdf Case study demonstrating technology in a UK transformer substation. J.   Letter from Technology Innovation and Coordination Manager, UK Power Networks confirming utilisation of partial discharge monitoring resulting in avoided costs of circa £900k. K.  E-mail from US Air force confirming Cotton’s role in forming AIR 6127 L.  Letter from Aircraft Group Electrical Eng Manager of Moog Inc confirming the role of the University in their technology development M. Liebherr-Aerospace confirming the adoption of test techniques developed in Manchester. [confidential report]

		1059		2600		2600				Research, undertaken at the University of Sheffield since 2001, into the discolouration of drinking water occurring within distribution systems has had economic, policy and professional practice impacts on the water supply sector since 2008. This has resulted in improved levels of service, has safeguarded water quality delivered to the public and has delivered substantial economic savings. For example, in one of the few cases where monetary value is available, Wessex Water made 63% savings on two trunk main schemes with an initial estimated cost in excess of £1M. The 4 and 7 km lengths of these trunk mains represent less than 1% of the trunk mains being impacted by our research. Our research has resulted in a step change in the concept and approach to the management of discolouration in water distribution systems.		Discolouration is the single biggest cause of customer contacts related to drinking water quality. Research  undertaken  exclusively  at  the  University  of  Sheffield  since  2001  has  proposed, developed, validated and applied a novel approach to the conceptual and practical understanding of discolouration in drinking water distribution networks. This has led to new operational and management strategies and has seen the development of the PODDS model for the Prediction and management Of Discolouration in Distribution Systems. The research initially proposed a unique concept for understanding discolouration in potable water distribution networks. Rather than considering gravity driven sediment transport processes, as in river environments, PODDS considers the build-up of discolouration material on pipe walls as cohesive layers and describes how these layers interact with hydraulic conditions to dictate material behaviour. This step change has its basis in the analysis and characterisation of material responsible for discolouration undertaken by Saul, Skipworth and Boxall. This initial analysis was fundamental to the 3-year PODDS 1 project funded by the EPSRC in 2001 (GR/R14101/01). Subsequently, a consortium of water companies has funded, in the form of ‘club contracts’, a further 3 rounds of completed research PODDS II – IV, thereby illustrating the importance, timing and impact of the research to industry. PODDS 1, 2001-2003, included detailed research into material characterisation, model formulation and initial validation through fieldwork, as presented in [R1]. From 2002 onwards Boxall led the research supported by Husband. Following the completion of PODDS 1, the benefit and practical potential of the new approach and modelling tools were recognised by industry and this led to PODDS II, ‘Realising the potential of the PODDS model for the UK water industry’, 2004-2006. This research resulted in a national validation of the conceptual approach through extensive field studies and the initiation of supporting controlled laboratory based experiments to fully verify the approach [R2]. Subsequently, PODDS III, ‘Managing Discolouration: Research informing practice’, 2007-2009, enabled the development of risk based computational tools, repeat testing of field sites to explore the impact of asset deterioration, the development of an internationally leading full scale temperature controlled laboratory facility and initial exploration of discolouration issues associated with  trunk  mains.  Key  practical  results  were  published  in  [R3]  and  later  these  and  further deterioration studies were reported in [R4].The role and importance of discolouration in trunk mains was recognised and led to PODDS IV, ‘Discolouration in trunk mains’. 2010-2013. Here attention was firmly focused on trunk main applications with further fieldwork to understand and predict long term performance and to inform management decisions, as reported in [R5]. When the original PODDS EPSRC funding proposal was written, the decision was made that any software developed with public funding should be open source. Hence there is no revenue stream associated with the software. The PODDS modelling tool was developed and incorporated into the United States Environmental Protection Agency freeware software, EPANET. The calculation engine and functionality of EPANET are recognised as internationally leading, globally applied in research and practice and provided the ideal opportunity to ensure that the discolouration research was recognised as world leading and internationally relevant. For example, [R6] provides evidence of application to Australian networks.  PersonAffiliation / position and relevant dates Boxall, J BUoS - PDRA 2001-02; L 2002-07; SL 2007-09; Prof. 2009-current Husband, P SUoS - RA 2002-10; PDRA 2010-current Saul, AJUoS - Prof. 2001-current Skipworth, P JUoS - PDRA 2001-02 Whitehead, JUnited Utilities – co-author, acknowledging industrial input and support Prince, R ASwinburne Uni. Australia - co-author, acknowledging international dataset		3. References to the research
In total 10 leading peer reviewed journal publications and over 20 presentations at international conferences have been made. * denotes best indicator of quality of research.
R1.   * Boxall, J.B., and Saul, A.J. (2005) ‘Modelling discolouration in potable water distribution systems’. Journal Environmental Engineering ASCE. Vol 131, No. 5. pp 716-725. doi:
10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9372(2005)131:5(716)
R2.   Husband P.S., Boxall J.B. and Saul A.J. (2008) ‘Laboratory studies investigating the processes leading to discolouration in water distribution networks’ Water Research Vol. 42, No. 16, pp 4309-4318. doi:  10.1016/j.watres.2008.07.026
R3.   * Husband, P.S. and Boxall J.B. (2010) ‘Field Studies of Discolouration in Water Distribution Systems: Model Verification and Practical Implications’ J. Environmental Engineering, ASCE, Vol. 136. Vol. 136, No.1, pp 86-94. doi: 10.1061/(ASCE)EE.1943-7870.0000115
R4.   Husband, P.S. and Boxall J.B. (2011) ‘Asset deterioration and discolouration in water distribution systems’ Water Research, Vol. 45, No. 1, pp 113-124 doi:
10.1016/j.watres.2010.08.021
R5.   * Husband, P.S., Whitehead, J. and Boxall, J.B. (2010) ‘The Role of Trunk Mains in Discolouration’ Proc. of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Water Management, Vol. 163 Issue WM8 pp 397-406. doi: 10.1680/wama.900063
R6.   Boxall, J.B. and Prince, R.A. (2006) ‘Modelling discolouration in a Melbourne (Australia) potable water distribution System’ Journal of Water Supply: Research and Technology - AQUA. Vol. 55, No. 3, pp. 207-219. doi:  10.2166/aqua.2006.029		4. Details of the impact
The application of PODDS research has had economic impact and has promoted efficient and effective asset management. It has also had an impact on policy and practice within the water sector. The impact is based on a fundamentally new concept to describe the processes of discolouration in drinking water distribution systems, together with the delivery of operational management tools. The impact of the research has been well appreciated by [text removed for publication], as evidenced by the following quotes:
“…the conceptual approach and resulting tools and techniques from the discolouration research from the University of Sheffield have contributed to a step change in culture and practice in the [text removed for publication]” [S1, [text removed for publication]].
“…provide testimonial to the impact of the University of Sheffield discolouration research… ranging from a shift in general perception of the processes and mechanisms involved to full scale adoption of the PODDS modelling approaches and tools. Impacts from day to day operational practice and the on-ground to long term strategic. Improvements to overall levels of customer service and serviceability levels, leading to reduced levels of discolouration contacts. Improvements to operational efficiencies. Particularly evident through application of PODDS for trunk main applications.” [S1, [text removed for publication]].
Process:
Delivering impact from PODDS has been a long process, but has been a key ambition from the outset. Organisations in the water sector have been actively engaged with a view to influencing both policy and practice, including running bespoke dissemination and training events. Notably in
2004  and  2007  invited  presentations  were  made  at  UK  Water  Industry  Research  (UKWIR)  technology transfer workshops. The former was instrumental in gaining UK water supply sector support, the latter to set best practice standards for inclusion in Distribution Operation and Maintenance Strategies submissions in water company Asset Management Plans 2009. Perhaps the single most influential factor in ensuring impact has been the strategy for, and success of, industry consortium funding. This has ensured the generation of knowledge, tools and techniques that are practicably applicable and include wide spread programmes of fieldwork for validation. Impact on practice and policy: The PODDS concept, tools and techniques feature in the majority of water companies ‘Distribution Operation and Maintenance Strategies’, submitted as part of their 5 year Asset Management Plans to OFWAT. These sensitive strategy documents are highly confidential and hence cannot be directly referred to here [S1], however: “PODDS research has had an impact on all Distribution and Operation Maintenance Strategies (DOMS) and Asset Management Plan (AMP) documents” [S1, [text removed for publication]]. This indicates that there has been a consequential change in culture, planning and practice. Engineering  consultancy  companies  use  PODDS  to  facilitate  the  design  and  planning  of operational and maintenance activities and for strategic asset management planning. For example [S2] provides exemplar evidence of the use of PODDS modelling by [text removed for publication] to help [text removed for publication] provide resilient supply options following the flood risk to [text removed for publication] when 350,000 customers were without mains water supplies for up to ten days. “Application of PODDS-style strategies, typically by controlled flow increases, enables networks to remain operational thereby minimising both operational costs and discolouration risk” [S2] [S3] provides evidence of the development and review of a strategic discolouration investment model by [text removed for publication] also for [text removed for publication]. [S3] is based on the PODDS concepts, with Boxall acting as a consultant. Commercial software used to model distribution networks has also been impacted. For example Infoworks®, one of the most used commercial packages in the international water industry, now calculates and provides shear stress as per the PODDS model [S4]. When substantial undertakings with potential water quality implications are necessary, or when ‘major’ events occur, water companies are required to report to the Drinking Water Inspectorate (DWI),demonstrating planning and due diligence. PODDS has been a feature in such reports since 2005. [S5] provides an example of the use of PODDS modelling to defend and explain a recent major  discolouration  incident  occurring  in  [text  removed  for  publication]  to  the  DWI;  760 discolouration contacts were received over three days, covering an area of approximately 60 square kilometres. Initially such application of PODDS research was directly facilitated by the researcher team. However, the knowledge and tools, with support from bespoke training given by the PODDS research group, are now embedded within water companies. PODDS has become part of the usual business process within many water companies [S1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. [S6] provides an example of the use of PODDS modelling and fieldwork (using PODDS based equipment) by [text removed for publication] modelling team to plan major trunk main operational activities. This work forms the basis of reports to the DWI for undertakings relating to 20 particularly strategically important and high risk trunk mains. “PODDS model was initially run so that the operational conditioned state of the system could be determined.... Modelled discolouration responses were then produced” [S6]. Economic impact: One of  the few examples where a water  company, Wessex Water, has been able to make monetary saving figures available shows immediate one-off saving of £0.6M on two schemes; one with an initial estimated cost of over £1M, a 63% saving, and one where an estimated spend of £2M was deferred indefinitely by operations costing only £0.04M [S7]. The 4, 7 and 6 km lengths of the trunk mains in these examples represent a tiny percentage of the trunk main in Wessex Water. Extrapolation of the values suggests multi million pound savings as well as service improvements and  risk  reduction  [S7].  These  figures  relate  solely  to  large  trunk  mains;  economic  impacts associated with local distribution infrastructure are un-quantified. Equivalent savings and benefits  are being made by other PODDS consortium member companies and beyond [S1, 7, 8, 9]. “PODDS has changed the way Wessex Water thinks about managing the risk of discoloured water… providing alternative cost effective options…” [S7] “…led to a fundamental change in the way [text removed for publication] understands and now operates our strategic and distribution networks in relation to the identification of risk and, therefore, prevention of discoloured water… a key business and regulatory driver… a key measure of the quality of service we deliver to our customers” [S8] “PODDS theory has also created a change in mind-set in our asset strategy…directly supports the delivery of OFWATS serviceability targets…” [S9] The UK water sector is widely regarded as internationally leading and customer focused due to its privatised nature, as recognised by [text removed for publication]. “[text removed for publication] are internationally leading and I am aware of international interest in and impact from the research from countries as diverse as the Netherlands to China” [S1, [text removed for publication]]. The adoption of PODDS concepts can be viewed as a critical factor in helping water companies improve the service they provide to customers, by ensuring water is clean and safe to drink. The extent and scope of adoption of the PODDS concepts, and the implementation of tools and management approaches that use the approach, has been a key factor in ensuring that the quality of this essential service is delivered at least cost. Over the five year water industry review period since 2006 the number of consumers contacting their water supplier to report a problem with the quality of drinking water, comprising 80% discolouration issues, in their home or workplace has fallen by one- third [S10]. While many factors contribute to this reduction, PODDS is recognised as one of the most influential factors, through its widespread application and inclusion in water company Distribution Operation and Maintenance Strategies.		S1.   [text removed for publication] testimonial to impact of PODDS. S2.   “[text removed for publication] Resilience; Conditioning Plan – Phase 1. [text removed for publication]” (2013) Consultancy report from [text removed for publication] for [text removed for publication]. S3.   “Model Review and Enhancements Specification, [text removed for publication] - Phase 1 – Discolouration” (2011) Consultancy report from [text removed for publication] For [text removed for publication]. S4.   http://www.innovyze.com/news/fullarticle.aspx?id=1068 [accessed 14/6/13]. Web site listing shear stress functionality [text removed for publication] as an integral part of the international industry leading hydraulic network modelling software. S5.   [text removed for publication] Document prepared by [text removed for publication] explaining and defending a major recent discolouration incident by making extensive use of PODDS. S6.   [text removed for publication] Detailed report evidencing internal water company use of PODDS modelling tools in planning major operational activities. One in a series of 20 such undertakings by [text removed for publication]. S7.   Distribution Risk Manager at Wessex Water testimonial to impact on trunk main activities including numerical data for 3 trunk mains and key details for a further 8. S8.   Research and Development Manager at [text removed for publication] testimonial to impact on business process, practice and overall performance. S9.   Research and Development Manager at [text removed for publication] testimonial to impact on business process, practice and overall performance. S10. http://dwi.defra.gov.uk/about/annual-report/index.htm [accessed 14/6/13]. DWI chief inspectors report providing data on overall discolouration performance.

		1276		2560		2560				Work at the Institute of Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR) has led to a sophisticated new understanding of a number of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) problems in acoustics. The effects are wide ranging, attracting heavyweight industry sponsors and driving valuable new innovations in home entertainment, construction, aviation and defence. In particular, research has led to the deployment of new “active” methods for controlling noise and vibration within aircraft. Systems have been installed in over 200 propeller aircraft since January 2008, giving a total number of 1000 aircraft treated to date and benefitting 177 million passengers worldwide. Noise reduction systems based on patents resulting from the unique ISVR methods are being developed for maritime use by BAE Systems. The underpinning science has significantly cut the cost of noise tests on Rolls-Royce jet engines, saving US$4 million to date and reducing their environmental impact. It has led to the development of mass-produced systems for living-room 3D sound, global sales of which have reached US$7.2 million.		ISVR’s Stephen Elliott, Professor of Adaptive Systems, and Philip Nelson, Professor of Acoustics, began working together to identify and control multiple sources of sound following their appointment as lecturers in ISVR in 1982. They have since developed their own approaches and applications to a wide range of practical problems. As an example, the inner surface of an aircraft in flight vibrates and radiates unwanted noise into the passenger cabin. This noise problem is particularly acute in propeller-driven aircraft where the surface vibrations are driven by the repetitive passage of the propellers. Early work, undertaken before 1993 and outside the REF period, involved the introduction into the cabin of multiple loudspeakers whose outputs could be controlled to cancel the radiation of the sound from the surface vibrations. Digital filters were used to generate the signals applied to the secondary sources in response to measurements made of the unwanted sound by microphones in the aircraft cabin. A more sophisticated and practical approach to the cabin noise problem, led by Elliott and developed during the REF period since 1993, was to control the surface vibrations by adding other “secondary” vibration sources. The underpinning research that describes both the physics of the processes involved and the means for controlling the secondary vibration sources was detailed in two significant texts [3.1, 3.2] in 1997 and 2001. Further research then demonstrated the effectiveness of inertial actuators in reducing noise in propeller aircraft [3.3]. Similar “active” approaches are being used to reduce noise and vibration in ships and submarines, building on the original research involving aircraft. The focus has been on the design of practically viable, low power, active vibration isolation mounts and effective control algorithms. Steve Daley, Professor of Industrial Active Control (2010ff), has led the marine vibration control work. Funded by BAE Systems, it has enabled the development of truly effective and practical systems for the maritime sector. A deep understanding of multiple input/multiple output (MIMO) acoustical systems is also required when noise control engineers wish to identify the number and strength of the component sources associated with a distributed source of sound (like the inlet of a jet engine). In principle, the measurements of a sound field can be used to determine the characteristics of the source of that sound. But in practice, solving this “inverse problem” poses several difficulties. An example of such a problem was presented by Rolls-Royce, who sought a way to measure the noise from gas turbine engines in a test-cell environment. In 1999, with Rolls-Royce backing of over £1.6 million, the University Technology Centre in Gas Turbine Noise was founded at ISVR to pursue this line of research and advance other noise reduction technologies. While indoor test cells are a lot more cost-effective than outdoor rigs they rarely provide ideal  acoustics, as unwanted reflections from the surfaces of the cell interfere with microphone measurements. The challenge was to remove interferences and characterise the various noises produced by different parts of the engine. Work led by Nelson [3.4] resulted in a further programme of work with Dr Keith Holland, Lecturer (1999-2007) and Senior Lecturer (2007ff), which began in 2002 with a series of laboratory experiments using large microphone arrays to isolate and quantify the strength of multiple acoustic sources. Once tests had proved feasibility, in 2005 the team first deployed large, carefully designed microphone arrays in real test-cell environments. Novel processing methods yielded reliable predictions of outdoor engine noise levels [3.5]. These measurements are now regularly used in Rolls-Royce engine development programmes. Another problem requiring an understanding of MIMO acoustical systems is that of accurately reproducing a sound field. This research, also initiated by Nelson during the late 1990s, dealt with the problem of transmitting sound from a number of loudspeakers in order to deliver accurately specified signals to the ears of a listener [3.6]. This allows, for example, a listener to hear a piece of music almost exactly as it would sound if played in a concert hall. There is clear potential for commercialisation and already the work has led to the formation of a spin-out company, the licensing of the intellectual property and the development of 3D-effect sound systems for the home. The support of the BBC for this work has been formalised through the award in September 2013 of a £6 million EPSRC programme grant involving ISVR and the Universities of Surrey and Salford. All three are members of the new Audio Research Partnership formed by the BBC. The project is aimed at the development of the next generation 3D audio systems in broadcasting and the BBC is supporting this project with in-kind support valued at over £400k. Nelson is one of the co- investigators on this grant which begins in December 2013.		(best 3 are starred) [3.1] C. R. Fuller, S. J. Elliott and P. A. Nelson 1997 Active Control of Vibration Academic Press. http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/book/9780122694400 [3.2] S.J. Elliott 2001 Signal processing for active control Academic Press. http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/book/9780122370854 *[3.3] L. Benassi, S.J. Elliott and P. Gardonio 2004 Journal of Sound and Vibration, 275, 157- 179. Active  vibration  isolation  using  an  inertial  actuator  with  local  force  feedback  control. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2003.07.019 *[3.4] P.A. Nelson and S.H. Yoon 2000 Journal of Sound and Vibration 233(4) 643-668. Estimation of acoustic source strength by inverse methods: Part I, conditioning of the inverse problem. http://dx.doi.org/10.1006/jsvi.1999.2837 [3.5] K.R. Holland and P.A. Nelson 2012 Journal of Sound and Vibration 331(20) 4425-4437. An experimental comparison of the focused beamformer and the inverse method for the characterization of acoustic sources in ideal and non-ideal acoustic environments. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2012.05.005 *[3.6] T. Takeuchi and P.A. Nelson 2002 Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 112(6), 2786-97. Optimal source distribution for binaural synthesis over loudspeakers. http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.1513363		4.1 Quiet propeller aircraft. The commercialisation of active control systems for aircraft has been led by Ultra Electronics [5.1], a group of over 20 businesses in mainly the UK and North America that supplies electronic systems to the defence, security and aerospace industries. It employs over 3,000 people. After Southampton research made it clear that using structural actuators to drive the fuselage allowed both the vibration inside the passenger cabin and the noise level to be controlled, ISVR developed novel inertia actuator designs, which now have several international patents (e.g. WO 2005 059 397) granted to the University. These patents were licensed in 2004 to Ultra Electronics who, in 2009, announced the installation  of their 1,000th active noise control system for a commercial propeller aircraft [5.2]. A total of 200 such systems have been installed since January 2008. These systems are now standard fit on the Bombardier Dash 8 Q400, which is the most popular type of civil propeller aircraft. Bombardier recently confirmed [5.3] that it had orders for 428 of the Q400s from 40 operators in 30 countries on six continents. These aircraft have transported 177 million passengers over 3.2 million flight hours. The new market for noise control devices in aircraft is still growing, which is confirmed by their Technical Director, Ian Stothers [5.4], who originally worked at ISVR on the very first control system under the supervision of Prof Elliott. 4.2 Vibration reduction in ships and submarines. In marine applications, auxiliary and propulsion machinery causes vibration that leads to passenger and crew discomfort and radiated noise that is harmful to marine life and creates a severe detection hazard for naval vessels. For manufacturers of military vessels, attaining contractual targets is essential due to severe penalties that can be as much as £1 million per dB of non-compliance. The distinctive technology developed by staff at ISVR is now being commercialised for wider use by BAE Systems. The following statement has been provided by Alastair Sherriff, NAVED Manager, BAE Systems Maritime [5.5]: "BAE Systems have found the links we have developed with ISVR to be invaluable in progressing technology development and knowledge transfer. We regard your work in active noise control for maritime applications as a technology driver for BAE Systems and the significant developments that have taken place since your move to the ISVR have been the key to moving the technology out of the laboratory in preparation for future applications. The use of the developed toolset and the novel approach to characterising transfer paths will provide deeper understanding of the composition and contribution of noise sources not possible with legacy techniques. Our link with the ISVR is providing real capability improvement now and we hope will continue in the future." 4.3. Jet engine noise measurement. The Rolls-Royce project on measuring noise output in an indoor test-cell environment has produced substantial financial and environmental benefits. Using methods pioneered at the University Technology Centre in Gas Turbine Noise, Rolls-Royce engineers were not only able to ensure that engines’ noise levels were acceptable, they were also able to acquire the data needed to develop technologies for reducing the emissions of carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxides. By piggy-backing the noise tests in this way, Rolls-Royce avoided the need to undertake separate outdoor tests. New testing methods have been in place since 2007, delivering savings of at least US$ 4million since January 2008. The ISVR has successfully applied these methods to engines in test beds in Spain, Germany and the UK. When combined with other work undertaken at ISVR, the result is a significant reduction in engine noise and emissions. Dr Andrew Kempton, Chief Noise Specialist at Rolls-Royce, said [5.6]: “The technique has allowed us to exploit noise measurements when aero-engines are tested indoors. Such indoor tests are conducted to provide understanding of other engine properties (not their noise), and rather than conducting a specific outdoor noise test (with a typical cost of $1M) Rolls-Royce, with the support of Southampton University, piggy-backs noise measurements on the indoor tests. Since January 2008, these techniques have been exploited on four such piggy-back tests. In reality, in many cases the outdoor noise test would have not been possible (for cost or logistics reasons). So piggy-backing noise measurements using your technique on indoor tests has allowed us to acquire data that is used to help us develop technologies to improve the environmental performance of our engines (for example in terms of CO2 or NOx emissions) by ensuring that the noise impact is acceptable. Technology developments at Rolls-Royce, supported by our University Technology Centre in Gas Turbine Noise at Southampton, have resulted in exceptionally quiet aircraft with low emissions; two of the new generation aircraft (such as the A380 and B787) produce the same amount of noise as one of the aircraft they are replacing, so that in the next forty years aviation can double without increasing the overall noise.”  4.4 3D sound systems. Even in the early stages of the ISVR work on sound reproduction, undertaken in the mid-1990s, there was massive interest from industry sponsors, including Yamaha, Hitachi, Samsung and Japan’s largest construction company Kajima Corporation, which resulted in total funding of around £1.2 million. Kajima, with its annual turnover of $15 billion, was primarily interested in simulating the acoustical environments offered by the buildings they designed. This involves replicating sounds exactly as they would be heard in the yet-to-be-built concert hall, office or meeting room. Recognising the huge commercial potential, the University assigned a number of patents, which came out of the underpinning research, to a holding company, Adaptive Audio Ltd, who in 2004 formed a joint-venture company, Opsodis Ltd, with Kajima [5.7]. Kajima engineer Dr Takashi Takeuchi, who had completed a PhD in the late 1990s under the supervision of Prof Nelson, returned to ISVR in 2006 as visiting researcher, where he has since supported the commercialisation of the technology through Opsodis Ltd. The intellectual property was sub-licensed to several audio manufacturers including Marantz (Japan), and Inkel (Korea). Sales of the systems since 2005 by Marantz [5.8] have exceeded 6,000 units, with a total sales value of US$7.22 million [5.9]. These sales include a first “high-end” product known as the “ES- 150”, which sold 211 units and a second product known as the “ES-7001”, which sold 5,198 units. As of July 2013, the total number of ES-7001 products sold since January 2008 is 2,968 (total sales value of US$3.71 million). The Inkel product was launched in the USA in May 2013 under the “Sherwood” brand [5.10]. It is anticipated that sales of this product will reach 5,000 during 2013 alone. Interest in the technology continues to expand and is being evaluated by NHK (the Japanese Broadcasting Company), the BBC as described above, and Huawei, who awarded a £420k contract to ISVR in 2013 to undertake the development of loudspeaker arrays for personalised audio. The latter is being led by Dr Filippo Fazi, former PhD student of Nelson and ISVR Lecturer (2010ff), who was awarded a Royal Academy/EPSRC Fellowship worth over £450k to undertake further work in inverse problems in electro-acoustics.		[5.1] Ultra Electronics web-site describing active noise and vibration control systems: http://www.ultra-controls.com/productdetails.php?productID=15 [5.2] Ultra Electronics Press Release  http://www.airframer.com/news_story.html?release=4402 [5.3] Description of Bombardier Q400 propeller aircraft: http://www.bombardier.com/en/aerospace/commercial-aircraft.html [5.4] Corroboration of number of sales of active noise control systems:  Mr Ian Stothers, Technology Director, Ultra Electronics Ltd. Controls Division (Cambridge) [5.5] Corroboration of application of active control technology by BAE Systems: Alastair Sherriff, NAVED Manager, BAE Systems Maritime – Submarines. [5.6] Corroboration of significance of noise source characterisation to Rolls-Royce: Dr Andrew Kempton, Chief Noise Specialist, Rolls-Royce Plc. [5.7] Corroboration of formation of Opsodis Ltd.: Dr Minoru Nakayama, Divisional Advisor, Kajima Technical Research Institute, Kajima Corporation. [5.8] Review of Marantz product base on Opsodis technology: Cinemarium ES7001. http://www.trustedreviews.com/Marantz-Cinemarium-ES7001-Soundbar_Surround-Sound- System_review [5.9] Corroboration of numbers of sales of licensed products from Opsodis Ltd: Mr Masami Uehara, Senior Manager, Marketing Division, Kajima USA, Inc. [5.10] Sherwood product based on Opsodis technology: S7 and S9 3D Soundbar. http://www.sherwoodusa.com/product/view.asp

		1007		2300		2300				An advanced plasma source based on novel engineering has been developed and proven in conjunction with Thin Film Solutions Ltd (TFSL). This source is retrofittable to existing electron- beam deposition systems and significantly improves the properties of thin films and advanced optical filters. TFSL has produced commercial products based on this source and has achieved sales to date of £2.3 million (letter from CEO of TFSL provided) as the new technology has been widely adopted in the optical filter industry.		Prof Frank Placido has researched advanced optical filters for the last twenty years, leading the development of both advanced materials and process techniques. He pioneered the production of so-called rugate filters for laser notch filters from 1993 to 2002 using a simple reactive sputtering technique, but with very careful control of the reactive gases, oxygen and nitrogen. This allowed the production of narrow band reflection filters based on aluminium oxynitride films, having a periodic variation of refractive index with thickness. This led to the award of the John Logie Baird prize for Innovation in 1999 and was the catalyst for the subsequent development of the Thin Film Centre at UWS.  An award of £1.2 million from the Scottish Funding Council allowed the purchase and development of an advanced sputtering system, an electron-beam system and characterisation tools. This allowed continuing development of expertise in materials and plasma- assist processes to improve thin film properties for advanced optical filters as required by the multi- billion pound filter industry. Electron-beam evaporation was, and still is, very widely used in industry, but optical filters made by this method suffer from a number of problems because of the relatively low energy of the adatoms arriving at the substrate. In particular, evaporated films have a rather porous nano-structure that makes them susceptible to the ingress of water vapour. This leads to refractive index changes and general deterioration in performance of such filters with time, necessitating expensive encapsulation. These optical filters also tend to have unacceptable levels of absorption due to the difficulty in ensuring stoichiometry of the metal oxides used as high and low index materials. Traditionally, high-temperature deposition and/or subsequent annealing of the films were used to improve the density of evaporated films, but with limited success and considerable extra time and cost. Our research led naturally to the investigation of plasma-assisted techniques where the growing film is bombarded with argon ions and oxygen during deposition to improve densification and stoichiometry. In fact, many research groups and companies have tried to develop ion guns and plasma sources for this type of application, but the production of a stable, wide-area source that can operate reliably at e-beam deposition pressures for the many hours of a deposition run has proved a difficult nut to crack, particularly in a form that can readily be retro-fitted to existing e- beam chambers. Our research initially developed a compact design of plasma source using an inductively-heated LaB6 cathode and novel ion extraction, producing high ion densities at the optimum energies for thin film enhancement. This has progressed by several innovative steps, such as implementing a hollow cathode effect in the electron emitter, removing the need for inductive heating during operation, thereby leading to considerable savings in operational costs. The latest models use modified magnetics with the aim of allowing operation at higher chamber pressures.		Key outputs from this research include many conference presentations and papers, some of which  are listed below. Journal Publications:- 1.        F. Placido and D. Gibson, “High Ion Current Density Plasma Source for Ion Assisted Deposition of Optical Thin Films” Chinese Optics Letters 8, (2010) 2.        J.B. Oliver, P. Kupinski, A.L. Rigatti,  A.W. Schmid,  J.C. Lambropoulos, S. Papernov, A. Kozlov, J. Spaulding, D. Gibson, F. Placido, “Large-aperture plasma-assisted deposition of Inertial Confinement Fusion laser coatings”, Applied Optics, 50, pp19-26, (2011) 3.        O. Duyar, F. Placido, H.Z. Durusoy, “Optimization of TiO2 films prepared by reactive electron beam evaporation of Ti3O5” J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 41,  pp 095307-13, (2008) 4.        M. H. Asghar, M. Shoaib, F. Placido, S. Naseem, , “Wide bandpass optical filters with TiO2 and Ta2O5”, Cen. Eur. J. Phys. 6, pp853-863, (2008) Conference Publications:- 1.        F. Placido, D.Gibson, E, Waddell and D. Child, “High Ion Current Density Plasma Source for Ion Assisted Deposition Over Extended Areas, SVC 55th Technical Conference, Santa Clara, USA (2012) 2.        F. Placido, D. Gibson, E. Waddell, E. Crossan, “Characterisation of Optical Thin Films obtained by Plasma Ion Assisted Deposition” , Advances in Thin-Film Coatings for Optical Applications lll, Proc of SPIE 6286, 628602-1,628602-6, (2006) Funding:- A £300,000 industrial-scale, electron beam deposition system was purchased in 2006 through funding from Scottish Enterprise and Satis Ltd. Thin Film Solutions Ltd (TFSL) have contributed equipment (parts, power supplies) as required over the last 9 years and are the industrial partner in an ongoing iCASE PhD studentship (£80,000).		TFSL has seen a rapid growth in business through the proven performance of this retrofittable plasma source. According to the CEO of Thin Film Solutions Ltd, total sales value to date (June 2013)  of advanced plasma sources is £2.3 million over a four year period. Industrial and academic users exist in most of the developed world including Japan, China, USA, Europe and UK. The addition of this new technology, with appropriate training, has allowed companies to achieve very significant improvements in the performance of optical filters produced on existing electron- beam deposition equipment. Encapsulation of e-beam optical filters is no longer necessary, as the films are dense and do not change with changes in humidity. Room temperature deposition is now possible, allowing a wider variety of substrates to be coated, including polymers. Optical filters produced using plasma-assist can now show much lower absorption losses, improving the performance of laser mirrors. Very large area substrates (1 m diameter) can now be uniformly coated with high performance optical filters, as multiple plasma sources with very uniform coverage can be fitted into large chambers.		A letter confirming the above claims has been supplied by the CEO, Thin Film Solutions Ltd, 76 John St, Helensburgh, Argyll & Bute G84 9LY, Scotland, UK Reference 2 above gives user confirmation of the performance of the plasma sources in a very demanding application, the production of large area, low loss, laser mirrors for application in inertial confinement fusion.

		1034		2250				2250		Newcastle’s research has shaped national policy and practice on the management of flooding and agricultural pollution, and international policy and practice in the developing world on managing forested catchments and sustainable water resources management. We show evidence that our research has:     provided key evidence to inform five national policy and guidance documents on management of flooding and diffuse agricultural pollution, used by all relevant national bodies     supported national guidance on natural flood management in catchments, reaching all 79 UK priority catchments and influencing funding for more than 40 farming grants to date     provided exemplary demonstration sites, national guidance documents and tools for promotion of best practice to key stakeholders, reaching over 3000 interested people     established a basin-scale approach to water resources modelling for nine Nile Basin countries     influenced national water management policies in several Latin American countries.		Over a period of 20 years Newcastle has developed a distinctive catchment systems approach attracting  a  continual  stream  of  funding  from  a  variety  of  sources,  including  RCUK,  the Environment Agency and Defra totalling over £12 million, and providing the science base for the management of flooding, pollution, and water resources. We have pioneered methods for multi- scale monitoring and modelling, used these for quantitative assessment of full-scale interventions, and developed appropriate tools and frameworks to enable stakeholders and policy makers to engage with research outputs. Process-based modelling underpinning decision-support systems (DSS) (up to 2000) We developed innovative spatially distributed process (or physics) based modelling of the full water cycle for integrated land and water management, notably the SHETRAN model [P1], with new techniques for modelling of flow and transport of sediments and contaminants and for rigorous testing of their predictive capability [P1, G1]. We were early leaders in developing decision support tools (NELUP DSS) and their use to support decision making at the catchment scale [P4, G2]. Multi-scale monitoring, linking sources to downstream impacts (2000-2010) As the lead organisation in a national study (CHASM) [G3], we developed and implemented a systematic approach to multi-scale monitoring which provided new understanding of how small- scale flow processes aggregate up to the larger scale [P5]. Defra commissioned Newcastle to lead a review of the causes of flooding from land management at the catchment scale [G4], and to develop a research plan to collect evidence of how upstream landscape interventions could potentially impact downstream flood risk at different scales. Researching the impacts of full-scale land-use and soft engineering interventions (2005-2013) We have used and further developed the multi-scale monitoring strategies and modelling tools to research the impacts of actual interventions in the landscape, including a comprehensive assessment of upland land use management on catchment scale flood generation [P2, G5a,b], multi-functional controls of agricultural land management on water and nutrient runoff at Nafferton Farm, Northumberland [G6a], and the first full-scale Natural Flood Management (NFM) soft engineering interventions that demonstrated measurable small catchment-scale impacts at Belford, Northumberland [P6, G6b]. Use of our catchment systems approach in subsequent studies [G6c] has provided new evidence of the scales at which pollution mitigation measures are detectable. Research with stakeholders and policy-makers (1999-2013) In the UK, we have shown that it is necessary to develop our multi-scale scientific approach in tandem to working with landowners at the farm scale to provide the solid evidence to underpin national policy, and to develop appropriate educational tools for wider dissemination to landowners [G6d]. Internationally, we developed methods of working with diverse stakeholders using hydroclimatic and socio-economic data and models to promote sustainable water resources management  in  shared  Palestinian-Israeli  aquifer  systems  [G7a],  and  further  developed  this  approach with stakeholders from nine Nile riparian countries to implement the first full Nile basin water resources model and pilot water resources studies based on consistent use of quality- assured data [G7b]. We have developed and applied innovative socio-technical approaches in several countries in Latin America in the Newcastle led EU funded EPIC- FORCE project [P3, G8a], integrating science, management and policy development for water resources management, and for management of forested catchments based on previous experiences in Costa Rica and India [G8b]. Key staff: R1       J. Amezaga, RA/SRA/Senior Lecturer, 1999-present R2       J.C. Bathurst, Lecturer/Reader, 1985-present R3       I.R. Calder, Professor, 1998-2009 R4       J. Ewen, SRA/Lecturer/Senior Lecturer/Visiting Professor, 1988-present R5       J. Jonczyk, RA, 2005-present R6       P.E. O’Connell, Professor, 1985-present R7       G. O’Donnell, RA/SRA, 1995-present R8       G. Parkin, RA/SRA/Lecturer/Senior Lecturer, 1988-present R9       P. Quinn, Lecturer/Senior Lecturer 1997-present R10     M. Wilkinson, RA, 2002-2012		[P1]  *Ewen J., Parkin, G. and O'Connell, P.E. (2000).  SHETRAN: distributed river basin flow and transport modeling system. ASCE J. Hydrologic Eng., 5, 250-258. Reflected the state of the art in integrated water and pollution modelling (128 citations on Scopus - 14th October 2013) [P2]  *O'Connell P.E., Ewen J., O'Donnell G.M. and Quinn PF. (2007). Is there a link between agricultural land-use management and flooding?   Hydrology and Earth System Sciences 11(1), 96-107. Summarised the key outputs of the Defra report [E2] (43 citations on Scopus - 14th October 2013) [P3]  *Bathurst J.C., Amezaga J., Cisneros F., Gavino Novillo M., Iroume A., Lenzi M.A., Mintegui Aguirre J., Miranda M. and Urciuolo A. (2010). Forests and floods in Latin America: science, management, policy and the EPIC FORCE project. Water International, 35(2), 114-131. Best Paper Award (2010) from the International Water Resources Association [P4]  NELUP, Special Journal of Environmental Planning and Management Volume 38, Issue 1, February 1995. Example paper: R. Adams, S. M. Dunn , R. Lunn , R . Mackay and J. R . O ’ Callaghan (1995). Assessing the Performance of the NELUP Hydrological Models for River Basin Planning, 53-76.  http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09640569513110 [P5]  Mayes, W.M. Walsh, C.L. Bathurst, J.C. Kilsby, C.G. Quinn, P.F. Wilkinson, M.E. Daugherty, A.J. O'Connell P.E. (2006). Monitoring a flood event in a densely instrumented catchment, the Upper Eden, Cumbria, UK. Water and Environment Journal. 20(4), 217–226. [P6]  Wilkinson,  M.E.,  Quinn,  P.F.  and  Welton,  P.  (2010)  Runoff  management  during  the September 2008 floods in the Belford catchment, Northumberland. Journal of Flood Risk Management 3(4), 285-295. * = the 3 references that best indicate the quality of the underpinning research Grants [G1]  Simulating Radionuclide Transport From The Geosphere To The Biosphere (Nirex, £2M) 1993-2000 [R2,R4,R6,R8] [G2]  NERC-ESRC Land Use Project (NELUP) (NERC, £2M) up to 1995 [R2, R6] [G3] Catchment Hydrology & Sustainable Management (CHASM) (NERC, £2M) 2000-2005 [R2,R6,R8,R9] [G4]  Review of impacts of rural land use and management on flood generation (FD2114) (Defra, £200K)  2002-2004 [R4,R6,R7,R9] [G5]  a) Flood Risk Management Research Consortium Phase 2 (EPSRC, £600K) (2007-12); b) The Upper Hodder Impact Study (EA, 200K) 2005-2010 [R4, R6, R7] [G6] a) Nafferton Farm: Making Space for Water/Proactive (EA, £235K) 2005-8; b) Belford Catchment Flood Study, (EA Flood Levy, £150K)   2008-13; c) Demonstration Test Catchments (Defra, £550K) 2010 onwards; d) FARM Tool (EA, £30K) 2005-6 [R5,R9, R10]  [G7]  a) SUSMAQ (DfID, £3.5M) 1999-2005; b) Nile Basin (UN, £150K) 2010-12 [R6,R7,R8] [G8]  a) EPIC FORCE (EC, £1.2M) 2007-10; b) Forest and Water (DfID, £2M) 2004-8 [R1,R2,R3]		Newcastle research has shaped national policy and practice related to flooding and agricultural pollution, and international policy and practice in the developing world related to managing forested catchments and sustainable water resources management. Impact on national policy (flooding and pollution management) The Environment Agency’s (EA) Research Scientist, EA Evidence Directorate stated [E1]: “Over the past ten years, Newcastle has consistently provided high quality evidence and tools forming some of the key evidence used by the Environment Agency in this field.” Newcastle University research has had a prominent impact on key national documents used by the water industry, regulators, and land managers: 1.  The 2004 Newcastle-led Defra report FD2114, ‘Review of impacts of rural land use and management on flood generation’ [E2,P2] provided the basis for building the research evidence supporting national policy, policy review and regulation documents [E1,E3,E4,E6]. 2.  The 2008 joint EA / Defra document ‘The role of land use and land management in delivering flood risk management’ [E3] defined flood risk policy mechanisms based on evidence provided by the 2004 FD2114 report [E2]. 3.  The EA’s 2010 policy review document “Greater working with natural processes in flood and coastal erosion risk management” [E4] recommends the uptake of the Natural Flood Management (NFM) approach pioneered by Newcastle, and directly cites our research [P6] and case studies [E5]. 4.  The EA’s 2012 policy document addressing management of diffuse agricultural pollution “Rural Sustainable Drainage Systems (RSuDS)” [E5] advocates using our soft engineering approach, citing 5 examples from research at Nafferton. 5.  The 2013 report ‘A Review on Natural Flood Management (NFM)’ which is part of the Defra policy review “The Economics of Climate Resilience (ECR) project” [E6] advocates that: “Construction of a NFM scheme can be much quicker than traditional approaches ...”. National impact on practitioners (agriculture and water sectors) The EA’s Environment and Business Advisor to the agriculture sector (and project manager for the RSuDS report [E5] which has been distributed to all Natural England and Catchment Sensitive Farming advisors in the UK’s 79 priority catchments) stated [E5]: “The work at Belford was a pioneering initiative to address a water management issue within a catchment at low cost, involving stakeholders and demonstrating the solid evidence of its success. It is a fine example of research involving both policy, industry and science practitioners. … Many of the measures … are included in over 40 Catchment Sensitive Farming grants.” As a key example, although the cost of traditional flood defences (hard engineering) for the Belford village in Northumberland was estimated as £2.5M, Newcastle University’s approach of installation of NFM features which has now successfully withstood a number of flood generating rainfall events cost under £250K [E7].  The EA Regional Flood Defence Manager states in an official video [E7], “For communities such as Belford that cannot receive traditional defences, this sort of approach gives real solutions, real benefits, and at a fraction of the cost.” A briefing paper on NFM from the Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology review for the Natural Environment White Paper [E8] stated: “ … evidence for the efficacy of this approach has been found.” To support implementation of research findings in practice, the EA/Defra Making Space for Water report [E3] recommended “Promotion of advice tools such as the FARM tool …”. Hence, Newcastle University constructed a web-based advisory toolkit ‘FARM’ (Floods and Agriculture Risk Matrix, http://research.ncl.ac.uk/thefarm/ ), which has had 3100 unique/first time visitors. The Construction Industry (CIRIA) practice guide C719 ‘Land use management effects on flood flows  and  sediments:  -  guidance  on  predictions’  [E1],  a  primary national  resource  for  policy makers, farmers, landowners and land managers, governing bodies and consultants to support sustainable land use decisions, was co-authored by Newcastle staff [R4, R6 and R7] and uses concepts, images, and case studies from Newcastle University research studies [P2,P6,G6d]. A  key practical finding in C719 is that “the effects of land use management on flooding are expected to diminish as the scale of the catchment increases”. This was proposed in [G4] and established in [G5]. International impact on water resources management Newcastle’s catchment systems approach has led to the development and use of integrated socio- technical frameworks for water and land management worldwide.  Two examples are cited here. The World Bank-funded Nile Basin Initiative (NBI) engaged Newcastle University to develop the first water resources model of the full Nile basin that uses consistent quality-assured shared data from the nine riparian countries as part of a Nile Basin Decision Support System (DSS), enabling a shared approach to catchment management. An independent international panel of experts stated: “The Nile basin is one of the world's most complex and difficult to manage trans-boundary river systems … we concluded that the data management and modelling tools developed largely by Newcastle University had provided a key part of the NBI DSS, and recommended that they be used operationally by the NBI countries” [E9]. Several countries in Latin America including Argentina, Ecuador, Chile and Costa Rica have used guidelines based on Newcastle University research. In Argentina, based on research in the EPIC- FORCE project [P3], the Director General of Water Resources, Government of Tierra del Fuego, and Member of the Federal Commission for Water Resources Management stated [E10]: “… Newcastle University has had a direct influence in the definition of local and national policies for environmental protection against extreme events ....The problems and solutions identified during the project were included as priorities in the National Water Resources Plan”.		[E1]  Testimonial:  Research  Scientist,  EA  Evidence  Directorate,  project  manager  for  Upper Hodder Study, and major contributor to FRMRC2 report Land use management effects on flood flows and sediments: - guidance on predictions (2013). Ed. McIntyre and Thorne published by the Construction Industry (CIRIA). [E2]  Review of impacts of rural land use and management on flood generation: Impact study report (2004) O'Connell PE, Beven KJ, Carney JN, Clements RO, Ewen J, Fowler H, Harris GL, Hollis J, Morris J, O'Donnell GM, Packman JC, Parkin A, Quinn PF, Rose SC, Shepherd M, Tellier S. Defra R&D Technical Report FD2114. [E3]  The role of land use and land management in delivering flood risk management (2008). Making Space for Water Project (by Halcrow Group Limited). [E4]  Greater working with natural processes in flood and coastal erosion risk management (2012). A response to the Pitt Review Recommendation 27. Defra, Welsh Government, Environment Agency,  Natural  England,  Countryside  Council  for  Wales,  Wildlife  &  Countryside  Link, National Trust, The Wildlife Trusts, RSPB, and The River Restoration Centre. [E5]  Testimonial: EA, Env. & Business Section, project manager for Rural Sustainable Drainage Systems (RSuDS) Report (2012). Avery M, Macaulay Institute. [E6] Economics of Climate Resilience ECR (Quote taken from page 21) CA0401 - Natural Environment Theme: Natural Flood Management (2013). Frontier Economics Ltd, London, Irbaris LLP and Ecofys. [E7]  Quote from EA Regional Flood and Coastal Defence Manager; EA video of the Belford project, quote taken from minutes 17-20. Relates to original cost from:  Belford prefeasibility study (2007). Halcrow, Edinburgh. [E8]  Parliamentary  Office  of  Science  and  Technology.  -  POST  Note  on  Natural  Flood Management (2011). Pescott O. and Wentworth J. [E9] Testimonial: Independent international review panel for the Nile Basin Initiative Water Resources Planning and Management NBI-DSS Project “Data Processing and Quality Assurance, Pilot Application of the Nile Basin Decision Support System”. [E10] Testimonial: Director General of Water Resources of the Province of Tierra del Fuego, Member of the Federal Commission for Water Resources Management.

		916		2000		2000				Newcastle University has a substantial background in researching novel control methods for electric motors. This case study concerns the impact that our work on sensorless control systems has had upon Dyson consumer products. One of our sensorless control schemes has been adopted by Dyson for their vacuum cleaner drive systems offering benefits of ruggedness, flexibility and being inexpensive to implement, leading to reduced production costs and improved ergonomics derived from the ability to eliminate bulky sensor components and separate control electronics from the motor. Dyson has invested £5M in a new production line for products using this sensorless control system which have production volumes of around 5 million units per annum. The Company estimates the cost savings accruing from the use of our designs at around £2M per annum.		Newcastle University is home to one of the world’s leading motor control and design groups with a long history going back almost 100 years. Our interests in the specific topic of sensorless control originated in the research of Prof P Acarnley who identified a novel method of determining motor position based upon the use of motor terminal voltages and line currents to estimate winding flux linkages and thus predict motor position [P1].  Acarnley continued to be a major contributor to the development of various sensorless control methods ([P3] and [G4]) and his work was further supplemented by Atkinson, Jack and Mecrow [P2] who applied sensorless position estimation and control methods to fault tolerant drives. Newcastle research in this area is particularly relevant to the design of consumer products, such as vacuum cleaners, which provide greatest efficiency and minimum mass when operating at ultra high speeds.  Almost all consumer products use brushed motors because of the high cost of power electronics and control for brushless alternatives.  This has resulted in inefficient systems, with maximum speed typically limited to less than 40,000 revs/min by the brushgear.  Newcastle has been working to overcome this by researching and implementing  low cost brushless drives operating at speeds of 100,000 revs/min or greater [P4], enabling them to be both smaller and more efficient. The research areas have included new motor topologies, use of new materials, new drive topologies and novel control schemes, based upon our extensive history of researching these topics. A key research project, part funded by Dyson, investigated low cost sensorless schemes for ultra high speed drives. The research built on Newcastle’s expertise in sensorless control schemes to develop a controller for single phase drives of the type used by Dyson. Single phase drives pose particular problems. Unlike three- phase drives, the single phase winding is always active, which immediately rules out most existing sensorless schemes. Two low cost sensorless schemes were developed: the first scheme is used during current control mode and determines the rotor position from analysis of the active waveforms in the phase windings; the second scheme is used in voltage control mode and indirectly determines the rotor position by estimation of the back emf via some low cost hardware. When used together the schemes operate across all loads and the entire speed range – from standstill to over 110,000 rev/min. This research has resulted in 2 patent applications [E1, E2]. The reported research was conducted by the Power Electronics Drives and Machines  (PEDM) Group at Newcastle University over the period 1997 to 2013 and was led by Prof Barrie Mecrow (97-date), Prof P Acarnley (94-09) and Prof Alan Jack (97-10), with further significant contributions  from Prof J Finch (97-09) and Dr DJ Atkinson (97-present), all of whom were employed at Newcastle University. The PEDM group research in this area in the period 1993-date has attracted over half a million pounds of Dyson direct funding [G1, G2, G3] in addition to ESPRC support in the form of individual and platform grants [G4, G5].		Publications (Key Publications P1, P2, P4) [P1] Ertugrul, N., Acarnley, P. “A new algorithm for Sensorless operation of permanent magnet motors.” IEE Trans on Industry Applications, 30 (1) , pp 126-133 Jan/Feb 1994. This presents a new way to achieve sensorless motor position control. It is important because it is the first to identify the way to significantly reduce cost and improve performance of position control by eliminating the mechanical sensor. [P2] Green, S.,Atkinson, D.J., Jack, A.G., Mecrow, B.C. “Sensorless operation of a fault tolerant PM drive.” IEE Proc. Electric Power Applications 150 (2) pp117-125 Mar 2003. This extends the concepts embodied in the previous work to a broader range of applications (specifically aerospace) [P3] Acarnley, P.P. and Watson, J.F. “Review of position-sensorless operation of brushless permananet magnet machines.” IEEE Trans Industrial Electronics 53 (2) pp 252-262 April 2006 [P4] Bateman, C.J. , Mecrow, B.C. , Clothier, A.C. , Acarnley, P.P. , Tuftnell, N.D. “ Sensorless operation of an ultra-high-speed switched reluctance machine.” IEEE Trans on Industry Applications, 46 (6), art. no. 5559420, pp. 2329-2337, 2010. This paper is the link between the original thread of work and the specific implementation of this class of sensor to consumer products – it focuses on a low cost and robust implementation of Sensorless control of the type required for consumer device implementation. Patents [A]   Patent Application GB1203911.1 and GB1203913.7: Sensorless Control of a Brushless Permanent-Magnet Motor. [B]   Patent Application GB1210371.9 and GB1210372.7: Method of Determining the Rotor Position of a Permanent-Magnet Motor. Funding [G1] Dyson Technology Centre Funding , Value £169,000, 2007-13. [G2] Dyson Industrial PhD sponsorship (4 Students), Principal Investigator B.C.Mecrow, Value £252,000, 2007-2013. [G3] Dyson Engineering Doctorate Research project, Principal Investigator B.C.Mecrow, Value £80,000, 2005-2009 [G4]  EPSRC Grant GR/J07129/01 “Position estimation in rotor-position switched electric drives.”, Principal Investigator P. Acarnley, Value £137,061 May 1993 – Nov 1996. [G5]  EPSRC Platform Grant EP/F067895/1 “High Efficiency Electrical Energy Conversion”, Principal Investigator B. C. Mecrow, Value £762,626, Feb 2009 – Jan 2014.		Newcastle University’s PEDM group has a substantial history of research collaborations with manufacturers of consumer products, including Black and Decker, LG and Electrolux and in particular we have had a fruitful research relationship with Dyson spanning the last decade. Dyson have incorporated many of the group’s innovations into their products and their recent (2011-2013)  use of a specific, novel sensorless control scheme is the topic of this case study. It will be appreciated that because of the need to protect commercially sensitive intellectual property the Dyson information contained here is necessarily limited. Key elements of the sensorless control work were subject to April 2012 patent applications [E1, E2] which have yet to come into the public domain. Dyson have chosen to implement the sensorless control system  on all their new drive systems because the design offered the following:     Lower manufacturing costs and improved sales margins, estimated by Dyson at £2M/annum.     Ergonomic benefits of flexibility and simplicity in product realisation, particularly in small machines, because there is no longer any need to incorporate a position sensor.     Reduced complexity in the production line, leading to increased production rates and reduced costs.     Less variation in performance within a production run and across the entire population of drive systems manufactured. The sensorless design allows, through the elimination of the position sensor, the control electronics and motor to be separated and in turn this provides much more ergonomic flexibility in designing the product’s external envelope. Dyson is noted for the ergonomic design of its machines and the new control system contributes to cost savings by allowing reductions in component count and assembly complexity. In the period April 2011 – March 2013 the Newcastle research team provided close support to Dyson staff based at Newcastle whilst the sensorless control system was made production ready for manufacture in Singapore. In parallel Dyson has invested £5M in a new production line to manufacture vacuum cleaner products incorporating our sensorless designs.[E3] Dyson’s Director of Motors & Power Systems makes clear the exclusive and fundamental nature of his Company’s relationship with Newcastle University in this field and the scale of products impacted by that relationship, stating “Our research collaboration with the Power Electronics Drives & Machines Group at Newcastle University has had a fundamental impact upon the design of Dyson products. In particular, the patented sensorless control technology has been implemented in products with annual sales of 4.5 - 5 million units per year and annual sales values of approximately £0.5Bn. We have invested around £5M in a new Singapore based production line to manufacture these products and we estimate that the sensorless designs will yield annual production cost savings of around £2M. On a more general note, the Company has benefited from its relationship with Newcastle University via the transfer of ideas and realisations as well as the transfer of personnel. We collaborate exclusively with Prof Mecrow’s group in this field and the core of our Motors & Power Systems team has been recruited from within the Newcastle research group.” [E3]		[E1] Patent Application GB1203911.1 and GB1203913.7: Sensorless Control of a Brushless Permanent-Magnet Motor. [E2] Patent Application GB1210371.9 and GB1210372.7: Method of Determining the Rotor Position of a Permanent-Magnet Motor. [E3] Director of Motors & Power Systems, Dyson Ltd. Testimonial letter outlining research work. and financial benefits.

		940		2000		2000				Research at Bath has developed a new network charging methodology, known as “Long Run Incremental Cost (LRIC) pricing for electricity distribution systems”. The methodology enables the calculation of location-specific annual network charges for electricity generators and suppliers. It has replaced the flat-rate charging approach used by the industry for the previous 25 years. Bath’s work on LRIC has led to: 1) major impact on government policy, because in 2008 the UK regulator Ofgem required Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) to adopt LRIC as an industry standard, using the evidence provided by Bath that LRIC’s uptake can lead to efficiency savings over the next 20 years of about £200 million for DNOs, and 2) major impact on industrial practice, because the subsequent industrial adoption of LRIC over 80% of the UK distribution area has enabled the DNOs to promote efficient use of the existing infrastructure. Further, LRIC’s adoption in the UK has triggered a wide review of transmission and distribution pricing in countries including Brazil, Ireland, India and China. It also led to the establishment of the IEEE International Working Group on Network Charging, chaired by Li (Bath). Many of LRIC’s key researchers at Bath have subsequently taken key roles in network planning and pricing in UK and international industry.		Key researchers: Prof F Li (Bath 1997 – date), Prof D Tolley (Visiting Professor) and Prof N Padhy (Visiting Researcher sponsored by the Indian Government). PhDs/PDRAs at Bath: Dr H Heng, Dr C Gu, Dr S Latsky, Dr B Li, Dr Y Zhang, Dr E Matlosze, Dr J Wang and Dr B Kuri. The introduction of renewable energy is a key step towards meeting the UK’s binding commitment to reduce its CO2 emissions by 80% by 2050, relative to the 1990 level. Achieving this will require that a significant amount of renewables be connected to the electricity distribution system, resulting in additional and substantial network investment - unless those locations can be identified where renewable generators can be connected at the least cost. The Distribution Network Operator companies (DNOs) are responsible for distributing electricity from generators to residential and commercial properties, but have no control over the location and size of prospective generators, except through the use of network charges. Prior to 2008, the UK’s six DNOs employed flat-rate network  charging  schemes  that  effectively  ignored  both  the  location  where  electricity  was generated and how it was distributed to the customer. Generation companies thus had no incentive to locate their generators closer to load centres to minimise network costs. However, electricity distribution costs are very significant and account for ~ 21% of UK electricity bills, with some £6 billion of network investment needed from 2010 to 2015. Industry regulator Ofgem recognised that flat-rate charging poses a major barrier to the cost-effective integration of renewables, so in 2005 it published a consultation document calling for a structural change to the charging regime (https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/44442/10763-13505.pdf). In response to this call, Bath collaborated with Ofgem and Western Power Distribution to develop the LRIC economic charging methodology that enables DNOs to provide, for the first time, financial incentives  to  guide  generators  to  connect  at  low-cost  locations.  Bath’s  LRIC  defines  the relationship between a location in an existing network and the cost of integrating renewable generation at that location [1, 2]. Bath’s LRIC can handle practical distribution systems of more than 2,000 connection points and produce long-run predictions of investment cost in a fraction of the time of traditional approaches. It is thus a sophisticated yet practical mechanism for evaluating these long-term network costs. Unlike traditional approaches that rely on detailed and extensive system simulation for evaluating future network costs, Bath’s LRIC employs a bespoke set of analytical equations that implicitly integrate the utilisation of all network components and the distances from the generators to consumers. Critically, this directly links the impact of an individual generator connection to future investment costs [1, 2]. The use of LRIC thus makes  it possible for DNOs to assess the impact on future investment costs of connecting generation at each network location. This enables DNOs to set cost-reflective and justifiable network charges, thus providing economic incentives to guide generators to the locations in the system offering the greatest long-term benefits [3]. The LRIC methodology was initially developed through direct industrial funding from Bath’s local DNO,  Western  Power  Distribution,  and  the  industry  regulator,  Ofgem.  It  has  since  been substantially enhanced through funding from EPSRC (Advanced Research Fellowship, UK-China Smart Grid OPEN) and industry (Northern Powergrid, Npower and Centric) [4−6]. Continuing developments are funded by a Royal Society Wolfson Merit Award (Li, 2013-2018) and three large (each > £1 million) EPSRC funded bi-national projects: i) UK/China Smart Grid OPEN (Jenkins, Li et  al.  2013-2016), ii)  UK/China Smart  Electric Mobility  (Strbac, Li  et  al.,  2013-2016)  and  iii) UK/India Smart Grid with Energy Storage HEAPD (Li, Jenkins et al. 2014-2017).		1)   *F Li and D Tolley, “Long-run incremental cost – pricing based on unused capacity”, IEEE Transactions  on  Power  Systems,  vol.  22,  no.  4,  pp.  1683  –  1689,  2007.  DOI: 10.1109/TPWRS.2007.908469. 2)   F Li , “Long-run marginal cost pricing based on network spare capacity”, IEEE Transactions on Power Systems, vol. 22, no. 2, pp. 885-886, 2007. DOI: 10.1109/TPWRS.2007.894849. 3)   *F Li and D Tolley et al, “Framework for Assessing the Economic Efficiencies of Long-run Network Pricing Models”, IEEE Transactions on Power Systems, vol. 24, no. 4, pp. 1641- 1648, 2009. DOI: 10.1109/tpwrs.2009.2030283. 4)   *H  Heng,  F  Li,  and  X  Wang,  “Charging  for  Network  Security  Based  on  Long-Run Incremental Cost Pricing”, IEEE Transactions on Power Systems, vol. 24, no. 4, pp. 1686- 1693, 2009. DOI: 10.1109/tpwrs.2009.2030301. 5)  F Li, N.P. Padhy, J Wang and B Kuri, “Cost-benefit reflective distribution charging methodology”, IEEE Transactions on Power Systems, vol. 23, no. 1, pp. 58-64, 2008. DOI: 10.1109/TPWRS.2007.913201. 6)   C Gu, F Li and Y Song, “Long-run Network Pricing to Facilitate Users’ Different Security Preference”, IEEE Transactions on Power Systems, vol. 26, no. 4, pp. 2408 – 2416, 2011. DOI: 10.1109/TPWRS.2011.2153215. * denotes references that best indicate the quality of the research.		Impact on Policy: After three years of industry-wide debate (2005–2008), Ofgem concluded, “We believe LRIC, which is based on incremental cost, is the better foundation for pricing method with the objective of promoting more efficient network development to meet customer needs” [a]. Ofgem consequently in 2008 required all DNOs in the UK to adopt LRIC and, in reaching this decision, sought  views  from  all  stakeholders.  For  example,  Northern  Powergrid  (formerly  CE  Electric) strongly supported the move, stating that LRIC, “is the best methodology to adopt as it most closely  aligns  to,  and  provides  a  programmatic  balance  of,  the  principles  that  have  been developed”, and, further, that it “provides the purest economic signals”, [a]. In summary, policy debate has been stimulated and policy decisions have been informed by research evidence. Impact on Industrial Practice & Standards: Bath’s local DNO, Western Power Distribution, implemented the LRIC methodology for their extra high voltage (EHV) distribution system in April 2007.  Following  Ofgem’s  2008  decision  for  its  adoption  as  a  licence  obligation,  LRIC  was subsequently developed into a common methodology by the industry and in April 2011 it was adopted by the three remaining DNOs for their EHV systems in England and Wales. All four DNOs have confirmed this adoption, a typical statement being “UK Power Networks have implemented the version of the EHV Distribution Charging Methodology (EDCM) which utilises the LRIC pricing approach as originally developed for Ofgem by Bath University. The EDCM is used for the calculation of charges in all three of our licenced areas including the East England, South East England and London.” [b]. In summary, through LRIC, industry’s professional standards, have been informed, improved processes have been adopted and, professionals have used research findings in the conduct of their work. In addition, Bath has provided technical support to industry’s adoption of LRIC through consultancies [c], thus the efficiency of providing a  professional service has been improved. Over time, the adoption of LRIC will reduce the investment   required   to   accommodate   the   anticipated   dramatic   expansion   of   low-carbon technologies [d] and thus lower the cost of low-carbon transition. Bath’s research thus allows DNOs to take the lead in combatting climate change and helps the UK meet its CO2  emissions targets. The Development of Policies and Services of Benefit to the Developing World: The development and implementation of Bath’s LRIC methodology for distribution networks has stimulated debate and resulted in benefits for countries in the developing world - and in particular  Brazil,  India  and  China.  The  Brazilian  distribution  charging  structure  reform  was influenced by Bath’s research through Prof Li’s participation in the International Seminar on Electricity Tariff Structure organised by the Brazilian energy regulator, ANEEL, in 2009 [e], through in-depth discussion with their tariff design team [f] and through collaboration with their lead scientist for network charges [g]. This subsequently led to the establishment of the IEEE Power and Energy Society International Working Group (IWG) on Network Charging chaired by Li (Bath) [h]. Through this IWG, LRIC has received significant interest from Brazil, Germany, Demark and India, which has, in turn, had a major impact on the research work’s focus and direction at Bath and stimulated further research. The impact on India has been through a UK/Indian Scientific Seminar held in Jaipur, February 2013. Bath led the UK delegation and used the opportunity to explore with leading Indian power industries and academics new tariff structures that are both economically efficient and socially acceptable [i]. This event was co-sponsored by the Departments of Business Innovation and Skills (UK) and Science and Technology (India). It has led to a £2 million UK/Indian consortium project led by Bath and IIT Roorkee in Smart Grid with Energy Storage (EPSRC/DST-HEAPD). In April 2013, Bath was invited by the China National Development and Reform Commission (Beijing) to disseminate the UK’s network charging structure and presented a report documenting its evolution as part of China’s international review to support its electricity market reform. Many of Bath’s PhDs and PDRAs have gone on to take roles in network planning and pricing in the UK and internationally, including Scottish & Southern Energy, UK (H Heng and B Kuri) and The State Grid Corporation, China (J Wang, B Li, Y Zhang). Through this pathway, highly skilled people have taken up specialist roles that draw on their research. In summary, this research has had a major impact on government policy, which has fed through industrial practice and standards to result in societal, economic and environmental benefits.		a)      Ofgem  2008  Decision  Document  'Delivering  the  Electricity  Distribution  Structure  of Changes     Project',     Section     2.29,     page     17.     https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem- publications/44256/decision-document-1-october-2008.pdf. b)      Email from Income Pricing Manager, UK Power Networks, 18 October 2013. c)      Northern Powergrid (former CE Electric), “Network charges for Yorkshire distribution area”, F Li, £70k, 2008-2008. d)      Ofgem report, F. Li, D. Tolley, N. Padhy, J. Wang, “Network benefits from introducing an economic        methodology        for        distribution        charging”,        January        2006. https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/44386/12617-1206a.pdf. e)      International  Seminar  on  Electricity  Tariff  Structure,  ANEEL,  17th/18th    June,  2009, http://www.aneel.gov.br/siet/index_eng.htm. f)      Email from ANEEL for meeting with their tariff design team. g)      F Li and J W Marangon Lima, “Micro-generation: Potential, Impacts and Network Charge”, Invited panel paper, IEEE Power Engineering Society General Meeting, Paper 08GM1519, Pittsburgh, July, 2008. h)      IEEE Power Engineering Society (PES), Power System Economic Subcommittee, Network Charging Working Group, http://sites.ieee.org/pes-ses/working-groups-and-task-forces/wg- on-network-charging/ i)       Award letter for International Scientific Seminar India-UK on “Economically and Socially Efficient Network Pricing for Smarter Distribution Grids”, October 2012.

		1023		2000		2000				Our  research  and  resulting  impacts  extend  across  a  wide  range  of  flooding  problems,  from localised urban floods to river basin flooding. The underpinning research ranges from extending the evidence base, to improved rainfall estimates, and to advances in hydrological and hydraulic models. The impact of our research has been through the creation and application of new methodologies (e.g. AOFD) and software tools (e.g., TSRSim) for the design and analysis of flood management systems in the UK and internationally, via joint projects with consulting engineering companies, and through the influence of our research on national and regional policies towards improved land use management practices (e.g., Glastir, Wales).		2.        Underpinning research Our research in flood risk management has addressed two major gaps in floods science:  the lack of evidence and understanding about factors affecting flood flows; and the lack of numerical models to help convert understanding into decisions. Since its inception in 1993, this programme of research has involved a number of academics including H. Wheater (1993-2010), N. McIntyre (1999-2013), C. Maksimović (1997-2013); C. Onof (1995-2013), N. Bulygina (2007-13) and D. Butler (1993-2005). Three aspects of this research have led to major impact and are summarized here: (a) rainfall modelling; (b) land use management and (c) urban pluvial flood modelling. 2.1      Rainfall modelling Traditional flood design using design events relies upon unrealistic assumptions about rainfall. Our programme of rainfall research has provided the basis for improvements using continuous simulation of rainfall. Building on fundamental research into stochastic rainfall modelling from 1993- 2002, Onof and Wheater subsequently (2002-05) developed new methods for generating daily rainfall simultaneously at a number of sites while maintaining its complex space-time properties, including the ability to synthesise extreme rainfall [1]. This was achieved by developing techniques based on point process and generalised linear models. This Defra funded research was extended (2005-2006) to adapt the method so that it can estimate space-time rainfall under climate change. In a third aspect of the work, based on continuous studies since 1993, Onof has developed methods for the downscaling of daily rainfall to high-resolution (e.g., hourly or 5-minute) rainfall, to provide a unique ability to simulate bursts of rainfall, including under climate change, thus, in particular, meeting the needs of urban drainage design [2]. Together, these elements of underpinning research led to the software packages, HYETOS, GLIMCLIM, and TSRSsim, which have been widely used by consultants and government agencies during 2008-2013 (see section 4). 2.2      Land use management There is widespread speculation that reverting towards a more natural rural landscape will reduce downstream flood risk, and there is major interest and activity in UK government in implementing “natural flood management”. However, prior to our series of RCUK funded research projects in the period 2004-2012, there was insufficient evidence and methods to evaluate the efficacy of such “natural” approaches. From our sets of experimental sites at Pontbren, Wales (2004-2012), Wheater, McIntyre and Bulygina produced evidence of the links between soil type, land management and flood flows; and how upland land management can (and cannot) be used to control floods; and how it can also provide other environmental benefits as part of agri-environment schemes [3,4]. Furthermore, so that scenarios of change can be assessed in terms of flood risk and associated costs and benefits for a range of catchments, we developed new generalisation  and upscaling techniques [4]. This modelling research programme is providing an evolving national capability for continuous-time simulation of floods, leading in 2004-2012 to the focus on solving the “natural flood management” question. 2.3      Urban pluvial flood modelling For the urban environment, Maksimović and Butler have conducted research that has promoted the use of physically based approaches to improve models of urban pluvial flooding, and to reduce the  uncertainty  in  the  spatial  and  temporal  modelling.  From  1999-2009,  our  research  into processing of digital terrain data led to improved automatic delineation of flood-prone areas in urban catchments and the development of our Automatic Overland Flood Delineation (AOFD) method [5]. Research from 2004-2012 produced new methods for 1D/1D urban flood modelling suitable for real time applications, incorporating the AOFD method [6]. These latter two items of underpinning research produced the predecessors to the modern commercial models for urban pluvial flood modelling (see section 4).		3.        References  to  the  research  (*References  that  best  indicate  quality  of  underpinning research) *[1] Wheater H.S., Chandler R.E., Onof C., Isham V.S., Bellone E., Yang C., Lekkas D., Lourmas G.  and Segond M-L.  (2005)  ‘Spatial-temporal rainfall modelling for flood risk  estimation’, Stochastic    Environmental    Research    and    Risk    Assessment    19(6)    pp    403-416, doi:10.1007/s00477-005-0011-8. [2]   Onof C. and Arnbjerg-Nielsen, K. (2009) ‘Quantification of anticipated future changes in high resolution   design   rainfall   for   urban   areas’,   Atmospheric   Research   92   pp   350-363, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosres.2009.01.014 [3]   Marshall  M.R.,  Francis  O.J.,  Frogbrook  Z.L.,  Jackson  B.M.,  McIntyre  N.,  Reynolds  B., Solloway I, Wheater H.S., and Chell J. (2009) ‘The impact of upland land management on flooding: Results from an improved pasture hillslope Hydrological Processes’ (2009) 23(3) pp 464-475, doi:10.1002/hyp.7157. *[4] Bulygina N., McIntyre N., Wheater H. (2009) ‘Conditioning rainfall-runoff model parameters for ungauged catchments and land management impacts analysis’ Hydrology and Earth System Sciences 13(6) pp 893-904, doi:10.5194/hess-13-893-2009. *[5] Maksimović Č., Prodanović D., Boonya-aroonnet S., Leitão J.P., Djordjević S. and Allitt R. (2009) ‘Overland flow and pathway analysis for modelling of urban pluvial flooding’. Journal of Hydraulic Research 47(4) pp 512-523, doi:10.1080/00221686.2009.9522027. [6]   Leitão J.P., Simões N.E., Maksimović Č., Ferreira F., Prodanović D., Matos J.S. and Sá Marques A. (2010) ‘Real-time forecasting urban drainage models: full or simplified networks?’ Water Science and Technology 62(9) pp 2106-2114, doi:10.2166/wst.2010.382. Research Grants and Funding A significant part of the underpinning research was carried out through our membership of the National Flood Risk Management Research Consortium (FRMRC 1&2) funded by EPSRC, NERC, EA, Defra, and others, during 2004-2012. EP/F020511/1. FRMRC 1&2 has been the largest UK research programme on flood risk science in recent years and within both phases we led the land use management part of the programme.		4.        Details of the impact Our floods research has had substantial impacts on floods policy and design practice, and on attitudes and understanding of flood risk solutions by audiences ranging from land owners to national  governments.  These  impacts  extend  across  all  components  –  rainfall  modelling, experimental evidence, and catchment and urban modelling. 4.1      Rainfall modelling Research into rainfall modelling has led to the development of tools for hydrological and drainage system  design  using  continuous  simulation  rather  than  single  design  events,  a  development  encouraged by the Environment Agency. The software tool HYETOS for hourly rainfall generation, originally developed as part of a 30%/70% ICL/NTUA Athens collaboration, is downloaded on average 140 times per year in particular by consultants in the water industry. GLIMCLIM is a spatial daily rainfall generator originally developed as part of a 50%/50% Imperial/UCL collaboration,  which  Halcrow has  used  in  projects  with  total  benefit  of  about  £15K,  and  are investing £5K in developing a user interface for. For urban drainage applications, the software tool TSRSim, based entirely upon work by Onof, has been developed at a cost of over £20,000 by HR Wallingford Software in 2005 in collaboration with Onof [A]. It has been purchased by a number of consultancies and water companies (e.g. MWH, B&V, Yorkshire Water, United Utilities and Southern Water) at a unit cost of £900 [A]. TSRSim was used as an alternative to traditional design storms across the Southern Water area to estimate floods with a return period of 1 in 30 years. The flexibility of this tool is estimated by MWH to have enabled savings of the order of £2 Million on a programme valued at £80 Million [B]. 4.2      Land use management Our experimental evidence on the physical links between rural land use and floods (Wheater et al.) has fundamentally changed national attitudes and policy. For example, we refer to the Pontbren hydrology work, described in Section 2 (underpinning research) which was jointly run by Imperial College and CEH Bangor (50%/50%). From the Woodland Trust Wales report, the “Pontbren work has fundamentally changed our understanding of the role of broadleaved trees in the farmed landscape and is now changing policy and practice” [C]. Hence the research on trees and flooding has had a direct influence on the Welsh Government’s new land management scheme for Wales [D]  (‘Glastir’)  and  local  implementations  The  Coed  Cadw  will  confirm  that  the  next  Rural Development Plan for Wales (2013-2020) is drawing heavily on the experience and the evidence derived from Pontbren and that it will influence the shape and focus of future agri-environment payments to farmers [E]. The  underpinning  research  on  soil  hydrology  and  land  use  has  been  used  directly  by  the Environment Agency Wales to map priority areas for improved land management. One of the GIS water quantity layers was based around the evidence from Pontbren and key areas in Wales have been identified where similar activities to those within Pontbren could lead to a reduction in flood risk in the upper Severn [D], with consequent benefits for western England. Another example of the impact of the new evidence and numerical model results was their use in the Foresight Future Flooding update, which contributed to the Cabinet Office’s 2008 policy report (the “Pitt Review”) recommendation that “rural land management approaches should be considered as part of the portfolio of measures to deal with flood risk and, where appropriate, as part of the programme to deliver more working with natural processes” [F]. They have also been used to guide the Office of Public Works (Ireland) in informing the Directorate General’s review of climate proofing. Our research into flood flow modelling approaches has also had a major impact on training and education of students and practitioners, demonstrated by sales of our books [G] and downloads of our teaching software. 4.3      Urban pluvial flood modelling The urban floods research has delivered models that have impacted practice in flood studies in the UK and internationally. In 1998 we took part in the CIRIA (Construction Industry Research and Information Association) Committee for development of CIRIA555 Sustainable Urban Drainage Design and Best Practice Manual, in which the term “SUDS” was coined, resulting in the industry training module which has been used ever since. Our AOFD method and software tool (see underpinning research section) has been independently evaluated and recommended for practical use by the UK Water Industry Research organisation (UKWIR). Before this model there was no appropriate software product on the market that would enable automatic processing of urban drainage features needed for reliable modelling of urban runoff, and it now forms the basis of commercial software (e.g. Infoworks and TuFlow) which are dominating UK and many international markets [H].  This tool has been used extensively by consultants for mapping surface water flood risk in the UK (Colindale, Borough of Barnet [H]) and in several cities in Serbia (e.g. Novi Beograd, Novi Sad, Sabac). Its inclusion into an integrated modelling system, 3DNet-SewNet, has led to the software being used by a significant percentage (cc 50%) of younger and mid-career professionals in Serbia and neighbouring countries. Similarly, the AOFD method and its principles have been incorporated into the latest version of the main commercial software package in Germany (Graphical Interactive Planning system - GIPS) by ITWH (Hannover) [I]. The GIPS “has over 500 users predominantly in German speaking countries. This is now a customer system with about €2.5M market value”[I]. Our methodology for storm drainage master planning has had clear societal and economic impacts: it has been adopted by the Brazilian consortium (Enger, Promon, CKC) and used by the chief consultant company Hidrostudio in development of the Master Drainage Plan for the River Tiete in Sao  Paulo,  Brazil,  which  was  then  used  over  the  last  12  years  for  detailed  planning  of improvements to Sao Paulo’s drainage. Additionally, in the most recent project for urban flood mitigation project of the Sao Paulo’s central commercial area (Anhangabau), the AOFD model has been used for assessment of flood risk.		5.        Sources to corroborate the impact [A]  Technical  Director,  HR  Wallingford  to  corroborate    the  investment  of  £200,00  into  the development of  TSRSim by HR Wallingford Software in 2005 [B]  Principal Engineer, MWH UK Ltd. To corroborate the enabled savings of the order of £2 Million on a programme valued at £80 Million by MWH. [C]  Coed Cadw (Woodland Trust) Wales Needs More Native Trees!:  An information briefing for the Petitions Committee of the National Assembly for Wales and associated press release. http://www.woodlandtrust.presscentre.com/ImageLibrary/detail.aspx?MediaDetailsID=565 Also available  here [D] “Glastir Targeted Element: An Explanation of the Selection Process”, p4, Welsh Assembly Government       and       accompanying       explanatory       email       from       EA       Wales). http://wales.gov.uk/topics/environmentcountryside/farmingandcountryside/farming/schemes/gl astir/advanced/document/glastirteexpanselectionprocessmaps/?lang=en. Also available  here [E]  Director , Coed Cadw to confirm that the next Rural Development Plan for Wales (2013-2020) is drawing heavily on the experience and the evidence derived from Pontbren hydrology work. [F]  The Pitt Review - Learning Lessons from the 2007 floods - p 132 , Cabinet Office. Available at http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20080906001345/http://cabinetoffice.gov.uk/thepittr eview/final_report.aspx. Also available  here [G]  For example: Wagener, T., Wheater, H. and Gupta, H.V. (2004) Rainfall Runoff Modelling in Gauged and Ungauged Catchments. Imperial College Press, 306 pp. Sales to date >500. ISBN: 978-1-86094-466-6 (hardcover). ISBN: 978-1-78326-066-9 (ebook) [H]  Program Delivery Manager, Golder Associates Ltd to confirm that the model developed  forms the basis of commercial software (e.g. Infoworks and TuFlow) which are dominating UK and many international markets extensively being used by consultants for mapping surface water flood risk in the UK [I]    CEO of the Institut für Technisch-Wissenschaftliche Hydrologie GmbH (ITWH) confirm that the method  and  its  principles  have  been  incorporated  into  the  latest  version  of  the  main commercial software package in Germany (Graphical Interactive Planning system - GIPS) by ITWH (Hannover)

		405		2000		2000				Research led by Professor Roger Fletcher has resulted in the development of a suite of algorithms that  are  now  widely  used  throughout  industry.     An  algorithm  of  fundamental  importance constructed by Fletcher and co-workers is the filter method – a radically different approach to solving large and complex nonlinear optimization problems typical of those faced by industry. This algorithm was developed with the principal aim of providing a computationally reliable and effective method for solving such problems. The filter method is now utilised by a variety of high-profile industry end-users including IBM, Schlumberger, Lucent, EXXON, Boeing, The Ford Motor Company, QuantiSci and Thomson CSF. The use of the filter method has had a significant economic and developmental impact in these companies through enhanced business performance and cost savings.		The underpinning research emanates from the team led by Professor Roger Fletcher, a world- leading researcher in optimization (see prizes and awards). Professor Fletcher has developed methodology and theory for a wide range of constrained optimization problem types such as Linear Programming, Quadratic Programming (QP), Nonlinear Programming (NLP) and Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming (MINLP), in increasing order of complexity. NLP concerns the minimization of an objective function of many variables, subject to nonlinear equality and inequality constraints on the values that can be taken by the variables. A well-known method for NLP is the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method, which involves the iterated solution of a sequence of QP problems. Professor Fletcher is widely respected for his many contributions over the years to these areas (being the recipient of a number of awards [4]-[8]), including for the introduction of so-called Active Set Methods for QP, and classic optimization methods such as the widely used Davidon-Fletcher- Powell, Fletcher-Reeves and Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) methods. Most relevant to this Impact Case, is Professor Fletcher's invention of  the filter globalization scheme in 1996 (UoD Numerical Analysis Technical Report NA171, see also ref. [1]). This method has won particular praise for its novelty and effectiveness (Lagrange Prize 2006). Up to that time, the usual procedure for solving an NLP problem was to use a 'penalty function' to induce convergence of e.g. the SQP method, and to require iterations of the SQP method to continuously improve the value of the penalty function. Often this requirement could considerably slow down the speed of convergence of the SQP method. In the filter method, the objective function and the constraint violation function are regarded as two distinct functions, and iterations can be accepted if they improve either one of these functions. This is a much less restrictive condition, and allows faster convergence of the NLP solver. The generality of the filter method allows for its use in many contexts, such as trust region, line search, and interior point methods. In [1], Professor Fletcher and post-doctoral research assistant Dr Sven Leyffer (UoD 1993 – 2002, including EPSRC grant GR/K51204) introduced the implementation of the filter concept in the context of the SQP method for NLP, with suitable heuristics to induce global convergence. A wide variety of test results for large scale NLP showed its effectiveness and robustness in comparison to another state-of-the-art code. Production quality codes, filterSQP for NLP, and the QP solver bqpd with novel sparse matrix and other user-friendly facilities, were made available for distribution.  In follow-up papers [2, 3], Professor Fletcher was able to refine the heuristics in the filter methods, and used novel arguments so as to provide a mathematically exact proof of convergence. The introduction of the filter idea has evoked considerable interest in optimization circles, and many  mini-symposia  and  workshops  have  since  been  devoted  to  its  implications.  The  new approach to balancing optimality and feasibility has been shown to have applications in many areas of optimization and has been utilized by researchers in diverse areas such as constrained and unconstrained optimization, solving systems of nonlinear equations (the idea of a multi-filter), and in derivative-free optimization (references [1, 2] have been cited over 1000 times). The research was carried out by Professor Roger Fletcher, Baxter Chair of Mathematics and post- doctoral research assistant Dr Sven Leyffer between 1993 and 2006. Dr. Leyffer left in 2002 to take up a position at the Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL USA.		[1] Fletcher R. and Leyffer S., Nonlinear Programming Without a Penalty Function, Mathematical Programming, 91, 2002, pp. 239-269. doi: 10.1007/s101070100244 [2] Fletcher, R., Leyffer, S. and Toint, Ph. L. On the Global Convergence of a Filter–SQP Algorithm, SIAM J. Optimization, 13, 2002, pp. 44-59. doi: 10.1137/S105262340038081X [3] Chin C.M. and Fletcher R., On the Global Convergence of an SLP-Filter Algorithm that takes EQP steps, Mathematical Programming, 96, 2003, pp. 161-177. doi: 10.1007/s10107-003-0378-6 Evidence of Research Quality: Prizes and Awards to Professor Roger Fletcher: [4]  Awarded  the  1997  George  B  Dantzig  Prize  by  the  Society  for  Industrial  and  Applied Mathematics [5] Elected Fellow of the Royal Society of London, 2003 [6]  Awarded  the  2006  Lagrange  Prize  in  Continuous  Optimization  by  The  Mathematical Programming Society and the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics [7] Awarded the 2008 Royal Gold Medal from the Royal Society of Edinburgh [8] Elected SIAM Fellow, 2009		Optimization problems are ubiquitous in industry, for example, how to schedule airline crew, how to improve drug design, how to minimize production costs, how to maximize power output, how to find the lowest energy configuration, and how to find the best combination of medicines for a particular patient. The invention of the filter method by Professor Fletcher and co-workers meant that a broad range of  previously  computationally  unfeasible  optimization  problems  could  be  efficiently  solved. Arguably the most challenging of the optimization problem types is MINLP, in which some of the variables are constrained to take only discrete values. Until fairly recently it was regarded that such problems were intractable unless the number of variables was small. Professor Fletcher and co- workers showed that using filterSQP to solve the many NLP sub-problems generated in the Branch and Bound method for MINLP, has considerably extended the range of problems that can be solved. A production software product MINLP_BB has been made available and has attracted many users. Since 1997, the University of Dundee has issued close to 100 licenses for Professor Fletcher’s optimization software algorithms to a range of end-users including numerous international-scale industrial companies e.g. those referred to in Section 1.  Four examples of where Professor Fletcher’s filter method has made direct impact are: (i) Use of the filter method in the Design Explore software utilized by The Boeing Company. [Dates Impact Occurred: January 2008 – present] Boeing is the world’s leading aerospace company and the largest manufacturer of commercial jetliners and military aircraft. It employs over 170,000 people worldwide with a total revenue in 2012 of $82 billion. Design Explore is the primary tool for design optimization used by the Boeing company. The filter method invented by Professor Fletcher and co-workers has been at the heart of this software. “…it is difficult to imagine how different life at Boeing would be without the optimization tools…. whose underlying filter-based methods were inspired by the idea of Roger Fletcher and Sven Leyffer…no constrained optimization problem is ever solved in Design Explore without making use of the [Fletcher] filter”, [FS1]. The filter algorithm continues to be used extensively in engineering projects throughout the company. Examples that can be corroborated in open literature are the joined wing sensorcraft (LeDuox et al. AIAA2008-7190), helicopter rotor blade design (Hirsh et al. AIAA2007-1252) and hypersonic vehicle design (Bowcutt et al., AIAA2008-2591). (ii) Use of the filter method in IPOPT core optimization software in the IBM circuit tuning tool EinsTuner. [Dates Impact Occurred: January 2008 – present] IBM is an international IT company employing over 430,000 worldwide (over 20,000 in the UK) with a total revenue in 2012 of $105 billion dollars. The EinsTuner software is used to determine the optimal transistor sizes in commercial digital circuits. The filter concept is central to the IPOPT software, which is at the core of EinsTuner. The advantage offered by this software has been valued by IBM at “millions of dollars” and IPOPT is “extremely widely used”. “The filter idea…has extraordinary impact, both at IBM and ..[other] industry” [FS2]. “At IBM Research, we also used Prof. Fletcher's filterSQP and bqpd optimization codes within algorithms for the solution of MINLPs. …Prof. Fletcher's filterSQP and bqpd solvers are used to solve continuous subproblems, the number of which can be in the millions during the solution of a single MINLP. In this context, the reliability and efficiency of the filterSQP and bqpd software packages have been essential for the good performance of the MINLP solvers.” [FS3]. (iii) Use of the filter method in European Space Agency activities. [Dates Impact Occurred: January 2008 – present] The ESA is a joint venture between 20 European Member States dedicated to the exploration of space. It employs over 2000 people and has an annual budget of near €5Billion. A fundamental requirement  for  ESA  is  to  solve  optimization  problems  related  to  space  vehicle  manoeuvre planning, trajectory optimization, vehicle performance optimization and optimal vehicle design. ESA has used filterSQP as a benchmarking tool for all their optimization developments. Two projects (totalling approx. €400K) were initiated to foster the utilization of filter techniques in European space industry. The impact of Prof. Fletcher’s filter method in the work of ESA is best summarised by the following direct quotes: “[Fletcher’s] input proved indispensable for achieving the targeted quality of work” “filter techniques…. reduced the computation time by a factor of two” “Fletcher .. has advanced the way numerical optimization is carried out at the European Space Agency”. Dr Sven Erb TEC-ECN / GNC Systems Engineer (iv) Use of the filter method in TOMLAB. [Dates Impact Occurred: January 2008 – present] TOMLAB is the premier developer and distributer of large scale optimization software for use in conjunction with MATLAB.  Since 2000, TOMLAB have offered Prof. Fletcher’s algorithms (bqpd,  filter SQP, miqpBB and minlpBB) as part of their software suite. Commercial clients selecting these codes include Honeywell International, General Motors, International Atomic Energy Authority and Draper Laboratories amongst others [FS4]. Prof. Fletcher’s QP solvers are also utilized in a wide range of other industries for example in the forestry management systems GAYA and SIMO used by the Norwegian and Finnish industries. These industries contribute a significant component to the GDP of the Nordic countries [FS5]. As well as software tools, Prof. Fletcher has provided vital advice to a wide range of industrial end- users of his code including a consultancy agreement with the European Space Agency.		Factual Statements have been obtained from: [FS1] Senior Mathematician, The Boeing Company, P.O. Box 3707, Seattle, WA 98124-2207, USA. [FS2] Research Relationship Manager, USA (Chemicals), IBM Research Division. [FS3]  Senior  Member,  Nonlinear  Optimization  Research  Group,  IBM  Research  Division  (until 2012); currently Associate Professor at Northwestern University, USA. [FS4] CEO, TOMLAB Optimization Inc. [FS5] Senior Researcher, Finnish Forest Research Institute. Licence details available from Research and Innovation Services, University of Dundee.

		218		2000		2000				The future  of  the  world’s  energy supply is  a  global  concern,  as the demands of  a growing population rise and the ability to locate precious oil and gas resources becomes increasingly difficult. Researchers at the University of Glasgow have made a fundamental contribution with the development of LightTouchTM – a Shell proprietary ultrasensitive, technologically advanced gas sensing survey method. In fourteen years of cooperation with Shell, the University of Glasgow has delivered  multi-million  dollar  savings  and  improved  the  delivery  of  efficient  survey  data, substantially decreasing the economic impact associated with unsuccessful drilling.		Professor Miles Padgett (Professor of Physics, 1999-present) has led the successful University of Glasgow Optics Group comprising Graham Gibson (Research Associate, 2003-present); Laura Thomson (PhD Student 2005-08); Johannes Courtial (Research Associate from 1999 and Lecturer from 2001-present); Kenneth Skeldon (Research Associate 1995-2006) and Steve Monk (PhD Student 2000-2003). The fourteen year collaboration with Shell (1999-2013) has been centred on the development and validation of LightTouchTM, a novel, ultra-sensitive oil and gas prospecting technique. The sensor, a portable absorption spectroscopy system, is able to detect sub part per billion (ppb) concentration of ethane gas from a range of several kilometres, allowing large areas to be surveyed quickly and efficiently. Compared  with  other  gases,  ethane  is  an  ideal  indicator  of  hydrocarbon  reservoirs.  The background concentration of ethane in the atmosphere is only around one ppb, making detection of seepage possible, provided a high sensitivity detector is employed. LightTouchTM relies on the ultra-high sensitivity performance of the detector to measure ethane concentration at a fixed point in space, while the corresponding wind distribution is simultaneously recorded. Sophisticated algorithms, also developed by the University of Glasgow’s Optics Group, are at the core of the system and allow for the distribution of ethane concentration over a large area upwind from the detector to be precisely inferred from the point-concentration and wind-field data. In its early form (2001), the portable gas detection system utilised laser diodes shone through a cell in which air was continuously sampled. The system measured trace ethane down to around 0.1 ppb with a 1-second response time and accuracy better than 0.1 ppb, sufficient to detect significant emissions from a range of several kilometres and making it, at the time, the world’s most sensitive ethane detector. The operation of the spectrometer was fully automated for ease of use in the field. Data from the anemometer was automatically logged with the corresponding ethane concentration and fed to the algorithms to reconstruct the ethane distribution map. The ethane concentration was derived by dividing the area to be surveyed into a grid of point sources of gas seepage of unknown strength. The  ethane  concentration  at  any  point  in  the  grid  could  then  be  derived  from  an  algorithm correlating  the  measured  gas  concentration  at  the  sampling  location,  the  wind  strength  and direction with the offset of each point in the grid with respect to the sampling point. Because the same concentration of ethane can be originated by a weak source located in the proximity of the sampling point or by a strong source located at a distance from the sampling point, multiple measurements at different locations or under different wind strengths were taken to reduce ambiguity. In its first field implementation trialled in 2002 the prototype spectrometer, complete with wind sensors and computer control, was mounted on an off-road vehicle for deployment in field trials.  The technique was validated by taking measurements of a known distribution in a desert environment and also by direct comparison with the results obtained from established techniques during the survey of oil fields. LightTouchTM was also deployed by Shell from an aircraft in two key on-shore oil prospecting missions over areas of 10,000km2. During its deployment in Algeria and Tunisia between 2001 and 2002, seepage maps obtained from LightTouchTM were employed simultaneously with gravity sensors and magnetic survey data. The  reliability  of  the  sensor  and  data  analysis  systems  developed  in  collaboration  with  the University of Glasgow has been demonstrated in field deployment in Dubai, Oman, Canada and the UK. The data collected gave Shell confidence that seepage maps obtained from spectroscopic techniques could substantially help to refine subsurface models obtained from other survey data sets and play a major role in revealing the structure and conditions necessary to generate and trap hydrocarbons.		Key Publications: •   Bill  Hirst,  Graham  Gibson,  Steve  Gillespie,  Ian  Archibald,  Olaf  Podlaha,  Kenneth  D. Skeldon, Johannes Courtial, Steve Monk and Miles Padgett, Oil and gas prospecting by ultra-sensitive optical gas detection with inverse gas dispersion modelling,  Geophys. Res. Lett. 31, L12115 (2004), DOI: 10.1029/2004GL019678.* •   Graham  Gibson,  Stephen  D.  Monk  and  Miles  Padgett,  A  field-portable,  laser-diode spectrometer for the ultra-sensitive detection of hydrocarbon gases,  J. Mod. Opt. 49, 769- 776 (2002) (details of the Gas Sensor), DOI:10.1080/09500340110108639.* •   Laura C. Thomson, Bill Hirst, Graham Gibson, Steve Gillespie, Philip Jonathan, Kenneth D. Skeldon, and Miles J. Padgett, An improved algorithm for locating a gas source using inverse   methods,    Atmospheric   Environment  41,   1128-1134   (2007)   (public   domain refinement of the data analysis software), DOI:10.1016/j.atmosenv.2006.10.003.* The project was exhibited at the Royal Society Summer Exhibition 2003: ‘From oil prospecting to cancer detection’ (http://royalsociety.org/summer-science/2003/oil-cancer-detection/).		Energy supply remains a key technological challenge and the development of alternative sources is central to future energy security. In the short and medium term, however, hydrocarbons are set to remain fundamental to energy provision. Shell UK employs around 7,000 people and produces almost 13% of oil and gas in the country. Exploration is required to identify new reservoirs and maintain hydrocarbon supplies, but major hydrocarbon discoveries are becoming increasingly rare and situated in remote, inaccessible places. This is reflected by the increase in exploration costs, which have risen for Shell and its subsidiaries from $3.9 billion per annum in 2009 to $5.7 billion per annum in 2011. The greatest financial risks sustained by oil companies are associated with ‘frontier’ exploration, where crucial licensing and development decisions are made on the basis of limited and often unreliable survey data. For this reason, cost effective survey methods that can rapidly screen large geographical areas for promising sedimentary conditions (indicating the likelihood of oil reservoirs) are particularly important. Traditionally, such tools scan the ground for gravitational and magnetic anomalies commonly associated with oil fields. These methods, costing hundreds of thousands of dollars per square kilometre, only represent the first step – when potentially promising regions are identified, techniques such as 3D seismic surveys are deployed to refine the understanding of geological conditions. These further explorations can cost an additional $25,000 per square kilometre for acquisition and interpretation of underground data. The LightTouchTM technology, developed in collaboration between Shell and Padgett’s team at the University of Glasgow, has made and continues to make significant contributions to the company’s survey campaigns and exploration decision-making across the world. Since transition to airborne  deployment, LightTouchTM has evolved from the initial design conceived by the University of Glasgow and now detects methane concentrations in the atmosphere. Fourteen years from the start of the collaboration with Shell and despite evolution in the hardware set-up, the University of Glasgow algorithms still remain at the heart of the company’s data analysis. These algorithms continue to provide a well-proven system against which to benchmark any new developments in data collection or numerical methods. It is estimated that the costs associated with a LightTouchTM survey are around 10% of those associated with seismic methods over the same area. Moreover, the data from seepage maps can be accessed immediately to help guide the deployment of other, more expensive exploration resources. Onshore wells can each cost up to tens of millions of pounds  depending  on the difficulties presented by terrain and geology; in frontier exploration, three quarters of these wells on average, fail to deliver any return on investment. LightTouchTM can be deployed in parallel to more traditional large-scale survey technologies  with  minimal  added  costs.  Its hydrocarbon   seepage   maps   help   guide, complement  and  refine  survey  data  from Figure 1: Glasgow team performing field trials in Dubai other techniques and substantially increase confidence in their accuracy. Reducing uncertainty around survey data is crucial in ultimately reducing the costs associated with drilling unsuccessful wells, delivering substantial economic impact. In fourteen years of cooperation with Shell, the University of Glasgow has developed sensors and data analysis code that have been instrumental in completing seven surveys that (since 2008) have directly contributed to investment decisions involving several hundred million dollars.		‘Shell-Oil exploration with a light touch’ (www.GulfOilandGas.com), 27 November 2003 JIP Oil in Ice Website, LightTouch System Principal Scientist of Measurement and Instrumentation at Shell Global Solutions can corroborate the statements regarding the impact of LightTouch for Shell.

		440		2000				2000		The Leeds unit’s MoD-funded research programme in hypervelocity impact dynamics has: saved the MoD two years in ballistic development and £1.5m–£2m in costs; guaranteed robustness and reliability of MoD computations; enabled the MoD to deliver advanced research output cost- effectively under severe budgetary pressures; continued to underpin a £4m annual income for the MoD’s War Technology consultants QinetiQ; provided the MoD with a world-leading explosion- simulation capability. MoD codes underpinned by the Leeds research have, during the REF period, led to a reduction in front-line casualties of British Forces in Afghanistan and Iraq, and enabled government agencies to make quantifiable assessments of threats to transport and public-building infrastructure, e.g. in the planning of the 2012 Olympic Games. QinetiQ have used the codes with industry to develop a new explosive perforator for oil extraction that has: “halved the R&D process, time-to-market and cost of oil-well exploitation”; improved oil flows by 30-40% in tests undertaken by oil companies, and; yielded substantial (but confidential, see §4e) recurrent licensing royalties.		Background Between the mid-1980s and 2000, MoD Fort Halstead ─ formerly RARDE, DRA and DERA; now QinetiQ ─ funded a research programme [5,6] in Applied Mathematics at Leeds on the simulation of hypervelocity impacts; specifically, the pitting of supersonic-aircraft windscreens by airborne water droplets, and the penetration of vehicular armour by ballistic weapons. The research improved the MoD’s existing simulations, which suffered “significant limitations” [B], on two fronts: (a) deficient modelling of the underlying physics, and; (b) restricted computational capability due to inefficient algorithms and insufficient memory. While the MoD addressed “(a)” in-house through improved material models, “(b)” was addressed by the Leeds research group through the development of innovative computational strategies that delivered improved ─ that is, more efficient and stable ─ simulation capabilities using reduced computational resources. These strategies were successfully incorporated into the MoD’s ballistic-simulation software-development programme, and subsequently used by QinetiQ to generate impact through the diverse applications (presented in §4) in military, private and industrial (oil-extraction) sectors. Personnel (all Leeds-based) The MoD research group in Leeds’ Department of Applied Mathematics comprised (the late) Professor F A Goldsworthy (SRF, 1993-1996), Dr S B Maunder (PDRF, 1993-1998) and Professor M A Kelmanson (permanent staff, 1993-present). From 1995-2000, Kelmanson was Project Manager, the MoD equivalent of P.I., in which role he was sole supervisor of Dr U Mullane (PDRA, 1994-1995) and Dr D Wilson (PDRA, 1996-1999) on MoD grants totalling £160k [5,6]. Publications and Research Outputs Research outputs from the programme were almost exclusively in the format of regular, contractually required, substantial MoD Working Papers which, designated as “Restricted”, were circulated within only MoD establishments. Kelmanson wrote four such papers (and his PDRAs nine) of which [1] underpins most directly the impact of the research. Submission to peer-reviewed international journals was occasionally possible following extensive MoD internal vetting; in this context, papers [2,3] emanated from two of Kelmanson’s Working Papers. The “significant journal paper” [A] by Kelmanson and Maunder [4] (the primary paper of this case) summarises the main research of the Leeds group between 1993 and 1999. Optimization of Computational Resources Needing to undertake “significantly more complex and larger simulations” [B], the MoD funded the Leeds group to undertake research into adaptive techniques, whose distinctive strength, absent from standard approaches, is their inherent ability to resolve phenomena occurring contemporaneously over widely disparate length scales. That is, at a given time, adaptive techniques allow physical activity to be simulated on a hierarchy of co-existing, unstructured, “coarse-to-fine” computational grids. Adaptive techniques therefore automatically  concentrate/divert computational resources into/from regions where there is physical activity/quiescence (or geometrical complexity/simplicity); this optimizes the efficiency of simulations since detailed computations occur only where necessary ─ as defined by pre-specified adaption criteria. In addition, adaptive grids admit automatic and dynamic grid refinement and coarsening in response to the evolving physics, making the techniques versatile, flexible and computationally cost-effective, since computer memory is dynamically released back into the system when and where high resolution is no longer required. The Leeds group’s research and development [1,2,3,4] culminated in the implementation and validation of a fully automated dynamically adaptive technique that was embedded into the MoD’s simulation capability, known as “GRIM”, for subsequent use in military, civilian and industrial applications. Validation of the Research The computational efficiency of Leeds’ adaptive techniques was quantified in [4] through application to test ballistic-penetration problems, supplied by the MoD, on: (i) the simulated penetration of protective armour by a hypervelocity rod, and; (ii) the simulated implosion of a spherical shell (for which there is an analytical solution). In [4], it is demonstrated that Leeds’ methods require respectively only 15% and 25% of the memory and CPU of the equivalently resolved non-adaptive techniques applied to the same computationally intensive test problems. Additionally, in [3], a pioneering error analysis is performed of an adaptive form of the difference equations that approximate the transient equations of motion of solid mechanics. This analysis enables explicit determination of the conditions under which the Leeds group’s methods are computationally stable, thereby providing the MoD with “the confidence in the numerics to be able to develop physically based material constitutive models and equations of state” [B] that enabled it to continue its research programme. So ahead of its time was the Leeds group’s organic approach in [4] that it was not until 2011 that a competitive approach emerged, via an entirely independent (genetic-algorithm) theoretical and computational route (http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00500-010- 0684-x): contemporaneous alternative approaches required either an a priori knowledge of the location of the regions to be resolved, or were applicable only to steady-state problems.		In the following list, references best indicating the quality of the research are starred, and all Leeds staff appear in bold font. All documents are available on request. [1] Kelmanson, M.A., Error analysis of a 2-D Eulerian impact code, Defence Research Agency Working Paper D/ER1/9/4/2062/142/RARDE/6, 65pp., 1993. [2*] Kelmanson, M.A., Unstructured rectangular adaptive-mesh generation for 2-D conservative schemes, Appl. Math. Lett., 6(2), 17-21, 1993. (http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/0893-9659(93)90005-8) [3*] Kelmanson, M.A., Truncation errors in a 2-D hyperbolic PDE integration scheme, Math. Engng Ind., 6(3), 171-183, 1997. [4*] Kelmanson, M.A. and Maunder, S.B., Modelling high-velocity impact phenomena with unstructured dynamically-adaptive Eulerian meshes, J. Mech. Phys. Solids, 47(4), 731-762, 1999. (http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0022-5096(98)00091-X) [5] MoD grant, “Adaptive Meshing for Impact Dynamics”, DRA WSFH/U2122C (grant holder Goldsworthy, F.A. & Project Manager Kelmanson, M.A., £74k, 1995-97). [6] MoD grant, “Adaptive Meshing for Impact Dynamics”, DERA WSS/U6884 (grant holder Goldsworthy, F.A. & Project Manager Kelmanson, M.A., £43k + £43k, 1998-99 + 1999-2000).		Provenance of corroboration The Leeds MoD group conducted its research on a commercial-in-confidence basis, funded [5,6] by the MoD (formerly as RARDE, DRA and DERA; now as the private company QinetiQ). The Leeds  research  underpinned  the  MoD’s  ballistic-simulation  computational  code  —  known  as “GRIM” — that was developed by QinetiQ for its main UK customer, Dstl, both of whom are in the rare position of being able to provide corroborative evidence of impact. QinetiQ’s Senior Research Fellow, the current President of the International Ballistics Society [E], has accordingly provided two supporting statements, namely: [B] a generic summary of the end-user benefits accrued, and;  [C] a review of specific impacts, in diverse areas, together with dates. Both the content of [B,C] and the claims made in this case are “fully endorsed” [D] by the current Programme Weapons Leader at Dstl (the main end-user of the GRIM codes underpinned by the Leeds’ research), who states “I have been so impressed by the capability that it [GRIM] provides to [the] MOD, that I have continued to fund a number of developments … the numerical simulation capability has allowed the MOD to maintain an international credibility in the face of a changing research focus and financial pressures” [D]. The following list of areas in which GRIM has been applied at both national and international levels bears testimony to both the reach and significance of the impact generated by the underpinning Leeds research.  Unless otherwise stated, all claims and quotes in (a)─(b) and (c)─(f) refer to [B] and [C] respectively. (a) R & D cost benefits for the MoD QinetiQ states that the Leeds research was “seminal to the development of [its] current capability” for several reasons, including enabling the MoD to focus on a development path that saved the company “2 years in development work and £1.5m─£2m in costs and guaranteed a method that was robust and worked.” QinetiQ add that “Leeds research has continued, up to the present day, to underpin the annual income (£4m) of the Warheads Technology Group at Fort Halstead”. The Leeds research underpinned the validity of QinetiQ’s numerics and demonstrated the benefits of adaption as an effective approach towards predictive numerical simulation, as a result of which it enabled QinetiQ to develop what it describes as an “integrated numerical simulation-experiment methodology” that it is now deploying “over a widening number of areas with significant cost savings.” QinetiQ uses the adaptive numerical simulations to “routinely develop concepts without having to resort to large numbers of experimental trials with significant cost savings”. As an example, the company has described how it recently used simulations to develop an explosively formed projectile verified at one-third-scale using three experiments, so that only one experiment was needed to validate the full-scale prediction. QinetiQ asserts: “Previously this would have required up to 10─20 experiments”, and; “This has enabled the MoD research programme, under severe budgetary pressures, to continue to deliver advanced research output cost effectively.” (b) International recognition for the UK The Leeds research underpinning QinetiQ’s numerical simulations has given the company a position of international expertise in the field: “In this regard we now have a world leading capability in our approach, which is unique to the UK and Europe and generally in the USA,” the company states. The ability to advise others and share the research has also given QinetiQ credibility and enabled collaboration on cutting-edge research with international allies: “By being able to share this research with our collaborators in the US National Laboratories we were able to establish the UK as being credible, providing us access to related US research with significant benefits to the UK.” In more general terms, QinetiQ states: “The Leeds research helped the UK maintain a leading internationally recognised capability in numerical research, its ability to write 3rd generation software and its application in advanced and complex problems of interest to the defence and security industries.” QinetiQ continues to benefit from the Leeds research as it builds on its expertise in the area of numerical simulation. The company states: “We are currently [2011] developing a new code with a completely different strength treatment, which would not have been possible without the underpinning provided by the Leeds research.” [A] (c) Protecting the lives of the armed forces The advanced numerics of GRIM, developed with support of the Leeds research, have been used by QinetiQ to rapidly assess new threats to the British Armed Forces in Afghanistan and, latterly, Iraq. Between 2003 and the present day, GRIM has been used extensively in the battle against improvised explosive devices by allowing Dstl to develop new countermeasures for deployment on vehicles and body armour, and in the protection of military bases, all of which has led to a “resultant reduction in front-line casualties”. QinetiQ further state that “Without the Leeds work we  would not have been able to develop our physically based material algorithms in a predictive capability to be able to respond to these urgent operational requirements.” (d) Protecting the public The simulation system has also found civilian applications. Between 1995 and the present day, QinetiQ has supported other government agencies to assess the effects of different threats to transport and public-building infrastructure, including planning aspects for the 2012 Olympic Games. “As a result new strategies have been evolved and the potential of new materials in construction identified”, states QinetiQ. (e) Increasing productivity in the oil industry Between 2008 and the present day, QinetiQ has been working with oil-extraction companies to improve yields from oil wells. QinetiQ notes that “In many oil wells only 50% of the available oil is actually extracted, particularly in wells that exhibit low permeability. The main reason is because it is uneconomical and impractical to use standard perforation technologies, which are based on explosive shaped charges.” QinetiQ has used GRIM and its fundamental understanding of materials to develop a new perforator that increases the energy imparted to the rock above that offered by conventional perforator shaped charges; this has been achieved through the use of materials that react under shock loading. The higher energy results in significantly larger bore-hole volumes which, in tests by the company GEODynamics [F], have “increased oil flow by 30-40%”. QinetiQ add that “The fundamental understanding of the behaviour of these reactive materials under shock loading and interpretation of experiments was only possible through the use of GRIM. This significantly shortened the R&D process, by approximately one half, the time to market and cost of the programme”. Additionally, QinetiQ “has been able to licence the new perforator design [G], which is now being extensively used by the industry, throughout the world, earning royalty fees and benefiting UK oil companies and the economy”. These royalties comprise a “significant fraction” of the annual £4m income to QinetiQ's Warhead Technology Group (see quote in §4a); the exact fraction is commercially sensitive and has not been disclosed by QinetiQ. (f) Informing expert witnesses QinetiQ have used GRIM to inform expert witnesses in several high-profile inquiries, including the Lockerbie disaster, the Oklahoma bomb and the fatal Larkhall gas explosion. Although these predate the REF period, QinetiQ state that the GRIM study into the first of these “resulted in the development of appropriate security strategies and the development of a ‘bomb proof’ liner for the luggage holds of short haul aircraft”: it is reasonable to assert that the impact of these two developments is both far reaching and, more importantly, has not only continued into the REF period, but will continue to do so beyond it.		(snapshots of all URLs taken on 24th October 2013) All sources are stored electronically and are available on request. [A] (19th October, 2011) Email from “Senior QinetiQ Fellow” attesting to underpinning nature of Leeds research on QinetiQ's current capability. [B] (11th June, 2013) Letter from “Senior QinetiQ Fellow” outlining end-user benefits. [C] (11th June, 2013) Letter from “Senior QinetiQ Fellow” outlining and dating end-user impact. [D] (14th June, 2013) Letter from (end-user) Dstl’s “Programme Leader, Weapons Domain” endorsing the claims made in both this impact statement and the supporting statements [B,C]. [E] Corroboration of status of author of [A,B,C], who is the current President of the International Ballistics Society; see 2013 board of directors at  http://www.ballistics.org/board_of_directors.php [F] (a) PDF of 2010-12 GEODynamics ConneX® (main site  http://www.perf.com/connex/) brochure, with proof of increased production revenue shown on page 8, which implies flow-rate increases of 50%, i.e. even better than those cited in [C]. (b) PDF of 2008 version of item [F] (a). [G] (a) PDF of information on ConneX® reactive perforating shaped charge used by Weatherford International (main site  http://www.weatherford.com) for oil extraction. (b) Video demonstrating benefits of new technology at  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrM4rrKhopY

		558		1600		1600				The Computational Optimization Group (COG) in the Department of Computing produced new models,   algorithms,   and   approximations   for   supporting   confident   decision-making   under uncertainty – when computational alternatives are scarce or unavailable.  The impact of this research is exemplified by the following: 1. Axioma (a firm that provides factor-based risk models and portfolio construction tools for equity investors) now offers insurance to equity portfolios with efficient calculation of coherent risk measures – allowing diverse assets in portfolios. 2. Commerzbank now has improved risk management for proprietary indices used in funds and options, increasing their revenue of investment strategies. 3. The consultancy Decision Tree uses scenario tree based valuation of swing options to create better decision-support software, which attracted new clients in the energy sector. 4. The utility provider Trianel now saves over two million Euros annually by adopting tools that rely on our new optimization techniques. 5. The energy trading company e&t bought software based on our research that optimizes coal procurement contracts for a 750MW coal-fired power plant.		Decision support under uncertainty is usually based on deterministic computational models. In many important applications, these models are now becoming so complex that their solution can only be achieved with vast computing resources and speed-up techniques such as parallelization. This has led to more abstract models. The problem becomes worse since solutions based on deterministic models are not reliable predictions of the future and having such reliability is the essence of trustworthy decision-support systems. Therefore, these models need to be revised and resolved  frequently,  making  the overall  approach  significantly  less  accurate  and feasible.  An alternative that we adopt is to devise methods that optimize against an entire set of uncertain values in order to accommodate even worst-case scenarios. The latter is especially relevant in view of recent worst-case realizations of uncertainties in finance and engineering. The Computational Optimization Group (COG) at Imperial College London has carried out the underpinning research described in this case study. The group has been founded by Professor Berc Rustem in 1995 and was strengthened by the arrivals of Dr Daniel Kuhn in 2006 and Dr Panos Parpas in 2011. The underpinning research strategically addresses the problems of deterministic models by    using non-deterministic models to gain reliability of predictions under uncertainty,    using approximating models to get better scalability of model solving, and    using theoretical results to get confidence measures into the quality of used approximations in relation to the concrete application that they model. The research breakthroughs achieved are in the areas of robust optimization, stochastic programming, and decision rules. Details of the research are described below. Risk Management & Optimization in Finance [i, ii, iii]: COG pioneered the development of discrete minimax techniques for rival market forecasts in [6] to inject robustness into portfolio optimization. This includes novel robust portfolios for the cases when the uncertainty set is defined over a continuous domain [1-2]. COG have created efficient approaches for portfolios that are robust to uncertainties in asset returns with performance guarantees, and where the portfolio may  contain  European-style  options.  This  was  achieved  with  the  use  of  second  order  cone programming and duality [2]. The approximations developed in [1] enabled the efficient solutions of models and provide efficient and robust decision support with confidence. This research does not only  enable  the  modelling  uncertainty  of  physical  events,  it  also  enables  the  modelling  of uncertainty in the underlying probability distributions. This research therefore also renders models for distributionally robust decisions [1]. Risk Management & Optimization in the Energy Sector [iv, v]: COG’s energy research has focused on the development of computationally tractable models for multi-stage problems. This has  been  done  through  the  development  of  time  aggregation  methods  for  continuous  time problems in multi-stage stochastic programming [4, 5], and through the use of decision rules and duality theory to validate approximated models and their applicability for swing options in energy trading   and   production/procurement   planning   [3].   In   order  to   use   multi-stage   stochastic programming in applications, it is necessary to discretize continuous stochastic programs so that they become more scalable. Although such approximations may improve performance, they do not give estimates of their quality. COG’s research in [5] developed an approach in which an original multi-stage stochastic programming problem was abstracted into two discrete, state-aggregated stochastic programs that provide, respectively, a lower and an upper bound on the optimal value of the original problem. Here, scenario-free stochastic programming uses decision rules in order to characterize the optimal decision. Then duality theory is used to measure the “duality gap” that results from the use of approximations. That measure is an accepted indication of the quality of the approximation. These research outcomes therefore enable trading off the precision of the abstractions with the precision of the computed approximations of optimal values. This also facilitates the assessment of the quality of these approximations in relation to the precise model. The approximations developed in [5] can be computed numerically, since they contain only finitely many constraints and finitely many decisions. The underpinning research above is grouped into two parts, reflecting impact in two different sectors. However, the underlying techniques are not limited to applicability in those sectors. The grant [vi] below, for example, had led to impact in the Defence sector and enabled some of the underpinning research that is now having impact in software in the defence sector. The nature of that software prevents us from documenting this impact.		Publications that directly describe the underpinning research * References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. [1] *S. Zymler, D. Kuhn, and B. Rustem. Distributionally Robust Joint Chance Constraints with Second-Order Moment Information. Math. Programming 137(1-2): 167-198, 2013. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s10107-011-0494-7 [2] S. Zymler, B. Rustem, and D. Kuhn. Robust Portfolio Optimization with Derivative Insurance Guarantees. European J. of Operational Research 210(2): 410-424, 2011. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.2010.09.027 [3] G. Haarbrücker and D. Kuhn. Valuation of Electricity Swing Options by Multistage Stochastic Programming. Automatica 45(4): 889-899, 2009. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.automatica.2008.11.022 [4] *D. Kuhn. An Information-Based Approximation Scheme for Stochastic Optimization Problems in Continuous Time. Math. of Operations Research 34(2): 428-444, 2009. http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/moor.1080.0369 [5] D. Kuhn. Aggregation and Discretization in Multistage Stochastic Programming. Mathematical Programming A 113(1), 61-94 (2008).  http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s10107-006-0048-6 [6]  *B.  Rustem  and  M.  Howe.  Algorithms  for  Worst-case  Design  and  Applications  to  Risk Management, Princeton University Press, Princeton NJ (2002). ISBN: 9780691091549  Grants that directly funded the underpinning research [i] Uncertainty and Risk Optimisation Algorithms for Food Processing. EPSRC EP/C513584/1, B. Rustem (PI), £239,507, March 2005 – Feb 2008. [ii] Systems Engineering – Worse-case Analysis and Parametric/Stochastic Programming. EPSRC GR/T02560/01, B. Rustem (PI), £418,439, October 2004 – April 2008. [iii] Risk Management of Queuing Systems. B. Rustem (CI), EPSRC GR/S27849/01, £237,227 Sept 2003 – January 2007. [iv] Robust Optimization of Nonlinear Processes under Uncertainty. EPSRC EP/I014640/1, B. Rustem (CI), D. Kuhn (CI), £767,492, April 2011 – March 2015. [v] Scenario-Free Stochastic Programming. EPSRC EP/H020454/1, D. Kuhn (PI), £99,963, June 2010 – May 2011. [vi]   Software  Programming  for  Decision  Making  Under  Uncertainty.  DTC  BAE  Systems (Operations) Ltd, B. Rustem (PI), £1,207,150, August 2005 – August 2011.		The research outcomes of our underpinning research give those who need decision support under uncertainty a new tool-box with enhanced capabilities of solving more complex problems and of judging reliably whether these solutions are trustworthy. The transfer of this knowledge and technology is recent and on-going, but it has already had some measurable impact, which is detailed below for each of the five aforementioned impacts: 1. Axioma: Robust decision models require the specification of the set in which the realized value of uncertainty is expected to reside. Our research in [1, 2] now gives similar robustness guarantees when the uncertainty is realized outside of that specified uncertainty set. Since these outcomes were put into the public domain for free usage, Axioma was able to immediately implement and market software based on the model developed in [1]. Axioma “creates flexible tools to help portfolio managers quickly and accurately implement their strategies”[A] Its flagship product is the Axioma Portfolio Optimizer TM. According to the June 2011 Axioma Advisor, [B], the extension of a risk measure to portfolios containing options produced in [2] is now implemented and used on that flagship  product.  Axioma  is  a  software  company  whose  clients  are  financial  institutions  that manage trillions of dollars using these tools. 2. Commerzbank: COG’s research results on minimax and optimization [2] are currently used in financial products by research collaborators from Commerzbank’s Indices & Strategies team. The mission of that team is to design proprietary indices for products such as funds and options. These are large institutional funds whose clients are professional investors such as pension funds, hedge funds, and very wealthy individuals. COG’s research has had direct impact on the management of these funds, as evidenced in [C, D] where the Managing Director, Commerzbank states “The robust optimization concepts described in your papers … have been carefully studied and some of them  are  incorporated  within  several  proprietary  indices  and  tool”.  He  goes  on  to  say  that “Investors regard these risk management tools as an absolute prerequisite”. The latter suggests indirect impact of COG’s research outcomes as they provide better assurance of risk modelling. Although Commerzbank cannot reveal even the order of magnitude of the value of these managed funds the Managing Director has stated that “The actual value of the funds being managed by these tools … is respectable.” 3. Decision Trees offers commercial software and consultancy to those who produce or trade in energy. They achieve this by transferring scientific research into usable methods in the energy sector. One of the recent challenges in this sector is the high degree of uncertainty in pricing and reserves of energy, caused by the increased use of renewable but less predictable energy. They therefore recognize the value of stochastic optimization for dealing with such uncertainty in the creation of client plans that can increase profits whilst minimizing risk under such uncertainty. A Manager of Decision Trees GmbH [E] makes clear that our research [3] was instrumental for the  creation of one of Decision Tree’s products when he states: “we were able to implement scenario tree  based  stochastic  optimization  models  for  a  whole  variety  of  practical  decision  making problems in the energy industry. Mainly, our implementation has been based on your publication in the paper … “ which refers to paper [3]. COG’s research then led to indirect impact as suggested by the quote “we have enhanced our stochastic optimization software towards the valuation and operational optimization of natural gas storage and natural gas contracts. … Amongst these customers is Trianel (Germany), Salzburg AG (Austria), OMW (Austria), and ExxonMobil (UK).” The direct impact  COG’s research has had in the acquisition of Salzburg AG as a client is described as “We have achieved this great success by the practical application of your original pioneering work on scenario tree based valuation of swing options.” 4. Trianel is a German utility provider. Its mission is to coordinate and bundle the interests of municipal and communal energy providers in order to strengthen their independence and competitiveness. They operate a combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) power plant in Hamm- Uentrop  in  Northern  Germany.  Some  of  the  shares  of  the  plant  are  operated  based  on deterministic optimization [F][G]. Decision Trees was thus able to apply the stochastic optimization tool described above (see 3) on another share to compare its effectiveness to the standard alternative, noting that “stochastic optimization has achieved 1,4% more profit as compared to the best deterministic optimization. This is equivalent to approximately 2 Million Euros additional profit in 2008 yielded by stochastic optimization” [D]. This is an indirect impact of research outputs in [3- 5]. 5. e&t is the trading company of Energie Allianz. e&t trades bilaterally and through brokers with all important European power traders on the energy exchanges EEX, EXAA, OTE and IPEX as well as on the European Climate Exchange ECX. Two important services which e&t provides are risk management (which has to deal with uncertainty) and energy wholesales trading (where the use of swing options and stochastic optimization can maintain efficient trades and production). In that context, e&t has purchased a suite of software tools based on [3-5] for the operation of the new 750 MW unit in the coal-fired power plant Walsum in Duisburg [H]. On a daily basis this software assesses plans for yearly coal purchases and the associated purchase contracts. To summarize, the underpinning research has documented impact in the financial and energy sector, and in companies that provide services for these sectors. That impact is also on-going and likely to persist in the years to come.		(indicative maximum of 10 references.) [A] http://axioma.com/about_axioma.htm. Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/nyf on 22nd Oct2013 [B] Axioma Advisor June 2011: Minimizing Downside Risk in Axioma Portfolio with Options. http://www.updatefrom.com/axioma/2011_q2/research_focus.asp.  This  document  describes  the use of COG’s research in Axioma’s products. Archived on 22/10/2013 https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/myf [C] Managing Director, Commerzbank describing the use of COG’s research. [D] Commerzbank iQArts Risk Parity confidential report confirming the use of COG’s research in figure 1. Available on request. [E] General Manager, Decision Trees GmbH confirming the use of COG’s research by Decision Trees. [F] Manager of Plant at Hamm-Uentrop confirming the use of COG’s research by Trianel. [G] Manager of Natural Gas Procurement Portfolio with Take-or-Pay Contracts confirming the use of COG’s research by Trianel. [H]  Analyst,  e&t  Energiehandelsgesellschaft  confirming  the  use  of  COG’s  research  by  e&t Energiehandelsgesellschaft.

		288		1600		1600				Research in solid state lasers and non-linear optics in the Department of Physics has led to the creation of innovative laser companies in Glasgow serving global scientific and industrial markets. World-leading products have opened up applications in biomedical imaging, security, defence, pollution monitoring, material processing and fundamental spectroscopy. The companies Coherent Scotland Ltd and M Squared Lasers Ltd can trace a direct link to the research in the Department of Physics and are the central theme of this case study.   Since 2008, these two companies have created an estimated 600 person years of employment and £135M of sales from products underpinned by research undertaken at Strathclyde.  The wider cluster of companies, researching, designing and developing laser products, including Thales Optronics and more recently the Fraunhofer Centre for Applied Photonics, which has a close working relationship with the University, has made Glasgow one of the leading European centres for innovative laser manufacture.		Context The underpinning research that has contributed to the creation of Coherent Scotland Ltd and M Squared Lasers Ltd, and the innovative products that they produce, can be broadly divided into two areas. The first is concerned with high resolution spectroscopy and, in particular, cooling and trapping of atoms. The second is concerned with multiphoton imaging of biomedical tissue. In both cases the products that have been developed by these manufacturers derive from research conducted at Strathclyde. Key Findings Atom cooling and trapping Atom cooling and trapping has been one of the most rapidly growing areas of fundamental physics over two decades and has led to the award of several Nobel Prizes in physics (1997, 2001, 2005 and 2012). The single frequency Ti:sapphire laser has been the tool of choice for many researchers working in the area because of its high power, excellent beam quality and narrow line- width.  However, for researchers undertaking research in cold atoms in the mid-1990s, commercial laser sources with suitable operating parameters for this research were not available.  This led researchers in the Department of Physics to undertake basic laser research, including the novel development of the laser systems available commercially at that time, as a means to developing their own laser tools for cold atom work (Ref 1-3). This research was funded by a series of grants from various sources such as Spectra-Physics (a laser company), the National Physical Laboratory, EPSRC and the EU. Multiphoton Imaging The second area of underpinning research has been research into the use of solid state mode- locked lasers for multiphoton imaging of living tissue, and the development of suitable laser sources for this application. The use of multiphoton imaging has been one of the most rapidly growing areas of biomedical imaging. The practical implementation of this technique was first demonstrated using a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser by researchers in the Department of Physics. This led to a series of papers and research projects exploring laser designs and experimental configurations to establish the most appropriate laser tool to exploit the multiphoton imaging technique (ref 4-6). This research was funded by an EPSRC LINK Award in conjunction with Bio- Rad Ltd., the premier manufacturer of confocal microscopes and now acquired by Carl Zeiss Jena. Key Researchers: The lead academics were Allister Ferguson (appointed as Professor of Photonics in January 1989, retired March 2012, currently holds Emeritus status) and Erling Riis (appointed as Senior Lecturer in January 1991, promoted to Reader in October 1999 and to Professor in April 2004).  During the  mid-1990s when the main aspects of the underpinning research were undertaken, the team also included Alistair Sinclair and Michael Snadden (PhD students, then postdoctoral researchers), and Michael Dymott, (PhD student).		3a. References to the research  References 1, 4 and 5 best represent the quality of the underpinning research. 1. “Improved trapping in a vapour-cell magneto-optic trap with multiple laser frequencies”, AG Sinclair, E Riis, and MJ Snadden, J. Optical Society of America. B 11, 2333-2339 (1994); DOI: 10.1364/JOSAB.11.002333 2. “Velocity Dependence on the Force on Atoms in 3D Optical Molasses”, AG Sinclair and E Riis, Optics Communications 119, 527-532 (1995); DOI: 10.1016/0030-4018(95)00379-M 3.  “Two-photon spectroscopy of laser-cooled Rb using a mode-locked laser”, MJ Snadden, AS Bell, E Riis and AI Ferguson, Optics Communications, 125, 70-76 (1996); DOI: 10.1016/0030-4018(95)00711-3 4. “Self-Mode-Locked Diode-Pumped Cr-LiSaF Laser Producing 34-fs Pulses at 42-mW Average Power”, MJP Dymott and  AI Ferguson, Optics Letters 20, 1157-1159 (1995); DOI: 10.1364/OL.20.001157 5. “All-solid-state Ultrafast Lasers Facilitate Multiphoton Excitation Fluorescence Imaging”, DL Wokosin, V Centonze, JG White, D Armstrong, G Robertson and AI Ferguson, IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics 2, 1051-1065 (1996);  DOI: 10.1109/2944.577337 6. “Multiple-photon excitation imaging with an all-solid-state laser”, DL Wokosin, VF Centonze, JG White, SN Hird, S Sepsenwol, GPA Malcolm, GT Maker and AI Ferguson, Proc. SPIE 2678, Optical Diagnostics of Living Cells and Biofluids, 38 (May 10, 1996); DOI:10.1117/12.239552 3b. Evidence for quality of research (grants, patents etc.). The research was supported by £1.3M of research funding during the period 1993-2001 from a range of sources including EPSRC, EU and the National Physical Laboratory.		Process of impact generation from research The success of Strathclyde’s cold atom research using the in-house developed single frequency Ti:sapphire laser led to demand from other researchers for access to the laser technology.  This was met by the setting up of a spin-out company, Microlase Optical Systems Ltd, in 1992 by Professor Ferguson and two former graduate students. A single frequency Ti:sapphire laser system, together with an external cavity frequency doubler, formed the core of the Microlase business. Throughout the 1990s Microlase was able to build on the technology being developed in the Department of Physics and by the late 1990s the company had grown to about 20 people with annual sales of about £3M principally through sales of the single frequency Ti:sapphire and frequency doubler (MBR and MBD). Work during this period included building the laser source for the first all-solid-state multiphoton system to be developed (Source 1). Microlase was sold to Coherent Inc in late 1999 becoming Coherent Scotland Ltd but still under the management of the original founders of Microlase. This opened many industrial markets and Coherent made significant investment in plant and factory facilities. The Coherent facility in Glasgow is one of the most advanced in the Coherent group of companies. The original Microlase MBR and MBD products still contribute to the Coherent Scotland Ltd product portfolio. The laser system of choice for multiphoton imaging is now the mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser. Further Strathclyde research on these lasers in the late 1990s and 2000s (eg Ref 4-6) contributed to the development of mulitphoton imaging as a tool for biological imaging, including the exploration of suitable laser sources and imaging configurations. To address this new market opportunity, Coherent Scotland Ltd, developed a new product, the Chameleon mode-locked Ti- sapphire source, which was launched in 2003. This laser system is an integral part of multiphoton imaging systems now very widely used as an imaging tool in the leading life sciences laboratories across the world. In 2006, the original founders of Microlase left Coherent Scotland and established a new laser  company, M Squared Lasers Ltd, to develop laser systems based on research at Strathclyde and elsewhere. M Squared Lasers produces a compact and automated version of the single frequency Ti-Sapphire laser. This is supplemented by several other diode pumped solid state laser and non- linear optical systems much of which was originally researched at Strathclyde. A further spin-out, Solus Technologies Ltd, a subsidiary of M Squared Lasers Ltd, is developing semiconductor disk laser products, an area also initially researched at Strathclyde. Description of impact The key components of the impact in the REF assessment period underpinned by the Strathclyde research are as follows: •   The economic impact associated with Coherent Scotland and M Squared Lasers, in terms of turnover, employment, profit etc. •   The impact created by the sale of these companies’ products into a range of application market sectors; this includes economic impact for companies in the manufacturing, healthcare and other sectors, as well as related environmental and health impacts But for the underpinning research described in Section 2, this impact would not have been created. Further there is related impact generated via the extensive cluster of laser development and manufacturing in the West of Scotland, which is due at least in part to the underpinning research carried out at the University of Strathclyde since 1993. The performance of Coherent Scotland during the REF assessment period is summarised below (Source 2): Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 [Text and data in table removed for publication.] In terms of product portfolio, the original Microlase Ti:sapphire laser (MBR) continues to be a commercial success and remains part of the Coherent Scotland Ltd product portfolio. An updated and automated version of the MBR laser has been developed by M Squared Lasers. It is estimated that between these companies well over 1000 of these systems have been sold, largely for research applications, both in universities and other research laboratory settings, including for high resolution spectroscopy and cold atom physics. Coherent Scotland Ltd continues to expand its Glasgow operation. The Glasgow facility is now Coherent Inc’s centre for the development of its highly successful ultra-short pulse laser systems based on the mode-locked Ti:sapphire system and marketed as the Chameleon. Launched in 2003, the landmark of 1000 systems shipped was passed in 2010 (source 4), and total sales are now approaching 2000 systems. The use of multiphoton imaging as a practical research tool by biological scientists and clinicians has been transformed by the Chameleon laser.  The Chameleon is now a workhorse for multiphoton imaging applications in biology, optogenetics and neuroscience, enabling clinical research into diseases of societal importance such as Alzheimers. More recent products developed by Coherent Scotland have enabled step-change applications in semiconductor wafer inspection and in materials processing. The Azure, a deep-UV (266nm) laser, is a compact, low-noise, CW source specifically designed for easy integration into an industrial environment. This short wavelength is essential for the inspection of sub-20nm nodes in next generation semiconductor wafer manufacture.  Customers for this product are major capital equipment manufacturers who in turn sell to major semiconductor chip manufacturers. The Talisker is a family of industrial picosecond lasers for micromachining applications.  Customers for this product include manufacturers of high brightness LEDs, solar panels, touch panel displays for phones and tablets, and medical devices.  These are largely mass market products which offer improved operating efficiencies and performance (eg more accurate touch screens) compared with  predecessors as well as reduced damage to the environment. M-Squared Lasers is one of the fastest growing technology companies in the UK serving a global marketplace (Source 5). [Text removed for publication.]  The company has grown from 5 to 40 staff and two of its five directors are Strathclyde Physics PhD graduates.  M-Squared Lasers’ products are sold into markets including research, biophotonics, defence and security, remote sensing and metrology. The performance of Microlase, Coherent Scotland and M-Squared Lasers has been recognised by the following: •   The Microlase/Coherent Scotland/M Squared Lasers/University of Strathclyde story was one of four finalists in Praxis Unico's Impact Awards 2013 in the category “Business Impact Achieved”. •   Coherent Scotland was awarded one of five Institute of Physics Innovation Awards in 2013 “For the development and commercialisation of a range of table-top tuneable lasers for use in research and industry”. •   In 2012, M-Squared Lasers was listed 8th in the Deloitte UK Fast 50 (a ranking of the 50 fastest growing technology companies in the UK according to revenue growth over the previous 5 years) and was in the Top 100 (73rd) of the Deloitte EMEA Fast 500 (a ranking of the fastest growing technology companies in Europe, Middle East and Africa). The impact of implementation of Strathclyde’s laser research is wider than that discussed above. The aforementioned cluster of companies and the consequent availability of specialist skills have made it attractive for Thales Optronics to locate all its laser manufacturing in Glasgow, amounting to a product annual turnover of £25M, 50 laser manufacturing staff and 20 laser development staff (Source 7). The combination of Coherent, M Squared Lasers and Thales, together with the research capabilities of the University’s Institute of Photonics, were critical in the decision of the Fraunhofer Society to choose to set up its first UK research centre in Glasgow in the area of applied photonics (Fraunhofer-CAP) in 2012. Of special note was Fraunhofer-CAP's involvement with M Squared Lasers which resulted in a number of high value research contracts in 2013, contributing to Fraunhofer-CAP’s current £1.6M contract portfolio (Source 8). These developments would not have occurred without the primary Physics research at Strathclyde.		1.  http://loci.wisc.edu/research/multiphoton-imaging-system corroborates that Microlase Ltd and the University of Strathclyde contributed to the development of the first all-solid-state multiphoton imaging system. 2.  General Manager of Coherent Scotland Ltd will corroborate the statements about Coherent Scotland Ltd 3.  Coherent annual accounts 2012, http://www.coherent.com/downloads/Coherent2012AR.pdf , page 40 corroborates for Coherent Inc sales for 2012 as $769M (£480M) 4.  “Coherent ships 1000 Chameleon lasers for MPE Imaging” – press release 17 September 2010 http://www.coherent.com/investors/index.cfm?fuseaction=Popups.ViewRelease&ID=874 5.  Chief Executive Officer of M Squared Lasers Ltd will corroborate statements about M Squared Lasers Ltd and Solus Technologies Ltd. 6.  http://www.businessgrowthfund.co.uk/m-squared-lasers/ corroborates Business Growth Fund investment in M Squared Lasers 7.  Statement from the Technical Director of Thales Optronics corroborates statement about Thales decision to locate laser manufacturing in Glasgow 8.  Statement from the Executive Director of Fraunhofer UK corroborates statements about Fraunhofer UK and Fraunhofer-CAP.

		722		1500				1500		Research at the University of Portsmouth (UoP) has created new user-friendly control, navigation and communication systems for powered-wheelchairs that have made a significant and positive impact on the lives of users. These have given many disabled children and adults an opportunity for independent mobility, some for the first time. The systems have been used in six special schools and institutions (including RNIB and NHS) and many private homes.  Economic impact in reducing the need for carers alone has been estimated at more than £250,000 p.a and the devices have also changed some professional services.		Before 1995, powered-wheelchairs were mainly provided to people with sufficient dexterity to control a joystick.  Research at the UoP has resulted in new features for powered wheelchairs that included: effort-reduction, predictive and interactive Artificial Intelligence, so that children could drive for longer and in some cases for the first time.  Research was based on many years of work by the Systems Engineering Research Group at the UoP into climbing and walking robots and automated guided vehicles.  The work was led by the UoP in collaboration with Chailey Heritage School (CH) and Sussex Community NHS Trust. The original track systems to guide wheelchairs were created by Langner and Sanders and prototype systems to follow a path parallel to a wall and collision avoidance systems were developed by Sanders, Stott and Goodwin 97-01 [Key-Ref 1].  Sensors were created to safely detect the environment and allow off-track driving.  Mechanical bumpers were also introduced although later research suggested that occasional minor “crashes” could improve learning. Various input devices were created for children with different disabilities, and new object- proximity-sensing systems provided collision avoidance.  Further research introduced veer- correction that reduced tiredness and wall and doorway collisions [Extra-Ref 1].  New switches led to improved mobility and manoeuvring and new input devices were created that were easier for children to use [Key-Ref 2].  Further development was made to include Artificial Iintelligence to tolerate involuntary movements and provide proportional-response controls (09-13) [Key-Ref 3 and Extra-Ref 2]. Original prototype systems were featured in the ITV program “Good for You” and they and the latest systems can be seen at https://www.facebook.com/PortsmouthUniversityMobility. A recent development was the creation of a Scanning Collision Avoidance Device (SCAD), which made innovative use of cheap rotating ultra-sonic devices that transmit pulses during stepped periods of rotation.  Early systems gave audible warnings of collision (for example, for blind children).  New systems were created to increase the sampling rate, which allowed SCAD to assist with steering without any need for helpers. These systems are being connected to expert systems for interpreting hand movements and tremors [Key-Ref 3] and AI systems for improved control [Extra-Ref 3]. Further investigation into communications systems led to a new system that allowed a user to change the function of their input device between wheelchair control and remote device control, and new infra-red optical detectors with background suppression were included for drivers lacking spatial awareness [Sanders / Langner 10-12]. All these new features have been used in several schools and institutions, allowing many children to have access to powered-wheelchairs for the first time. The Portsmouth team was led by Dr David Sanders (1989-2013 now a Reader), with: Dr Ian Stott (Lecturer 1995-2002 & 2010-2013), Dr Giles Tewkesbury (1995-2013 now Principal Lecturer), Dr Alexander Gegov (2000-2013 now a Reader) and Dr Mike Goodwin (Fellow 1995-2002); whilst work at CH was led by Dr Martin Langner (1992-2013 now Senior Engineer).		3. References to the research: Three key references are: Key-Ref 1. Sanders DA and Stott IJ (1999). A new prototype intelligent mobility system to assist powered wheelchair users. Industrial Robot: An International Journal, Vol 26, Issue: 6, pp 466-475. DOI:  10.1108/01439919910296746 Key-Ref 2. Sanders D, Langner M, Tewkesbury GE, (2010). Improving wheelchair-driving using a sensor system to control wheelchair-veer and variable-switches as an alternative to digital- switches or joysticks, Industrial Robot: An International Journal, Vol. 37 Issue: 2, pp.157 – 167. DOI:  10.1108/01439911011018939 Key-Ref 3. Sanders D, Stott I; Graham-Jones J et al, (2011). Expert system to interpret hand tremor and provide joystick position signals for powered wheelchairs with ultrasonic sensor systems, Industrial Robot: An International Journal, Vol. 38 Issue: 6, pp.585 – 598. DOI:  10.1108/01439911111179101 Three other references are: Extra-Ref 1. Stott IJ and Sanders DA, (2000). New powered wheelchair systems for the rehabilitation of some severely disabled users. Int J Rehabil Res, Volume 23(3), pp.149-153. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11131614 Extra-Ref 2. Langner M & Sanders D, (2008). Controlling wheelchair direction on slopes, Journal of Assistive Technologies, Vol. 2 Issue: 2, pp.32-41. DOI:  10.1108/17549450200800016 Extra-Ref 3. Sanders D, Tewkesbury G, Stott I et al, (2011). Simple expert systems to improve an ultrasonic sensor-system for a tele-operated mobile-robot, Sensor Review, Vol. 31 Issue: 3, pp.246-260. DOI:  10.1108/02602281111140029 The basis for the powered wheelchair research came from grants with Nuclear Electric and PortTech Ltd that led to a European grant from 96 to 98 [“Walking Intelligent Robots etc” £694,700 (Collie (Professor to 99) and Sanders]. Two further grants took that research into a new direction of powered mobility for people with disabilities: an Action Research Charity Research Grant for £30K (Sanders) from 95 to 98 and an EPSRC grant for £200K from 96-98 [“Design & manufacture for rehabilitation & mobility” (Sanders)]. That early work led to various projects and grants with QED Ltd, CH and the NHS and the nearly two decades of collaboration described in this case study.		Our research led to the creation of new user-friendly control, navigation and communication systems for powered-wheelchairs that have made a significant and positive impact on the lives of disabled individuals [Sources 1-6].  New technologies and processes have been adopted and approximately 1500 people benefited from using the new systems between 08 and 13 (mainly children and young people with complex physical disabilities and health needs) [Sources 7,8]. The new systems have been used in schools (e.g: RNIB Sunshine House, Grove Park, Chailey Heritage, Victoria Specialist College), homes (e.g: RNIB Children's Home and Finches residential home) and many private dwellings; allowing many children to use powered-wheelchairs for the first time. Prototype original systems were featured in the ITV program “Good for You” and they and the latest systems can be seen at:  https://www.facebook.com/PortsmouthUniversityMobility. The initial work with the Action Research Charity and a wheelchair manufacturer (QED) resulted in a new wheelchair design and improved joystick, which won the Gold Award in the special needs category for innovation at the Education Technology Awards (presented by David Blunkett) [Source 7].  More recently in 2011, Langner received a prestigious award for the research from Well Child, a national children's charity [Source 2]. Following a series of symposia run by Sanders and attended by staff from the NHS and CH [Source 7], subsequent meetings and conversations led to NHS and CH supporting the research  by conducting testing and clinical trials, whilst CH and a spinoff company (Langner Associates) built the new devices.  Other industrial partners, including QED and a software company (Key Industrial Software Solutions - KISS), took part in KTPs, secondments and fellowships to support creating the sensor systems and developing the AI systems [Source 4]. Major impact may be divided into three categories: (a) Health Impact - Improved quality of life; (b) Economic impact; and (c) Impact on professional services. (a). Health Impact - Improved quality of life Users’ quality of life has been significantly enhanced.  In particular, obstacle detection and veer- correction systems have allowed children with limited dexterity to use powered-wheelchairs for the first time [Source 1]. The research has also enabled users to drive for longer with greater protection so that they can manoeuvre in new environments, such as driving on pavements and incorporating more activities into their lives.  It has made a significant positive difference to these people’s lives, giving disabled individuals more confidence, independence and freedom [Source 1-6]. The systems have been used in schools and institutions as well as in private homes. (b). Economic impact The research has led to significantly reduced healthcare costs.  For example, reducing the need for carers alone has been estimated at more than £250,000 p.a. [Sources 7, 8].  Further, costs of the systems have also been significantly reduced due to new designs and use of cheaper alternatives.  For example, SCAD has been reduced from about £3,150 per unit in 2008 to about £2,350 in 2013. (c). Impact on professional services The research has also prompted changes in professional service practices in that powered- wheelchairs are now always considered as an option [Sources 8-9]. The new systems have been applied in schools, NHS, various disabled community groups, in private homes and for individuals.  New technical standards and clinical protocols have been introduced [Sources 5,7- 9].  Professional guidelines and training have been informed by the research and health outcomes have improved because of the availability of the new systems and the new ways that people are trained on them.  Changes have also been made to patient care practices [Sources 5,8,9]. Research at UoP has also created fly-by-wire systems for wheelchairs, which is being used by children there. Working in partnership, the team has identified ways of measuring and improving user competence, leading to new methodologies currently being used by NHS therapists to teach users how to drive.  Research also supported analysis of driver behaviour at CH before, during and after collisions.  Further investigations into assisted steering and the effects of system and helper intervention led to the development of algorithms which allowed users to crash safely on occasion so that they could learn corrective behaviours.  That technology is being used now but is also being constantly improved; for example, reduction of scanning times has led to new, faster and responsive processes that are replacing some of the older systems in schools and institutions, hence further improving the lives of the users. [Sources 7,8].		5. Sources to corroborate the impact. A selection of sources is provided, including statements, articles and video footage: 1. Statement - Parent of child using the system: The parent was told by the NHS that his child could never use a powered wheelchair.  Despite that, because of the new systems his child is now using a chair.  He confirmed that the systems are improving the ability of his child to control his wheelchair and his quality of life has improved. 2.  Statement - Head of Chailey Heritage School.  A charitable special school for young people with complex physical disabilities that is using the new systems.  He confirms that the pioneering technology was created in collaboration with the University and that the University provided relevant knowledge and skills and access to the latest technology and facilities.  The new systems have made a real difference to the lives of many children and young people. Approximately 1500 children have had access to the systems.  Langner received a prestigious award from Well Being.  3.  Statement - Head of Futures at Chailey Heritage is responsible for transition provision for young adults with profound disabilities and high healthcare needs.  He confirmed that all the systems and devices are in use and accomplished clinicians are using the new products. 4. Statement - General Manager at Key Industrial Software Systems Ltd; confirmed collaboration with industrial partners, special schools and NHS and that they have seen outstanding results being achieved with the AI systems. The children began using the simple early systems and have now moved on to the more intelligent systems as they have grown older. 5.  Statement - Principal Medical Engineer, Bath Institute of Medical Engineering / Royal United Hospital, states that research findings are having an impact on health professionals in the conduct of their work, and that the quality of professional services for children using powered- wheelchairs has improved.  New procedures have been introduced and children are benefiting. Research has changed the way that staff allocate equipment and assess children.  For the first time, wheelchair systems are considered a viable option for a wider range of children. 6.  Video footage -  https://www.facebook.com/PortsmouthUniversityMobility 7.  Article. The work has featured in several newspapers and industry publications but this is the longest non-academic article.  It describes the start of the research (as clinical trials were beginning) and why children needed the systems. It confirms that between about 1500 to 2000 people have used the systems. Technical standards and clinical protocols have been introduced and new policy has been implemented.  Patient health outcomes have improved and quality of life enhanced and costs of healthcare have reduced.  It describes the sensor fusion research by UoP being incorporated into new algorithms that led to the introduction of contact-less proximity sensing. That created a new approach to manoeuvring around complex environments (using ultrasonics and optics with variable range settings). Fox NJ (2012). "Getting around using tracks and intelligent wheelchairs".  Intelligent Mobility, pp 277 - 283. ISSN 1472-7633. 8.  Review paper that places the work in context with other work in the area and describes media coverage (BBC, European Business News (euronews), ITV) and why children needed the systems. It features a parent explaining that need and another explaining the difference it has made.  Between 1500 and 2500 children and young people are estimated to have had access to the systems in the UK. Prototypes of the new devices are shown and it describes how the exploration of background suppression and light reflection improved the systems, whilst the ability to anticipate corners and obstructions led to new collision avoidance techniques and revisions in controller strategies. The work has improved independent mobility for people with severe motor disabilities and given children the opportunity to transport themselves.  Professional guidelines and training have been informed by the research, and professional service practices have also changed. The new systems have been applied across a wide range of user-groups and new technical standards and clinical protocols have been introduced. The systems have been used in more than six schools and institutions as well as in private homes.  Practices have been influenced, health outcomes have improved and changes have been made to patient care practices. Rogers IA (2012). "A review of powered assistive mobility systems". Journal of Computing in Systems and Engineering, pp 237-264. ISSN 1472-9083. 9.  Statement - Professor of Rehab at Surrey University / Deputy Director, Institute of Orthopaedics at Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital.  Confirmed that quality and efficiency of professional services improved because of the research and professional bodies have used research results to define best practice.  Practitioners and professionals are using the systems and research findings in their work.  Quality and efficiency of professional services has improved and professional bodies have used the research to define best practice. Performance of medical care at Chailey has improved and new, updated and enhanced technical standards and protocols have been introduced.  Spin-out businesses have been created and new technologies and processes have been adopted.  Clinicians have drawn on the research and some new policy has been implemented.  Delivery of services has changed to incorporate the new devices.  The policy debate has been stimulated and informed and patient health outcomes have improved. Decisions by health services and regulatory authorities have been informed and the research is influencing changes to professional standards, guidelines, practices and training.  Powered wheelchair systems are now always considered as an option.

		1044		1300		100				This case study describes the impact of the work at the University in the field of rail and road vehicle aerodynamics, which has primarily been through the integration of research into UK and EU standards and codes of practice. This has resulted in impacts on practitioners and professional services in the field of rolling stock and infrastructure construction and operation, and has also provided information for industrial testing work and for use in expert witness work. Specifically the work has been incorporated into the following codes and standards.     CEN code of practice and the rolling stock Technical Standard for Interoperability (TSI) describing the measurement methodology of train slipstream velocities;     The UK national annex to a CEN code of practice for transient aerodynamic pressure loading on trackside structures;     UK and CEN codes of practice for wind tunnel testing of rail vehicles in cross winds; The methodology in these codes is widely used by the railway industry in the UK and Europe in train and infrastructure design, and indeed in some situations their use is obligatory. The work has also directly informed recent testing work for Network Rail and HS2 (via Arup) that have addressed fundamental issues associated with major electrification projects for the former and basic track spacing determination for the latter. It has been used in two court cases that were concerned with lorries blowing over.		Fundamental work has been carried out into the field of vehicle aerodynamics at the University since 1998 by Baker and his co-workers (Sterling, Quinn and Hemida) using full scale, wind tunnel, computational and analytical techniques. A unique aspect of the work is the use of the TRAIN Rig facility – a 150m long moving model rig based at Derby, which allows 1/25th scale vehicles to be propelled at speeds of up to 80m/s . Specifically the work has included the study of cross wind effects on trains and lorries, ballast flight beneath trains, train and lorry slipstream studies and studies of the pressure transient forces on roadside and trackside structures. (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/railway/research/train-rig.aspx). In terms of the impact that will be discussed here, the relevant fundamental research work is as follows. 1.  Measurement of slipstreams of ground vehicles (1998-2000) Inland Surface Transport LINK scheme (with BRR and MIRA) (approx. £100k including industrial contribution) – use of the moving model TRAIN Rig to measure the fundamental nature of vehicle slipstreams. 2.  Production of RSSB RACOP on wind tunnel testing (2004) (£15k) – technical advice on the development of methodologies for carrying out wind tunnel tests of trains in cross winds 3.  WEATHER; Investigation of cross wind effects on vehicles, EU CRAFT programme  (2004- 2006) (215keuro) – full scale, wind tunnel and CFD calculations on the cross wind forces on ground vehicles. 4.  The slipstreams and wakes of trains, RSSB Contract and Studentship (2005-07) (£45k) – development of a model for predicting the stability of passengers and track side workers as train pass. 5.  Rail Research UK – 2nd phase (2006-2010) (£700k to Birmingham) – specifically project A5 that investigated the interaction between turbulence cross winds and the train dynamic system 6.  AEROTRAIN (£2.5m - £350k to Birmingham), EU grant with 20 other partners (2009-2012) – involved in cross  wind and tunnel aerodynamics work packages, and leader of the slipstreams work package. 7.  The measurement of wind loading on trackside structures. RSSB contract (£60k) (2010- 2011) 8.  The measurement of train aerodynamic phenomena in operational conditions (Network Rail  /  EPSRC) (2011-2014) £550k  – the measurement  of  operational aerodynamic characteristics and a comparison of the measurements with equivalent model scale and CFD measurements. The above projects include a mix of fundamental research into various aspects the aerodynamic behaviour of road and rail vehicles, and more applied work aimed at specific projects, usually concerned with the development or revision of codes of practice and design guides. Very often these two aspects are contained within the same project. A major aspect of this work is the way in which the wide expertise of the group allows a range of experimental, analytical and computational techniques to be combined in a manner that allows fundamental understanding of the flow field to be obtained, as well as data of immediate practical significance. Lead researchers: Rev Prof Christopher Baker, Professor of Environmental Fluid Mechanics Prof Mark Sterling, Beale Chair of Engineering Dr Andrew Quinn, Senior Lecturer (from April 2005 onwards) Dr Hassan Hemida, Lecturer (from January 2009 onwards)		1.  C J Baker, S J Dalley, T Johnson, A Quinn, N G Wright 2001 "The slipstream and wake of a high speed train", Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers F Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit, 215, 83-99 (awarded James F Alcock Memorial Prize by Railway Division of the IMechE, 2002)  DOI: 10.1243/0954409011531422 2.  M. Sterling, C. J. Baker, S. C. Jordan, T. Johnson, 2008 “A study of the slipstreams of high speed passenger trains and freight trains”, Proceedings of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers Part F: Journal of Rail and Rapid Transport. 222, 177-19 (the most cited paper from JRRT in 2010) DOI: 10.1243/09544097JRRT133 3.  C J Baker, A Quinn, M Sima, L Hoefener, R Licciardello 2013 “Full scale measurement and analysis of train slipstreams and wakes: Part 1.  Ensemble averages; Part 2 Gust analysis”. Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part F: Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit, published online May 14, 2013 DOI:10.1177/0954409713485944 4.  C Baker, S Jordan, T Gilbert, A Quinn, M Sterling, T Johnson, J Lane 2012 “Transient aerodynamic pressures and forces on trackside and overhead structures due to passing trains. Part 1 Model scale experiments; Part 2 Standards applications”. Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit DOI: 10.1177/0954409712464859, 10.1177/0954409713488098 5.  C J Baker, F Lopez-Calleja, J Jones, J Munday, 2004  “Measurements of the cross wind forces on trains”, Journal of Wind Engineering and Industrial Aerodynamics 92,547-563 DOI: doi.org/10.1016/j.jweia.2004.03.002 6.  A. D. Quinn, M Sterling, A. P Robertson, and C. J Baker, 2008 “An Investigation of the wind induced  rolling  moment  on  a  commercial  vehicle  in  the  atmospheric  boundary  layer”. Proceedings of the I.Mech.E, Part D, Journal of Automobile Engineering.  221, 1367-1379 DOI: 10.1243/09544070JAUT0537 References 2, 3 and 4 best indicate the quality of the underpinning research		The impact of the above work is broadly in the provision of information for design guides and codes of practice, specifically the Railway Group Standards produced by the Railway Safety and Standards Board, the CEN codes on Railway Aerodynamics and the Rolling Stock and Infrastructure TSIs (Technical Standards for Interoperability, which have been developed to allow railways to operate across national borders). The use of these documents is mandatory in any new railway project / train design and thus the influence of changes to these codes is felt across the sector. Changes to the codes may not have direct economic benefits to the infrastructure or train operators (indeed they may increase immediate costs), but the impact will be felt in terms improved safety and reliability and, in the case of the TSIs, in allowing international operations across borders. The specific impacts of the ongoing work can be described under a number of headings as follows.  Revisions  to  CEN  code  EN  14067-4  and  Rolling  Stock  TSI  for  the  train  slipstream measurement methodology (2012). The work on train slipstreams in projects 1, 4 and (most importantly) 6, and reported in references 1, 2 and 3, have been used to develop a revised methodology for the testing of new trains to ensure that the slipstream velocities measured caused by the trains do not exceed safety limits. The most important concept to emerge from this work was the inherently stochastic nature of train slipstream measurements and a full appreciation of the need to properly treat the resulting sources of uncertainty in the codes. After analysis of the data, it proved possible to greatly simplify the existing methodology, that required tests to be carried out for multiple train passes both at trackside and above a platform, such that the platform based tests are no longer required. This simplification will result in costs savings of the order of a hundred thousand euros in the authorisation process for a new train. An example of this would be the current work on the authorisation of the double unit Class 350 in the UK, where the adoption of a simplified testing technique will substantially speed up the certification process. Provision of data for the development of a National Annex to the CEN code for transient pressure forces due to train passing (2012). The work of project 8, and reported in reference 4, in which the moving model TRAIN rig was used to determine the transient train passing aerodynamic pressure forces on a variety of structures, was used to develop a UK National Annex for the Eurocode EN 1991-2, that related specifically to UK track spacings rather than the continental track spacings assumed in the main text of the code. Without the information contained in the new National Annex the code is very conservative from a UK perspective, and the new provisions allow for much more economical design of trackside structures. For example, it will allow the design loads due to passing trains on overbridges to be reduced by around 50% in some cases, which, depending upon the design used and bridge span, may result in savings of many tens of thousands of pounds in the construction of any new bridge. Development of wind tunnel testing methodology for trains in cross winds for Railway Group Standard and CEN code (2009/10). This work was again based on the experience of Baker and the work carried out in projects 2 and 5 and partially reported in reference 5. It resulted in a methodology for wind tunnel testing that is included in the Railway Group Code of Practice GM/RT2542 (2009) and as an Appendix in the CEN code EN 14067-6. (2010). Measurement of slipstream velocities and pressure transients for a variety of practical applications (2012-2013). A number of recent projects have been carried out that incorporates the applied and fundamental knowledge obtained in all the projects listed above. The first of these involved full scale measurements of the slipstream velocities experienced on an overhead line installation vehicle as trains pass at line speed (Network Rail) with a view to establishing safe working practices. This will enable work to proceed on overhead line installation in such a way that allows traffic on the adjacent line to continue to operate. This uses the methodology developed in project 6 and reported in reference 3. A Network Rail study indicates that the cost savings of such an operation over the normal method of obtaining a complete possession will be of the order of £1.2m / year during construction, and this methodology is being used in the Great  Western Electrification process.  The second involves the use of the TRAIN rig measurements of train slipstreams and pressure transients for the proposed high speed line north of London (Arup and HS2), in order to allow track spacing to be determined. This builds on the work of project 8 as reported in reference 4.  Finally, work has recently been carried out on the TRAIN Rig for HS2, to measure train slipstreams and pressure forces on passing trains. This information is required to determine safe track worker clearances for the very high speed running that is envisaged, in order to validate the assumption of the proposed track spacing (which is on the critical path for the design of HS2); to optimise aerodynamic forces on passing trains, and to allow modelling to be carried out on the effect of the new line of birds and flying invertebrates. This work is based upon the work of projects 6 and 7 as reported in papers 3 and 4. Provision of expert witness advice for a court case and an inquest (2008 and 2012/3). The work of project 3 and reported in reference 4 has enabled advice to be given in a court case and  an inquest. The first of these (in 2008) involved a high-sided vehicle loaded with lightweight building material (insulation) which was blown sideways such that the wheels on one side lifted off the road. This caused an oncoming vehicle to swerve and have an accident. Analysis suggested that the driver of the lorry would not have been able to avoid the situation. The inquest concerned the death of a pedestrian when a lorry blew over onto him, allegedly due to high winds caused by the construction of a high rise structure. The advice offered was again based on the outcome of project 3 and reference 4, and, whilst the verdict of the coroner is pending, the advice offered may lead to significant revision of the methodologies and criteria for assessing the effect of tall buildings on wind conditions that affect both pedestrians and vehicles around the base of the building. It can thus be seen that the fundamental research work outlined above underpins and directly informs a number of practical applications. The work has proved to be of significance to a wide reach of organisations – specifically codification bodies, train designers and builders and train infrastructure operators, as well as being of legal significance in some court cases. The impact takes a number of forms but will have economic impact (in terms of more efficient ways of train aerodynamic testing, or of solving specific issues in a cost efficient way), impact on practitioners and professional services (in terms of the specification of new and revised codes of practice) and also impact on public safety (in making the railway safer for passengers and trackside workers). The work continues in project 8, which is examining the inherent conservatism in railway aerodynamic codes of practice through the carrying out of full scale aerodynamic measurements on the operating railway.		1.  Revisions  to  CEN  code  and  Rolling  Stock  TSI  for  the  train  slipstream  measurement methodology (2012). Technical leader of AeroTrain project, Bombardier Transportation, Stockholm (statements 1a and 1b) 2. Provision of data for the development of a National Annex to the CEN code for transient pressure forces due to train passing (2011). Structures Engineer, Railway Safety and Standards Board (statement 2) 3. Development of wind tunnel testing methodology for trains in cross winds for Railway Group Standard  and  CEN  code  (2004),    Professional  Head  of  Aerodynamics  Railway  Safety  and Standards Board (statement 3) 4.    Measurement  of  slipstream  velocities  and  pressure  transients  for  a  variety  of  practical applications (2012-2013). Traction and Rolling Stock Engineer HS2 Ltd (statement 4) Further corroboration available from Network Rail. 5.  Provision of expert witness advice for a court case and an inquest (2008 and 2012). Letters of instruction from the solicitors and the coroner can be supplied on request to the University.

		1044		1300		1200				This case study describes the impact of the work at the University in the field of rail and road vehicle aerodynamics, which has primarily been through the integration of research into UK and EU standards and codes of practice. This has resulted in impacts on practitioners and professional services in the field of rolling stock and infrastructure construction and operation, and has also provided information for industrial testing work and for use in expert witness work. Specifically the work has been incorporated into the following codes and standards.     CEN code of practice and the rolling stock Technical Standard for Interoperability (TSI) describing the measurement methodology of train slipstream velocities;     The UK national annex to a CEN code of practice for transient aerodynamic pressure loading on trackside structures;     UK and CEN codes of practice for wind tunnel testing of rail vehicles in cross winds; The methodology in these codes is widely used by the railway industry in the UK and Europe in train and infrastructure design, and indeed in some situations their use is obligatory. The work has also directly informed recent testing work for Network Rail and HS2 (via Arup) that have addressed fundamental issues associated with major electrification projects for the former and basic track spacing determination for the latter. It has been used in two court cases that were concerned with lorries blowing over.		Fundamental work has been carried out into the field of vehicle aerodynamics at the University since 1998 by Baker and his co-workers (Sterling, Quinn and Hemida) using full scale, wind tunnel, computational and analytical techniques. A unique aspect of the work is the use of the TRAIN Rig facility – a 150m long moving model rig based at Derby, which allows 1/25th scale vehicles to be propelled at speeds of up to 80m/s . Specifically the work has included the study of cross wind effects on trains and lorries, ballast flight beneath trains, train and lorry slipstream studies and studies of the pressure transient forces on roadside and trackside structures. (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/railway/research/train-rig.aspx). In terms of the impact that will be discussed here, the relevant fundamental research work is as follows. 1.  Measurement of slipstreams of ground vehicles (1998-2000) Inland Surface Transport LINK scheme (with BRR and MIRA) (approx. £100k including industrial contribution) – use of the moving model TRAIN Rig to measure the fundamental nature of vehicle slipstreams. 2.  Production of RSSB RACOP on wind tunnel testing (2004) (£15k) – technical advice on the development of methodologies for carrying out wind tunnel tests of trains in cross winds 3.  WEATHER; Investigation of cross wind effects on vehicles, EU CRAFT programme  (2004- 2006) (215keuro) – full scale, wind tunnel and CFD calculations on the cross wind forces on ground vehicles. 4.  The slipstreams and wakes of trains, RSSB Contract and Studentship (2005-07) (£45k) – development of a model for predicting the stability of passengers and track side workers as train pass. 5.  Rail Research UK – 2nd phase (2006-2010) (£700k to Birmingham) – specifically project A5 that investigated the interaction between turbulence cross winds and the train dynamic system 6.  AEROTRAIN (£2.5m - £350k to Birmingham), EU grant with 20 other partners (2009-2012) – involved in cross  wind and tunnel aerodynamics work packages, and leader of the slipstreams work package. 7.  The measurement of wind loading on trackside structures. RSSB contract (£60k) (2010- 2011) 8.  The measurement of train aerodynamic phenomena in operational conditions (Network Rail  /  EPSRC) (2011-2014) £550k  – the measurement  of  operational aerodynamic characteristics and a comparison of the measurements with equivalent model scale and CFD measurements. The above projects include a mix of fundamental research into various aspects the aerodynamic behaviour of road and rail vehicles, and more applied work aimed at specific projects, usually concerned with the development or revision of codes of practice and design guides. Very often these two aspects are contained within the same project. A major aspect of this work is the way in which the wide expertise of the group allows a range of experimental, analytical and computational techniques to be combined in a manner that allows fundamental understanding of the flow field to be obtained, as well as data of immediate practical significance. Lead researchers: Rev Prof Christopher Baker, Professor of Environmental Fluid Mechanics Prof Mark Sterling, Beale Chair of Engineering Dr Andrew Quinn, Senior Lecturer (from April 2005 onwards) Dr Hassan Hemida, Lecturer (from January 2009 onwards)		1.  C J Baker, S J Dalley, T Johnson, A Quinn, N G Wright 2001 "The slipstream and wake of a high speed train", Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers F Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit, 215, 83-99 (awarded James F Alcock Memorial Prize by Railway Division of the IMechE, 2002)  DOI: 10.1243/0954409011531422 2.  M. Sterling, C. J. Baker, S. C. Jordan, T. Johnson, 2008 “A study of the slipstreams of high speed passenger trains and freight trains”, Proceedings of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers Part F: Journal of Rail and Rapid Transport. 222, 177-19 (the most cited paper from JRRT in 2010) DOI: 10.1243/09544097JRRT133 3.  C J Baker, A Quinn, M Sima, L Hoefener, R Licciardello 2013 “Full scale measurement and analysis of train slipstreams and wakes: Part 1.  Ensemble averages; Part 2 Gust analysis”. Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part F: Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit, published online May 14, 2013 DOI:10.1177/0954409713485944 4.  C Baker, S Jordan, T Gilbert, A Quinn, M Sterling, T Johnson, J Lane 2012 “Transient aerodynamic pressures and forces on trackside and overhead structures due to passing trains. Part 1 Model scale experiments; Part 2 Standards applications”. Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit DOI: 10.1177/0954409712464859, 10.1177/0954409713488098 5.  C J Baker, F Lopez-Calleja, J Jones, J Munday, 2004  “Measurements of the cross wind forces on trains”, Journal of Wind Engineering and Industrial Aerodynamics 92,547-563 DOI: doi.org/10.1016/j.jweia.2004.03.002 6.  A. D. Quinn, M Sterling, A. P Robertson, and C. J Baker, 2008 “An Investigation of the wind induced  rolling  moment  on  a  commercial  vehicle  in  the  atmospheric  boundary  layer”. Proceedings of the I.Mech.E, Part D, Journal of Automobile Engineering.  221, 1367-1379 DOI: 10.1243/09544070JAUT0537 References 2, 3 and 4 best indicate the quality of the underpinning research		The impact of the above work is broadly in the provision of information for design guides and codes of practice, specifically the Railway Group Standards produced by the Railway Safety and Standards Board, the CEN codes on Railway Aerodynamics and the Rolling Stock and Infrastructure TSIs (Technical Standards for Interoperability, which have been developed to allow railways to operate across national borders). The use of these documents is mandatory in any new railway project / train design and thus the influence of changes to these codes is felt across the sector. Changes to the codes may not have direct economic benefits to the infrastructure or train operators (indeed they may increase immediate costs), but the impact will be felt in terms improved safety and reliability and, in the case of the TSIs, in allowing international operations across borders. The specific impacts of the ongoing work can be described under a number of headings as follows.  Revisions  to  CEN  code  EN  14067-4  and  Rolling  Stock  TSI  for  the  train  slipstream measurement methodology (2012). The work on train slipstreams in projects 1, 4 and (most importantly) 6, and reported in references 1, 2 and 3, have been used to develop a revised methodology for the testing of new trains to ensure that the slipstream velocities measured caused by the trains do not exceed safety limits. The most important concept to emerge from this work was the inherently stochastic nature of train slipstream measurements and a full appreciation of the need to properly treat the resulting sources of uncertainty in the codes. After analysis of the data, it proved possible to greatly simplify the existing methodology, that required tests to be carried out for multiple train passes both at trackside and above a platform, such that the platform based tests are no longer required. This simplification will result in costs savings of the order of a hundred thousand euros in the authorisation process for a new train. An example of this would be the current work on the authorisation of the double unit Class 350 in the UK, where the adoption of a simplified testing technique will substantially speed up the certification process. Provision of data for the development of a National Annex to the CEN code for transient pressure forces due to train passing (2012). The work of project 8, and reported in reference 4, in which the moving model TRAIN rig was used to determine the transient train passing aerodynamic pressure forces on a variety of structures, was used to develop a UK National Annex for the Eurocode EN 1991-2, that related specifically to UK track spacings rather than the continental track spacings assumed in the main text of the code. Without the information contained in the new National Annex the code is very conservative from a UK perspective, and the new provisions allow for much more economical design of trackside structures. For example, it will allow the design loads due to passing trains on overbridges to be reduced by around 50% in some cases, which, depending upon the design used and bridge span, may result in savings of many tens of thousands of pounds in the construction of any new bridge. Development of wind tunnel testing methodology for trains in cross winds for Railway Group Standard and CEN code (2009/10). This work was again based on the experience of Baker and the work carried out in projects 2 and 5 and partially reported in reference 5. It resulted in a methodology for wind tunnel testing that is included in the Railway Group Code of Practice GM/RT2542 (2009) and as an Appendix in the CEN code EN 14067-6. (2010). Measurement of slipstream velocities and pressure transients for a variety of practical applications (2012-2013). A number of recent projects have been carried out that incorporates the applied and fundamental knowledge obtained in all the projects listed above. The first of these involved full scale measurements of the slipstream velocities experienced on an overhead line installation vehicle as trains pass at line speed (Network Rail) with a view to establishing safe working practices. This will enable work to proceed on overhead line installation in such a way that allows traffic on the adjacent line to continue to operate. This uses the methodology developed in project 6 and reported in reference 3. A Network Rail study indicates that the cost savings of such an operation over the normal method of obtaining a complete possession will be of the order of £1.2m / year during construction, and this methodology is being used in the Great  Western Electrification process.  The second involves the use of the TRAIN rig measurements of train slipstreams and pressure transients for the proposed high speed line north of London (Arup and HS2), in order to allow track spacing to be determined. This builds on the work of project 8 as reported in reference 4.  Finally, work has recently been carried out on the TRAIN Rig for HS2, to measure train slipstreams and pressure forces on passing trains. This information is required to determine safe track worker clearances for the very high speed running that is envisaged, in order to validate the assumption of the proposed track spacing (which is on the critical path for the design of HS2); to optimise aerodynamic forces on passing trains, and to allow modelling to be carried out on the effect of the new line of birds and flying invertebrates. This work is based upon the work of projects 6 and 7 as reported in papers 3 and 4. Provision of expert witness advice for a court case and an inquest (2008 and 2012/3). The work of project 3 and reported in reference 4 has enabled advice to be given in a court case and  an inquest. The first of these (in 2008) involved a high-sided vehicle loaded with lightweight building material (insulation) which was blown sideways such that the wheels on one side lifted off the road. This caused an oncoming vehicle to swerve and have an accident. Analysis suggested that the driver of the lorry would not have been able to avoid the situation. The inquest concerned the death of a pedestrian when a lorry blew over onto him, allegedly due to high winds caused by the construction of a high rise structure. The advice offered was again based on the outcome of project 3 and reference 4, and, whilst the verdict of the coroner is pending, the advice offered may lead to significant revision of the methodologies and criteria for assessing the effect of tall buildings on wind conditions that affect both pedestrians and vehicles around the base of the building. It can thus be seen that the fundamental research work outlined above underpins and directly informs a number of practical applications. The work has proved to be of significance to a wide reach of organisations – specifically codification bodies, train designers and builders and train infrastructure operators, as well as being of legal significance in some court cases. The impact takes a number of forms but will have economic impact (in terms of more efficient ways of train aerodynamic testing, or of solving specific issues in a cost efficient way), impact on practitioners and professional services (in terms of the specification of new and revised codes of practice) and also impact on public safety (in making the railway safer for passengers and trackside workers). The work continues in project 8, which is examining the inherent conservatism in railway aerodynamic codes of practice through the carrying out of full scale aerodynamic measurements on the operating railway.		1.  Revisions  to  CEN  code  and  Rolling  Stock  TSI  for  the  train  slipstream  measurement methodology (2012). Technical leader of AeroTrain project, Bombardier Transportation, Stockholm (statements 1a and 1b) 2. Provision of data for the development of a National Annex to the CEN code for transient pressure forces due to train passing (2011). Structures Engineer, Railway Safety and Standards Board (statement 2) 3. Development of wind tunnel testing methodology for trains in cross winds for Railway Group Standard  and  CEN  code  (2004),    Professional  Head  of  Aerodynamics  Railway  Safety  and Standards Board (statement 3) 4.    Measurement  of  slipstream  velocities  and  pressure  transients  for  a  variety  of  practical applications (2012-2013). Traction and Rolling Stock Engineer HS2 Ltd (statement 4) Further corroboration available from Network Rail. 5.  Provision of expert witness advice for a court case and an inquest (2008 and 2012). Letters of instruction from the solicitors and the coroner can be supplied on request to the University.

		989		1200		1200				The supply of electrical energy to centres of demand is an increasingly important issue as our power generation sources decarbonise. Without innovation in our use of high voltage cables, security of supply to our major cities cannot be guaranteed. Our research has: Identified how outdated international standards governing the rating of power cables can undermine network performance. Developed improved rating methods which will save National Grid £1.2 million annually. Informed new international technical guides. Designed, in conjunction with major industrial partners, cables that optimise transmission for lower operational costs, minimise the risk of network failure and cut carbon emissions.		The transmission of electricity through cables is an increasing issue as the power demand of large urban areas rises, as we seek to minimise the impact of overhead lines on the environment and as offshore renewable generation grows. To meet this challenge, it is imperative that we must maximise the ability of our electrical networks to transmit power reliably from generators to load centres. This need was emphasised in, for example, the UK government’s 2003 Energy White Paper and the 2012 UK’s Energy Security Strategy document. Our research responds to this by addressing two key questions relating to cable systems: 1. How much power can reliably be conveyed through any given cable link and for how long? 2. How can cables be redesigned to increase their transmission capability? This impact case study addresses both of these questions in a concerted way. Underpinning work at Southampton has informed international standards for rating cables since the 1970’s, many of which are still in use today. However, increasing awareness of the limitation of these  approaches  led  UK network  operators to fund a range of  projects at  Southampton to enhance their understanding of key issues and hence increase network capabilities [G1-G3]. Key advances  have  involved  the  development  of  advanced  finite  element  models,  supported  by bespoke experimental facilities for validation. Work led by Prof Paul Lewin in 2005, developed numerical models for buried cable systems that coupled the physics of heat flow and moisture transport. Advances in computing hardware have facilitated the creation of bespoke 2D finite element models of buried cable systems [3.1] eventually leading to the creation by Dr James Pilgrim (initially PhD student, now Lecturer) of full 3D models of cooled joint bays from critical London cable circuits in 2008 [3.2]. Driven by the trend for the greater use of cable tunnels in London, new methods were created for rating ventilated tunnels [3.3] and cables mounted in surface level concrete troughs [3.4] using combined thermal analysis and fluid dynamics (2008- 2012). An alternative approach to the problem of cable ratings is to re-design the cable to allow enhanced power  transmission.  Research  into  the  electrical  and  mechanical  behaviour  of  bespoke polyethylene blends began in the mid-1990s and demonstrated that material systems could be designed with significantly enhanced characteristics through carefully controlling the molecular composition of the system, such that the required microstructures self-assembled. The extension of this concept to high temperature insulation systems based on polypropylene was led by Prof Alun Vaughan, beginning in 2006 within the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) Amperes Supergen programme [G3] and demonstrated its viability within the laboratory [3.5]. However, the use of isothermal processing conditions rendered direct technology transfer to industry impractical. Further follow-on funding from the Technology Strategy Board, EPSRC and a  consortium of industrial partners in 2008 [G4] then developed a technologically practical non- isothermal manufacturing process [3.6]. Together with large scale system studies and cable rating analysis, the work demonstrated the value to system operators of cable systems capable of operating at higher temperatures, with current ratings increased by up to 28%. On-going work is extending this concept to high voltage DC cables, with further support from ABB (Switzerland) [G5] and EPSRC [G6].		(best 3 publications starred) Publications (Industrial collaborators identified in bold) [3.1] Swaffield, D. J., Lewin, P. L. and Sutton, S. J. Methods for rating directly buried high voltage cable circuits, 2008, IET Generation, Transmission & Distribution, 2 (3). pp. 393-401. ISSN 1751- 8687 [3.2] Pilgrim, J. A., Swaffield, D. J., Lewin, P. L., Larsen, S. T. and Payne, D. Assessment of the impact of joint bays on the ampacity of high voltage cable circuits, 2009, IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery, 24 (3). pp. 1029-1036. ISSN 0885-8977 *[3.3] Pilgrim, J., Swaffield, D., Lewin, P., Larsen, S. T., Payne, D. and Waite, F., Rating Independent Cable Circuits in Forced Ventilated Cable Tunnels, 2010, IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery, 25 (4). pp. 2046-2053. ISSN 0885-8977 [3.4] Pilgrim, J. A., Lewin, P. L., Larsen, S. T., Waite, F. and Payne, D., Rating of cables in unfilled surface troughs, 2012, IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery , 27, (2), 993-1001 *[3.5] Hosier, I. L., Vaughan, A. S. and Swingler, S. G., An investigation of the potential of polypropylene and its blends for use in recyclable high voltage cable insulation systems, 2011, J. Mater. Sci. 2011, 46. pp. 4058-4070 (DOI: 10.1007/s10853-011-5335-9). *[3.6] Green, C. D., Vaughan, A.S., Stevens, G. C., Sutton, S. J., Geussens, T. and Fairhurst, M. J., Recyclable power cable comprising a blend of slow-crystallized polyethylenes, 2013, IEEE Transactions on Dielectrics and Electrical Insulation, 20, (1), 1-9 (DOI: 10.1109/TDEI.2013.6451335). Key Grants (Southampton investigators identified in bold) [G1] Prof P L Lewin, Environmental Cable Rating Parameters, National Grid Company, 1994 – 1997, £134,740. [G2] Prof P L Lewin, Ratings of Cables in Tunnels (RoCiT), National Grid plc, 2007 – 2012, 163677 [G3] Prof S G Swingler, Enhanced Management and Performance for a Sustainable UK Energy Infrastructure, EPSRC Grant EP/D034531/1, 2006 – 2010. Total value £2,484,941. [G4] Prof A S Vaughan & Prof P L Lewin, Sustainable power cable materials technologies with improved whole life performance, EPSRC/TSB Grant TS/G000239/1, 2008 – 2010. Total value, £659,213 – £192,156 from EPSRC. [G5] Prof A S Vaughan, Polymeric Materials Development for HVDC Cable Applications, ABB, 2011-2013. Total value £305,000 CONFIDENTIAL. [G6] Prof T Green et al (including Prof P L Lewin, Prof S G Swingler & Prof A S Vaughan from Southampton), Energy Networks Grand Challenge: Transformation of the Top and Tail of Energy Networks, EPSRC Grant EP/I013636/1, 2011 – 2015, Total value £4,723,735.		Linking Research to Impact The impact delivered in this case study has been generated through the following mechanisms: (i) A sustained programme of engagement with key beneficiaries has led to relationship development. Evidence of the success of this is provided by our long-standing Framework  Agreement with National Grid (NG); we are one of just four UK universities to benefit from a strategic alliance with this major engineering organisation. The value of this is based upon a process whereby dialogue helps to address NG’s existing issues, while also informing us of future challenges. The cable ratings element of this impact case study shows how sustained engagement with system operators (NG and EDF Energy Networks – now UK Power Networks) highlighted shortcomings with established procedures and, subsequently, led to novel solutions. (ii) The dielectrics element of this impact case study provides evidence of our agile approach to opportunity. This began as a PhD project with NG, which subsequently developed through EPSRC and TSB projects. The latter involved NG and also benefitted from Dr Simon Sutton [5.1] moving from NG to Dow Chemicals, which enabled us, then, to access this multinational polymer  supplier.  Subsequently,  by exploiting  other  relationships  developed  with  leading cable manufacturers (e.g. ABB and General Cables [5.2]) we have generated follow-through in terms of acceptance of our technology. Much of the above research has been reliant upon the Ofgem’s Innovation Funding Initiative, a requirement of which is that it can “enhance the technical development of distribution networks and can embrace asset management from design through to construction, commissioning, operation, maintenance and decommissioning” [5.3]. Impacts during the REF Period 1. Economic Impact on Business The application of finite element tools to cable ratings problems, coupled with experimental validation, has led to improved techniques that greatly enhanced accuracy, thereby improving the performance of electricity network businesses through the minimisation of both risk and constraint costs, while maximising asset utilisation. NG has made savings of £1.2m per annum as a result of employing improved cable ratings methodologies [5.4]. Potential future losses have been mitigated by improved methods of risk assessment for critical plant.  Translating our knowledge across to the offshore wind sector has informed future design choices on wind farm export cables at Centrica Renewable Energy Ltd [5.5]. Shifts in expenditure profiles within corporate budgets are evinced by the substantial and sustained industrial funding into novel dielectric systems won within the REF period: SUSCABLE project (NG, Dow Chemicals), £467k (total value including EPSRC/TSB contribution £659k) (2008-2010); Polymeric Materials Development for high voltage direct current Cable Applications  projects (ABB Switzerland),  total value £305k  (2011-2013);  SUSCABLE II project (Nexans, Silec, Scottish Power, ORE-Catapult): total value £480k (2013-2016) [5.1, 5.2]. 2. Environmental Impact Improved modelling of ventilated tunnels is having a traceable impact on particular projects in terms of reduced environmental impact – reductions in cooling system running using our new control scheme has been estimated to deliver electricity cost savings of around 60% [5.4].  Our development of high performance thermoplastic cable dielectrics is affecting international cable manufacturers and polymer suppliers; the technologies we have developed are less energy intensive in production, are fully recyclable at end of life and have been shown to offer network businesses enhanced operational flexibility by allowing greater power transfer capabilities than existing products [5.6]. 3. Knowledge Transfer & Increased Business Capability Documented changes in the knowledge and capability of NG have occurred as evinced by their adoption of methods we developed. Specifically, NG now have enhanced thermal modelling capability within the business, with the methods developed under [G2] now part of their standard circuit rating tool. We have also partnered with members of the NG supply chain, for example Balfour Beatty Utility Solutions Limited (BBUSL) requested a build of the cable tunnel modelling software for their engineers. This broadens the impact beyond the UK, with BBUSL using the tools in their design work for other countries [5.7]. We have also been invited to attend design meetings to provide additional design verification services where our new methods can provide solutions for problems which the present international standards cannot. Our novel dielectric materials have  been patented in conjunction with our industry partners - WO 2012/044523A1 and US provisional patent application 61/617,347 (subsequently granted as WO/2013/148028). 4. Change in Business Practice We have developed a track record for implementation of our research work within companies such as National Grid. The methods developed in [3.2] for modelling water cooled cable circuits and [3.3] for cable tunnels have been used to evaluate required levels of refurbishment on cable circuits in London, allowing the necessity of capital expenditure to be challenged in a more robust way than previously possible. Our tools permitted Balfour Beatty Utility Solutions Limited (BBUSL) to engage in a more detailed thermal analysis of cable circuits under refurbishment than had ever been achieved before, influencing the design processes used and reducing system risk [5.7]. 5. Impact on Practitioners Industrial acceptance of radical technological change can be difficult to achieve, especially where reliability and long deployment times breed conservative approaches. Effective communication is then essential so, in parallel with our research, we continue to engage with a broad range of potential stakeholders, outside our research funders. Examples of this include our involvement with the International Council on Large Electronic Systems (CIGRE) working groups (e.g. B1.35 and D1.40), the production of industry-facing documents ranging from the “Nanocomposites and other Advanced Materials for Cable Networks” review for EA Technology’s Strategic Technology Programme [5.8]. The forthcoming CIGRE B1.35 guide on current rating calculations [5.9] draws on our research and references our research, as does the forthcoming CIGRE D1.40 brochure on functional materials [5.10]. 6. Impact on Society We have sought to engage the public with our work on maximising the capability of cable networks through the Café Scientifique programme [5.11]. By focusing on a potentially disruptive future technology (Electric Vehicles), and using our work to demonstrate the impact of shifts in consumer behaviour on our energy networks, we have sparked debate among our audiences as to the most suitable policy responses, along with the true cost implications of such changes. Further prominence among the wider technical public was gained through our viewpoint article in The Engineer [5.12].		[5.1] Contact for verification at EPRI International, Inc. [5.2] Contact for verification at ABB, Baden, Switzerland [5.3] Ofgem Innovation Funding Incentive (http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Networks/Techn/NetwrkSupp/Innovat/ifi/Documents1/Web%20Text%20I nnovation%20Funding.pdf) [5.4] Contact for verification at National Grid, Warwick [5.5] Contact for verification at Centrica Renewable Energy Ltd: CONFIDENTIAL PROJECT [5.6]  http://www.omnexus.com/news/news.aspx?id=22800 [5.7] Contact for verification at Electricity Alliance East (BBUSL) [5.8] http://www.eatechnology.com/strategic-technology-programme [5.9]  http://b1.cigre.org/Members-Area/WG-B1.35-Guide-for-rating-calculations [5.10]  http://d1.cigre.org/Members-Area/WG-D1.40-Functional-Nanomaterials-for-the-Electrical- Power-Industry [5.11]  http://virtualcafe.ecs.soton.ac.uk/car/main [5.12]  http://www.centaur2.co.uk/emags/theengineer/te-160712/ Working Up Energy, p28

		842		1100		1100				Packaging is vital for sales and for product protection for all process industries, with the most widely used world-wide being board and film. For example, the grocery sector alone represents about 70% of the UK packaging market, with 10 million tonnes of packaging used each year. Packaging materials are variable, which poses significant challenges in packaging machine design. A further challenge has arisen due to environmental legislation that requires the use of thinner, lighter weight materials. There is a need to meet these challenges since the size of the world market for packaging machinery is around €20bn, of which 2% is associated with the UK. Research at Bath has helped address these challenges in a number of inter-related areas:     Improved performance of an existing business: Research findings have enabled the creation of new tooling allowing lighter packaging material and reduced customer carbon footprint giving HayssenSandiacre incremental revenue in excess of $8M.     Improvement/changes in existing practices: Guidelines adopted and the provision of training has allowed AstraZeneca to report a 16% improvement in overall equipment effectiveness equating to savings of £1.1M pa.     New business activity: New test equipment, commercially available since 2008, and associated technical services have provided Smithers Pira and Hanatek with £200k of specialised test equipment sales. Research has been undertaken in collaboration with industrial companies consisting mainly of SMEs, end users and research associations. Impact has been gained by embedding the results within the collaborating companies and by on-going use of the results by research associations.		Key researchers Dr C Berry (Research Officer 2001-2006); Dr BJ Hicks (Research Officer 1998-2001, Research Fellow 2001-2006, Senior Research Fellow 2006-2011, Reader 2011-2013); Dr J Matthews (Research Officer 2001-2010); Mr C McPherson (Research Officer 2001-2006); Professor AJ Medland (Professor 1995-2009); Professor G Mullineux (Reader 1995-2006, Professor since 2006); Mr G Neale (KT Associate, 2001-2003); and Dr D Sirkett (Research Officer 2004-2006). Context World packaging production for paper and board is estimated at $160bn pa, while for plastics, including film, it is at $140bn pa (Twede & Goddard, Packaging Materials). The size of the world market for packaging machinery is around €20bn of which 2% is associated with the UK (EUROPAMA website). Companies often design and manufacture this machinery on an evolutionary basis, so that the reasons for successful operation and the potential limitations on performance are not well understood. Key research There has been extensive interaction with SMEs, end users and research associations involved with packaging, processing and pharmaceutical equipment. Interest has focused on the modelling and improvement of the interaction between machines and the material and products that are processed. Carton board has distinct non-linear material properties and behaviour that may vary significantly with moisture content. When folded, it is liable to delaminate; a fundamental understanding of this process, [1], is central to the design and set-up of the manufacturing equipment. Machine design is particularly difficult because the properties of the processed material vary with ambient temperature and humidity. It is therefore necessary to understand or, at least,  bound their effects [2]. An understanding of the non-linear mechanical properties enabled the Bath researchers to be the first able to undertake realistic simulation of machine operation, including the prediction of failure [3]. This was a major contribution that enabled operating conditions for existing machines to be established for the avoidance of failure. This in turn informed the development of improved design procedures [4]. Vertical form-fill-seal (VFFS) machines are used to package products in film for almost 40% of packaged product worldwide. The key part of this is the ‘forming shoulder’, which takes the film from a roll, turns it back on itself to form a tube. When sealed across its width, the tube is formed into bags and product is then introduced. Although the geometry of the shoulder needs to be precisely defined to avoid damage to the film, the requirements have been poorly-understood and the industry has used various semi-empirical ‘rules of thumb’ to decide the form of a shoulder. The Bath research identified the five main parameters needed to determine the shoulder geometry. With this understanding, other forms of shoulder design are now possible [5]. An approach for designing shoulders for new applications has been established and incorporated in a software tool, which allows designers to create usable designs through the use of a formal methodology. More recent work has succeeded in relating the pull force needed to take film over a shoulder and in experimental determination of the factors affecting the sealing of films. The research has overcome major barriers and led to the use of thinner, lightweight packaging materials. The results of the research have been encapsulated into a guide and a workbook, [6], intended for industrial professionals in the packaging sector to help them assess and improve their packaging operations. The research began in 2001 and is still on-going.		(* references that best indicate quality) 1*.   BJ Hicks, C Berry, G Mullineux, CJ McPherson and AJ Medland. An energy-based approach for modelling the behaviour of packaging material during processing, 2004, Proceedings IMechE, Part C, Journal of Mechanical Engineering Science, 218, 105-118. DOI: 10.1243/095440604322786983 2*.   C Berry, BJ Hicks, CJ McPherson, AJ Medland and G Mullineux. Impact of environmental conditions on the performance of carton board skillets, 2005, Packaging Technology and Science, 18, 225-241. DOI: 10.1243/095440604322786983 3*.   DM Sirkett, BJ Hicks, C Berry, G Mullineux and AJ Medland. Simulating the behaviour of folded cartons during complex packing operations, 2006, Proceedings IMechE, Part C, Journal of Mechanical Engineering Science, 220, 1797-1811. DOI: 10.1243/0954406jmes109 4.    G Neale, G Mullineux, J Matthews and AJ Medland.  Case study: constraint-based improvement of an over-wrapping machine, 2009, Proceedings IMechE, Part B, Journal of Engineering Manufacture, 223, 207-216. DOI: 10.1243/09544054JEM1189 5.    CJ McPherson, G Mullineux, C Berry, BJ Hicks and AJ Medland. The performance envelope of forming shoulders and implications for design and manufacture, 2004, Proceedings IMechE, Part B,  Journal of Engineering Manufacture, 218, 925-934. DOI: 10.1243/0954405041485993 6.    BJ Hicks and J Matthews, Understanding Machine-Material Interaction: A Practitioner’s Guide (ISBN 0-86197-152-3) and An Illustrated Workbook (ISBN 0-86197-153-1), University of Bath, 2009. (Can be supplied by HEI on request)		The context of the Bath research is concisely stated by the Chief Executive of PPMA [A], prior to the assessment period, who indicates that the consideration of  climate change, packaging waste legislation and economics leads to the conclusion that the use of thinner packaging materials is advantageous, particularly if achieved without a significant reduction in packaging machine performance. The impact achieved has been in a number of inter-related areas.  Modelling of machine-material interaction: The Bath research has generated new computer- based models to represent the complex interaction between machines and materials during processing. This helps to reduce the volume of packaging and to make use of new lighter and more environmentally friendly materials. The significance is illustrated on the website of Smithers Pira [B]: ‘The tools and methods created by the research team have enabled the optimum material properties to be established for particular processes, the re-engineering of packaging design, the redesign of tooling and matching of tooling to new and emerging materials, and the determination of robust machine settings (less sensitive to material variation). It has been shown that the ability to represent machine-material interaction enables reasoning about material, machinery and product within a single approach, and bridges the link between the three key supply chains: materials, machinery and consumer good manufacturers. The latter of these is critical for consumer goods manufacturers to meet the ever-increasing legislative requirements [European packaging and packaging waste directive 2004/12/EC of 11 February 2004 amending 94/62/EC11, 2004].’ Improved performance of an existing business: The research on the VFFS process has been undertaken in conjunction with HayssenSandiacre, a global manufacturer of flexible packaging systems. Its Technology Director states of the Bath research findings [C]: ‘Our customers are continually requiring us to handle thinner, lighter-weight, recycled and bio- based packaging materials ... to comply with the new packaging waste legislation ... We believe that this research has helped us to develop improved techniques for creating forming set tooling that better enables the creation of right-first-time-tooling ... and significantly contributes to reducing our customers carbon footprint. The main business improvement resulting from successful completion of this research has been our ability to offer forming set tooling which creates package styles that were previously difficult or not commercially viable.This work has significantly contributed to the sales of a large number of machine systems, with approximate total revenues of $8M.’ The research on forming shoulders has put its design on a much firmer foundation. This has led to the creation of a design methodology that has been incorporated into a design tool called FORMIT. As part of the collaboration, HayssenSandiacre has used the tool to define ‘non-symmetric shoulders’, which was not previously possible. This has enabled the company to move to a new business activity with the design and manufacture of machines, for example, new ‘quad-pack’ designs for Cadburys. The Technology Director states further [C]: ‘We are delighted to have been involved with these projects and the provision of machinery, equipment, manufacturing capabilities and engineering time as part of our industrial contribution has been a very good investment for HayssenSandiacre.’ Improvement/changes in existing practices: The findings relating to machine-material interaction have been presented as a workbook [6] that provides a general methodology for understanding machine-material interaction and the realisation of targeted and sustainable benefits. They may be practice, process or design led. This publication includes detailed industrial case studies, worksheets and templates. In particular, AstraZeneca has successfully used the methodology within the UK to improve its processes. Early in the assessment period (2008), the Manufacturing Engineering for UK Operations stated that [D]: ‘... the AstraZeneca packaging department at the Macclesfield site has been working with the University of Bath to introduce their methodology for understanding Machine-Material Interaction (MMI) and to deliver training courses for our manufacturing teams in Macclesfield. The methodology has now been incorporated into our manufacturing operational excellence programme and along with Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM) forms a fundamental component of our programme. Our Operational Excellence programme has already resulted in a 16% improvement in Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) for one packaging line. The  significance of this is underlined by the fact that a 1% improvement in OEE is worth an estimated £70,000 to the business each year.’ New business activity:  Based on the research into the deformation and delamination of carton board, an item of equipment for testing the crease resistance of carton board was created as a new product, in conjunction with Smithers Pira (formerly Pira International) and Hanatek. It is used to assess material properties in order to determine the settings for good running of packaging machinery. This specialised equipment is now commercially available (via Rhopoint Instruments) [E] and is used by Smithers Pira as part of its commercial testing: ‘Other developments to come out of this research collaboration with the University of Bath is a new item of industry specific testing equipment ... This equipment is now commercially available and in use worldwide (costing in the region of £10,000 with approximately 20-25 units sold).’ Collaboration with research and trade associations: Where possible, research is undertaken in collaboration with research and trade associations, in particular, with Smithers Pira, the Processing and Packaging Machinery Association (PPMA), and Campden BRI. This collaboration ensures access to the research outcomes by members of these associations, thus ensuring that real problems are investigated [F] and facilitating dissemination of the results of research. PPMA indicates [G]: ‘In terms of direct benefit for PPMA members, one of the most successful research projects has been the ‘Impact’ research project led by the University of Bath which modelled the behaviour of carton board and flexible films in packaging machinery.’ This has allowed the offering of new and improved services, particularly with respect to Smithers Pira, which currently employs around 80 people in the UK and provides testing and consultancy services to the paper board, printing and packaging industries. It has enabled Smithers Pira [B] to produce guidelines providing new protocols relating to the properties, storage and processing of folding cartons. It has provided this information to its member base of 200 companies worldwide through a web resource on its website and through presentations at trade conferences (e.g. IAPRI, International association of packaging research institutes). The Senior Scientist of Smithers Pira states [F]: ‘Experience from the collaboration with the University of Bath has improved our techniques for investigating complex, challenging problems, where standard tests are either not available or inappropriate. The experience gained enables Smithers Pira to ‘win’ a greater proportion of high-value and value-added customer enquiries which would have historically been lost or turned away.’		A.   PPMA Machinery Update, Issue 1, Volume XVIII, Jan/Feb 2007 (editorial, page 3, also page 6), www.machineryupdate.co.uk/pdf/mu/MU_2007_January.pdf. B.   https://www.smitherspira.com/testing/research-collaborations.aspx. C.   Corroborative statement from Technology Director, HayssenSandiacre, 13 June 2013. D.   Corroborative statement from Manufacturing Engineer UK Operations, AstraZeneca, 19 September 2008. E.   http://www.hanatekinstruments.com/Carton-Force-Analyser.html. F.    Corroborative statement from Senior Scientist, Smithers Pira, 27 June 2013. G.   PPMA Technical Services, www.ppma.co.uk/about/pdf/PPMA Technical Services.pdf.

		1091		1088		1088				Water distribution systems (WDS) are highly complex, spatially distributed networks comprising thousands of different components which deliver drinking water to customers. The impact described here has been achieved in areas of energy management, pressure control and burst detection in WDS. Some developed solutions, such as the model reduction method, model of pump stations and pressure control algorithms, have been widely accepted by the water research community and then filter down to industrial applications or implemented in a widely available shareware. Direct economical and environmental impacts have been achieved by projects for the UK companies with measurable benefits in pounds through reducing water losses and energy consumption as described in Section 4. These include South Staffordshire Water, Aquavent and Scottish Water in the pressure control area and Affinity Water (former Veolia) in the energy management and burst detection areas.		Bogumil Ulanicki joined the institution as a Research Assistant in 1987 and has progressed through the ranks, being appointed Professor of Engineering Systems in 2007. He is Head of Centre for Engineering Science and Advanced Systems (CESAS) and the Water Software Systems (WSS) research group. The model reduction algorithm was first developed at De Montfort University (DMU) between 1993 and 1995 by Ulanicki, in collaboration with Prof Martinez from University of Valencia (who was visiting DMU at the time). The method was based on the variable elimination concept and was very efficient and robust when compared to other available methods based on optimisation techniques. This phase of the research was funded by DMU and led on to the projects described below. (The method was first presented at the Hydroinformatics conference in Zurich in 1996 but due to the commercial sensitivity of this research, full journal publication of the method was delayed and appeared in 2012[1].) The model reduction method facilitated solving many optimisation problems for WDS, including pump scheduling and pressure control. As part of the WaterCIME project (project no 8399, 1994– 1997, funded by the EU’s ESPRIT III programme) Ulanicki developed a general optimal scheduling algorithm [2]. This was distinct from other algorithms at that time, which were crafted for particular distribution systems. The general optimal scheduling algorithm was subsequently enhanced during EPSRC grant “Efficient Energy Management for Water Distribution Systems and Treatment Processes” (GR/N26005, 2000–04, PI Ulanicki). Traditional nonlinear programming was replaced by a dynamic optimisation algorithm [4]. The algorithm was implemented by Jens Kahler, a research fellow working on the grant. The dynamic optimisation algorithm performs a search in a reduced space, which significantly reduces the calculation time and makes the algorithm much more suitable for real time applications. Another result of the GR/N26005 project was a new pump station model which removed numerical singularities from the optimisation problems [5]. Two approaches for pump modelling were considered: in the first approach, the power characteristic was evaluated from hydraulic and efficiency curves; in the second approach, the mechanical power was approximated directly by a cubic polynomial and scaled by pump speed and number of pumps. In both cases, the obtained power curves are well suited for use in simulation and optimization software. Reducing water losses (leakage) in WDS was another important focus of the WSS research. Leakage reduction can be achieved by a co-ordinated action of pressure control and burst detection. Ulanicki investigated pressure control in the “Optimised Pressure Control for Networks with Multiple Pressure Reducing Valves Inputs” project (EPSRC, GR/M67360, 1999–2002, PI Ulanicki). Solutions were provided for district metering areas (DMA) with many inlets in the form of time or flow modulation strategies [3]. Even with the pressure controls in place, bursts still happen and need to be located and repaired quickly. A burst detection method was developed in the “Reduction of Water Losses and Energy Consumption Using an Effective Process for Burst  Detection” project (EPSRC/STI, GR/S25715/01, 2003–2005, PI Ulanicki). As a result of collaboration between Ulanicki and John May (an independent consultant, later Aquavent), an active burst identification experiment, e-FAVOR, was developed. These four methodologies (network model reduction, pump scheduling, pressure control and burst detection) were developed further as a part of the EPSRC “Neptune” project (EP/E003192/1, 2007–2010) – a strategic partnership of six leading UK universities [Cambridge, DMU, Exeter, Imperial College, Sheffield and Leicester and three industrial partners Yorkshire Water, United Utilities and ABB Ltd]. Ulanicki led one of the three Research Priority Areas – the Integration of Pressure and Energy Management with Leakage Reduction. An online version of the model reduction method was implemented including a new feature of network nodes re-ordering which accelerated the calculations by several orders of magnitude [1]. Hossam AbdelMeguid employed by DMU as a RA on this project, investigated an alternative approach to pump control based on feedback rules which depend on reservoir levels and electrical tariffs. The pressure control research initiated in GR/S14382 was extended during Neptune to include dynamic pressure transient aspects. A number of novel control algorithms and controllers were investigated, including one built by Aquavent (a company associated with the project) [6]. The burst detection method was enhanced by introducing a new indicator of bursts: a difference of head loss between the monitored nodes. This indicator removed errors caused by inaccurate elevation information and logger offsets.		All peer reviewed: *[1] Martinez Alzamora F., Ulanicki B & Salomons E. (2012). A fast and practical method for model reduction of large scale water distribution networks, Journal of Water Resources Planning and Management, DOI 10.1061/(ASCE)WR.1943-5452.0000333. [2] Ulanicki B., Bounds PLM & Rance J.P. (1999). Using a GAMS Modelling Environment to Solve Network Scheduling Problems, Measurements and Control, Vol 32, No 4, pp 110–115. [3] Ulanicki B., Bounds PLM, Rance J.P. & Reynolds L (2000). Open Loop and Closed Loop Pressure Control for Leakage Reduction, Urban Water Journal, Vol 2, No 2, pp 105–114. *[4] Ulanicki, B., Kahler, J. and See, H. (2007). Dynamic Optimization Approach for Solving an Optimal Scheduling Problem in Water Distribution Systems. ASCE Journal of Water Resources Planning and Management, Vol 133, No 1, pp 23–32. *[5] Ulanicki B, Kahler J & Coulbeck B (2008). Modelling the Efficiency and Power Characteristics of a Pump Group, J Water Resources Planning and Management, Vol 134, No 1, pp 88–93, DOI 10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9496(2008)134:1(88). [6] AbdelMeguid H, Skworcow P & Ulanicki B (2011). Mathematical modelling of a hydraulic controller for PRV flow modulation, Journal of Hydroinformatics, Vol 13, No 3, pp 374–389, DOI 10.2166/hydro.2011.024.		The model reduction algorithm (described in section 2) reduced the simulation time of water distribution network models by several orders of magnitude and has been used by various companies including OptiWater in Israel [i1], who routinely use the algorithm in their projects. The new pump models described in section 2 generated significant interest from the water community and have been adopted for implementation in the new version of Epanet – Epanet 3 [i2]. Epanet software is free to download and is currently the most extensively used water distribution system modelling software across the world. The findings of the EPSRC grant GR/M67360 were implemented by South Staffordshire Water Company, with support from the EPSRC RAIS grant (GR/S14382, 2002–2003). This led to the introduction of pressure control still in use today [i3]. The benefits of pressure control include: reduced unwanted consumption; reduced flow from leaks; fewer bursts; and fewer customer complaints. It is estimated that the introduction of pressure control by South Staffordshire Water corresponds to both a 20% reduction in water loss from leak flow (which equates to savings of ca £7,000 per annum per metering area where the system is implemented) and 100 fewer bursts in a year (leading to a total saving to the company of £0.5 million in the relevant DMAs). The estimates  are based on the Allen Lambert report (2012) for IWA Water Loss Specialist Group. The controller developed with Aquavent (a part of the MIDAS company) and modelled and tested in the Neptune project has subsequently been installed at six sites by Aquavent, with each installation reducing losses from background leaks by 20%. This approach simultaneously reduces the number of bursts and automatically adjusts the pressure to meet current water demands, thereby leading to greater cost savings for the water company. The controller has recently been installed (2012) at Addenbrookes Cambridge University Hospital, Royal United Hospital Bath NHS Trust and HMS Drake Fleet Maintenance Base, Davenport [i4], leading again to reduction of leaks by 20% and an anticipated cost saving of £50,000 per annum in each institution (assuming an average consumption of 300 m3 per day and the water price of £2 per m3). In May 2013, Prof Ulanicki was commissioned by Scottish Water to provide consultancy and assess the major pressure control scheme in Edinburgh, to resolve instability issues occurring in some specific conditions [i5], the project was completed in July 2013. Prof. Ulanicki diagnosed precisely the cause of the instability and provided a general answer to the question which had puzzled water engineers for years – why PRVs tend to oscillate at low flows. Each instability incident causes multiple bursts, resulting in a loss of tens of thousands of pounds. The findings are now being implemented in practice. The burst detection method, based on the e-FAVOR active identification experiment and the new burst indicator developed by the EPSRC Neptune project, has been adopted by Affinity Water (“the largest water-only supplier in the UK” https://stakeholder.affinitywater.co.uk/about-us.aspx, accessed 25/07/13) as standard practice for bursts detection since 2010 under the coded name, PlaN [i6]. The impacts derive from the shorter duration of the unreported bursts. The implemented systematic method allows the company to perform more inspections per year in each DMA and identifies bursts faster during the inspection. In financial terms it will reduce water losses by 400m3 per burst. With 90 bursts per year it brings £72k/year savings (based on Lambert et al. report, Financial Times, 1998).		[i1] In a written testimonial, a consultant from OptiWater, Haifa, Israel stated: “As a water resources consultant engineering, with over 15 years of experience, one of my main working tool is a hydraulic model. Most of the water distribution systems are large and complex making their models difficult to work with and, for some uses, these large models, requires comprehensive computational resources. Our work1, which extend previous work by Prof. Alzamora and Prof. Ulanicki provided a practical method to reduce and simplify large water network models. This method has been used on a number of real-world projects in number of fields: online network operations, water security, sensor placement and more.” [i2] In a written testimonial, a scientist from the Environmental Protection Agency, US, stated: “I am writing to confirm that we intend to use the results published in your paper “Modeling the efficiency and power characteristics of a pump group” (Ulanicki, B. et al. (2008), JWRPM, 134 (1) pp. 88-93) in the next version of the EPANET program. As you know, EPANET is used throughout the world for modeling the hydraulics and water quality behavior of water distribution systems. The elegant approach you presented in the paper for computing the power consumption of both fixed and variable speed pumps will allow EPANET to more accurately handle this type of calculation.” More information about Epanet 3 can be seen on the blog www.water- simulation.com/wsp/2010/09/21/epanet-3 (accessed 17/09/13), which includes the following comments (taken from a sample of 27 similar notices) to illustrate how widely the software is used:     EPANET had been a great tool to design aqueducts in Guatemala and God had blessed us with the no cost of this program against the excessive price of similar programs in the market.     EPANET has been used to design hundreds of rural and urban water supply schemes in Sri Lanka for the last 13 years. The free software helped many engineers and university students to learn network analysis     Epanet is widely used in my country Venezuela  [i3] In a written testimonial, a Network Director form South Staffordshire Water has recently confirmed that: “During Simon’s secondment to South Staffs Water a significant amount of investigation, analysis and follow on work was undertaken to understand the way the Company’s water supply pipe network responded to different forms and degrees of pressure control, with the overall aim of improving leakage management and customer service. …This work was a great success and set the foundations for further work undertaken by the Company, all of which has lead to a much greater understanding of the impacts and management of pressure on the water supply pipe network. The Company was very pleased by the work undertaken by Simon and the resulting improvements this achieved.”. South Staffordshire Water lists “monitoring the pipe network” on the Leak Management section of their website (see  http://www.south-staffs- water.co.uk/community_environment/leak_management.asp accessed 17/09/13). This includes “Key facts and figures”: It is now more than 30 years since we last imposed a hosepipe ban; we have achieved a water quality performance of 99.99%; we have continually met Ofwat's leakage target; we are one of the leading companies for operating cost efficiency. [i4] The Director of Aquavent UK Ltd, Peterborough, has expressed the following opinion about the impact of this research in the recent letter to DMU: “Just a note to thank you for your continued support in respect of our water savings product Aquai-Mod®. Without your expertise and commitment and that of your department, we would not be where we are now with our unique approach to water savings, and leakage reduction via hydraulic water pressure management. We started this development some 10 years ago and you have been a valuable partner during that time, not only helping with technical and development support but providing us with links to potential clients.” [i5] In personal correspondence (which can be made available upon request), a Senior Project Manager from Scottish water recently stated that “Applying a rigorous challenge to the operating control measures of the Pressure Reducing Valve was a necessary intervention to maintain the water supply to thousands of customers. The delivery of a project into the hands of our Operations needed high level academic appraisal in order to increase confidence going forwards. It was important to include a non-biased academic assessment as part of a competent and successful project.” i6] Evidence for the roll-out of “PLaN” can be seen in private correspondence (2010) from an Asset Performance Specialist at the company, which included the following statement: “We are now rolling out PLaN (Pressure Loss across Networks) to 100 DMAs! This as you can imagine will involve improvements to the way we do things so that we can keep up with demand. So far we've had 100% success with the method. The first trial found 2 leaks and a school with flushing urinals at night, oh, and also a valve that was letting by, the second trial found 2 leaks, the third found 6 leaks and the last one found 10! So far, every time we say go there they find a leak :-)”. Copies of this correspondence can be made available upon request.

		1091		1088		0				Water distribution systems (WDS) are highly complex, spatially distributed networks comprising thousands of different components which deliver drinking water to customers. The impact described here has been achieved in areas of energy management, pressure control and burst detection in WDS. Some developed solutions, such as the model reduction method, model of pump stations and pressure control algorithms, have been widely accepted by the water research community and then filter down to industrial applications or implemented in a widely available shareware. Direct economical and environmental impacts have been achieved by projects for the UK companies with measurable benefits in pounds through reducing water losses and energy consumption as described in Section 4. These include South Staffordshire Water, Aquavent and Scottish Water in the pressure control area and Affinity Water (former Veolia) in the energy management and burst detection areas.		Bogumil Ulanicki joined the institution as a Research Assistant in 1987 and has progressed through the ranks, being appointed Professor of Engineering Systems in 2007. He is Head of Centre for Engineering Science and Advanced Systems (CESAS) and the Water Software Systems (WSS) research group. The model reduction algorithm was first developed at De Montfort University (DMU) between 1993 and 1995 by Ulanicki, in collaboration with Prof Martinez from University of Valencia (who was visiting DMU at the time). The method was based on the variable elimination concept and was very efficient and robust when compared to other available methods based on optimisation techniques. This phase of the research was funded by DMU and led on to the projects described below. (The method was first presented at the Hydroinformatics conference in Zurich in 1996 but due to the commercial sensitivity of this research, full journal publication of the method was delayed and appeared in 2012[1].) The model reduction method facilitated solving many optimisation problems for WDS, including pump scheduling and pressure control. As part of the WaterCIME project (project no 8399, 1994– 1997, funded by the EU’s ESPRIT III programme) Ulanicki developed a general optimal scheduling algorithm [2]. This was distinct from other algorithms at that time, which were crafted for particular distribution systems. The general optimal scheduling algorithm was subsequently enhanced during EPSRC grant “Efficient Energy Management for Water Distribution Systems and Treatment Processes” (GR/N26005, 2000–04, PI Ulanicki). Traditional nonlinear programming was replaced by a dynamic optimisation algorithm [4]. The algorithm was implemented by Jens Kahler, a research fellow working on the grant. The dynamic optimisation algorithm performs a search in a reduced space, which significantly reduces the calculation time and makes the algorithm much more suitable for real time applications. Another result of the GR/N26005 project was a new pump station model which removed numerical singularities from the optimisation problems [5]. Two approaches for pump modelling were considered: in the first approach, the power characteristic was evaluated from hydraulic and efficiency curves; in the second approach, the mechanical power was approximated directly by a cubic polynomial and scaled by pump speed and number of pumps. In both cases, the obtained power curves are well suited for use in simulation and optimization software. Reducing water losses (leakage) in WDS was another important focus of the WSS research. Leakage reduction can be achieved by a co-ordinated action of pressure control and burst detection. Ulanicki investigated pressure control in the “Optimised Pressure Control for Networks with Multiple Pressure Reducing Valves Inputs” project (EPSRC, GR/M67360, 1999–2002, PI Ulanicki). Solutions were provided for district metering areas (DMA) with many inlets in the form of time or flow modulation strategies [3]. Even with the pressure controls in place, bursts still happen and need to be located and repaired quickly. A burst detection method was developed in the “Reduction of Water Losses and Energy Consumption Using an Effective Process for Burst  Detection” project (EPSRC/STI, GR/S25715/01, 2003–2005, PI Ulanicki). As a result of collaboration between Ulanicki and John May (an independent consultant, later Aquavent), an active burst identification experiment, e-FAVOR, was developed. These four methodologies (network model reduction, pump scheduling, pressure control and burst detection) were developed further as a part of the EPSRC “Neptune” project (EP/E003192/1, 2007–2010) – a strategic partnership of six leading UK universities [Cambridge, DMU, Exeter, Imperial College, Sheffield and Leicester and three industrial partners Yorkshire Water, United Utilities and ABB Ltd]. Ulanicki led one of the three Research Priority Areas – the Integration of Pressure and Energy Management with Leakage Reduction. An online version of the model reduction method was implemented including a new feature of network nodes re-ordering which accelerated the calculations by several orders of magnitude [1]. Hossam AbdelMeguid employed by DMU as a RA on this project, investigated an alternative approach to pump control based on feedback rules which depend on reservoir levels and electrical tariffs. The pressure control research initiated in GR/S14382 was extended during Neptune to include dynamic pressure transient aspects. A number of novel control algorithms and controllers were investigated, including one built by Aquavent (a company associated with the project) [6]. The burst detection method was enhanced by introducing a new indicator of bursts: a difference of head loss between the monitored nodes. This indicator removed errors caused by inaccurate elevation information and logger offsets.		All peer reviewed: *[1] Martinez Alzamora F., Ulanicki B & Salomons E. (2012). A fast and practical method for model reduction of large scale water distribution networks, Journal of Water Resources Planning and Management, DOI 10.1061/(ASCE)WR.1943-5452.0000333. [2] Ulanicki B., Bounds PLM & Rance J.P. (1999). Using a GAMS Modelling Environment to Solve Network Scheduling Problems, Measurements and Control, Vol 32, No 4, pp 110–115. [3] Ulanicki B., Bounds PLM, Rance J.P. & Reynolds L (2000). Open Loop and Closed Loop Pressure Control for Leakage Reduction, Urban Water Journal, Vol 2, No 2, pp 105–114. *[4] Ulanicki, B., Kahler, J. and See, H. (2007). Dynamic Optimization Approach for Solving an Optimal Scheduling Problem in Water Distribution Systems. ASCE Journal of Water Resources Planning and Management, Vol 133, No 1, pp 23–32. *[5] Ulanicki B, Kahler J & Coulbeck B (2008). Modelling the Efficiency and Power Characteristics of a Pump Group, J Water Resources Planning and Management, Vol 134, No 1, pp 88–93, DOI 10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9496(2008)134:1(88). [6] AbdelMeguid H, Skworcow P & Ulanicki B (2011). Mathematical modelling of a hydraulic controller for PRV flow modulation, Journal of Hydroinformatics, Vol 13, No 3, pp 374–389, DOI 10.2166/hydro.2011.024.		The model reduction algorithm (described in section 2) reduced the simulation time of water distribution network models by several orders of magnitude and has been used by various companies including OptiWater in Israel [i1], who routinely use the algorithm in their projects. The new pump models described in section 2 generated significant interest from the water community and have been adopted for implementation in the new version of Epanet – Epanet 3 [i2]. Epanet software is free to download and is currently the most extensively used water distribution system modelling software across the world. The findings of the EPSRC grant GR/M67360 were implemented by South Staffordshire Water Company, with support from the EPSRC RAIS grant (GR/S14382, 2002–2003). This led to the introduction of pressure control still in use today [i3]. The benefits of pressure control include: reduced unwanted consumption; reduced flow from leaks; fewer bursts; and fewer customer complaints. It is estimated that the introduction of pressure control by South Staffordshire Water corresponds to both a 20% reduction in water loss from leak flow (which equates to savings of ca £7,000 per annum per metering area where the system is implemented) and 100 fewer bursts in a year (leading to a total saving to the company of £0.5 million in the relevant DMAs). The estimates  are based on the Allen Lambert report (2012) for IWA Water Loss Specialist Group. The controller developed with Aquavent (a part of the MIDAS company) and modelled and tested in the Neptune project has subsequently been installed at six sites by Aquavent, with each installation reducing losses from background leaks by 20%. This approach simultaneously reduces the number of bursts and automatically adjusts the pressure to meet current water demands, thereby leading to greater cost savings for the water company. The controller has recently been installed (2012) at Addenbrookes Cambridge University Hospital, Royal United Hospital Bath NHS Trust and HMS Drake Fleet Maintenance Base, Davenport [i4], leading again to reduction of leaks by 20% and an anticipated cost saving of £50,000 per annum in each institution (assuming an average consumption of 300 m3 per day and the water price of £2 per m3). In May 2013, Prof Ulanicki was commissioned by Scottish Water to provide consultancy and assess the major pressure control scheme in Edinburgh, to resolve instability issues occurring in some specific conditions [i5], the project was completed in July 2013. Prof. Ulanicki diagnosed precisely the cause of the instability and provided a general answer to the question which had puzzled water engineers for years – why PRVs tend to oscillate at low flows. Each instability incident causes multiple bursts, resulting in a loss of tens of thousands of pounds. The findings are now being implemented in practice. The burst detection method, based on the e-FAVOR active identification experiment and the new burst indicator developed by the EPSRC Neptune project, has been adopted by Affinity Water (“the largest water-only supplier in the UK” https://stakeholder.affinitywater.co.uk/about-us.aspx, accessed 25/07/13) as standard practice for bursts detection since 2010 under the coded name, PlaN [i6]. The impacts derive from the shorter duration of the unreported bursts. The implemented systematic method allows the company to perform more inspections per year in each DMA and identifies bursts faster during the inspection. In financial terms it will reduce water losses by 400m3 per burst. With 90 bursts per year it brings £72k/year savings (based on Lambert et al. report, Financial Times, 1998).		[i1] In a written testimonial, a consultant from OptiWater, Haifa, Israel stated: “As a water resources consultant engineering, with over 15 years of experience, one of my main working tool is a hydraulic model. Most of the water distribution systems are large and complex making their models difficult to work with and, for some uses, these large models, requires comprehensive computational resources. Our work1, which extend previous work by Prof. Alzamora and Prof. Ulanicki provided a practical method to reduce and simplify large water network models. This method has been used on a number of real-world projects in number of fields: online network operations, water security, sensor placement and more.” [i2] In a written testimonial, a scientist from the Environmental Protection Agency, US, stated: “I am writing to confirm that we intend to use the results published in your paper “Modeling the efficiency and power characteristics of a pump group” (Ulanicki, B. et al. (2008), JWRPM, 134 (1) pp. 88-93) in the next version of the EPANET program. As you know, EPANET is used throughout the world for modeling the hydraulics and water quality behavior of water distribution systems. The elegant approach you presented in the paper for computing the power consumption of both fixed and variable speed pumps will allow EPANET to more accurately handle this type of calculation.” More information about Epanet 3 can be seen on the blog www.water- simulation.com/wsp/2010/09/21/epanet-3 (accessed 17/09/13), which includes the following comments (taken from a sample of 27 similar notices) to illustrate how widely the software is used:     EPANET had been a great tool to design aqueducts in Guatemala and God had blessed us with the no cost of this program against the excessive price of similar programs in the market.     EPANET has been used to design hundreds of rural and urban water supply schemes in Sri Lanka for the last 13 years. The free software helped many engineers and university students to learn network analysis     Epanet is widely used in my country Venezuela  [i3] In a written testimonial, a Network Director form South Staffordshire Water has recently confirmed that: “During Simon’s secondment to South Staffs Water a significant amount of investigation, analysis and follow on work was undertaken to understand the way the Company’s water supply pipe network responded to different forms and degrees of pressure control, with the overall aim of improving leakage management and customer service. …This work was a great success and set the foundations for further work undertaken by the Company, all of which has lead to a much greater understanding of the impacts and management of pressure on the water supply pipe network. The Company was very pleased by the work undertaken by Simon and the resulting improvements this achieved.”. South Staffordshire Water lists “monitoring the pipe network” on the Leak Management section of their website (see  http://www.south-staffs- water.co.uk/community_environment/leak_management.asp accessed 17/09/13). This includes “Key facts and figures”: It is now more than 30 years since we last imposed a hosepipe ban; we have achieved a water quality performance of 99.99%; we have continually met Ofwat's leakage target; we are one of the leading companies for operating cost efficiency. [i4] The Director of Aquavent UK Ltd, Peterborough, has expressed the following opinion about the impact of this research in the recent letter to DMU: “Just a note to thank you for your continued support in respect of our water savings product Aquai-Mod®. Without your expertise and commitment and that of your department, we would not be where we are now with our unique approach to water savings, and leakage reduction via hydraulic water pressure management. We started this development some 10 years ago and you have been a valuable partner during that time, not only helping with technical and development support but providing us with links to potential clients.” [i5] In personal correspondence (which can be made available upon request), a Senior Project Manager from Scottish water recently stated that “Applying a rigorous challenge to the operating control measures of the Pressure Reducing Valve was a necessary intervention to maintain the water supply to thousands of customers. The delivery of a project into the hands of our Operations needed high level academic appraisal in order to increase confidence going forwards. It was important to include a non-biased academic assessment as part of a competent and successful project.” i6] Evidence for the roll-out of “PLaN” can be seen in private correspondence (2010) from an Asset Performance Specialist at the company, which included the following statement: “We are now rolling out PLaN (Pressure Loss across Networks) to 100 DMAs! This as you can imagine will involve improvements to the way we do things so that we can keep up with demand. So far we've had 100% success with the method. The first trial found 2 leaks and a school with flushing urinals at night, oh, and also a valve that was letting by, the second trial found 2 leaks, the third found 6 leaks and the last one found 10! So far, every time we say go there they find a leak :-)”. Copies of this correspondence can be made available upon request.

		1273		1000		1000				Cloud computing is now used ubiquitously in consumer and commerce domains yielding unprecedented access to computing and data handling at affordable prices. Work in this field was pioneered at the University of Southampton (UoS) from 1998 onwards and commercialised from 2008 through Dezineforce to enable companies to exploit cloud computing in engineering:     The technology was applied in industries including aerospace and defence, energy, civil engineering and automotive.     For small companies, we successfully demonstrated access to computing power and enhanced design tools delivered via the Cloud. e.g. Intelligent Flow Solutions used our tools to develop an innovative Wind Turbine Farm design with an increased lifetime return of over €55 million compared to alternative arrangements.     Large companies benefited from more efficient ways of collaborative working and advanced design search/ optimisation technologies, which had not been possible before. For example Arup achieved a £1 million+ figure saving on a stadium design in the Middle East.     The IP was sold to Microsoft in 2011 with staff moving to roles in Microsoft’s Azure Cloud/ senior teams. Throughout this period the team has also engaged in outreach to inspire and educate the next generation of scientists and engineers about High Performance and Cloud computing including a YouTube video with 485,000 hits and over 300 articles in media.		The underpinning research was performed in the EPSRC funded “PSE” and “Geodise” eScience [3.1] projects (1998-2005), the Microsoft Institute for High Performance Computing (Microsoft- funded 2005 onwards and launched by Bill Gates), and also led to the £17.8 million Centre for Fluid Mechanics Simulation Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) research and development project (2007-2010) which involved aerospace, automotive and supply chain partners where Cox led the IT Work package for Microsoft. Geodise posed the question “How can companies get access to and exploit high performance distributed computing and data handling resources, industrial strength analysis and design search tools over the web and affordably?” and focussed on showing how these technologies could be used to make engineering artefacts and whole systems faster, cheaper, greener, and/ or better. Today we recognise these aims as those of cloud computing and they address the strategic commercial need to lower entry costs and (for engineering) the competitive imperative of improving the productivity of computer-assisted design. Geodise was a multi-disciplinary, multi-site collaboration with industrial partners including Rolls- Royce, BAE Systems, Fluent and Microsoft. The project involved expertise at Southampton on engineering, design search, semantic technologies and distributed computing & data; Oxford on fluid dynamics solvers and Manchester on knowledge systems. The Geodise tools [3.1] enabled distributed teams of engineers to access large scale computing and data handling on the cloud [3.2] to tackle complex tasks such as those in aerospace design [3.3] using state of the art design search tools [3.4], industry strength and novel solvers [3.5]. We continued this fundamental work from 2005 onwards through the Microsoft Institute for High Performance Computing (HPC) at Southampton, which was the only such centre Microsoft funded in the UK (and one of only ten worldwide). This specifically recognised our pioneering of HPC and cloud computing, where we worked closely with Microsoft over subsequent years on their Windows  HPC Server product & Cloud offering (Azure): we were part of their showcase stand from 2005- 2011 at the US “Supercomputing” conference series (the largest of its kind in this field). In 2007, Cox was awarded a technical leadership prize by Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer for his contribution to Technical Computing, which highlighted the breadth and depth of his ongoing relationship with Microsoft. The research carried out under the Geodise project was commercialised by the company Dezineforce which was founded by Prof Simon Cox (UoS from 1994), Prof Andy Keane (UoS from 1996) and Prof Sir Nigel Shadbolt (UoS from 2000). Cox led the funding of the company from 2005-2008, and hired a Chairman and CEO with assistance from Prof John Baits (a visiting professor at the University, ex IBM). Five members of the team joined the spin-out from the University. Grants and collaboration with the Company occurred between 2007 and 2011 - along with joint research activity, the University provided commercial hosting for Dezineforce’s equipment. The company’s IP was sold to Microsoft in May 2011 with the transfer of IP and 6 members of staff. The research has also led to media outreach (over 300 articles in worldwide news, magazines, and YouTube) and a course “Supercomputing in Engineering” in conjunction with the Smallpeice trust with over 200 attendees over the last seven years with a course rating of over 90%.		(best 3 outputs are starred) *[3.1] Main Geodise Reference: Eres, M.H., Pound, G.E., Jiao, Z., Wason, J.L., Xu, F., Keane, A.J., and Cox, S.J. Implementation and utilisation of a Grid-enabled problem solving environment in Matlab. Future Generation Computer Systems, Vol. 21, No. 6, 2005, pp. 920-929. EPSRC GR/M17259/01: “PSE” (Problem solving environments for Large-Scale Simulations) 1998- 2001. EPSRC: GR/R67705/01: “Geodise” (Grid Enabled Optimisation & Design Search for Engineering) 2001-2005 [3.2] Fundamental: Xue G., Song W., Cox S.J., and Keane A.J., Numerical Optimisation as Grid Services for Engineering Design. Journal of Grid Computing, Vol.2, No.3, 2004, pp. 223-238. [3.3] Book: Keane, A.J. and Prasanth, P.B. Computational Approaches for Aerospace Design: The Pursuit of Excellence. John Wiley & Sons, Chichester, UK. 2005. *[3.4] Book: Forrester, A., Sóbester, A., and Keane, A.J., .Engineering Design via Surrogate Modelling: A Practical Guide. Chichester, West Sussex, England: John Wiley & Sons Ltd., 2008. *[3.5] New Adjoint solver: Campobasso M.S., Duta M.C. and Giles M.B., Adjoint Calculation of Sensitivities of Turbomachinery Objective functions. AIAA Journal of Propulsion and Power, Vol. 19, No. 4, July-August 2003, pp. 693-703. [3.6] Ongoing research and outreach: Cox S.J., Cox J.T., Boardman R.P., Johnston S.J., Scott M., O’Brien N.S., “Iridis-pi: a low-cost, compact demonstration cluster” Cluster Computing June 2013 DOI: 10.1007/s10586-013-0282-7. YouTube video for this at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jq5nrHz9I94 has 485,000 views [as at Oct 2013]		Sophisticated computer simulations are used in many sectors of industry to reduce the high cost of prototyping and experiment and to provide better answers to complex problems in less time. Research conducted as part of the Geodise project led to the development of tools and technologies which were accessible over the web “on-demand” (cloud computing) to make engineering designs faster, cheaper, greener, better. We commercialised this work through Dezineforce, whose products and services were tested and used by design engineers to optimise designs in a range of industries including aerospace and defence, energy, civil engineering and automotive. In Civil Engineering Arup used the dezineforce tools in 2008/9 to design a spectator cooling system in a 65 000-seater sports stadium in the Middle East. Using Dezineforce’s service, Arup reduced the number of design iterations by over 80 percent and saved valuable time and a £1million+ figure sum for the stadium owners. Darren Woolf, Associate Director of Arup’s  Environmental Physics team who led the analysis explained the benefits [5.1]: “Because CFD is so computationally hungry, each one of our design iterations could take up to eight hours to run on eight computers working in parallel. It would have needed, using traditional direct search techniques, as many as 300 design iterations per scenario. A key objective for us was to reduce this number of design iterations needed to reach a solution. Dezineforce’s optimisation technology enabled us to evolve an optimum design faster than other algorithms out there and we saw the number of runs required drop by more than 80 percent from what we were predicting.” … “There is no question that engineering design optimisation is complex and processor hungry but, implemented correctly with well-designed processes, such as those from Dezineforce, coupled with high performance processing resources, it can be a very powerful tool.” Other work included optimisation of wind farm layout with UK company Intelligent Fluid Solutions in 2009 [5.2], where efficient use of optimisation-driven simulation enabled the optimum number and layout of wind turbines for a specific site to be identified. This resulted in a predicted increased lifetime return of over €55 million compared to the same number of turbines in an alternative arrangement. Dr Andrej Horvat, Principal Engineer, Intelligent Flow Solutions presented his conclusions of joint study using Dezineforce cloud and optimisation technologies: “A CFD based modelling methodology was developed to predict wind farm power output for a given investment. Different wind farm layouts were simulated to calculate power output of the wind farm; The analysis shows that the same number of turbines in different layouts can result in significantly different yield. With alternate offset rows, wide, shallow wind farms are most profitable; the use of computational simulation methods and advanced optimisation tools can result in significant performance improvements.” Dezineforce also worked closely to have an impact with leading suppliers of modelling tools in the industry to bring new ways to access licenses and HPC tools to customers. Previously companies sold only expensive licenses whereas working with Dezineforce, software companies such as ANSYS, CD-Adapco, and MSc-Nastran realised that many clients want to rent their software by the hour or for a specific project. In particular, partnership with Dezineforce companies such as Ansys developed new pricing structures & models for license usage amenable to HPC and engineering design search tasks. Dezineforce was one of the first companies to offer these packages in this flexible way over the cloud or on site. Barbara Hutchings, Director of Strategic Partnerships at ANSYS Limited and Lionel Humpheys (sales manager) commented in April 2010 on these changes to licensing with Dezineforce during at a webcast (quote from Q&A): [5.3] “The [Dezineforce] HPC Appliance is designed to work with ANSYS Mechanical, ANSYS CFX, and ANSYS Fluent. If you happen to own parallel licenses of these products, all of these could be traded back at 100% of their original list prices, and we will trade them back for HPC licenses. In certain instances, it may mean you get an increase of license count — an increase in the number of parallel sessions you can run at no additional cost.” Microsoft has engaged heavily with the University of Southampton and Dezineforce. Vince Mendillo [5.4], Senior Director of High Performance Computing at Microsoft (in Nov 2009) commented: "Windows HPC server is enabling scientists and engineers around the world to tackle challenging research problems. We are very excited about the tremendous work the team at the University of Southampton has been doing to bringing supercomputing to the masses." At Supercomputing in Nov 2010, Dezineforce and the University of Southampton, using Microsoft Windows HPC Server R2, Microsoft Azure, and the Dezineforce technical computing server, showed how an engineer can seamlessly scale their complex design analysis from their client workstation, to a local cluster, and then onto an Azure cloud based platform [5.5]. This was the first demonstration of such a capability on Microsoft’s technology using in-house HPC systems, cloud computing and running licensed 3rd party software coupled to optimisation tools. Microsoft worked closely with the team in Dezineforce and it was one of the first UK companies recognised as part of its BizSpark One programme (2010) [5.6] and Dezineforce’s IP was sold to Microsoft in 2011 with transfer of 6 staff to key roles in its Azure (Cloud)/ senior team.  For more than a decade, the partnership between the University of Southampton and Microsoft has continued to impact on Microsoft’s global business proposition and has received funding of over £1 million from Microsoft in the last 5 years alone. Cox has been awarded Microsoft Most Valuable Professional (MVP) status every year since 2003 [5.7]. In 2010 Cox was appointed, along with Southampton’s Dr Kenji Takeda, as a founder member of Microsoft’s Technical Computing Executive Advisory Council, which includes CIOs of Fortune 20 companies. Takeda has since joined Microsoft as Solutions Architect and Technical Manager in its research team (from 2010). Outreach. The University of Southampton continues to inspire the next generation of scientists and engineers – especially relating to the use of high performance/ cloud computing. Cox’s “Supercomputing in Engineering” course [5.8] with the Smallpeice Trust has run annually with 25+ sixth form students since 2006 with a content rating of 90%+ from participants with comments such as “Day two on the course kicked off with Simon’s talk on algorithms and efficiency in supercomputer. I loved this talk because it summed up everything I was interested in computers”. Lucy Kelly (Smallpeice Trust) commented in 2013 “This course has demonstrated to some very intelligent and enthusiastic young people just how important this subject is and what a great impact they could have if they decided to pursue a career in this area.” Over 485,000 [Oct 2013] people have viewed Cox’s YouTube video [5.9] showing how the Raspberry Pi will enable the next wave of cheap commodity cloud/ supercomputing with news articles, video material and a full construction guide about the World’s first Raspberry Pi + Lego Supercomputer: 300+ worldwide news/ tech press items in multiple languages including BBC, CNET, PC Pro Magazine (where it was the #1 Raspberry Pi project in their Christmas 2012 edition), and 10,000+ Tweets & Facebook likes of the news coverage. Liz Upton [5.10] [liz@raspberrypi.org]; the only paid employee of the Raspberry Pi Foundation at the time of writing her mail, who handles all of their external public-facing interactions wrote to Cox on 12/09/12 about the story above: “Thank *you* - we were tickled to bits when we saw it. Do give me a shout next time you do something Pi-related; I'm always looking for stuff for the blog, and I have suspicion you're not done yet!” Such outreach is contributing towards ensuring there is a pool of highly skilled workers who will pioneer the next wave of research and development into computational technologies for engineering just as we have done through Dezineforce and its underpinning research. Cloud computing as exemplified by its penetration into consumer products such as music, photos, personal archiving and business products for office document and data sharing has fundamentally changed the way we use computing power and it touches many lives. Its application to Engineering problems was pioneered at the University of Southampton.		[5.1] Arup, Dr Darren Woolf [5.2] Intelligent Flow Solutions, Dr Ondrej Horvat [5.3] ANSYS Limited, Dr Barbara Hutchins, Director of Strategic Partnerships and Lionel Humpheys (sales manager) [5.4] Microsoft Vince Mendillo, Senior Director of High Performance Computing at Microsoft [5.5] Supercomputing 2010 public domain reference sources [5.6] BizSpark One Dezineforce [Press and Video] [5.7] Microsoft Most Valuable Professional (Cox) [5.8] Supercomputing in Engineering Smallpeice Course [5.9] Raspberry Pi Outreach [Press/ YouTube] [5.10] Liz Upton, Raspberry Pi Foundation, email

		1071		1000		1000				Royal National Lifeboat Institution (RNLI) lifeboats attend over 15,000 incidents annually with an average of 22 people rescued daily. Previously friction and wear on launch slipways adversely impacted safe lifeboat launching, costing the RNLI up to £260k/year. Lifeboat crewmen would address this issue by applying a layer of grease along the slipway, but repeated use had both safety and environmental implications. In 2005 this prompted the RNLI to draw on Bournemouth University’s (BU) extensive green tribology expertise to find a solution. Collaboration between BU and the RNLI led to the redesign of slipway panels to double their life-span and switch from grease to a water lubrication system. As well as safety and environmental benefits, this saves the charity £1 million over a 5 year term, allowing resources to be focused on life-saving.		Green tribology provides answers to friction and wear problems within an ecological and environmentally sound context. BU’s research in this area began in 1998 with a combined EPSRC and BP Castrol grant (G1) aimed at informing industry of optimal design and effective fluid viscosities for environmentally acceptable refrigerants (P1). This work received “tending towards outstanding” and “internationally leading” for three categories within the Grant Review. This original research provided the foundation for further research and impacts over the next 15 years, based on green tribology, which at the time was a new concept. The body of green tribology research, including hermetic compressors; combining heat and power (CHP) systems; refrigerants; lubricants; cavitation erosion and sliding contact wear effects contributed to the growing knowledge base within the Sustainable Design Research Centre (SDRC) at BU (G6). Specifically, green tribology’s role in reducing the environmental and economic impact within mechanical systems has received international acclaim (P3). The purpose of the EPSRC CASE award in 2004–7 (G3) was to work with the RNLI to address increasing problems of wear on the slipways. Slipway linings were found to suffer high wear and friction, adversely impacting safe lifeboat launching and costing the RNLI up to £260,000/year. Following the introduction of the new heavier ‘Tamar’ class lifeboat in 2006, the problem worsened with slipway panels wearing out in as little as two weeks. Lifeboat crewmen would address this issue by applying a layer of grease along the slipway, but the repeated use of this had safety and environmental implications. In 2004 Thomas (BU 2010 to present) undertook research, supervised by Hadfield (BU 1997 to present), as part of a CASE award studentship (G3). Thomas designed two novel test-rig contact conditions specifically for the slipway contact scenario. These incorporated real-world factors, such as dwell times and external contamination. BU invested in new analysis equipment to evaluate the results, including the Zygo profilometer and light microscope upgrades. Thomas applied wear modelling techniques using bespoke Finite Element software in order to link the implications of the lab tests to the real-world case, demonstrating good correlation with the observed real-world effects (P4–P6). Specifically, Thomas analysed the contact conditions between the 15cm wide keel of a 35 tonne lifeboat during a 45kph launch. This required the development of a new multi-disciplinary approach using aspects of tribology, finite element analysis, life cycle analysis and real world data collection, with experimental results combined with real slipway experience and computer simulations.  The data collected indicated that the reliability of lifeboat slipways could be greatly increased by ensuring the slipway panels were well aligned along the length of the slipway. It also showed a small change to the panel geometry to incorporate a chamfer significantly reduced wear development and the adverse effects of panel misalignments on launch and recovery friction. The project showed that it was feasible to substitute the currently used marine grease lubrication with biodegradable grease, which would reduce the effects of grease bioaccumulation at the base of the slipway. The research also proposed the use of a novel water lubrication system instead of grease directly applied to the slipway, with the potential to greatly reduce both the operational costs and the environmental impact of slipway launches. Furthermore, the RNLI commissioned Hadfield and Thomas to undertake research into alternative slipway materials in 2009. Formal slipway panel design and fitting guidelines were published for use with the RNLI shoreworks team (R1). The project has helped to establish on-going research collaboration between BU and the RNLI with a jointly funded PhD into marine engine condition monitoring completed in 2011 (G6).		Publications P1. Ciantar, C., Hadfield, M., Smith, A.M. and Swallow, A. (1999). The influence of lubricant viscosity on the wear of hermetic compressor components in HFC-134a environments. Wear, 236(1–2), 1–8. DOI: 10.1016/S0043-1648(99)00267-7. P2. Howarth, G. and Hadfield, M.A. (2006). Sustainable product design model. Materials and Design, 27(10), 1128–1133. DOI: 10.1016/j.matdes.2005.03.016. P3. Tzanakis, I., Hadfield, M., Thomas, B., Noya, S.M., Henshaw, I. and Austen, S. (2012). Future perspectives on sustainable tribology. Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews, 16(6), 4126– 4140. DOI: 10.1016/j.rser.2012.02.064. P4.Thomas, B., Hadfield, M. and Austen, S. (2010). Wear and Friction Modeling on Lifeboat Launch Systems. Tribology Transactions, 53(4), 584–599. DOI: 10.1080/10402001003602779 P5. Thomas, B., Hadfield, M. and Austen, S. (2009). Experimental Wear Modelling of Lifeboat Slipway Launches. Tribology International, 42(11–12), 1706–1714. DOI: 10.1016/j.triboint.2009.04.043. P6. Thomas, B., Hadfield, M. and Austen, S. (2009). Wear observations applied to lifeboat slipway launches. Wear, 267(11), 2062–2069. DOI: 10.1016/j.wear.2009.08.008. Grants G1. 1998–2001: Hadfield, M. (Award Holder and PI) (DAK Z28X), EPSRC (GR/L74972/01), Managed Programme ‘Design for Whole Life Cycle’. Sustainable Development of Mechanical Systems using replacement environmental acceptable refrigerants (three-year post-doc.). £108K (£120K). G2. 2000–2005: Hadfield, M. (Award Holder) (DAJZ15), Royal Academy of Engineering. Sustainable development education – visiting professor scheme. £97K. G3. 2004–2007: Hadfield, M. (Award Holder and PI) (DAK Z71), EPSRC and RNLI CASE award. Sustainable design of lifeboat launching systems. £64K. G4. 2007–2010: Hadfield, M. (Award Holder and PI) (DAK G19X), Energetix Group. Tribological study of new micro-generation system. £16K. G5. 2001–2004: Hadfield, M. (Award Holder and PI), EPSRC (Quota Award for Grant GR/L74972/01). Sustainable design of sliding contact durability. Fully funded studentship, estimated value of £45k for fees and bursary. G6. 2008–2-11: Hadfield, M. (Award Holder and PI) (DAE G03X), EPSRC and RNLI (CASE). Durability of Hydraulic Components in Marine Launching Equipment under Extreme Operating Conditions. £104K.		RNLI lifeboats attend over 15,000 incidents annually, with an average of 22 people rescued daily. As time is of the essence in life-threatening incidents in the sea, an immediate response with minimum reaction time is imperative. In 2008 BU prepared a slipway Guidance Design Documentation for the RNLI, resulting from the EPSRC CASE award (R1). The document was a good practice design guide for implementation by RNLI technical staff. The new water-based slipway system identified has been implemented across 38% of RNLI lifeboat stations since 2008. The research has led to improvements in crew safety and RNLI launch reliability, as well as reducing maintenance down-time and machine failure. An increased number of standby lifeboats are now ready to interfere/engage, with the ultimate goal of ending the preventable loss of life at sea. All this has been achieved alongside the considerable cost savings of ~£200k per year as detailed below. The RNLI’s head of engineering support (R2) is an author on publications P3–6, which corroborate the impact claims. Financial Impact Once fully implemented across the slipway network, the combined effects of the research allows the RNLI to save up to £52k in lubricant costs and a further £143k in material replacement costs (P3). This equates to a saving of almost £1 million over a 5 year term. With a 2011 combined budget of just £140m (R3) across the entire UK lifeboat operations solely provided by charitable donations, this systemic saving is crucial to the RNLI. These savings are used to contribute to the on-going process of modernising the RNLI network as a whole. The RNLI’s head of engineering support, Steve Austin, states: “The findings of the specific research are extremely valuable to the RNLI as they outline improvements that can be made to produce more efficient, durable and cost-effective slipways from which to launch and recover the lifeboats” (P3, R4 & R2). Operational Impact The research has also shown that the improved fitting criteria and a modified panel design can reduce the high wear and friction effects. This philosophy is now codified in three related volumes of slipway panel design and fitting guidelines. These were published in 2008 and are used by the RNLI (R1). Slipway lining panels’ lifespan increased by over 100% through better panel fitting criteria and modified panel geometry (P4 & P5). The RNLI has adopted these panel redesigns and fitting criteria on all their new slipways. Since 2008 the new slipway lining material identified in the research has been fitted to the new and newly refurbished slipway stations. This includes Tenby, Padstow and Sennen Cove among others (R2). The recommended slipway lining materials are being phased in across the UK slipway station network over the next few years, coinciding with the simultaneous roll-out of the new Tamar lifeboat. Currently around 38% of RNLI slipway stations use the new water lubrication system. Durability of the panels is increased while service and maintenance time is significantly reduced. Environmental Impact In response to the research results the RNLI have stopped using grease to lubricate the slipways. Instead they have adopted the automated water-based system BU advised. Since 2010 the RNLI has applied this across their slipway network, preventing the release of grease from the slipway into the surrounding marine environment. Once fully adopted this will result in the removal of 500+ litres of marine grease per annum from the local marine environment with a consequent saving in carbon emissions of ~740kg CO2 p.a.  Further environmental benefits include the reduction of carbon emissions from material wear by 45% alongside with other useful environmental savings due to reduced maintenance costs (P3). Crewman Safety Impact The automated water-based system has removed the need for a crewman to descend the slipway during lifeboat operations and has correspondingly improved crew safety on lifeboat slipways. The reliability of slipway launches has also increased. Additionally, testimonials from individual lifeboat personnel confirm that the use of the automated water based system reduced the risk exposure of the volunteer lifeboat crew at each slipway station. This allows the safe continuation the RNLI’s crucial role in preserving life along the coast of the UK and Ireland (R5). Further societal benefits include the continued on-going reliability and security of vital life-saving services through the reduction in maintenance down-time and machine failure. Wider Research Impact The research was presented at a number of international conferences including at the House of Commons as part of the ‘Reception for Younger Engineers at the House of Commons’ (R6) and was short-listed at the Times Higher Education (THE) Awards 2010 in the category of ‘Outstanding Contribution to Innovation and Technology’. This award specifically highlighted BU’s role in reducing environmental impact and costs (R7). The research methodology developed during this project has many potential uses in other tribological contact situations, including oil rig rescue craft, overseas slipway lifeboats and cradle- launched beach rescue craft. The research is also relevant to applications involving sliding contacts along any tiled or grooved surfaces, including tyre friction along paved roads and spacecraft heat shields. The application of the research within the RNLI has already had significant economical, operational and environmental benefits, as well as facilitating improvements to crewman safety. The £1 million saved over a five year period frees up resources to be used in the 15,000 incidents and rescues the charity attends each year.		R1. RNLI: Guidance Design Documentation resulting from EPSRC CASE project. BU account reference DAK K43. R2. RNLI’s head of engineering support. Contact details available. R3. RNLI Annual Report and Accounts 2011. Available from: http://rnli.org/SiteCollectionDocuments/2011%20Annual%20Report%20and%20Accounts%202011 %20LR.pdf. R4. BBC Radio article: RNLI Slipway Research. Available from: http://www.bbc.co.uk/cornwall/content/articles/2009/04/27/places_slipway_feature.shtml. R5. RNLI news story: Lifeboat project ready for awards splash. R6. Reception for Younger Engineers at the House of Commons at Portcullis House, Westminster, 2005 R7. THE Awards shortlist in the category of ‘Outstanding Contribution to Innovation and Technology’, 2010.

		899		1000		1000				Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a controller design methodology involving on-line dynamic optimisation  of  a  user-defined  objective.  The  research  of  Prof.  D.Q.  Mayne  FRS  and  his colleagues at Imperial College has resulted in the first MPC algorithms capable of dealing with both linear and nonlinear systems and hard constraints on controls and states, thus making MPC a viable technique for industrial applications. His research in linear and nonlinear MPC has been exploited by multinational companies such as Honeywell and ABB.  Evidence of impact is found in: 1) ethylene production by Basell Polyolefins GmbH resulting in economic benefits in millions of dollars annually; 2) Sinopec’s JinShan power plant efficiency, reducing fuel consumptions of 500 tons of coal and 1,700 tons of coke per annum; 3) automotive powertrain design creating new business for Honeywell (based on OnRAMP design suite); 4) ABB’s cpmPlus Expert Optimizer tools used for cement manufacturing, affecting companies such as Untervaz (Switzerland), Lägerdorf (Germany) and Buzzi (Italy); 5) ABB’s BoilerMaz system for optimising boiler start-up mechanism resulting in energy savings per start-up of around 15%.		The combined use of optimal control and optimization methods conceptually enables the optimized operation of complex processes. The most significant contribution of Model Predictive Control (MPC) resides in the construction of a feedback mechanism which approximately, and in real-time, optimizes process operation, while satisfying operational constraints. These goals cannot be achieved by any other control mechanisms.  The underpinning research in MPC at Imperial was conducted in the EEE Department by Professor D.Q. Mayne. He has pioneered a number of research breakthroughs in the analysis, design and development of both linear and nonlinear MPC, which have resulted in him being awarded the prestigious “IEEE Control Systems Award” (http://www.ieee.org/about/awards/bios/controlsys_recipients.html) and the IFAC Quazza  Medal (http://www.ifac-control.org/awards/major-medals). The underpinning research in MPC by Mayne and his team are: 1.  Receding horizon control [R1, R2] - In receding horizon control the current control is determined by solving on-line a constrained open-loop optimal control problem and applying this control over the following sampling interval after which this procedure is repeated. It is thus able to handle hard constraints on controls and states: this property is one of its main advantages and the cornerstone of the stability properties of MPC controlled nonlinear processes. Since in large-scale applications on-line solution of nonlinear optimal control problems may be  impractical,  Mayne  provided  a  practical  alternative:  sub-optimal  MPC  that  ensures closed-loop stability even if the optimal control problem is not solved exactly [R1]. Subsequently, the ambitious task of evaluating systematically the stability and optimality properties of MPC methods was presented in his 2000 paper [R2].  The paper provides a rigorous analysis of solved problems and a lucid description of open problems in MPC. As stated in [R2]: ‘‘We distill …..  essential principles that ensure stability and use these to present a concise characterization of most of the model predictive controllers that have been proposed in the literature. In some cases the finite horizon optimal control problem solved on-line is exactly equivalent to the same problem with an infinite horizon; in other cases it is equivalent to a modified infinite horizon optimal control problem. In both situations, known advantages of infinite horizon optimal control accrue.’’  After its publication in 2000, this paper has become the most widely cited MPC paper and was  recognized  in  2011  by  the  first  IFAC  High  Impact  Paper  Award  (http://www.ifac- control.org/awards/major-medals). 2.  Combined MPC and moving-horizon estimator [R3] - When not all key variables can be measured  – as is typical in industrial practice – moving horizon estimators play the role of virtual sensors, which can be combined, as shown in [R3], to yield an integrated control architecture.  In later work, Mayne developed a new moving horizon observer for nonlinear systems that extends the memory of the observer in [R2]. Forward dynamic programming was employed to effect this improvement. 3.  Robust MPC for linear and nonlinear systems [R4, R5] - When uncertainties and un- modelled nonlinearities are present – as typical in industry – the standard implementation of MPC computes the control by solving an open-loop optimal control problem that neglects the presence of disturbances. [R4] and [R5] improve the standard MPC algorithm by the addition of a local feedback loop that is relatively easily computed and counteracts the disturbances thereby maintaining almost optimal performance throughout the process operation.		(* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research.) R1.*  Scokaert,  P.O.M.,  Mayne,  D.Q.,  Rawlings,  J.B.,  “Suboptimal  model  predictive  control (feasibility implies stability)”, IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control, 44, 648–654, 1999, DOI: 10.1109/9.751369. R2.*  Mayne,  D.Q., Rawlings, J.B., Rao, C.V., Scokaert, P.O.M. “Constrained model predictive control: Stability and optimality”, Automatica, 36, 789–814, 2000 (winner of the 1st IFAC High Impact Paper Award, 2011 with over 3,500 citations), DOI: 10.1016/S0005-1098(99)00214-9. R3.*  Rao,  C.V,  Rawlings,  J.B.,  Mayne,  D.Q,,  “Constrained  State  Estimation  for  Nonlinear Constrained Discrete-Time  Systems: Stability and Moving Horizon Approximations ”, IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control, 48 (2), 246–258, 2003,  DOI: 10.1109/TAC.2002.808470. R4.  Mayne, D.Q., Rakovic, S.V., Findelsen, R., Allgöwer, F., “Robust output feedback model predictive control of constrained linear systems”, Automatica, 42, (7), 1217-1222, 2006, DOI: 10.1016/j.automatica.2006.03.005. R5.   Mayne, D.Q, Kerrigan, E.C., “Tube-based nonlinear model predictive control”, Proceedings of the   7th     IFAC   Symposium   on   Nonlinear   Control   Systems,   110-115,   2007,   DOI: 10.1002/rnc.1758		Mayne’s pioneering research in robust MPC for linear and nonlinear systems made the MPC approach to controlling plants viable in practical, industrial applications.  The impact of his work on industry can be quantified from two main vantage points: technical and economic. The technology relying on linear and nonlinear MPC is used for improving process performance, environmental impact and reliable operation. The impact of Mayne's MPC research includes a number of industrial cases of success. In the following five success stories in two multinational companies, Honeywell and ABB, nonlinear MPC was the essential (or fundamental) component.  In addition, direct reference to the company pioneering the introduction of MPC in the specific sector during the current REF period is made. •   Honeywell – The impact of Mayne’s research to Honeywell’s advanced control technology is evidenced by their testimony [E1]: “…. Professor Mayne has introduced several significant advances in the area, especially in the extension of MPC to nonlinear systems.”  They also stated that Professor Mayne’s contributions  in  nonlinear  MPC  “…  has  had  the  greatest  impact  on  (our)  industrial practice.”  Honeywell specifically cited three areas of their operations in which Mayne’s MPC research work has been applied [E1]: 1)   Ethylene production [E1, E2]: Ethylene is one of the largest-volume industrial bulk commodity in the world. The majority of ethylene is used in the production of ethylene oxide, ethylene dichloride, ethyl-benzene, and a variety of plastics ranging from plastic food wrap to impact-absorbing dashboards inside cars. Honeywell assisted Basell Polyolefins GmbH, the world's largest producer of polypropylene (PP) and advanced polyolefins products, in the implementation of nonlinear MPC solutions to maximize profits from their ethylene plant. This implementation has resulted, starting from 2008, in these key benefits: a) substantial economic benefits, including “.. millions of dollars from increase production annually” [E1]; b) improved quality control on key units as a result of reduced control-variable standard deviations  (including  a 52% reduction in standard deviation  of top quality on the PP-Splitter and 58% reduction in standard deviation of bottoms quality on the PP-Splitter) [E2]; c) increased uptime: Basell has achieved an Advanced Process Control online time in excess of 90% [E2]. 2)   Power plants [E1, E3]: Fuel costs, energy conversion efficiency, and environmental impacts of fossil-fuelled plants have become priorities in both developed and developing countries. Since 2008, the Honeywell MPC tool has been particularly effective in the operation of power plants [E1]. As a significant example, the deployment of a MPC- based tool in the JinShan power plant (China) has enabled Sinopec to increase the boiler efficiency by 0.5%, to increase the operating steam temperature by 2.8°C and to improve stability of key combustion process variables. In addition, the air pollutant emissions from the fuel and limestone consumption have been decreased to comply with environmental standards in the region. The reductions in coal and coke consumption are 500 tons and 1,700 tons per annum. [E3] 3)  Automotive Powertrains [E4]: Automotive engines are highly nonlinear plants with significant model uncertainty due to production variability and ageing. At the same time the control must satisfy both input and output constraints.  Honeywell developed a fully functional nonlinear MPC-based controller that can be deployed on an engine in 2-3 weeks of engine test time, and with superior performance, as contrasted with the performance achieved via several months required for traditional techniques [E4]. Based on this technology, they have established a new business division based around their OnRAMP design suite for automotive powertrains   (http://www.honeywellonramp.com). •   ABB – ABB is another company where the successes of MPC for industrial applications are amply demonstrated [E5]. Based on their cpmPlus Expert Optimizer, an advanced process optimization  product,  they  have  successfully  used  MPC  in  a  number  of  manufacturing systems. Two examples are cited [E5]: 4)  Cement Manufacturing [E5, E6]: The cement industry of the 21st century is confronted with disparate goals that at first glance seem to conflict. For example, there is enormous pressure to increase profit and margins, while at the same time there is considerable public interest in the sustainable and environmentally friendly use of natural resources. In other words, plant operators find themselves in a situation where they need to react  fast and optimally to continuously changing conditions while still meeting various and probably conflicting objectives. MPC-based feedback operates the plants to their optimal economic performance within the technological, environmental, and contractual constraints. ABB has installed MPC on-line optimizers in the Untervaz material blending plant (Switzerland). Starting from 2008, the benefits achieved by the installation are reduction by 20% of raw mix quality variability and reduced kiln process variability. The nonlinear MPC-based optimizer has been also installed in the Holcim’s Lägerdorf precalciner for temperature control (Germany), and Buzzi's Guidonis cements grinding system (Italy). 5) Coal-Fired Power Plants [E7]: Renewable energy sources have pushed conventional power plants to be more flexible and efficient. This has led to coal-fired power plants needing to have efficient boiler start-up mechanisms.  ABB has successfully developed, commercialised and deployed numerous nonlinear model- predictive   optimization   solutions for boiler start-up in power plants [E7].  The  complex  dynamics  of the boiler start-up mechanism are described by a nonlinear model subject to numerous constraints on energy usage and thermal stress.  The ABB solution based on nonlinear MPC implementation has successfully shown to be able to solve the boiler start-up problem nearly optimally. On average, the energy savings per start-up are around 15%, while starting up is much faster than with standard procedures [E5].		E1. Letter from Corporate Fellow, Honeywell Automation and Control Solutions, Minneapolis, USA, stating the impact of Mayne’s work in nonlinear MPC on their process control business. E2. “Basell       Optimize       Ethylene       Plant       with       Honeywell       MPC       and       RTO”, https://www.honeywellprocess.com/library/marketing/case-studies/SuccessStory_Basell- Wesseling.pdf. Archived  here on 23/10/2013. E3. “Sinopec Saves More than $1 Million in Energy Costs with Honeywell’s Advanced Energy Solutions”,  https://www.honeywellprocess.com/library/marketing/case- studies/SuccessStory_Sinopec_AES.1.pdf.Archived  here on 23/10/2013. E4. “Streamlining Powertrain Control Development: A Systematic Approach to Model Based Control”,  https://www.honeywellonramp.com/TechnicalResources/Documents/2012 Workshop Madellbasierte Kalibriermethoden HONEYWELL v05.pdf. Archived  here on 23/10/2013 E5. Letter from Head of ABB AG Corporate Research Centre Germany (on 5th  March 2013) on how nonlinear MPC has impacted on their business. E6.  “Advanced  Control  for  the  Cement  Industry”,  The  Impact  of  Control  Technology,  2011. http://ieeecss.org/sites/ieeecss.org/files/documents/IoCT-Part2-05CementIndustry-LR.pdf Archived  here on 23/10/2013. E7. “Boiler control and optimization”, FFWD 1/11, Power Generation Special Issue, ABB Switzerland Ltd. pg 12. Archived  here. http://www02.abb.com/global/gbabb/gbabb905.nsf/bf177942f19f4a98c1257148003b7a0a/495 1ad3b82277aaec12579210051feda/$FILE/FFWD+Power+Generation+Special+Issue.pdf

		829		1000		1000				Die  Casting  is  one  of  the  most  widely used  production  processes for  aluminium  automotive components  with  examples  including  engine  blocks  and gear-box casings.  Ryobi  Ltd  is  the world’s leading die casting manufacturer. Researchers  at  QUB  have  developed  a  modified  casting  process  with  an  optimised  start-up procedure. Ryobi has implemented the new method across its entire UK facility’s die casting machines resulting in total yearly savings of approximately £1,000,000, 742 GJ energy (enough to power 50 domestic homes) and nearly 60 tonnes of aluminium. This demonstrates clear economic and environmental benefits, which have further potential for global impact.		Ryobi  approached  Queen’s  university  for  help  in  2000  as  they  wished  to  gain  a  better understanding of die heat check cracking (low-cycle fatigue failure) with the objective of extending die life.  At that time, the university had limited expertise in this area.  Dr Thornhill took the lead in establishing a research program with Ryobi.  Prior to academia he had been a designer in industry and had extensive experience of designing cast components and working with aluminium alloy foundries on new products and troubleshooting existing ones.   Professor Armstrong provided valuable support through his expertise in numerical simulation.   He has an international reputation for his work in computer aided engineering and in particular finite element analysis.  He was also co-author of the standard undergraduate text “Mechanics of Engineering Materials”. Initial experimental research was carried out by Makoto Kurokawa, Ryobi plant manager, under the guidance  of  Thornhill  and  Armstrong.    It  was  clear,  however,  that  to  make  real  progress  a dedicated research associate was required.  With funding from INI and Ryobi, Alastair Long joined the team in 2005.  Long was a graduate of Queen’s University but subsequent to his degree had spent six years in industry with another large foundry, Montupet, gaining significant expertise in computer simulation of the casting process. A thermal fatigue test rig, designed by Thornhill and developed by Long, demonstrated that the dominant cause of die failure was the difference in temperature between the high point in the cycle and the low point.  Computer simulation of the casting process using MAGMA casting simulation software predicted that the temperature differences were greatest when a die is first put into operation [1,2]. This was validated by instrumented production dies with thermocouples implanted close to the dies surface and strain gauges in pockets machined into the back of the die.  It was demonstrated that it could take between twelve and fifteen casting cycles for the process to normalise and the corresponding fatigue loading to minimise [3,4]. David Watson took over as Ryobi plant manager in 2007 and facilitated experimental work on a  production casting machine that allowed Long to reduce the number of casting start-up cycles before the process normalises down to as few as five by management of the die cooling system during this crucial period [5].		Research outputs 1.  Investigation of thermally induced die cracking for H13 High Pressure Casting dies using simulation methods.  Long, Alastair; Thornhill, David; Armstrong, Cecil; Kurokawa, Makoto; Hendry, Arthur.  Society of Automotive Engineers, 2007-31-0100. 2.  *Determination of the heat transfer coefficient at the metal–die interface for high pressure die cast AlSi9Cu3Fe.  Long, Alastair; Thornhill, David; Armstrong, Cecil; Watson, D. Applied Thermal Engineering , Vol. 31, 12.2011, p. 3996-4006. DOI: 10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2011.07.052 3.  *Predicting die life from die temperature for high pressure dies casting.  Long, Alastair; Thornhill, David; Armstrong, Cecil; Watson, David. Applied Thermal Engineering , Vol. 44, 2012, p. 100-107. ISSN: 1359-4311. DOI: 10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2012.03.045. 4. Stress correlation between instrumentation and simulation analysis of the die for high pressure die casting.  Thornhill, David; Long, Alastair; Armstrong, Cecil; Watson, David. International Journal of Metalcasting , Vol. 7, No. 2, 2013, p. 27-41. 5.  *The Impact of Die Start-Up Procedure for High Pressure Die Casting, Long, A., Thornhill, D., Armstrong, C., Watson, D., SAE Int. J. Mater. Manf. 6(3):2013, DOI: 10.4271/2013-01- 829 *Best three outputs Grants •   Original project (11/10/2005): Extending  die  life  of  high  pressure  die  casting  dies,  £1220k  project,  £418k  to  QUB (Thornhill, D; Armstrong, C), Direct industrial finding- Ryobi •   Follow up project (19/10/2010): Reducing part cost of aluminium die castings by minimising gate size, £1541k, £434k to QUB (Thornhill, D; Armstrong, C), Direct industrial finding- Ryobi		The collaboration  between Ryobi Aluminium  Casting  and QUB has enabled the company to develop knowledge and expertise in new areas which will have long-term benefits. John Hughes, managing director of Ryobi Aluminium Casting  has stated "The enhancements we've made to our processes as a result of this research and development project have not only created cost savings but put us in a stronger, more competitive position to target higher volume and longer term projects across Europe." The extension to die life due to managing the thermally induced low cycle fatigue through die start up is between 20% and 50%.  This manifests itself as less frequent die repair and a longer overall die life before it is considered non-viable.  The reduced frequency of die repair will directly impact the  overall  equipment  efficiency  (OEE)  of  the  die  casting  machine,  though  this  will  also  be  influenced by reducing the number of scrap castings. As castings produced during die warm up are of inferior quality they are scrapped. The revised start-up procedure reduces the number of castings scrapped by as many as ten castings per die start up. Although scrap castings are recycled, each time the metal is remelted up to 8% of the material is lost as it oxidises and forms dross.  Additionally, it takes approximately 1 MJ/kg to melt aluminium so there is a significant energy saving from remelting less scrap castings. The revised start-up cycle was tested at the start of June 2009 resulting in an immediate impact on scrap and the overall equipment efficiency (OEE) of the casting machine. The impact on production before and after its introduction is illustrated in Table 1. Table 1, Summary of the changes due to the modified die start-up. OEE %Scrap %Parts castPart cost Jan – April 0966.6211.5348715.22 June – Oct 0974.597437114.57 The casting used for illustration in Table 1 has a production cycle time of 75 seconds and a production volume of 250,000 parts per year, on two casting machines. Therefore the saving due to the reduction in part cost alone is equivalent to £81,250 per year per casting machine. The 4.5% reduced scrap rate increases the number of good castings that can be produced from the die within its normal working life. As a typical die life, before it is considered uneconomical to repair, is 100,000 parts and the manufacturing cost is of the order of £200,000 this represents an additional saving per year per casting machine of £13,675.   This does not include savings made by extending the die life due to reducing the thermally induced fatigue stress. The shot weight per casting is approximately 12kg.  As there is 4.5% less scrap this represents 67.5 tonnes of metal per casting machine per year that isn’t remelted, saving 67.5 GJ of energy and potentially 5.4 tonnes of material saved due to reduced dross loss. Since  2009,  Ryobi  has  rolled  out  the  new casting  start-up method  across  the  Carrickfergus factory’s eleven die casting machines.  Assuming similar savings on all casting machines, this represents total savings of approximately £1,000,000 per year, 742 GJ energy saving and nearly 60 tonnes of aluminium alloy not reduced to dross.  At the same time there is a small but useful increase in factory capacity due to the increased OEE.		1.  Belfast Telegraph Newspaper article (10th July 2013): http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/business/business-news/japanese-companys-links-with- queens-university-pays-off-29408160.html 2.  Plant Manager RYOBI Aluminium Casting (UK) Limited, Carrickfergus Impact case study  (REF3b)                                                                                    REF © Research Excellence Framework 3.   SAE Paper 2013, The Impact of Die Start-Up Procedure for High Pressure Die Casting (joint QUB/Ryobi publication htto://papers.sae.org/2013-01-0829/ 4.   Invest Nl press release (91 July 2013): http:1/www.investni.com/newsstorv.htm?newsid= 18246

		646		1000		1000				Research examining the vulnerabilities in electronic payment systems conducted by Professor Ross Anderson and his research team at the University of Cambridge since 1995 has had profound impact on the current generation of payment systems. Research outcomes have (i) led existing businesses to redesign application programming interfaces (APIs) used by hardware security modules; (ii) created a new company, Cronto; (iii) convinced authorities to review certification systems so that products are more secure; and (iv) fuelled public awareness of, and discourse about, the security of electronic payment systems.		The core foundation for the payment security research was conducted in the Cambridge University Computer Laboratory by a team led by Professor Ross Anderson, Lecturer from 1995, Reader from 2000, Professor from 2003 to present. This research enabled a deeper understanding of security protocols, extending first into the study of cryptographic application programming interfaces (APIs) and then into the analysis of deployed payment protocols. The security API research, which Anderson commenced in 2000 with Dr Mike Bond (postdoctoral researcher until he left to join Cryptomathic in 2006), found new vulnerabilities in almost all studied APIs [1]. Anderson, Bond and Dr Stephen Murdoch (postdoctoral researcher from 2006, now Royal Society Research Fellow in the Laboratory) analysed real-world payment protocols including various electronic banking systems, 3D secure, and most significantly, Europay, Mastercard and Visa (EMV, or more commonly, “chip and PIN”). Anderson and colleagues’ research uncovered serious certification failures in 2008 [2] and a protocol failure in 2010 that allowed use of an EMV card without knowledge of the PIN [3]. Subsequent research in 2012 led to flaws being uncovered in the random number generators used in ATMs and also the discovery of ‘preplay’ attacks – hitherto undocumented man-in-the-middle attacks on EMV. In such attacks, the attacker pretends to be the card to the terminal, and the terminal to the card. Furthermore, Anderson’s team brought to bear the forensic expertise to elucidate and expose flaws in the system already exploited by criminals and to develop the necessary systems to curtail this activity. Anderson’s team also analysed the hardware tamper-resistance of smart cards. This was carried out in the Cambridge Laboratory by Sergei Skorobogatov (postdoctoral researcher in the Laboratory from 2000, Senior Research Associate from 2006) with whom Anderson pioneered the field of semi-invasive attacks on semiconductor chips in 2000. These are attacks in which the target chip is manipulated directly, typically using a laser, but without physical interference (in the sense that the passivation layer is left intact). As feature sizes have shrunk, semi-invasive attacks have come into their own. This expertise in microelectronics has strongly supported the forensic work [4]. Research in 2009 analysed currently available authentication devices and identified a number of flaws including bad token reuse and lack of freshness, which were the result of over-optimisation of implementations, and proposed improved designs [5]. In 2012 the group demonstrated that many payment terminals generate insufficiently random numbers for the EMV protocol to be secure from attack [6]. This research has been informed by direct engagement with many technology platform vendors with a view to making existing platforms more secure, or creating new ones. In particular, Anderson has worked directly with Symbian, Google, and Samsung.		[1]* “API-Level Attacks on Embedded Systems”, Mike Bond, Ross Anderson, IEEE Computer v 34 no 10 (Oct 2002) pp 67–75. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/2.955101 [2] “Thinking inside the box: system-level failures of tamper proofing” Saar Drimer, Steven Murdoch and Ross Anderson, at 2008 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy, pp 281–295; outstanding paper award by IEEE Security & Privacy Magazine. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/SP.2008.16 [3]* “Chip and Pin is Broken”, Steven Murdoch, Saar Drimer, Mike Bond and Ross Anderson, at 2010 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy pp 433–444; outstanding paper award. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/SP.2010.33 [4]* “Optical Fault Induction Attacks”, Sergei Skorobogatov, Ross Anderson, Cryptographic Hardware and Embedded Systems Workshop (CHES), San Francisco, USA. LNCS 2523, Springer-Verlag, August 2002, ISBN 3-540-00409-2, pp 2–12. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/3-540-36400-5_2 [5] “Optimised to fail: Card readers for online banking”, Saar Drimer, Steven J Murdoch and Ross Anderson at Financial Cryptography 2009 URL: http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~sjm217/papers/fc09optimised.pdf [6] “Chip and Skim”, Mike Bond, Omar Choudary, Steven Murdoch, Sergei Skorobogotov and Ross Anderson, Workshop on Cryptographic Hardware and Embedded Systems 2012 (CHES 2012), Leuven, Belgium, 9–12 September 2012 URL: http://arxiv.org/abs/1209.2531 *Research references which best represent the quality of the underpinning research		Impact can be demonstrated in many areas but these elements interact strongly with each other. Also, due to the immediate impact of research related to the security of deployed systems, there is a constant interaction between impact and the further development of the research. It is not a simple linear model of research leading to impact. Impact on public interest and public discourse The team developed and led by Anderson at Cambridge is widely acknowledged to be the most visible independent centre of expertise in payment systems worldwide. Other centres of expertise are centred on specific large suppliers (e.g., IBM, Gemalto, NXP) and rarely publish in the public domain. Anderson’s team has a high profile not only for research and citations, but also in search engines and conventional media. Thus many victims of fraud failing to get refunds from payment service providers contact the Cambridge team, providing interesting cases for further research and new insights into fraud patterns. The results have impact on the world through product redesign, improvements in operational procedures, and in the policy field. Impact on public policy During the REF period, Anderson’s research uncovered wide variations between countries in rates of electronic fraud (and also in the fear of fraud). The group has unearthed systemic failures in the Financial Ombudsman Service, in the implementation of the Payment Services Directive, and in online consumer protection generally. These examples of bad practice have had impact not just within Europe (the group has advised both the FSA and the European Commission, and has also given evidence to various parliamentary committees) but also globally. The US Federal Reserve commissioned papers by Anderson for their biennial Payment Systems Economics conferences in 2008, 2010 and 2012 [9]. The conferences were “distinctive in attracting participation of policymakers, industry leaders, and academics from around the world” and were attended by key policy makers including Federal Reserve current and former Presidents, FVPs and COOs (Senior Economist in the Payments System function of the Economic, Research Department at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City [8]).  Impact on performance of existing businesses Anderson’s group’s research into API security rapidly established that most cryptographic hardware security modules (HSMs) used by banks and certification authorities (CAs) were highly vulnerable to simple attacks. This led Anderson to propose design changes to the APIs presented by most HSMs. Cryptomathic took a particular interest in this work, hiring Dr Bond as a security architect in 2006. “One of our latest products, CSG, the Crypto Service Gateway … would not have been built without the great insights that arose from the Anderson group.” [7] Cryptomathic’s CSG has substantially increased security levels for Barclays, while increasing performance and saving the bank more than £1M per year on development of new applications. The CSG is now the default at Barclays for any new application requiring cryptographic services. Reference [7]. Impact on business technology, public discourse, and public awareness Anderson’s research on EMV vulnerabilities in certification of PIN entry devices – ref [2] above – was used to explain why supposedly secure devices in the mid-2000s were compromised almost immediately, and on a large scale, by criminals after the rollout of EMV (“chip and pin”). Anderson’s research reported in ref [3], informed by patterns of customer complaints, was used to uncover a previously unknown protocol failure whereby enabled stolen chip and pin cards could be used in merchant terminals without knowledge of the PIN (the “no-PIN attack”). Both of these findings received extensive media coverage, particularly long pieces on Newsnight (Feb 2008 and Feb 2010)[10]. The research also resulted in industry being more open about vulnerabilities. A particular example is the random number analysis reported in ref [6], which was reported in confidence earlier in 2012 to EMV and led to changes in test requirements issued by EMV in April of that year [12]. Impact on creation of new businesses The Anderson group’s research has been at the core of technology developed and commercialized by Cronto Limited, a spin-out company providing authentication systems for online banking. Dr Murdoch is the Chief Security Architect of Cronto in addition to his research role at the Laboratory. Cronto’s products are now securing online banking in Chile (Corpbanca), Switzerland (Raiffeisen) and Germany (Commerzbank). The Cronto system was launched to all of Commerzbank’s 11 million retail customers in February 2013. On May 20th 2013, VASCO Data Security International announced their acquisition of Cronto for £17M. [11] The group’s research has contributed to the commercial success of Cronto in two main ways. First, the demonstration of the weakness of banking hardware (ref [2] above) motivated the move to performing authentication on personal devices, which the customer can protect against tampering. Second, improvements to authentication devices proposed in ref [5] have been incorporated into the Cronto authentication system and have led to its high levels of usability and security.		Individual sources [7]. Letter from CEO, Cryptomathic [8]. Senior Economist in the Payments System function of the Economic Research Department at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City Published sources [9]. “Risk and privacy implications of consumer payment innovation”, Ross Anderson, in Consumer Payment Innovation in the Connected Age, Kansas City Federal Reserve Bank, March 2012, ISBN 978-0-9744809-4-7. Commissioned by the Federal Reserve Bank. http://www.kc.frb.org/publicat/pscp/2012/anderson.pdf [10]. Newsnight programme 2010: http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/newsnight/susanwatts/2010/02/new_flaws_in_chip_and_pin_syst.html  [11]. Acquisition of Cronto http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/vasco-announces-acquisition-of-cronto-united- kingdom-208131501.html [12]. Changes to EMV testing requirements since Anderson’s work on faulty unpredictable numbers: “SB-103 : Unpredictable Number generation (Spec Change), 1st Edition, April 2012” http://www.emvco.com/download_agreement.aspx?id=702 “Bulletin nº127, Terminal Level 2 Test Cases, Unpredictable Number testing Update, 1st Edition, November 2012” http://www.emvco.com/download_agreement.aspx?id=744

		111		1000		1000				Significant economic impact was achieved as a result of research into polymer nanocomposites and their formation, conducted at WestCHEM from 2000 to 2010. Collaboration over the six-year period 2004-2010 with Carron Phoenix Ltd, the world’s largest manufacturer of composite ‘granite’ kitchen sinks, led to nanocomposite technology being incorporated into over one million sinks, generating income for the company in excess of £50M from 2007 to the present day. Considerable production  efficiency  gains  saved  in  excess  of  £1M  annually  through  the  reduction  in manufacturing time, the reduction of raw materials wastage, and the reduction in landfill costs (and commensurate  environmental benefit) for failed and out-of-spec products. In addition,  a £4M capital investment by the company at the Falkirk plant was secured, enabling the company to sustain its leading position in the designer kitchen sink market. With the site consequently designated  as  the  parent  company’s  competency  centre  for  composite  sink  technology, employment for 170 workers was secured.		Context Carron Phoenix Ltd, based in Falkirk and part of the Swiss Franke PL Colour Group, is the world’s largest manufacturer of composite kitchen sinks. Prior to our engagement with the company, their manufacturing (moulding) process was energy- and labour-intensive with variable product quality, and represented a significant cost to the company in terms of down-time, remedial work, wastage and disposal costs. There were also significant licensing costs. With major financial concerns, the company sought expertise to increase efficiency and reduce wastage costs together with the development of new products for the market. Key Researchers Since  about  2000,  the  research  groups  of  Richard  Pethrick  (appointed  1969,  promoted  to Professor in Physical Chemistry in 1984, retired in 2008 but maintains research interests as non- salaried research professor) and John Liggat (appointed 1994, promoted to Senior Lecturer in 2003 and to Reader in Physical Chemistry in 2009), developed expertise on the preparation and evaluation of polymer nanocomposites, particularly by dispersion of functionalised nanoclays, that underpins  the  success  of  this  project.  This  knowledge  and  understanding,  together  with  the complementary expertise of chemical engineer, Carl Schaschke (appointed 1990, promoted to Senior Lecturer in 2001, to Reader in 2006 and to Professor in Chemical & Process Engineering in 2010), were crucial in transforming the technology at Carron Phoenix, resulting in the impacts described here. Key Research Findings The most significant findings from this extensive research base in terms of this impact case study include: (i)        Detailed understanding of how to control and utilise the rheological changes that occur in monomer systems when generating nanocomposites through in situ polymerisation [1, 6]; (ii)       Understanding of what process factors, such as mixing regimes and additives, optimise the nanocomposite dispersion in the first instance [1, 4];  (iii)      Identification of the chemical and physical property benefits, such as reduced cure time, increased glass transition temperature and accelerated crystallisation, that can result from effective nanocomposite formulation [2–6]; (iv)     Knowledge of how different modifiers and the extent of surface treatment for the montmorillonite and sepiolite range of organically modified clays affected the morphology of the dispersion in polymerisable solvents and how this subsequently affected rheology, cure chemistry, and post-cure properties [1,6]; (v)      Identification of effective mixing regimes and the use of coupling agents to control the dispersions [1]. The initial interaction (2002) with Carron Phoenix was through an EPSRC CASE studentship beginning our formal partnership and identifying the value of nanoclay dispersions to the company and some of the specific outputs from this research with are included in [6]. Together, these research outputs were crucial in allowing Carron Phoenix in conjunction with their WestCHEM partners to develop, implement, and fully optimise a new faster production process. Initially, the implementation of more rapid heating rates (an imperative for increased efficiency) led to an unwanted greater sedimentation of the fillers resulting in product defects. Detailed and extensive chemical and processing studies, informed by the earlier research base, were required in terms of formulation, cure characteristics, rheological, and thermal properties of the nanoclay materials. From these studies an innovative nanocomposite rheology modifier was developed, based on the earlier research-led formulations, which provided the required anti-sedimentation controls without adversely affecting the material flow behaviour or cure chemistry. Without this additive, the new cost effective process technology could not have been implemented. The additive was also incorporated into the standard process leading to much reduced rework and wastage.		References 1, 2, and 4 best exemplify the quality of the body of research. Reference 6 is included in REF2. [1] Study of the factors influencing the exfoliation of an organically modified montmorillonite in methyl methacrylate/poly(methyl methacrylate) mixtures. M. McAlpine, N. E. Hudson, J. J. Liggat. R.A. Pethrick, D. Pugh, and I. Rhoney, Journal of Applied Polymer Science, 2006, 99, 2614-2626. DOI: 10.1002/app.22582 [2] Influence of the epoxy structure on the physical properties of epoxy resin nanocomposites, S. McIntyre, I. Kaltzakorta, J.J. Liggat, R.A Pethrick, and I. Rhoney, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry Research, 2005, 44, 8573-8579. DOI: 10.1021/ie048835w [3] Properties of epoxy nanoclay system based on diaminodiphenyl sulfone and diglycidyl ether of bisphenol F: influence of post cure and structure of amine and epoxy. S.E. Ingram, J.J. Liggat and R.A. Pethrick, Polymer International 2007, 56, 1029-1034. DOI: 10.1002/pi.2237 [4] Some factors influencing exfoliation and physical property enhancement in nanoclay epoxy resins based on diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A and F; S. Ingram, I. Rhoney, J.J. Liggat, N.E. Hudson   and   R.A.   Pethrick,   Journal   of   Applied   Polymer   Science,   2007,   106,   5-19. DOI: 10.1002/app.25474 [5] Effects  of  organically  modified  clay  loading  on  rate  and  extent  of  cure  in  an  epoxy nanocomposite system, S.E. Ingram, R.A. Pethrick, and J.J. Liggat, Polymer International, 2008, 57, 1206 – 1214. DOI: 10.1002/pi.2452 [6] Influence  of  clay  type  on  the  enhancement  in  physical  properties  of  in  situ  polymerised poly(methyl methacrylate) nanocomposites, S. Ingram, H. Dennis, I. Hunter, J.J. Liggat, C. McAdam, R.A. Pethrick, C. Schaschke, and D. Thomson, Polymer International, 2008, 57, 1118-1127. DOI: 10.1002/pi.2453		From research to impact EPSRC and industrially funded research at WestCHEM, including an EPSRC CASE studentship (2002-2005)   with   Carron   Phoenix   Ltd,   resulted   in   the   development   of   novel   polymer nanocomposite formulations with mechanical, thermal, and barrier properties superior to the base polymers. Of particular relevance to the company, acrylic formulations with enhanced rheological control had been developed that offered the potential of significant benefits to Carron Phoenix Ltd in terms of process flexibility, enhanced product performance, and reduced wastage. This led to the creation of one major Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) collaboration and a follow-on Short KTP (sKTP) collaboration between the company and the University, over the period 2004 to 2010, established with the aim of introducing this nanocomposite technology to the company’s product and processes (£268k funding in total). This allowed the company to sustain its position in the designer kitchen market worldwide. The KTP associates were embedded in the company to undertake the process and product development work, supported by the WestCHEM academic partners. The associates also made frequent use of specialised WestCHEM facilities. The programme began with a full evaluation of the chemical processing practices, as well as material and energy audits. The detailed understanding  of  the  mixing,  reaction  characterisation,  heat  and  flow  properties  was  also completed. This led to a radically new approach being devised for all aspects of the process operation, including the reallocation of labour, reduced process times, increased mould tool usage and major capital investment in automation. In view of the highly competitive and financially lucrative market for high-end kitchen products and the propensity to replicate the product by other manufacturers, Carron Phoenix and WestCHEM took the mutual decision not to protect IP through patenting, instead choosing to retain key knowledge in-house but publicising the relevant technological development by way of a conference presentation and refereed journal publication [6] to prevent other manufacturers patenting the process. Nature of the Impact Improved manufacturing process The  KTP  projects  consolidated  the  findings  of  the  preliminary  research  by  providing  a  full evaluation of the chemical processing practices as well as material and energy audits. From a detailed understanding of the mixing, reaction characterisation, heat and flow properties, a radically new approach was devised for all aspects of the process operation, including the reallocation of labour, reduced process times, increased mould tool usage, and major capital investment in automation (Source 1). Process acceleration and automation created new challenges in terms of  control of the flow behaviour of the composite sink formulation during the final curing step. In particular, more rapid heating rates led to greater sedimentation of the fillers resulting in product defects. Detailed and extensive chemical and processing studies were required in terms of formulation, cure characteristics, flow and thermal properties of the nanoclay materials. This provided the necessary platform for the development of a completely new process with the successful commercial production of high-end designer synthetic kitchen sinks sold worldwide. The research enabled the team to identify a suitable type and concentration of nanoclay filler and rheology modifier to allow control of (a) the mixing and distribution of materials, (b) the effective transfer of the mix, and (c) heating and curing rate, to produce synthetic sinks free from warpage and surface blemishes and thus reduce wastage from spoiled products. Prior to this project, it had been necessary to re-work moulded kitchen sinks in such a way as to avoid warpage and product spoilage. The company is forthright in its acknowledgement of the criticality of the new formulation: “The nanoclay influenced the processability significantly and enabled us to introduce the new process technology with its significant savings. No nanoclay - no new process at that time, it is as "simple" as that” (Source 2, Head of R&D, Carron Phoenix Ltd)  Production efficiency and cost savings The implementation of the changes to the process enabled by the new nanocomposite formulation resulted directly in considerable production efficiency gains through the reduction of raw materials wastage, the reduction in manufacturing time and the significant reduction of landfill costs of failed and  out-of-spec  products.  These  savings  alone  amounted  to  in  excess  of  £1M  annually, significantly  in  excess  of  the  25%  target  defined  for  the  project. The  Franke  PL  Colour’s Sustainability Report 2011 notes that: “Our production processes mainly use electricity and natural gas. We have experienced that the combination of process and technological improvements result in major energy savings […] In Falkirk, United Kingdom, the energy required for the moulding of granite composite could be reduced by 20 % per annum with an innovative process called “Rapid Energy Distribution” (Source 3 p.19) Competitive advantage to the company By creating superior high-quality products and reducing production costs, the research outcomes from this project have enabled the company to maintain its international business and market share in the higher-end designer kitchen sinks. The company has been able to use these efficiency savings to sustain its drive to maintain the economic viability of the Falkirk site relative to other competitive options. In 2010, Franke PL Colour, the parent company, subsequently established Carron Phoenix in Falkirk as the Group Competence Centre for composite sink technology, due in part to the strong research and development brought about by the incorporation of nano-composite technology. This has secured both major employment for 170 workers in the composite sink division at the Falkirk site and retained the associated supply chain infrastructure supporting further employment locally and nationally (Source 4). Investment The successful research outcomes from this project were further supported by internal company investments securing significant investment in new automated production facilities with a capital investment  of  approximately  £4M.  These  were  installed  in  2008  and  2009  to  incorporate the new nanocomposite technology with the production and sale of over one million kitchen sinks by Carron Phoenix. This resulted in generating income in excess of £50M for the company as well as generating support for the associated supply chain involved and contributing to the UK economy generally. On-going collaboration The Carron Phoenix company remains in regular contact with researchers at WestCHEM using facilities such as the Advanced Materials Research Laboratory. Schaschke and Liggat provide training courses on polymer chemistry and process technology for company staff. Skilled researchers from WestCHEM have transferred to posts in the industry; a PhD graduate from the Liggat research group, and an MEng graduate Chemical & Process Engineering have been employed by Carron Phoenix since 2012.		[1] The KTP programme was assessed on a quarterly basis by and minutes of these meeting are held by the West of Scotland KTP Centre, 50 George Street, Glasgow G1 1QE 0141 548 2430. www.ktpws.org.uk [2] Head of R&D, Carron Phoenix Ltd, has provided a statement, and can be contacted to confirm company perspective on the impact of the research, including quantitative estimates of the benefits. [3]  http://www.franke.com/content/dam/frankegroup/pdf/publications/Sustainability_Report_2011.pdf provides evidence of increased efficiency and cost savings at the Falkirk site [4] Commercial & Product Support Manager, Carron Phoenix Ltd, can be contacted to confirm company perspective on the impact of the research, including quantitative estimates of the benefits.

		325		1000		1000				The waves group in the Mathematics Department at Imperial College London has developed methodology in several areas, including novel absorbing layer techniques and Hybrid methods (with Rolls Royce and CEA) for Finite Element software, and efficient techniques for finding the properties of waves in curved plates, bars and pipes. The impact is facilitated by a long-standing research collaboration with the Non-destructive Evaluation group in the Mechanical Engineering department, incorporated with industrial partners through the UK Research Centre in Non- Destructive Evaluation (https://www.rcnde.ac.uk). Our work has been directly implemented in DISPERSE - the world leading software modelling tool for guided stress waves (licensed by Imperial Consultants) - and by Rolls-Royce. [text removed for publication]. Rolls-Royce use the models for improved inspection techniques, resulting in reduced man hour costs and multiple £50Ks of equipment savings.		The  initial  collaboration  between  the  Non-destructive  Evaluation  (NDE)  group  (Mechanical Engineering) and Mathematics involved studying dispersion curves which are vital in the interpretation  and  understanding  of  guided  elastic  waves  [G1].  A  technical,  but  practically important, issue is the efficient and accurate evaluation of such curves for waveguide structures (such as pipelines) that is guaranteed not to miss any curves and which remains reliable and stable for the industrial user. The theory created in [1,2] does precisely this for the important class of circumferential guided waves in pipelines and is incorporated in the DISPERSE releases from 2002-present. DISPERSE is the world‟s leading modelling tool for guided stress waves, developed in Imperial College and licensed by Imperial Consultants. A further industry requirement is for dispersion curves for porous elastic media, anisotropy for fibre-reinforced composite pipelines, inhomogeneous media and buried pipelines. Again, progress in the theory [3] has been made and, for porous media, this has actively been taken up by the geophysics and petroleum engineering communities. In practical terms, ultrasonic modelling in industry is dominated by ray modelling (the world leading code is CIVA,  http://www-civa.cea.fr/en/, developed by the Commissariat à l'énergie atomique et aux énergies alternatives, CEA, in France) but this is not good for scattering for which finite element (FE) models are strongest; commercial FE codes such as ABAQUS are widely-available and well established. When modelling scattering by defects in practical structures of large size, the greatest limitation in numerical modelling is unwanted reflections from model boundaries that are manifest as additional reverberations in the ultrasonic signal that contaminate and poison the results. Arbitrarily extending the domain size to large extents requires high-cost computing and long-time solutions, and indeed is unfeasible for all but the simplest cases. The removal of unwanted reflections is a challenging practical problem, and a research area in its own right, but a key issue ignored by the academic literature is that implementation in industry must use finite element codes that are professionally accredited and meet industry standards. Contributions from Mathematics were to identify how perfectly matched layers (PMLs) can be used to address elastic waveguide  modes  that  have  negative  group  velocity  [4],  a  technical  point  that  destroyed applications of bespoke FE codes to ultrasonics in waveguides, and then use this knowledge to tackle the industry bottleneck. The primarily academic work then grew into an investigation of absorbing layers versus PMLs with the emphasis on how to actually implement these research ideas into the codes (ABAQUS) that Rolls-Royce [G2] and many others in industry actually use. We were successful in this, as described in [5], and our techniques are now implemented by Rolls- Royce.  In practice, scattering from defects may occur in large complex structures (rail tracks, components in nuclear plants etc, [G3]) with considerable separation between excitation transducer, defect and receiver and the subsequent numerical modelling can lead to vast memory requirements, particularly in 3D. This industry bottleneck motivated the group to develop hybrid methods whereby only the source, receiver and scatterer are modelled numerically and these small “boxes” then communicate mathematically with each other as described and implemented for commercial FE in [6]. These advances enable large scale realistic simulations, even in 3D, to be practical in CIVA and this is key to applications of modern ultrasonics. This success led to the invitation by CEA to join a consortium developing CIVA which is used by industry worldwide (http://www- civa.cea.fr/en/partners/). Key Contributors:     Professor R Craster, Head of Department of Mathematics, Imperial College, Oct 1998-present     Professor M Lowe, Professor in Mechanical Engineering, Imperial College, 1989-present     Dr E Skelton, RA, Department of Mathematics, Imperial College, 1990-present		(* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research) [1] J. Fong, M.J.S. Lowe, D. Gridin and R.V. Craster, “Fast techniques for calculating dispersion relations of circumferential waves in annular structures'', Review of Progress in Quantitative NDE (American Institute of Physics conference proceedings), 22, 213-220 (2002).  DOI. [2] *D. Gridin, R.V. Craster, J. Fong, M.J.S. Lowe and M. Beard, “The high frequency asymptotic analysis of guided waves in a circular elastic annulus'', Wave Motion, 38, 67-90 (2003).  DOI. [3] A.T.I. Adamou and R.V. Craster, “Spectral methods for modelling guided waves in elastic media'', J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 116, 1524-1535 (2004). DOI. [4] *E.A. Skelton, S.D.M. Adams, and R.V. Craster, “Guided Elastic Waves and perfectly matched layers”, Wave Motion, 44, 573-592 (2007).  DOI. [5] P. Rajagopal, M. Drozdz, E. Skelton, M.J.S. Lowe  and R.V. Craster, “On the use of absorbing layers to simulate the propagation of elastic waves in unbounded media using commercially available Finite Element packages”, NDT & E International, 51, 30-40 (2012).  DOI. [6] *P. Rajagopal, E.A. Skelton, M.J.S. Lowe and R.V. Craster, “A generic hybrid model for bulk elastodynamics, with application to ultrasonic Non-Destructive Evaluation”, IEEE Trans. Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics and Frequency Control, 59, 1239-252 (2012).  DOI. Relevant Research Grants: [G1]  EPSRC,  GR/R32031, “Distorted Elastic Waveguides: Theory and Application”, PI: R. Craster, Co-Is: P. Cawley, M. Lowe, 01/10/01-30/09/04, £236,682 [G2]  Rolls-Royce and MoD direct funding of research programme in Mech Eng (PIs: P Cawley, M Lowe), to develop ultrasonic inspection methods for nuclear plant components. Total >£3M over period 2004-2013 [G3]  EPSRC,  EP/I018948/1, “Modelling of ultrasonic response from rough cracks”, PI: M. Lowe, Co-I: R Craster, 1/1/11-31/12/13, £292,750 + £90K Industrial from project partners (EDF- Energy, Rolls Royce Naval Marine), 01/01/11-31/12/13		DISPERSE software: The theory work of [1,2] is incorporated into the commercial package DISPERSE [A] v2 which was released in 2002 and continues to be updated and developed by Imperial College, led by Prof M Lowe, Mechanical Engineering. DISPERSE was first released to external users in 1991 [text removed for publication] [C]. DISPERSE is an interactive Windows program designed to calculate dispersion curves for multi-layered flat or cylindrical structures. The facility to model accurately circumferential modes (added in 2002) is an attractive addition to the original code and has helped it to maintain its pre-eminent position in this area. [text removed for publication]. The spectral approach  to  generating  dispersion  curves  accurately,  developed  in  paper  [3]  drove  the development of a porous elastic version by Karpfinger and colleagues at Schlumberger Oilfield Services and Shell International. This allowed real time completion modelling in deepwater oil wells  with the technique now widely utilised in those applications. An article in The Leading Edge, a magazine reporting new geophysical advances to the Society of Exploration Geophysicists, acknowledges the contribution of the spectral theory based on [3] to both experiments and the development of real-time completion modelling for oil fields [B]. Rolls-Royce Submarines: Since  2004  Rolls-Royce  has  been  working  in  collaboration  with  Imperial‟s  departments  of Mathematics and Mechanical Engineering on the development of the Finite Element Method (FEM) for the modelling of ultrasonic wave propagation and defect interaction [G2]. The aim of the work was to model capably the interaction of ultrasonic waves with small and geometrically complex flaws typical of the types found in nuclear plants due to manufacturing and service induced mechanisms. The limitations of existing models placed unnecessary cost on the company due to “extended inspection durations and test piece trials” [E]. An aim of the collaboration with Imperial was to “provide a generic modelling capability to reduce inspection development costs through a greater emphasis on modelling rather than test piece trials” [E]. The absorbing boundaries work [4,5] proved “invaluable for the overall aims of Rolls-Royce as it allowed small regions of a component to be modelled using the FEM without wasting computing resources on unnecessarily large models” [E]. These developments have “delivered significant reductions in the model sizes required of typical inspection scenarios” [E]. Financial impact to Rolls-Royce can be summarised in two ways:     The  modelling  improvements  described  above  “will  significantly  reduce  the  number  of ultrasonic test pieces required during inspection development” where a typical test piece adds in the region of £50,000-100,000 to inspection costs;    The “production of component safety justifications requires thousands of man hours that represents millions of pounds of cost” and a small benefit provided to this effort removes “significant cost from the submarine enterprise” [E]. The  projects  that  the  Imperial  group  delivered  “provided  Rolls-Royce  with  a  significant improvement in modelling capability” and have led to two sponsored EngD projects to further refine the ideas and transfer the technology into Rolls-Royce.  Additionally, one of the collaborators for this work, M. Drozdz, is now a fulltime employee at Rolls-Royce. SIMPOSIUM: The  hybrid  technique  [6]  has  similarly  been  implemented  in  code  by  Rolls-Royce  and  this successful implementation has created momentum with the impact on-going and developing internationally. For instance, it led CEA (the developers of CIVA, the pre-eminent ray code used in ultrasonics)  to  invite  Imperial  College  to  join  the  EU  project  „Simulation  Platform  for  Non Destructive Evaluation of Structures and Materials‟ (SIMPOSIUM) that it project manages [F]. SIMPOSIUM started in September 2011 and will develop over a period of 3 years. The cost of Project is €5.99m and involves Volkswagen, European Aeronautic Defense and Space Company (EADS), SKF and Serco amongst others as industrial partners [D]. The key objective of the SIMPOSIUM project is to “build interoperable tools based on hybrid modelling, for ultrasonic and electromagnetic NDE, in order to solve very complex industrial cases from different fields (steel nuclear,  energy,  aeronautics),  software  solution  providers,  and  academic  teams”  [F].  The “expertise, skills and know-how concerning both NDE and mathematics from Imperial College” is leading the developments based on hybrid modelling for ultrasonic simulation, for which it is “necessary to combine mathematical and physics knowledge to develop efficient hybrid and coupling formulations” [F]. The core of the work being delivered by Imperial College relates to “a hybrid code dedicated to ultrasonic simulation, based on the CIVA beam module (prediction of the incident ultrasonic beam) and a “scattering box”, based on the well-known ABAQUS software, which contains a complex flaw” [F]. The advantage of the absorbing boundaries work combined with the hybrid work is profound. For the first time, industrial companies such as Rolls-Royce are able to perform realistic simulations of the scattering of ultrasound from defects, using FE codes that are accepted in the industry. The realism  includes  thick  and  complex-shaped  components,  containing  complex-shaped  defects,  including fatigue cracks with rough surfaces (collaborative research is on-going on this aspect too). This means that they can make cases to justify proposed inspection of safety-critical components at much-reduced expense. The cost reductions include the reduced need to make experimental test (justification) samples, and the possibility to replace radiographical inspections with ultrasound inspections, avoiding the need to evacuate personnel during inspection and the attendant health and safety issues.		[A] DISPERSE software website - An Interactive Program for Generating Dispersion Curves http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/nde/products%20and%20services/disperse (archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/g9f on 15/11/13) [B] A. Bakulin, F. Karpfinger and B. Gurevich, „Understanding the acoustic response of deepwater completions‟, The Leading Edge: special section on permanent monitoring, smart oil fields and reservoir surveillance, December 2008, 1646-1653.  DOI. (archived  here)  [N.B. Reference to Craster in the acknowledgments] [C] Letter from Imperial Consultants (ICON), June 2013. [text removed for publication] (available from Imperial on request). [D] Simposium project, partners webpage,  http://www.simposium.eu/imperial-college  (archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/fpf on 26/7/13) [E] Letter from NDE Development Engineer, Rolls-Royce Submarines, May 2013 (available from Imperial on request) [F] Letter from NDE Senior Expert and Coordinator of the SIMPOSIUM project, CEA, 17/7/13 (available from Imperial on request)

		841		996		996				Economic impact     Design of a new and award winning product called Lightfoot® that gives reductions of at least 10% in fuel use and CO2 emissions.     The creation of a new business, Ashwoods Lightfoot® and three new jobs, with a sales value to date in excess of £625,000 and a subscription base of over £10,000 per month.     Economic performance of 200 vehicle fleets, including six major operators, has been improved by 2,500 installations of the system, saving over £83,000 per month in fuel costs. Environmental impact     Saving an estimated 2,000 tonnes of CO2 per year.		Key researchers Members of the Powertrain and Vehicle Research Centre (PVRC): Professor CR Burrows (Professor since 1987, emeritus since 2007); Dr ND Vaughan (Senior Lecturer 1993-2002); Dr CJ Brace (Research Officer 1992-2000, Lecturer 2000-2006, Senior Lecturer 2006-2012, Reader since 2012); and Mr R Daniel (Masters Student 2007) Research at Bath to understand driver behaviour began during a DTI project in collaboration with Ford, Lucas Diesel Systems and Johnson Matthey (1992-1996). The project exploited the capability of a diesel engine, coupled with a continuously variable transmission, to operate the engine at its most efficient level at all times. It was found that the strategy of optimising only for fuel efficiency led to low driver acceptance, with the driver finding the vehicle unresponsive. This was a major barrier to adoption, which motivated further research at Bathin this field [1]. This led to an EPSRC funded research programme in collaboration with Ford and Torotrak (GR/K99664/01, 1996-2000), using the insight gained during the initial DTI project to improve driver acceptance. An extensive series of fundamental experiments were performed to understand and quantify driver perception during a wide range of simulated vehicle acceleration scenarios. An important conceptual parameter in this work was driver aggression, which is a measure of the driver demand and the vehicle’s ability to respond. The resulting data allowed the formulation of models to describe the driver’s perception of vehicle behaviour. These models provided a means of predicting driver response to novel engine control strategies, for the first time defining a relationship between driver aggression and fuel consumption [3]. This advance meant that vehicle driveability could be included in the optimisation process, allowing the trade-off between driveability and fuel consumption to be addressed during the simulation phases of a vehicle development programme. This reduced the duration and cost of the entire development process by reducing the number of iterations required [2]. Research in this area was extended through driving experiments that demonstrated that for some specific road conditions, for example, stop-start urban traffic and ring roads with high permitted speeds and many traffic islands, the most aggressive drivers use up to 50% more fuel than the least aggressive [4]. This surprising finding has significant implications for both traffic planners and for vehicle designers. Further research in partnership with Mahle Powertrain applied the  techniques developed by the Bath team to understand the impact of real-world driving behaviour on the accuracy of engine diagnostic algorithms. This resulted in the development of an algorithm (Universal Driver Aggression Algorithm or UDAA) to measure driver aggression [5]. An important aspect of the UDAA is its inherent robustness across differing vehicle types and road configurations. The UDAA offers a step change in vehicle management technology as it is directly applicable across a wide range of situations with minimal requirement for labour intensive fine tuning. The UDAA subsequently inspired activity within a project in collaboration with Ashwoods Automotive as described below.		(* references that best indicate quality) 1*.    M Deacon, CJ Brace, ND Vaughan, CR Burrows and RW Horrocks RW. Impact of alternative controller strategies on emissions from a diesel CVT powertrain, 1999, Proceedings IMechE, Part D, Journal of Automobile Engineering, 213, 95-107. DOI: 10.1243/0954407991526711 2*.    V Wicke, CJ Brace and ND Vaughan. The potential for simulation of driveability of CVT vehicles, 2000, Transactions of the SAE, Journal of Passenger Cars - Mechanical Systems, 109, Paper 00PC-218 (6 pages). DOI: 10.4271/2000-01-0830 3*.    SG Pickering and CJ Brace. Automated data processing and metric generation for driveability analysis, 2007, Proceedings IMechE, Part D, Journal of Automobile Engineering, 221, 429-441. DOI: 10.1243/09544070JAUTO347 4.      S Malek, CJ Brace and S Liu S. Effect of driving behaviour on fuel consumption, 5th International Conference on Driver Behaviour and Training, 29-30 November 2011, Paris 375-82. ISBN: 9781409443049 5.      R Daniel, T Brooks and D Pates. Analysis of US and EU drive styles to improve understanding of market usage and the effects on OBD monitor IUMPR, 2009, SAE Technical Paper 2009-01-0236. DOI: 10.4271/2009-01-0236		In 2009, a Knowledge Transfer Account (KTA) funded project between Bath and Ashwoods Automotive, an Exeter based SME, was focused on the optimisation of hybrid electric powertrains. It became clear that realistic driver behaviour had a far more significant effect on CO2 production and fuel efficiency than that possible through design improvements, as is the case in conventional vehicles. Because of the importance of driver behaviour for all types of vehicles, and following discussions between Bath and Ashwoods based on these findings, a new product (Lightfoot®) was created by Ashwoods that incorporated the Universal Driver Aggression Algorithm (or UDAA) which arose from the Bath research [5]. The development of this product relied heavily on the Bath team to ensure that the full benefits of the research findings could be realised. Ashwoods engineers were seconded to Bath during the product development, ensuring effective knowledge exchange and exploitation of the research. Lightfoot® was launched in 2011 through a new business venture, Ashwoods Lightfoot, which owns the IP relating to the product, creating three new jobs. The product is marketed to fleet operators of light commercial vehicles. The system consists of a data processing module and a driver display system that can be integrated into the existing dashboard instrumentation and is connected over the mobile phone network to Ashwoods’ central servers. The system makes use of data readily available from the vehicle’s diagnostic computer. The data are processed using the UDAA algorithm developed in the underpinning research both to quantify driver aggression and to optimise gear shift strategy. This approach allows Lightfoot® to be fundamentally more effective than competing products, which simply aim to indicate to the driver when to change gear, due to its ability to modify driver behaviour in a robust and universally applicable manner. This represents an important strategic advantage to Lightfoot®, significantly improving driver acceptance and minimising the application support needed for each new fleet user.  Lightfoot® uses visual and audible feedback to drivers to help them improve the fuel efficiency of their driving. In addition, the system reports back to the fleet manager who oversees a ranking and monitoring system to reward the best drivers and encourage those who need to improve. The reduction in CO2 emissions is achieved solely through behavioural improvements, with no modification to the vehicle engine. During the development phase, trials run on customer fleets by Ashwoods demonstrated that Lightfoot® saved an average of around 7% in fuel/CO2 when compared with baseline measurements across a wide range of drivers and duty cycles. The savings were even higher for exceptionally aggressive drivers and highly dynamic duty cycles; in these cases savings of up to 20% were achieved [A, B]. In service, the product has consistently returned a saving of at least 10% [C]. Lightfoot® has been a commercial success and is the sector leading product, winning a number of industry awards [D]. The work undertaken by Bath, exploiting the underpinning research has been central to this success. In the words of the Ashwoods Managing Director [C]: ‘The innovative work of the PVRC has contributed directly to our business. The novel driver aggression monitoring algorithms developed with the University have helped our Lightfoot product to become the leading offering of its class.’ The impact here is immediate and persistent. The beneficiaries are Ashwoods Automotive, through increased sales (value of the 2,500 unit sales to date are around £625,000) and a rising profile within a new product sector [C]. In addition, the six major fleet operators that use the technology have gained significant reductions in fuel costs, valued at over £83,000 per month on the current number of installations. Over 50 subsequent trials have now been run by large fleet operators with savings ranging from 8 to 23%. Northumberland County Council saved 13.5%, Coventry City council 12.7%, DAF 9.9%, and May Gurney 14.3%. User experience has been positive, for example, Wiltshire County Council [E] states: ‘We have improved our consumption by 8-10% on these vehicles. The system is easy to manage, relies on the driver to drive correctly to make the savings, and therefore does not take up officer time. As the potential savings are significant, it is our intention to invest in Lightfoot in the future.’ The largest user is Autoglass, which has adopted Lightfoot® across its entire fleet and has seen rapid and significant improvements. In the words of the Autoglass Managing Director [F]: ‘Within a couple of days of using the tool we see many of our drivers go from spending 55— 60% of their time in the green zone to hitting 90% and higher. Our savings in fuel costs speak for themselves. … … Our technicians have really embraced the technology…We've even seen some light-hearted competitiveness emerging when the manager reports go up on the notice board every week.’ Fleet operators spend around 25% of their cash flow on fuel, so any saving in this area can be passed on to the general public through a reduced price of goods and services. The wider environment benefits through reduced CO2 from the vehicle fleet are clear. The annual impact of the 2,500 currently operational systems can be estimated by considering the effect of a 10% saving relative to the current fleet average CO2 emissions from light commercial vehicles, estimated in 2010 by AEA at 207.6 gCO2/km across a fleet of 2500 vehicles travelling an average of 25,000 miles each year [G]. The saving is in over 2,000 tonnes of CO2 per year. Figures 1 and 2 show actual changes in driver accelerator pedal activity before (Baseline) and after (Live) activation of Lightfoot®. These changes, represented as probability density distributions, give rise to the savings determined in [G].  Fig. 1: Accelerator pedal (throttle) activation probability density before (Baseline) and after Lightfoot® was activated (Live). Note the shift towards lighter pedal activation when the device is active. Fuel use is proportional to accelerator pedal position. Fig. 2: Engine speed probability density before (Baseline) and after Lightfoot® was activated (Live). Note the considerable shift towards lower engine speeds when the device is active. Lower engine speeds are typically more efficient for an equivalent power output due to reduced friction.		A.     C Vagg, CJ Brace, R Wijetunge, S Akehurst and L Ash. Development of a new methodology to assess fuel saving using gear shift indicators, 2012, Proceedings IMechE, Part D, Journal of Automobile Engineering, 226,1630-1639. DOI: 10.1177/0954407012447761 B.     C Vagg, CJ Brace, D Hari, S Akehurst, J Poxon and L Ash. Development and field trial of a driver assistance system to encourage eco-driving in light commercial vehicle fleets, 2013, IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Transactions, 14, Issue 2, 796-805. DOI: 10.1109/TITS.2013.2239642 C.     Corroborative statement from Lightfoot Operations Manager, Ashwoods Automotive, 30 September 2013. D.     List of awards won by Lightfoot (http://www.ashwoodslightfoot.co.uk/awards/). E.     Testimonial from Ashwoods Lightfoot Website (http://www.ashwoodslightfoot.co.uk/testimonials/). F.      J Challen. Autoglass to save 15 per cent on fuel with Lightfoot, Article published in Transport Engineer, 11 July 2013 (http://www.transportengineer.org.uk/transport-engineer- news/autoglass-to-save-15-per-cent-on-fuel-with-lightfoot/52916). G.     AEA report - Light Goods Vehicle - CO2 Emissions Study: Final report. Report Ref ED05896/TR Issue Number 2, 2010.

		1029		900		900				Research into a new waste treatment process model at Loughborough University (1993 to date) has resulted in the following benefits for Unilever: •    Savings of £2m for wastewater treatment over the last 4 years •    In 2012 additional savings of £0.2m from biogas and £0.1m in water supply and landfill costs •    A reduction in carbon dioxide emissions of 10 million tonnes (2012) from the substitution of fossil fuels •    Significant  reductions  in  the  risks  of  spills,  sewer  overloads  and  the  recycling  of  scarce resources, namely water and fertilizer •    Newly developed underpinning generic principles to be incorporated in updated designs and guides for users (to be published by Foundation for Water Research/ICE/CIWEM) •    Researchers (five) being employed as a direct result of the specialised expertise gained and their ability to provide similar benefits to other sectors of industry		Research at Loughborough University (LU) from 1993 to date had established that combining biogas recovery with waste treatment would improve the viability of recycling food-processing wastes, if the stability of the process could be improved [R1 for example]. Surveys of biogas production from the traditional areas of application of anaerobic digestion, namely sewage and animal  slurry  treatment  [R2],  suggested  half  these  plants  suffered  from  breakdowns  due  to unforeseen shock loads. This research carried out by Andrew Wheatley (LU, 1991 to date), Kenneth Johnson (RA 1993- 1995) and Christopher Fell (RA 1997-2000) devised a highly effective way of characterising food- processing effluent [G1] [R3] to predict the changes likely to cause excesses of metabolic intermediates. These were the most commonly reported cause of the problems with the traditional applications of anaerobic digestion to treat domestic sewage and agricultural wastes. The result was a technique that was mathematically simple and easy to validate without the need for exotic equipment, but was responsive to the potentially sudden diurnal and seasonal variations in waste characteristics. It overcomes the inability of the previously used mechanistic models, founded on classical kinetic equations, to adequately represent rapidly changing and complex organic food wastes [R4]. The resulting model was based on dividing the load into three proportions according to particle size analysis (filtration and settlement R1) as a surrogate for the kinetic microbial growth rate constants [G2]. This basic model was then used to guide new research necessary to optimise pre-treatments to reduce particle size in difficult waste streams such as those containing large amounts of solids, for example intact yeast cell walls (Shelton Smith PhD 2008). Wheatley, with the financial support of Unilever [G3], led research by John Shelton-Smith (2003- 2008) and Helen Theaker (2008-2009) to apply and improve the knowledge on the effectiveness of novel particle disruption techniques (ultrasound, microwaves, pressure swing, cavitation and electropulses) to wastes from brewing and yeast processing. The researchers were able to use the phase-analysis method of characterising waste from their earlier work to predict risk and yields of biogas from the proposed anaerobic treatment. The research was used to model the most efficient sequence for the treatment train - and which waste streams to include - to achieve both the best stability and biogas yields. Alternatives were compared firstly in laboratory tests and then the  preferred design validated with a 25m3 pilot plant built with Unilever and contractors to provide real time scale up data on the resilience to shocks [R5]. A virtual full scale design was also produced to calculate the capital and running costs for the Marmite site using the data from the pilot trial [R5].		R1 Monroy, O., Johnson, K.A., Wheatley, A.D., Hawkes, F. and Caine, M. (1994) “The Anaerobic Filtration of Dairy Waste: Results of a Pilot Trial”, Bioresource Technology, 50 (3), 243-251, ISBN 0950 9623, doi: 10.1016/0960-8524(94)90097-3 R2 Johnson,  KA,  Wheatley, AD,  Monroy,  O  (1994)  “Mixing and  Solids Accumulation in Anaerobic Filters. Two Case Studies”, Environmental Technology, 15, 263-270, ISSN: 0959-3330, doi: 10.1080/09593339409385427 R3 Johnson,  K.A.,  Wheatley, A.D.  and  Fell,  C.F.  (1995)  “An Application  of  an Adaptive Control Algorithm for the Anaerobic Treatment of Industrial Effluent”, Transactions of Inst. Chem Engineers, 73, 203-211, ISSN: 0957-5820 R4 Wheatley, A.D., Fisher, M.B. and Grobicki, A.M.W. (1997) “Applications of Anaerobic Digestion   for   the   treatment   of   Industrial   Wastewaters   in   Europe”,   Water   and Environment Journal, 11, 1, 39-46, doi: 10.1111/j.1747-6593.1997.tb00086.x R5 Shelton-Smith,  J.  and  Wheatley,  A.D.  (2006)  “Opportunities  for  Centralised  Anaerobic Digestion Facilities to meet the Food Waste Regulations – A Business Plan”, 11th  European Biosolids  and  Organic  Resources  Conference,  Wakefield     AquaEnviro,  ISBN-13:  978- 1903958209 R6 Bryns, G., Smedley, V. and Wheatley, A.D. (2012) “Carbon dioxide releases from wastewater treatment”, Engineering sustainability – The Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, 166, 111-121, DOI: 10.1680/ensu.11.00037 Grants awarded: G1 Wheatley et al., The anaerobic Digestion of industrial Effluent, EPSRC GR/H/18494, 1992- 1995, £300k G2 Wheatley et al., Non-invasive wastewater analysis, EPSRC GR/G/18858, 1991-1994, £150k G3 Wheatley, Codigestion of domestic and industrial waste materials, Muntons, Severn Trent and Biffa, 1995-2008, £100K G4 Wheatley,  Application  of  anaerobic  digestion  to  a  case  study  food  processing  effluent, Unilever, 2000-2003, £150k		Food waste is a highly publicised priority problem since land and water used in its production are the largest demands on global resources. According to the DECC/DEFRA Anaerobic Digestion Strategy and Action Plan (http://bit.ly/1995KKQ) 16 million tonnes (dry weight) of food and drink waste is generated annually in the UK, furthermore producing at least 10 times this in wastewater. It was calculated [R6] that treating effluent using conventional wastewater treatment requires about 800 KWh per wet tonne, up from 500KWh in 2005. The immediate impact from this research has been to demonstrate new technology that provides renewable energy whilst reducing wastewater and greenhouse-gas emissions. Dissemination throughout the food and processing industry will have significant economic and sustainability benefits. Our partners, Unilever, have pioneered this application (R1) led by its commitment to innovation and sustainability. Reducing waste at food processing sites is a priority during any major investment or refurbishment. The Marmite plant generates 15 tonnes of high-strength food- processing effluent an hour round the clock and if the company were to discharge this into the sewer it would cost more than £0.5m per annum. This was one of the alternatives, which were  either to discharge to the Utility for treatment, to build a conventional tried and tested but carbon intensive plant, or to use the risky, anaerobic digestion technology. Other questions that arose were whether all or only part of their wastewater should be treated and if they should outsource operation of a waste treatment plant. Analysis of these alternatives started in 2005 against the backdrop of the renewable-energy incentives offered by the UKs commitment to reducing carbon emissions and the enhancement of support for recycling.  Unilever enlisted Wheatley’s help in their decision-making based on his previous contributions to solving waste problems at this and other sites. Loughborough’s work was fundamental to the feasibility and decision-making meetings at Unilever (2005), at which the main effluent-management options were compared and enumerated. A major contribution was quantifying and reducing the risk from using innovative technology for energy and water  recovery. The  uncertainty arose because anaerobic reactors had rarely been used for treating industrial wastewater in the UK and where they had, problems were reported. The incentives however suggested site specific work and Unilever fully funded Shelton-Smith at Loughborough [G4] to work out what would be required to successfully adapt anaerobic digestion to the Marmite site. Wheatley and Shelton-Smith were able to use the previous research [R3] on how  to  characterise  the  variable  nature  of  food-production  effluents  to  optimise  anaerobic digestion. Monitoring of the waste in this way was used to suggest the best process-flow sheet to achieve  reliability  and  sustainability.  Using  these  data  and  their  experience  with  anaerobic treatment of other wastes, the research team shortlisted the most promising reactor designs and pre-treatment techniques. In all, the researchers worked with, contractors and other technical experts from the Unilever group from 2005-2009 to detail the design and commissioning. Extensive testing was crucial to gaining the confidence of Unilever senior management in this untried approach to effluent-treatment. They financed the research and based on the results, investment was approved and £4m spent in 2009 on construction of a plant for energy and water recovery implementing the treatment process developed and established at Loughborough [R4]. Wheatley  and  Shelton-Smith  advised  in  the  competitive  procurement  process  organised  by Unilever to select the contractor and subcontractor. Loughborough researcher Theaker was appointed by Unilever in 2008 to lead the commissioning of the plant, which has been operating successfully to date [C1, C2, C3]. The  impact  and  reach  of  the  research  extends  well  beyond  the  Unilever  application.    Our innovative procedures provide a practicable and fundamentally different approach to the design of anaerobic wastewater treatment plants. Our approach simplified the reaction rate model through radical changes to waste characterisation and monitoring procedures; (three instead of thirty parameters). The procedure is easy to use and is to be incorporated as an update to the mechanistic International Water Association model and described to the industry by the Foundation for Water Research, the Chartered Institution of Water and Environmental Management and Institution of Civil Engineers design guidelines to new bioreactor designs. These are the standard guidelines for practitioners working in the £500m food waste processing sector. The research had significant economic impact realised through the new wastewater-treatment plant’s production of biogas and clean water. Unilever uses the biogas to produce energy, which currently the company uses directly on site. Unilever have made the business case for further investment for gas storage with the prospect of feeding electricity from the plant into the national distribution network.   Water from the treatment plant is pure enough to be recycled for multiple uses. Excluding running costs, the plant saved £0.9m in 2012, a figure projected to increase year on year, particularly with energy price rises. The   new   Marmite   wastewater-treatment   plant   also   makes   a   substantial   contribution   to sustainability including the replacement of fossil fuel from power generation estimated to be more than 10 million tonnes of CO2 per year [C1]. The other environmental benefits are the reduction in the volume and strength of effluent discharged to the sewer, which is reducing the risk of odour, sewer overflows and overloads as climate changes generates more intensive rainfall. Current research focusses on recovery of other materials as well as water and gas, particularly nitrogen  and phosphorus from the solids residues. Unilever are working to extend the approach that we have pioneered at Marmite to other Unilever food-processing  plants  across  Europe,  making  use  of  the  EU  wide  incentives  for  renewable energy. The new procedures adopted at Marmite have delivered a 10% reduction in operating costs through the generation of renewable energy (20% of site use) and lowered effluent-treatment costs by 90% [C1]. Through their participation in the research (doctoral and post-doctoral), five researchers have been able to disseminate these developments in the engineering of anaerobic treatment and industrial effluent management. Shelton-Smith and Theaker were employed by Unilever as a result of these research outcomes and to apply the technology to other company’s sites [C1]. Fell and two others work for other companies in the water industry.		The following sources of corroboration can be made available at request: C1 Letter of corroboration from Project Leader, Unilever Marmite Foods, Burton on Trent C2 Letter of corroboration from Managing Director, Aquabio (subcontractor mainly responsible for design and build of the wastewater treatment plant at Unilever’s Burton upon Trent site) C3 Letter of corroboration from the Technical Manager, Unilever Marmite Foods, Burton on Trent

		485		800		800				Through close collaboration with scientists at the European Space Agency (ESA), research at the University of Southampton has developed new algorithms and an associated software tool that have contributed to more efficient spacecraft design. Now a standard component of the ESA’s design technology, the tools have doubled the speed in which crucial design processes can be completed, resulting in increased efficiency over the REF period of 20 person-years – equivalent to €1 million in monetary terms - and maintaining the ESA’s manufacturing competitiveness. The success of this work led to a €480,000 EU grant to adapt the tools for the avionics industry as part of efforts to meet ambitious environmental targets under the EU Clean Sky Initiative.		Spacecraft are used for a variety of purposes: communications, meteorology, navigation, exploration and transportation. Designing spacecraft is an incredibly complex process; a vast number of parameters, including component geometry and material properties, must be taken into account. Rather than looking to optimise a single objective, engineers simultaneously weigh up several competing criteria such as cost, weight and durability in a process known as multi-objective optimisation. The design of heat pumps in spacecraft is a case in point; the cost and weight of the pumps need to be minimised, while their mechanical efficiency must be maximised. Engineers rely on mathematical algorithms to solve these multi-objective problems as efficiently as possible. Standard techniques for multi-objective optimisation – for example weighting objectives and adding them up – involve the transformation of the given problem into an infinite family of parameterised standard optimisation problems. Solving all such problems for all possible parameters amounts to solving the original problem, but requires the solution of an infinite number of sub-problems. Thus in the real world one usually resorts to solving a finite number of these problems to obtain an approximate answer to the original question. This approach leaves various important numerical questions unanswered that need to be considered before practical algorithms can be designed, in particular: 1.  What are the numerical properties of transformations from a multi-objective problem to a family of parameterised single-objective problems? 2.  Is there an efficient way to discretise the parameter space of such a family of parameterised single-objective problems? 3.  Is it possible to use information from one parameterised problem to draw conclusions about the solutions of another parameterised problem? The University of Southampton’s Joerg Fliege (Professor, 2007-present) is an expert in mathematical and multi-objective optimisation and has contributed to a greater understanding of all aspects of these problems, from the underpinning mathematics to the design of efficient algorithms. He showed that a certain class of transformations have favourable numerical properties that can be exploited to reduce computation times [3.1]. Together with colleagues in Brazil, he developed, for the first time, a highly efficient algorithmic scheme for discretizing parameter spaces in an efficient manner [3.2] and designed a sensitivity analysis that found it was indeed possible to provide a solution to the third question outlined above. This highly efficient numerical scheme makes use of recent algorithm developments, notably an adaptive scheme for the parameter space of a multi-objective programming problem. From 2008- 2010, a team comprising Fliege, Gerdts (University of the Federal Armed Forces Munich), Vicente (University of Coimbra) and scientists at the European Space Agency (ESA) employed these ideas  to develop new algorithms and produce a computational toolbox to solve multi-objective problems in spacecraft design [3.3]. The multi-objective optimisation algorithm was implemented and incorporated into the toolbox in a follow-up project [3.4]. The Nonlinear Programme Solver code that was developed included a Graphical User Interface that allows an efficient exploration of the design space for a given multi- objective problem and consideration of trade-offs between the different objectives. ESA engineers were then able to explore the full parameter space in an efficient way to significantly improve the design process and enhance the quality of the final product.		Publications: 3.1 (*) Fliege, J. (2007): The effects of adding objectives to an optimisation problem on the solution set. Operations Research Letters, 35, (6), 782-790. 3.2 (*) Fliege, Drummond, M.G. and Svaiter, B.F. (2009): Newton’s method for multicriteria optimisation. SIAM Journal on Optimisation, 20, (2), 602-626. 3.3 Gerdts, Fliege, Vicente, L.N.  (2009): FGS Toolbox Software Manual.  European Space Agency Study Contract Report 22170/08/NL/ST WP3000. September 2009. 3.4 Fliege, J. and Xu H. (2011): Stochastic Multiobjective Optimisation: Sample Average Approximation and Applications. Journal of Optimisation Theory and Applications, 151 (2). 135- 162 (*) These references best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. Grants: 3.G1   European Space Agency Study Contract Report 22170/08/NL/ST ‘Versatility of Filtering Techniques in Non-Linear Programming Optimisation’. Awarded to the Universities of Birmingham, Southampton, and Coimbra. November 2008 – January 2010, EURO 180,000. 3.G2   European Space Agency Contract t 5001003472, FGS-ECM-RfQ-1001 ‘MCO Add-On for FGS Toolbox’.  Awarded to the University of Southampton. December 2010 – April 2011, EURO 20,000. 3.G3    Fliege, J. EU FP7 CLEANSKY Programme, call ID SP1-JTI-CS-2012-03, ‘AWACS – Adaption of WORHP to Avionics Constraints’. Awarded to the University of Southampton, April 2013 – April 2015, EURO 474,000. http://www.cleansky.eu/		Europe is one of the world’s leading players in space engineering, competing in the commercial markets for telecommunications and launchers and forming a key partner for the United States, Russia and other countries. The ESA employs more than 2,000 people and has an annual budget of €4 billion. The European Space Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC) which makes use of the Southampton research is ESA’s technical heart with a workforce of around 2,700 and an annual budget of €2.4 billion [5.C1]. ESTEC guarantees investors a return rate of 96%; thus, the annual value it adds to the European economy exceeds €2 billion, excluding spin-off companies. Each year, well over 100 payloads worth $100 billion are launched into space [5.C2]. Arianespace, the ESA’s major launch provider and Europe's foremost commercial space transportation company with an annual revenue of €1 billion, accounts for about half the commercial market. Each of their satellites contains at least one antenna system, several heat pumps and various other items whose efficiency and cost require careful optimisation. Currently, the ESA has 20 spacecraft and missions in the planning and design phases with launch dates between 2013 and 2022 and costs for each mission ranging from several hundred million to one billion euros. Each contains various  subsystems with conflicting design objectives. With costs of up to $40,000 to bring just one kilogramme of payload into orbit, the design of efficient but lightweight system components plays a key role in spacecraft engineering. Southampton’s research has led to the development of a software tool capable of efficiently solving multi-objective optimisation problems that occur in space engineering and spacecraft design. The toolbox has, since April 2011, been a standard part of the ESA’s design technology. It has been applied to the thermal design of spacecraft subsystems and in optimising the shape of antenna systems. The use of these tools has halved the computational time for optimising the thermal design of spacecraft sub-systems and the shape of antennae systems, leading to an increased efficiency equivalent to savings of 20 person-years (approximately €1 million). As the Head of the ESA Guidance Navigation and Control Section will confirm, Southampton’s research has significantly lowered the hurdles to new spacecraft designs and allowed the ESA to maintain a competitive edge in the manufacture of these products [5.1]. As a specific example, in the design of a heat pipe an engineer needs to vary the design parameters that specify the basic geometry and the properties of the materials used in construction to maximise the heat throughput, while minimising the weight and the cost. These criteria are combined to produce a trade-off curve, which reveals the optimum performance. Previously this involved a large number of one-off calculations and there was no certainty that the optimum scenario was indeed achieved, often resulting in a large waste of computational effort and preventing a comprehensive exploration of the design space. The new process developed by Southampton  automatically generates the design curve along with the associated parameters and cost. This enables designers to explore the parameter space in an efficient and user-friendly way, while the GUI interface allows them to develop an intuitive insight into the problem. In particular, the toolbox has enabled designers to find previously undiscovered regions of the design space and rapidly find the limits to a particular design, which aids the development of new and innovative solutions to the problem [5.C3]. According to the official report of Dr G Ortega Head of the ESA Guidance, Navigation, and Control Section and responsible for evaluating the project ‘ESA has concluded with high success the development of a Nonlinear Programming Solver (NLP) for numerical optimization. The Development Team has been deeming to be classified as fully outstanding. The newly developed NLP solver increases capacity and capability of European industry in the area of numerical optimization for applications such as launcher design optimization and material optimization.’ In a measure of the value the ESA places on our research, it gave €200,000 in funding in 2010 to enable the German software company Astos Solutions to develop the Southampton co-designed software tool further [5.2], as part of the ESA’s own General Support Technology Programme (GSTP). These GSTP activities, now in their fifth five-year cycle, are designed ‘to ensure the right technologies at the right maturity are available at the right time’ [5.C4] and to convert the best concepts into mature products. The success of the software tool inspired €480,000 in EU funding to Southampton to adapt the tool to meet design challenges in the avionics industry under the EUP FP7 project AWACS - Adaption of WORHP to Avionics Constraints, coordinated by Thales, the world’s third-largest avionics service provider [3.G3]. AWACS is funded under the EU Clean Sky Initiative, which aims to develop technologies that will achieve a 75% reduction in CO2 emissions per passenger kilometre, a 90% reduction in nitrogen oxide emissions and a 65% reduction in perceived aircraft noise. These targets pose significant challenges for aircraft trajectory optimisation and AWACs is one of the first projects to attempt to develop a corresponding software solution to optimise aircraft trajectory.		Contextual References: 5.C1    http://www.esa.int/About_Us/ESTEC/ESTEC European Space Research and Technology Centre 5.C2    Governmental budgets for space activities in The Space Economy at a Glance 2011, OECD Publishing (2011) 5.C3    The design features of the toolbox and GUI interface are described in detail in ESA Study Contract Report, 5001003472, ‘MCO-FGS Software Toolbox Manual’; ESA Study Contract Report, 5001003472, ‘MCO-FGS Architectural Design Document’ and ‘ESA Study Contract Report, 5001003472, ‘Multicriteria Optimisation’. 5.C4    http://www.esa.int/Our Activities/Technology/About the General Support Technology Programme GST Sources to corroborate the impact: 5.1 Head of the Guidance, Navigation and Control Section, European Space Agency (ESA) [He can confirm the increased efficiency saving resulting from the use of the computational toolbox] 5.2 http://www.worhp.de/content/history. [This specifically mentions University of Southampton’s involvement in the WORHP development].

		1050		750		100				The Construction Management Research Unit (CMRU) has exploited its research into productivity improvement, whole life costing and sustainability assessment through a University spin-out company, Whole Life Consultants Ltd, that has achieved economic impact.  With sales exceeding £1M since its inception, the company’s post-2008 achievements include: the development of a labour forecasting tool that has generated contracts worth more than £100k to the Construction Industry Training Board in 2011-13; on-going implementation of a productivity improvement programme for Tayside Contracts that has produced an increase in turnover of £6.8M and a threefold increase in profitability since 2009; on-going support of the Croatian PPP/PFI programme that has contributed to the successful implementation of 11 projects since 2008.		Since 1993, the CMRU’s research led by Professor Horner, has focussed on improving labour productivity, developing Life Cycle Costing techniques to maximise whole life value and promoting a novel integrated, holistic approach to sustainability assessment. A series of external grants since 1993 has supported CMRU to quantify the relationship between labour productivity and the factors that affect it. This has led to the discovery and application of the property that items in a bill of quantities whose value is greater than the mean, the so-called ‘cost significant’ items, account typically for 80% of the total value but number less than 20% of the total number of items. Moreover, for projects of similar types, the cost-significant items are all the same and represent a consistent proportion of the total value. The property is generic and can be applied to any set of numbers (e.g. labour costs, labour hours), allowing the derivation of a small number of significant activities that can be taken to be representative of overall project performance. This finding has allowed the execution of extensive site data collection programmes, leading, in turn, to a deeper understanding of where the opportunities for increasing productivity lie[1][2]. The CMRU has, for the first time, quantified the relationship between productivity and delays and disruptions, overtime working and size and skills of the labour force[3]. It has demonstrated conclusively the role of site management in improving productivity and developed a protocol for collaborative planning drawing on lean principles and involving the whole supply chain that is similar to (but pre-dates) “last planner”. In whole life costing, CMRU developed a generic approach to life cycle costing and explored the potential for adopting a risk-based approach to maximising whole life value by applying Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) to construction projects in both the design and operation phases[4]. Two techniques were identified, namely (i) Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis and (ii) Reliability Centred Maintenance that could be tailored for and applied successfully in the construction industry. The research demonstrated how the application of these techniques reduces the maintenance costs of existing housing stock by up to 20% and the whole life costs of selected components of houses, hospitals, schools and prisons by up to 40%. The research also led to the development of an elemental whole life cost breakdown structure consistent across all phases of the project, allowing, for the first time, an analysis of the impact of alternative design solutions on the capital, maintenance and operating costs of any building project[5]. Since 2005, the CMRU has developed an Integrated Sustainability Assessment Toolkit that allows the holistic assessment of the economic, environmental and social dimensions of sustainability throughout the life of any construction asset or group of assets. From the 1000 or so sustainability indicators in  use  worldwide,  the research has identified 19 principal sustainability impacts of  buildings and 27 principal impacts of urban developments that practitioners and academics considered to be the most important. It also identified the most appropriate tools for assessing the impacts and developed a multi-criteria decision-making approach to aggregate the outputs across all the principal impacts[6]. Horner (Director, CMRU) was made an Honorary Fellow of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland for “Services to Construction” in 2007. He is Chairman of the CITB Technical Reference Group  for  Labour  Market  Intelligence  and  sits  on  Transport  Scotland’s  National  Roads Maintenance Review Technology and Innovation Working Group. He was appointed to the Board of the Tayside and Central Regional Transport Partnership (2008-2010) by the Scottish Minister for Transport		Publications 1.  Horner, R. M. W. and Zakieh, R. (1996) Characteristic items - a new approach to pricing and controlling construction projects.  Construction Management and Economics, 14, 241- 252. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/014461996373494 2.  Radosavljevic, M. and Horner, R. M. W. (2002) The evidence of complex variability in labour    productivity.         Construction    Management    and    Economics,    20,    3-12. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01446190110098961 3.  Horner, R. M. W. and Talhouni, B. (1995) Effects of Accelerated Working, Delays and Disruption on Labour Productivity.  Chartered Institute of Building, 40 pp., ISBN 1 85380 068 6. 4.  El-Haram, M. A. and Horner, R. M. W. (2003) Application of the principles of ILS to the development of cost effective maintenance strategies for existing building stock. Construction     Management     and     Economics,     21,     283-296.     http://dx.doi.org/ 10.1080/0144619032000093774 5. El-Haram, M., Marenjak, S. and Horner, R. M. W. (2002) Development of a Generic Framework for Collecting Whole Life Cost Data for the Building Industry. Journal of Quality in Maintenance Engineering, 8, 144-151. http://dx.doi.org/10.1108/13552510210430017 6. Thomson, C. S., El-Haram, M. A., and Emmanuel, R. (2011) Managing sustainability assessment within the project lifecycle. Proceedings of Institution of Civil Engineers - Engineering Sustainability, 164(2), 143-157. http://dx.doi.org/10.1680/ensu.2011.164.2.143 External Grants awarded to support the underpinning research EPSRC   GR/K64471/01:   Application   of   ILS   to   the   development   of   cost   effective maintenance strategies for existing building stock 1996 – 1998 (£102,369).   Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC GR/K77457/01: Improving construction productivity – a practical demonstration of a process-based approach.  1996 – 1998 (£150,505).  Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC  GR/N01811/01:  A  generic  approach  to  minimising  whole  life  costs  in  the construction industry.  2000 – 2003 (£315,397) Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC GR/S18311/01: SUE Scoping Study: Metrics, models and toolkits for whole life sustainable urban development - a scoping study. 2003 – 2004.  (£207,024).  Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC EP/C004701/1: A Visual Map of Sustainable Urban Development Issues.  2004 – 2005 (£125,843). Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC EP/C008030/1: Metrics, Models and Toolkits for Whole Life Sustainable Urban Development. 2005 – 2009 (£1,276,306). Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.)		Whole Life Consultants Ltd (WLC) WLC was established as a spin-out company from the University of Dundee (which owns a 10% share) specifically to commercialise the research outputs from the CMRU on the recommendation of the industrial steering committee for EPSRC Grant GR/N01811/01.  Since January 2008, the company has undertaken work to a value exceeding £1M and currently employs 5 people.  Clients include (i) CITB and, on its behalf, Salford City Council, 7 North East (England) Local Authorities, Lambeth & Wandsworth, Welsh Assembly Government, Waltham Forest, Fusion 21, EU Skills, (ii) UK Contractors Group, (iii) Croatian Institute of Bridge and Structural Engineering, (iv) PPP Centar Zagreb,  (v)  British  Board  of  Agrément,  (vi)  Scottish  Enterprise,  (vii)  O’Hare  McGovern,  (iix) Experian and, on its behalf, the Olympic Park Legacy Company, (ix) the EU and, on its behalf, Frederick University (Cyprus), FORSAS (Italy), Romanian Society for Lifelong Learning, DOCTUM (Spain), (x) 6ix Consulting and, through it, Scottish Water.   The company has been awarded a major contract by HS2 in 2013 to predict the labour demands and skills gap generated by the HS2 project. Productivity In 2008, CITB commissioned WLC to develop a labour forecasting tool to predict the amount of labour required in each trade on a monthly basis, given no more than the type of project, its value or floor area and the start/end dates of construction. This tool is used throughout the CITB Skills Academy programme and is recognised by CITB as being unique from a commercial perspective and providing a leading edge in strategic discussions with government and industry[7].  During the past 2 years, it has been licensed to the Olympic Park Legacy Company, Salford City Council, 7 North East of England Local Authorities, Lambeth & Wandsworth and Waltham Forest, generating contracts worth more than £100k to CITB. It is used principally, but not exclusively, in determining the number of jobs created in unitary authorities as a result of construction activity[7,8]. Dissemination  of  the  CMRU’s  underpinning  research  to  industrial  stakeholders  has  been accomplished through the monograph “More for Less” published by CIRIA.  It is used currently throughout  the  construction  industry  as  a  guide  to  productivity  improvement  and  supports  a productivity training programme delivered by WLC and a lean training programme delivered by 6ix Consulting Ltd. These programmes have been delivered to more than 100 practising professionals, with typically 1 in 4 participants reporting a consequent reduction in costs.  Farrans Construction estimates £100ks in savings[9] achieved in 2013 through a radical overhaul of its procurement method using WLC’s Productivity Portal. In 2011, CMRU completed a Knowledge Transfer Partnership with Tayside Contracts to embed its research in lean thinking across the whole organisation. The KTP has been rated “outstanding” by the TSB, having delivered an increase in turnover of ca £6.8M, cost reductions of £650k, a threefold increase in profits and an increase in the percentage of partnering contracts from 25% to more than 45%[10]. The partnership is a finalist for the best UK KTP Partnership Award. Whole Life Costing and ILS The CMRU’s research into whole life costing and ILS has had a wider reach, extending particularly to PPP/PFI contracts executed in Croatia. Memoranda of Understanding between WLC and the Croatian Institute of Structures & Bridges and the PPP Centar, respectively, to provide support for the Croatian PFI programme have led to the engagement of WLC since 2008 in the formulation of 12 PFI projects in Croatia, 11 of which have now been implemented successfully[11]. Between 2008 and 2012, WLC supported O’Hare McGovern in the preparation and delivery of 5 successful bids for PFI Schools in Northern Ireland. It was responsible subsequently for preparing the optimum Life Cycle Replacement cost profile.  Sustainability In 2011, WLC was awarded a €300,000 Leonardo de Vinci grant to transfer its expertise in sustainability assessment to 4 European countries. The programme is delivering training to 50 professionals so that the results of the CMRU’s research can be adopted in practice across Europe. Scottish Construction Centre (SCC) Horner directed the SCC between 2008 and 2009 and took the academic lead in delivering its £2.7M programme until its successor body (Construction Scotland) was launched in 2011.  He had initially put together the winning consortium and written much of the successful bid to Scottish Enterprise for the Centre and in 2008, he was responsible for winning a supplementary ERDF grant of £706k for it, using EPSRC funding as part of the matching component.  Under the SCC banner, the Dundee team administered Workshops on whole life costing (attracting 61 participants from 42 companies) and lean thinking (178 participants from 100 companies).  It provided one-to- one support to 47 companies. An independent evaluation has estimated that this work produced an increase in added value of £28.8M, created 250 new jobs and protected a further 750[12].		7.  Factual Statement: Commercial Strategy Manager, CITB 8.  Factual Statement: Regeneration Manager, London Legacy Development Corporation 9.  Factual Statement: Commercial Director, Farrans Construction 10. Factual Statement: Managing Director, Tayside Contracts 11. Factual Statement: Director, Croatian Institute of Structures and Bridges 12. http://www.evaluationsonline.org.uk/evaluations/Browse.do?ui=browse&action=show&id=4 68&taxonomy=CON Web site link to the Scottish Construction Centre Evaluation Report to Scottish Enterprise by GEN Consulting
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		432		710				710		Cardiovascular  disease  is  a  major  worldwide  health  issue  and  cholesterol  has  long  been recognised as an important risk factor. The Robertson Centre for Biostatistics (RCB), led by Prof. Ian Ford, has played a central role in establishing for the first time the benefits of statins in preventing first-time heart attacks in men, with subsequent major influence on medical practice and guidelines for patient care. Innovative record linkage techniques used by the RCB have identified the long-term benefits of treatment, confirmed safety, and quantified the economic benefits.		The Robertson Centre for Biostatistics (RCB) in the University of Glasgow was created in 1988 (as the Databases Unit) in order to structure existing research in the methodology and practice of biostatistics and to promote its development. Led by Ian Ford, Professor of Biostatistics, the RCB began in the Department of Statistics (now incorporated into the School of Mathematics & Statistics). In 2009, the RCB was recognised for its fundamental role in interdisciplinary medical research and moved to the Faculty of Medicine. The RCB has been involved in many large and high profile studies but a particularly important example is the West of Scotland Coronary Prevention Study (WOSCOPS). Cardiovascular disease is a major cause of death worldwide and high cholesterol has long been implicated as a risk factor. However, in the late 1980’s the effect of reducing cholesterol in patients who have not yet suffered any cardiac event, was unclear; indeed many thought that this could lead to increased risk of cancer and death. The WOSCOPS study sought to answer this question in individuals with raised cholesterol levels. The central role of the RCB and its statistical research are described below. The conduct of the WOSCOPS study As in any large clinical trial, statistical methods and expertise lay at the heart of the WOSCOPS study. This was essential in design, to meet the ethical demands of patient involvement and ensure the highest quality of statistical evidence. It was critical in the collection, collation and management of data to ensure information of the highest quality. It was central to the analysis and interpretation of the results, whose potential implications in terms of future patient treatment guidelines were enormous. The RCB was responsible for all of these aspects of the trial and for all subsequent publications. The complexity of the work involved in supporting trials is reflected in the size of the RCB, with approximately 50 staff, including 12 statisticians. The critical role of statistical methodology is indicated by the position of Ian Ford as one of the principal grant holders for the trials and as one of the principal authors in the subsequent publications in the highest ranking medical journals. Ford was the lead or corresponding author of all of the publications listed below. The adaptation of statistical methods to the complexities and scale of the WOSCOPS study was a fundamental and critical contribution to this interdisciplinary research. The results [2] provided the first definitive evidence of the link between cholesterol reduction and reduced risk of first-time heart attack and, importantly, established the safety of this approach. Methodological issues in the construction and interpretation of statistical models The complexities of large clinical trials need to be supported by methodological innovations. For example, the issue of whether statistical models to assess treatment effects should be adjusted for relevant covariates has been a controversial one in trial design and interpretation. Methodological work by Ford et al. [4] identified, in the context of Cox regression models, that adjusted and unadjusted models may not both be valid and that, even when they are, the model parameters may have different interpretations. This attracted significant attention, as a result of which a second paper [5] was invited by Statistics in Medicine. This indicated clearly, in a general setting of non- linear models, that when covariate adjustment takes place then change in the magnitude of treatment effects should be expected. The implications from a regulatory perspective that there should be a prespecified decision on whether inference should be conditional or unconditional with respect to covariates was clearly identified and the issues were specifically linked to the results of the WOSCOPS study. Establishing record linkage as a valid and powerful means of follow-up Clinical trials on the scale of WOSCOPS (involving an initial screening of 105,000 individuals) are large and complex operations which can usually be sustained for only a small number of years. The health effects of treatment may operate over much longer timescales and identifying the presence and nature of long-term effects is of major medical importance, but it is a major challenge to do this after the completion of a trial. In addressing this issue, the RCB has been a pioneer in the validation and use of computerised record linkage to identify the subsequent health history of trial subjects. Scotland is exceptionally well placed to exploit this approach as health information for patients across the whole country is collated centrally. Record linkage involves the matching of a unique identifier, or in the case of WOSCOPS patient information (such as name, date of birth, address), across different records, through a probabilistically constructed index. Ian Ford was corresponding author on one of the first validations of this approach [3] and supervisor of a University of Glasgow Statistics PhD thesis [4] which explored the effectiveness of the method in great detail. This established the suitability of health record linkage in Scotland for use in clinical studies and, in particular, it provided a valid mechanism for tracking the longer term health effects of cholesterol reduction in WOSCOPS patients [6].		1)  Shepherd J, Cobbe SM, Ford I, et al. (1995). Prevention of coronary heart disease with pravastatin   in   men   with   hypercholesterolemia.   New   Engl   J   Med.   333,   1301-7. doi:10.1056/NEJM199511163332001. Citations: 5128 (InCites), 6098 (Scopus) * 2)  WOSCOPS  Study  Group  (1995).  Computerised  record  linkage:  compared  with  traditional follow-up  methods  in  clinical  trials  and  illustrated  in  a  prospective  epidemiological  study. Journal of Clinical Epidemiology 48, 1441-1452. doi:10.1016/0895-4356(95)00530-7 3)  McLeod,  M.  (1995).  Record  linkage  applied  to  medical  and  cohort  studies.  PhD  thesis, University of Glasgow. (available from HEI) 4)  Ford, I., Norrie, J. & Ahmadi, S. (1995). Model inconsistency, illustrated by the Cox proportional hazards model. Statistics in Medicine 14, 735-746.  doi:10.1002/sim.4780140804 5)  Ford, I. and Norrie, J. (2002). The role of covariates in estimating treatment effects and risk in long-term clinical trials. Statistics in Medicine 21 (19), 2899-2908.  doi:10.1002/sim.1294 * 6)  Ford I, Murray H, Packard CJ, Shepherd J, Macfarlane PW, Cobbe SM: WOSCOPS Study Group (2007). Long-term follow-up of the West of Scotland Coronary Prevention Study. N Engl J Med., 357(15):1477-86.  doi:10.1056/NEJMoa065994 * * best indicators of research quality		Evidence base for medical practice The results of the WOSCOPS study represented the first demonstration of the benefits of statin therapy in a male population with no history of myocardial infarction, showing a 31% reduction in coronary events and a 28% reduction in deaths from coronary heart disease in patients taking pravastatin.  A  further  major  study,  PROSPER  (Lancet  2002;  23;360(9346):1623-30),  also conducted by the RCB, established that taking pravastatin for an average of 3 years reduced the risk in an older population (70–82 years) where the epidemiological association between elevated cholesterol and increased risk is less evident. These studies therefore clearly established the evidence for statins as a primary prevention mechanism for reducing cardiovascular risk. The landmark nature of the WOSCOPS results is reflected in the subsequent very large number of medical citations. Impact on health and patient care Statins are now very widely used in primary prevention of coronary disease, with more than 60 million statin prescriptions dispensed in England alone in 2012. Although there have been other clinical trials which have investigated the use of statins in different patient groups with different risk categories, WOSCOPS remains the definitive study which first established the benefits, and safety, of statins in preventing first-time heart attacks for those with raised cholesterol. Indeed, there would be ethical issues in repeating a study of this type now that the benefits have been identified. WOSCOPS is therefore a primary source in the supporting evidence for national and international guidelines on the management of patients. Examples where WOSCOPS is cited include guidelines for risk estimation and the prevention of cardiovascular disease [a]. WOSCOPS is also extensively referenced in clinical aids such as GPnotebook (www.gpnotebook.co.uk), which assist doctors in decisions on suitable medications and management of patients. At the international level, the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists issued Guidelines for management of dyslipidaemia and prevention of atherosclerosis (2012) which recommends statins as the cholesterol lowering drug of choice, with the in-depth analysis of the treatment recommendations citing WOSCOPS as one of the major randomised controlled trials supporting the use of statins in primary prevention [b]. Similarly, the European Society of Cardiology/European Atherosclerosis Society issued Guidelines for the management of dyslipaemias (2011) which cites WOSCOPS to support the use of statins in patients who have been stratified according to cardiovascular risk and low-density lipoprotein levels [c]. The study has therefore had significant impact on patient care worldwide. Identification of long-term health and economic benefits A follow-up study of WOSCOPS patients 10 years after the end of the trial showed continuing effects in risk reduction and no long-term safety concerns. This study, conducted by the RCB, integrating record linkage, statistical methods and economic analysis, shows that treatment of 1000 patients for five years in middle age saves over 1800 days in hospital over the following 15 years, with a consequent saving to the NHS of £710k [d]. As the use of statins has increased internationally, the replication of these effects over large populations clearly represents savings of enormous size, both in financial terms and in the positive improvement in patient health. The use of record linkage has therefore had the double impact of providing a highly effective and cost-saving means of pursuing medical follow-up studies in general, as well as identifying the long-term health and economic impact associated with the original WOSCOPS study in particular. Public understanding and debate The recent, record linkage based, follow-up study of WOSCOPS patients [d] has attracted significant press coverage [e], reflecting the widespread public interest in the associated health and economic issues. The study has therefore contributed significantly to public understanding and public debate of the underlying issues. A recent example was the reference to WOSCOPS long- term follow-up as an excellent illustration of the potential of record linkage in medical research at the national launch of the new Health e-Research Centres (HeRCs).		Evidencing impact on health and patient care [a] Risk estimation and the prevention of cardiovascular disease, Scot. Inter. Guidelines Network, Guideline 97, 2007. ISBN 1899893997. http://www.sign.ac.uk/pdf/sign97.pdf [b] AACE guideline, 2012 https://www.aace.com/files/lipid-guidelines.pdf ; WOSCOPS, PROSPER: p40 (Tables 18 and 20, major trials in primary prevention), pp. 28 and 29. [c]  ECS guideline, 2011 http://eurheartj.oxfordjournals.org/content/32/14/1769.full.pdf; WOSCOPS (NEJM 1995, ref 19) and PROSPER (ref 26), Table 3, pg 1780. Evidencing identification of long-term health and economic benefits [d] McConnachie A, Walker A, Robertson M, Marchbank L, Peacock J, Packard CJ, Cobbe SM, Ford I. (2013). Long-term impact on healthcare resource utilization of statin treatment, and cost effectiveness in the primary prevention of cardiovascular disease: a record linkage study. Eur Heart J ; doi:10.1093/eurheartj/eht232 Evidencing influencing public understanding and debate [e]  The Herald (9 July 2013): Giving statins to middle-age healthy men saves money The Scotsman (10 July 2013): Statins for heart problems could save NHS millions Daily Express (10 July 2013): Give statins to healthy Scots now Reuters (19 July 2013): Statins for healthy men may save money: study

		1065		700				700		Our research has developed improved hip replacement fixation techniques, which have improved the biomechanical stability of implanted artificial joints. These techniques have been employed by orthopaedic surgeons, for example at Mid-Essex Hospitals Services Trust (MEHT), in primary and revision total hip replacement operations. As a result, the number of patients requiring revision hip surgery due to cup loosening has fallen by 50%. Additionally, these techniques have reduced the recovery time per operation by 3-5 days, which in addition to benefitting the patient have also resulted in an average saving per operation of £1,200.		Research has been undertaken since the mid 1990s to address inadequate surgical guidelines on implant fixation in total hip replacement (THR) operations. Our research activities originated with an investigation in the biomechanical integrity of the ‘cement-within-cement’ reconstructed joint revision technique. It was found that a thin layer of blood and marrow debris at the interface weakened the bond by 80%.1  This finding raised surgeons’ awareness of the need to remove all old cement if the entire interface could not be reliably cleared of blood and marrow fat during revision. This led to the Chelmsford Medical Education and Research Trust (CMERT) providing funding (£145k) between 2008 and 2013 to research the treatment, based on clinical needs, of osteoarthritis and venous ulcers.2 Prompted by the wide variation in THR surgical techniques, a survey of practice conducted in 1998 amongst 484 orthopaedic surgeons in the UK revealed wide variations in the number, diameter, depth and locations of anchorage holes drilled in the hip socket, the maintenance or removal of the subchondral bone and the thickness of cement mantle used. With the aim of improving patient recovery and the longevity of the replacement hip, a series of investigations on the effects of these surgical techniques on the long-term stability of THRs was undertaken. Computer simulations and laboratory investigations3,4 (2000-2007) revealed that long-term fixation of hip implants could be improved by: i) creating large anchorage holes, perpendicular to the hip socket, with rounded neck and with depth not exceeding diameter, ii) drilling 3 large anchorage holes instead of many smaller ones, and iii)preserving the subchondral bone. To investigate how THR fixation techniques varied with bone sizes and densities, our research (2003-2009) revealed that i) patients with poor bone quality and smaller hip socket need thicker cement mantles and ii) uniform cement mantles result in increased longevity5. These results prompted the design of a novel, safe, quick and easy technique, which helps to create uniform cement mantles with the desired thickness. This is difficult to achieve in theatre. To address the common problem of osteonecrosis, caused by heat released from surgical power tools, Mootanah and Zizzo designed and built an intelligent power tool prototype (2006), patented through our University (WO/2007/141578), allowing surgeons to control heat released during operation. We have also worked with A-One Medical BV, a Dutch orthopaedic company, and Rinjvick Hospital (2006) to evaluate the biomechanical performance of the REX cement plug. Results of this collaborative work6 enabled the manufacturer to identify and address the weakness of their insertion device. Key  researchers  are  Ingle  (Senior  Lecturer  1980–2000,  Reader  2000  –  2006,  Professor  of Biomedical Engineering 2006 - 2007); Mootanah (Post-doctoral Research Fellow 2001 – 2006, and Senior Lecturer 2007 - to date); Zizzo (Professor 2003 – 2007, and Head of the Department of Design and Engineering 2004 – 2005).  On average, 72,000 total hip replacements (THR) are carried out in the UK each year, each costing £7,500 - £13,450. It is estimated that the number of THRs will increase by 40% over a 30- year period due to demographic change alone. Our findings will significantly improve patient prognosis and reduce costs related to the care of these patients.		1. Li P.L., Ingle P.J., Dowell J.K. (1996). ‘Cement-within-cement revision hip arthroplasty: should it be done?’, Journal of Bone & Joint Surgery (British Volume), 78 (5): 809-811. Available online: http://www.bjj.boneandjoint.org.uk/content/78-B/5/809.full.pdf+html 2. Five grants from the Chelmsford Medical Education & Research Trust from February 2008 to September 2013 each awarded to Dr. Raj Mootanah as follows :- Title: In vitro investigations of the effects of different surgical procedures for the repair of meniscal tear on knee contact pressures Period of the grant : September 2011 – August 2012 Value of the grant: £20k Title: In vitro investigations of the effects of different surgical procedures for the repair of meniscal tear on knee contact pressures – Part 2 Period of the grant (with dates): September 2013 – August 2015 Value of the grant: £34.8k Title: The prototype manufacture of an intermittent pneumatic graduated compression boot for the treatment of venous ulcers Period of the grant (with dates): February 2008 – July 2009 Value of the grant: £19.95k Title: The intermittent pneumatic graduated compression boot for the treatment of venous ulcers - Part II Period of the grant (with dates): February 2012 – January 2015 Value of the grant: £35.8k Title: A less invasive approach to the treatment of osteoarthritis – High Tibial Osteotomy Period of the grant (with dates): September 2010 – August 2012 Value of the grant: £35k 3. Mootanah R., Ingle P., Dowell J.K, Cheah K., Shelton J.C., (2000) ‘Fixation of the acetabular cup in cemented total hip replacement: improving the anchorage hole profile using finite element method’, Technology and Healthcare, 8 (6): 343-356. Available on demand from the HEI. 4. Mootanah R., Dowell J.K., Cheah K., Ingle P., Shelton J.C., (2007) ‘Configuration of anchorage holes affects fixation of the acetabular component in cemented total hip replacement – a finite element study’, Computer Methods in Biomechanical and Biomedical Engineering, 10 (6): 439-445. Available via DOI: 10.1080/10255840701633943 5. Lamvohee J.M., Mootanah R., Ingle P., Cheah K., Dowell J.K., (2009) ‘Stresses in cement mantles of hip replacements: Effect of femoral implant sizes, body mass index and bone quality’, Computer Methods in Biomechanical and Biomedical Engineering, 12 (5): 501-510. Available in REF2 6. Kroon M., Visser C.J.P., Mootanah R., Schuttevaer H., Brand R (2006), ‘Performance of three gelatine-based resorbable cement plugs: Results of an in vitro study on 15 synthetic femurs and a prospective randomized in vivo study on 103 patients’. Acta Orthopaedica, 77 (6); 893-898. Available via DOI: 10.1080/17453670610013187		The impact of this research has changed the way orthopaedic surgeons carry out THRs. Fewer and larger anchorage holes are drilled perpendicularly to the hip socket to reduce stress risers and  implant failure. The subchondral bone is preserved to maintain good load distribution in the hip socket  and cement  mantle  thickness is  selected  according  to  patient  bone quality and  size. Cement-to-cement interface is thoroughly cleaned during revision surgery to maintain mechanical integrity. Our research activities are clinically led; we work closely with orthopaedic clinicians from MEHT, Broomfield Hospital (2008-2013) and Ramsay Springfield Hospital (2008-2013), to improve THR surgical fixation techniques to increase implant longevity and to delay or avoid the need for revision surgery. We  have  raised  orthopaedic  surgeons’  awareness  of  the  wide  variations  in  surgical  fixation techniques and the importance of correct implant fixation techniques to increase biomechanical stability through research dissemination to major stakeholders and at strategic meetings, including: i) major international conferences, regularly attended by orthopaedic surgeons and companies, (the 18th European Orthopaedic Research Society, July 2010, Davos, >300 delegates; the 22nd International  Society  of  Biomechanics;  July  2009,  Cape  Town,  595  delegates;  the  22nd International Society of Technology in Arthroplasty, October 2009, Hawaii, 600 delegates; MERG- organised mini-symposium on surgical fixation techniques at the 8th  Computer Methods in Biomechanics and Biomedical Engineering Conference - February 2008, Porto, >400 delegates); ii) the East of England Orthopaedic Research Meetings, (The Black Notley Conferences - March 2013 and June 2012, and the Denis Dunn Day - June 2008, >100 delegates, each) iii) journal publications: (Technology and Healthcare, 2008 16(1):19-30; Computer Methods in Biomechanics and Biomedical Engineering, 2009 12(5):501-510); iv) medical companies to integrate new knowledge in their products (invited speaker at ERBI 11th Cambridge  BioPartnering  Exchange,  June  2009,  attended  by  over  800  delegates;  London Technology Network conference in March 2009, attended by over 200 delegates; the joint Anglia Ruskin  University  Medical  Engineering  /  MediTech  /  HealthTech  and  Medicines  Knowledge Transfer Network Conference in June 2011, attended by 65 delegates); v) patients, their carers and the wider community, who are the direct beneficiaries (the Broomfield Hospital Hip Day, June 2008, attended by over 200 THR patients / carers); vi) funding bodies – presentation of CMERT-funded research outputs at annual progress review meetings to the CMERT committee from 2009 to 2013). Our research has helped surgeons make informed decision on treatment methods. For example, a Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon at MEHT (Broomfield Hospital) testified: “...I have used the techniques that were seen to be effective from the research you did concerning the shape, number of key holes and cement mantle thickness in cemented total hip replacements since 2000, with excellent results. The clinical importance is the success of the operation and the reduction in the number of patients requiring revision hip surgery for aseptic loosening of the acetabular cup, thus saving the NHS costly revision surgery. I think that the use of these techniques would reduce the need for revision hip surgery by 50%. This would be 8% loosening over 10 years prior to introduction, to 2-4% since the introduction of improved techniques.” A Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon at Broomfield Hospital has implemented these surgical fixation techniques on 35 THRs annually from 2000 to 2010, when he focused on spine surgery. During this time, he had been training 2 surgeons annually to use our recommended surgical techniques. He believes that our recommended surgical fixation technique has resulted in a reduced length of stay in hospital by 4 days for each THR operation and reduced patient recovery time. THR patient satisfaction remains high at 98%. Savings associated with length of stay in hospital alone (£300/day) are estimated to be £696,600 between 2008-2013. Further savings are associated with the lower unit cost of a cemented polyurethane cup (£235-£389) compared to those of a non- cemented ceramic cup (£1,663) and a non-cemented polymer cup (£1,351), resulting in a saving of £1,000-£1,300 per operation. The trend of an increasing number of continuing impacts emerging from our work on THR is demonstrated by the following: •  Broomfield  Hospital  has  recently  been  highly  rated  nationally  for  total  hip  replacements.  According to new data from the Department of Health patients who have hip replacements at Broomfield Hospital have the best outcomes in the country. According to analysis by the King’s fund thinktank, Broomfield Hospital scored highest in patient-recorded outcome measures for hip replacements among over 200 English NHS hospitals Mid Essex Hospitals scored very high in Hip Fracture Care, according to the 2013 National Hip Fracture Database Report, which covers 61,508 hip fracture cases among 180 UK hospitals. •  Continual  stream  of  external  income  from  the  CMERT  (five  awards  since  2008,  total  of £145,650), as a result of their confidence in our research –detailed in Section 3; • Successful long-term collaborations with prestigious institutions that resulted in high-quality research outcomes are: i) the Hospital for Special Surgery – top-ranked orthopaedic hospital in the US, rated by the US news and World, and ii) Boston and Harvard Universities, to translate our research skills to the conservative treatment of the lower limb. Two prestigious international awards resulted from this novel approach to identify and treat early-stage knee osteoarthritis: i) best Orthopaedic Research Society knee poster at the 2013 American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons meeting, which attracts over 25k delegates, and ii) the 2012 Mimics Innovations Award. •  Successful collaboration with scientists from Micro and Nanotechnology Centre of the Science and Technology Facilities Council, the Electrospinning Company Ltd and Symmetry Medical on novel biological nanocoating technology on implants. Our complementary expertise led to a 2008 Medical Futures Innovation Award in the Orthopaedics Category.		1.   Implementation  of  THR  improved  surgical  fixation  techniques:  Consultant  Orthopaedic Surgeon, FRCS, at Mid-Essex Hospital Services Trust, Broomfield Hospital.MFIA award: http://www.nanowerk.com/news/newsid=8643.php 2.   The 2013 Orthopaedic Research Society conference proceedings, page 81, stating: ‘The following posters have been chosen as the ORS Best Posters and will be displayed at the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons (AAOS) meeting in March. The ORS Best Posters will have a ribbon on their poster.’ This also demonstrates our strong collaboration with the Hospital for Special Surgery and the University of Boston. 3. MIMICS Innovation Award: http://biomedical.materialise.com/mimics-innovation-awards- previous-winners#2012. This also demonstrates our strong collaboration with the Hospital for Special Surgery. 4.   The Unit collaboration with the University of Harvard is shown by the recent conference presentation: 1.   Mootanah, R., Hillstrom, H.J., Dufour, A.B. & Hannan, M. 2013, "Prevalence of foot, skin and nail disorders among women wearing high-heeled shoes: the Framingham Foot Study", XXIV Congress of the International Society of Biomechanics , ed. ISB2013, ISB2013, Natal, Brazil, August 4-9. 5.   Research funding from the Hospital for Special Surgery in 2013 ($60,000, of which $37k to us): Modelling and simulation of a novel surgical reconstruction technique for the 1st metatarsophalangeal joint. This also demonstrates our strong collaboration with the Hospital for Special Surgery. 6.   Funding from the British Orthopaedic Foot and Ankle Society (£5k): The Effect of Different First Metatarsal Lengths on Stress Distribution in the First Metatarsophalangeal Joint: A Finite Element Study. 7.   Broomfield Hospital highly rated nationally for total hip replacements for outcomes and best patient-recorded outcome measures: i) http://www.theguardian.com/society/2010/nov/17/nhs- proms-patient-care; ii) http://www.meht.nhs.uk/news/press-releases-archive/press-releases- archive-2010/press-releases-november-2010/18th-november-2010-tae-kwon-do-champion-is- proof-that-broomfield-is-best-in-the-uk-for-hips/; iii) http://www.meht.nhs.uk/news/press- releases-2013/2nd-october-2013-mid-essex-tops-in-hip-fracture-care

		1053		700		700				Optimisation tools developed in the UoA have significantly advanced the ability to find the best designs for complex systems in cases where these were previously unobtainable. These optimisation tools have been implemented in several companies to shorten design times, reduce costs and reduce CO2 emissions. This has brought about new multi-million pound revenues, long- term contracts, increased employment and contribution to sustainability targets.		Since 2006 the UoA (Toropov, Polynkin) has developed and applied a range of optimisation methodologies that have enabled the wider use of optimisation in industry which in turn has delivered enhanced products and processes. This has focused on metamodelling and improved sampling. Metamodelling-based optimisation and stochastic analysis are used in situations where even a single numerical simulation of a system or a complex process is not possible due to any of: excessive computing time; response polluted by numerical noise; instabilities in the calculations. These problems are exacerbated by the fact that an optimisation run or a Monte Carlo simulation requires many simulations rather than just one. In view of this the only realistic way of addressing such problems is to build high quality “emulators” or “metamodels” to mimic the full model. These (i) describe the behaviour of the system (or a process) with sufficient accuracy as compared to a full simulation, (ii) are computationally inexpensive and (iii) do not possess any significant amount of numerical noise. When such metamodels are obtained and, importantly, their quality is verified, they can be used in optimisation or a Monte Carlo simulation in place of the original, significantly more expensive simulations. In order to build a metamodel it is necessary to perform sampling by running a sufficient number of numerical simulations in the space of optimisation variables and/or stochastic factors according to a carefully chosen design of experiments (DOE). Experiments normally refer to numerical simulation at various combinations of optimisation or stochastic variables, but research in the UoA demonstrated  that  this  may  also  include  laboratory  experiments  [1].  Uniform  designs  of experiments that are based on the concept of an optimal Latin hypercube have been developed in the UoA with the intention of gathering as much information on the behaviour of the system (or a process) as possible with a minimum number of sampling points thereby ensuring fidelity but with minimum computer time. These innovative methods include nested DOEs, i.e. individual uniform DOEs that are used separately for metamodel building and validation and can then be merged while remaining uniform [2]. This research was carried by Toropov at Leeds out in collaboration with Altair Engineering and Bradford University. Key metamodelling techniques developed by Toropov and Polynkin include:    Metamodel building using the concept of Moving Least Squares Method (MLSM) that is a technique flexible enough to describe the sampling data with high accuracy when the amount of numerical noise is small but also has the capability of filtering out numerical noise when it becomes an issue. This has been a basis for a multidisciplinary optimisation framework [3].    Metamodelling, based on the interaction of low- and high-fidelity simulation models, that is beneficial for creating high quality metamodels when a lower complexity simulation model is available in addition to the original high fidelity simulation model. In such case the metamodel can be based on the low fidelity model which is corrected and tuned using only a small number of runs of the high fidelity model [4]. This research was done by Toropov in collaboration with  Hiroshima University. Another  major  research  outcome  in  the  UoA  has  been  the  development  of  a  large-scale optimisation technique (hundreds of design variables) based on the mid-range approximation method (MAM) utilising a trust region strategy. In order to deal with the “curse of dimensionality”, approximations in MAM are based on the class of intrinsically linear functions and also include simple rational functions and moving least squares approximations with a linear base function. The final approximation is arrived at using an adaptive selection and regression-based model assembly [5]. This research in the UoA has been funded jointly by TSB, Rolls-Royce and Airbus. Another aspect of fundamental research has been the development of the methodology for the composite optimisation of large scale structures. This optimisation problem is too large to be solvable by existing means and the optimisation method (developed by Toropov and applied by researchers from the School of Mechanical Engineering at Leeds) reduces this complexity to a manageable level [6]. This work was done within an EU FP-7 project ALaSCA. The techniques described here give a suite of optimisation techniques that have been applied by the University of Leeds to a wide range of applications which have generated significant impacts some of which are set out in Section 4. Key researchers in this work were: 1.        Vassili Toropov, Professor: 01/04/2006 - present. 2.        Andrey Polynkin, Research Fellow: 17/04/2007 - 30/11/11 Researchers outside the UoA were: 1.        Harvey Thompson, School of Mechanical Engineering: Research Fellow, 1995-2000; Lecturer, 2000-04; Senior Lecturer 2004-11; Professor, 2011-present. 2.        David Barton, School of Mechanical Engineering: Professor, 01/01/85 to date. 3.        Osvaldo Querin, School of Mechanical Engineering: Lecturer, 13/6/2000 – 31/7/03; Senior Lecturer, 1/8/03 – 1/10/12, Associate Professor, 1/10/12 – present. List of key awards that supported the above research (amounts are the University of Leeds share): EU:     AMEDEO (Aerospace Multidisciplinary-Enabling Design Optimisation), £701,444, 2012     ALASCA (Advanced Lattice Structures for Composite Airframes), £170,228, 2011. Parker Hannifin:     Design of Super-impactors, £377,431, 2009. TSB:     SILOET-II, £256,001, 2013.     EADS UK Ltd. KTP, £163,615, 2010.     Airbus IM KTN, £14,950, 2011.		[1] Vu, H.M., Forth, J.P., Dao, D.V. and Toropov, V.V. The use of optimisation for enhancing the development of a novel sustainable masonry unit. Appl. Math. Modelling, DOI: 10.1016/j.apm.2013.07.026 [2] Narayanan, A., Toropov, V.V., Wood, A.S. and Campean I.F. Simultaneous model building and validation with uniform designs of experiments. Engineering Optimization, 39(5): 497-512, 2007, DOI: 10.1080/03052150701399978 [3] Zadeh, P.M., Toropov, V.V. and Wood, A.S. Metamodel-based collaborative optimization framework. Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization, 38, 103–115, 2009, DOI: 10.1007/s00158-008-0286-8  [4] Hino, R., Yoshida, F. and Toropov, V.V. Optimum blank design for sheet metal forming based on the interaction of high- and low-fidelity FE models, Archive of Applied Mechanics, 75(10- 12): 679-691, 2006, Invited paper for the special issue on the 75th anniversary of the journal, DOI: 10.1007/s00419-006-0047-3 [5] Polynkin, A. and Toropov, V.V. Mid-range metamodel assembly building based on linear regression for large scale optimization problems. Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization, 45 (4): 515-527, 2012, DOI: 10.1007/s00158-011-0692-1 [6] Liu, D., Toropov, V.V., Querin, O.M. and Barton, D.C Bilevel optimization of blended composite wing panels. AIAA Journal of Aircraft, 48(1): 107-118, 2011. DOI: 10.2514/1.C000261 Note: Authors from the University of Leeds in bold.  The three papers selected to demonstrate the quality of the underlying research are [3], [5] and [6].  They are published in internationally- recognised leading journals and have attracted significant interest through citation and take- up by other researchers.		Parker Hannifin The metamodel-based optimisation methods developed in the UoA and described in Section 2 have been combined with high fidelity Computational Fluid Dynamics analysis (Thompson, School of Mechanical Engineering, University of Leeds) to develop new product design optimisation software [A, B, C]. A transformation of the design variable space was proposed that has dramatically improved the fidelity of the metamodel without an excessive number of CFD simulations thus providing a practical tool for the pump designers [A]. Based on research in the UoA the company developed software which they then used to increase the efficiency of their jet pumps by 20% [A]. From 2010 this optimisation software was applied to the new Racor Super Impactor crankcase ventilator to reduce engine emissions in line with Euro 6 requirements and boost fuel efficiency [A]. This new component of diesel filtration systems was awarded the prestigious Grand Prix prize at the 2012 British Engineering Excellence Awards: “An inventive engineering solution that solves a significant environmental problem and which has strong commercial drivers to a large potential market” [D]. This innovation based on research described in Section 2 has enabled the company to secure a number of orders from major clients, thereby creating 80 new jobs [A]. The company has further used this new product to gain new business from a key manufacturer in the agriculture and construction machines sector. This contract, worth £1.5 million per year (2012-2017), has led the company to appoint nine new employees to deliver the new business [A]. The company has further stated that “the research is having a major influence on the company’s current strategy and growth plans; the company expects that its engagement with Leeds will directly lead to a further £3 million revenue per year by 2013/14, growing to £10 million per year by 2015” [A]. Yorkshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust The Yorkshire Ambulance Service (YAS) provides emergency services to people across Yorkshire and their fleet of vehicles travel 40 million kilometres each year. YAS has over 110 locations, 4500 staff and 1500 vehicles. Having participated in the Carbon Trust’s Public Sector Carbon Management programme in 2010, YAS drew up a Carbon Management Plan for 2011-2015. Taking 2007 as the baseline year when the carbon footprint was 16,531 tonnes of CO2, YAS decided to set a target of a 30% reduction in carbon usage by 2015 with the added benefit of a cost saving of £3.39 million. Researchers in the UoA secured an EPSRC Knowledge Transfer Secondment (EP/H500251/1) which allowed them to work with YAS in applying the optimisation research described above to ambulance design in conjunction with Computational Fluid Dynamics from the School of Mechanical Engineering at Leeds (Thompson). Initial investigation led to a focus on the light bars on the vehicle roof and this demonstrated that the drag force could be reduced by up to 20% [E].  This optimised design was applicable to up to 60% of the YAS fleet which was shown to equate to an annual £700,000 saving in fuel costs and an annual reduction of 500 tCO2 [E]. Based on the results of the KTS YAS commissioned new ambulance designs that came into operation in early July 2013 [E]. The new vehicles have achieved 26 mpg compared to 16-18 mpg previously [E]. Given the figure of 40 million kilometres per year across the YAS fleet this equates to significant potential savings. YAS state “in the first year of utilising the new vehicles in part of the fleet YAS expect to save £300,000 in fuel” along with the consequent CO2 reductions [E]. Rolls-Royce The research on optimisation outlined above has been implemented in the Rolls-Royce SOFT optimisation system leading to its successful use during the REF period “in live aeroengine design projects with tens of hours of CPU time per simulation and over a hundred design variables” [F]. In this way the research in the UoA has led to optimisation of designs that was previously impossible due to prohibitive computational requirements [F]. Rolls-Royce states that the systems based on the UoA research “has been successfully used for real-life optimisation of RR compressor blades (e.g. the ESS (Engine Sector Stator blade) component of a high-bypass ratio engine) and on the Trent turbine HP and IP stages that are being developed in RR”. Through using the MAM outlined in Section 2 Rolls-Royce have seen a reduction in CPU time of an order of magnitude and significantly improved performance in handling near equality constraints [F]. Ultimately this has led to “0.15% efficiency improvements of critical components like IP (Intermediate Pressure) Turbine stages of a modern high by-pass jet engine” in the REF period [F]. Rolls-Royce has used the SOFT optimisation system on a number of other design projects for turbomachinery. Whilst the Rolls-Royce system has a range of optimisation techniques, Rolls- Royce states that “so far, MAM has proved to be the most efficient and accurate of the optimisers where expensive high fidelity CFD codes are used in the optimisation process” [F] and that “overall MAM has been an order of magnitude faster than other previously used techniques, this has reduced the optimisation time significantly, and made MAM a practical design tool on a modest Linux cluster” [F]. It is hard to put a financial figure to these benefits and Rolls-Royce do not calculate such figures due to the uncertainties of operating conditions and other variables. However, given that a commercial airline spends billions of dollars per year on fuel [G], even a small efficiency improvement leads to millions of dollars of cost savings.		5. Sources to corroborate the impact) A.  Individual written corroboration (October 29th, 2013) from Research and Development Manager, Parker Hannifin Manufacturing (UK) Ltd, Filter Division Europe, Churwell Vale, Dewsbury, WF12 7RD. B.  Eves, J., Toropov, V.V., Thompson, H.M., Kapur, N, Fan, J., Copley, D. and Mincher, A. Design optimization of supersonic jet pumps using high fidelity flow analysis. Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization, 45 (5): 739-745, 2012, DOI: 10.1007/s00158-011-0726-8. C.  Fan, J., Eves, J., Thompson, H.M., Toropov, V.V., Kapur, N., Copley, D. and Mincher, A. Computational fluid dynamic analysis and optimization of jet pumps. Computers and Fluids, 46: 212–217, 2011, DOI: doi:10.1016/j.compfluid.2010.10.024. D.  British Engineering Excellence Awards:  http://www.beeas.co.uk/winners/beeas-2012- winners.pdf (accessed August 28th, 2013; see page 3). E.  Individual written corroboration (October 17th, 2013) from Environmental and Sustainability Manager, Yorkshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust, Brunel Road, Wakefield 41 Business Park, Wakefield, WF2 0XG. F.  Individual written corroboration (October 24th) from Engineering Associate Fellow - Aerothermal Design System, 3D Geometry, Meshing and Optimisation Team Lead, Rolls Royce plc., Derby. G.  British Airways Annual Report and Accounts 2012: http://www.iairgroup.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=240949&p=irol-reportsannual (accessed August 28th, 2013, see page 6).

		864		690		345				Research at the University of Manchester has led to the provision of cost effective instruments for monitoring water, industrial and environmental pollution. The underpinning research on chemical sensors conducted in the unit was protected by patent, and in 2007 Multisensor Systems Ltd was spun-out in-order to meet the needs of the water industry and has grown to employ 6 people in 2013. Currently this is the only commercially available instrument sensitive enough to monitor low concentrations of hydrocarbon pollution and is used by major UK water companies to prevent risk of environmental pollution hazards with mitigated losses valued at more than £100m.		The impact is based on research conducted in the University since 1993 The key researchers at Manchester were: Professor Krishna Persaud (1988 – present, Principal Investigator) Professor Peter Payne (1988 – 2000, Co-Investigator) Dr Soad Mohaldin-Khaffaf (1993 – 1996, PDRA) Dr. Richard  Dowdeswell (1994 – 1996, PDRA) Dr. Peter Wareham (2000-2007, PhD student, PDRA) Dr. Neville Christopher Woodyatt (2004-2010, PhD student, PDRA) The main aim of the research was to develop measurement systems that were able to detect, monitor and  predict  odour concentrations that could be directly correlated with human panel assessments of the odour. Manchester’s research, focussed on gas sensing array systems, has adopted a novel approach with the design and development of an online system using non-contact technology for the in-situ detection of trace gases in the process industries. This has enabled the sensors to operate across diverse sectors; water, manufacturing, construction, oil & gas and the environment. Research findings: 1. We showed, for the first time, that a single sensor could be used to measure the proportion of three- and four-component mixtures of volatiles without the need for any separation process [1]. 2. The single-point electronic nose technology used in [1] was further developed to a non-contact volatile chemical sensing system [2] and the invention of a new device (E-nose) for the remote detection of trace volatiles was successfully patented in 2004 in GB, Europe and USA [3]. 3. We showed that the stand-alone array based gas sensing system [3] that was primarily used by water companies could be further developed to an in-situ online system to identify odours from foods [4] and to observe the dynamic changes in gas emissions from landfill sites [5].		The research was published in prestigious peer reviewed international journals, presented  at international conferences, and the intellectual property was protected by patents. In recognition of his research on monitoring systems, Persaud received the Royal Academy of Engineering Silver Medal in 1999 for “an outstanding and demonstrated personal contribution to British engineering, which has led to market exploitation”.  Key Publications [1] Amrani M, Dowdeswell R, Payne P, Persaud K. An intelligent gas sensing system. Sensors and Actuators B-Chemical. 1997; 44(1-3) 512-516  DOI: 10.1016/S0925-4005(97)00240-2, [2] Persaud K, Wareham P, Pisanelli A, Scorsone E. ‘Electronic Nose’ - New Condition Monitoring Devices for Environmental Applications Chemical Senses. 2005; 30: i252-i253 DOI: 10.1093/chemse/bjh210 [3] Method and apparatus for detection of trace volatiles (2004) WO/2004/097376 Inventors WAREHAM, Peter, Darren; (GB). Persaud, Krishna, Chandra; (GB) Other Relevant Publications [4]  Stinson  J,  Persaud  K,  Bryning  G.  Generic  system  for  the  detection  of  statutory  potato pathogens.     Sensors     and     Actuators     B-Chemical.     2006;     116(1-2):     100-106.     DOI: 10.1016/j.snb.2005.12.061, [5] Krishna C. Persaud, Neville C.P. Woodyatt, Robert W. Sneath, (2008) Development of a perimeter  odor  monitoring  system  for  landfill  sites.  Sensors  IEEE,  2008  1360-1363  DOI 10.1109/ICSENS.2008.4716698		Context Chemical sensors for process industries including water, oil & gas and manufacturing are prone to failure due to the harsh environments in which they have to operate. Environmental managers are increasingly required to detect and quantify trace gases and vapours of land, air and water sites in- order to meet the regulatory and legal requirements concerning environmental pollution. Prior to our research, industry was unable to monitor trace levels of gaseous contaminants, odours, or other chemicals as available instrumentation was not sufficiently sensitive to detect the low concentrations involved. Our research led to the introduction of a new non-contact technology, based on monitoring the headspace vapours and provided the relevant industries with a viable solution. The non-contact approach is vital to providing the highest level of protection of plant, equipment, customers and the environment. Furthermore it decreases dramatically (by a factor of 12) the service costs associated with the use of other technologies involving direct contact with the media. Pathways to impact The research was published in leading journals (see Section 3) and presented at international conferences, where it was possible to demonstrate the advantages of the instrument over existing technology. This exposure generated significant interest within the UK and from international countries including USA, Korea and Japan. Proof of principle funding from The University of Manchester allowed the E-nose sensor to be patented, developed, tested and endorsed. Testing and endorsement was carried out by the Water Research Council UK. The E-nose was subsequently spun-out as Multisensor Systems Ltd in 2007. Reach and Significance of the Impact Multisensor Systems Ltd From 2008 pilot sales of E-nose to UK Water companies generated sales revenue worth £150k. Achieving CE marking & compliance testing certification led to sales of instruments (ca. 60) to companies including the major UK water companies and the US Airforce. In 2010, independent investor  funding  allowed  the  hiring  of  the first  full  time  employees,  and  today 6  people  are employed. Multisensor Systems Ltd began to subcontract instrument manufacture, which provided two further positions within a small company based in Yorkshire. During this time more than 200 units are now in use with turnover for financial year 2012/2013 (31/7/13) reaching £435k. Currently,  distribution networks exist in Asia, USA and Canada. With plans to expand into Australasia and South America, it is anticipated that sales will continue to grow rapidly [i]. Impact on Users: Water Industry Clean and waste-water monitoring is essential for the water industry to protect the environment and comply with regulations. From 2005 to 2010 the UK water and sewerage utilities collectively invested a total of £20bn in their infrastructure and will invest a similar amount in the period 2010 to 2015. E-nose provides an effective, on-line, real-time monitoring and alarm generation for the protection of raw water intakes, alerting users to fuel leaks by monitoring oil levels in water. In 2008 Multisensor Ltd collaborated with Yorkshire Water to develop the Volatile Organic Compound (VOC)  sensor  system  which  can  be  used  on  both  wastewater  and  water  treatment  plants. Following the successful implementation of the sensor in North Yorkshire, the major UK water companies now use this sensor. Anglian Water Services Ltd is the largest water and wastewater company in England and Wales servicing six million domestic and business customers and delivering ca. 1.2 billion litres of water each day. It uses several VOC monitoring systems originally developed using the innovative E-nose research carried out at The University of Manchester. Peter Barratt, senior water quality specialist, says “The E-nose technology we use has provided a significant reduction in risk to plant and customer water supplies; intake protection on higher risk lower abstraction cost sources will save operational expenditure and may prevent or delay capital expenditure.” [ii]. In addition, per installation, the costs of servicing a conventional monitoring unit would be typically around £4,800 compared with just £400 for the Multisensor system. With more than 200 units currently installed, the savings in servicing alone are considerable [i]. Regulations  limiting  the  levels  of  Trihalomethanes  (THMs),  a  carcinogenic  by-product  of disinfectants, in drinking water have made it essential, throughout the distribution network, to have the ability to measure low levels of these compounds. Multisensor’s THM monitor provides that facility efficiently and accurately, with users in the UK, Europe and the rest of the world. Mejoras Energeticas, a major water quality control company in Spain, refer to the impact of the Multisensor system in process analysis: “being able to measure online makes it possible to control the process and the risk. The non-use of chemicals means zero waste and maintenance free technology [iii]. Heyward  Inc.,  USA,  have  also  used  Multisensor’s  THM monitor  since  2010  throughout  their distribution network (the entire southeast and mid-Atlantic United States) to ensure that their clients are meeting the regulatory and legal requirements. Michael Ping, Heyward Inc. Engineer, says “The E-nose technology is used to monitor and minimise chemical dosage at our water treatment plants. This reduces our potential liability as we meet regulations and the system offers effective cost savings to our company” [iv]. Energy savings in THM reduction systems, brought about through the use of the THM monitor, are estimated to be in excess of £300k per annum for each system. Associated reductions in chemical usage are estimated to be 31% (equivalent to ca. £45k per  year).  In  addition  to  these  direct  savings,  the  value  of  regulatory  compliance  is  clearly significant [i, v]. Manufacturing Industry In 2010 Cummins Engineering Company, a global diesel engine manufacturer implemented Multisensor  System’s  VOC  detection  instrument  at  their  Darlington  engine  test  facility.  Paul Malpass Technical Specialist at Cummins’ engine test facility said “The new emergency spillage containment system using Multisensor’s VOC detection instrument provides the security which Cummins demands to protect the local environment and infrastructure to the highest level.” [vi]. In 2012 the VOC instrument saved Cummins’ Diesel in excess of £50k as there was a fuel line failure during the Christmas shutdown. Cost savings are associated with clean up and fuel (ca. £20k), fines from Environmental Agency (tens of thousands), and legal costs (ca. £20k) [i]. The E-nose instrument can provide early detection and potential future losses have been mitigated by improved methods of risk assessment and management avoiding scenarios such as; in 2010 an  Insulation Firm was fined £12,000 after washing spilt oil down the drains (Barbourne Brook at Gheluvelt  Park  and  into  the  River  Severn)  [vii],  in  2012  Bradford  Council  were  fined  £250k following a Diesel Spill [viii] and Enbridge Energy incurred a record fine of US$3.7m in 2012, for crude oil leakage during 2010 in Marshall USA where an undetected malfunction resulted in 877,000 US gallons of oil reaching a river. The clean-up operation is still on-going with costs already in excess of $765m [ix]. With 50 VOC units active, if each unit has prevented just one incident, the value to the water companies has been at least £100m [i].		[i].     Letter from CEO Multisensor Systems Ltd corroborating factual information presented in this case [ii].    Letter Senior Water Quality Specialist  – Anglian Water – impact on non-contact monitoring techniques in the water industry. [iii].   Impact  Questionnaire.  Manuel  del  Rio  –  Mejoras  Energeticas,  Spain  –  Water  Quality Engineering Company and Distributor – beneficial impacts on the environment [iv]    Letter  from  Heyward  Inc.,  USA,  Water  Quality  Engineering  Company  –  impact  on environmental compliance [v].    Environmental   Science   &   Engineering   Magazine   Article,   March   2013,   “Controlling trihalomethane levels in dynamic water treatment systems” [vi].   Paul Malpass, Technical Specialist, Cummins Engineering Company. Press release (2010) http://www.multisensor.co.uk/blog/multisensor-and-cummins-work-to-protect-the- environment-against-fuel-spillage/ [vii].  Press release “Insulation Firm fined £12,000 after washing spilt oil down the drains” http://www.edie.net/news/3/Firm-washed-oil-down-drains-and-into-rivers/19003/ [viii].  Press release “£250,000 bill for Bradford Council following Diesel Spill” http://www.thetelegraphandargus.co.uk/news/10016110.Council_facing eak_bill/ [ix].   Press release “Record fine for Enbridge Spill” _250_000_diesel_l http://www.spill-international.com/news/id985-Record_Fine_for_Enbridge_Spill.html

		461		640		640				In genetic studies  of  human disease it  is now routine for studies to collect genetic data on thousands of individuals with and without a particular disease. However, the genetic data collected is incomplete, with many millions of sites of the genome unmeasured. The novel methods and software (IMPUTE) developed by researchers at the University of Oxford predict unobserved genetic data using reference datasets. IMPUTE has been adopted by the company Affymetrix in the design of custom genotyping chips. Affymetrix recently  won  the tenders by the UK Biobank  and UKBiLEVE studies to genotype >500,000 participants, with a total study cost of ~£25M. The company states that IMPUTE gave their project bid a significant competitive advantage. Affymetrix also purchased the IMPUTE source code for £250,000. In addition, Roche Pharmaceuticals have used the software in their research on the genetic basis of drug response. The use of imputation has saved Roche ~$1,000,000.		Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) aim to identify genes that increase risk of developing a disease under study. A typical study will measure up to a million variable positions across the genome, called single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), in thousands of subjects, and look for significant differences between individuals with and without the disease. The identification of these disease genes can help understanding of the disease mechanisms. Since only a fraction of sites that are known to vary between humans are measured, there is a substantial amount of genetic data that is unobserved. However, reference databases such as the 1000 Genomes Project (TGP) contain many more SNPs. The July 2012 TGP release contains 38 million SNPs. The methodology developed at the University of Oxford combines the data from a GWAS with the TGP database and predicts the unobserved genotypes. The first approach at predicting, or imputing, unobserved genotypes was developed by Dr Marchini and Professor Donnelly, both faculty members at the University of Oxford, as part of their involvement in the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (WTCCC) [1], during the period of 2006-2007. They realized that genetic studies of human disease could be substantially improved if unobserved  genotypes  could  be  predicted  using  the  existing  reference  databases,  and  that recently developed Hidden Markov models developed in the area of population genetics could be adapted to carry out this task. Their approach, IMPUTE v1 [2], was developed by Marchini and applied successfully to all 7 disease studies carried out by the WTCCC. This paper has over 1,000 citations since 2007. The figure below illustrates the typical imputation scenario, where a reference panel of haplotypes is combined with a GWAS. The figure highlights that a large fraction of genotypes are unobserved (indicated by question marks). IMPUTE can predict this missing data using shared patterns of haplotypes between the two datasets. For common genetic variants of interest, the accuracy of imputation is over 95%. There  have  been  over  1,350  published  GWAS  since  2005 (www.genome.gov/gwastudies). Imputation has been used in the vast majority of these, evidenced by the large number of citations of our papers on imputation. One key benefit of the method is that once unobserved genotypes have been predicted in several different studies, they can then be combined, via meta-analysis, to produce much more powerful studies. This approach has changed the field of human genetics and groups now routinely share data via this approach. One of the earliest examples of this was in the study of Type 2 Diabetes and lead to the discovery of 6 new disease genes [3].  Subsequently, Marchini and Donnelly realized that as reference panels increase in size, through ongoing projects such as the TGP, the method IMPUTE v1 would not scale well. Marchini led the development of IMPUTE v2 which extends the approach by adaptively selecting a subset of the reference database to use for predicting each individual. Another insight was that this approach naturally  allows  the  use  of  reference  panels  from  multiple  populations.  For  example,  when predicting genotypes in an individual with European ancestry the method would select the subset of the reference database that matches the individual’s ancestry [4,5]. A further paper published in Nature Genetics [6] develops a new two-step imputation process, first by estimating haplotypes in the GWAS sample, then using haploid imputation. The second step is very fast and reduces the computational cost needed by a factor of at least 20. From 2002-2005, Marchini held a Wellcome Trust Postdoctoral Fellowship at the University of Oxford and since 2005 has been a University Lecturer in Statistical Genomics. Donnelly has been a  Professor  of  Statistical Science since  1996.  From  2007 he has also been Director  of  the Wellcome Trust Centre for Human Genetics, University of Oxford.		*[1]   The Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (2007) Genomewide association study of 14,000 cases of seven common diseases and 3,000 shared controls. Nature 447 661-78. doi:10.1038/nature05911. *[2]   J. Marchini, B. Howie, S. Myers, G. McVean and P. Donnelly (2007) A new multipoint method for genome-wide association studies via imputation of genotypes. Nature Genetics 39 906- 913. doi:10.1038/ng2088. [3]   E. Zeggini, L. Scott, R. Saxena, B. Voight, J. Marchini et al. (2008) Meta-analysis of genome- wide association data and large-scale replication identifies additional susceptibility loci for type 2 diabetes. Nature genetics 2008;40;5;638-45.  doi:10.1038/ng.120. *[4]   B. Howie, P. Donnelly, J. Marchini (2009) A Flexible and Accurate Genotype Imputation Method for the Next Generation of Genome-Wide Association Studies. PLoS Genetics  5(6): e1000529. doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1000529.  [5]   B.  Howie,  J.  Marchini,  M.  Stephens  (2011)  Genotype  Imputation  with  Thousands  of Genomes. G3 : Genes, Genomes, Genetics. doi: 10.1534/g3.111.001198. [6]   B. Howie, C. Fuchsberger, M. Stephens, J. Marchini, and G. R. Abecasis (2012) Fast and accurate  genotype  imputation  in  genome-wide  association  studies  through  pre-phasing. Nature Genetics 44, 955-959. doi: 10.1038/ng.2354. The three asterisked outputs best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. All six papers are in high quality internationally refereed journals.		There are two main areas where IMPUTE software has made an economic impact on companies working in the area of genetics and pharmaceuticals: IMPUTE  has  had  a  significant  impact  on  the  company  Affymetrix.  It  has  led  to  the introduction of new products and has significantly changed a design process. The company has benefited by recently winning a genotyping contract worth ~£25M. IMPUTE has led to the improvement of a drug response study carried out by Roche. This saved the company an estimated ~$1,000,000. Affymetrix licensed the source code for both IMPUTE v1 (2009) and v2 (2010) from Oxford University for £250,000 [A]. Affymetrix use Impute v2 as a central part of the process of designing both generic and custom-made SNP chips (a chip is a collection of microscopic DNA spots attached to a solid surface). In addition, licences for use of the software, without the source code, worth ~£70,000 in total have been sold to Genentech (2008), GlaxoSmithKline (2008), Biocomputing Platforms Ltd. (2009) and PGxHealth (2010) [A]. IMPUTE has also been used in a study of drug response by Roche via a 2011 consultancy agreement with Marchini. Optimizing product design at Affymetrix using IMPUTE Genotype imputation is now a central method in human genetics utilized by researchers carrying out GWAS. The method is usually applied to data collected from genome-wide SNP arrays. Affymetrix is a $300M US company that makes such arrays together with the equipment and reagents to run the experiments. Such equipment is essential in any lab carrying out its own GWAS. The company has used IMPUTE in the design process for a new series of population-specific arrays called the “AxiomTM Genome-Wide EUR, EAS, LAT and AFR Arrays”, targeted at the European, East Asian, Latino and African populations. These arrays are sold commercially to research groups carrying out GWAS [B,C]. Affymetrix recently won the bids to genotype >500,000 participants  for  the  UKBiLEVE  (http://www.mrc.ac.uk/Newspublications/News/MRC008925)  and UK Biobank (http://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/) studies, with a total study cost of ~£25M. The UK Biobank project is the largest single genotyping study on record in the world as well as the largest single project in the Affymetrix Genotypic revenue base [B]. The company states that “a significant competitive advantage of the Affymetrix proposal was a custom GWAS grid that draws significant power from using IMPUTE2 in its design” [D]. The Vice President for Informatics at Affymetrix says in [B] “The impute software that we licenced from Oxford University has been used extensively at Affymetrix and is an essential tool used to compute and describe the coverage of our genotypic arrays. […] In particular, the SNPs on these arrays were selected in such a way as to maximize imputation coverage. This has made a significant impact in the way we design arrays and could not have happened without using IMPUTE2, which has been shown to be the most accurate method of imputation in the literature. […] Affymetrix had total revenues of about $300 million in 2012 and is using IMPUTE2 in the design and dissemination of all its genotyping products Affymetrix has a significant and rapidly growing share of the worldwide market for genotyping arrays, the size of which is on the order of $600m million annually.”  Roche saved ~$1,000,000 by using IMPUTE in a study of drug response Pharmacogenetics is a particular type of GWAS applied to subjects that do or do not have an adverse reaction to a particular medication. Many medications exhibit a variable response rate that is thought to be partly genetic. Therefore, there is a great interest in discovering biomarkers that aid physician decision making, through the identification of patients who will or will not respond, and therefore derive greater benefit from a particular therapy. The  pharmaceutical  company  Roche  has  investigated  the  genetics of  response  to  the  drug tocilizumab for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Tocilizumab is prescribed to RA patients who had inadequate response to disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs. Genotype imputation using IMPUTE v2 was used in this study to combine studies together for greater power. Since the subjects in these studies had a variety of different ancestries the use of IMPUTE v2 together with the HapMap3 reference panel provided an ideal and practical solution to the prediction of the unobserved genotypes in each study. The study was able to implicate the involvement of 8 loci in the patient response to tocilizumab treatment. Patients carrying the specific genetic markers had a higher remission compared to those who did not [F]. The  Roche  study  used  three  different  Illumina  genotyping  chips  (550K,  Human1M-Duo  and HumanOmni1-Quad) on different sets of individuals. A Senior Statistical Scientist at Roche [E] states “The IMPUTE program was used and generated high quality data for the union set of SNPs on the three chips. This allowed us to analyse the data from all 1600 patients together…..Without the genetic data imputation carried out with IMPUTE, the best way to reproduce the study would be to genotype all study samples using an IlluminaOmni1-Quad chip. This would have involved re- genotyping 1,157 samples at a cost of $750 each plus an additional operational cost of 20%. Therefore the total cost saving is ~$1,000,000. In addition to the cost saving, the imputation work also allowed us to save time and complete the analysis in time to meet decision timelines set by the development program”.		[A]     Letter  from  Technology  Transfer  Team  Leader,  ISIS  Innovation,  Oxford,  held  by  the University of Oxford, which corroborates licensing deals and software sales for IMPUTE. [B]     Letter from Vice President Informatics, Affymetrix, held by the University of Oxford, which corroborates how Affymetrix have made use of IMPUTE. [C]    Affymetrix press release giving details of their Axiom arrays and how IMPUTE was used to design the arrays, copy held by the University of Oxford [D]    Affymetrix press release giving  details of  contract with UK Biobank, copy held by the University of Oxford [E]     Letter from Senior Statistical Scientist, Roche, held by the University of Oxford, describing the use of IMPUTE in their pharmacogenetic study of Tocilizumab for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis. [F]     Paper describing Roche’s pharmacogenetic study of Tocilizumab, confirming the use of IMPUTE in their study. Wang J et al. (2011) Genome-wide association analysis implicates the involvement of 8 loci with    response    to    tocilizumab    for    the    treatment    of    rheumatoid    arthritis    The Pharmacogenomics Journal 44, 955-960, doi: 10.1038/tpj.2012.8

		529		640		640				The impact of this work stems from the provision of better quality information models, and is manifest via: (a) reduced cost through improved reuse and less rework; (b) improved system interoperability; and (c) enhanced assurance and checking that information requirements are supported by the resultant systems. The approach has been applied in commercial environments, such as Shell (UK), where it has reduced development costs by up to 50% ($1m in one case). It has also been applied in the defence environment, forming a part of underpinning standards currently being implemented by the UK and Swedish Armed Forces.		The driver for the research was to resolve well-known but difficult problems in data and systems engineering related to the semantic interoperability of software systems and integration of the underlying data.  Existing approaches were assessed as either too technology-centric (focussing on syntactic conversions and data formatting), or lacking in providing the necessary semantic accuracy in modelling real-world domains (e.g., business domains).  As a consequence, an approach was sought that was underpinned by a sound ontological theory of real-world semantics that could be used across different domains and organisations to ground their business models in a common manner. The Business Object Reference Ontology (BORO) is the approach developed through the research, the impact of which is described in this case. Theoretically informed by philosophical work on ontology and semantics, BORO derives from projects carried out in the late 1980s and early 1990s at KPMG by Chris Partridge (and subsequently a member of the Brunel team).  Since the adoption of the core ideas of BORO, the underpinning research at Brunel during the period 1999-2013 has evolved the approach by: (a) empirical application to the banking and insurance sector as part of the EPSRC funded project titled “Semantic Integration Framework” (see section 2, reference [6]); (b) developing core ontological patterns used within the approach, such as geo- political regions, products, contracts and the like; (c) producing formalisations of classification systems via set theory (powertypes specifically); and (d) extending the reach of the approach to include Web services and, most recently, business processes (reflected in the EPSRC award EP/K009923/1 – section 2, reference [7]). Current work is also addressing implementation of the approach (including resulting models) via graph databases. Specifically, BORO integrates perdurantist (or 4D) ontology, set theory, extensionalism and possible worlds theory. A primary reason for adopting these ‘kernel’ theories is to more precisely identify objects and relate them with one another (the nub of conceptual modelling). The foundational ontology is partnered with a process called ‘Content Sophistication’, which is derived from the practical application of BORO (e.g., legacy re-engineering, semantic web services, big data, and business process modelling). Content Sophistication is characterised by four core phases that: (i) partition empirical data (segmentation); (ii) identify implicit and explicit business content (interpretation); (iii) improve that content by removing differences between it and the real (business) world (sophistication); (iv) and bringing pattern fragments together (harmonisation). The important aspect of Content Sophistication is that it is an empirical approach to semantic discovery.  All ontological models are derived from data found in legacy systems or other sources (e.g., publicly available data, process spreadsheets, etc.). The process is akin to scientific discovery whereby a ‘theory’ of the real world domain is empirically-modelled based on what we discover in the data and not about the subjective assumptions that we make as modellers. The resulting ontological models are then continuously tested/evaluated against new data of further re- engineering projects – which empirically finds inadequacies of previously modelled patterns (or not) – allowing further generalisation where appropriate.  As the models are repeatedly tested over time, experience shows that saturation points are achieved – models reach a stable state whereby there is a high level of confidence that they are sufficiently ‘mature’ and are capable of fitting any new data that relates to the specific ontological pattern. Over the period, the Content  Sophistication approach (as a methodological refinement of BORO) has been refined at Brunel (as can be see in references [1] and [4]), applied and extended to business process patterns (e.g., reference [7]) and, through on-going work, has semi-automated the approach and implemented ontological patterns via graph databases.  Common modelling mistakes in commercial systems have also been identified (as shown in reference [2]). Key members of the Brunel research team across the period were: •   Sergio de Cesare: Research Fellow (1999 – 2002) on GR/N01897/01; Lecturer (2002 – 2013); Reader (2013 onwards). Principal Investigator on EP/K009923/1 (2013 – 2016) •   Aseem Daga; Research Assistant (1999 – 2002) on GR/N01897/01 •   Mark Lycett: project manager on GR/N01897/01; Senior Lecturer (2003-2006); Reader (2006-2010); Professor (2010-present). Co-Investigator on EP/K009923/1 (2013 – 2016) •   Chris Partridge; visiting Research Fellow 2007-present.		[1] de Cesare, S., Foy, G., Partridge, C. (2013), Re-engineering Data with 4D Ontologies and Graph Databases. CAiSE 2013 Workshops, LNBIP, Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-38490-5_29 [2] Lycett. M. and Partridge, C. (2009), The Challenge of Epistemic Divergence, Communications of the ACM, 52 (6), pp. 127-131. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/1516046.1516079 [3] Bell, D., de Cesare, S., Lycett, M., Iacovelli, N. and Merico, A., (2007), A Framework for Deriving Semantic Web Services, Information Systems Frontiers, 9 (1), pp. 69-84. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s10796-006-9018-z [4] Daga, A., De Cesare, S., Lycett, M. and Partridge, C., (2005), An Ontological Approach to Sophisticating Legacy Business Content, 38th Hawaii International Conference on Systems Sciences, January 3-6, Big Island, Hawaii. [5] Partridge, C. (2005), Business Objects Re-Engineering For Re-Use, 2nd edition, The BORO Centre, London. [6] EPSRC award grant reference GR/N01897/01: Semantic Integration Environment (Paul and Macredie), October 2000 – October 2003, £1.34 million. [7] EPSRC award grant reference EP/K009923/1: Empirical Modelling of Business Process Patterns with Ontologies (de Cesare and Lycett). June 2013 – June 2016, £398k.		As noted above, much of the impact of the research comes from the practical application of the Content Sophistication process in empirical settings.  Its application allows general ontological patterns to be developed that, in turn, improve the application of BORO in subsequent empirical settings.  So, application provides model-based solutions to specific areas from one perspective, but in the background develops more general patterns that are applicable both within and across domains of application. Products, for example, might be a model applicable within a given context (e.g., a Unisys banking system). Naming or geo-political regions (instances of which were developed through the research undertaken at Brunel) are examples of patterns that are cross- domain. Four interconnected areas of impact arising from the research are detailed below, along with evidence/indicators of the significance and reach of each impact area: 1. At Shell Oil (see corroborating source S1) the evolved BORO approach resulting from the Brunel research was applied to conceptual modelling of the downstream oil and gas production process between 2006 and 2008 (including follow-on work to assess and support the integration of several local SAP instances into a global instance). The significance of the work was in the provision of a reference model for Shell covering the Global downstream business (from oil tanker through refinery to petrol pump). Test application projects based on the reference model showed a good  level of reuse, providing time and cost savings on those projects. The reach of the work is evidenced in the standardisation of asset data in the oil and gas industries – the 4-dimensional aspects of the model are core to ISO15926 (see corroborating source S1). It is estimated that use of the downstream model allowed Shell to reduce the cost of development by at least 50% ($1m). 2. The underpinning research had an impact on ISO 15926, a standard for data integration, sharing, exchange and hand-over between computer systems (see corroborating source S1). The impact is primarily through the standards adoption of 4D (perdurantist) data modelling, stemming significantly from the practical application of the outcomes of the Brunel research in the Oil and Gas industry (e.g., at Shell). Work in relation to ISO 15926 was carried out across the period 1994 to 2006; the standard has been in place across the eligible period 1.1.2008 to 31.7.2013. 3. The underpinning research has had an impact on the work of the International Defence Enterprise for Exchange Group (IDEAS) (see corroborating source S2), which provides a data exchange format for military Enterprise Architectures.  Again, the influence is through the adoption of 4D data modelling, though the group is also explicit publicly in its adoption of BORO as the means of ontology development. Work in relation to IDEAS started in 2006 and has been used as a semantic extension for the Ministry of Defence and U.S. Department of Defense Architecture Framework (MoDAF and DoDAF) (see corroborating source S3). 4. MODEM (MODAF Ontological Data Exchange Model) is the most current foundational framework for enterprise architecture, providing a common way to plan and organise information about structures, behaviour and capability.  The ontological data exchange mechanism is based on IDEAS so, again, the use of BORO is explicit in these frameworks, representing a global impact in the defence area.  Development is being led by the Swedish Armed Forces (with the MoD, DoD and Canadian Defense force participating), who propose benefits in terms of improved operational capability for collaborating forces, greatly reduced maintenance costs and increased choice and quality of tooling environments (see corroborating source S4).		S1 – Letter received from Reference Data Architecture and Standards Manager for Shell Downstream. S2 – http://www.ideasgroup.org/5Methodology/ provides an explicit acknowledgement of BORO as a foundation for the IDEAS Group work. S3 –  https://www.gov.uk/mod-architecture-framework : the document ‘Ontologies and their use in MoDAF’, available as part of the MoDAF Architectural Framework documentation via this link, is explicit in its acknowledgement of BORO as a foundation. S4 – Letter received from Head of Architecture, Frameworks and International Co-operation, Swedish Armed Forces Headquarters Supreme Commanders Staff, Joint Development Department.

		164		600		600				The explosive growth in the number of CCTV cameras has meant that analysing the volume of data produced has become almost unmanageable. Dublin based start-up Kinesense Ltd was incorporated in 2009 by Dr Mark Sugrue, who had carried out his PhD in Video Analytics at Royal Holloway. New methods to detect motion, track objects and classify behaviour in CCTV now enable the efficient scanning of video for important events. Kinesense Ltd has developed a range of forensic video analysis tools, which reduce the time required to search and analyse video footage by up to 95%. It has attracted investment funding of over €820,000, employs 7 full time staff and has made sales to police forces and security agencies in over 17 countries. Kinesense products benefit law enforcement professionals and organisations by providing more efficient surveillance and detection of criminal activity, allowing better use of investigator time, reducing the length of criminal investigations and increasing their success rate. The general public worldwide benefits from increased crime detection and the consequent prevention and reduction of criminal activity.		Professor E. R. Davies (Royal Holloway Department of Physics until 2008, currently Emeritus Professor) is an international authority on machine vision.  He led the Signal Processing and Machine Vision research group in the Department, until his retirement in 2008. He was awarded Distinguished Fellow status by the British Machine Vision Association in 2005, and was elected Fellow of the International Association for Pattern Recognition in 2008. He is author of Machine Vision: Theory, Algorithms, Practicalities (Academic Press, 4th edition 2012), Image Processing for the Food Industry (World Scientific 2000), Electronics, Noise and Signal Recovery (Academic Press, 1993). The underpinning research on motion detection was undertaken by Davies in conjunction with his PhD student Mark Sugrue (2003-2007), as part of an EPSRC Basic Technology grant [G1], Next generation artificial vision systems: reverse engineering the human visual processes. Traditionally the analysis of video surveillance or CCTV footage has been carried out by trained personnel who view lengthy footage aiming to identify and time-stamp key events for use as evidence in court, or to aid the police during an investigation. This laborious process is time consuming and liable to human error. The field of video analytics has grown, driven by the need to efficiently exploit the increasing coverage by CCTV, in order to better promote safety, security and the detection of crime. The key advance at Royal Holloway that led to the impact described in this case was to devise a totally new approach for the analysis of CCTV footage, based on algorithms which mimic the human visual system (HVS). This was inspired by the near perfect ability of the HVS to detect and track moving objects that we are all familiar with. Reverse engineering the HVS resulted in a new paradigm that differs fundamentally from conventional approaches, and achieves major improvements in efficiency and speed. Prior video analytics techniques were based on simple motion detection; they detect when groups of pixels change and use the size of the group as the key characteristic to distinguish between frames. This primitive approach produces limited and unreliable search results. The background modelling paradigm struggles with signal-to-noise fluctuations and changes of shape of moving objects make them difficult to track. In  the  new  approach  initial  detection  of  moving  objects  was  achieved  using  a  new  motion distillation  paradigm,  which  employs  spatio-temporal  wavelet  decomposition  of  video.  It  was demonstrated that this method is more robust than traditional background modelling techniques,  while being computationally less expensive. As with the HVS, the approach uses a dual channel tracking architecture. The motion channel, generated through motion distillation, handles object detection and initialises tracking. The form channel is used to resolve tracking ambiguities and occlusions. A new approach was also made to the analysis of human behaviour in the footage. Objects were characterised into vehicles, pedestrians, runners, groups, and unknown. The research at RHUL [1-6] which formed the basis of Sugrue’s PhD, led to a licensing agreement between Royal Holloway and Amideon Systems Ltd (a company providing electronic solutions to the aerospace and civil security sectors) in March 2008.  Amideon evaluated the performance of the code using real-world CCTV footage, which had not been available at Royal Holloway. The initial investigation using the low quality, low frame rate footage typical of most security CCTV capture was unsuccessful. Sugrue, informed by these challenges and building on the principles of the original Human Visual System inspired algorithm, and the knowledge and experience gained at Royal Holloway, developed a new successful proof-of-concept product that was now able to deal with real CCTV footage. In late 2009, Sugrue and his business partner Sarah Doyle formed Kinesense Ltd and worked closely with the Irish Police (An Garda Síochána) during 2010 to turn the initial proof-of-concept into a functioning real-world product. Kinesense has attracted €820,000 investment from private investors, venture capitalists and Enterprise Ireland’s High Potential Start-Up (HPSU) funding programme. The product was launched in the UK in 2011 and is now in use by 20% of UK police forces, helping solve hundreds of serious crimes.		Selected peer-reviewed research papers, and academic publications related to impact; * denotes a publication indicative of the quality of the underpinning research. 1.  2008 Next Generation Artificial Vision Systems: Reverse Engineering the Human Visual System, Chapter 9: Motion detection and tracking by mimicking neurological dorsal/ventral pathways, Artech House Series Bioinformatics & Biomedical Imaging, Mark Sugrue & E.R. Davies 2.  2007  Motion  signals  for  provision  of rapid  discernment  of  pedestrians  and  pedestrian behaviour, Electronics Letters 43, Issue 23 (2007) 1267-1269, Mark Sugrue & E.R. Davies 3.  *2007 Contrast independent motion detection using 'inverse pair' spatio-temporal edge detectors, Electronics Letters 43, Issue 24 (2007) 1346-1348, Mark Sugrue & E.R. Davies 4.  *2006 Motion distillation for pedestrian surveillance, Sixth IEEE International Workshop on Visual Surveillance, Graz, May 1, 2006, Mark Sugrue & E.R. Davies 5.  2005 Tracking in CCTV Video Using Human Visual System Inspired Algorithm, Visual Information Engineering 2005, Mark Sugrue & E.R. Davies 6.  *2005.  Image  Analysis  in  Crime:  Progress,  Problems  and  Prospects,  Proc.  IEE  Int. Symposium on Imaging for Crime Detection and Prevention (ICDP 2005), IEE, London (7–8 June), pp. 105–112 (2005) E.R. Davies Research grant related to impact G1. EPSRC Basic Technology Grant, GR/R87642/01, PI E.R. Davies, Next generation artificial vision systems: reverse engineering the human visual processes (2003-2007) £257,985.		“When  business  development  manager  Sarah  Doyle  first  saw  the  video  tracking  technology created by Mark Sugrue as part of his PhD thesis, she says she recognised its commercial potential instantly. As a result she left her job […] and teamed up with Sugrue to develop the technology into a marketable product.” (Irish Times interview, October 2012).  The Chief Technology Officer of Kinesense Ltd, states in a letter of support: “I strongly believe that the insights and education I gained at Royal Holloway Physics Dept helped me to take a radically new approach to the technical problem of CCTV video, and to help build a successful start-up company that is providing both employment and real social impact, helping police solve serious crime around the world.” Kinesense Ltd (http://www.kinesense-vca.com/) was incorporated in 2009 in Dublin, Ireland, led by Chief Executive Sarah Doyle and the Chief Technology Officer, who obtained his PhD in video analytics from Royal Holloway. The company specialises in video content analysis, and has developed a tool for video retrieval and analysis aimed at the law enforcement and security markets. The company’s technology allows users to search through video footage using filters to pinpoint certain types of activity. The system works by indexing the CCTV footage and then allowing the watcher to pinpoint areas of interest, for example movement near a door or someone wearing a particular colour. The technology identifies objects based on their unique motion pattern, and can reliably identify humans, vehicles, colour and direction of movement. An officer investigating a break-in can use the system to pinpoint a period on a CCTV tape that is of interest rather than watching through the entire tape. For example, if an ATM was vandalised by someone in the middle of the night, the investigating officer could use the software to detect at which times there was human movement near the machine. The efficient algorithms mean that, with modest computing power, multiple video files can be batch-processed at speeds far higher than could be achieved with a human reviewing the footage, leaving just the critical sections of the video to be watched by the investigating officer. Kinesense Ltd Chief Executive Officer Sarah Doyle estimates that the time required to search a piece of footage can be reduced by 95 per cent using their software. The improvement in speed of processing raw footage has been of benefit to the Major Crimes Division of the Irish Police force who said, about the Kinesense Law Enforcement (LE) product, “Kinesense LE enabled us to deliver a complete video timeline of a high-profile murder case to the investigation team within 5 hours of the actual shooting event.” The company’s technology, which is sold as helping the global war against crime, is currently being used by police forces, security agencies, counter-terrorism units and serious crime units in Denmark, Ireland, the UK, Venezuela, Canada and North Africa. Kinesense Ltd Sales Director Tony Cahill has added more than 10 countries to this list so far in 2013 - Italy, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Turkey, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Brunei, Australia, the United Arab Emirates and Brazil. Kinesense  has  also  expanded  its  customer  base  beyond  law  enforcement  agencies.  British Telecom bought the technology to help stem losses of up to £2,000 a day through the theft of copper wire. The telecoms company found thieves were stripping the valuable copper from utility poles and sub-stations, causing disruptions to their services. The Kinesense technology allowed BT to analyse CCTV footage in 30 minutes compared with eight hours previously, speeding up the opportunity to arrest and prosecute thieves. Kinesense Ltd was initially supported by a €200,000 investment from Enterprise Ireland under the High Potential Start-Up (HPSU) funding programme. In September 2012 Kinesense Ltd secured a further €620,000 syndicated investment to focus on its international growth strategy. The funding round was led by Kernel Capital through the Bank of Ireland Seed and Early Stage Equity Fund, which contributed €500,000. The remainder of the money was contributed by the Irish BES (Business Expansion Scheme) and angel investors. By October 2012 Kinesense Ltd employed 7 full-time staff, including another Royal Holloway Physics PhD graduate from the Signal Processing and Machine Vision group, Dr. Daniel Ellin, as Lead Software Engineer. The company is now actively recruiting additional staff to support its  growth.		The Chief Technology Officer and Director of Kinesense Ltd can corroborate the relationship between the underpinning research and the impactful activities of Kinesense. Copies of all documents can be made available to the panel. Documents corroborating impact of Kinesense:     Supporting letter from Chief Technology Officer and Director of Kinesense Ltd     Interview with Kinesense Ltd Chief Executive Officer Sarah Doyle, Irish Times 18 October 2012 (copy available on request)     Kinesense Ltd adds customers in over 10 new countries in 2013, Enterprise Ireland http://www.enterprise-ireland.com/EI_Corporate/en/Publications/The-Market/The-Market- Spring-20131.pdf  (page 005).     BT fights cable theft with technology from Kinesense, Telecom Paper http://www.telecompaper.com/news/bt-fights-cable-theft-with-technology-from-kinesense-- 860494 Documents corroborating investment in Kinesense:     Enterprise Ireland High Potential Start-Up Investment, €200,000 investment o  http://www.enterprise-ireland.com/en/Start-a-Business-in-Ireland/HPSU- Showcase/HPSU-Class-of-2010-Showcase-Profiles.pdf o Kinesense Ltd Annual Return (submission number 8190176), Companies Registration Office, Dublin     Kernel Capital / Bank of Ireland leads €620,000 investment into Kinesense Ltd o http://www.kernelcapital.ie/news/2012/sep13_12.html

		621		600				600		Research into the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) issues behind medical error has enabled hospitals to procure safer devices and is strategically changing attitudes. Approximately 10% of deaths due to preventable errors in hospitals are computational errors; in absolute numbers, this is higher than road fatality rates. Corresponding increased hospital stays, etc, are estimated to cost the NHS over £600m per annum. Our formal analyses and laboratory research with clinicians show error rates can be reliably reduced dramatically by software and HCI improvements (for details see reference list). Swansea’s research has significant international reach across decision-makers, clinicians, manufacturers, and regulators. The US Food and Drug Administration (the FDA, the leading regulator) say research-based improvements will take decades and have therefore started to co-author papers with us to improve impact (all healthcare manufacturers watch the FDA closely).		Our original research discovered that, and analysed how, interactive medical devices (e.g., drug delivery systems) ignore certain classes of critical user error, and that by managing error better, patient harm can be reduced. Clinicians make data entry slips (about 4% of keystrokes entered by nurses cause unnoticed errors [R1]), and errors are parsed badly and misinterpreted on many devices [R5]. If neither user nor device notices errors, this can lead to adverse incidents. We developed rigorous (e.g., using PVS [R3]) and novel (e.g., using eye tracking with nurses [R1]) methods for analysis and evaluation that have transformed the understanding of user interface safety for healthcare. Our approaches refine theories and design techniques to assure safety, and ensure systems are more resilient to human error. Our analyses of systematic design variations led to techniques to reduce severe errors by factors up to 25 compared to devices in current use in hospitals. We thus developed evidence-based principles, which have been used in NHS procurement [C2] to purchase £1.5m of safer devices. Impact  is  viewed  in  the  context  of  preventable  hospital  deaths:  17%  are  due  to numerical/calculation errors alone (under-reported, since few clinicians notice them). We found paediatric intensive care patients have a 20% chance of avoidable drug calculation errors per week. Exact figures are contentious; the BMJ estimates UK acute hospital preventable fatality rates of 14,000pa — but it is a mistake to focus too much on fatalities: extended hospitals stays and litigation costs the NHS over £600m pa, and there are social and financial impacts on patients, relatives, and on clinicians too. High quality prior work. Thimbleby’s [R4] was the foundational, peer-reviewed, international conference paper for the EPSRC Programme Grant [G1], defined by EPSRC as “recognition of highest-quality and world-leading research”. It identified major shortcomings in infusion pumps for the first time, and developed a methodology for identifying similar problems. The funding supports a team at Swansea: 3 PhDs; 2 RAs; 3 PDRFs; 2 co-Is in Computer Science, 2 in College of Medicine; and a full-time Impact Facilitator: The UOA team consists of PI: Professor Thimbleby (since 2005); co-Is: Dr Eslambolchilar (since 2006, Associate Professor), Professor Matt Jones (since 2006); PDRFs: K. Li (since 2010), G. Neizen (since 2012), H. Tu (since 2012); RAs: A Gimblett (since 2008), P Oladimeji (since 2008); PhDs: A Cauchi (since 2010), A Lewis  (since 2011), T Owen (2009 to June 2013); FT Admin: J Doyle, V Hurst. [R5] led to a large new research stream within the EPSRC Programme Grant led by Swansea. Some  papers  have  been  officially  co-authored  with  the  FDA,  the  world  leaders  in  medical regulation. Continued research has led to international best paper prizes, at ACM CHI and ACM EICS (Engineering Interactive Computer Systems) etc.  Papers have been used for course material for workshops with B-Braun (Europe’s largest medical device manufacturer) in Swansea, Sheffield (B-Braun’s UK base) and Germany [R5]. 3 PhD students have won best paper prizes for both doctoral work and for mainstream refereed papers. Several of our papers have been cited by the US Institute of Medicine in major reports.		Authors in bold are in the UOA. [R1] A. Cox, P. Oladimeji & H. Thimbleby, “Number Entry Interfaces and their Effects on Errors and Number Perception,” Proc IFIP Conf on Human-Computer Interaction — Interact 2011, IV:178–185, Springer Verlag, 2011. Peer reviewed, full paper. /// Unique laboratory experiments show skilled nurse drug dosing errors can be reduced by a factor of over 6 by improved design of user interfaces; also used eye tracking to support rationales for similar error reductions in other applications. [R2] P. Lee, H. Thimbleby & F. Thompson, “Analysis of Infusion Pump Error Logs and Their Significance for Healthcare,” British Journal of Nursing, 21(8):S12–S22, 2012. Peer reviewed, full paper. /// The largest survey and analysis of infusion pump log data (approximately 500,000 hours); shows a high proportion of staff time is wasted in user interface design problems. [R3] P. Masci, R. Ruksenas, P. Oladimeji, A. Cauchi, A. Gimblett, Y. Li, P. Curzon & H. Thimbleby, “The benefits of formalising design guidelines: A case study on the predictability of drug  infusion  pumps,”  Journal  of  Innovations  in  Systems  and  Software  Engineering.  DOI: 10.1007/s11334-013-0200-4, 2013. Peer reviewed, full paper. /// Formal analysis can completely eliminate certain classes of use error. [R4] H. Thimbleby, “Interaction Walkthrough: Evaluation of Safety Critical Interactive Systems,” Proc XIII International Workshop on Design, Specification and Verification of Interactive Systems — DSVIS 2006, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 4323:52–66, Springer Verlag, 2007. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-540-69554-7_5. Peer reviewed, full paper. /// Paper underpinning the EPSRC Programme Grant — showed there was a serious, but soluble problem in health IT. [R5] H. Thimbleby & P. Cairns, “Reducing Number Entry Errors: Solving a Widespread, Serious Problem,” Journal Royal Society Interface, 7(51):1429–1439, 2010. DOI: 10.1098/rsif.2010.0112. Peer reviewed, full paper. /// Laboratory experiments and simulation show improved user interfaces can reduce out by ten errors by a factor of two. [R6] H. Thimbleby & D. Williams, “Using Nomograms to Reduce Harm from Clinical Calculations,” Proc IEEE International Conf on Healthcare Informatics — ICHI, 2013 [in press; publication date September 2013]. Peer reviewed, full paper. /// Alternatives to conventional calculators can reduce error rates and their relative magnitude, in our experiments completely eliminating errors out by more than 50%. R1, R3 and R5 best represent the quality of the research. In addition to the EPSRC Programme Grant mentioned in section 2 above, the research has attracted significant support from other sources: [G1] H. Thimbleby, co-investigator (Swansea PI), EPSRC Programme Grant, EP/G059063/1, “CHI+MED: Multidisciplinary Computer-Human Interaction research for the design and safe use of interactive medical devices,” £6.7M fEC with UCL, QMUL and industrial partners, 2009–2015. See www.chi-med.ac.uk   —   site   for   more   details   of   the   research,   impact,   results,   industrial collaborations, etc. We also obtained EPSRC Creativity@home funding, EPSRC Building Global Engagements in Research, and Impact Acceleration Account funding. We are CoIs on the eHealth Industries Innovation Centre project in Swansea’s College of Medicine. Our work has led to other EPSRC grants, including EP/F059116/1, EP/G003971/1 (Platform Grant), EP/J020834/1, and a Royal Society-Leverhulme Senior Research Fellowship (2008/9).		Healthcare  suffers  because  of  preventable  errors.  Our  impact  lies  in  showing  the  benefit  of rigorous Computer Science and in changing attitudes. IT is a solution but also a current problem. Improved design is a cost for manufacturers given the prevailing culture of blaming clinicians instead; manufacturers bemoan “regulatory burden” and, under current legislation, might rather ignore problems. The impact of our research can be described in the following ways: Policy  debate  stimulated  and  informed  by  research.  We  conceived  of  and  ran  5  “Tully Meetings” (named after Prof Colin Tully, one of the founders with Thimbleby of the NHS23 group) to bring >200 top computer scientists and clinicians, including UK military, Department of Health, CfH (Connecting for Health), reporting into the Royal College of Physician’s Future Hospital Commission and their work on e-prescribing [C3, C6]. Potential losses mitigated by improved risk assessment by health service. Collaborating with the NHS we showed in the largest ever study [R2] poor design of infusion pumps induces wastage of ~£1,000/pump/year. This led to retraining, and informing manufacturers of improvements. [R5] was used in requirements for a £1.5m procurement. Public discourse stimulated and informed. We have given 120+ presentations (in REF period) at medical conferences, industrial seminars and workshops at international conferences such as ACM CHI (2010; 2011; 2013), ACM EICS (2011; 2012; 2013), BCS HCI (every year), as well as presentations to CTOs of B-Braun [C5], Boston Scientific, clinical organizations, hospital trusts, etc [C7]. Thimbleby was Clinical Human Factors Group trustee in its formative year, helped it raise funds and profile, and remains on its Advocacy Panel. The Royal Society and Gresham College invited public lectures. Improved  quality,  efficiency  &  productivity  of  professional  service.  Drug  doses  rely  on complex calculations. We developed calculators that eliminate some sources of error completely. A prototype was exhibited at a Royal Society Summer Science exhibition and in TECHFEST, India, etc. With a consultant anaesthetist we provided evidence nomograms have advantages over conventional methods for a number of medical calculations, including time-pressured burns resuscitation [R6, C1]. Defined best practice for professional bodies and learned societies. The Royal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Anaesthetists, the Royal College of Physicians Edinburgh, the Royal College of Pharmacists, Guild of Healthcare Pharmacists, Scottish Intensive Care Society, Central Sterilising Committee, Scottish Clinical Skills Network, etc, have had invited lectures from us. We have undertaken confidential assessments of medical devices for the NHS in respect of criminal and professional investigations. Thimbleby has been invited on the Royal College of Physicians (RCP) Commission, and elected Honorary Fellow, the “highest honour the RCP can bestow on a non-medically qualified person” as well as Fellowship of the Edinburgh RCP; evidence of high-level recognition of the impact of this unique work. Supporting and enabling staff to achieve impact. We appointed an Impact Facilitator with £70k for impact activities specifically in this area in August 2013. Demonstrating reach. We consulted with Huawei on mhealth (mobile health) [C4], with B-Braun (largest European manufacturer) and consulted on future devices [C5]. A spin-out company THIS (Tech Health Interactive Solutions) (www.this.eu.com) was formed in 2013 to enable the reach and frequency of consultancy to expand. Public  engagement  has  been  achieved  through  participation  at  major  exhibitions,  including venues such as the Bombay Institute of Technology’s TECHFEST, the Welsh Eisteddfod, TEDx, etc, each attracting thousands of public visitors. All our workshops have patient representatives and   clinicians.   Other   non-Computer   Science  lectures   include   International  Federation  of Information Processing groups, Stanford Research Institute, MIT, Cambridge, Berkeley, Oxford, Stanford. We ran workshops in China with leading medical schools (Jiao Tong; Fudan), Huawei [C4] and Smiths Medical.  Thimbleby has been invited to write for clinical journals, as well as present over 95 invited lectures/keynotes (in the REF period) at clinical conferences and training days, UK and internationally; talks were attended by ~1,800 clinicians undertaking continuing professional development (total direct audience reach of over 6,700 with ~43% clinical and manufacturers) [C7]. For building a completely new field, this is significant reach. We were invited by Tata to run a masterclass for leading software engineers. Half of the Formal Methods in Interactive Systems 2013 papers by other groups develop our work. Our films are shown in clinical conferences, having impact beyond our control: “I presented a session at a clinical risk conference yesterday in London and used [your video] and it went down a storm […] The feedback was excellent and I’ve already received requests from other people […]” [C2]. Significance is evidenced by international recognition of the healthcare improvements, the quality of the work (including 5 best paper prizes), and by peer-reviewed evidence conducive for high impact in healthcare; our research shows that preventable deaths could be halved using modified UIs for data entry [R5]. Impact is increasing, but even if applied unchanged today we could prevent ~7,000 UK deaths/year, with additional benefits in finance and wellbeing, and additional impact for the second victims, the clinicians. Our impact must be viewed against cultural resistance to improve system safety. Our research and evidence-based approaches to mitigate that, and consultancy and our evangelisation of the results is both direct impact and conducive to impact. We have engaged and continue to engage across the spectrum, from hospital officers and consultants to the UK and Welsh Chief Medical Officers as well as international leaders like the World Health Organisation and FDA. For example, Sir Liam Donaldson (Chief Medical Officer, 1998–2010, and current Chair of the World Alliance for Patient Safety) asked to co-author with Thimbleby a high-profile and high-impact article for the British Medical    Journal    specifically    to    raise    the    awareness    and    impact    of    this    work.		[C1]  Consultant  Anaesthetist,  Abertawe  Bro  Morgannwg  University  Health  Board,  Morriston Hospital, Swansea. [C2] Devices Manager, Abertawe Bro Morgannwg University Health Board, Singleton Hospital, Swansea. [C3] Director, Royal College of Physicians Health Informatics Unit, London. [C4] Head of mHealth Solutions & Marketing at Huawei Technologies, Huawei Ltd, Basingstoke, Hampshire, UK. [C5] Vice President Global Marketing & Sales, B-Braun AG, Melsungen, Germany. [C6] cs.swan.ac.uk/~csharold/tully — Tully Meetings records, etc. [C7] Spreadsheet of participants at seminars/keynotes/workshops.

		680		600				600		A quiet technology revolution in the UK has been changing the way that police officers on the beat and hospital nurses access and record information, using handheld electronic notebooks that bring large time and cost savings. This revolution began as a University of Glasgow research programme and led to the creation of a successful spin-out company, Kelvin Connect. Acquired in 2011 by the UK’s largest provider of communications for emergency services, Kelvin Connect has grown to 30 staff. Its Pronto systems are now in use by 10% of UK police forces and nursing staff in several UK hospitals.		Context The underpinning research, the ‘Paraglide Project’, began in 1999 at the University of Glasgow’s Department of Computing Science with an initial aim of improving pre- and post-operative anaesthesia assessments that were then poorly served by computerised anaesthesia information management systems (AIMS) in hospitals. Research team The original research project was supported with a grant of £185,000 from the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council’s healthcare informatics initiative and lasted from 1999-2001. The cross-disciplinary team was led by Philip Gray (Senior Lecturer in Computing Science, 1987- 2011, Honorary Research Fellow 2011-13) and included Professor Chris Johnson (1994-2010), Dr Martin Gardner (Honorary Research Fellow 2009-10) and Dr Meurig Sage (Research Assistant and later Research Fellow 1996-2002), and Dr Gavin Kenny (Professor of Anaesthesia, Glasgow Royal Infirmary, University of Glasgow (1977-2007). Research outcomes The result of the project was the development and evaluation of a model for information capture using context-sensitive handheld Palm PDA devices, the supporting software architecture and an initial XML/Java-based implementation, all of which formed the basis for the Paraglide Clinical Assistant. There were a number of unique capabilities and features that were developed within the software architecture as a result of the initial thorough appraisal of the information needs of an anaesthetics department: these features provided a flexibility and functionality that subsequently enabled this initial application to be rapidly developed for other uses. The first significant feature was the design of a screen presentation of data that would work on a wide  range  of  devices,  from  handheld  mobile  units  to  desk-based  PC  units.  A  ‘navigator’ component was developed to give the healthcare worker rapid access to all data in the system relating to a specific patient as well as an ongoing case summary. This interface was designed around  task-related  groupings  from  models  developed  from  the  observational  research,  and offered the anaesthetist or anaesthetic nurse access to case data and data from other sources such as patient records, theatre lists, staff rotas and lab results. A data entry technique was developed called Smart Pasting that allowed the user to populate the case  record  with  a  single  click,  based  on  predefined  associations  between  the  incoming documents and the case data structures. Smart Pasting is enabled by a dynamic link architecture that provides a set of features that were not found in any other similar system.  Another distinctive aspect of the project was the dynamic reconfigurability built into the system using a set of XML files to define all aspects of the application. This allowed the application to be quickly and easily changed to adapt to circumstances and needs in other settings. It was originally developed as a way to support data capture and audit by surgical pre-assessment nurses but has resulted in making the application extremely adaptable for uses outside of healthcare. By the time the initial project was completed, the researchers had gained extensive knowledge in mobile information capture systems. They were interested in the possible commercial development of the technology and the next step was to create a commercial vehicle to take the technology to market. The result was the formation in 2002 of Kelvin Connect (named Scottish Spin-out of the Year in the 2003 Scottish Software Awards).		Grants £184,819 from Engineering & Physical Sciences Research Council, to Philip Gray for: Palm-held Anaesthesia Record Assistant - Gestural Interface Design and Evaluation (ParaGlide). (01/08/1999-30/09/2001). Publications Sage, M., Gardner, M., and Gray, P. 2001. A multi-scaled display technique for PDAs. In CHI '01 Extended Abstracts on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI EA '01). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 123-124. DOI 10.1145/634067.634142 Gray,  P.  and  Sage,  M.  Dynamic  Links  for  Mobile  Connected  Context-Sensitive  Systems.  In Engineering for Human-Computer Interaction 2001, Lecture Notes in Computing Science, vol 2254, Eds Little, M., Nigay, L.,  Springer Berlin Heidelberg, pp. 281-297, 2001.  DOI 10.1007/3- 540-45348-2_24 Gardner, M., Sage, M., Gray, P. and Johnson, C.W. Data Capture for Clinical Anaesthesia on a Pen-Based PDA: Is It a Viable Alternative to Paper? In, People and Computers XV—Interaction without Frontiers, Eds. Blandford, A., Vanderdonckt, J. and Gray, P., Springer, London, 2001. pp. 439-456. DOI 10.1007/978-1-4471-0353-0_27		Kelvin Connect has continued to build upon this software to create a set of products that have been used by police forces in Scotland, England and Wales, and in the healthcare sector. The University  received  support  from  Scottish  Enterprise  in  the  spin-out  company’s  early  years, including a Royal Society of Edinburgh/Scottish Enterprise ‘Enterprise Fellowship’ for Dr Meurig Sage (Research Assistant on the Paraglide project) to support the formation of the company and product  development,  sales  and  marketing  efforts.  In  2002  Sage  went  on  to  become  the company’s Chief Technical Officer and is currently in this post in 2013. By 2008 Kelvin Connect had partnered with Airwave, the primary communications supplier for UK emergency services, to provide mobile handheld data capture devices to police in Strathclyde, Lothian and Lancashire regions. In 2008 Airwave invested £1million in the company to support Kelvin Connect’s rapid growth and to enable it to successfully bid for large law enforcement contracts through the National Police Improvement Agency’s Accelerator Programme. In 2011 the University spin-out was wholly purchased by Airwave for an undisclosed seven-figure sum. Kelvin Connect now operates as an independent subsidiary of Airwave Solutions. It currently employs 30 staff and is in the process of expanding further. The ‘Pronto’ product developed by Kelvin Connect and based on the original University of Glasgow ParaGlide research, can be easily and quickly configured to meet customer needs; it supports the rapid deployment of mobile information solutions allowing:      data to be easily captured and accessed on a range of mobile devices, using discreet forms for specific purposes, ie for a police constable or traffic warden to enter details of parking offences     data to be sent to a central Pronto server where it can be managed using sophisticated workflow rules and can be accessed by relevant users. Pronto has been in use by the Lothian & Borders police since 2005. In 2008 Lothian & Borders began to roll out the use of Pronto to its entire force (The force covers an area of 2,500 square miles and serves a population of almost one million people, with around 4,110 staff including over 3,000 police officers.) From 2005 to 2012, Kelvin Connect has deployed more than 30 mobile processes to Lothian & Borders police, delivering business benefits such as the following:     The use of digital and mobile Fixed Penalty Notices has reduced processing time from 4 minutes  to  17  seconds,  with  the  additional  benefit  that  tickets  issued  are  now 100% accurate (compared to a previous 80% accuracy rate, eliminating time and resource in dealing with returns). This one process alone has saved £126,000 per annum in keying and filing processing costs.     With officers  inputting crime reports directly via the electronic notebook  £407,000 per annum has been saved in the cost of rekeying. Other efficiency savings delivered through the use of Pronto include an annual saving of 19,000 hours per annum of police constable time in recording crime; a total saving of over 4,000 hours in the issuing of traffic tickets and 1800 hours in the issue of ASBO fixed penalty tickets. In total Lothian & Borders Police estimate their annual savings through the Pronto-supported changes to efficiency and frontline data collection at £600,000. By 2013 Pronto had been rolled out to 10% of UK police forces including Surrey, and Kelvin Connect is currently involved in a trial for a national deployment of Pronto to all police forces in Scotland. A customer testimonial provided by Kelvin Connect states: Being so close to London and with up to half of acquisitive crimes committed by travelling criminals  from  London,  the  workforce  needs  to  be  flexible  and  agile.  Getting  trusted information to the point of decision is key. This device, alongside mobile fingerprinting and ANPR, is one of the key elements of Operation Shield. [Surrey Police] In April 2013, Kelvin Connect successfully responded to the ‘One Box’ challenge set by the Association  of  Chief  Police  Officers  to  integrate  the  Pronto  e-notebook  into  police  vehicles, allowing  the  capture  of  information  and  images  as  well  as  the  ability  to  search  intelligence databases and back-office systems. In the healthcare sector, the Pronto mobile health solutions developed by Kelvin Connect from the original ParaGlide research have been deployed to several hundred community nurses and to nursing staff in 3 hospitals in western Scotland. The system can be configured to suit any clinical or administrative  team.  It  enables  fast,  validated  data  entry  at  the  point  of  care/response  and completely avoids the need to transcribe from paper forms, saving staff time and ensuring swift transmission and dissemination of patient or victim information. The system has enabled hospitals (such  as  Hairmyres,  Monklands  and  Wishaw  General  –  all  NHS  Lanarkshire)  to  implement ‘Hospital at Night’  services increasing the efficiency and accuracy of patient  information and handovers between shifts. In summary, the University’s ParaGlide project has provided the foundation for the development of a successful University spin-out whose products have developed from this initial research to provide solutions that are saving the UK’s police forces a minimum of over 50,000 officer hours per annum. In the healthcare sector, this technology provides a completely mobile front end that supports the rollout of electronic patient records and delivers faster and more accurate information from patients to healthcare professionals.		Kelvin Connect website Airwave Solutions press release (25 April 2013) on the Kelvin Connect ‘One Box’ challenge: ‘Kelvin Connect drives the future of mobile policing’ University press release detailing 2011 Airwave acquisition (April 2011): ‘University spin-out company Kelvin Connect acquired by Airwave’ Original inclusion (2004) by Scottish Government news release as an exemplar of an ‘award- winning academic spin-out company’ Kelvin   Connect   provide   customer  testimonials   on  their   website   (evidencing/reporting  the implementation  of  the  system  by  police  forces  in  the  UK),  all  of  which  appeared  in  Police Professional (professional journal for the UK law enforcement sector): “It is a slicker process that will result in cashable savings.   As the only force increasing police officer numbers in this time of austerity, the investment in mobile working will make a significant contribution to that.  Mobile data also supports Surrey’s Operation Shield, our initiative to tackle travelling criminals, where it is vital to obtain trusted information at point of decisions, enabling discretion based decision-making. The ongoing dialogue that has helped to redesign processes could not have taken place in a classic contract discussion. The benefits of the process with Kelvin is that it has not been a straight replacement of a paper based system; it has been an opportunity to look at everything from end-to-end, from what happens with information right through to when it is no longer needed”. [Surrey Police]. “The days of using a paper notebook for 2000 of our officers have gone. The journey has involved altering support processes; it is not simply a case of giving out electronic devices and thinking the world will be better. “It has borne fruit for both sides and the force looks forward to continuing to develop it in all the areas described. It has been a great benefit to have a long-term relationship to develop the system, to make it fit with the operational requirement.  We have been hugely successful in making it work for the Lothian and Borders area.  There are some things that need time to develop and test in an operational environment. There are discussions to be had with partners like the Crown Prosecution Service but, without the confidence in a partner like Kelvin Connect, that would be so much more difficult.” [Lothian and Borders Police] “Police notes and witness statements are a vital part of the criminal justice process as they are used as evidence. Therefore, it is crucial that these documents can be proven to be authentic and easily accessible to police officers and lawyers. This new initiative will potentially allow frontline officer to type police notes and witness statements without having to return to the police station making the whole process more efficient and cost-effective at the touch of a button.” [National Policing Improvement Agency]

		1136		570		70				This Case Study demonstrates how research has benefitted a commercial company (Telent Ltd), a public sector organisation (London Underground Ltd (LUL)) and the safety of staff and 1.4 billion passenger journeys. The research enabled Telent to:  Access scientific knowledge in acoustic modelling and engineering, saving the Company ~£500k;  Deliver a Public Address/Voice Alarm (PA/VA) system into 74 underground stations on time, returning £300k net profit for the Company;  Gain the maintenance contract worth £1.5M over 13 years;  Gain additional contracts for installation of PA/VA systems in 3 further underground stations;  Create 5 new posts during the project period including one permanent engineering position. The new system also contributed to the revision of a BSI Standard (IEC BS EN 60268-16 2011).		The Acoustic Research Group at London South Bank University (LSBU) has undertaken research into room acoustic computer simulation since 1993, and specifically, into non-diffuse enclosed spaces in public and industrial environments. Underground station platforms are an example of a non-diffuse enclosed space where speech intelligibility is of paramount importance both for service announcements and passenger safety. This impact case study is underpinned by research carried out from 1993 to 2001 by Professor Bridget Shield (Professor of Acoustics, LSBU) and Dr Stephen Dance (Research Fellow, LSBU). It was funded mainly by grants from the EPSRC [GR/H82556/01, £100,729; 1993-6 and GR/L20894/01; £129,669, 1996-9]. Research into computer models for the prediction of sound in enclosed spaces led to the identification of novel algorithms and to an image-source code that could simulate sound pressure and predict the effects of interference on the sound field [1]. Further refinement of the model enhanced its ability to simulate and predict the effect of noise control techniques on temporal as well as spatial room acoustic parameters [2]. An alternative modelling technique for room acoustic computer simulation based upon ray-tracing demonstrated that where the treatment is located is just as important as how much absorption is fitted in the room [3]. This model was experimentally validated in a room configured in multiple ways to predict the effect of absorptive treatment on the temporal sound field. The findings from this study were recognised as having implications for reducing material and installation costs. A method to correct standardised absorption coefficients so that the data is consistently adjusted for use in computer modelling, specifically where absorption coefficients exceed one, was also developed. The above mathematical models were further refined (1994-2001) to predict speech intelligibility and were targeted towards underground platform prediction [4], the primary differences between the respective models being multiple loudspeakers and curved surfaces, typically found in all underground transportation systems.  The accuracy of the above models was verified on London Underground Ltd platforms [4] and on the new Hong Kong Metro [5]. Innovative and practical VA system design guidelines were informed by these results. To reduce the complexity of the simulations, a simplified modelling methodology was developed in 2003 [6] by Dr Stephen Dance. A web browser-based version was subsequently produced by Dr Dance (2009) under a Schultz Research Grant (Acoustical Society of America: US$3000 2008-9), the output from which provided tools for modelling any large enclosed space such as auditoria, classrooms, open plan offices, factories, atria, metro systems, arenas and sports stadia, as well as underground transport systems.		[1] S. Dance, J. Roberts, B. M. Shield. Computer prediction of sound distribution in enclosed spaces using an interference pressure model, Applied Acoustics, 44, 53-65, 1995. (Doi: 10.1016/0003-682X(94)P4419-7) [2] S. Dance, B. M. Shield. The complete image-source method for the prediction of sound distribution in non-diffuse enclosed spaces, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 201(4), 473- 489, 1997. (Doi: 10.1006/jsvi.1996.0770) [3] S. Dance, B. M. Shield. The modelling of sound fields in enclosed spaces with absorbent room surfaces. Part II - Absorbent Panels, Applied Acoustics, 61(4), 373-384, 2000. (Doi: 10.1016/S0003-682X(00)00011-6) [4] L. N. Yang, B. M. Shield, Development of a ray tracing computer model for the prediction of the sound field in long enclosures, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 229(1), 133-146, 2000. (Doi:10.1006/jsvi.1999.2477) [5] L. N. Yang, B. M. Shield, The prediction of speech intelligibility in underground stations of rectangular cross section, J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 109, 266, 2001. (Doi: 10.1121/1.1329617) [6] S. Dance, Minimal input models for sound level prediction in fitted enclosed spaces, Applied Acoustics, 63, 359-372, 2002. (Doi: 10.1016/S0003-682X(01)00046-9)		This Impact Case Study relates to research that has had a beneficial economic impact on an international engineering company (Telent), led to an improved service provision for a public sector organisation (LUL) and made using stations on the London Underground safer for both LUL staff and the travelling public. The 7/7 bombings on the London Underground in 2005 caused a reappraisal of evacuation standards and guidance. LUL issued new requirements (2006) for Public Address/Voice Alarm (PA/VA) systems to facilitate the efficient evacuation of stations. Particular emphasis was placed on electro-acoustic performance on deep platform stations as these are the most difficult and challenging to evacuate. In response to the new requirements, a major refurbishment of all PA/VA systems on London Underground was initiated by Transport for London (2006). Telent (formerly Marconi) was awarded the contract (2006) to refurbish 74 stations on three underground lines (Jubilee, Northern and Piccadilly (JNP)). Telent recognised the need for specific technical expertise and selected the Acoustics Group at LSBU as their technical partner because of the Group’s reputation and expertise in acoustic modelling and specifically, in measuring and predicting performance of PA/VA systems in underground stations. The Head of Engineering (Metro) at Telent reported to independent consultants that Telent would not have been successful in this project without the support of LSBU [1, 2].  LSBU and Telent successfully applied for a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) award (2008- 10; £187k) to facilitate their collaboration [3]. In 2010, Telent selected the resulting room acoustic modelling software based upon LSBU’s research and further refined this through the KTP, to model the acoustics in complex underground stations, including the 74 stations. This led to the optimisation of PA/VA design parameters. The adoption of this model and approach resulted in significant time and development costs savings for the Company, estimated at £500k [1, 2]. During 2010-11, the final PA/VA designs produced by Telent and based upon the LSBU model were installed and commissioned by Telent engineers in the 74 underground stations. LUL had accepted all 74 installations by 2012. The gain on each of the 5000 associated loudspeakers was set at the design phase such that the load on each loudspeaker was minimised, saving an estimated 11 MWh of electricity (£2000/per year) in each deep sub-surface station (~35). The overall saving in electricity costs to LUL amounted to approximately £70k per annum [1, 2]. Telent considered LSBU’s research to have been crucial in enabling it to deliver the system upgrade on time and to budget, and to avoid potentially steep penalty costs through late delivery. The PA/VA upgrade project has delivered a net profit of £300k to Telent. In addition, the Company has gained the maintenance contract for the new PA/VA system worth £1.5M. The Head of Engineering (Metro) at Telent has stated that, “We now have a PA system that provides far greater security to travellers on the Underground” [1, 2]. Telent has also successfully bid for further PA/VA installation projects at Whitechapel, Liverpool Street and Charing Cross stations. As a direct result of its success, Telent recruited 5 new professional level jobs during the project including one permanent job [1, 2]. In addition, Telent’s technical team (6 staff) have received CPD training from LSBU in acoustics, the first within Telent Ltd, with two members of the team going on to gain Masters degrees from LSBU in 2011 [2]. The PA/VA system was found to be so improved that light classical music can be played in ticket halls. In 2012, for the first time, oral advertisements were delivered in underground stations e.g. featuring Boris Johnson promoting the London Olympics (July 2012), and Barbara Windsor on Poppy Day (November 2012) [4]. LSBU’s research and the KTP outcomes have contributed to the development of a new speech intelligibility scale in the 2011 revision of the IEC BS EN 60268-16 Standard (4th edition, 2011) [5]. In addition, the KTP Associate Luis Gomez-Agustina won the Institute of Acoustics, Peter Barnett Student Award 2013 as a result of this work [6]. Furthermore, since 2010, 1.4 billion passenger journeys have been made safer as a result of the improved PA/VA system on the London Underground [4].		[1] Report of independent consultants (The Innovation Partnership, 2013) – covers interview with Head of Engineering (Metro), Telent Ltd.  Contact: Managing Director, The Innovation Partnership (tipl@innopartners.com). [2] Contact: Head of Engineering (Metro), Telent Ltd. [3] KTP 006293 Grant Award and Final Report – both available on request from LSBU. [4] Contact: Head of Engineering (Tube Lines Ltd). NB: Tube Lines are the company which provide maintenance services for trains and infrastructure on the Jubilee, Northern and  Research Excellence Framework Piccadilly lines) [5]  IEC BS EN 60268-16- Sound system equipment: Objective rating of speech intelligibility by speech transmission index (4th edition, 2011). [6]  Institute of Acoustics, Peter Barnett Student Award 2013, www.ioa.org.uk/medals-and awards. -Award to L Gomez-Agustina,  KTP Associate on the Telent project.

		1136		570		500				This Case Study demonstrates how research has benefitted a commercial company (Telent Ltd), a public sector organisation (London Underground Ltd (LUL)) and the safety of staff and 1.4 billion passenger journeys. The research enabled Telent to:  Access scientific knowledge in acoustic modelling and engineering, saving the Company ~£500k;  Deliver a Public Address/Voice Alarm (PA/VA) system into 74 underground stations on time, returning £300k net profit for the Company;  Gain the maintenance contract worth £1.5M over 13 years;  Gain additional contracts for installation of PA/VA systems in 3 further underground stations;  Create 5 new posts during the project period including one permanent engineering position. The new system also contributed to the revision of a BSI Standard (IEC BS EN 60268-16 2011).		The Acoustic Research Group at London South Bank University (LSBU) has undertaken research into room acoustic computer simulation since 1993, and specifically, into non-diffuse enclosed spaces in public and industrial environments. Underground station platforms are an example of a non-diffuse enclosed space where speech intelligibility is of paramount importance both for service announcements and passenger safety. This impact case study is underpinned by research carried out from 1993 to 2001 by Professor Bridget Shield (Professor of Acoustics, LSBU) and Dr Stephen Dance (Research Fellow, LSBU). It was funded mainly by grants from the EPSRC [GR/H82556/01, £100,729; 1993-6 and GR/L20894/01; £129,669, 1996-9]. Research into computer models for the prediction of sound in enclosed spaces led to the identification of novel algorithms and to an image-source code that could simulate sound pressure and predict the effects of interference on the sound field [1]. Further refinement of the model enhanced its ability to simulate and predict the effect of noise control techniques on temporal as well as spatial room acoustic parameters [2]. An alternative modelling technique for room acoustic computer simulation based upon ray-tracing demonstrated that where the treatment is located is just as important as how much absorption is fitted in the room [3]. This model was experimentally validated in a room configured in multiple ways to predict the effect of absorptive treatment on the temporal sound field. The findings from this study were recognised as having implications for reducing material and installation costs. A method to correct standardised absorption coefficients so that the data is consistently adjusted for use in computer modelling, specifically where absorption coefficients exceed one, was also developed. The above mathematical models were further refined (1994-2001) to predict speech intelligibility and were targeted towards underground platform prediction [4], the primary differences between the respective models being multiple loudspeakers and curved surfaces, typically found in all underground transportation systems.  The accuracy of the above models was verified on London Underground Ltd platforms [4] and on the new Hong Kong Metro [5]. Innovative and practical VA system design guidelines were informed by these results. To reduce the complexity of the simulations, a simplified modelling methodology was developed in 2003 [6] by Dr Stephen Dance. A web browser-based version was subsequently produced by Dr Dance (2009) under a Schultz Research Grant (Acoustical Society of America: US$3000 2008-9), the output from which provided tools for modelling any large enclosed space such as auditoria, classrooms, open plan offices, factories, atria, metro systems, arenas and sports stadia, as well as underground transport systems.		[1] S. Dance, J. Roberts, B. M. Shield. Computer prediction of sound distribution in enclosed spaces using an interference pressure model, Applied Acoustics, 44, 53-65, 1995. (Doi: 10.1016/0003-682X(94)P4419-7) [2] S. Dance, B. M. Shield. The complete image-source method for the prediction of sound distribution in non-diffuse enclosed spaces, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 201(4), 473- 489, 1997. (Doi: 10.1006/jsvi.1996.0770) [3] S. Dance, B. M. Shield. The modelling of sound fields in enclosed spaces with absorbent room surfaces. Part II - Absorbent Panels, Applied Acoustics, 61(4), 373-384, 2000. (Doi: 10.1016/S0003-682X(00)00011-6) [4] L. N. Yang, B. M. Shield, Development of a ray tracing computer model for the prediction of the sound field in long enclosures, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 229(1), 133-146, 2000. (Doi:10.1006/jsvi.1999.2477) [5] L. N. Yang, B. M. Shield, The prediction of speech intelligibility in underground stations of rectangular cross section, J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 109, 266, 2001. (Doi: 10.1121/1.1329617) [6] S. Dance, Minimal input models for sound level prediction in fitted enclosed spaces, Applied Acoustics, 63, 359-372, 2002. (Doi: 10.1016/S0003-682X(01)00046-9)		This Impact Case Study relates to research that has had a beneficial economic impact on an international engineering company (Telent), led to an improved service provision for a public sector organisation (LUL) and made using stations on the London Underground safer for both LUL staff and the travelling public. The 7/7 bombings on the London Underground in 2005 caused a reappraisal of evacuation standards and guidance. LUL issued new requirements (2006) for Public Address/Voice Alarm (PA/VA) systems to facilitate the efficient evacuation of stations. Particular emphasis was placed on electro-acoustic performance on deep platform stations as these are the most difficult and challenging to evacuate. In response to the new requirements, a major refurbishment of all PA/VA systems on London Underground was initiated by Transport for London (2006). Telent (formerly Marconi) was awarded the contract (2006) to refurbish 74 stations on three underground lines (Jubilee, Northern and Piccadilly (JNP)). Telent recognised the need for specific technical expertise and selected the Acoustics Group at LSBU as their technical partner because of the Group’s reputation and expertise in acoustic modelling and specifically, in measuring and predicting performance of PA/VA systems in underground stations. The Head of Engineering (Metro) at Telent reported to independent consultants that Telent would not have been successful in this project without the support of LSBU [1, 2].  LSBU and Telent successfully applied for a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) award (2008- 10; £187k) to facilitate their collaboration [3]. In 2010, Telent selected the resulting room acoustic modelling software based upon LSBU’s research and further refined this through the KTP, to model the acoustics in complex underground stations, including the 74 stations. This led to the optimisation of PA/VA design parameters. The adoption of this model and approach resulted in significant time and development costs savings for the Company, estimated at £500k [1, 2]. During 2010-11, the final PA/VA designs produced by Telent and based upon the LSBU model were installed and commissioned by Telent engineers in the 74 underground stations. LUL had accepted all 74 installations by 2012. The gain on each of the 5000 associated loudspeakers was set at the design phase such that the load on each loudspeaker was minimised, saving an estimated 11 MWh of electricity (£2000/per year) in each deep sub-surface station (~35). The overall saving in electricity costs to LUL amounted to approximately £70k per annum [1, 2]. Telent considered LSBU’s research to have been crucial in enabling it to deliver the system upgrade on time and to budget, and to avoid potentially steep penalty costs through late delivery. The PA/VA upgrade project has delivered a net profit of £300k to Telent. In addition, the Company has gained the maintenance contract for the new PA/VA system worth £1.5M. The Head of Engineering (Metro) at Telent has stated that, “We now have a PA system that provides far greater security to travellers on the Underground” [1, 2]. Telent has also successfully bid for further PA/VA installation projects at Whitechapel, Liverpool Street and Charing Cross stations. As a direct result of its success, Telent recruited 5 new professional level jobs during the project including one permanent job [1, 2]. In addition, Telent’s technical team (6 staff) have received CPD training from LSBU in acoustics, the first within Telent Ltd, with two members of the team going on to gain Masters degrees from LSBU in 2011 [2]. The PA/VA system was found to be so improved that light classical music can be played in ticket halls. In 2012, for the first time, oral advertisements were delivered in underground stations e.g. featuring Boris Johnson promoting the London Olympics (July 2012), and Barbara Windsor on Poppy Day (November 2012) [4]. LSBU’s research and the KTP outcomes have contributed to the development of a new speech intelligibility scale in the 2011 revision of the IEC BS EN 60268-16 Standard (4th edition, 2011) [5]. In addition, the KTP Associate Luis Gomez-Agustina won the Institute of Acoustics, Peter Barnett Student Award 2013 as a result of this work [6]. Furthermore, since 2010, 1.4 billion passenger journeys have been made safer as a result of the improved PA/VA system on the London Underground [4].		[1] Report of independent consultants (The Innovation Partnership, 2013) – covers interview with Head of Engineering (Metro), Telent Ltd.  Contact: Managing Director, The Innovation Partnership (tipl@innopartners.com). [2] Contact: Head of Engineering (Metro), Telent Ltd. [3] KTP 006293 Grant Award and Final Report – both available on request from LSBU. [4] Contact: Head of Engineering (Tube Lines Ltd). NB: Tube Lines are the company which provide maintenance services for trains and infrastructure on the Jubilee, Northern and  Research Excellence Framework Piccadilly lines) [5]  IEC BS EN 60268-16- Sound system equipment: Objective rating of speech intelligibility by speech transmission index (4th edition, 2011). [6]  Institute of Acoustics, Peter Barnett Student Award 2013, www.ioa.org.uk/medals-and awards. -Award to L Gomez-Agustina,  KTP Associate on the Telent project.

		579		502				2		This case study concerns research in the fields of fire prevention and community safety. A novel causal factor model of accidental dwelling fire risk was developed and incorporated into a geographical information system for fire prevention management, which has been used by Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service (MF&RS) to support delivery of fire prevention activities within the region since 2010. In  addition,  a  novel  customer  segmentation  approach  was  developed  to  provide  an enhanced understanding of at-risk social groups in terms of combined fire risk, health risk, social care risk, and crime risk. This formed the basis for further analysis of causal factors within the same geographical area, enabling the deployment of yet more accurate targeting of fire prevention resources. The impact of the research has been the adoption of the approach as a form of best practice to improve targeting of fire prevention activities, which is a contributing factor to the observed reduction in fire incidence. This was associated with a reduction in accidental dwelling fires by approximately 12% (163 incidents) observed across Merseyside between 2009/10 and 2012/13.		The research methodology was to build multivariate linear regression models to detect socio-economic associations that were then combined with expert knowledge to identify causal factors linked to increased incidence of unintentional dwelling fires. Further insights into  the  composition  of  vulnerable  groups  and  individuals  within  the  community  were modelled with cluster analysis. This led to the development of a community safety model incorporating combined fire, health, social care and crime risks. The research focused on computational statistical models for accidental dwelling fire risk and customer segmentation. This validated a methodology for building risk models that are practically  useful  for  identifying  at-risk  individuals  and  social  groups  in  terms  of  fire prevention [1], [5], and the implementation of such models within geographical information systems [2], [3], [4], [5]. Initially MF&RS provided contestable research funds to investigate accidental dwelling fire anomalies (2007 – 2008) (grant awarded to M. Francis, H. Francis and  M.  Taylor)  [6].  A  Knowledge  Transfer  Partnership  funded  by  the  UK  Technology Strategy Board and MF&RS (2009 – 2010) (grant awarded to M. Francis, H. Francis and M. Taylor) [7] developed a novel causal factor model of accidental dwelling fire risk that was incorporated into a geographical information system for fire prevention management. Previous research in this area had concentrated on descriptive analysis of historical fire incidents and associations with generic measures such as indices of multiple deprivations. The novelty of the research was to combine data from a wide variety of sources to develop a more accurate predictive model that could be used at small-area level [1]. Moreover, the model also had to be sufficiently interpretable to be explained in detail to non-expert users and for validation of the tool as a decision support system. The computational tool has been used by MF&RS to support delivery of fire prevention activities in the region since the end of the KTP [1], [2], [3], [4] in 2010. The statistical model devised was embedded into a novel geographical information system that provided spatial fire risk analysis using different social characteristics associated with fire risk [2], [3], [4]. The development of a novel multiple linear regression model for accidental dwelling fire incidence  from  population  measures  at  the  best  achievable  spatial  granularity  was undertaken jointly by P. Lisboa, M. Taylor and H. Francis in the School of Computing and Mathematical Sciences between 2007 and 2010. The research involved MF&RS working in partnership with local council departments and Merseyside Police, first to identify appropriate population  measures  to  form  the  main  covariates  for  the  computational  data  analysis. Supporting information was also obtained from the UK Department for Work and Pensions and  the  UK  Office  for  National  Statistics.  The  novel  small-area  prediction  model  for accidental dwelling fire risk was validated and shown to provide a more detailed fire risk assessment from fire causal factors than existing models used by other fire and rescue services [1], [2], [4]. This model also involved the use of a novel geographical information system  to  provide  a  spatial  layered  risk  model  [2],  [3],  [4]  to  support  fire  prevention management. The research also produced a novel approach to the testing of geographical information systems [3]. The research into accidental dwelling fire risk was extended to incorporate associated risk factors within health care, social care and crime using the previous analysis of fire risk as a basis for further analysis of causal factors. This led to the development of a novel customer segmentation model by P. Lisboa, M. Taylor and I. Jarman between 2010 and 2013 to provide novel analyses of at-risk social groups in terms of combined fire risk, health risk, social care risk and crime risk [5]. The theoretical challenge of the research was to identify those social groups and individuals that were considered at risk by a number of public sector agencies,  resulting  in  a set of  community profiles.  The novelty of the research was a customer segmentation approach that identified combined fire, health, social care and crime risks  to  produce  a  set  of  community  profiles.  The  research  was  funded  by  the  UK Department for Communities and Local Government (2010 – 2012) (grant awarded to P. Lisboa, M. Taylor, and I. Jarman) [8] and MF&RS (2012 – 2013) (grant awarded to P. Lisboa, M. Taylor, and I. Jarman) [9]. The grants involved MF&RS, Wirral Council, Wirral NHS PCT and Merseyside Police as project partners. The research provided novel and original customer insight allowing the partner agencies to work collaboratively by signposting individuals and households to relevant partner agencies [5] as part of a multi-agency preventative approach. Overall the staff involved in the project were Professor P. Lisboa, Senior Lecturers M. Taylor and H. Frances, and Senior Researcher I. Jarman.		Peer-reviewed outputs [1] Taylor MJ, Higgins E, Lisboa PJG, Kwasnica V (2012) “An Exploration of Causal Factors in   Unintentional   Dwelling   Fires”,   Risk   Management,   vol.   14(2),   109-125,   DOI 10.1057/rm.2011.9. [2] Taylor MJ, Higgins E, Francis M, Lisboa PJG (2011) “Managing Unintentional Dwelling Fire     Risk”,     Journal     of     Risk     Research,     vol.     14(10),     1207-1218,     DOI 10.1080/13669877.2011.587884. [3] Taylor MJ, Higgins E, Lisboa PJG (2012) “Testing Geographical Information Systems: A Case Study in A Fire Prevention Support System”, Journal of Systems and Information Technology, vol. 14(3), 184-199, DOI 10.1108/13287261211255310. [4] Higgins  E,  Taylor  M,  Francis  H  (2012)  “A  Systemic  Approach  to  Fire  Prevention Support”,   Systemic   Practice   and   Action   Research,   vol.   25(5),   393-406,   DOI 10.1007/s11213-012-9229-9. [5] Higgins E, Taylor M, Jones M, Lisboa PJG “Understanding Community Fire Risk – A Spatial   Model   for   Targeting   Fire   Prevention   Activities”,   Fire   Safety   Journal, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.firesaf.2013.02.006. Note that the best three publications are [5], [1] and [2]. Grants awarded [6] Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service contestable research funding for Analysis of anomalous unintentional dwelling fires (2007-2008), Strategic Planning Department, MF&RS Headquarters, Bridle Road, Bootle, Merseyside, L30 4YD, Tel: 0151 296 4000. Grant awarded to M. Francis, H. Francis and M. Taylor, Grant Value £16,000. [7] Knowledge  Transfer  Partnership  KTP007286  (2009-2010),  Knowledge  Transfer Partnerships, Technology Strategy Board, North Star House, North Star Avenue, Swindon, SN2 1UE. Tel: 0300 321 4357, Email: KTP_Academics@tsb.gov.uk. Grant awarded to M. Francis, H. Francis and M. Taylor, Grant value £83,000. [8] UK Department of Communities and Local Government (2010 - 2012), Customer led transformation programme. Grant awarded to P. Lisboa, M. Taylor and I. Jarman, Grant value     £77,716.      http://www.local.gov.uk/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=670e4b6c- 876a-40f9-a69a-ca918b667030&groupId=10180. [9] Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service contestable research funding for Customer Insight Project  (2012-2013),  Strategic  Planning  Department,  MF&RS  Headquarters,  Bridle Road, Bootle, Merseyside, L30 4YD, Tel: 0151 296 4000. Grant awarded P. Lisboa, M. Taylor and I. Jarman, Grant value £44,000.		In 2008 the economic cost of fire across the UK was estimated at £8.3 billion. As well as the economic cost, there is also the injury and loss of life resulting from fire incidences. Between 2009/10 and 2012/13, there was a reduction in accidental dwelling fires by approximately 12% (163 incidents) across Merseyside [A], [B], [D]. This reduction in accidental dwelling fires is associated with improved delivery of fire prevention activities resulting from the research. Based upon the knowledge gained from causal factor analysis, the enhanced community safety model enabled more accurate identification of vulnerable groups and individuals  within  the  community,  for  example  those  likely  to  have  elderly  falls.  The community safety model supports preventative measures that can save considerable funds in the medium term for the different agencies involved. For example, care for elderly individuals who may suffer from excess cold costs £3.2m per local authority, whereas remedial work is estimated to cost less than £1m, resulting in a significant saving if the vulnerable people can be identified through the customer insight approach. Fire Prevention: A KTP in partnership with MF&RS developed a novel causal factor model of accidental dwelling  fire  risk  and  incorporated  it  into  a  geographical  information  system  for  fire prevention management. This has been used by MF&RS to support the delivery of fire prevention within Merseyside since the end of the KTP. The implementation of the enhanced risk identification system was a major development for MF&RS, which is now able to more effectively identify groups of individuals at increased risk of experiencing an accidental dwelling fire. This allows greater understanding of why groups of individuals are at risk for better tailoring and targeting of services to the community. The adoption in 2010 of the approach as best practice for improved delivery of fire prevention activities is associated with an observed reduction in accidental dwelling fires between 2009/10 and 2012/13. Furthermore, the geographical information system and the learning gained from the KTP contributed to the Community Safety strategy at MF&RS [A]. The financial impact of our research on MF&RS was measured by the reduced cost of responding to accidental dwelling fires. Response to fire is estimated at £3,100 per incident, therefore reducing the number of incidents amounted to an estimated saving of over £500,000 over the period 2009/10 to 2012/13 [D]. MF&RS has been a pioneer of preventative initiatives in the community, reducing accidental dwelling fires and driving down related deaths in Merseyside over several years. The sophisticated geographical information system developed through the KTP assisted with further reductions by better targeting fire prevention activities using a spatial analysis of known accidental dwelling fire risk factors. As this methodology is based on risk factors that are also of relevance to other partners, it has enhanced collaboration with other public service  agencies,  as  listed  in  Section  2,  for  more  accurate  targeting  of  preventative measures to the most vulnerable communities. This will have significant economic value in the region but most importantly will reduce human suffering. The system has the potential to be adopted by Fire & Rescue Services across the UK and possibly beyond [B]. Community Safety: We extended our fire safety approach to other aspects of assessing risk to the community through a customer insight project funded by the UK Department of Communities and Local Government and MF&RS. This extended the analysis of fire risk to incorporate associated health, social care and crime risks that used the previous analysis of fire risk as a basis for further analysis of causal factors. The research provided an objective means to identify households most at risk in the community in order to support more targeted use of fire prevention resources [5]. The approach has been disseminated as a model good practice approach by the UK Department of Communities and Local Government [C]. This supports the joined-up public sector provision approach advocated by the UK Government [C]. The results of a pilot of customer insight found that over 70% of residents identified by the approach and visited during the customer insight pilot had some factors present that could result  in  them  becoming  at  risk  from  fire.  In  addition,  50%  of  residents  visited  were signposted or referred onto another agency because additional risks or needs were identified [C]. This evidences the value of more accurate targeting of fire prevention activities as part of a multi-agency preventative approach, by allowing officers to signpost or refer onto other agencies if additional risks are identified. This methodology has the potential to significantly reduce costs for MF&RS and its partners. For example, due to more accurate identification of vulnerable individuals through the customer insight project, elderly falls and problems related to excess cold will be reduced. An elderly person falling at home will cost the NHS approximately £2,500, whereas preventative remedial work carried out at the home of an elderly person would result in a potential avoided cost of approximately £2,000 per person (there are approximately 5000 elderly falls in Merseyside each year). Another currently important concern is that of problems relating to excess cold, which cost £3.2m per local authority, whereas remedial work is estimated to cost less than £1m, giving a significant saving if the vulnerable people can be identified through the customer insight approach. The community of  Merseyside has benefited from more co-ordinated community safety which supports elderly, disabled and other at-risk individuals to live independently via co- ordinated support from the fire and rescue service, national health service, local council and police service. The Community Profiles developed by the research are used by the six MF&RS   Service   District   Prevention   Teams   and   the   Home   Safety   Coordinator   at headquarters when developing new fire safety campaigns. The Vulnerable Person Index (VPI) developed by the research is used by Operational Crews at the sixteen fire stations in Wirral and Liverpool on a daily basis. This index enables Operational Crews to better target Home Fire Safety Checks based on known risk factors, for example a person known to adult social care, over 65, living alone etc. The Community Profiles have also allowed for a greater understanding of communities. For example, an analysis of kitchen fires identified that over 80% occurred in  three out  of  the ten Community Profile groups. This  enabled greater targeting of safer cooking messages towards those most at risk. The VPI has enhanced the identification of vulnerable individuals. Typically, some of these vulnerable individuals may not have been identified using previous methodologies as they live within ‘low risk’ areas. Utilising this methodology has resulted in a 5% increase in Home Fire Safety Check visits within areas previously defined as ‘low risk’. In addition, over 70% of these individuals were found to have some fire risks present that could lead to death or injury.		[A] Knowledge   Transfer   Partnership   KTP007286   Final   report,   Knowledge   Transfer Partnerships, Technology Strategy Board, North Star House, North Star Avenue, Swindon, SN2 1UE. Tel: 0300 321 4357, Email:  KTP_Academics@tsb.gov.uk. [B] KTP  Advisor  for  Knowledge  Transfer  Partnership  KTP007286,  Knowledge  Transfer Partnerships,  Technology  Strategy  Board,  North  Star  House,  North  Star  Avenue, Swindon, SN2 1UE. [C] UK Department of Communities and Local Government, Customer Led Transformation Programme     Case     study:     Merseyside     Fire and     Rescue     Service     41/58 http://www.local.gov.uk/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=670e4b6c-876a-40f9-a69a- ca918b667030&groupId=10180. [D] Business   Intelligence   Manager,   Merseyside   Fire   and   Rescue   Service,   MF&RS Headquarters, Bridle Road, Bootle, Merseyside L30 4YD. Impact case study template (REF3b)

		579		502				500		This case study concerns research in the fields of fire prevention and community safety. A novel causal factor model of accidental dwelling fire risk was developed and incorporated into a geographical information system for fire prevention management, which has been used by Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service (MF&RS) to support delivery of fire prevention activities within the region since 2010. In  addition,  a  novel  customer  segmentation  approach  was  developed  to  provide  an enhanced understanding of at-risk social groups in terms of combined fire risk, health risk, social care risk, and crime risk. This formed the basis for further analysis of causal factors within the same geographical area, enabling the deployment of yet more accurate targeting of fire prevention resources. The impact of the research has been the adoption of the approach as a form of best practice to improve targeting of fire prevention activities, which is a contributing factor to the observed reduction in fire incidence. This was associated with a reduction in accidental dwelling fires by approximately 12% (163 incidents) observed across Merseyside between 2009/10 and 2012/13.		The research methodology was to build multivariate linear regression models to detect socio-economic associations that were then combined with expert knowledge to identify causal factors linked to increased incidence of unintentional dwelling fires. Further insights into  the  composition  of  vulnerable  groups  and  individuals  within  the  community  were modelled with cluster analysis. This led to the development of a community safety model incorporating combined fire, health, social care and crime risks. The research focused on computational statistical models for accidental dwelling fire risk and customer segmentation. This validated a methodology for building risk models that are practically  useful  for  identifying  at-risk  individuals  and  social  groups  in  terms  of  fire prevention [1], [5], and the implementation of such models within geographical information systems [2], [3], [4], [5]. Initially MF&RS provided contestable research funds to investigate accidental dwelling fire anomalies (2007 – 2008) (grant awarded to M. Francis, H. Francis and  M.  Taylor)  [6].  A  Knowledge  Transfer  Partnership  funded  by  the  UK  Technology Strategy Board and MF&RS (2009 – 2010) (grant awarded to M. Francis, H. Francis and M. Taylor) [7] developed a novel causal factor model of accidental dwelling fire risk that was incorporated into a geographical information system for fire prevention management. Previous research in this area had concentrated on descriptive analysis of historical fire incidents and associations with generic measures such as indices of multiple deprivations. The novelty of the research was to combine data from a wide variety of sources to develop a more accurate predictive model that could be used at small-area level [1]. Moreover, the model also had to be sufficiently interpretable to be explained in detail to non-expert users and for validation of the tool as a decision support system. The computational tool has been used by MF&RS to support delivery of fire prevention activities in the region since the end of the KTP [1], [2], [3], [4] in 2010. The statistical model devised was embedded into a novel geographical information system that provided spatial fire risk analysis using different social characteristics associated with fire risk [2], [3], [4]. The development of a novel multiple linear regression model for accidental dwelling fire incidence  from  population  measures  at  the  best  achievable  spatial  granularity  was undertaken jointly by P. Lisboa, M. Taylor and H. Francis in the School of Computing and Mathematical Sciences between 2007 and 2010. The research involved MF&RS working in partnership with local council departments and Merseyside Police, first to identify appropriate population  measures  to  form  the  main  covariates  for  the  computational  data  analysis. Supporting information was also obtained from the UK Department for Work and Pensions and  the  UK  Office  for  National  Statistics.  The  novel  small-area  prediction  model  for accidental dwelling fire risk was validated and shown to provide a more detailed fire risk assessment from fire causal factors than existing models used by other fire and rescue services [1], [2], [4]. This model also involved the use of a novel geographical information system  to  provide  a  spatial  layered  risk  model  [2],  [3],  [4]  to  support  fire  prevention management. The research also produced a novel approach to the testing of geographical information systems [3]. The research into accidental dwelling fire risk was extended to incorporate associated risk factors within health care, social care and crime using the previous analysis of fire risk as a basis for further analysis of causal factors. This led to the development of a novel customer segmentation model by P. Lisboa, M. Taylor and I. Jarman between 2010 and 2013 to provide novel analyses of at-risk social groups in terms of combined fire risk, health risk, social care risk and crime risk [5]. The theoretical challenge of the research was to identify those social groups and individuals that were considered at risk by a number of public sector agencies,  resulting  in  a set of  community profiles.  The novelty of the research was a customer segmentation approach that identified combined fire, health, social care and crime risks  to  produce  a  set  of  community  profiles.  The  research  was  funded  by  the  UK Department for Communities and Local Government (2010 – 2012) (grant awarded to P. Lisboa, M. Taylor, and I. Jarman) [8] and MF&RS (2012 – 2013) (grant awarded to P. Lisboa, M. Taylor, and I. Jarman) [9]. The grants involved MF&RS, Wirral Council, Wirral NHS PCT and Merseyside Police as project partners. The research provided novel and original customer insight allowing the partner agencies to work collaboratively by signposting individuals and households to relevant partner agencies [5] as part of a multi-agency preventative approach. Overall the staff involved in the project were Professor P. Lisboa, Senior Lecturers M. Taylor and H. Frances, and Senior Researcher I. Jarman.		Peer-reviewed outputs [1] Taylor MJ, Higgins E, Lisboa PJG, Kwasnica V (2012) “An Exploration of Causal Factors in   Unintentional   Dwelling   Fires”,   Risk   Management,   vol.   14(2),   109-125,   DOI 10.1057/rm.2011.9. [2] Taylor MJ, Higgins E, Francis M, Lisboa PJG (2011) “Managing Unintentional Dwelling Fire     Risk”,     Journal     of     Risk     Research,     vol.     14(10),     1207-1218,     DOI 10.1080/13669877.2011.587884. [3] Taylor MJ, Higgins E, Lisboa PJG (2012) “Testing Geographical Information Systems: A Case Study in A Fire Prevention Support System”, Journal of Systems and Information Technology, vol. 14(3), 184-199, DOI 10.1108/13287261211255310. [4] Higgins  E,  Taylor  M,  Francis  H  (2012)  “A  Systemic  Approach  to  Fire  Prevention Support”,   Systemic   Practice   and   Action   Research,   vol.   25(5),   393-406,   DOI 10.1007/s11213-012-9229-9. [5] Higgins E, Taylor M, Jones M, Lisboa PJG “Understanding Community Fire Risk – A Spatial   Model   for   Targeting   Fire   Prevention   Activities”,   Fire   Safety   Journal, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.firesaf.2013.02.006. Note that the best three publications are [5], [1] and [2]. Grants awarded [6] Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service contestable research funding for Analysis of anomalous unintentional dwelling fires (2007-2008), Strategic Planning Department, MF&RS Headquarters, Bridle Road, Bootle, Merseyside, L30 4YD, Tel: 0151 296 4000. Grant awarded to M. Francis, H. Francis and M. Taylor, Grant Value £16,000. [7] Knowledge  Transfer  Partnership  KTP007286  (2009-2010),  Knowledge  Transfer Partnerships, Technology Strategy Board, North Star House, North Star Avenue, Swindon, SN2 1UE. Tel: 0300 321 4357, Email: KTP_Academics@tsb.gov.uk. Grant awarded to M. Francis, H. Francis and M. Taylor, Grant value £83,000. [8] UK Department of Communities and Local Government (2010 - 2012), Customer led transformation programme. Grant awarded to P. Lisboa, M. Taylor and I. Jarman, Grant value     £77,716.      http://www.local.gov.uk/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=670e4b6c- 876a-40f9-a69a-ca918b667030&groupId=10180. [9] Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service contestable research funding for Customer Insight Project  (2012-2013),  Strategic  Planning  Department,  MF&RS  Headquarters,  Bridle Road, Bootle, Merseyside, L30 4YD, Tel: 0151 296 4000. Grant awarded P. Lisboa, M. Taylor and I. Jarman, Grant value £44,000.		In 2008 the economic cost of fire across the UK was estimated at £8.3 billion. As well as the economic cost, there is also the injury and loss of life resulting from fire incidences. Between 2009/10 and 2012/13, there was a reduction in accidental dwelling fires by approximately 12% (163 incidents) across Merseyside [A], [B], [D]. This reduction in accidental dwelling fires is associated with improved delivery of fire prevention activities resulting from the research. Based upon the knowledge gained from causal factor analysis, the enhanced community safety model enabled more accurate identification of vulnerable groups and individuals  within  the  community,  for  example  those  likely  to  have  elderly  falls.  The community safety model supports preventative measures that can save considerable funds in the medium term for the different agencies involved. For example, care for elderly individuals who may suffer from excess cold costs £3.2m per local authority, whereas remedial work is estimated to cost less than £1m, resulting in a significant saving if the vulnerable people can be identified through the customer insight approach. Fire Prevention: A KTP in partnership with MF&RS developed a novel causal factor model of accidental dwelling  fire  risk  and  incorporated  it  into  a  geographical  information  system  for  fire prevention management. This has been used by MF&RS to support the delivery of fire prevention within Merseyside since the end of the KTP. The implementation of the enhanced risk identification system was a major development for MF&RS, which is now able to more effectively identify groups of individuals at increased risk of experiencing an accidental dwelling fire. This allows greater understanding of why groups of individuals are at risk for better tailoring and targeting of services to the community. The adoption in 2010 of the approach as best practice for improved delivery of fire prevention activities is associated with an observed reduction in accidental dwelling fires between 2009/10 and 2012/13. Furthermore, the geographical information system and the learning gained from the KTP contributed to the Community Safety strategy at MF&RS [A]. The financial impact of our research on MF&RS was measured by the reduced cost of responding to accidental dwelling fires. Response to fire is estimated at £3,100 per incident, therefore reducing the number of incidents amounted to an estimated saving of over £500,000 over the period 2009/10 to 2012/13 [D]. MF&RS has been a pioneer of preventative initiatives in the community, reducing accidental dwelling fires and driving down related deaths in Merseyside over several years. The sophisticated geographical information system developed through the KTP assisted with further reductions by better targeting fire prevention activities using a spatial analysis of known accidental dwelling fire risk factors. As this methodology is based on risk factors that are also of relevance to other partners, it has enhanced collaboration with other public service  agencies,  as  listed  in  Section  2,  for  more  accurate  targeting  of  preventative measures to the most vulnerable communities. This will have significant economic value in the region but most importantly will reduce human suffering. The system has the potential to be adopted by Fire & Rescue Services across the UK and possibly beyond [B]. Community Safety: We extended our fire safety approach to other aspects of assessing risk to the community through a customer insight project funded by the UK Department of Communities and Local Government and MF&RS. This extended the analysis of fire risk to incorporate associated health, social care and crime risks that used the previous analysis of fire risk as a basis for further analysis of causal factors. The research provided an objective means to identify households most at risk in the community in order to support more targeted use of fire prevention resources [5]. The approach has been disseminated as a model good practice approach by the UK Department of Communities and Local Government [C]. This supports the joined-up public sector provision approach advocated by the UK Government [C]. The results of a pilot of customer insight found that over 70% of residents identified by the approach and visited during the customer insight pilot had some factors present that could result  in  them  becoming  at  risk  from  fire.  In  addition,  50%  of  residents  visited  were signposted or referred onto another agency because additional risks or needs were identified [C]. This evidences the value of more accurate targeting of fire prevention activities as part of a multi-agency preventative approach, by allowing officers to signpost or refer onto other agencies if additional risks are identified. This methodology has the potential to significantly reduce costs for MF&RS and its partners. For example, due to more accurate identification of vulnerable individuals through the customer insight project, elderly falls and problems related to excess cold will be reduced. An elderly person falling at home will cost the NHS approximately £2,500, whereas preventative remedial work carried out at the home of an elderly person would result in a potential avoided cost of approximately £2,000 per person (there are approximately 5000 elderly falls in Merseyside each year). Another currently important concern is that of problems relating to excess cold, which cost £3.2m per local authority, whereas remedial work is estimated to cost less than £1m, giving a significant saving if the vulnerable people can be identified through the customer insight approach. The community of  Merseyside has benefited from more co-ordinated community safety which supports elderly, disabled and other at-risk individuals to live independently via co- ordinated support from the fire and rescue service, national health service, local council and police service. The Community Profiles developed by the research are used by the six MF&RS   Service   District   Prevention   Teams   and   the   Home   Safety   Coordinator   at headquarters when developing new fire safety campaigns. The Vulnerable Person Index (VPI) developed by the research is used by Operational Crews at the sixteen fire stations in Wirral and Liverpool on a daily basis. This index enables Operational Crews to better target Home Fire Safety Checks based on known risk factors, for example a person known to adult social care, over 65, living alone etc. The Community Profiles have also allowed for a greater understanding of communities. For example, an analysis of kitchen fires identified that over 80% occurred in  three out  of  the ten Community Profile groups. This  enabled greater targeting of safer cooking messages towards those most at risk. The VPI has enhanced the identification of vulnerable individuals. Typically, some of these vulnerable individuals may not have been identified using previous methodologies as they live within ‘low risk’ areas. Utilising this methodology has resulted in a 5% increase in Home Fire Safety Check visits within areas previously defined as ‘low risk’. In addition, over 70% of these individuals were found to have some fire risks present that could lead to death or injury.		[A] Knowledge   Transfer   Partnership   KTP007286   Final   report,   Knowledge   Transfer Partnerships, Technology Strategy Board, North Star House, North Star Avenue, Swindon, SN2 1UE. Tel: 0300 321 4357, Email:  KTP_Academics@tsb.gov.uk. [B] KTP  Advisor  for  Knowledge  Transfer  Partnership  KTP007286,  Knowledge  Transfer Partnerships,  Technology  Strategy  Board,  North  Star  House,  North  Star  Avenue, Swindon, SN2 1UE. [C] UK Department of Communities and Local Government, Customer Led Transformation Programme     Case     study:     Merseyside     Fire and     Rescue     Service     41/58 http://www.local.gov.uk/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=670e4b6c-876a-40f9-a69a- ca918b667030&groupId=10180. [D] Business   Intelligence   Manager,   Merseyside   Fire   and   Rescue   Service,   MF&RS Headquarters, Bridle Road, Bootle, Merseyside L30 4YD. Impact case study template (REF3b)

		625		500				500		Helicon Health is a UCL spin-out company providing a stroke prevention clinical management service (Helicon Heart) developed through UCL health informatics research. In partnership with Whittington Health, a large north London hospital, Helicon Heart provides stroke prevention management to 5 NHS Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCG) across north London and Hertfordshire, covering 2 Hospital Trusts, 30 General Practice delivery sites and 3 Community Pharmacies. The system underpins clinical care for 3,000 at-risk patients, and Helicon Health has secured additional contracts to extend this to 4,500 patients in 2014. Every prevented stroke saves the NHS £16,000 per annum; the estimated saving to each CCG is approximately £500,000 per annum, to which the Helicon Heart service makes a significant contribution.		Clinical information is recognised to be highly complex, knowledge intensive and contextual. Tens of billions of pounds in eHealth programme investments across the world over the past decade have still not delivered in any country a scalable means of capturing and communicating a unified Electronic Health Record (EHR) for each patient. The representation of EHRs comprehensively, interoperably and in a medico-legally robust way is one of the fundamental challenges of health informatics. Since 1996 UCL has led European research to develop an EHR information architecture (information models, knowledge models, persistence architecture and services) to represent “cradle to grave” EHR information. This research has directly led to international requirements specifications and interoperability standards for a federated architecture to consolidate EHR data from multiple heterogeneous clinical systems in a semantically coherent way, including the representation of healthcare context and provenance to ensure medico-legally acceptable interpretation. Dipak Kalra (Professor of Health Informatics, at UCL since 1995) has led much of this research, which has spanned 14 EC, EPSRC and MRC funded projects, totalling £44 million to date, with partners from many European countries from academia, industry, healthcare organisations, health insurers and health ministries. The UCL component of this funding was £5.6 million and resulted in publications from UCL on: formally specified requirements for EHR representation and interoperability [1]; information models (in Unified Modeling Language, UML) for the representation of clinical meaning, provenance and context within EHRs [2]; access control and privacy protection frameworks to support differential access policies within an EHR federation; the challenges and best approaches to enable semantic interoperability; comprehensive Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) to enable componentised implementation and deployment [3,4]; interfacing the EHR to decision support algorithms and components; optimising repository (persistence) design to enable high-performance query and retrieval; the integration of clinical advisory components within EHRs to support evidence-based and safe clinical practice; the re-use of federated EHR repositories as a research platform. On the basis of this research, in 2002 Professor Kalra was appointed to lead standards development Project Teams in CEN (the European Committee for Standardization) and ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) on the electronic health record, which have published 12 requirements and interoperability standards in this area since 2008, such as ISO 13606 Part 1 [5]. In order to ensure that these standards are in practice technically implementable, that the ISO 13606 EHR specifications do meet clinical care requirements and that fully functioning clinical systems can be built on top of these EHRs, Professor Kalra established a software engineering  research team led by Dr Tony Austin (Principal Research Associate, at UCL since 1997). This team has implemented the full set of international EHR interoperability standards, together with a rapid application development platform to enable specific clinical applications (for any speciality or care setting) to be designed and developed [6]. This has enabled the EHR repository and services to, in effect, be profiled and deployed in particular usage scenarios and yet always to maintain a complete EHR for each patient across all of the deployment settings. The largest deployment (now branded as Helicon Heart) supports shared care for anticoagulation and stroke prevention between hospitals and GPs across north London and East Hertfordshire. The system includes a decision support middleware component that improves anticoagulation control and reduces the risk of complications. The middleware is implemented in Java, backed by a PostgresQL database and web service infrastructure, deployed on servers hosted inside the NHS firewall (therefore meeting stringent NHS standards) and is collaboratively supported by the UCL research team and NHS IT staff. There are additional deployments of the (same) EHR system for managing dementia. The evaluation feedback from these clinical settings has informed the standardisation processes and also led to an iterative maturing of the UCL EHR products.		1.  Patterson, D., Ingram, D., Kalra, D. (1999). ”Information for clinical governance”, in Lugon, M., Secker-Walker, J. (ed.) Clinical governance: making it happen. London: Royal Society of Medicine Press. ISBN: 1-85315-383-4. Available on request. 2.  Grimson, J., Grimson, W., Berry, D., Kalra, D., Toussaint, P., Weier, O. (1998). A CORBA- based integration of distributed electronic healthcare records using the Synapses approach. IEEE Transactions on Information Technology in Biomedicine on Emerging Health Telematics Applications In Europe 2(3), 124-138. DOI  http://doi.org/b6ch99 3.  Kalra D, Lloyd D, Austin A. O’Connor A, Patterson D, Ingram D. (2002). ”Information architecture for a federated health record server”, in Mennerat F (ed.) Electronic Health Records and Communication for Better Health Care. Proceedings of EuroRec 2001. IOS Press, 47-71. ISBN: 978-1-58603-253-1. Available on request. 4.  Kalra, D., Ingram, D., Austin, T., Griffith, V., Lloyd, D., Patterson, D., Kirstein, P., Conversin, P., Fritsche, W. (2004). Demonstrating wireless IPv6 access to a Federated Health Record Server. International Conference on Computational Science. Lecture Notes in Computer Science Volume 3039, 2004, pp 1165-1171. ISBN 978-3-540-22129-6. Available on request. 5.  Kalra, D., Lloyd, D. (2008), ISO 13606 Electronic Health Record Communication Part 1: Reference Model. International Organisation for Standardization, Geneva. http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=40784. Available on request. 6.  Austin, T., Lim, Y., Nguyen, D., Kalra, D. (2011) Design of an Electronic Healthcare Record Server Based on Part 1 of ISO EN 13606. Journal of Healthcare Engineering, 2011 2 (2), 143– 160. ISSN 1756-8250. DOI  http://doi.org/fkd7gj References [2], [3] and [5] best demonstrate the quality of the research.		The research described in section 2 has led to widespread benefits to patients and healthcare providers, along with the adoption of a new ISO standard for electronic health records. Healthcare providers in south-east England have adopted a new anticoagulation management technology, which is unique in the UK [a]. This has been commercialised by the new UCL spinout company Helicon Health. The success of the Helicon Heart stroke prevention service is crucially enabled by distributed teams of clinicians having access to a shared and medico-legally robust EHR for every patient, which meets all of the requirements, standards and architectural features summarised in Section 2. Helicon Heart tailors UCL’s complete ISO EN 13606 conformant EHR implementation specifically to cardiovascular shared care. It incorporates a care plan for patients at risk, especially those needing preventive anticoagulation treatment, and provides computerised decision support to ensure that care is optimally managed.  The use of Helicon’s stroke prevention and anticoagulation management system is important because each patient has a narrow and unique safe dosage window, subject to variation over time, which can be influenced by lifestyle changes, other medications and certain foods; it therefore requires regular blood test monitoring (every few weeks) and careful dose adjustments. Both too high and too low a level of anticoagulation can lead to serious or fatal haemorrhages, or stroke. Anticoagulants are one of the three classes of drugs most commonly associated with fatal medication errors in the UK, and in the top five in the US and Australia. The NHS Litigation Authority has reported that medication errors involving anticoagulants fall within the top ten causes of claims against NHS trusts [b], and have amongst the highest litigation cost of any NHS treatment: in the UK, an average of fifty patients per year experience serious adverse events arising from preventable warfarin-induced complications; ten of those patients die. In financial terms, every prevented stroke saves the NHS £16,000 per annum [c]; the estimated saving to each CCG is approximately £500,000 per annum, to which the Helicon Heart service makes a significant contribution, as discussed below. Following the successful evaluation of a pilot version in 2004 [d], the EHR repository was enhanced for greater resilience and performance, and the clinical application enriched following user feedback. It was installed in the Whittington Hospital and accessed by an early adopter community of GPs and high street pharmacists; it went into full clinical use from August 2008 [e]. Helicon Heart is now being used by 5 NHS Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCG) across north London and Hertfordshire, covering 2 Hospital Trusts, 30 General Practice delivery sites and 3 Community Pharmacies (including Boots). The system underpins clinical care for 3,000 at-risk patients, and Helicon Health has secured additional contracts to extend this to 4,500 patients from 2014 [f]. This shared EHR system facilitates collaboration between community staff and hospital specialists [g, h, i], and has enabled the Whittington Hospital to transfer over 600 patients over the last few years from the more inconvenient and expensive hospital service to a more local GP or Community Pharmacy service, whilst being able to continue to remotely monitor their quality of care [a]. This has released capacity in the hospital for the referral of new and often more complicated patients. A member of the Haringey Clinical Commissioning Group said the service, which the CCG has been using throughout the impact period, “provided a safe option for monitoring INRs1 in primary care. It provides the commissioners, providers and patients with information that assures them of the quality of the service being provided” [h]. This service was highlighted in the NHS Customer Service Excellence award made to the Whittington Cardiovascular Department. It commended the community-based anticoagulant and stroke prevention service as a “transformational service” to the Cabinet Office [j]. Now that the system is widely distributed across many sites, clinical governance is vital. A Clinical Governance Board oversees the quality and safety, for which Helicon Heart generates real-time clinical governance quality measures, which is possible because of the high-quality and comprehensive EHR data it contains. This information is a huge asset for the clinical governance process and provides great learning opportunities for different general practices who can compare each others’ quality performance. The governance data show that most of the hospital, GP and pharmacy sites are maintaining satisfactory anticoagulation control metrics and are improving year on year. The system has helped to demonstrate that community sites deliver safe and well- regarded care [h]. This is particularly appreciated by patients, for whom a visit to their GP or local community pharmacy is usually much more convenient than being treated as a hospital outpatient. An independent patient satisfaction study was commissioned in 2009, undertaken by UCL staff who are world experts in health technology assessments but had no prior connection to this project. They showed that patients unanimously favoured the new anticoagulation service, which they found to be more convenient, had shorter waiting times, required a minimally invasive test (less bruising), and led to them getting the results and treatment instructions immediately [g]. They could take away a clear and well-structured paper summary of their condition, care and treatment that could also be shown to any other care provider. Creation of spin-out company: In May 2012, UCL Business and Whittington Health formed the 1 INR is the International Normalised Ratio, the blood test used to measure the coagulation state of blood.  spin-out company, Helicon Health, to support the roll out of anticoagulation and stroke prevention services (Helicon Heart) including the EHR system, decision support and clinical governance [k]. The company employs 10 people and generated £200,000 income in its first year. This company has joint funded with UCL the enrichment of the Helicon Heart system to cover atrial fibrillation management, another critical factor in stroke prevention, which was completed in May 2013. [f] Wider adoption of ISO standard: ISO EN 13606 is the only internationally endorsed standard for communicating EHRs between heterogeneous systems. Countries that have publicly adopted the ISO EN 13606 EHR interoperability standard since its publication in 2008 include the UK (NHS England), Sweden, Spain and Brazil. It is, however, mandatory in all EU countries. Countries still considering its adoption include Norway, Ireland, Japan, Korea, Rwanda and Australia. Several EHR vendors have chosen to use it as the basis for their EHR systems. These standards are now being adopted by the NHS for its logical record architecture: for example, every week over 11,000 patients change their general practice in England safe in the knowledge their whole life general practice record will be available at their first consultation with their new GP using ISO EN 13606 based messages.		[a] Corroboration of the historic and cumulative benefits to Whittington Health can be found in a statement from the Consultant Cardiologist, Whittington Hospital. Available on request. [b] The NHS’s finding that anticoagulant medication errors are a major source of claims against trusts, see page 1 of NHS National Patient Safety Agency, Risk assessment of anticoagulant therapy. Available from: http://www.nrls.npsa.nhs.uk/resources/?entryid45=59814 [c]  The savings from a prevented stroke, from which the £500,000 CCG savings were projected, can be found on page 2 of National Institute for Clinical Excellence. NICE cost impact and commissioning assessment: quality standard for stroke. Available from: http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/13820/60152/60152.pdf [d] An evaluation of the safety and acceptability of an anticoagulation clinic in a community pharmacy setting - a pilot study, Coleman B, Martin C, Barber N, Patterson D., Pharm J 2004;273:822-4. Available on request. [e] The Whittington Hospital’s use of the system is confirmed on pages 6-7 of Austin T, Sun S, Lea N, Iliffe S, Kalra D, Ingram D, Patterson D. (2009). Clinical Benefits of an Embedded Decision Support System in Anticoagulant Control. World Academy of Engineering, Science and Technology 53, 2009 1063-1069 ISSN: 2070-3724. Available on request. [f]  Letter from the Chairman of Helicon Health corroborates how many people it employs, the first year income and that Helicon Heart is used by the 5 CCGs in London. Available on request. [g] The independent patient satisfaction study was undertaken by UCL staff who are world experts in health technology assessments but had no prior connection to this project. Oyelakin O, Greenhalgh T, Boynton P. (2009). An evaluation of the patient experience of a community based anticoagulation service in Barnet. Available on request. [h] Corroboration of the benefits to a CCG can be found in the statement from the Deputy Head of Medicines Management at the Haringey Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG). Available on request. [i]   Corroboration of the benefits to a hospital consultant can be found in the statement from a Consultant Haematologist from North Middlesex University Hospital. Available on request. [j]   For the NHS Customer Service Excellence award made to the Whittington Cardiovascular Department and commendation of the community-based anticoagulant and stroke prevention service as a “transformational service” to the Cabinet Office, see http://www.whittington.nhs.uk/default.asp?c=8360 [k]  Helicon Health website corroborates that the software at the core of HeliconHeart was originally developed at UCL:  http://heliconhealth.co.uk/about-helicon/company-overview/

		968		500		500				Summary of Impact Manchester research on differential protection, synchronised using the global positioning system (GPS),  has  opened  up  a  radically  new  approach  to  protection  and  integrity  of  electrical transmission networks. The research has led to updating of international technical guides and international standards. In the UK, National Grid has implemented policies based on the research, which will save about £0.5m per annum in substation upgrade costs. The market for GPS synchronised differential protection products is £400m pa globally. This figure represents the “insurance premium” against the avoided cost of a power system failure, estimated in a report on the North-East USA blackout to be $6bn in economic cost and 11 directly attributable deaths.		Underpinning Research Impact is based on research that took place in Manchester from 1993-date, with the first major publication in 1997 [1]. The key researchers were     Prof P A Crossley (L and SL 1993-97, Reader 2000 - 02, Prof 2006 - date);     Prof R N Allan (Prof 1993- 2001);     Dr H Li (RA 1996, L 2001, SL 2011 - date)     Dr M Panteli (PhD 2009 – 13, PDRA 2013 – date) PhD students and year graduated: Castro (graduated 1997), Pugh (1997), Southern (1997), Sherwali (1997), Tan (2000), Kangvansaichol (2004), Hor (2005), Villamagna (2005), Ashwal (2011), Li (2012), Anombem (2012), Panteli (2013), Du (2013). GPS time signals became available for civilian use globally in the early 1990s. Recognizing the usefulness of these signals, the aim of the research was (and continues to be) the design of algorithms, prototype devices, concepts and operating strategies that enhance the reliability of the protection systems used on electrical transmission networks using GPS time signals. The key insights from transmission network protection research at Manchester were:     The first to propose and demonstrate the use of the GPS time signal to synchronise feeder differential protection [1, 4].     Formulation of a quantitative methodology for calculating the reliability of integrated control and protection [2].     Formulation  of  a  strategy  for  wide  area  synchronised  differential  protection  to  avoid  the reliability and selectivity problems of conventional “back-up” protection [3, 5].     The development of a quantifiable methodology for reliability assessment of System Integrity Protection Schemes (SiPS) [6]		References to the Research The  research  was  published  in  internationally  leading  journals,  and  especially  the  IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery, the leading journal in power system protection and control. Key Publications 1.  H Y Li, E P Southern, P A Crossley, S Potts et al (Alstom):- A new type of differential feeder protection relay using the Global Positioning System for data synchronisation, IEEE Trans. on Power Delivery, Vol 12, No.3, 1997, p1090 – 1099. (IEEEXplore citations = 281)       DOI:  10.1109/61.636902 2.  L R Castro, P A Crossley, J Goody (National Grid), R N Allan:- Impact of functional integration on the reliability of substation protection and control systems, IEEE Trans. on Power Delivery, Vol 16, No 1, Jan 2001, p83-88. (IEEEXplore citations = 179) DOI: 10.1109/61.905599 3.  J C Tan, P A Crossley, I Hall (National Grid), J Farrell (Scottish Power), P Gale (Hathaway):- Sequential tripping strategy for a transmission network back-up protection expert system, IEEE Trans. on Power Delivery, vol. 17, no. 1, pp.68-74, Jan. 2002. (IEEEXplore citations = 43) DOI: 10.1109/61.974189 Other Publications 4.  E P Southern, H Y Li, P A Crossley:- A differential feeder protection system - the need for time synchronisation, 1st Precise Measurements in Power Systems Conference, Arlington USA, November 1995. 5.  N.Villamagna,  P  A  Crossley:  A  CT  saturation  detection  algorithm  using  symmetrical components for current differential protection, IEEE Trans. on Power Delivery, Vol 21, issue 1, Jan 2006, pp 38-45. (IEEEXplore citations = 22) DOI: 10.1109/TPWRD.2005.848654 6.  M Panteli, P A Crossley: Assessing the Risk Associated With a High Penetration of System Integrity Protection Schemes, presented at the IEEE PES Innovative Smart Grid Technologies (ISGT) Conference 14-17 Oct. 2012		Details of Impact Context The impact of protection measures needs to be seen in the context of the cost both financial and human when the power system fails. The cost of a wide area blackout, caused by protection mal- operations and human errors, is immense, e.g. the NE USA blackout (2003) directly caused 11 deaths and cost the US economy $6bn [A] and the Indian blackout (2012) affected 700 million people [B]. National Grid own and operate an increasingly stressed transmission network in the UK, which is expected to become less stable and more congested as fossil fuelled and nuclear power stations are retired. The solution is multi-faceted, but transmission utilities are helping to address their problems by exploiting research at Manchester on high reliability protection and control. Pathways to Impact To ensure the widest application of the research four strategies were adopted: 1.  Signing of a licensing agreement between Alstom Grid and the University to ensure confidential information was made available to help Alstom develop a commercial GPS synchronised differential protection device. 2. Input to industry related journals, conferences, and international bodies. Two international organisations critical in the power systems area are the Council on Large Electric Systems, (CIGRE) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), which produce the international technical handbooks and standards used by industry globally. 3.  Provision of skilled engineers and researchers.  Six of the PhD students and Postdoctoral researchers involved in the research subsequently joined Alstom or National Grid, which has helped these companies to commercially exploit the research outcomes and develop products based on the research. 4.  Investment by the University in a protection and control test facility used by industry to evaluate new products. The facility allows evaluation of time-synchronised protection with merging-units and Ethernet communications, and evaluation of wide-area time dissemination systems for use with protection and control.  Reach and Significance of Impact 1.   International Standards and Policy development Prof Crossley was the convenor of a CIGRE working group that used this research to help prepare the technical brochure, effectively the engineers’ working practice guidance document, on the life- time management of relay settings (CIGRE 539 GT B5.31). The approved version of this document was published in June 2013 [C] and this guide is now influencing global protection strategy and helping manufacturers deliver what utilities require. IEC61850  is  the  international  standard  for  digital  electrical  substations.  The  standard  has developed over time and its extension to protection and control was enabled by the implementation of time synchronisation envisaged in this research. The IEC61859 standard was updated to include the model for time synchronisation in July 2011 [D] In the UK, National Grid have utilised the Manchester concepts to change the National strategy on integrating the Control and Protection functions within a substation (2002-2010) and  to influence policy on the Architecture for Substation Secondary System (AS3) (2010-date). This policy defines the functional architecture for all new protection and control systems used on the GB Transmission Network.   National Grid’s price control agreement with OFGEM allows expenditure of £334.3m over the RIIO period 2013-21 [E]. 2.   Industry Uptake and Product Development Most important transmission lines in the developed world are protected by a combination of differential and distance protection, and the former often uses GPS for time synchronisation. The major manufacturers have developed products to meet the demand for such systems (e.g. Alstom MiCom P594 GPS Synchronising unit; Toshiba Line Differential Protection GRL100; GE L90 Line Current Differential System [F]. Electrical equipment installed on the Power System typically has a life of 40-60 years. As a consequence the rate of uptake of new developments can be relatively slow in terms of the number of units installed. Nevertheless the global market in 2010 for GPS synchronised differential feeder protection was worth more than £400M per year, with the largest user being China State Grid [G]. 3.   Use of IEC61850 in substations Industry has further developed the concepts originated in the research to produce products of higher added value through the implementation of centralised time servers which are synchronised with GPS and distribute the time signal across Ethernet networks [H]. National Grid has implemented GPS synchronisation within IEC61850 within the AS3 development as part of their research and development with the low carbon network fund provided by OFGEM. The  project  estimates  a  potential  saving  of  £0.5m  per  year  as  the  system  is  rolled  out  to refurbished and newly built AS3  substations [I].  With the UK representing circa 5% of the global market this would suggest a global market for substation upgrading of £10m per annum. 4.   Mitigating Risk At the end of the day the real value of all protection and control systems is not in the value of systems implemented but in the costs avoided by prevention of failure as shown by the $6bn economic loss in the US blackout [A] and 700.000 people affected by the India blackout [B]. The cost of the systems implemented can be viewed as the insurance premium and their effectiveness is measured by the lack of interruption of power supplies. In the developed world most consumers now have the expectation of power supplies being permanently available as they have rarely or never experience a power network failure.		Sources to Corroborate the Impact A.  North  American  Electricity  Reliability  Corporation  report  on  the  2003  NE  US  Blackout http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=2003-blackout-five-years-later B.  Report  on  the  power  blackout  in  India  http://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/jul/31/india-  blackout-electricity-power-cuts C.  CIGRE 539 GT B5.31 report Technical Brochure Oct 2012 D. IEC 61850-7-1 ed 2.0 the update to IEC 61850 that introduces the model for time synchronisation as proposed in this research. E. OFGEM RIIO-T1 Final Proposals for National Grid p64 table of approved expenditure for electricity transmission F.  Major manufacture product brochures showing a selection of current products for differential protection from Alstom, Toshiba and GE. G.  Internal note demonstrating the justification of the global differential protection market H.  Product  brochures  for  Ethernet  based  time  synchronisation  systems  Siemens  technical brochure Efficient Energy Automation with the IEC 61850 Standard Application Examples P32 and GE Protection & Control Journal P10. I.   National Grid Innovation Funding Incentive Annual Report 2011/12 showing the cost savings of implementing AS3 protection schemes. P151

		1163		500		500				Researchers at Swansea University were the first in the world to apply Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)  to  membrane  separation  in  the  field  of  process  engineering.  Membrane  optimisation processes  have  emerged  as  one  of  the  most  significant  recent  developments  in  chemical engineering,   with   a   range   of   applications   in,   for   example,   the   food   industry   and medicine/therapeutics. Research undertaken by the University has led to significant commercial and health benefits, including •   improved food processing techniques, with induced investment of £11m and operational savings of over £2m. •   novel antibacterial alginate therapeutics, now in clinical trials, that have been proven in the treatment of cystic fibrosis, inducing investment of £7m. •   exploitation of proprietary membrane modification techniques, with $2m impact. •   development of two novel membranes used worldwide in the process industries, generating sales of £500k for each. .		The  underpinning  research  relates  to  the  establishment  of  membrane  process  optimisation techniques  with  advanced  rigour,  based  on  the  novel  surface  characterisation,  membrane modification and theoretical frame works developed at Swansea. Staff within the Centre for Complex Fluids Processing (CCFP) and Centre for Water Advanced Technologies and Environmental Research (CWATER) including Prof N Hilal (Editor in chief Desalination Journal) (at Swansea 1998–2001; 2010 – date), Dr C J Wright (1998 – date), Dr R W Lovitt (1998 – date), Dr P M Williams (1998 – date), Dr D Oatley (1998 - 2001, 2010 – date) and Prof W R Bowen (emeritus professor since 2003), continue to be at the forefront of research that has enabled the industrial application of membrane technologies. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was originally used by physicists and bioscientists for imaging biomaterials. In the early 1990s, researchers at Swansea began to consider other applications for AFM and were the first to use the technique in process engineering, where two primary advantages were found: i) the ability to image materials in a liquid environment, and ii) the ability to measure colloid/cell-to-colloid/cell and colloid/cell-to-surface interactions, again in a liquid environment. Our research consequently established AFM as an essential tool for the membrane technologist. Initially, the techniques to directly visualise membranes and measure interaction forces responsible for process behaviour were limited by relevance and resolution [G3]. We demonstrated that AFM not only provides unparalleled definition of membrane structure, when compared to other imaging techniques, but also permits the direct measurement of forces that control the operation of membranes [R1-R3]. Our breakthrough innovations in the development of AFM for application in process engineering include the: •   first demonstration that nanofiltration membranes have pores [R1]; •   smallest reported AFM colloid probe [R3]; •   first AFM coated colloid probe technique [R3]; •   first AFM cell probe technique [R2]; •   first direct measurements of the interaction of single live cells with surfaces [R2] [G4]. These AFM techniques allow unrivalled capabilities in terms of characterisation for membrane process optimisation, which have been exploited in the development of membranes now used worldwide in the process industries [R2, R3].  Optimisation  of  membrane  systems  by  surface  characterisation  is  an  integral  part  of  the development of new membranes and the modification of membranes to improve process performance.  We  have  used  membrane  modification  techniques  extensively  to  create  novel membranes, such as a positively charged nanofiltration membrane permitting an increased range of process control when the majority of current membranes are negatively charged. We have also demonstrated through characterisation and membrane flux studies that a novel UV-initiated graft polymerisation technique was able to optimise membrane processes by substantially reducing the fouling of nanofiltration membranes [R4]. This is highly desirable as fouling of membranes and the consequent compromise of the separation process is a substantial cost to all industries that use membranes. Under EPSRC platform grant funding, from physics to process [G1], the group has developed theoretical frameworks for optimisation which features ab-initio predictions of membrane process performance with no adjustable parameters avoiding complex and elaborate descriptions that would not be adopted by industry [R5]. In the theoretical description of membrane filtration we have advanced the rigour of the technique substantially by the account of nanoscale variation of solvent dielectric   properties  and   viscosity.   The  Donan-Steric-Partitioning-Model  first  developed   at Swansea, continues to be recognised as the most advanced model describing nanofiltration [R1]. Our modelling of ultrafiltration/nanofiltration involves prediction of nanofluid properties in membrane separation; this optimisation capability has been adopted for improved production. Under EPSRC funding we have also developed AFM techniques to examine the colloidal surfaces interactions and mechanical properties of biological particles including bacteria. This not only improved the rigour of membrane optimisation processes based on characterisation of fouling resistance of membranes but also had tremendous potential in other disciplines. Thus, the initial AFM work led to a new research theme for the Swansea membrane group, with cross over into medical research. We applied the novel AFM characterisation techniques to study the mechanical properties of small quantities of biological materials and this research has been used to study and optimise the application of alginate particles that control bacterial biofilms [R6]. New methods for controlling biofilms are increasingly being recognised as essential for the future of healthcare as antibiotic resistant strains are predicted to become predominant.		Our  international  lead  in  membrane  technology  and  application  of  AFM  in  Engineering  was recognised  as  4*  in  the  RAE2008  General  Engineering  Panel  summary  and  has  led  to  the publication of two high profile handbooks (ISBN 978-1856175173, 978-1439866351). The research has featured in over 170 peer reviewed papers in the past 15 years (over 4600 citations with an average of 27 citations per paper) and an ‘h’ index of 38 (Thompson Web of Knowledge). R1.   Bowen WR; Mohammad AW; Hilal N (1997) “Characterisation of nanofiltration membranes for predictive purposes - Use of salts, uncharged solutes and atomic force microscopy” Journal of Membrane Science, 126(1) pp 91-105. (IF 4.357 Citation 402.) R2.   Bowen,  WR;  Hilal,  N;  Lovitt,  RW,  Wright,  CJ  (1999),  Characterisation  of  membrane surfaces: Direct measurement of biological adhesion using an atomic force microscope. Journal of Membrane Science, 154: 205-212 (IF 4.357 Citation 67.) R3.  Bowen, WR; Hilal, N; Lovitt, RW, Wright, CJ (1998), A new technique for membrane characterisation: Direct measurement of the force of adhesion of a single particle using an atomic force microscope. Journal of Membrane Science 139 pp 269-274. (IF 4.357 Citation 65.) R4.   Abu  Seman  M.N,  Khayet  M.,  Bin  Ali  Z.I.,  Hilal  N.  (2010)  Reduction  of  nanofiltration membrane fouling by UV-initiated graft polymerisation technique Journal of Membrane Science  355 pp 133-141. (IF 4.357 Citation 26.)  R5.  Bowen WR, Cassey B, Jones P; and Oatley DL, (2004) Modelling the performance of nanofiltration membrane — application to an industrially relevant separation, Journal of Membrane Science 242, pp 211-220. (IF 4.357 Citation 43.) R6.   Powell LC, Sowedan A, Khan S, Wright CJ,  Hawkins H, Onsøyen E, Myrvold R, Hill KE and Thomas DW (2013) The effect of alginate oligosaccharides on the mechanical properties of Gram-negative biofilms, Biofouling,  29, 4, pp.413 (IF 4.488.) R1, R2 and R5 best represent the quality of the research. (Citations obtained from Google scholar) Major Relevant Research Grants G1    EPSRC Platform grant. Complex fluids and complex flows – from physics to processes (2000-2003 Renewed 2003-2008; £687K) W.R.Bowen, PR Williams CJ Wright.  (The Centre for Complex Fluid Processing at Swansea was the first at any UK Chemical Engineering Department to be awarded an EPSRC Platform Grant.) G2    Centre of Excellence for Technology and Industrial Collaboration (CETIC). Complex Fluids Processing Centre (2002- 2009; £700K) (CETIC, NAfW, HEFCW, WDA) WR Bowen (PI), R. Bryant, M Jones, RW Lovitt, PM Williams, PR Williams (PI) and CJ Wright G3  EPSRC Visualisation, verification and quantification of physiochemical interactions in bio(separation) processes (1994-1997; £240K) WR.Bowen (PI) RW Lovitt (PDRAs N.Hilal and CJ Wright) G4    EPSRC Advanced Research Fellowship, C.J. Wright: Elucidation, quantification and control of bio-surface interactions – exploiting the potential of AFM (2001–2006 £250K). Reviewed at completion ‘overall as tending to outstanding with internationally leading research’ G5    EPSRC Advanced Research Fellowship 2001-2006, PM Williams: Ab Initio methods for the prediction and optimisation of separation processes (2004-2009 £250K).		Swansea’s research in membrane optimisation processes has delivered international economic, societal, environmental and health impacts through the novel application of membranes and AFM to food processing, water treatment and medicine. Close engagement with industry has informed the research throughout the period, ensuring the development, implementation and adoption of new technologies by industrial organisations in the UK, Europe and Middle East.  The unit’s record of active industrial engagement is evidenced by its recognition as a Centre of Excellence for Technology and Industrial Collaboration and subsequently a Knowledge Transfer Centre. In the food processing industry, our membrane optimisation technology has been exploited through the development of ab initio modelling techniques, novel processes and systems [R1, R5]. An example of a novel industrial process arising from the research is the separation of lactose from whey by Volac, a leader in the application of dairy nutrition, manufacturing and supplying performance nutrition products globally. In 2008, with reference to our membrane and process systems, Volac used this membrane separation as a process innovation and invested £8 million into its plant, establishing a new lactose refining and drying system said to be “the only kit of its kind in Europe”. [Group Technical Manager, Processing & Technology, Lampeter UK] In 2009, First Milk were able to base an audit on their current processing stream on our membrane process optimisation research [R1, R5].   As a result, they replaced evaporators with reverse osmosis  membrane  technology,  with  an  investment  of  £3  million  in  new  whey  processing equipment, which has delivered more than £500,000 of energy savings at the site in Haverfordwest each subsequent year, as well as improving the quality of whey produced at the creamery. These process improvements impact on an international scale as First Milk supply milk, cheese and ingredients to an international market. “In total, the membrane optimisation procedure at First Milk has induced an investment of £3m, with a net saving of over £2m since 2009” (Site Manager First Milk Cheese Co Ltd)  Alongside commercial impacts, our research is delivering societal and environmental impacts through the production of novel membranes and processes to improve water and waste water treatment with respect to the environmental impact of industry. For example, our research on membrane fouling combined with novel membrane modification was used to improve nanofiltration for production of clean water [R4]. A membrane modification technique based on UV-initiated graft polymerisation was used by Water Nano to produce a new series of membrane systems for desalination and household water in the Gulf. “the  membrane  research  at  Swansea  University,  in  particular  the  development  of  the membrane modification technique based on UV-initiated graft polymerisation, led to the creation of 9 jobs at Water Nano and sales of the small scale unit were in the order of 1.2M US$.” (Managing Director, Advanced Water Nano Ltd, Saudi Arabia) Health impact is evidenced in the development of novel antibacterial alginate therapeutics.  The development of AFM methods to study the mechanical properties of cells and biofilms is being exploited in the development of the next generation of antibacterial agents [R6]. Research on the disruption of bacterial biofilms associated with cystic fibrosis by alginate particles used AFM techniques in conjunction with microbiology, rheology, particle characterisation and structural modelling, and was used by the Norwegian company AlgiPharma to support the case for clinical trials across Europe. This led to further investment both from industry and government for the development by AlgiPharma of a novel polymer therapeutic (Oligo G) for the treatment of cystic fibrosis and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). “The visualisation of OligoG on membrane surfaces has provided (and will continue to provide) valuable evidence in support of the product development, characterization, and funding for OligoG in human disease [...] and in applications for biomedical device coatings. OligoG is currently in Phase IIa clinical trials for cystic fibrosis. We currently estimate that this research has facilitated the investment for further research in AlgiPharma from the Norwegian Research Council and the UK Technology Strategy Board in the region of £7m” (Research and Development Director, Sandvika, Norway.) Membrane  optimisation  by  surface  characterisation  was  also  exploited  to  identify  novel membranes for the process industries [R2, R3] [RG3]. The novel membranes and their characterisation were used by PCI Membrane Systems, now part of Xylem Inc. Xylem are a global supplier of fluid technology and equipment for fluid processing, including water management. The membranes developed included two that have been supplied globally on a large scale to the process industries since 1999. Xylem Inc have identified that the volume of sales continues with sales in the REF period totalling £500K for each membrane [Technical Manager Xylem Water Services Ltd, Basingstoke, UK]. The emerging process of nanofiltration reached a global market size of $310.5 million by 2012, contributing to a market of established ultrafiltration technology that is in the US alone currently worth $635 million. [BCC research.]		1.   Group Technical Manager, Processing & Technology, Volac International Limited - the impact of membrane optimisation procedures for lactose processing 2.   Site Manager, First Milk Cheese Co Ltd - the impact of membrane process optimisation on whey processing 3.   Managing Director, Water NanoLtd - the impact of the development of a membrane modification technique for reduced fouling and improved treatment of water 4.   R&D Director, AlgiPharma AS - the impact of AFM biofilm research on the development of new therapeutics 5.   Technical Manager, Xylem Water Services Ltd - the impact of AFM membrane characterisation on membrane development 6.   Market Size - BCC Research http://www.prweb.com/releases/2013/8/prweb10978649.htm

		525		500		500				Research led by Professor Chapman at the Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) lab has resulted in  a  thriving  partnership  with  the  aerospace  division  of  Rolls-Royce.  KBE  research  captures domain-based knowledge and integrates it into refined computational models with automated tools to enhance design processes for engineering complex systems. This research has contributed to important improvements in the design processes used by Rolls-Royce to achieve substantial benefits in terms of accuracy, efficiency and ease of design and innovation in the development of jet engines. The techniques have also been exploited to enhance decision support processes for sustainable energy.		This case study is underpinned by the research carried out at Birmingham City University during this REF period by Chapman who established Knowledge Based Engineering at BCU in 2007. The first goal of this research is to provide a deeper understanding of the processes underlying the development lifecycle of sophisticated technological products, such as components of jet engines, from concepts through design and integration to manufacturing.  The second is to engineer better automated tools to support design innovation and enhance product quality, whilst reducing cost and development time. The research exploits the huge potential of virtualisation to create a supporting environment for virtual product development. This relies on careful representation, manipulation and management of reusable engineering knowledge. The representation of product characteristics   and   engineering   knowledge   enables   the   deployment   of   mature   software engineering methods to support the development of complex engineering systems. The potential benefits of adopting this approach are numerous; among which are rapid creation of detailed designs, and ability to examine their properties through extensive low-cost simulations as opposed to slow and expensive testing of real product prototypes. This frees engineers from the burden of routine tasks and allows them to focus on the creative and innovative parts of the design process. The approach also allows the exploration of larger space of design options than would otherwise be possible. However, because these cyber products/components have dual physical representations with complex constraints for compositions and physical assembly, it presents fundamental new research challenges; the solutions of which form the main driver behind this research. Among these are: (1) Abstraction of product characteristics and their representations in forms that are useful for tools used in the design environment.   Object oriented programming classes have been used to implement this abstraction. [R3, R6] (2) Capturing, storing and accumulating domain based knowledge which is intelligently used in the design, development and production processes with the aim of embodying this knowledge in automated tools to enhance and optimise the whole development lifecycle [R2, R3] (3) Capturing  a  repertoire  of  techniques,  constraints  and  knowledge  based  on  wisdom accumulated through long experience of product development. [R2, R3] (4) Development of methods for acquiring and structuring enterprise knowledge to support design automation. [R1, R3, R4] (5) Modelling  cyber  physical  systems  that  operate  in  complex  and  evolving  environment [R2,R5,R6].  (6) Developing frameworks in which dual representations of products (cyber and physical) can co-exist and be effectively exploited in the development of better tools. For example, to allow a component to dynamically adapt to changes resulting from interactions with its environment but keeping within physical constraints.  [R5] (7) Developing novel methods based on formal frameworks for the interactions of agents (representing subsystems) with their environment with emphasis on systematically adapting the patterns of interactions to the dynamic evolution of environment.  [R5] (8) Integration of complex systems from components: This is particularly challenging due to high inter-dependencies between subsystems and complex integration constraints in order to form a successful system. [R6] The formal collaboration with aerospace division of Rolls-Royce has provided immensely valuable opportunities  to  acquire,  structure,  and  develop  sophisticated  models  for  high  technology components which can be integrated into complex mission-critical products. The collaboration has resulted in developing a body of specialised knowledge-based engineering focusing on making significant contributions to the design of jet engines that are cheaper, lighter, higher performing and less polluting.		R1. Bochenkov, A., Amini, A., Chapman, C. and Burden, T. (2009) ‘A Systematic Approach to Service-Oriented  Architecture  for  Engineering  Information  Systems’,  7th  International Conference on Manufacturing Research, ICMR09, University of Warwick, 8-10 September. R2. Chapman,  C.  and  Amini,  A.  (2009)  ‘Virtual  Concurrent  Engineering  Using  Knowledge Based Engineering’, Conference Proceedings, vol.2, pp. 28-31, edited by D Su, S Zhu and Q Zhang International Conference on Advanced Design and Manufacture, Harbin, China, 24-26 September. R3. Melville, L. and Chapman, C. (2010) ‘Development of decision support tools for integrated bioenergy systems’, Symposium for Flexible Automation (ISFA), July 12-14, Tokyo, Japan. R4. Solanki, M., Skarka, J. and Chapman, C. (2013) ‘Linked data for potential algal biomass production’. Semantic Web 4(3): pp. 331-340. R5. Mordecai,  Y.,  Chapman,C.    and  Dori,  D.  (2013)  ‘Conceptual  Modelling  of  Physical- Informatical Essence Duality of Cyber-Physical Entities’.  IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, October 13-16, Manchester. R6. Thomas, A.M., Vijay, V., Raju, P.,  Chapman, C., Chima, P., Mathur, A. and Chemaly, A. (2013) ‘Parametric virtual laboratory development: A hydropower case study with student perspectives’, Advances in Engineering Software,  64, pp. 62-70. Key Grants: 2009-10: Knowledge based partnership, funded by Technology Strategy Board (TSB).  PI: Craig Chapman and Maria Nicastri (Research Associate).  Value: £55K 2010-13: Strategic Investment in Low Carbon Engine Technology (SILOET) programme funded by TSB. PI: Craig Chapman. Value: 190K 2013-15: Strategic Investment in Low Carbon Engine Technology 2 (SILOET2) programme funded by TSB. PI: Craig Chapman. Value: 150K 2012-12:  Hub  casting  knowledge  fusion  modelling,  funded  by  Rolls-Royce.  PI:  Craig Chapman and Pathmeswaran Raju. Value: £26.5K. PhD Grants: 2012-15: “Model & Evaluate Technologies in Virtual Products”, funded by Rolls-Royce. PI: Craig Chapman. Value: £15K. 2012-15: “Computational methods for forging geometry of aero engine discs”, funded by  Rolls-Royce. PI: Craig Chapman. Value: £15K.		As a leading international company with a high reputation for excellence in engineering, Rolls- Royce has a keen interest in the development of design methods that support creativity and innovation while maintaining high assurance, reducing development time and minimising cost. The collaboration with Rolls-Royce started in 2009 with a TSB funded Knowledge Based Partnership focused on demonstrating the benefits of applying KBE methods to modelling Rolls-Royce’s KEY systems, vital control parts of jet engines. The project resulted in several positive outcomes. It contributed to clearer understanding of the complex relationships between components in these systems, allowed larger space for exploring potential designs, enabled efficient integration, and facilitated deployment. The  collaboration  with  Rolls-Royce  was  substantially  strengthened  when  the  University  was selected to enter into a commercial, research activity built around the £90m, Technology Strategy Board funded Strategic Investment in Low Carbon Engine Technology (SILOET) Project. This built on the achievements of the initial project by refining the models of KEY systems and developing service-based architectures to enhance relevant design automation processes. The new architectures integrate various KEY control systems through more efficient workflows of processes that embody specialised KBE concepts. Economic impact: The project’s Research Associate, Maria Nicastri, moved to Rolls-Royce to join a growing group of researchers who have passed through the KBE lab to become permanent members of Rolls-Royce staff.They have joined specialist teams within Rolls-Royce’s Design System Engineering division to enable development of KBE solutions to design and engineering problems. By adopting processes based on KBE concepts, Rolls-Royce has gained significant economic benefits through the optimisation of design and manufacturing processes [S1, S2]. As an example, using KBE techniques in the design and development of one aspect of a jet engine has resulted in a reported £0.5M saving through a 40% reduction in overall engineering lead time and a 50% reduction in design staff requirement.  Another example focusing on the design of a 3D Aero model from a new specification reduced the time required to accomplish this task from 10 days to one day. Impact on Professional Practices: Based on the proven benefits demonstrated through the use of  KBE  at  Rolls-Royce,  bespoke  training  in  KBE  was  provided  for  Rolls-Royce’s  technical engineering teams. Educational Impact: Aspects of several case studies resulting from research collaborations with Rolls-Royce have been incorporated into the teaching of specialised postgraduate modules offered by BCU as well as in the delivery of bespoke industrial training courses.  This typically exemplifies how research feeds back into teaching and education.  It should be noted that, in the spirit of true collaboration, BCU students have been allowed to visit the Rolls-Royce aerospace plant, to see directly how KBE is being used to enhance the design of jet engines.  Benefits resulting from KBE partnership with Rolls-Royce were demonstrated [E1] at a number of outreach events, such as Birmingham Made Me 2013, showcasing innovations as results of successful academic-industrial collaborations. Significant interest has arisen from regional businesses in adopting KBE technologies after these events. Environmental impact:  KBE research has directly made substantial contributions to two funded projects addressing environmental issues. These projects aim to make significant contributions to the environment  by substantially reducing  carbon  emission in aviation  through the design of greener jet engines. The development of the Rolls-Royce KEY control systems explained in this impact case directly contributed to the deliverables of the £90M TSB funded “Strategic Investment in Low Carbon Engine Technology (SILOET)” project (2010-2013) and to its recently launched follow up programme SILOET2 (2013-2015). Because of its generic nature, the research underpinning this case study has been adapted to  provide innovative solutions in the environmental domain to support the exploitation of sustainable greener energy. In collaboration with Dr Lynsey Melville, head of BCU bioenergy research, a number of sophisticated decision support systems based on the KBE approach have been developed to support two multi-million pound EU funded projects on sustainable energy: EnAlgae [L2] and BioenNW [L3]. The central aim of these projects is to reduce emissions and dependency on unsustainable energy sources in Europe.  KBE lab designed intelligent systems that capture domain based knowledge and developed decision-support tools to effectively assist stakeholders in deploying and managing bioenergy projects. The KBE lab is developing a clear reputation as a leader in the highly specialist field of Knowledge Based Engineering through successful exploitation of its research activities with Rolls-Royce.		Sources: [S1]           Senior Engineer, Design System Engineering division at Rolls-Royce Plc. [S2]           Chief of Design Methods, Design Systems Engineering at Rolls-Royce Plc. Links: [L1]           Chief of Design Methods, Rolls-Royce, at the outreach event Birmingham Made Me in June   2013, highlighting the benefits of exploiting Professor Chapman’s Knowledge Based Engineering methods as evaluated in case studies the design of aspects of jet engines                 at                 Rolls-Royce.                 http://birmingham-made-me.org/wp- content/uploads/presentations/20th/Craig%20Chapman%20TEE%20and%20Carl%20Barc ock%20Rolls%20Royce%20Copy.pptx; Accessed 23/11/2013. [L2]           http://www.enalgae.eu/ ; Accessed 23/11/2013. [L3]           http://bioenergy-nw.eu/; Accessed 23/11/2013.

		528		430		80				The research has enabled industrial simulation users to investigate and develop larger scale systems faster and cheaper and thus to explore a wider variety of cost-saving options with more precision, and industrial simulation providers to offer new high-performance simulation (HPS) products and services.  As a direct result of this work: Ford has made £150,000 cost savings in consultancy and significant process improvements to engine manufacture globally; Saker Solutions (UK SME) has created the first ever HPS system for production and logistics; Sellafield PLC has used this system to make significant process improvements and savings in the management of nuclear waste reprocessing of around £200,000 per year; and Whole Systems Partnership (a UK SME) used a spin-off from this research to generate a £200,000 per year revenue stream from interoperable healthcare decision support systems. Globally, several other companies are adopting the standardisation efforts and other outcomes of the research as the foundation for future innovation.		Discrete-event simulation is used to investigate and improve planned or existing industrial production and logistics systems (e.g., car engine manufacturing plants, nuclear waste disposal, etc.).  However, the state-of-the-art of simulation technology limits the size of system being studied and the amount of investigation that can be done in a project.  Models are also costly to develop, so it is desirable to reuse models as ‘building blocks’ in analysing larger systems.  For example, an engine manufacturing system model might be composed of several reused interoperable models that represent the production of engine blocks, camshafts, assembly lines, etc. Reusing these models to compose a larger model clearly saves costs as there is significant investment in each individual model.  There are, though, major barriers to such composability and interoperability that limit the size of model that can be developed.  Simulations also take time to run (minutes to hours depending on complexity/size), and a systematic investigation could require many thousands of simulation runs (and therefore potentially thousands of hours). In practice, projects have limited time and budgets, so only a subset of simulation experiments can be carried out in a specific project/context, limiting the quality of study outcomes as a result. Figure 1: High Performance Simulation Impact Overview Solutions to the above problems were evident in other simulation domains, but did not exist for industrial discrete-event simulation users.  In 2000, Taylor (a Senior Lecturer at Brunel at the time, now a Reader) led the EPSRC Network GROUPSIM (EPSRC GR/N35304, 2000-2004) to investigate methods to transfer these innovations into this industrial simulation sector to make a step change in the state-of-the-art.   These High Performance Simulation techniques have two  major  complementary  themes:  (1)  techniques  to  reduce  the  cost  and  time  of  simulation development and (2) techniques to reduce the time of simulation experimentation.   The path to impact of the research is shown in Figure 1. (1) The defence simulation sector had successfully created an approach to model reuse that linked together (interoperated) models over a computer network (Figure 2) and thus made major cost savings in model development by reusing previously developed models. This was based around the IEEE 1516 High Level Architecture (HLA) standard for simulation interoperability.  GROUPSIM identified that there were major barriers to using the HLA and related software (middleware) for production and logistics simulation and that further standardisation was needed.  In 2004, Taylor led this standardisation effort by creating the international COTS Simulation Package Interoperability Standards Development Group under the US-based Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO).  In 2010, derived directly from concepts introduced by Taylor in GROUPSIM,  he  developed  the  world’s  first  standard  in  this  area,  the  Standard  for  COTS Simulation Package Interoperability Reference Models (SISO-STD-006-2010) (validated by SISO standards development process following repeated community balloting).  This is being used, for example, to underpin large-scale simulation of nuclear waste management at Sellafield (developed by Saker Solutions) and has been adopted by several companies (e.g., AEGIS Technologies (USA), PITCH (Sweden), Simul8 (UK) and D-SIMLAB (Singapore)).  To demonstrate the approach and  to  avoid  proprietary model  and  data  issues,  a generic  healthcare-based  production  and logistics simulation was also created with related software developed to support simulation interoperability by Taylor and Mustafee (PhD Student, then Research Fellow, at Brunel 2004-9; now a lecturer at the University of Exeter) (e.g., simulation software adaptors developed for the well-known Simul8 software).  A novel model reuse strategy has also been developed with Whole Systems Partnership under a Knowledge Transfer Programme (Taylor as lead academic) for Systems Dynamics Decision Support in Healthcare (KTP008757) (Manpower capability planning) (currently deployed at Trent Strategic Health Authority). Figure 2: Model Reuse Via Simulation Interoperability (2) In other areas, Grid Computing (the use of multiple computers to speed up applications) has had a major impact.   However, at the time, Grid Computing technologies could not be easily utilised by most simulation software used for production and logistics simulation.  To demonstrate how Grid Computing could be used in this area, Taylor with Mustafee developed WINGRID (2004- 2006) – the WINDOWS-based Desktop Grid for Simulation (Figure 3).  This was successfully deployed  at  the  Ford  Motor  Company’s  Dunton  Engineering  Centre  (Brentwood,  Essex)  to investigate engine system manufacturing worldwide.  At Ford this system has evolved and is now a core simulation technology.   Experience from this work led to the development of SAKERGRID which supports high speed simulation at Saker Solutions, a UK simulation consultancy with a wide range of production and logistics projects.  SakerGrid has, in turn, been deployed at Sellafield to support the high speed simulation of nuclear waste management.  Figure 3: WINGRID Desktop Grid Architecture		[1]      Taylor, S.J.E., Turner, S.J. and Strassburger, S. (2010). Standard for COTS Simulation Package Interoperability Reference Models (SISO-STD-006-2010), Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization, Orlando, Florida, USA. [2]       Taylor,  S.J.E.  Developing  Strategies  and  Infrastructure  for  Collaborative  Simulation Modelling (GROUPSIM). EPSRC (GR/N35304). Publications [3]       Taylor, S.J.E., Turner, S.J., Strassburger, S. and Mustafee, N. (2012). Bridging The Gap: A Standards-Based  Approach  to  OR/MS  Distributed  Simulation. ACM  Transactions  on Modeling and Computer Simulation. 22(4). Article 18. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2379810.2379811 [4]       Mustafee, N., Taylor, S.J.E., Katsaliaki, K., Dwivedi, Y.K. and Williams, M. D. (2012). Motivations  and  Barriers  in  using  Distributed  Supply  Chain  Simulation. International Transactions  in  Operational  Research.  19(5):  733–751.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1475- 3995.2011.00838.x [5]       Mustafee,  N.  and  Taylor,  S.J.E.  (2009)  Speeding  up  simulation  applications  using WinGrid. Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experience, 21 (11), 1504-1523. http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/cpe.1401 [6]       Katsaliaki,   K.,   Mustafee,   N.,   Taylor,   S.J.E  and   Brailsford,   S.   (2009).  Comparing Conventional and Distributed Approaches to Simulation in a Complex Supply-Chain Health System.  Journal      of      the     Operational      Research      Society. 60,      pp.      43–51. http://dx.doi.org/10.1057/palgrave.jors.2602531		The GROUPSIM Network began work that has led to major innovations in High Performance Simulation for industrial discrete-event simulation users and is facilitating the investigation and development of larger scale systems faster and cheaper and now allows a wider variety of cost- saving options to be explored with more precision.  It also has made it possible for industrial simulation providers to offer new high-performance simulation (HPS) products and services. As shown in Figure 1, these innovations have two major complementary themes: (1) techniques to reduce the cost and time of simulation development (Model Reuse and Interoperability) and (2) techniques to reduce the time of simulation experimentation (Grid Computing). The impact of each theme is detailed below. The standardisation efforts involved in (1) began in 2004 with the formation of the standards development group (CSPI PDG) at SISO and produced the first standard in 2010.  The standard is now being gradually adopted by the international practitioner community and is being used to guide the development of large-scale manufacturing simulations.  Saker Solutions was involved in the  development of the standard and is now using the standard to create a large-scale simulation of nuclear waste reprocessing at Sellafield PLC which has led to “major cost savings” (see corroborating source S1).  This is the first time that Sellafield has been able to comprehensively
study the major elements of waste management as a whole system and is a direct output of both the standard and the standardisation process.   Examples of practitioners adopting the standard
internationally are: AEGIS Technologies (a USA SME specialising in defence simulation), PITCH (an SME based in Sweden that develops large scale simulations), Simul8 (a UK SME that sells
one of the most well-known simulation software) and D-SIMLAB (a Singapore SME specialising in aircraft maintenance logistics). (Corroborating source S2 from Mark Elder, Chairman of Simul8, is representative of this adoption, “Without this we and the whole simulation industry would still be
operating in an isolated way”).
The Grid Computing development work in (2) has been adopted by several simulation users.  At the Ford Motor Company’s Dunton Engineering Centre (Brentwood, Essex) simulation is used to design engine manufacturing facilities worldwide and for process improvement in day-to-day operations by studying different machine configurations, buffer capacities, changeover Schemes, etc.  Brunel and Ford developed various High Performance Simulation solutions for implementation in Ford’s Power Train Manufacturing simulation team.  Ford has adopted and built new high performance simulation systems in conjunction with Lanner Group (a simulation consultancy SME). Ford now uses significantly more simulation in this area and has saved an estimated £150,000 in consultancy cost during the REF period and, according to Ford’s Technical specialist, a significant undisclosable sum due to process improvements as a result of that extra experimentation (see corroborating source S3).  Dunton leads simulation activities in this area worldwide and this work has therefore affected production teams at Ford’s engine manufacturing facilities across the world (UK, USA, Mexico, Spain, South Africa and Brazil) (see corroborating source S3).
Experiences from this enabled Taylor to lead the development of SAKERGRID (in 2010) with Saker Solutions (one of around 10 UK SMEs specialising in simulation), Grid Computing software supporting high speed experimentation and test/build development.  Saker Solutions employs 12 people  (annual  turnover  £1  to  £2  million)  in  the  UK  and  works  with  many  UK  companies using simulation    to    study    a    wide    range    of    manufacturing,    production    and    logistic problems.   SAKERGRID has been used to significantly improve the quality of Saker’s simulation projects and is saving around £20,000 per annum in terms of project time saved at Saker (£80,000 over 4 years) (see corroborating source S1).  Saker Solutions has now implemented SAKERGRID (in 2011) within the Sellafield Ltd Operational Research Group (around 25 members) where the tool has been used since to support over 10 major projects in the last year.  The expected direct savings  in  this  financial  year  at  Sellafield  Ltd  are  approximately  £200,000  with  substantial additional savings expected in subsequent years. Of course, in addition there are unquantified savings arising from the reduced turnaround time of experimentation enabled by the use of SAKERGRID which both reduces project lead time and increases the number of scenarios which can be examined (see corroborating source S4).
In terms of products and services, Saker Solutions is now able to offer new high-speed products and services based on this work. Saker Solutions is the first to offer these in a comprehensive manner. This has had a ‘ripple effect’ in the community and has led to at least one further innovation due to the impact of these advanced in simulation technology state of the art.  This took the form of a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) between Whole Systems Partnership and Brunel University (Taylor). Whole Systems Partnership is a small consultancy with a £300,000 per year turnover that develops healthcare decision support solutions.  The results of the KTP are a (from 2013 onward) £200,000 per year revenue stream using reusable Systems Dynamics models for decision support in manpower capability planning in the NHS (see corroborating source S5).		S1 – Letter received from Managing Director, Saker Solutions
S2 – Letter received from Founder and Non-executing Chair, Simul8 Corporation
S3 – Letter received from Simulation Technical Expert, Ford Motor Company Ltd. S4 – Letter received from Project Leader, Sellafield Operational Research Group S5 – Letter received from Managing Director,The Whole Systems Partnership

		528		430		150				The research has enabled industrial simulation users to investigate and develop larger scale systems faster and cheaper and thus to explore a wider variety of cost-saving options with more precision, and industrial simulation providers to offer new high-performance simulation (HPS) products and services.  As a direct result of this work: Ford has made £150,000 cost savings in consultancy and significant process improvements to engine manufacture globally; Saker Solutions (UK SME) has created the first ever HPS system for production and logistics; Sellafield PLC has used this system to make significant process improvements and savings in the management of nuclear waste reprocessing of around £200,000 per year; and Whole Systems Partnership (a UK SME) used a spin-off from this research to generate a £200,000 per year revenue stream from interoperable healthcare decision support systems. Globally, several other companies are adopting the standardisation efforts and other outcomes of the research as the foundation for future innovation.		Discrete-event simulation is used to investigate and improve planned or existing industrial production and logistics systems (e.g., car engine manufacturing plants, nuclear waste disposal, etc.).  However, the state-of-the-art of simulation technology limits the size of system being studied and the amount of investigation that can be done in a project.  Models are also costly to develop, so it is desirable to reuse models as ‘building blocks’ in analysing larger systems.  For example, an engine manufacturing system model might be composed of several reused interoperable models that represent the production of engine blocks, camshafts, assembly lines, etc. Reusing these models to compose a larger model clearly saves costs as there is significant investment in each individual model.  There are, though, major barriers to such composability and interoperability that limit the size of model that can be developed.  Simulations also take time to run (minutes to hours depending on complexity/size), and a systematic investigation could require many thousands of simulation runs (and therefore potentially thousands of hours). In practice, projects have limited time and budgets, so only a subset of simulation experiments can be carried out in a specific project/context, limiting the quality of study outcomes as a result. Figure 1: High Performance Simulation Impact Overview Solutions to the above problems were evident in other simulation domains, but did not exist for industrial discrete-event simulation users.  In 2000, Taylor (a Senior Lecturer at Brunel at the time, now a Reader) led the EPSRC Network GROUPSIM (EPSRC GR/N35304, 2000-2004) to investigate methods to transfer these innovations into this industrial simulation sector to make a step change in the state-of-the-art.   These High Performance Simulation techniques have two  major  complementary  themes:  (1)  techniques  to  reduce  the  cost  and  time  of  simulation development and (2) techniques to reduce the time of simulation experimentation.   The path to impact of the research is shown in Figure 1. (1) The defence simulation sector had successfully created an approach to model reuse that linked together (interoperated) models over a computer network (Figure 2) and thus made major cost savings in model development by reusing previously developed models. This was based around the IEEE 1516 High Level Architecture (HLA) standard for simulation interoperability.  GROUPSIM identified that there were major barriers to using the HLA and related software (middleware) for production and logistics simulation and that further standardisation was needed.  In 2004, Taylor led this standardisation effort by creating the international COTS Simulation Package Interoperability Standards Development Group under the US-based Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO).  In 2010, derived directly from concepts introduced by Taylor in GROUPSIM,  he  developed  the  world’s  first  standard  in  this  area,  the  Standard  for  COTS Simulation Package Interoperability Reference Models (SISO-STD-006-2010) (validated by SISO standards development process following repeated community balloting).  This is being used, for example, to underpin large-scale simulation of nuclear waste management at Sellafield (developed by Saker Solutions) and has been adopted by several companies (e.g., AEGIS Technologies (USA), PITCH (Sweden), Simul8 (UK) and D-SIMLAB (Singapore)).  To demonstrate the approach and  to  avoid  proprietary model  and  data  issues,  a generic  healthcare-based  production  and logistics simulation was also created with related software developed to support simulation interoperability by Taylor and Mustafee (PhD Student, then Research Fellow, at Brunel 2004-9; now a lecturer at the University of Exeter) (e.g., simulation software adaptors developed for the well-known Simul8 software).  A novel model reuse strategy has also been developed with Whole Systems Partnership under a Knowledge Transfer Programme (Taylor as lead academic) for Systems Dynamics Decision Support in Healthcare (KTP008757) (Manpower capability planning) (currently deployed at Trent Strategic Health Authority). Figure 2: Model Reuse Via Simulation Interoperability (2) In other areas, Grid Computing (the use of multiple computers to speed up applications) has had a major impact.   However, at the time, Grid Computing technologies could not be easily utilised by most simulation software used for production and logistics simulation.  To demonstrate how Grid Computing could be used in this area, Taylor with Mustafee developed WINGRID (2004- 2006) – the WINDOWS-based Desktop Grid for Simulation (Figure 3).  This was successfully deployed  at  the  Ford  Motor  Company’s  Dunton  Engineering  Centre  (Brentwood,  Essex)  to investigate engine system manufacturing worldwide.  At Ford this system has evolved and is now a core simulation technology.   Experience from this work led to the development of SAKERGRID which supports high speed simulation at Saker Solutions, a UK simulation consultancy with a wide range of production and logistics projects.  SakerGrid has, in turn, been deployed at Sellafield to support the high speed simulation of nuclear waste management.  Figure 3: WINGRID Desktop Grid Architecture		[1]      Taylor, S.J.E., Turner, S.J. and Strassburger, S. (2010). Standard for COTS Simulation Package Interoperability Reference Models (SISO-STD-006-2010), Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization, Orlando, Florida, USA. [2]       Taylor,  S.J.E.  Developing  Strategies  and  Infrastructure  for  Collaborative  Simulation Modelling (GROUPSIM). EPSRC (GR/N35304). Publications [3]       Taylor, S.J.E., Turner, S.J., Strassburger, S. and Mustafee, N. (2012). Bridging The Gap: A Standards-Based  Approach  to  OR/MS  Distributed  Simulation. ACM  Transactions  on Modeling and Computer Simulation. 22(4). Article 18. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2379810.2379811 [4]       Mustafee, N., Taylor, S.J.E., Katsaliaki, K., Dwivedi, Y.K. and Williams, M. D. (2012). Motivations  and  Barriers  in  using  Distributed  Supply  Chain  Simulation. International Transactions  in  Operational  Research.  19(5):  733–751.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1475- 3995.2011.00838.x [5]       Mustafee,  N.  and  Taylor,  S.J.E.  (2009)  Speeding  up  simulation  applications  using WinGrid. Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experience, 21 (11), 1504-1523. http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/cpe.1401 [6]       Katsaliaki,   K.,   Mustafee,   N.,   Taylor,   S.J.E  and   Brailsford,   S.   (2009).  Comparing Conventional and Distributed Approaches to Simulation in a Complex Supply-Chain Health System.  Journal      of      the     Operational      Research      Society. 60,      pp.      43–51. http://dx.doi.org/10.1057/palgrave.jors.2602531		The GROUPSIM Network began work that has led to major innovations in High Performance Simulation for industrial discrete-event simulation users and is facilitating the investigation and development of larger scale systems faster and cheaper and now allows a wider variety of cost- saving options to be explored with more precision.  It also has made it possible for industrial simulation providers to offer new high-performance simulation (HPS) products and services. As shown in Figure 1, these innovations have two major complementary themes: (1) techniques to reduce the cost and time of simulation development (Model Reuse and Interoperability) and (2) techniques to reduce the time of simulation experimentation (Grid Computing). The impact of each theme is detailed below. The standardisation efforts involved in (1) began in 2004 with the formation of the standards development group (CSPI PDG) at SISO and produced the first standard in 2010.  The standard is now being gradually adopted by the international practitioner community and is being used to guide the development of large-scale manufacturing simulations.  Saker Solutions was involved in the  development of the standard and is now using the standard to create a large-scale simulation of nuclear waste reprocessing at Sellafield PLC which has led to “major cost savings” (see corroborating source S1).  This is the first time that Sellafield has been able to comprehensively
study the major elements of waste management as a whole system and is a direct output of both the standard and the standardisation process.   Examples of practitioners adopting the standard
internationally are: AEGIS Technologies (a USA SME specialising in defence simulation), PITCH (an SME based in Sweden that develops large scale simulations), Simul8 (a UK SME that sells
one of the most well-known simulation software) and D-SIMLAB (a Singapore SME specialising in aircraft maintenance logistics). (Corroborating source S2 from Mark Elder, Chairman of Simul8, is representative of this adoption, “Without this we and the whole simulation industry would still be
operating in an isolated way”).
The Grid Computing development work in (2) has been adopted by several simulation users.  At the Ford Motor Company’s Dunton Engineering Centre (Brentwood, Essex) simulation is used to design engine manufacturing facilities worldwide and for process improvement in day-to-day operations by studying different machine configurations, buffer capacities, changeover Schemes, etc.  Brunel and Ford developed various High Performance Simulation solutions for implementation in Ford’s Power Train Manufacturing simulation team.  Ford has adopted and built new high performance simulation systems in conjunction with Lanner Group (a simulation consultancy SME). Ford now uses significantly more simulation in this area and has saved an estimated £150,000 in consultancy cost during the REF period and, according to Ford’s Technical specialist, a significant undisclosable sum due to process improvements as a result of that extra experimentation (see corroborating source S3).  Dunton leads simulation activities in this area worldwide and this work has therefore affected production teams at Ford’s engine manufacturing facilities across the world (UK, USA, Mexico, Spain, South Africa and Brazil) (see corroborating source S3).
Experiences from this enabled Taylor to lead the development of SAKERGRID (in 2010) with Saker Solutions (one of around 10 UK SMEs specialising in simulation), Grid Computing software supporting high speed experimentation and test/build development.  Saker Solutions employs 12 people  (annual  turnover  £1  to  £2  million)  in  the  UK  and  works  with  many  UK  companies using simulation    to    study    a    wide    range    of    manufacturing,    production    and    logistic problems.   SAKERGRID has been used to significantly improve the quality of Saker’s simulation projects and is saving around £20,000 per annum in terms of project time saved at Saker (£80,000 over 4 years) (see corroborating source S1).  Saker Solutions has now implemented SAKERGRID (in 2011) within the Sellafield Ltd Operational Research Group (around 25 members) where the tool has been used since to support over 10 major projects in the last year.  The expected direct savings  in  this  financial  year  at  Sellafield  Ltd  are  approximately  £200,000  with  substantial additional savings expected in subsequent years. Of course, in addition there are unquantified savings arising from the reduced turnaround time of experimentation enabled by the use of SAKERGRID which both reduces project lead time and increases the number of scenarios which can be examined (see corroborating source S4).
In terms of products and services, Saker Solutions is now able to offer new high-speed products and services based on this work. Saker Solutions is the first to offer these in a comprehensive manner. This has had a ‘ripple effect’ in the community and has led to at least one further innovation due to the impact of these advanced in simulation technology state of the art.  This took the form of a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) between Whole Systems Partnership and Brunel University (Taylor). Whole Systems Partnership is a small consultancy with a £300,000 per year turnover that develops healthcare decision support solutions.  The results of the KTP are a (from 2013 onward) £200,000 per year revenue stream using reusable Systems Dynamics models for decision support in manpower capability planning in the NHS (see corroborating source S5).		S1 – Letter received from Managing Director, Saker Solutions
S2 – Letter received from Founder and Non-executing Chair, Simul8 Corporation
S3 – Letter received from Simulation Technical Expert, Ford Motor Company Ltd. S4 – Letter received from Project Leader, Sellafield Operational Research Group S5 – Letter received from Managing Director,The Whole Systems Partnership

		528		430		200				The research has enabled industrial simulation users to investigate and develop larger scale systems faster and cheaper and thus to explore a wider variety of cost-saving options with more precision, and industrial simulation providers to offer new high-performance simulation (HPS) products and services.  As a direct result of this work: Ford has made £150,000 cost savings in consultancy and significant process improvements to engine manufacture globally; Saker Solutions (UK SME) has created the first ever HPS system for production and logistics; Sellafield PLC has used this system to make significant process improvements and savings in the management of nuclear waste reprocessing of around £200,000 per year; and Whole Systems Partnership (a UK SME) used a spin-off from this research to generate a £200,000 per year revenue stream from interoperable healthcare decision support systems. Globally, several other companies are adopting the standardisation efforts and other outcomes of the research as the foundation for future innovation.		Discrete-event simulation is used to investigate and improve planned or existing industrial production and logistics systems (e.g., car engine manufacturing plants, nuclear waste disposal, etc.).  However, the state-of-the-art of simulation technology limits the size of system being studied and the amount of investigation that can be done in a project.  Models are also costly to develop, so it is desirable to reuse models as ‘building blocks’ in analysing larger systems.  For example, an engine manufacturing system model might be composed of several reused interoperable models that represent the production of engine blocks, camshafts, assembly lines, etc. Reusing these models to compose a larger model clearly saves costs as there is significant investment in each individual model.  There are, though, major barriers to such composability and interoperability that limit the size of model that can be developed.  Simulations also take time to run (minutes to hours depending on complexity/size), and a systematic investigation could require many thousands of simulation runs (and therefore potentially thousands of hours). In practice, projects have limited time and budgets, so only a subset of simulation experiments can be carried out in a specific project/context, limiting the quality of study outcomes as a result. Figure 1: High Performance Simulation Impact Overview Solutions to the above problems were evident in other simulation domains, but did not exist for industrial discrete-event simulation users.  In 2000, Taylor (a Senior Lecturer at Brunel at the time, now a Reader) led the EPSRC Network GROUPSIM (EPSRC GR/N35304, 2000-2004) to investigate methods to transfer these innovations into this industrial simulation sector to make a step change in the state-of-the-art.   These High Performance Simulation techniques have two  major  complementary  themes:  (1)  techniques  to  reduce  the  cost  and  time  of  simulation development and (2) techniques to reduce the time of simulation experimentation.   The path to impact of the research is shown in Figure 1. (1) The defence simulation sector had successfully created an approach to model reuse that linked together (interoperated) models over a computer network (Figure 2) and thus made major cost savings in model development by reusing previously developed models. This was based around the IEEE 1516 High Level Architecture (HLA) standard for simulation interoperability.  GROUPSIM identified that there were major barriers to using the HLA and related software (middleware) for production and logistics simulation and that further standardisation was needed.  In 2004, Taylor led this standardisation effort by creating the international COTS Simulation Package Interoperability Standards Development Group under the US-based Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO).  In 2010, derived directly from concepts introduced by Taylor in GROUPSIM,  he  developed  the  world’s  first  standard  in  this  area,  the  Standard  for  COTS Simulation Package Interoperability Reference Models (SISO-STD-006-2010) (validated by SISO standards development process following repeated community balloting).  This is being used, for example, to underpin large-scale simulation of nuclear waste management at Sellafield (developed by Saker Solutions) and has been adopted by several companies (e.g., AEGIS Technologies (USA), PITCH (Sweden), Simul8 (UK) and D-SIMLAB (Singapore)).  To demonstrate the approach and  to  avoid  proprietary model  and  data  issues,  a generic  healthcare-based  production  and logistics simulation was also created with related software developed to support simulation interoperability by Taylor and Mustafee (PhD Student, then Research Fellow, at Brunel 2004-9; now a lecturer at the University of Exeter) (e.g., simulation software adaptors developed for the well-known Simul8 software).  A novel model reuse strategy has also been developed with Whole Systems Partnership under a Knowledge Transfer Programme (Taylor as lead academic) for Systems Dynamics Decision Support in Healthcare (KTP008757) (Manpower capability planning) (currently deployed at Trent Strategic Health Authority). Figure 2: Model Reuse Via Simulation Interoperability (2) In other areas, Grid Computing (the use of multiple computers to speed up applications) has had a major impact.   However, at the time, Grid Computing technologies could not be easily utilised by most simulation software used for production and logistics simulation.  To demonstrate how Grid Computing could be used in this area, Taylor with Mustafee developed WINGRID (2004- 2006) – the WINDOWS-based Desktop Grid for Simulation (Figure 3).  This was successfully deployed  at  the  Ford  Motor  Company’s  Dunton  Engineering  Centre  (Brentwood,  Essex)  to investigate engine system manufacturing worldwide.  At Ford this system has evolved and is now a core simulation technology.   Experience from this work led to the development of SAKERGRID which supports high speed simulation at Saker Solutions, a UK simulation consultancy with a wide range of production and logistics projects.  SakerGrid has, in turn, been deployed at Sellafield to support the high speed simulation of nuclear waste management.  Figure 3: WINGRID Desktop Grid Architecture		[1]      Taylor, S.J.E., Turner, S.J. and Strassburger, S. (2010). Standard for COTS Simulation Package Interoperability Reference Models (SISO-STD-006-2010), Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization, Orlando, Florida, USA. [2]       Taylor,  S.J.E.  Developing  Strategies  and  Infrastructure  for  Collaborative  Simulation Modelling (GROUPSIM). EPSRC (GR/N35304). Publications [3]       Taylor, S.J.E., Turner, S.J., Strassburger, S. and Mustafee, N. (2012). Bridging The Gap: A Standards-Based  Approach  to  OR/MS  Distributed  Simulation. ACM  Transactions  on Modeling and Computer Simulation. 22(4). Article 18. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2379810.2379811 [4]       Mustafee, N., Taylor, S.J.E., Katsaliaki, K., Dwivedi, Y.K. and Williams, M. D. (2012). Motivations  and  Barriers  in  using  Distributed  Supply  Chain  Simulation. International Transactions  in  Operational  Research.  19(5):  733–751.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1475- 3995.2011.00838.x [5]       Mustafee,  N.  and  Taylor,  S.J.E.  (2009)  Speeding  up  simulation  applications  using WinGrid. Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experience, 21 (11), 1504-1523. http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/cpe.1401 [6]       Katsaliaki,   K.,   Mustafee,   N.,   Taylor,   S.J.E  and   Brailsford,   S.   (2009).  Comparing Conventional and Distributed Approaches to Simulation in a Complex Supply-Chain Health System.  Journal      of      the     Operational      Research      Society. 60,      pp.      43–51. http://dx.doi.org/10.1057/palgrave.jors.2602531		The GROUPSIM Network began work that has led to major innovations in High Performance Simulation for industrial discrete-event simulation users and is facilitating the investigation and development of larger scale systems faster and cheaper and now allows a wider variety of cost- saving options to be explored with more precision.  It also has made it possible for industrial simulation providers to offer new high-performance simulation (HPS) products and services. As shown in Figure 1, these innovations have two major complementary themes: (1) techniques to reduce the cost and time of simulation development (Model Reuse and Interoperability) and (2) techniques to reduce the time of simulation experimentation (Grid Computing). The impact of each theme is detailed below. The standardisation efforts involved in (1) began in 2004 with the formation of the standards development group (CSPI PDG) at SISO and produced the first standard in 2010.  The standard is now being gradually adopted by the international practitioner community and is being used to guide the development of large-scale manufacturing simulations.  Saker Solutions was involved in the  development of the standard and is now using the standard to create a large-scale simulation of nuclear waste reprocessing at Sellafield PLC which has led to “major cost savings” (see corroborating source S1).  This is the first time that Sellafield has been able to comprehensively
study the major elements of waste management as a whole system and is a direct output of both the standard and the standardisation process.   Examples of practitioners adopting the standard
internationally are: AEGIS Technologies (a USA SME specialising in defence simulation), PITCH (an SME based in Sweden that develops large scale simulations), Simul8 (a UK SME that sells
one of the most well-known simulation software) and D-SIMLAB (a Singapore SME specialising in aircraft maintenance logistics). (Corroborating source S2 from Mark Elder, Chairman of Simul8, is representative of this adoption, “Without this we and the whole simulation industry would still be
operating in an isolated way”).
The Grid Computing development work in (2) has been adopted by several simulation users.  At the Ford Motor Company’s Dunton Engineering Centre (Brentwood, Essex) simulation is used to design engine manufacturing facilities worldwide and for process improvement in day-to-day operations by studying different machine configurations, buffer capacities, changeover Schemes, etc.  Brunel and Ford developed various High Performance Simulation solutions for implementation in Ford’s Power Train Manufacturing simulation team.  Ford has adopted and built new high performance simulation systems in conjunction with Lanner Group (a simulation consultancy SME). Ford now uses significantly more simulation in this area and has saved an estimated £150,000 in consultancy cost during the REF period and, according to Ford’s Technical specialist, a significant undisclosable sum due to process improvements as a result of that extra experimentation (see corroborating source S3).  Dunton leads simulation activities in this area worldwide and this work has therefore affected production teams at Ford’s engine manufacturing facilities across the world (UK, USA, Mexico, Spain, South Africa and Brazil) (see corroborating source S3).
Experiences from this enabled Taylor to lead the development of SAKERGRID (in 2010) with Saker Solutions (one of around 10 UK SMEs specialising in simulation), Grid Computing software supporting high speed experimentation and test/build development.  Saker Solutions employs 12 people  (annual  turnover  £1  to  £2  million)  in  the  UK  and  works  with  many  UK  companies using simulation    to    study    a    wide    range    of    manufacturing,    production    and    logistic problems.   SAKERGRID has been used to significantly improve the quality of Saker’s simulation projects and is saving around £20,000 per annum in terms of project time saved at Saker (£80,000 over 4 years) (see corroborating source S1).  Saker Solutions has now implemented SAKERGRID (in 2011) within the Sellafield Ltd Operational Research Group (around 25 members) where the tool has been used since to support over 10 major projects in the last year.  The expected direct savings  in  this  financial  year  at  Sellafield  Ltd  are  approximately  £200,000  with  substantial additional savings expected in subsequent years. Of course, in addition there are unquantified savings arising from the reduced turnaround time of experimentation enabled by the use of SAKERGRID which both reduces project lead time and increases the number of scenarios which can be examined (see corroborating source S4).
In terms of products and services, Saker Solutions is now able to offer new high-speed products and services based on this work. Saker Solutions is the first to offer these in a comprehensive manner. This has had a ‘ripple effect’ in the community and has led to at least one further innovation due to the impact of these advanced in simulation technology state of the art.  This took the form of a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) between Whole Systems Partnership and Brunel University (Taylor). Whole Systems Partnership is a small consultancy with a £300,000 per year turnover that develops healthcare decision support solutions.  The results of the KTP are a (from 2013 onward) £200,000 per year revenue stream using reusable Systems Dynamics models for decision support in manpower capability planning in the NHS (see corroborating source S5).		S1 – Letter received from Managing Director, Saker Solutions
S2 – Letter received from Founder and Non-executing Chair, Simul8 Corporation
S3 – Letter received from Simulation Technical Expert, Ford Motor Company Ltd. S4 – Letter received from Project Leader, Sellafield Operational Research Group S5 – Letter received from Managing Director,The Whole Systems Partnership

		110		400		400				The forestry and timber-processing sector contributes about £2,000M per year to the UK economy. There are significant benefits to be gained by converting the maximum possible percentage of UK wood into construction timber products because the highest returns in terms of price and environmental impact are achieved with construction grade timber. WestCHEM research has contributed  to  the  development  of  acoustic  tools  that  allow  construction-grade  timber  to  be identified in the forest. This research also led to changes in UK Forestry Commission planting policy, with ‘improved’ stock now accounting for >80% of new planting across both public and private sectors, yielding an estimated increase of £75M in the market value of these trees.		Context Most of the underpinning research and its transformation into impact were carried out within the Strategic Integrated Research in Timber (SIRT) project, a collaboration between the Forestry Commission, Edinburgh Napier University, and the University of Glasgow (WestCHEM), initiated by a Scottish Funding Council strategic grant (2003-2007) and continuing to the present with funding from industry, RCUK, and the European Commission. The aims of the SIRT Project are to understand wood structure and its relationship with timber performance, and to promote the use of UK-grown Sitka spruce in the construction industry. SIRT spans from molecules to trees and from the forest to the building site. WestCHEM’s contribution stems from previous BBSRC-funded research on cellulose structure (2000-2003) including novel spectroscopic and scattering methods to probe disorder and mechanical function. Key Research Findings Wood is a composite material based on cellulose fibres (microfibrils) embedded in a matrix of other carbohydrate polymers and lignin. WestCHEM research led to the determination of the structure of the cellulose microfibrils [1-3] and their interconnection through disordered interfaces with other wood polymers [3,4]. Under tension, wood can stretch by two mechanisms. One is by elastic stretching of the cellulose fibres themselves, when they are well aligned with the grain in the stiffest and  strongest  wood.  The  other  is  a time-dependent,  slip-stick  mechanism  termed  ‘molecular Velcro’ [4]. Using the metaphor of microfibrils as two pieces of Velcro and of hydrogen-bonded, non-cellulosic polymers as the hooks and loops between them, tensile force detaches the connections from the disordered microfibril surfaces [3], allowing the microfibrils to slide until the ‘Velcro’ re-attaches and restores the original strength of the structure [4]. The progressive transition between these two stretching mechanisms explains the steep and near- linear dependence of wood stiffness on cellulose orientation [5], a key element in the impact of the research on the genetic improvement of trees. Previously it had been thought that stiffness was controlled more by density, which decreases in fast growing trees. In 2004-2007 WestCHEM researchers collected a large body of x-ray data on microfibril orientation in Sitka spruce trees of varying genotype and showed that fast growing trees do not necessarily suffer the penalty in stiffness that had previously been assumed [6]. The other key development was the introduction of acoustic methods for measuring wood stiffness in standing trees. In principle, the stiffness of the wood is proportional to the square of the speed of a sound wave travelling between two probes attached at different heights on the side of the tree. However, the acoustic frequency is so high that part of the ‘molecular Velcro’ component is too slow  to  be  captured.  The  standing-tree  acoustic  stiffness  therefore  differs  from  the  bending stiffness measured by the standard machines used to grade commercial timber. In addition, the  dominant path of the sound wave is just under the bark, where the cellulose is better oriented, and the wood is therefore stiffer than in the rest of the tree. Both problems led to scepticism about acoustic methods when these were first introduced. However, understanding how wood stretches encouraged the WestCHEM group to persist and find practical solutions. The ratio of acoustic to bending stiffness was quantified by laboratory-scale calibration on well-characterised material, and detailed measurements and modelling of the radial variation of microfibril orientation, density, and stiffness allowed the properties of timber sawn from any point within a tree to be predicted from measurements at its surface [6]. The WestCHEM researchers who carried out these experiments were members of the SIRT field teams that did the first successful standing-tree acoustic surveys in the UK [6]. Key Researchers Dr Michael Jarvis (appointed 1979, now Reader) led a group that included Clemens Altaner (SIRT RF 2004-07); Shaun Mochan (visiting researcher on sabbatical from the Forestry Commission, 2007) and 5 PhD students funded or co-funded by the forestry industry (2004-2013).		Key references to the research are [3] and [4], which are submitted in REF2 and [6] which describes the path to impact. [1] M. Jarvis, Cellulose stacks up. Nature 426, 611-612 (2003). (doi:10.1038/426611a) [2] A.Šturcová, I. His, D.C. Apperley, J. Sugiyama & M.C. Jarvis. Structural details of crystalline cellulose      from      higher      plants.      Biomacromolecules      5,      1333-1339      (2004). (doi: 10.1021/bm034517p) [3] A.N. Fernandes, L.H. Thomas, C.M. Altaner, P. Callow, V.T. Forsyth, D.C. Apperley, C.J. Kennedy and M.C. Jarvis. Nanostructure of cellulose microfibrils in spruce wood. Proceedings of   the   National   Academy   of   Sciences   of   the   USA,   108,   E1195-E1203   (2011). (doi: 10.1073/pnas.1108942108) [4] C. Altaner & M.C. Jarvis. Modelling polymer interactions of the ‘molecular Velcro’ type in wood under    mechanical    stress.    Journal    of    Theoretical    Biology    253,    434-445    (2008). (doi: 10.1016/j.jtbi.2008.03.010) [5] D.J. Cosgrove and M.C. Jarvis. Comparative structure and biomechanics of plant primary and secondary     cell     walls.     Frontiers     in     Plant     Physiology     3,     204-209     (2012). (doi: 10.3389/fpls.2012.00204) [6] J. Moore, B. Gardiner, D. Ridley-Ellis, M. Jarvis, S. Mochan, and E. MacDonald, Getting the most  out  of  the  United  Kingdom’s  timber  resource.  Scottish  Forestry,  63,  3-8  (2009). (http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/38551/)		Background The forestry and timber processing sector as a whole contributes about £2,000M per year to the UK economy and supports about 40,000 jobs. Of the 2.5 million tonnes of UK timber harvested annually, approximately one-third is of suitable quality for transformation into construction-grade sawn products. The remainder is used for paper, chipboard, and biofuel, commanding a price about half that of timber for construction [1]. The carbon in these other products is returned to the atmosphere within 1-10 years, compared to 50-100 years for timber used to build houses [2]. Consequently, there are both financial and environmental reasons to channel the maximum possible percentage of UK timber into the construction industry. To satisfy the UK Building Regulations, timber has to meet the C16 quality specification. In practice the limiting C16 requirement for Sitka spruce, the prevalent conifer species in the UK, is its stiffness: hence the relevance of the WestCHEM research. Path to impact From the outset of the SIRT Project in 2004, its research and KE goals were planned together by a management board with majority industrial representation. KE was implemented through industry workshops and the Forestry Commission’s simple but efficient system of Information Notes for forest managers. Since 2004, four Glasgow PhDs have been co-funded by the Forestry Commission and one part-time PhD student, a professional timber buyer, is fully funded by Egger Forestry Ltd. Nature of the Impact Acoustic tools for measuring timber quality in the forest Acoustic technology based on the WestCHEM research described above and adapted for commercial use [Sources 3 and 4] was adopted in 2011 by James Jones Ltd for measuring stiffness in standing trees [Source 5]. James Jones Ltd is the second largest sawmilling company in the UK. Sawmillers purchase standing timber, which is then felled, transported, and processed prior to machine grading. Normally about 10% of sawn products fail to meet the C16 grading standard and must be diverted to pulping or biomass fuel [Source 3]. The costs (and embodied energy) of transporting, sawing, and kiln-drying these outgrades are then wasted, amounting to about £6M/year UK-wide [Sources 1and 6]. Selecting parcels of standing trees that will give a low outgrade percentage is a crucial skill of timber buyers. James Jones Ltd is now using acoustic measurements as a decision support tool alongside the traditional, empirical skills of their buyers [Source 5]. In these circumstances it is difficult to quantify the gain, but a realistic estimate is a 1% reduction in outgrades, leading to a saving of about £0.4M since the adoption of the technology. A further advance in profitability would be possible if individual logs of high or low stiffness, rather than  stands  of  trees,  could  be  identified  at  felling  and  consigned  directly  to  the  sawmill  or elsewhere. Acoustic devices attached to the harvesting machinery are under development by the spin-out company Timber Sonics, started up in 2011 by Shaun Mochan, a Forestry Commission researcher who was on sabbatical in WestCHEM in 2007. Genetically improved Sitka spruce Before the study of P. McLean under Jarvis’s supervision, it was assumed that the stiffness of Sitka spruce wood was controlled mainly by density, and that fast growing tree genotypes would produce low-density timber of poor stiffness that would not meet the C16 specification for construction purposes. The WestCHEM research showed that, although low density is indeed connected with fast growth, stiffness need not be. Cellulose orientation is much more important than density in determining the stiffness of the wood [Source 7]. It is, therefore, possible to combine fast growth, straight stems (giving improved out-turn at the sawmill), and stiff timber (due to good cellulose orientation). These findings were disseminated informally to the forest industry in 2006-2007 [Source 8] and a Forestry Commission Information Note followed in 2008 [Source 9]. The private forestry sector has enthusiastically adopted improved planting stock and the large forestry company UPM Tilhill is planting improved material almost exclusively. Across both public and private sectors, improved stock now accounts for over 80% of new planting [Source 10] and  around 50M improved trees have been planted since 2008. The change has been driven by the predicted increase in total wood volume as well as increased sawlog output, but it would have been inhibited if the perception that improved trees would fail to produce construction-grade timber had persisted [Source 10]. The economic benefits are difficult to estimate when trees take typically 40 years to mature and when there are uncertainties concerning the influence of the biomass energy market and the restructuring of UK forests. However, at harvest the improved trees planted between 2008 and 2013 are expected to yield 15M m3  of additional sawlogs [Source 9], leading to an increase of £75M in the market value of these trees at harvest if calculated at today’s prices [Source 1]. The increase in total yield at harvest is predicted to be 12M m3 [Sources 9,10], equivalent to 7M tonnes of fixed CO2 , while about 8M tonnes of CO2  equivalent will be locked up for the lifetime of the buildings incorporating the additional sawn timber [Source 2].		[1]  Forestry Commission, 2012. Coniferous Standing Sales Price Index for Great Britain. [2]   Carbon Benefits of Timber in Construction. Forestry Commission Scotland, 2006. [3]  S. Mochan, J. Moore and J Connelly. Using acoustic tools in forestry and the wood supply chain. Forestry Commission Technical Note, 2009. [4]  B.  Gardiner  &  J  Moore.  Implications  for  forecasting  stiffness.  Private  Sector  Production Forecasting Meeting, Edinburgh, 9 March 2009. [5]  Information from Harvesting and Operations Manager, James Jones and Sons Ltd, who is willing to be contacted for corroboration if required. [6]  Forestry Commission. Forestry Statistics 2013. [7]  J.P. McLean, R. Evans and J.R. Moore. Predicting the longitudinal modulus of elasticity of Sitka spruce from cellulose orientation and abundance. Holzforschung 64, 295-500 (2010). (doi: 10.1515/HF.2010.084) [8]   BBSRC Annual Report 2006-7 p.15. [9]  S. Mochan, S. Lee and B. Gardiner.  Benefits of improved Sitka spruce: volume and quality of timber. Forestry Commission Research Note, 2008. [10] S. Lee & G Watt.  Choosing Sitka spruce planting stock. Forestry Commission Practice Note, 2012

		972		320				320		Two Knowledge Transfer Partnership projects, carried out between 2006 and 2009, between an e- commerce marketplace provider (@UK plc) and the University of Reading, led to the development of two software tools that were launched in 2010. The tools, SpendInsight and GreenInsight, are the first of their kind to use artificial intelligence techniques to handle the extremely challenging data associated with purchasing in large organisations. Since their launch, these tools have been used by @UK plc to identify procurement savings and environmental costs of procurement activities for governments, multi-national corporations, academic institutions and healthcare providers. Over the last three years @UK plc has benefitted from the launch of these products as it has provided them with a competitive advantage over the market place, increased the quality and efficiency of their spend analyses and led to multi-million pound licensing agreements. An analysis of spending in some of the NHS Trust Foundations has led to changes in procurement behaviours that have resulted in hundreds of thousands of pounds saved to date – benefitting not only the NHS, but also taxpayers.		Background Purchasing of goods and supplies by large organisations is a complex process, which can be streamlined through an e-procurement system. However, implementing e-procurement requires tools that can cope with vast amounts of data from multiple and disparate sources, such as supplier and product information, in order to analyse where the best value is and where efficiency can be improved. The nature of e-procurement data (large quantities, heterogeneous, sparse, unstructured, distributed and noisy) makes it challenging to apply existing state of the art management techniques. In 2006, three linked Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) projects were started to create innovative solutions to the challenges of e-procurement data; the solutions needed to be cost effective and commercially viable. Two of these were with the University of Reading, while the third took place at Goldsmith’s, University of London. The company @UK plc, a leading e-commerce marketplace provider, giving support to over 1 million businesses worldwide, was the industry partner on all three KTP projects. The University of Reading was the knowledge base partner for two of the KTP projects which focused on innovative approaches to data classification and related artificial intelligence techniques; one of these projects concentrated on classification of products, while the other dealt with ranking web pages on the basis of textual search, as well as finding property structure from product descriptions based on natural language. Goldsmith’s was the knowledge base partner on the third KTP project, which concentrated on systematically spidering web pages to gather relevant product information from them. These linked projects ran for three years from 2006 to 2009. Classification of data using artificial intelligence The University of Reading team was comprised of: Dr Richard Mitchell, Associate Professor (2013- present) previously Senior Lecturer (1994-2013); Slawomir Nasuto, Professor of Cybernetics (2012-present), previously Reader (2007-2012); Dr Virginie Ruiz, Associate Professor (2013- present), previously Senior Lecturer (2004-2013); and Victor Becerra, Professor of Automatic Control (2012-present), previously Reader (2005-2013). The Reading team brought decades of experience in classifying challenging data to the partnership with @UK plc. When data are collected by a spider – a program that “crawls” through the web looking for relevant data in response to a query about, for example, a product – they need to be analysed to determine the category to which the product belongs; this classification can then be used to find equivalent products from different suppliers. The products also need to be ranked to determine which are most important or relevant to the search request. The Reading team have been developing and applying methods for classifying data using various artificial intelligence approaches, including neural networks [1,2,8], evolutionary computing, swarm intelligence, adaptive signal processing, and machine learning [1,2]. The team have developed and applied  these methods in response to challenges faced in a diversity of disciplines, including health [2, 7 & 8] and economics [1]. There are several challenges with real world text classification, including poor class structure, overlapping classes and blurred boundaries between categories. Moreover, training data pooled from multiple sources tend to be inconsistent and contain erroneous labelling, leading to poor performance of standard text classifiers. In 2010, the Reading team looked at how health service products were classified to specialised procurement classes in order to examine and quantify the extent of these problems [3]. They presented a novel method to analyse the labelled data by selectively merging classes where there was not enough information for the classifier to distinguish them. Additional contributions made through the research that lead to SpendInsight include: ensuring that the data pre-processing and classification methods were scalable so that they were able to process procurement data from large organisations (`big data')  in reasonable time; the development of a sophisticated rule engine for de-duplication [3], which is employed to automatically detect and eliminate duplicate items from the procurement data; and finally the development of methods for automatic detection of attribute data in textual descriptions of products [6] This research led to the development of an intelligent spend analysis system known as SpendInsight which became a key component in the @UK plc e-procurement and e-marketplace platform. Methods to estimate environmental cost With individual products classified through SpendInsight, the Reading researchers then developed methods to estimate the environmental cost of the product by mapping it to the ethical and environmental information held for millions of products by the Centre for Sustainability Accounting. The resultant system, GreenInsight, was launched in 2010 and is used by procurers to assess the carbon footprint of their purchases; they can now compare the cheapest price economically and environmentally, and thus quantify the cost of ‘being green’.		These outputs have been internally assessed as of at least 2* quality. Those suggested for quality assessment are indicated with *. [1] *Becerra, V. M., Galvao, R. K. H. and Abou-Seada, M. (2005) Neural and wavelet network models for financial distress classification. Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, 11 (1): 35- 55. doi: 10.1007/s10618-005-1360-0 Citations=19 [2] *Froese, T., Hadjiloucas, S., Galvao, R. K. H., Becerra, V. M. and Coelho, C. J. (2006) Comparison of extrasystolic ECG signal classifiers using discrete wavelet transforms. Pattern Recognition Letters, 27 (5): 393-407. doi: 10.1016/j.patrec.2005.09.002 Citations=16 [3] *Roberts, P., Howroyd, J., Mitchell, R. and Ruiz, V. (2010) Identifying problematic classes in text classification, in 2010 IEEE 9th International Conference on Cybernetic Intelligent Systems, Sept 1-2, 2010, Reading, UK: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. [4] Roberts, P., Mitchell, R. and Ruiz, V. (2009) Using triangulation to identify word senses, in: 8th IEEE International Conference on Cybernetic Intelligent Systems – IEEE Systems, Man & Cybernetics Society, September 9-10, 2009, Birmingham, UK: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. [5] Roberts, P. J. (2011). Automatic Product Classification. PhD Thesis. University of Reading: UK. [6] Brown, M.(2011) Automatic production of property structure from natural language. PhD Thesis. University of Reading: UK. [7] Guo, Q., Shao, J. and Ruiz, V. F. (2009) Characterization and classification of tumor lesions using computerized fractal-based texture analysis and support vector machines in digital mammograms, International Journal of Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery, 4(1): 11-25. doi. 10.1007/s11548-008-0276-8. Citations=18 [8] Bakstein, E., Burgess, J., Warwick, K., Ruiz, V., Aziz, T. and Stein, J. (2012) Parkinsonian tremor identification with multiple local field potential feature classification. Journal of Neuroscience Methods, 209 (2): 320-330.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jneumeth.2012.06.027  All citation values are from Scopus as of 3rd October, 2013.		The classification techniques developed at Reading [5-8] became essential components of the Eprocurement system, SpendInsight, which was launched in February 2010 by @UK plc. The system uses artificial intelligence techniques to enable e-procurers to analyse their purchases and identify potentially significant savings. @UK plc subsequently launched the GreenInsight system, which again incorporated the artificial intelligence techniques developed by Reading. GreenInsight estimates the carbon footprint of products and procurement activities in order to help businesses develop environmentally friendly procurement policies. @UK PLC benefits from the launch of SpendInsight and GreenInsight SpendInsight immediately increased @UK plc’s analysing capacity; within the first two months of launching the SpendInsight website, @UK plc had analysed over £35 billion in spend, which was an increase from the £16 billion it had analysed the previous year [a]. SpendInsight also significantly improved @UK plc’s efficiency, producing results faster, at less cost and with better results than previous systems. @UK plc was working with the NHS London Procurement Partnership (LPP) and using the leading spend analysis system at the time, they had taken 2 years to analyse less than 25% of all of London’s spend, costing around £500,000 [a]. In 2010, they implemented SpendInsight and in 6 months had analysed London’s entire spend, with better results, for significantly less cost [a]. On September 4th, 2013, @UK plc announced that they had agreed a £3.4 million conditional licensing agreement with Tungsten Corporation plc for SpendInsight [b].Tungsten will market the software to its 122 global clients as TungstenAnalytics and @UK will receive up front establishment fees and installation costs of around half a million pounds [b]. The @UK Chairman has stated that; “SpendInsight and GreenInsight have revolutionised our business. SpendInsight is recognised as still being globally unique 3 years after development, and we just won a £ 3.4m contract where the customer is licencing SpendInsight. This is 1.5x our current turnover. Additionally the SpendInsight capablity has been a major factor in our relationship with Visa and the global roll out of our marketplace technology where SpendInsight delivers an instant business case for buying organisations." [c] Taxpayers and NHS benefit from savings identified through SpendInsight SpendInsight was used to identify considerable savings for the NHS London Procurement Partnership (LPP) - both soft process savings and hard cashable savings - and provided impetus to standardise and centralise their e-procurement across the Trusts’ back office. SpendInsight also identified which were the key suppliers and key commodities, a process that had the effect of driving both user and supplier acceptance of the change to e-procurement. Over the course of the project the researchers obtained and processed NHS procurement data for 73 NHS trusts in the UK, the majority centred in London. The SpendInsight system was used to analyse the purchase orders, invoices and contracts of the different organisations, identify equivalent purchases and benchmark the best possible prices for each product, and identify savings. The analysis found that significant savings could be made within the NHS with relatively simple changes in procurement behaviour. For example, the amalgamation of small ad-hoc orders into larger, less frequent orders could standardise product choices and facilitate lower-costs for guaranteed high-volume deals. One NHS Trust saved £320,000 in 2011 alone by switching to one supplier of examination gloves and ordering 2 choices of glove rather than 20 [d]. @UK PLC provided analysis services to the National Audit Office (NAO) to assist them in the preparation of their 2011 report on the procurement of consumables by NHS hospital trusts. The National Audit Office (NAO) included @UK plc’s SpendInsight analysis in their 2011 analysis of the NHS Trust’s procurement and spending on consumables [e]. The NAO concluded that if the procurement system was utilised across all NHS Trusts in England, they could “make overall savings of at least £500 million, around 10% of the total NHS consumables expenditure of £4.6 billion” [c]. After the initial analysis using SpendInsight in 2012, the Royal Berkshire NHS Foundation Trust decided to continue using the system to analyse their quarterly spend for 2013. The Principal Procurement Manager stated that “with an addressable spend of £ 60 million, to be able to save  even one percent of that is a benefit”. The Trust has received data from their spending review and they “appear to have clawed back £100,000 as a result of actions taken from [their] first pass” [f]. Businesses, governments, academic institutions and others benefit from SpendInsight and GreenInsight analyses @UK plc works with organisations all over the world and has now used SpendInsight to analyse “over £67 billion in spend, and millions of products from 100’s of thousands of companies” [i]. The following is a confidential list provided by @UK of users of SpendInsight and GreenInsight, which shows that governments, health authorities, multi-national companies and academic institutions have all benefitted from the use of SpendInsight and GreenInsight. Local CouncilsWestminster City Council
States of Jersey
The Highland Council
Tower Hamlets Council Higher Education Purchasing
DepartmentsUniversity of Huddersfield
University of Reading
University of East Anglia
Goldsmiths' College (University of London) Multinational CompaniesSteria UK Corporate Ltd Provincial GovernmentNew South Wales Health Authorities / HospitalsLondon Procurement Partnership
Royal Berkshire Hospital
Basingstoke and North Hampshire NHS Foundation In November 2011, at an event organised by the Business Application Software Developers Association (BASDA), the Director of Solutioning for the NHS made a presentation about the SpendInsight and GreenInsight systems and claimed that they would be “saving the NHS £250 million over 10 years” and equated this to “the cost of 12,000 additional nurses”.		[a] ‘SpendInsight’, @UK plc [website]  http://bit.ly/1fgJVPW accessed 3 Oct 2013. Gives evidence of increased volume of analyses in 2010 over 2009 as a result of implementing SpendInsight. [b] ‘SpendInsightTM Agreement’, INTELLISYS. http://bit.ly/1fgJVPW Gives value of financial gains for @UK plc for a conditional licensing agreement for the software system developed with Reading researchers. [c]  Chairman, @UK plc (testimonial letter on the impact of the software) [d] Denwood, A. (27 Sept 2011) ‘Hospital saves fortune just by swapping rubber gloves’, BBC News Health <http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-14971984>. Provides figures for cost savings made by Barts and the London NHS Trust by making simple changes in procurement behaviour as a result of SpendInsight analysis. [e] National Audit Office (2 February 2011) The procurement of consumables by NHS acute and Foundation trusts, Report by the Comptroller and Auditor General, HC 705, Session 2010- 2011. London: The Stationery Office.  http://bit.ly/187uszM [f]  ‘Case Study: Spend Insight’, @UK SpendInsight Savings and Benchmarking, Royal Berkshire NHS Foundation Trust. http://bit.ly/17odbzn [g] Head of Purchasing and Supplies, Basingstoke and North Hampshire NHS Foundation Trust* [h] Data Enablement Manager, NHS London Procurement Partnership* [i]   ‘Process’, GreenInsight [website] <http://www.green-insight.com/process.html> accessed 6 Oct 2013. Gives evidence of the extent and reach of SpendInsight’s use. *Contact details provided separately

		51		320		320				Research by Professor Jones, Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge, resulted in the development of a new method for preparing composite solids, involving the grinding of two or more crystalline solids in the presence of small volumes of liquid. This so called “liquid assisted grinding” (LAG) which produces novel solids with bespoke physical and chemical properties, is now routinely used by the major pharmaceutical companies to screen for new drug forms as part of their drug product development process.		Liquid Assisted Grinding (LAG) was developed by Prof William Jones who has been employed as a member of staff in the Chemistry Department, University of Cambridge, since 1978 (SAIR, 1978; ADR 1985; Reader, 1999; Professor, 2006 onwards) and leads a research group focused on Materials Chemistry. The discovery of LAG as an effective screening method was made in 2001 and published in the Royal Society of Chemistry journal Chemical Communications in 2002.1 This work demonstrated how the kinetics of the solid-solid reaction could be accelerated. Prior to this work solution crystallisation was the main method of doing solid form screening. The discovery resulted from work in the Jones Group on understanding how organic molecules pack and interact in the solid state. To expand in a systematic way the number and types of interactions that were possible between molecules within an organic crystal structure, from 1995 onwards the Jones Group investigated methods for preparing crystalline solids with two or more distinct molecular entities within them.2  This meant, for example, that to understand how an acid function interacted with an amine function in a crystal lattice, it was not necessary to have both functionalities present on the same molecule. To obtain such multicomponent solids is difficult if the solubility of the two molecules which are being co-crystallised is very different – they will simply crystallise as separate pure phases. Solid-state grinding had been explored previously by others for producing co-crystals, but in 2001 the Jones Group embarked on a series of studies to see whether a small amount of liquid added to the solids during mixing could have an effect on the outcome. It was discovered in 2001 that not only did small amounts of liquid speed up the solid-solid reaction but in numerous cases it allowed the formation of new solid forms that could not otherwise be made. The method has now been termed “liquid assisted grinding”. The group disclosed this discovery in 2002 where the enhanced kinetics was noted.1 Between 2002 and 2005 the Jones Group discovered that the exact outcome of the solid state grinding could be controlled by careful choice of the added liquid.3 Between 2005 and 2007 it was further demonstrated that this LAG approach is significantly more effective in searching for alternate solid forms of drug candidates than other previously used methods, e.g. conventional solution crystallisation or melt growth.4&5  LAG is a method that requires very small amounts of material, essential for preformulation pharmaceutical development, is rapid, and environmentally friendly because it eliminates the need to use large amounts of solvents. A recent independent study comparing the effectiveness of the various approaches to screening for new forms of the drug piroxicam is given by Fucke, et al (2012).6  The authors conclude that: “Solvent-drop grinding showed the highest absolute number of experiments resulting in co-crystals” and “”For an initial screening solvent drop grinding should be preferred, as this method produced reliably co-crystal forms.” In the pharmaceutical industry many drug candidates in their pure form suffer from very poor physical and chemical attributes. An example is the increasingly common problem of poor solubility  and bioavailability. To improve solubility the pharmaceutical industry routinely searches for alternative solid forms of the drug, e.g. formation of salt and/or co-crystal forms. The prior established practice of screening by conventional crystallisation from solution is particularly difficult because drug and coformer will tend to crystallise separately. The LAG research was supported by Pfizer grants. The following staff members working in the Jones  Group  contributed  to  the  underpinning  research: Delia  Haynes  (PDRA  2002-2005) and Tomislav Frisic (PDRA 2005-2007). Additionally, Dr Sam Motherwell from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (1992–present) provided database support; and Professor Fumio Toda (Matsuyama, Japan (deceased)) provided background information on solid-solid grinding. Members of the Jones Group also included PhD students Ning Shan (PhD 2000-2003), Andrew Trask (PhD 2002 -2005) and Shyam Karki (PhD 2006 -2009).		1.  Shan, N., Toda, F., & Jones, W. (2002) Mechanochemistry and co-crystal formation: effect of solvent on reaction kinetics. Chemical Communications, 2372- 2373. (*) 2.  Batchelor, E., Klinowski, J.,  & Jones, W. (2000) Crystal engineering using co-crystallisation of phenazine with dicarboxylic acids. Journal of Materials Chemistry, 10: 839–848. 3.  Trask,  A.  V.,  van  de  Streek,  J.,  Motherwell,  W.  D.  S.,  &  Jones,  W.  (2005)  Achieving Polymorphic and Stoichiometric Diversity in Cocrystal Formation: Importance of Solid-State Grinding, Powder X-ray Structure Determination, and Seeding. Crystal Growth & Design, 5 (6), 2233-2241. (*) 4.     ar i    .    risci    T.    ones     ., & Motherwell, W. D. S. (2007) Screening for pharmaceutical cocrystal hydrates via neat and liquid-assisted grinding. Molecular Pharmaceutics 4 (3): 347– 354. (*) 5.  Trask, A. V., Haynes, D. A., Motherwell, W. D. S., & Jones, W. (2006) Screening for crystalline salts via mechanochemistry. Chemical Communications, 51–53. 6.  Fucke, K., Myz, S. A., Shakhtshneider, T. P., Boldyreva, E. V., and Griesser, U. J. (2012) How good are the crystallisation methods for co-crystals? A comparative study of piroxicam. New Journal of Chemistry 36, 1969-1977. (*) References that best indicate the quality of the research. Grant Information     Grant No: RG34605 MAAG/163; PI: Prof W Jones; Grant Title: Ab initio structure prediction; Sponsor: Pfizer; Period of Grant: 2002-2003; Value of Grant: £289,173     Grant No: RG44738 MAAG/411; PI: Prof W Jones; Grant Title: Cocrystal design for non-polar (weak  synthon)  molecules;  Sponsor:  Pfizer;  Period  of  Grant:  2005-2007;  Value  of  Grant: 199599     Grant No: RG44738 MAAG/411; PI: Prof W Jones; Grant Title: Preparative methods for co- crystal screen development; Sponsor: Pfizer; Period of Grant: 2006-2009; Value of Grant: 103100     Grant No: RG36191 MAAG/163; PI: Prof W Jones; Grant Title: Excipient co-crystals; Sponsor: Pfizer; Period of Grant: 2002-2006; Value of Grant: £66,600     Grant  No:  RG36191  MAAG/163;  PI:  Prof  W  Jones;  Grant  Title:  Crystal  engineering:  salt selection and counter ion motifs; Sponsor: Pfizer; Period of Grant: 2002-2005; Value of Grant: 186975		The LAG method developed by the Jones Group is routinely used by industry to search for new solid forms; in particular with regard to poorly soluble drugs, which will have limited bioavailability. The approach allows a complete search of the phase diagram associated with the formation of new solid forms. In addition, intellectual property can exist for each new solid form entity. When searching for new forms drug companies want to be able to screen for all possible forms and develop that form which has the best physical or chemical attributes. By means of this LAG  approach the phase space can be more efficiently explored, in a shorter time scale, with smaller amounts of material (important in early stages of development when sample quantities are small). As a result candidates, which might not otherwise be suitable for commercialisation, can be developed into effective solid forms for formulation into drug products. LAG significantly impacts on how the pharmaceutical industry is able to screen for and discover new solid drug forms. A number of pharmaceutical companies are known to currently use LAG as part of their drug development process, as evidenced by 3 corroborating statements provided by Amgen, Eli Lilly and Renova Research, and patents that cite the methodology. Further names of companies that can be approached to corroborate that they use the technique are listed in Section 5 and include Pfizer and Vertex Pharmaceuticals. Quote  from  Senior  Research  Advisor,  Eli  Lilly  corroborating  letter:  “(W)e  have  successfully leveraged LAG in recent years to discover new, metastable crystal forms, many of which evaded solution-state crystallization screening…(I)t has been your work around adding small (catalytic) amounts of solvent that has paved the way for us to access more highly crystalline and phase pure crystal forms in high yield.  In fact, as a result of your contributions, I am pleased to confirm that LAG has now been incorporated into our solid form screening strategy for enabling forms.” LC1 Quote from President and CSO, Renova Research, Atlanta, USA, corroborating letter: “Through my direct interactions and collaborations with Bill Jones I was able to take advantage of the LAG concept to create high throughput LAG screening equipment that would produce 96 experiments in a parallel reaction process.  The assistance of the Jones lab was essential to the success of this effort to produce a screening platform that could be used in a production contract research environment.” LC2 A search of US Issued patents referring to methods for co-crystallisation reveals a number of patents that reference the use of LAG and the Jones Group in their methodology indicating that the technique has been adopted across a number of Pharmaceutical industries. 1.  US7927613 Filed Sept 2003; Issued April 2011; Assignee: TransForm Pharmaceuticals, Inc. acquired by Johnson & Johnson 2.  US7790905 Filed Dec 2003; Issued Sept 2010; & US8183290 Filed July 10; Issued May 2012; Assignee: McNEIL-PPC, Inc. 3.  US8241371 Filed Feb 2008; Issued August 2012; & US8241371 Filed Feb 2007; Issued Aug 2012; Assignee: Thar Pharmaceuticals 4.  US8212079 Filed Sept 2008; Issued July 2012; Assignee: Aptuit LLC Pharmaceuticals Some of the reasons LAG has been so readily adopted by the pharmaceutical industry are listed below: 1.  Drugs, which might otherwise fail because of property issues (e.g. poor solubility), can be saved by the development of new solid forms and the LAG method allows rapid screening of a range of potential molecules to cocrystallise with the drug (the screening step). 2.  The time needed to produce a crystalline form of the drug suitable for large-scale manufacture is significantly reduced. With typical drug sale revenues of the top 10 major drug products each being between 6 and 13 billion US$ per annum, a six month increased revenue can be significant for profits and therefore further support of R & D in other disease areas. 3.  Approval of the solid form by regulators (e.g. FDA) can be accelerated by evidence that the proposed marketed form is robust and that a full screening has been undertaken. 4.  Small amounts of material are required: In initial stages of drug discovery only small amounts of material are available. The amounts needed for LAG experiments are small – of the order of milligrams, representing a significant cost savings. 5.  There is no need to use large amounts of solvent typical of a solution screening approach – with such solvents then being incinerated. This cuts down on waste and lost revenue. Evidence of some of the advantages of using LAG, and how LAG has resulted in economic impacts such as improved business operations, competitiveness and profitability of industry; as well as environmental impacts through reductions in solvent and consumable waste streams are  available in the letters of corroboration, with selected quotes listed below: Quote  from  Preclinical  Director,  Amgen,  Cambridge  MA,  U.S.A,  corroborating  letter:  “(T)his reduction in the number of experiments has led to tremendous efficiencies in terms of the amount of compound required, solvent and consumables waste streams, data organization efforts and time required to conduct and complete experiments.” LC3 Quotes from President and CSO, Renova Research, Atlanta, USA, corroborating letter: “The High Throughput (HT) LAG equipment has had a significant and positive impact on my business operations.  To date I have used the HT-LAG equipment to produce 16,128 samples (based on the number of samples logged into the database used to track screening processes). The time savings compared to performing individual reactions is enormous.   The ‘hands on’ time required to do 16,128 reactions individually would be approximately 8064 hours, while the number of hours actually spent creating and analyzing these samples using the HT-LAG approach was only 1680 hours. “Without the HT-LAG system the core operational efficiency required to profitably operate Renovo Research would simply not exist. The LAG screening process constitutes about half of the sample output in a typical commercial screening project, thus a significant portion of the contract research income to Renovo is directly dependent on this technology.  The demonstrated ability to perform rapid and comprehensive cocrystal screening was instrumental in the acquisition of $500k USD in investment by a commercial group that contracted with Renovo to rapidly identify cocrystals of key pharmaceutical  ingredients  that  were  approaching  the  end  of  the  patent  protected  lifecycle. Without the HT-LAG system, Renovo would not have been awarded this contract and could not have completed it within the aggressive time period required by the investors.”LC2		Letters of corroboration available for audit LC1 Senior Research Advisor, Lilly Research Laboratories, Indianapolis, Indiana, U.S.A LC2 President and Chief Scientific Officer, Renovo Research, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A LC3 Preclinical Director, Amgen Inc, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A Users/Beneficiaries who can be contacted to corroborate claims 1.  Head of Materials Sciences in Drug Product Design, Pfizer, UK 2.  Senior Director, Vertex Pharmaceuticals Inc, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A

		1090		300		300				This case study describes the international impact of research in the computer modelling and simulation of automotive and aerospace crashes, undertaken by Professor Blundell. The main impacts arising from the research can be summarised as: Economic impact and impact on passenger safety: i) our research has led to improvements in the MADYMO software suite, the ‘industry standard’ software for safety design and virtual crash testing, which is produced by TNO Automotive Safety Solutions (TASS) and sold to all the main equipment manufacturers in the automotive and aerospace sectors ii) our research has reduced the costs of these equipment manufacturers, who can simulate a crash rather than undertake expensive, physical, crash tests iii) by improving MADYMO, our research has had an impact on passengers who are now travelling in cars and aircraft which safer as a result of MADYNO’s enhanced capabilities. Impact on practitioners and professional services: through working with Blundell and his group, Autoflug GmbH has learned how to incorporate advanced simulation into its product development process. The work has also transferred practices from the automotive sector into aviation. Blundell’s research has helped to introduce manufacturers and European regulators to new methods to design safety systems to helicopters, an area previously underdeveloped as an area in aviation occupant crash protection. Beneficiaries include Autoflug GmbH, TASS and its customers, and European aviation regulators.		The underpinning research in automotive and aerospace safety described in this case study has been undertaken by Professor Blundell and colleagues over the last 15 years, much of it in collaboration with a number of industrial partners. This included major programmes of research [1,3] in vehicle dynamics and safety coordinated by Professor Blundell. The research has been diverse in application and sector but has had a common theme of developing, validating and assessing the effectiveness of computer simulation for engineering design in vehicle dynamics and crash safety. It has included work on pedestrian impact, vehicle roll-over, airbag deployment, adaptable vehicle structures and human body modelling. A  particular  highlight  of  Blundell’s  work  has  been  the  €4.8M  EU  FP6  project  HeliSafe  TA (Helicopter Occupant Safety Technology Application), which ran from 2003 to 2007. The project researched  the  simulation  of  helicopter  crashes,  which  often  kill  occupants  who  would  have survived automotive accidents of similar severity. The project had 12 partners from 7 countries, and the computer simulations developed at Coventry University informed the requirements for an extensive range of helicopter crash tests performed in Germany, Spain and Italy.  During the project,  Blundell  and  his  team  worked  with  project partners  TASS  to  develop  their  industry standard  MADYMO  software,  used  globally  by  the  automotive  and  aerospace  industries  to simulate crashes and improve occupant crash protection. In addition to helicopter safety, areas of application of the work with TASS includes projects addressing vehicle rollover, adaptable car structures for occupant crash protection, pedestrian impact, human body modelling and the simulation of airbag deployment. The simulation methodologies used throughout this work were multi-body dynamics, finite element methods or a combination of both. Blundell’s ability to bring transferable automotive knowledge and capability to the project was an important contributor to the success of Helisafe. The main focus of the project was to design for post-crash risks including those associated with rollover on ground impact, operation over open water, or operation in remote areas where rescue may be delayed. In all cases, it was important to develop solutions that would mitigate occupant injury and enable them to leave the helicopter after a crash. The attention throughout was on the interior of the cockpit and cabin, with the particular focus on improving seats and harnesses, and for the first time to consider and evaluate the use of automotive airbag technology in a civilian helicopter. The Helisafe test programme used three crash test dummies representing the pilot, a forward facing passenger and a side seated passenger. Full-scale computer models of the helicopter were developed, including representations of: a)  the interior of the cockpit and cabin areas, b) all three occupants and c) the new safety concepts. Non-destructive sled testing was performed using  structural mock-ups for the pilot dummy and cockpit area at Siemens in Germany, and for the passengers and cabin area at CIDAUT in Spain, before final full scale crash tests were performed at the Italian Aerospace Research Centre (CIRA). ‘Before’ and ‘after’ tests were performed at all three sites to evaluate the performance of the new safety concepts developed during the project. The computer generated outputs from Blundell were used to select the best harness designs and specify the pre-loads and firing times for the harness belt-pretensioners. The positioning and firing time for the airbag was specified using the outputs from Blundell’s simulations. The full scale computer model and interior computer model with occupants are shown in Figure 1. The crash test dummies and crash structure are shown in Figure 2. Figure 1 Coventry University Helicopter and Occupant Computer Models Figure 2 Helisafe Crash Test Dummies and Helicopter Crash Structure The computer simulation work by Blundell was the first successful modelling of helicopter rollover. It demonstrated computer simulation [4] to develop, test and evaluate an occupant protection programme in the aerospace sector by transferring methodologies from the automotive sector.		1)  Leglatin N., Blundell, M.V., & Blount, G.N. (2006). The simulation of pedestrian impact with a combined multibody finite elements system model. Journal of Engineering Design, 17 (5), 463- 477 2)  Mahangare, M., Trepess, D., Blundell, M., Freisinger, M., Hoffmann, J., Smith, S.J. (2006) A methodology  for  the  simulation  of  out-of-position  driver  airbag  deployment.  International Journal of Crashworthiness, 11 (6), 511-517. 3)  Ramamurthy, P., Blundell, M.V, Bastien C., Zhang, Y. (2011) Computer simulation of real- world vehicle-pedestrian impacts. International Journal of Crashworthiness,16 (4), 352-363. 4)  Vadlamudi, S., Blundell, M., Zhang, Y. (2011) A multi-body systems approach to simulate helicopter occupant protection systems. International Journal of Crashworthiness, 16 (2), 207- 218 Key Research Funding     European Commission 6th  Framework Programme for Research,Technological Development and Demonstration - Helisafe TA (AST3-CT-2004-502727), €4.8M 2003-2007.		The main impacts have been economic, on the safety of automotive and aerospace travellers, and on practitioners and professional services. There has been additional impact on society, culture and creativity.  Economic and safety impacts: There have been two strands to the economic and safety impacts of this research:    First, Blundell’s research has contributed to the development of the TASS’ MADYMO suite of software products, which is sold globally throughout the automotive and aerospace sectors. According to van der Made, who was Engineering Manager at TASS  from 2005 to 2007, Blundell contributed significantly to developing the MADYMO software in three main areas: airbag simulations, automotive safety and human modelling, with airbag simulation being having the greatest impact. His research helped to inform the development of software for crash testing when a passenger in a vehicle is ‘out of position’ and ‘to implement real improvements’, this being ‘one of TASS’ best-selling global products’. van der Made explained that Blundell developed knowledge and models of application of the MADYMO software, which includes how to use the software in different areas (e.g. automotive, aviation). It is this application knowledge, according to van der Made, which is the added value to TASS and allows them to market and sell better the software, and to guide its future developments [a,b]. Blundell’s research has had an impact on the safety of automotive and aerospace travellers globally. This is a result of his research leading to significant improvements in TASS’ MADYMO software, which is used to improve travellers’ safety, and which TASS supplies to all the main equipment and vehicle manufacturers in the automotive and aerospace sector.    Secondly,  the  improvements  made  to  the  software  enable  equipment  manufacturers  who purchase it to simulate many different crash scenarios. Undertaking many real-world crash tests would be prohibitively expensive. For example, it is a requirement that before being approved for use, a new aircraft seat design must be subjected to a crash test, which can cost up to €30k: simulations do not remove the need for a real crash test, but they do enable the manufacturer to test many different seat designs and save significant sums of money by only crash testing the final, software-optimised design. Furthermore, safety regulations require the certification of each layout of seats in an aircraft, and the use of testing according to the industry standard ‘head injury criterion’ test. By using MADYMO, the Brazilian aircraft manufacturer, Embraer, was able to experiment with several seat configurations on its aircraft, without the need for costly testing of each configuration. This enabled it to increase the customisation of its aircraft, so providing aircraft more precisely suited to the needs of its airline customers which is given it a competitive advantage over companies not using MADYMO. Embraer have estimated that using software simulation saves it an estimated £300k per seat layout [c]. Impacts on practitioners and professional services: Edgar Uhl of Autoflug GmbH has stated that working with Blundell and his team on the HeliSafe project has taught Autoflug how to incorporate simulation into the product development process. The benefit to Autoflug is that computer  simulation  now  provides  a  method  for  obtaining  workable  solutions  which  directly supports new product design. He has said that this is now used in at least 20% of Autoflug’s aircraft seating product range and has been of real benefit to the company, which turns over approximately €18-20M p.a. [d]. As stated previously, the helicopter sector is characterised by much lower safety levels than the automotive sector. Blundell’s work with helicopter and safety equipment manufacturers has resulted in the transfer of robust and established automotive design and development practices, such as safety harnesses and airbags, into aviation. In addition, Blundell’s research has been widely disseminated to practitioners working in the field, contributing to debate about ‘best practice’ in automotive and aerospace safety. For example, in 2011, Blundell’s group presented their work on the use of topology optimisation in lightweight vehicle architectures at the 2011 Altair Technology Conference attended by representatives of the automotive industry including more than 500 engineers and simulation experts from 25 countries. In  2012,  the  group  presented  at  the  ICRASH  2012  conference,  and  more  recently  at  an international symposium on ‘Human Modelling and Simulation in Automotive Engineering’. It has been long recognised by the sector that helicopter crash survival lags considerably behind automotive.  Blundell’s  work  on  the  HeliSafe  project  has  led  directly  to  the  availability  to practitioners of design tools to improve passenger safety systems for the helicopter sector. His work with on the project with Autoflug GmbH to develop and test the prototype of a safety harness project demonstrated, according to Uhl (Scientific Coordinator at Autoflug) an improvement in occupant protection of between 20% and 40% across the evaluated injury criteria [e]. The HeliSafe project has informed the policy debate on aviation safety at the European Aviation  Safety Agency, EASA, the sector’s hugely influential regulatory and policy-making body. The lead partner in the HeliSafe consortium, Autoflug, was invited to present the results of the research at EASA’s rulemaking workshop in 2008 and 2009. Due to the interest in the project findings, EASA asked for information from the project, and copies of videos of crash tests undertaken as part of HeliSafe, which EASA used in a film on "Certification and Standardisation". In 2009 Autoflug was invited to become a member of the European Helicopter Safety Analysis Team (EHSAT), which is the working group of the EHEST (European Helicopter Safety Team) and Autoflug contributed to the analysis work and proposed the utilization of the HeliSafe Safety Concept through this group. This work is ongoing [f]. A summary of the Helisafe project is available in the project’s final publishable activity report [g]. Impact on society To enhance public interest and engagement in science and engineering, and to stimulate public discourse, some of the work described in this case study has been disseminated in the wider media and press. Most notably: i.         Television broadcast on the German-Swiss-Austrian TV-channel ‘3sat’ on the 7th and 8th July 2005 for the daily science-programme “Nano”. ii.         Television broadcast on Deutsche Welle TV worldwide in August 2005. iii.        Television broadcast on the daily science program “Daily Planet” on Discovery Channel Canada. The programme was transmitted on 17th January 2008. Conclusion Blundell and colleagues have worked with industrial collaborators over many years to increase the survivability of a crash. Their work with TASS to improve the MADYMO software has brought significant economic benefit to TASS, but also to TASS’ customers who are now able to simulate crashes rather than undertake real, physical tests. Blundell has had strong impact too on professionals working in Autoflug GmbH, taking advanced simulation techniques from academia into SMEs.		a) Robin van der Made, Product Manager, TASS (information collected by RAND Europe in an interview, see report PR-536-CU) b) Testimonial from TASS c) Aircraft Interiors International, September 2009, p58ff. PDF copy held by Coventry University. d) Edgar Uhl, Scientific Coordinator, Autoflug GmbH (information collected by RAND Europe in an interview, see report PR-536-CU) e) Testimonial from Autoflug GmbH f)  Consideration of the Helisafe work for European policy can be evidenced by samples of non- confidential emails between the Helisafe Coordinator and EASA, available on request from Coventry University. g) A final publishable activity report (AST3-CT-2004-502727) is available for the Helisafe project from Coventry University.

		1031		300		300				The EKG technology developed by Newcastle has launched an entirely new spectrum of applications for geosynthetic materials and has resulted in changing established practice in civil, construction and mining engineering. The commercialisation of the technology, linking industry to applications of EKG products and processes, has been driven by the spin-out company Electrokinetic Limited. Amey, a leading international infrastructure services provider, incorporated the EKG technology into £1M projects for Network Rail and the Highways Agency in 2011-12. The end results were a 30% cost saving and 40% reduction in CO2 compared to established methods. The new range of EKG products has been recognised by British Standards, leading to the revision of BS 8006 for reinforced soil in 2010.		Electrokinetic (EK) Geosynthetics (G) were invented at Newcastle University, the concept being first introduced in an Invited Keynote Lecture at 3rd International Geosynthetics Symposium in Kyushu, Japan, in 1996. The original EPSRC-funded research at Newcastle [G1] developed the overall concept of EKG and led to the first patent for its structure being granted in 1998. The research proved that EKGs could extend the applications of geosynthetics by adding an active component, substantially speeding up the movement of water in clay-rich soils. The Newcastle team achieved this by combining the electrokinetic phenomena of electro-osmosis, electrophoresis and associated electrokinetic functions with the traditional functions of geosynthetics of drainage, filtration, containment and reinforcement to form electokinetic geosynthetics (EKG). Publications were delayed until 2001 [P1] to protect the intellectual property and enable patents to be filed. A second EPSRC award [G2] developed the applications for EKG in civil engineering and included several full-scale demonstration trials. This led to an increase in the number of structural forms of EKG patented as well as patents for their application. The main outcome of this research established that adding an active component to a traditional geosynthetic (such as a reinforcing element of a pre-fabricated vertical drain) substantially speeded up construction time and extended the range of soils that could be utilised, thus opening up new markets for geosynthetic materials [P1, P2]. Consequently, an EKG drain not only acts as a drain (a passive function), but also causes water in fine grained soil to flow to the drain (an active function) [P1, P2, P6] and EKG reinforcement increases the strength of the soil and the bond between the reinforcement and the soil [P2]. The field trials demonstrated that EKGs suffered no loss in performance or ‘usability’ when compared to traditional forms of geosynthetics. Following the creation of the spin-out company Electrokinetic Limited (EKL) in 2000, research and development was conducted collaboratively between Newcastle University EKL who were able to lever TSB funding. Newcastle led the research effort required to develop and test new products and techniques while EKL dealt with the commercial application of EKG products and processes. Research concentrated on extending the application of EKG to roadside slope stabilisation and the treatment of large volume fluid wastes [G3, G4, P4, P5, P6]. New forms of EKG were developed, including EKG ‘soil nails’, EK belts (for belt filter presses) and EK ‘filter bags’ (for treating and disposing of small volume fluid wastes). All of these forms and applications have been patented. This work was led by Professor Glendinning which, as well as extending the markets for EKGs, also refined the understanding of their functions and added electrochemical components. This led to the definition of a new range of EKG materials, each with unique properties which could be controlled according to:     Materials and settings in which the EKG is used;     Physical and chemical design of the EKG;     Electrical control and operation of the EKG;      Management of the boundary conditions associated with the EKG. Key personnel involved in this research were: Professor C J F P Jones (1986 - 2003) who pioneered the first work at Newcastle and played a key role in developing links with the geosynthetics industry and in establishing the spin-out company; Professor B G Clarke (1984 - 2008) who was involved in the first two research projects and the early stages of the spin-out; and Professor S Glendinning (1998 - current) who led the second two research projects and who manages the interface between research and practice. Contributing Research Associates include I M Nettleton (1995 – 1998), R Hamir (1994 - 1998), R C Pugh (1999 - 2002), C K Mok (2003 - 2006) and D Alder (2012 - present). Details of the applications and key research publications are available from www.electrokinetic.co.uk. Research at Newcastle University has led the field of EKG research. Following the initial discovery work at Newcastle, further research/development programmes into EKG have been initiated in Australia (University of Western Australia) [P3], China (Wuhan University), France (Irstea-Unite HBAN), Germany (Sachsicestextil Forschungs Institute) and South Africa (Witwaterstrand University).		Key Outputs: (3 key publications P1, P2 and P6) [P1] Hamir, R.B., Jones, C.J.F.P., and Clarke, B.G., (2001) “Electrically conductive geosynthetics for consolidation and reinforced soil”, Geotextiles and Geomembranes, 19 (8), 455-482. (The first Journal paper relating to the development of EKG.) [P2] Glendinning, S., Jones, C.J.F.P., and Pugh, R.C., (2005) “Reinforced soil using cohesive fill and electrokinetic geosynthetics”, Int. Journal of Geomechanics, 5, (2), 138-146. (The paper describes the use of EKG technology to construct a full scale vertical reinforced soil wall built using a liquid fill, the fill was consolidated between construction lifts by EKG reinforcement) [P3] Fourie, A.B., Johns, D.G., and Jones, C.J.F.P., (2007) “Dewatering of mine tailings using electrokinetic geosynthetics”, Canadian Geotechnical Journal, 44, (2), 160-172. (Details of the research using EKG to dewater mineral sands economically, the work led to the present study by Exarro to apply EKG technology to dewatering mineral tailings at an industrial scale of 200,000 tonnes/day) [P4] Kalumba D., Glendinning, S., Rogers, C.D.F., Tyrer, M., Boardman, D.I. “Dewatering of tunneling slurry waste using electrokinetic geosynthetics”. Journal of Environmental Engineering 2009, 135(11), 1227-1236 [P5] Glendinning, S., Mok, C,K., Kalumba, D., Rogers, C.D.F., Hunt, D.V.L. “design framework for electrokinetically  enhanced  dewatering  of  sludge”.  Journal  of  Environmental  Engineering 2010, 136(4), 417-426. [P6] Jones, C.J.F.P., Lamont-Black, J., and Glendinning, S., (2011) “Electrokinetic geosynthetics in hydraulic applications”, Geotextiles and Geo-membranes, 29, (4), 381-390.(Requested by the International Geosynthetics Society (IGS) as EKG is recognized as a major development) Key Research Grants: [G1] EPSRC, GR/K20590/01: Research into new forms of geosynthetic materials, 1994 – 1997, £101,469. PI: Prof Colin Jones. Original research into developing EKG materials. [G2] EPSRC, GR/L66090/01: Electrokinetic geosynthetic materials for use in the construction industry, 1997 – 2001, £212,187. PI: Prof Colin Jones. Took the results from the initial work (1994-1997) which developed the materials and developed applications in the construction industry - collaborators from UK, Sweden, Japan, Germany. [G3] TSB (DTI Technology Programme as was), 15971: Treatment of wastes, slurries and soils with electrokinetic geosynthetics (EKG), 2005-2009, £1.4m. PI: Prof Stephanie Glendinning. Large consortium grant (nine partners) developing applications to waste industry. Companies involved exploit technology within their market. Substantially increased portfolio of projects and partners, opened up waste and mining to EKG. [G4] EPSRC, GR/T04854/01: Fluid abstraction from liquid wastes for waste minimisation and resource recovery, 2005-2007, £92,269. PI: Prof Stephanie Glendinning. Patents: 10 Patents covering EKG materials and applications, granted 1998-2013 in nine countries (E2).		Research at Newcastle University led to the invention of EKG, creating a worldwide market for its use in designing a new range of ‘active’ geosynthetics. As testified by the Geotechnical Director of Tony Gee and Partners (E1): “Before the Newcastle University initiative there was no commercially available means of carrying out electro-osmosis.” The impact of EKG has brought about significant changes in civil engineering industrial practice, evidenced by revisions to UK standards [BS8006] and international guidelines. These changes have enabled a range of international companies in the civil engineering sector to gain a competitive edge in the market. There is rapidly growing impact in the mining, water and geoenvironmental engineering sectors. 1.   Changing civil engineering practice and catalysing new companies Electrokinetic Limited (EKL, www.electrokinetic.co.uk) was spun out of Newcastle University to pioneer the commercial application of EKG products and processes. EKL has attracted three rounds of private and venture capital funding totalling £510k as well as grant income from DTI (now TSB [G3]) and a Smart Award. It is the owner of an extensive family of patents relating to EKG materials, applications and methods. EKL have won commercial contracts utilizing these products totalling £694k in the last three years. The success of these contracts has brought about a major change in civil engineering industrial practice. The major impacts to date have been on the civil engineering companies which have developed new practices for the design and installation of EKG slope repair of geotechnical transport infrastructure (Amey, Volkers, Balfour Beatty, Mott MacDonald, Birse Rail, Tony Gee and Partners, Luddon), and in the supply chain for material and equipment for these installations (Geotechnical Engineering Ltd., Electroinstall, Samuel James, TTI Ametek Ltd., Thandar, Leeds Transformers, Fuseland Ltd., Interserve). New machinery has been developed by Geotechnical Engineering Ltd. to enable the installation of EKG in slopes; an entirely new company, Electro Install Limited (www.electroinstall.com), was set up in 2013 to capitalise on the new market in EKG-slope remediation which has been established by Newcastle. Furthermore, the transport infrastructure owners and operators (Highways Agency; Network Rail) which have adopted the new technology over more traditional approaches now recognise the significance of EKG for cost and environmental impact reduction in their businesses, as evidenced by the receipt of the Highways Agency (HA) supplier recognition award in 2012 [E3] (highlighting the important contributions made by suppliers to the HA strategic road network). Amey is a market leading infrastructure services provider who worked with Newcastle University and EKL on the use of the electrokinetic remediation technique. The Technical Director of the Amey geotechnical group commented on the work [E4]: “The Electrokinetic remediation technique has been demonstrated in a pilot project for Network Rail (NR) and at commercial scale on two highways projects for the Highways Agency (HA) completed in 2011 and 2012 , including the Amey led Area 9 M5 J7 scheme (approximate value £975,000) which recently won several industry awards (2013). Amey’s Geotechnical team and EKL have collaborated on joint marketing, promotional and project development activities and signed a Confidentiality Agreement in February 2013. Amey and EKL have promoted the technique as a treatment option to the HA, NR, Sheffield PFI and South Lanarkshire Council (SLC). SLC have commissioned Amey in May 2013 to engage EKL as a sub-consultant for the design and supervision of electrokinetic remediation on the A72 Mauldslie slope remediation project (approximate value £350,000).” Amey conclude by stating the commercial impact of the EKL technology “...is an improved market position in the UK for slope remediation and an enhanced reputation for innovation, which adds value to our bids for major infrastructure service contracts. It also provides business development opportunities for new infrastructure (including waste) customers in the UK and overseas.” 2.   Revising civil engineering standards and international guidelines The new range of EKG products has been recognized by British Standards which led to the revision of BS 8006 (2010) covering the construction of reinforced soil structures, specifically accepting electrokinetic improvement of fill materials. The former Chairman of the British Standards Committee B526/04 Reinforced Soils supports this evidence by commenting [E5]: “The revised Code of Practice BS8006-1:2010 allows the use of new products such as EKGs in the construction of reinforced soil structures used in many infrastructure projects such as: roads,  railways, airports, industrial developments and waste disposal sites”. This revision to the Code has enabled more wide-spread (worldwide) adoption of the technique. The International Geosynthetics Society accepted EKG as a new form of geosynthetic material in 2009 and has developed a new EKG symbol for use in contact documents and drawings [E6]. 3.   Reducing cost and environmental impact of major infrastructure assets In relation to the electrokinetic remediation work, Amey highlight the major advantages as [E4]:     Cost Effective (typically 20 – 30% cost saving);     No line possession or traffic management required during treatment;     Low staffing levels means low H&S risk;     Reduced carbon emissions (typically 40% less than other methods);     Reduced environmental impact and no waste to landfill. This was further endorsed by the receipt of a Green Apple award [E7] for Environmental Sustainability. Furthermore, the Newcastle development of EKG has made it possible to meet a major objective of the revised BS 8006 by enabling the greater use of previously unacceptable waste materials into soil reinforcement [E5], thus increasing the environmental benefits of EKG. 4.   Licencing for manufacture of products for the civil engineering and waste treatment industries Currently there are 43 material suppliers associated with the supply and manufacture of EKG materials, including overseas manufacturers Afitex (France), Arctitex (Sweden), Clear Edge (Sweden), GKD (Germany) and Technitex Sachsen (Germany). The CEO and owner of Arctitex describes a product that has been developed specifically for manufacture of EKG materials [E8]: “A machine for production of electrodes for dewatering of embankments and insitu-treatment. Stand by capacity of 80 000 – 320 000 linear meter of electrodes depending on daytime or work in shift. This capacity would render an annual turnover of 470 000 €”. GKD have manufactured an EK belt press for waste treatment applications and Arctitex have manufactured a “lining material for dewatering bags (waste treatment) with a market potential of 280 000 linear meters of bag material rendering a 5 320 000 € potential annual turnover” 5.   Extending applications and growing impact in the waste water and mining sectors Successful full-scale trials of EKG-enhanced belt press have been conducted for two major international mining companies with the aim of drastically reducing waste volumes, increasing safety of waste disposal facilities and reducing water usage by recycling from waste back into processing. Referring to this technology, the managing director of GKD (UK) Ltd. [E9] states that: “EKB has proven a successful technology” and “contributed dramatically to their environmental management of mining waste water”. Amey support this impact by stating: “Another different market area for Electrokinetic also exists that has not been as well developed as slope remediation, namely dewatering of wastes such as tailings and slurries. The opportunity for electrokinetic dewatering of slurry lagoons, mine tailings and similar wastes is potentially huge.”		[E1] Endorsement: Geotechnical Director (Tony Gee and Partners LLP, Network Rail Consultant) [E2] First Patent GB2301311 “Improvements relating to Geosynthetics” & 9 further related patents. [E3] HA 2012 Suppliers Recognition Scheme:  http://press.highways.gov.uk/Press- Releases/Trailblazing-project-on-major-Kent-road-scoops-awards-67c0c.aspx [E4] Endorsement from Technical Director - Geotechnics Consulting, Amey [E5] Endorsement: Tech. Director (Geotechnical), AECOM & Chairman of BS 8006 review panel [E6] International Geosynthetics Society (2009) Recommended Descriptions of Geosynthetics Functions, Geosynthetic Terminology, Mathematical and Geophysical Symbols, P9, 5th Ed. [E7] Green Apple Award: http://www.electrokinetic.co.uk/news.htm#HAaward [E8] Endorsement from CEO and owner of Arctitex, (Sweden) [E9] Endorsement from Managing Director, GKD (UK) Ltd.

		1012		270				270		Bio-inspired computer algorithms, developed by Dr Stephen Smith at the University of York, have been integrated with commercially available hardware that analyse patients’ movements to diagnose and monitor a range of neurodegenerative conditions including Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s disease. Clinical studies undertaken in the UK and USA report a diagnostic accuracy exceeding 90% - a 15% improvement on current clinical practice.  A new spinout company, ClearSky Medical Diagnostics Ltd, has licenced four products exploiting this technology to nine health centres in the UK, USA, Singapore, Australia and UAE, transforming clinical testing with improved diagnosis and monitoring of patients in hospitals and their own homes.		Existing approaches to the diagnosis and monitoring of neurodegenerative (brain) disorders are very subjective, relying on a clinician’s measurement against a rating scale and, occasionally, costly brain scans.  Research undertaken by Dr Smith seeks to overcome these problems by employing a novel non-invasive task-based approach. The underpinning research comprises two biologically inspired algorithms: Implicit Context Representation Cartesian Genetic Program (IRCGP) and Artificial Biochemical Networks (ABNs). IRCGP is an evolutionary algorithm developed in 2005 by Smith (Senior Lecturer in Electronics since 2003).  Its advantages over traditional forms of evolutionary algorithms, based around its implicit context representation, have been reported in a series of investigations conducted by Smith's group [1]. The use of these algorithms to reliably diagnose Parkinson’s Disease patients demonstrated by Smith in clinical studies undertaken at the Royal Liverpool and Broadgreen Hospitals in 2007 [2-3] and at Leeds General Infirmary in 2011[4], has transformed the conventional clinical “finger-tapping test”, revealing microscopic movements in Parkinson’s patients that are invisible to the naked eye. ABNs are a class of computational architectures inspired by the function and organisation of biochemical networks. ABNs were developed at York from 2008-13 as part of the EPSRC AlBiNo project [5] and can be coupled to complex dynamical systems, performing difficult computational behaviors such as control and classification [5]. When combined with IRCGP these algorithms can discriminate between Parkinson’s disease patients and age-matched controls with accuracies exceeding 90% - a significant improvement on existing diagnosis of 75% [6]. These biologically inspired algorithms have been integrated with commercially available hardware such as electromagnetic tracking sensors, accelerometers, high performance data gloves and digitizing tablets to record over 100 patients’ movements in detail as they perform a variety of conventional clinical tasks. The result is a technology that facilitates measurement of a host of patient groups, including Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, Progressive Supranuclear Palsy, Multiple System Atrophy and Frontal Temporal Dementia. This research improves on previous technologies in two important ways: (i) The biologically inspired algorithms have been trained to differentiate between neurodegenerative conditions with a higher degree of accuracy than can be achieved using traditional signal processing algorithms or conventional clinical evaluation and are less susceptible to variations in patients' motor function ability. (ii) Integrating low cost, commercially available wireless sensors, permits diagnosis and monitoring to be taken out of the laboratory and into conventional clinical settings such as hospital day clinics and the patient’s home, exploiting telemedicine to facilitate reliable and immediate communication.  These advancements have made the technology particularly suitable for use in routine diagnosis and monitoring of patients, the evaluation of new drugs and therapies.  It led to the award of a Royal Academy of Engineering Enterprise Fellowship to Smith in April 2013 to launch ClearSky Medical Diagnostics Ltd. and commercialise the technology.		[1] "Benefits of Employing an Implicit Context Representation on Hardware Geometry of CGP,” X. Cai1, S. L. Smith1 and A. M. Tyrrell1, Lecture Notes in Computer Science. Vol. 3637, 143-154, 2005. (Available on request) [2] “Diagnosis of Parkinson's Disease using Evolutionary Algorithms,” S. L. Smith1, P. Guaghan1, Q. Du, N. M. Aly2, J. R., Playfer2, D. M. Halliday1, Genetic Programming and Evolvable Machines, Vol.8, 433-447, 2007. DOI: 10.1007/s10710-007-9043-9 [3] "An Immune Network Inspired Evolutionary Algorithm for the Diagnosis of Parkinson’s Disease," S. L. Smith1 and J. Timmis1, BioSystems, Vol. 94, Nos.1-2, 2008. DOI: 10.1016/j.biosystems.2008.05.024 [4] “How Slow is Too Slow? Objective Measurement of Bradykinesia in Parkinson's Disease using Novel Non-invasive Devices,” J. E. Alty2, D. R. S. Jamieson2, M. A. Lones1 and S. L. Smith1, Proc. Int. Congress on Parkinson's Disease and Movement Disorders, Mov disord 27, Suppl. 1, S91-S92, 2012. (Available on request) [5] “Artificial Biochemical Networks: Evolving Dynamical Systems to Control Dynamical Systems,” M. A. Lones1, L. A. Fuente1, A. P. Turner1, L. S. D. Caves1, S. Stepney1, S. L. Smith1 and A. M. Tyrrell1, IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation, doi: 10.1109/TEVC.2013.2243732, 2013. DOI: 10.1109/tevc.2013.2243732 [6]  “Evolving Classifiers to Recognise the Movement Characteristics of Parkinson's Disease Patients,” M. A. Lones1, S. L. Smith1, J. E. Alty2, S. Lacy1, K. L. Possin2, D. R. S. Jamieson2 and A. M. Tyrrell1, IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation, doi:10.1109/TEVC.2013.2281532, 2013. DOI: 10.1109/TEVC.2013.2281532 1University of York, 2Clinical collaborators J. E. Alty and D. R. S. Jamieson are consultant neurologists at Leeds General infirmary. N. M. Aly and J. R., Playfer were formerly consultant geriatricians at the Royal Liverpool and Broadgreen Hospitals. K. L. Possin is a clinical psychologist at the University of California San Francisco Memory and Aging Center. IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation is the preeminent journal for evolutional computation with an impact factor of 4.81. The International Congress on Parkinson's Disease and Movement Disorders is the leading medical conference in this area.		The biologically inspired computer algorithms, developed by Smith and colleagues at the University of York, have led to the creation of four products for the medical devices market. PDMD - Objective Diagnosis of Parkinson’s Disease (Protected by patent application PCT/GB12/050093) This novel non-invasive device, currently installed in hospitals in the UK [7], USA [8,9], UAE [10] and Australia [11], confirms diagnosis of Parkinson's Disease by digitally measuring patients performing a simple finger tapping test used in conventional clinical evaluation. This allows microscopic movements, invisible to the human eye, to be identified that characterise the symptoms of Parkinson’s disease  in a way that has not previously been possible. NDMD - A Unified Test for Neurodegenerative Disorders (Protected by patent application PCT/GB12/050093) This technology provides the means by which Parkinson’s disease can be differentiated from other neurodegenerative conditions, such as Alzheimer’s disease and Lewy Body Dementia, at a stage when symptoms are often confused and a conventional diagnosis is difficult to obtain. The test, which is currently in use in hospitals in the UK [7], USA [8,9] and UAE [10], can be undertaken quickly and safely, providing instantaneous feedback to health staff. LIDMD - Recognition and Monitoring of Levodopa-induced Dyskinesia (Protected by patent application PCT/GB13/051888) This system is being used by Leeds General Infirmary [7] to monitor Parkinson’s disease patients in their own homes and inform administration of their medication. The most effective form of treatment for Parkinson's Disease symptoms is a drug called levodopa, but approximately 90% of patients who take it for ten years or more develop severe side effects including involuntary movements called dyskinesia, a major source of disability severely affecting the patient’s quality of life. In conventional practice, physicians rely on patients’ own descriptions or, in severe cases, patients are admitted to hospital for several days, to monitor symptoms and adjust their medication accordingly. This system provides an objective measure of dyskinesia over extended time periods permitting a better informed course of medication, thereby reducing unplanned hospital admissions, consultations and greatly improving the patient’s quality of life. CFMD - Computer-Assisted Marking of the Benson Figure Test (Protected by patent application PCT/GB13/051889) The Benson Figure Test is used throughout the United States to asses decline in visuo-spatial ability, an important symptom of Alzheimer’s disease. However, conventional scoring of patients’ responses is subjective and therefore lacks sensitivity. Biologically inspired algorithms have been used at the UCSF [8] and VA Medical Centers [9] to analyze the dynamic characteristics of patients’ pen movements during the drawing process. This provides additional objective measures that are better able to detect mild impairment than the conventional scoring systems, permitting an earlier and more secure diagnosis. These products have had significant impacts in the following areas: i) Routine clinical assessment of neurodegenerative (brain) disorders Clinical studies at the Royal Liverpool and Broadgreen Hospitals in 2007, Leeds General Infirmary in 2010 (NHRES 08/H0903/36) and 2012 (NHRES 10/H1308/5) demonstrated PDMD improves diagnostic accuracy for Parkinson’s Disease from 75% to over 90% [7]. Further studies at the University of California, San Francisco, Memory and Aging Center (UCSF MAC) in 2012 (NIH/NIA K23 AG037566-01A1) [8] and the Veteran’s Affairs Medical Center in San Francisco (SFVA) in 2012 (Michael J. Fox Foundation) [9] demonstrated that NDMD can be used to monitor other neurological conditions such as Huntington’s disease and Progressive Supranuclear Palsy, "The methods of assessment enabled by this technology are unique and provide an unrivaled means to investigate these conditions" said Dr Schuff, Professor of Radiology, Veterans Affairs Medical Center, San Francisco [9]. In 2013 the technology was licensed for use in additional hospitals worldwide including the Rashid Hospital, Dubai [10], Monash Medical Centre, Melbourne, Australia [11], the University of Washington School of Medicine and the National Neuroscience Institute in Singapore.  ii) Monitoring the effectiveness and side effects of prescribed medication Following a successful clinical study at Leeds General Infirmary in 2011 and 2012 (NRES 11/NW/0541), the technology is now being used to monitor Parkinson’s disease patients in their own homes [7].  Parkinson’s UK has estimated savings of £270,000 per year for each specialist nurse employed to oversee home care for patients [12] and introduction of this technology enables these nurses to undertake objective measurements which can be instantly relayed to consultants, freeing up their time whilst maintaining close monitoring of their patients’ condition. ”For the first time, this technology provides objective, reliable measurements that can be easily assessed by health professionals to inform management of patients with Parkinson's disease.  Real benefits, such as reducing specialist consultations, hospital admissions and time spent in hospital can now be realised” says Dr Jamieson, consultant neurologist at Leeds General Infirmary [7]. iii) Commercialization through a spinout company ClearSky Medical Diagnostics Ltd. [13] is a new (2013) University of York spinout company set up to exploit this technology through four products described above, providing quick, safe and reliable means of diagnosis and monitoring of patients in the hospital clinic and their own homes. Currently employing one full time and five part-time staff, the company is in the process of fully commercialising the products ready for worldwide sale.		[7]  Dr Stuart Jamieson MA, MBChB, PhD, FRCP - Consultant Neurologist, Leeds General Infirmary, UK. [8]  Dr Katherine L. Possin, Ph.D. - Clinical Psychologist, Memory and Aging Center, University of California San Francisco, USA. [9]  Dr Norbert Schuff, Ph.D. - Professor of Radiology, Veterans Affairs Medical Center, San Francisco, USA. [10] Dr Yasir Mehmood Malik - Neurologist, Rashid Hospital, Dubai. [11] Dr Peter Kempster MD, MRCP(UK), FRACP - Consultant Neurologist, Melbourne, Australia. [12] Parkinson’s UK - Parkinson's nurses: a guide for commissioners in England - http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/content/parkinsons-nurses-guide-commissioners-england [13] ClearSky Medical Diagnostics Ltd. Web Site - www.clearskymd.com

		47		250		250				The selection of ligand(s) for the transition metal complexes that are frequently employed as catalysts for the production of fine chemicals is a key activity ultimately governing the financial viability of the process. Traditionally, the method for discovery of ligands with the appropriate balance of cost and efficiency has been achieved empirically via screening. This Impact Case Study reports on the development of a novel methodology for the qualitative and quantitative analysis and prediction of the effect of ligand structure on the catalytic activity of late-transition metals.  It  has  been  applied  in  process  and  discovery  chemistry  in  pharmaceutical  and agrochemical industries in the UK (and beyond). The analysis allows rapid, and therefore cost efficient, identification of ligands and catalysts with the potential to bypass intellectual property issues.		•        The underpinning research was carried out in the period 2003 to 2013. •        Key Researchers were Lloyd-Jones, Orpen, Harvey, Fey, Paul Murray (AstraZeneca and CatSci Ltd) and Bob Osborne (AstraZeneca catalyst discovery). The impact followed  on  from  pure research in the instigation and development  of  a ‘Ligand Knowledge Base’ by Orpen, Fey and Harvey (1). The Ligand Knowledge Base aims to capture the properties of donor ligands coordinating to transition metal centres by way of a collection of up to 29 descriptors. The descriptors evaluated and used are computationally-derived from a range of coordination  environments  in  order  to  maximise  their  transferability  and  hence  utility  for  the investigation of the ligands. These descriptors are analysed using different statistical approaches, both individually to  determine their chemical context,  and collectively by principal component analysis thereby allowing the derivation of maps of ‘ligand space’ for different ligand sets. Lloyd-Jones acted as a consultant to AstraZeneca Process Research and Development during 2003-2010. Through discussion with Process Research and Development scientists at the AstraZeneca  Avlon  and  Charnwood  sites,  it  became  evident  that  catalyst  discovery  and optimisation for medicinal chemistry projects and scale-up, predominantly involving Pd-based systems, was heavily dependent on, or influenced by, statistical or anecdotal approaches. It was proposed  that  with  funding  from  AstraZeneca,  the  Ligand  Knowledge  Base  could:  (i)  be substantially increased in ligand class, ligand space, and ligand population density and (ii) be applied to model systems for the types of Pd-coupling process that were of interest to AstraZeneca so that the feasibility of qualitative and quantitative analysis and prediction of the effect of ligand structure on the catalytic activity could be explored. Between 2006 and 2010 AstraZeneca provided £763k to fund this research in the laboratories of Lloyd-Jones and Orpen, Harvey and Fey at Bristol (2). In parallel, AstraZeneca invested £1m in the provision of a semi-automated catalyst testing facility at Avlon to service catalytic reactions in projects within the company that were proving unreliable or low-yielding for drug discovery or for scale-up for clinical trials. A successful proof of concept emerged from the Bristol-based four-year fully-funded “Phase 1” study (2006-2010) in terms of: (i) approximate prediction of relative activity for various ligands in a model allylation reaction (3), and (ii) successful application of the Ligand Knowledge Base-based ligand map (4) to a number of active projects within AstraZeneca, leading to vastly improved ligand choice for a scale-up process (see Section 5, Source 1).  A second phase (“Phase 2”, 2010-2012) of underpinning research was supported by a Knowledge Transfer Partnership grant of £116k that allowed the laboratory-based postdoc (Gareth Owen- Smith) from Phase 1, to develop the application of the Ligand Knowledge Base for amination reactions at AstraZeneca, by working full-time at Avlon in their semi-automated catalyst testing facility.  This  led  to  a  number  of  improvements in  the  way in  which  data  were  collected  for qualitative and quantitative analysis of ligand effects in rate (5); it also allowed the Ligand Knowledge Base-analysis methodology to be disseminated to all of the other chemistry sites at AstraZeneca in the UK and Sweden. During the period of the Knowledge Transfer Partnership grant, and based on the extensive experience in catalyst development generated by collaboration with the Bristol based team during Phases 1 and 2 (6), Murray established "CatSci" in May 2011 (see section 5, Source 2). This spin- out from AstraZeneca was established as a start-up company based in Cardiff which has led to a third phase (“Phase 3”, 2012-2014) of underpinning research being supported (£175k) by a Welsh Government “Research, Development and Innovation Grant” in collaboration with CatSci to support Fey in a project to link calculated catalyst property descriptors with optimally designed catalyst screening data, and thus to develop novel catalysts. This project is allowing CatSci to more effectively apply its expertise in the development and optimisation of transition-metal catalysed reactions, and thus assist in the efficient evolution of this industrial spin-out activity.		(1)       Development  of   a  ligand  knowledge  base,  Part  1:  Computational  descriptors  for phosphorus  donor  ligands,  N.  Fey,  A.  Tsipis,  J.  N.  Harvey,  A.  G.  Orpen,  and  R.  A. Mansson, Chem. Eur. J.  2006, 12, 291-302, DOI: 10.1002/chem.200500891. (2)       Computational Descriptors for Chelating P,P- and P,N-Donor Ligands, N. Fey, J. N. Harvey, G. C. Lloyd-Jones, P. l. Murray, A. G. Orpen, R. Osborne and M. Purdie, Organometallics 2008, 27, 1372-1383, DOI: 10.1021/om700840h.* (3)       Counterintuitive Kinetics in Tsuji-Trost Allylation: Ion-pair Partitioning and Implications for Asymmetric Catalysis, L. A. Evans, N. Fey, J. N Harvey, D. Hose, G. C. Lloyd-Jones, P. Murray, A G. Orpen, R. Osborn, G. J. J. Owen-Smith, and M. Purdie, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2008, 130, 14471-14473, DOI: 10.1021/ja806278e. (4)      The Newman-Kwart Rearrangement of O-aryl thiocarbamates: Substantial Reduction in Reaction Temperatures via Pd Catalysis, J. N. Harvey, J. Jover, G. C. Lloyd-Jones, J. D. Moseley, P. Murray and J. S. Renny, Angew. Chem., Int. Ed., 2009, 48, 7612-7615, DOI: 10.1002/anie.200903908. (5)       Expansion of the Ligand Knowledge Base for Monodentate P-Donor Ligands, J. Jover, N. Fey, J. N. Harvey, G. C. Lloyd-Jones, A. G. Orpen, G. J. J. Owen-Smith, P. M. Murray, D. R. J. Hose, R. Osborne, and M. Purdie, Organometallics, 2010, 29, 6245-6258, DOI: 10.1021/om100648v.* (6)       Expansion of the Ligand Knowledge Base for Chelating P,P-Donor Ligands (LKB-PP), J. Jover, N. Fey, J. N. Harvey, G. C. Lloyd-Jones, A. G. Orpen, G J. J. Owen-Smith, P. Murray, D. R. J. Hose, R. Osborne, and M. Purdie, Organometallics, 2012, 31, 5302-5306, DOI:  10.1021/om300312t.*		There are three sites of impact: AstraZeneca This company can now identify ligands for transition metal catalysis (mostly with Pd, Rh, Ru and Ir) more efficiently. The Ligand Knowledge Base principal component analysis feeds into a Design of Experiment programme that defines the ‘chemical space’ within which ligands will be tested and how most efficiently to explore this space. This could not be done well previously because there were no 'coordinates' for the ligand space (unlike, for example, the parameterisations available for solvents). AstraZeneca estimated at the end of Phase 2, that this advance has already led to about £250k cost saving and it anticipates on-going savings will be in the region of millions of pounds, through faster development of scale-up processes with reduced development time and costs and  ultimately a reduction in manufacturing costs with the potential to reduce the environmental impact of their processes. The impact of these developments were recognised in the form of an AstraZeneca Science & Technical Award (to Murray and Osborne) in October 2010. The award nomination read “The design and application of high quality ligand descriptors in this way is a scientific breakthrough and leading academics refer to this innovation as ‘revolutionary’. This capability is now in routine operation and supporting Discovery in gaining access to high value areas of chemical space". Murray,  quoted  in  an  internal  AstraZeneca  document  announcing  the award,  suggested  that savings derived from the breakthrough are "estimated at around $200k per project to produce 60 kilos of drug substance for a clinical trial. This saving would rise with a market launch to $2.5m for 600 kilos or $25m for six tonnes", (a). CatSci Ltd this company, which predominantly arose from activities conducted in the labs of Murray at AZ under the auspices of the Ligand Knowledge Base programme, has a mission "To establish new and improved chemical reactions and processes through a world-leading understanding and application of transition metal catalysis". A major component in the portfolio of services offered by CatSci is "Optimisation of processes through predictive catalysis: Identification and development of an optimised catalytic process and for the interrogation of reaction space in line with Quality by Design principles delivered through exploiting unique predictive catalysis techniques". These techniques derive directly from Phases 1 and 2 of the collaboration, and solely use the Ligand Knowledge Base descriptors and principal component analysis-derived ligand maps developed at Bristol. Initial investment in facilities has been £0.52m in equipment and 5 staff, with £1.2m of business already secured. Further investment by the Welsh Government has been made in a CatSci-University of Bristol collaborative project to develop an improved ligand screening protocol for homogeneous catalysis, integrating fully the computational evaluation of catalyst properties with CatSci’s high-throughput automated catalyst screening and analysis facilities. Focusing on the need to ensure 'manufacturability' in the chemical industries, this two-year project aims to deliver efficient, stable and selective catalysts that are economically viable for process scale-up and discovery (b). Phosphonics Ltd Concepts arising during the initial phases of the research led to the design of unique ‘catalyst capture/release’ technology. This concept is now being studied in the School of Chemistry and made ready for the market by Phosphonics via a collaboration supported by the TSB/EPSRC through the Technology Strategy Board “Sustainable Manufacturing for the Process Industry” programme. This £700k project (“Recyclable Catalyst Technology for Cross-Coupling Reactions at Manufacturing Scale”) draws together Phosphonics, CatSci, Syngenta, AstraZeneca, Albany Molecular Research and the University of Bristol, to explore and design novel functionalised silica materials that allow purification of reaction products by temporary capture of the Pd catalyst in heterogeneous form, capable of triggered release back in an active form into solution. The technology will be employed in semi-continuous format, with application possible across multiple process  industries.  Initial  applications  towards  the  manufacture  of  pharmaceuticals  & agrochemicals will be a demonstrable output during 2013-2015 (c).		(a)       For  AstraZeneca,  Dr  Mark  Purdie,  AstraZeneca Macclesfield.  Project  manager for  the collaboration into predictive catalysis with Bristol (Phases 1 and 2) and Christina Fröjd, publication of internal (AZ) document online regarding AZ Science and Technical Award, October 25th 2010. (b)       For CatSci, Dr Jonathan Moseley, Research Director of CatSci Ltd. (Phases 1, 2 and 3). (c)         For Phosphonics, Dr Robin Wilkes, Business Director, Pharmaceuticals & Fine Chemicals, Phosphonics Limited.

		871		200		200				Research at Portsmouth has significantly improved the understanding of damage tolerance under creep-fatigue-oxidation conditions experienced in aero-engine components.   The understanding has been developed through research on a new-generation disc materials including  U720Li  and  RR1000,  which  have  since  been  used  in  Rolls-Royce  engines including Trent 900 in Airbus A380, Trent 1000 in Boeing 787 and the latest Trent for Airbus A350 XWB.  These new materials have enabled aircraft to operate more efficiently at higher temperatures, with a major impact on CO2  emission and a significant impact on economy due to the new market opportunities and the reduction of operating costs.		High-pressure turbine discs in gas turbines are made of nickel-based superalloys.  A turbine disc is a fracture critical component where the failure of the disc can lead to the loss of the aircraft.  It is also one of the key components that dictates the overall efficiency of an engine cycle. The structural integrity of discs under operational loading conditions, including fatigue, creep and oxidation, is of paramount importance to safety as well as to engine efficiency. The Mechanical Behaviour of Materials (MBM) group at UoP has been working on fatigue crack growth behaviour in nickel-based superalloys for many years, in collaboration with Rolls-Royce (RR) and the Ministry of Defence (now QinetiQ and Dstl).   Since 1996, the group (Tong, Lupton, Byrne) has been engaged in collaborative research with RR and other university partners on the development and validation of a new generation of nickel-based superalloys via a powder metallurgy route, including U720Li and RR1000 [1-4].  The role of the Portsmouth group has been distinctive from those of the other university partners in that we have specifically focused on: (i) Novel specialist testing using fracture mechanics concepts that allows well-controlled testing conditions with significantly reduced test durations, which otherwise would not be possible using conventional testing methods; and (ii) constitutive modelling of creep-fatigue and creep-fatigue-oxidation that enables more accurate predictions of crack growth rates at elevated temperature.   In particular, we systematically examined the effects of loading waveform and R ratio on crack growth of alloy U720Li [1]; fatigue-creep interaction [2-4]; constitutive modelling under creep-fatigue [3]  and  proposed  a  new  crack  growth  criterion  [5,  Tong1].    Through  these  we  have developed an essential framework on which crack growth in nickel-based superalloys may be characterised. This long-standing successful collaborative work led to the invitation of Portsmouth group to a joint bid to TSB, which was subsequently awarded and launched in 2008 as DISPLACE. The Portsmouth work was mainly on the understanding of the effects of in-service loading variables on crack growth rate and predicting crack growth lives for complex engine cycles, utilising both novel experimental testing and advanced numerical modelling.  Specifically, we further developed our capacities in constitutive modelling to cover the extended operational temperature range, and utilised the vacuum data from partners to validate our new crack growth criterion [5; Tong1] for the very first time.  We were also able to develop our work into  creep-fatigue-oxidation using a crystal-plasticity theory [6; Lin1; Karabela1], a new area of research funded by the EPSRC and the TSB.  New collaborations have been developed as a result of our crack tip work [5, Tong1, 3], both in the UK (Universities of Manchester and Sheffield; Rolls-Royce) and abroad (Ecole Polytechnique, France; Huazhong University of Science and Technology, China).  These collaborations have also provided a fundamental framework for a recent collaborative research project on oxidation damage and its significance in crack growth, funded by the EPSRC (Zhao & Tong, EP/K026844/1, 2013). Key researchers: Tong (Senior Research Fellow: 1995-2000; Senior Lecturer: 2000-2003; Reader: 2003- 2005; Professor: 2006-present) Byrne (Professor: 1992-2005; Emeritus Professor 2006-present) Zhao (Research Associate: 1999-2002; Senior Lecturer: 2005-2012) Lupton (Research Officer/Fellow: 2001-present) Karabela (PhD: 2008-2011; University Tutor: 2011-2012; Lecturer: 2013-present) Lin (Research Associate: 2008-2011; Research Fellow: 2012-present)		1.  J Tong and J Byrne (1999). Effects of frequency on fatigue crack growth at elevated temperature, Fatigue Fracture Engineering Materials and Structures. 22, 185-193. DOI:  10.1046/j.1460-2695.1999.00160.x 2.  *J Tong, S Dalby, J Byrne, M B Henderson and M C Hardy (2001). Creep, fatigue and oxidation in crack growth in advanced nickel base superalloys, Int J Fatigue, 23, 897- 902. DOI: 10.1016/S0142-1123 (01) 00049-4 3.  *J Tong, Z-L Zhan and B Vermeulen (2004) Modelling of cyclic plasticity and viscoplasticity of a nickel-based alloy using Chaboche constitutive equations.  Int J Fatigue, 26, 829-837. doi:  10.1016/j.ijfatigue.2004.01.002 4.  S Dalby and J Tong, (2005). Crack growth in a new nickel-based superalloy at elevated temperature. Part I: Effects of loading waveform and frequency on crack growth, J Mater. Sci., 40(5), 1217-1228; DOI:  10.1007/s10853-005-6940-2 5.  *L. G. Zhao, J. Tong and J. Byrne (2004). The evolution of the stress-strain fields near a fatigue crack tip and plasticity-induced crack closure revisited, Fatigue Fracture Engng. Mater. Struc., 27(1), 19-29. DOI:  10.1111/j.1460-2695.2004.00716.x 6.  A Karabela, L-G Zhao, J Tong, N J Simms, J R Nicholls and M C Hardy (2011). Effects of cyclic stress and temperature on oxidation damage for a nickel-based superalloy. Mater Sci Eng A, 528(19-10), 6194-6202. DOI:  10.1016/j.msea.2011.04.029. *Papers that best indicate the quality of the underpinning research Related external grants:     Tong: Developing Improved Service Propagation Lives in Arduous Cyclic Environments (DISPLACE), TSB, £300,615. (2008-2011)     Tong & Byrne: Fatigue Crack Growth in Complex Residual Stress Field due to Surface Treatment and Foreign Object Damage under Simulated Flight Cycles.   EPSRC/MOD, £277,947. (2007-2010)     Zhao: A Micro-Mechanistic Study of Oxygen-Diffusion-Assisted Crack Growth in a Polycrystalline Nickel-based Superalloy.  EPSRC 1st grant, £196k. (2007-2011)     Zhao: Oxidation-Accelerated Fatigue Crack Growth in a Nickel-Based Superalloy.  Royal  Society-Leverhulme Trust Senior Research Fellowship, £40k. (2008-2009)     Tong & Byrne: Effects of Loading Waveform and R Ratio on Crack Growth of RR1000 Alloy.  Rolls-Royce plc, £40,000. (2007-2008)     Tong:  Investigation  of  Creep-Fatigue  Interaction  in  a  New  Nickel-Based  Superalloy. Collaboration with University of Siegen. The Royal Society, £10,400.  (2006-2008)     Tong: Two Stage Fracture Models and Service Life Prediction methods. INTAS (EU), Euro 19,218. (2004-2007)     Tong & Byrne: A Study of Creep-fatigue Interaction in Superalloys. QinetiQ, £60,000. (2001-2004)     Tong: Viscoplasticity Modelling of RR1000 Alloy. Royal Society Research Grant, £9,972. (1999-2000)     Tong & Byrne: Fatigue Integrity of Advanced Nickel Base Superalloys for Gas Turbine Discs.  EPSRC, £119,977. (1999-2002)     Tong & Byrne: Unified Constitutive Models for Creep-Fatigue Interaction in Superalloys. DERA, £59,395. (1999-2001)     Byrne  &  Tong:  Influence  of  Load  Ratio  on  FCGR  in  RR1000  Alloy  at  Elevated Temperature.  Rolls Royce plc, £30,000. (1998-2001)		The research carried out at Portsmouth has impacted on the development and validation of a new generation of nickel-based superalloys via a power metallurgy route, including U720Li and RR1000, which have since been used in Rolls-Royce engines including Trent 500, 900, 1000; BR 700, 710 and 725.  The new materials have allowed engines to operate at higher temperatures compared with those using traditional wrought alloys, with significant reduction of CO2  emission as well as much improved structural integrity of fracture-critical turbine discs. High-pressure turbine discs in gas turbines are one of the key components that dictate the overall efficiency of an engine. To achieve reduced CO2 emmission, a higher overall engine efficiency is required by operating the engine with a hotter, more thermodynamically efficient cycle. This requires the use of new materials with better capabilities to resist creep, fatigue and oxidation at higher operational temperatures.   New material development requires fundamental research so that their mechanical performance is fully evaluated under simulated service conditions.   The MBM lab at Portsmouth is one of the RR-approved centres for new material research and validation work, due to our unique specialist testing facilities developed in-house, which allow well-controlled testing conditions and much- reduced test durations and increased data generation per test piece, which otherwise not possible with conventional methods.  For research on fine grain RR1000 and U720Li, work at Portsmouth has provided the first set of systematic results on the effects of load ratio and loading waveform on crack growth rates [1] and, identified, for the first time, the failure mechanisms in time-independent/dependent regimes [1, 2].   These, together with the concerted efforts of alloy development (Cambridge University) and microstructure characterisation (University of Southampton), have given confidence to RR in adopting the new materials in their disc production.    For coarse grain RR1000 investigated in the DISPLACE programme, we extended our detailed constitutive model [3] to cover the entire range of operational and limit temperatures and developed a fatigue-creep-oxidation model [6; Karabela1] which enabled the prediction of crack growth rate considering the coupling effects of all three factors for the first time. Together with the University of Birmingham on the optimisation of material variables to minimise crack growth; Serco on testing under combined  thermo-mechanical  testing  and  ZenCrack  on  developing  commercial  finite element  software  for  life  prediction  of  crack  growth  under  simulated  flight  cycles,  we  successfully  delivered  the  project,  with  a  direct  impact  on  the  RR  in-house  lifing  and materials development programme towards the certification of the material, which paved the way for its use in the latest RR engines. RR has confirmed that the new material and lifing technology developed will be used for Trent XWB-1000 engines; and also in new engine projects and up-rated versions of the Trent 900 and 1000 for Airbus A380 and Boeing 787.  It has also a retrofit capability into the current high by-pass turbofan engine fleet, thus increasing the potential impact further. These represent a £1.2 billion per year market opportunity to the UK aerospace industry. A 1% specific fuel consumption (sfc) saving in these products equates to 350kg less fuel used per engine per trans-Atlantic flight. This reduces the cost of ownership by approximately £100,000 per engine per year. The indirect benefits of this include reduced travel costs due to reduced fuel consumption; increased economic competitiveness of UK airlines in the world market and expansion of employment opportunities in associated UK industries. There are direct economic benefits to end-users in reduced operating costs, which for the above example are estimated to be £200,000 per year. The use of the technology will also provide a sustainability benefit through the extended use of components. It is anticipated that the temperature capability of the engines will be improved by approximately 30ºC as a result of the new material solution from DISPLACE. This equates to a reduction in sfc, which for the designs considered is estimated at 0.3% improvement. For a large twin-engined aircraft flying from London to New York, a 0.3% sfc saving equates to a 700 kg reduction in fuel consumption, which translates into a reduction of ~ 2.25 tonnes of CO2 emissions per flight.  RR engines  introduced in 2012 onwards  offer improved emissions and  engine  efficiency over  current  designs  as  a  result  of  this  new material solution, thus a significant step towards the ACARE industry goals for 2050 of a 50% reduction in CO2 emissions per passenger-kilometre.		1.  Rolls-Royce: Gas Turbine Technology: http://www.rolls-royce.com/Images/gasturbines_tcm92-4977.pdf 2.  Developing Improved Service Propagation Lives in Arduous Cyclic Environments (DISPLACE). TSB Q1525K, TP/8/MAT/6/I/Q1525K: https://connect.innovateuk.org/publicdata/?view=project 3.  Letter from Leader of DISPLACE programme, Corporate Specialist (Nickel Alloys), Rolls-Royce plc. 4.  MoD monitor for DISPLACE programme, Dstl. 5.  Lifting Technologist, Rolls-Royce plc.

		874		102.4		102.4				This research, performed in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at Sheffield, has provided a unique method for measuring oil films in real engineering components like ball-bearings, thrust pads, seals, and piston rings.  Adopted by leading industrial customers across Europe, the resulting benefits include the development of new seal designs and piston ring-pack products as well as trouble-shooting pump failure. The spin-out company, Tribosonics Ltd., which manufactures the instrumentation under licence and provides consultancy services, currently employs eight people and turned over £450k in 2012 (£600k expected in 2013). Customers include [text removed for publication] who have seen their new ring pack reduce oil consumption by up to 40%, saving $160K per year per engine and [text removed for publication] whose seals designed and tested using our methods have 10% of the leakage of conventional seals.		The underlying research consists of methods and devices to determine oil film thickness from pulses of ultrasound reflected at lubricated contacts. All lubricated machinery relies on a thin film of oil to keep surfaces separated and so reduce friction and wear. These films are very thin (typically ranging in thickness from 10nm to 100 m) and have proved difficult to measure. There are several measurement techniques that have been used in the past (reflected light, electrical resistance, and capacitance). Without exception these methods require significant changes to the machine elements being measured, for example drilling holes into cylinder liners, or imbedding probes into surfaces. This is experimentally difficult to achieve, costly, and disrupts the very thin oil films. This has meant that in the past direct oil film measurement is usually limited to the laboratory. Ultrasound has the key advantage that it is non- invasive and can measure the contact through the machine parts. The underpinning research [R1-R3] used fundamental elastic wave mechanics to show how an interface responds to an ultrasonic pulse. For most practical cases the interface can be modelled as a simple non-linear spring; and reflection depends on the stiffness of that spring. In turn the spring stiffness depends on the thickness of an oil film or the amount of solid contact. The significance of this new approach is that simple, cheap, and small piezo-electric sensors can be bonded onto the outside of the component for non-invasive measurements. This has allowed for the first time measurements on real components in full scale industrial machines. Pathway from research to impact (a)  1997-2002: Early work to develop the algorithms and instrumentation for measuring oil films was funded by three key EPSRC grants (GR/S46963, GR/M90191, GR/L89020). The methods were experimentally validated on laboratory based bearings and model contacts and encapsulated in three pioneering papers that describe how ultrasound responds to tribological interfaces (i.e. oil films, asperity contact, and mixed lubrication films) [R1-R3]. (b)  2002: IP Protection. The scientific concept was patented in three regional patents (GB 2370354, US7066027, EP1314001) and is jointly held by Sheffield and Bristol (60:40 royalty split). (c)  2003-date: System Refinement. Work focused on making the techniques industrially viable, and expanding the portfolio of measurement solutions. This has involved extensive calibration and validation, development of high speed data capture, dealing with harsh environments, and manufacturing simple cheap sensors and instrumentation [R4-R6]. (d)  2005-date: Industry Trials and Technology Transfer. Most of the technology refinement was done in collaboration with industrial partners on a consultancy basis. The learning was carried out on-site with partners where technical problems were solved as they arose. Examples of these on-site trials are: [text removed for publication].  (e)  2012-date: On-going Development. The technology continues to be enhanced to increase scope of application. Recent developments have covered the more challenging applications of sheet metal rolling and automotive piston rings. Summary of staff involved The team that created this impact was led by Professor Dwyer-Joyce supported by PhD students and Research Assistants (notably Dr Harper, Dr Reddyhoff, Dr Donohoe, Dr Mills, Dr Hunter, and Dr Vail). The first stage of the work was carried out with the University of Bristol NDT group (Professor Drinkwater). They provided the basic ultrasonic tools and instruments that were implemented in the Sheffield laboratory. The second phase of the work (industrial applications) was carried out solely by the Sheffield team.		References that best indicate the quality of the research are indicated with asterisks (***). R1.***Dwyer-Joyce, R.S., Drinkwater, B.W., and Donohoe, C.J., (2002), The Measurement of Lubricant Film Thickness using Ultrasound, Proceedings of the Royal Society Series A, Vol. 459, pp 957-976. (doi: 10.1098/rspa.2002.1018). R2.***Drinkwater, B. W., Dwyer-Joyce, R. S., and Cawley, P., (1996), A Study of the Interaction between Ultrasound and a Partially Contacting Solid-Solid Interface, Proceedings of the Royal Society Series A, Vol. 452, No. 1955, pp. 2613-2628, London. (doi: 10.1098/rspa.1996.0139). R3.***Dwyer-Joyce, R.S., Reddyhoff, T. and Zhu, J., (2011), Ultrasonic Measurement for Film Thickness and Solid Contact in Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication, ASME Journal of Tribology, Vol. 133, Issue 3, 031501. (doi:10.1115/1.4004105). R4.    Reddyhoff, T., Dwyer-Joyce, R.S., and Harper, P., (2008) A New Approach for the Measurement of Film Thickness in Liquid Face Seals, Tribology Transactions, Vol. 51, No. 2, pp. 140 - 149. (doi: 10.1080/10402000801918080). R5.    Kasolang, S. and Dwyer-Joyce, R.S. (2008), Observations of film thickness profile and cavitation around a journal bearing circumference, Tribology Transactions, Vol. 51(2), pp 231-245. (doi: 10.1080/10402000801947717). R6.    Mills, R.S., Avan,E.Y., and Dwyer-Joyce, R.S.,  (2013), Piezo-electric sensors to monitor lubricant film thickness at piston-cylinder contacts in a fired engine, Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part J, Journal of Engineering Tribology, Vol. 227, No. 2, pp. 100-111. (doi: 10.1177/1350650112464833).		Spin-Out & Commercialisation Activity A spin-out company called Tribosonics Ltd [S1] was incorporated in 2006, with a start-up fund of £40k won competitively from the ERA Foundation and the RAEng. The company is run by Dr Phil Harper and is largely staffed by PhD graduates from the Sheffield group. The business model covers the manufacture and sales of oil film monitoring equipment and the provision of testing and installation services. Tribosonics manufactures full specification instruments named FMS50, FMS100, and FMS200 (selling price £18k-£40k) and a cut-down miniaturised version the T-200 (selling price £0.8k-£2k). The University owned IP is licenced to Tribosonics who pay a royalty on each instrument sold. Since 2009, nine sets of full specification equipment, with a combined value of £325k, have been purchased by [text removed for publication]. These span the lubricant, seal, and bearing manufacturers, and geographically the UK, Europe and Asia markets. Customers for whom consultancy test services have been provided include: [text removed for publication]. The company has a current (2012 figure) annual turnover of £450k/year and employs 8 staff. Critical Impact on Industrial Practice  [text removed for publication]		S1.   Corroborating statements available from Managing Director, Tribosonics Ltd., Sheffield. U.K. S2.   [text removed for publication]. S3.   [text removed for publication]. S4.   Journal Paper. Smith, O. and Sutton, M. (2011), ‘Fuel economy in heavy duty diesel engines. Part 1: measurement of oil film thickness on an operating engine: Measurement of oil film thickness on an operating engine’, Proc. Inst. Mech. Eng., Part J: J. Eng. Trib. doi:10.1177/1350650111400342 S5.   [text removed for publication]. S6.   [text removed for publication]. S7.   [text removed for publication].

		411		100		100				The Northern Doctors Urgent Care Group, a not-for-profit organisation that delivers out-of-hours urgent medical services for the NHS, achieved significant efficiency savings and improvements in-patient  care  as  a  result  of  adopting  statistical  assessment  and  forecasting  processes, developed  by  Durham  University.  These  improved  processes  also  featured  in  the  Group’s successful competitive bids for two new contracts worth £9.2M per year. In addition, the Durham methodology was adapted to assess the results of a Government programme to encourage cycling in six UK towns, producing data on cycle use that helped to influence subsequent allocations of about £700M for sustainable transport projects.		This work has been carried out by David Wooff (lead) with S. Grace Stirling, who was appointed to a two-year Knowledge Transfer Partnership associate position funded by the ESRC and One North East (2008-2010, £105,000). There was little extant methodology available to provide forecasts for call-centre volumes and daily patterns of arrival for this kind of problem. Forecasting is difficult because (1) there are structural daily effects - the call centre is closed during normal working hours, but open Saturday and Sunday; (2) there are thought to be different typical caseloads for different days of the week, e.g. Friday night heavy loads; (3) there are calendar effects, e.g. national holidays, Easter, Christmas, New Year; (4) general seasonal effects; (5) occasional epidemic effects, such as swine flu; (6) drift in demand because of population change or policy changes affecting service provision or organisation. The forecasting methodologies tend to fall into two camps; one is quite finely detailed, but over-tuned to special features of the application. Another is insufficiently detailed,  for  example  standard  methodology  such  as  X-ARIMA-12  as  used  by  the  US Government for economic forecasting, which cannot be used for within-day forecasts. In seeking a completely general and widely applicable solution, the Durham team chose to model the daily volume of calls using regression models to identify and adjust for the crucial factors. Daily arrival rates were modelled using a mix of generalized smoothing and a Poisson approximation to arrival times. The resulting models offer excellent forecasts both for day-to-day forecasts and for patterns of call arrivals through the day. A second research theme was identified in the summer of 2009 as a result of the Swine Flu epidemic. In addition to forecasting normal patient volumes, there was an urgent need to react to increasing volumes because of swine flu. The Durham team thus developed diagnostic models to disentangle the normal load from the epidemic load. In collaboration with the North East England Strategic  Health  Authority,  thresholds  were  thereby  determined  for  use  within  a  pandemic escalation framework for North East England healthcare institutions in order to prepare the institutions  for  their  responsibilities  during  pandemics,  and  to  trigger  response  modes  as pandemics escalate.  The methodology developed in this body of work turned out to be of relevance beyond the health- care sector, and was also used in the analysis of cycling data for the Department of Transport and SUSTRANS.		[1] Wooff, D. A. & Stirling, S. G. (2013), Practical statistical methods for call centres with a case study addressing urgent medical care delivery,  http://dro.dur.ac.uk/11457. To appear, with minor revisions, in the Annals of Operations Research. [2] Stirling, S.G. & Wooff, D.A. (2011), Statistical Methods for supporting urgent care delivery through call centres, in Keynote Papers YoungOR 17, Nottingham, UK, Monks, T. ed, The Operational Research Society, pp. 57-78. [3] Wooff, D. A. & Stirling, S. G. (2011), Forecasting for urgent medical care call centres, in Forward look mathematics and industry – success stories, Lery, T. ed., European Science Foundation, Strasbourg, p.68. [4] Stirling, S.G. & Wooff, D.A. (2010), Forecasting for medical emergency call centres, Conference presentation, Institute for Mathematical Statistics 73rd annual conference, 2010, Gothenburg, Sweden.		Northern  Doctors  Urgent  Care  Group  (NDUC)  is  a  not-for-profit  organisation,  based  in Newcastle, which is commissioned by the NHS to deliver out-of-hours urgent GP services. It has a turnover of £15M and 600 staff. Trained call handlers liaise with clinicians to provide patients with appropriate care, including: telephone advice, visit to an Urgent Care Centre, home visit, or hospital admission. In 2008, NDUC was receiving 100,000 calls per annum from the Northumbria health region (population 929,000) when it approached Knowledge House, an organisation that facilitates links between companies and universities in North East England, requesting a research partnership aimed at reducing costs and improving patient care by more accurately forecasting call volumes and daily patterns of call arrivals. Durham University responded and entered into a Knowledge Transfer Partnership, placing an early career researcher, Grace Stirling, at NDUC from 2008-10, supervised by Professor Wooff. The research was conducted during the period of the KTP and the results were announced in the talk [4] and summary note [3], the details being published in [2] and [1]. The statistical methodology developed in Durham in these works provided NDUC with a forecast of numbers of calls arriving during every 30 minutes. Forecasts are made up to a year in advance and are highly accurate, facilitating optimum clinical staffing, which accounted for 64% of expenditure. NDUC was able to save about £65,000 per year by changing GP shift patterns in response to better forecasting. A further £35,000 per year was saved by introducing a new rota for call handlers working at weekends.1 These improvements aided business expansion. In 2011 NDUC won a £4.5M per year contract to handle non-emergency calls in Teesside (565,000 population) and in 2012 a £4.7M per year contract to provide a similar service in Staffordshire (700,000 population). The Chief Executive of NDUC commented that the relationship with Durham University and the success  of  the  research-based  methodology  were  ‘central’  to  the  successful  bid  for  the  Staffordshire contract, forming a major part of the presentation to the NHS commissioning body and providing a distinct competitive edge over the four other bidders. “In terms of better patient care, I just think it (the Durham methodology) makes the whole organisation operate more effectively… At the busy times, it means we have the right number of staff to deal with the patients, so patients don’t experience delays … and then again we are not having to spend a lot of money putting too many doctors on, when they are not really needed… The key thing is that it enables us to provide a consistent service.”2  The resulting contract was very well-received: indeed, the Clinical Director for Unplanned Care for Stoke-on-Trent Clinical Commissioning Group, Dr Chandra Kanneganti, commented to a local newspaper: “This was a comprehensive procurement process involving five possible providers … I am delighted that we will be working with Northern Doctors Urgent Care. They have a proven track record of delivering out of hours services.” 3 The Teesside assessors positively highlighted the NDUC’s response to the swine flu epidemic in 2009,1  when the Durham methodology enabled diagnostic models to forecast patient volumes and disentangle normal load from epidemic load.   This allowed NDUC to react to increasing volumes and provided the North East England Strategic Health Authority with timely out-of-hours data to help as an early warning trigger for the rest of the healthcare system. Subsequent impact on public policy was incorporation by the SHA of this second strand of research into its North East Escalation Plan for Pandemic Influenza. The research [1-4] has had further impact in another area of public policy. SUSTRANS is a charity which fosters sustainable transport and had previously collaborated on statistical analysis of cycling data with Durham University, through the relationship with the SUSTRANS Research and Monitoring Unit Project Manager, a Durham graduate. In 2009, the Project Manager approached Professor Wooff to evaluate the first phase of the Cycling Demonstration Town Programme (CDTP), a multi-agency project funded by the Department for Transport and local authorities which had allocated £1m per year to each of six participating towns between 2005-09 for schemes aimed at stimulating levels of cycling.4 The data concern automatic daily counts of cyclists at 111 locations over four years. Counts of cyclists arriving at locations is structurally the same as volumes of calls arriving at a call centre, and so the Durham methodology of [1-4], which had been developed in the context of call centre data, could be immediately applied to the cycling data. Professor  Wooff’s  data  analysis  underpinned  two  evaluation  reports  co-authored  by  the SUSTRANS  Project  Manager  and  published  by  Cycling  England  and  the  Department  for Transport in 20094,5. This analysis, especially its key figure of a 27% increase in the cycle count (unweighted mean percentage change relative to 2005 baseline)5, had significant political, economic, environmental and public engagement impacts, as will now be described. The 27% figure provided an easy to understand measure upon which the Government based further cost-benefit analyses and was quoted extensively in publicity and media campaigns to gain acceptance of its policies on cycling, said the Project Manager: “David’s work gave us the possibility to report the change in one number (27%), which was what the Government wanted.  It helped make the case for further funding for the Cycling Cities and Towns (Programme) and other cycling-related projects and more recently helped make the case for the (Local) Sustainable Transport Fund. It is still being used in Government today as one of the pieces of analysis underpinning a lot of benefit cost ratio calculation in city or town wide initiatives.” 6 The Cycling Cities and Towns Programme attracted £43M of government funding for cycle lanes, enhanced junction crossings, cycle parking facilities, training and information, from 2008-2011. An evaluation document7 says the programme was ‘built on earlier experience in six Cycling Demonstration Towns’. This is a reference to the data that was analysed in the reports 4,5 using the Durham methodology.  The Government subsequently allocated a further £600M6,8, via the Local Sustainable Transport Fund, to integrated projects that encourage green transport. The first tranche of 39 LSTF projects funded in July 2011 included 38 with a cycling element9. Further tranches were funded in May 2012 and June 2012. A further £62M has been spent on ‘other projects on cycling’ during this period6. These include projects funded through block allocations by government to local transport authorities.9		1. Knowledge Transfer Partnership final report (copy held in Durham) and collaboration page http://info.ktponline.org.uk/action/details/partnership.aspx?id=6732 2. Interview with the Chief Executive, NDUC, 6 December 2012. (Sound file held in Durham.) 3. Leek Post and Times (Staffordshire local newspaper),  http://www.leek-news.co.uk/Leek- News/New-out-of-hours-provider-announced-04122012.htm 4. Introduction to ‘Analysis and Synthesis of Evidence on the Effects of Investment in Six Cycling Demonstration Towns’ (November 2009), Department for Transport. http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110407094607/http://www.dft.gov.uk/ cyclingengland/site/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/analysis-and-synthesis-report.pdf 5.  Pages  1-2  of  ‘Cycling  Demonstration  Towns:  Monitoring  Project  Report  2006  to  2009’ (November 2009), Cycling England. http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110407094607/http://www.dft.gov.uk/ cyclingengland/site/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/cdts-monitoring-project-report-2006-09.pdf 6. Written testimony from the SUSTRANS Research and Monitoring Unit Project Manager, April 2013. (Email kept on file in Durham.) 7. Introduction to Executive Summary, Evaluation of the Cycling City and Towns Programme Interim Report (January 2011).  AECOM, Centre for Transport and Society, The Tavistock Institute. (Copy kept in Durham.) 8. Written statement to Parliament by Norman Baker, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Transport, 27 June 2012, available at  https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/266-million- investment-in-local-sustainable-transport-schemes (accessed 17/10/2013). 9. Parliamentary Questions information, Parliamentary Advisory Council for Transport Safety (24 February 2012), available at http://www.pacts.org.uk/2012/02/pqs-20th-23rd-2/ (accessed 17/10/2013).

		958		100		100				Wide Chord Fan Blades provide a key competitive advantage for Rolls-Royce’s £8.6bn aero- engine business employing 1500 staff.  In service, blades experience massive loads and high- frequency vibration, creating the potential for failure. In response to blade-off events on the Trent™ 800 engine, Rolls-Royce (RR) urgently needed a means of inhibiting fatigue crack growth, and selected laser shock peening (LSP). Research in the UoA, elucidating the mechanism and outcomes of LSP, provided critical scientific underpinning for its introduction into the production process for the Trent™ 800 and, subsequently, other engines. Further the UoA now provides manufacturing process QA. Orders for the new Trent™ XWB engine, relying on LSP, exceed £60bn, with partners The Metal Improvement Company establishing dedicated LSP treatment facilities for RR in the UK (with 30 employees) and Singapore.		The underpinning research is based on world-leading knowledge of residual stress and damage in the UoA. Its origin can be traced back to 2000 when the Joint Infrastructure Fund, a scheme to regenerate the research infrastructure of British Universities, was used to establish a £1.8M Unit for Stress and Damage Characterisation. In terms of journal citations it is now the leading centre world-wide for residual stress research. The research has been fundamental to understanding the nature of LSP-induced compressive residual stress, and how LSP may confer benefits over more established shallow peening techniques, especially under the contact fatigue conditions representative of fan blade roots in service. Highlights of the underpinning research include:   a major (most cited) international review showing the importance of developing reliable methods of measuring residual stress in materials and understanding the importance of controlling residual stresses in materials for engineering applications [1].    confirmation, using high-energy synchrotron X-ray diffraction, that laser peening introduces stresses deep into fan blades and that these stresses remain even after fretting fatigue representative of in-service loading [2].    development of the world’s first dedicated neutron strain measurement [6] instrument at ISIS (leading to many similar instruments world-wide). It was designed to measure stresses deep beneath the surface of engineering components and has supported engine development with RR including LSP and inertia welding of whole disc assemblies.    a key review outlining how residual stresses may interact with applied stresses to affect the failure of engineering structures. The most important origins of residual stress are identified, opportunities for removing harmful, or introducing beneficial, residual stresses are recognized, and approaches to their incorporation into lifing laid out [3].    an  investigation  into  the  long-term  stability  of  peening-induced  residual  stress  in  aero engine alloys exposed to conditions representative of those in an aeroengine, in terms of mechanical fatigue loads and elevated temperature. The extent of residual stress relaxation in was measured using laboratory X-rays using the sin2ψ technique [4].    a comparative study of four candidate peening surface treatments. Shot peening (SP), laser shock peening (LSP), ultrasonic impact treatment (UIT) and water jet cavitation peening (WJCP), also known as cavitation shotless peening (CSP). Residual stress measurements show that LSP, UIT and WJCP can introduce compressive residual stresses to mm depths compared to hundreds of microns for conventional SP [5]. The key academic leading this activity is Prof Philip Withers, Professor of Materials Science and Director of the BP International Centre for Advanced Materials (BP ICAM); formally Director of the University of Manchester Aerospace Research Institute (UMARI). [Appointed 1998-present]. University of Manchester researchers who made key contributions to this work are listed below:    Suzanne Clitheroe – PhD student [graduated academic year 2010/2011]    Alexander Evans – PhD student [graduated academic year 2006/2007] now at Rolls-Royce    Chris Gill – PhD student [graduated academic year 2008/2009] now at Rolls-Royce    Andrew King – PhD student [graduated academic year 2004/2005]    Wei Li – PhD student [graduated academic year 2008/2009] now at Rolls-Royce    Mark Turski – PDRA [2006 – 2008]    Philipp  Frankel  –  PDRA  [2005-9;Rolls  Royce  EngD],  [2009-12  Rolls-Royce  Post-doc], [2013- currently a Research Fellow]    Michael Preuss – PDRA [1999 – 2003; EPSRC post doc], [2004-20011; lecturer], [2012- Professor of Metallurgy]		The research has been published in leading international journals and led in part to Prof. Phil Withers being awarded the Royal Society Armourers and Brasiers’ Company Prize in 2010 for the use of neutron and hard x-ray beams to map stresses and image defects. Key publications are listed below. Reference 1 (Part 1) has been cited 306 times, is the 4th most cited paper in the history  of  the  Materials  Science  and  Technology  journal,  and  has  been  in  the  top  2  of downloaded publications every year since 2003. Key References Indicating Quality of Research [1]     P. J. Withers, H. K. D. H. Bhadeshia: ‘Residual Stress, Part 1 – Measurement techniques; Part 2 – Nature and origins, Mat. Sci & Tech, 2001, 17, 355-374. (306 citations, WoS). DOI:  10.1179/026708301101509980 & 10.1179/026708301101510087 [2]     A. King, A. Steuwer, C. Woodward, and P. J. Withers: 'Effects of fatigue and fretting on residual stresses introduced by laser shock peening', Mat. Sci. & Eng., 2006, 435-6, 12- 18. (29, WoS) DOI:10.1016/j.msea.2006.07.020 [3]     P. J. Withers: ‘Residual stress and its role in failure’, Rep. Prog. Phys., 2007, 70, 2211- 2264. (83, WoS) DOI:10.1088/0034-4885/70/12/R04 Other References [4]     A. Evans, S. B. Kim, J. Shackleton, G. Bruno, M. Preuss, and P. J. Withers: 'Relaxation of residual stress in shot peened Udimet 720Li under high temperature isothermal fatigue', Intl.      J.      Fatigue,      2005,      27,      1530-1534.      (15      citations,     WoS)      DOI: 10.1016/j.ijfatigue.2005.07.027 [5]     M. Turski, S. Clitheroe, A. D. Evans, C. Rodopoulos, D. J. Hughes, and P. J. Withers: 'Engineering the residual stress state and microstructure of stainless steel with mechanical surface treatments', Appl. Phys. A 2010, 99, 549-556. (11, WoS) DOI:  10.1007/s00339- 010-5672-6 [6]     P.J. Withers,  M.W.  Johnson,  J.S. Wright.  ‘Neutron  Strain  Scanning  Using  a  Radially Collimated  Diffracted  Beam’,  Physica  B,  2000,  292,  273-285.  DOI:10.1016/S0921- 4526(00)00481-6		Context In contemporary high-bypass aero engine designs (such as the Rolls-Royce TrentTM  engines) the fan forms the first compression stage and can provide as much as 80% of total thrust. Fan blades are attached to a disc by mechanical ‘dovetail’ joints; these joints are subject to large centripetal loads and high-frequency vibrations resulting in the root of the blade experiencing a combination of high and low cycle fatigue loading. Failure of a fan blade can be catastrophic to an engine, and can endanger the aircraft if the resulting fragments are uncontained.   The initiation and growth of fatigue cracks in aerospace materials can be halted by the introduction of compressive residual stresses. The traditional and most commonly used method is to fire “shot” at the surface. However, the depth of the compressive residual stress is only around 250 µm, and provides poor resistance to fretting fatigue. Following two TrentTM 800 fan blade-off events in the  early  2000’s  [B],  RR  decided  to  explore  laser  shock  peening  (LSP)  as  an  alternative treatment, working in partnership with The Metal Improvement Company (MIC).  LSP involves the plastic deformation of surface layers through a plasma created by a pulsed high power laser beam.  Numerous LSP trials were performed during the early 2000s to optimise the peening process but, prior to our research, the mechanism and outcomes of compressive residual stress generation were determined by RR to be insufficiently well understood for production use. Pathways to Impact The research was carried out in close collaboration with Rolls-Royce and MIC, using MIC treated fan blade root samples, thus providing a direct route to implementation.  As well as providing the academic basis to underpin engineering practice, the Unit also established a Materials Testing & Analysis (MTA) Lab, able to test manufactured fan blade components on a commercial basis for RR, so as to provide routine documented assurance of the treatment.  The MTA Lab is the only XRD Residual Stress Measurement laboratory in the UK to be accredited to ISO 17025:2005, and  residual  stress  measurements  are  performed  to  BS  EN  15305_2008:  Non-destructive testing. Test method for residual stress analysis by X-ray diffraction [A]. Our neutron measurements conform to the TWA20 VAMAS methodology. In addition, Prof Withers has given lectures to MIC staff to explain the LSP process in detail, and at workshops organised by MIC in the UK, Germany and Sweden, to explain the science, potential benefits and possible pitfalls of LSP to over 100 companies in the aerospace, nuclear and automotive sectors. Reach and Significance Wide chord fan blade technology is critical to RR’s £8.6bn pa, 1500 employee aero-engine business.  Following high-profile adverse incidents with the Trent™ 800 engine, eliminating fan blade-off events, was critical to re-establishing airline and consumer confidence. RR had already identified LSP as a potential means of prolonging the life of fan blades, prior to our collaboration, but the science to support this choice was limited. By quantifying the efficacy of the LSP process in generating deep compressive stresses, and demonstrating their stability in the harsh service environment, the research gave the company the confidence to transition LSP from a laboratory research and development activity, to a reliable and production-qualified technology [C & D].  As a result, RR were able not only to solve the problem with the Trent™ 800 engine, but have since introduced the method more widely across its range of aero-engines – extending LSP treatment to cover Trent™ 500, 800, 1000 and XWB engines in the REF period. The role of the MTA Lab is critical to the on-going quality assurance of fan blade production, confirming the integrity of the LSP-based manufacturing process on a monthly schedule, assessing the likely performance of newly designed components, and analysing component failures – generating a turnover of around £100,000 pa from RR alone. Its world-class stress measurements performed on blade roots and disk posts ensure the LSP process is applied consistently, and forms an integral part of Rolls-Royce’s QA procedure, contributing to Civil Aviation Authority accreditation of Trent™ aero-engines. The Trent™ XWB was custom-designed for the A350 Airbus and relies on LSP-treated fan blades. More than 1,200 of these engines, with a total value of over £60 billion, have been ordered so far [E]. For example, it was announced in September 2013 that Lufthansa had selected Rolls-Royce Trent™ XWB engines to power 25 Airbus A350-900 aircraft, an order worth $1.5 billion. The airline also has options for a further 30 of the same aircraft and engines – which would bring the total number to 55 aircraft [F]. MIC are contracted by Rolls-Royce to carry out LSP of fan blades, and have, as a result, established a dedicated facility employing 30 staff at Earby, close to the RR Barnoldswick fan blade production facility. Recently they won a contract to set up a similar facility within RR’s Singapore plant. At full capacity the Singapore site will produce over 6,000 blades per year. Finally, the impact of this research has been recognised with the award of the 2013 Queen’s Anniversary Prize for Higher and Further Education for developing “New Imaging Techniques to Support Advanced Materials and Manufacturing”. The work undertaken during the assessment period upon laser peening in support of MIC and Rolls-Royce was featured as a major case study in the application, highlighting the socio-economic impact of the research.		[A]   United Kingdom Accreditation Service, ISO/IEC 17025:2005. Accreditation re-assessment for  the  MTA  residual  stress  analysis  by  X-ray  diffraction  facility  (21/10/2013,  UKAS reference number 2709) [B]   Report of the Australian Transport Safety Bureau investigation into failure of a Trent™ 800 engine due to fan blade detachment. [C]  Letter from Regional Sales and Marketing Manger of the Metal Improvement Company LLC, 05/09/2013, confirming the use by the company of the methods developed in the research, and details of the Earby and Singapore facilities [D]  Letter  from  Project  Manager,  Universities  at  Rolls-Royce,  10/10/2013,  confirming  this Impact Case Study is “an accurate description of the contribution and impact arising from the research undertaken at the University of Manchester.” [E]   David Shukman, BBC News Online, Science & Environment, Dated 14 June 2013 report giving details of the numbers of aircraft ordered with Trent™ XWB engines. [F]   Rolls-Royce press release dated 19 September 2013 “Rolls-Royce Trent XWB engines worth $1.5bn to power 25 Lufthansa aircraft”.

		1258		100		100				Dr Richard Brooks and his team at the University of Nottingham have been investigating the high strain rate behaviour of composite materials since 2003. This has led to the development of two products that are being installed in streets in the UK and Ireland by East Midlands SME Frangible Safety Posts Ltd. The direct benefits to the company have been: the installation of 900 products in the UK and Ireland; saving of £17k capital cost and 2 months in terms of time to market per product developed and; raising of £1.8M investment to bring the products to market At least one life has already been saved in the Shetland Islands as a direct consequence of the product behaving in the way it was designed to.		Dr Richard Brooks (Associate Professor, University of Nottingham, 2003 - present) and Dr Kevin Brown (Research Associate, University of Nottingham, 2003-2013) have been investigating the impact behaviour of composites at the University of Nottingham since 2003. This was developed to cover the strain rate sensitivity [2.1] where the time dependent damage nature was identified as having significant effects on the behaviour of the composite material. Figure 1: Finite element model showing material behaviour of sign post under crash conditions (left); Physical crash test of same material performed at UoN labs (right). Note: excellent replication of model by physical test. This led to further work in 2006 to predictively model the impact response of more complex thermoplastic composite sandwich structures [2.2] where three point bending tests of composite sandwich structures (fibre-reinforced thermoplastic skins and a polymer foam core made from the same thermoplastic material) were performed and numerical schemes were developed and implemented using finite element code (see Figure 1, left). This work was validated on several prototype components including a novel wind turbine blade and a safety critical rail component. The work was developed further in 2008 to investigate the microscopic damage and relate this to observed meso-scale (lab) and macro-scale (field) phenomena [2.3]. The research presented related to strain rate behaviour of thermoplastic and thermoset composites mapped directly to the behaviour of structures when subjected to impact such as when vehicles  crash into composite structures. This translated into a collaborative piece of work, funded through the East Midlands Development Agency’s Transport iNet scheme, to develop the next generation of passively safe composite posts with Frangible Safety Posts Ltd. This project (CompSafe) centred on using the High Performance Computing (HPC) facilities at the University of Nottingham to simulate the impact behaviour of different composite material compositions to find the best solution using the MAT 162 model (see below) in LS-DYNA-explicit Finite Element Analysis software. MAT162 is an advanced elastic-damage model capable of simulating complex multi-modal failure in both unidirectional and plain weave composites. It requires a total of 34 materials properties and numerical modelling parameters. Complexity is added from the nature of the hybrid structure because each constituent has its own set of properties which require definition. Over 100 input parameters were required to model the hybrid structure. A calibration method developed by Brown [4] was used to obtain appropriate values for these parameters. The validated full scale crash model, as shown in Figure 2, provided the platform to develop a design guide for passively safe hybrid composite posts. The design guide aims to enable evaluation of the feasibility of variations in the design of the composite post against the European Standard EN12767 limits for ASI (Acceleration Severity Index) and THIV (Theoretical Impact Velocity). The design parameters investigated included: Number of carbon tows; Layup variation; Wall thickness variation; Post diameter; Foundation type (granular sub base, sand, concrete). Figure 2: Finite element simulation of whole car crashing against sign post Simulations of the validated crash model were made for each design option. The ASI and THIV results were plotted for each design alteration. This analysis indicated that the level of hybridisation within the composite profile can have a significant effect on the impact performance characteristic and that the designer can use this parameter when considering products for alternative energy absorption categories. As a result of working on CompSafe with the University of Nottingham, Frangible Safety Posts Ltd has adopted the design guides to develop the products described in Section 4. Structural properties of the resulting products were also tested at the University of Nottingham (see Figure1, right).		References (Items marked with an asterisk indicate 3 most significant outputs): 2.1 *Brown, K., Brooks, R. and Warrior N. A., 2010, The static and high strain rate behaviour of a commingled E-glass/polypropylene woven fabric composite, Composites Science and Technology, 70, 272-283. DOI: 10.1016/j.compscitech.2009.10.018 2.2 *Brooks, R., Brown, K.A., Warrior, N.A. and Kulandaivel, P.P., 2010, Predictive modelling of the impact response of thermoplastic composite sandwich structures, Journal of Sandwich structures and materials, 12:449 (originally published online 10 June 2009) DOI: 10.1177/1099636209104537 2.3 *Lidgett, M., Brooks, R., Warrior, N. and Brown, K.A., 2011, Virtual modelling of microscopic damage in polymer composite materials at high rates of strain, Plastics, Rubber and Composites, 40(6/7), 324-332. DOI: 10.1179/1743289810Y.0000000007 2.4 Brown, K.A., 2007, Finite element modelling of the static and dynamic impact behaviour of thermoplastic composite sandwich structures, PhD thesis, University of Nottingham, copy available on request  Grants: Brooks R, Competitive Design of Passively Safe Composite Profiles for Transport Safety (CompSafe), Transport iNet,  http://www.transport-inet.org.uk/portfolio/epl-composite-solutions-and- frangible-sign-posts-ltd/		The University of Nottingham’s research into the high strain-rate behaviour of composite metals has resulted in significant industry engagement and adoption, economic benefits and – as already demonstrated in a real-life setting – major improvements in safety. This has resulted in faster and cheaper development of the 168mm and 219mm diameter sized street posts [4.1], which were formally launched in June 2010. As of March 2013, 900 are installed in the UK and Ireland [4.2] The University of Nottingham, through the involvement of Dr Brooks and Dr Brown, has played a central role in the development of these two products, providing numerical simulations of high strain rate behaviour that have resulted in the specific material composition of the street posts. Sales of these two products account for 60% of the company’s revenues and 50% of the profits. 6 jobs have been created to produce, sell and install these products [4.2]. Key outcomes resulting from the underpinning research include [4.2]: 1. Use of the pendulum testing methodology (the term used to describe the virtual testing methodology, the development of which is described in Section 2) to replace full vehicle crash testing. Pendulum testing alone: estimated cost savings of up to 70% per result. Elapsed time estimated savings of up to 83% per result. 2. Use of the design guide to replace full vehicle testing within iterative product development. Use of the design guide during product development: estimated cost savings of up to 90% per result. Elapsed time estimated savings of up to 93% per result. 3. Use of the design guide and computer simulation to replace full vehicle testing for product accreditation. Use of the design guide & simulation for full product accreditation: estimated cost savings of up to 72% per result. Elapsed time estimated savings of up to 62% per result. Savings in bringing the products to market as a result of the modelling work done by the University of Nottingham amount to approximately £17k per product through minimising the number of physical crash tests that had to be performed and 2 months were saved in terms of the time to market. In the future this could increase to £99.6k and 4 months saving if the modelling fully replaces vehicular crash testing [4.2]. Figure 3: Picture of the real crash test simulated in Figure 2 Furthermore, the research provided valuable data that was used to secure an investment of £1.8m from Ahlstrom Capital (one of Finland’s biggest private equity investors, portfolio turnover exceeding €1Bn) to bring the product to market [4.3]. In addition to the economic impacts, there has been at least one clear example of the improvements in safety offered by these products: A vehicle struck one post of a two post Frangible Safety Post installation and the driver walked away unscathed. It is likely that, should the vehicle have struck a traditional steel post installation, the driver would have suffered significant injuries [4.4].  FSP had their posts installed throughout the Shetland Islands in 2010 and 2011 [4.5] and commenting on this accident Neil Hutcheson, Roads Engineer at Shetland Island Council said: “We recently renewed a large number of advanced direction signs and took the opportunity to replace the existing steel posts with the passive safety equivalent supplied by FSP. This incident has shown that to be the correct decision. I have no doubt that the vehicles occupant would have been seriously injured if we had retained the steel posts. We consider that these passive safety posts can play a significant part in reducing casualty rates and making Shetland’s roads safer” [4.4]. On the 4th December 2012 in icy conditions there was an accident on the A970 on the Shetland Islands. A vehicle struck one post of a two post Frangible Safety Post installation and the driver walked away unscathed. It is likely that should the vehicle have struck a traditional steel post installation the driver would have suffered significant injuries. The Frangible Safety Post that was struck performed and reacted exactly as intended through our patented design. [4.4] Figure 4: Damaged post and car as result of Shetland Islands incident		4.1 http://www.fsp-ltd.com/docs/june2010/fsp_launch_new_products_10.06.10.pdf 4.2 Dr Nick Weatherby, Technical Director, EPL Composite Solutions Ltd 4.3 Ahlstrom annual report (page 21) available at http://www.ahlstromcapital.com/PDF/ACOY_Annual%20Report%202012.pdf 4.4 http://www.therichworks.co.uk/more_info.asp?current_id=2155 - an independent, non- competitive site that provides everything you need to know about construction and highways in the UK. Endorsed by the Highways Agency and leading contractors such as URS. 4.5 Dr Gerry Boyce, Director, Frangible Safety Posts Ltd.

		1242		91.5				91.5		Instrumentation technologies developed at Kent, in particular pulverised fuel flow metering, on-line particle sizing, on-line fuel tracking and burner flame imaging, have enabled combustion engineers to  diagnose  large-scale  complex  combustion  processes  and  optimize  the  operation  of  coal, biomass and heavy-oil fired power plants. The technologies operate on novel sensing and advanced measurement principles and have produced real-time measurement and plant condition monitoring data that were previously unavailable. Instrumentation systems operating on the technologies have been applied successfully to a range of pilot plants and on full-scale power plants in countries including the UK, France, China and Saudi Arabia. Work has enabled the power industry to produce electricity safely while minimising environmental impact and employing a diverse range of fuels. The instrumentation technology informed the conversion of Drax power station from 100% coal firing to biomass/coal co-firing during 2011/2012 as it sought to halve its carbon  footprint  within  five  years.  The  technology  sourced  and  informed  the  alleviation  of significant vibration problems within a heavy-oil fired power plant in Saudi Arabia.		New instrumentation technologies have been developed at Kent to tackle the challenges in the ‘dynamic’ measurement of pneumatically conveyed pulverised fuel (coal and biomass) in fuel injection  pipelines.  The  flow  parameters include  velocity,  mass  flow  and  size  distribution of particles [2,6]. Novel electrostatic and imaging sensors in conjunction with digital signal and image processing algorithms have been developed to measure the flow parameters [2,6]. Quantitative data on the dynamics of pulverised coal and biomass-coal blends in fuel injection pipelines allow plant operators to detect variations in fuel supply and oscillations in the flow at an early stage and enables them to balance fuel distribution between fuel injection pipelines, leading to higher thermal efficiency and lower pollutant emissions. Another area of extensive research at Kent is burner flame imaging. Imaging devices, spectroscopic modules and image fibre bundles along with image processing algorithms have been deployed to measure a range of flame characteristics [3,4,5]. These include flame temperature distribution, soot concentration, oscillation frequency, radiative profiles of free radicals and flame stability. Such information is important for plant optimisation and emissions reduction. Global fluctuations in coal price and logistic uncertainties mean that many power plants are burning a diverse range of fuels both indigenous and imported. Without an effective on-line fuel tracking system, pulverising mills and burners may not be optimally configured for the type and quality of the fuel. Unlike conventional techniques that operate on radiometric, microwave or passive tagging principles, the fuel tracking technology developed at Kent is based on flame fingerprinting through novel optical sensing and soft-computing [1]. The team who contributed to this area of impact includes Y. Yan (2004-, Professor), G. Lu (2004-, Senior Lecturer), P. Lee (1991-, Senior Lecturer) and C. Birch (1980-, Research Technician). Key researchers who worked with the team include Dr R. M. Carter (2005-2012), Dr J. Krabicka (2010- 2011), Dr T. Qiu (2010-2012), Dr J. Q. Shao (2008-2011), Dr D. Sun (2013-) and Dr L. J. Xu (2002- 2005). The team has undertaken research in flow metering of pulverised coal/biomass [3,4,6], on- line particle sizing [3], on-line fuel tracking [1], and burner flame imaging [2,5] since Yan and Lu joined Kent in 2004. The work is funded by the EPSRC, BCURA (British Coal Utilisation Research Association, http://www.bcura.org/), BF2RA (The Biomass and Fossil Fuel Research Alliance, http://www.bf2ra.org/), DTI/TSB and the European Union in collaboration with industrial organisations such as RWE npower, Drax Power, Alstom Power, E.ON, Doosan Babcock Energy, SNET (France) and China Datang Corporation (one of five major Chinese companies in the electricity production sector). Many of the projects were undertaken in collaboration with academic partners in the UK (Cambridge, Cranfield, Edinburgh, Imperial College, Leeds, and Nottingham), France (École des Mines de Douai and Université de Rouen), and China (Tianjin, Tsinghua, Xi’an Jiaotong, Zhejiang and North China Electric Power Universities). More than ten post-doctoral RAs  and eight exchange researchers from France and China have worked with the team since 2004. Extensive demonstration trials of the Kent instrumentation systems have been conducted on pilot plants and power stations in the UK, France, China and Saudi Arabia. Kent’s flame imaging technology was recognised by the global award for innovation at the IET Innovation in Engineering Awards in 2006 “for developing a new way of measuring the properties of  flames  in  large  industrial  buildings  such  as  power  stations.  Combining  simple  optical components with highly advanced image processing software, they can now establish in real time its stability and pollution performance. This offers enormous benefits enabling the facility to operate more efficiently, as well as reduce the environmental impact”. Further recognition of their contributions to the development of new combustion instrumentation followed. The Kent Team was awarded the Rushlight Commendation Award in 2009, the Best Poster Prize at the International Conference on Sensors & their Applications XV in 2009, the Alec Hough-Grassby Award by the Institute of Measurement and Control in 2011 and an Industrial Award by the IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement Society in 2012. The total value of research awards for underpinning the impact since 2004 was over £2 million and key grants are specified in Section 3.		References to the key outputs (references [4]*, [5]* and [6]* best indicate the quality of the underpinning research): [1] Xu L., Yan Y., Cornwell S., Riley G., 'Online fuel tracking by combining principal component analysis and neural network techniques', IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement, vol.54, no.4, pp.1640-1645, 2005. DOI: 10.1109/TIM.2005.851203. This output underpins Kent’s pioneering work in online fuel tracking through advanced flame monitoring. [2] Carter R.M., Yan Y., Cameron S.D., 'On-line measurement of particle size distribution and mass flow rate of particles in a pneumatic suspension using combined imaging and electrostatic sensors', Flow Measurement and Instrumentation, vol.16, no.5, pp.309-314, 2005. DOI: 10.1016/j.flowmeasinst.2005.03.005. This output underpins Kent’s contributions to on-line particle sizing and mass flow metering. [3] Lu G., Yan Y., Colechin M., Hill R., 'Monitoring of oscillatory characteristics of pulverized coal flames through image processing and spectral analysis', IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement, vol.55, no.1, pp.226-231, 2006. DOI: 10.1109/TIM.2005.861254. This output was returned by Lu in RAE 2008. It is widely referenced and illustrative of the power of Kent’s digital imaging approach to burner flame monitoring. [4]* Lu G., Yan Y., 'Temperature profiling of pulverized coal flames using multicolor pyrometric and digital imaging techniques', IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement, vol.55, no.4, pp.1303-1308, 2006. DOI: 10.1109/TIM.2006.876393. This paper underpins Kent’s work on digital imaging based flame temperature distribution measurement. [5]* Lu G., Yan Y., Cornwell S., Whitehouse M., Riley G., ‘Impact of co-firing coal and biomass on flame characteristics and stability’, 2008, Fuel, vol.87, no.7, pp.1133-1140. DOI: 10.1016/j.fuel.2007.07.005. This output, submitted by Yan to REF 2014, demonstrates how Kent’s digital imaging approach is applied to characterise biomass-coal co-firing flames. [6]* Qian X.C., Yan Y., Shao J.Q., Wang L., Zhou H., Wang C., ‘Quantitative characterization of pulverized coal and biomass-coal blends in pneumatic conveying pipelines using electrostatic sensor arrays and data fusion techniques’, Measurement Science and Technology, vol.23, no.8, 2012. DOI: 10.1088/0957-0233/23/8/085307. This output, submitted by Yan to REF 2014, illustrates Kent’s electrostatic sensing technology for the flow monitoring of pulverised coal and biomass-coal blends. Key research grants Yan, Technology Strategy Board (Technology Programme, Ref: TP/2/SC/6/I/10064) “An integrated sensor system for combustion plant optimisation”, £512k, 2005-2008. Yan, EU & Government Office for the South East (Interreg III, Ref: 309), “Optimization of combustion plant through advanced measurement & computer modelling”, €501k, 2006-2008. Yan, BCURA(B90) “Dynamic and movement behaviours of biomass/coal flow”, £70k, 2007-2010. Yan, Lu and Lee, EPSRC (EP/F061307) “Optimization of biomass/coal co-firing processes through integrated measurement and computational modelling”, £411k, 2008-2011.  G Lu, EPSRC (EP/G002398) “Quantitative characterisation of flame radical emissions for combustion optimisation through spectroscopic imaging”, £256k, 2009-2011. Yan and Lu, EPSRC (EP/G063214) “In-depth studies of oxycoal combustion processes through numerical modelling and 3D flame imaging”, £319k, 2009-2012. Yan and Lu, EPSRC/E.ON (EP/G062153) “EPSRC-E.ON Strategic Partnership, Carbon Capture and Storage: OxyCAP UK”, £169k, 2009-2013. Yan and Lu, BF2RA (Biomass Fossil Fuel Research Alliance, Ref: Project #2) “Intelligent flame detection”, £50k, 2010-2013.		The Kent team has been working closely with industrial organisations such as Alstom Power, E.ON, Doosan Babcock Energy, EDF Energy and RWE npower through previous and existing research projects since 2004. Since 2008 the team has undertaken consultancy work for RWE npower, Drax Power, E.ON, International Innovative Technologies and Land Instruments International. The power industry as a whole and, in particular, power generation organisations in the UK, China, France and Saudi Arabia have gained direct and indirect benefit from these research and consultancy activities. Fuel handling, fuel tracking and flame monitoring practice has been influenced in the power industry as have the design and implementation of new and existing instruments. The Kent team has supported power plant engineers in diagnosing and optimising the operation of full-scale coal, biomass and oil fired power plants in the UK [S1, S2], China [S3, S4] and Saudi Arabia [S5] through the application of their instrumentation systems. As one example, the availability of the Kent flame imaging technology has made direct impact on the diagnosis and optimised operation of biomass/coal and oil fired power stations. Drax is the largest power plant in the UK with its output capacity of 4,000 megawatts, making it nearly twice the size of the next largest coal-fired power station in the UK. It provides enough power to meet 7% of the UK’s electricity needs and, to reduce carbon dioxide emissions, converted three of its six generating units to burn sustainable biomass in place of coal during 2011/12 in order to halve its carbon footprint within five years. The Kent team operated their state-of-the-art flame imaging system on Drax to acquire fundamental flame data [S2]. The technology allowed quantitative comparisons between different burners some of which were coal fired, some biomass fired and some biomass/coal co-fired. The combustion engineers at Drax were able to consider all relevant quantitative flame characteristics and their correlations with plant configurations and pollutant emissions. Such information has direct implications on the safe and efficient operation of biomass and biomass/coal fired power plants. Electricity generation is a key issue in Saudi Arabia given the high and increasing demand for power – some 27 million people face sporadic power cuts due to power surges from the operation of air conditioning systems. To help address this problem a 660 megawatts, heavy-oil-fired power station was built in 2012. This encountered significant furnace vibration problems. The Kent team was invited to join an investigative team to identify the cause of the boiler vibration [S5]. It was concluded that unstable flames are a significant contributory factor, leading to serious thermo- acoustic vibration of the furnace. The flame imaging data from the Kent instrumentation system provided significant diagnostic information for the investigators and plant operators, which has enabled them to successfully resolve the vibration problem. Yan  has  been  invited  to  give  keynote  lectures  at  seven  international  conferences  (IEEE EUROCON, INFUB, IFRF, IEEE ICSIMA, IEEE IST, IEEE ISICT and ISMTMF) since 2008, many of which were attended by power plant operators and combustion engineers [S6, S7], in addition to technical presentations at industrial organisations (e.g. Alstom Boilers, Beijing Huaneng Thermal Power Station (China), Cottam Power Station, Drax Power, Greenbank Group, Hamworthy Combustion, Laborelec (Belgium) and Tilbury Power Station). The research outputs from the Kent team have been widely referenced by industrial practitioners [S4-S7]. The Kent team successfully ran two UK-China Summer Schools both funded by RCUK China (SS08-025 and SS10-017), in 2008  and  2010, respectively, which were  attended by  engineers from  the  power generation industry. Yan and Lu are contributing actively to a wide range of activities of learned societies and  professional organisations including the IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement Society, the Coal Research Forum, the Institute of Measurement and Control, the Energy Institute and British Flame Research Committee. The flame imaging work was reported in television programmes and on-line media following the Rushlight Commendation Award in 2009 (http://www.rushlightevents.com/rushlight-awards/background/roll-of-honour/). These measurement and monitoring technologies have enhanced the capability of the power industry to burn low quality coals and renewable fuels such as biomass and to reduce pollutant emissions. Meanwhile, the resulting safe, efficient use of low quality coal, biomass and heavy oil for power generation means that electricity is now produced from cheaper fuels leading to lower electricity costs for consumers. The availability of new technologies has also enabled conventional power plants to fire a wider range of biomass fuels and thus reduce their dependence on fossil fuels with a significant implication for energy security and a considerable reduction in pollutant emissions. Lowering carbon emissions in power generation not only benefits the UK and the international economy but also has a positive impact on the global environment. The combustion instrumentation research at Kent has made a great impact on efficient operation of coal and biomass fired power plants in Far Eastern countries such as China where 70% of energy is generated from coal fired power plants. The increasing use of biomass for power generation in these countries is playing a major role in reducing greenhouse gas emissions on a much greater scale. Due to the ‘enabling’ nature of the research, it is difficult to quantify directly the economic and environmental benefits to power generation and related industries such as steel and cement production. Such plants are complex systems with thousands of variables. However, the benefits cannot be underestimated in view of the scale of the industries across the globe. For example, within a typical coal fired power plant, unoptimised units readily produce CO at full load. Optimising the pulverising mill settings with the use of the Kent fuel tracking system has been shown to “free up” typically 19kg/s air and thus prevent CO breakaway on the unit. On the basis of 1000ppm CO production equating to 3.77MJ/s loss, this gives an annual benefit of £91.5k per unit if the pulverising mill settings are optimised using the fuel tracking systems alone [S8].		S1: Corporate Engineer from RWE npower will confirm the application of Kent’s pulverised fuel metering, on-line particle sizing and fuel tracking technologies to their biomass fired power stations S2: Principal Scientist from Drax Power will confirm the application of Kent’s flame imaging technology on Drax Power Station during conversion from coal firing to biomass/coal co-firing. S3: Chief Engineer from China Datang Corporation will confirm the impact of Kent’s pulverised fuel flow metering technology on the operation of their Weihe Power Station operated by China Datang Corporation. S4: Technical Manager from Huadian Tianren Electric Power Control Technology Co., P. R. China will confirm Kent’s pulverised fuel flow metering and on-line particle sizing technologies on the operation of coal fired power stations in China. S5: Vice Director of the Institute of Thermal Power Engineering at Zhejiang University, P.R. China will confirm how Kent’s flame imaging technology contributed to resolving the boiler vibration problem at a power station in Saudi Arabia (this contact led the international team investigating the vibration problem). S6: Chairman of the 9th European Conference on Industrial Furnaces and Boilers (INFUB 2011) will confirm Yan invited to give a keynote lecture at INFUB 2011, which was attended mostly by industrialists in the power industry. S7: Associate Professor from École des Mines de Douai, France and Chairman of the French National Committee of the IFRF (International Flame Research Foundation) will confirm Kent’s collaboration with French partners including work with SNET and Yan being invited to give a keynote lecture at the 17th IFRF Members Conference 2012, which was attended mostly by industrialists in the power industry. S8: Senior Project Manager from RJM International will confirm the economic impact of the on-line tracking technology on the operation of coal fired power stations.

		800		80		80				Research led by Professors Cawley and Lowe (employed at Imperial College over the whole 1993- 2013 period) resulted in guided wave inspection being established as a new non-destructive evaluation (NDE) method. It is used worldwide to screen long lengths of pipework for corrosion, particularly in the petrochemical industry. A spin-out company has been established that employs seven PhD graduates in NDE from Imperial and the technology is also licensed to another company. Turnover on equipment sales 2008-2013 exceeds £50M and the service companies using the equipment generate about £75M pa in revenue worldwide and employ about 300 FTE staff to carry out the inspection. The oil companies benefit from greatly reduced cost of inspection, especially in areas such as insulated, offshore and buried pipes where access is difficult and expensive for conventional inspection methods. Furthermore, the reliability of inspection is significantly improved, leading to major improvements in safety.		A major problem with conventional NDE techniques such as standard ultrasonic testing is that they only interrogate the part of the test structure directly beneath the transducer. This means that if a large structure is to be inspected, either test times become extremely long, so the inspection adds very significantly to operating costs, or the reliability of inspection is compromised due to sparse sampling of the local measurements. The problem can be overcome by using ultrasonic guided waves which propagate along a structure and therefore enable a large area to be inspected from a single transducer position, so giving 100% volume coverage and large savings in inspection time. The difficulty with guided wave inspection is that many guided wave modes exist (over 50 at 100 kHz in a typical 6 inch diameter pipe) and, unless the excitation and reception is carefully controlled, the received signals are too complicated to be interpretable. Understanding the modes and then investigating methods to control them was the first research task. The background research on the guided wave inspection of pipes started in the early 1990s and the main development was carried out under the CEC Thermie programme starting in 1994. This initial work was supervised by Professor Cawley. Of the 50+ guided wave modes in a typical 6 inch diameter pipe at 100 kHz, only three are axially symmetric so the initial research led to a decision to excite only axially symmetric modes; two of these modes are longitudinal and one is torsional, and these mode types are not coupled so excitation in the circumferential direction will only excite torsional modes and excitation in the axial direction will only excite longitudinal modes. Excitation can efficiently be provided by an array of nominally identical transducers around the pipe, each transducer forcing in the required direction. This concept, together with a novel transducer design is the subject of the key underpinning patent [1] (authors Professor Cawley and RAs working on the project). The next step was to show how the chosen modes interact with defects, and the key initial study of this is reported in [2]; this was jointly supervised by Professors Cawley and Lowe in the mid-1990s. A simple reflection measurement in an axially symmetric mode cannot distinguish between a benign, axially symmetric reflector such as a butt weld, and a corrosion patch that will typically be non-symmetric. We then showed that a symmetric feature will only reflect the incoming symmetric mode, whereas a non-symmetric feature will reflect both the incident axisymmetric mode and non- symmetric modes generated by mode conversion. The output of the individual transducers in the array can be processed to give both the symmetric and non-symmetric reflected modes and this, together with the relative amplitudes of the key modes for different circumferential extents of defects, is described in [3], a companion paper to [2]. A guide to using the relative amplitudes of the different reflections to diagnose corrosion is given in [4] and this is the procedure used  commercially; again this work was jointly supervised by Professors Cawley and Lowe in the early 2000s. Further recent work [5] supervised by Professor Cawley has shown that the output of the transducer array can be processed to give a full unwrapped image of the pipe, so both the axial and circumferential location of defects is obtained, together with an indication of the lateral and axial extents of the defect; this is now implemented in the commercial product. Pipes are frequently coated with highly viscoelastic materials such as bitumen to provide corrosion protection, so it is necessary to understand the influence of this on the wave propagation; a key fundamental study of this effect is given in [6] and informs the guidelines used for testing coated pipes. This work was supervised by Professor Cawley between 2000-2004.		* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. [1]  P. Cawley, D.N. Alleyne, C.W. Chan,” Inspection of pipes”, Patent WO1996012951 A1, priority date 20-10-1994. http://www.google.co.uk/patents/WO1996012951A1?cl=en [2]  D.N. Alleyne, M.J.S. Lowe, P. Cawley, “The reflection of guided waves from circumferential notches in pipes”, ASME J Applied Mechanics, Vol 65, pp. 635-641, (1998) DOI: 10.1115/1.2789105 *[3] M.J.S. Lowe, D.N. Alleyne, P. Cawley, “The mode conversion of a guided wave by a part- circumferential notch in a pipe”, ASME J Applied Mechanics, Vol 65, pp. 649-656, (1998) DOI: 10.1115/1.2789107 [4]  A. Demma, P. Cawley, M.J.S. Lowe, A.G. Roosenbrand, B. Pavlakovic, “The reflection of guided waves from notches in pipes: a guide for interpreting corrosion measurements”, NDT&E International, Vol 37, pp.167-180, (2004) DOI:10.1016/j.ndteint.2003.09.004 *[5] J. Davies, P. Cawley, “The application of synthetic focusing for imaging crack-like defects in pipelines using guided waves”, IEEE Trans UFFC, Vol 56, pp. 759-771, (2009) DOI: 10.1109/TUFFC.2009.1098 *[6] F. Simonetti, P. Cawley, “On the nature of shear horizontal wave propagation in elastic plates coated with viscoelastic materials”, Proc Royal Soc Lond: Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences, Vol 460, pp. 2197-2221, (2004) DOI: 10.1098/rspa.2004.1284		Direct Economic Corrosion costs the petrochemical industry about $12 bn pa at 1999 prices [7] and it is essential to detect and manage it for the safe operation of plant and to avoid environmental disasters such as leaking pipelines in Alaska or subsea. Corrosion in pipe systems often happens at unpredictable locations and conventional inspection techniques require scanning over the whole surface to be inspected. Given the volume of pipes in service this is impractical. The guided wave inspection system described above solves this problem and makes it possible to do 100% screening of pipes that are otherwise prohibitively expensive to inspect. In 1999 a spin-out company Guided Ultrasonics Ltd was formed to commercialise the technology under licence from Imperial Innovations, the College technology transfer company. It now employs 7 PhD graduates in NDE topics from Imperial with a total staff of 15 in UK. It sells equipment to service inspection companies who do the inspection for the oil companies; the equipment and examples of applications are given in [8, 9]. The company has turned over £32M in the REF period 2008-2013 as confirmed by Operations Director, Guided Ultrasonics Ltd [B]. Imperial Innovations also licenses the technology to a Welding Institute subsidiary company, Plant Integrity Ltd, whose system is described in [10, 11]. This company has a similar turnover so during the REF period the turnover from the technology directly has been >£50M, over 80% of which is export [A]. The test systems last for 5-10 years and there are over 300 systems in service worldwide; they are typically charged at £2500/day [B]. Assuming 50% utilisation, revenue to service inspection  companies is ~£75M pa and over 300 FTE inspectors are employed (crew of 2 per inspection). The income generated for the service inspection companies is therefore around £450M over the REF period. End User – Economic and Safety The benefit to the end user companies is reduced cost of inspection e.g. pipes buried under roads - excavation for conventional inspection costs upwards of £80k [C]; insulated pipes - stripping and re-instating insulation typically costs $100-2000/m depending on whether scaffolding etc. is required [B]. There are also significant safety benefits e.g.: •   Offshore risers - corrosion is most likely in the splash zone where safe access for conventional inspection is expensive to ensure; in contrast a guided wave test can be conducted from deck level where safe access is easy to provide [C]. •   100% volume inspection coverage gives much better probability of detecting severe, isolated defects than local inspection on a sampling basis. •   The technology also enables the end user companies to carry out more inspection of critical, inaccessible lines and so improve safety and environmental performance. An example of the use of the technology to inspect an oil transmission pipeline crossing a swamp in Mexico is given in [12]. The enhanced safety benefit is much more difficult to quantify but is clearly substantial. The technique is mainly used in the petrochemical industry but is also used in the power generation (especially nuclear) and gas transmission sectors. Standards Guided wave inspection has been recognised as a Method of NDE in its own right, and its worldwide use has grown steadily to the point at which it is appropriate to establish standards. This is important to ensure that the method is used correctly, and also that its capabilities are not over- sold, both vital ingredients to its long-term success.  Professor Lowe is leading the development of standards, working with standards bodies, in close collaboration with Guided Ultrasonics Ltd and Plant Integrity Ltd. The British Standard [13] explicitly cites [4] above and there are also Italian [14], Japanese [15] and US [16] standards. Training of inspectors is also crucial to the successful application of the technology and certified training schemes are now in place e.g. PCN (UK), ASNT (USA), RINA (Italy).		(indicative maximum of 10 references.) [7]  P. Cavassi, M. Cornago, ‘The Cost of Corrosion in the Oil and Gas Industry’, Journal of protective coatings & linings, (1999) pp30-40. This confirms the corrosion costs. ISSN  8755- 1985  http://cat.inist.fr/?aModele=afficheN&cpsidt=10046432 The sources below give examples of the application of the technology in particular settings: [8]  D.N. Alleyne, B. Pavlakovic, M.J.S Lowe, and P Cawley. 'Rapid long-range inspection of chemical plant pipework using guided waves', Insight, Vol 43, pp93-96,101, 2001. DOI: 10.1063/1.1373757. [9]  Guided Ultrasonics Limited  www.guided-ultrasonics.com (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/2rf on 6th September, 2013). [10] P.J. Mudge  ‘Field application of the Teletest long-range ultrasonic testing technique’, Insight Vol 43, pp74-77, 2001. [11] Plant Integrity Limited  www.plantintegrity.com (Archived at  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/3rf on 6th September, 2013) [12] V.M.N. Ledesma, et al, 'Guided wave testing of an immersed gas pipeline' Materials Evaluation Feature Article pp102-115, (2009) ISSN: 0025-5327 WOS:000263371900003 The sources below corroborate the use of the research in the standards [13] BSI ‘Non Destructive Testing - Guided Wave Testing’, (2011), UK (This standard cites ref #4), BS 9690 ISBN 978 0 580 73794 7 – British Standard [14] UNI ‘NDT inspection of above-ground pipelines and plant piping using long range guided waves with axial propagation’, (2009) UNI/TS 11317 – Italian Standard [15] ‘General principles of Guided Wave inspection for piping by pulse echo technique’, (2010), Japan. (in Japanese) JIS NDIS 2427 - Japanese Standard [16] ASTM ‘Standard Practice for Guided Wave Testing of Above Ground Steel Pipework Using Piezoelectric Effect Transduction’, (2011), USA. DOI: 10.1520/E2775-11 – US Standard Other sources for corroboration: The sources below corroborate the financial impact of the technology on their respective companies: [A]  MD Technology Transfer, Imperial Innovations Ltd [B]  Operations Director, Guided Ultrasonics Ltd [C]  Inspection Consultant, Upstream Engineering Centre, BP plc – this source also corroborates the safety impact.

		883		80		80				The impact relates to improved productivity, operational efficiency, working practice and knowledge management within the European maritime industry through the use of a Virtual Integration Platform (VIP). The platform is a software package developed within the University of Strathclyde that has been used by eleven European ship design, engineering and project management consultancies, which specialise in the application of advanced computational design, analysis and physical modelling techniques within projects on an international scale. Specific company benefits of using the VIP include: 67% reduction in process time; guaranteed data consistency; additional productivity of 15 hours/day from automated over-night operation; capturing and reuse of expertise; cost effectiveness (lack of data consistency typically costs €100k per project); and ease of operation within complex design processes.		Context: In the collaborative design of complex manufactured systems such as ships, effective product data management is extremely challenging when applied across organisationally and geographically distributed designers and analysts. The lack of effective support by existing solutions has been reported to cost the general US industry “billions of dollars” (Szykman et al., Source E). The management required in order to overcome these challenges exists within three layers: conceptual, physical and data management. Previous research by others has focussed on defining product data standards which have required significant development effort and expertise for implementation, resulting with industrial uptake that had minimal impact (Gielingh, Source F). In contrast, the Virtual Integration Platform (VIP) is a transformative platform that provides unique support for the collaborative design and analysis of complex manufactured systems such as ships and aircraft, and provides an integrated solution to these challenges through: translation and transfer of product data between tools; user-centred integration support; transaction management, access and version control; and change notification. The VIP was the first realisation of a fundamental architecture for a maritime Integrated Design Environment that would support distributed design. It has been developed exclusively within Strathclyde over a twelve year period within a number of EU funded projects (see also Section 3): •  VRShips-ROPAX 2001-2005. The concept for the VIP was devised exclusively within Strathclyde, and the platform developed collaboratively between Strathclyde (approx. 70%), National Technical University of Athens (approx. 20%), and Instituto Superior Téchnico (approx. 10%). Dr Whitfield was the principal system architect for the duration of the project. •  VIRTUE 2005-2009. The evolution of the VIP was devised and developed exclusively within Strathclyde with Dr Wu being the principal developer and system architect until 2007 and subsequently Dr Whitfield from 2007-2009. •  SAFEDOR 2005-2009. The VIP was devised and developed exclusively within Strathclyde with Dr Whitfield being the principal developer and system architect for the duration of the project. It was this version of the VIP that was used to achieve the impact described herein. •  EuroVIP 2011-2014. The focus of the EuroVIP project is the promotion of collaboration and the use of the VIP throughout industry, and not specifically VIP development. Key findings: Research within Strathclyde on co-ordinating distributed design resulted in the creation of: a solution for ship product data integration [1]; a framework and solution for distributed design co-ordination [2, 3]; a solution for the management of distributed design resources [4]; techniques for the management of extremely large design models [5]; and, a platform for integrated risk and cost-based design [6]. The first development of the VIP within the VRShips project implemented a generic integration solution for over twenty ship design and analysis tools to support through-life design. The VRShips innovation was a radical modelling solution for structuring and managing the volume of engineering product data for complex manufactured systems such as ships; the project also resulted in the creation of a generic integration tool for design and analysis software aimed at ship designers rather than commercial software developers. These two solutions provided the core functionality that was needed to support the through-life design of ships [4]. The solution was unique in that no other product data management solution provided this level of integration within the industry  without being reliant on cumbersome product data and integration standards. The project demonstrated that the VIP concept was viable and highlighted the need for a number of enhancements that required further research to broaden the scope of industrial implementation. The VIP evolved within the VIRTUE project which focussed on integrating Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tools and providing solutions to physical, and data management interoperability challenges. One of the greatest challenges related to the management of extremely large CFD datasets, which required the creation of a novel distributed data management solution that automatically propagated design change and maintained consistency of multiple versions of ship product data. The platform evolved through close industrial engagement (by an implement/test/evolve cycle) to support more efficient and effective collaborative design. SAFEDOR demonstrated that first principle CAD and analysis tools could be integrated into the VIP to change the way that ships were designed and optimised for safety. This represented a radical change to the design process: adopting goal-based optimisation, rather than rule or regulation based design. Evolution of the VIP also demonstrated that a novel “dependency network” could provide a more effective way of supporting decision making relating to the design process, and provide more user-centric support for managing and visualising the exchange of product data than would otherwise be possible within more conventional workflows. Key researchers within the Department of Design, Manufacture and Engineering Management, University of Strathclyde were Prof A.H.B. Duffy (Reader 1998 - 2004, Professor 2004 - present); Dr R.I. Whitfield (Senior Research Fellow 1998 - 2007, Lecturer 2007 - present); Dr Z. Wu (Research Fellow 2002 - 2007). Prof D. Vassalos was Professor in the Department of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering 1996 - present. Other key researchers were Dr J. Marzi (HSVA), for VIRTUE and EuroVIP.		References 1, 4, and 5 best exemplify the quality of the body of research. References 1 and 5 are being returned within the UoA 12 REF2 submission. [1] R.I. Whitfield, A.H.B. Duffy, P. York, D. Vassalos, P. Kaklis, Managing the exchange of engineering product data to support through-life ship design, Journal of Computer-Aided Design, 43 (2011) 516-532. [2] A.H.B. Duffy, M.M. Andreasen, K.J. MacCallum, L.N. Reijers, Design Coordination for Concurrent Engineering, Journal of Engineering Design, 4 (1993) 251-265. [3] G. Coates, A.H.B. Duffy, R.I. Whitfield, W. Hills, Engineering management: operational design co-ordination, Journal of Engineering Design, 15 (2004) 433-446. [4] R.I. Whitfield, A.H.B. Duffy, G. Coates, W. Hills, Distributed design co-ordination, Research in Engineering Design, 13 (2002) 243-252. [5] Whitfield, R., Duffy, A., Gatchell, S., Marzi, J., & Wang, W. (2012). A collaborative platform for integrating and optimising Computational Fluid Dynamics analysis requests. Computer-Aided Design, 44(3), 224–240, doi: 10.1016/j.cad.2011.04.004 [6] W. Wang, A.H.B. Duffy, R.I. Whitfield, K. Mohamed, H. Prins, S. Gatchell, Virtual Integration Platform for Computational Fluid Dynamics, in:  14th International Conference on Computer Applications in Shipbuilding, Royal Institution of Naval Architects, Shanghai, China, 2009. Other evidence for quality of research (grants, patents etc.) •  VRShips-ROPAX (EU FP5, 36 partners, 2001-2005, €11.8M total, Technology Platform Project: GRD1-2000-25709; £1,100,000 awarded to Strathclyde). •  VIRTUE (EU FP6, 22 partners, 2005-2009, €17.4M, funded Sustainable Growth and Development project: TIP5-CT-2005-516201; £1,018,000 awarded to Strathclyde). •  SAFEDOR (EU FP6, 53 partners, 2005-2009, €20M, funded programme: TIP-CT-2005- 516278; £1,095,000 awarded to Strathclyde). •  EURO VIP (EU FP7, 17 partners, 2011-2014, €1.8M SST-2010-266054; £367,000 awarded to Strathclyde).		Process from research to impact: The VRShips, VIRTUE and SAFEDOR projects had a combined and general theme of integrating advanced information technology into the collaborative design of ships. The projects were  industrially driven, with responsibility for applying the VIP being held by eleven associated maritime consultancies (detailed below). The VRShips project demonstrated that the VIP concept was viable for supporting European shipbuilding by focussing on capturing industrial requirements and needs, and prototyping the initial platform. The focus within VIRTUE and SAFEDOR was a fundamental shift in product data management to satisfy the identified industrial challenges and needs, and implement the VIP in industry. This industrially driven implementation ensured that the partners had the responsibility to deliver the case study demonstrations; had first-hand use of the VIP within their organisations; applied the VIP to their own problems; and were driven to exploit the opportunities that the VIP provided within the context of the case studies and also within further use within their organisation. These organisations were, therefore, adopting the research output (the VIP), adapting their ways of working by integrating their design and analysis tools into the VIP, and subsequently improving the way they operate. The success of the VIP development and more importantly, the industrially-driven implementation is highlighted within the VIRTUE final project review relating to the VIP: “The Reviewers are pleased that excellent progress has been made and many user requirements set up during the project have been included, hence demonstrating large functionality which is indicated through the large number of test cases which have been provided and shown by the partners”; Source A. Types of Impact: The VIP has been applied within the VIRTUE, SAFEDOR and EuroVIP projects by world-leading European ship design, engineering and project management consultancies, that undertake projects on an international scale including: Arsenal (Portugal), Atkins (UK), ECN (France), Friendship Systems (Germany), HSVA (Germany), Insean (Italy), MARIN (Netherlands), Principia (France), Sirehna (France), SSPA (Sweden), and ZIB (Germany). Collaborative applications have included (and were led by): wave resistance studies (Scott Gatchell, HSVA), hydrofoil design and optimisation (Christine de Jouëtte, Principia), propeller design (Scott Gatchell, HSVA), sea-keeping (Christine de Jouëtte, Principia), hull/propeller interaction (Francesco Salvatore, Insean), and hull shape optimisation (Christophe Malibat, Atkins). Through this industrial implementation of Strathclyde’s VIP, the enhancements to engineering design practice are exemplified through implementation in HSVA and MARIN. HSVA is a privately owned service and consultancy company with 21 shareholders, 90 employees, based in Hamburg Germany with customers worldwide. HSVA specialises in testing technology, methods, standardisation and numerical procedures to solve complex problems, and has a turnover of €10-12M, 56% of which is international. MARIN is an international leading provider of hydrodynamic and nautical research and development, based in Wageningen, The Netherlands, employing 350 people with an annual turnover of €42M of which 85% is realised by commercial projects for the international maritime industry. Marin provides innovative design solutions and advanced research to a wide range of international customers. The implementation of the VIP has had the following beneficial impact: Improved efficiency: the VIP allows designers greater opportunity to focus upon design and analysis activities rather than the management of the process. Traditional integration approaches using technologies such as the Common Object Request Brokerage Architecture were not end- user oriented having a steep learning curve, were complex and hard to use correctly, and resulted in long development times and high defect rates (Henning, Source G). The Strathclyde platform delivered time savings with the same quality of delivery as other approaches to meet customer requirements, as exemplified by the comments from MARIN’s R&D Manager: •  “It took only three hours for a first-time user to be familiar with the platform, build up the process and finish configuration. Overall, designers in MARIN were positive about the applicability of the VIP in the future CFD computations”; Source B. •  “Time efficiency was significant. Automation of the workflow and data flow [within the VIP] resulted in the run time of the process being reduced from six to two days, which was a 67% time reduction”; Source B. Improved productivity: the platform supports both manual and automated design and analysis activity to be coordinated in a distributed manner with a view to best exploit the resources available. Productivity improvements are exemplified by comments from HSVA and MARIN: •  “Allowing the process to run autonomously overnight could evaluate hundreds of design variations over a multiple parameter search field. Additionally, less time was required from the “expert user”, especially for the in-between steps, where little decision-making was required”; Source C. “This automation resulted with fifteen hours [per day] of achievement or progress  that would otherwise be wasted if the design was performed manually”; Source C. •  “The VIP users found it especially useful to automatically produce analysis reports following each analysis. It saved time for the designers by avoiding composing such reports, hence enabling them to focus on more design related tasks”; Source B. “The time saved automatically producing reports was in the region of hours for each report created”; Source B. MARIN would typically create over 1000 reports each year resulting in a minimum annual saving of 2000 hours effort. Improved working practice: the platform provided data and process integration that saved manual effort and ensured data consistency and integrity as reported by HSVA and MARIN: •  “The VIP facilitated the improvement of legacy tools as a direct result of integrating the tool into the platform, which shows that the VIP can also be used for testing CFD/design tools being developed. The tools were expanded to include more interoperability options for input and output formats, in some cases for more adherence to a common data format. The VIP provided automation that eliminated the need for the user to manually input certain values”; Source C. •  “The VIP guaranteed data consistency across resistance, manoeuvring, and sea keeping calculation of the hull. Moreover, by storing the correct configuration of the tools used in this project in the platform, errors caused by human carelessness were eliminated”; Source B. “The likelihood of inconsistent data is very low due to project management practices, however the consequence is significant and can cost in the region €100k, easily outnumbering the costs of investing within such a platform”; Source B. Enhanced knowledge reuse: HSVA has reported that through use of the VIP valuable specialist designer time is released to focus on more value-added activities: •  “By saving and reusing configuration files, the “know how” knowledge of expertise was captured and reused by non-specialist users. The VIP enabled error free enactment for non- specialist users to enact a process that previously could only be done by specialists”; Source C. •  “The specialist’s expertise is only required at the end for a final evaluation to approve the outputs, and to provide assistance in resolving unusual results; this frees up the specialist to focus on suitable and meaningful work”; Source C. Wider adoption: The successes and advances that have been achieved through these projects led to the creation of the EU FP7 funded EuroVIP project which uses the VIP to exploit new developments, by partnering and collaboration throughout the European maritime sector. The focus is to broaden the reach of implementation for the VIP and promote collaboration which has now resulted in 64 European wide registered users including seven associations, the latter providing a conduit to over 1500 companies across Europe. The University of Strathclyde is also currently in discussion with Astrium Space Transportation (Source D) who have identified the VIP as being a promising technology for the Next Generation Launcher, demonstrating the generic applicability of the platform. A preliminary technology plan is being prepared to allow Astrium to lobby their partners in the adoption of the VIP, and open up implementation within an equally challenging sector.		A. Statement from Professor of Fluid Mechanics, Vrije Universiteit Brussel. B. Statement from Research and Development Manager, Maritime Research Institute Netherlands. C. Statement from CFD Specialist, HSVA Hamburgische Schiffbau-Versuchsanstalt GmbH. D. Head of Operations for R&T Academic Partnerships TS1 can be contacted to provide evidence E. Document: S. Szykman, S.J. Fenves, W. Keirouz, S.B. Shooter, “A foundation for interoperability in next-generation product development systems”, Computer-Aided Design, 33 (2001), 545-559. F. Document: W. Gielingh, “An assessment of the current state of product data technologies”, Computer-Aided Design, 40 (2008), 750-759. G: Document: Henning, Michi (30 June 2006). "The rise and fall of CORBA", ACM Queue (Association for Computing Machinery) 4 (5).

		26		75		75				Techniques that can produce detailed chemical information rapidly and non-destructively for many forensic applications have been developed by Queen’s University Belfast based on Raman analysis. The techniques have been adopted by the Forensic Science laboratory in Northern Ireland (FSNI) to  trace  the  source  of  seized  drugs,  identify  novel  psychoactive  substances (“legal  highs”)  and  study  paint  evidence.  More  than  2000  cases  of  supply/possession  of ecstasy drugs, 947 paint casework samples and 100 'legal highs' have been analysed.  Other law enforcement agencies are now adopting the methods developed at Queen’s.		Raman spectroscopy is a powerful method for characterising materials; however, due to the cost and lack of background information it has not been used for routine analysis of forensic samples. In 1999, the Queen’s team led by Bell recognised the potential of Raman as a method to analyse for drugs of abuse, specifically ecstasy.   In collaboration with the Forensic Science Agency in Northern Ireland, Bell’s group demonstrated, for the first time, the use of Raman spectroscopy for the identification of ecstasy and related drugs.[see reference 1 in section 3]   In addition, the method was sensitive enough to identify the cutting agents as well as the drug present in a wide range of seized samples thus providing critical information on the particular blend in order to discriminate between different batches of tablets that had been seized in raids. The ability to link a single ecstasy tablet to the dealer in less than a minute had great potential for drugs intelligence work since it allowed distribution pathways to be tracked and a large scale pilot study on seized samples was performed. [see reference 2 in section 3] This led to work which established the method for moving Raman from a specialist university laboratory method to routine tool for high throughput drugs analysis.[reference 3 in section 3] This work was extended to the identification of cathinones, a family of once ‘legal highs’ which was banned in 2010, by Bell and Fletcher in Queen’s. Here the Raman methods were supplemented by NMR and mass spectroscopy techniques in order to identify which of the many potential drug compounds from this family were actually being distributed.   Queen’s synthesised reference samples of important cathinones to provide standard samples which were used to populate a materials library and to allow the relationship between structure and spectra to be determined.[see reference 4 in section 3]. Work on paint analysis followed a similar pattern, with initial studies in 2005 on what information the spectra could provide followed by a demonstration of how those data could be used to provide discrimination between real world samples.[references 5,6 in section 3]  In particular, analysis of white paints was important since they are common in forensic casework but difficult to discriminate using standard methods.		* signify the references which best indicate the quality of the underpinning research  *1 "Rapid analysis of ecstasy and related phenethylamines in seized tablets by Raman spectroscopy", Bell, S.E.J., D.T. Burns, A.C. Dennis, and J.S. Speers, Analyst, 125, 541-544, 2000. DOI:10.1039/a908091k *2 "Tracking the distribution of "ecstasy" tablets by Raman composition profiling: A large scale feasibility study", Bell, S.E.J., L.J. Barrett, D.T. Burns, A.C. Dennis, and S.J. Speers, Analyst, 128, 1331-1335, 2003. DOI: 10.1039/b308312h Note resulting news coverage: Test to link drug to dealers (BBC) http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/3222061.stm Fast way to find out what's in a tab of E (New Scientist) http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg18024162.700-fast-way-to-find- out-whats-in-a-tab-of-e.html 3 Development of sampling methods for Raman analysis of solid dosage forms of therapeutic and illicit drugs", Bell, S.E.J., J.R. Beattie, J.J. McGarvey, K.L. Peters, N.M.S. Sirimuthu, and S.J. Speers, Journal of Raman Spectroscopy, 35, 409-417, 2004. DOI 10.1002/jrs.1160 *4 “Raman Spectroscopy for Forensic Examination of β-Ketophenethylamine “Legal Highs”: Reference and Seized Samples of Cathinone Derivatives”, Samantha P. Stewart; Steven E. J. Bell*; Nicholas C. Fletcher; Samira Bouazzaoui; Yen Cheng Ho; S. James Speers and K. Laota Peters. Front cover “Feature Article” Analytica Chimica Acta, 711, 1-6, 2012. DOI 10.1016/j.aca.2011.10.018. 5 "Rapid forensic analysis and identification of "lilac" architectural finishes using Raman spectroscopy", Bell, S.E.J., L.A. Fido, S.J. Speers, and W.J. Armstrong, Applied Spectroscopy, 59, 100-108, 2005. DOI 10.1366/0003702052940404 6 "Forensic analysis of architectural finishes using Fourier transform infrared and Raman spectroscopy, Part II: White paint", Bell, S.E.J., L.A. Fido, S.J. Speers, W.J. Armstrong, and S. Spratt, Applied Spectroscopy, 59, 1340-1346, 2005. DOI 10.1366/000370205774783232		Research by the Queen’s team led by Bell and Fletcher has changed the working practice of the Forensic Science Agency in Northern Ireland, FSNI, in their analysis and case evidence accumulation in serious crime investigations.  The new methods adopted have led to reduced analysis time and an increased ability to track distribution and supply of   drugs.   Following   the   research   undertaken   at Queen’s, FSNI invested in a £50K in a Raman spectrometer suitable for  drugs  analysis, which  was funded by the Government's Assets Recovery Agency. In 2004 they began profiling ecstasy tablets for drugs intelligence purposes i.e. to detect common sources and patterns of distribution and supply. In 2008 FSNI adopted Raman spectroscopy as the technique of choice for the initial characterisation of all bulk white powders and tablets submitted to the Alcohol, Drugs and Toxicology section (Figure 1). At that time these types of samples constituted around 40% of the drugs Figure 1 High throughput drug analysis- tablets being analysed in a Raman spectrometer as used in FSNI  casework at FSNI, therefore, in approximately 500 cases per annum the techniques based on the QUB methods supported prosecutions for supply/possession.(reference 1 in section 5) Similarly,  the  research  on  forensic  analysis  of  household  paint  by  QUB  led  directly  to  the Physical  Evidence  section  of  FSNI  purchasing  and  validating  dedicated  Raman  and  IR microscopes for paint evidence examination in 2008. (reference 2 in section 5)  Paint evidence is usually only examined in “serious cases” that include murder, rape and assaults, numbering up to 200 each year. This allowed  the  laboratory to  stop  investing  in  pyrolysis  GC-MS  as  their confirmatory technique, leading to substantial savings in equipment estimated as £75K. A newspaper report of the crucial part paint evidence played in the first murder investigation using the method is given as reference 5 in section 5.   As part of the long term rollout of the Raman method,  since  2010  every  paint  casework  sample  which  is  submitted  to  the  laboratory  is subjected to Raman analysis (reference 2 in  section 5).  Again, as  for  the ecstasy work, the rationale is that Raman analysis increases the throughput and decreases the cost of hundreds of examinations per annum. The total number of paint examinations to date is 947. The most recent impact of this Queen’s research has been on β-ketophenethylamine “Legal Highs” (also known as “cathinones”). This new generation of synthetic psychotropic drugs was widely available through the internet until 2010 when legislation made supply and possession an offence. Due to their relative novelty and the potential to make hundreds of variants of cathinones, FSNI had problems characterising many of these until work carried out by Fletcher and Bell in 2010 on identifying the novel variants in seized samples. This had the immediate effect of allowing criminal prosecutions which had been stalled until then due to lack of evidence to proceed (reference 3 in section 5). As a result of the work at Queen’s, the Director of Public Prosecutions has been able to allow the first criminal trials and convictions have been obtained. This work is now being extended through a FSNI-based trial on the use of the vibrational analysis method developed by QUB for high throughput screening of suspected cathinones seized by the postal authorities. The work on cathinones has allowed the FSNI laboratory to establish a strategy for reacting quickly to the appearance of new classes of synthetic drugs and the corresponding legislation which follows. This is important because the frequency with which new classes of abused substances appear is increasing, as is the speed at which they are adopted to become global problems. (reference 3 in section 5). The impact of this work is being extended beyond FSNI. Firstly, the cathinone trial has been extended to the “Celtic Fringe” group of government forensic laboratories which include Scottish and Eire labs (reference 4 in section 5). In addition, the Palestinian National Authority are in the process of purchasing a Raman system for routine drug analysis for their new forensic laboratories due to be completed 2013 (reference 1 in section 5). The FBI in the United States has been investigating the use of Raman spectroscopy for paint examination using a sample library supplied by QUB (reference 6 in section 5) and in a recent publication described the QUB series of paint papers as “important to the forensic community because they provide data to support the highly discriminating nature of comparative paint examination” (reference 7 in section 5). All the above clearly shows the global impact of the research undertaken given its widespread adoption. Whilst the immediate beneficiaries of the research are the forensic science agencies, the work also has significant societal benefit in providing more robust analysis methods which can be performed rapidly and routinely.  This combination allows a wider range of samples to be examined and the  creation of patterns of behaviour which will lead to prosecution and convictions.		Letters from the appropriate users are available as follows: 1.      Ecstasy analysis at FSNI by Operations Director and Head of Alcohol, Drugs and Toxicology (ADT) at FSNI during the time period when the method was adopted. 2.      Paint analysis at FSNI by Principal Scientific Officer and Lead Scientist at FSNI, in charge of Physical Methods section during the time period. 3.      Cathinone characterisation and screening by Senior Scientist and Department Head ADT (Alcohol Drugs and Toxicology) in FSNI. 4.      Cathinone screening The Forensic Science Laboratory, Dublin by Director of Operations, Forensic Science Laboratory, Garda HQ, Dublin. Other sources 5.      http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/shirley-finlay-murder-trial-paint-flakes- link-accused-to-body-scene-court-told-28477121.html 6.      Copy of E-mail from FBI Laboratory, Quantico confirming supply of samples. 7.      Analysis and Discrimination of Single-Layer White Architectural Paint Samples”, D. M. Wright, M. J. Bradley and A. Hobbs Mehltretter, Journal of Forensic Sciences, Volume 58, p 358–364, March 2013.

		1067		60		60				Using advanced mathematics and numerical modelling we have demonstrated how fundamental understanding of laminar-turbulent transitions in fluid flows can save energy.  From 2008 we helped the cleantech company, Maxsys Fuel Systems Ltd, to understand and improve their technology and demonstrate to customers how it can reduce fuel use by 5–8%. Customers including Ford Motor, Dow Chemical and Findus testify to the impact from financial savings and reduced carbon emissions obtained by installing Maxsys products on industrial burners used widely in many industrial sectors including automotive, bulk chemicals and food. In 2010, Selas Heat Technology Company bought the Maxsys brand to invest in this success.		Nature of research insights Since the early 2000’s, we (Generalis and the team at Aston University) have used a variety of cutting-edge techniques to analyse the effects of turbulence on fluid mixing and energy transfer. In-house deterministic modelling tools can pinpoint the transition between uniform laminar and irregular turbulent flow (key references 3.1-3.2). In our unique approach, we separate the flow into basic uniform laminar flow and the infinitesimal disturbances that promote the descent of the flow into turbulence. We then solve for the disturbances by expanding orthogonal polynomials as harmonic expressions. This allows us to identify rapidly the nature of the different states as the flow bifurcates sequentially from the laminar state (3.1-3.3). Flows subject to internal forces, which occur in a number of industrial applications, present an especially complex challenge in fluid dynamics. We modelled the interplay between buoyant forces driven by volumetric heating, inertial forces driven by either a constant flux (closed system) or a constant pressure gradient (open system), and the viscous forces which destabilise the flow as it bifurcates (3.1, 3.2). These models have contributed fundamental knowledge regarding the transition to turbulence of volumetrically-heated flows, allowing us to address a variety of industrial problems. Models for Poiseuille flow were essential to the success of the R&D project for Maxsys Fuel Systems Ltd (3.1, 3.2). We extended the work on volumetric heating to include magnetic forces in Hagen-Poiseuille flow in pipes.  This enabled us to specify the optimal orientation of the magnets and the influence they had on the flow, thus allowing significant improvements in the fuel efficiency of industrial burners to be realised. This breakthrough in energy saving was the direct outcome of an EPSRC Industrial CASE award with Maxsys, in which PhD student Ben Tocher (2007-11) developed numerical models to tackle the influence of the magnetic field on the flow in the pre-combustion treater of the Maxsys burner. The development built on several years of international collaboration focussed on understanding elusive structures at the heart of turbulence. Working with Prof Fujimura of Tottori University, Japan, Generalis had assessed the limits of modelling techniques used to characterise transitions to turbulence (3.1-3.3). Generalis and Itano (Visiting Scholar) later confirmed the existence of a hairpin vortex structure using the models and techniques thus developed (3.4, 3.5). These fundamental insights were essential to the modelling for Maxsys because they contributed to the extent that Generalis’ code could be applied and the appropriate techniques used in the search of the transition region of turbulent flow in pipes. Following these pioneering works, Generalis was awarded eight grants including two Marie-Curie Fellowships (Nos. 274367 & 298891, ~550k€), a Leverhulme Trust project grant (RPG-410, ~£175k with PI Dr Yassir Makkawi), a Visiting Professorship (No. 22195, £72k) and a RAEng Distinguished Visiting Fellow. All these initiatives have expanded the scope of turbulence that Dr Generalis’ codes can model. Funding won since  the publication of 3.1 and 3.2 totals about £750k. Key Researchers Dr Generalis (Lecturer/Senior Lecturer/Reader, 1996-date) has worked with Prof K Fujimura (Visiting Scholar, 2007-08 and Royal Academy of Engineering Distinguished Visiting Fellow, 2012), Prof M Nagata (Visiting Scholar, 1999-2005), Dr T Itano (Visiting Scholar, 2006-2011) and Dr B Tocher (EPSRC Case studentship 2007-2011 with Maxsys Fuel Systems Ltd, Aston PhD awarded in 2013) to develop numerical techniques for pinpointing the transition between laminar and turbulent flow and to apply the techniques to everyday engineering problems.		* indicate three papers that best demonstrate research quality 3.1    Nagata, M. and GENERALIS, S. C. (2002). Transition in convective flows heated internally. Journal of heat transfer, 124 (4), pp. 635-642 (DOI:  http://dx.doi.org/10.1115/1.1470169). 3.2    *GENERALIS, S. C. and Nagata, M. (2003). Transition in homogeneously heated inclined plane parallel shear flows. Journal of heat transfer, 125 (5), pp. 795-804 (DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1115/1.1599370). 3.3    GENERALIS, S. C. and Fujimura, K. (2009). Range of validity of weakly non-linear theory in Rayleigh-Bénard problem. Journal of Physical Society of Japan, 78 (8), 084401 (http://jpsj.ipap.jp/link?JPSJ/78/084401/). 3.4    *Itano, T. and GENERALIS, S.C. (2009). Hairpin Vortex Solution in Planar Couette Flow: A Tapestry of Knotted Vortices, American Physical Society, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102 (11) 114501; Cover of March Issue, 2009 (http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevLett.102.114501). 3.5    *GENERALIS, S. C. and Itano, T. (2010). Characterization of the hairpin vortex solution in plane Couette flow. Physical review E, 82 (6), 066308 (http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevE.82.066308). Key grants awarded to Generalis - EPSRC Industrial CASE award with Maxsys “The effect of magnetic field coupling to plane parallel shear flows ” £81k (2007-11). - Marie-Curie Fellowships (Nos. 274367 & 298891) “Pre-chaotic bifurcation behaviour of strongly non linear equilibrium solutions for incompressible volumetrically heated shear flows (VHSF) in a long channel - T2T-VHF” (2011-2014) and “Transition to turbulence in ventilated double glazing - T2T-VDG” (2012-2015), total ~550k€ - Leverhulme Trust project grant (RPG-410) with PI Dr Yassir Makkawi, “Wet and dry particle flow at the intermediate regime” (2011) ~£175k - Leverhulme Trust Visiting Professorship (No. 22195,) “Optical Turbulence” (2012), £72k - RAEng Distinguished Visiting Fellow. “Transition in Ventilated Double Glazing” (2011) £5,754 Funding won since the publication of 3.1 and 3.2 totals about £750k.		Maxsys Fuel Systems Ltd have exploited advanced mathematical techniques developed at Aston for modelling the influence of turbulence on fluid flow in their industrial heating systems. The impacts created are therefore business benefits to Maxsys and Selas, particularly through sales of their processing equipment, plus the consequential impacts of reduced fuel consumption for major international companies using the equipment with the associated benefits to the environment. Timeline and process Maxsys developed a product where magnetic fields modify the flow field upstream of a furnace burner to save fuel (5.1-5.3).  Following initial success with this technology, they wished to improve the efficiency of their industrial burners for economic and environmental reasons. Maxsys sought  academic expertise to understand and improve the technology and to help communicate its benefits to customers. In May 2007, Advantage West Midlands introduced Maxsys MD / Commercial Director (5.1) to Dr Generalis via Aston’s Business Partnership Unit. Dr Generalis was able to describe the flows in the device and explain the underlying physical phenomena. Advantage West Midlands EnviroINNOVATE funded Aston to perform a feasibility study for Maxsys, paving the way for the EPSRC CASE Studentship. The knowledge gained through the collaborations helped Maxsys to expand their customer base such that orders grew to £1M in 2011 (5.4). Nature and extent of the impact The impact is from understanding how turbulent flow phenomena can improve the operation and efficiency of commercial products – in this case enabling Maxsys to understand how their pre- combustion treater reduced fuel usage (5.2-5.3). The Aston in-house numerical toolbox (3.2) further enabled the researchers to advise on optimising configurations of the magnets acting on the fluid flowing through the treater upstream of the burner (5.5). This is because the software toolbox used and developed by Generalis and his team can determine the influence of different forces in turbulent flow with far greater accuracy than commercial software packages. The application of a magnetic field to the flow modifies the velocity profile by making it more uniform across the pipe diameter and it also increases the stability of the flow (5.5).  By elucidating this mechanism, the studies enabled Maxsys to fine tune the magnetic field to give a cleaner, hotter burn yielding reductions of 5–8% in fuel consumption and in carbon emissions (5.3, 5.6). Beneficiaries Concerning Environmental Impact Significant fuel savings of both gas and oil concomitantly reduced carbon emissions and gave quick returns on investments with payback in 24 months (5.3, 5.6).  Maxsys audits fuel usage before and after installation to assess the environmental and economic impacts of their customers’ fuel use and carbon emissions (5.6). The audited fuel savings also contribute to reductions in the Climate Change Levy and meeting emissions reduction targets for the Emissions Trading Scheme and the National Allocation Plan (5.6). Therefore, besides reporting precise financial benefits, users of Maxsys burners are helping to meet national targets and to provide environmental benefits to society. Economic Impact On the back of nearly £1M of orders in 2011, Maxsys was purchased by Selas Heat Technology Company LLC in November 2011 for an initial investment of £500,000. This allowed Maxsys to fulfil orders placed and secure its future with a truly global market reach. Selas Heat Technology Company now markets Maxsys Fuel Systems in America, as one of their branded products (5.4). Maxsys has offices in North America, Benelux, Germany and Japan (5.7). The improved product has sold in many industrial sectors including automotive, brewing, chemicals, dairy, food and drink, insulation, minerals, health care providers, packaging and paper, pharmaceuticals, plastics, steel and textiles (5.6). Using the technology has allowed individual end users to make significant fuel savings worth up to £240k per year (5.3). Customer Testimonies Overview (5.6) Heavy users of fuel such as Mondi and Union Papertech, who produce packaging and paper, reported savings up to 7430 MWh and 85000 m3 per year of gas, respectively. Mondi reported that their annual savings were equivalent to CO2 emissions reductions of nearly 1500 tonnes. Goonvean, who extract kaolin as their main product, installed twenty systems on their gas- fired dryers and reduced their CO2 emission by about 560 tonnes per year (equivalent to 1000 MWh of gas). Toray Textiles reported a 5% reduction of gas used per tonne of steam produced, which in the 20 day monitoring period corresponded to a reduction of 12400 m3 of gas. Tensar, which produces ground stabilisation technology, reported savings of up to £10000 per year in fuel costs. Ford Motor reported annual savings of 2.4 MWh of gas.  Findus saved 6.6% of their pre-fitted annual consumption of 2.4 million m3 of gas per year. Dow Chemical Company cited a 5% reduction in fuel use and payback in 10 months – a significant step towards meeting their ambitious emission reduction targets.		5.1 Maxsys Fuel Systems Ltd 3 & 4, Conwy House, St Georges Court, Donnington, Telford, Shropshire, TF2 7BF (http://www.maxsysltd.com/company/the-team; http://www.maxsysltd.com/contact). 5.2 Maxsys technology (http://www.maxsysltd.com/technology). 5.3 Reported benefits of using Maxsys Fuel Systems (http://www.maxsysltd.com/). 5.4 Maxsys Fuel Systems Ltd was bought by the Selas Heat Technology Company LLC in 2011 (http://www.maxsysltd.com/news/selas-acquires-maxsys; www.shropshirestar.com/shropshire-business/2011/11/15/telford-heat-treatment-firm-in- american-buyout/). (http://www.selas.com/the-selas-heritage; http://www.selas.com/selas-brands) Selas retains the Maxsys brand as part of its product range in a global market 5.5 Final Report produced for Maxsys and used in promotional literature:  Comparisons of Transitions in Plane Poiseuille Flow and Plane Magnetohydrodynamic Flow, Aston University, July 2010. 5.6 Customers of Maxsys (http://www.maxsysltd.com/customers). 5.7 Locations of Maxsys (http://www.maxsysltd.com/company/locations).

		495		50				50		Research on novel statistical methods for disease surveillance and influenza vaccine effectiveness has led to the development of a suite of automatic systems for detecting outbreaks of infectious diseases at Health Protection Scotland (HPS). This work has improved the public health response and helped to reduce costs in Scotland and also in the wider UK and EU by providing real-time early warning of disease outbreaks and timely estimates of the effectiveness of the influenza vaccine. This research, commissioned by the Scottish Government, through HPS, and also the UK National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) and the European Centres for Disease Control (ECDC), but used in a wider context by many others, formed the basis for the HPS response to the H1N1 Influenza Pandemic and monitoring of the effects of Influenza Vaccines.		Context: Health Protection Scotland is the NHS agency concerned with protecting the population of Scotland from the effects of infectious diseases and outbreaks that are a major public health problem. It is also responsible for assessing the impact of vaccination programmes on health. The seasonal influenza vaccination programme is estimated to cost in excess of £15 million annually (the cost was £14M in 2008) and it is necessary to establish that the vaccine used is effective. Diminishing resources and a large number of diseases means that little time can be allocated to any one disease. Consequently, research into the use of sophisticated statistical techniques to process automatically large volumes of data was carried out in close collaboration with consultants and epidemiologists at HPS. Key Findings: Statistical models based upon Poisson regression techniques were developed for statistical exception reporting [1]. These models were extensions of research critically reviewed in [2] and led to the development of a syndromic surveillance system for Scotland based upon daily data provided by NHS24, the out of hours telephone service for medical advice [1].  Methods for modelling these data were developed and existing algorithms for signalling an exception were modified and compared using real and simulated data. The initial research was carried out in 2006- 07, based upon earlier work in the PhD thesis of G. McCabe.  Further research has considered both spatial and temporal effects [3], which permits HPS to provide epidemiological guidance at sub national (Health Board) level and thus increase the specificity of the HPS response. The research demonstrated that these surveillance systems detect outbreaks early and are important in monitoring disease activity. Competitive research grants funded by ECDC (EpiConcept), the Chief Scientist’s Office (CSO), NIHR, and HPS have permitted the utilisation of HPS data to develop statistical methods for the estimation of vaccine effect, particularly for seasonal and pandemic influenza, and the Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) vaccine.  Information on cohorts of patients was assembled and linked with other health related details available in Scotland, such as laboratory and hospital data and cause of death statements.  Statistical models for the estimation of vaccine effectiveness were produced and compared. Over and above the novelty of the epidemiological research, the novel statistical aspects of this research are in the application of state-of-the-art statistical models and methods for the control of confounding, such as instrumental variables, propensity scores and negative confounders imbedded within time dependent Cox models, with a correlated error structure to account for the clustering of patients within GP practices in the cohorts. The research provided timely estimates of the effect of the influenza vaccine in Scotland, as well as an understanding of the effect of the influence of the methodology. [4, 5] Key Researchers: Research was, carried out by the Epidemiology and Population Modelling  group at Strathclyde: Chris Robertson (Professor, 2002- ) supported by D Greenhalgh (Reader, 1990- ) and G Gettinby (Professor, 1978 - ), undertook the initial research into the surveillance systems. C Robertson undertook the research on statistical methods for estimating vaccine effectiveness in association with Dr J McMenamin (Health Protection Scotland), Dr R Pebody and Dr N Andrews at Public Health England, Dr D Fleming at Royal College of General Practitioners, Birmingham, Dr C Simpson, Dr N Lone and Prof A Sheik (Edinburgh University), and Prof L Ritchie (Aberdeen University).  The key researchers in this project were Prof C Robertson, Dr McMenamin and Dr Lone who provided the medical background, and Dr Simpson who was PI on 2 NIHR grants and is an expert on data systems.		References 1, 3 and 5 best exemplify the quality of the body of research. References1, 4 and 5 are part of the REF2014 submission 1. Kavanagh. K., Robertson, C., Murdoch, H., Crooks, G., McMenamin, J. Syndromic surveillance of influenza-like illness in Scotland during the Influenza A H1N1v pandemic and beyond. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series A: Statistics in Society, 2012, 175 (4) pp.939-958 2. Unkel, S., Farrington, C., Garthwaite, P. H., Robertson, C., & Andrews, N. Statistical methods for the prospective detection of infectious disease outbreaks: a review. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society: Series A (Statistics in Society), 2012, 175(1), 49-82. 3. Wagner A.P., McKenzie E., Robertson C., McMenamin J., Reynolds A., Murdoch H. Automated mortality monitoring in Scotland from 2009. Euro Surveillance, 2013, 18(15),pii=20451.Available online:: http://www.eurosurveillance.org/ViewArticle.aspx?ArticleId=20451 4. Kavanagh K., Robertson C., McMenamin J.  Assessment of the Variability in Influenza A(H1N1) Vaccine Effectiveness Estimates Dependent on Outcome and Methodological Approach. PLoS ONE, 2011, 6(12): e28743. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0028743 5. Simpson C.R., Ritchie L.D., Robertson C., Sheikh A., McMenamin J. Effectiveness of H1N1 vaccine for the prevention of pandemic influenza in Scotland, UK: a retrospective observational cohort study. Lancet Infect. Dis., 2012, Sept, 12(9),696-702. Epub 2012 Jun 26. Other evidence for quality of research: 18 grants with a total value of over £2.4M were awarded by HPS, HPA, ECDC, CSO, NIHR, SEHD, EPSRC since 2003. Examples are 1.    Simpson C.R., Lone N., Ritchie L.D., Robertson C., Sheikh A., McMenamin J. Early estimation of pandemic influenza Antiviral and Vaccine Effectiveness (EAVE) - use of a unique community and laboratory national linked dataset. 2012-15, NIHR, £215,000. 2.    Simpson C.R., Lone N., Ritchie L.D., Robertson C., Sheikh A., McMenamin J. Seasonal Influenza Vaccine Effectiveness (SIVE), 2010-12, NIHR, £104,000. 3.    Cruickshank M., Campbell C., Choi Y., Cubie H., Cushieri K., Donaghy M., Imrie J., Robertson C., Sullivan F., Weller D. The Scottish Cervical Cancer Prevention Programme: Assessing And Modelling The Impact Of HPV 16/18 Immunisation, 2010-15, CSO, £450,000.		Process from research to impact: C Robertson has a joint appointment with Health Protection Scotland and this close working relationship between the researchers based in Mathematics and Statistics at Strathclyde and those at Health Protection Scotland enables the timely identification and investigation of important health research areas. Implementation of the research outputs comes through the contribution of university staff to core HPS strategy and planning groups, such as HPV Surveillance in Scotland, the MRSA Screening Programme Board, Pandemic Influenza, and the Olympic and Commonwealth Games Surveillance Group (Source1). Wider dissemination takes place through reports to Government and HPS study reports (Source 2). Consequently, the results of Strathclyde’s research are often transferred to and implemented by HPS before publication in journals.  Preparatory research at the university led to the establishment of a national surveillance system for the weekly “organism report” around the time of the G8 summit in Gleneagles in July 2006. At this time, HPS had no facility for processing large amounts of varied, daily produced data within a unified surveillance system and the university research led directly to the establishment of such systems.  A review of the surveillance strategy by HPS in the aftermath of the G8 conference concluded that statistical methods for the automatic scanning of a large amount of daily data were crucial to its operational effectiveness.  In the period 2008-13, at least 5 separate data analysis systems have been developed and tested, based on adoption of Strathclyde’s research. Types of Impact Monitoring Influenza Pandemic: During the H1N1v Influenza Pandemic, HPS systems based on Strathclyde’s research were instrumental in successfully monitoring the evolution of the pandemic, estimation of the transmission dynamics of the virus, monitoring the numbers of people dying in relation to those expected to succumb; and development of a national system for surveillance of GP consultations, including the use of NHS24. HPS placed, and continues to place, a huge reliance on these systems so that it can function effectively (Source 3). Outputs derived from the university research, were regularly used by government, health officials, and health protection agencies. Reports were prepared for the both the UK Government’s Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies (SAGE) and the Scientific Pandemic Influenza Subgroup on Modelling (SPI-M),which monitored the course of the pandemic(Source 4). Without the university research, HPS would not have had advanced syndromic surveillance systems, nor would it have had as sophisticated a response to pandemic influenza surveillance (Source 5). The benefits to HPS, and consequently the general population, have been apparent throughout the period 2008-13, with greatest impact in the period April 2009-June 2010. The Clinical Director at HPS during this period (Source 1) states “This research had a great impact at HPS in helping to mitigate the increased workload and pressures on the organisation associated with managing a national outbreak and reporting, each day, on a wide range of issues”. Vaccination programmes: Vaccination is the main way of protecting the population against some infectious diseases and HPS monitors the impact of the national vaccination programmes. The university’s research on vaccine effectiveness is carried out in conjunction with colleagues at HPS (Dr Jim McMenamin) , Edinburgh University (Dr Colin Simpson, Dr Nazir Lone, Prof Aziz Shiekh) and Aberdeen University (Prof Lewis Ritchie). A successful HTA grant during the H1N1v pandemic yielded one of the first publications on the effectiveness of the pandemic vaccine, demonstrating that the vaccination programme had prevented infection, hospitalisations and death. This group has also worked on Seasonal Influenza Vaccine Effectiveness (HTA grant 2011-12) and preparatory work to develop data systems for pandemic preparedness (EAVE, HTA 2013-2015). As a result of this research HPS has published mid-season and end-of-season estimates of the effect of the influenza vaccines since 2009. These results are communicated to (a) Scottish Government through reports and meetings, (b) Public Health England and, hence, the UK Government, and (c) the I-Move network through meetings and reports, where the results have assisted in guiding public vaccination policy at national and European level. Improved effectiveness of Health Protection Scotland: Strathclyde’s research working in partnership with HPS, has permitted the demonstration of a positive health impact of the influenza vaccination programme on the health of the UK population, with the added benefits of improving the effectiveness of HPS in carrying out its responsibilities. The surveillance systems provide HPS with the ability to monitor disease levels in relation to expected levels and to detect outbreaks of infectious diseases in a timely fashion. When combined with appropriate interventions, a reduction in the magnitude of the outbreaks can be achieved, with a reduction in the time in which they can be controlled.  Furthermore, there is a workforce impact as epidemiologists are freed from routine surveillance, leading to a more efficient deployment of staff within HPS.  A conservative estimate of the savings is one staff per year since 2009 at £50,000 per annum (Source 6).  Reach and Significance: The results of the research on influenza vaccine effectiveness have been presented annually at a European network on vaccine effect, I-Move, which reports to ECDC and WHO (Source 7). This regular reporting has influenced other national programmes demonstrating a global reach. Early estimates of the effect of the current seasonal flu vaccine are crucial for the planning of the next year’s flu vaccine.  As a result of the university research, HPS, in conjunction with Public Health England (PHE), are better able to provide timely estimates for the UK (Source 8) placing HPS/Strathclyde University amongst the leaders in the early estimation of influenza vaccine effect in Europe. A consultant epidemiologist at HPS has confirmed “This research is carried out at Strathclyde University but has a national, European and international impact. Since 2009 we have developed a system of linked datasets which, with complex statistical modelling, can be used to provide timely estimates of the effectiveness of the seasonal influenza vaccine. The results of this research have an impact at national level, where they are communicated to Scottish Government, through reports and meetings and to Public Health England and thence the UK Department of Health. Furthermore, the impact is wider through the contribution of HPS in a European network of researchers and public health officials from European Centre for Disease Control. This data allows in-season estimation of the severity of influenza as it impacts the public health and the success or otherwise of public health measures to limit its impact. The network regularly contributes to the World Health Organisation influenza vaccine strain selection meeting where the composition of the seasonal influenza vaccine for the next season is decided” (Source 6).		1.  Statement from Clinical Director, HPS will corroborate that the university research is crucial to workings of HPS and that university researchers are a vital part of HPS working groups. 2.  http://www.documents.hps.scot.nhs.uk/respiratory/swine-influenza/outbreak-report/flu-a- h1n1-hp-response-2010-12.pdf will corroborate that university research is published in reports by Health Protection Scotland and which are then submitted to Scottish Government 3.   http://www.documents.hps.scot.nhs.uk/respiratory/seasonal-influenza/flu-update/2012-11- 29.pdf and Elliott, A. J., N. Singh, P. Loveridge, S. Harcourt, S. Smith, R. Pnaiser, K. Kavanagh et al. "Syndromic surveillance to assess the potential public health impact of the Icelandic volcanic ash plume across the United Kingdom, April 2010." Eurosurveillance 15, no. 23 (2010).will support the claim that the results of the university research continue to have an impact 4.  HPS Report to SAGE Committee.  HPS_School_Closures_Scotland 23 July 2009 and HPS Report to SAGE Committee.  SAGE paper impact of schools in Scotland Opening after summer break  Sept 2009  will support the claim that University research contributed to SAGE committee during pandemic 5.  http://www.straightstatistics.org/article/monitoring-hidden-deaths-swine-flu will support the claim that the Scottish response to H1N1v was sophisticated 6.  Statement from Consultant Epidemiologist at HPS will affirm that university research is crucial for influenza surveillance in Scotland and improves efficiency at HPS 7.  Valenciano M, Ciancio BC. I-MOVE: a European network to measure the effectiveness of influenza vaccines. Euro Surveill. 2012;17(39):pii=20281. Available online: http://www.eurosurveillance.org/ViewArticle.aspx?ArticleId=20281 demonstrates influenza surveillance in Scotland and vaccine effectiveness estimates from UK are timely and are used to inform the development of next season’s vaccine. 8.  Pebody, Richard, P. Hardelid, D. Fleming, J. McMenamin, N. Andrews, C Robertson, D. Thomas et al. "Effectiveness of seasonal 2010/11 and pandemic influenza A (H1N1) 2009 vaccines in preventing influenza infection in the United Kingdom: mid-season analysis 2010/11." Euro Surveill 16, no. 6 (2011): 19791. Supports the claim that university research is crucial for influenza surveillance in Scotland and that this research is timely and is used to inform the development of next season’s vaccine.

		518		50				50		Visual analytics is a powerful method for understanding large and complex datasets that makes information accessible to non-statistically trained users. The Non-linearity and Complexity Research Group (NCRG) developed several fundamental algorithms and brought them to users by developing interactive software tools (e.g. Netlab pattern analysis toolbox in 2002 (more than 40,000 downloads), Data Visualisation and Modelling System (DVMS) in 2012). Industrial products. These software tools are used by industrial partners (Pfizer, Dstl) in their business activities. The algorithms have been integrated into a commercial tool (p:IGI) used in geochemical analysis for oil and gas exploration with a 60% share of the worldwide market. Improving business performance.  As an enabling technology, visual analytics has played an important role in the data analysis that has led to the development of new products, such as the Body Volume Index, and the enhancement of existing products (Wheelright: automated vehicle tyre pressure measurement). Impact on practitioners. The software is used to educate and train skilled people internationally in more than 6 different institutions and is also used by finance professionals.		The extraction and visualisation of information from complex datasets – such as those found in industry and engineering, the health sector and biological research – is an important area of research internationally. The NCRG at Aston has become one of the leading international research groups in machine learning and its application to data analysis and visualisation. The NCRG has a strong research record in pattern analysis and machine learning, especially for feature extraction and visualisation. The group’s research has included major advances in theory and in the developments of new algorithms. For example, researchers in the NCRG invented and developed a number of important data visualisation and density models that are exploited around the world. GTM (Generative Topographic Mapping) [3.1] was developed by three Aston staff: Bishop (Professor 1993-7), Svensen (PhD/postdoc 1995-8) and Williams (Lecturer 1995-8) in 1996. NeuroScale [3.2, 3.3] was developed by two Aston staff: Lowe (Professor 1993-present) and Tipping (postdoc). GTM was developed into a hierarchical model in 2002 [3.5] (Tino postdoc 2000- 3) and Nabney (then Senior Lecturer: at Aston 1995-present). These models project data non- linearly from a high-dimensional space to a lower (usually two-dimensional) space where it can be plotted. The algorithms have been shown to provide a significant improvement in performance and interpretability over conventional algorithms, such as Principal Component Analysis. The GTM provides a probabilistic model of the data, while Neuroscale is topographic (distance-preserving). Building on these concepts, the NCRG has established a unique capability through the development of new algorithms and the creation of software tools that implement those algorithms. This work came together in 2002 in the development of Netlab, a toolbox of open-source Matlab pattern analysis software that provides a platform for further research, application development, and technology transfer. The accompanying textbook [3.4] has been very influential. Netlab contains a wide range of pattern analysis algorithms, including GTM and Neuroscale, and is freely available from (www1.aston.ac.uk/eas/research/groups/ncrg/resources/netlab/downloads/). Over the years, the group has contributed both to advances in the theoretical underpinnings for data visualisation and has also carried out research into the practice of visualisation, especially for non-statistical users [3.6]. This work led to the use of the Netlab toolkit to build applications in a wide range of domains. Drug discovery and microarray analysis provided the initial proving grounds for these visualisation technologies. A generic data visualisation tool, DVMS (Data Visualisation and Modelling System) was developed with Pfizer in 2006 and made freely available on the NCRG website (see link above) since March 2012. This tool brings together the novel data projection algorithms developed in the NCRG with a rich interface that allows the non-statistically trained user to interactively interrogate and explain features of the dataset.		All citation counts are taken from Google Scholar on 15th October 2013. The three references that best indicate the quality of the underpinning research are indicated with a triple asterisk ***. 3.1.     *** Bishop, C. M., Svensen, M. and Williams, C. K. I., GTM: The Generative Topographic Mapping. Neural Computation 10 (1), 215-235, 1996. doi:10.1162/089976698300017953. Evidence for quality: 1009 citations, of which fewer than 20 are self-citations or from Aston authors.  It is still being cited more than 60 times per year.  Journal (5-year impact factor of 2.5) is in the top handful in the field. 3.2.     *** Lowe, D. and Tipping, M. E., Feed-forward neural networks and topographic mappings for exploratory data analysis. Neural Computing and Applications 4, 83-95, 1996. doi:10.1007/BF01413744. Evidence for quality: 120 citations. This application-oriented journal was chosen for its potential to influence practitioners. 3.3.     Tipping, M.E. and Lowe, D., Shadow Targets: A Novel Algorithm for Topographic Projections by Radial Basis Functions, Neurocomputing, 19, 211-222, 1997. doi:10.1016/S0925-2312(97)00066-0. Evidence for quality: 87 citations for this paper and its conference version. 3.4.     Nabney, I. T., Netlab – Algorithms for Pattern Recognition. Springer Verlag, London, 2002. Software available from http://www1.aston.ac.uk/eas/research/groups/ncrg/resources/netlab/ ISBN: 1852334401. Evidence for quality: text book has been through three reprints, has been cited 918 times, and is still being cited more than 50 times per year.  Software has had more than 40,000 downloads since first being made available. 3.5.     *** Tino, P. and Nabney, I. T., Hierarchical GTM: Constructing localized non-linear projection manifolds in a principled way. IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence 24, 639-656, 2002. doi:10.1109/34.1000238. Evidence for quality: 68 citations. This is a top international journal in the machine-learning field (5-year impact factor more than 6) with peer review standards to match. 3.6.     Maniyar, D. M. and Nabney, I. T., Visual data mining using principled projection algorithms and information visualization techniques, ACM SIGKDD, 643-648, 2006. doi:10.1145/1150402.1150481 Evidence for quality: 8 citations. Won a best student paper prize at the conference. Grants collaborative with industry in the census period that have developed and made use of visualisation techniques based on the research above: these are evidence of the quality of the underpinning research and continued activity of the Unit in this domain. A.  Nabney, EPSRC CASE with IGI Ltd. (£81k) 2007-2010. “Visualisation of geochemical data” B.  Nabney, BBSRC CASE with Pfizer Central Research, (£78k) 2007-2011. “Improved in silico prediction of molecular properties” C.  Nabney, EPSRC CASE with AgustaWestland (£82k) 2011 - present. “Diagnostics and inference for helicopter vibration data” D.  Nabney, Centre for Defence Enterprise with Daden (£32k) 2011. “Use of virtual immersive worlds for data visualisation” E.  Nabney, short KTP with Lein Diagnostics (£20k) 2012. “Improved glucose monitoring for diabetics” F.  Nabney, WheelRight Ltd. (£34k) 2012 – present. “Pattern analysis to improve in-road measurement of tyre pressure” G.  Lowe, Centre for Defence Enterprise (Dstl), (£24k) 2011. “Multi-Source Intelligence: Challenge 2: Probabilistic Visualisation Maps” H.  Lowe, EPSRC Industrial CASE with Thales (£90k) 2011 - present. “Topographic Information Visualisation”		Process Visual analytics is a powerful and generic technology to provide insight into data: thus we have sought to create impact in a wide range of domains. The process for creating impact started with the implementation of a well-engineered software toolbox (Netlab) that is reusable, can be deployed quickly, and forms the underpinning technology for larger systems. Netlab supported the creation of user-centred tools DVMS (originally for Pfizer), milva (gene expression array analysis), et al. DVMS in particular has been a key step in creating impact since it has enabled researchers  at Aston to deploy visualisation methods on a wide range of projects (subsections 4.2 and 4.3) and work directly with end users (who do not have statistical training) to understand the data and thus improve the accuracy of data analysis. Our standard contracts allow the reuse of generated IP in non-competing domains, which has enabled us to build the capability of our visual analytics tools across multiple projects for different companies. Thus high-quality data visualisation is a fundamental part of the data modelling process on many industrial projects carried out by the NCRG. The dissemination strategy has had impact at its heart from the beginning. Papers were published in both scientific and application journals; inter-disciplinary conferences (e.g. SIGKDD) and user/industrial workshops (e.g. Natural Computing Applications Forum, Chemometrics SIG) have been targeted; publicly available open-source software and industrial training courses (designed in collaboration with industry) increased the impact on practitioners. Applications where visual analytics is particularly useful can be characterised by large quantities of uncertain information where there is a need for non-statistically trained users to interpret data and understand its analysis, and so organisations with this sort of data have been targeted. Relationships with companies have been formed through personal networks (e.g. Pfizer, IGI, Thales) and contacts made with Aston’s Business Partnership Unit (e.g. WheelRight, Daden, AgustaWestland, Lein): a mixture of special events targeted at companies with appropriate data and company-led interactions (often inspired by the high visibility of the NCRG and Netlab). 1.  Industrial Products A number of companies have incorporated the data visualisation work of the NCRG directly into their products. Pfizer Central Research has supported our work since 2000 through funding (2 directly funded PhDs and 1 CASE studentship; BBSRC funded a postdoc) the development of practical visualisation algorithms and methods [5.1] (and has collaborated in writing joint papers). This culminated in the development (2008) of an interactive visualisation tool used by Pfizer’s chemists and biologists (rather than statisticians) to interpret and analyse screening results (e.g. biological activity, toxicity etc). Integrated Geochemical Interpretation Ltd, a petroleum geochemistry consultancy company which operates world-wide, sells p:IGI, a software product for oil and gas exploration geochemistry with a 60% share of the worldwide market. IGI co-funded a PhD CASE student [5.2] who, after completing his thesis in 2010, worked for the company to implement our visualisation algorithms to enhance the p:IGI tool [5.7]. The company started a £500k TSB grant in 2013 (jointly with Aston and Daden, see also below) to drive further development of this product and enable them to expand into new business sectors. Intelligence data visualisation: A prototype information visualisation system was delivered to Dstl (Defence Science and Technology Laboratory) in 2011 under a contract [3.G, 5.4] on Collaborative Multi-source Intelligence related to integrating spatio-temporal and network analysis incorporating measures of uncertainty. Thales is now exploring the use of topographic information visualisation using very high- dimensional submarine sonar array data as part of a collaborative industrial CASE project. The idea is to synthesise the vast amounts of information into a form suitable for human interpretation by skilled operators on board submarines. 2.  Improving business performance Visual analytics and the DVMS software have played a fundamental role in collaborative industrial research projects in order to understand data, detect outliers and select important features. This improved analysis has led to the development of new and improved products. We worked (2010-1) with Daden, an SME based at Birmingham Science Park Aston, on a £35k contract for Dstl (the Cyber and Influence Centre, part of the Centre for Defence Enterprise) for immersive data visualisation and its application to defence intelligence analysis. The results of this research formed part of the case for a significant corporate investment in Daden from BAE Systems and the development of the Datascape product [5.6] in 2012-3. Nabney consulted for Select Research Ltd. [5.3] to develop the data visualisation and analysis for the Body Volume Index (BVI), a novel obesity metric replacing BMI, based on volumetric measures  with a white-light scanner. This metric is much better correlated with biomarkers of vascular disease than BMI. Select launched BVI in November 2010 and have been in trials for the NHS. In a CASE studentship with AgustaWestland [3.C] to develop a condition monitoring system for helicopter airframes, DVMS has been used to select frequency bands and sensors that will provide the best detection of faults. The visual nature of the results has enabled us to explain the selection process to the engineers and demonstrate the transitions between different flight modes. The results of this are a prototype for detecting the need for structural maintenance on the airframe. WheelRight [5.5] makes sensors for measuring vehicle tyre pressure which are embedded in the road so that measurement is performed simply by driving over the sensors and the results are sent by text to the driver. Correct tyre pressure maintenance is done poorly and irregularly. WheelRight’s goal is to make this process automatic, specific, accurate and easy to use. A study by Bridgestone Tyres estimates tyre under-inflation is costing the EU €2.8 billion each year in wasted fuel and adding 4.8 million tons of CO2 emissions. This high cost is due to drivers’ unwillingness to use the current tools. There is now a better way to radically reduce this waste. In a directly-funded research contract (2012-3) we have significantly improved the results from Wheelright’s vehicle tyre pressure measurement instrument. We used visualisation to understand the complex data signals and then developed new predictive models that significantly improved the measurement accuracy, particularly on HGVs and buses, so that it now meets the requirements of their customers. WheelRight have installed three complete systems used each day by a range of vehicle types. At a municipal bus depot with a fleet of 80 buses over 2,000 tyre pressures are taken each week, at a HGV fleet operator this increases to over 14,000 and at the entrance to a technology site over 10,000 are recorded. In total the company has automatically recorded over a million tyre pressures in a twelve-month period in 2012-3 from these three sites alone. Taking this number of manual tyre pressures would be impractical and very expensive; estimated labour costs would exceed £500k p.a. The bus operator is achieving cost savings from lower fuel consumption, longer tyre life and labour exceeding £50,000 p.a. The system has also undergone tests in 2013 by the National Measurement Office to confirm the system’s accuracy for all vehicle types. Building on the analysis of clinical trial data (2012) by Aston researchers using visualisation techniques, Lein Diagnostics has developed an optical measurement device for blood glucose. In 2013, Lein has received further support (£94k) from the NHS to develop an improved version of the meter. The aim is to develop a meter that will achieve the measurement accuracy specified by the ISO and FDA in order to displace the widely disliked finger-stick meters used by diabetics. 3.  Impact on practitioners The primary means of impact on practitioners is the Netlab toolbox.  So far there have been more than 40,000 downloads of Netlab by the academic and business users worldwide since its release. Currently, it is averaging 6,200 page-views per year (thus c. 34,000 over the REF census period) and 3,363 downloads per year (thus c. 18,500 over the REF census period). A portfolio manager at Tudor Capital Europe LLP (who carried out a PhD at Aston in data visualisation) in charge of a large macroeconomics trading portfolio uses data visualisation and dimensionality reduction methods (particularly GTM) as a key tool in his portfolio management strategy. He uses visualisation to interpret the very large number of macroeconomic indicators which often helps him identify new macro trading themes earlier than most market participants. Several universities also use the Netlab software toolkit and associated book [3.4] in pattern recognition courses, including: Edinburgh; Southampton; Portland State University; the University of California, San Diego; the University of Warsaw; and the Czech Technical University in Prague. This means that training in these data visualisation algorithms is not confined to Aston University, thus increasing the supply of highly-skilled practitioners.		5.1.     Pfizer Central Research: Hub Submissions Manager 5.2.     IGI Ltd.: Geochemical Consultancy Manager 5.3.     Select Research Ltd.: Managing Director 5.4.     Dstl: Fellow in Informatics. 5.5.     WheelRight: Chief Executive. 5.6.     Datascape  http://www.daden.co.uk/solutions/datascape/ 5.7.     p:IGI http://www.igiltd.com/pigi-3.html

		527		45				45		Innovative algorithms to support the evaluation of gold immunochromomatographic assays have been applied in a test strip as part of medical devices to test for Down’s syndrome and Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI).  The device has been used in China, with a total of over 4500 patients having used it in two city hospitals and in five county hospitals. The impact of the research has been to allow faster, cheaper and more accurate diagnosis. This has led to estimated savings of £10 per patient per test and improved accuracy of 9% across the period 2009-2012, compared to the use of the previously applied tests.		In the past few years, the rapid immunochromatographic test strip, also called lateral flow immunoassay (LFIA), has been under especially intensive investigation because of its advantages such as ease of use, short analysis time, low cost, high sensitivity, good specificity, and satisfactory stability when applied to a wide variety of point-of-care (POC) tests. Owing to these attractive properties, the lateral flow immunoassay has been widely used in many fields, including clinical diagnostics, food safety testing, environmental health and safety, agriculture, as well as some emerging areas, such as molecular diagnostics and theranostics. Although the lateral flow immunoassay technology is widely used in a variety of areas, the format suffers from certain shortcomings including that most gold immunochromatographic assays (GICA) can at present only provide qualitative or semi-quantitative results, observed directly with the naked eye, which limits the applications of these assays.  For example, the positive or negative result of female human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) can only indicate pregnancy status, but the quantitative tracking result of serum hCG can provide more useful information in ectopic pregnancy differentiation and in fetal Down syndrome screening tests. Thus, gold immunochromatographic quantitative assay has been paid a great deal of research attention, the outcomes of which will have an important clinical value. During 2009-2012, Prof Zidong Wang and Prof Xiaohui Liu (both at Brunel University across all of the eligible period) conducted collaborative research with Dr Nianyin Zeng, Prof Yurong Li and Prof Min Du of the Fujian Key Laboratory of Medical Instrumentation and Pharmaceutical Technology at Fuzhou University, China, sponsored by an international joint project from the Chinese Science and Technology Ministry. Within the collaboration, the Brunel researchers developed a series of effective algorithms for helping with the quantitative evaluation of the gold immunochromatographic assay based on image processing techniques.  Since GICA images directly taken from sensors contain a great deal of non-Gaussian noise that will influence the accuracy of the GICA, significant effort was made by the Brunel team in analysing, modelling and filtering for GICA images (viewed as time-series) by employing a number of the state-of-the-art evolutionary/statistical  algorithms in a more robust and more adaptive way.  As a result, the Brunel team’s research successfully dealt with the technical bottlenecks for GICA quantitative determination, and also improved the measurement results in terms of stability and accuracy. In addition to the developed algorithms, the Brunel team also investigated the algorithms’ integration into relevant medical devices used for testing and screening.  It is important to note that the R&D issues associated with medical instruments have been largely ignored in China, which has in turn limited the improvement of the performance of such instruments. This is a common problem in China's medical equipment industry.  The effective and efficient algorithms developed by the Brunel team have helped to develop/improve specific medical devices used to test for Down’s syndrome and Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI).  The devices have been trialled in China with 468 patients having used them in two city hospitals.  Furthermore, the devices are being used in five other county hospitals with approximately 1000 patients for each hospital per year and 10 pounds saving per patient per test.		Patent: A detection device of biochemical strips, Invention patent of China, No.ZL 200710008476.X Registration of computer software: Embedded software V1.0 of the intelligent instruments for gold immunochromatography strip of Fuzhou University, National Copyright Administration of the People's Republic of China, No.: 2010SR012071 N. Zeng, Z. Wang, Y. Li, M. Du, J. Cao and X. Liu, Time series modelling of nano-gold immunochromatographic assay via expectation maximization algorithm, IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering (ISSN 0018-9294)  http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TBME.2013.2260160 N. Zeng, Z. Wang, Y. Li, M. Du and X. Liu, A hybrid EKF and switching PSO algorithm for joint state and parameter estimation of lateral flow immunoassay models, IEEE/ACM Transactions on Computational Biology and Bioinformatics, (ISSN 1545-5963) Vol. 9, No. 2, Mar./Apr. 2012, pp. 321-329.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TCBB.2011.140 N. Zeng, Z. Wang, Y. Li, M. Du and X. Liu, Identification of nonlinear lateral flow immunoassay state-space models via particle filter approach, IEEE Transactions on Nanotechnology, (ISSN 1536-125X) Vol. 11, No. 2, Mar. 2012, pp. 321-327. http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TNANO.2011.2171193 N. Zeng, Z. Wang, Y. Li, M. Du and X. Liu, Inference of nonlinear state-space models for sandwich-type lateral flow immunoassay using extended Kalman filtering, IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering, (ISSN 0018-9294) Vol. 58, No. 7, Jul. 2011, pp. 1959-1966. http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TBME.2011.2106502		The developed quantitative instrument is suitable, among other things, for use in: (i) township, county and community primary hospitals for use in birth defect screening of the large-scale population; and (ii) grass-roots hospitals, the emergency rooms of large hospitals, and by patients’ families to conduct the rapid detection and efficacy tracking of Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI). The importance of each of the two application areas – screening for birth defects and for detection and tracking of AMI – will now be presented, before the overall impacts of the Brunel research in terms of cost and savings are summarised. Birth defects screening (see corroborating source [S1]): There are about 26,600 Down's syndrome children born in China every year, resulting in an added social burden of up to 6.5 billion RMB, and tremendous mental anguish for, as well as economic pressure on, many families.  Neural tube defect is the most common congenital malformation in China, and it is the most frequently occurring birth defect. There are about 8 to 10 million children born in China with neural tube defects each year, accounting for 1/3 to 1/4 of the world's children with neural tube defects, and representing the highest country-based incidence in the world. The economic burden in China per year of neural tube defects is up to 200 million RMB arising from associated birth qualities that threaten the mental and physical health of affected children and their mothers. The social burden is, however, much higher (estimated at 6.5 billion RMB).  As such, this is a serious public health issue.  Rapid, early prediction and diagnosis of neural tube birth defects across a wide range of populations will greatly reduce the incidence of birth defects and also have great significance for the social and economic benefits. The impact of the research has been to improve the speed and accuracy of diagnosis in the hospitals across the five Chinese provinces where the medical device which uses the algorithms has been adopted, reducing the economic and alleviating the social burden to parents, families and the provinces involved. Cardiovascular disease screening (see corroborating source [S1]): Currently, about 17 million people die of cardiovascular disease each year, of which more than half die of AMI.  In the past few years, the incidence of AMI has significantly increased and more than 1 million people now die of AMI and its complications each year.  However, about 1/3 of patients pass away outside hospital since they have not had the opportunity for timely diagnosis. Thus, early diagnosis and correct  handling can not only reduce incidences of mortality, but also play a vital role in the future of rehabilitation.  According to relevant statistics, two out of three patients have prodromal symptoms a week before the onset of AMI.  In these cases, most patients can avoid death by using affordable, convenient and accurate pre-screening offered by simple, cheap, reliable and easily- accessible medical devices instead of the sophisticated and expensive instruments available in hospitals (which are usually accessible only by appointment). The device developed as a result of the research reported in this impact case offers an improved method to carry out the prediction of birth defects and AMI via the Brunel team’s innovative image processing algorithms. The usage of the device is simple, rapid and inexpensive, which is appropriate for developing countries such as China.  Most similar products available in the market are very much related to qualitative and semi-quantitative results, requiring expert interpretation which can be costly and error-prone. The product developed as a result of this research, however, takes the lead in achieving rapid quantitative testing by the improvement of the strip and instrument.  Taking into account the high occurrence of AMI as well as China’s existing types of hospitals and clinics, even if just 1% of the hospitals in China adopt the product, the impact will continue to grow and be significant. The impact is reflected in the product being approved for sale by the Chinese health authorities and adopted by five Chinese hospitals outside the trial sites, representing penetration into 14% of China’s administrative areas. Before being approved by the Chinese state and adopted by hospitals, we conducted four clinical trials on 448 patients in Fujian Province Hospital and Fuzhou General Hospital in China in 2012 (see corroborating sources [S2,S3]).  All trials demonstrated that there was no significant difference between our devices and currently commonly used instruments (e.g., ASCCESS-type automated chemiluminescence analyzer of Beckman Coulter, Inc.).  As a result of the trials, the product has been commercialised and is currently used in the following county hospitals in China:     Tingzhou Hospital, Changting County, Fujian Province.     Mashan County People's Hospital, Guangxi Province.     Jinxiang County People's Hospital, Shandong Province.     Linquan County People's Hospital, Anhui Province.     Tanghe County People's Hospital, Henan Province. Conservative estimates are that there are approximately 1000 patients for each hospital per year currently using the device.  Based on the current costs for using the traditional instruments and our developed devices, a patient should be able to save at least 100 RMB (approximately £10) per test with improved test accuracy of 9% on previous tests and with faster turnaround times for test results.		[S1] Letter received from Professor from Fujian Key Laboratory of Medical Instrumentation and Pharmaceutical Technology, Fuzhou University, 523 Gong Ye Road, Fuzhou 350002, China (for corroboration on the joint project). Contactable: [S2] Doctor at Fujian Province Hospital, China (for corroboration on the clinical trials) [S3] Doctor at Fuzhou General Hospital, China (for corroboration on the clinical trials)

		661		40		40				Work conducted at UEL in the area of secure software systems engineering has had impacts on both the private and public sectors, in the UK and abroad. Through its application to financial pre- employment screening it has enabled an award-winning UK company to improve its security processes and become a world leader with respect to secure systems in their sector. This has, in turn, allowed the company to develop a competitive advantage in the market and attract more and larger  multinational  clients.  In  the  public  service  sector  our  work  has  enabled  a  Greek governmental department – the National Gazette - to analyse the security implications of fully automating their processes and identify security mechanisms that enhance the security of their new systems. This has improved their service delivery, with significant impacts on Greek society.		The security of software systems has been transformed in recent years from a mono-dimensional technical challenge to a multi-dimensional socio-technical challenge. Indeed technical challenges associated with the availability of appropriate technologies and their infrastructure must now be considered within a context that takes into consideration social challenges relating to social life and processes, as well as technological systems. Rather than the traditional, technical-only treatment of security, we take a holistic approach to secure  software  systems  engineering,  considering  security  from  the  early  stages  of  the development process, at multiple levels and from multiple viewpoints, and combining people, technology and processes in an integrated fashion. To this end, our work combines insights from and contributes to areas such as security requirements engineering, secure information/software systems engineering, security patterns, software engineering for regulation compliance, and trust requirements engineering. An important output of this multi-dimensional research, is the development of the Secure Tropos methodology (www.securetropos.org). The methodology for Secure Tropos has been developed since 2003 at the University of East London by Dr. H. Mouratidis [1-6], with its origins in Mouratidis’ PhD research. PhD students sponsored by the EPSRC (in collaboration with BT and ELC) and the Government of Luxemburg have  also  contributed  to  the  project,  along  with  members  of  the  UEL  Software  Systems Engineering research group. Further funding from the London Development Agency and The National Institute of Informatics (Japan) has also supported the development of the methodology. The main aim of this methodology is to support the effective integration by software engineers and information system developers of security analysis and development within the overall software systems development process. The theoretical framework underpinning Secure Tropos is the definition of security requirements as constraints on system functions [1] [5]. This allows a unified characterization and understanding of security requirements across the various stages of the development  process.  The  aim  for  requirements  engineers  is  therefore  to  elicit  appropriate security-related constraints for the system. To support such analysis, the UEL team developed a security-aware process and a modelling language and security aware process. The language is based on the Goal Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) paradigm - using concepts such as actor, goal, and plan - combined with concepts from security engineering such as threat, security mechanism, vulnerability and attack. The security-aware process supports the analysis of security requirements of stakeholders and the system, identification of potential threats and vulnerabilities and reasoning of security objectives and mechanisms that can be used to fulfil the security requirements. Our work has also sought to develop techniques that support the consideration, analysis and  testing  of  security  as  part  of  the  development  process.  To  that  end,  the  researchers  have developed novel methods that assist developers in testing the developed system against potential security attacks (security attack scenarios) during the design process [4]. We have, moreover, developed security pattern languages that enable the representation of security patterns and guide developers through the process of designing a system [6], and pioneered work that identifies and analyses relevant legal regulations and aligns these with security requirements [2]. The methodology is supported by a suite of tools such as secTro (http://www.securetropos.org/), a platform independent analysis and modelling tool that supports the development and analysis of the methodology’s models, and an advanced tool that is under development as part of the Open Models Initiative (OMI) (www.openmodels.at).		Outputs [2], [3] and [5] best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. [1] H. Mouratidis (2011), “Secure Software Systems Engineering: The Secure Tropos Approach”, International Journal of Software, 6(3), pp. 331-339 doi: 10.4304/jsw.6.3.331-339 [2] S. Islam, H. Mouratidis, J. Jurjens (2011), “A Framework to Support Alignment of Secure Software Engineering with Legal Regulations”, International Journal of Software and Systems Modelling (SoSyM), 10(3) doi: 10.1007/s10270-010-0154-z [3] H. Mouratidis, P. Giorgini (2007) “Security Attack Testing (SAT)-Testing the Security of Information Systems at Design Time” Information Systems 32(8) pp.1166-1183 doi:  10.1016/j.is.2007.03.002 [4] H. Mouratidis and P. Giorgini (2007) “Secure Tropos: A Security-Oriented Extension of the Tropos methodology” International Journal of Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering (IJSEKE) 17(2) pp. 285-309 doi: 10.1142/S0218194007003240 [5] H. Mouratidis, P. Giorgini, and G. Manson (2005) “When Security meets Software Engineering: A case of modelling secure information systems” Information Systems 30(8) pp. 609-629 doi:  10.1016/j.is.2004.06.002 [6] H. Mouratidis, J. Jurjens, J. Fox (2006) “Towards a comprehensive framework for secure systems development” Proceedings 18th Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering (CAiSE) Springer Verlag, Lectures in Computer Science doi:  10.1007/11767138_5		Private sector impacts The research outlined above has had impacts within the private sector through the application of the methodology to pre-employment screening. Security is essential to financial pre-employment screening due to the sensitivity of the information stored and analysed. Between 2009 and 2011 the research was applied to support this through an award-winning two year Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) with Powerchex, a UK-based company specialising in the financial services sector of the City of London. The project’s success was recognised by its “outstanding” grading [a] and nomination as one of eight nationwide finalists in the Technology Strategy Board’s KTP Best of the Best 2012 awards [b]. The KTP originated from Powerchex’s identification of security issues as a barrier to growth. To win major clients they had to be capable of handling more screening applications. Their own attempts to automate a screening process, however, proved labour-intensive, time consuming, prone to errors, and unable to guarantee the security of information. UEL’s theoretical work on security engineering was applied to this complex business problem to improve the efficiency and speed of Powerchex’s application process without compromising its security. In particular, the methodology enabled the elicitation of security requirements, in terms of security constraints; the analysis of such constraints and the identification of relevant threats and vulnerabilities; and the  development of a system comprised of security mechanisms and an architecture that supports the satisfaction of the identified security constraints. The new system has passed rigorous security checks performed by some of the biggest financial institutions. More specifically, our research was used to develop a secure Powerchex online application form with an electronic signature tool, incorporating  electronic  submission  of  applications,  automated  screening  reports,  customer bespoke  data  automation  and  form  customisation,  as  well  as  automated  criminal  checks. Moreover, the newly developed system was linked with the UK criminal record check system, which gave Powerchex the fastest turnaround in the industry for UK criminal record checks, reducing the process time from 11-12 to 7-9 days. The KTP led to a significant increase in systems, networking and IT security knowledge and experience at Powerchex, especially with respect to data security and privacy. According to the company’s current Managing Director: “The project gave us [security] expertise and resources that, as a growing company, we would never otherwise have been able to access or afford” [d]. By enabling Powerchex to develop a software system with security in mind, our work allowed them to win large new contracts  and attract high-profile new clients such as HSBC,  whose stringent security requirements would previously have presented a barrier to them working with Powerchex. As  the  then-MD  of  Powerchex  explained:  “The  security  research  expertise  brought  by  Dr. Mouratidis helped us to develop a [software] system that passed rigorous security checks of potential clients and provided us with competitive advantage, in a sector where security is very important” [d]. Powerchex has publicly acknowledged the dramatic impact of the KTP on its capacity to compete successfully for large corporate business [d]. At the start of the KTP, Powerchex was a small business with 30 staff, providing pre-employment screening for small to medium-sized clients in the financial services sector. Turnover totalled £776k, yielding net profits of £120k. Despite a problematic recruitment market for the financial services industry, the company have announced that the KTP led to increases in turnover of £1.7m and annual pre-tax profits of £440k, whilst staff numbers grew to over 100. Increased process efficiencies – including in the time taken to complete criminal record checks - reduced costs by £40k [b, d]. The improvements accruing from the application of the research to Powerchex’s security systems have also delivered significant benefits to the company’s clients, who now include some of the largest financial organisations in the UK. Powerchex’s capacity to deliver faster and more secure pre-employment screening improves efficiency within these organisations by reducing delays in their ability to appoint potential employees. In turn, those potential employees also benefit from employing organisation’s capacity to notify them about their job applications in less time, but with a much-reduced risk of compromising the security of their personal details. The new capabilities developed and embedded in Powerchex were a major factor in its acquisition in 2010 by HireRight, a leading global provider of on-demand employment background checks, drug testing, Form I-9 and employment education verifications. That acquisition has significantly extended the reach of the original research impacts on Powerchex through HireRight’s adoption of the security-centric approached taken to the development of Powerchex software system. The company has integrated a number of the system functionalities within other systems amongst its EMEA branches. Public Service Sector The Greek National Gazette (GNG) is responsible for the issue and circulation of the Greek Government  Gazette,  publishing  and  communicating  to  the  general  public  all  governmental policies, laws and changes to the constitution; it is also used to meet the printing needs of the Greek Public Service. The Gazette’s work currently involves manual input of thousands of local government documents to its systems, a process that is laborious, time-consuming, and prone to human error. The application of insights and methods developed through the UEL research has enabled the Gazette to achieve an in-depth understanding of the various security, privacy and trust implications  of using the latest technologies to support the development of adaptable software systems to fully automate their processes. The project supporting this, which began in December 2011, was particularly developed through visits made by Dr Mouratidis to the National Gazette during sabbatical leave taken between February and July 2012. During those visits, the Secure Tropos methodology was applied to the Greek National Gazette to elicit security requirements and identify relevant security threats and vulnerabilities in the process of automating GNG operations. The development of an automated adaptable infrastructure to support the production and publication of information is expected to reduce the production time and increase production outputs of the National Gazette by 25%. However, it is important that such infrastructure, which has implications for all main Greek governmental departments, as well as local governments, does not endanger the security - and especially the integrity and authenticity - of the published information. The application of our theoretical work to the Gazette elucidated and analysed security, trust and privacy issues related to the automation of the National Gazette’s production systems, identified a number of potential vulnerabilities, and suggested ways to overcome these [c]. In particular, our analysis focused on the GNG’s two main external services: “Receipt of the Documents” and “Publication of the Volume”. Application of the secure Tropos methodology to a security analysis of these identified a number of security constraints related to integrity and availability, and privacy constraints related to unlikability and sender eligibility. A number of security mechanisms were implemented to address these. In the case of unlikability, for example, the application of our methodology facilitated onion routing, tor architecture and pseudonimisation to fulfil the relevant security and privacy requirements. Our analysis also focused on the trust and security issues of a potential migration of the National Gazette’s systems to the cloud [e], enabling it to make an informed decision about which of its services could be moved without compromising their security. By analyzing and comparing two potential cloud computing deployment models, our work allowed the Gazette to identify the model that met their security and privacy requirements. The National Gazette’s public communication role makes public trust in its work essential. The project provided the Gazette with an analysis, not just of the technical security requirements related to its service delivery, but also of security and trust concerns arising from both providers and receivers of the published information, including local authorities and citizens [f], and thereby helped it meet its public trust requirements.		[a] For the KTP’s “outstanding” grading: KTP Certificate of Excellence, Technology Strategy Board, Certificate Number KTP007046. Available on request. [b] For nomination of the KTP as one of eight nationwide finalists in the TSB 2012 Best of the Best awards, and for a summary of key benefits delivered to Powerchex: (http://bit.ly/1bmefTA), page 7. Includes a quotation from Managing Director (2012-time of submission), Powerchex Ltd. [c] The application of our theoretical work to the Gazette – and benefits accruing to date - are described in: H. Mouratidis, M. Kang (2011), “Secure By Design – Developing Secure Software Systems from the Group up”, International Journal of Secure Software Systems Engineering, 2(3), pp.23-41. doi: 10.4018/jsse.2011070102 [d] The Founder and Managing Director of Powerchex, Powerchex Ltd  (MD during KTP and until 2011) may be contacted for a full factual statement corroborating the impacts of the research on that organisation [e] Our analysis of security issues involved in a potential migration of the National Gazette’s systems to the cloud is described in: C. Kalloniatis, H. Mouratidis, S. Islam (2013), “Evaluating cloud deployment scenarios based on security and privacy requirements”, Requirement Engineering Journal. doi: 10.1007/s00766-013-0166-7 [f] The Special Secretary to the Greek National Gazette may be contacted for a factual statement to corroborate the impacts described here within that organisation.

		483		25		25				Collaboration between the University of Southampton and scientists at GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) has resulted in the adoption of new statistical design of experiments and modelling methods for the confirmation of a robust operating region for the industrial production of new drugs. These methods have enabled larger numbers of factors to be investigated simultaneously than previously possible, improving scientific understanding of the chemical processes and producing savings of time, money and effort. Southampton’s new methods were used in a key process required for the registration of a new skin cancer drug with the US Food and Drug Administration, where the research enabled the verification of a robust operating region to be completed in a third of the previous time.		Southampton has an established strong research programme in the development and implementation of methods for the statistical design and analysis of experiments that simultaneously vary a large number of factors. Such experiments are routinely used for screening (early stage experimentation to identify active factors having a substantial impact on a product or process) and, increasingly, for robustness studies (late stage experimentation to verify empirically derived models and system optimisation). These experiments are regularly conducted by industry for the development of more efficient, economically viable products and processes, from drug development by pharmaceutical companies to performance improvements by car manufacturers. Successful screening and robustness studies both depend on factor sparsity, that is, when the performance of the system is dominated by a small subset of the factors; the quick identification of these few active factors can save considerable time and money. From 2000 to 2006, research [3.1] by Professor Susan Lewis, Professor Angela Dean (at the Ohio State University; moved to Southampton in 2011) and PhD student Anna Vine (2001-2006) developed methodology for experimentation to investigate both individual factor effects and the joint effects of two factors. In particular, the research produced methods for exploiting information obtained from subject experts to provide a definition of a substantively important, or active, effect that can help to improve the effectiveness of data modelling from designed experiments. Assessments of the resulting design and modelling methods also incorporated realistic assumptions on the impact of inactive effects. This strand of research was funded by the EPSRC with project partners Jaguar Cars, Hosiden Besson and Goodrich, who were looking to solve complex engineering problems using Southampton’s novel methodology. Later research from 2007 onwards, by Professor David Woods, Lewis, Dean and PhD student Christopher Marley (2007 - 2011), focussed on supersaturated designs. It was supported by the EPSRC and industrial funding from both GSK and Lubrizol. These designs are used in experiments where there are fewer runs than factors in the experiment and are particularly useful when experiments are expensive to perform. This economy of resource makes supersaturated designs beneficial to industry but also presents challenges in the analysis of the resulting data. In fact, so controversial have these methods been that although they were first proposed in the 1960s, they have only very recently started to be applied in industry. Research at Southampton has played a significant role in this adoption through the provision by Marley and Woods [3.2] of (i) an assessment of the performance of supersaturated designs, and the associated data modelling methods, for different experimental scenarios, and (ii) the first recommendations for the  successful application of supersaturated designs. Further research [3.3] developed new methods of selecting effective designs through minimising multi-factor dependencies, and optimal designs for robust product experiments. Most recently, the Southampton team provided the first evidence for the effectiveness of these novel methods for experiments with interacting factors and a new methodology for Bayesian modelling of data from supersaturated experiments [3.4].		Publications: 3.1 (*) Lewis, S.M. and Dean, A.M. (2001). Detection of interactions in experiments with large numbers of factors (with discussion). Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series B, 63, 633-672. 3.2 Marley, C.J. and Woods, D.C. (2010). A comparison of design and model selection methods for supersaturated designs. Computational Statistics and Data Analysis, 54, 3158-3167. 3.3 Marley, C.J. (2011). Screening experiments using supersaturated designs with application to industry. PhD thesis, University of Southampton (supervised by D.C. Woods). 3.4 (*) Draguljic, D., Woods, D.C., Dean, A.M., Lewis, S.M. and Vine, A.E. (2013). Screening strategies in the presence of interactions. Accepted for Technometrics as a discussion paper. (*) These references best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. Grants: 3.G1    Lewis, S.M. (PI), Please, C.P. and Keane, A.J. Improved product design and manufacturing through economical experimentation. EPSRC, 2000-2003, £276,252. 3.G2   Woods, D.C. Supersaturated designs in pharmaceutical development. GlaxoSmithKline, 2010-2011, £5,000. 3.G3   Woods D.C. Efficient experimentation for effective identification of reliable design spaces, GlaxoSmithKline, 2012-2014, £195,189.		The development of new medicines is a lengthy and costly procedure, with some estimates putting the average research and development spend as high as US$2 billion for each new drug [5.C1]. Speeding up this process not only saves on costs but frees up personnel to work on life-enhancing interventions elsewhere. Helping pharmaceutical companies find cost-effective ways of developing the chemical processes for new drugs has been a key driver of research into new statistical design and modelling methods carried out at Southampton. The resulting research has been pivotal in helping industry professionals fine tune their experiments at both the screening and robustness stages to maximise yield and minimise impurities. Chemical development in the pharmaceutical industry is an inherently multi-factor problem, which requires the study of many chemical properties and process features. Hence, an important part of gaining understanding and knowledge of the system as economically as possible is the ability to investigate a large number of factors using only a small experiment. Southampton’s expertise in the design of experiments has led to a long-running relationship with GSK’s Product Development team. As a direct result of the underpinning research, Southampton’s supersaturated designs were successfully applied in a GSK-funded pilot project, which encouraged the GSK collaborators to adopt our methodology in the development of a number of new drugs. Since 2011 GSK has been performing approximately six experiments per year using Southampton’s methodology, resulting in indicative savings of more than £25,000 and three weeks of scientists’ time per experiment.  GSK scientists have applied Southampton’s supersaturated experiments in the robustness step necessary to verify a drug’s `robust operating region’ - a US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulatory requirement for the registration of a new drug [5.C2]. A probabilistic, risk-based approach is taken to establishing this region through a sequence of experiments and associated statistical modelling. It is then verified through further experimentation, in which a large number of factors (input variables or process parameters) are varied to investigate whether or not they have a negligible impact on the response. GSK drew on the research to verify the robust operating regions for two new drugs for metastatic melanoma, which were approved in 2013 by the FDA. Melanoma is the most serious form of skin cancer. The US National Cancer Institute has predicted that melanoma will cause more than 9000 deaths in the USA in 2013. Worldwide, there is a 50% one-year survival rate, with only 16% of patients in the USA surviving for five years [5.1]. For metastatic melanoma, the median age of a newly diagnosed patient is almost a decade younger than for other cancers. The first application of Southampton’s research was in the development of trametinib, a drug that inhibits a protein pathway involved in tumour growth which is activated in around 50% of melanoma cases [5.1, 5.2]. GSK's submission for FDA registration for trametinib included results from a supersaturated design developed by Southampton, which allowed the investigation of 16 factors in only 10 runs to verify a key stage in the development process. This design achieved a two-thirds saving in costs and time compared with GSK's previous standard approach of using a regular fractional factorial design, which would have required 32 runs to produce the data to ensure a quality product for the patient. It is difficult to quantify the increased scientific understanding gained from the ability to perform experimentation involving a large number of factors that would otherwise be infeasible. This increased understanding is considered a key benefit of the new methods. ‘The real importance to GSK of the successful application of these methods is the deeper scientific understanding gained through the ability to experiment simultaneously on larger numbers of variables than previously possible. This case study demonstrates the value of a long term relationship in enabling mutual understanding of scientific context and areas of opportunity.’ (John Whittaker, Vice President, Statistical Platforms and Technologies). Typically, a supersaturated design allows between a 1.5 and two-fold increase in the number of factors that scientists are able to investigate for a given resource. Thus, risk management can be significantly improved from the use of supersaturated designs. To empower the scientists in GSK product development worldwide to use these methods, in 2011 the Southampton research team produced a protocol for finding and assessing suitable supersaturated designs using industry-leading statistical software (SAS JMP). They worked with SAS to produce a new piece of code to implement methods for best practice statistical modelling of the data obtained from using such designs. Southampton researchers advised on a tailored training programme that facilitated the use of these new methods in GSK’s chemical development. ‘Key to the successful use of the methods was the proactivity and engagement of UoS in translating high level research to application on GSK projects through collaborative work. This has provided case-studies to demonstrate value and enabled the development of training and mentoring approaches with key GSK staff’ (Martin Owen, Quality-by-Design Innovation Leader, GSK) [5.3]. GSK scientists have presented results from their application of supersaturated designs at a number of academic and industrial meetings, including at two Southampton-organised academic-industry events at the Isaac Newton Institute for the Mathematical Sciences in Cambridge. As a measure of the value of the research to GSK, the pharmaceutical company awarded Southampton nearly £200,000 in 2012 to fund further fundamental statistical research from which future pharma benefits may be obtained [3.G3].		Contextual References: 5.C1 Adams and Brantner (2006). Health Affairs, 25, 420-428 (http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/25/2/420.long) 5.C2 ‘Guidance for Industry Q8 (R2) Pharmaceutical Development’ US Department of Health and Human Services, Food and Drug Administration, Centre for Drug Evaluation and Research, Centre for Biologics Evaluation and Research. (http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/.../Guidances/ucm073507.pdf) Sources to corroborate Impact: 5.1  http://www.gsk.com/media/press-releases/2013/two-new-gsk-oral-oncology-treatments--braf- inhibitor-tafinlar---.html and references therein. 5.2 Ascierto et al. (2012). Journal of Translational Medicine, 10:85 (http://www.translational- medicine.com/content/10/1/85). 5.3 Senior Scientific Investigator and Quality-by-Design Innovation Leader, GlaxoSmithKline.

		1280		20		20				1.  Summary of the impact Research at the University of Southampton’s Airbus Noise Technology Centre (ANTC) and the Rolls-Royce University Technology Centre (UTC) in Gas Turbine Noise has given Airbus and Rolls-Royce tools to understand, predict and reduce noise pollution from commercial aircraft, ensuring that they are on track to meet the EU’s stringent noise reduction targets, and maintaining their competitive edge over key rivals Boeing, GE and Pratt and Whitney. The implementation of new low-noise technology from Southampton has already begun to benefit the millions of people who live near our busiest airports (250,000 within the inner 57dBA Leq contour at Heathrow alone).		The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) reports aircraft noise as the most significant cause of public opposition to the expansion of airports and growth of air transport. It is more than simply an annoyance to residents near airports. According to the World Health Organization, it is an ‘underestimated threat’ that can cause short and long-term health problems. Its overall financial impact is estimated by the European Commission to lie between 0.2% and 2% of GDP, £3.1 billion for the UK alone at the lower estimate. Aircraft noise threatens the growth of the UK aerospace manufacturing sector. This is of particular concern to Airbus,  with total annual revenues of €38.5 billion (in 2012),  and to the civil aerospace division  of  Rolls-Royce,  with  annual  revenues  of  £6.4  billion  dominated  by  the  sale  and maintenance of large civil aero-engines. For this reason Rolls-Royce set up the University Technology Centre (UTC) in Gas Turbine Noise in 1999 at Southampton, consolidating a thirty year research collaboration with Southampton’s Institute of Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR) on aircraft engine noise. Airbus established their own Aircraft Noise Technology Centre (ANTC), also at Southampton, nine years later (in 2008). These two centres have made Southampton University the largest provider of aero-acoustic expertise in the UK with a  total of  10 academic staff and more than 30 researchers and doctoral students working on aircraft noise at any one time. Southampton is the ‘UK focal point’ (http://www.xnoise.eu/about-x-noise/focal-points/) for the X-NOISE European aero-acoustic network bringing together industry and academic partners across the EU to collaborate on aircraft related noise research. Fundamental research on turbofan noise has been undertaken in the UTC since 1999 by a team of academic and research staff led by Jeremy Astley, Professor of Computational Aero-acoustics (2001-present), Phil Joseph, Professor of acoustical engineering and turbo-machinery noise (1997- present), and Dr Rod Self, Senior Lecturer in jet noise and installation effects (1998-present). Other members of the team include Dr Brian Tester, Principal Research Fellow (2002-present), Dr Keith Holland, lecturer/senior lecturer (1999-present), Dr Alan McAlpine, lecturer (1998-present), Dr Gwenael Gabard, lecturer (2005-present) and Dr Mike Kingan, lecturer (2008-present). UTC researchers are typically responsible for half of the noise deliverables committed by the Rolls- Royce noise department in the internal Rolls-Royce R&T resource allocation process. A complementary programme of research in aero-acoustics, focussing on airframe noise – the noise generated by the aircraft itself as opposed to its engines - was established in 2000 by Xin Zhang, Airbus professor of Aircraft Engineering. Zhang and his team pioneered the development and application of high order, numerical schemes for aero-acoustic noise prediction [3.5]. In 2008 the Airbus ANTC was formed with Prof. Zhang as director. Dr David Angland joined the ANTC as a lecturer in 2012. Five specific areas of underpinning research are identified here as having had a profound impact on Rolls-Royce and Airbus noise reduction technology for current and future commercial aircraft. Sound absorbing ‘liners’  placed on the inner surfaces of an engine in the intake and the exhaust are an important method for reducing fan noise, the largest single source of engine noise both at  take-off and approach.  UTC researchers have focussed their research since 2001 on applying advanced numerical techniques to predict the effect of these liners in aero-engine ducts. Professor Astley  pioneered  the  development  of  these  methods  in  the  1990s  [3.1]  and  his  work  is implemented in commercial computer programs, such as SYSNOISE and ACTRAN which are widely used by the aerospace industry for aircraft noise predictions. The UTC team have further developed and applied these methods to real engines, validated them against Rolls-Royce data and integrated them in new acoustic design and optimisation procedures for liners [3.2],[5.7],[5.9]. Growing interest in fuel efficient, advanced open rotor (AOR) powered aircraft prompted Rolls- Royce to initiate research on AOR noise in 2007. This work, led by Dr Kingan, has resulted in new theoretical models to predict noise from AORs [3.3]. These are now incorporated in in-house Rolls- Royce prediction codes and have resulted in new patentable technology [3.4],[5.10]. Collaboration between the UTC and ANTC has used modified versions of these models for noise predictions of installed AORs on specific aircraft configurations (rear or wing mounted, for example). A third area where UTC research has had a large impact on current engines relates to noise produced by bleed valves. These are used in aero-engines to manage air flow, mainly in the approach to landing condition.  Rolls-Royce identified bleed valves as an important noise source in 2007 and a programme of fundamental theoretical and experimental research was initiated at the Southampton UTC led by  Dr Rod Self, and facilitated by  a new £500k experimental facility funded directly by Rolls-Royce. This research has led to a much clearer understanding of bleed valve noise, a redesign of the valves and reductions of up to 15 dB at source. This work is proprietary and has not been published in the open literature. Particular ANTC programmes that have had high impact for Airbus are studies on predicting and reducing landing gear noise, a major source of airframe noise for Airbus. A result of this research was the creation of a physics-based landing gear noise prediction model, SotonLGAP (see section 4). As well as simply predicting noise levels, fundamental research has been undertaken  on both active and passive control methods to reduce the noise of landing gear installed on existing aircraft types [3.7], [3.8]. Fundamental computational and experimental research has also been conducted on noise from high-lift devices [3.6].This has led to an optimised low-noise flap incorporating a porous side-edge which has a negligible aerodynamic penalty [5.12].		(best 3 are starred) *[3.1] Astley R J, McCaulay G J, Coyette J-P and Cremers L: (1998) ‘Three dimensional wave envelope elements of variable order for acoustic radiation and scattering. Part 1. Formulation in the frequency domain: Part 2. Formulation in the time-domain’ J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 103(1), 49-63 & 64- 1998. Doi:10.1121/1.421106 & 10.1121/1.421107. [3.2] Astley, R. Sugimoto, P. Mustafi.(2011) ‘Computational aero-acoustics for fan duct propagation and radiation. Current status and application to turbofan liner optimisation’.  J. Sound and Vib., 330(16) 3832-3845 2011. Doi: 10.1016/j.jsv.2011.03.022 *[3.3] Sinayoko, S.,  Kingan, M.J. and Agarwal. A.(2013) Trailing edge noise theory for rotating blades in uniform flow. Proc. R. Soc. A . 2013 469 2157 20130065; doi:10.1098/rspa.2013.0065 [3.4] McAlpine, A. and Kingan, M J. (2012) ‘Far-field sound radiation due to an installed open rotor. International Journal of Aeroacoustics’, 11, (2), 213-245. (doi:10.1260/1475-472X.11.2.213). *[3.5] G Ashcroft and X Zhang (2003) ‘Optimised prefactored compact schemes’.  Journal of Computational Physics,  190(2), 459-477. doi:10.1016/S0021-9991(03)00293-6 [3.6] Angland, D., Zhang, X. and Molin, N., “Measurements of flow around a flap side edge with porous edge treatment,” AIAA Journal, 47(7), July 2009, pp. 1660-1671, doi: 10.2514/1.39311 [3.7] Li, Y., Zhang, X. and Smith, M. G., “Identification and attenuation of a tonal-noise source on an aircraft landing gear,” Journal of Aircraft, 47(3), May-June 2010. pp. 796-805. Doi: 10.2514/1.43183 [3.8] Angland, D., Zhang, X. and Goodyer, M., “The use of blowing flow control to reduce bluff body interaction noise,” AIAA Journal, 50(8), 2012, pp. 1670-1684, doi: 10.2514/1.J051074		Research at the University of Southampton’s Rolls-Royce UTC and Airbus ANTC has transformed the way RR and Airbus tackle noise prediction and mitigation in the design of current and future aircraft. New methods introduced to both companies, mean that they are on track to meet the EU’s tough noise reduction targets and enjoy a competitive edge in noise reduction over rivals Boeing, GE and Pratt & Whitney. However, a global market exists over the next 20 years for 27,000 new passenger aircraft worth £2.0 trillion [5.6] and the UK  will retain or expand its current 17% share of this market only if can match or exceed noise reductions achieved by its competitors. Research in the UTC and ANTC at Southampton has already contributed to meeting this technical challenge. Chief noise specialist at Rolls-Royce Andrew Kempton [5.1] in reference to Southampton’s UTC has said: “..it brings a   breadth and depth of knowledge, an independence of thought and an aptitude for innovation that helps ensure the best technology is built into Rolls-Royce engines.” Referring specifically to the impact of the highlighted research areas in section 2, Rolls-Royce now routinely uses the numerical methods developed by Astley et al. [3.1],[3.2]  in validated in-house Rolls-Royce codes to optimise sound absorbing liners [5.1]. These codes were  developed during the Trent 900 engine programme (2000-2005) and have contributed to the design of liners for the Trent 1000 and Trent XWB engines (for the Boeing 787 and Airbus A350 aircraft) and in Germany by RR(Deutschland) to the design of smaller engines such as the BR725.  Similar methods developed at Southampton have been used to design novel combustion and exhaust liners and special low-frequency liners to reduce cabin noise and fan blade instability (‘flutter’) in current engine programmes resulting in two Rolls-Royce patents with named Southampton inventors [5.7],[5.9] ( “the firm’s patents.. bear the names of students who have worked on its technology….” [5.6]). Research on Advanced Open Rotors, at the UTC [3.3],[3.4] has led to a new Rolls-Royce code for predicting the noise from the next generation of AOR propellers. The Southampton model  has been fully implemented within Rolls-Royce and forms the basic tool for assessing noise from AOR designs [5.2]. There are compelling arguments for developing AORs since they consume approximately 25% less fuel than current engines. Attempts to introduce AORs in the 1980s were abandoned in part because it was widely believed that noise levels would prevent their acceptance. Current predictions using new tools developed at Southampton supported by test data, show that this is no longer the case. Aero-acoustically optimised propeller blades, manufactured and tested in European projects, DREAM and CLEANSKY, have shown that a new generation of AORs can be designed to meet current and anticipated noise certification requirements.  Research at the UTC has indicated that further noise reductions are  possible for  AORs  by  including  sound  absorbing  lining  material  over  the  centre  body  of  the propeller. A Rolls-Royce patent to protect this invention has been filed with named Southampton inventors [5.8]. The AOR prediction code developed at the UTC will provide key data when a decision is made whether to proceed with the AOR concept to power the next generation of mid-range,150-seat aircraft for entry into service around 2025. In the area of bleed valve noise, the UTC’s improved understanding of this source - resulting from a test campaign in 2008-9 and subsequent modelling - has led  to a new design for Rolls-Royce bleed valves. This was tested in 2011 and shown to be up to 15dB quieter than existing valves, effectively removing them as a significant noise source on Rolls-Royce engines. The new bleed valve design has been installed on the Trent XWB engine, powering the A350, and will be incorporated on all future large Rolls-Royce engines [5.3]. In reference to the ANTC’s impact on reducing airframe noise, Dr Raj Bissessur [5.4]  of the Flight Physics Centre of Competence at Airbus in Toulouse, has said;  “It is about expertise, tools, methods and people. Within the UK, no one comes close to the level of methods and expertise on landing gear noise offered to Airbus by the ANTC. With his industry links and expertise, Xin Zhang is the leading academic in this area and we want to work with him. The ANTC has moved Airbus to the edge of understanding of noise generation on aircraft and how to mitigate it.” In the important area of landing gear noise, Airbus engineers employ the SotonLGAP computer program at both their UK and French sites to evaluate landing gear designs. It can be used on a regular desktop PC and saves Airbus £20,000 for each day of wind tunnel testing that is avoided, saving many hundreds of thousands of pounds for a full test campaign [5.4].  SotonLGAP  predictions take minutes rather than weeks to perform (compared to a full Computational Fluid Dynamics analysis) allowing Airbus engineers to tackle the issue of noise early in the design process, instead of identifying problems during wind tunnel testing when the landing gear design is effectively  fixed.  It  also  cuts  out  time-consuming  and  costly  remedial  work.  In  this  way, SotonLGAP has given Airbus a competitive advantage over its American rival, Boeing [5.4]. Engineers at Airbus have used the SotonLGAP model to design landing gears for the A350 aircraft which will enter commercial service in 2014. Further research at the ANTC has led to a design change of the A350  landing gear doors [5.5]. In parallel with the development of SotonLGAP,  research studies  undertaken for Airbus within the ANTC have shown that acoustic liners can reduced high-lift device noise by up to 2.4dB, fairings placed in front of the landing gear struts by 10dB, porous slats and flap surfaces by 1.5dB and fairings applied to landing gear bogie beams by 4.5dB [5.6]. Given that fractions of a decibel can be important in determining noise certification data, the combined effect of these noise reduction techniques is significant. Research on blowing flow control, and splitter plates [3.8] has demonstrated the potential of these technologies to reduce landing gear noise. This has resulted in two Airbus patents [5.11],[5.12] with named Southampton inventors. Further evidence of the importance that Airbus, Roll-Royce and the wider industry, attach to noise research at Southampton has been reflected in grant awards. During the REF impact period, the UTC and the ANTC together secured in excess of £10m of funding  for research  on aircraft noise for which Rolls-Royce and   Airbus have been the sole or prime beneficiaries. Southampton academics occupy key industry-focused roles on the back of their research expertise. Astley is a UK representative on the scientific committee of the X-noise EC funded network which has coordinated industry led submissions for EC programmes on aircraft noise in frameworks 5, 6 and 7. Tester is co-chair of the Noise Technology Independent Expert Panel, which has advised the ICAO’s Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP) since 2006. Self is a member of the WG3 on Aircraft Noise, which aims to define the research needed to meet ‘Flightpath 2050’ targets as part of the Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research and Innovation in Europe.		[5.1] Chief Noise Specialist, Rolls-Royce plc, corroborator for the impact of research undertaken at the Southampton UTC on liner and nacelle acoustic technology in RR. [5.2] Associate Fellow, Rolls-Royce plc, Derby; Impact of  Southampton research on the development of advanced open rotors within RR. [5.3] Staff Technologist, Rolls-Royce plc, Derby: Impact of Southampton research on reducing noise from Rolls-Royce bleed valves. [5.4] Airbus Flight Physics Communications and Externals (EGDD), Technical Assistant to Axel Flaig. Research impact of Southampton ANTC on Airbus noise technology. [5.5] Noise Expert, Airbus Toulouse. Research impact of Southampton ANTC on  Airbus noise technology. [5.6] Article by Kathryn Cooper, The Sunday Times,  Business Section, p9 16th June 2013, titled; ‘Starter for 10, Design an engine to make us proud, Rolls-Royce calls on British Universities to find a new jet’s power’ Rolls-Royce and Airbus patents with named University of Southampton inventors; [5.7] Patent. Gas turbine engine with acoustic liners https://www.google.com/patents/EP1849987A3 (06/04/2011) also US20070251212 [5.8] Patent. Attenuation of open rotor noise  https://www.google.com/patents/EP2481669A3 (27/03/2013) also US20120195739 [5.9] Patent. An acoustic liner  https://www.google.com/patents/EP2466095A2 (24/07/2013) also US20120156006. [5.10] Patent. Blade for a rotating machine  https://www.google.com/patents/WO2013092368A1 (27/06/2013) [5.11] Patent. Blowing to reduce interaction noise between components with applications for landing gear noise  http://www.google.com/patents/US20110168483 [5.12] Patent. Split plates (physical and pneumatic) to suppress bluff body noise http://www.google.com/patents/US20100288876

		1249		10		10				This case study concerns the design and methodology adopted in the construction of high reliability (safety-critical and real-time) embedded systems, particularly as applied in the automotive and avionics industry. The key impact has been for the automotive and avionics industry to adopt a change in the way these systems are designed, leading to more reliable systems, faster time to market, lower production and verification costs, and lower maintenance costs. The subject matter concerns the fundamental architecture of high reliability embedded systems. Specifically it is a paradigm shift in the theoretical design of the software and hardware from established event-driven architectures to novel time-triggered architectures developed at the University of Leicester (UoL). The novel paradigm is supported by a range of development tools, processor designs, and diagnostic/maintenance tools developed by a spin-out company, TTE Systems Ltd.  Research was exploited commercially by TTE Systems Ltd to provide economic impact via software tools sales, consultancy services, bespoke product development, and training courses.		Primary research into the construction and use of time triggered embedded system concepts was conducted at the Embedded Systems Laboratory (ESL), UoL, under Pont from 1992 – 2003. Research was undertaken through a variety of externally funded research projects for instance [G1], and a series of 17 PhD projects (see below). The theoretical foundations were built on with concrete implementations, development of case studies and experimental tool support by the ESL Research team, funded by a variety of sources such as [G2, G4]. Dissemination was primarily through normal academic routes, with associated publications in peer reviewed journals [4-6]. TTE Systems began trading in 2007. The period 2007 – 2013 represents the exploitation and impact phase of the research. It was developed commercially into the RapidiTTy Toolset by the company.  Initial exploitation and impact was achieved via the Embedded Systems Demonstrator Laboratory, funded by the East Midlands Development Agency [G3].  Research and software tools development continued during this period under the auspices of TTE Systems. Commercial exploitation and rights were protected by a series of three patents [1-3]. The first of these is applicable to monitoring and error detection technology [1]. The second is applicable to task scheduling mechanisms in hardware [2]. The third is applicable to communication mechanisms in bespoke multi-core processors [3]. Summary of research outputs: •   The RapidiTTY Toolset and associated processor designs, TTE Systems 2012, available from  http://www.safetty.net/. •   12 peer reviewed journal articles since 2002. Publishers include IEEE Computer Society, Transactions of the Institute of Measurement and Control, IEEE Transactions on Industrial Informatics, Microprocessors and Microsystems, Pattern Recognition Letters, IEEE Transactions on Computers, Journal of Systems Architecture; •   More than 80 peer reviewed conference papers; •   17 PhD projects since 1999 (all UoL): Kyriakopoulos, Ahmad, Hanif, Lakhani, Athaide, Chan, Sheikh, Bautista-Quironga, Gendy, Hughes, Kurian, Maita, Nahas, Ayavoo, Mwelwa, Phatrapornnat, Ong. •   Contribution of PhD projects include: o Scheduling designs and algorithms, o Fault-tolerant architectures, o Techniques for managing severe resource constraints, o Techniques for measuring stability and reliability,  o Scheduling schemes to reduce power consumption, o Shared and distributed clock architectures, o Patterns for designing systems, o Guidelines for writing reliable code o Development and predictive models of time triggered systems, o Hybrid schemes incorporating time and event triggered schedulers. •   2 published text books: o Patterns for time-triggered embedded systems, Michael J. Pont, Addison-Wesley o Embedded C, Michael J Pont, Addison-Wesley Key research personnel: •   Professor Michael Pont, UoL 1992 – present. Contributions include theoretical foundations of time triggered systems, scheduling algorithms, design patterns and pattern languages.  Role: CEO of TTE Systems Ltd, Head of the ESL. •   Dr Michael Short, UoL 2003 – 2010. Contributions include networking protocols, techniques for predictable networks and task scheduling, techniques for measuring task overrun and task jitter. Role: Researcher and Lecturer in the ESL, Leader of the Embedded Systems Demonstrator Laboratory. •   Dr Zemian Hughes, UoL 2004 -2010, TTE Systems 2007 - 2012.  Contributions include IP core development, hardware schedulers and tools development.  Role: PhD student in the ESL, Systems Developer/ Hardware Designer for TTE. •   Dr Dev Ayavoo, UoL 2003 – 2006, TTE Systems 2007 – 2010.  Contributions include analysis of tool requirements, and development of tool support.  Role: PhD student in the ESL, Technical manager of TTE Systems Ltd. •   Dr Keith Athaide, UoL 2006 – 2010, TTE Systems 2006 – 2013.  Contributions include hardware designs supporting time triggered architectures, and tool support for automatic code generation.  Role: PhD student in the ESL, Researcher/Technical manager for TTE Systems Ltd.		Patents: 1.  University of Leicester [GB]; Pont Michael Joseph [GB]; Chan Kam Leung [GB] , US2010281298 (A1) - Monitoring Device, Application number: US20080599792 20080509, 2008-11-06 2.  University Leicester [GB]; Hughes Zemian Mark [GB]; Pont Michael Joseph [GB], WO2007028942 (A1) - Time-Triggered Co-Operative Hardware Scheduler, Application number WO2006GB03007 20060814, 2007-03-15 3.  TTE Systems LTD [GB]; Athaide Keith [GB], WO2012069831 (A1) – Method And Arrangement For A Multi-Core System,  Application number: WO2011GB52303 20111123, 2010-11-24 Key publications: 4.  Hughes, Z.M. and Pont, M.J. (2008) “Reducing the impact of task overruns in resource- constrained embedded systems in which a time-triggered software architecture is employed”, Transactions of the Institute of Measurement and Control, Vol. 30: pp.427- 450 5.  Ayavoo, D., Pont, M.J., Short, M. and Parker, S. (2007) “Two novel shared-clock scheduling algorithms for use with CAN-based distributed systems”, Microprocessors and Microsystems, 31(5): 326-334. 6.  Short, M.J. and Pont, M.J. (2007) “Fault-tolerant time-triggered communication using CAN”, IEEE Transactions on Industrial Informatics, 3(2): 131-142. Primary externally funded projects and grants: G1. Design and implementation of safety-critical control and monitoring systems, £183,000, Pont,  Leverhulme Trust, 2004-2006 G2. MIRA Case award and studentships, £16,000, Pont, 2002 - 2005 G3. Embedded Systems Demonstrator, £120,000, Pont, East Midlands Development Agency, 2006-2009 G4. Various EPSRC Case awards, total £210,000 Pont, 2002 - 2011		The “time triggered” approach to building embedded systems is a new paradigm enabling the development of a new class of high reliability embedded systems where guarantees of meeting timing deadlines are crucial from a safety perspective and therefore in many cases certification. The benefits of the research are a large collection of design patterns and engineering knowledge demonstrating how such systems can be constructed, and a set of software tools supporting the construction and development of deterministic hardware and processors supporting the requirements of these systems. Impact is on the way safety and reliability of embedded systems is considered in automotive and avionic sectors. The above research was primarily exploited through the formation of TTE Systems Ltd (a spin-out company from the University of Leicester) using two commercial activities: the “TT” product family, and training courses.  Since it began trading in 2007, TTE Systems attracted total investment in excess of £1m with an annual turnover of approximately £0.8m.  On average in that period, there were 10 technical and training staff working with a number of customers in the UK, Europe, US, and Asia. From 2008-2013, professional training courses attracted approximately 100 current industrial practitioner customers from UK/Europe, and a similar number in South East Asia.  Significant customers for these activities include Rolls Royce, Aero Engine Controls, Smith Electric Vehicles, [Text removed for publication] Mira, [Text removed for publication]. The training activities are currently being supported by UoL as an ongoing activity. Smith Electric Vehicles (SEV): SEV manufacture and market zero-emission commercial electric vehicles that are designed to be a superior performing alternative to traditional diesel trucks due to higher efficiency and lower total cost of ownership. They have research and development centres in the UK and USA.  SEV have exploited the technology in embedded applications for battery systems. The use of time-triggered methodologies and tools has increased speed to market and lowered development costs. “Using the skills learnt on the Reliable Embedded Systems course we have been able to design and write embedded applications for our new battery system. These applications were written using time triggered methodology allowing us to increase our speed to market, lower our cost of development and enhance our team skills base. These advantages have had a small but demonstrable impact on our new battery system, leading to a $10,000 cost saving on the parts list (BOM) for one of our electric vehicles.”, Ross Cooney, Engineering Software & Telemetry Manager, Smith Electric Vehicles (A). It should be noted that this is a $10,000 cost saving on each vehicle at a time when there is a major focus on reducing the cost of electric vehicle. Aero Engine Controls (AEC): AEC are part of the international Rolls-Royce Group, with research, development and production centres in the UK, USA, UAE, and Singapore. They provide a single solution to the design, manufacture, procurement, testing and support of high-integrity, harsh environment control systems, including safety critical software, electronic, electrical and hydro-mechanical products. “The technology has been directly applied to in-house testing tools for the generation of test cases, SCADE model simulator, and AdaTest code generation.  This has a direct technical, certification,  and cost benefit as it enables the same use of procedures to test design and executable code for compliance with DO178B industry regulator standards.” Duncan Brown, Chief of Systems Capability, Aero Engine Controls (B). “Since 2010, AEC have invested a total of £1m in development and training in high reliability and time triggered architectures via TTE Systems resulting in the creation of more than 14 full-time engineer positions in this area with more to follow in 2014.  This represents approximately 5% of the total AEC capability in the Embedded Systems area.  This has significantly accelerated capability development within AEC in the embedded systems area.” Duncan Brown, Chief of Systems Capability, Aero Engine Controls (B). MIRA: MIRA is a UK-based international independent vehicle engineering consultancy providing engineering innovations and testing/certification solutions in the field of vehicle and systems technology.  MIRA offer services ranging across commercial vehicles, defence, UAV, intelligent transport systems, aerospace, rail, and motorsport. “The principles of Time Triggered Embedded Systems design have been used in several developments of bespoke embedded systems and have enabled dependable systems to be created in a shorter timescale than using traditional techniques.  The basic platform developed using such techniques has been reused with minimal redesign in several subsequent applications.” David Ward, Head of Functional Safety, Mira (C). Other impacts: Embedded Systems Demonstrator Laboratory (2007 – 2013). The ESDL, funded by the East Midlands Development Agency opened in 2007. The facility enabled researchers, end users and other interested groups including Midlands-based SME’s to trial new embedded time-triggered technologies.		A.  Ross Cooney, Engineering Software & Telemetry Manager, Smith Electric Vehicles B.  Duncan Brown, Chief of Systems Capability, Aero Engine Controls, C.  David Ward, Head of Functional Safety, MIRA

		369		5		5				Research conducted in UCL’s Department of Statistical Science has led to the development of a state-of-the-art software package for generating synthetic weather sequences, which has been widely adopted, both in the UK and abroad. The synthetic sequences are used by engineers and policymakers when assessing the effectiveness of potential mitigation and management strategies for  weather-related  hazards  such  as  floods.  In  the  UK,  the  software  package  is  used  for engineering design; for example, to inform the design of flood defences. In Australia it is being used to inform climate change adaptation strategies. Another significant impact is that UCL’s analysis of rainfall trends in southwest Western Australia directly supported the decision of the state’s Department of Water to approve the expansion of a seawater desalination plant at a cost of around AUS$450 million. The capacity of the plant was doubled to 100 billion litres per year in January 2013 and it now produces nearly one third of Perth’s water supply.		The underpinning research centred on the use of generalised linear models (GLMs) for simulating daily climate time series at multiple spatial locations. Although GLMs had been widely established in  statistics  for  around  two  decades  by  the  mid-1990s,  their  potential  for  the  applications considered  here  had  not  been  recognised.  Barriers  to  their  use  included  limited  interaction between  the  statistics  and  climate/engineering  communities,  difficulties  in  representing  the complex structures in observed weather sequences, and challenges relating to the analysis of large  spatiotemporal  data  sets.  A  further  challenge  was  to  provide  efficient  algorithms  for simulating dependent sequences at multiple spatial locations. Multi-site Gaussian simulation was widely studied; however, at fine timescales (e.g. daily), many weather variables – notably precipitation and wind speed – have distributions that are far from Gaussian and the range of tools for handling such situations was (and remains) much more limited. Against this background, a programme of research within UCL’s Department of Statistical Science sought  to  build  on  the  limited  previous  applications  of  GLMs  to  climate  data,  firstly  by demonstrating how the complex structures in such data can be represented tractably within the GLM framework using flexible basis functions and, in particular, interactions between covariates representing seasonal and regional variation along with temporal autocorrelation [1, 2]; next by developing simulation algorithms for non-Gaussian situations, motivated in particular by the need to generate synthetic precipitation sequences for hydrological applications [3]; and finally by addressing some of the issues of statistical inference, uncertainty assessment and model intercomparison that arise in the analysis of large space-time data sets [4, 5]. More recent developments have focused on the characterisation of trends in precipitation in particular, with specific and high-impact applications in southwest Western Australia. An initial small-scale study is reported in reference [6]; this identified spatially varying time trends in rainfall over a small part of the region and was subsequently developed further, using nonparametric statistical techniques, to form the basis for the fourth example cited in section 4 below. The programme has been led by Richard Chandler (Research Associate 1994-1997; Lecturer in Statistics 1997-2004; Senior Lecturer in Statistics 2004-2013; Professor of Statistics 2013) since the  mid-1990s,  working  with  postdoctoral  researchers  Zhongwei  Yan  (2000-2001),  Chi  Yang (2002-2005) and Chiara Ambrosino (2011-2013). On-going collaborations with Bryson Bates and Stephen Charles at CSIRO (the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation) have  led  to  widespread  interest  in  the  work  in  Australia.  As  the  work  has  evolved,  the developments have been incorporated into the GLIMCLIM software package, a tool created by UCL’s Chandler for generating synthetic weather sequences.  This  research  programme  has  been  application-driven  throughout,  so  the  most  appropriate dissemination outlets have often been outside the traditional statistical literature. Moreover, to encourage uptake of the methods by non-statisticians (particularly those outside academia), the work has focused on the provision of transparent, easily implemented, computationally efficient but nonetheless statistically rigorous ways of doing things.		[1] An analysis of daily maximum wind speed in northwestern Europe using generalized linear models, Z. Yan, S. Bate, R. E. Chandler, V. Isham and H. Wheater, J. Climate, 15(15), 2073-2088 (2002) doi:10/bnp5sf [2] Analysis of rainfall variability using generalized linear models: A case study from the west of Ireland, R. E. Chandler and H. S. Wheater, Water Resources Research, 38(10), 1192 (2002) doi:10/cvfq4q [3] Spatial-temporal rainfall simulation using generalized linear models, C. Yang, R. E. Chandler, V. Isham and H. S. Wheater, Water Resources Research, 41, W11415 (2005) doi:10/dwp476 [4] On the use of generalized linear models for interpreting climate variability, R. E. Chandler, Environmetrics, 16(7), 699-715 (2005) doi:10/dpvttx [5] Inference for clustered data using the independence loglikelihood, R. E. Chandler and S. Bate, Biometrika, 94(1), 167-183 (2007) doi:10/fs4b4b [6] Rainfall trends in southwest Western Australia, R. E. Chandler, B. C. Bates and S. P. Charles, In Statistical Methods for Trend Detection and Analysis in the Environmental Sciences (R.E. Chandler and E.M. Scott, eds.), Chapter 5, pp. 283-306. Wiley, Chichester (2011) – submitted to REF2 References [4], [3] and [5] best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. Research grants/contracts: The work was funded by several different bodies including the Irish Office of Public Works (via a consultancy contract), the TSUNAMI consortium (a consortium of UK insurance companies) and Defra. The total value of the grants from which the work was funded was around £1.04 million.		Society and infrastructure are vulnerable to weather-related hazards including floods, droughts and wind storms. To protect against such hazards, engineers and policymakers must assess the effectiveness of potential hazard mitigation and management strategies. To do this, it is becoming increasingly common to build computer simulators of the systems of interest, and to generate synthetic weather sequences to drive these simulators and determine the system response. The research  described  above  has  underpinned  UCL’s  development  of  a  software  package, GLIMCLIM, for generating such synthetic weather sequences. The main mechanism by which impact has been achieved is via the increasing use of GLIMCLIM to generate synthetic weather sequences for use in engineering and water resource management applications. Some examples are as follows: Improved calculations of rainfall and flood mapping: The engineering consultancy Halcrow (now part of CH2M HILL) has used the software as part of three projects (one since 2008) relating to flood mapping and flood defence construction [A]. In each case the software was used alongside other methods,  most  of  which  are  more  standard  in  the  application  area,  to  provide  rainfall scenarios that can be used to estimate flood extent and river flows. The rationale for using  GLIMCLIM alongside these other methods is that it is more conceptually defensible but less familiar within the industry; it was therefore seen to provide an “independent verification” of the more standard calculations. Taking into account the use of other methods alongside GLIMCLIM in these projects, Halcrow’s Senior Hydrologist estimates that since 2008 the software has provided a value of around £5,000 to the company [A]. Informing Environment Agency recommendations: The software is becoming recognised as a state-of-the-art tool for advanced use in applications that require it. For example, the Environment Agency proposed that Anglian Water make use of GLIMCLIM to model rainfall in a realistic way, for use in the design of their flood defences. This demonstrates that the research has not only informed the Agency’s awareness and understanding of available modelling techniques, but has also improved their ability to make informed suggestions about the design of storm overflows at Anglian Water. The Environment Agency, in a letter to Anglian Water dated 10 October 2012 [B], explain that they expect improvements to storm overflows to be designed following the principles set out in the Urban Pollution Management (UPM) manual. These principles are that “simple models and assumed data may be used where they lead to protective (conservative) solutions” but that “more refined techniques [of which GLIMCLIM is an example] are appropriate where they lead to a reduction in the combined cost of the modelling and the solution” [B]. The Environment Agency letter goes on to say that Anglian Water’s “designs have generally assumed rain falls uniformly across the catchment varying only in time. This simplified approach conforms to the above UPM principle but clearly leaves scope for improved realism. We therefore support the principle of modelling rainfall in a more true to life way as proposed by James Lau and Christian Onof” [B]. The proposal of these researchers (at Imperial College London) was to use GLIMCLIM to generate realistic rainfall sequences [C]. Development of climate change projections: In Australia, GLIMCLIM is one of the primary tools being used in the development of an agreed set of climate change projections for the state of South Australia, in a project involving collaboration between universities, CSIRO and state government agencies [D]. This work is on-going and will result in the production of hydrological models that will be critical in the planning required to adapt the state’s water resource management strategies to future climate conditions. These examples are included to indicate that the software is being used, and that it is recognised as a state-of-the-art tool. Unfortunately, however, it is not easy to track the use of such tools outside the academic community, so the full extent of its uptake cannot be established. Informing water resource management strategies: Although GLIMCLIM has been the main vehicle for dissemination of the research, it is not the only one; the results from the precipitation trend analysis for southwest Western Australia (see section 2) are being used to inform water resource management strategies in that state. The results of the trend analysis were summarised in an animation of statewide rainfall changes from 1940 to 2010, demonstrating clearly a substantial decline in rainfall over the last 30 years except in the most southwesterly corner of the state. The Water Supply Planning Branch of Western Australia’s Department of Water (DoW) used this animation at a meeting of the Water Supply Planning senior officers group on 21 July 2011, to “create a sense of urgency that the drying climate and increasing number of dry seasons are impacting on Perth's existing water supplies” and to support the argument that Perth urgently needed a new water source [E]. A Supervising Engineer at Surface Water Assessment, DoW, reported: “The decision at the end of the meeting was that DoW prepares an urgent cabinet submission to government on the need for a new water source for the IWSS [integrated water supply scheme]. The outcome is that cabinet approved the expansion of the Binningup Desalination Plant in July 2011.” [E] The Southern (Binningup) Seawater Desalination Plant was first opened in September 2011, providing  50  billion  litres  of  water  to  Perth  and  the  surrounding  area  per  year.  Seawater desalination is a more expensive means of providing potable water than traditional groundwater or surface water sources, but because it does not depend on rainfall it has become an important  water supply source in the increasingly dry climate of Western Australia. The animation of rainfall changes in the state, produced from UCL research, was instrumental in securing state approval for the expansion of the plant [E] to provide 100 billion litres of water per year, twice the original capacity [F, G]. This expansion, which cost AUS$450 million [F] and was completed in January 2013, enables the plant to now produce almost one third of Perth’s water supply [G], benefiting around 600,000 people in the city. The animation was also used within the REF impact period for informing community groups and the general public about the need to expand the plant and to justify the high costs involved. For example, it was used in a presentation given by the Water Allocation Planning Branch of the DoW to the Jandakot Community Consultative Committee [E], and it was shown on state television as a means of communicating to the public the need to spend such a large amount of money.		[A] Supporting statement from Senior Hydrologist at Halcrow – corroborates that Halcrow benefited from their use of GLIMCLIM on a project in 2009 and that this use had a commercial value to the consultancy of around £5,000. Available on request. [B] Letter from the Environment Agency to Anglian Water (dated 10 October 2012) – corroborates that  the  Environment  Agency  has  informed  Anglian Water  that  they  support  the  principle  of modelling  rainfall  in  a  more  realistic  way,  and  corroborates  that  the  research  has  informed awareness about modelling techniques. Available on request. [C]  Proposal  from  researchers  at  Imperial  College  London  for  the  development  of  a  rainfall generator for East Anglia – corroborates that the proposal involves the use of GLIMCLIM to generate rainfall sequences. Available on request. [D] A summary of the project “Development of an agreed set of climate change projections for South Australia” can be seen online at: http://goyderinstitute.org/index.php?id=31 – corroborates that GLIMCLIM is being used in the project. [E] Supporting statement from Supervising Engineer, Surface Water Assessment, Department of Water, Western Australia – corroborates that the animation was used at the Water Supply Planning meeting and that it impacted upon the decision to expand the Binningup plant. Also corroborates the use of the animation in a Water Allocation Planning Branch presentation. Available on request. [F]   ABC   News   article   about   the   expansion   of   the   Binningup   plant   (1   August   2011): http://www.abc.net.au/news/2011-08-01/desalination-plant-capacity-doubles/2819766 – corroborates the expansion to 100 billion litres per year and the cost of the expansion. [G]   Western   Australia   Water   Corporation   desalination   website:   http://bit.ly/1htGcxE   and http://bit.ly/1iu9SZn – corroborates that the Binningup plant produces almost one third of Perth’s water supply and corroborates the doubling of the capacity to 100 billion litres per year.

		1		0		0				Through research carried out under an EPSRC Teaching Company (KTP) award, we assisted an SME, CellPath, to develop the capacity to manufacture a novel set of dyes (Ortho Stains) for use in the Papanicolaou cervical smear test and other histological procedures. The company, previously mainly known for manufacture and sales of laboratory plastics etc, rapidly become the UK market leader in cytology stains, with over 50% of the domestic market, and exports to Finland, France, Italy, Japan, Norway, Sweden and the USA. As a result the company has increased turnover by 400% and the workforce has grown from 5 to 65 employees.		The Papanicolaou  cervical smear test used in cytological laboratories around the world  was developed in the 1930s. The stain, which is itself a mixture of four dyes and various ingredients, was developed with apparently little rational design. Although certain dyes were chosen to react with  specific  entities,  e.g.  with  cell  cytoplasm  (collagens  /  keratins);  two  of  the  ingredients, Bismarck Brown Y and phosphotungstic acid appear to interfere with each other. During the late 1980s and early 1990s, a series of smear test misdiagnoses were reported in the national press as a result of both the approach, which was not suitable for automation, and human error in misinterpreting cellular structures. Coincidentally, a worldwide shortage in one of the key ingredients, Light Green SF Yellowish was reported. This was largely due to the high costs of waste disposal as the dye itself was a suspected carcinogen and its production involved lead oxide. CellPath, innovators in cytological pathology based in Newtown, Mid Wales were interested in: i)         Large scale synthesis of Light Green SF Yellowish ii)         Large  scale  synthesis  of  possible  analogues,  e.g.  Fast  Green  FCF  used  as  a replacement in Masson’s trichrome stain iii)        Rational design of Papanicolaou cytological stains using molecular modelling iv)        Prediction of the UV-Vis spectra of known and novel cytological stains using molecular modelling v)        Investigation of key stain-cell interactions using molecular modelling Bangor University was well-placed to carry out this research, as a result of Professor Mark Baird’s expertise in synthetic organic chemistry and structure determination, in particular, in relation to cyclopropanes and cyclopropenes3.1, 3.2. The company approached us because of our research experience in organic synthesis, on the advice of the Welsh Development Agency. Synthetic work including synthesis optimization was successfully carried out at both Bangor and Cellpath by Dr. Jeremy Tomkinson, supported by an EPSRC Teaching Company Scheme award and Simon Oram3.3, whose MSc thesis was funded by Cellpath. Dr Tomkinson had worked on the synthesis of aromatic systems for his PhD and was ideally suited to take on the challenge of developing and improving synthesis of stains (containing aromatic systems) for application in cervical cancer smears.  During this time much of the underpinning basic science was carried out by R.A. Davies as part of his PhD, focussing on modelling of structures of the stains.  This work re-confirmed Dahne’s triad theory  for  organic  chromophores,  allowing  dyes  to  be  categorized  with  differing  amounts  of polyenic, aromatic and polymethinic character. Linear regressions were developed for the three families allowing accurate quantitative predictions of the UV-VIS spectra of cytological dyes. Initial stain-cell (e.g. haematoxylin-DNA) interactions used in both the cervical smear test and other staining procedures such as the widely used Gram test for bacteria, were modelled using smaller analogues. In addition, as part of her PhD3.5, Ms A.O’Sullivan began a programme modelling the structures of natural polymers– then a very complex exercise –to understand the bonding of stains to such systems. Mr Oram’s work was nearer-market, carefully optimising reaction conditions for appropriate commercial scales, with a view to the economics of production. Much of the work in these research theses was considered commercially sensitive at the time, and therefore was not published in refereed journals. Some of the modelling work of O’Sullivan was eventually published in collaboration with Prof A. Whiting at Durham in 20083.6. The modelling approaches devised in the PhD thesis are currently used by the Davies research group,  e.g.   hydrogen  bond  containing  polhydroxy  napthoquinone  dyes  (James  Maskery, Knowledge Exchange Scholarship PhD in collaboration with CAST Ltd).		1.  Salaun J & Baird MS 1995 Biologically active cyclopropanes and cyclopropenes. Current Medicinal Chemistry, 2, 511-542 [reviews research developments in the cyclopropane field, including Bangor work, over 250 citations]. 2.  Baird MS & Grehan B 1993. A new approach to cyclopropene fatty acids involving 1,2- deiodination. J. Chem Soc. Perkin Trans. 1, 14, 1547-1548. DOI: 10.1039/p19930001547. [example of contemporaneous Bangor research on this class of molecules] 3.  Oram  SJ  1997.  Formulation  and  manufacture  of  cytodiagnostic  stains  and  reagents. University of Wales, Bangor, MSc thesis. [integral to the CellPath TCS work] 4.  Davies RA 1997. Theoretical and computational aspects of organic chemistry. University of Wales,  Bangor,  PhD  thesis.  [contains  unpublished  modelling  research,  supporting  the design of ortho stains] 5.  O’Sullivan AC 1995. Modelling of cellulose-molecule interactions. University of Wales, Bangor, PhD thesis.  [modelling research, some later published as 3.6] 6.  Baird MS, Hamlin JD, O'Sullivan A, Whiting A 2008. An insight into the mechanism of the cellulose dyeing process: Molecular modelling and simulations of cellulose and its interactions with water, urea, aromatic azo-dyes and aryl ammonium compounds. Dyes & Pigments 76, 406-416		Worldwide, cervical cancer is the second most common cancer of women5.3, resulting in an estimated 225,000 deaths in 20105.4. Since the introduction of widespread screening with the Papanicolaou cervical smear (Pap) test, the mortality rate in the USA has declined by an estimated 74%5.3. Like many other biomedical staining processes, the pap test is not a patented process and dye manufacture is a cottage industry of small producers of variable quality. The market for biomedical stains is relatively small compared to uses of dyes in textiles and cosmetics, often leading to sharp fluctuations in cost and availability of key compounds5.5. In the 1990s, CellPath Ltd, a small family business focussing on laboratory supplies, such as plasticware, decided to seek assistance from Bangor University chemistry researchers to advise on  the development of processes for the manufacture of high-quality laboratory stains, in particular for the Pap test. During a 3-year collaboration, funded by an EPSRC Teaching Company Scheme Grant (later KTP)5.6, researchers from Bangor University under the supervision of Professor Mark Baird developed a new approach to compounds for the Pap test and other biomedical special stains. A new process was also developed for the synthesis of the Light Green SF Yellowish stain, which had become virtually unobtainable commercially3.3. These Ortho Stains were more effective, economical and readily available than existing formulations. In the course of the collaborations, we also advised on the setting up of appropriate laboratory facilities for the manufacture of the stains, and assisted the company in optimising their processes, including enhanced quality control and safety and reduced production costs. For example, it was found that the reaction temperature for haematoxylin production could be lowered, saving 2.5% of total production costs, while reduction in Alum concentration produced additional efficiencies. A stabilized form of Haematoxylin was developed for commercial scale production, as Haematoxylin Z, which remains on the market. The company invested £170k in production facilities and hired two production workers5.7. The MSc student Oram was later hired to carry our further research and development within the company. Results were immediate, with an increase in turnover from £1.1M to £1.5M in the first year following completion of the project (1996)5.7. The project was a Finalist at the Teaching Company Scheme Awards in 19975.1. The company, previously mainly known for manufacture and sales of laboratory plastics etc, rapidly become the UK market leader in cytology stains, with over 50% of the domestic market, and exports to Finland, France, Italy, Japan, Norway and Sweden5.7. Ortho stains remain  a mainstay of  the company’s business.  Since collaborating  with Bangor Chemistry researchers, the turnover of the company has grown by 400% and the workforce increased from 5 to 65 employees5.2. From 2008-2012, the value of the company has doubled5.8. From 2012, the company began trading in the USA5.9, indicating its continuing dynamism.		1.  Letter on file from Deputy Director, Teaching Company Scheme, 4 Nov 1997. 2.  Letter on file from a director of CellPath, (11 November 2013). 3.  Armstrong EP (2010). Prophylaxis of cervical cancer and related cervical disease: a review of the cost-effectiveness of vaccination against oncogenic HPV types. Journal of Managed Care Pharmacy 16: 217–30. 4.  Lozano, R (2012). Global and regional mortality from 235 causes of death for 20 age groups in 1990 and 2010: a systematic analysis for the Global Burden of Disease Study 2010. Lancet 380: 2095–128. 5.  Dapson RW  (2010) Dye quality and implications for biomedical staining. Chapter 5 in Special Stains Education Guide, pp45-48. Dako (Agilent Ltd). 6. http://info.ktponline.org.uk/action/details/partnership.aspx?id=4101 [summary of EPSRC Teaching Company/KTP award] 7.  Teaching Company Scheme #1402, Final Report 1997. 8.  Company accounts summary:  http://companycheck.co.uk/company/01831261 9.  http://www.cellpath.co.uk/
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		ID		AdditionalSalesConverted		Title of case study		1 Summary of the impact		2 Underpinning research		3 References to the research		4 Details of the impact		5 Sources to corroborate the impact

		1		0.0004		Cervical Cancer Diagnostics		Through research carried out under an EPSRC Teaching Company (KTP) award, we assisted an SME, CellPath, to develop the capacity to manufacture a novel set of dyes (Ortho Stains) for use in the Papanicolaou cervical smear test and other histological procedures. The company, previously mainly known for manufacture and sales of laboratory plastics etc, rapidly become the UK market leader in cytology stains, with over 50% of the domestic market, and exports to Finland, France, Italy, Japan, Norway, Sweden and the USA. As a result the company has increased turnover by 400% and the workforce has grown from 5 to 65 employees.		The Papanicolaou  cervical smear test used in cytological laboratories around the world  was developed in the 1930s. The stain, which is itself a mixture of four dyes and various ingredients, was developed with apparently little rational design. Although certain dyes were chosen to react with  specific  entities,  e.g.  with  cell  cytoplasm  (collagens  /  keratins);  two  of  the  ingredients, Bismarck Brown Y and phosphotungstic acid appear to interfere with each other. During the late 1980s and early 1990s, a series of smear test misdiagnoses were reported in the national press as a result of both the approach, which was not suitable for automation, and human error in misinterpreting cellular structures. Coincidentally, a worldwide shortage in one of the key ingredients, Light Green SF Yellowish was reported. This was largely due to the high costs of waste disposal as the dye itself was a suspected carcinogen and its production involved lead oxide. CellPath, innovators in cytological pathology based in Newtown, Mid Wales were interested in: i)         Large scale synthesis of Light Green SF Yellowish ii)         Large  scale  synthesis  of  possible  analogues,  e.g.  Fast  Green  FCF  used  as  a replacement in Masson’s trichrome stain iii)        Rational design of Papanicolaou cytological stains using molecular modelling iv)        Prediction of the UV-Vis spectra of known and novel cytological stains using molecular modelling v)        Investigation of key stain-cell interactions using molecular modelling Bangor University was well-placed to carry out this research, as a result of Professor Mark Baird’s expertise in synthetic organic chemistry and structure determination, in particular, in relation to cyclopropanes and cyclopropenes3.1, 3.2. The company approached us because of our research experience in organic synthesis, on the advice of the Welsh Development Agency. Synthetic work including synthesis optimization was successfully carried out at both Bangor and Cellpath by Dr. Jeremy Tomkinson, supported by an EPSRC Teaching Company Scheme award and Simon Oram3.3, whose MSc thesis was funded by Cellpath. Dr Tomkinson had worked on the synthesis of aromatic systems for his PhD and was ideally suited to take on the challenge of developing and improving synthesis of stains (containing aromatic systems) for application in cervical cancer smears.  During this time much of the underpinning basic science was carried out by R.A. Davies as part of his PhD, focussing on modelling of structures of the stains.  This work re-confirmed Dahne’s triad theory  for  organic  chromophores,  allowing  dyes  to  be  categorized  with  differing  amounts  of polyenic, aromatic and polymethinic character. Linear regressions were developed for the three families allowing accurate quantitative predictions of the UV-VIS spectra of cytological dyes. Initial stain-cell (e.g. haematoxylin-DNA) interactions used in both the cervical smear test and other staining procedures such as the widely used Gram test for bacteria, were modelled using smaller analogues. In addition, as part of her PhD3.5, Ms A.O’Sullivan began a programme modelling the structures of natural polymers– then a very complex exercise –to understand the bonding of stains to such systems. Mr Oram’s work was nearer-market, carefully optimising reaction conditions for appropriate commercial scales, with a view to the economics of production. Much of the work in these research theses was considered commercially sensitive at the time, and therefore was not published in refereed journals. Some of the modelling work of O’Sullivan was eventually published in collaboration with Prof A. Whiting at Durham in 20083.6. The modelling approaches devised in the PhD thesis are currently used by the Davies research group,  e.g.   hydrogen  bond  containing  polhydroxy  napthoquinone  dyes  (James  Maskery, Knowledge Exchange Scholarship PhD in collaboration with CAST Ltd).		1.  Salaun J & Baird MS 1995 Biologically active cyclopropanes and cyclopropenes. Current Medicinal Chemistry, 2, 511-542 [reviews research developments in the cyclopropane field, including Bangor work, over 250 citations]. 2.  Baird MS & Grehan B 1993. A new approach to cyclopropene fatty acids involving 1,2- deiodination. J. Chem Soc. Perkin Trans. 1, 14, 1547-1548. DOI: 10.1039/p19930001547. [example of contemporaneous Bangor research on this class of molecules] 3.  Oram  SJ  1997.  Formulation  and  manufacture  of  cytodiagnostic  stains  and  reagents. University of Wales, Bangor, MSc thesis. [integral to the CellPath TCS work] 4.  Davies RA 1997. Theoretical and computational aspects of organic chemistry. University of Wales,  Bangor,  PhD  thesis.  [contains  unpublished  modelling  research,  supporting  the design of ortho stains] 5.  O’Sullivan AC 1995. Modelling of cellulose-molecule interactions. University of Wales, Bangor, PhD thesis.  [modelling research, some later published as 3.6] 6.  Baird MS, Hamlin JD, O'Sullivan A, Whiting A 2008. An insight into the mechanism of the cellulose dyeing process: Molecular modelling and simulations of cellulose and its interactions with water, urea, aromatic azo-dyes and aryl ammonium compounds. Dyes & Pigments 76, 406-416		Worldwide, cervical cancer is the second most common cancer of women5.3, resulting in an estimated 225,000 deaths in 20105.4. Since the introduction of widespread screening with the Papanicolaou cervical smear (Pap) test, the mortality rate in the USA has declined by an estimated 74%5.3. Like many other biomedical staining processes, the pap test is not a patented process and dye manufacture is a cottage industry of small producers of variable quality. The market for biomedical stains is relatively small compared to uses of dyes in textiles and cosmetics, often leading to sharp fluctuations in cost and availability of key compounds5.5. In the 1990s, CellPath Ltd, a small family business focussing on laboratory supplies, such as plasticware, decided to seek assistance from Bangor University chemistry researchers to advise on  the development of processes for the manufacture of high-quality laboratory stains, in particular for the Pap test. During a 3-year collaboration, funded by an EPSRC Teaching Company Scheme Grant (later KTP)5.6, researchers from Bangor University under the supervision of Professor Mark Baird developed a new approach to compounds for the Pap test and other biomedical special stains. A new process was also developed for the synthesis of the Light Green SF Yellowish stain, which had become virtually unobtainable commercially3.3. These Ortho Stains were more effective, economical and readily available than existing formulations. In the course of the collaborations, we also advised on the setting up of appropriate laboratory facilities for the manufacture of the stains, and assisted the company in optimising their processes, including enhanced quality control and safety and reduced production costs. For example, it was found that the reaction temperature for haematoxylin production could be lowered, saving 2.5% of total production costs, while reduction in Alum concentration produced additional efficiencies. A stabilized form of Haematoxylin was developed for commercial scale production, as Haematoxylin Z, which remains on the market. The company invested £170k in production facilities and hired two production workers5.7. The MSc student Oram was later hired to carry our further research and development within the company. Results were immediate, with an increase in turnover from £1.1M to £1.5M in the first year following completion of the project (1996)5.7. The project was a Finalist at the Teaching Company Scheme Awards in 19975.1. The company, previously mainly known for manufacture and sales of laboratory plastics etc, rapidly become the UK market leader in cytology stains, with over 50% of the domestic market, and exports to Finland, France, Italy, Japan, Norway and Sweden5.7. Ortho stains remain  a mainstay of  the company’s business.  Since collaborating  with Bangor Chemistry researchers, the turnover of the company has grown by 400% and the workforce increased from 5 to 65 employees5.2. From 2008-2012, the value of the company has doubled5.8. From 2012, the company began trading in the USA5.9, indicating its continuing dynamism.		1.  Letter on file from Deputy Director, Teaching Company Scheme, 4 Nov 1997. 2.  Letter on file from a director of CellPath, (11 November 2013). 3.  Armstrong EP (2010). Prophylaxis of cervical cancer and related cervical disease: a review of the cost-effectiveness of vaccination against oncogenic HPV types. Journal of Managed Care Pharmacy 16: 217–30. 4.  Lozano, R (2012). Global and regional mortality from 235 causes of death for 20 age groups in 1990 and 2010: a systematic analysis for the Global Burden of Disease Study 2010. Lancet 380: 2095–128. 5.  Dapson RW  (2010) Dye quality and implications for biomedical staining. Chapter 5 in Special Stains Education Guide, pp45-48. Dako (Agilent Ltd). 6. http://info.ktponline.org.uk/action/details/partnership.aspx?id=4101 [summary of EPSRC Teaching Company/KTP award] 7.  Teaching Company Scheme #1402, Final Report 1997. 8.  Company accounts summary:  http://companycheck.co.uk/company/01831261 9.  http://www.cellpath.co.uk/

		4		0.000145		Transforming quantitative prediction of molecular properties through software - Molpro		Research  in  quantum-mechanical  methods,  conducted  at  the  School  of  Chemistry  at  Cardiff University, has resulted in the creation of an innovative software package called Molpro.  Molpro provides the ability to calculate from first principles (ab initio) the properties of molecular matter.  It is  unique  and  differs  from  other  quantum  chemistry  packages  because,  using  local  electron correlation methods, it significantly reduces the increase of the computational cost with molecular size.  This means highly accurate computations can be performed for much larger molecules than with most other programs, and the screening of far wider libraries of potential new materials is enabled. Consequently, Molpro is extremely valuable to the global chemical and pharmaceutical industries  and  has  been  endorsed  and  applied  by  major  international  corporations  that manufacture products that are used by a wide range of industries (including cosmetics, automotive and construction).  Examples are BASF, Mitsubishi Chemical Group, Sasol and Nissan Chemical Industries. The software is distributed under licence through Cardiff University and resellers, operating in China, Japan, Brazil, Taiwan, Russia, Poland and the USA.   During the REF period, it has generated over £1.75M in revenue, and is used by over 650 organisations worldwide.  Accordingly the impact claimed is extensive economic gain and impact on practitioners and professional services.		The research that has generated the Molpro software has been carried out over a long time period by  a  number  of  collaborating  researchers,  led  by  Peter  Knowles  (Professor  of  Theoretical Chemistry, Cardiff University, since 2004) and Hans-Joachim Werner (Stuttgart).   Some of the computational methods that have been invented and then embodied in the software have been very     extensively     used,     reflected,     for     example,     in     the     heavy     citation     of http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/0009-2614(94)00815-9,         http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.465990         and http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.1564816. An overview can be found in reference 3.1. Three specific research advances made at Cardiff University have been major contributors to the impact. A.  Linear-scaling  Hartree-Fock  methodology  using  local  orbitals  [3.2].    This  2004  paper showed for the first time how to compute molecular orbitals for large molecules, including the  exchange  interaction  exactly,  with  effort  that  scales  linearly  with  the  size  of  the molecule.  This was a key step in making more accurate correlated linear-scaling methods feasible, since before this work was done, Hartree-Fock was the computational bottleneck. The distinctive feature of the Cardiff contribution, essential to the success of the project, was the use of innovative basis sets based on the solutions of Poisson’s equation, which provides a speed-up by a factor of approximately two. B.  Portable one-sided remote memory access in parallel scientific computing [3.3].  This work, conducted in Cardiff between 2007 and 2011, addressed an important challenge in the use of parallel computers for computations involving large intermediate data structures.  In most of the electronic structure methods embodied in Molpro, very large matrices are distributed across the processors of a parallel machine, and data must sometimes be accessed by a process that is remote from the node on which the data are stored. The MPI parallelisation standard does not provide properly for this, and until this work it was necessary to use non- standard libraries to achieve this function.  In this work, new algorithms for managing data  were   designed,   implemented   completely   portably   within   the   MPI   standard,   and performance-analysed.  This research and its deployment is crucial for the operation of the whole Molpro software system on the high-performance computers of today and tomorrow, where parallelism becomes more and more important, and all Molpro calculations on large machines now depend on this work. C.  New theories and approximations for breaking chemical bonds [3.4, 3.5]. This work, started in 2008, brings new capabilities to predict the energetics of covalent bond breaking, crucial for the simulation of chemical reactions. The new methods allow ‘black-box’ calculations that ultimately will scale linearly with system size.		[3.1] Molpro: a general-purpose quantum chemistry program package. H-J. Werner, P.J. Knowles, G. Knizia, F.R. Manby, and M. Schütz, Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews: Computational Molecular Science, 2012, 2, 242-253. ISSN 1759-0876 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/wcms.82) [3.2] Fast Hartree-Fock theory using local density fitting approximations. R. Polly, H.-J. Werner, F.R. Manby, and P.J. Knowles, Molecular Physics, 2004, 102 (21-22). pp. 2311-2321. ISSN 0026-8976 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/0026897042000274801). [3.3] Improved version of parallel programming interface for distributed data with multiple helper servers. M. Wang, A.J. May and P.J. Knowles, Computer Physics Communications, 2011, 182 (7). pp. 1502-1506. ISSN 0010-4655 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cpc.2011.03.020) [3.4] Breaking Multiple Covalent Bonds with Hartree-Fock-based Quantum Chemistry: Quasi- Variational Coupled Cluster Theory with Perturbative Treatment of Triple Excitations. J.B. Robinson and P.J. Knowles, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2012, 14(19). pp. 6729-6732. ISSN 0021-9606 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/C2CP40698E) [3.5] A linked electron pair functional. P.J. Knowles and B. Cooper, Journal of Chemical Physics, 2010, 133 (22) 224106. ISSN 00219606 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3507876)		The research outcomes above and the related body of research (see reference 3.1) have been embodied in the Molpro software (http://www.molpro.net), which has been developed, supported and distributed under licence since 2004.  Since 2008, there have been three major releases of the software (2008, 2010 and 2012) at which new capabilities have been added as a result of research in theory and methods. Impact on Practitioners and Professional Services The value of  Molpro  is that it offers key functionality (in particular local correlation for large molecules; multireference methods for chemical reactions and excited states) that are not available in Gaussian (the industry-standard general purpose code) or any other code [5.1].  A wide range of companies, each operating on an international basis, has opted to use Molpro, as a new process that offers enhanced capabilities, to enable the development and production of a plethora of products that are marketed to industries including agriculture, aerospace, construction, automotive, pharmaceutical, packaging and personal care.  The list includes BASF, Sasol, Schrödinger, Bristol- Myers-Squibb, Mitsubishi Chemical Group and Nissan Chemical Industries.   BASF, for example (an organisation that has over 380 production sites worldwide and produces a range of products  for eight industries), purchased Molpro in 2011.  Ansgar Schäfer, the Group Leader in Quantum Chemistry at BASF, states that “Molpro, and in particular its capability for very accurate computations on large molecules, has become a valuable tool for estimating thermochemical and kinetic data for substances and reactions involved in our development of new materials and processes” [5.2].  Similarly, Bristol-Myers-Squibb (BMS), which has 26 facilities in 10 countries and manufactures prescription drugs to treat diseases such as cancer, HIV/AIDS, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, hepatitis and rheumatoid arthritis, acquired Molpro in 2008.   Dan Cheney, Group Leader at BMS, commented that “In the Bristol-Myers Squibb CADD group, we believe that effective drug design rests on an affordable and acceptable level of scientific rigor.   Among quantum chemistry programs, Molpro is unique in enabling us to do this by offering coupled cluster code that can be applied to drug-like systems using reasonable computational resources” [5.3]. No other  package  is  competitive  on  this  basis.    Molpro  has  significantly  progressed  industrial knowledge and capabilities. Economic Gain Molpro has resulted in significant economic gain, manifested in a) the number of licences sold, and b) the augmentation of corporations authorised to resell the software. a)  Licences sold Between 1/1/2008 and 31/7/2013, 780 paid-for Molpro licences were issued.  Total sales, including those effected by sales agents and net of their commission, amounted to £1,783,714.  As a result of this, several posts have been created in Cardiff to support the work, to achieve further sales and to develop activities in Stuttgart, Lund, Regensburg, Bristol and Uppsala.  Sales are continuing to increase, as demonstrated by the six monthly income figures; in October 2012, the amount was £179,535, but by April 2013 this had risen to £290,132 [5.4]. b)  Companies reselling the software There are presently twelve authorised resellers of the software that have reaped considerable financial gain from the sale of Molpro. Examples are Beijing Hongcam Software Technologies Co. and Ryoka Systems, Inc. Ryoka Systems have stated that, during the REF period, sales of Molpro amounted to £145,143 [5.5].  Molpro sales have continued to increase; there was a 19% increase for the period 2008-2010 compared to 2005-2007, while in the last two and a half years the software has remained a source of ongoing profit for Ryoka.  Similarly, Beijing Hongcam Software Technologies has accumulated sizeable financial benefit from distributing Molpro; during the REF period, sales amounted to £82,705 [5.4].		[5.1] Molpro User’s Manual, version 2012.1,  http://www.molpro.net/info/2012.1/doc/manual.pdf, Describes the functionality of the software. [5.2] Group Leader in Quantum Chemistry, BASF. Corroborates the use of the research by BASF and resulting impact. Letter on file at UoA. [5.3] Group Leader at BMS.  Corroborates the use of the research by BMS and resulting impact. Letter on file at UoA. [5.4] Digests of company accounts, University College Cardiff Consultants Ltd.  Corroborates the                                                                                     REF © Research Excellence Framework sales and financial data connected to Molpro. On file at UoA. [5.5] Ryoka Systems, Inc, Science and Technology System Division. Corroborates the impact of Molpro on this company  Letter on file at UoA. [5.6] Vice President of Business Development, Beijing Hongcam Software Technologies Co. Corroborates the impact of Molpro on this corporation. Letter on file at UoA.

		4		0.000082		Transforming quantitative prediction of molecular properties through software - Molpro		Research  in  quantum-mechanical  methods,  conducted  at  the  School  of  Chemistry  at  Cardiff University, has resulted in the creation of an innovative software package called Molpro.  Molpro provides the ability to calculate from first principles (ab initio) the properties of molecular matter.  It is  unique  and  differs  from  other  quantum  chemistry  packages  because,  using  local  electron correlation methods, it significantly reduces the increase of the computational cost with molecular size.  This means highly accurate computations can be performed for much larger molecules than with most other programs, and the screening of far wider libraries of potential new materials is enabled. Consequently, Molpro is extremely valuable to the global chemical and pharmaceutical industries  and  has  been  endorsed  and  applied  by  major  international  corporations  that manufacture products that are used by a wide range of industries (including cosmetics, automotive and construction).  Examples are BASF, Mitsubishi Chemical Group, Sasol and Nissan Chemical Industries. The software is distributed under licence through Cardiff University and resellers, operating in China, Japan, Brazil, Taiwan, Russia, Poland and the USA.   During the REF period, it has generated over £1.75M in revenue, and is used by over 650 organisations worldwide.  Accordingly the impact claimed is extensive economic gain and impact on practitioners and professional services.		The research that has generated the Molpro software has been carried out over a long time period by  a  number  of  collaborating  researchers,  led  by  Peter  Knowles  (Professor  of  Theoretical Chemistry, Cardiff University, since 2004) and Hans-Joachim Werner (Stuttgart).   Some of the computational methods that have been invented and then embodied in the software have been very     extensively     used,     reflected,     for     example,     in     the     heavy     citation     of http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/0009-2614(94)00815-9,         http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.465990         and http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.1564816. An overview can be found in reference 3.1. Three specific research advances made at Cardiff University have been major contributors to the impact. A.  Linear-scaling  Hartree-Fock  methodology  using  local  orbitals  [3.2].    This  2004  paper showed for the first time how to compute molecular orbitals for large molecules, including the  exchange  interaction  exactly,  with  effort  that  scales  linearly  with  the  size  of  the molecule.  This was a key step in making more accurate correlated linear-scaling methods feasible, since before this work was done, Hartree-Fock was the computational bottleneck. The distinctive feature of the Cardiff contribution, essential to the success of the project, was the use of innovative basis sets based on the solutions of Poisson’s equation, which provides a speed-up by a factor of approximately two. B.  Portable one-sided remote memory access in parallel scientific computing [3.3].  This work, conducted in Cardiff between 2007 and 2011, addressed an important challenge in the use of parallel computers for computations involving large intermediate data structures.  In most of the electronic structure methods embodied in Molpro, very large matrices are distributed across the processors of a parallel machine, and data must sometimes be accessed by a process that is remote from the node on which the data are stored. The MPI parallelisation standard does not provide properly for this, and until this work it was necessary to use non- standard libraries to achieve this function.  In this work, new algorithms for managing data  were   designed,   implemented   completely   portably   within   the   MPI   standard,   and performance-analysed.  This research and its deployment is crucial for the operation of the whole Molpro software system on the high-performance computers of today and tomorrow, where parallelism becomes more and more important, and all Molpro calculations on large machines now depend on this work. C.  New theories and approximations for breaking chemical bonds [3.4, 3.5]. This work, started in 2008, brings new capabilities to predict the energetics of covalent bond breaking, crucial for the simulation of chemical reactions. The new methods allow ‘black-box’ calculations that ultimately will scale linearly with system size.		[3.1] Molpro: a general-purpose quantum chemistry program package. H-J. Werner, P.J. Knowles, G. Knizia, F.R. Manby, and M. Schütz, Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews: Computational Molecular Science, 2012, 2, 242-253. ISSN 1759-0876 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/wcms.82) [3.2] Fast Hartree-Fock theory using local density fitting approximations. R. Polly, H.-J. Werner, F.R. Manby, and P.J. Knowles, Molecular Physics, 2004, 102 (21-22). pp. 2311-2321. ISSN 0026-8976 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/0026897042000274801). [3.3] Improved version of parallel programming interface for distributed data with multiple helper servers. M. Wang, A.J. May and P.J. Knowles, Computer Physics Communications, 2011, 182 (7). pp. 1502-1506. ISSN 0010-4655 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cpc.2011.03.020) [3.4] Breaking Multiple Covalent Bonds with Hartree-Fock-based Quantum Chemistry: Quasi- Variational Coupled Cluster Theory with Perturbative Treatment of Triple Excitations. J.B. Robinson and P.J. Knowles, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2012, 14(19). pp. 6729-6732. ISSN 0021-9606 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/C2CP40698E) [3.5] A linked electron pair functional. P.J. Knowles and B. Cooper, Journal of Chemical Physics, 2010, 133 (22) 224106. ISSN 00219606 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3507876)		The research outcomes above and the related body of research (see reference 3.1) have been embodied in the Molpro software (http://www.molpro.net), which has been developed, supported and distributed under licence since 2004.  Since 2008, there have been three major releases of the software (2008, 2010 and 2012) at which new capabilities have been added as a result of research in theory and methods. Impact on Practitioners and Professional Services The value of  Molpro  is that it offers key functionality (in particular local correlation for large molecules; multireference methods for chemical reactions and excited states) that are not available in Gaussian (the industry-standard general purpose code) or any other code [5.1].  A wide range of companies, each operating on an international basis, has opted to use Molpro, as a new process that offers enhanced capabilities, to enable the development and production of a plethora of products that are marketed to industries including agriculture, aerospace, construction, automotive, pharmaceutical, packaging and personal care.  The list includes BASF, Sasol, Schrödinger, Bristol- Myers-Squibb, Mitsubishi Chemical Group and Nissan Chemical Industries.   BASF, for example (an organisation that has over 380 production sites worldwide and produces a range of products  for eight industries), purchased Molpro in 2011.  Ansgar Schäfer, the Group Leader in Quantum Chemistry at BASF, states that “Molpro, and in particular its capability for very accurate computations on large molecules, has become a valuable tool for estimating thermochemical and kinetic data for substances and reactions involved in our development of new materials and processes” [5.2].  Similarly, Bristol-Myers-Squibb (BMS), which has 26 facilities in 10 countries and manufactures prescription drugs to treat diseases such as cancer, HIV/AIDS, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, hepatitis and rheumatoid arthritis, acquired Molpro in 2008.   Dan Cheney, Group Leader at BMS, commented that “In the Bristol-Myers Squibb CADD group, we believe that effective drug design rests on an affordable and acceptable level of scientific rigor.   Among quantum chemistry programs, Molpro is unique in enabling us to do this by offering coupled cluster code that can be applied to drug-like systems using reasonable computational resources” [5.3]. No other  package  is  competitive  on  this  basis.    Molpro  has  significantly  progressed  industrial knowledge and capabilities. Economic Gain Molpro has resulted in significant economic gain, manifested in a) the number of licences sold, and b) the augmentation of corporations authorised to resell the software. a)  Licences sold Between 1/1/2008 and 31/7/2013, 780 paid-for Molpro licences were issued.  Total sales, including those effected by sales agents and net of their commission, amounted to £1,783,714.  As a result of this, several posts have been created in Cardiff to support the work, to achieve further sales and to develop activities in Stuttgart, Lund, Regensburg, Bristol and Uppsala.  Sales are continuing to increase, as demonstrated by the six monthly income figures; in October 2012, the amount was £179,535, but by April 2013 this had risen to £290,132 [5.4]. b)  Companies reselling the software There are presently twelve authorised resellers of the software that have reaped considerable financial gain from the sale of Molpro. Examples are Beijing Hongcam Software Technologies Co. and Ryoka Systems, Inc. Ryoka Systems have stated that, during the REF period, sales of Molpro amounted to £145,143 [5.5].  Molpro sales have continued to increase; there was a 19% increase for the period 2008-2010 compared to 2005-2007, while in the last two and a half years the software has remained a source of ongoing profit for Ryoka.  Similarly, Beijing Hongcam Software Technologies has accumulated sizeable financial benefit from distributing Molpro; during the REF period, sales amounted to £82,705 [5.4].		[5.1] Molpro User’s Manual, version 2012.1,  http://www.molpro.net/info/2012.1/doc/manual.pdf, Describes the functionality of the software. [5.2] Group Leader in Quantum Chemistry, BASF. Corroborates the use of the research by BASF and resulting impact. Letter on file at UoA. [5.3] Group Leader at BMS.  Corroborates the use of the research by BMS and resulting impact. Letter on file at UoA. [5.4] Digests of company accounts, University College Cardiff Consultants Ltd.  Corroborates the                                                                                     REF © Research Excellence Framework sales and financial data connected to Molpro. On file at UoA. [5.5] Ryoka Systems, Inc, Science and Technology System Division. Corroborates the impact of Molpro on this company  Letter on file at UoA. [5.6] Vice President of Business Development, Beijing Hongcam Software Technologies Co. Corroborates the impact of Molpro on this corporation. Letter on file at UoA.

		5		0.1		Baffled Reactors for Continuous Reaction and Crystallisation		Research  at  Heriot-Watt  University (HWU)  has led to the development  of  a new continuous oscillatory baffled reactor and crystalliser technology. This has direct economic and environmental impact in the chemical, pharmaceutical and food industries. Waste is substantially reduced, while the scale of the equipment and plant is dramatically decreased, reducing time to market, start-up and maintenance costs and on-going energy usage. The reactor/crystalliser was taken to market through a spinout, NiTech Solutions Ltd, with a peak of 16 employees in the REF period. Genzyme (now  Sanofi)  has  implemented  NiTech’s  technology  for  biopharmaceutical  manufacture  since 2007, with multi-100 ton production and sales of multi-£100M pa. The technology now underpins the larger-scale joint venture, the Continuous Manufacture and Crystallisation (CMAC) consortium, launched  in  2010.  CMAC  has  attracted  over £60M investment,  much  of  it  from three major industrial partners, GSK, AstraZeneca and Novartis, with additional second-tier investors. CMAC is accelerating the introduction of new process-intensification technologies in the process industries.		Traditional batch technologies for manufacture of fine chemicals are inherently inefficient due to the difficulties of consistently meeting product specifications. This incurs significant financial penalties and generates waste. The current norm is that for every 1 kg of active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) harvested, 50 to 200 kg of waste is produced. The typical raw material cost for a single batch of API is £1 to £5M. Many of these products (over 90% of pharmaceuticals and 80% of fine chemicals) are of crystalline form and involve a crystallisation step in their production cycle. The control of crystal purity, morphology and size distribution therefore has a significant impact on the efficiency and profitability of the overall production. Research  of  Prof  Xiongwei  Ni  at  Heriot-Watt  University  has  successfully  addressed  the underpinning physical principles that are responsible for these limitations of traditional batch reactors and crystallisers. The work was stimulated, in part, by the results of a 9-year EPSRC- funded project (part of which was carried out at HWU) ‘Chemicals Behaving Badly’. This identified that the key to delivering consistent product specifications included the control of cooling (linear) profile and the attainment of uniform mixing. However, neither of these features is achievable in industrial batch systems, due to the facts that mixing becomes less efficient and the specific area per unit volume for heat transfer decreases dramatically with scale. This makes any controlled cooling profiles problematic to implement in any industrial production. Ni’s research has focused on understanding the science of achieving uniform mixing at all scales in plug flow under laminar  flow conditions1, 2 The continuous oscillatory baffled reactor and crystalliser technology developed as a result of this research combines both uniform mixing with precise temperature control, allowing any desired cooling profiles, e.g. linear, nonlinear, step function, parabolic, etc., to be achieved from lab to full scales. The applicability of the technology has been demonstrated for transport processes, reactions and crystallisation.3, 4  Major patents have been filed on both apparatus and method.5  The technology eliminates the two fundamental problems encountered in traditional industrial scale crystallisers identified above. It also enables kinetic reaction time to be executed at all scales, shrinking the space required. Unlike standard batch systems, laboratory monitoring tools have been shown to be capable of being implemented on industrial scales without modification, facilitating smooth, direct and fast transition from the laboratory to production. Knowledge gained in the laboratory can be applied directly in production, again unlike in traditional full-scale operations due to the effects of non-scalable mixing. Trials with a large number of chemical, food and pharmaceutical compounds (>60) from various industrial companies have firmly reinforced that the technology delivers consistent product quality,  e.g. size distribution, morphology, yield and purity, with significant reductions (>90%) in process time,  waste  and  unwanted  products,  as  well  as  in  energy,  utility,  plant  size  and  inventory.6 Continuous reaction and crystallisation are now identified as critical steps in process-intensification drives to improve manufacturing in the chemical and pharmaceutical industries, through more efficient use of reagents, solvents and energy while minimizing side reactions, unwanted products and waste materials.		(* = best indicates the quality of the underpinning research) 1.*       Ni X and Pereira NE, Parameters affecting fluid dispersion in a continuous oscillatory baffled tube. AIChemE Journal 46: 37-45 (2000). http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/aic.690460106 2.        Ni X, Jian H and Fitch AW, Evaluation of turbulent integral length scale in an oscillatory baffled column using large-eddy simulation and digital particle image velocimetry. Trans IChemE 81: 842-853 (2003). http://dx.doi.org/10.1205/026387603322482086 3.        Ni X, Valentine A, Liao A, Sermage SBC, Thomson GB and Roberts KJ, On the crystal polymorphic forms of L-glutamic acid following temperature programmed crystallisation in a batch oscillatory baffled crystalliser. Crystal Growth and Design 4: 1129-1135 (2004). http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/cg049827l 4.*       Ni X and Liao A, Effects of cooling rate and solution concentration on solution crystallisation of L-glutamic acid in an oscillatory baffled crystalliser. Crystal Growth and Design 8: 2875- 2881 (2008). http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/cg7012039 5.        Ni X, Laird I and Liao A, Improved apparatus and method for temperature controlled processes. EU patent WO 2007060412 A8 (22 November 2006). 6.*       Lawton S, Steele G, Shering P, Zhao L, Laird I and Ni X, Continuous crystallisation of pharmaceuticals using a continuous oscillatory baffled crystalliser. Organic Process Research & Development 13: 1357-1363 (2009). http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/op900237x Research grants: 1998 – 2001   EPSRC GR/M31309/01 £233,423 with Bonar Polymers Ltd and Professor David Sherrington of Chemistry, Strathclyde University on application of the oscillatory baffled reactor to continuous polymerisation processes 2000 – 2003   EPSRC GR/M63447/01 £193,175 on fluid flow measurement using high resolution digital particle image velocimetry 2000 – 2002   £36,000 Yorkshire Water on continuous coagulation using an oscillatory baffled Reactor 2003 – 2003   £100,000 Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) and James Robinson Ltd on continuous production of a photochemical using oscillatory baffled reactor 2004 – 2005   £50,000 SMART: Scotland Award on a feasibility study of continuous production of a family of nano particles using an oscillatory-baffled reactor 2005 – 2006   £40,897 SMART: Scotland Award on a feasibility study of continuous crystallisation of l-glutamic acid using an oscillatory-baffled crystalliser 2009 – 2010   £55,819 Technology Strategy Board (TSB) Award on achieving greater consistency in the modification of human recombinant proteins through scaleable continuous-production process technology 2009 – 2011   €28,245 out of €958,429 from a FP7 Project on  development of continuous oscillatory baffled reactor to enable the creation of graduated radar absorbing multi-layer structures  for wind turbine applications 2010 – 2014   £148,384 two PhD studentship by the Scottish Founding Council on probing into how nucleation was generated without seeds in oscillatory baffled crystalliser while seeding was essential in traditional batch crystalliser 2012 – 2012   £53,048 from Continuous Manufacturing and Crystallisation (CMAC) Industrial Consortium on the effect of seed size and quantity on crystal properties		NiTech Solutions Ltd was spun off from Heriot-Watt University in Dec 2004, aided by a SMART award from Scottish Enterprise, with plug-flow crystallisation and reaction as the key technologies for  chemical,  pharmaceutical  and  food  industries.  A  second  SMART  award  on  continuous crystallisation supported Dr Anting Liao, Xiongwei Ni’s ex-PhD student from HWU, to be employed at  NiTech  to  carry  out  the  designed  trials.  Excellent  results  were  generated;  for  example, consistent crystal morphology/size distribution/enhanced yield, significantly reduced process time and waste, and elimination of the use of milling machines. An example of the impact of the technology is the continuous crystallisation of one of the AstraZeneca’s blockbuster drug ingredients. In their operation in traditional crystallisers, it takes 9 hours and 40 minutes for the crystallisation step; the filtration rate is poor because of uneven sizes of crystals generated due to the difficulties, identified above, of controlling the crystallisation environment. In order to obtain the required size a milling machine is used as one of the key downstream unit operations. When applying NiTech continuous crystallising technology, the overall process was shown to take only 12 minutes  with  uniform  sizes,  enhanced  filtration  rates  (which  eliminate  the  use  of  the  milling machine) and significant savings in capital and operational costs (see ref [6] above). Another leading example is the production of a biopharmaceutical drug in Genzyme (now Sanofi). In less than two years from conception in 2005, full production was commissioned at the Haverhill site in April 2007 after successful trials and design at NiTech as well as the certification of the process by the FDA. NiTech technology was used to launch production of a new active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) via a three-phase reaction on the scale of multi-hundred tons p.a. with a value of multi-£100M p.a.  The reaction is approximately 40 times faster than a batch process, with good flexibility to control throughput. The reactor was able to fit into a small footprint in an existing building, avoiding the traditional alternative of two large pressure reactors and a new building. There was a resultant saving of several million pounds in capital expenditure and approximately four times faster construction. Simplicity of operation and reduced maintenance costs have been sustained. Product quality is higher, with the ability to continuously monitor and control  the  reaction  leading  to  a  zero  reject  rate  for this  reaction  step,  all  contributing  to  a competitive commercial advantage. Quoting a Senior Manager of Genzyme: “This is believed to be the largest scale continuous manufacturing plant for a patented API in the world. Importantly, we were able to supply the market many months earlier than would have been the case with conventional batch processing. This was one of the best investment decisions that I have made! “ [Text removed for publication] NiTech has filed key patents on continuous crystallisation, worked with a large number of chemical, food and pharmaceutical companies on continuous crystallisation, including seven out of the top ten global pharma giants and two out of the top three global food companies on edible oils. It has received investments over £3M and employed more than 16 people. Following discussions between NiTech, GSK, and members of the ScotCHEM research pooling and Chemical Sciences Scotland industry-academia collaborative initiatives on how to further  exploit this technology, a joint demonstration project was established in mid-2009. GSK provided ‘model’ crystallisation process and materials. Outstanding results were obtained in these trials. It was seen as an opportunity for Scotland to take the lead in meeting the challenges facing chemical manufacturing globally. This led to continuous crystallisation being the platform technology in the GSK-led Continuous Manufacture and Crystallisation (CMAC) consortium. CMAC was established in 2010 with £1M cash injection and £1M in kind each from GSK, AstraZeneca and Novartis as the tier-one  members,  plus  £250k  from  tier  two  members  including  Fujifilm,  Genzyme,  Croda, Syngenta, Evonik, NiTech itself and others. In 2010/11, NiTech changed its business model to become an integrator and facilitator, focussing on collaboration with an engineering company rather than manufacturing the reactors itself. It is a critical part of CMAC, indeed, according to a member of the Board "NiTech's technology is the technology that started it all off". CMAC has now grown into a >£60M consortium with research grants from EPSRC Centre for Innovative Manufacturing (£9.1M), ESPRC DTC (£6.9M), Scottish Funding Council (£1.5M), TSB (1.75M), EPSRC ICT Platform (£4M), EU (£0.5M), and EPSRC RPIF (£34M). CMAC is now the largest and the most comprehensive centre in the world on continuous crystallisation. It is focused on helping industry to evaluate and trial leading edge process solutions against their requirements and  to  accelerate  the  introduction  of  new  process-intensification  technologies  to  meet  wider industry needs.		A senior manager with technical responsibilities, Genzyme. A member of the Board of NiTech Solutions. A member of the Board of Chemical Sciences Scotland. A senior manager in Investigational Materials Supply, GlaxoSmithKline. www.nitechsolutions.co.uk

		24		0.0003		Biocatalysts for industrial and medical applications		Queen’s University Belfast has developed a number of biocatalytic processes for the production of pharmaceutical intermediates which have been applied commercially. The most significant involved Vernakalant, a new drug for treatment of the most common form of irregular heartbeat, now available in the EU, and currently awaiting approval in the USA and Canada. In addition, QUB has sold £300,000 worth of bioproducts and through the collaborations with Almac Sciences facilitated the initiation of their biocatalysis business which currently is a multi-million revenue earner for Almac Sciences and employs 30 staff, including 15 PhD graduates from the Queen’s group.		The research at Queen’s supervised by Boyd (now Emeritus Professor) and Stevenson has led to an  understanding  of  the  remarkable  potential  of  a  range  of  biocatalysts  which  produce single enantiomer polyoxygenated products from aromatic substrates. From 1993, Boyd, in collaboration with  Dalton  (Warwick),  who  supplied  the  initial  enzymes  (toluene  dioxygenase mutant strains), developed the synthesis of the cis-dihydrodiols from monosubstituted benzenes which were used as intermediates for the synthesis of Vernakalant (Figure 1). Figure 1 Reaction scheme for the formation of cis-dihydrodiols from monosubstituted aromatics leading to the formation of Vernakalant Importantly, the ability to translate the fundamental research into a commercial success, was due to the Queen’s group enabling the determination of structure, configuration and enantiopurity of these novel bioproducts (References 1 and 2 in section 3). Through this knowledge, the scope and diversity of the bioproducts produced has been expanded significantly and the limitations of the substrates able to be biotransformed alleviated by the use of manipulation of the biocatalyst employed. The identification of the latter was critical and the Queen’s group led the search for new enzymes through development of recombinant strains within Biological Sciences in Queen’s (Kulakov and Allen) as well as with Gibson (University of Iowa) developing naphthalene and biphenyl dioxygenases. This research included the first example of site-directed mutagenesis being used to modify dioxygenase regio- and stereo-selectivity (Reference 3 in section 3). From these new catalytic systems, previously unknown families of enantiopure metabolites with novel structures, such as sulfoxide diols, arene-derived triols and tetrols, cyclohexenone cis-diols, arene oxides and hydrates, with virtually all   the products of the biocatalytic reactions being single  enantiomers,  were  developed  (Reference  4  in  section  3).  Furthermore,  empirical  models were devised to allow prediction of the preferred products formed and the absolute configurations of new bio-products.  In  addition,  this  research  has  contributed  to  an  understanding  of  why polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) pollutants are human carcinogens; mammalian redox enzymes (monooxygenases) play a key role in turning PAHs into arene oxide and diol epoxide metabolites that interfere with DNA replication. From  the  knowledge  and  fundamental  understanding  of  the  biocatalytic  pathways,  and  the manipulation  of  the  conditions  used  for  the  reaction  and  separation  processes,  as  well  as the analytical techniques established, commercialisation of the bioproducts has been achieved. This understanding has led to the utilisation of a wide range of substrates which had previously been  intractable  and,  therefore,  the  selective  and  efficient  production  of  a  large  number  of desirable pharmaceuticals and fine chemicals in an economic process. Applications of its enantiopure  bioproducts  have  been  made  in  the  synthesis  of  natural  products  including pericosines  (see reference  5  in  section  3)  and  epibatidine,  unnatural  products,  such  as carbasugars and chiral ligands, for example, bipyridines (see reference 6 in section 3), aminoalcohols and phosphines/phosphine oxides.		* signify the references which best indicate the quality of the underpinning research *1. Boyd, D. R.; Sharma, N. D.; Barr, S. A.; Dalton, H.; Chima, J.; Whited, G.; Seemayer, R., Chemoenzymatic Synthesis of the 2,3-Cis-Dihydrodiol and 3,4-Cis-Dihydrodiol Enantiomers of Monosubstituted Benzenes. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1994, 116, (3), 1147-1148. (DOI: 10.1021/ja00082a053) 2. Allen, C. C. R.; Boyd, D. R.; Dalton, H.; Sharma, N. D.; Brannigan, I.; Kerley, N. A.; Sheldrake, G. N.; Taylor, S. C., Enantioselective bacterial biotransformation routes to cis-diol metabolites of monosubstituted benzenes, naphthalene and benzocycloalkenes of either absolute configuration. J. Chem. Soc., Chem. Commun. 1995, (2), 117-118. (DOI: 10.1039/c39950000117) 3. Parales, R. E.; Resnick, S. M.; Yu, C. L.; Boyd, D. R.; Sharma, N. D.; Gibson, D. T., Regioselectivity and enantioselectivity of naphthalene dioxygenase during arene cis- dihydroxylation: Control by phenylalanine 352 in the alpha subunit. J. Bacteriol. 2000, 182, (19), 5495-5504. (DOI: 10.1128/JB.182.19.5495-5504.2000)) *4. Boyd, D. R.; Sharma, N. D.; Malone, J. F.; Allen, C.C.R . New families of enantiopure cyclohexenone-cis-diol, o-quinol dimer and hydrate metabolites from dioxygenase- catalysed dihydroxylation of phenols, Chem. Commun.,2009, 3633-3635 (DOI: 10.1039/b905940g). *5. Boyd, D. R.; Sharma, N.D.; Acaru, C.; Malone, J.F.; O’Dowd, C.R. Allen,; C. C.R.; Stevenson, P.J., Chemoenzymatic synthesis of carbasugars (+)-pericosines A-C from diverse aromatic cis- dihydrodiol precursors, Org. Lett. 2010, 12, 2206-2209 (DOI: 10.1021/ol100525r) 6. Boyd, D. R.; Sharma, N. D.;  Sbircea, L. ; Murphy, D. ; Belhocine, T.; Malone, J. F.;  James, S. L.; Allen C. C. R. ; Hamilton, J. T. G.;  Azaarene cis-dihydrodiol-derived 2,2′-bipyridine ligands for asymmetric allylic oxidation and cyclopropanation, Chem. Commun., 2008, 5535-5537 (DOI: 10.1039/b814678k).  See also  http://www.rsc.org/Publishing/Journals/cc/News/B814678K_Boyd_B812366G_James.asp		Cardiome  Pharma,  a  Canadian  pharmaceutical  company,  recognised  in  2003  that  the team at  QUB   had   the   ability   to   deliver   kilogram   quantities,   to   GMP   standard,   of   a   chiral intermediate required for an alternative chemoenzymatic route to their new drug candidate RSD1235  for  a clinical trial for the treatment of atrial fibrillation by intravenous injection. Atrial fibrillation, which is linked with strokes, is the most common form of irregular heartbeat, with an estimated  nine  million sufferers  worldwide  and  established  drugs  for  restoring  normal  heart rhythms are limited by either modest efficacy and/or side effects. After  investing  more  than  CAN  $1M  prompted  by  research  in  two  seminal  publications  by the Queen’s  group  (Reference  1,  J.  Am.  Chem.  Soc.,  1994,  116,  1147;  Reference 2,  J. Chem.  Soc.,  Chem. Commun. 1995, 117 in section 3), during 2004 QUB was employed to deliver 5 kg of an enantiopure bioproduct and develop the synthetic chemistry used in the first synthetic steps toward RSD1235  (Reference  1  in  section  5).  Using  this  alternative  improved chemoenzymatic route, Cardiome ultimately prepared 1 kg of homochiral RSD1235 to GMP standard  required  for  clinical  trials  based  on  the  material  and  routes  Queen’s  provided (Reference 2 in section 5). As a result of the clinical trials,  in 2009 Merck  signed a licensing agreement  with  Cardiome  worth  up  to  600 million  dollars  to  help  rapidly  get  the  drug  to market (Reference 3 in section 5). RSD 1235 has completed clinical trials, is now marketed as Vernakalant and in September 2010 was approved for use in over ten European countries and other  areas  under  the  trade  name  Brinavess (Cardiome/Merck). Vernakalant is currently in phase 3 clinical trials for FDA approval for use in the USA and is currently being evaluated by the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence, NICE, as a prescription drug for NHS use in the UK (Reference 4 in section 5). Secondly, Almac Sciences have over the past five years developed an increasing biocatalytic capability within their business facilitated by the research undertaken in Queen’s led by Boyd and Stevenson. Many  of  the  initial  bioproducts  marketed  by  Almac  SelectAZyme,  and  new projects undertaken for  external  customers,  were  solely  based  on  the biocatalytic  pathways, enzymes, expertise and facilities used for the formation of polyoxygenated cyclohexanes from aromatics  developed  in  Queen’s  which  are  utilized  as  precursors  in  synthetic  routes  to bioactive  materials,  such  as  the  influenza  drug  Tamiflu  (Reference  5  in  section  5).  The development of the routes for commericalisation was undertaken through a collaboration between the two groups of researchers (Reference 6 in section 5). This area is now growing into other markets significantly and the biocatalysis group in Almac now employ 30 staff including 15 PhD graduates from QUB trained in Boyd and Stevenson’s groups. The biocatalysis group operates as a multi-million revenue provider for Almac providing solutions to customers through the application of enzymes. Therefore,  this  biocatalysis  research  has  led  to  a  number  of  economic  and  health  related impacts whose beneficiaries are primarily the industrial partners and the resultant economic benefits to the general public as well as the new development of treatments used in general practice worldwide.		1: Letter of support from Cardiome:by Senior Director, Research (Chemistry) “The route employing the cis-dihydrodiol as starting material was sufficiently promising that the process was optimized and demonstrated in the production of 1kg of cGMP vernakalant starting from 5kg of the cis-diol produced by Professor Boyd and his colleague Chris Allen”. 2: The  Cardiome  request  for  chlorobenzene  cis-dihydrodiol  (5kg  fermentation  product)  for 1kg  GMP  manufacture  of  RSD1235  by  Raylo  and  a  possible  advantage  of  the  new chemoenzymatic route based on an earlier (1 kg) delivery :- “Not only has the new route of manufacture for RSD1235 been shown to be feasible on tens of gram scale by Raylo, but a significant improvement in yield from 40% to 65-70% for the last critical displacement step has been made by Raylo and Medichem.” 3:  Merck  &  Co.  announces  $600-million  licensing  agreement  for  Cardiome's  vernakalant (www.firstwordpharma.com/node/359114 ) 4:  NICE  -  Health  Technology  Appraisal  for  Vernakalant  for  the  treatment  of  recent  onset atrial fibrillation (http://guidance.nice.org.uk/TA/Wave26/7/DraftScope/pdf/English) 5:  Almac.SelectAZyme  brochure  offering  a  new  range  of  single  enantiomer  substituted benzenecis-diols. 6: Letter of support from Almac Sciences Ltd by Head of Biocatalysis & Isotope Chemistry.

		27		0.032		Utilisation of Fluorescent PET (Photoinduced Electron Transfer) Sensor Molecules in Blood Analysis		Research on fluorescent PET sensors by de Silva at Queen’s University Belfast was directly, and collaboratively, built into the Roche/Optimedical OPTI blood electrolyte analyser, which has had sales of US$50M in the past five years equating to 10 million sensors sold. The market for this sensor is global and it is used every day worldwide in hospital critical care units, ambulances, general-practice surgeries and veterinary care, often in life or death circumstances. The research, therefore, has led to both economic impact as well as significant health benefits.		De Silva in QUB has been the pioneer of research into fluorescent PET (photoinduced electron transfer) sensors as a technique to target species such as protons, sodium and calcium that are crucial in many biological and medical contexts.  The research at QUB which started in 1993, developed an understanding of the mechanism associated with PET sensors (references 1 and 2 in section 3), based on Nobel Prize winning Marcus Theory which explains the rates of the electron transfer reactions.   The mechanistic understanding obtained allowed the design of a modular sensor consisting of a fluorescent unit and a receptor unit joined through a spacer molecule (Figure 1). When optically excited, this allows the transfer of an electron to/from the fluorescent unit from/to the receptor, as occurs in plant photosynthesis, so that fluorescence is killed off. When the receptor captures a suitable cation, however, such as sodium, the increased positive charge prevents the electron transfer, allowing fluorescence. Additionally, the research demonstrated that changes in conformation caused by species occupying the receptor can enhance the fluorescence switching effect.  Critically, as a result of the understanding formulated by the Queen’s group, the combination of components has been able to be manipulated to selectively detect analytes at concentrations as low as 10-7  M, thus enabling, for example pH, calcium, sodium and potassium ion concentration to be determined from the same sample in a flow through system via a number of sensors   in   series.   Furthermore,   the   Queen’s   group developed the fluorescent PET sensors to be designed so that a substantial number of other cationic, anionic and neutral   species   are   also   accommodated   to   trigger fluorescence leading to the technology to be transferred to a commercial process and the design of sensors and devices for much wider applications, for example in the field of molecular logic based computation (reference 3 in section 3), of which the initial sensors acted as YES gates. Other molecules, which behaved as AND gates, (references 3-6 in section     3)     also     emerged.    From     this     research, OFF  state Fluorescent Unit h ON  state Fluorescent Unit PET Spacer PET Spacer Receptor Receptor    M+ Roche/Optimedical collaborated with the Queen’s team to develop commercial sensors for sodium, potassium and calcium which were tested in collaboration with scientists at AVL Bioscience Corporation, Roswell, GA leading to the final OPTI blood electrolyte analyser product. h                  h’ Figure 1 Mechanism of PET sensor action		* signify the references which best indicate the quality of the underpinning research *1. Fluorescent switches with high selectivity towards sodium ions: correlation of ion-induced conformation switching with fluorescence function. A.P. de Silva, H.Q.N. Gunaratne, T. Gunnlaugsson and M. Nieuwenhuyzen, Chem. Commun. 1996, 1967, DOI: 10.1039/cc9960001967. *2. New Fluorescent Model Compounds for the Study of Photoinduced Electron Transfer: The Influence of a Molecular Electric Field in the Excited State. A.P. de Silva, H.Q.N. Gunaratne, J.-L. Habib-Jiwan, C.P. McCoy, T.E. Rice and J.-P. Soumillion, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. Engl. 1995, 34, 1728, DOI: 10.1002/anie.199517281. 3. A molecular photoionic AND gate based on fluorescent signalling. A.P. de Silva, H.Q.N. Gunaratne and C.P. McCoy, Nature 1993, 364, 42, DOI: 10.1038/364042a0. *4. Switching between molecular switch types by module rearrangement: Ca2+-enabled, H+-driven ‘Off–On–Off’, H+-driven YES and PASS 0 as well as H+, Ca2+-driven AND logic operations. J.F. Callan, A.P. de Silva and N.D. McClenaghan, Chem. Commun. 2004, 2048, DOI: 10.1039/b405909c. 5. Membrane Media Create Small Nanospaces for Molecular Computation. S. Uchiyama, G.D. McClean, K. Iwai and A.P. de Silva, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2005, 127, 8920, DOI: 10.1021/ja0513638. 6. Direct detection of ion pairs by fluorescence enhancement. A.P. de Silva, G.D. McClean and S. Pagliari, Chem. Commun. 2003, 2010, DOI: 10.1039/b305262a.		Based  on  the  seminal  research  undertaken  by de  Silva,  Roche  developed,  in  conjunction  with QUB, a blood analyser which was commercialised and has been the market leader in point-of-care analyzers ever since (Figure 2).   Throughout the period 2008-13 this R&D programme has led to sales  of  US$50M   of   the   diagnostic   cassettes used   in   the   OPTI  device)  (see  reference  1  in section 5) clearly demonstrating economic impact of the fundamental research undertaken in QUB. Figure 2 OPTI cassettes sold by Optimedical Inc (www.optimedical.com). The black spots carry the appropriate sensor molecules covalently attached. As well as economic impact, the formulation of these sensors has had wide spread health benefits worldwide.   “The sensors are used in various locations within hospitals, emergency centers, ambulances, helicopters, airplanes, pulmonary centres and in any location where time critical diagnostic testing is needed.”  (see reference 2 in section 5). For example, they monitor blood for levels of common salt components such as sodium, potassium and calcium rapidly allowing emergency units to arrange for a certain type of blood with the necessary salt levels to be ready following transport of a patient from triage to hospital, for example. The ability to analyse the blood  rapidly (within 30 s) has also changed the working patterns of health professionals, for example, in Japan, general practitioners use the device to give patients results in their surgeries rather than have to send away blood samples for analysis.  In addition, the technology is so robust that paramedics in  ambulances in  Sri  Lanka used  the  Optimedical analyzer during the  civil  war, which ended in 2009, when casualties were a daily occurrence.   These devices have recently been used in a similar vein in Libya (see reference 3 in section 5).  Furthermore, the technology has been adapted for  veterinary treatments and is  incorporated into the IDEXX VetLab Suite demonstrating the breadth of the impact delivered (see reference 4 in section 5). The high quality fundamental research undertaken in the area of PET fluorescent sensors by de Silva in QUB has had significant economic impact benefiting both the companies involved as well as the wider economy.  Importantly, there have also been health and societal benefits to the development of the OPTI blood analyser in terms of speed of the analysis which has resulted in patients’ peace of mind and more importantly efficient life saving transfusion of compatible blood aiding the recovery of patients globally. In 2008 Prof de Silva won the Royal Society of Chemistry’s Award for Sensors sponsored by GE Healthcare  for  his  contribution  towards  'switch  and  tell'  sensor  molecules,  the  invention  of molecular logic and the industrial impact of the research undertaken (reference 5 in section 5).		1. Supporting letter from Optimedical Company (which is the current name of the Roche/AVL Division) by Senior Scientist. 2. http://www.optimedical.com/ 3. http://www.optimedical.com/news/2011/OPTI_Medical_Analyzers_In_Libya.pdf 4. http://www.idexx.com/view/xhtml/en_us/corporate/investors/annual-review/2009/2009-opti- medical.jsf 5.  http://www.rsc.org/ScienceAndTechnology/Awards/Archive/SensorsAward/Index.asp

		38		0.0135		GlySure Ltd: a commercial clinical continuous glucose sensor		A commercial continuous glucose sensor/monitor that provides real time data has been developed by GlySure, a venture capital funded company founded on the basis of Bath chemistry.  The sensor enables Tight Glycaemic Control (TGC) for control of glucose levels in patients in Intensive Care Units (ICUs), reducing severe hypoglycaemia, glycaemic variability and the nursing burden, maximising both patient and economic benefit. This has led to (i) £13.5M investment in the company GlySure Ltd directly for development of the system based on the Bath chemistry and (ii) successful results from full clinical trials of the device, involving more than 200 ICU patients, prior to CE approval and launch in the EU.		The research has been carried out by Professor Tony James, as part of the work by his group in the synthesis of a range of organic compounds for use in sensing applications.  James’ work maps to the Sensing & Healthcare theme within Bath Chemistry, and is a major component of the CASE (Catalysis and Sensing for our Environment) initiative led by Bath. The capacity of boronic acid receptors to bind diols effectively in water has made boronic acids the receptor of choice in the James group at the University of Bath, where he has shown that in order to develop saccharide selective receptors systems with two boronic acids must be prepared.  Such sensors, pioneered at Bath, consist of three components; a receptor, a support/spacer, and a read- out unit.  The unique element of selectivity for glucose is imparted by the specifically configured diboronic acid receptor that is covalently linked to the fluorophore and forms part of the single molecule indicator chemistry. The James group research has shown that in order to prepare a D-glucose selective fluorescence sensor, two boronic acid units (only through two point binding can saccharide selectivity be engineered), a hexamethylene linker (D-glucose selective spacer) and a fluorophore (read-out) must be included [1, 2].  The sensor used in the current system developed by GlySure Ltd consists of two boronic acids, hexamethylene linker and fluorophore which is then attached to a hydrogel polymer. The chemistry has been developed over the last decade [3, 4], and has been funded by a combination of research council, direct industry and DTI funding [5].  The specific application in glucose sensing that is relevant to the commercialisation and clinical implementation has been patented  (US  7358094)  and  following  the  purchase  of  this  patent  from  Beckman-Coulter  by GlySure Ltd, the continued development of the chemistry has focused on the specific requirements of the GlySure sensor system [6]. The development of these technologies has been furthered, into human clinical testing, with GlySure’s resources and expertise focused on completion of existing fluorescent intensity based measurement systems using the Bath chemistry.  The targeting of this work towards the GlySure sensor has led to Professor James’ appointment as Scientific Advisor to GlySure Ltd, emphasising the direct link of the Bath-developed chemistry to the product. Timeframe The work relevant to the development of the development of the sensor being used by GlySure Ltd in its devices has been carried out in the timeframe since 2001. The critical step of incorporating established boronic acid sensors into appropriate polymer support matrices and their optimisation and development for operation in the responsive flow environment was carried out initially between 2002 and 2005.   This element of the research, crucial to the GlySure technology, resulted in a patent filed in 2003 (“Sensor system for saccharides”; see Section 5), and has been developed subsequently in ongoing research by the James group in Bath [6].  Key Researchers Professor Tony James (Bath since 2000; synthesis of sensor molecules and support scaffolds; lead academic) K. A. Frimat (2008-2012; PhD student in James group); S Arimori (2000-2001), S E Flower (20003- 2008). N P Barwell (2008-2011); PDRAs in James group		[1]  S. Arimori, M. L. Bell, C. S. Oh, K. A. Frimat and T. D. James, Chem. Commun., 2001, 1836- 1837.  Modular fluorescence sensors for saccharides [DOI: 10.1039/b105994g] [2]  S. Arimori, M. L. Bell, C. S. Oh, K. A. Frimat and T. D. James (2002), J. Chem. Soc., Perkin Trans. 1, 803-808.  Modular fluorescence sensors for saccharides [DOI: 10.1039/B108998F] [3]  T. D. James (2007).  Top. Curr. Chem., 277, 107-152.  Saccharide-selective boronic acid based photoinduced electron transfer (PET) fluorescent sensors [DOI: 10.1007/128_2007_110] [4]  R. Nishiyabu, Y. Kubo, T. D. James, and J. S. Fossey (2011).  Chem. Commun., 47, 1106- 1123.  Boronic acid building blocks: Tools for sensing and separation [DOI: 10.1039/c0cc02920c] [5]  Direct industrial / translation funding Total of £344k including: EPSRC/DTI, (DT/F00267X/1; with GlySure and Gilden Photonics) 2007-2009 (£247k); Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) (with GlySure) 2010-2011 (£47k); Impact Acceleration Account Award (with GlySure) 2013- (£50k) [6]  S.D. Bull, M.G. Davidson, J.M.H. van den Elsen, J.S. Fossey, A.T.A. Jenkins, Y.B. Jiang, Y. Kubo, F. Marken, K. Sakuyrai, J.Z. Zhao, T.D. James (2013).  Acc. Chem. Res., 46, 312-326. Exploiting the Reversible Covalent Bonding of Boronic Acids: Recognition, Sensing, and Assembly. [ DOI: 10.1021/ar300130w]		“[Our] development of medical devices for glucose detection, inward investment in our company and successful clinical trialling of these devices … has relied heavily on the underpinning developments from [Bath] Chemistry research, and on our ongoing interactions in translating [this] into forms appropriate for commercialisation and clinical implementation.” [A] Impacts from this work: company, investment, people, new technology, clinical testing     A spin-out or new business has generated revenue or profits  (GlySure Ltd; £13.5M new investment in REF period directly attributed to the Bath research [A])     Highly skilled people having taken up specialist roles that draw on their research (GlySure staff expansion to 30, largely in technical scientific roles; including a Senior Chemist at Glysure recruited from Bath)     A new diagnostic or medical technology has been developed and trialled with patients (glucose sensor developed; full, successful, clinical trials carried out) Clinical Need, GlySure Ltd, and Economic Impact The development of an invasive fibre optic continuous glucose sensor/monitoring system is in direct response to the clinical need demonstrated by a seminal clinical study in 2001 [B], which showed  that  continuous  intensive  administration  of  insulin  (allowing  tight  glycaemic  control) reduced patient mortality by 40% and morbidity by 37-46%, the latter reducing patient length of stay in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) thus providing economic benefits.  GlySure Ltd was founded in 2006 to exploit the Bath-developed research [C], with a 20% equity stake held by the University of  Bath.    Based  in  Abingdon,  Oxfordshire,  it  is  a  venture  capital  funded  company  with  30 employees, focused on the development and launch of a continuous real time invasive optical glucose sensor utilizing fluorescent intensity measurements that allows the development of continuous glucose monitoring systems in hospital ICUs.  GlySure Ltd was the lead organization in partnership with Bath and Gilden Photonics on a DTI grant, resulting in new IP filings covering long lifetime dendrimer fluorophores and synthesis of an alternative diboronic acid receptor structure  from the Bath research [D].  The automated and continuous dosing and response nature of the GlySure device greatly reduces the nursing workload required to implement tight glycaemic control, and helps to improve compliance. The GlySure target market includes the medical and surgical ICU units of acute care hospitals. Global admissions in these units alone are approximately 8.6 million per year, representing a market opportunity of approximately $1.5 billion for sensors.   Initial investments resulted for GlySure, to develop and build the Bath chemistry into the glucose sensors, which has since been followed, in January and November 2012, by further tranches of investment on completion of the initial successful clinical trials [E], £13.5M of which directly results from the devices developed from the Bath chemistry [A].  GlySure Ltd has thus established itself as a secure and expanding UK-based company offering highly skilled employment opportunities.  GlySure continue to invest in Chemistry developments at Bath and have appointed Professor James as Scientific Advisor: “Based at the University of Bath, Dr. James is generally accepted as the world’s expert in boronic acid fluorophore chemistry. He has played a pivotal role in optimising glucose selective indicator chemistry for continuous measurement in whole blood” [F]. IP Acquisition and Technology Development The technology development work has been led from Bath, following the development of the initial chemistry by James; GlySure acquired relevant IP [C] from the more instrument-focused Beckman Coulter and invested direct funding in the James group in Bath to develop the chemistry further towards the function and performance of the appropriate sensor molecules in the required sensing environment [D]  Since 2008, through a series of funded industry academic transfer projects [5, above], the chemistry has been incorporated into devices ready for implementation in the clinical environment.  To meet the clinical and commercial need, the technology developed by GlySure for ICU  applications  has  required  the  translation  by  James  of  the  fluorescent/receptor  glucose indicator chemistry developed in Bath into an optimised form for in situ sensor operation, immobilised into an optical cell that is micro machined into the fibre.   These sensors have advantage over other existing glucose sensor in terms of cost, stability and the ease of the fluorescence measurements, as corroborated by advantages highlighted by Senseonics, a US company in this domain: “The fluorescent glucose chemistry is … not subject to the instabilities intrinsic to current protein based glucose sensors... Consequently, this technology is expected to be inherently more stable and accurate.” [G]. Clinical Testing Since 2008, GlySure have used the Bath-developed chemistry as a fundamental underpinning feature of their sensor device, which is intended to act as the active glucose sensor in clinical settings.  The sensors were tested in vivo (in pigs) in 2008-2009, and the sensors entered clinical trials in India in 2010.  Successful clinical testing has been carried out in the ICU environment and presented at the International Symposium on Intensive Care and Emergency Medicine, attracting more than 2000 physicians, nurses and other healthcare professionals, and the World Federation of Societies of Intensive and Critical Care Medicine [H].  Over two years of human use trials, the GlySure continuous glucose monitoring system has been tested in over 200 intensive care patients to date, in the challenging environment of the ICU.  The impressive results from these clinical trials [H-J] show that the GlySure system is capable of monitoring throughout the length of a patient's stay in the ICU. Scope for Growth In addition to the ICU device described, the fluorescent lifetime glucose sensor has been incorporated into a development programme to create a small, easy to use continuous glucose sensor for the home diabetic market.   This lifetime sensor device would allow expansion of the devices into the home market which is estimated at £1.5 to £2 billion annually. Key Impacts Summary 2008-2009 – In vivo testing of GlySure device, incorporating Bath-developed sensor technology 2010-2011 – Clinical trials, India; more than 150 patients 2012 – Clinical Trial outcomes reported, two rounds capitalisation for Glysure, £13.5M of which results directly from the Bath chemistry  2013 – Clinical trials extended to 200 intensive care patients 2013 – Device enrolled for CE regulatory trial for approval in Europe		[A] Letter of evidence of impact, CTO and Director, Glysure Ltd [B] Van den Berghe et al (2001). New England Journal of Medicine, 345, 1359-1367. Intensive insulin therapy in critically ill patients [DOI: www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa011300] [C, D] IP/patents [C] M. L. Bell, T. D. James, S. Arimori, Sensor system for saccharides, US 7358094 (2008); filed in 2003, with Beckman-Coulter; subsequently acquired by GlySure. http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=1&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=en_E P&FT=D&date=20041118&CC=WO&NR=2004099778A1&KC=A1 [D] B. C. Crane, T. D. James, J. S. Fossey, N. P. Barwell, Indicator System for Fiber Optic Sensor WO/2011/101624 (2011); for chemistry developed explicitly in Bath for the Glysure sensor applications http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?DB=worldwide.espacenet.com&II=7&ND =3&adjacent=true&locale=en_EP&FT=D&date=20130307&CC=US&NR=2013059394A1&KC=A1 [E] Capitalisation Two major rounds of capitalisation in the REF period: http://www.glysure.com/media-centre/press-releases/new-funding-round/ “GlySure, developer of in-hospital continuous blood glucose monitoring systems, today announced the close of its £7 million Series C financing round” (9 January 2012) http://www.glysure.com/media-centre/press-releases/series-c-second-closing/ “Glysure Completes Series C Second Closing for a Total of £8.5M” (29 November 2012) [F] Quotation taken from GlySure Website listing Professor James as Scientific Adviser http://www.glysure.com/about/directors-advisors/ [G] http://senseonics.com/product/the-sensor [H-J] Clinical Trials Results presented at ISICEM2012 and WFSICCM clinical conferences, and highlighted by the NIHR (National Institute for Health Research) Horizon Scanning Centre [H] http://www.glysure.com/clinical-data/icu-pilot-trial/ [I] ISICEM2012: Mulavisala KP, Gopal P, Crane B et al. Preliminary ICU experience of a novel intravascular blood glucose sensor. Accuracy of a continuous intravascular glucose monitor in ICU patients. 32nd International Symposium on Intensive Care and Emergency Medicine (ISICEM). March 2012. Poster P175 http://www.glysure.com/media/14997/glysure_poster_isicem_final.pdf WFSICCM: http://www.glysure.com/media/23434/glysure_poster_durban_2013_updated_v2.pdf [J] National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Horizon Scanning Centre, University of Birmingham, May 2013.  Glysure intravascular continuous glucose monitoring system for glycaemic control in intensive care http://www.hsc.nihr.ac.uk/topics/glysure-intravascular-continuous-glucose-monitorin/

		51		0.00032		Liquid Assisted Grinding		Research by Professor Jones, Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge, resulted in the development of a new method for preparing composite solids, involving the grinding of two or more crystalline solids in the presence of small volumes of liquid. This so called “liquid assisted grinding” (LAG) which produces novel solids with bespoke physical and chemical properties, is now routinely used by the major pharmaceutical companies to screen for new drug forms as part of their drug product development process.		Liquid Assisted Grinding (LAG) was developed by Prof William Jones who has been employed as a member of staff in the Chemistry Department, University of Cambridge, since 1978 (SAIR, 1978; ADR 1985; Reader, 1999; Professor, 2006 onwards) and leads a research group focused on Materials Chemistry. The discovery of LAG as an effective screening method was made in 2001 and published in the Royal Society of Chemistry journal Chemical Communications in 2002.1 This work demonstrated how the kinetics of the solid-solid reaction could be accelerated. Prior to this work solution crystallisation was the main method of doing solid form screening. The discovery resulted from work in the Jones Group on understanding how organic molecules pack and interact in the solid state. To expand in a systematic way the number and types of interactions that were possible between molecules within an organic crystal structure, from 1995 onwards the Jones Group investigated methods for preparing crystalline solids with two or more distinct molecular entities within them.2  This meant, for example, that to understand how an acid function interacted with an amine function in a crystal lattice, it was not necessary to have both functionalities present on the same molecule. To obtain such multicomponent solids is difficult if the solubility of the two molecules which are being co-crystallised is very different – they will simply crystallise as separate pure phases. Solid-state grinding had been explored previously by others for producing co-crystals, but in 2001 the Jones Group embarked on a series of studies to see whether a small amount of liquid added to the solids during mixing could have an effect on the outcome. It was discovered in 2001 that not only did small amounts of liquid speed up the solid-solid reaction but in numerous cases it allowed the formation of new solid forms that could not otherwise be made. The method has now been termed “liquid assisted grinding”. The group disclosed this discovery in 2002 where the enhanced kinetics was noted.1 Between 2002 and 2005 the Jones Group discovered that the exact outcome of the solid state grinding could be controlled by careful choice of the added liquid.3 Between 2005 and 2007 it was further demonstrated that this LAG approach is significantly more effective in searching for alternate solid forms of drug candidates than other previously used methods, e.g. conventional solution crystallisation or melt growth.4&5  LAG is a method that requires very small amounts of material, essential for preformulation pharmaceutical development, is rapid, and environmentally friendly because it eliminates the need to use large amounts of solvents. A recent independent study comparing the effectiveness of the various approaches to screening for new forms of the drug piroxicam is given by Fucke, et al (2012).6  The authors conclude that: “Solvent-drop grinding showed the highest absolute number of experiments resulting in co-crystals” and “”For an initial screening solvent drop grinding should be preferred, as this method produced reliably co-crystal forms.” In the pharmaceutical industry many drug candidates in their pure form suffer from very poor physical and chemical attributes. An example is the increasingly common problem of poor solubility  and bioavailability. To improve solubility the pharmaceutical industry routinely searches for alternative solid forms of the drug, e.g. formation of salt and/or co-crystal forms. The prior established practice of screening by conventional crystallisation from solution is particularly difficult because drug and coformer will tend to crystallise separately. The LAG research was supported by Pfizer grants. The following staff members working in the Jones  Group  contributed  to  the  underpinning  research: Delia  Haynes  (PDRA  2002-2005) and Tomislav Frisic (PDRA 2005-2007). Additionally, Dr Sam Motherwell from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (1992–present) provided database support; and Professor Fumio Toda (Matsuyama, Japan (deceased)) provided background information on solid-solid grinding. Members of the Jones Group also included PhD students Ning Shan (PhD 2000-2003), Andrew Trask (PhD 2002 -2005) and Shyam Karki (PhD 2006 -2009).		1.  Shan, N., Toda, F., & Jones, W. (2002) Mechanochemistry and co-crystal formation: effect of solvent on reaction kinetics. Chemical Communications, 2372- 2373. (*) 2.  Batchelor, E., Klinowski, J.,  & Jones, W. (2000) Crystal engineering using co-crystallisation of phenazine with dicarboxylic acids. Journal of Materials Chemistry, 10: 839–848. 3.  Trask,  A.  V.,  van  de  Streek,  J.,  Motherwell,  W.  D.  S.,  &  Jones,  W.  (2005)  Achieving Polymorphic and Stoichiometric Diversity in Cocrystal Formation: Importance of Solid-State Grinding, Powder X-ray Structure Determination, and Seeding. Crystal Growth & Design, 5 (6), 2233-2241. (*) 4.     ar i    .    risci    T.    ones     ., & Motherwell, W. D. S. (2007) Screening for pharmaceutical cocrystal hydrates via neat and liquid-assisted grinding. Molecular Pharmaceutics 4 (3): 347– 354. (*) 5.  Trask, A. V., Haynes, D. A., Motherwell, W. D. S., & Jones, W. (2006) Screening for crystalline salts via mechanochemistry. Chemical Communications, 51–53. 6.  Fucke, K., Myz, S. A., Shakhtshneider, T. P., Boldyreva, E. V., and Griesser, U. J. (2012) How good are the crystallisation methods for co-crystals? A comparative study of piroxicam. New Journal of Chemistry 36, 1969-1977. (*) References that best indicate the quality of the research. Grant Information     Grant No: RG34605 MAAG/163; PI: Prof W Jones; Grant Title: Ab initio structure prediction; Sponsor: Pfizer; Period of Grant: 2002-2003; Value of Grant: £289,173     Grant No: RG44738 MAAG/411; PI: Prof W Jones; Grant Title: Cocrystal design for non-polar (weak  synthon)  molecules;  Sponsor:  Pfizer;  Period  of  Grant:  2005-2007;  Value  of  Grant: 199599     Grant No: RG44738 MAAG/411; PI: Prof W Jones; Grant Title: Preparative methods for co- crystal screen development; Sponsor: Pfizer; Period of Grant: 2006-2009; Value of Grant: 103100     Grant No: RG36191 MAAG/163; PI: Prof W Jones; Grant Title: Excipient co-crystals; Sponsor: Pfizer; Period of Grant: 2002-2006; Value of Grant: £66,600     Grant  No:  RG36191  MAAG/163;  PI:  Prof  W  Jones;  Grant  Title:  Crystal  engineering:  salt selection and counter ion motifs; Sponsor: Pfizer; Period of Grant: 2002-2005; Value of Grant: 186975		The LAG method developed by the Jones Group is routinely used by industry to search for new solid forms; in particular with regard to poorly soluble drugs, which will have limited bioavailability. The approach allows a complete search of the phase diagram associated with the formation of new solid forms. In addition, intellectual property can exist for each new solid form entity. When searching for new forms drug companies want to be able to screen for all possible forms and develop that form which has the best physical or chemical attributes. By means of this LAG  approach the phase space can be more efficiently explored, in a shorter time scale, with smaller amounts of material (important in early stages of development when sample quantities are small). As a result candidates, which might not otherwise be suitable for commercialisation, can be developed into effective solid forms for formulation into drug products. LAG significantly impacts on how the pharmaceutical industry is able to screen for and discover new solid drug forms. A number of pharmaceutical companies are known to currently use LAG as part of their drug development process, as evidenced by 3 corroborating statements provided by Amgen, Eli Lilly and Renova Research, and patents that cite the methodology. Further names of companies that can be approached to corroborate that they use the technique are listed in Section 5 and include Pfizer and Vertex Pharmaceuticals. Quote  from  Senior  Research  Advisor,  Eli  Lilly  corroborating  letter:  “(W)e  have  successfully leveraged LAG in recent years to discover new, metastable crystal forms, many of which evaded solution-state crystallization screening…(I)t has been your work around adding small (catalytic) amounts of solvent that has paved the way for us to access more highly crystalline and phase pure crystal forms in high yield.  In fact, as a result of your contributions, I am pleased to confirm that LAG has now been incorporated into our solid form screening strategy for enabling forms.” LC1 Quote from President and CSO, Renova Research, Atlanta, USA, corroborating letter: “Through my direct interactions and collaborations with Bill Jones I was able to take advantage of the LAG concept to create high throughput LAG screening equipment that would produce 96 experiments in a parallel reaction process.  The assistance of the Jones lab was essential to the success of this effort to produce a screening platform that could be used in a production contract research environment.” LC2 A search of US Issued patents referring to methods for co-crystallisation reveals a number of patents that reference the use of LAG and the Jones Group in their methodology indicating that the technique has been adopted across a number of Pharmaceutical industries. 1.  US7927613 Filed Sept 2003; Issued April 2011; Assignee: TransForm Pharmaceuticals, Inc. acquired by Johnson & Johnson 2.  US7790905 Filed Dec 2003; Issued Sept 2010; & US8183290 Filed July 10; Issued May 2012; Assignee: McNEIL-PPC, Inc. 3.  US8241371 Filed Feb 2008; Issued August 2012; & US8241371 Filed Feb 2007; Issued Aug 2012; Assignee: Thar Pharmaceuticals 4.  US8212079 Filed Sept 2008; Issued July 2012; Assignee: Aptuit LLC Pharmaceuticals Some of the reasons LAG has been so readily adopted by the pharmaceutical industry are listed below: 1.  Drugs, which might otherwise fail because of property issues (e.g. poor solubility), can be saved by the development of new solid forms and the LAG method allows rapid screening of a range of potential molecules to cocrystallise with the drug (the screening step). 2.  The time needed to produce a crystalline form of the drug suitable for large-scale manufacture is significantly reduced. With typical drug sale revenues of the top 10 major drug products each being between 6 and 13 billion US$ per annum, a six month increased revenue can be significant for profits and therefore further support of R & D in other disease areas. 3.  Approval of the solid form by regulators (e.g. FDA) can be accelerated by evidence that the proposed marketed form is robust and that a full screening has been undertaken. 4.  Small amounts of material are required: In initial stages of drug discovery only small amounts of material are available. The amounts needed for LAG experiments are small – of the order of milligrams, representing a significant cost savings. 5.  There is no need to use large amounts of solvent typical of a solution screening approach – with such solvents then being incinerated. This cuts down on waste and lost revenue. Evidence of some of the advantages of using LAG, and how LAG has resulted in economic impacts such as improved business operations, competitiveness and profitability of industry; as well as environmental impacts through reductions in solvent and consumable waste streams are  available in the letters of corroboration, with selected quotes listed below: Quote  from  Preclinical  Director,  Amgen,  Cambridge  MA,  U.S.A,  corroborating  letter:  “(T)his reduction in the number of experiments has led to tremendous efficiencies in terms of the amount of compound required, solvent and consumables waste streams, data organization efforts and time required to conduct and complete experiments.” LC3 Quotes from President and CSO, Renova Research, Atlanta, USA, corroborating letter: “The High Throughput (HT) LAG equipment has had a significant and positive impact on my business operations.  To date I have used the HT-LAG equipment to produce 16,128 samples (based on the number of samples logged into the database used to track screening processes). The time savings compared to performing individual reactions is enormous.   The ‘hands on’ time required to do 16,128 reactions individually would be approximately 8064 hours, while the number of hours actually spent creating and analyzing these samples using the HT-LAG approach was only 1680 hours. “Without the HT-LAG system the core operational efficiency required to profitably operate Renovo Research would simply not exist. The LAG screening process constitutes about half of the sample output in a typical commercial screening project, thus a significant portion of the contract research income to Renovo is directly dependent on this technology.  The demonstrated ability to perform rapid and comprehensive cocrystal screening was instrumental in the acquisition of $500k USD in investment by a commercial group that contracted with Renovo to rapidly identify cocrystals of key pharmaceutical  ingredients  that  were  approaching  the  end  of  the  patent  protected  lifecycle. Without the HT-LAG system, Renovo would not have been awarded this contract and could not have completed it within the aggressive time period required by the investors.”LC2		Letters of corroboration available for audit LC1 Senior Research Advisor, Lilly Research Laboratories, Indianapolis, Indiana, U.S.A LC2 President and Chief Scientific Officer, Renovo Research, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A LC3 Preclinical Director, Amgen Inc, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A Users/Beneficiaries who can be contacted to corroborate claims 1.  Head of Materials Sciences in Drug Product Design, Pfizer, UK 2.  Senior Director, Vertex Pharmaceuticals Inc, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A

		53		0.004		Super-repellent surfaces by plasmachemical functionalization		Super-repellent surfaces created by plasmachemical techniques invented at Durham University have been exploited by P2i as the Ion-maskTM  and AdironTM  brands and used to protect the surfaces of millions of products worldwide including: 3 million pairs of footwear (Timberland, Hi- Tec); 8 million mobile phones (Nokia, Motorola, Alcatel); 60% of the world’s hearing aids (HLT, GN Resound); 55,000 feet of filter media (Porvair); and 100 million pipette tips (Eppendorf). This has earned P2i industry awards including the 2011 and 2012 International Business Award for “Most Innovative Company in Europe” and the “Global Business Excellence Award” 2012. The combined turnover of P2i since 2008 was ca. £20M, it received external investment of £31.75M and has created 115 new jobs. A DU IP-holding spin-out company, Surface Innovations, was purchased by P2i in 2010, and further applications of DU plasmachemical functionalization were commercialized by Dow Corning Plasma Solutions Ltd and exploited in-period.		Research focused on understanding and controlling chemical reaction pathways at plasma-solid interfaces was led by Professor Jas Pal Badyal (Durham staff, 1989–present). Surface engineering and modification techniques are being used in all sectors of the materials, engineering, electronics and health-care industries to provide devices with specific functional properties such as waterproofing, antifouling and corrosion-resistance properties. This industry has an estimated value of $50 billion per annum and new technologies to enhance surface properties of all types of materials are highly valued. The plasma state was discovered in 1879 by the English scientist William Crookes and, despite being used for technological applications such as lighting for over 100 years, very little progress had previously been made in relation to achieving high chemical reaction pathway selectivities within this 4th state of matter. Durham research has, however, developed methods to use plasmachemical techniques to selectively functionalise the surfaces of a wide range of different materials. Two particular areas of research which underpin the impact described in Section 4 are: (a) Synthon theory for plasmachemical surface functionalization: this theory allows rational prediction of the surface functionalization of polymers by electrical gas discharges.  It uses a synthon approach to correlate the reactivity of chemical groups located at a polymer substrate surface with the impinging plasma species. In this way, desired functionalities can be incorporated into a surface by the judicious choice of electrical discharge and polymer substrate. Structure- behaviour  relationships  were  developed  which  explain  the  interfacial  plasma-solid  chemical reaction pathways [1,2]. (b) Structurally well-defined functional nanofilms: Most established surface treatment methods are substrate-specific and cannot be easily adapted to different materials or geometries (making them no   more   than   an   academic   curiosity   in   many   cases).   Durham   research   showed   that plasmachemical deposition offers the potential to address this limitation by exploiting the inherent substrate activation by the electrical discharge prior to the onset of film growth.  This allows substrate-independent surface functionalization. Furthermore, this approach is single-step, solventless, operates at ambient temperature, and requires very low energy input. Two methods utilized by Durham have been shown to achieve extremely high chemical selectivity at the plasma- solid interface during functional nanolayer deposition: • Pulsed Plasmachemical Deposition (PPD): By pulsing the electrical discharge on ms-μs timescales, two distinct reaction regimes can be constructed: firstly activation of precursor molecules by UV irradiation, ion, or electron collisions during the plasma duty cycle on-period (typically μs), and then conventional chemistry (e.g. cyclisation or polymerisation) proceeding in the absence of any damaging plasma species during a much longer off-period (typically ms). This has been shown to lead to extremely high levels of surface functionality [3,4]. •  Atomised Spray Plasma Deposition (ASPD): Structurally well-defined functional nanofilms can also be obtained by the nebulisation of precursor molecules into an electrical discharge. Mechanistically,  this  proceeds  by  highly  excited  metastable  atoms  possessing  sufficient energies to activate precursor molecules (Penning type reactions) which initiate conventional  chemical reaction pathways during the impact of the supersonically expanding atomised liquid droplets onto the substrate surface [5]. It has also been shown that well-defined nanocomposite films can be created by utilizing nanoparticle slurries [6].		[1]     J. Hopkins and J. P. S. Badyal, “Nonequilibrium Glow Discharge Fluorination of Polymer Surfaces”, J. Phys. Chem., 1995, 99, 4261-4264. DOI: 10.1021/j100012a056 [60 citations] [2]     I. S. Woodward, W. C. E. Schofield, V. Roucoules and J. P. S. Badyal, “Super-Hydrophobic Surfaces Produced by Plasma Fluorination of Polybutadiene Films”, Langmuir, 2003,19, 3432-3438. DOI: 10.1021/la020427e [203] [3]     M. E. Ryan, A. M. Hynes and J. P. S. Badyal, “Pulsed Plasma Polymerization of Maleic Anhydride”, Chem. Mater., 1996, 8, 37-42. DOI: 10.1021/cm9503691 [135] [4]     S. R. Coulson, I. S. Woodward, S. A. Brewer, C. Willis and J. P. S. Badyal, “Ultra-Low Surface  Energy  Plasma  Polymer  Films”,  Chem.  Mater.,  2000,  12,  2031-2038.  DOI: 10.1021/cm000193p [141] [5]     L. J. Ward, W. C. E. Schofield, A. J. Goodwin, P. J. Merlin and J. P. S. Badyal, “Atmospheric Pressure Plasma Deposition of Structurally Well-Defined Polyacrylic Acid Films”, Chem. Mater., 2003, 15, 1466-1469. DOI: 10.1021/cm020289e [82] [6]     L.  J. Ward  and  J.  P.  S.  Badyal,  “Method  and  Apparatus for  Forming  a  Coating  on a Substrate”, Patent WO 2006/092614, 8 September 2006. The quality of this research is evidenced by several major awards to Badyal including: the Harrison Prize of the Royal Society of Chemistry; the Burch Prize of the British Vacuum Council; and the International Association of Advanced Materials Medal for “Outstanding and Notable Contribution in the Field of Nanomaterials and Nanotechnology”. He has given 13 plenary/keynote and 12 invited lectures at overseas international conferences since 2008 (in countries including Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, India, Italy, Luxembourg,  Mexico,  Netherlands,  New  Zealand,  Poland,  Portugal,  and  USA).  The  surface science described in this study was funded by a variety of research grants from several sources including EPSRC, British Gas, EU, Mupor Ltd, DERA and Dow Corning.		The Durham research described in Section 2 has been transferred to industry through three different business models (income generated growth, corporate venturing, and venture capital). The transfer methods are summarized in the flow chart below and an example of impact generated through each method is given in the following sections. (a) Income Generated Growth (Surface Innovations Ltd, Durham, UK): Atomized-Spray Plasma Deposition (ASPD) described in [6] is capable of producing a wide variety of thin, high quality, functional coatings, at throughputs attractive to a large number of markets. The approach allows lost-cost substrates to exhibit the surface properties and performance of far more expensive materials. To exploit this technology Badyal and Dr Luke Ward (a former PhD student) founded the IP-ownership company Surface Innovations Ltd. in 2001 [Im1]. Durham University agreed to assign non-industrially sponsored intellectual property developed within the Badyal group to the company in return for an equity stake. 14 core patent families were filed during the period 2001–2010 on surface functionalization for applications including: filtration; antifogging; bioarrays; antibacterial; antifouling;  high  dielectric  constant;  super-repellency;  fog  harvesting;  and  rewritability.  The company was funded by loans and income generated from prototype development amounting to £824K for industrial partners including: Siemens (Germany); Arcelor (Belgium); Procter & Gamble (USA);  Sauflon  (UK);  Federal  Moghul  (Luxembourg);  Dow  Corning  (USA);  IRD  Fuel  Cells  (Denmark);  Kimberly-Clark  (USA);  Gillette  (USA);  Calgon  (USA);  Porvair  (UK);  and  SMB Microfluidic Devices (Denmark). The company had 5 employees when it was bought out by P2i Ltd in July 2010 [Im2] for ca £737K (P2i 2010 Annual report [Im8]).  The Department’s share of the income has been used to fund undergraduate research internships in Durham and abroad to highlight entrepreneurship opportunities and benefits to our students.  Badyal has utilized proceeds to help alleviate extreme child poverty in India and Africa. (b) Corporate Venturing (Dow Corning Plasma Ltd, Cork, Ireland): The atomised spray plasmachemical deposition (ASPD) technique developed in Durham [5] was patented in collaboration with Dow Corning and a start-up company [Im3,Im4] was set up in Ireland with an initial investment of €3.3 million made by Dow Corning Corporation (USA). Its managing director was Dr Alan Hynes (a former Badyal PhD student). Large scale (up to 2.8 m width roll-to-roll) industrial manufacturing machines were built based upon the Durham ASPD equipment design and sold for significant sums. The company employed 28 people, and in 2008 the business became fully integrated into Dow Corning Corporation. Current licensees of the ASPD technology include Invexus (USA) which is supplying to the >£2 billion global market for antibacterial surfaces. (c) Venture Capital (P2i Ltd, Abingdon, UK): In 1996 Badyal was approached by the UK MoD concerning the dehydration of British soldiers in the desert during the 1990 conflict with Iraq. In particular, the military wanted to reduce the number of layers of clothing that soldiers had to wear in the battle field. Badyal proposed the utilization of pulsed plasmachemical deposition (PPD) which led to the funding of a PhD student (Stephen Coulson). The idea was successful, a patent for  treating  fabric  was  filed  (GB  Pat  Appl.  9712338.4,  1997)  and  the  research  published [4,Im5,Im6]. Upon completion of his PhD, Stephen Coulson moved to the MoD and in 2004 helped found P2i Ltd (UK Company 04814350), where he has remained as Chief Technology Officer (CTO). P2i has raised £40 million investment from Swarraton Partners, NAXOS Capital Partners, Porton Capital Limited, Unilever Ventures, OMBU Group, and the Rainbow Seed Fund, including £31.75M since 2008. The company headquarters are in Abingdon, and it currently has offices in Savannah (USA), Oregon (USA), Singapore, and an applications centre in China. In 2010, having undergone very rapid growth, P2i purchased Surface Innovations from DU and Badyal in order to broaden its portfolio of functional nanocoatings [Im2,8]. P2i has built its business by developing and commercialising the Durham plasma deposited liquid repellent nanocoatings described in [4].  It has commercialised treatments as the Ion MaskTM brand for footwear, clothing and accessories, and as AridionTM for electronics applications [Im7].  These ultra-low surface energy nanocoatings impart numerous benefits to consumer products. For footwear and filtration media, treated products no longer absorb liquids but instead remain dry, clean  and  lightweight.  For  complex  three  dimensional  products  such  as  smartphones,  and computer tablets, the low surface energy prevents liquids from being drawn into the device by means of capillary action. Figure: Some examples of product applications using Durham-derived plasma nanocoatings. Over  150  commercial  plasma  coatings  units  based  on  the  Durham  design  have  been manufactured by P2i and installed with customers in Argentina, Australia, Brazil, China, Germany, India,  Indonesia,  Singapore,  Spain,  Thailand, UK,  and the USA for  the surface treatment  of products  in  the  electronics,  lifestyle,  life  sciences,  filtration,  energy,  military,  and  institutional  sectors.   Examples of the use of Ion MaskTM  and AridionTM  technologies are given in the figure above and the table below.  This is sourced from Case Studies described in P2i open literature [Im8] in July 2013, and is not a comprehensive list of applications. ApplicationExamples: Brand (models)Notes PhonesAlcatel  (ONE  TOUCH  997  and  992D);  Plantronics
(Headsets  Voyager  legend,  Backbeat  GO);  Motorola
(RAZR and Moto X smartphones and Xyboard tablet)8 million units
>£4M retail Hearing AidsHearing Lab Technology (HLT) – GN Resound 60% of
the world’s hearing aids6 million units
>£3M retail FootwearHi-Tec (V-Lite Mach 4, V-Lite Infinity, Sierra Lite); Teva
(Links  Mtb,  Mush  Frio  Lace,  Fuse-ion,  Reforge- Ionmask);  K-Swiss  (Kwicky  Blade  Light,  California);
Timberland (Tall Zip Boot, Desert Boot, City 6IN Boot,
Formentor  Boot);  Scott  (Eride  Icerunner);  Van  Dal (suede shoe range); Mizuno (Weathers golf); MAGNUM (Sidewinder  Combat  Desert  Boot,  Elite  Force  Boot); Nike; Adidas3 million pairs of shoes
>£2M retail ClothingKangol Headwear (Tropic Jacquard 507, Zig Duke, Pole
Stripe); Trekmates (Mountain Lite Mitt); Global Armour
(G Tech Vest)Potential market of >£1 billion Filtration and
EnergyPorvair (filtration and separation equipment)
Crowcon (gas detection equipment, STAY-CLIR) Eppendorf (Pipette tips)55,000 ft of filter media
100 million pipette tips P2i company turnover has grown rapidly since 2008 (see table), exceeding £8.8M in 2011–12 with 93% of revenues generated in geographic markets outside of the UK, leading to the creation of >100 new jobs and the establishment of wholly owned subsidiaries in China, Hong Kong, USA and Singapore. P2i currently own a portfolio of over 60 patent families to protect their core businesses. 2008            2009            2010           2011            2012          Totals* VC raised (£M)                   2.0               6.1               5.5             11.4             6.75            31.75 Turnover(£M)                   0.862           1.035           3.180          6.021           8.886         19.984 Employees                          15                27                48               90               115              115 * Company report for January – July 2013 unavailable at time of writing P2i is widely recognized as being the world leader in plasmachemical deposited functional nanocoatings and has won numerous awards including: International Business Award for “Most Innovative Company in Europe”, 2011 and 2012; “Footwear Innovation” category at the 2009 Company Clothing Awards, London, 2009; “Borderless Business” category, Management Today, 2011; “Best of Show” award, American Academy of Audiology, 2011; Global Business Excellence Award 2012; and 27th fasted growing UK technology company in the 2012 Sunday Times Tech Track 100 league table. The Durham research has featured extensively in the media, including: the Sunday Times newspaper; the national BBC Evening TV News; BBC Radio 4 Today Programme; Channel 5’s Gadget Show; and the Discovery Channel.		[Im1] Surface innovations: www.surface-innovations.com and annual reports filed with Companies House 2008–2013. [Im2] P2i acquisition of Surface Innovations: P2i Press Release, 13 July, 2010. [Im3] Dow coatings: Dow Corning Plasma Solutions Application Note, 2005. [Im4] Dow coatings: Chem. Eng. News, October 16, 2006, 84 (42), 18-20. [Im5] Fabric coating: DSTL Annual Report and Accounts, 2004/2005, p17. [Im6] Fabric coating: Sunday Times main section, 11th October 1998. [Im7] P2i brands: Financial Times, March 4, 2012. [Im8] P2i awards: www.p2i.com, P2i Media Information Pack and Annual reports filed with Companies House 2008–2013.

		67		0.0648		Liquid crystals based on the ortho-difluorophenyl unit		216 million LCD-TVs were sold in 2012 many of which incorporate liquid crystals invented in Hull. Research on the design, synthesis and evaluation of liquid crystals of negative dielectric anisotropy and the formulation of liquid crystalline mixtures incorporating them enabled the successful commercialisation of two types of Liquid Crystal Displays (LCDs), i.e., Vertically Aligned Nematic (VAN)-LCDs for televisions, desktop monitors and laptop computers and Ferroelectric Liquid Crystals on Silicon (F-LCOS) microdisplays used in head-mounted displays for training simulators, computer games and in camera viewfinders. Kingston Chemicals Limited, a spinout from the University of Hull, supplies ferroelectric liquid crystals to LCD manufacturers.		Pre-1993 research at the University of Hull had focussed on the synthesis and evaluation of the physical properties of  smectic liquid crystals, such as the ortho-difluoroterphenyls 1 and 2, for F- LCOS applications and other types of ferroelectric LCDs for LCD-TVs. Prototypes were fabricated, but not manufactured on a large scale due to fabrication and shock-stability problems. This joint research  carried  out  between  the  University  of  Hull,  E.  Merck,  and  funded  by  the  Defence Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA) led to joint patents owned by DERA, covering this generic class of compounds.1,2 Post-1993 research between the University of Hull, Merck and DERA focussed on designing modified terphenyl-type structures, such as 1-6, with exclusively  nematic mesophases for VAN- LCDs in order to facilitate the large scale manufacture of LCD-TVs. The design of  nematic liquid crystals with a large lateral dipole - and hence a significant negative dielectric anisotropy - was a major, unresolved challenge at that time.3,4 Post-1993 research at the University of Hull focussed on completely suppressing the smectic (layered) nature of the ortho-difluoroterphenyls and replacing it with the desired (non-layered) nematic phase required for VAN-LCDs for LCD TVs. The presence of a smectic phase even at very low temperatures, e.g., at -50 oC, below a nematic phase can result in a high viscosity of the nematic phase above it at room temperature. The smectic and nematic phases of terphenyl derivatives synthesised up to that point were highly viscous and exhibited very high melting points and poor solubility in liquid crystal mixtures. The post-1993 research at the University of Hull led to the synthesis of ortho-difluoroterphenyls with a broad nematic phase, low melting points, a high nematic clearing point and most importantly, generated a high negative dielectric anisotropy (-2.5 >  > -7) and a high birefringence (n > 0.20). Nematic mixtures containing them, developed with colleagues at DERA and Merck, exhibit low viscosity (1 ~ 100), a wide operating temperature range (typically -50 oC to 120 oC), appropriate elastic constant ratios (k11, k22, and k33), moderate birefringence (n ~ 0.08) and dielectric anisotropy (-3 >  > -4) values, a short optical path (dn < 0.3), high pre-tilt angles (1o  - 5o), high voltage holding ratios (VHR), fast response times (ca. 20 ms), wide viewing angles with high optical contrast at low operating voltages (2-3 V) in very large, full-colour, video-rate VAN-LCDs for LCD TVs.2-6 Many of these objectives are mutually exclusive and many non-linear effects and non-ideal behaviour are observed, especially in complex mixtures  with between 10 – 20, sometimes 50, individual components. Another key aspect of the successful commercialisation of VAN-LCDs for the TV market was the development at the University of Hull of optimised reaction conditions for the Suzuki aryl-aryl cross-coupling reaction to synthesise difluoro- substituted liquid crystals on a cost-effective industrial scale.4 A substantial body of related research between 2000-2004, funded by the Ministry of Defence (UK) and the EPSRC, and 2004-2007, funded by the DTI and Kingston Chemicals, led to structures such as 7 and 8, which were designed to generate a bookshelf molecular alignment to further optimize liquid crystal mixtures for F-LCOS applications.7-8		(1) Fluorinated Oligophenyls and Their Use in Liquid Crystal Materials. U. Finkenzeller, T. Geelhaar, G. W. Gray, M. Hird, J. Krause, D. Lacey, V. Reiffenrath, K. J. Toyne and A. Wächtler, EP 0329752 B1, filed 13 Aug 1988 by E. Merck; Difluorinated Terphenyls and their Use in Liquid Crystal Materials. G. W. Gray, M. Hird, D. Lacey, K. J. Toyne, V. Reiffenrath, A. Wächtler, J. Krause, U. Finkenzeller and T. Geelhaar, UK Patent 2 227 742 B, filed 9 Mar 1989 by Defence Re-search Agency; The synthesis and transition temperatures of some 4,4''-dialkyl- and 4,4''-alkoxy-alkyl-1,1':4',1''-terphenyls with 2,3- or 2',3'-difluoro substituents and of their biphenyl analogues. G.W. Gray, M. Hird, D. Lacey, K.J. Toyne, J. Chem. Soc., Perkin Trans. 2, 1989, 2041-2053. (2) Synthesis, mesomorphic behaviour and optical anisotropy of some novel materials for nematic mixtures of high birefringence, J. Mat. Chem. 2000, 10, 1555-1563. (3) The synthesis and mesomorphic properties of 4,4''-dialkyl-2,2',3- and 2,2',3-trifluoro-1,1':4',1''- terphenyls for high dielectric biaxiality ferroelectric mixtures. M.E. Glendenning, J.W. Goodby, M. Hird, K.J. Toyne, J. Chem. Soc., Perkin Trans. 2, 2000, 27-34. (4) Synthesis, mesomorphic behaviour and optical anisotropy of some novel materials for nematic mixtures of high birefringence. M. Hird, K. J. Toyne, J. W. Goodby, G. W. Gray, V. Minter, R. P. Tuffin and D. G. McDonnell, J. Mater. Chem., 2004, 11, 1731-1743. (5) The dramatic influence of the location of bend and of lateral fluoro substitution on the mesomorphic properties of angular chiral esters based on a 1,3-disubstituted benzene ring, K.M. Fergusson, M. Hird, J. Mater, Chem., 2010, 20, 3069-3078 (6) Fluorinated liquid crystals - properties and applications. M. Hird, Chem. Soc. Rev., 2008, 36, 2070- 2095. Molecular complexity and the control of self-organising processes, J.W. Goodby, I.M. Saez, S.J. Cowling, J.S. Gasowska, R.A. MacDonald, S. Sia, P. Watson, K.J. Toyne, M. Hird, R.A. Lewis, S.E. Lee, V. Vaschenko, Liquid Crystals, 2009, 36, 567-605. (7) The synthesis and mesomorphic properties of 2,2',3-Tri- and 2,2',3,3'-Tetra-fluoro-1,1':4',1''-terphenyls for high dielectric biaxiality ferroelectric liquid crystal mixtures. M. E. Glendenning, J. W. Goodby, M. Hird and K. J. Toyne, J. Chem. Soc., Perkin Trans. 2, 1999, 481-491. (8) The synthesis and mesomorphic properties of liquid crystals with bulky terminal groups designed for bookshelf geometry ferroelectric mixtures. I.A. Radini, M. Hird, Liquid Crystals, 2009, 36, 1417-1430.		The beneficiaries of the underpinning research have been:    Merck’s Liquid Crystals business unit, which increased turnover by 8.0% to €1,094 million in 2011 from €1,013 million in 2010. “This [growth] stemmed from the ongoing demand, particularly for IPS (in-plane switching) technologies for smart-phone touch-screens and PS-VA (polymer-stabilized vertical alignment) as well as VA (vertical alignment) technologies for TV displays.”[A,B]    Manufacturers of LCDs, who produced LCDs worth $99.4 billion in 2011 rising to a turnover of $107.7 billion in 2012 including 216 million LCD-TVs.[C-G]    Micron Technology, USA, and Forth Dimension Displays, UK, which are the two main manufacturers of F-LCOS microdisplays in a market worth $250 million in 2011.[H,I]    Kingston Chemicals Limited, which had a turnover of £200k in 2011.     The users of devices with VAN-LCDs, such as banks, who benefit from the significantly lower energy consumption of LCDs (10%-25%) compared to that required for CRTs.[J]    Purchasers of consumer devices, such as LCD TVs, laptops, with better LCD screens. The two LCD applications that have benefited most from liquid crystals based on the ortho- difluorophenyl unit developed and optimised at the University of Hull during the assessment period, in collaboration with the MoD and E. Merck, are VAN-LCDs for LCD-TVs, which is a multi-billion pound  market  involving  very  large  LCDs  in  TVs  and  laptop  computers,  and  F-LCOS  LCDs, primarily used in camera viewfinders, which is a niche, but very important market, using small LCDs. Vertically Aligned Nematic technology encompasses several variants, such as Polymer- stabilised-, Multidomain- and Patterned-VA-LCDs.[D-F] VAN-LCDs have replaced bulky cathode ray tube displays as well as earlier LCDs and provide the majority of the 216 million LCD-TVs sold in 2012, from manufacturers such as Samsung, Sharp and Sony.[C] The advantageous VAN-LCD technology is increasingly (2008 to present time) being employed in smaller displays for desktop and laptop displays, which is a very high volume market. Additionally, because of the lower power consumption and cheaper production costs, VAN-LCD technology is now being introduced into the mobile phone and tablet markets. No other current design of material can match those based on the ortho-difluorophenyl unit for the combination of liquid crystallinity, low viscosity and high negative dielectric anisotropy required for VAN displays. [D-G] “Liquid Crystals generate more than 70% of the [E. Merck performance materials] division’s sales [€1,719 million]. Based on a market share of between 50% and 60%, this business has for many years commanded the number one market position for liquid crystal mixtures used in liquid crystal displays (LCDs). With the broadest offering in the industry, the business unit’s product portfolio comprises liquid crystals tailored to match the individual requirements of the full range of LCDs, from small displays in smart phones to ultra-large televisions. The portfolio includes liquid crystals based on polymer stabilized vertical alignment (PS-VA) technologies, primarily used in mid- and large-sized televisions, as well as liquid crystals based on in-plane switching (IPS) technology, which are also used in televisions as well as increasingly in mobile devices such as tablet PCs and smart phones. The Liquid Crystals business unit operates in a highly consolidated market with a total of only three suppliers, indicating the high barriers to entry as a result of the scientific complexity of liquid crystals and their high quality requirements. Liquid Crystals supplies all seven major LCD panel manufacturers that serve television manufacturers or other consumer electronics companies.”[B] The ortho-difluorophenyl unit is also present in smectic liquid crystals, developed and optimised at the University of Hull in the assessment period, that are essential components of smectic mixtures used in Ferroelectric Liquid Crystal on Silicon (F-LCOS) microdisplays, which are small LCDs with a cell thickness of less than a micron. The amount of liquid crystal material used is very small when compared with that used in VAN-LCDs, but nevertheless the commercial impact is still very significant. F-LCOS microdisplays provide very high resolution and extremely fast switching, and are employed in head-mounted displays for training simulators and computer games, and in camera viewfinders for the film, military and medical industries. The high value-added nature of the liquid crystals used in F-LCOS microdisplays provides an ideal business for Kingston Chemicals Limited, which manufactures ortho-difluorophenyl liquid crystals and formulates ferroelectric liquid crystal mixtures containing them for Display Tech and Forth Dimension Displays. Citizen Finetech Mijota Japan, which now owns Display Tech,[H] and Forth Dimension Displays, are two of the main manufacturers of F-LCOS microdisplays in a global microdisplays market expected to reach $995 million by 2016 from $250 million in 2011.[I]		[A] Merck Annual Report 2011. [B] Merck Annual Report 2012. [C] Quarterly Global TV Shipment and Forecast Report, 2012, NPD Display Search; http://www.displaysearch.com/.  [D] Advanced Liquid Crystals for Television. D. Pauluth and K. Tarumi, J. Mater. Chem., 2004, 14, 1219-1227 & “Optimization of Liquid Crystals for Television.” J. SID., 2005, 18/8, 693-702. [E] New liquid crystal materials for active matrix displays with negative dielectric anisotropy and low rotational viscosity. M. Klasen, M. Bremer and K. Tarumi, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys., 2000, 39, L1180-L1182. [F] Liquid crystals for TV screens. M. Bremer, M. Klasen-Memmer and K. Tarumi, Adv. Mater., 2004, 16, 1882-1885. [G] http://itersnews.com/?p=14292. [H]  http://displaydaily.com/2009/05/20/micron-buys-displaytech-key-validation-of-pico-market/. [I]   http://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/micro-displays-market-430.html. [J]  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_CRT,_LCD,_Plasma,_and_OLED.

		68		0.000045		Crystals for National Security and Biomedical Diagnostics		X-ray scanners are a staple of the security industry: their use at ports and airports is a key component of national security. In order to function effectively, these scanners require state-of-the- art scintillator materials and, given the size of the global market and importance of the industry, there is a drive to make these materials work more effectively to achieve better clarity in object identification and faster scanning times. This case study describes the development of a new scintillator product for Hilger Crystals Ltd which was based on a long-term collaboration with materials researchers at the University of Kent. This represents a substantial contribution to: improving security at country entry/exit points; the commercial success of Hilger and the company’s ability to enter new markets (for example medical diagnostic uses). In addition to the downstream security and diagnostic impact arising from this work there have been a number of concomitant benefits to the country, the company and the University.		An  on-going  collaboration  between  Hilger  Crystals  and  physicists/chemists  in  the  School  of Physical Sciences at the University of Kent (principally A.V. Chadwick [Kent 1970-present] and G. Mountjoy [Kent 1996-present] and later Alfredsson [Kent 2007-present] and Ph.D/KTP Associate A Blacklocks [Kent 2004-2011]) has been in existence for more than a decade. This case study describes one successful project that has arisen from this collaboration. Not all of the research described here was published in the academic literature for reasons of confidentiality. Publication [1] is directly relevant to this proposal, Publications [2,3] describe underpinning technique development pioneered by Kent staff, that was later employed in this case. Theoretical work performed by Kent staff (M. Alfredsson [Kent lecturer 2007-present]) was also key to the success of this project. The SPS contribution can be verified by Hilger Crystals [5.1]. There is a large worldwide market in scintillator materials for X-ray scanners. However, images produced during scanning are blurred due to an electronic process known as ‘afterglow’. Understanding the origin of the afterglow in scintillators allows for the production of novel materials with improved properties, resulting in sharper images. The objectives of the collaboration between Hilger Crystals Ltd (Hilger) and the School of Physical Sciences (SPS) were to: (i)  establish the origin of the afterglow process in Thallium-doped Caesium Iodide (Tl,Cs)I scintillator single crystals; (ii) develop an industrial process in which high-quality crystals could be grown reliably, with significantly reduced afterglow, using standard commercial materials; (iii) investigate co-doping with rare-earth elements[1] to establish whether these elements are critical for the afterglow reduction in (Tl,Cs)I. (i) Origin of the afterglow process. It is generally accepted that the afterglow is caused by trapping of the carriers that re-combine with the excited defect centres. The theoretical work led by Alfredsson proposed unusual behaviour of the Cs-I interactions in the system. Contrary to the general observation that band gaps decrease  with increasing pressure it was found that the band gap in CsI increases if pressure or stress is applied. This was originally explained as a relativistic effect in the material, but our simulations showed this be a hybridisation effect. The observation is important in the understanding of the origin to the afterglow, as the relaxation time of the material is crucial for low afterglow. Thallium doping reduces the band gap significantly, but the band gap behaviour remains. Understanding and controlling this behaviour decreases the afterglow in the material (ii) Reliable growth of high quality crystals. New scaled-up crystal growth techniques were investigated at Hilger. These were performed in collaboration with, and guided by Density Functional Theory simulations and a number of material characterisation experiments (e.g. IR, TGA, XRD and SEM-EDX) undertaken at SPS. The quality of the crystal was found to be critically dependent on crystal growth parameters, particularly temperature gradient and soaking times: these were optimised. Processing of the final material, including heat treatment and storage time, were found to reduce the afterglow, as the material is allowed to relax after processing. Allowing the material to relax means storage costs for the company. The result was a new crystal growth method that yields new types of (TlCs)I crystals with substantially  fewer  defects.  These  crystals  are  much  clearer  and  more  reproducible  than previously, and have dramatically reduced afterglow. (iii) Co-doping with rare-earth elements. Rare-earth doped CsI single crystals were initially grown at the SPS and Hilger. In 2006 Blacklocks (Ph.D) and Chadwick[1] measured the afterglow using X-ray excitation using combined techniques developed by Chadwick, Mountjoy and others [2,3]. Short- and long-life relaxations times were monitored for crystals with and without the presence of Eu and Sm. It was found that there are two distinct afterglows, long-term and short-term and that doping by rare-earths is only effective for short-term afterglow reduction. Further, different growth conditions were explored. It had been proposed that Tl is a determining factor controlling the afterglow in CsI as this element may form Tl-dimers or defects in the structure. For this purpose the local structure of CsI(Tl) structure was determined using X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAFS) [1-3] in combination with atomistic simulations [unpublished, performed by M. Alfredsson and A. Blacklocks]. The introduction of rare- earth dopants decreases afterglow substantially, but other properties such as hydroscopicity increase, limiting the range of applications.		Underpinning and background research was undertaken by staff at Kent as evidenced below (references [1], [2] and [3] best indicate the quality of the underpinning research). All references are to work led by staff from the School of Physical Sciences at the University of Kent, and all have an author from the University of Kent as first and/or corresponding author. Bold indicates a Kent author. 1.   “Investigation into thallium sites and defects in doped scintillation crystals”, Blacklocks, A. N.; Chadwick, A. V.; Jackson, R. A.; Hutton, K. B., Physica Status Solidi C - Current Topics in Solid State Physics, 4, 1008-1011 (2007) DOI:  http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/pssc.200673704 2.   “Solid state NMR and X-ray studies of the structural evolution of nanocrystalline zirconia”, Chadwick, AV; Mountjoy, G; Nield, VM; Poplett, IJF; Smith, ME (Kent 1992-1998); Strange, JH; Tucker, MG, Chemistry of Materials, 13, 1219-1229 (2001) DOI:  http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/cm001152w 3.   “A combined EXAFS and diffraction study of pure and doped nanocrystalline tin oxide”, Davis, SR; Chadwick, AV; Wright, JP, Journal of Physical Chemistry B, 101, 9901-9908 (1997) DOI:  http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp971756w  4.   Grants: KTP project (PI, Dr. M. Alfredsson; co-investigators Prof. AV Chadwick and Dr G. Mountjoy);  EPSRC-CASE award (PI, Prof AV Chadwick; co-investigator Dr G. Mountjoy); INTERREG II, III (PI;AV Chadwick, co-investigators, Drs G. Mountjoy and P. Lindan) and INTERREG  IV  (PI,  M.  Alfredsson;  co-investigators;  Prof.  AV  Chadwick  and  Dr.  G. Mountjoy		Hilger Crystals Ltd (Hilger) manufactures a range of synthetic crystals for X-ray and Infra-red applications. The collaboration between Hilger and the School of Physical Sciences (SPS) dates back more than 10 years and builds on the expertise of Prof. Chadwick and Dr Mountjoy in defect chemistry and analysis of their local structure using XAFS measurements [2,3]. The latest KTP project [4] (co-ordinated by Dr. Alfredsson) followed a CASE-studentship between Prof. Chadwick and Hilger (Drs. Telfer, Hutton and Blacklocks). This is an on-going collaboration and further results are to be expected. The new growth method stemming from SPS’s collaboration with Hilger is robust for producing moderate volumes of low afterglow (Tl,Cs)I in relatively low capital cost plant, permitting Hilger to be competitive with low cost manufacturers in China etc. Only a few crystal growers worldwide have been able to achieve this and it has given the company a competitive advantage. This has allowed Hilger to expand its market and seek customers in high-end applications of X-ray imaging such as air transport and sea cargo screening and medical diagnostic devices. Despite the disadvantages detailed above the rare-earth doped crystals are also of interest for some specialist applications. As a result of the new product, derived from the collaboration with the University, the company has recruited new staff, including one new research scientist as well as other high-quality technical staff - a key requirement for future growth. The new material enables great market  penetration for  high-performance end sales to X-ray imaging companies throughout the world. All of the company’s current customers are located outside the UK. Hence, all sales are export sales, mostly to the USA. The new material increased the annual sales turnover by c.£45k the first year it was launched in 2012 and is projected (based on past experience, by the company) to improve the annual sales turnover in the next three years’ time to £250k, which corresponds to about 35% of the company’s annual export volume. Detectors and Imaging Arrays Cs(Tl)I from the Hilger Crystals Website. http://www.hilger-crystals.co.uk/prior/detectors.htm A  positive  effect  on  the  reputation  and  advertisement  of  Hilger  Crystals  Ltd,  resulted  in  the company being acquired by one of their largest competitors in 2010, becoming a partner of the Dynasil group, which specialises in advanced materials for a broad range of applications, with markets  in  the  medical,  industrial,  defence,  as  well  as  the  homeland  security,  sectors.  This  occurred while the product described in this case study was under development and hence the potential future profits from this product will have contributed to Hilger’s attractiveness to Dynasil. Hilger Crystals grow crystals for other companies to use in x-ray scanners and other devices. These are sold into, and employed in, the security and medical industries. Hence societal impact is “downstream” and we can only describe this aspect of the impact in general terms. Principal Impact •   A new product has successfully been developed with a low afterglow that exceeded original expectations. •   While the new crystals only became available for sale in 2012, Hilger already has four client companies  which  have  purchased  the  crystals  and,  thereby,  have  been  able  to manufacture and sell cheaper scanners that yield higher quality images. •   Hilger’s managing director informed the University that currently (June 2013) there are about 50 detectors using these crystals in use in security and medical diagnostic roles. Subsidiary Impact •   Indirectly this work contributes to improved security at national entry points. •   This work contributes to improved medical diagnostics (particularly mammography). •   The product is currently around 7%, and projected to reach 35%, of the company’s sales. •   As all of the company’s current customers are located outside the UK, all sales are export sales and hence it produces income and tax revenue to the UK. •   Current customers have been retained, and new customers secured, by the company. •   New staff has been hired, including a research scientist and high quality technical staff to expand the company’s research base. •  Exclusion of rare-earth dopants makes the material less expensive than the originally proposed product. •   In 2010 Hilger was incorporated into the Dynasil group, based in the USA, improving the company’s research profile with the aim to develop new X-ray imaging materials. •   A number of academic-related benefits including: (i) Hilger acting as industrial partners in the EU-funded Interreg projects and (ii) SPS is organising the international meeting EURODIM2014. The collaboration with Hilger is assisting the University in attracting world- leading speakers from industrial and academic backgrounds. •   Generated research income to the University of Kent: (directly) £150,000 and (indirectly) £300,000-£350,000.		1.   Jim Telfer, Hilger Crystals, Managing Director. [Contact 1] 2.   Keith Hutton, Hilger Crystals, Materials Development Scientist. [Contact 2] 3.   Aaron Blacklocks, Hilger Crystals, KTP Fellow. [Contact 3] 4.   Knowledge Transfer Partnerships Final Report Form, 08/11/2011. Partnership: KTP007000, Partners: University of Kent, Hilger Crystals Limited. 5.   KTP  Local  Management  Committee  meetings,  minutes  and reports,  29/8/2008,  7/1/2009, 27/4/2009,   21/9/2009,   14/1/2010,   17/5/2010,   1/9/2010,   9/2/2011,   18/5/2011   (HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL)

		79		0.68352		Impact on DNA (gene) sequencing based on chemically modified DNA		This case study describes both economic and healthcare benefits that have resulted from a new DNA (gene) sequencing technique known as SOLiD sequencing. Through the 1990s until the present, Cosstick  (University of  Liverpool since 1984) has both developed the synthesis and studied the properties of chemically modified DNA in which a single oxygen atom is replaced by sulfur; we have termed this a 3’-phosphorothiolate (3’-sp) modification. Chemically prepared DNA containing the 3’-sp modification is a key enabling component of the Applied Biosystems SOLiD DNA sequencing instrument which is able to produce extremely rapid, cost-effective and exceptionally accurate DNA sequence information. The impact of this very powerful sequencing technology extends beyond economic benefits as it has many healthcare applications which have impacted medical practice.		The chemical modification to DNA that is required for the SOLiD sequencing technology involves replacing a single oxygen atom in the phosphodiester linkage of the DNA with sulfur to produce the 3’-phosphorothiolate (3’-sp) linkage (Figure). This modification was originally designed by Cosstick (then lecturer in Chemistry, University of Liverpool) as a DNA analogue that was expected to be resistant to cleavage by enzymes that process and manipulate DNA, but susceptible to cleavage by mild chemical reagents. The motivation for this research was to provide new approaches to manipulate DNA that might find applications in biotechnology. The chemical synthesis of oligonucleotides (short pieces of DNA) containing this modification was first reported by the Cosstick Group. An important step towards realising the potential application of the 3’-sp modification was the subsequent report by Cosstick and co-workers  that  a  DNA  molecule  with  7250  natural  phosphate  linkages  could  be  specifically cleaved at the site of a single 3’-sp linkage by aqueous solutions of silver ions.1 It was apparent at this time that in order to fully explore the potential applications of the 3’-sp modification greatly improved methods were required for its preparation and thus through the 1990s and 2000s the Cosstick group reported a number of methods for the chemical synthesis of DNA sequences containing  the  3’-sp  modification.  These  studies  culminated  in  the  key  report  (2004)  of  a preparative method based on the use of 3’-S-phosphorothioamidites which was compatible with standard automated procedures for the chemical synthesis of DNA. This method therefore made oligonucleotides containing the 3’-sp linkage much more readily accessible by routine DNA synthesis procedures.2 The resulting improved access to these 3’-sp DNA analogues made it possible to investigate their interactions with complementary sequences of DNA or RNA in much greater detail. It was shown that a DNA strand containing this modification could form duplex structures with either complementary DNA or RNA strands and indeed the 3’-sp modification actually stabilised some of these structures.3,4    Significantly, it was established that the effect of the 3’-sp modification had a predictable effect on the thermal melting temperature of complementary oligonucleotides. This was important in establishing that DNA containing the 3’-sp modification would be compatible with the hybridisation steps in the SOLiD sequencing technique.  In summary, the work conducted by the Cosstick group at Liverpool has covered the synthesis of the 3’-sp   DNA analogues, the effect that this modification has on duplex and higher order DNA/RNA structures and their mild chemical and enzymatic cleavage. This work established information on all the important chemical properties of this modification and thus provided the necessary background from which the chemical/biochemical aspects of the sequencing method could be developed. Much of this work was performed though national and international collaborations. The work has been supported by both the EPSRC5 and the BBSRC.5		* = Three references to indicate the quality of the research. 1. Vyle, J.S., Kemp, D., Cosstick, R., and Connolly, B.A. Sequence and strand specific cleavage in oligonucleotides and DNA containing 3'-thiothymidine. Biochemistry 31, 3012 – 3018 (1992). DOI: 10.1021/bi00126a024 2*. Sabbagh, G., Fettes, K.J., Gossain, R., O'Neil, I.A.   and Cosstick, R. Synthesis of phosphorothioamidites derived from 3'-thio-3'-deoxy-thymidine and 3'-thio-2’,3'-dideoxycytidine and the automated synthesis of oligodeoxynucleotides containing a 3'–S–phosphorothiolate linkage. Nucl. Acids Res. 32, 495-501 (2004). DOI: 10.1093/nar/gkh189 3*. Beevers, A.P.G., Fettes, K.J., Roberts, S.M., O'Neil, I.A., Arnold, J.R.P., Cosstick, R. and Fisher, J. Probing the effect of a 3'-S-phosphorothiolate link on the conformation of a DNA:RNA hybrid; Implications for antisense drug design, J. Chem. Soc., Chem.Commun. 1458-1459 (2002). DOI: 10.1039/B203582K 4*.  Bentley,  J.,  Brazier,  J.A.,  Fisher,  J.  and  Cosstick,  R.  Duplex  stability  of  DNA·DNA  and DNA·RNA duplexes containing 3'-S-phosphorothiolate linkages. Org. Biomol. Chem. 5, 3698-3702 (2007). DOI: 10.1039/b713292a 5. Cosstick PI on all grants. EPSRC: EP/F011938/1, Increasing the potency of RNA interference using RNA mimetics, 2007-10, £299,576; BBSRC: B05097, Synthesis and application of nucleic acid analogues containing 3'-S-phosphorothiolate linkages, 1995-98, £136,725; BBSRC: B18146, Oligonucleotides containing phosphorothiolate linkages, 2003-06, £192,736.		The body of research published by the Cosstick group from the 1990’s through to the present, has described a wealth of information relating to the chemistry and biochemistry of the 3’-sp linkages. Oligonucleotides containing this 3’-sp linkage are an essential component in a DNA sequencing method known as SOLiDTM (Sequencing by Oligonucleotide Ligation and Detection). SOLiD sequencing was launched by Applied Biosystems Inc  (ABI, now incorporated into Life Technologies as of 2008) in 2007 and the SOLiD sequencing instruments became commercially available in 2008.6,7  The SOLiD method is based on sequencing by ligation and uses universal sequencing primers (essentially short oligonucleotides containing the 3-sp linkage) to interrogate the DNA template to be sequenced. The sequence is read through rounds of hybridisation, ligation, detection  and  cleavage.  The  cleavage  step  removes  the  fluorescent  label  (required  for  the detection step) from the 5’-end of the oligonucleotide and resets the system for the next round of hybridisation and ligation, so that the next nucleotide can be sequenced. The specific cleavage step  of  the  3’-sp  linkage,  which  is  conducted  under  mild  conditions  compatible  with  the requirements of the SOLiD method using aqueous silver ions as demonstrated by Cosstick,1 is crucial: at the time when the method was developed, no other of DNA modification was known to work in SOLiD sequencing. Details of the sequencing method and the role of the 3’-sp linkage are clearly evident from the patents of McKernan8 and from a review article on sulfur analogues of nucleic acids by Zon.9  Cosstick’s chemistry was thus decisive in enabling implementation of SOLiD sequencing. It was subsequently shown that SOLiD sequencing can also be performed in what is known as “the reverse direction” using the isomeric 5’-sp linkages,8,9 but in this case an additional step is necessary to remove the 3’-phosphate prior to ligation.  In 2006, ABI were working on the development of their SOLiD sequencing method and needed to produce oligonucleotides containing the 3’-sp linkages on a large-scale, as these were essential reagents for the SOLiD instruments. Their synthetic approach to the large-scale synthesis of these oligonucleotides  was  principally  based  on  scaling-up  the  synthetic  procedures  published  by Cosstick in 2004.2    On invitation from Dr Gerry Zon (then director of sequencing chemistry), Cosstick visited the ABI chemistry labs (Foster City, CA, USA) in October 2006 for detailed discussions relating to some of the difficulties the chemistry sequencing group had encountered with the synthesis of 3’-sp modified oligonucleotides. At that time there was considerable urgency to establish an efficient method for the production of the 3’-sp modified oligonucleotides in order to meet the demand for these reagents when the instruments became commercially available. In terms of their performance, the latest SOLiD instruments (5500 series genetic analysers) deliver greater than 90 giga base-pairs of sequence information in one day and a 7 day run can complete the sequence of the human genome. The two-base encoding, which is unique to the SOLiD method, provides exceptional sequencing accuracy at >99.94%, (for further information see: http://tools.lifetechnologies.com/content/sfs/brochures/cms_057511.pdf),10   as  each  nucleotide  in the  sequence  is  essentially  read  twice.  The  SOLiD  technology  is  one  of  several  so-called second/next-generation sequencing systems (together with instruments from Illumina, Roche and to a lesser extent Helicos) which were available as of 2008. Each of these sequencing systems seems to have its own advantages and limitations, although in 2011 the SOLiD system was reported to have the lowest reagent cost needed to reassemble a human genome11 and came top in the J.P. Morgan Next Generation Sequencing Survey12  (published in 2010) for accuracy. Accuracy was also shown to be the most important attribute when choosing a DNA sequencing system.12 The estimated sales value of SOLiD sequencing systems to Life Technolgies is also presented in the J.P. Morgan survey12  and rose from zero in 2007 to $68 million in 2008, $100million in 2009 and predicted sales of $136.9 million in 2010, $178 million in 2011 and $222.5 million in 2012 (figures based on J.P. Morgan estimates and company reports12). In 2010, only two years after becoming commercially available, the SOLiD instrument was estimated to have about 20% market share for second/next-generation sequencing and was predicted to rise to 22.6%   (second   largest   market   share   after   Illumina)   by   2012.12     New   jobs   created   by commercialization of SOLiD sequencing include USA-based manufacturing of consumable reagents, world-wide hiring of technical specialists to support customers, and (especially) world- wide sample preparation, sequencing and bioinformatics analysis at service-provider facilities. The benefit of the SOLiD sequencing system goes beyond that of generating economic impact, as the technology is now enabling patients to benefit from personalised medicine derived from DNA sequence information. For example, whole genome sequencing (conducted with the SOLiD 4 instrument)  of  twins  with  dopamine-responsive  dystonia,  a  clinically  complex  neurological movement disorder, that is normally treated with L-dopa, identified unexpected mutations in the gene encoding sepiapterin reductase. This enzyme is responsible for the synthesis of co-factors required for the synthesis of dopamine and seratonin. Supplement of the L-dopa therapy with a serotonin precursor resulted in considerable clinical improvements in both twins.13 The exceptional accuracy of the 2-base encoding means that SOLiD sequencing is ideally suited to cancer   research/diagnosis,   because   tumors   contain   mixed   sub-populations   with   different mutations. Deep-sequencing on the SOLiD platform has revealed differential expression of microRNAs in favourable versus unfavourable neuroblastoma (the most common extracranial solid tumor of childhood) and provides a reliable method to assess the aggressiveness and hence prognosis of the tumor.14 Whilst just two specific examples are presented here, they indicate the tremendous scope of the SOLiD sequencing technique to aid diagnosis and treatment of a wide  range of diseases. There is a list of over 100 publications resulting from SOLiD sequencing at the Life Technologies website which cover applications on: sequencing accuracy, bioinformatics, de novo sequencing, targeted     resequencing     and     transcriptome     analysis     (further     details     available     at: http://www.invitrogen.com/site/us/en/home/Products-and-Services/Applications/Sequencing/Next- Generation-Sequencing/Publications-Literature.html )10 The wealth of research that was conducted by the Cosstick group on DNA containing the 3'-S- phosphorothiolate linkage has been absolutely crucial to the development of SOLiD sequencing. The contribution that the work in Liverpool made to the SOLiD programme has been corroborated by Dr Gerry Zon15  (letter available) who was directing the ABI chemistry sequencing group in Foster City (USA) at the time SOLiD sequencing was being developed. To quote from Dr Zon’s letter, “the scale-up of the synthesis of the phosphorothiolate-containing DNA reagents had to be done in a very short period of time, because of competing sequencing techniques which were due to come on the market. It was an enormous benefit therefore to be able to use and adapt your published procedures, particularly the automated synthesis of the phosphorothiolate oligomers you published in 2004” (reference 2). To quote further, “from the work you had published (reference 3 is quoted in the letter, it was apparent that) the phosphorothiolate reagents would be fully compatible with all aspects of the sequencing technique (and) gave ABI confidence to commit to the technique”.		6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ABI_Solid_Sequencing 10 7. Metzker, M. Application of next-generation sequencing. Nature Reviews Genetics 11, 31-46 (2010). DOI: 10.1038/nrg2626 8. McKernan, K., Blanchard, A., Kotler, L. & Costa, G. Reagents, methods, and libraries for bead- based sequencing. US Patent Application 11/345,979 (2005). 9. Zon, G. Automated synthesis of phosphorus-sulfur analogs of nucleic acids-25 years on. New J. Chem., 34, 795-804 (2010). DOI: 10.1039/b9nj00577c 10. Web references can alternatively be found at: http://tinyurl.com/livchemref 11. Niedringhaus, T. P. et al. Landscape of next generation sequencing methodologies. Anal. Chem. 83, 4327–4341 (2011). DOI: 10.1021/ac2010857 12. Peterson T.W., Nam, S.J., Darby, A. J.P. Morgan Next Generation Sequencing Survey, 12 May 2010.  Available  at:   http://www.genomicslawreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/JP-Morgan- NGS-Report.pdf 10. Sales figures taken from Appendix 1 of this survey. 13.  Genome  study  solves  twins'  mystery  condition,  Nature  News,  15  June  2011  DOI: 10.1038/news.2011.368. (This story has been featured on Good Morning America, the Today show, the New York Times and about 240 other publications worldwide.) 14. Schulte, J.H. Deep sequencing reveals differential expression of microRNAs of favorable versus         unfavorable    neuroblastoma.    Nucl.    Acids    Res.,    38,    5919-5928    (2010). DOI:10.1093/NAR/gkq342 15. Letter of corroboration available from the Director of Business Development now at TriLink Biotech (details at: http://zon.trilinkbiotech.com/about-jerry-zon/)10. Between 1999 and 2011 he was at Applied Biosystems (subsequently Life Technologies) as detailed in reference 9 above.

		80		0.002		Development and exploitation of a buckminsterfullerene, C60+ based primary ion beam system for secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)		Pioneering research at the University of Manchester developed a primary ion beam system based on buckminsterfullerene C60+ for secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) that has revolutionized the field by providing unprecedented insight into the 3D depth profiling of organic materials, and spawned the development of second-generation polyatomic sources. A commercial C60+ ion beam has been developed in collaboration with Ionoptika Ltd that has lead to: the sale of 70 units with value greater than £2m; the development of a new spectrometer with sales of £2.5m; the creation of  five  employment  positions.    Technology  has  been  transferred  to  a  Japanese  instrument manufacturer contributing to £ tens of millions sales.		The key Manchester researchers were •          Professor John Vickerman (Professor in Surface Chemistry 1970-to date) •          Dr Nicholas Lockyer (PDRA 1996-2000, Lecturer in Physical Chemistry 2000-2008, Senior Lecturer 2008 to date) •          Dr Daniel Weibel (PDRA 2000-2002) •          Dr Stephen Wong (PhD student 1997-2002) SIMS is a very powerful tool for accurately analysing the chemical make-up of a solid material in order to build up a three-dimensional chemical map.  The principle of the technique is to bombard the surface with a beam of ions (the primary ion beam) and then analyse the emitted particles (in the form of ‘secondary ions’) that is ejected from the sample, using mass spectrometry. Previously,  for  in-depth  or  3D  analysis,  SIMS  had  been  limited  to  the  analysis  of  inorganic materials due to the aggressive nature of the primary ion beam employed. Traditional primary ion beams based on Ar+, Ga+, Cs+  and more recently Au + and Bi + cause significant damage to the underlying surface of the material, which restricted the amount of meaningful information that could be obtained to less than 1% of the sample surface. Fundamental research in the late 1980’s suggested that cluster molecules may serve as a more effective primary ion beam system than the simple atomic ions in use at the time. Research by the Vickerman group led to the development of a prototype C60+ primary ion beam system for SIMS . The C60+ primary ion beam is generated by ionising C60 molecules with a stream of electrons. The resultant positively charged C60+ particles are accelerated to collide with the surface of the sample. Through the first application of C60+   bombardment for practical SIMS analysis we demonstrated a ~1000 fold increase in secondary ion yields of ‘molecular’ ions enabling high sensitivity surface analysis [1]. This pioneering development yields sub-micron spatial resolution for examination of organic materials and systems in life sciences [2-5].   Moreover, a substantial reduction in bombardment-induced damage of the sample permitted up to 100% of the sample to be analysed providing unprecedented depth profiling of successive layers and 3D chemical imaging of organic materials [2,3] including the first 3D molecular SIMS analysis of a single biological cell [4]. Beyond SIMS, the rather gentle molecular erosion under C60 bombardment allows other 'surface analysis' methods including X-ray Photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to probe sub-surface chemistry.		In 2004 JCV was awarded the Rivière Prize of the UK Surface Analysis Forum , in 2009 the Royal Society of Chemistry Theophilus Redwood Award ' and in 2012 JCV the Médaille Chevenard by the French Society for Metals and Materials for the contributions to the SIMS field including the work described in references 1-6 below.     This research has been published in the topmost journals within the field of analytical chemistry and have each been highly cited.  JCV and NPL have given between them 27 invited conference talks since the introduction of the C60 source in 2003 Key Publications 1.  D. Weibel, S. Wong, N. Lockyer, P. Blenkinsopp, R. Hill, J.C. Vickerman, A C-60 primary ion beam  system  for  time  of  flight  secondary  ion  mass  spectrometry:  Its  development  and secondary ion yield characteristics, Analytical Chemistry 75 (2003) 1754-1764. – 350 citations. DOI:  10.1021/ac026338o. 2.  E.A. Jones, N.P. Lockyer, J.C. Vickerman, Mass spectral analysis and imaging of tissue by ToF-SIMS - The role of buckminsterfullerene, C-60(+), primary ions, International Journal of Mass Spectrometry 260 (2007) 146-157. -  68 citations. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijms.2006.09.015. 3.  E.A. Jones, N.P. Lockyer, J.C. Vickerman, Depth profiling brain tissue sections with a 40 keV C-60(+)  primary  ion  beam,  Analytical  Chemistry  80  (2008)  2125-2132.  –  53  citations. DOI:  10.1021/ac702127q. Other relevant Publications 4.  J.S. Fletcher, N.P. Lockyer, S. Vaidyanathan, J.C. Vickerman, TOF-SIMS 3D biomolecular imaging of Xenopus laevis oocytes using buckminsterfullerene (C-60) primary ions, Analytical Chemistry 79 (2007) 2199-2206. 148 citations. DOI:  10.1021/ac061370u. 5.  J.S. Fletcher, S. Rabbani, A. Henderson, P. Blenkinsopp, S.P. Thompson, N.P. Lockyer, J.C. Vickerman, A New Dynamic in Mass Spectral Imaging of Single Biological Cells, Analytical Chemistry 80 (2008) 9058-9064. – 86 citations. DOI:  10.1021/ac8015278. Note: citation numbers taken from Web of Science (20/9/13).		Context Traditionally SIMS was limited primarily to the analysis of inorganic materials due to the aggressive nature of the primary ion beam employed, which caused significant damage to the underlying surface of the material and restricted the amount of meaningful information that could be obtained to less than 1% of the sample surface.   In addition the low yield of diagnostic secondary ions limited the spatial resolution available in SIMS imaging of molecular materials Pathways to impact In 1998 Professor Vickerman at the University of Manchester secured 3-years EPSRC funding (£190k,) to develop a primary ion beam based on buckminsterfullerene C60+. Between 2000-2003, in collaboration with Ionoptika a commercial C60+ ion beam system was developed that is protected by 3 patents. The C60+ ion beam system has both enabled the development of the next generation of secondary ion mass spectrometers and Ionoptika to establish itself as the world leading manufacturer and supplier of commercial C60+ ion beam systems. In addition, further funding from RCUK and Ionoptika Ltd was secured to evaluate the capabilities  of the C  + ion beam and more recently to develop a high-resolution time-of-flight SIMS instrument that fully exploits the unique capabilities of C60  for the study of biological and similarly complex chemical systems. The C60+ primary ion beam technology experienced immediate and rapid growth from a specialist academic research interest to influence the whole direction of SIMS and XPS analysis and establish a whole new field of organic materials depth profiling in life-sciences and materials science.    Applications for chemical imaging of tissues and in disease research have brought intense interest from the medical community, according to the Director of the National ESCA and Surface Analysis Centre for Biomedical Problems in the USA [A].  Such was the paradigm shift in the research field that within 5 years of our introduction of the C60 source almost every SIMS lab in the world was seeking to follow our lead [B]. Impact Commercial C60+ primary ion beam systems for SIMS that were developed at Manchester in collaboration with Ionoptika have led to the sale of ~70 C60+ ion beam units during 2008-2013 with revenue  >£2m  that  created  5  employment  positions  [D].    Furthermore,  the  new  ion  beam technology  has  been  incorporated  into  a  completely  new  type  of  Secondary  Ion  Mass Spectrometer that fully exploits the capability of the C60+  ion beam system. In 2012 two new C60+ SIMS instruments were sold to the US and Sweden with associated revenues of £2.5m [D] Additionally, technology transfer to Ulvac-Phi inc, a Japanese manufacturer of XPS and SIMS instrumentation also included the C60+ion beams in their systems at an early stage, giving them an initial competitive advantage in the organic surface analysis market and contributing towards instrument sales of several £10m’s of instrument sales [C].  C60+  bombardment resulted in new, enhanced analysis protocols adopted across many sectors including the semiconductor industry, chemical  industry,  biotechnology  industries,  automobile  companies,  and  drug  companies,  in addition to governmental and academic research labs. The CEO of Omicron (formerly from Ulvac- Phi) is of the opinion that all of these organisations were able to use cluster beam analysis to develop new products that could be life-changing for many people. (D). Subsequently all other + manufacturers of SIMS instruments for molecular analysis have adopted C60 systems. ion beams in their The breadth of impact is illustrated by the diverse range of important application areas including tissue and cell imaging, atmospheric sciences, drug delivery, anti-bacterial coatings, polymer composites, biomaterials, microelectronic fabrication, organic electronics and nanoparticles, according to a Fellow at the National Physical Laboratory [E] “The pioneering work at Manchester has revolutionised the imaging capability, especially in 3D, for SIMS and XPS. It has had a diverse impact on many industrial sectors as well as fundamental scientific understanding and has led to an important boost in the UK instrument sector.” [E] As a direct result of the success of C60+  ion beams for SIMS analysis a number of alternative second-generation  polyatomic  ion  beams  are  under  development  including  Ar + (where 10<n<5000). We are currently developing this technology with Ionoptika Ltd. and  (H2O) +		A.  Director, National ESCA and Surface Analysis Center for Biomedical Problems, University of Washington.  Evidence on the benefits of the C60+ion beam system in organic and bio-organic research. B.  Evan Pugh Professor of Chemistry, Penn State University.  Evidence as to the impact of the C60+ ion beam system on the direction of SIMS research and application.  C.  Managing Director, Ionoptika Ltd.  Information on the commercial benefits of the instrument - the number and value of ion beams manufactured and supplied. D.  CEO, Omicron, Japan.  Evidence of the impact of the development in the Japanese analytical instrument market. E.  Director,  National  Centre  of  Excellence  in  Mass  Spectrometry Imaging,  National  Physical Laboratory, Teddington UK. Evidence of wider impact of C60+ion beam.

		80		0.0025		Development and exploitation of a buckminsterfullerene, C60+ based primary ion beam system for secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)		Pioneering research at the University of Manchester developed a primary ion beam system based on buckminsterfullerene C60+ for secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) that has revolutionized the field by providing unprecedented insight into the 3D depth profiling of organic materials, and spawned the development of second-generation polyatomic sources. A commercial C60+ ion beam has been developed in collaboration with Ionoptika Ltd that has lead to: the sale of 70 units with value greater than £2m; the development of a new spectrometer with sales of £2.5m; the creation of  five  employment  positions.    Technology  has  been  transferred  to  a  Japanese  instrument manufacturer contributing to £ tens of millions sales.		The key Manchester researchers were •          Professor John Vickerman (Professor in Surface Chemistry 1970-to date) •          Dr Nicholas Lockyer (PDRA 1996-2000, Lecturer in Physical Chemistry 2000-2008, Senior Lecturer 2008 to date) •          Dr Daniel Weibel (PDRA 2000-2002) •          Dr Stephen Wong (PhD student 1997-2002) SIMS is a very powerful tool for accurately analysing the chemical make-up of a solid material in order to build up a three-dimensional chemical map.  The principle of the technique is to bombard the surface with a beam of ions (the primary ion beam) and then analyse the emitted particles (in the form of ‘secondary ions’) that is ejected from the sample, using mass spectrometry. Previously,  for  in-depth  or  3D  analysis,  SIMS  had  been  limited  to  the  analysis  of  inorganic materials due to the aggressive nature of the primary ion beam employed. Traditional primary ion beams based on Ar+, Ga+, Cs+  and more recently Au + and Bi + cause significant damage to the underlying surface of the material, which restricted the amount of meaningful information that could be obtained to less than 1% of the sample surface. Fundamental research in the late 1980’s suggested that cluster molecules may serve as a more effective primary ion beam system than the simple atomic ions in use at the time. Research by the Vickerman group led to the development of a prototype C60+ primary ion beam system for SIMS . The C60+ primary ion beam is generated by ionising C60 molecules with a stream of electrons. The resultant positively charged C60+ particles are accelerated to collide with the surface of the sample. Through the first application of C60+   bombardment for practical SIMS analysis we demonstrated a ~1000 fold increase in secondary ion yields of ‘molecular’ ions enabling high sensitivity surface analysis [1]. This pioneering development yields sub-micron spatial resolution for examination of organic materials and systems in life sciences [2-5].   Moreover, a substantial reduction in bombardment-induced damage of the sample permitted up to 100% of the sample to be analysed providing unprecedented depth profiling of successive layers and 3D chemical imaging of organic materials [2,3] including the first 3D molecular SIMS analysis of a single biological cell [4]. Beyond SIMS, the rather gentle molecular erosion under C60 bombardment allows other 'surface analysis' methods including X-ray Photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to probe sub-surface chemistry.		In 2004 JCV was awarded the Rivière Prize of the UK Surface Analysis Forum , in 2009 the Royal Society of Chemistry Theophilus Redwood Award ' and in 2012 JCV the Médaille Chevenard by the French Society for Metals and Materials for the contributions to the SIMS field including the work described in references 1-6 below.     This research has been published in the topmost journals within the field of analytical chemistry and have each been highly cited.  JCV and NPL have given between them 27 invited conference talks since the introduction of the C60 source in 2003 Key Publications 1.  D. Weibel, S. Wong, N. Lockyer, P. Blenkinsopp, R. Hill, J.C. Vickerman, A C-60 primary ion beam  system  for  time  of  flight  secondary  ion  mass  spectrometry:  Its  development  and secondary ion yield characteristics, Analytical Chemistry 75 (2003) 1754-1764. – 350 citations. DOI:  10.1021/ac026338o. 2.  E.A. Jones, N.P. Lockyer, J.C. Vickerman, Mass spectral analysis and imaging of tissue by ToF-SIMS - The role of buckminsterfullerene, C-60(+), primary ions, International Journal of Mass Spectrometry 260 (2007) 146-157. -  68 citations. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijms.2006.09.015. 3.  E.A. Jones, N.P. Lockyer, J.C. Vickerman, Depth profiling brain tissue sections with a 40 keV C-60(+)  primary  ion  beam,  Analytical  Chemistry  80  (2008)  2125-2132.  –  53  citations. DOI:  10.1021/ac702127q. Other relevant Publications 4.  J.S. Fletcher, N.P. Lockyer, S. Vaidyanathan, J.C. Vickerman, TOF-SIMS 3D biomolecular imaging of Xenopus laevis oocytes using buckminsterfullerene (C-60) primary ions, Analytical Chemistry 79 (2007) 2199-2206. 148 citations. DOI:  10.1021/ac061370u. 5.  J.S. Fletcher, S. Rabbani, A. Henderson, P. Blenkinsopp, S.P. Thompson, N.P. Lockyer, J.C. Vickerman, A New Dynamic in Mass Spectral Imaging of Single Biological Cells, Analytical Chemistry 80 (2008) 9058-9064. – 86 citations. DOI:  10.1021/ac8015278. Note: citation numbers taken from Web of Science (20/9/13).		Context Traditionally SIMS was limited primarily to the analysis of inorganic materials due to the aggressive nature of the primary ion beam employed, which caused significant damage to the underlying surface of the material and restricted the amount of meaningful information that could be obtained to less than 1% of the sample surface.   In addition the low yield of diagnostic secondary ions limited the spatial resolution available in SIMS imaging of molecular materials Pathways to impact In 1998 Professor Vickerman at the University of Manchester secured 3-years EPSRC funding (£190k,) to develop a primary ion beam based on buckminsterfullerene C60+. Between 2000-2003, in collaboration with Ionoptika a commercial C60+ ion beam system was developed that is protected by 3 patents. The C60+ ion beam system has both enabled the development of the next generation of secondary ion mass spectrometers and Ionoptika to establish itself as the world leading manufacturer and supplier of commercial C60+ ion beam systems. In addition, further funding from RCUK and Ionoptika Ltd was secured to evaluate the capabilities  of the C  + ion beam and more recently to develop a high-resolution time-of-flight SIMS instrument that fully exploits the unique capabilities of C60  for the study of biological and similarly complex chemical systems. The C60+ primary ion beam technology experienced immediate and rapid growth from a specialist academic research interest to influence the whole direction of SIMS and XPS analysis and establish a whole new field of organic materials depth profiling in life-sciences and materials science.    Applications for chemical imaging of tissues and in disease research have brought intense interest from the medical community, according to the Director of the National ESCA and Surface Analysis Centre for Biomedical Problems in the USA [A].  Such was the paradigm shift in the research field that within 5 years of our introduction of the C60 source almost every SIMS lab in the world was seeking to follow our lead [B]. Impact Commercial C60+ primary ion beam systems for SIMS that were developed at Manchester in collaboration with Ionoptika have led to the sale of ~70 C60+ ion beam units during 2008-2013 with revenue  >£2m  that  created  5  employment  positions  [D].    Furthermore,  the  new  ion  beam technology  has  been  incorporated  into  a  completely  new  type  of  Secondary  Ion  Mass Spectrometer that fully exploits the capability of the C60+  ion beam system. In 2012 two new C60+ SIMS instruments were sold to the US and Sweden with associated revenues of £2.5m [D] Additionally, technology transfer to Ulvac-Phi inc, a Japanese manufacturer of XPS and SIMS instrumentation also included the C60+ion beams in their systems at an early stage, giving them an initial competitive advantage in the organic surface analysis market and contributing towards instrument sales of several £10m’s of instrument sales [C].  C60+  bombardment resulted in new, enhanced analysis protocols adopted across many sectors including the semiconductor industry, chemical  industry,  biotechnology  industries,  automobile  companies,  and  drug  companies,  in addition to governmental and academic research labs. The CEO of Omicron (formerly from Ulvac- Phi) is of the opinion that all of these organisations were able to use cluster beam analysis to develop new products that could be life-changing for many people. (D). Subsequently all other + manufacturers of SIMS instruments for molecular analysis have adopted C60 systems. ion beams in their The breadth of impact is illustrated by the diverse range of important application areas including tissue and cell imaging, atmospheric sciences, drug delivery, anti-bacterial coatings, polymer composites, biomaterials, microelectronic fabrication, organic electronics and nanoparticles, according to a Fellow at the National Physical Laboratory [E] “The pioneering work at Manchester has revolutionised the imaging capability, especially in 3D, for SIMS and XPS. It has had a diverse impact on many industrial sectors as well as fundamental scientific understanding and has led to an important boost in the UK instrument sector.” [E] As a direct result of the success of C60+  ion beams for SIMS analysis a number of alternative second-generation  polyatomic  ion  beams  are  under  development  including  Ar + (where 10<n<5000). We are currently developing this technology with Ionoptika Ltd. and  (H2O) +		A.  Director, National ESCA and Surface Analysis Center for Biomedical Problems, University of Washington.  Evidence on the benefits of the C60+ion beam system in organic and bio-organic research. B.  Evan Pugh Professor of Chemistry, Penn State University.  Evidence as to the impact of the C60+ ion beam system on the direction of SIMS research and application.  C.  Managing Director, Ionoptika Ltd.  Information on the commercial benefits of the instrument - the number and value of ion beams manufactured and supplied. D.  CEO, Omicron, Japan.  Evidence of the impact of the development in the Japanese analytical instrument market. E.  Director,  National  Centre  of  Excellence  in  Mass  Spectrometry Imaging,  National  Physical Laboratory, Teddington UK. Evidence of wider impact of C60+ion beam.

		83		0.00219		Organic Materials Innovation Centre (OMIC)		1.  Summary of the impact The activities of the Organic Materials Innovation Centre (OMIC) at the University of Manchester generate impact from its research activities through knowledge transfer to industry. This is exemplified by:     Enabled UK SME ACAL Energy, through technology transfer and development, to create in excess of 20 jobs, raise £15m of venture capital investment to develop their FlowCath® fuel-cell technology.     Enabled UK SME Byotrol, through improved understanding to develop novel anti-microbial technology which has been licensed to global fast moving consumer goods companies with sales of £2.19m per annum. Provision of research-based training in the field of printed electronics and sensors to over 250 people from 2008 onwards.		The impact is based on research that took place at the University of Manchester between   the following key researchers:  Professor Michael Turner (2004-date)  Professor Stephen Yeates (2004-date)  Dr Colin Booth (1993-1999)  Dr Iain May (2000-2006) - lecturer  Professor David Collison (1993-date)  Professor David Procter (2004-date)  Dr Andromachi Malandraki (2009) -PDRA Electronic nose (1): Demonstration that arrays of organic field effect transistors can selectively detect airborne analytes in real time. The use of multiple parameters – on resistance, off current and mobility – collected from multiple transistors coated with different semiconducting polymers gives dramatic improvements in the sensitivity, specificity and speed of sensing. Polyoxometallate  chemistry  (2):  Research  on  the  coordination  chemistry  of  polymolybdate anions with zirconium, lanthanide or actinide heteroatoms. Careful manipulation of the Keggin ion structure  [PMo12O40]3-   lead  to  loss  of  {M=O]4+    and  gave  the  monovacant  lacunary  anion [PMo11O39]7-, which has four unsaturated oxygen atoms available for coordination to a positive metal centre.  This was confirmed in the solid state by single-crystal and powder X-ray diffraction studies and in solution by NMR, FT-IR and UV-VIS spectroscopy. Micellisation and gelation behaviour of mixed surfactants (3): Investigation of the nature of the interaction of surfactant mixtures in aqueous solution on formation of hierarchical structures and subsequent gelation behavior. Materials for organic electronics (4): The synthesis of substituted pentacene derivatives having optimised crystal structure for high hole mobility and their subsequent use in organic field effect transistors. Heterocyclic chemistry (5): Central to the chemistry described in [4] is a new Pummerer process that provided rapid access to fluorous-tagged, heterocyclic frameworks that can be modified using a variety of approaches, easily purified by retention on fluorous-silica and the fluorous-tag cleaved reductively or oxidatively to give access to a diverse range of N-heterocyclic systems.  Effect of polymer additives on drug solubilisation in micellar systems (6): Investigation of the effect water soluble polymers on the uptake of hydrophobic drugs in micellar solutions. Increased drug uptake is rationalized in terms of synergistic interaction between the water soluble polymer and the micelle corona.		Publications are in leading journals in the respective fields, having led to invitations to speak at international conferences. Citations are from Google Scholar. Key Publications 1.    Real-time vapour sensing using an OFET-based electronic nose and genetic programming. D.C. Wedge, A. Das, R. Dost, J. Kettle, M-B. Madec, J.J. Morrison, M. Grell, D.B. Kell, T.H. Richardson,  S.G.  Yeates,  M.L.  Turner,  Sensors  and  Actuators,  B:  Chemical  (2009), B143(1),  365-372. [citations = 11]  DOI 10.1016/j.snb.2009.09.030 2.    A rare structural characterisation of the phosphomolybdate lacunary anion, [PMo11O39]7−. Crystal structures of the Ln(III) complexes, A.J. Gaunt, I. May, M. J. Sarsfield, D. Collison, M. Helliwell,   and   I.   S.   Denniss,   Dalton   Trans.,   2003,   2767.   [citations   =   55]   DOI 10.1039/B301995K 3.    Micellisation and Gelation of Mixed Copolymers P123 and F127 in Aqueous Solution. C. Chaibundit,  N.M.P.S.  Ricardo, F. de M.L.L.C. Costa,  S.G.  Yeates,  C. Booth, Langmuir (2007), 23(18), 9229-9236. [citations = 47] DOI:  10.1021/la701157j Other Publications 4.   High performance, Acene-Based Organic Thin Film Transistors, G. Rincon Llorente, M-B Dufourg-Madec, D.J. Crouch, R.G.  Pritchard, S. Ogier and S.G. Yeates, Chem.Comm., (2009),  (21),  3059-3061. [citations = 25] DOI:  10.1039/B901448A 5.    A Fluorous, Pummerer Cyclative-Capture Strategy for the Synthesis of N-Heterocycles, L. A. McAllister, R. A. McCormick, K. M. James, S. Brand, N. Willetts, and D. J. Procter, Chem. Eur. J., 2007, 13, 1032–1046. [citations = 25] DOI: 10.1002/chem.200601429 6.     The effect of polymeric additives on the solubilisation of a poorly-soluble drug in micellar solutions of Pluronic F127. C.P. Oliveira, L.C.G. Vasconcellos, M.E.N.P.  Ribeiro, N.M.P.S. Ricardo, T.V. de P. Souza, F. de M.L.L.C.  Costa, C. Chaibundit, S.G. Yeates, and D. Attwood, International Journal of Pharmaceutics (2011), 409(1-2), 206-208. [citations = 9] DOI: 10.1016/j.ijpharm.2011.02.025		The following exemplifies OMIC impact in teems of policy and up skilling industry as well as two examples of economic impact based upon research with SME deriving from basic research performed within the UoA. OMIC [A,B,C,D] Context: The Organic Materials Innovation Centre (OMIC) was established by initial funding of £4.25m from the Department of Trade and Industry in 2002 to the University of Manchester for work on knowledge transfer from academe to industry in the thematic areas of Complex Fluids, Organic Electronics, Biomaterials and High Performance Materials. Its success [A] led to an award from the North West Development Agency of over £8m (ca. £3m to Manchester) in October 2008 to start the North West Knowledge Centre for Materials Chemistry (KCMC, 2008-2012) [B]. In the first four years of operation (2008-12), the KCMC in Manchester has carried out 100 projects with industry for a value of over £5.4m which includes over £3.2M of industry income [C]. Pathways to Impact: OMIC enables effective knowledge transfer to industry through a flexible engagement model, which is attractive for the smallest SME through to the largest multinational. Flexibility is enabled through the ability to engage in projects as short as a few weeks with the ability through UoM procedures to put in place agreements between parties on a very short time scale. Projects have included embedding industrial researchers in the OMIC laboratories as well as OMIC scientists into industrial laboratories. Knowledge transfer is also facilitated through tailored  CPD and training events for industry in thematic areas where OMIC has recognized academic excellence. Impact: Through its position as one of the UK’s four academic, plastic electronics centres of excellence, as recognised in the House of Commons Select Report in 2008 [D],  OMIC is a founding member of the Plastic Electronics Leadership Group and these activities are helping to advocate and shape the UK strategy in this emerging field and direct TSB funding in the area. Internationally, OMIC through Professor Yeates was invited to contribute as experts to the international White Paper from the Chemical Sciences and Society Summit (CS3) on ‘Organic Electronics for a Better Tomorrow: Innovation, Accessibility, Sustainability’ 2012 and also the EU project on developing the roadmap for digital fabrication ‘Diginova’. As part of this advocacy, OMIC has hosted inward investment missions from Finland, Korea and Belgium as well as providing training to over 250 people in industry since 2008. Events have included ‘Future generation solar cells’ in 2008, ‘Opportunities in printed solar cells’, 2009, and ‘Chemicals and materials for printed electronics’, 2011. A recent survey by the Plastic Electronics Leadership Group confirmed that while the industry is still in its infancy, there are now over 150 businesses in the UK with activities in this field, more than double that of four years ago. Most of those are SMEs developing materials and devices but there are already some end-users such as De La Rue and Reckitt-Benckiser working to apply the technology in their products. ACAL Energy [E] Context: Fuel cells produce electrical power directly from chemicals and offer the potential to be a more efficient and clean way to generate power when compared to the combustion of fuels. Hydrogen-fuelled 10-100 kW fuel cells provide a cost-effective method for power production particularly at sites where lower life-cycle costs, cleaner and quieter operation, longer runtimes, and lower maintenance requirements are important. However concerns over cost and lifetime have limited their adoption. ACAL Energy is an UK SME developing a novel approach to the fuel cell cathode - the FlowCath® technology. Pathways  to  Impact:  ACAL  Energy  collaborated  with  the  Collison  and  May  (2)  group  by embedding a company scientist within the group and by consultancy from 2006, because of their expertise on polyoxometallates. This research led to the initial FlowCath® technology. Collaboration with the Turner and Proctor groups (5) through a combination of the flexible OMIC model, KTP and PhD funding on novel nitrogen-containing ligands is enabling more efficient fuel cells to be developed. Impact: Since 2008 ACAL Energy has received £15m of venture capital investment, created in excess of 20 jobs and won the Carbon Trust’s Polymer Fuel Cell Challenge. ACAL Energy’s patented FlowCath® technology is the first example of a non-Pt based fuel cell cathode system and the first installation is now located in at the Solvay Interox Chemical Plant, UK.  ACAL Energy fuel cells  using  a  polyoxometallate  catalyst  compete  with  conventional  electricity  generators  by reducing the platinum content by up to 80% which represents 20-25 % of the total cost of a system. These fuel cells show no deterioration in performance after 10,000 hrs of rigorous automotive test cycles (equivalent to 300,000 miles). This is comparable to the best light-weight diesel engines (100kW equivalent to a 2 L diesel engine) and exceeds the 2017 US Department of Energy (DoE) industry target for fuel cell powered vehicles. The durability of the fuel cells allows the system to be applied to stationary power applications where 40,000 hrs (10 years of product lifetime) operation is required. As a result ACAL Energy fuel cell units will be installed at the UK's first open access H2 refuelling station to be located at Honda’s manufacturing site in Swindon. Byotrol [F] Context: Cleaning products, such as bleach and alcohol-based products, stop working as soon as they dry, which allows bacteria and other microbes to quickly recolonize; a single surviving bacterium can produce up to 8 million descendants by the next day. In contrast, Byotrol technology which is based upon surfactant-polymer mixtures kills and destroys instantaneously bacteria and viruses  and  then  dries  to  form  a  long-lasting  antimicrobial  barrier  that  stops  germs  from re-populating for up to 24 hrs.  Pathways to Impact: In 2007, Byotrol approached the University of Manchester based upon our previous work in the area of complex aqueous surfactant mixtures [3], and our then unpublished work on complex aqueous polymer-surfactant mixtures [6] with the aim of understanding the mechanism of long-lasting antimicrobial performance and of developing more effective and reproducible  formulations  which  in  turn  could  lead  to  a  stronger  IP  position  in  this  highly competitive market. This resulted in the filing of patent WO2010043863, which covers and exemplifies novel formulation classes, addressing the dual challenges of effective antimicrobial kill coupled with long term follow-on performance. This was continued by a one year Molecular Engineering Translational Research Centre (METRC) proof of concept grant in 2009-2010 and supported by a direct funded iCASE PhD 2009-13. Impact: The research performed under the above engagement modes has contributed to the technology being further developed and optimized to provide reproducible, fast acting and powerful performance across all microbial classes [E]: bacteria, viruses, fungi, moulds & algae killing up to 99.99%  of  germs  in  30 seconds  when  tested against the most  stringent  test  methodologies including BS:EN 1276 Standard, BS:EN 13697 Standard, BS:EN 1650 Standard, BS:EN 14476 Standard and Residual Abrasion Testing methodologies. In 2013, Byotrol reported sales of £2.19m with a year-on-year growth of 12% per annum. Byotrol technology has been introduced into a wide range of consumer products across the healthcare, food and beverage and consumer goods sectors [E], through both direct sales and partnership with some of the world’s leading brands including Boots, PZ Cussons, Heinz, Kimberley Clark, Marks and Spencer and Rentokil Initial Group (UltraProtect™).		A)     Evaluation of University Innovation Centre’s, Report for BERR, Tribal Consulting, March 2009. Independent report on success of OMIC over the funding period 2004-2008. B)     NW Science Strategy 2007-2010, NWDA, 2010. Establishment of KCMC and key partner role of OMIC. C)     KCMC report.2012. Report on performance of KCMC against agreed metrics from 2009- 2012 D)     House of Commons Select Committee report on Plastic Electronics 2008. Recognition of OMIC of one of four UK centre’s of excellence in printed electronics. E)     ACAL Energy, Chief Technology Officer. Corroboration of UoM and OMIC technology translation and support to ACAL Energy and ensuing impact. F)     Byotrol, Chief Scientist. Corroboration of UoM and OMIC technology translation and support to Byotrol and ensuing impact.

		103		0.006		Albachem: Commercialisation of the chemical synthesis of biologically active human proteins		Impact: EaStCHEM spin out Albachem (1994), subsequently incorporated into the Almac group, enabling the latter company to become a world leader in the provision of chemically synthesised proteins. Significance: Chemical synthesis is competitive with recombinant methods for commercial production of the therapeutic polypeptides that represent ~50% of drugs in big pharma pipelines and have a market value in 2008 of over $13B. The value attributable to Ramage’s methods for polypeptide syntheses over the REF period is estimated at approximately £6M. Beneficiaries: Drug manufacturers, contract research organisations, patients, clinicians. Research: Studies (1993-6) led by Ramage (at the University of Edinburgh) on new methods for high-yield total syntheses and purification of long polypeptides. Reach: Almac’s protein-manufacturing team remains in the UK with 24 staff members. The Almac Group, headquartered in N. Ireland, has 3300 employees globally (1300 outside UK) and sells to 600 companies worldwide.		Proteins and polypeptides are attractive research tools and therapeutic agents. They combine biological activity, low toxicity and high selectivity. But they are expensive. While solid-phase peptide synthesis was already a routine procedure, the cumulative outcome of sub-100% yields for each of many steps in the process had limited the length of peptides that could be produced and purified in useful quantities to < 50-60 amino acid residues. Most biologically or clinically interesting proteins are bigger. Furthermore, many proteins of interest to biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies contain disulfide bonds, creating additional challenges for synthesis. Professor Robert Ramage, FRS, of EaStCHEM recognised an unmet need for total protein synthesis using solid-phase chemistry as a versatile alternative to recombinant gene expression. From 1993-5 the Ramage group published, [1, 2] and patented [6] new solid-phase and protecting group methodologies for peptide synthesis. The work allowed the total synthesis of hitherto inaccessible long polypeptides. He demonstrated the usefulness of these techniques by manufacturing biologically active proteins that provided detailed insights into structure-function relationships.[3-5] Ramage recognised that resolution of the product from acetylated truncated peptides was key. He researched methods for derivatising the peptide N terminus with a removable tag for affinity purification on a solid support. He introduced the base-labile N()-protecting group, tetrabenzo[a,c,g,i]fluorenyl-17-methoxycarbonyl (Tbfmoc) for affinity purification on porous graphitised carbon.[1,2] In a key paper, he described a convenient synthesis of Tbfmoc and its application to the production of proteins containing up to 85 amino acids. The hydrophobicity of Tbfmoc was further exploited to simplify peptide purification by reverse-phase HPLC. The Ramage group showed that Tbfmoc could be added directly to the N terminus rather than being incorporated as a Tbfmoc-Gly(cine)-OH. Thus, crucially, any peptide could be made with retention of its native N-terminal residue.  This discovery was patented (US Patent No: 6,566,520, 2003) [6] and paved the way for the spin out of Albachem (1994). The University supported Albachem by contributing infrastructure, funding, collaborations and technical assistance to transfer crucial knowhow from academia into the commercial environment. Albachem remained within the  University until 2002. The utility of Tbfmoc was dramatically demonstrated in the production of a biologically active cytokine (monocyte chemoattractant protein 1, MCP-1). This contained 76 residues and two disulfide bonds.[4]  Critically, Tbfmoc was removable under mild conditions, preserving the nascent protein product in a reduced state (-SH). Subsequent oxidative folding yielded the correct disulfide pattern and fully active cytokine. Albachem thus demonstrated to the world its capability of producing large quantities of purified cell-signaling proteins. This established its credentials as a world-leader. Cumulatively, the 1993, 1995 and 1996 papers underpinned Albachem’s establishment, subsequent growth and assimilation into CSS that later became the Almac group. The Ramage group’s work expanded protein therapeutics by facilitating access to multiple-gram quantities of material suitable for use in laboratories, animal models and humans.  Future prospects are exciting. Routine recombinant methods for protein production, besides being expensive, provide little flexibility for new developments because the building blocks are constrained to genetically encoded amino acids. No such limitations apply to synthetic proteins of the kind accessible via strategies based on Tbfmoc and its successors that can incorporate a vast range of chemistries. Key researchers: R. R. Ramage: PI, lead inventor on patents, from 09/84 to retirement in 09/01. A. R. Brown, S. I. Irving, G. Raphy, C. Jamieson: PhD students and PDRAs in Ramage group. Y. A. Lam, C. M. Pickart: collaborators, School of Public Health, Johns Hopkins Univ., USA. A. Alban, M. Landon, R. J. Mayer, R. Layfield: collaborators in University of Nottingham Medical School.		Underpinning research has been published in international, high-quality, peer reviewed, academic journals and receives citations from across the research area: Journal articles [1] * Affinity purification of synthetic peptides and proteins on porous graphitized carbon A. R. Brown, S. I. Irving, R. Ramage Tet. Letters 1993, 34, 7129-7132. doi:10.1016/S0040-4039(00)61617-9. 26 cits, JIF 2.4. [2] * (17-tetrabenzo[a,c,g,i]fluorenyl)methylchloroformate (tbfmocCl) a reagent for the rapid and efficient purification of synthetic peptides and proteins A. R. Brown, S. I. Irving, R. Ramage, G. Raphy Tetrahedron, 1995, 51, 11815-11830. doi:10.1016/0040-4020(95)00743-R. 17 cits, JIF 2.8. [3] * A solid phase approach to quinolones using the  DIVERSOMER®   technology. A. A. MacDonald, S. H. DeWitt, E. M. Hogan, R. Ramage Tet. Letters, 1996, 37, 4815-4818. doi:10.1016/0040-4039(96)00944-6. 45 cits, JIF 2.4. [4] The total chemical synthesis of monocyte chemotactic protein-1 (MCP-1). A. R. Brown, M. Covington, R. C. Newton, R. Ramage, P. Welch J. Pept. Sci. 1996, 2, 40-46. doi:10.1002/psc.46.o. 8 cits, JIF 2.1. [5] Inhibition of the ubiquitin-proteasome system in Alzheimer's disease Y. A. Lam, C. M. Pickart, A. Alban, M. Landon, C. Jamieson, R. Ramage, R. J. Mayer, R. Layfield. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci, USA. 2000, 97, 9902-9906. doi:10.1073/pnas.170173897. 198 cits, JIF 9.7. Patent [6] US Patent No: 6,566,520, 'Support for synthesis and purification of compounds' filed 1999, issued 2003). S. H. DeWitt, A. A. MacDonald, R. R. Ramage.		Ramage’s innovations in synthesis and purification of long polypeptides rapidly established Albachem as a world leader in the supply of chemically synthesised immunomodulatory proteins. The subsequent synthesis of biologically active peptides that afforded insights into the structure- function relationships of antimicrobial peptides [3], cytokines [4], and the ubiquitination process [5] demonstrated to the world the usefulness of Albachem's procedures.  The Almac group (at that time CSS) noticed Albachem's success and recognising the future earnings potential, acquired Albachem – thus taking a “quantum leap into protein synthesis”.[S1] “The Albachem acquisition allowed Almac to add very significant synthetic chemistry expertise to its core competencies and, critically, to establish a position at the interface between chemistry and biology.  Access to Ramage’s innovations transformed [Almac’s] market differentiation by allowing provision of specialist services to its clients worldwide with a focus on the pharmaceutical industry”.[S2] 1. Economic: The skills and expertise resident in Albachem and derived from Ramage’s original research, were key [S3] to the Almac group's subsequent success in worldwide protein and peptide sales (> £6M revenue in REF period attributed to the technology described in Professor Ramage’s papers, not including revenue generated through Almac’s GMP capability that was built on technical expertise flowing from Albachem[S4]). Elaboration of the methodologies described in Section 2 for the chemical synthesis of long polypetides allows Almac to produce proteins in high yield and purity. Almac has made over 7000 peptides. Almac can also make polypeptides with non-natural amino acids that offer new research avenues to their customers. They specialise in chemically synthesised cytokines. There are >60 of these in their catalogue with biotinylation and site-specific fluorescent labelling or PEGylation available. “A legacy of a research focus developed at … Edinburgh and in Albachem is our ongoing development of protocols for synthesis of chemokines... As well as being long polypeptides, chemokines are challenging to manufacture because they contain … cysteines that form disulfide bridges following oxidation. Starting from methods that are founded on Ramage’s original technologies, we have robust laboratory protocols that have been applied to several GMP campaigns on a range of chemokine products.” [S4] In effect, Albachem became the specialist R&D arm of the Almac group that offers protein and peptide services. “it is easy to trace a clear pathway from research carried out in Professor Ramage’s lab in the early 1990s, through the spinning out of Albachem and its eventual acquisition by Almac, to significant past, present and future economic and health benefit impacts”.[F1] Almac is nowadays a global-reach company with 3300 staff (2000 in UK) and a £300M turnover with £14.3M profit in 2012 and total profits 2008-12 of £55M based on sales to 600 companies including all the market leaders. Peptide-based therapeutics represents the fastest-growing class of new drugs, accounting for ~2% of drugs on the market, but comprising ~50% of drugs in the pipelines of major drug manufacturers. The market for peptide drugs is growing by 7.5% annually and will be more than $13 billion this year. 2. Human Capital: A total of 14 Almac employees (eight PhD level) remain in Gladsmuir, East Lothian, Scotland, while large-scale GMP polypeptide manufacture occurs in a dedicated facility established (2006) by Almac in Craigavon, employing a further 14 people. In the REF period “we have trained many chemists in peptide synthesis, in both full-time appointment and on placements generating significant human capital contribution to the economy”.[F1] If it were not for Ramage’s pioneering work with Tbfmoc, Almac – who employ people around the world - would have looked overseas when it chose to buy into the protein synthesis business. They may have not been able to make such rapid inroads into the market and certainly would not be employing any researchers in Scotland.  Impact Development Timeline: 1994 Albachem spun out from Ramage's research. Distinguishes itself by its unique capacity to produce cytokines. 2002 Current Operations Manager (PhD, University of Edinburgh 1995) joins Albachem. 2004 CSS/Almac acquires and expands Albachem.[S3] 2005 The Almac Group further expands peptide synthesis efforts, introduces GMP. 2006 Almac establishes a dedicated facility in Craigavon, employing a further 14 staff. 2007 Almac announces’ ‘First in Man’ approach to peptides, embraces development of peptide synthesis, full analytical support, and GMP [batch production, and CMC (Chemistry, manufacturing and controls) documentation].[S1] 2008 The current Almac Operations becomes Senior Group Leader in protein synthesis at Almac.[S4] 2013 Almac is fully established as a global-reach company with 3300 staff (2000 in UK), £275M turnover and £15M profit.		[S1] A 'First in Man' approach to peptides, article containing 'quantum leap' quote. http://www.avakado.eu/dev/node/417. [S2] 'Integrating Technologies for Complete Chemical Synthesis'. Article highlights the importance of Ramage/Albachem to protein synthesis in Almac http://www.almacgroup.com/wp- content/uploads/Integrating_Technologies.pdf. [S3] 'Broadening the Custom Synthesis portfolio'. Article explains how crucial Albachem was seen to be by CSS (CSS became part of Almac) http://www.almacgroup.com/wp- content/uploads/SP2_S_Barr_profile_July_20051.pdf. [S4] 'Modern Perspectives on Peptide Synthesis'. Article by current Almac Operations Manager in his capacity as leader of protein synthesis for Almac. http://www.almacgroup.com/wp- content/uploads/Modern-Perspectives-on-Peptide-Synthesis.pdf. [F1] Comments in corroborating letter made by the Operations Manager for Almac.

		111		0.05		Title of  case  study:  Multi-million pound sales and efficiency gains through formulation development and process optimisation		Significant economic impact was achieved as a result of research into polymer nanocomposites and their formation, conducted at WestCHEM from 2000 to 2010. Collaboration over the six-year period 2004-2010 with Carron Phoenix Ltd, the world’s largest manufacturer of composite ‘granite’ kitchen sinks, led to nanocomposite technology being incorporated into over one million sinks, generating income for the company in excess of £50M from 2007 to the present day. Considerable production  efficiency  gains  saved  in  excess  of  £1M  annually  through  the  reduction  in manufacturing time, the reduction of raw materials wastage, and the reduction in landfill costs (and commensurate  environmental benefit) for failed and out-of-spec products. In addition,  a £4M capital investment by the company at the Falkirk plant was secured, enabling the company to sustain its leading position in the designer kitchen sink market. With the site consequently designated  as  the  parent  company’s  competency  centre  for  composite  sink  technology, employment for 170 workers was secured.		Context Carron Phoenix Ltd, based in Falkirk and part of the Swiss Franke PL Colour Group, is the world’s largest manufacturer of composite kitchen sinks. Prior to our engagement with the company, their manufacturing (moulding) process was energy- and labour-intensive with variable product quality, and represented a significant cost to the company in terms of down-time, remedial work, wastage and disposal costs. There were also significant licensing costs. With major financial concerns, the company sought expertise to increase efficiency and reduce wastage costs together with the development of new products for the market. Key Researchers Since  about  2000,  the  research  groups  of  Richard  Pethrick  (appointed  1969,  promoted  to Professor in Physical Chemistry in 1984, retired in 2008 but maintains research interests as non- salaried research professor) and John Liggat (appointed 1994, promoted to Senior Lecturer in 2003 and to Reader in Physical Chemistry in 2009), developed expertise on the preparation and evaluation of polymer nanocomposites, particularly by dispersion of functionalised nanoclays, that underpins  the  success  of  this  project.  This  knowledge  and  understanding,  together  with  the complementary expertise of chemical engineer, Carl Schaschke (appointed 1990, promoted to Senior Lecturer in 2001, to Reader in 2006 and to Professor in Chemical & Process Engineering in 2010), were crucial in transforming the technology at Carron Phoenix, resulting in the impacts described here. Key Research Findings The most significant findings from this extensive research base in terms of this impact case study include: (i)        Detailed understanding of how to control and utilise the rheological changes that occur in monomer systems when generating nanocomposites through in situ polymerisation [1, 6]; (ii)       Understanding of what process factors, such as mixing regimes and additives, optimise the nanocomposite dispersion in the first instance [1, 4];  (iii)      Identification of the chemical and physical property benefits, such as reduced cure time, increased glass transition temperature and accelerated crystallisation, that can result from effective nanocomposite formulation [2–6]; (iv)     Knowledge of how different modifiers and the extent of surface treatment for the montmorillonite and sepiolite range of organically modified clays affected the morphology of the dispersion in polymerisable solvents and how this subsequently affected rheology, cure chemistry, and post-cure properties [1,6]; (v)      Identification of effective mixing regimes and the use of coupling agents to control the dispersions [1]. The initial interaction (2002) with Carron Phoenix was through an EPSRC CASE studentship beginning our formal partnership and identifying the value of nanoclay dispersions to the company and some of the specific outputs from this research with are included in [6]. Together, these research outputs were crucial in allowing Carron Phoenix in conjunction with their WestCHEM partners to develop, implement, and fully optimise a new faster production process. Initially, the implementation of more rapid heating rates (an imperative for increased efficiency) led to an unwanted greater sedimentation of the fillers resulting in product defects. Detailed and extensive chemical and processing studies, informed by the earlier research base, were required in terms of formulation, cure characteristics, rheological, and thermal properties of the nanoclay materials. From these studies an innovative nanocomposite rheology modifier was developed, based on the earlier research-led formulations, which provided the required anti-sedimentation controls without adversely affecting the material flow behaviour or cure chemistry. Without this additive, the new cost effective process technology could not have been implemented. The additive was also incorporated into the standard process leading to much reduced rework and wastage.		References 1, 2, and 4 best exemplify the quality of the body of research. Reference 6 is included in REF2. [1] Study of the factors influencing the exfoliation of an organically modified montmorillonite in methyl methacrylate/poly(methyl methacrylate) mixtures. M. McAlpine, N. E. Hudson, J. J. Liggat. R.A. Pethrick, D. Pugh, and I. Rhoney, Journal of Applied Polymer Science, 2006, 99, 2614-2626. DOI: 10.1002/app.22582 [2] Influence of the epoxy structure on the physical properties of epoxy resin nanocomposites, S. McIntyre, I. Kaltzakorta, J.J. Liggat, R.A Pethrick, and I. Rhoney, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry Research, 2005, 44, 8573-8579. DOI: 10.1021/ie048835w [3] Properties of epoxy nanoclay system based on diaminodiphenyl sulfone and diglycidyl ether of bisphenol F: influence of post cure and structure of amine and epoxy. S.E. Ingram, J.J. Liggat and R.A. Pethrick, Polymer International 2007, 56, 1029-1034. DOI: 10.1002/pi.2237 [4] Some factors influencing exfoliation and physical property enhancement in nanoclay epoxy resins based on diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A and F; S. Ingram, I. Rhoney, J.J. Liggat, N.E. Hudson   and   R.A.   Pethrick,   Journal   of   Applied   Polymer   Science,   2007,   106,   5-19. DOI: 10.1002/app.25474 [5] Effects  of  organically  modified  clay  loading  on  rate  and  extent  of  cure  in  an  epoxy nanocomposite system, S.E. Ingram, R.A. Pethrick, and J.J. Liggat, Polymer International, 2008, 57, 1206 – 1214. DOI: 10.1002/pi.2452 [6] Influence  of  clay  type  on  the  enhancement  in  physical  properties  of  in  situ  polymerised poly(methyl methacrylate) nanocomposites, S. Ingram, H. Dennis, I. Hunter, J.J. Liggat, C. McAdam, R.A. Pethrick, C. Schaschke, and D. Thomson, Polymer International, 2008, 57, 1118-1127. DOI: 10.1002/pi.2453		From research to impact EPSRC and industrially funded research at WestCHEM, including an EPSRC CASE studentship (2002-2005)   with   Carron   Phoenix   Ltd,   resulted   in   the   development   of   novel   polymer nanocomposite formulations with mechanical, thermal, and barrier properties superior to the base polymers. Of particular relevance to the company, acrylic formulations with enhanced rheological control had been developed that offered the potential of significant benefits to Carron Phoenix Ltd in terms of process flexibility, enhanced product performance, and reduced wastage. This led to the creation of one major Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) collaboration and a follow-on Short KTP (sKTP) collaboration between the company and the University, over the period 2004 to 2010, established with the aim of introducing this nanocomposite technology to the company’s product and processes (£268k funding in total). This allowed the company to sustain its position in the designer kitchen market worldwide. The KTP associates were embedded in the company to undertake the process and product development work, supported by the WestCHEM academic partners. The associates also made frequent use of specialised WestCHEM facilities. The programme began with a full evaluation of the chemical processing practices, as well as material and energy audits. The detailed understanding  of  the  mixing,  reaction  characterisation,  heat  and  flow  properties  was  also completed. This led to a radically new approach being devised for all aspects of the process operation, including the reallocation of labour, reduced process times, increased mould tool usage and major capital investment in automation. In view of the highly competitive and financially lucrative market for high-end kitchen products and the propensity to replicate the product by other manufacturers, Carron Phoenix and WestCHEM took the mutual decision not to protect IP through patenting, instead choosing to retain key knowledge in-house but publicising the relevant technological development by way of a conference presentation and refereed journal publication [6] to prevent other manufacturers patenting the process. Nature of the Impact Improved manufacturing process The  KTP  projects  consolidated  the  findings  of  the  preliminary  research  by  providing  a  full evaluation of the chemical processing practices as well as material and energy audits. From a detailed understanding of the mixing, reaction characterisation, heat and flow properties, a radically new approach was devised for all aspects of the process operation, including the reallocation of labour, reduced process times, increased mould tool usage, and major capital investment in automation (Source 1). Process acceleration and automation created new challenges in terms of  control of the flow behaviour of the composite sink formulation during the final curing step. In particular, more rapid heating rates led to greater sedimentation of the fillers resulting in product defects. Detailed and extensive chemical and processing studies were required in terms of formulation, cure characteristics, flow and thermal properties of the nanoclay materials. This provided the necessary platform for the development of a completely new process with the successful commercial production of high-end designer synthetic kitchen sinks sold worldwide. The research enabled the team to identify a suitable type and concentration of nanoclay filler and rheology modifier to allow control of (a) the mixing and distribution of materials, (b) the effective transfer of the mix, and (c) heating and curing rate, to produce synthetic sinks free from warpage and surface blemishes and thus reduce wastage from spoiled products. Prior to this project, it had been necessary to re-work moulded kitchen sinks in such a way as to avoid warpage and product spoilage. The company is forthright in its acknowledgement of the criticality of the new formulation: “The nanoclay influenced the processability significantly and enabled us to introduce the new process technology with its significant savings. No nanoclay - no new process at that time, it is as "simple" as that” (Source 2, Head of R&D, Carron Phoenix Ltd)  Production efficiency and cost savings The implementation of the changes to the process enabled by the new nanocomposite formulation resulted directly in considerable production efficiency gains through the reduction of raw materials wastage, the reduction in manufacturing time and the significant reduction of landfill costs of failed and  out-of-spec  products.  These  savings  alone  amounted  to  in  excess  of  £1M  annually, significantly  in  excess  of  the  25%  target  defined  for  the  project. The  Franke  PL  Colour’s Sustainability Report 2011 notes that: “Our production processes mainly use electricity and natural gas. We have experienced that the combination of process and technological improvements result in major energy savings […] In Falkirk, United Kingdom, the energy required for the moulding of granite composite could be reduced by 20 % per annum with an innovative process called “Rapid Energy Distribution” (Source 3 p.19) Competitive advantage to the company By creating superior high-quality products and reducing production costs, the research outcomes from this project have enabled the company to maintain its international business and market share in the higher-end designer kitchen sinks. The company has been able to use these efficiency savings to sustain its drive to maintain the economic viability of the Falkirk site relative to other competitive options. In 2010, Franke PL Colour, the parent company, subsequently established Carron Phoenix in Falkirk as the Group Competence Centre for composite sink technology, due in part to the strong research and development brought about by the incorporation of nano-composite technology. This has secured both major employment for 170 workers in the composite sink division at the Falkirk site and retained the associated supply chain infrastructure supporting further employment locally and nationally (Source 4). Investment The successful research outcomes from this project were further supported by internal company investments securing significant investment in new automated production facilities with a capital investment  of  approximately  £4M.  These  were  installed  in  2008  and  2009  to  incorporate the new nanocomposite technology with the production and sale of over one million kitchen sinks by Carron Phoenix. This resulted in generating income in excess of £50M for the company as well as generating support for the associated supply chain involved and contributing to the UK economy generally. On-going collaboration The Carron Phoenix company remains in regular contact with researchers at WestCHEM using facilities such as the Advanced Materials Research Laboratory. Schaschke and Liggat provide training courses on polymer chemistry and process technology for company staff. Skilled researchers from WestCHEM have transferred to posts in the industry; a PhD graduate from the Liggat research group, and an MEng graduate Chemical & Process Engineering have been employed by Carron Phoenix since 2012.		[1] The KTP programme was assessed on a quarterly basis by and minutes of these meeting are held by the West of Scotland KTP Centre, 50 George Street, Glasgow G1 1QE 0141 548 2430. www.ktpws.org.uk [2] Head of R&D, Carron Phoenix Ltd, has provided a statement, and can be contacted to confirm company perspective on the impact of the research, including quantitative estimates of the benefits. [3]  http://www.franke.com/content/dam/frankegroup/pdf/publications/Sustainability_Report_2011.pdf provides evidence of increased efficiency and cost savings at the Falkirk site [4] Commercial & Product Support Manager, Carron Phoenix Ltd, can be contacted to confirm company perspective on the impact of the research, including quantitative estimates of the benefits.

		115		0.04		Extending nuclear reactor life by research into radiation damage in graphite		This research underpins assessments of nuclear reactor longevity and safety and has contributed to EDF’s project to extend the life of nuclear reactors by 100+ reactor-years. So far this project has achieved 48 years or nearly £9bn in benefit. The Sussex contribution is accruing value to the UK economy of an estimated £100M at today’s prices, with about £40M of that achieved already. Graphite in nuclear reactors is susceptible to neutron damage, and accurate estimations of the rate of graphite damage in reactors are critical to safety and to predicting reactor lifespan. Research from Sussex has developed models for graphite damage that now underpin one component (of six independent components) of the safety assessments conducted by the nuclear industry for Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors. The research demonstrated that a previous model employed for this purpose was invalid, and developed alternative models that have been adopted by the nuclear industry.		The safe provision of electrical power is critical to the social and economic infrastructure of the UK and worldwide. It is an ambition of EDF Energy Nuclear Generation (EDF-E-NG), formally British Energy, to achieve an extra 100 reactor-years from existing Advanced Gas-cooled Nuclear Reactors, which equates to £60 billion of additional power output at today’s retail prices. Whereas a design life of 25 years invoked very conservative models of graphite behaviour and lifespan following neutron damage in nuclear reactors, the safety assessment for plant extension requires a more  precise  model  that  must  be  supported  by  new  experiments  for  the  neutron  doses experienced in the extended lifetime. Such a model has emerged, in part, from the research programme on nuclear graphite at Sussex. Radiation damage changes the shape and size of the crystallites that comprise graphite, a process known as dimensional change, which in turn degrades the mechanical properties of the graphite. The primary focus is on neutron damage, such as atomic displacement damage in which neutrons collide with atoms in the graphite lattice, both creating a ‘vacancy’ (a ‘point defect’) and displacing an atom into another position. Some of the displaced atoms find another vacancy to fill. However, those that do not, come to rest in non-ideal locations; that is, not along the symmetrical lines of the lattice. Because these atoms, known as interstitial atoms, are not in the ideal location they have an energy (Wigner energy) associated with them. When large amounts of interstitial atoms have accumulated they pose a risk of releasing all of their energy suddenly, creating a temperature spike. Sudden unplanned increases in temperature can present a large risk for certain types of nuclear reactors with low operating temperatures and were the indirect cause of the Windscale fire in 1957, the worst nuclear incident in British history. The existing consensus for radiation damage considers the aggregation of interstitial atoms into discs/sheets of new graphite (graphene) between existing layers, and the aggregation of vacancies into lines, making a slot in the graphite. The Sussex nuclear graphite programme started with discovering in 1997 that the interstitial atoms bonded neighbouring layers together covalently (this is the so-called ‘spiro’-structure). A whole class of cross-linking defects between graphite layers were found [See Section 3, R1]. It became apparent from research in Sussex that the assumed extreme  mobility  of  interstitial  atoms  was  incorrect  and  longstanding  theories  of  dimensional change were incomplete [R2]. Archival research confirmed quantitative inadequacies in the theory and so a new theory was proposed, by Heggie and colleagues, with the most important component being reported in 2007 [R2]. The new theory does not rely on the movement of vacancies and  interstitial atoms and on the formation of new graphite sheets, but argues that ‘basal slip’ is promoted by neutron collisions, resulting in buckling and folding of existing graphite layers [R6]. This theory is supported experimentally, and has been refined by Heggie and co-workers with improved simulations and diffractograms [R3 and R2]. In the context of the science of radiation damage, this is a paradigm shift, and the description of buckling and folding in layered materials such as graphite is new and fundamental. Key researcher: Malcolm Heggie at Sussex 1/1/96 to 30/9/2012.		R1  Telling, R.H., El-Barbary, A., Ewels, C.P. and Heggie, M.I. (2003) ‘Wigner defects bridge the graphite gap’, Nature Materials, 2(5): 333-337. http://www.nature.com/nmat/journal/v2/n5/full/nmat876.html R2  Heggie, M.I., Suarez-Martinez, I., Savini, G., Haffenden, G.L. and Campanera, J.M. (2010) ‘Radiation damage in graphite – a new model’ in Proc. IAEA Consultancy, Solutions for Graphite Waste: A Contribution to the Accelerated Decommissioning of Graphite-Moderated Nuclear Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-1647, Manchester UK, 39-46. http://www.pub.iaea.org/MTCD/publications/PDF/TE_1647_CD/PDF/TECDOC_1647.pdf R3  Heggie, M.I., Suarez-Martinez, I., Davidson, C. and Haffenden, G. (2011) ‘Buckle, ruck and tuck: a proposed new model for the response of graphite to neutron irradiation’, Journal of Nuclear Materials, 413(3): 150-155. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jnucmat.2011.04.015 R4  Latham, C.D, Heggie, M.I., Gámez, J.A., Suárez-Martínez, I., Ewels, C.P. and Briddon, P.R. (2008) ‘The di-interstitial in graphite’, Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter, 20(39) 395220 doi: 10.1088/0953-8984/20/39/395220 R5  Haffenden G. and Heggie, M. (2010) ‘Using First Principles Calculations to Estimate Thermal Properties of Graphite and its Defects’, in Neighbour, G. (ed.) Securing the Safe Performance of Graphite Reactor Cores. RSC Publishing 185-192. ISBN 978-1-84755-913-5 R6  Heggie, M.I. (2010) ‘Carbon in Moderation’, Vega Science Trust. http://www.vega.org.uk/video/programme/316 Research grants underpinning, and/or resulting from, underpinning research:     EPSRC £1.4M Fundamentals of current and future uses of nuclear graphite: EP/I003312/1 (15/09/2010 to 14/03/2014, now extended to 14/9/14)     EPSRC The Elementary Carbon project (EP/G062943/1, 2009-2010)     TSB Developing the Nuclear Supply Chain: The influence of Graphite Irradiation on Plant Life Optimisation Outputs R1, R3 and R4 best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. Outputs can be supplied by the University on request.		Research by Heggie at Sussex has impacted significantly on generation and interpretation, by the nuclear industry, of Materials Test Reactor data, used to assess reactor lifetime. In particular, Heggie’s research has influenced the Core Component Condition Assessment (CCCA); the CCCA is a key component of the safety assessment that comprises elaborate modelling of reactors, including a module (UMAT) that describes the material properties of the graphite moderator as a function of temperature, coolant composition, neutron dose, and applied stresses. The UMAT  module relies on constitutive equations that employ the concept of equivalent temperature (Paper 28).  However,  the  Sussex model  has  demonstrated  this  concept  is  inappropriate for  reactor graphite temperatures, and contributed to a decision by the nuclear industry to revise it. Without this  demonstration,  there  was  a  danger  that  the  £22M  Materials  Test  Reactor  programme (Blackstone project) would have produced data less relevant to reactor operation. More  importantly,  in  light  of  the  Sussex  model,  Paper  28  (which  employed  the  equivalent temperature concept) has been replaced by EDF with a new paper (‘P28’) that uses a new graphite behaviour model (B++) that does not invoke the equivalent temperature concept. See for example DAO/JIEC/162/AGR/11 J. Smith and B.C. Davies May 2012 and other Graphite Core Committee papers. [C1] ‘Paper 28’ separated ‘dimensional change’ and ‘irradiation creep’ – the first being a strain that depended on neutron dose and the second being the response of graphite components to applied stresses while under irradiation. The Sussex model attributes the bulk of dimensional change to basal slip, however, a process inherently related to irradiation creep. The implication of this model is that, rather than being two separate physical processes, irradiation creep is best described as dimensional change occurring under applied stresses. The new behaviour model for the core, being one of the 20 or so potentially life-limiting factors, has allowed an extra 48 total reactor- years, so far, of planned life [C1]. Calculations to quantify the impact of the Sussex contribution, are based on reference data from the submission by EDF to the Technology Strategy Board for a project on irradiation creep, which was successful in being funded. These calculations are supported by EDF [C1]. The total plant life extension project (PLEX) provides for an extra nine years of life for 14 reactors. At £0.5M per day, per reactor, this equates to £23bn at today’s prices. Approximately two thirds of this contributes to the UK economy through the nuclear supply chain (i.e. £15bn). Aside from the direct economic effects,  there  are  also,  of  course,  effects  on  the  UK’s  carbon  dioxide  emissions,  fossil  fuel reduction, and energy deficit. An alternative calculation is based on the present annual contribution to UK GDP of the industry, of about £3.3bn, which gives a potential £30bn over nine years at today’s prices. So PLEX is worth £15bn–£30bn to the UK economy at today’s prices. An understanding of irradiation creep is estimated as contributing (£500M), i.e. 1/30th of the £15bn. An understanding of creep is not possible without understanding underlying dimensional change and the Sussex work has provided a foundation for understanding dimensional change, which is conservatively 10-20 per cent of the solution [C1]. This gives an impact of the order of £100M at today’s prices, with £40M having accrued already and a further £60M over the rest of the period. Undoubtedly,  there  remains  a  difference  between  what  might  be  possible  with  engineering solutions and what would be acceptable to the nuclear regulator. Increasing the fundamental understanding helps the industry to maximise its use of engineering solutions to reactor life extension. The EPSRC, in its review of the impact of Chemistry, concludes: ‘the work at the University of Sussex on graphite as a moderator in AGRs is contributing to the better definition of reactor longevity and safety. If the fourteen UK operating AGRs closed unnecessarily early, by perhaps one year, it could lead to losses running into billions of pounds, threaten the UK’s carbon dioxide emission targets (linked to reducing fossil fuel dependency) and widen the nation’s energy deficit’. [C2] The importance of Heggie’s work in this respect is illustrated by regular invitations for dialogue with EDF Energy Nuclear Generation (EDF-E-NG), by Heggie’s invited position on the Graphite Core Committee  that  has  advised  EDF-E-NG  since  2007,  and  by  Heggie’s  invitation  onto  the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Collaborative Research Programme on Irradiation  Creep in Graphite [C3]. The understanding of graphite damage is also relevant to the material’s use in the design and development of generation IV reactors.		C1    Group Head, Graphite Core Project Team, EDF Energy. C2    RSC/EPSRC  (2010)  Economic  Benefits  of  Chemistry  Research  to  the  UK  pp76-77 http://www.epsrc.ac.uk/SiteCollectionDocuments/Publications/reports/ChemistryImpact.pdf C3    Gas-Cooled  Reactors  Technology,  Nuclear  Power  Technology  Development  Section, Division  of  Nuclear  Power,  Department  of  Nuclear  Energy,  International  Atomic  Energy Agency. C4    Nuclear Inspector, Office for Nuclear Regulation. Can endorse the general impact of the research and the importance of graphite core as being the most probable life limiting factor for AGR C5    Poulter, L. (2012). The role of graphite in nuclear power stations. http://news.hse.gov.uk/onr/2012/10/onr-regulates-graphite-in-nuclear-reactors/ This explains why it’s vital to monitor the continued use of graphite, as reactors reach the end of their planned operation.

		123		3.84		Short and long-acting insulins for the management of diabetes		Insulin derivatives that stem directly from structural work carried out within the York Structural Biology Laboratory (YSBL) are now the standard treatment for insulin-dependent diabetes for some 35 million patients worldwide. The successful development of new insulin drugs hinged upon controlling their speed of action following intravenous administration.  This speed of action is controlled by insulin’s degree of aggregation, which, in turn, is determined by protein-protein interactions.  Understanding, modifying and controlling these interactions depended on detailed structural studies of insulin, insulin mutants and insulin derivatives.   The most widely used derivatives were developed following structural work carried out within YSBL in the Department of Chemistry. The research has had economic impact through sales of the insulin drugs (over $6 billion in 2012) and major health impacts on diabetics worldwide.		2. Underpinning research) Background to research. The late GG Dodson FRS played a major role in the initial determination and analysis of the structure of insulin by X-ray crystallography in the Oxford laboratory of Nobel laureate DC Hodgkin. The insulin project moved to York when Hodgkin retired, and over the next twenty years many further structures of native insulin, insulin mutants and insulin derivatives were determined. These structures allowed both academic and industrial scientists to understand how the structure of insulin relates to its biological activity, and how the physico-chemical properties of different preparations of insulin can be engineered to provide therapeutic options. Naturally occurring insulin is stored in the pancreas in crystals, made up of three insulin dimers coordinated by zinc ions. They dissociate into active insulin monomer upon release into the blood stream. A basal level of insulin (pM) is maintained in the blood stream and increases in response to increased glucose in the blood following a meal. The original therapy for Type I diabetics was injection of insulin crystals extracted from pig or cow pancreas.  However, it did not reproduce the physiological blood levels of insulin and caused immune responses to foreign hormones. All these led to the long-term complications associated with insulin therapy. From 1984 to 2000, YSBL engaged in a major collaboration on recombinant, novel modified insulins with Novo Nordisk A/S (www.novonordisk.com).   The structures of these analogues provided a detailed understanding of the nature of insulin aggregation. The focus of the work in 1993 moved towards the rational design of modified insulins in order to obtain clinically applicable monomeric insulins  they are now the basis of the modern “fast-acting” insulins. Furthermore, structures of insulin crystals with various additives and/or modifications identified some general principles on how to increase stability of insulin hexamers, leading to the current “long-lasting” insulin preparations. Research during period. The key breakthroughs during the assessment period were carried out by J. L Whittingham and R. E. Hubbard with G. G. Dodson: 1. Design of rapid-acting monomeric insulins: The crystal structure of insulin hexamers and dimers suggested amino acid mutations, which would lead to a monomeric insulin. The structures of such proteins are reported in references 1 (1993) and 2 (1998). In one of these proteins, B28 proline is mutated to aspartic acid; this is the insulin of the Novo Nordisk product Insulin aspart.® 2. Identifying additives to stabilise insulin preparations: References 2 (1998) and 3 (1995) describe structures of series of preparations in which hexamer formation is stabilised. The structure of a m- cresol-insulin clathrate led to the proposal that mutation to tryptophan at the end of the B chain would disrupt the insulin aggregate. This mutant was found to have improved stability in Novo Nordisk’s very complex protein manufacturing processes. 3. Modifications to generate long-active insulins: References 4 (1997) and 5 (2004) report the crystal structures of acylated insulins which had been identified by Novo Nordisk as prolonged-  acting insulins. The YSBL research suggested that the prolonged action was more likely to be related to the way that these modified insulins aggregated in solution (and in the crystals). These soluble  prolonged-acting  insulins  are  significantly  better  for  diabetics  than  other  long-acting insulins. Insulin research in York continues.  Throughout the 2000s AM Brzozowski of YSBL worked with an international team on the development of super-active analogues of insulin.  These have provided the tools that enabled a breakthrough in 2013 (reference 6) in the determination of the structure of the first insulin receptor-insulin complex.  Insights from this work will have an impact in the future on the design of further insulin analogues with the prospect of oral delivery of insulin. Key researchers: G. Guy Dodson FRS, appointed 01/07/1976 as Lecturer, Professor from 01/08/1993, Emeritus Professor from 01/08/2005. Died 2012. Roderick E. Hubbard, appointed 01/10/1980 as temporary Lecturer, Professor from 01/10/1995 A. Marek Brzozowski, appointed 06/04/1989 as Research Fellow, Reader 01/10/2002 Jean L. Whittingham, appointed 01/01/95 as Research Fellow		This research exceeds the quality threshold as is evident from the journal quality and the number of citations. Citations from Scopus (20/09/2013). Refereed publications (authors in publications 1-5 are either from YSBL or YSBL and Novo-Nordisk). 1. E. J. Dodson, G. G. Dodson, R. E. Hubbard, P. C. E. Moody, J. Turkenburg, J. L. Whittingham, B. Xiao, J. Brange, Kaarsholm and H. Thogersen, H. “Insulin assembly: its modification by protein engineering and ligand binding”, Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A, 1993, 345, 153-164. DOI: 10.1098/rsta.1993.0126. 14 citations. 2. J. L. Whittingham, D. J. Edwards, A. A. Antson, J. M. Clarkson and G. G. Dodson, “Interactions of Phenol and m-Cresol in the Insulin Hexamer, and Their Effect on the Association Properties of B28 Pro → Asp Insulin Analogues”, Biochemistry, 1998, 37, 11516-11523. DOI: 10.1021/bi980807s. 59 citations. 3. J. L. Whittingham, S. Chaudhuri, E. J. Dodson, P. C. E Moody and G. G. Dodson. “X-ray Crystallographic Studies on Hexameric Insulins in the Presence of Helix-stabilising Agents, Thiocyanate, Methylparaben, and Phenol”, Biochemistry, 1995, 34, 15553-15563. DOI: 10.1021/bi00047a022. 69 citations. 4. J. L. Whittingham, S. Havelund and I. Jonassen, “Crystal Structure of a Prolonged-Acting Insulin with Albumin-Binding Properties”, Biochemistry, 1997, 36, 2826-2831. DOI: 10.1021/bi9625105. 77 citations. 5. J. L. Whittingham, I. Jonassen, S. Havelund, S. M. Roberts, E. J. Dodson, C.S. Verma, A. J. Wilkinson and G. G.  Dodson, “Crystallographic and Solution Studies of N-Lithocholyl Insulin: A New Generation of Prolonged-Acting Human Insulins”, Biochemistry, 2004, 43, 5987-5995. DOI: 10.1021/bi036163s.  22 citations. 6. J. G. Menting, J. Whittaker, M. B. Margetts, L. J. Whittaker, G. K.-W. Kong, B. J. Smith, C. W. Watson, L. Žáková, E. Kletvíková, J. Jiráček, D. F. Steiner, S. J. Chan, G. G. Dodson, A. M. Brzozowski, M. W. Weiss, C. W. Ward and M. C. Lawrence. “How insulin engages its primary binding site on the insulin receptor”, Nature, 2013, 493, 241-245. DOI: 10.1038/nature11781. 11 citations. Patent PUV 2012-26680.		Worldwide there are some 35 million sufferers of insulin-dependent diabetes.  For many years, the adverse symptoms of this condition have been mitigated successfully with regular injections of insulin.  Initially these insulins were obtained from bovine and/or porcine sources, but they did not mimic well actions of endogenous insulin, leading to frequent hypo-glycaemia and other complications.   In 1980, the first clinical trials were begun of recombinant insulins obtained by  protein engineering methods.  From these trials it soon became apparent that the rate of insulin action in vivo was a key factor in the therapeutic potential of the enzyme.  The best results were obtained when the insulin injectate contained a mixture of fast-acting and slow-acting insulins, where the latter avoids the need to have regular repeated injections and minimise hypoglycemia, and the former is necessary to treat the rapid rise in blood glucose levels that accompanies ingestion of food. Accordingly recombinant insulin producers concentrated on controlling the rate of action of insulin and its analogues.  Amongst these, Novo-Nordisk in collaboration with YSBL, led the way in trying to find a structural rationale for the controlled disaggregation rates of hexameric insulin.  YSBL was the world’s leading laboratory for insulin structures, and the large majority of the structural work for Novo-Nordisk on insulins from 1993 to 2000 was done in conjunction with YSBL. The protein structures published from York are available as coordinates in the Protein Data Bank.7    The collaboration  between  YSBL  and  Novo-Nordisk  was  supported  by  several  grants.8    This development  programme  was  highly  successful  and  consequently  today  Novo-Nordisk  is  the leading developer and world’s largest producer of recombinant insulin for treatment of diabetes. The first new product that came from York structural studies was the aspartate mutant described above.1,2    This fast-acting insulin was launched in 1999, marketed as NovoLog®  in the US and Insulin Novorapid® in Europe.9 The second development came from the derivatised insulins, which were conceived directly from the structural work described in reference 4 above.  It was discovered that the attachment of a fatty acid to insulin led to its prolonged action, resulting in just one daily intravenous administration of the hormone.  These derivatised insulins received FDA approval in 2005, and are marketed as the product  Levemir®   (or  Insulin  Detemir®)  and  are  now  the  mainstay  of  Novo  Nordisk’s  insulin products. Its new, improved generation insulin Degludec®  was approved by the EU and Chuikyo (Japan) in 2013. Levemir®, NovoRapid®  and NovoLog®  (also marketed as Novomix®  in a different formulation) are true blockbuster drugs with billion dollar sales (reference 10).   Levemir®  had US sales of $1.7 billion in 2012 growing from $756 million in 2008. The corresponding figures for Novolog® are $1.6 billion and $1.1 billion, and for Novorapid, $2.7 billion and $1.5 billion. Levemir® and Novolog® are currently number 40 and 42 in the ranking of US drugs by sales. Total worldwide sales of the drugs were $6 billion in 2012 (Figure).10 3000 Worldwide sales figures 2500 2000 1500 1000 Novorapid Novomix Levemir 500 $- 2008          2009          2010          2011          2012        2013 (6 months) Figure: Worldwide sales of Novorapid, Levemir® and Novomix® (alternative name for Novolog® depending on market), during REF impact period.10  Svend Ludvigsen (Vice-President, Diabetes formulation, biophysics and structure) at Novo Nordisk assesses the impact of York’s work as follows:11 “Throughout the years the collaboration with York has been a continuous source of inspiration for the  understanding  of  insulin  structure  and  insulin  as  pharmaceutical  products.  The  work  of Whittingham et al. 1997 has provided significant insight into some of the protraction principles of the insulin analog, insulin Detemir, developed into a once daily basal insulin product Levemir®. Novorapid® (US: Novolog®) and Levemir® both have blockbuster status and are used by millions of patients all around the globe.”		7. Deposition of coordinates on Protein Data Bank (PDB).  http://www.rcsb.org. 22 insulin structures deposited with Whittingham as co-author (1995 onwards) such as entries - 1UZ9, 1ZEG, 3ZU1, 1MPJ 8. Seven successive, uninterrupted, grant renewals from Novozymes and Novo-Nordisk since 1993– 2013, totalling more than £3.4M. 9.  NovoLog®   and  Novorapid®   details:  www.ukmi.nhs.uk/NewMaterial/html/docs/insulin.pdf  and http://www.globalrph.com/rapid-acting-analogues.htm 10.     Sales     of     insulins     from     Novo-Nordisk     website:     www.novonordisk.com     e.g. http://www.novonordisk.com/images/investors/investor_presentations/2013/Interim_report/PR1308 08_H1_results_UK.pdf 11. Vice President, Diabetes formulation, structure and biophysics, Novo-Nordisk A/S

		129		0.005		P1 - The commercial applications and economic success of fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM)		Imperial researchers in Prof Paul French‟s photonics group demonstrated one of the first practical FLIM instruments in 1997 using a prototype gated optical intensifier (GOI) developed by Kentech Instruments Ltd and a home-built solid-state ultrafast laser. They subsequently pioneered the use of ultrafast supercontinuum sources (USS) for FLIM. Today wide-field time-gated FLIM is a commercial success and is being widely applied for biomedicine, including for imaging of diseased tissue [e.g. 5] and for FRET (Fluorescence resonance energy transfer) microscopy to assay protein interactions [e.g. 3, 4]. This research thus helped translate FLIM to a wider community, highlighting the potential for tissue imaging, cell biology and drug discovery. It stimulated about £5M of GOI sales for Kentech [section 5, source A], with whom they developed time-gated FLIM technology and applications, and millions of pounds worth of sales of supercontinuum sources for Fianium Ltd [B].		Fluorescence lifetime measurements are a means to analyse the radiation emitted by fluorescent molecules in order to distinguish different molecular species, to probe the local molecular environment and to monitor molecular interactions. FLIM is the measurement of fluorescence lifetime in every pixel of an image and was first implemented in microscopes, although now it has been extended to endoscopy, tomography and other imaging modalities. Although fluorescence lifetime measurements date back decades, FLIM was first demonstrated around 1990 but was not widely taken up because of the complexity of the technology required. The Imperial group demonstrated one of the first “practical” FLIM instruments in 1997 [1, 2] using wide-field time-gated imaging with a prototype gated image intensifier (GOI) and a home-built novel solid-state ultrafast laser source that replaced complex and cumbersome ultrafast dye laser systems. It also developed suitable   software   tools  to  analyse   FLIM  data   since  none  were  commercially  available. Subsequently it demonstrated the potential for applications in biomedicine (e.g. cell biology using FRET to read out cell signalling processes [3] and for clinical diagnosis [5]), high content analysis for drug discovery [e.g. 4] and in the physical sciences.  This work has underpinned the impact of time-gated FLIM in the wider user community and helped establish a market for the technology. Research by Professor French‟s group included demonstrating the initial practical system in 1997 [1,2] and subsequently refining it, and integrating novel laser sources with gated optical image intensifiers (GOI) in FLIM instrumentation. This work was initiated and has continued with close interaction  with  industry,  particularly  Kentech  Instruments  Ltd  but  also  AstraZeneca,  GE Healthcare, GSK and PerkinElmer. The Imperial group co-authored several papers with industry [1-4] that raised the profile of time-gated FLIM. The group has continued to develop novel FLIM instrumentation. It demonstrated FLIM using a high repetition rate gated image intensifier operating at ~80 MHz with a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser and this approach has become wide-spread.  In 2004, the group also demonstrated the potential for rapid FLIM endoscopy using the Kentech GOI technology and also demonstrated the first FLIM with an ultrafast supercontinuum source (USS) [6], which, in turn, stimulated the market  for USS. They have also demonstrated the potential for rapid imaging in microfluidic devices using GOI FLIM in 2005 and the extension of the technique to wide-field time-resolved fluorescence anistropy imaging. Key researchers: Prof Paul French (Head of Photonics group) has led the FLIM development and application since initiating it in 1996, later working with Prof Mark Neil (Professor of Photonics), Dr Christopher Dunsby (Lecturer in Photonics) and Dr James McGinty (Lecturer in Biophotonics). The other authors on the cited references are Imperial PhD students and Research Associates, colleagues from industry and biomedical collaborators. Three PDRAs (Sam Hyde, Richard Jones and Keith Dowling moved to industry following their FLIM research.		(* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research) [1] Dowling K, Hyde SCW, Dainty JC, French PMW, Hares JD, “2-D Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging using a Time-Gated Image Intensifier”, Opt. Commun, 135, 27 (1997).  DOI, 30 citations (on 29/11/12) [2] *Dowling K, Dayel MJ, Lever MJ, French PMW, Hares JD, Dymoke-Bradshaw AKL., “Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging with picosecond resolution for biomedical applications”, Opt Lett., 23, 810-812 (1998).  DOI, 90 citations (on 29/11/12) [3] Grant D, et al., “High speed optically sectioned fluorescence lifetime imaging permits study of live cell signaling events”, Opt. Expr., 15, 15656–15673 (2007). DOI, 23 citations (on 29/11/12) [4] Talbot CB, et al., “High speed unsupervised fluorescence lifetime imaging confocal multiwell plate reader for high content analysis”, J. Biophoton. 1 (2008) 514–521.  DOI, 17 citations (on 26/06/13) [5] *Galletly NP, et al., “Fluorescence lifetime imaging distinguishes basal cell carcinoma from surrounding uninvolved skin”, British Journal of Dermatology, 159, pp. 152-161, 2008, DOI, 35 citations (on 26/06/13) [6] *Dunsby C, et al., “An electronically tunable ultrafast laser source applied to fluorescence imaging and fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy”, J Phys D: Appl. Phys., 37, 3296-3303 (2004).  DOI, 45 citations (on 29/11/12) Research Grants: 32 FLIM related research grants (including ESPRC - GR/L34273/01, GR/N16464/01, EP/F040202/1, BBSRC, EU and Wellcome Trust) since 1996 summing to £8.2M including £2.8M from DTI/TSB/industry. Most of this funding relates to biomedical applications of FLIM rather than technology development.		As part of the research and development of FLIM technology, the Imperial group has worked closely with several industrial partners, including Kentech Instruments Ltd, AstraZeneca, GE Healthcare, GSK and PerkinElmer. This resulted in several papers being co-authored with industry [1-4] which raised the profile of time-gated FLIM and helped to establish a market for this technology. This was particularly important in helping to create a new market for Kentech Instruments‟ GOI and high repetition rate gated optical imaging intensifiers (HRI) products, as well as stimulating the development of further products. In addition to collaborative work with industry, key routes to impact have been to seek funding to demonstrate specific applications, e.g. BBSRC for cell imaging, EPSRC for medical imaging and a DTI/TSB  Technology  Award  (2006-2010)  for  drug  discovery  with  Kentech  Instruments  Ltd,  AstraZeneca, GSK and GE Healthcare, who are looking to include FLIM in their activities. The Imperial group's research underpins the adoption of the technology in FLIM systems and since 2005 has led to a sharp increase in Kentech's GOI sales. Kentech, manufacturers of specialised and custom built electronics and imaging equipment, state that since 2005 sales of FLIM systems based on GOI technology “have reached around £5M, (with ~£2.5M having been sold since 01/01/2008), with typical individual sales having a value of ~£100k” [A]. Kentech attribute the increased sales “to the interest generated by [Imperial‟s] research and note that customers have frequently asked for the technology „developed by the Imperial College Group‟.” [A]. The Imperial group‟s demonstration of the use of ultrafast supercontinuum sources for FLIM and their subsequent development of new instrumentation, particularly for FRET readouts of cellular signalling processes, “helped stimulate significant world-wide demand for…supercontinuum products” [B] and led to an increase in sales of ultrafast fibre laser-pumped supercontinuum sources by Fianium Ltd, who had recently pioneered this technology and launched the first commercial product. Fianium Ltd, a fiber laser company focused on the manufacture and development of ultrafast, high power laser systems, estimate that “approximately half of more than 600 supercontinuum devices that [Fianium] have delivered to date are being used for fluorescence lifetime measurements and that this follows directly from [Imperial‟s] pioneering research” [B]. The “devices are currently priced between £12,000 and £80,000” and therefore “this number of sales [approx. £3-25M in value] represents a significant impact on the commercial development of [the] market” [B]. Fianium further commented that Imperial‟s “application of their ultraviolet ultrashort pulse sources …. to clinical imaging has stimulated interest in FLIM for medical diagnosis” and that they “have sold further systems to customers interested in following [Imperial‟s] work in this area” [B]. Fianium currently market „fluorescence  lifetime measurements‟ as an application for three supercontinuum lasers series (the Whitelase SC series, Whitelase UV and Whitelase Micro) and two supercontinuum filter systems (SC-AOTF and SuperChrome) in their product line [C, D]. The Imperial group undertook, and continues to run, a number of collaborative research projects with industry exploiting FLIM including [1, 2, 3, 4]. Information from these research projects, in particular with Kentech and Fianium, has fed back into better device designs and development of more  compelling  products.  Kentech  testify  that  they  have  “benefitted  from  working  with  [the Imperial] research group through [Imperial‟s] feedback and suggestions, which have helped…to improve our products and broaden the applications and markets into which our products are sold. [The]…impressive system integration talent build up in [the Imperial] group has guided [Kentech] in the continuing development of our control systems, further improving product performance” [A]. In addition to the translation of the technology into industrial application that is detailed above, the FLIM research programme at Imperial has resulted in knowledge transfer via delivery of skilled technical staff into industry. Four postdoctoral research staff and PhD students within the group developed technical expertise enabling them to acquire positions with companies including Intel (ultrafast silicon based photonics), GEC Marconi and then Narragansett Imaging (business aspects of  imaging  technology),  Evotec  and  Genentech  (technology  development  in  drug  discovery), Powerlase Ltd and the technology development company The Technology Partnership (TTP). GE Healthcare, AstraZeneca, GSK and Kentech Instruments Ltd joined Imperial in a DTI (TSB) Technology award (01/01/2006-31/10/2010) to develop and evaluate a prototype FLIM multiwell plate reader. [text removed for publication]. It is too early to judge societal/health impact but FLIM instruments based on GOI technology are currently being used for biomedical research across the world (for instance [E, F]).  Kentech confirm the biomedical use of time-gated FLIM in a letter – the Imperial group‟s “work demonstrating the biological and medical applications of time-gated FLIM – particularly [the] demonstration of rapid FLIM for real-time endoscopy and live cell imaging –  created significantly increased demand in [Kentech‟s] HRI products across our international market and we frequently had customers wanting to purchase HRI technology so that they could do similar work.” [A]		[A] Letter from Managing director, Kentech Instruments Ltd, 20th November 2012. Letter confirms Imperial‟s role in the development of FLIM technology and their sales of GOI and HRIs. [Letter available from Imperial on request] [B] Letter from Founder and CEO, Fianium Ltd, 27th November 2012. Letter confirms the significant impact that Imperial‟s pioneering research on the development of FLIM technology has had on sales of their supercontinuum devices. FLIM has become a major application of Fianium‟s technology. [Letter available from Imperial on request] [C] Fianium WhiteLase Supercontinuum products page, http://www.fianium.com/supercontinuum.htm (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/pkf on 02/05/13) [D] Example product datasheet for Fianium supercontiuum source which markets „Fluorescence lifetime measurement‟ as an application -  the WhiteLase SC Series, http://www.fianium.com/pdf/WhiteLase_SC4x0_v2.pdf (Archived  here) [E] The Scientist article, „Eyes on Cancer: Techniques for watching tumors do their thing‟, 1/4/12, http://www.the-scientist.com/?articles.view/articleNo/31889/title/Eyes-on-Cancer/ (archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/wpf on 7/8/13) [F] Three example biomedical papers using time-gated FLIM technology:  DOI(1), DOI(2),  DOI(3)

		129		0.0025		P1 - The commercial applications and economic success of fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM)		Imperial researchers in Prof Paul French‟s photonics group demonstrated one of the first practical FLIM instruments in 1997 using a prototype gated optical intensifier (GOI) developed by Kentech Instruments Ltd and a home-built solid-state ultrafast laser. They subsequently pioneered the use of ultrafast supercontinuum sources (USS) for FLIM. Today wide-field time-gated FLIM is a commercial success and is being widely applied for biomedicine, including for imaging of diseased tissue [e.g. 5] and for FRET (Fluorescence resonance energy transfer) microscopy to assay protein interactions [e.g. 3, 4]. This research thus helped translate FLIM to a wider community, highlighting the potential for tissue imaging, cell biology and drug discovery. It stimulated about £5M of GOI sales for Kentech [section 5, source A], with whom they developed time-gated FLIM technology and applications, and millions of pounds worth of sales of supercontinuum sources for Fianium Ltd [B].		Fluorescence lifetime measurements are a means to analyse the radiation emitted by fluorescent molecules in order to distinguish different molecular species, to probe the local molecular environment and to monitor molecular interactions. FLIM is the measurement of fluorescence lifetime in every pixel of an image and was first implemented in microscopes, although now it has been extended to endoscopy, tomography and other imaging modalities. Although fluorescence lifetime measurements date back decades, FLIM was first demonstrated around 1990 but was not widely taken up because of the complexity of the technology required. The Imperial group demonstrated one of the first “practical” FLIM instruments in 1997 [1, 2] using wide-field time-gated imaging with a prototype gated image intensifier (GOI) and a home-built novel solid-state ultrafast laser source that replaced complex and cumbersome ultrafast dye laser systems. It also developed suitable   software   tools  to  analyse   FLIM  data   since  none  were  commercially  available. Subsequently it demonstrated the potential for applications in biomedicine (e.g. cell biology using FRET to read out cell signalling processes [3] and for clinical diagnosis [5]), high content analysis for drug discovery [e.g. 4] and in the physical sciences.  This work has underpinned the impact of time-gated FLIM in the wider user community and helped establish a market for the technology. Research by Professor French‟s group included demonstrating the initial practical system in 1997 [1,2] and subsequently refining it, and integrating novel laser sources with gated optical image intensifiers (GOI) in FLIM instrumentation. This work was initiated and has continued with close interaction  with  industry,  particularly  Kentech  Instruments  Ltd  but  also  AstraZeneca,  GE Healthcare, GSK and PerkinElmer. The Imperial group co-authored several papers with industry [1-4] that raised the profile of time-gated FLIM. The group has continued to develop novel FLIM instrumentation. It demonstrated FLIM using a high repetition rate gated image intensifier operating at ~80 MHz with a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser and this approach has become wide-spread.  In 2004, the group also demonstrated the potential for rapid FLIM endoscopy using the Kentech GOI technology and also demonstrated the first FLIM with an ultrafast supercontinuum source (USS) [6], which, in turn, stimulated the market  for USS. They have also demonstrated the potential for rapid imaging in microfluidic devices using GOI FLIM in 2005 and the extension of the technique to wide-field time-resolved fluorescence anistropy imaging. Key researchers: Prof Paul French (Head of Photonics group) has led the FLIM development and application since initiating it in 1996, later working with Prof Mark Neil (Professor of Photonics), Dr Christopher Dunsby (Lecturer in Photonics) and Dr James McGinty (Lecturer in Biophotonics). The other authors on the cited references are Imperial PhD students and Research Associates, colleagues from industry and biomedical collaborators. Three PDRAs (Sam Hyde, Richard Jones and Keith Dowling moved to industry following their FLIM research.		(* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research) [1] Dowling K, Hyde SCW, Dainty JC, French PMW, Hares JD, “2-D Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging using a Time-Gated Image Intensifier”, Opt. Commun, 135, 27 (1997).  DOI, 30 citations (on 29/11/12) [2] *Dowling K, Dayel MJ, Lever MJ, French PMW, Hares JD, Dymoke-Bradshaw AKL., “Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging with picosecond resolution for biomedical applications”, Opt Lett., 23, 810-812 (1998).  DOI, 90 citations (on 29/11/12) [3] Grant D, et al., “High speed optically sectioned fluorescence lifetime imaging permits study of live cell signaling events”, Opt. Expr., 15, 15656–15673 (2007). DOI, 23 citations (on 29/11/12) [4] Talbot CB, et al., “High speed unsupervised fluorescence lifetime imaging confocal multiwell plate reader for high content analysis”, J. Biophoton. 1 (2008) 514–521.  DOI, 17 citations (on 26/06/13) [5] *Galletly NP, et al., “Fluorescence lifetime imaging distinguishes basal cell carcinoma from surrounding uninvolved skin”, British Journal of Dermatology, 159, pp. 152-161, 2008, DOI, 35 citations (on 26/06/13) [6] *Dunsby C, et al., “An electronically tunable ultrafast laser source applied to fluorescence imaging and fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy”, J Phys D: Appl. Phys., 37, 3296-3303 (2004).  DOI, 45 citations (on 29/11/12) Research Grants: 32 FLIM related research grants (including ESPRC - GR/L34273/01, GR/N16464/01, EP/F040202/1, BBSRC, EU and Wellcome Trust) since 1996 summing to £8.2M including £2.8M from DTI/TSB/industry. Most of this funding relates to biomedical applications of FLIM rather than technology development.		As part of the research and development of FLIM technology, the Imperial group has worked closely with several industrial partners, including Kentech Instruments Ltd, AstraZeneca, GE Healthcare, GSK and PerkinElmer. This resulted in several papers being co-authored with industry [1-4] which raised the profile of time-gated FLIM and helped to establish a market for this technology. This was particularly important in helping to create a new market for Kentech Instruments‟ GOI and high repetition rate gated optical imaging intensifiers (HRI) products, as well as stimulating the development of further products. In addition to collaborative work with industry, key routes to impact have been to seek funding to demonstrate specific applications, e.g. BBSRC for cell imaging, EPSRC for medical imaging and a DTI/TSB  Technology  Award  (2006-2010)  for  drug  discovery  with  Kentech  Instruments  Ltd,  AstraZeneca, GSK and GE Healthcare, who are looking to include FLIM in their activities. The Imperial group's research underpins the adoption of the technology in FLIM systems and since 2005 has led to a sharp increase in Kentech's GOI sales. Kentech, manufacturers of specialised and custom built electronics and imaging equipment, state that since 2005 sales of FLIM systems based on GOI technology “have reached around £5M, (with ~£2.5M having been sold since 01/01/2008), with typical individual sales having a value of ~£100k” [A]. Kentech attribute the increased sales “to the interest generated by [Imperial‟s] research and note that customers have frequently asked for the technology „developed by the Imperial College Group‟.” [A]. The Imperial group‟s demonstration of the use of ultrafast supercontinuum sources for FLIM and their subsequent development of new instrumentation, particularly for FRET readouts of cellular signalling processes, “helped stimulate significant world-wide demand for…supercontinuum products” [B] and led to an increase in sales of ultrafast fibre laser-pumped supercontinuum sources by Fianium Ltd, who had recently pioneered this technology and launched the first commercial product. Fianium Ltd, a fiber laser company focused on the manufacture and development of ultrafast, high power laser systems, estimate that “approximately half of more than 600 supercontinuum devices that [Fianium] have delivered to date are being used for fluorescence lifetime measurements and that this follows directly from [Imperial‟s] pioneering research” [B]. The “devices are currently priced between £12,000 and £80,000” and therefore “this number of sales [approx. £3-25M in value] represents a significant impact on the commercial development of [the] market” [B]. Fianium further commented that Imperial‟s “application of their ultraviolet ultrashort pulse sources …. to clinical imaging has stimulated interest in FLIM for medical diagnosis” and that they “have sold further systems to customers interested in following [Imperial‟s] work in this area” [B]. Fianium currently market „fluorescence  lifetime measurements‟ as an application for three supercontinuum lasers series (the Whitelase SC series, Whitelase UV and Whitelase Micro) and two supercontinuum filter systems (SC-AOTF and SuperChrome) in their product line [C, D]. The Imperial group undertook, and continues to run, a number of collaborative research projects with industry exploiting FLIM including [1, 2, 3, 4]. Information from these research projects, in particular with Kentech and Fianium, has fed back into better device designs and development of more  compelling  products.  Kentech  testify  that  they  have  “benefitted  from  working  with  [the Imperial] research group through [Imperial‟s] feedback and suggestions, which have helped…to improve our products and broaden the applications and markets into which our products are sold. [The]…impressive system integration talent build up in [the Imperial] group has guided [Kentech] in the continuing development of our control systems, further improving product performance” [A]. In addition to the translation of the technology into industrial application that is detailed above, the FLIM research programme at Imperial has resulted in knowledge transfer via delivery of skilled technical staff into industry. Four postdoctoral research staff and PhD students within the group developed technical expertise enabling them to acquire positions with companies including Intel (ultrafast silicon based photonics), GEC Marconi and then Narragansett Imaging (business aspects of  imaging  technology),  Evotec  and  Genentech  (technology  development  in  drug  discovery), Powerlase Ltd and the technology development company The Technology Partnership (TTP). GE Healthcare, AstraZeneca, GSK and Kentech Instruments Ltd joined Imperial in a DTI (TSB) Technology award (01/01/2006-31/10/2010) to develop and evaluate a prototype FLIM multiwell plate reader. [text removed for publication]. It is too early to judge societal/health impact but FLIM instruments based on GOI technology are currently being used for biomedical research across the world (for instance [E, F]).  Kentech confirm the biomedical use of time-gated FLIM in a letter – the Imperial group‟s “work demonstrating the biological and medical applications of time-gated FLIM – particularly [the] demonstration of rapid FLIM for real-time endoscopy and live cell imaging –  created significantly increased demand in [Kentech‟s] HRI products across our international market and we frequently had customers wanting to purchase HRI technology so that they could do similar work.” [A]		[A] Letter from Managing director, Kentech Instruments Ltd, 20th November 2012. Letter confirms Imperial‟s role in the development of FLIM technology and their sales of GOI and HRIs. [Letter available from Imperial on request] [B] Letter from Founder and CEO, Fianium Ltd, 27th November 2012. Letter confirms the significant impact that Imperial‟s pioneering research on the development of FLIM technology has had on sales of their supercontinuum devices. FLIM has become a major application of Fianium‟s technology. [Letter available from Imperial on request] [C] Fianium WhiteLase Supercontinuum products page, http://www.fianium.com/supercontinuum.htm (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/pkf on 02/05/13) [D] Example product datasheet for Fianium supercontiuum source which markets „Fluorescence lifetime measurement‟ as an application -  the WhiteLase SC Series, http://www.fianium.com/pdf/WhiteLase_SC4x0_v2.pdf (Archived  here) [E] The Scientist article, „Eyes on Cancer: Techniques for watching tumors do their thing‟, 1/4/12, http://www.the-scientist.com/?articles.view/articleNo/31889/title/Eyes-on-Cancer/ (archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/wpf on 7/8/13) [F] Three example biomedical papers using time-gated FLIM technology:  DOI(1), DOI(2),  DOI(3)

		130		0.003		P10 - Optical sectioning microscopy - Aurox Ltd		Aurox Ltd is an Oxfordshire spin-out company formed in 2004 by Prof Mark Neil (at Imperial since August 2002) with former colleagues from Oxford University.  Its main product line consists of wide field optical sectioning fluorescence microscopes based on the principle of structured illumination and detection using patterned disks. The microscopes use conventional (lower cost) light sources and do not require a scanning system which sets them apart from competitors. Research at Imperial has impacted on the design of disk patterns for optimising performance and has played a critical role in bringing these microscopes to market. Aurox’s systems are supplied to and marketed by Carl Zeiss (as VivaTomeTM) and Andor Technology (as Revolution DSDTM) for application in the biomedical sciences, generating successful sales over the period 2008-2012 and enabling Aurox to embark on a second-generation development programme. Since 2008 Aurox have sold more than 150 units with market value in excess of £3M. The majority of this £3M in sales have been since 2010 when an optimisation step which was developed and devised at Imperial College was incorporated into the Aurox products.		Stemming from original research (Nature, 383, 804-806) conducted by Prof Mark Neil (MN) and his colleagues at Oxford University in the late 1990s, MN has continued to work on wide field optical sectioning microscopy at Imperial. The results of his research have had significant impact on product developments and improvements in, spin-out company, Aurox’s own programmes via his role as “Principle Scientist” with the company. Research undertaken at Imperial College between 2004 and 2008 under a Basic Technology Research Award [G1] focussed on the application of micro-led arrays [1] to optical sectioning microscopy [2].  This large multi-partner project was led by Strathclyde university whose own role was the fabrication of micro-LED arrays, but with Imperial’s role looking in particular at applications in microscopy and imaging.  A particular emphasis of the work lead by Imperial within this project was using customised micro-LED arrays as programmable structured illumination light sources in fluorescence microscopy as a means to achieving optically sectioned imaging.  This is a feature, commonly associated with more complex laser scanning confocal microscopes, where an image is obtained of just the in-focus parts of the specimen, while signal from the out-of-focus parts is rejected. Significant outputs of the work at Imperial included the development of theoretical analyses of optical sectioning performance [3] of such structured illumination microscopy systems that have helped in the understanding and thus further refinement of Aurox’s own microscopy units. This has enabled Aurox to produce disk designs that optimise the balance between optical sectioning strength - how thick is the optical section - and signal level - how bright is the optical section.  The significant steps in the research were undertaken wholly at Imperial by Prof Mark Neil and his research team. Key personnel:  •   Mark Neil, Professor of Photonics (2009-present), previously lecturer and reader (since 2002), Physics Department, Imperial College London •   Paul  French,  Professor  of  Photonics,  Head  of  Photonics  Group,  Physics  Department,  at Imperial 01/10/89-present.		(* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research) [1] *Zhang, H. X., Gu, E., Jeon, C. W., Gong, Z., Dawson, M. D., Neil, M. A. A. and French, P. M. W., 'Microstripe-array InGaN light-emitting diodes with individually addressable elements', IEEE Photonics Technology Letters, 18, 1681-1683 (2006). DOI, 14 citations (as at 25/7/13) [2] *Poher, V.,  Zhang, H.X., Kennedy, G.T., Griffin, C., Oddos, S., Gu, E., Elson, D. S., Girkin, J.M., French, P.M.W., Dawson, M.D. and Neil, M.A.A., 'Optical sectioning microscopes with no moving parts using a micro-stripe array light emitting diode', Optics Express, 15, 11196-11206 (2007).  DOI, 19 citations (as at 25/7/13) [3] *Poher, V., Kennedy, G. T., Manning, H. B., Owen, D. M., Zhang, H. X. X., Gu, E., Dawson, M. D., French, P. M. W. and Neil, M. A. A., 'Improved sectioning in a slit scanning confocal microscope', Optics Letters, 33, 1813-1815 (2008). DOI, 4 citations (as at 25/7/13) Grants: [G1]    EPSRC,  GR/S85764/01, ‘A Thousand Micro-emitters Per Square Millimetre: New Light On Organic Materials & Structures’, RCUK Basic Technology Programme, PI Martin Dawson (Strathclyde) with Co-Is from Strathclyde, Imperial, Sheffield and Heriot-Watt, 01/07/04- 31/10/08. £2.7M total funding, £430K to Imperial Photonics.		Aurox Ltd [A] was formed in 2004, is based in Oxfordshire, and now employs 5 full time staff in both development and manufacturing. The company’s goal is “to make 3-D microscopy accessible and affordable to the masses – to individual researchers, not just imaging facilities in large institutions” [B]. Aurox products use lower cost light sources than competitors and do not require a scanning  system  which  sets them  apart from  other  microscopes.  The company  testifies that Imperial research carried out by Prof Mark Neil’s group has “directly influenced developments and improvements to Aurox products” and, in particular, the research in paper [3] has led to “a better understanding of optical sectioning in the Aurox SD62 series of microscopes”. This has enabled the  company  to  optimise  the  microscopes  performance  “to  better  accommodate  end  user requirements” [B]. Since 2008 Aurox has sold more than 150 units with market value in excess of £3M [B]. The “majority of these sales have been since 2010 when the optimisation step described in paper [3] was incorporated into [their] products” [B].  The sales have been made through distributers Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, who market the products as VivatomeTM [C, D], and Andor Technology PLC, who market it as Revolution DSDTM [E]. In the case of both customers it was initial feedback from beta-site testing with end users that pointed to the need for a fuller understanding of the impact of disk pattern design on the competing requirements of optical section strength and signal level.  That understanding was provided by the research undertaken at Imperial described above and which informed the design of new disk patterns that was a crucial step in the development of the eventual systems that went to market [B]. As  distributers  both  Carl  Zeiss  and  Andor  (headquartered  in  Germany  and  Northern  Ireland respectively)  have  in  turn  benefitted  from  the  addition  of  Aurox  units  to  their  fluorescence  microscopy product  lines,  providing  a  low cost  optical  sectioning  microscopy solution  that  is capable of operation at relatively high speed.  In Carl Zeiss this has filled a niche at the low cost end of their already extensive product line, effectively phasing out their previous ApoTomeTM product. Within Andor this has formed part of a concerted effort to expand from a small, but successful, scientific camera manufacturer to a worldwide supplier of complete optical microscopy systems. In marketing the Revolution DSDTM Andor Technology PLC has “made significant use of the research in paper [3] to help explain the operation of the Revolution DSD through both webinars and other promotional material” [B]. As end users, biomedical scientists find that with a low cost and relatively compact device such as this they are no longer held up in their work by waiting for access to centralised facilities where more expensive and bulky laser scanning microscope systems are often sited, and that they can now access some of the same functionality as provided by such traditional microscope systems in their own laboratories. Through the development of first-generation systems with Carl Zeiss, Aurox was awarded R&D 100 award in 2010 [F]. Most recently, in May 2012, Aurox received a Queen’s award for innovation [G] and an Institute of Physics Innovation Prize [H] in October 2012.    All of these awards were based on the success of the first-generation systems that benefited from the Imperial research highlighted here [B]. As a result of the success of the first generation systems produced by Aurox, it is currently actively involved in the development of a second generation of systems that will both improve on overall performance for existing customers Carl Zeiss and Andor, and expand their respective customer bases in new directions.  The design of the second generation of microscopes produced by Aurox continues to be, in part, underpinned by the analysis developed in paper [3] [B]. Aurox continues to work with Prof Neil’s research group at Imperial to develop the next generation of microscopes. An example of the continued collaboration is Aurox’s role as the industrial/commercial sponsor an EPSRC DTA/CASE award which has been held at Imperial since October 2010 [B, I].  The student Lionel Fafchamps is working under the supervision of Prof Mark Neil at Imperial and industrial supervisor Dr Rimas Juskaitis at Aurox on further developments to spinning disk pattern design to include more complex patterns that can mitigate some of the residual artefacts of simple line patterns, and the behaviour of systems using such masks in bright field microscopy such as are used in material inspection applications. A particularly interesting recent development under this program has been in mask designs that give significant improvements in resolution for fluorescence systems.  It is expected that these developments will feed into the second and future generation systems under development at Aurox.		[A] Aurox Ltd. web pages,  http://www.aurox.co.uk (archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/7qf on 03/09/13) [B] Letter from Managing Director of Aurox Ltd, indicating the significance of the research to their product development and subsequent sales performance (available from Imperial on request). [C] Carl Zeiss VivaTome page, http://microscopy.zeiss.com/microscopy/en_de/products/imaging- systems/vivatome.html#Introduction (archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/3qf on 3/9/13) [D] Carl Zeiss VivaTome brochure, http://applications.zeiss.com/C125792900358A3F/0/398009EAE6C4F189C125790600482250/ $FILE/60-2-0038_e_VivaTome.pdf (archived  here) [E] Andor Revolution DSD page, http://www.andor.com/microscopy-systems/revolution-dsd  (archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/4qf on 3/9/13) [F] R&D100 award announcement:  http://www.rdmag.com/Awards/RD-100- Awards/2010/08/Putting-fluorescence-into-focus/ (archived  here) [G] Queen’s award announcement http://www.businesslink.gov.uk/Horizontal_Services_files/2012_QA_Winners.pdf (archived here) [H] Institute of Physics Innovation Awards 2012 announcement. http://www.iop.org/news/12/sep/page_56982.html (archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/6qf on 3/9/13) [I]  Lionel Fafchamps EPSRC DTA/CASE award 10/10 – 3/14.

		133		0.01		P2 - Commercial success of high power, all-fibre supercontinuum sources		The development of a high average power, all-fibre integrated, supercontinuum (or “white light”) source, has led to a completely new product that has had significant commercial impact on the fibre laser and applications market place. The basic science, the technologically important power scaling and all-fibre integration were undertaken and first demonstrated by Imperial College staff. This device is currently sold as a compact free standing device by companies such as Fianium, NKT Photonics and IPG Photonics. Sales of supercontinuum lasers at Fianium alone have greatly exceeded £10M. The device has also been successfully incorporated into spectroscopic and medical  imaging  instrumentation  generating  new  business  activity  through  this  disruptive technological change.		The concept of the “supercontinuum” is not new. Spectral broadening in lasers or external to the laser cavity as a result of  nonlinearity has been identified and utilized since the late 1960s. However, no commercial devices were developed simply because of the unwieldy experimental configurations and the instability and irreproducibility as a result of lens focussing into the nonlinear medium. With the appearance of low loss optical fibre in the 1970s control of nonlinearity became simpler and more reliable yet lens coupling from bulk lasers prohibited commercial development of supercontinuum sources. A major step in the miniaturization, power scaling and reliability of fundamental pump sources came with the development of the all fibre master oscillator power fibre amplifier scheme or MOPFA  [1].  This  was  an  experimental  technique  that  was  pioneered  and  developed  by  the Imperial College group in collaboration with IPG Photonics, the world’s largest manufacturer of fibre laser and amplifier based instrumentation, in the mid-1990s. By 1997, the group in collaboration with IPG Photonics developed an extremely compact moderate average power (1W) supercontinuum source [2] that was commercialized by IPF Technology in the UK, a spin-off company from IPG Photonics and led by ex-Imperial College Physics Department personnel. This device was not a “white light” source, instead utilizing soliton-Raman cascading, a technique developed by the Imperial College group, to cover the near infra-red range from 1000nm to 2300 nm. With the introduction of photonic crystal fibre at the end of the 1990s and the demonstration of supercontinuum generation in that medium utilizing a femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser, interest was renewed in supercontinuum generation and the potential of “white light” generation. These latter systems  were  identical  to  the  earlier  schemes  of  the  70s  and  80s  in  their  experimental configurations, exhibiting instability and low average power levels of only a few milliwatts with little chance of spectral power increase. The quantum jump in supercontinuum sources was undertaken by the Imperial group in 2002 [3]. The post deadline report in 2004 at the prestigious international Conference on Lasers and Electro- Optics (paper CPDC7, Conference on Lasers and Electro Optics, CLEO 2004) described the fully integrated all fibre supercontinuum source incorporating a picosecond Yb MOPFA with photonic crystal fibre as the non-linear platform [e.g. 2] drew academic and commercial interest alike. The spectral power density was three orders of magnitude greater than could be achieved with Ti:Sapphire lasers and the construction was compact, reliable, reproducible and completely hands free. In 2003 details of the construction were passed to Fianium in the UK, a manufacturer of pulsed fibre lasers.  During the period of the current REF consideration, we have further developed the source power- scaling by more than another order of magnitude [3, 4] and solved the problem of extension of the supercontinuum to blue/UV spectral region [5, 6]. We identified that limitations to short wavelength extension were caused by long wavelength loss and confirmed that control of soliton-dispersive wave interactions were vital for short wavelength extension [4]. This is implemented either through tapering of the nonlinear PCF fibre or by controlling and lowering the loss in the manufacture process or it can also be solved by simple power-length scaling. The Imperial personnel contributing to this research programme were Academic Staff Members Prof JR Taylor and Dr SV Popov, RA Dr S.V. Chernikov and PG Research Students Mr. J.C. Travers, Mr. A.B. Rulkov, Mr. B. Cumberland, Mr E.J. Kelleher and Mr. B. Chapman. Dr Rulkov (PhD 2008) is now employed by IPG Lasers GmbH.  Dr Cumberland (PhD 2009) is employed by Coherent UK.		(* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research) [1] S.V. Chernikov, J.R. Taylor, et al., "1083 nm ytterbium doped fibre amplifier for optical pumping of helium", Electronics Letters 33, 787 (1997), DOI, 35 citations (30/11/12) [2] * S.V. Chernikov, Y Zhu, V.P. Gapontsev and J.R. Taylor , "Supercontinuum self-Q-switched ytterbium fiber laser", Optics Letters 22, 298 (1997), DOI, 117 citations (30/11/12) [3] * B.A. Cumberland, J.C. Travers, S.V. Popov and J.R. Taylor, “29W High power CW supercontinuum source”, Optics Express, 16, 5954 (2008), DOI, 59 citations (30/11/12) [4] J.C. Travers and J.R. Taylor, “Soliton trapping of dispersive waves in tapered optical fibres”, Optics Letters 34, 115 (2009). DOI, 24 citations (30/11/12) [5] * J.C. Travers, A.B. Rulkov, B.A. Cumberland, S.V. Popov and J.R. Taylor, “Visible supercontinuum generation in photonic crystal fibers with a 400W continuous wave fiber laser”, Optics Express 16, 14435 (2008), DOI, 66 citations (30/11/12) [6] B.A. Cumberland, J.C. Travers, S.V. Popov and J.R. Taylor, “Toward visible cw-pumped supercontinua”, Optics Letters 33, 2122 (2008), DOI, 27 citations (30/11/12)		There have been several important development stages undertaken by the Imperial College group, all with strong industrial interaction and product feed through, that has led to the commercial and academic  success  of  the  all-fibre  integrated  supercontinuum  source.  Before  our  seminal publication  in  2004  there  were  no  commercial  supercontinuum  sources  with  visible  radiation capability, although our infra-red system of 1997, which was commercialized by IPF Technology, did have the capability but required external frequency doubling and this was not available as a commercial add-on. The high power supercontinuum source has had significant impact on various fields from time resolved spectroscopy, imaging and remote sensing and most certainly has been a commercial success. The major beneficiaries have been manufacturers of the fibre based product: high power, supercontinuum fiber lasers are now sold by commercial laser companies such as Fianium (UK), NKT Photonics (Denmark) and Toptica (Germany and USA). Devices have been available from 2006, but visible spectral coverage was limited. Our research publications showing how short wavelength spectral extent of the supercontinuum was linked to long wavelength loss, e.g. [6], and our demonstrations illustrating mitigation of this effect and allowing short wavelength extension to the blue have led to commercial devices operating throughout the complete visible spectrum with high spectral power density. Impact has been made on the commercial devices which are now truly “white light”, in fact covering practically the complete window of transmission of optical fibre. Minimizing the IR loss allowed manufacturers to introduce simpler fibre structures and improve the performance and specification of commercial products. The best example of a commercial Yb fibre MOPFA-powered, fully integrated supercontinuum source incorporating photonic crystal fibre is exemplified by the Fianium product line [A]. The Whitelase supercontinuum sources provide “a spectrum from below 390nm to beyond 2400nm,  enabling applications such as fluorescence imaging, broadband spectroscopy, optical coherence tomography (OCT), and time-correlated single-photon counting” [B]. In a letter Fianium states the important contribution of J.R. Taylor’s group, and in particular publication [4], to the “development of commercial supercontinuum fiber lasers”. It confirms that “the current installed base of supercontinuum fiber lasers is approximately 1000 units worldwide and this follows directly from pioneering research conducted by Professor J.R. Taylor’s group. With our current devices being priced at between £12,000 and £80,000, this number of sales represents a significant impact on the commercial development of the market” [C]. In 2012 Fianium, which has headquarters in Southampton and offices in the US, Europe and Asia, won the Queen’s Award for Enterprise in the Innovation Award category for the development of the Whitelase Supercontinuum Fibre laser [D]. The Danish company NKT Photonics offers a range of commercial supercontinuum lasers under the SuperK brand. Their SuperK Extreme supercontinuum lasers “represent the next generation of supercontinuum lasers that are truly turn key with industry leading brightness covering the entire 400-2400nm wavelength range” [E] and “with more than 8W of total power and 2W of visible power, the SuperK EXTREME lasers are the brightest supercontinuum lasers on the market” [F]. The SuperK Extreme laser “covers a broad range of applications such as Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging (FLIM), Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT), Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC), Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET), Flow cytometry, DNA sequencing, White Light Inteferometry (WLI), Test and Measurement and many others” [E]. In a letter NKT Photonics confirms the key role the Imperial group played in the research and development of fiber based supercontinuum sources, in particular paper [4]. It also confirms the effect of this on the products it offers: "this basic configuration of the all-fibre integrated scheme, pumped by a MOPA...provided as inspiration for commercial high power supercontinuum sources, several types and models which [the] company produces" [G]. Users of the SuperK product include Leica Microsystems, Germany, the RECENDT Research Centre for Non Destructive Testing GmbH, Austria, and the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany [H]. Important to the further simplification and power scaling was the realization by us that continuous wave fibre lasers could be employed for supercontinuum generation as opposed to the general consensus that efficient nonlinear optics required high peak powers. This was achieved through a complete understanding of the non-linear processes controlling supercontinuum generation, in particular modulational instability that initiates it and the process of soliton–dispersive wave interaction that mediates long and short wavelength extension. The potential for commercialization was acknowledged through the award of a Royal Society Brian Mercer Feasibility Award in 2008 [I]. Through this we have looked at the complete simplification of the supercontinuum source, minimizing the number of components in order to produce a very commercially competitive device. IPG Photonics have “indicated [their] willingness to support the commercialization of this in collaboration with Prof Taylor’s group” [J]. The Feasibility Award has now ended and the potential commercialization of the technology is on-going. Following the commercial success of high power supercontinuum sources, J.R. Taylor from the Imperial College group, in collaboration with Professor J.M. Dudley at the University of Franche- Comte, was commissioned to prepare a commercially successful research text “Supercontinuum Generation in Optical Fibers”, Cambridge University Press, ISBN 978-0-521-51480-4 (2010). In the first year since publication this text book has sold 460 copies. Additionally, during the period of this impact assessment, our pioneering work in developing the systems and clarifying the underlying science and technological challenges has been recognized in the field through 21 invited talks (solely on high power supercontinuum generation) at the major international conferences incorporating Industrial Trade Shows where commercial supercontinuum sources were exhibited. For example at Biophotonics ’11 (Sweden), International Conference on Laser Optics 2010 (Russia), The Latin American Optics & Photonics Conference (Brazil), International Conference on Materials & Advanced Technologies (Singapore), Asia Optical Fiber Communications & Optoelectronics Exposition and Conference (China). Fianium confirm that the “many international conference presentations delivered by Professor J.R. Taylor and members of his  group  have  helped  stimulate  significant  world-wide  interest  and  demand  for  commercial  supercontiuum products” [C]. The beneficiaries of our research span all fields as a direct result of the diverse applications of the high power supercontinuum source. These devices have been directly cascaded into research and imaging diagnostics, with primary application in health care as well as in the biomedical research base.  According to Antonoly Grudinin, CEO of Fianium Ltd, “Ultrafast fiber lasers in general and super-continuum  sources  in  particular  have  good  prospects  to  become  a  key  technology  in biomedical applications” [K].		[A] The Fianium Powerful WhiteLase Supercontinuum sources product line http://www.fianium.com/supercontinuum.htm (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/5pf on 8/8/13) [B] Fianium press release about the supercontinuum fiber laser in Laser Focus World, Feb 2012 http://www.laserfocusworld.com/articles/2012/10/supercontinuum-fiber-laser-from-fianium.html (Archived at  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/6pf on 8/8/13) [C] Letter from Dr Anatoly Grudinin, CEO, Fianium Ltd, 29th Nov 2012. Letter confirms the significant impact that Imperial’s pioneering research by JR Taylor’s Femtosecond Optics Group had on the development of commercial supercontinuum fiber lasers (available from Imperial on request). [D] Fianium win Queen’s Award for Enterprise for Whitelase laser, Fianium news from 1/10/12, http://www.fianium.com/company-news.htm (archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/ssf on 20/9/13) [E] NKT Photonics SuperK Extreme product page http://www.nktphotonics.com/superkextreme?cid=7858 (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/qsf on 17/9/13). [F] Optics.org, Jun 2011, “NKT Photonics releases SuperK EXTREME - the world's brightest, most reliable supercontinuum laser series”,  http://optics.org/products/P000018993 (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/8pf on 8/8/13) [G] Letter from Dr Thomas Tanggaard Alkeskjold, Group Manager, Fiber Technology, NKT Photonics, 3rd Dec 2012. Letter confirms the significant impact the research by JR Taylor's group had on the development of fiber-based supercontinuum sources (available from Imperial on request). [H] Users of SuperK Extreme,  http://www.nktphotonics.com/side7855.html (archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/rsf on 17/9/13) [I]  Royal Society Brian Mercer Feasibility Award 2008  http://royalsociety.org/news/tomorrows- world/ (Archived at  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/9pf on 8/8/13) [J]  Letter from Valentin Gaponstev, CEO and Chairman, IPG Photonics, 4th Dec 2012 (available from Imperial on request). [K] Optics.org, June 2012, “Fiber lasers challenge traditional sources” http://optics.org/indepth/3/5/4 (Archived at  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/0pf on 8/8/13)

		134		0.00192		P3 - The commercialisation of fibre laser sources with medical applications		The development of a family of compact and efficient, high-power, fibre-based lasers that are designed to operate over broad wavelength ranges has led to new product lines that have had recognizable economic impact on the commercial laser market place. The basic research on these unique lasers was initially undertaken by Imperial College London and their development, power scaling and application were carried out in collaboration with IPG Photonics Corporation, the world’s  leading  manufacturer  of  high  power  fibre  lasers  and  amplifiers.  Devices  operating  in several wavelength ranges have been particularly commercially successful in the scientific laser market and have also been applied in various clinical trials and treatments, demonstrating impact in the heath sector. Sales of the high-power, fibre-based lasers with IPG Photonics have exceeded $3M in the past few years.		Over the past decade probably the most spectrally versatile laser based source has been the so called “white light laser” or supercontinuum source. The ability to cover the complete window of transmission of silica based fibre from about 330nm to 2300nm has enabled applications as diverse as remote sensing and medical imaging. High average power supercontinuum operation is possible with up to 100mW/nm spectral power density achievable [e.g. 1], albeit using an industrial scaled pump laser. Most typical commercial supercontinuum units deliver maximum spectral power densities in the region of 10mW/nm and at Imperial College we have developed such modestly powered  continuously  pumped  systems  for  medical  imaging  applications,  such  as  optical coherence tomography (e.g. Bizheva et al, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 10, 1073, 2006). For many real world applications spectral diversity coupled with high average power operation in specific spectral windows is an essential requirement and spectral selection or filtering from a supercontinuum provides inadequate average power levels. The realization of more applicable fibre based sources is the subject of this impact case study. A key contributing component to the spectrally diverse, high power fibre laser sources described here was the introduction of the concept of the master oscillator power fibre amplifier (MOPFA) that was  developed  by  the  Imperial  College  group  in  collaboration  with  IPG  Photonics  [2].  The advantage of the MOPFA technique is that it utilizes an integrated low power seed and this seed can be in any format continuous wave (cw), nanosecond or picosecond. It can be a laser diode or fibre laser that is sequentially amplified in fibre to average saturation powers well in excess of 1kW. Single frequency operation is possible through manipulation of the amplifier geometry, while nonlinear effects such as spectral broadening can be negated through use of large mode area amplifying fibre. Our initial MOPFA based studies primarily related to Yb and Yb:Er rare earth doped schemes, operating with tuneable bandwidths of about 40nm in the spectral region around 1060nm and 1550nm respectively. We originally investigated spectral diversity through the use of single pass second  harmonic  generation  (SHG)  in  periodically poled  lithium  niobate  (PPLN)  in  1998  [3], however, with average powers of several watts in the green, photo-darkening in the PPLN was a severe limiting problem. Photo-darkening with high power operation at 530nm was overcome in 2004 by the Imperial College group through the use of MgO doped stoichiometric periodically poled lithium tantalite [4]. Since then, and under the auspices of a Royal Society Industrial Fellowship carried out in association with IPG Photonics, Dr S. Popov of the Imperial College group has collaborated with the industrial partner in further developing high average power green sources based upon doubling in novel cavities incorporating poled crystals pumped by cw Yb MOPFA  schemes. In the visible, wavelength versatility was also demonstrated by the Imperial group in the first reported frequency doubling of a bismuth silica fibre laser giving up to 6.5W average power in the yellow at 589nm (a wavelength of interest for artificial guide star generation and also of relevance for acne and vein treatments) single pass in PPLN [5].  Wavelength diversity was also achieved at the watt level by a second cascaded second harmonic generation of both the Yb and Yb:Er laser systems, allowing operation in the blue and ultra violet. Sum frequency wavelength mixing of the Yb and Er systems also permitted somewhat limited wavelength tunability around 635nm, again at watts average power levels. The greatest wavelength diversity was achieved through development of the fibre Raman MOPFA undertaken at Imperial College in collaboration with personnel from IPG Photonics. The use of novel  short  length,  high  power  cascaded  fibre  Raman  laser  structures  allowed  complete wavelength coverage from 1000nm to 2000nm. Our research programme, undertaken to minimize the  effects  of  in-fibre  nonlinearity,  allowed  high  power  operation  with  narrow  linewidths  and polarization preserving geometries. This allowed highly efficient second harmonic generation of the tunable   Raman lasers from 500nm to 1000nm and with operational powers in the harmonic signals   in   excess   of   3W   [6],   consequently   permitting   spectral   coverage   matching   the supercontinuum source but with average power levels nearly three orders of magnitude higher. The personnel contributing to this research programme at Imperial College London were Dr S V Popov, Prof J R Taylor, and PG Research Students Mr. A.B. Rulkov, Mr. B. Cumberland and Mr S.A. Guskov. Dr Rulkov (PhD 2008) is employed by IPG Lasers GmbH.   Mr Cumberland (PhD 2009) took up employment with Coherent UK. Mr Guskov joined IPG Lasers GmbH as lead scientist in the high power fibre laser programme.		(* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research) [1] * J.C Travers, A.B. Rulkov, B.A. Cumberland, S.V. Popov and J.R. Taylor, “Visible supercontinuum generation in photonic crystal fibre with a 400W continuous wave fiber laser”, Optics Express 16, 14435 (2008), DOI, Times cited: 65 (as at 5/11/12) [2] S.V. Chernikov, J.R. Taylor et al., "1083 nm Ytterbium doped fibre MOPFA for optical pumping of helium", Electronics Letters 33, 787 (1997). DOI, Times cited:  35 (as at 5/11/12) [3] S.A. Guskov, S.V. Popov, S.V. Chernikov, J.R. Taylor, “Second harmonic generation around 0.53 µm of seeded Yb fibre system in periodically poled lithium niobate”, Electronics Letters 34, 1419 (1998). DOI, Times cited: 16 (as at 5/11/12) [4] A.G. Getman, S.V. Popov and J.R. Taylor, “7W average power, high-beam quality green generation in MgO doped stoichiometric periodically poled lithium tantalite”, Applied Physics Letters, 85, 3026 (2004). DOI, Times cited: 13 (as at 5/11/12) [5] * A.B. Rulkov, A.A. Ferin, S.V. Popov, J.R. Taylor et al., “Narrow-line, 1178nm CW bismuth- doped fiber laser with 6.4W output for direct frequency doubling”, Optics Express 15, 5473 (2007).  DOI, Times cited: 56 (as at 5/11/12) [6] * D. Georgiev, V. P. Gapontsev, A. G. Dronov, M. Y. Vyatkin, A. B. Rulkov, S. V. Popov, and J. R. Taylor , “Watts-level frequency doubling of a narrow line linearly polarized Raman fiber laser to 589n”, Optics Express, Vol. 13, 6772 (2005).  DOI, Times cited: 75 (as at 5/11/12) Grants: Over the period 2007 to 2013, this work was supported by funding from the Royal Society (Industry Fellowship, 1/12/06-30/11/10, £108,852), through a Research Excellence Award from Imperial College (2008-2011, £145,000), and IPG Photonics, totalling £685,000.		Following the underpinning research at Imperial College that led to the demonstration of a family of high average power, fibre-based lasers operating throughout the visible and the near infra-red, impact has been identified and acknowledged by the commercialization of the developed systems  and in the application of the lasers in diverse medical treatments. From 2006 to 2010 Dr Popov College held a Royal Society Industrial Research Fellowship, which was undertaken in association with IPG Photonics. During this time and in collaboration with Dr Popov, the IPG group of companies undertook the commercial development of several of the high power fibre laser systems that had been researched at Imperial College, in particular, the (i) frequency doubled Yb and Yb:Er fibre lasers, (ii) MOPFA type fundamental and frequency doubled Raman fibre lasers and (iii) the Thulium based system operating around 2µm. In a letter, IPG Photonics confirms that in “we established a mutually beneficial programme to investigate the frequency doubling of Yb based MOPFAs (master oscillator power fibre amplifiers) in periodically poled materials. The thrust of that programme was to use controlled seed signals from laser diodes or fibre lasers and to amplify these to moderately high average powers, in the many tens of watts regime, before efficient frequency doubling in various poled crystals. The programme was very successful and deploying Yb, Er and Raman based amplifiers in various formats, tuneable red, green, yellow and blue sources were demonstrated at tens of watts average power” [A]. It confirms that in “the past few years, with further development, IPG have commercialized the high power green system based upon SHG [second-harmonic generation] in crystals pumped by seeded Yb fibre lasers and these highly reliable and efficient systems should rapidly replace large frame inefficient Argon ion lasers and other traditional solid state solutions” [A]. Regarding sales of the visible fibre laser systems developed from the original research programme of the Imperial group, IPG confirms that “In the past few years sales of green systems has exceeded 100 units of various specification, with the power in this family of devices now exceeding 100W at 530nm and associated revenue was in excess of 3 million US$. Sales of Raman based units exceed those of the 530nm system.” [A] The marriage of MOPFA technology with frequency doubling techniques in simple configurations has led to the commercialization of a family of compact and efficient high power lasers with exceptional wavelength coverage. With the lasers fundamentally based upon developments in telecommunications and through the use of telecommunications specified components, this has led to greater reliability and simplification, such that the basic commercial laser product requires no maintenance and is characterised by a simple user interface  that requires no laser optimization procedures.  As a consequence, the systems are in demand in the applications market place and this is best exemplified by the medical laser market, where the reliability, compactness, no need for servicing and cost reduction of fibre based laser medical systems has had instant impact. Over the period 2006-2010, high power Thulium fibre lasers operating at 1940nm were developed in collaboration with IPG Photonics for applications in surgery. The water peak absorption of tissue at 1940nm allows for faster ablation and tissue removal compared to procedures developed for the Holmium laser at 2100nm.  A 120W laser system was developed utilizing single transverse mode pumping from a Yb:Er laser system - the Thulium Fiber Laser System [B]. Collaborative clinical trials were instigated at the Chelyabinsk Medical Centre, Russia and at StarMedTech in Germany. StarMedTech, an international medical technology company specialising in surgical laser system technology, also includes a 120W 1.9µm Thulium laser in its product line – the vela® XL laser [C]. This laser is advertised for use in “urology, gynecology, ENT, pneumology, neurology and surgery” [C]. As with the IPG Photonics 1940nm lasers, due “to its high absorption in water, the optimized wavelength of 1.9µm is ideal for haemostatic cutting of soft and hard tissue” [C]. Dr Popov and the Femtosecond Optics Group at Imperial College have collaborated closely with the Medical Laser Division of IPG in the development, trials and commercialization of several fibre laser platforms for various medical procedures, some of which are now routinely applied. This is confirmed in a letter by NTO-IRE Polus (part of the IPG Photonics Corporation): “The research and development in fiber lasers at Imperial College, followed by commercialization by IPG Photonics allowed us to develop integrated medical devices, conduct trials and qualify medical technologies for surgery, ENT, gynaecological, prostate treatments and vein therapy in Russia, Germany and USA” [D]. In Russia alone “over one thousand ENT operations were successfully performed on 330 patients, 3.5 to 66 year old, in the Second Central Medical Clinic using Raman and Er fiber laser  based surgical instruments. In Chelyabinsk at the Medical and Physics Center of the Chelyabinsk State  Medical  Academy  104  patients,  age  34  to  68,  with  gynaecological  problems  were successfully treated using Tm fiber laser based devices” [D]. Further confirmation of the medical impact of the fiber lasers comes from the University of Illinois at Chicago. The director of the Dental Emergency Medicine Responder Training (DEMRT) Office confirms “Dr. Popov and I have collaborated in the research and development (R&D) of fiber based lasers for medical and dental spectroscopy, diagnostics, non-surgical, and surgical applications since 2008. His applied and clinical laser device and applications research, for laser based diagnostics, dentistry, medicine, and surgery, have been critical for our clinical needs…We have collaborated with a number of medical centers and companies across the world, all of whom express continued interest in developing new medical and dental devices and procedures for global and international health needs...The lasers developed at Imperial College have been commercialized by IPG Photonics and applied in medical applications such as dentistry, oral surgery, ENT, gynecology, prostate treatment; aesthetics and have already passed medical trials and certification in Russia, Europe, USA and Asia.” [E] The important role of Dr Popov and the Femtosecond Group in the commercialization of the fiber laser sources is nicely summarized in the following additional quotes: “Dr Popov’s input has been an important and vital ingredient in the route to commercialization [of medical laser systems]” [A], and “The results of the research conducted by Dr Popov at Femtosecond Group at Imperial College in collaboration with IPG Photonics have clearly resulted in practical apparatus which was successfully applied to novel low-invasive medical treatments” [D].		[A] Letter CEO and Chairman, IPG Photonics, 20/12/12 (available on request) [B] IPG Photonics ‘TLR Series - Thulium Fiber Lasers’ product details webpage http://www.ipgphotonics.com/app_medical_tlr.htm (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/cqf on 8/8/13) [C] StarMedTec ‘vela® XL, 1.9µm thulium laser’ product details webpage, http://www.starmedtec.de/en/products/produkte-detail/vela-xl-en/ (archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/bqf on 8/8/13) [D] Letter from Head of Medical Lasers Division, NTO-IRE Polus (part of IPG Photonics), 8/1/13 (available on request) [E] Letter from Director, DEMRT Office, University of Illinois at Chicago, 7/1/13 (available on request)

		136		0.0005		P5 - Successful commercialisation of microcalorimeter for ultrasensitive heat capacity measurements of magnetic materials		Heat capacity is the measurable physical quantity that specifies the amount of heat required to change the temperature of an object or body by a given amount and is an important quantity to establish in any application that requires knowledge of the thermal response of a material.  It is quite usual in the development of new materials that the volume of material available in single crystalline form is limited, and the ability to measure small samples sensitively has particular importance for this reason. We claim a dominant influence on the design of an ultrasensitive heat capacity microcalorimeter that is now sold by the UK company Cryogenic Ltd as a heat capacity option for their cryogenic measurement systems.   The microcalorimeter makes it possible to measure ultra- small samples, particularly magnetic samples that are invisible to other commercial probes.  Research was carried out within Imperial‟s Physics Department in 2003-04 to develop the instrumentation; the design was published in 2005 after which it transferred to UK company Cryogenic Ltd.   In the past three years the approximate total sales of the heat capacity option at Cryogenics amount to £500K, as a valuable component of a physical properties measurement system with a total sale value in the region of £2M [section 5, source E].		Imperial  College  has  a  world  leading  activity  on  the  study of  magnetic  materials for  energy applications with a current grant portfolio in this area of the order of £5-6M (current grants are listed below). The particular emphasis of our research relates to the development of materials for room  temperature  magnetic  refrigeration  using  the  magnetocaloric  effect  (the  change  of temperature of a material in the presence of a magnetic field). Development of unique instrumentation has always been at the forefront of the group‟s strengths. The group had begun to study magnetocaloric materials in 2003, and needed to measure the specific heat capacity of small samples as a function of magnetic field. Instrumentation to carry out these types of measurements was not available commercially. Prof Minakov (employed on a Royal Society International Collaboration grant with the group for several months in 2003 [G1]) and Dr Yuri Bugoslavsky (post-doctoral researcher supported by the EPSRC [G2]) built on Minakov‟s prior experience using a commercially available Si nitride membrane to perform scanning calorimetry over very large temperature excursions. Minakov had already studied the device‟s response to small temperature oscillations but not to magnetic field. The development of the microcalorimeter as a working instrument to determine heat capacity as a function of swept magnetic field took place at Imperial College [1]. It required thorough analysis of heat transfer through the device to the sample and to its surroundings, establishment of protocols for reliable measurement, and experimental verification of their accuracy. The work performed at Imperial College is published in reference [1] and can be summarised as: A)  Heat transfer analysis B)  Establishment of protocols for use of the probe  C)  Development of the analysis for magnetic field dependence of calorimetry Imperial Innovations was consulted about intellectual property rights protection in 2005 but the research was deemed unsuitable because the silicon nitride membrane was a commercially available device (from Xensor Integration) and Minakov had published aspects of its use for ac calorimetry prior to the development work at Imperial College (and hence making patent protection ineligible). Nonetheless, the inventors were keen to see the technique translated into a commercial product and from 2005 worked with Cryogenic Ltd to pursue this. Key Researchers:     Prof A. A. Minakov – Royal Society International Academic visitor, Jan-March 2003 & Jan-Feb 2004 (supported on a travel grant [G1])     Dr Y. V. Bugoslavsky – EPSRC Post-doctoral researcher, 1/2000-10/2005, Academic Visitor, 10/2005-4/2008.     Prof L. F. Cohen – Academic staff, 1991 – present Current Grants in magnetocalorics:     A Platform to Develop and Utilise Characterisation Tools for Functional Magnetic Materials – PI Prof Lesley Cohen. Grant “EPSRC EP/E016243/1”. Period: 01/06/07–31/05/2012. Value: £780,791.     Solid State Energy Efficient Cooling – SSEEC – PI Prof Lesley Cohen. Grant “EC FP7-NMP- 214864”. Period: 01/10/09 - 30/09/11. Value: £210,000.     Nanostructured Functional Materials for Energy Efficient Refrigeration, Energy Harvesting and Production of Hydrogen from Water. PI Prof Neil Alford. Grant “EPSRC Programme grant EP/G060940/1”. Period: 01/10/2009 – 31/03/2015. Value: £3,868,581 (Cohen has 25% financial and scientific responsibility of budget - £965,865)     Drastically Reduced Rare Earth use in Applications of Magnetocalorics- DDREAMS, PI Dr K. Sandeman. Grant: “EC 310748-2 DRREAM CP-FP” Period: 01/04/2013 – 30/03/2016. Value: 600000		(* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research) There is one paper that describes the underpinning research leading to the design of the probe. Papers are only published in Rev Sci Instruments after a rigorous peer review process. [1]  * A.A. Minakov, S.B Roy, Y.V.Bugoslavsky and L.F. Cohen, “Thin-film alternating current nanocalorimeter for low temperatures and high magnetic fields”, Review of Scientific Instruments, 76, 43906 (2005). DOI, 41 citations (as at 01/04/13) Selected grants that supported the research that underpinned the impact [G1]    Royal Society Travel Grant, REF: RS 15095, to A. A. Minakov, 1/5/03-31/7/03, £4,110 [G2]    EPSRC,  GR/T03802/01, 1/10/04-31/1/08, “Spatially resolved spin-polarisation spectroscopy for improved characterisation of spintronic materials”, PI: L Cohen, £257,461.		Heat capacity is an important quantity to establish for the development of new materials in areas as diverse as energy storage, energy generation, optoelectronic communications or magnetism. New materials studied in single crystalline form are often available in only very small quantities and therefore the creation of an instrument that provides the ability to measure small samples, in  particular magnetic samples, sensitively has particular importance for this reason. The direct derivative of the swept field ac calorimetric probe developed at Imperial College is currently being sold at Cryogenic Ltd. Cryogenic Ltd is a leading supplier of high field superconducting magnets and low temperature measurement systems which operate without liquid helium. Cryogenic Ltd has offices in the UK, USA and Australia, and is partnered with distribution companies in thirteen other countries [A]. The system was designed, tested and optimised within the Solid State Physics Labs at Imperial College in 2003-4 and was published as a scientific instrument design in 2005 [1]. That was the primary method by which the research was disseminated. The technical know-how was transferred to Cryogenic Ltd in 2005, by direct discussions with the company (discussions that were facilitated by Imperial Innovations in the first instance and later by Cryogenic‟s employment of Dr. Bugoslavsky). Throughout the following years the Imperial College research on magnetocalorics has gained worldwide interest and through presentation at international meetings and journal publication we have continued to disseminate the use of the microcalorimeter. In this sense the research undertaken at Imperial College has helped to underpin the commercial impact of the probe that is being sold by Cryogenic Ltd. Since 2006, Cryogenic have been selling developments of the Imperial designed microcalorimeter as part of its Measurement Systems range (Cryogenic product range webpage [B]). The system allows for specific heat measurements to be made for samples with microgram weights using a miniature calorimeter fabricated on a silicon nitride membrane with thermometer and heater. This technique offers unsurpassed sensitivity combined with simplicity of operation [C]. The normal temperature range is 2 to 300K, and high magnetic fields can be applied. The Cryogenic Specific Heat measurement system features: low amplitude of temperature oscillations and hence high temperature resolution (typically 0.1K); fast measurements as the frequency of the temperature modulation is of the order of 10 to 100 Hertz; high sensitivity of 1 nJ/K throughout the temperature range 2-300K [B, D]. The system is robust and durable; with reasonable care the lifetime of a single sensor can span over tens of sample replacements [B, C]. The method used by the microcalorimeter  is  “fast  and  capable  of  resolving  details  that  would  be  very  difficult  if  not impossible to see using other methods such as relaxation calorimetry” [E]. The Cryogenic Ltd microcalorimetry heat capacity probe provides a useful alternative method to the  relaxation  method  offered  by  other  manufacturers,  making  it  possible  to  measure  small samples that are invisible to other commercial probes. An additional advantage is the possibility to make rapid measurements at varying temperature or applied magnetic field. The small size of the measurement cell makes it easy to adapt the experiment to the user‟s requirements (e.g. mounting on a rotating stage, in small applied AC magnetic field, or illuminating with light). The contribution and importance of the ac microcalorimeter to Cryogenic Ltd has been confirmed in a letter from the Managing Director of Cryogenic Ltd [F]. He confirms that the company offers a heat capacity option that was “developed at Cryogenic based on a prototype originally devised at Imperial College…published in Review of Scientific Instruments in 2005” [F]. The company “understood the competitive advantage of this method and commercialised it, making it compatible with cryogen-free and liquid-helium based magnetic systems” [F]. Cryogenic trades internationally and many of its customers “are based in countries where liquid helium is of limited availability” [F]. In countries such as “Brazil, India, the Middle East, China and…Japan” [F] liquid helium is very hard or extremely expensive to obtain making cryogen free  equipment attractive. The probe is ideally suited to the characterisation and therefore the development of magnetic materials. Magnetic materials play a dominant role in many key areas of technology (renewable energy, transport, sensors, information storage). The highly sensitive probe also has potential for use in a wide range of applications, where only small samples are available, including biochemical and biomedical diagnostics, for which samples are functionalised with magnetic beads or undergo changes of state in magnetic field. End users primarily reside in research laboratories. Cryogenic Ltd report that in the last 3 years sales of the heat capacity option, which is priced at about £[text removed for publication] [C, F], amount to approximately £500K. The specific heat option is sold as “a valued component in about 20% (£2M worth) of the larger integrated measurement systems [which are worth £12M]…95% of [the] Company’s products are exported overseas and 75% goes outside Europe” [F]. They further note that adding “measurement options for heat capacity and thermal conductivity has greatly benefited the market acceptance of [their] instruments” [F].		[A] Cryogenic Ltd webpage, http://www.cryogenic.co.uk/ (archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/lkf on 2/5/13) [B] Cryogenic Ltd „Heat Measurement‟ product page, http://www.cryogenic.co.uk/products/specific- heat-capacity  (archived at  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/c8f on 18/11/13) [C] [text removed for publication] [D] Cryogenic Ltd „Specific Heat‟ specifications page, http://www.cryogenic.co.uk/sites/default/files/product_files/specific_heat_capacity_specification .pdf   (archived  here) [E] Cryogenic Ltd, „Application Note: Studying phase transitions using AC calorimetry‟, http://www.cryogenic.co.uk/sites/default/files/product_files/heat_capacity_data_combined_3107 13.pdf (archived  here) [F] Letter of support from Managing Director, Cryogenics Ltd, 3 Dec 2012 (available from Imperial on request)

		158		0.0019		Development of high performance cameras for imaging applications with Andor Technology plc		As standard commercially-available imaging systems  were unable to deliver  the performance necessary  for  our  astronomy  research  programmes,  we  formed  a  partnership  with  Andor Technology to develop two new specifically-tailored novel imaging systems: one to allow high- speed, high cadence imaging over an array of detectors whose capture times were precisely synchronised   (for   solar   research);   one  to  combine   large  format  CCD  detectors   with   a thermoelectric deep cooling design, removing the need for a separate, expensive cooling system (for exoplanet research). This partnership contributed to the development of new imaging products within Andor Technology   (2008 – present), for  which the company   estimates a current total revenue value of over £1.7M per year. It has also helped Andor to maintain a leading position in the scientific camera market on a global scale, via the press and industry coverage obtained for the new technology development.		Solar research: High cadence observations of astronomical sources has been a growing field within astrophysical science and there is a clear need for such observational data in solar physics. Many solar research topics  involve  the  observation  of  phenomena  over  small  sizes  (few  tens  of  km)  and  short timescales (one second or less), in particular those related to the variable Sun and its influence on the  Earth.  Solar  flares  and  other  events  can  seriously  affect  satellite  communications,  GPS systems and power grids, the most famous example being the blackout in Quebec in 1989, which cost the Hydro-Quebec power company alone over $10M. In  the  mid-2000’s,  Profs  Mathioudakis,  Keenan  and  collaborators  realised  the  need  for  the development of specialist equipment to allow progress in the understanding of solar phenomena at a much greater level of detail than previously achieved [1, 2]. Their development of high-cadence, multi-wavelength imaging systems, in collaboration with Andor Technology, has allowed unique high-frequency imaging of the solar atmosphere. In particular, the Rapid Oscillations in the Solar Atmosphere (ROSA) instrument provides images of the solar atmosphere simultaneously at 6 wavelengths, at a rate of up to 200 images per second per wavelength, with a resolution of better than 100 km [3]. ROSA was part-funded by a PPARC grant for £246K awarded to Keenan and Mathioudakis in September 2007, followed by STFC grants for £99K in August 2009 and £51K in August 2012 and an FP7 Integrated Infrastructures Initiative grant in April 2013 for €223K to Keenan and Mathioudakis to support ROSA operations. Since its successful deployment in August 2008, ROSA has been extensively used to investigate high-frequency waves in the Sun. It is now one of the top requested instruments at the Dunn Solar Telescope in New Mexico, the prime US facility for solar ground-based observations. Mathioudakis and Dr Jess subsequently won the inaugural Andor Insight Award for scientifically-captivating imaging obtained with Andor equipment (November 2011), which attracted extensive publicity, e.g. see: http://phys.org/wire-news/54477731/stellar-success-for-queens-solar-stars.htm  Exoplanet research: One  of  the  most  important  scientific  advances  in  recent  years  has  been  the  discovery  of exoplanets, i.e. planets orbiting stars other than the Sun. The best method for discovering exoplanets is through transit surveys (watching for the dip in the light from a star resulting when the planet passes directly between the star and the observer during its orbit). When coupled with follow-up observations, such transit surveys provide measurements of planetary masses and densities, and potentially spectroscopy of planetary atmospheres. The most successful Earth- based transit discovery systems to date have been the Andor camera-based SuperWASP (Wide Angle Search for Planets) facilities, whose development was led by Prof Pollacco and colleagues (note that Pollacco left QUB in August 2012). Although the SuperWasp project officially began in 2000/2001, its genesis can be traced back to the mid-1990’s when, together with the team at ING in La Palma, Pollacco developed a series of cameras with wide fields-of-view, known as CoCam. When it became clear that these cameras might allow exoplanet transits to be discovered, plans were developed to build WASP (Wide Angle Search for Planets) in 1999/2000. Observations using WASP in Summer 2000 demonstrated the ability to detect planetary transits, thus prompting further system developments and the creation of the SuperWASP-North and -South projects [4], funded by an initial PPARC grant for £105K to Pollacco, Keenan and Fitzsimmons in April 2001, and a subsequent PPARC award for £464K in April 2008 to Pollacco and Keenan to operate the SuperWASP-North facility. To date, these facilities have led to the discovery of >90 transiting exoplanets,  with  more  to  be  announced  [5,  6].  More  importantly,  in  terms  of  impact,  the development of these cameras and their world-wide visibility through the WASP exoplanet programme has led to significant sales for Andor in this market. The societal impact has also been large, with many press and TV-radio articles, including BBC reports, e.g. see: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7322979.stm		[1] “High-frequency oscillations   in a  solar   active  region  coronal  loop”, D. R.  W illiams, K.J.H. Phillips,  P.  Rudawy, M. Mathioudakis,  P.T.  Gallagher,  E.  O’Shea,  F.P.  Keenan,  P.  Read,  B. Rompolt. Monthly Notices Royal Astronomical Society 326, 428 (2001); journal impact factor = 4.90; ISI ranking = 9/56; DOI: 10.1046/j.1365-8711.2001.04491.x; cited 62 times (according to WoK, October 2013).* [2] “High-frequency oscillations in a solar active region observed with the Rapid Dual Imager” D.B. Jess, A. Andic, M. Mathioudakis, D. S. Bloomfield, F.P. Keenan. Astronomy and Astrophysics 473, 943 (2007); journal impact factor = 4.59; ISI ranking = 10/56; DOI: 10.1051/0004-6361:20077142; cited 16 times (according to WoK, October 2013). [3] “ROSA: A High-cadence, Synchronized Multi-camera Solar Imaging System” D.B. Jess, M. Mathioudakis, D.J. Christian, F.P. Keenan, R.S.I. Ryans, P.J. Crockett. Solar Physics, 261, 363 (2010); journal impact factor = 2.78; ISI ranking = 18/56; DOI: 10.1007/s11207-009-9500-0; cited 23 times (according to WoK, October 2013).* [4] “The WASP project and the SuperWASP cameras”, D. L. Pollacco et al., Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, 118, 1407 (2006); journal impact factor = 2.44; ISI ranking = 20/56; DOI: 10.1086/508556; cited 247 times (according to WoK, October 2013).*  [5] “WASP-1b and WASP-2b: two new transiting exoplanets detected with SuperWASP and SOPHIE”, A. C. Cameron et al., Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society 375, 951 (2007); journal impact factor = 4.90; ISI ranking = 9/56; DOI: 10.1111/j.1365-2966.2006.11350.x; cited 127 times (according to WoK, October 2013). [6] “WASP-3b: a strongly irradiated transiting gas-giant planet”, D. Pollacco et al., Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 385, 1576 (2008); journal impact factor = 4.90; ISI ranking = 9/56; DOI: 10.1111/j.1365-2966.2008.12939.x; cited 108 times (according to WoK, October 2013). *Output best indicates the quality of the underpinning research.		ROSA (Rapid Oscillations in the Solar Atmosphere): The detectors in our SuperWASP and ROSA instruments were developed in collaboration with Andor Technology plc, one of the world leaders in detector technology, which employs over 300 people in 16 offices worldwide, and distributes its products to 10,000 customers in 55 countries. Our successful partnership with Andor allowed them to identify large format CCD and high-speed ultra-sensitive EMCCD scientific cameras as a growing market for astronomical applications, as they  were  unaware  of  the  increasing  importance  of  high  cadence  observing  in  astrophysics research. In addition, the partnership allowed Andor to become involved in the European Solar Telescope (EST) Consortium, and provided access to EU/FP7 funding for Andor of €81K (2008 – 2011) for a preliminary detector Design Study for the EST. This in turn has potential applications to other  solar  telescope  designs  around  the  globe,  such  as  the  Advanced  Technology  Solar Telescope (ATST) in the USA and the National Large Solar Telescope (NLST) in India. Most importantly,  the  drive  for  science  excellence  in  our  programmes  pushed  existing  detector technology to its limits, and was directly responsible for Andor’s development of these large format, low noise, high-speed cameras. Andor has now been identified (by the EST and ATST Consortia) as one of only two companies worldwide which have the capability to provide cameras that can meet the stringent science requirements of the next generation of solar telescopes (i.e. large format, synchronised and fast readout). For ROSA to operate successfully, it has been necessary to solve the problem of accurately synchronising up to 6 cameras at high cadence, so that all images are obtained at exactly the same time with an accuracy of a few microseconds. Andor worked with Mathioudakis and Keenan to develop the synchronisation hardware and software infrastructure to achieve this. Following its successful development, this directly expanded Andor's understanding of high bandwidth data handling and multi-camera synchronisation, identified as a key future area in terms of providing `added-value’ to camera systems. In particular, high bandwidth solutions are highly complementary to next-generation scientific  CMOS technology, an area of innovation that is  presently being spearheaded by Andor. This new ground-breaking technology offers the ability to acquire large format data at very fast frame rates with extremely high sensitivity and is already resonating with a broad  diversity  of  scientific  applications,  including  in  biophysics  (e.g.  investigating neurotransmission at individual synapses in brain tissue), drug discovery (e.g. imaging biological reactions such as drug binding) and high-cadence astronomy (including solar physics). Our  partnership  with  Andor  has  directly  led  to  the  development  of  imaging  products comprising of  camera (or multi-camera) systems combined with high bandwidth data handling  and real-time  processing  units.  The  sales  of  these  products  generated  over  £1.4M  in  2012, and is estimated by Andor to grow to more than 300 systems per year in the next 5 years, corresponding to a revenue of £3.8M per year. This has also helped Andor to maintain a leading position in the scientific camera market on a global scale, particularly in the consistently growing and relatively well-funded area of astronomy. Super-WASP and the Next Generation Transit Survey (NGTS): We have collaborated with ANDOR on the development of large format, deep-depleted CCDs needed for the Next Generation Transit Survey (NGTS) project. Although NGTS will use large- format deep depleted CCDs from e2v Technology, (Chelmsford), it is the Andor low noise camera architecture and deep cooling  technology that makes these devices usable. Building  on   the heritage  of  the  SuperWASP  project,  we  conducted  a  prototype  experiment  on  La  Palma (November 2009 – March 2010) using Andor’s 1K x 1K iKon-M 934N BR-DD deep-depleted CCD. This experiment proved the viability of high-precision photometry with such technology. Our results led directly to the development of a new camera product (the larger format 2K x 2K iKon-L 936 deep-depleted CCD) by e2v-Andor-QUB for NGTS. As the largest format, deep-depleted cameras that only need thermoelectric cooling rather than bulky and expensive cryogenics, this is a major advance in professional imaging systems. These devices have now become part of the Andor product portfolio. Andor Technology is currently the sole company marketing these devices, and sales have amounted to greater than £500K in only 18 months since the product came into the market. We note that our case study clearly provides impact as defined in Annex C of the Guidance on Submissions, namely under paragraph 5 – change or benefit to the activities, performance, policy and process of an organisation. Specifically, our partnership with Andor led to the decision to develop new imaging systems and the resultant revenue from these.		[1] Andor technology:   http://www.andor.com/ [2] sCMOS camera: http://www.andor.com/scientific_cameras/neo_scmos_camera/ [3] Astronomical uses of Andor cameras: http://www.andor.com/learning/applications/Astronomy/ [4] Letter of support from Products Manager at Andor Technology plc, confirming partnership with QUB, the QUB contribution to detector development, and Andor sales figures for relevant products. [5] Press release on use of sCMOS camera for next-generation of solar telescopes: http://www.nso.edu/press/H-Beta [6] Testing and evaluation of Andor camera, Chapter 2 of PhD thesis of James McCormac (Queen’s University Belfast, 2012), available at: http://star.pst.qub.ac.uk/ref/mccormac_phdthesis.pdf

		165		0.0013		The London Low Temperature Laboratory: impact on ULT thermometry and cryogenic platforms		The London Low Temperature Laboratory (LLTL) led by Professor Saunders in the Department of Physics, has developed novel ultra-low temperature (ULT) platforms and instrumentation alongside its programme of fundamental research.    The group’s research has acted as a key driver for improvements in scientific instrumentation, refrigeration and thermometry, which have met critical market needs, including the capability to measure the absolute temperature in these extreme environments.    It has led to a direct economic impact to industry through the development of new commercial scientific instrumentation products.    Key partners in delivering impact are Oxford Instruments Nanoscience (OIN), the European National Measurement Institutes (NMIs), and the European Microkelvin Consortium.		Saunders joined Royal Holloway in 1986, following the development of the UK’s first nuclear refrigeration cryostat while a PhD student at the University of Sussex, and periods at Cornell University, and as a Royal Society University Research Fellow. His research group has carried out fundamental research into quantum fluids and solids at the ULT frontier, publishing over a hundred articles in peer-reviewed journals. The technical demands of operating in these extreme conditions have led to the insights central to the impacts described in this case. The production of cryogenic platforms to meet these demands was in collaboration with an industrial partner, OIN, who turned the proof-of-principle prototypes into commercial products. We describe research which led to three distinct commercial products:   The earliest example of impact resulted from a collaboration (supported by a Royal Society Joint Project, 1988-93, and Kapitza Fellowship, 1994) with Prof. Mikheev at Royal Holloway. The concept of using activated charcoal as an internal pumping device in a dilution refrigerator, removing the need for external vacuum systems was successfully applied [1], achieving performance comparable with conventional dilution refrigerators. Mikheev joined OIN in 1994 where subsequent development led to the launch of a new product in 1997, the Kelvinox AST.   In 1997, to meet the demands for a flexible platform for ULT experiments, compatible with the access required for using SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device) amplifiers, a large sample volume cryostat coupled to extensive access for wiring and services was designed jointly by Royal Holloway/OIN and built by OIN (EPSRC Joint Research Equipment Initiative grant [G1]) [4]. This ULT facility became the prototype of the high-access OIN Kelvinox 400HA cryostat, launched as a commercial product in 1998. The suitability of the facility for SQUID based experiments was demonstrated through the programme of work carried out in [G4].  The advent of cryogen-free dilution refrigerators, a rapidly growing sector of turn-key low temperature  platforms,  has  been  of  central  importance  to  the  field  of  new  quantum technologies. Within the European Microkelvin consortium [G7] the LLTL has been promoting access to ULT for the nanoscience community. A Royal Holloway/OIN collaboration was the first to successfully combine nuclear demagnetisation with cryogen-free operation to reach sub-mK temperatures [6], launched commercially in July 2013. A  related  strand  of  research,  of  crucial  relevance  to  ULT  research  and  its  technological applications concerns thermometry. This has involved partnerships with OIN and with NMIs. An unsolved problem of crucial relevance in low temperature physics was the ability to accurately and conveniently measure the temperature, using a method traceable to international temperature  scales. The Royal Holloway group were the first to demonstrate, on the ULT facility described previously, the practicality of a current-sensing noise thermometer (CSNT) [2,3] for operation from 4 K down to below 1 mK [patent P1]. The method exploits DC SQUIDs to detect Nyquist thermal noise in a sensor. The direct link to the Boltzmann constant, kB, is of particular relevance to the NMIs, with whom we collaborate [4,5] in the dissemination of the Provisional Low Temperature Scale (PLTS-2000). Through the European Metrology Research Programme [G8] we are working to establish a new scale to resolve discrepancies within PLTS-2000.  Following [2,3] we have developed an improved simple, practical and fast device, which measures temperature with 1% precision in less than a second. The technology is licensed to OIN, leading to the phasing out of the use of the Cobalt-60 Nuclear Orientation thermometer, to field test their cryostats. This thermometer relies on its natural radioactivity, resulting in extensive regulation for handling and transport, is slow and useful over only a limited temperature range. The step-change in performance arising from the advances made through our research are transforming thermometry in this temperature range, by providing a thermometer which can cover the entire temperature range, from 4K into the microkelvin regime, with high precision, and without the need for calibration.		Selected Peer-Reviewed Papers, author at RHUL; * denotes papers that best indicate quality. 1)  1994  Continuously  operating  cryogenic  cycle  dilution  refrigerator  P.  Mohandas,  B.P. Cowan, J. Saunders, V.K. Chagovets, V.N. Lukashov, V.A. Maidanov, N.P. Mikhin, N.F. Omelaenko, E.Ya. Rudavskii and V.A. Mikheev, Physica B: Condensed Matter, Volumes 194-196, Part 1, 55-56 (1994). 2)  *2001 Current sensing noise thermometry using a low Tc  DC SQUID preamplifier. C.P. Lusher, J. Li, V.A Maidanov, M.E. Digby, H. Dyball, A. Casey, J  Nyéki,  V.V. Dmitriev, B.P. Cowan, J. Saunders, Measurement Science & Technology, Vol. 12, No. 1, 115 (2001).  Awarded best paper in Measurement Science and Technology 2001. 3)   2003 Current-sensing noise thermometry from 4.2 K to below 1 mK using a DC SQUID preamplifier. A. Casey, B.P. Cowan, H. Dyball, J. Li, C.P. Lusher, V.   Maidanov, J. Nyéki, J. Saunders, D. Shvarts, Physica B, Vol. 329, 1556-1559 (2003). 4)  2003 Nuclear magnetic resonance using DC SQUIDs with APF A. Casey, B. Cowan, M. Digby, H. Dyball, R. Körber, J. Li, C. Lusher, V. Maidanov, J. Nyéki, J. Saunders, D. Drung, T. Schurig, Physica C: Superconductivity, Vol. 399, 93-97 (2003). 5)  *2003 European Dissemination of the ultra-low temperature scale, PLTS-2000, R Rusby, D Head, D Cousins, H Godfrin, YM Bunkov, R Rapp, F Gay, M Meschke, CP Lusher, J Li, A Casey, D Shvarts, BP Cowan, J Saunders, V Mikheev, J Pekola, K Gloos, P Hernandez, S Triqueneaux, M Groot, A Peruzzi, R Jochemsen, A Chinchure, E van Heumen, GE de Groot, W Bosch, F Mathu, J Flokstra, D Veldhuis, Y Hermier, L Pitre, A Verge, B Fellmuth, J  Engert.  Temperature:  Its  Measurement  and  Control  in  Science  and  Industry: AIP Conference Proceedings  Vol. 684, 89-94 (2003). 6)  *2013 A microkelvin cryogen-free experimental platform with integrated noise thermometry G Batey, A Casey, M Cuthbert, A Matthews, J Saunders, A Shibahara, arXiv:1307.7049v1, to be published in New Journal of Physics. Key Grants, referred to in text as [G#] 1)  EPSRC Joint Research Equipment Initiative: Ultra-low temperature facility for application of SQUID  technology  to  noise  thermometry  and  NMR  (1997-98)  EPSRC  GR/L24465/01; £62,247 with matching funds from industrial partner (Oxford Instruments). PI J. Saunders. 2)  Royal Society Joint Project with PTB Berlin: Application of SQUIDs to Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and Noise Thermometry (April 1999- March 2001); £7,600. 3)  Royal Society Study Visit from Russia for Dr V Maidanov (Jan - April 2000) £4,325.  4) EPSRC Instrument Development Call: NMR Instrumentation using DC SQUIDs for experiments at ultra-low temperatures and on room temperature samples (May 1999- April 2003) EPSRC GR/M51291; £545,597. J. Saunders, C.P. Lusher and B.P. Cowan. (Final report ranking: outstanding). 5)  Dissemination of the European Ultra-Low Temperature Scale (Jan. 2000 – Dec. 2002) EU Framework V, 12 Partners, Contract G6RD-CT-1999-00119; €150,000 to Royal Holloway. 6)  West  Focus  Project  for  Accessible  Research  Knowledge  (PARK)  Fund:  Ultra-Low Temperature Thermometry (2009); £40,680. PI A. Casey. 7)  European Commission FP7: European Microkelvin Collaboration (April 2009 – Sep 2013) grant  no.  228464,  Capacities Specific Programme,  Research Infrastructures;  €288,000 Royal Holloway share. J. Saunders (PI), P.J. Meeson. 8)   European Metrology Research Programme (EMRP): Implementing the new Kelvin (June 2012  -  2015)  grant  JRP-s13  InK.  Researcher  Excellence  Grant  (Researcher  Dr  Aya Shibahara); €287,000. 9)   Application of SQUID NMR to the study of novel p-wave 3He superfluids in regular confined geometries (April 2005 – March 2008) EPSRC EP/C522877/1; £518,606. J. Saunders (PI), B.P. Cowan, C.P. Lusher, A. Casey; (underpinning grant). Patents, referred to in text as [P#] 1)  US Patent No. 6357912: Current Sensing Noise Thermometer 2002 (Royal Holloway, University of London and J. Li)		The primary beneficiary of our impact is OIN, and through them to a wider community of scientists and industrial facilities that require ULT platforms and reliable, convenient thermometry. The CSNT has also had direct impact on the NMIs that maintain and disseminate the temperature scales. A strong program of collaboration and joint development with Oxford Instruments Nanoscience, has led to the creation of new innovative products. OIN is a global company that creates high performance cryogenic and cryogen-free environments for ultra-low temperature and high magnetic field applications in physics, chemistry and materials science. The importance of these products has been recognised through a Queens Award to Industry 2010, and the IoP Gold  Medal  in  Business  and  Innovation  (Dr  Graham  Batey,  2011).  These  products  have contributed to OIN maintaining its leading world market share. The Technical Director of OIN states in a letter of support: “By identifying key areas of collaboration and joint development it is clear that RHUL and OIN have been able to use a strong and fruitful partnership for the benefit of the wider scientific community by developing new products, the UK economy by providing employment and commerce and the local scientific community by providing training, collaboration and career development.” This partnership was formalised through a 2010 Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between Royal Holloway and OIN. OIN has invested in Royal Holloway through a £200k contribution to a £800k low temperature infrastructure upgrade in 2010. This consisted of a new nuclear demagnetisation cryostat for the study of semi-conductor samples at ULT and a cryogen- free dilution refrigerator which provided the platform for the first demonstration of nuclear cooling below 1 mK on a cryogen-free system. This activity is supported by a matched funding Impact PhD studentship. The impact of the specific products developed is: (1) The 1994 development of the cryogenic cycling fridge led directly to the 1997 product launch of the Kelvinox AST. OIN built and delivered over 15 such systems up until 2003, with a combined revenue of £1.3M. Most of these systems are still in use today. (2) The Kelvinox 400HA was developed based upon the prototype produced through the EPSRC Joint Research Equipment Initiative [G1]. This product has been on sale since 1998 and plays an active part in OIN’s current portfolio with over 50 systems delivered, with a combined revenue of over £7M. (3) Based on the prototype microkelvin cryogen-free experimental platform, OIN have launched in July 2013 the first such product, responding to demand from the Quantum Information Processing  community. OIN are projecting that this field will develop into a global market worth $1B by 2025. Practical primary thermometry for ULT applications. The impact of the development of the Current Sensing Noise Thermometer comes through its influence on the policies of NMIs such as PTB (Berlin) and NPL (London) and changing the procedures of OIN. Disseminating the PLTS-2000 scale, where noise thermometry plays a critical role, was achieved through the FP5 funded programme [G5] supported by a Royal Society Study visit [G3]. This emphasized discrepancies in PLTS-2000 [4,5], which are being addressed by the EMRP-funded programme JRP-s13 “Implementing the new Kelvin” [G8]. This EMRP project will arrive at a better determination of thermodynamic temperature. Through the EMRP project and building on earlier research [2,3], and subsequent development partly funded by the West Focus PARK Fund [G6], in 2009 we developed a practical, fast and user friendly noise thermometer. This provides a practical route for disseminating thermodynamic temperatures  to  end  users.  The  impact  is  to  enable  industrial  suppliers  of  low  temperature platforms to factory test the performance, to test on site as part of commissioning, and importantly to allow users/customers themselves to confirm continued operation. Our set-up was successfully tested on the OIN factory site at Tubney Woods, and future OIN cryogen-free systems will be delivered with a current sensing noise thermometer for onsite performance tests, replacing the Cobalt-60 thermometer currently used. Via our collaboration with PTB [G2, G7 and G9] our work has stimulated the production of a related noise thermometer by Magnicon GmbH, a spin-off company of PTB. Their product, the MFFT-1 (magnetic field fluctuation thermometer), was launched in 2008 at ULT2008, “Frontiers of Low Temperature Physics”, a conference organised at Royal Holloway. The long standing relationship with OIN has also helped supply their need for high quality postgraduate level staff.  Royal Holloway students and staff who went on to work for Oxford Instruments: Marcio Siqueira, formerly of OIN, founder of Almax easyLab; Vladimir Mikheev, until recently a consultant engineer at OIN involved in development of cryogen-free dilution refrigerators; Simon Kingsley, now ULT engineer at OIN; Junyun Li of OIN China; Hetal Patel, development engineer at OI Molecular Biotools.		The work on the development and impact of OIN products can be confirmed by the Technical Director of OIN and, specifically for the Kelvinox 400HA, the OIN Consultant Engineer who collaborated on the project. The influence on NMIs and temperature scales can be confirmed by the Head of Temperature Standards,  National  Physical  Laboratory,  (who  is  the  coordinator  of   the  EMRP  project “Implementing the new Kelvin”) and the Director, Cryophysics and Spectrometry, Physikalisch- Technische Bundesanstalt Institut, EMRP project partner and European Microkelvin Consortium partner. Supporting documents:     MoU between Royal Holloway and Oxford Instruments, for collaborative research projects (2010), and current-sensing noise thermometry licensing agreement (2013);      http://www.oxford-instruments.com/news/2013/october/new-groundbreaking-cryogen-free- micro-kelvin-refri     Strategic Partnership Agreement between Royal Holloway and NPL, signed September 2011;     Report to the European Commission: Development and Evaluation of the Current Sensing Noise Thermometer (June 2004);     Final report, European Microkelvin Consortium (September 2013).

		165		0.007		The London Low Temperature Laboratory: impact on ULT thermometry and cryogenic platforms		The London Low Temperature Laboratory (LLTL) led by Professor Saunders in the Department of Physics, has developed novel ultra-low temperature (ULT) platforms and instrumentation alongside its programme of fundamental research.    The group’s research has acted as a key driver for improvements in scientific instrumentation, refrigeration and thermometry, which have met critical market needs, including the capability to measure the absolute temperature in these extreme environments.    It has led to a direct economic impact to industry through the development of new commercial scientific instrumentation products.    Key partners in delivering impact are Oxford Instruments Nanoscience (OIN), the European National Measurement Institutes (NMIs), and the European Microkelvin Consortium.		Saunders joined Royal Holloway in 1986, following the development of the UK’s first nuclear refrigeration cryostat while a PhD student at the University of Sussex, and periods at Cornell University, and as a Royal Society University Research Fellow. His research group has carried out fundamental research into quantum fluids and solids at the ULT frontier, publishing over a hundred articles in peer-reviewed journals. The technical demands of operating in these extreme conditions have led to the insights central to the impacts described in this case. The production of cryogenic platforms to meet these demands was in collaboration with an industrial partner, OIN, who turned the proof-of-principle prototypes into commercial products. We describe research which led to three distinct commercial products:   The earliest example of impact resulted from a collaboration (supported by a Royal Society Joint Project, 1988-93, and Kapitza Fellowship, 1994) with Prof. Mikheev at Royal Holloway. The concept of using activated charcoal as an internal pumping device in a dilution refrigerator, removing the need for external vacuum systems was successfully applied [1], achieving performance comparable with conventional dilution refrigerators. Mikheev joined OIN in 1994 where subsequent development led to the launch of a new product in 1997, the Kelvinox AST.   In 1997, to meet the demands for a flexible platform for ULT experiments, compatible with the access required for using SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device) amplifiers, a large sample volume cryostat coupled to extensive access for wiring and services was designed jointly by Royal Holloway/OIN and built by OIN (EPSRC Joint Research Equipment Initiative grant [G1]) [4]. This ULT facility became the prototype of the high-access OIN Kelvinox 400HA cryostat, launched as a commercial product in 1998. The suitability of the facility for SQUID based experiments was demonstrated through the programme of work carried out in [G4].  The advent of cryogen-free dilution refrigerators, a rapidly growing sector of turn-key low temperature  platforms,  has  been  of  central  importance  to  the  field  of  new  quantum technologies. Within the European Microkelvin consortium [G7] the LLTL has been promoting access to ULT for the nanoscience community. A Royal Holloway/OIN collaboration was the first to successfully combine nuclear demagnetisation with cryogen-free operation to reach sub-mK temperatures [6], launched commercially in July 2013. A  related  strand  of  research,  of  crucial  relevance  to  ULT  research  and  its  technological applications concerns thermometry. This has involved partnerships with OIN and with NMIs. An unsolved problem of crucial relevance in low temperature physics was the ability to accurately and conveniently measure the temperature, using a method traceable to international temperature  scales. The Royal Holloway group were the first to demonstrate, on the ULT facility described previously, the practicality of a current-sensing noise thermometer (CSNT) [2,3] for operation from 4 K down to below 1 mK [patent P1]. The method exploits DC SQUIDs to detect Nyquist thermal noise in a sensor. The direct link to the Boltzmann constant, kB, is of particular relevance to the NMIs, with whom we collaborate [4,5] in the dissemination of the Provisional Low Temperature Scale (PLTS-2000). Through the European Metrology Research Programme [G8] we are working to establish a new scale to resolve discrepancies within PLTS-2000.  Following [2,3] we have developed an improved simple, practical and fast device, which measures temperature with 1% precision in less than a second. The technology is licensed to OIN, leading to the phasing out of the use of the Cobalt-60 Nuclear Orientation thermometer, to field test their cryostats. This thermometer relies on its natural radioactivity, resulting in extensive regulation for handling and transport, is slow and useful over only a limited temperature range. The step-change in performance arising from the advances made through our research are transforming thermometry in this temperature range, by providing a thermometer which can cover the entire temperature range, from 4K into the microkelvin regime, with high precision, and without the need for calibration.		Selected Peer-Reviewed Papers, author at RHUL; * denotes papers that best indicate quality. 1)  1994  Continuously  operating  cryogenic  cycle  dilution  refrigerator  P.  Mohandas,  B.P. Cowan, J. Saunders, V.K. Chagovets, V.N. Lukashov, V.A. Maidanov, N.P. Mikhin, N.F. Omelaenko, E.Ya. Rudavskii and V.A. Mikheev, Physica B: Condensed Matter, Volumes 194-196, Part 1, 55-56 (1994). 2)  *2001 Current sensing noise thermometry using a low Tc  DC SQUID preamplifier. C.P. Lusher, J. Li, V.A Maidanov, M.E. Digby, H. Dyball, A. Casey, J  Nyéki,  V.V. Dmitriev, B.P. Cowan, J. Saunders, Measurement Science & Technology, Vol. 12, No. 1, 115 (2001).  Awarded best paper in Measurement Science and Technology 2001. 3)   2003 Current-sensing noise thermometry from 4.2 K to below 1 mK using a DC SQUID preamplifier. A. Casey, B.P. Cowan, H. Dyball, J. Li, C.P. Lusher, V.   Maidanov, J. Nyéki, J. Saunders, D. Shvarts, Physica B, Vol. 329, 1556-1559 (2003). 4)  2003 Nuclear magnetic resonance using DC SQUIDs with APF A. Casey, B. Cowan, M. Digby, H. Dyball, R. Körber, J. Li, C. Lusher, V. Maidanov, J. Nyéki, J. Saunders, D. Drung, T. Schurig, Physica C: Superconductivity, Vol. 399, 93-97 (2003). 5)  *2003 European Dissemination of the ultra-low temperature scale, PLTS-2000, R Rusby, D Head, D Cousins, H Godfrin, YM Bunkov, R Rapp, F Gay, M Meschke, CP Lusher, J Li, A Casey, D Shvarts, BP Cowan, J Saunders, V Mikheev, J Pekola, K Gloos, P Hernandez, S Triqueneaux, M Groot, A Peruzzi, R Jochemsen, A Chinchure, E van Heumen, GE de Groot, W Bosch, F Mathu, J Flokstra, D Veldhuis, Y Hermier, L Pitre, A Verge, B Fellmuth, J  Engert.  Temperature:  Its  Measurement  and  Control  in  Science  and  Industry: AIP Conference Proceedings  Vol. 684, 89-94 (2003). 6)  *2013 A microkelvin cryogen-free experimental platform with integrated noise thermometry G Batey, A Casey, M Cuthbert, A Matthews, J Saunders, A Shibahara, arXiv:1307.7049v1, to be published in New Journal of Physics. Key Grants, referred to in text as [G#] 1)  EPSRC Joint Research Equipment Initiative: Ultra-low temperature facility for application of SQUID  technology  to  noise  thermometry  and  NMR  (1997-98)  EPSRC  GR/L24465/01; £62,247 with matching funds from industrial partner (Oxford Instruments). PI J. Saunders. 2)  Royal Society Joint Project with PTB Berlin: Application of SQUIDs to Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and Noise Thermometry (April 1999- March 2001); £7,600. 3)  Royal Society Study Visit from Russia for Dr V Maidanov (Jan - April 2000) £4,325.  4) EPSRC Instrument Development Call: NMR Instrumentation using DC SQUIDs for experiments at ultra-low temperatures and on room temperature samples (May 1999- April 2003) EPSRC GR/M51291; £545,597. J. Saunders, C.P. Lusher and B.P. Cowan. (Final report ranking: outstanding). 5)  Dissemination of the European Ultra-Low Temperature Scale (Jan. 2000 – Dec. 2002) EU Framework V, 12 Partners, Contract G6RD-CT-1999-00119; €150,000 to Royal Holloway. 6)  West  Focus  Project  for  Accessible  Research  Knowledge  (PARK)  Fund:  Ultra-Low Temperature Thermometry (2009); £40,680. PI A. Casey. 7)  European Commission FP7: European Microkelvin Collaboration (April 2009 – Sep 2013) grant  no.  228464,  Capacities Specific Programme,  Research Infrastructures;  €288,000 Royal Holloway share. J. Saunders (PI), P.J. Meeson. 8)   European Metrology Research Programme (EMRP): Implementing the new Kelvin (June 2012  -  2015)  grant  JRP-s13  InK.  Researcher  Excellence  Grant  (Researcher  Dr  Aya Shibahara); €287,000. 9)   Application of SQUID NMR to the study of novel p-wave 3He superfluids in regular confined geometries (April 2005 – March 2008) EPSRC EP/C522877/1; £518,606. J. Saunders (PI), B.P. Cowan, C.P. Lusher, A. Casey; (underpinning grant). Patents, referred to in text as [P#] 1)  US Patent No. 6357912: Current Sensing Noise Thermometer 2002 (Royal Holloway, University of London and J. Li)		The primary beneficiary of our impact is OIN, and through them to a wider community of scientists and industrial facilities that require ULT platforms and reliable, convenient thermometry. The CSNT has also had direct impact on the NMIs that maintain and disseminate the temperature scales. A strong program of collaboration and joint development with Oxford Instruments Nanoscience, has led to the creation of new innovative products. OIN is a global company that creates high performance cryogenic and cryogen-free environments for ultra-low temperature and high magnetic field applications in physics, chemistry and materials science. The importance of these products has been recognised through a Queens Award to Industry 2010, and the IoP Gold  Medal  in  Business  and  Innovation  (Dr  Graham  Batey,  2011).  These  products  have contributed to OIN maintaining its leading world market share. The Technical Director of OIN states in a letter of support: “By identifying key areas of collaboration and joint development it is clear that RHUL and OIN have been able to use a strong and fruitful partnership for the benefit of the wider scientific community by developing new products, the UK economy by providing employment and commerce and the local scientific community by providing training, collaboration and career development.” This partnership was formalised through a 2010 Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between Royal Holloway and OIN. OIN has invested in Royal Holloway through a £200k contribution to a £800k low temperature infrastructure upgrade in 2010. This consisted of a new nuclear demagnetisation cryostat for the study of semi-conductor samples at ULT and a cryogen- free dilution refrigerator which provided the platform for the first demonstration of nuclear cooling below 1 mK on a cryogen-free system. This activity is supported by a matched funding Impact PhD studentship. The impact of the specific products developed is: (1) The 1994 development of the cryogenic cycling fridge led directly to the 1997 product launch of the Kelvinox AST. OIN built and delivered over 15 such systems up until 2003, with a combined revenue of £1.3M. Most of these systems are still in use today. (2) The Kelvinox 400HA was developed based upon the prototype produced through the EPSRC Joint Research Equipment Initiative [G1]. This product has been on sale since 1998 and plays an active part in OIN’s current portfolio with over 50 systems delivered, with a combined revenue of over £7M. (3) Based on the prototype microkelvin cryogen-free experimental platform, OIN have launched in July 2013 the first such product, responding to demand from the Quantum Information Processing  community. OIN are projecting that this field will develop into a global market worth $1B by 2025. Practical primary thermometry for ULT applications. The impact of the development of the Current Sensing Noise Thermometer comes through its influence on the policies of NMIs such as PTB (Berlin) and NPL (London) and changing the procedures of OIN. Disseminating the PLTS-2000 scale, where noise thermometry plays a critical role, was achieved through the FP5 funded programme [G5] supported by a Royal Society Study visit [G3]. This emphasized discrepancies in PLTS-2000 [4,5], which are being addressed by the EMRP-funded programme JRP-s13 “Implementing the new Kelvin” [G8]. This EMRP project will arrive at a better determination of thermodynamic temperature. Through the EMRP project and building on earlier research [2,3], and subsequent development partly funded by the West Focus PARK Fund [G6], in 2009 we developed a practical, fast and user friendly noise thermometer. This provides a practical route for disseminating thermodynamic temperatures  to  end  users.  The  impact  is  to  enable  industrial  suppliers  of  low  temperature platforms to factory test the performance, to test on site as part of commissioning, and importantly to allow users/customers themselves to confirm continued operation. Our set-up was successfully tested on the OIN factory site at Tubney Woods, and future OIN cryogen-free systems will be delivered with a current sensing noise thermometer for onsite performance tests, replacing the Cobalt-60 thermometer currently used. Via our collaboration with PTB [G2, G7 and G9] our work has stimulated the production of a related noise thermometer by Magnicon GmbH, a spin-off company of PTB. Their product, the MFFT-1 (magnetic field fluctuation thermometer), was launched in 2008 at ULT2008, “Frontiers of Low Temperature Physics”, a conference organised at Royal Holloway. The long standing relationship with OIN has also helped supply their need for high quality postgraduate level staff.  Royal Holloway students and staff who went on to work for Oxford Instruments: Marcio Siqueira, formerly of OIN, founder of Almax easyLab; Vladimir Mikheev, until recently a consultant engineer at OIN involved in development of cryogen-free dilution refrigerators; Simon Kingsley, now ULT engineer at OIN; Junyun Li of OIN China; Hetal Patel, development engineer at OI Molecular Biotools.		The work on the development and impact of OIN products can be confirmed by the Technical Director of OIN and, specifically for the Kelvinox 400HA, the OIN Consultant Engineer who collaborated on the project. The influence on NMIs and temperature scales can be confirmed by the Head of Temperature Standards,  National  Physical  Laboratory,  (who  is  the  coordinator  of   the  EMRP  project “Implementing the new Kelvin”) and the Director, Cryophysics and Spectrometry, Physikalisch- Technische Bundesanstalt Institut, EMRP project partner and European Microkelvin Consortium partner. Supporting documents:     MoU between Royal Holloway and Oxford Instruments, for collaborative research projects (2010), and current-sensing noise thermometry licensing agreement (2013);      http://www.oxford-instruments.com/news/2013/october/new-groundbreaking-cryogen-free- micro-kelvin-refri     Strategic Partnership Agreement between Royal Holloway and NPL, signed September 2011;     Report to the European Commission: Development and Evaluation of the Current Sensing Noise Thermometer (June 2004);     Final report, European Microkelvin Consortium (September 2013).

		692		0.0004		Vertual and VERT (Virtual Environment for Radiotherapy Training)		VERT is a multiple award-winning virtual environment training simulator for radiotherapy education, developed during a six year research collaboration with Hull and East Yorkshire Hospitals (HEYH) NHS Trust. A National Radiotherapy Advisory Group (NRAG) Report (2007) and the Department of Health (DoH) NHS Cancer Reform Strategy (2007) identified the potential for VERT to address a skills shortage and improve the radiotherapy workforce. The UK government provided £5M capital funding to implement VERT at 40 hospitals and 10 universities in England from February 2008. The company Vertual Ltd was created to commercialise VERT. It now has an annual turnover of £2M and has created 10 new high-skilled jobs since 2008. With 92 VERT systems installed across 16 countries, it has delivered a quantum change in radiotherapy education in the UK. An active international VERT user group has been established and its impact is growing world-wide.		The research underpinning VERT was conducted from 2001 to 2008 by the University’s Computer Science Department in collaboration with the Medical Physics Department at the HEYH NHS Trust. The researchers involved were Andy Beavis (Honorary Professor, 2008 to 2011), Roger Phillips (Research Professor, 1990 to 2011) and James Ward (Research Lecturer, 2001 to present). The objective was to investigate innovative and beneficial applications of immersive environment technologies in Radiotherapy treatment of cancer. Radiotherapy (RT) aims to maximise therapeutic radiation dose to the tumour whilst minimising collateral damage to neighbouring organs. Improved delivery techniques are being developed such as IMRT (Intensity Modulated RT), IGRT (Image Guided RT), and adaptive therapy. These achieve improved outcomes but demand higher precision. Excellent 3D visualization and spatial awareness of the treatment in terms of dose, beams, anatomy, equipment and potential variations from the planned treatment is fundamental to planning and reviewing RT treatments. Using advanced computer graphics technology, the University of Hull developed a sophisticated and highly realistic training simulator for Radiotherapy [5,6]. This provides a life-sized virtual simulation of the treatment room with all its equipment, controls and a simulated patient. VERT uses stereoscopic 3D projection to create a high sense of presence for trainees. Novel head-tracking technology enables a user to literally walk around the virtual treatment room [4], with life-sized visualization of the equipment. It provides highly detailed and realistic simulations of Linac treatment machines from major manufacturers (Varian, Elekta and Siemens). Authentic hand controls have been interfaced to control the Linac, enabling trainees to develop psychomotor skills in VERT. Training can be carried out without risk to the patient or access to the real equipment [3]. VERT provides training tools to teach safety critical skills, including detailed simulation of the calibration and quality assurance processes for the treatment machine [1,2]. Actual patient anatomy and treatment plans can be imported into the simulation, which enables the use of real patient cases for training. VERT provides a full body patient model for skin apposition treatment training [4] and includes examples of prostate, breast, and head and neck treatment plans and paediatric cases. VERT provides visualizations that go beyond what the trainee would see in the actual treatment room. In this sense, virtual environment training improves on reality. For example, the patient can be rendered transparent to reveal the location of the tumour and neighbouring organs. Similarly, the normally invisible radiation beam can be made visible, to better understand its spatial relationship to other structures. VERT also provides numerous visualizations of radiation dose  distributions, to illustrate the benefits of different treatment techniques. Together, these visualization tools make VERT an effective platform for teaching the technical skills and fundamental principles of radiotherapy treatment.		1.      The Development of a Virtual Reality Dosimetry Training Platform for Physics Training, A Beavis, J Ward, Medical Physics 06/2012; 39(6):3969. DOI:10.1118/1.4736199 2.      Calibrating an Ionisation Chamber: Gaining Experience Using a Dosimetry ‘Flight Simulator’, A Beavis, J Saunderson, J Ward, Medical Physics 06/2012; 39(6):3970. DOI 10.1118/1.4736201 3.      Virtual Reality Training for Radiotherapy becomes a Reality. R Phillips, JW Ward, L Page, C Grau, A Bojen, J Hall, K Nielsen, V Nordentoft, AW Beavis. Studies in health technology and informatics 02/2008; 132:366-71. 4.      The Development and Evaluation of a Virtual Radiotherapy Treatment Machine using an Immersive Visualization Environment. Bridge P, Appleyard RM, Ward JW, Phillips R, Beavis AW, Computers & Education, 49 (2), pp 481-494, 2007. DOI:10.1016/j.compedu.2005.10.006. 5.      A Hybrid Virtual Environment for Training of Radiotherapy Treatment of Cancer, Phillips R, Ward JW, Bridge P, Appleyard RM, Beavis AW, Proceedings of SPIE and IS&T Electronic Imaging: Stereoscopic Displays and Applications, San Jose, USA, Jan 2006, SPIE Vol 6505, pp 6055008 1-12. 6.      Immersive Visualization Training of Radiotherapy Treatment, Phillips R, Ward JW, Beavis AW, Proceedings of Medicine Meets Virtual Reality 13, Studies in Health Technology and Informatics, 111, pp 390-396, January 2005, IOS Press. Grants 1.      6/2007 - 5/2009, £50,000, Virtual Environment Radiotherapy Training, University of Ulster, R Phillips, A Beavis, J Ward. 2.      3/2007 - 2/2009, £166,225, Immersive Visualization of Radiotherapy Planning, CMS, A Beavis, R Phillips, J Ward. 3.      3/2007 - 2/2009, £50,000, Virtual Environment Radiotherapy Training, University of Central England, R Phillips, A Beavis, J Ward. 4.      1/2007 - 12/2008, £50,000, Virtual Environment Radiotherapy Training, Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark, R Phillips, A Beavis, J Ward. 5.      1/2006 – 8/2007, £5,500, VR Studies, Sheffield Hallam University, J Ward, R Phillips, A Beavis. 6.      11/2005 – 12/2006, £124,116, Immersive Visualization of Radiotherapy Planning, CMS, A Beavis, R Phillips, J Ward. 7.      4/2005 –10/2005, £10,480, Immersive Visualization of Radiotherapy Planning, CMS, A Beavis, R Phillips, J Ward. Awards and Prizes 1.      First Prize winner of 2011 Eurographics Medical Prize – Dirk Bartz Prize for Visual Computing in Medicine. €400 prize money. 2.      Medilink Innovation award for Virtual Environment for Radiotherapy Training (VERT), 2008 3.      Finalist for Health and Social Care Awards, 2008. 4.      Service Improvement Day, Local NHS Combined Trusts Award, 2008. 5.      BCS IT Industry Awards, Winner of 2007 Project Excellence Awards for BT Flagship Award for Innovation and Social Contribution Project. 6.      BCS IT Industry Awards, Runner-up for 2007 Project Excellence Awards for Social Contribution. 7.      First prize winner of the Medipex 2006 Yorkshire and Humber NHS Innovation Competition 2006 under the Innovation category. £2,000 prize money. 8.      National finalist for Healthcare Service Journal Award 2006, Skills Development category. 9.      A Beavis awarded IPEM’s 2009 Manufacturers Award, for contribution to VERT. 10.    A Beavis awarded Dept. Of Health’s Chief Science Officers Innovation and Technology  Award in recognition of his contribution to VERT.		In 2007, an NRAG report recognised the need to reduce the attrition rate of radiography students and identified a potential crisis in England for training staff and students for RT treatment of cancer. The report identified the potential impact and benefits of VERT in this context, and recommended the introduction of Hybrid Virtual Environment (HVE) skills training facilities, to be rolled out across 10 educational providers and over 40 clinical sites to support first year students and Assistant Practitioners. This was reinforced by the DoH’s Cancer Reform Strategy 2007 which recommended the introduction of VERT as part of a national programme, supported by £5M of capital funding from the UK government. VERT was rolled out to 40 clinics and 10 universities in the UK from February 2008, effectively covering all RT trainees in England. The main beneficiaries were students, teaching staff and health trusts. An independent evaluation of the impact of the exploitation of VERT recruitment and retention, and on students’ knowledge and understanding was undertaken. It also made recommendations for future curriculum design and teaching. The Final Project Report was published in June 2010 (see Section 5 [C1]). Overall feedback was positive; pre-placement experience with VERT was thought to enhance basic practical skills and enhance confidence, including improved confidence operating hand pendant controls. Skills developed in VERT were found to transfer well to the clinical environment. 90% of students responding to a questionnaire agreed or strongly agreed that VERT contributed to their enjoyment of learning and teaching scenarios. There was a perception that use of VERT had a positive impact on: development of understanding of radiotherapy concepts (82% agreed or agreed strongly); enhancement of practical skills (72% agreed or strongly agreed); and motivation (70% agreed or strongly agreed?). Sales of VERT worldwide have grown from 2008 to the present, and the beneficiaries have been:    Health trusts, students and patients: VERT offers a safe and effective training environment with the potential to reduce training costs, increase training capacity, provide more effective training and ultimately improve patient safety, as detailed in sections 3-5.    Vertual Ltd and its shareholders: 92 VERT systems have been installed worldwide in 16 countries, with economic impacts including an accumulated gross profit over 3 years of £965k and typically £2M annual turnover.    Employees of the company, with employment/economic impacts in terms of 10 new jobs created since 1st January 2008, with an average salary of £30k. This includes 4 full-time software developers.    A network of 12 distributors worldwide, with economic impacts in terms of profits from distributing VERT.    Significant economic benefits to other UK industry, including equipment suppliers and local manufacturing. Vertual partner with a UK based VR system supplier to provide over £400k annual hardware sales, including installation and support services. Vertual also use UK based companies for electronic printed circuit board manufacture and assembly, electronic components, manufacture of enclosures, printing, graphic design and exhibition services.    Benefits to the educational, medical and research community: Vertual is a Diamond Partner of the UK College of Radiographers, providing financial support for research and educational projects. Vertual regularly sponsor student graduation awards and prizes in the UK, US and Canada, and fund student / staff attendance at conferences. VERT is an established and recognised tool for training radiotherapy professionals at over 90 institutions worldwide. VERT has been continuously used for RT training at Aarhus University Hospital from 2008 to present, resulting in a doubling of the training capacity [Ref. C3]. A training centre has been established where VERT is a key facility, reducing the demand for training in the real clinic. Following the same model, three other VERT simulation centres have been established at Birmingham City University, Michener Institute and City University.  A VERT user community was established from the outset which continues to actively conduct and publish research and studies evaluating VERT, expanding its scope and application, and sharing best practice. The beneficiaries are users of VERT, evidenced by the International User Meetings in Bristol (March 2010), London (September 2011) – where 70 delegates from UK, Europe, USA and Canada attended – and Hertfordshire (April 2013). An annual user meeting is held in the USA, to cater for the increasing number of US users (15 VERT installations in the USA and Canada, and growing). Impact is evidenced by the adoption of VERT under nationally funded training programmes. Following on from its uptake in the DoH (UK), in 2011 the Australian Department of Health funded the installation of 5 state-of-the-art VERT systems throughout Australia to improve radiographer training. This was followed in 2013 by the first installation in New Zealand at the University of Otago, which was opened by the Minister of Health. VERT has also been adopted for training by Varian Medical System, the global market leader for radiotherapy linear accelerators. The scope of the use of VERT includes graduate and postgraduate RT training, continuing professional development, anatomy training, skills assessment, patient awareness, nurse training, staff training and research. VERT has an important role to play in improving patient safety and in 2010 was adopted by the prestigious MD Anderson Cancer Centre (Texas, USA) where it has been used to reconstruct RT treatment errors and identify remedial actions with trainees (several institutions in the UK use the system in the same role). In summary, VERT is increasingly used worldwide for RT education and training. Radiotherapy professionals are identifying innovative applications far beyond its initial scope. VERT is continually under development to improve its effectiveness for training, to keep abreast of improvements in techniques and technology and cater for its expanding diversity of use.		1.  Virtual Environment for Radiotherapy Training (VERT) Final Project Report, Appleyard R., Coleman C, Society of Radiographers, 2010 (available online at  http://doc-lib.sor.org/vert-final- project-report) – corroborating the impact on RT training (including students’ knowledge and understanding) and recruitment and retention. 2.  Financial and sales information on Vertual (available on a confidential basis on request) – corroborating sales of and revenue from VERT installations. 3.  3D Accelerator in Radiation Therapy Training – From Apprenticeship to Virtual Reality Training, Boejen A., European Oncology Nursing Society Newsletter, 24-25, Summer 2010 (available online at http://www.cancernurse.eu/documents/newsletter/2010summer/EONSNewsletter2010summer Page24.pdf) – corroborating the doubling of RT training capacity at the hospital. 4.  Head of Radiotherapy Research, Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark – corroborating the increase in training capacity at the hospital, consequent cost savings and shorter waiting times for RT patients. 5.  Programme, presentations and survey results from International VERT User Community Meetings (available on request) – corroborating the benefits to the VERT community of evaluating and developing VERT.

		186		0.001		Innovative products for microscopy and analysis provide economic and healthcare benefits in a wide range of industries		Research at the Interface Analysis Centre (IAC) has made innovative analysis products available in a wide range of industries and research fields. •   The design of a novel SEM-Raman instrument has resulted in multi-million pound sales for Renishaw PLC. •  Rolls-Royce PLC has commissioned and used bespoke instruments and non destructive examinations to maintain its competitive advantage and is modifying its technical processes to incorporate these into its standard manufacturing and maintenance procedures. •   In  healthcare,  work  on  Raman  probes  for  cancer  detection  has  influenced  support  of innovation in the NHS. •   Two  companies  have  been  formed  to  develop  and  market  computer  control  and  data acquisition and analysis systems conceived in the course of this work.		In 1998 Renishaw PLC, a leading manufacturer of Raman spectroscopy systems, commissioned Dr John  Day at the IAC to design  and develop  a novel  fibre optic coupled  system  to acquire Raman spectra from within a scanning electron microscope (SEM). This drew on Dr Day’s PhD and  post  doctoral  experience  of  developing  optical  spectrometers  and  spectroscopic  imaging systems. The research brief was for an instrument to obtain spectra, with high spatial resolution, from the same sample position viewed by the SEM without impeding any other analytical functions such as Energy Dispersive  X-Ray Spectroscopy  or Electron  Backscatter  Diffraction  (EBSD). Dr Day led a team including Dr Graham Meaden (PDRA 1998- 2003) and Dr Angus Bewick (PDRA 1998-2002)  who  worked  together  to  design  a  novel  kinematic  mount  and  a  double  parabolic, aberration correcting focussing system. This fibre optic coupled system was capable of obtaining spectra from a 1µm spot with an efficiency equal to conventional laboratory Raman systems. This design was protected by patents taken out by Renishaw [4,5].  Dr Day wrote software to integrate the optical and SEM imaging and provide instrument control. A pre-production prototype was built and tested at Bristol and installed in Kochi University, Japan by Dr Day.  This prototype formed the basis of a Renishaw product that has been commercially available since 2002. This  successful  collaboration  between  Renishaw  PLC  and  the  IAC  team  of Day  and  Meaden developed  further with a three year EPSRC funded project to design and construct a miniature fibre optic Raman probe for the endoscopic detection of cancer of the oesophagus [1]. This project started in September 1998, with Gloucestershire Royal Hospital and Keymed Olympus ltd also collaborating. This work demonstrated the possibility of cancer detection by Raman spectroscopy of the oesophagus and was further funded by a second award from the Health Technology Devices Program  (Jan  05 to Oct 07). These  miniature  fibre  optic  probes  continue  to be developed  for medical applications  [2] and have been identified by NHS Innovations  South West (NISW), the regional innovation hub, as the most exciting and promising medical device innovation from the region. Work continues at the University to bring these probes to clinical trials. In 2011 an EPSRC KTS award funded Dr Jo Hutchings of Gloucestershire  Hospitals NHSFT to be seconded to the IAC. Within this collaboration 3D printing was investigated as a method of manufacturing optical devices and resulted in a new patent application. A £0.7M NIHR i4i grant is currently funding collaboration between Dr Day, the University of Exeter and Gloucester Hospital NHSFT for the development of a needle based Raman probe for the detection of lymphomas [3]. Miniature fibre optic Raman probes may be adapted to many diverse applications. In an EPSRC, ESR21 funded project in 2003, Dr Day demonstrated the use of such probes for the analysis of protective coatings on gas turbine blades in power stations. Raman spectroscopy was shown to be a  valuable  tool for investigating  the effect of thermal cycling on the thermal barrier coatings  of turbine blades.  Following this work, Rolls-Royce PLC (R-R) has placed 15 commercial contracts  with the IAC to exploit and evaluate various aspects of this technology for aerospace applications and  is  currently  sponsoring  a  PhD  Case  studentship.  Work  has  included  studies  to  analyse corrosion and contamination seen on and within ex-service components in the lab and the design and construction  of bespoke  miniature  fibre optic probes,  based  on those designed  for cancer detection [1,3], for analysis on wing. Uses of these probes have included the in situ identification of corrosion  and  contamination  products  and  the  measurement  of  thermal  paints,  which  change colour depending on engine temperature. A spectroscopic imaging system for the rapid detection of Alumina coatings on components [6] has been developed and used at R-R plants in Derby, East Kilbride and Montreal. R-R continues to validate these systems to bring on line within their plants in the near future. Within  these  projects  Drs  Day  and  Meaden  developed  computer  programming  and  machine interfacing skills that they applied to the large array of surface science instrumentation at the IAC. Specifically Dr Day developed Windows based software and electronic interfaces to replace the diverse range of computer control systems then available on SEMs and SIMS, Auger and XPS spectrometers  within  the  department.  This  provided  a  standardised  software  interface  for  the machines in the IAC, which became increasingly in demand by other laboratories. Dr  Meaden  further  developed  his  ideas  on  strain  measurement  using  Raman  and  EBSD  and helped supervise a PhD project on the technique. This work drew on the original research of Prof David Dingley in the Bristol Physics department. Dr Meaden left the IAC in 2003 and, in close collaboration with Prof. Dingley formed BLG Productions to further develop the skills and ideas conceived  at the University  of Bristol. Dr Meaden  is currently  a Visiting Fellow at the IAC and continues to collaborate with the IAC on testing his company’s products.		Peer Reviewed publications 1.   *J. C. C. Day, R. Bennett, B. Smith, C. Kendall, J. Hutchings, G. M. Meaden, C. Born, S. Yu, and N. Stone, “A miniature  confocal Raman probe for endoscopic  use.,” Physics in medicine  and  biology,  vol.  54,  no.  23,  pp.  7077–87,  Dec.  2009,  doi:10.1088/0031- 9155/54/23/003 2.   L. Almond, J. Hutchings, G. Lloyd, H. Barr, N. Shepherd, J. Day, O. Stevens, S. Sanders, M. Wadley, N. Stone, C. Kendall, Endoscopic Raman spectroscopy enables objective diagnosis of dysplasia in Barrett's esophagus, Gastrointestinal  Endoscopy, 22 July 2013, ISSN 0016-5107, doi:10.1016/j.gie.2013.05.028 3.   * J.C.C. Day and N. Stone, “A subcutaneous Raman needle probe.” Applied spectroscopy, vol. 67, no. 3, pp. 349–54, Mar. 2013. doi: 10.1366/12-06651 Patent Publications 4.   * US 6885445 (B2) Electron microscope and spectroscopy system. April 26 2005 Applicant Renishaw PLC. Inventors Bennett, Wolfrey, Bewick and Day.  Priority Date 9/5/98 5.   JP5095587 (B2) ― 2012-12-12 Adapter for performing optical analysis of sample. Applicant Renishaw PLC. Inventors Bennett, Wolfrey, Bewick and Day.  Priority Date 3/8/01. 6.   P2011158474 also     published     as     US2011180727 ,     SG173282      EP2362181  and CA2727352   – Device and Method for checking presence of Alumina Layer on component surface. 18/08/2011 Applicant Rolls-Royce PLC. Inventors Kell and Day.		Renishaw  PLC:  Our most established  and commercially  significant  impact is the SEM Raman system originally designed by Dr Day’s team and currently marketed by Renishaw PLC. The first instrument sold by Renishaw was built by Dr Day in 2002 and installed in Kochi University, Japan by Dr Day and Renishaw staff under his instruction. The patents [4,5] that resulted from the original work by the IAC helped Renishaw to protect this strategically important technology and it remains the  only  manufacturer  of such  an  instrument.  These  instruments  provide  researchers  with  the means  of  combining   two  complimentary   analytical  techniques   simultaneously   at  the  same microscopic point on a sample. Conventional EDX analysis performed in an SEM gives the simple  elemental makeup of a sample however Raman spectra acquired at the same point can identify the chemical bonds present and allow the researcher to positively identify chemical compounds or distinguish between allotropes such as Graphite and Diamond. Uses include the identification of contaminants in semiconductor fabrication lines and the investigation of oxidation in reactor steel. Renishaw  does  not  wish  to  disclose  commercial  sales  figures  but  sales  are  of  the  order  of £1,000,000  per year. Renishaw  states* that “Dr Day has made a significant  contribution  to our business that has enabled us to produce a novel combined technology. The interface remains a unique offering that is a capital item with complete systems selling for upwards of £200,000. In the period 2008 to present we have made and continue to make regular sales of these systems, the majority of which have gone for export. This product has assisted the Spectroscopy Division of Renishaw PLC commercially and in maintaining Renishaw’s position as a world leading supplier of Raman spectrometers” [A]. Rolls-Royce  PLC:  Rolls-Royce  states*  “Our  ability  to  understand  and  manage  gas  turbine products throughout the product lifecycle is a key capability which enables us to maintain our competitive advantage and exceed customer expectations. The work undertaken at the University of Bristol has been strategically supported to allow us to look at manufacturing and material processing.  Furthermore, we are able to identify and analyse chemical species during component manufacture and in-service by deploying techniques in-situ.  The ability to identify and analyse components using this technique allows feedback to enable operating lives, product integrity and through-life  performance.”[B].  Within  the  REF  period,  Rolls-Royce  has  placed  contracts  to  the value  of  £350,000  with  the  IAC  to  research  and  develop  the  application  of  spectroscopic techniques. Miniature Raman probes designed and built at the IAC have been purchased and used to detect and analyse contaminates within engines in situ, reducing the need for dismantling of the engines, which can cost £300,000 per engine. In situ analyses have been performed at the trial stages of the Trent 900 and Trent 1000 engines. Rolls-Royce  is now commissioning  a Raman system to be included in its standard collection of inspection instruments for field use. The work at Bristol to analyse Thermal Paints in situ with Raman probes has resulted in Rolls-Royce investing in  the  development  of  paints  with  optimised  Raman  response  to  increase  the  reliability  and sensitivity of the method. An imaging system developed at Bristol to replace the visual tests used to detect alumina coatings on turbine blades has resulted in a Rolls-Royce patent application [6]. Healthcare: NISW, the NHS regional innovation hub, have identified our miniature Raman probes as the most promising medical device innovations from the region. NISW states* “These projects form part of a small portfolio that is managed by NISW and that were brought to the attention of senior figures within the NHS and the MP John Glen as being flagship examples of projects that could yield great benefit, but were being delayed  through  lack of investment  and support  from within the NHS.   This led to a mention in a parliamentary  debate on innovation within the NHS (Hansard  12th  October 2011: Column 98WH) and subsequently  resulted in a unique Innovation Development Fund being provided to NISW to support the key projects (a first within the NHS). Subsequently, the recognition of the need to improve the support for innovation and adoption processes within the NHS to realise the benefits from projects such as the Raman Probe helped to inform the review conducted by Sir Ian Carruthers whose outcome was enshrined in the Report ‘ Innovation, Health and Wealth’ produced by Sir David Nicholson in December 2011. This led to far- reaching change and improved support at a local level within the NHS for innovation projects.  Sir Ian Carruthers, as Chief Executive of NHS South, was the key decision-maker in the creation of the  Innovation  Development  Fund  and  undoubtedly  his  awareness  and  understanding  of  the Raman projects helped to inform and shape some of the thinking that has changed the approach towards  support  of  innovation  in  the  NHS.”[C].  The  EPSRC  KTS  award  resulted  in  a  patent application  jointly  submitted  by  the  University  and  NHS  and  provided  Dr  Hutchings  with  the expertise to apply for and win the 2012 industrial design fellowship from the Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851, mentored by Dr Day. New Companies: Dr Meaden’s company BLG Productions ltd develop and sell “CrossCourt 3” software  that  uniquely  allows  the  determination  of strain  and  rotation  tensors  to 1 part  in 104 precision. It is used for the analysis of metals, semiconductor, strained silicon devices, solar power, 3D chip design and mineralogical  samples as well as academic research. Typical users include  power generation companies and semiconductor manufacturers. Dr Meaden states* “Much of our expertise in EBSD and instrumentation originates from the original research done by Prof David Dingley in the Department of Physics at Bristol and my own experience of working in the Interface Analysis  Centre.  Between  1998  and  2003  I  worked  with  Dr  John  Day  at  the  IAC  on  optical interfaces to Auger spectrometers, the design of miniature Raman probes for cancer detection and applications of EBSD. The impact of that research inspired the formation of BLG Productions in 2004; which would not have happened without the experience and expertise acquired working for John Day.  We continue to collaborate closely with Dr Day and the IAC. BLG Productions Ltd. is now expanding from its original core members. We have recently taken on our first new directly funded staff member  and now have 10 associates  across the world involved  in marketing  and technical support. We have achieved sales of over 30 units to a value exceeding £400,000 in the last 5 years, almost entirely exports.“[D]. The demand for the software and control systems developed for analytical instruments led Dr Day to form Dayta Systems ltd in 1999, which he has run while working part time at the University. These  systems  have  been  supplied  to approximately  50 companies  and  universities  with  total sales  exceeding  £500,000,  predominantly  exports  [E].  In  the  REF  period  2008-2013,  sales included exports to the Universities of: Princeton, California Irvine, New Mexico, and Connecticut. Domestic customers included Renishaw, BAE Systems and the Universities of Loughborough and York. *All statements quoted above are taken from letters provided by those named in section 5.		[A]  Renishaw  PLC,  Dr  Ken  Williams,  Sales  Director,  Provided  letter  of  support  and  quoted statements are taken directly from this letter. Renishaw will not release sales figures, which they consider commercially confidential. Product details available at http://www.renishaw.com/en/sem-raman-system--6639 [B] Rolls-Royce  PLC, Dr Justin Burrows, Project Manager-Universities,  can   confirm all of the claims  made  relating  to  Rolls-Royce  PLC.  Burrows  has  seen  the  submitted  document  and consented  to the sections relating to Rolls-Royce.  Quoted statements  are taken directly from a letter of support sent to us by Rolls-Royce. [C]  NHS  Innovations  South  West,  Mr  Angus  Donald,  Business  development  manager,  can confirm the claims made relating to NISW and NHS funding. Mr Donald has seen, and consented to the relevant sections of the submitted document. Quoted statements are taken directly from a letter of support sent to us by NISW. [D] BLG Productions Ltd, Dr Graham Meaden, Director and Lead Scientist, may be contacted to confirm the claims made relating to his company. Dr Meaden has seen the submitted document and  consented  to the  relevant  sections.  Quoted  statements  are  taken  directly  from  a letter  of support sent to us by Dr Meaden. Product details available at http://www.blgproductions.co.uk [E] Dayta Systems Ltd, Dr S. Organ, Company Secretary, may be contacted to confirm the claims made relating to DaytaSystems. Dr Organ has seen the submitted document and consented to the section relevant to Dayta Systems. Product details available at http://www.daytasystems.co.uk

		186		0.0004		Innovative products for microscopy and analysis provide economic and healthcare benefits in a wide range of industries		Research at the Interface Analysis Centre (IAC) has made innovative analysis products available in a wide range of industries and research fields. •   The design of a novel SEM-Raman instrument has resulted in multi-million pound sales for Renishaw PLC. •  Rolls-Royce PLC has commissioned and used bespoke instruments and non destructive examinations to maintain its competitive advantage and is modifying its technical processes to incorporate these into its standard manufacturing and maintenance procedures. •   In  healthcare,  work  on  Raman  probes  for  cancer  detection  has  influenced  support  of innovation in the NHS. •   Two  companies  have  been  formed  to  develop  and  market  computer  control  and  data acquisition and analysis systems conceived in the course of this work.		In 1998 Renishaw PLC, a leading manufacturer of Raman spectroscopy systems, commissioned Dr John  Day at the IAC to design  and develop  a novel  fibre optic coupled  system  to acquire Raman spectra from within a scanning electron microscope (SEM). This drew on Dr Day’s PhD and  post  doctoral  experience  of  developing  optical  spectrometers  and  spectroscopic  imaging systems. The research brief was for an instrument to obtain spectra, with high spatial resolution, from the same sample position viewed by the SEM without impeding any other analytical functions such as Energy Dispersive  X-Ray Spectroscopy  or Electron  Backscatter  Diffraction  (EBSD). Dr Day led a team including Dr Graham Meaden (PDRA 1998- 2003) and Dr Angus Bewick (PDRA 1998-2002)  who  worked  together  to  design  a  novel  kinematic  mount  and  a  double  parabolic, aberration correcting focussing system. This fibre optic coupled system was capable of obtaining spectra from a 1µm spot with an efficiency equal to conventional laboratory Raman systems. This design was protected by patents taken out by Renishaw [4,5].  Dr Day wrote software to integrate the optical and SEM imaging and provide instrument control. A pre-production prototype was built and tested at Bristol and installed in Kochi University, Japan by Dr Day.  This prototype formed the basis of a Renishaw product that has been commercially available since 2002. This  successful  collaboration  between  Renishaw  PLC  and  the  IAC  team  of Day  and  Meaden developed  further with a three year EPSRC funded project to design and construct a miniature fibre optic Raman probe for the endoscopic detection of cancer of the oesophagus [1]. This project started in September 1998, with Gloucestershire Royal Hospital and Keymed Olympus ltd also collaborating. This work demonstrated the possibility of cancer detection by Raman spectroscopy of the oesophagus and was further funded by a second award from the Health Technology Devices Program  (Jan  05 to Oct 07). These  miniature  fibre  optic  probes  continue  to be developed  for medical applications  [2] and have been identified by NHS Innovations  South West (NISW), the regional innovation hub, as the most exciting and promising medical device innovation from the region. Work continues at the University to bring these probes to clinical trials. In 2011 an EPSRC KTS award funded Dr Jo Hutchings of Gloucestershire  Hospitals NHSFT to be seconded to the IAC. Within this collaboration 3D printing was investigated as a method of manufacturing optical devices and resulted in a new patent application. A £0.7M NIHR i4i grant is currently funding collaboration between Dr Day, the University of Exeter and Gloucester Hospital NHSFT for the development of a needle based Raman probe for the detection of lymphomas [3]. Miniature fibre optic Raman probes may be adapted to many diverse applications. In an EPSRC, ESR21 funded project in 2003, Dr Day demonstrated the use of such probes for the analysis of protective coatings on gas turbine blades in power stations. Raman spectroscopy was shown to be a  valuable  tool for investigating  the effect of thermal cycling on the thermal barrier coatings  of turbine blades.  Following this work, Rolls-Royce PLC (R-R) has placed 15 commercial contracts  with the IAC to exploit and evaluate various aspects of this technology for aerospace applications and  is  currently  sponsoring  a  PhD  Case  studentship.  Work  has  included  studies  to  analyse corrosion and contamination seen on and within ex-service components in the lab and the design and construction  of bespoke  miniature  fibre optic probes,  based  on those designed  for cancer detection [1,3], for analysis on wing. Uses of these probes have included the in situ identification of corrosion  and  contamination  products  and  the  measurement  of  thermal  paints,  which  change colour depending on engine temperature. A spectroscopic imaging system for the rapid detection of Alumina coatings on components [6] has been developed and used at R-R plants in Derby, East Kilbride and Montreal. R-R continues to validate these systems to bring on line within their plants in the near future. Within  these  projects  Drs  Day  and  Meaden  developed  computer  programming  and  machine interfacing skills that they applied to the large array of surface science instrumentation at the IAC. Specifically Dr Day developed Windows based software and electronic interfaces to replace the diverse range of computer control systems then available on SEMs and SIMS, Auger and XPS spectrometers  within  the  department.  This  provided  a  standardised  software  interface  for  the machines in the IAC, which became increasingly in demand by other laboratories. Dr  Meaden  further  developed  his  ideas  on  strain  measurement  using  Raman  and  EBSD  and helped supervise a PhD project on the technique. This work drew on the original research of Prof David Dingley in the Bristol Physics department. Dr Meaden left the IAC in 2003 and, in close collaboration with Prof. Dingley formed BLG Productions to further develop the skills and ideas conceived  at the University  of Bristol. Dr Meaden  is currently  a Visiting Fellow at the IAC and continues to collaborate with the IAC on testing his company’s products.		Peer Reviewed publications 1.   *J. C. C. Day, R. Bennett, B. Smith, C. Kendall, J. Hutchings, G. M. Meaden, C. Born, S. Yu, and N. Stone, “A miniature  confocal Raman probe for endoscopic  use.,” Physics in medicine  and  biology,  vol.  54,  no.  23,  pp.  7077–87,  Dec.  2009,  doi:10.1088/0031- 9155/54/23/003 2.   L. Almond, J. Hutchings, G. Lloyd, H. Barr, N. Shepherd, J. Day, O. Stevens, S. Sanders, M. Wadley, N. Stone, C. Kendall, Endoscopic Raman spectroscopy enables objective diagnosis of dysplasia in Barrett's esophagus, Gastrointestinal  Endoscopy, 22 July 2013, ISSN 0016-5107, doi:10.1016/j.gie.2013.05.028 3.   * J.C.C. Day and N. Stone, “A subcutaneous Raman needle probe.” Applied spectroscopy, vol. 67, no. 3, pp. 349–54, Mar. 2013. doi: 10.1366/12-06651 Patent Publications 4.   * US 6885445 (B2) Electron microscope and spectroscopy system. April 26 2005 Applicant Renishaw PLC. Inventors Bennett, Wolfrey, Bewick and Day.  Priority Date 9/5/98 5.   JP5095587 (B2) ― 2012-12-12 Adapter for performing optical analysis of sample. Applicant Renishaw PLC. Inventors Bennett, Wolfrey, Bewick and Day.  Priority Date 3/8/01. 6.   P2011158474 also     published     as     US2011180727 ,     SG173282      EP2362181  and CA2727352   – Device and Method for checking presence of Alumina Layer on component surface. 18/08/2011 Applicant Rolls-Royce PLC. Inventors Kell and Day.		Renishaw  PLC:  Our most established  and commercially  significant  impact is the SEM Raman system originally designed by Dr Day’s team and currently marketed by Renishaw PLC. The first instrument sold by Renishaw was built by Dr Day in 2002 and installed in Kochi University, Japan by Dr Day and Renishaw staff under his instruction. The patents [4,5] that resulted from the original work by the IAC helped Renishaw to protect this strategically important technology and it remains the  only  manufacturer  of such  an  instrument.  These  instruments  provide  researchers  with  the means  of  combining   two  complimentary   analytical  techniques   simultaneously   at  the  same microscopic point on a sample. Conventional EDX analysis performed in an SEM gives the simple  elemental makeup of a sample however Raman spectra acquired at the same point can identify the chemical bonds present and allow the researcher to positively identify chemical compounds or distinguish between allotropes such as Graphite and Diamond. Uses include the identification of contaminants in semiconductor fabrication lines and the investigation of oxidation in reactor steel. Renishaw  does  not  wish  to  disclose  commercial  sales  figures  but  sales  are  of  the  order  of £1,000,000  per year. Renishaw  states* that “Dr Day has made a significant  contribution  to our business that has enabled us to produce a novel combined technology. The interface remains a unique offering that is a capital item with complete systems selling for upwards of £200,000. In the period 2008 to present we have made and continue to make regular sales of these systems, the majority of which have gone for export. This product has assisted the Spectroscopy Division of Renishaw PLC commercially and in maintaining Renishaw’s position as a world leading supplier of Raman spectrometers” [A]. Rolls-Royce  PLC:  Rolls-Royce  states*  “Our  ability  to  understand  and  manage  gas  turbine products throughout the product lifecycle is a key capability which enables us to maintain our competitive advantage and exceed customer expectations. The work undertaken at the University of Bristol has been strategically supported to allow us to look at manufacturing and material processing.  Furthermore, we are able to identify and analyse chemical species during component manufacture and in-service by deploying techniques in-situ.  The ability to identify and analyse components using this technique allows feedback to enable operating lives, product integrity and through-life  performance.”[B].  Within  the  REF  period,  Rolls-Royce  has  placed  contracts  to  the value  of  £350,000  with  the  IAC  to  research  and  develop  the  application  of  spectroscopic techniques. Miniature Raman probes designed and built at the IAC have been purchased and used to detect and analyse contaminates within engines in situ, reducing the need for dismantling of the engines, which can cost £300,000 per engine. In situ analyses have been performed at the trial stages of the Trent 900 and Trent 1000 engines. Rolls-Royce  is now commissioning  a Raman system to be included in its standard collection of inspection instruments for field use. The work at Bristol to analyse Thermal Paints in situ with Raman probes has resulted in Rolls-Royce investing in  the  development  of  paints  with  optimised  Raman  response  to  increase  the  reliability  and sensitivity of the method. An imaging system developed at Bristol to replace the visual tests used to detect alumina coatings on turbine blades has resulted in a Rolls-Royce patent application [6]. Healthcare: NISW, the NHS regional innovation hub, have identified our miniature Raman probes as the most promising medical device innovations from the region. NISW states* “These projects form part of a small portfolio that is managed by NISW and that were brought to the attention of senior figures within the NHS and the MP John Glen as being flagship examples of projects that could yield great benefit, but were being delayed  through  lack of investment  and support  from within the NHS.   This led to a mention in a parliamentary  debate on innovation within the NHS (Hansard  12th  October 2011: Column 98WH) and subsequently  resulted in a unique Innovation Development Fund being provided to NISW to support the key projects (a first within the NHS). Subsequently, the recognition of the need to improve the support for innovation and adoption processes within the NHS to realise the benefits from projects such as the Raman Probe helped to inform the review conducted by Sir Ian Carruthers whose outcome was enshrined in the Report ‘ Innovation, Health and Wealth’ produced by Sir David Nicholson in December 2011. This led to far- reaching change and improved support at a local level within the NHS for innovation projects.  Sir Ian Carruthers, as Chief Executive of NHS South, was the key decision-maker in the creation of the  Innovation  Development  Fund  and  undoubtedly  his  awareness  and  understanding  of  the Raman projects helped to inform and shape some of the thinking that has changed the approach towards  support  of  innovation  in  the  NHS.”[C].  The  EPSRC  KTS  award  resulted  in  a  patent application  jointly  submitted  by  the  University  and  NHS  and  provided  Dr  Hutchings  with  the expertise to apply for and win the 2012 industrial design fellowship from the Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851, mentored by Dr Day. New Companies: Dr Meaden’s company BLG Productions ltd develop and sell “CrossCourt 3” software  that  uniquely  allows  the  determination  of strain  and  rotation  tensors  to 1 part  in 104 precision. It is used for the analysis of metals, semiconductor, strained silicon devices, solar power, 3D chip design and mineralogical  samples as well as academic research. Typical users include  power generation companies and semiconductor manufacturers. Dr Meaden states* “Much of our expertise in EBSD and instrumentation originates from the original research done by Prof David Dingley in the Department of Physics at Bristol and my own experience of working in the Interface Analysis  Centre.  Between  1998  and  2003  I  worked  with  Dr  John  Day  at  the  IAC  on  optical interfaces to Auger spectrometers, the design of miniature Raman probes for cancer detection and applications of EBSD. The impact of that research inspired the formation of BLG Productions in 2004; which would not have happened without the experience and expertise acquired working for John Day.  We continue to collaborate closely with Dr Day and the IAC. BLG Productions Ltd. is now expanding from its original core members. We have recently taken on our first new directly funded staff member  and now have 10 associates  across the world involved  in marketing  and technical support. We have achieved sales of over 30 units to a value exceeding £400,000 in the last 5 years, almost entirely exports.“[D]. The demand for the software and control systems developed for analytical instruments led Dr Day to form Dayta Systems ltd in 1999, which he has run while working part time at the University. These  systems  have  been  supplied  to approximately  50 companies  and  universities  with  total sales  exceeding  £500,000,  predominantly  exports  [E].  In  the  REF  period  2008-2013,  sales included exports to the Universities of: Princeton, California Irvine, New Mexico, and Connecticut. Domestic customers included Renishaw, BAE Systems and the Universities of Loughborough and York. *All statements quoted above are taken from letters provided by those named in section 5.		[A]  Renishaw  PLC,  Dr  Ken  Williams,  Sales  Director,  Provided  letter  of  support  and  quoted statements are taken directly from this letter. Renishaw will not release sales figures, which they consider commercially confidential. Product details available at http://www.renishaw.com/en/sem-raman-system--6639 [B] Rolls-Royce  PLC, Dr Justin Burrows, Project Manager-Universities,  can   confirm all of the claims  made  relating  to  Rolls-Royce  PLC.  Burrows  has  seen  the  submitted  document  and consented  to the sections relating to Rolls-Royce.  Quoted statements  are taken directly from a letter of support sent to us by Rolls-Royce. [C]  NHS  Innovations  South  West,  Mr  Angus  Donald,  Business  development  manager,  can confirm the claims made relating to NISW and NHS funding. Mr Donald has seen, and consented to the relevant sections of the submitted document. Quoted statements are taken directly from a letter of support sent to us by NISW. [D] BLG Productions Ltd, Dr Graham Meaden, Director and Lead Scientist, may be contacted to confirm the claims made relating to his company. Dr Meaden has seen the submitted document and  consented  to the  relevant  sections.  Quoted  statements  are  taken  directly  from  a letter  of support sent to us by Dr Meaden. Product details available at http://www.blgproductions.co.uk [E] Dayta Systems Ltd, Dr S. Organ, Company Secretary, may be contacted to confirm the claims made relating to DaytaSystems. Dr Organ has seen the submitted document and consented to the section relevant to Dayta Systems. Product details available at http://www.daytasystems.co.uk

		205		0.0192		Commercialisation of materials modelling software (Castep)		Durham researcher, Prof Stewart Clark, is one of the six original co-developers of the Castep software package which calculates the electronic, physical and chemical properties of materials from  first  principles.  Castep  was  written  to  solve  a  variety  of  research  problems  from semiconductor devices and liquid crystal displays, to the behaviour of Earth minerals under very high  pressure,  molecular  dynamics  and  biological  systems.  The  software  package  was commercialised for use in industry under license by Accelrys Inc., where it is bought and used by ~1000 high-tech companies for development of new materials in chemical, pharmaceutical, auto and jet engine manufacturing industries. Total sales revenue for Accelerys from the Castep code is in excess of $30M.		The properties of materials can be predicted from first principles from their electronic structure, but these are prohibitively time consuming to calculate from a basic wavefunction approach. Instead, density functional theory is a much more powerful technique to solve many body problems in quantum mechanics (winning the 1999 Nobel prize for Walter Kohn). This gives the energy levels and wavefunction of the material, but the more useful information is how it responds e.g. to light, phonons, neutrons etc as this is directly measureable and has a direct connection to applications for the material. Typically this response is determined by the second derivative of the energy, which requires perturbative methods. In the late 1990s there were existing codes which used the density functional approach to calculate wavefunctions and energies, but these were all developed for specific applications by multiple authors and were not efficient enough to extend to perturbation theory. They were also typically poorly documented, and difficult to port onto the new parallel computing environments which were beginning to appear. Prof Stewart Clark (member of Durham Physics Department 1997-present), together with a small group of theoretical condensed matter physicists, decided that the lack of efficient computational tools was a serious barrier to their research and that they should build a new code from the ground up. Their code was fundamentally designed to run on parallel machines, and be fully documented so that additional functionality could easily be incorporated by external researchers as well as the authors. The original CASTEP Developers Group consisted of Stewart Clark (Durham), Phil Hasnip, Mike Payne and Chris Pickard (Cambridge), Matt Probert (York) and Matt Segall (now in industry). While these are all credited as equal co-authors, Prof Clark’s contribution  included  development  of  the  new,  efficient  computational  implementation of  the density functional theory which forms the heart of the CASTEP code [1-2]. He also developed a new,  much  more  computationally  efficient  way  to  solve  the  non-local  interactions  between electrons [3], which he has recently updated [4]. The first public release of CASTEP was in 2001, and Prof Clark immediately used this to tackle his  research  problems,  including  how  to  circumvent  the  miniaturization  limit  for  transistors. Standard silicon dioxide materials hit a quantum limit below 22 nm as electrons start to tunnel through the transistor gate so the device is no longer a reliable switch. Prof Clark used CASTEP to calculate the properties of numerous alternative semiconductor materials, and showed that quantum tunnelling was much less of an issue for Halfnium dioxide, so chips made using this material could be made much smaller [5]. The same year, Intel independently released its first chip based on Halfnium dioxide, demonstrating that this did indeed allow miniaturization as predicted by CASTEP. Another research project was with multi-ferroic materials. In general, materials can be either ferro-magnetic or ferro-electric but not both as ferro-magnetism occurs when spin degeneracy is lifted  by  pushing  electrons  to  unfilled  states,  whereas  ferro-electric materials  push  electrons towards filled states so the two are generally mutually exclusive. However, a very small number of materials do show both, and these are very important both for the intriguing science underlying the phenomena, and the exciting potential of devices where both the magnetic and charge properties can be controlled. Of these, BiFeO3 is one of the few to exhibit this behaviour at room temperature, as required for device applications. Prof Clark was able to use CASTEP to explain how the  electronic structure of BiFeO3 allowed this to happen. This fundamental understanding of the underlying physics is a prerequisite to precise control of the behaviour of the material in spintronics (magnetic switching) devices [6]. CASTEP can also tackle fundamental issues in biology such as the topology of molecular networks.  These  are  extremely  difficult  to  calculate  but  critically  determine  all  the  material properties, including chemical bonding and crystallization. Prof Clark was able to use CASTEP’s accurate electronic structure calculations to predict the three major crystalline structures of glycine, the first amino acid for which this was possible, and to show that another could exist at higher pressure [7]. The Developers Group continuously update the code to add functionality such as modules to calculate the results of Raman spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic resonances. This makes the code a unique resource, allowing communication and collaboration between experimentalists and theorists, in both industry and academia, increasing its impact and scope significantly. Over 4000 peer-reviewed publications across a wide range of disciplines have used the code. It is also used in training highly skilled graduate students, many of whom have gone on to work in industry. Several hundred PhD theses from 2002 to the present have been based on calculations using CASTEP, contributing to the large number of scientific papers published in leading peer reviewed international journals.		[1] First principles methods using CASTEP, SJ Clark, MD Segall, CJ Pickard, PJ Hasnip, MIJ Probert, K Refson, MC Payne, Zeitschrift für Kristallographie 220, 567, 2005 Over 1400 citations [2]  First-principles simulation: ideas, illustrations and the CASTEP code, MD Segall, PJD Lindan, MJ Probert, CJ Pickard, PJ Hasnip, SJ Clark, MC Payne, Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter 14 (11), 2717, 2002 Over 3500 citations [3]  Variational density-functional perturbation theory for dielectrics and lattice dynamics, K Refson, PR Tulip, SJ Clark Physical Review B 73 (15), 155114, 2006 Over 140 citations [4]  Optimized effective potential using the Hylleraas variational method, TW Hollins, SJ Clark, K Refson, NI Gidopoulos, Physics Review B, 85, (23), 235126, 2012 [5] Defect energy levels in HfO2 high-dielectric-constant gate oxide, K Xiong, J Robertson, MC Gibson, SJ Clark, Applied Physics Letters 87 (18), 183505, 2005 Over 230 citations [6] Beta phase and gamma-beta metal-insulator transition in multiferroic BiFeO3  R Palai, RS Katiyar, H Schmid, P Tissot, SJ Clark, J Robertson, SAT Redfern G Catalan, JF Scott, Physical Review B 77 (1), 014110, 2008 Over 220 citations [7]  Effect of high pressure on the crystal structures of polymorphs of glycine, A Dawson, DR Allan, SA Belmonte, SJ Clark, WIF David, PA McGregor, S Parsons, Crystal Growth & Design 5 (4), 1415, 2005 Over 100 citations		CASTEP can be  used to  simulate a  wide range of  materials including crystalline solids, surfaces, molecules, liquids and amorphous materials. It can calculate the properties of  any material that can be thought of as an assembly of nuclei and electrons with the only limitation being the finite speed and memory of computers systems [C1, see Fig 1]. Applications include: o Device  technologies:  modelling  materials  for  new  semiconductor  devices  including  nanoparticles, high dielectric constant materials, data-storage materials o Geology: elastic, thermal and dynamical properties of Earth and planetary material under extreme conditions o Spectroscopy: Interpretation of experimental studies in a wide variety of spectroscopic techniques such as Raman, Infra-red, nuclear magnetic resonance, electron energy loss spectroscopy, neutron spectroscopy o New light emission materials: Investigations on liquid crystals, light emitting polymers, light emitting semiconducting materials all used in new display technologies o Structure prediction: investigations of the structures of new materials ranging from pharmaceuticals and life-science molecules to semiconductors, spintronics and complex metals. Fig 1. Example CASTEP output exploring biomineralisation of octacalcium phosphate (OCP), a precursor phase in bone mineral formation. This shows X-ray crystallography, first- principles density functional theory calculations, and solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy predictions of the structure. The reputation of  the code was such that the authors were approached by Accelrys Inc, a NASDAQ-quoted research and development software company based in San Diego, USA, which employs over 360 people and has an annual turnover of $81M [C2]. They proposed licensing the software so they could market it for scientific, industrial and technological applications. Accelrys incorporated CASTEP into its Materials Studio modelling and simulation platform which has been bought by over 800 companies worldwide [C3], making this the best selling software package of its type. These include some of the largest manufacturers in the chemical (e.g. Unilever), pharmaceutical, automobile (e.g. Toyota, General Motors) and aviation (e.g. Boeing) sectors, as well as smaller scale high-tech science companies, testifying to the commercial viability of the product across a wide spectrum of business sizes and sectors [C3]. Research into the effectiveness of CASTEP, sponsored by Accelrys, found that customers were able to recoup their investment in software tools up to ten times over. The major cost savings in applying computer simulations to the research and development of materials were from circumventing the need for costly experiments and shorter developmental timescales.[C4] The  code is  deeply embedded in  industry, so  its  full  impact is  not  possible to  quantify, especially as much of the information is commercially sensitive. However, an Accelerys survey of patents based on CASTEP shows that 83 have been published since 2008 [C5]. Examples include one filed by the Tokyo-based OKI Electric Industry Co. Ltd which is pioneering a method of forming a gate recess in a semiconductor device. Another of the patents was issued in 2010 to the German-US chemicals giant Kronos International Ltd for an invention relating to titanium dioxide pigment particles and methods for their manufacture. Sales of Castep are producing an annual return of £2.5m to Accelerys, with total sales in excess of $30M [C3]		C1 Castep web site http://www.castep.org C2 Accelrys company information http://www.cbronline.com/companies/accelrys_inc C3 Accelerys letter of support Filed with supporting documents C4 Materials Studio cost reduction http://accelrys.com/products/materials-studio C5 Patents report Filed with supporting documents

		215		4.736		Modelling defects in diamond to preserve consumer trust in the global diamond trade		An atomistic modelling program developed at Exeter University has been used to make a significant, recognised contribution to the strong business performance of the De Beers Group, the world’s leading diamond company. It gave De Beers the confidence to fund the successful development of new methods to identify synthetic and treated diamonds, which the company says has minimised the impact of fraudulent behaviour on consumer confidence, supported jobs in the global diamond trade, contributed to sales of $7.4bn in one year alone and was a factor in its decision to invest £20m in new research facilities in the UK.		Natural diamonds are among the world’s most precious natural resources; diamond jewellery had a global retail value of $72 billion in 2012 according to management consulting firm Bain & Company [5.1]. However, the last two decades have seen a rapid development in the production of synthetic diamond and the artificial enhancement of colour of natural diamond. The increasing quality of counterfeit natural diamonds represents a serious threat to consumer confidence. Bain & Company reported that 2011 marked the appearance of a large batch of synthetic diamonds believed by their dealer to be natural, highlighting the need for better techniques to guarantee the authenticity of natural diamonds and preserve trust in the industry.     Research by Robert Jones, Emeritus Professor (at Exeter since 1971) in Physics has developed new methods to understand colour caused by defects in diamonds and to distinguish between natural and artificial or heat-treated diamonds. The new methods are based on prior studies by Jones into the defects that exist in a wide range of materials. A computer code – AIMPRO (Ab- initio Modelling Program) – that calculates, among other things, the optical properties of materials was first developed by Jones [3.1] and now has an international community of users. It analyses the structural, electrical, optical and mechanical properties of solids in order to identify material defects. It is unusual in that it uses Gaussian functions (similar to a normal distribution bell curve) to represent the quantum-mechanical wavefunctions, and hence the electron density within a solid, rather than the more commonly used plane waves. Fewer Gaussian functions than plane waves are needed per atom meaning that larger unit cells can be investigated.    Jones used AIMPRO to model complex defects in Gallium Nitride and Silicon [3.2, 3.3]. The code works by arranging atoms in a structure. If the atoms are aligned incorrectly, the code calculates the force between the atoms and rearranges the structure until equilibrium is reached. Then the optical properties and other properties such as the electron energy loss spectra (EELS) are calculated.    At the request of the Diamond Trading Company (DTC), the rough diamond distribution arm of De Beers, Jones used AIMPRO to determine the optical properties and EELS signature of various defects in the diamond. Three types of defect exist in natural diamond: vacancies and interstitials  (where an atom is either missing from or added to an otherwise regular structure), impurities (which replace carbon atoms in the lattice), and dislocations (where neighbouring planes of atoms have slipped in relation to each other). Jones began by calculating the energy spectrum of the most stable dislocation that is found in all types of diamond. He showed that the dislocation itself is not responsible for the colour of brown diamonds – the most common colour variety of natural diamonds. Instead he proved that it is the vacancy clusters that can give rise to the brown colour and he argued that such clusters are introduced by movement of dislocations when a diamond is plastically deformed under heat and pressure [3.4]. The vacancy clusters and therefore the brown colour can be removed by exposure to 2000°C heat. Crucially, Jones discovered that this causes the vacancy clusters to decay into other types of defect, such as nitrogen-vacancy defects, the optical properties of which are well known. Counterfeiters are not yet able to remove these new defects, which show up through optical spectroscopy used by companies like De Beers to validate their natural diamonds. Further studies considered the optical properties of a number of other defects such as silicon and nitrogen vacancies, all of which are present in treated diamond and cause colour changes. More recent work has dealt with the properties of graphene and related doping mechanisms [3.5], [3.6].		References in bold best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. 3.1.   “LDA calculations using a basis of Gaussian orbitals”, P. R. Briddon and R. Jones, Phys. Stat. Solidi B 217, 131-171 (2000), cited 231 times in WoS. 3.2.   “Theory of threading edge and screw dislocations in GaN”, J. Elsner, R. Jones, P. K. Sitch et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 79, 3672-3675 (1997), cited 242 times in WoS. 3.3.   “Oxygen and dioxygen centers in Si and Ge: Density-functional calculations”, J. Coutinho, R. Jones, P. R. Briddon et al., Phys. Rev. B 62, 10824-10840 (2000), cited 180 times in WoS. 3.4.   “Dislocations, vacancies and the brown colour of CVD and natural diamond”, R. Jones, Diamond and Related Materials 18, 820-826 (2009), cited 14 times in WoS.  This issue of the journal contains the proceedings of the 19th European Conference on Diamond, Diamond-Like Materials, Carbon Nanotubes, Nitrides and Silicon Carbide, held in Sitges, Spain 7-11th Sept 2008. 3.5.   “Plasmon spectroscopy of free-standing graphene films”, T. Eberlein, U. Bangert, R. R. Nair, R. Jones, M. Gass, A. L. Bleloch, K. S, Novoselov, A. Geim, and P. R. Briddon, Phys. Rev. B 77, 233406 (2008) cited 125 times in WoS. 3.6.    “p-type doping of graphene with F4-TCNQ”, H. Pinto, R. Jones, J. P. Goss et al., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 21, 364220 (2009), cited 33 times in WoS.		Diamond modelling research at Exeter has made an impact in two principal areas. It has provided De Beers with the scientific understanding it needed to develop techniques to identify synthetic and treated diamonds, maintaining consumer confidence in De Beers’ diamond trading and, by way of the company’s long-established dominance, in the diamond industry as a whole. Secondly, it was a factor in a decision by De Beers to invest £20m in strengthening its research base in the UK, creating high-level employment for UK scientists [5.2]. The continued success of De Beers is crucial to the employment of thousands of people around the world. The De Beers Group employs approximately 20,000 people, of whom 17,000 are based  in Africa. The company has mining operations in South Africa, Botswana, Namibia and Canada and is part of the Anglo-American Group that has 145,000 employees in 30 countries. De Beers sells approximately 40% of the world’s rough diamonds, thus supporting a huge number of downstream jobs in the diamond trade, from polishing through grading to jewellery manufacture and retailing. In 2011, De Beers had sales of $7.4 billion with earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) of $1.7 billion. According to the Head of Physics [5.2] at the De Beers Research Centre in Maidenhead, a key factor in achieving such a strong performance was the high consumer demand that drove price increases for rough and polished diamonds. This, he says, “was underpinned by work supporting consumer confidence in diamonds in the face of rapid development over the last 20 years of processes for production of synthetic diamond and artificial treatment of natural diamond. It is vitally important for the diamond trade that consumers can buy diamonds without fear of product misrepresentation.” Referring specifically to Exeter’s contribution, De Beers Head of Physics said: “Prof Jones’s work since 1993 in modelling defects in diamond has played a major role in helping us build the foundation of knowledge on which our identification methodology is based and has been an important factor in enabling the detection and containment of recent attempts to sell synthetic or treated diamond fraudulently as natural untreated diamond.” Jones’s research, supported by two collaborative awards in science and engineering (CASE) PhD studentships funded jointly by EPSRC and De Beers [5.3, 5.4], helped the company to develop and test the idea that vacancy clusters are responsible for brown colouration in natural diamonds with low nitrogen content. It enabled De Beers to understand the mechanism by which the brown colour is removed by relatively short high temperature heat treatments, and the identity and stability of by- products of this heat treatment. The work also helped unravel the link between nitrogen-vacancy- hydrogen defects and their optical signatures. These defects have not been detected in any natural diamond but tend to be present in synthetic diamond, changing its colour. Prof Jones’ work helped De Beers understand these phenomena. De Beers Head of Physics concludes: “[Exeter’s research] has therefore been of fundamental importance in the development of a robust identification methodology that has safeguarded consumer confidence and therefore many jobs in the diamond industry.” De Beers cannot quantify the impact of Exeter’s work in economic terms; to remain one step ahead of counterfeiters, the company discloses very little information about the methods they use to characterise diamonds. But further evidence that Jones’s research has informed practice at De Beers comes in journal articles published by De Beers scientists [5.5, 5.6, 5.7], which reference the work. It is also highlighted by De Beers’ decision, on the basis of Jones’s results, to award two further CASE studentships in 2009 to academics at the University of Manchester, and to support further experiments at Helsinki University of Technology. The published paper from Helsinki [5.8] in 2009 cited Jones’s work in their own calculations and acknowledged discussions with Jones during their own research. Jones’s work is generally accepted as explaining the role of vacancy clusters in the colour of diamonds. According to De Beers Head of Physics, De Beers has an increasingly strong research base within the UK, employing 56 highly trained people, including many PhD scientists, at its DTC research centre in Maidenhead. The DTC collaborates closely with Element Six (E6), part of the De Beers Group and the world’s leading supplier of synthetic industrial diamonds. De Beers Head of Physics reports that in 2013 E6’s global R&D will be consolidated into the E6 Global Innovation Centre  (http://www.e6.com/gic) near Oxford, where “a pipeline of innovative products will be developed for customers in industries from oil and gas drilling to machining and electronics.” He said: “This £20m investment is consolidating E6’s existing global innovation teams in the UK and the choice of location was strongly influenced by the excellence of UK research in diamond science as exemplified by Professor Jones at Exeter.” He added: “De Beers organizes an annual conference to encourage presentation and discussion of new research relevant to the diamond industry at which Prof Jones has been an active and valued contributor.” [5.9]		5.1.   Figure 1.1 in The Global Diamond Report 2013: http://www.bain.com/publications/articles/global-diamond-report-2013.aspx  (accessed: 21/11/2013). 5.2.   Letter from Head of Physics at De Beers Research Centre in Maidenhead, UK. The letter describes the nature and scale of De Beers business and the contribution made by Prof Jones to its development of methods to distinguish between naturally colourless, heat treated and CVD diamond.  The depth of detail supplied reflects De Beers need to also protect their commercial interest.  De Beers are obviously reluctant to put details of anti- counterfeiting measures in the public domain. 5.3.   “Modelling of Point and Extended Defects in Group IV Semiconductors”, PhD thesis, Naomi Fujita, University of Exeter (2009).  CASE award funded by De Beers, supervised by Prof R. Jones. 5.4.   “Defects and dopants in carbon related materials”, PhD thesis, Hugo Pinto, University of Exeter (2009).  CASE award funded by De Beers, supervised by Prof R. Jones. 5.5.   “Brown diamonds and high pressure high temperature treatment”, D. Fisher, Lithos 112S 619–624 (2009).  This journal article by a De Beers scientist describes methods for determining the history and origin of diamonds, making reference to the work of Prof Jones, and acknowledging his assistance. 5.6.   “Charge transfer effects, thermo- and photochromism in single crystal CVD synthetic diamond”, R. U. A. Khan, P. M. Martineau, B. L. Cann, M. E. Newton and D. J. Twitchen, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 21, 364214 (2009).  This journal article by De Beers scientists describes the optical signature by which CVD synthetic diamond can be identified, and makes due reference to the work of Prof Jones. 5.7.   “Brown colour in natural diamond and interaction between the brown related and other colour-inducing defects”, D Fisher, S J Sibley and C J Kelly, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 21, 364213 (2009). This journal article by De Beers scientists describes optical absorption spectra of different types of diamond, and makes due reference to the work of Prof Jones. 5.8.   “Properties of optically active vacancy clusters in type IIa diamond”, J.-M. Mäki, F. Tuomisto, C. J. Kelly, D. Fisher and P. M. Martineau, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 21, 364216 (2009).  The article makes reference to the work of Prof Jones and acknowledges his assistance. 5.9.   Prof Jones received invitations to speak at conferences organised by scientists employed by De Beers, including the 19th European Conference on Diamond, Diamond-Like Materials, Carbon Nanotubes, Nitrides and Silicon Carbide, held in Sitges, Spain 7-11th Sept 2008.

		217		0.0048		DualEELS™: A key advance in electron spectroscopy in the electron microscope		DualEELS™ is a recent advance in Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) made possible by a successful collaboration between the University of Glasgow and Gatan, the world leader in electron spectroscopy systems for electron microscopy. The resulting Gatan GIF QUANTUM® and the ENFINIUM®  electron microscope products, incorporating the novel DualEELS™ concept pioneered in Glasgow, have been a commercial success. Between the launch in 2009 and the end of 2011, 145 systems have been delivered to universities, research institutes and industry at a total market value of over US$7.5M. The market penetration of the DualEELS™ technique has been very high. In 2012, DualEELS™ units were delivered with over 70% of all GIF/EELS systems sold. These systems are used routinely for R&D, quality control and failure analysis in firms such as AMD, Intel and Samsung, and for development of the advanced materials and devices key to modern society in a wide range of industrial sectors.		DualEELS™ is a recent advance in Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) in the Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM) made possible by a successful collaboration between Gatan and the University of Glasgow. In a technique known as spectrum imaging, an electron probe is scanned over an ultra-thin (<100nm) specimen with the signals of interest (e.g. an EELS spectrum,  an  x-ray  spectrum,  scattered  electron  intensities)  recorded  at  each  pixel.  The information obtained from EELS includes local thickness, dielectric function, composition, local atomic environment, absolute numbers of atoms/area and absolute numbers of atoms/volume. Since the electron probe can be smaller than the interatomic spacing, such information can be extracted and mapped down to atomic resolution in a large range of scientifically and technologically important areas including semiconductors, data storage and catalysis. In the energy loss range required to provide information on all elements (0 to 3kV), the dynamic range of the signal is very high (~105). Prior to DualEELS™, magnetic deflection coils were used to provide the shutter to control the number of electrons reaching the spectrometer, but their slow response time (msecs) limited the minimum exposure. Obtaining the entire spectrum required at least two scans with different optical conditions. This was not only time-consuming but presented serious disadvantages in maintaining the spatial registration of the data at the atomic scale. Prof A J Craven (Lecturer, 1978-89; Senior Lecturer, 1989-92; Reader, 1992-98; Professor of Physics 1998-2012) recognised that a fast electrostatic shutter could control the exposure in a way that allowed the entire spectrum to be recorded without changing the optical conditions. With Dr W A P Nicholson (Research Technologist 1979-2005) and Dr J A Wilson (Postdoctoral Research Assistant [PDRA] 1999-2007), a prototype electrostatic shutter was developed. The results were reported in a 2002 paper [1], demonstrating the shutter had a time constant of 10nsec, allowing the system to settle to its full energy resolution in under 100nsec. The paper also showed that data could be recorded over the whole energy range of interest and proposed the concept of recording the entire EELS spectrum at each pixel in the spectrum image, the concept at the core of what has since become known as DualEELS™. By 2005, there was significant interest among the scientific community in Glasgow’s new concept. In the autumn of 2005, Gatan decided to undertake a major development of their spectrometer system and wished to incorporate the DualEELS™ concept. They collaborated with Glasgow University to develop a proof-of-principle DualEELS™ system to demonstrate the potential benefits for  wider  commercialisation  and  identify  issues  that  needed  to  be  addressed.  The  project  capitalised on equipment already installed at the University of Glasgow and on the fast shutter developed by Prof Craven’s research group. Gatan provided the software necessary to control the hardware and acquire and process the data. The Glasgow team was led by Prof Craven and comprised Dr M MacKenzie (PDRA 2001-2008), Dr S McFadzean (Technician 1978-current), Dr Nicholson and Dr J Scott (PDRA 2001-2007). The results were published in 2008 [2]. The project demonstrated for the first time a system capable of recording a spectrum image which, at each pixel, gave the image signals, two EELS spectra (a low and a high energy loss range with very different signal levels) and an x-ray spectrum, while allowing all the existing features of the Gatan EELS system to remain available to the user. It demonstrated that the EELS spectrum could be accurately calibrated for energy, the multiple scattering removed, local thickness determined, signals from both low and high atomic elements recorded and the absolute number of atoms per area and volume extracted. It also identified an issue with the efficiency of the EELS acquisition which Gatan were subsequently able to overcome. This demonstration generated considerable interest in the potential market and resulted in the launch of the GIF QUANTUM® and ENFINIUM® systems. A GIF QUANTUM® forms part of the new Glasgow electron microscope system (obtained at a substantial discount) installed in 2012.		[1] A J Craven, J Wilson and W A P Nicholson  A fast beam switch for controlling the intensity in electron  energy  loss  spectroscopy.  Ultramicroscopy  92  165-180  (2002).  doi:  10.1016/S0304- 3991(02)00130-4 (The electrostatic shutter and DualEELS™ concept.) * [2] J Scott, P J Thomas, M MacKenzie, S McFadzean, J Wilbrink, A J. Craven and W A P Nicholson   Near-simultaneous dual energy range EELS spectrum imaging Ultramicroscopy 108 1586-1594 (2008) doi:10.1016/j.ultramic.2008.05.006 (The proof-of-principle DualEELS™ system and demonstration of the improved information extraction.) *		The analysis and control of material properties down to the atomic scale is becoming increasingly important for a range of research and applications in both academia and industry. As a consequence, there is an increasing demand for laboratory techniques able to image materials and map their properties (e.g. composition and chemistry) down to atomic resolution. Aberration- corrected electron microscopy provides the atomic spatial resolution and information on structure, boundaries  and  defects,  while  EELS  and  x-ray  spectroscopy  provide  information  on  the composition and chemistry in perfect spatial registration. Gatan Inc. was established almost 50 years ago and is considered the world’s leading supplier of analytical equipment and software for enhancing and extending the operation of electron microscopes. Gatan’s products are designed to fit all major brands of transmission and scanning electron microscopes and to provide users with extended features ranging from specimen preparation to imaging and analysis. The company has extensive market penetration in industry and academia. Gatan supplies over 80% of all new EELS systems worldwide. In the general context of intermediate voltage (200/300kV) TEMs, Gatan analytical products are found on over 30% of all such instruments delivered in 2012. Information obtained by DualEELS™ is crucial to the development of future materials and devices needed to provide the next generation of disruptive technologies that will allow the phenomenal improvement in performance seen in recent times e.g. as in  Moore’s Law in the computer field. The industries supplying computer components are key examples. The Si (O,N) gate dielectric layer in current Si-based MOSFETS used in applications such as computer CPUs has only ~5 Si atoms across it. The oxide layer in a spin tunnel junction used in the read head of a magnetic hard disc is only 5 to 10 atoms across. Hence development of new products and routine quality control and failure analysis for production of existing products in these multibillion dollar industries require techniques able to produce atomic scale information on the structure, composition and chemistry of the  materials  used.  The  importance  of  DualEELS™  in  this  field  is  demonstrated  by  a  joint  presentation  by  AMD  and  Gatan  at  the  Electronic  Device  Failure  Analysis  (EDFA)  Lonestar meeting in April 2013 entitled “High-speed EELS Analysis of Semiconductor Devices”.   This presentation clearly demonstrates the major advantages provided by DualEELS™ in this area and explains its enthusiastic adoption by this sector. Other sectors where materials analysis at the nanoscale is crucial and where DualEELS™ is being used include catalysis, ceramics and metals, among many others. The main benefit of using EELS is the ability to obtain fully quantitative information about a wide range of material properties such as the local thickness, dielectric function, material bandgap, electromagnetic excitation modes of nanoparticles, relative composition, absolute number of atoms per area and per volume, the local chemistry and both the charge and magnetic state of ions. However, the ability to extract all this information is dependent on the acquisition of the whole energy loss range under the same experimental conditions to ensure accurate energy calibration and to allow correction for the effect of multiple inelastic events and for elastic scattering outside the spectrometer. DualEELS™ provides this capability for fast spectrum imaging. The fast shutter also makes operation of the whole microscope system much easier. For instance, the STEM imaging conditions can be set independently of the spectrometer conditions, which is crucial at atomic resolution, since any change in the optics requires the corrector to be re-tuned, which takes a very significant time. In response to customer demand, in 2009 Gatan launched its GIF QUANTUM® electron spectroscopy system, the first instrument on the market to incorporate the Glasgow DualEELS™ concept and electrostatic shutter along with a range of other new innovative features from Gatan. Following the GIF QUANTUM® success, Gatan launched the ENFINIUM® system in 2011 to meet the  demands  of  another,  more  specialised  segment  of  the  electron  microscopy  market. DualEELS™  in  these  systems can record  over  1000  spectra/sec  and so  1000  x 1000  pixel spectrum images can be recorded in as little as 20 minutes and smaller ones correspondingly faster. Thus data from regions containing key features such as precipitates, interfaces, boundaries or defects can be recorded down to atomic resolution in realistic times. As an example, such information is of particular relevance in the development of novel materials such as multiferroic oxides which couple electric and magnetic ordering with potential for sensors, actuators and data storage. The GIF QUANTUM® and ENFINIUM® are extremely successful product lines for Gatan, resulting in an increase in the number of installation/maintenance engineers of ~10% worldwide and a similar increase in support staff in production. The list price for the GIF QUANTUM® is in the range US$510k - 820k depending on the model. Gatan sold over 65 GIF QUANTUM® systems to customers worldwide in 2010 and over 80 in 2011 and the numbers continue to rise. More than 70% of systems requested by customers in 2012 have the DualEELS™ options. In terms of sector breakdown, roughly 50% of systems are purchased by universities, 25% by research institutes and 25% by industry. The biggest segments of the industrial market are semiconductors (AMD, Intel, Samsung), data storage (WD, IBM, TDK) and catalysis (Michelin, Corning). Although the direct economic impact of Glasgow’s research to Gatan is easily quantifiable, it is much harder to map how this has spread to the broader user community and how the technique has enabled not only new scientific discoveries but also improved processes and products in different industrial sectors. While major companies in sectors such as semiconductors, data storage and catalysis can justify the purchase of DualEELS™ systems, many others require the information and analysis possibilities they offer. We give two examples of companies who have extended their capabilities using Glasgow’s DualEELS™ system. The zirconium alloy, Zircaloy, is of huge significance to the safe containment of highly radioactive nuclear fuels in power generation systems. Understanding the corrosion process at the nanoscale in Zircaloy is key input to predictive modelling of the safe operating lifespan of the current generation of nuclear reactors. In collaboration with Dr Gass of AMEC, we have used the DualEELS™ system in Glasgow to give previously unobtainable information on the reaction layers formed in the complex oxidation process by which Zircaloy corrodes in a pressurised water reactor. Using such information to validate predictive models of safe operating lifespan is a crucial step in  achieving the aim of energy company, EDF, to extend the lifetime of the Sizewell B nuclear reactor by 20 years. The second example is the study of precipitation in high manganese steels, in collaboration with ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe AG. Using our DualEELS™ system, we have developed a new technique that allows us to gain key information on the precipitate when in situ in the matrix. This not only gives information on the structure, composition and chemistry of nanometre sized precipitates but also their size in three dimensions, allowing their relationship to the surrounding steel matrix and its defects to be studied. Such information is essential to allow the development and validation of accurate models relating processing to nanostructure so that suitable precipitate distributions for optimal mechanical properties are achieved. This will play a key part in the development of high strength steels for the automotive industry leading to more fuel-efficient transport.		Product Manager – Analytical Instruments, Gatan Inc (can corroborate all claims related to the impact of research on the financial performance of Gatan, their market and customers). Website: http://www.gatan.com/products/analytical_tem/ (DualEELS™ system and fast shutter) Testimonial from Senior Consultant, AMEC, Clean Energy Europe (evidencing the importance of DualEELS in the study of Zircaloy) (available from HEI) Testimonial from Research and Development, Modeling and Simulation Group, ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe AG (evidencing the importance of DualEELS in improving the performance of steel for the automotive industry) (available from HEI)

		249		0.007		A New Manufacturing, Research and Development Centre for e2v		Our research on semiconductor materials and devices has led to the establishment by e2v Technologies of a combined manufacturing, research and development facility within the School of Physics and Astronomy. We have adapted and transferred device simulation software to e2v, and have provided epitaxially-grown semiconductors and access to fabrication facilities which have been used in their manufacturing processes. Devices fabricated within the facility, which was opened in 2011, have generated sales of £7M for e2v. This initiative has also led to shifts in the investment priorities of e2v, and mitigated risks to the company arising from import restrictions associated with the US International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR).		Experimental and theoretical research on the physics of low-dimensional semiconductor devices has formed a major part of the School research portfolio dating back to the 1980s. Since 1993 there have been wide-ranging fundamental and applied studies of the electronic and optoelectronic properties of GaAs/(AlGa)As heterostructures [1], magnetic semiconductors such as (GaMn)As [2] and wide band-gap nitride semiconductors [3]. Our materials research encompasses the growth of new materials using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and also nanofabrication technologies, such as electron beam lithography, plasma etching and plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD). These facilities are used to grow customised semiconductor heterostructures, which may be processed into prototype devices that are investigated both within the School, and also by external collaborators. The focus is on measuring and understanding the electronic, magnetic and optical  properties  of  the  devices.  Condensed  matter  theorists  within  the  School  work  in collaboration with experimentalists to develop models and theories to explain newly-observed phenomena in quantum transport, optics and device physics. Since 1993 this activity has been supported through an overall investment of ~£50M from the research councils, the University and HEFCE infrastructure funding. We include selected grants in Section 3. A longstanding theme of our research on carrier transport in semiconductors relates to devices which exhibit negative differential conductance, an effect that underpins the operation of high- frequency (>100 GHz) oscillators. Our integrated programmes of experiment and theory, with complementary device modelling, enabled us to observe and understand these phenomena in both double-barrier resonant tunnelling diodes and superlattices. Our expertise in the growth and modelling of devices with negative differential conductance was a key factor in the decision of e2v to relocate their high-frequency research, development and manufacturing facility to the School and we describe below two sub-areas of particular relevance:     Simulations of carrier transport in superlattices and quantum well structures We have explored the dynamics of electrons in resonant tunnelling diodes and semiconductor superlattices which exhibit negative differential conductance and, hence, can sustain high- frequency current oscillations [4,5]. Our experimental studies were complemented by computer simulations of the current-voltage and current-time dependences of these devices. These calculations provide self-consistent solutions of the drift-diffusion equations, which must be treated numerically in this regime since the engineered band structure gives rise to complex energy- momentum carrier dispersion. We have applied this modelling to a wide range of superlattices and resonant tunnelling diodes, and found that a full treatment of contacts, often neglected in quantum transport studies, is necessary to understand our experimental results, and relate them to the composition of the structures, including the layer parameters, materials, and doping profiles. Our computer simulations of the spatio-temporal electron dynamics in superlattices enabled us to predict, and confirm in experiment, that both the amplitude and frequency of the current oscillations can be enhanced by applying electromagnetic signals to tailor the dependence of electron drift- velocity on electric field [4,5]. This area of research is of particular relevance to e2v.     Growth and processing of semiconductor devices The growth and processing of semiconductor devices form an integral part of our semiconductor activity. Since 1993 we have developed many processes to optimise device design to enable the  investigation of device physics. A relevant example involved the development of a high degree of control in the doping of MBE-grown GaAs heterostructures, which enabled the study of single donor impurities and their influence on device characteristics [6]. This work started in the mid- 1990s and was subsequently extended to include the transport [1] and optical properties of single self-assembled quantum dots. In a second, more recent, example, we have grown high-quality SiO2  layers which are deposited by PECVD and have been used in our research programme as etch masks for the fabrication of wide band-gap nitride semiconductors [3]. Both these processes have been used to grow and process materials for e2v as part of their Nottingham-based manufacturing process, as we describe in Section 4. The staff involved in this research are listed below together with their area of expertise: Novikov, Foxon                                                  MBE growth of nitride semiconductors Henini, Campion                                                MBE growth of GaAs/(AlGa)As structures Eaves, Patanè, Makarovsky                              Low temperature magnetotransport Mellor                                                                 Nanofabrication Fromhold                                                            Theory and modelling of device physics Kent, Akimov                                                      Ultrafast optical measurements		(*denotes paper which best highlights the quality of research) 1) *E.E. Vdovin, A. Levin, A. Patanè, L. Eaves, P.C. Main, Y.N. Khanin, Y.V. Dubrovskii, M. Henini, G.Hill, ‘Imaging the electron wave function in self-assembled quantum dots’, Science 290, 122 (2000). DOI: 10.1126/science.290.5489.122 2) K.W. Edmonds, P. Boguslawski, K.Y. Wang, R.P. Campion, S.N. Novikov, N.R.S. Farley, B.L. Gallagher, C.T. Foxon, M. Sawicki, T. Dietl, M.B. Nardelli, J. Bernholc, ‘Mn interstitial diffusion in (Ga,Mn)As’, Phys.Rev.Lett. 92, 037201 (2004). DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.92.037201 3) *N. Zainal, S.V. Novikov, C.J. Mellor, C.T. Foxon, A.J. Kent, ‘Current-voltage characteristics of zinc-blende (cubic) Al(0.3)Ga(0.7)N/GaN double barrier resonant tunneling diodes’, Appl. Phys. Lett. 97, 112102 (2010). DOI: 10.1063/1.3488819 4) M.T. Greenaway, A.G. Balanov, E. Schöll, T.M. Fromhold, ‘Controlling and enhancing terahertz collective electron dynamics in superlattices by chaos-assisted miniband transport’, Phys. Rev. B 80, 205318 (2009). DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.80.205318 5) *N. Alexeeva, M.T. Greenaway, A.G. Balanov, O. Makarovsky, A. Patanè, M.B. Gaifullin, F. Kusmartsev, T.M. Fromhold, ‘Controlling high-frequency collective electron dynamics via single- particle complexity’, Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 024102 (2012). Listed in REF2; DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.109.024102 6) J.W. Sakai, P.C. Main, P.H. Beton, N. La Scala Jr, A.K. Geim, L. Eaves, M. Henini, ‘Zero- dimensional states in macroscopic resonant tunnelling diodes’, Appl.Phys.Lett. 64, 2563 (1994). URL http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.111574 Funding i.  ‘KTP8964 Technology Strategy Board (TSB) with e2v (UK) Technologies Ltd’, PI: Fromhold, (10/08/2012) £193,574. ii.  ‘Gunn  superlattice  terahertz  oscillators  for  new  quantum  terahertz  technologies’,  Hermes Fellowship awarded to A. Patanè, (Oct 2012-Sep 2013) £35,000. iii.  ‘Electron dynamics and collective effects in semiconductor quantum devices’, PI: L. Eaves, EPSRC EP/D500222/1, (Sept 2005-Feb 2009), £1,822,530. iv.   ‘Free-standing zinc-blende (cubic) GaN, AlN and AlGaN layers grown by molecular beam epitaxy’, PI: S. Novikov, EPSRC EP/G046867/1, (Sep 2009-Aug 2012), £356,350 v.  ‘Group III-Nitride heterostructures for quantum tunnelling devices grown by molecular beam epitaxy’, PI: C.T. Foxon, EPSRC GR/R46465/01, (Jan 2002-Jun 2005), £275,306. vi.  ‘Quantum  phenomena  in  III-V  semiconductor  heterostructures’,  PI:  L.  Eaves,  EPSRC GR/N02863/01, (Apr 2000-Jul 2003), £1,659,906.		In early 2009, semiconductor researchers working within the School held the first of a series of meetings with senior technologists at the e2v facility in Lincoln to explore the strengthening of informal links between the two groups, which date back over 20 years. e2v, a company with over 1500 employees and a turnover, in 2013, of £200M, manufacture a wide range of electronic devices  including  high-frequency  oscillators,  which  exploit  the  negative  differential  resistance arising from the Gunn effect in III-V semiconductors. These devices, which are grown by MBE and fabricated using semiconductor processing techniques in cleanrooms, are supplied to the aerospace, military and automobile industrial sectors, mainly for use in radar systems. The interest within the School in strengthening links with e2v arose from the growing research portfolio of theoretical and experimental studies of high-frequency (>100GHz) oscillators, which had been identified by our semiconductor researchers as having the potential for commercial exploitation. Within e2v, the motivating factors were: their common interest in enhanced high- frequency devices; their strategic aim to develop closer interactions with leading semiconductor research groups with complementary interests; the new opportunities for collaboration between Nottingham and e2v in the areas of nitride semiconductors, resonant tunnelling, THz acoustics and device modelling. The initial discussions subsequently expanded in scope to encompass not only research collaborations, but also the relocation of the company’s microwave semiconductor facility from a site in Lincoln; the company were at that time exploring options to re-locate their activity to a site with  higher-quality  clean-room  infrastructure.  The  infrastructure  for  nanofabrication  which  the School has built up over the last 25 years (MBE growth, nanofabrication, our extensive capability for electronic and optoelectronic characterisation, and access to clean rooms and the associated technical and research personnel) provided strong motivation for e2v to move to Nottingham. The discussions with e2v then followed a dual-track process, encompassing both research collaboration and relocation. The initial focus of collaborative research was on the adaption of the numerical techniques described in Section 2, which were developed by Fromhold, to the modelling of silicon p-i-n diodes. In our approach the whole device - including the contacts, energy bands, and scattering processes - was included in the model. This was of particular interest to e2v, and proved crucial for obtaining quantitative agreement between the calculated and measured device characteristics. In collaboration with e2v, Fromhold modified his model so that it could be used to calculate electrical characteristics of devices that are used by e2v in receiver-protection systems. This activity was initially supported through a successful application to the EPSRC Knowledge Transfer Secondment (KTS) scheme (£40k: 01/11/2010-30/10/2011) and, by the end of the funded period, software for calculations of the static characteristics of the diodes had been transferred to e2v who now use the package as part of their component testing and quality control procedures. In a follow-up study supported by a TSB Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) (£194k: 36 months from autumn 2012; 50% funding from e2v) the simulation software is being extended to include coupling  to  the  electromagnetic  environment  (to  model  high-frequency  characteristics)  and variation of material properties. The market for systems which includes these components is worth close to £3M per year to e2v, and our collaborative work has promoted a shift of e2v’s investment priorities to include the development of in-house software to simulate device characteristics. In parallel, discussions on the relocation of e2v progressed to involve their Board of Directors, and the University of Nottingham Management Board, leading to the establishment of a formal collaboration. The collaboration is based on three contracts spanning a 5-year period from October 2010 with a commitment of £1M from e2v [A], including an initial capital investment of £0.35M. These contracts cover: the construction of a 90 m2 purpose-built ISO Class 7 (Class 10000) manufacturing and research cleanroom [B]; the lease of the cleanroom and additional office space to e2v [C]; service and collaboration agreements [D] with the School (Nottingham PI Mellor, Associate Professor in Physics). The latter covers protection of intellectual property, access by e2v to School facilities (workshops, another nanofabrication cleanroom, and plasma deposition equipment, which e2v now use in their manufacturing processes), and commits the partners to knowledge transfer collaboration. The commitment of the School to this joint venture is evident through our appointment of an Experimental Officer with expertise in commercial semiconductor device manufacture to work with the e2v staff and build the collaboration. In addition, a Hermes fellowship (a University-administered scheme funded by the Higher Education Innovation Fund  (HEIF) to support innovation and business engagement) was awarded to Patanè to work with e2v on new sources and detectors of high-frequency (GHz-THz) radiation based on semiconductor superlattices (see Grant (ii) in Section 3). The e2v facility was completed in 2011 and has since been operated by two senior e2v engineers. The physical relocation of e2v has led to an acceleration of knowledge transfer to the company. In addition to the general support provided through our infrastructure and expertise, we highlight the growth of SiO2 layers by PECVD (as described in Section 2) on 3-inch wafers. These wafers are used by e2v to manufacture high-frequency oscillators, and the high quality of the oxide layers that we developed for etch masks (see Section 2) proved critical in this fabrication process. In addition we have used our experience in the control of doping profiles to grow GaAs layers using MBE for e2v.  These layers  were processed into varactor  diodes used by e2v to tune high-frequency circuitry. The e2v manufacturing activity, which draws heavily on our research infrastructure, has been successfully embedded in the School; sales of components manufactured in the facility since its launch in 2011 amount to approximately £7M (£3M/annum) [A]. The Group Chief Technology Officer of e2v has stated [E]: ‘e2v made the decision to relocate our microwave semiconductor device manufacturing facility to the School of Physics & Astronomy at Nottingham primarily because of the facilities, skills base and closely aligned research interests. We were also attracted by the School’s excellent track record of research and its world leading expertise and the synergy with e2v’s long term ambitions. The success of this initiative has already been demonstrated through the transfer of modelling and processing techniques originally applied to fundamental aspects of device physics to e2v’s design and manufacturing processes.  Notably amongst these; the device simulation of p-i-n diodes, the deposition of oxides used in our commercial production and the supply of semiconductor layers grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).’ The e2v-Nottingham activities are supported by the Nottingham Steering Group in Microwave Semiconductor Devices, established in 2010, with a membership including senior e2v staff. At knowledge transfer meetings, held 3 times a year, semiconductor researchers within the School present  their  research  and  identify,  in  discussion  with  e2v,  pathways  to  exploitation.  These meetings have led to changes, at Board level, of the company strategy for high-frequency device manufacture  and  development.  To  this  end,  e2v  have  identified  and  prioritised  routes  for translating our research into new and improved products, as articulated in their Strategic Action Plan (STRAP). The first priority of this road map was to develop better sources and detectors of GHz and THz radiation, building on our expertise in modelling and the growth of nitride semiconductors. A further significant benefit to e2v of the new facility is the mitigation of risk from import restrictions arising from the US International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR).  The company is vulnerable to changes in these regulations and the new, Nottingham-based facility provides additional flexibility for the company to access and manufacture components from an ITAR free source [A]. e2v’s Chief Engineer, Microwave Semiconductor Devices confirms the strategic importance of their link with Nottingham, ‘I’m glad to report that the research at Nottingham has further guided strategic thinking at board level, with regard to technology and product road maps (including the company’s STRAP). These collaborative activities will open new markets and opportunities for us and importantly will enable us to move up the supply chain and provide our customers with solutions for systems.   Of particular increasing importance is our joint ability to provide new and novel compound semiconductor technology and components from an ITAR free source.’  [A].		(available on request) A. Letter from Chief Engineer, Microwave Semiconductor Devices, e2v Technologies. B. Contract between e2v and University of Nottingham for cleanroom construction. C. Contract between e2v and University of Nottingham for lease. D. Contract between e2v and University of Nottingham for Service and Intellectual Property. E. Letter from Group Chief Technology Officer, e2v Technologies.

		252		0.0034		Optimising Gradient and Shim Coils for Next-Generation Magnetic Resonance Imaging Systems		Theoretical and computational methods for optimising the design of gradient and shim coils with arbitrary shapes and topologies were developed in collaboration with Magnex Scientific as part of a CASE award (2004-07). The resulting software was licenced to Agilent (who now own Magnex Scientific), for whom it has opened up new market opportunities in the supply of novel magnetic resonance imaging systems, leading to £3.4M sales since 2009. The software has also been used by Paramed Medical Systems to improve their ‘open’ magnetic resonance imaging systems, which are optimised for orthopaedic imaging, allow vertical subject posture, and facilitate image-guided treatment, as well as offering a better patient experience. Our work has thus resulted in impact in the economy and healthcare.		The use of gradient and shim coils is integral to the operation of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) systems. The three gradient coils found in each scanner are used to produce magnetic fields that vary linearly with position along three orthogonal axes. These field gradients are crucial for the spatial encoding of the magnetic resonance signal - a process which forms the basis of MRI. Gradient coil performance strongly influences many aspects of magnetic resonance (MR) image quality, including the spatial resolution and achievable contrast. Shim coils are used to correct unavoidable inhomogeneities in the main static magnetic field that is also used in MRI. These inhomogeneities may arise from various sources, such as the magnetic susceptibility of a human subject, or imperfections in the magnet construction, and, if uncorrected, result in significant image distortions. The Nottingham MRI group has a longstanding track record in the development of improved hardware for MRI systems, dating back to the early work for which Sir Peter Mansfield shared the 2003 Nobel Prize in Medicine or Physiology. This research activity has continued to the present day, with a particular emphasis on gradient and shim coil technology. Previous high impact work in this area includes the development in the late 1980s of actively-shielded gradient coils, which are now used in all MR scanners, and the subsequent establishment of methods for designing high efficiency coils. These developments formed the basis for the substantial improvement in gradient system performance in the 1990s, which first allowed the routine implementation of functional magnetic resonance imaging of the brain and other imaging procedures that rely on strong, rapidly switched gradients. Since the late 1990s, the focus of our research has shifted to the development of methods for the design of coils with complex geometries or topologies that are required to enable new applications and advances in MRI. Until recently, gradient coils for MR scanners were designed using a simple parameterisation of the current density that represents the energised coil windings.  This approach is well suited to the production of gradient coils that are wound on simple surfaces, such as the long cylinders used in early MR scanners, but cannot easily be applied to designing coils on more complex surfaces that may be truncated, folded, gapped or split. Research into these complex coil shapes was motivated by their requirement in novel MRI systems, including:     scanners  incorporating  insert  gradient  and shim  coils  that  can be  used for  enhanced imaging of particular target structures – for example, insert head gradient and shim coils that fit closely around the head     ‘open’  MRI  scanners  which  depart  from  the  conventional  tubular  shape  -  these  can enhance the patient experience through reduction of stress (particularly important for paediatric and obese patients) and can also be used for real-time monitoring of surgery and other complex processes; an example is the ‘MROpen’ system, developed by Paramed Medical Systems (see Figure), which allows imaging of human subjects in weight-bearing, vertical, postures     hybrid systems, such as combined positron emission tomography (PET) and MRI scanners, and combined radiotherapy and MRI systems, in which the coils must be designed to be  compatible with the spatial arrangement and operation of the equipment required for the additional modality. Boundary  element  methods  (BEM)  offer  a  powerful  approach  for  coil  design,  allowing  the generation of coils wound on arbitrarily-shaped surfaces, so as to produce any form of field variation that is consistent with Maxwell's equations. This approach involves meshing the current- carrying surface into an array of boundary elements and then setting the current density at each element, so as to minimise a functional that reflects the desired coil characteristics. Between 2004 and 2007, Bowtell (a member of the Nottingham MRI group), working with CASE Ph.D. student, Poole, applied the boundary element approach to the inverse problem of designing coils on arbitrarily shaped surfaces that would produce specified magnetic field distributions. The outcome was a novel inverse BEM (IBEM) approach. This was implemented in software written by Poole, and combined with a powerful mesh-generating program, so as to allow the design and production of coils with completely arbitrary geometry [1]. Poole’s studentship was funded by Magnex Scientific/Varian Inc.[i] and his Ph.D. work linked into an EPSRC-funded project which focused on applying techniques in computational mechanics to the design and analysis of gradient and radio-frequency coils for MRI [ii]. In 2007, Poole and Bowtell worked with Alun Lucas, Rob Hawkes and Adrian Carpenter (Wolfson Brain Imaging Centre at the Addenbrooke’s Hospital in Cambridge), and Dan Green and Simon Pittard (Varian Inc., now Agilent), on the design and construction of coils for a hybrid PET-MRI system [2]. Combining PET and MRI within one instrument requires many engineering compromises as the equipment for the two modalities vies for the space closest to the sample/subject.  Nevertheless,  a  combined  PET-MRI system offers many potential benefits for clinical and pre- clinical imaging. In the configuration which was developed, the PET detectors reside in a gap between the two halves of a 1T split-magnet cryostat.  The gradient and shim coils had to incorporate a 110 mm gap from which wires are excluded  so  as  to  avoid  compromising  the  process  of positron detection. It was not possible to produce coils with this gapped geometry using conventional methods of coil design, but Poole’s IBEM software was able to cope with the complex coil shapes. It was used to design three, orthogonal, (magnetically) shielded gradient coils and a shielded,  zero-order  shim  coil.  These  coils  were constructed and tested in the hybrid PET-MRI system and successfully  used  in  simultaneous  PET-MRI  experiments [2]. Top: Lumbar spine MRI scan (imaged under vertical compression) Left: Paramed’s MROpen scanner.		(*denotes paper which best describes quality of research) 1) *M. Poole and R. Bowtell, ‘Novel gradient coils designed using a boundary element method.’, Concepts in Magnetic Resonance Part B 31B, 162 (2007). DOI: 10.1002/cmr.b.20091 2) *M. Poole, R. Bowtell, D. Green, S. Pittard, A. Lucas, R. Hawkes, A Carpenter, ‘Split gradient coils for simultaneous PET-MRI’, Magnetic Resonance in Medicine 62,1106 (2009). DOI: 10.1002/mrm.22143 3) *R. Bowtell and R. M. Bowley ‘Analytic calculations of the E-fields induced by time-varying magnetic fields generated by cylindrical gradient coils’, Magnetic Resonance in Medicine 44, 782 (2000). DOI: 10.1002/1522-2594 4) R. Bowtell and A. Peters ‘Analytic approach to the design of transverse gradient coils with co-  axial return paths’, Magnetic Resonance in Medicine 41, 600 (1999). DOI: 10.1002/(SICI)1522-2594 5) P. Mansfield, B. L. W. Chapman, R. Bowtell, P. Glover, R. Coxon, P. R. Harvey, ‘Active acoustic screening - reduction of noise in gradient coils by Lorentz force balancing’, Magnetic Resonance in Medicine 33, 276 (1995). DOI: 10.1002/mrm.1910330220 Grants i.  Magnex CASE studentship (01/10/2003-31/03/2007)  £22,000 ii.  ‘Forward & inverse analysis of electromagnetic fields for MRI using computational mechanics techniques’   I.A. Jones, R. Bowtell, A. Becker, P.M. Glover, H. Power, EPSRC Grant GR/T22445/01 (1/2/05-3/1/2008)  £208,925		The strong track record of the MRI group in the development of gradient coil technology for magnetic resonance scanners led to the sponsorship by Magnex Scientific (manufacturer of magnets, gradient coils and shim coils for MRI) of a CASE studentship for Poole under the supervision of Bowtell. Poole’s Ph.D. project, which commenced in 2004, focused on the development of insert gradient and shim coils for use in high-field MRI of the human head. The IBEM approach was developed as part of this work, so as to allow the design of coils wound on surfaces that fit more closely to the head than the body-sized cylinders used in most MRI systems. From 2005-2006, Poole developed a versatile suite of algorithms and subsequently an IBEM software package for designing gradient and shim coils on arbitrarily-shaped surfaces. This software was demonstrated to our collaborators at Magnex Scientific during regular project meetings in 2006 (by this time, Magnex had been bought by Varian Inc.; Varian were then bought by Agilent in 2010 for $1.5bn; the manufacturing base has remained in Yarnton, Oxfordshire throughout the changes in ownership). It rapidly become clear to Varian that the IBEM software offered much greater versatility than the coil design programmes that they were then using. The facility to design and produce coils on gapped or split surfaces generated particular interest. To demonstrate  the  potential  of  the  IBEM  software,  Poole  worked  with  Dan  Green  (Varian)  to generate  novel,  gapped,  designs  of  shielded  gradient  and  shim  coils  for  a  prototype  hybrid PET/MRI system. These coils could not be designed using the software that Varian were using at that time. Subsequently, Varian constructed these coils and supplied them commercially to Adrian Carpenter and colleagues at the Wolfson Brain Imaging Centre in Addenbrooke’s Hospital (2008), paying a 3% royalty to the University of Nottingham. Bowtell and Poole published a paper [2] jointly with Carpenter’s group and the Varian collaborators, describing the novel coil designs and the first experimental tests of their performance in the hybrid PET/MRI system.  Having seen the value of the IBEM approach, Varian extended the agreement with the University of Nottingham in 2007, and this now allows them to use Poole’s advanced design software, provided that they pay a 3% royalty on any coil sales arising from its use. Since 2008, Varian, and subsequently Agilent, have used the software to design a number of coil systems, including short head gradient coils for ultra- high field imaging, and gapped systems for use in combined radiotherapy/MRI systems.  Agilent’s Research and Development Manager for Gradient Coils [A] describes the impact on their business: “The ability of the software to account for complex gradient coil geometries allows us to explore the more challenging design aspects of bespoke and integrated systems, for instance hybrid MRI/PET and MRI applications in radiotherapy. Agilent’s entry into these new markets has resulted in some £2.8 million in new system sales since 2009. We also offer some unique solutions to our customers in the university research sector; often their challenging requirements can only be met by the flexibility of the IBEM software. Sales for these upgrades are of the order £600k since 2009. Exploitation of these new markets would not have been possible without Nottingham’s research into complex gradient coil design.” In 2009, Bowtell established a new collaboration with Paramed Medical Systems (Genova, Italy) who sell ‘open’ MRI scanners. As described in Section 2, open MRI scanners offer several significant advantages over the conventional tubular design including: better patient experience,  particularly for the paediatric, anxious or larger patient; weight bearing and postural diagnostics in, for instance, the upper neck (cervical) and lumbar spine cases (see figure); the potential for real- time monitoring of surgery. The Paramed systems are based on permanent (0.15T) and MgB2 superconducting (0.5T) magnet technology, offering a cheaper alternative to whole body scanners. A Paramed scanner (MROpen; see Figure) was recently installed in the ‘Upright MRI Centre’, a private healthcare centre opened in Leeds in September 2012. Scanners of this type use bi-planar gradient coils that are mounted on the magnet pole pieces and so are in close proximity to large amounts of highly permeable iron. The new collaboration, which also involved researchers at the Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (IIT) in Genova, focused on adapting the IBEM approach to take account of the nearby magnetic material when designing coils, and was driven by Paramed’s need to incorporate active magnetic shielding of their coils so as to improve system performance.  Following Paramed’s purchase of the IBEM software, it was modified, in collaboration with Bowtell and IIT researchers, and has subsequently been used in a number of development projects and products at Paramed, including their core product lines, the MROpen (see figure) and MRJ3300 (now known as MRInspire) scanners. Paramed have implemented new design processes as a result of the IBEM software which affect their complete product range (that currently provides a turnover of €8M/year) and will support future projected growth. These details, and the associated commercial advantages which result, are highlighted by the Research and Development Manager at  Paramed [B]: “The availability of the IBEM software, modified by IIT and Paramed during and after collaboration with Nottingham School of Physics and Astronomy (since 2009), helped us to build a new design tool for optimizing gradient coil performances in presence of iron, which is an extremely important advantage for MRI system design” In summary, our numerical methods for the optimisation of gradient coils have been adopted by manufacturers of MRI equipment to enhance performance, functionality and patient care, thus generating impact in the economy and healthcare.		(available on request). A) Letter from Research and Development Manager, Gradient Coils, Agilent. B) Letter from Research and Development Manager, Paramed s.r.l.

		1163		0.00768		Optimisation of membrane systems and its benefit to water treatment, food processing and medicine - from characterisation and fabrication to control.		Researchers at Swansea University were the first in the world to apply Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)  to  membrane  separation  in  the  field  of  process  engineering.  Membrane  optimisation processes  have  emerged  as  one  of  the  most  significant  recent  developments  in  chemical engineering,   with   a   range   of   applications   in,   for   example,   the   food   industry   and medicine/therapeutics. Research undertaken by the University has led to significant commercial and health benefits, including •   improved food processing techniques, with induced investment of £11m and operational savings of over £2m. •   novel antibacterial alginate therapeutics, now in clinical trials, that have been proven in the treatment of cystic fibrosis, inducing investment of £7m. •   exploitation of proprietary membrane modification techniques, with $2m impact. •   development of two novel membranes used worldwide in the process industries, generating sales of £500k for each. .		The  underpinning  research  relates  to  the  establishment  of  membrane  process  optimisation techniques  with  advanced  rigour,  based  on  the  novel  surface  characterisation,  membrane modification and theoretical frame works developed at Swansea. Staff within the Centre for Complex Fluids Processing (CCFP) and Centre for Water Advanced Technologies and Environmental Research (CWATER) including Prof N Hilal (Editor in chief Desalination Journal) (at Swansea 1998–2001; 2010 – date), Dr C J Wright (1998 – date), Dr R W Lovitt (1998 – date), Dr P M Williams (1998 – date), Dr D Oatley (1998 - 2001, 2010 – date) and Prof W R Bowen (emeritus professor since 2003), continue to be at the forefront of research that has enabled the industrial application of membrane technologies. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was originally used by physicists and bioscientists for imaging biomaterials. In the early 1990s, researchers at Swansea began to consider other applications for AFM and were the first to use the technique in process engineering, where two primary advantages were found: i) the ability to image materials in a liquid environment, and ii) the ability to measure colloid/cell-to-colloid/cell and colloid/cell-to-surface interactions, again in a liquid environment. Our research consequently established AFM as an essential tool for the membrane technologist. Initially, the techniques to directly visualise membranes and measure interaction forces responsible for process behaviour were limited by relevance and resolution [G3]. We demonstrated that AFM not only provides unparalleled definition of membrane structure, when compared to other imaging techniques, but also permits the direct measurement of forces that control the operation of membranes [R1-R3]. Our breakthrough innovations in the development of AFM for application in process engineering include the: •   first demonstration that nanofiltration membranes have pores [R1]; •   smallest reported AFM colloid probe [R3]; •   first AFM coated colloid probe technique [R3]; •   first AFM cell probe technique [R2]; •   first direct measurements of the interaction of single live cells with surfaces [R2] [G4]. These AFM techniques allow unrivalled capabilities in terms of characterisation for membrane process optimisation, which have been exploited in the development of membranes now used worldwide in the process industries [R2, R3].  Optimisation  of  membrane  systems  by  surface  characterisation  is  an  integral  part  of  the development of new membranes and the modification of membranes to improve process performance.  We  have  used  membrane  modification  techniques  extensively  to  create  novel membranes, such as a positively charged nanofiltration membrane permitting an increased range of process control when the majority of current membranes are negatively charged. We have also demonstrated through characterisation and membrane flux studies that a novel UV-initiated graft polymerisation technique was able to optimise membrane processes by substantially reducing the fouling of nanofiltration membranes [R4]. This is highly desirable as fouling of membranes and the consequent compromise of the separation process is a substantial cost to all industries that use membranes. Under EPSRC platform grant funding, from physics to process [G1], the group has developed theoretical frameworks for optimisation which features ab-initio predictions of membrane process performance with no adjustable parameters avoiding complex and elaborate descriptions that would not be adopted by industry [R5]. In the theoretical description of membrane filtration we have advanced the rigour of the technique substantially by the account of nanoscale variation of solvent dielectric   properties  and   viscosity.   The  Donan-Steric-Partitioning-Model  first  developed   at Swansea, continues to be recognised as the most advanced model describing nanofiltration [R1]. Our modelling of ultrafiltration/nanofiltration involves prediction of nanofluid properties in membrane separation; this optimisation capability has been adopted for improved production. Under EPSRC funding we have also developed AFM techniques to examine the colloidal surfaces interactions and mechanical properties of biological particles including bacteria. This not only improved the rigour of membrane optimisation processes based on characterisation of fouling resistance of membranes but also had tremendous potential in other disciplines. Thus, the initial AFM work led to a new research theme for the Swansea membrane group, with cross over into medical research. We applied the novel AFM characterisation techniques to study the mechanical properties of small quantities of biological materials and this research has been used to study and optimise the application of alginate particles that control bacterial biofilms [R6]. New methods for controlling biofilms are increasingly being recognised as essential for the future of healthcare as antibiotic resistant strains are predicted to become predominant.		Our  international  lead  in  membrane  technology  and  application  of  AFM  in  Engineering  was recognised  as  4*  in  the  RAE2008  General  Engineering  Panel  summary  and  has  led  to  the publication of two high profile handbooks (ISBN 978-1856175173, 978-1439866351). The research has featured in over 170 peer reviewed papers in the past 15 years (over 4600 citations with an average of 27 citations per paper) and an ‘h’ index of 38 (Thompson Web of Knowledge). R1.   Bowen WR; Mohammad AW; Hilal N (1997) “Characterisation of nanofiltration membranes for predictive purposes - Use of salts, uncharged solutes and atomic force microscopy” Journal of Membrane Science, 126(1) pp 91-105. (IF 4.357 Citation 402.) R2.   Bowen,  WR;  Hilal,  N;  Lovitt,  RW,  Wright,  CJ  (1999),  Characterisation  of  membrane surfaces: Direct measurement of biological adhesion using an atomic force microscope. Journal of Membrane Science, 154: 205-212 (IF 4.357 Citation 67.) R3.  Bowen, WR; Hilal, N; Lovitt, RW, Wright, CJ (1998), A new technique for membrane characterisation: Direct measurement of the force of adhesion of a single particle using an atomic force microscope. Journal of Membrane Science 139 pp 269-274. (IF 4.357 Citation 65.) R4.   Abu  Seman  M.N,  Khayet  M.,  Bin  Ali  Z.I.,  Hilal  N.  (2010)  Reduction  of  nanofiltration membrane fouling by UV-initiated graft polymerisation technique Journal of Membrane Science  355 pp 133-141. (IF 4.357 Citation 26.)  R5.  Bowen WR, Cassey B, Jones P; and Oatley DL, (2004) Modelling the performance of nanofiltration membrane — application to an industrially relevant separation, Journal of Membrane Science 242, pp 211-220. (IF 4.357 Citation 43.) R6.   Powell LC, Sowedan A, Khan S, Wright CJ,  Hawkins H, Onsøyen E, Myrvold R, Hill KE and Thomas DW (2013) The effect of alginate oligosaccharides on the mechanical properties of Gram-negative biofilms, Biofouling,  29, 4, pp.413 (IF 4.488.) R1, R2 and R5 best represent the quality of the research. (Citations obtained from Google scholar) Major Relevant Research Grants G1    EPSRC Platform grant. Complex fluids and complex flows – from physics to processes (2000-2003 Renewed 2003-2008; £687K) W.R.Bowen, PR Williams CJ Wright.  (The Centre for Complex Fluid Processing at Swansea was the first at any UK Chemical Engineering Department to be awarded an EPSRC Platform Grant.) G2    Centre of Excellence for Technology and Industrial Collaboration (CETIC). Complex Fluids Processing Centre (2002- 2009; £700K) (CETIC, NAfW, HEFCW, WDA) WR Bowen (PI), R. Bryant, M Jones, RW Lovitt, PM Williams, PR Williams (PI) and CJ Wright G3  EPSRC Visualisation, verification and quantification of physiochemical interactions in bio(separation) processes (1994-1997; £240K) WR.Bowen (PI) RW Lovitt (PDRAs N.Hilal and CJ Wright) G4    EPSRC Advanced Research Fellowship, C.J. Wright: Elucidation, quantification and control of bio-surface interactions – exploiting the potential of AFM (2001–2006 £250K). Reviewed at completion ‘overall as tending to outstanding with internationally leading research’ G5    EPSRC Advanced Research Fellowship 2001-2006, PM Williams: Ab Initio methods for the prediction and optimisation of separation processes (2004-2009 £250K).		Swansea’s research in membrane optimisation processes has delivered international economic, societal, environmental and health impacts through the novel application of membranes and AFM to food processing, water treatment and medicine. Close engagement with industry has informed the research throughout the period, ensuring the development, implementation and adoption of new technologies by industrial organisations in the UK, Europe and Middle East.  The unit’s record of active industrial engagement is evidenced by its recognition as a Centre of Excellence for Technology and Industrial Collaboration and subsequently a Knowledge Transfer Centre. In the food processing industry, our membrane optimisation technology has been exploited through the development of ab initio modelling techniques, novel processes and systems [R1, R5]. An example of a novel industrial process arising from the research is the separation of lactose from whey by Volac, a leader in the application of dairy nutrition, manufacturing and supplying performance nutrition products globally. In 2008, with reference to our membrane and process systems, Volac used this membrane separation as a process innovation and invested £8 million into its plant, establishing a new lactose refining and drying system said to be “the only kit of its kind in Europe”. [Group Technical Manager, Processing & Technology, Lampeter UK] In 2009, First Milk were able to base an audit on their current processing stream on our membrane process optimisation research [R1, R5].   As a result, they replaced evaporators with reverse osmosis  membrane  technology,  with  an  investment  of  £3  million  in  new  whey  processing equipment, which has delivered more than £500,000 of energy savings at the site in Haverfordwest each subsequent year, as well as improving the quality of whey produced at the creamery. These process improvements impact on an international scale as First Milk supply milk, cheese and ingredients to an international market. “In total, the membrane optimisation procedure at First Milk has induced an investment of £3m, with a net saving of over £2m since 2009” (Site Manager First Milk Cheese Co Ltd)  Alongside commercial impacts, our research is delivering societal and environmental impacts through the production of novel membranes and processes to improve water and waste water treatment with respect to the environmental impact of industry. For example, our research on membrane fouling combined with novel membrane modification was used to improve nanofiltration for production of clean water [R4]. A membrane modification technique based on UV-initiated graft polymerisation was used by Water Nano to produce a new series of membrane systems for desalination and household water in the Gulf. “the  membrane  research  at  Swansea  University,  in  particular  the  development  of  the membrane modification technique based on UV-initiated graft polymerisation, led to the creation of 9 jobs at Water Nano and sales of the small scale unit were in the order of 1.2M US$.” (Managing Director, Advanced Water Nano Ltd, Saudi Arabia) Health impact is evidenced in the development of novel antibacterial alginate therapeutics.  The development of AFM methods to study the mechanical properties of cells and biofilms is being exploited in the development of the next generation of antibacterial agents [R6]. Research on the disruption of bacterial biofilms associated with cystic fibrosis by alginate particles used AFM techniques in conjunction with microbiology, rheology, particle characterisation and structural modelling, and was used by the Norwegian company AlgiPharma to support the case for clinical trials across Europe. This led to further investment both from industry and government for the development by AlgiPharma of a novel polymer therapeutic (Oligo G) for the treatment of cystic fibrosis and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). “The visualisation of OligoG on membrane surfaces has provided (and will continue to provide) valuable evidence in support of the product development, characterization, and funding for OligoG in human disease [...] and in applications for biomedical device coatings. OligoG is currently in Phase IIa clinical trials for cystic fibrosis. We currently estimate that this research has facilitated the investment for further research in AlgiPharma from the Norwegian Research Council and the UK Technology Strategy Board in the region of £7m” (Research and Development Director, Sandvika, Norway.) Membrane  optimisation  by  surface  characterisation  was  also  exploited  to  identify  novel membranes for the process industries [R2, R3] [RG3]. The novel membranes and their characterisation were used by PCI Membrane Systems, now part of Xylem Inc. Xylem are a global supplier of fluid technology and equipment for fluid processing, including water management. The membranes developed included two that have been supplied globally on a large scale to the process industries since 1999. Xylem Inc have identified that the volume of sales continues with sales in the REF period totalling £500K for each membrane [Technical Manager Xylem Water Services Ltd, Basingstoke, UK]. The emerging process of nanofiltration reached a global market size of $310.5 million by 2012, contributing to a market of established ultrafiltration technology that is in the US alone currently worth $635 million. [BCC research.]		1.   Group Technical Manager, Processing & Technology, Volac International Limited - the impact of membrane optimisation procedures for lactose processing 2.   Site Manager, First Milk Cheese Co Ltd - the impact of membrane process optimisation on whey processing 3.   Managing Director, Water NanoLtd - the impact of the development of a membrane modification technique for reduced fouling and improved treatment of water 4.   R&D Director, AlgiPharma AS - the impact of AFM biofilm research on the development of new therapeutics 5.   Technical Manager, Xylem Water Services Ltd - the impact of AFM membrane characterisation on membrane development 6.   Market Size - BCC Research http://www.prweb.com/releases/2013/8/prweb10978649.htm

		1163		0.0005		Optimisation of membrane systems and its benefit to water treatment, food processing and medicine - from characterisation and fabrication to control.		Researchers at Swansea University were the first in the world to apply Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)  to  membrane  separation  in  the  field  of  process  engineering.  Membrane  optimisation processes  have  emerged  as  one  of  the  most  significant  recent  developments  in  chemical engineering,   with   a   range   of   applications   in,   for   example,   the   food   industry   and medicine/therapeutics. Research undertaken by the University has led to significant commercial and health benefits, including •   improved food processing techniques, with induced investment of £11m and operational savings of over £2m. •   novel antibacterial alginate therapeutics, now in clinical trials, that have been proven in the treatment of cystic fibrosis, inducing investment of £7m. •   exploitation of proprietary membrane modification techniques, with $2m impact. •   development of two novel membranes used worldwide in the process industries, generating sales of £500k for each. .		The  underpinning  research  relates  to  the  establishment  of  membrane  process  optimisation techniques  with  advanced  rigour,  based  on  the  novel  surface  characterisation,  membrane modification and theoretical frame works developed at Swansea. Staff within the Centre for Complex Fluids Processing (CCFP) and Centre for Water Advanced Technologies and Environmental Research (CWATER) including Prof N Hilal (Editor in chief Desalination Journal) (at Swansea 1998–2001; 2010 – date), Dr C J Wright (1998 – date), Dr R W Lovitt (1998 – date), Dr P M Williams (1998 – date), Dr D Oatley (1998 - 2001, 2010 – date) and Prof W R Bowen (emeritus professor since 2003), continue to be at the forefront of research that has enabled the industrial application of membrane technologies. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was originally used by physicists and bioscientists for imaging biomaterials. In the early 1990s, researchers at Swansea began to consider other applications for AFM and were the first to use the technique in process engineering, where two primary advantages were found: i) the ability to image materials in a liquid environment, and ii) the ability to measure colloid/cell-to-colloid/cell and colloid/cell-to-surface interactions, again in a liquid environment. Our research consequently established AFM as an essential tool for the membrane technologist. Initially, the techniques to directly visualise membranes and measure interaction forces responsible for process behaviour were limited by relevance and resolution [G3]. We demonstrated that AFM not only provides unparalleled definition of membrane structure, when compared to other imaging techniques, but also permits the direct measurement of forces that control the operation of membranes [R1-R3]. Our breakthrough innovations in the development of AFM for application in process engineering include the: •   first demonstration that nanofiltration membranes have pores [R1]; •   smallest reported AFM colloid probe [R3]; •   first AFM coated colloid probe technique [R3]; •   first AFM cell probe technique [R2]; •   first direct measurements of the interaction of single live cells with surfaces [R2] [G4]. These AFM techniques allow unrivalled capabilities in terms of characterisation for membrane process optimisation, which have been exploited in the development of membranes now used worldwide in the process industries [R2, R3].  Optimisation  of  membrane  systems  by  surface  characterisation  is  an  integral  part  of  the development of new membranes and the modification of membranes to improve process performance.  We  have  used  membrane  modification  techniques  extensively  to  create  novel membranes, such as a positively charged nanofiltration membrane permitting an increased range of process control when the majority of current membranes are negatively charged. We have also demonstrated through characterisation and membrane flux studies that a novel UV-initiated graft polymerisation technique was able to optimise membrane processes by substantially reducing the fouling of nanofiltration membranes [R4]. This is highly desirable as fouling of membranes and the consequent compromise of the separation process is a substantial cost to all industries that use membranes. Under EPSRC platform grant funding, from physics to process [G1], the group has developed theoretical frameworks for optimisation which features ab-initio predictions of membrane process performance with no adjustable parameters avoiding complex and elaborate descriptions that would not be adopted by industry [R5]. In the theoretical description of membrane filtration we have advanced the rigour of the technique substantially by the account of nanoscale variation of solvent dielectric   properties  and   viscosity.   The  Donan-Steric-Partitioning-Model  first  developed   at Swansea, continues to be recognised as the most advanced model describing nanofiltration [R1]. Our modelling of ultrafiltration/nanofiltration involves prediction of nanofluid properties in membrane separation; this optimisation capability has been adopted for improved production. Under EPSRC funding we have also developed AFM techniques to examine the colloidal surfaces interactions and mechanical properties of biological particles including bacteria. This not only improved the rigour of membrane optimisation processes based on characterisation of fouling resistance of membranes but also had tremendous potential in other disciplines. Thus, the initial AFM work led to a new research theme for the Swansea membrane group, with cross over into medical research. We applied the novel AFM characterisation techniques to study the mechanical properties of small quantities of biological materials and this research has been used to study and optimise the application of alginate particles that control bacterial biofilms [R6]. New methods for controlling biofilms are increasingly being recognised as essential for the future of healthcare as antibiotic resistant strains are predicted to become predominant.		Our  international  lead  in  membrane  technology  and  application  of  AFM  in  Engineering  was recognised  as  4*  in  the  RAE2008  General  Engineering  Panel  summary  and  has  led  to  the publication of two high profile handbooks (ISBN 978-1856175173, 978-1439866351). The research has featured in over 170 peer reviewed papers in the past 15 years (over 4600 citations with an average of 27 citations per paper) and an ‘h’ index of 38 (Thompson Web of Knowledge). R1.   Bowen WR; Mohammad AW; Hilal N (1997) “Characterisation of nanofiltration membranes for predictive purposes - Use of salts, uncharged solutes and atomic force microscopy” Journal of Membrane Science, 126(1) pp 91-105. (IF 4.357 Citation 402.) R2.   Bowen,  WR;  Hilal,  N;  Lovitt,  RW,  Wright,  CJ  (1999),  Characterisation  of  membrane surfaces: Direct measurement of biological adhesion using an atomic force microscope. Journal of Membrane Science, 154: 205-212 (IF 4.357 Citation 67.) R3.  Bowen, WR; Hilal, N; Lovitt, RW, Wright, CJ (1998), A new technique for membrane characterisation: Direct measurement of the force of adhesion of a single particle using an atomic force microscope. Journal of Membrane Science 139 pp 269-274. (IF 4.357 Citation 65.) R4.   Abu  Seman  M.N,  Khayet  M.,  Bin  Ali  Z.I.,  Hilal  N.  (2010)  Reduction  of  nanofiltration membrane fouling by UV-initiated graft polymerisation technique Journal of Membrane Science  355 pp 133-141. (IF 4.357 Citation 26.)  R5.  Bowen WR, Cassey B, Jones P; and Oatley DL, (2004) Modelling the performance of nanofiltration membrane — application to an industrially relevant separation, Journal of Membrane Science 242, pp 211-220. (IF 4.357 Citation 43.) R6.   Powell LC, Sowedan A, Khan S, Wright CJ,  Hawkins H, Onsøyen E, Myrvold R, Hill KE and Thomas DW (2013) The effect of alginate oligosaccharides on the mechanical properties of Gram-negative biofilms, Biofouling,  29, 4, pp.413 (IF 4.488.) R1, R2 and R5 best represent the quality of the research. (Citations obtained from Google scholar) Major Relevant Research Grants G1    EPSRC Platform grant. Complex fluids and complex flows – from physics to processes (2000-2003 Renewed 2003-2008; £687K) W.R.Bowen, PR Williams CJ Wright.  (The Centre for Complex Fluid Processing at Swansea was the first at any UK Chemical Engineering Department to be awarded an EPSRC Platform Grant.) G2    Centre of Excellence for Technology and Industrial Collaboration (CETIC). Complex Fluids Processing Centre (2002- 2009; £700K) (CETIC, NAfW, HEFCW, WDA) WR Bowen (PI), R. Bryant, M Jones, RW Lovitt, PM Williams, PR Williams (PI) and CJ Wright G3  EPSRC Visualisation, verification and quantification of physiochemical interactions in bio(separation) processes (1994-1997; £240K) WR.Bowen (PI) RW Lovitt (PDRAs N.Hilal and CJ Wright) G4    EPSRC Advanced Research Fellowship, C.J. Wright: Elucidation, quantification and control of bio-surface interactions – exploiting the potential of AFM (2001–2006 £250K). Reviewed at completion ‘overall as tending to outstanding with internationally leading research’ G5    EPSRC Advanced Research Fellowship 2001-2006, PM Williams: Ab Initio methods for the prediction and optimisation of separation processes (2004-2009 £250K).		Swansea’s research in membrane optimisation processes has delivered international economic, societal, environmental and health impacts through the novel application of membranes and AFM to food processing, water treatment and medicine. Close engagement with industry has informed the research throughout the period, ensuring the development, implementation and adoption of new technologies by industrial organisations in the UK, Europe and Middle East.  The unit’s record of active industrial engagement is evidenced by its recognition as a Centre of Excellence for Technology and Industrial Collaboration and subsequently a Knowledge Transfer Centre. In the food processing industry, our membrane optimisation technology has been exploited through the development of ab initio modelling techniques, novel processes and systems [R1, R5]. An example of a novel industrial process arising from the research is the separation of lactose from whey by Volac, a leader in the application of dairy nutrition, manufacturing and supplying performance nutrition products globally. In 2008, with reference to our membrane and process systems, Volac used this membrane separation as a process innovation and invested £8 million into its plant, establishing a new lactose refining and drying system said to be “the only kit of its kind in Europe”. [Group Technical Manager, Processing & Technology, Lampeter UK] In 2009, First Milk were able to base an audit on their current processing stream on our membrane process optimisation research [R1, R5].   As a result, they replaced evaporators with reverse osmosis  membrane  technology,  with  an  investment  of  £3  million  in  new  whey  processing equipment, which has delivered more than £500,000 of energy savings at the site in Haverfordwest each subsequent year, as well as improving the quality of whey produced at the creamery. These process improvements impact on an international scale as First Milk supply milk, cheese and ingredients to an international market. “In total, the membrane optimisation procedure at First Milk has induced an investment of £3m, with a net saving of over £2m since 2009” (Site Manager First Milk Cheese Co Ltd)  Alongside commercial impacts, our research is delivering societal and environmental impacts through the production of novel membranes and processes to improve water and waste water treatment with respect to the environmental impact of industry. For example, our research on membrane fouling combined with novel membrane modification was used to improve nanofiltration for production of clean water [R4]. A membrane modification technique based on UV-initiated graft polymerisation was used by Water Nano to produce a new series of membrane systems for desalination and household water in the Gulf. “the  membrane  research  at  Swansea  University,  in  particular  the  development  of  the membrane modification technique based on UV-initiated graft polymerisation, led to the creation of 9 jobs at Water Nano and sales of the small scale unit were in the order of 1.2M US$.” (Managing Director, Advanced Water Nano Ltd, Saudi Arabia) Health impact is evidenced in the development of novel antibacterial alginate therapeutics.  The development of AFM methods to study the mechanical properties of cells and biofilms is being exploited in the development of the next generation of antibacterial agents [R6]. Research on the disruption of bacterial biofilms associated with cystic fibrosis by alginate particles used AFM techniques in conjunction with microbiology, rheology, particle characterisation and structural modelling, and was used by the Norwegian company AlgiPharma to support the case for clinical trials across Europe. This led to further investment both from industry and government for the development by AlgiPharma of a novel polymer therapeutic (Oligo G) for the treatment of cystic fibrosis and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). “The visualisation of OligoG on membrane surfaces has provided (and will continue to provide) valuable evidence in support of the product development, characterization, and funding for OligoG in human disease [...] and in applications for biomedical device coatings. OligoG is currently in Phase IIa clinical trials for cystic fibrosis. We currently estimate that this research has facilitated the investment for further research in AlgiPharma from the Norwegian Research Council and the UK Technology Strategy Board in the region of £7m” (Research and Development Director, Sandvika, Norway.) Membrane  optimisation  by  surface  characterisation  was  also  exploited  to  identify  novel membranes for the process industries [R2, R3] [RG3]. The novel membranes and their characterisation were used by PCI Membrane Systems, now part of Xylem Inc. Xylem are a global supplier of fluid technology and equipment for fluid processing, including water management. The membranes developed included two that have been supplied globally on a large scale to the process industries since 1999. Xylem Inc have identified that the volume of sales continues with sales in the REF period totalling £500K for each membrane [Technical Manager Xylem Water Services Ltd, Basingstoke, UK]. The emerging process of nanofiltration reached a global market size of $310.5 million by 2012, contributing to a market of established ultrafiltration technology that is in the US alone currently worth $635 million. [BCC research.]		1.   Group Technical Manager, Processing & Technology, Volac International Limited - the impact of membrane optimisation procedures for lactose processing 2.   Site Manager, First Milk Cheese Co Ltd - the impact of membrane process optimisation on whey processing 3.   Managing Director, Water NanoLtd - the impact of the development of a membrane modification technique for reduced fouling and improved treatment of water 4.   R&D Director, AlgiPharma AS - the impact of AFM biofilm research on the development of new therapeutics 5.   Technical Manager, Xylem Water Services Ltd - the impact of AFM membrane characterisation on membrane development 6.   Market Size - BCC Research http://www.prweb.com/releases/2013/8/prweb10978649.htm

		1235		0.00023		Fire Safety Engineering Group (FSEG) fire and evacuation research		The Fire Safety Engineering Groups (FSEG’s) research related to fire dynamics, fire modelling, human behaviour and evacuation modelling is saving lives because it is used to design safer aircraft, ships and buildings. Its Economic impact stems from licensing the SMARTFIRE and EXODUS software to over 300 organisations in 32 countries and commercial applications of the software which enable the realisation of cutting-edge designs and enabling the continual safe use of heritage structures such as the Statue of Liberty. Impact on Practitioners is a result of changes to international maritime guidelines based in FSEG research and the wide scale use of the SMARTFIRE and EXODUS software by engineers around the world. Society impact results from its research featuring in a number of popular documentary programmes attracting audiences measured in the millions.		Research into fire dynamics/fire modelling and human behaviour/evacuation modelling at the University of Greenwich started in 1986 and 1991 respectively with a focus on understanding fire and human behaviour in aircraft accidents.  In the later 1980s, FSEG fire modelling research was focused on aircraft fire modelling related to the Manchester airport Boeing 737 fire. The work was funded jointly by the UK CAA and the EPSRC.  This research utilised commercial Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software to develop one of the first CFD fire models to utilise body fitted co- ordinates in order to accommodate the curved configuration of the aircraft fuselage.  Work in fire modelling expanded to include the simulation of fire suppression using sprinklers and water mist. This research focused on developing CFD fire models within commercial third party general purpose CFD simulation software such as PHOENICS and CFX.  Limitations of general purpose CFD software, such as its user unfriendliness and limited capabilities to simulate combustion and toxic gas generation led FSEG to begin research, with support from the EPSRC [3a], into the development of  a  fire  specific CFD  fire  simulation  software tool  that  could  be  used  by  fire engineers, the SMARTFIRE CFD fire simulation software [3.1].  SMARTFIRE is an unstructured mesh CFD fire simulation code written in C++ which has been in a constant state of development since its beginnings in 1997.  Since 1997 FSEG, with support from industrial funding [3b, 3c] and research grants [3d-3i] has expanded the fire modelling capabilities of SMARTFIRE to include advanced combustion models, toxic gas models, flame spread models and advanced smoke models [3.2-3.4].  The software is used in applications from the built environment to maritime and aviation environments. FSEG evacuation research started several years after the fire research and was initially concerned with developing a modelling tool that could predict the behaviour of passengers subjected to a post-crash aircraft fire. This early work led to the development of the world’s first microscopic evacuation model that coupled fine grained spatial resolution, human behaviour, toxicological models and fire hazard data generated from fire models – this early prototype would later become the airEXODUS evacuation software [3.5].   The research was supported through a series of research grants from the EPSRC [3d] and UK CAA [3e] aimed at developing the prototype into a practical  engineering  tool  that  could  couple  the  impact  of  fire  to  human  behaviour  during evacuation.  The EPSRC project and the CAA project were aimed at improving the understanding of human behaviour in aviation accidents.   The CAA funded project [3e] supported the development of the  world’s  first  practical  engineering  tool  to  simulate  aircraft  evacuation  –  airEXODUS  [3.5]. Research continued to be funded through a series of EU funded research projects [3f, 3g] which built on the link between the CFD fire modelling capability of SMARTFIRE and the human behaviour and evacuation modelling capability of the airEXODUS software and expanded the modelling capability of both software tools through the development of advanced combustion models to accommodate modern construction materials and advanced behaviour models to accommodate the interaction of passengers with crew.  From 1994, FSEG research into human behaviour expanded to include the built environment.  The agent based modelling concept using a fine spatial mesh that was used to simulate aircraft evacuation was adapted to simulate evacuation of people from building environments involving fire. This required the modelling approach to be extended to represent  stairs, the behaviour of people on stairs and various mathematical approaches to represent route finding, interaction with signage, group behaviour, and behaviour in smoke filled environments [3.6]. This research was funded through a variety of grants including [3b, 3c and 3h]. From 1999 FSEG fire and evacuation research expanded to include maritime environments.  The ship environment while similar to that of buildings poses additional challenges, such as a heeled deck, the impact of lifejackets on human performance, and the behaviour of passengers in these environments with smoke resulting from fires. Here, the coupling of SMARTFIRE with maritimeEXODUS enabled fire to be reliably represented within a ship evacuation scenario for the first time [3i]. This work was supported by a major EU FP5 project [3i] that not only enabled data to be collected relating to the time required by passengers on ships at sea to respond to the evacuation alarm and begin the evacuation process [3.7], an essential parameter in evacuation modelling, but also data related to passenger performance in dynamic situations involving roll and the impact of smoke on passenger performance in heel and roll situations. Data generated from this work was used in the development of maritimeEXODUS and the interaction of passenger movement in smoke filled corridors subjected to heel.		(REF1 submitted staff in bold, and Galea, Gwynne, Filippidis, Patel, Knight and Lawrence are being submitted to other UOA’s). 3.1 S Taylor, E Galea, M Patel, M Petridis, B Knight, J Ewer. SMARTFIRE: An Integrated Computational Fluid Dynamics Code and Expert System for Fire Field Modelling. Proceedings of the 5th International Symposium IAFSS, Melbourne, Australia 1997, Ed: Y. Hasemi, pp. 1285-1296. With Galea being a Prof and FSEG group leader, Patel (Reader), Ewer (Post Doc) and Taylor (PhD student) being members of FSEG and other authors being in the same School. 3.2 Z. Wang, F.Jia, E.R.Galea, M.K.Patel and J.Ewer, Predicting HCl concentrations in fire enclosures using an HCl decay model coupled to a CFD-based fire field model, Fire and Materials,  31,  pp443-461,  2007,  DOI:  http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/fam.942. All  authors  were members of FSEG, with Galea being a Prof and group leader, Patel is a Reader, Wang and Jia were Post Docs. 3.3 Jia F, Patel M, Galea E, Grandison A, Ewer J, “CFD Fire Simulation of the Swissair Flight 111 In- Flight Fire – Part 2: Fire Spread analysis”, The Aeronautical Journal. Vol 110, Number 1107, pp 303-314, 2006. All authors were members of FSEG, with Galea being a Prof and group leader, Patel is a Reader, Jia, Grandison and Ewer were Post Docs. This paper won the gold medal from the Royal Aeronautical Journal – in 2007. 3.4 Galea, E.R., Filippidis, L., Wang, Z., and Ewer, J., “Fire and evacuation analysis in BWB aircraft configurations: computer simulations and large-scale evacuation experiment”, The Aeronautical Journal, volume 114, Number 1154, pp 271-277, April 2010. All authors were members of FSEG, with Galea being a Prof and group leader, Filippidis, Wang and Jia were research assistants. This paper won the bronze medal from the Royal Aeronautical Journal in 2011. 3.5 Owen, M., Galea, E. R., Lawrence, P. J., & Filippidis, L. (1998). The numerical simulation of aircraft evacuation and its application to aircraft design and certification. Aeronautical Journal, 102(1016), 301–312. Retrieved from http://cat.inist.fr/?aModele=afficheN&cpsidt=2335655 All authors were members of FSEG, with Galea being a Prof and group leader, Lawrence is a Reader, Filippidis and Owen were research assistants. This paper won the best paper award from the Royal Aeronautical Journal – The Hodgson Prize in 1999. 3.6 Xie, H., Filippidis, L., Gwynne, S., Galea, E. R., Blackshields, D., & Lawrence, P. J. (2007). Signage Legibility Distances as a Function of Observation Angle. Journal of Fire Protection Engineering, 17(1), 41–64. http://dx.doi.org/10.1177/1042391507064025. All authors were members of FSEG, with Galea being a Prof and group leader, Lawrence is a Reader, Gwynne and Xie are Post-Docs, Filippidis and Blackshields are research assistants. Xie was a doctoral student who now has a PhD and based part of his doctoral thesis on this work. 3.7 Galea, E. R., Deere, S., Sharp, G., Filippidis, L., Lawrence, P. J., & Gwynne, S. (2007). Recommendations on the nature of the passenger response time distribution to be used in the MSC 1033 assembly time analysis based on data derived from sea trials. International Journal of Maritime Engineering, 149(A1), 15–29. Retrieved from http://gala.gre.ac.uk/id/eprint/1076 All authors were members of FSEG, with Galea being a Prof and group leader, Lawrence was a Reader, Gwynne was a Post-Doc, Filippidis and Sharp were research assistants and Deere was a doctoral student who now has a PhD and based part of his doctoral thesis on this work.  EXAMPLE RESEARCH GRANTS: 3a. E. R. Galea. R+D of the SMARTFIRE Fire Simulation Environment. EPSRC Grant (GR/L56749/01). 1997-2000. £171k. 3b. E. R. Galea. Evacuation analysis of cable fire scenarios. Borealis project, 2001-2002. £30k. 3c. E. R. Galea. Toxicity from cable combustion in fires. Borealis, 2003-2005. £55k. 3d. E. R. Galea. Fire and evacuation in aircraft environments. EPSRC Grant (GR/K38250). 1996- 1998. £41k. 3e. E. R. Galea. airEXODUS development. UK CAA Grant (7D/S/923/1and2). 1997-1999. £113k. 3f. E. R. Galea. VELA - Very Efficient Large Aircraft. EU FP5 (G4RD-CT2002-00842). 2002-2004. £130k (UoG component). 3g. E. R. Galea. NACRE (Project concerned with fire+evacuation analysis of Blended Wing Body aircraft). EU FP6 (project 516068). Apr 2005 – Mar 2009. €590,000. 3h. E. R. Galea. HEED Consortium (led by FSEG and Professor Galea involving Universities of Ulster and Liverpool. Project concerned the evacuation of the World Trade Centre). EPSRC (GR/S74201/01 and EP/D507790). Sept 2004 – Oct 2007. £1.5 million. 3i. E. R. Galea. EU FP5 Fire Exit (contract GRD2-2001-50055). 2001-2005. £325k. The quality of this research is demonstrated through the award of national and international prizes:    2011, Royal Aeronautical Society’s Bronze Award for a paper published in 2010, “Fire and Evacuation analysis in BWB aircraft configurations: computer simulations and large-scale evacuation experiment”, which appeared in the Aeronautical Journal,     2007, Royal Aeronautical Society’s Gold Award and George Taylor Prize for the best paper published in 2006, “CFD Fire Simulation of the Swissair Flight 111 In-Flight Fire – Part 2: Fire Spread analysis”, which appeared in the Aeronautical Journal.     2003/2004 European IST prize by the European Council of Applied Sciences, Technology and Engineering (Euro-CASE) for the development of the EXODUS suite of software.     2003 Royal Aeronautical Society Hodgson Prize for best paper on a safety topic for a publication Prof Galea co-authored, entitled, “Examining the effect of exit separation on aircraft evacuation performance during 90 sec certification trials”, which appeared in the Aeronautical Journal 2002.     2002 Queen’s Anniversary Prize, citation: “The University is a recognised world leader in the area of evacuation model development. Use of its software technology by businesses and public authorities greatly enhances public safety and its specialised training offers vital expertise to the user community worldwide.”     The 2001 RINA/LR Safer Ships Award (Royal Institution of Naval Architects/Lloyds Register).		1) Economic Impact: During the assessment period, Greenwich University Enterprises Limited (GUEL), the commercial arm of the University of Greenwich, has generated over £837k from licensing the EXODUS software to 250 licensees in 32 countries and £230k licensing the SMARTFIRE software to 64 organisations in 16 countries.   These licensees, ranging from engineering consultancies, regulatory authorities and national laboratories, use the software to explore the evacuation safety of complex structures, ensuring that they are safe and fit for purpose thereby generating considerable consultancy income.   Example projects that have used the EXODUS software include the Airbus A330-X, A340 and the initial design of the Airbus A380 [5.1]. FSEG and the airEXODUS software were used in the preliminary design of the multi-billion euro A380 where it was used to assist AIRBUS in selecting a configuration for the largest passenger aircraft in the world that would meet international regulatory requirements for evacuation. Towards the end of the design programme, Airbus again used FSEG and airEXODUS to de-risk the A380 full-scale evacuation certification trial, saving the manufacturer potentially millions of euro by identifying possible problems that may occur during the certification trial and ensuring that the A380 was a safe aircraft [5.1].  The A380 comfortably passed the evacuation certification trial and is an aviation success story flying with the worlds leading airlines.  airEXODUS was also recently (2010)  used  by  JET  AVIATION to  demonstrate that  a  private  VIP  configured B747  and  by Mitsubishi (2008) in the design of their new regional jet, would satisfy international evacuation certification requirements [5.2]. Thus airEXODUS is used to save aircraft manufacturers tens of millions of dollars/euros in wasted development costs and lost sales revenues by ensuring that the aircraft will pass the certification trial and thereby also ensures that the design is safe for the travelling public [5.1, 5.2].  A unique version of buildingEXODUS is being incorporated within the security system of the Pentagon as part of project Pentagon Shield.  This makes use of special software features e.g. parallel computing implementation, CBRN toxicity model capability (based on the SMARTFIRE developments) to enable faster than real time determination of optimal evacuation routes for building occupants during an incident. Battelle/DoD/Hughes turned to FSEG and buildingEXODUS when US based evacuation software was found to be inadequate, potentially jeopardising a multi- million dollar project [5.3].  Up until quite recently, the SMARTFIRE-EXODUS coupling was the only modelling environment that could bring together the detailed interaction of people and fire. The EXODUS and SMARTIFRE software tools provide fire engineering firms a competitive edge when bidding for projects, allowing them to win important contracts, generating significant income for the companies.    An example is the use of buildingEXODUS, under license, by Hughes Associates to undertake an assessment of the life safety and emergency management systems within the Statue of Liberty [5.3].   Following this assessment and remodelling work, the Statue of Liberty was reopened to the public by President Obama in 2009.  Another example is the use of SMARTFIRE by Fire Engineering firm FDS on the Greenwich Reach project where it assisted FDS in delivering a project worth over £1 million to FDS [5.4]. 2) Impacts on Practitioners and Professional Services: FSEG was the first to collect human factors data defining how quickly passengers respond to evacuation alarms on ships at sea during semi-unannounced drills [3.7]. This work demonstrated that the data used in the International Guidelines on Ship Evacuation Analysis in IMO MSC Circ 1033 was incorrect and could lead to an incorrect assessment of the suitability of a ship design for evacuation.  The data and analysis was presented to and accepted by IMO at their Fire Protection subcommittee meeting (FP51) held in January 2007 and now forms part of the revised International Guidelines document, IMO MSC Circ 1238 [5.5]. The data incorporated in MSC Circ 1238 are used around the world in ship evacuation analysis to demonstrate that passenger ships can be safely evacuated [5.6].  As already stated under Economic impact, over the assessment period, the EXODUS and SMARTFIRE software has been used by over 300 licensees in 32 countries and so has become a standard engineering design tool for safety analysis, used by fire safety engineers around the world.  The software is therefore having an impact on the engineering profession around the world [5.3 and 5.4]. 3) Impacts on Society, Culture and Creativity: FSEG research into fire and evacuation has engaged the public, informing them of our research, educating them concerning risks associated with fire and evacuation and how they can minimise those risks, as well as informing future industrial partners and policy makers. This has been achieved through several high profile TV and Radio programmes which have featured our research such as the BBC ‘Horizon’ documentary based on FSEG fire and evacuation research, entitled, “How to Survive a Disaster” (first broadcast 10/03/09 on BBC1 [5.7] which attracted a 1.7 million viewer audience representing 7% of the audience that night [5.8]). The concepts presented in this programme were considered so important; the US news programme ABC Nightline featured a story on its nightly news programme broadcast on 22/12/09 which drew on much of the material presented in the Horizon programme [5.9]. Other programs include the Channel 4 documentary “Terror at Sea” (first broadcast 31/01/12 on Channel 4, [5.10]) which followed the sinking of the Costa Concordia. Prof Galea commented on evacuation issues associated with large cruise ships (the programme attracted a massive 3.4 million viewers (http://bit.ly/17BJjP1) which was followed up by an interview on BBC Radio 4 Today (4 March 2012, (http://bit.ly/GAKPrP).		5.1      Airbus Chief Engineer, France. 5.2      Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation, Payload Manager, Japan. 5.3      Hughes Associates, Principal, USA. 5.4      FDS Managing Director, UK. 5.5      International Guideline Document, IMO MSC Circ 1238 - http://bit.ly/15W1tI9, Annex2, p6 5.6      Director Centre for International Cooperation, National Maritime Research Institute, Japan. 5.7      http://bbc.in/15noerY 5.8      http://bit.ly/17BHAJx 5.9      http://bit.ly/1h8jGwP 5.10    http://bit.ly/17BIXHU

		1235		0.000837		Fire Safety Engineering Group (FSEG) fire and evacuation research		The Fire Safety Engineering Groups (FSEG’s) research related to fire dynamics, fire modelling, human behaviour and evacuation modelling is saving lives because it is used to design safer aircraft, ships and buildings. Its Economic impact stems from licensing the SMARTFIRE and EXODUS software to over 300 organisations in 32 countries and commercial applications of the software which enable the realisation of cutting-edge designs and enabling the continual safe use of heritage structures such as the Statue of Liberty. Impact on Practitioners is a result of changes to international maritime guidelines based in FSEG research and the wide scale use of the SMARTFIRE and EXODUS software by engineers around the world. Society impact results from its research featuring in a number of popular documentary programmes attracting audiences measured in the millions.		Research into fire dynamics/fire modelling and human behaviour/evacuation modelling at the University of Greenwich started in 1986 and 1991 respectively with a focus on understanding fire and human behaviour in aircraft accidents.  In the later 1980s, FSEG fire modelling research was focused on aircraft fire modelling related to the Manchester airport Boeing 737 fire. The work was funded jointly by the UK CAA and the EPSRC.  This research utilised commercial Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software to develop one of the first CFD fire models to utilise body fitted co- ordinates in order to accommodate the curved configuration of the aircraft fuselage.  Work in fire modelling expanded to include the simulation of fire suppression using sprinklers and water mist. This research focused on developing CFD fire models within commercial third party general purpose CFD simulation software such as PHOENICS and CFX.  Limitations of general purpose CFD software, such as its user unfriendliness and limited capabilities to simulate combustion and toxic gas generation led FSEG to begin research, with support from the EPSRC [3a], into the development of  a  fire  specific CFD  fire  simulation  software tool  that  could  be  used  by  fire engineers, the SMARTFIRE CFD fire simulation software [3.1].  SMARTFIRE is an unstructured mesh CFD fire simulation code written in C++ which has been in a constant state of development since its beginnings in 1997.  Since 1997 FSEG, with support from industrial funding [3b, 3c] and research grants [3d-3i] has expanded the fire modelling capabilities of SMARTFIRE to include advanced combustion models, toxic gas models, flame spread models and advanced smoke models [3.2-3.4].  The software is used in applications from the built environment to maritime and aviation environments. FSEG evacuation research started several years after the fire research and was initially concerned with developing a modelling tool that could predict the behaviour of passengers subjected to a post-crash aircraft fire. This early work led to the development of the world’s first microscopic evacuation model that coupled fine grained spatial resolution, human behaviour, toxicological models and fire hazard data generated from fire models – this early prototype would later become the airEXODUS evacuation software [3.5].   The research was supported through a series of research grants from the EPSRC [3d] and UK CAA [3e] aimed at developing the prototype into a practical  engineering  tool  that  could  couple  the  impact  of  fire  to  human  behaviour  during evacuation.  The EPSRC project and the CAA project were aimed at improving the understanding of human behaviour in aviation accidents.   The CAA funded project [3e] supported the development of the  world’s  first  practical  engineering  tool  to  simulate  aircraft  evacuation  –  airEXODUS  [3.5]. Research continued to be funded through a series of EU funded research projects [3f, 3g] which built on the link between the CFD fire modelling capability of SMARTFIRE and the human behaviour and evacuation modelling capability of the airEXODUS software and expanded the modelling capability of both software tools through the development of advanced combustion models to accommodate modern construction materials and advanced behaviour models to accommodate the interaction of passengers with crew.  From 1994, FSEG research into human behaviour expanded to include the built environment.  The agent based modelling concept using a fine spatial mesh that was used to simulate aircraft evacuation was adapted to simulate evacuation of people from building environments involving fire. This required the modelling approach to be extended to represent  stairs, the behaviour of people on stairs and various mathematical approaches to represent route finding, interaction with signage, group behaviour, and behaviour in smoke filled environments [3.6]. This research was funded through a variety of grants including [3b, 3c and 3h]. From 1999 FSEG fire and evacuation research expanded to include maritime environments.  The ship environment while similar to that of buildings poses additional challenges, such as a heeled deck, the impact of lifejackets on human performance, and the behaviour of passengers in these environments with smoke resulting from fires. Here, the coupling of SMARTFIRE with maritimeEXODUS enabled fire to be reliably represented within a ship evacuation scenario for the first time [3i]. This work was supported by a major EU FP5 project [3i] that not only enabled data to be collected relating to the time required by passengers on ships at sea to respond to the evacuation alarm and begin the evacuation process [3.7], an essential parameter in evacuation modelling, but also data related to passenger performance in dynamic situations involving roll and the impact of smoke on passenger performance in heel and roll situations. Data generated from this work was used in the development of maritimeEXODUS and the interaction of passenger movement in smoke filled corridors subjected to heel.		(REF1 submitted staff in bold, and Galea, Gwynne, Filippidis, Patel, Knight and Lawrence are being submitted to other UOA’s). 3.1 S Taylor, E Galea, M Patel, M Petridis, B Knight, J Ewer. SMARTFIRE: An Integrated Computational Fluid Dynamics Code and Expert System for Fire Field Modelling. Proceedings of the 5th International Symposium IAFSS, Melbourne, Australia 1997, Ed: Y. Hasemi, pp. 1285-1296. With Galea being a Prof and FSEG group leader, Patel (Reader), Ewer (Post Doc) and Taylor (PhD student) being members of FSEG and other authors being in the same School. 3.2 Z. Wang, F.Jia, E.R.Galea, M.K.Patel and J.Ewer, Predicting HCl concentrations in fire enclosures using an HCl decay model coupled to a CFD-based fire field model, Fire and Materials,  31,  pp443-461,  2007,  DOI:  http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/fam.942. All  authors  were members of FSEG, with Galea being a Prof and group leader, Patel is a Reader, Wang and Jia were Post Docs. 3.3 Jia F, Patel M, Galea E, Grandison A, Ewer J, “CFD Fire Simulation of the Swissair Flight 111 In- Flight Fire – Part 2: Fire Spread analysis”, The Aeronautical Journal. Vol 110, Number 1107, pp 303-314, 2006. All authors were members of FSEG, with Galea being a Prof and group leader, Patel is a Reader, Jia, Grandison and Ewer were Post Docs. This paper won the gold medal from the Royal Aeronautical Journal – in 2007. 3.4 Galea, E.R., Filippidis, L., Wang, Z., and Ewer, J., “Fire and evacuation analysis in BWB aircraft configurations: computer simulations and large-scale evacuation experiment”, The Aeronautical Journal, volume 114, Number 1154, pp 271-277, April 2010. All authors were members of FSEG, with Galea being a Prof and group leader, Filippidis, Wang and Jia were research assistants. This paper won the bronze medal from the Royal Aeronautical Journal in 2011. 3.5 Owen, M., Galea, E. R., Lawrence, P. J., & Filippidis, L. (1998). The numerical simulation of aircraft evacuation and its application to aircraft design and certification. Aeronautical Journal, 102(1016), 301–312. Retrieved from http://cat.inist.fr/?aModele=afficheN&cpsidt=2335655 All authors were members of FSEG, with Galea being a Prof and group leader, Lawrence is a Reader, Filippidis and Owen were research assistants. This paper won the best paper award from the Royal Aeronautical Journal – The Hodgson Prize in 1999. 3.6 Xie, H., Filippidis, L., Gwynne, S., Galea, E. R., Blackshields, D., & Lawrence, P. J. (2007). Signage Legibility Distances as a Function of Observation Angle. Journal of Fire Protection Engineering, 17(1), 41–64. http://dx.doi.org/10.1177/1042391507064025. All authors were members of FSEG, with Galea being a Prof and group leader, Lawrence is a Reader, Gwynne and Xie are Post-Docs, Filippidis and Blackshields are research assistants. Xie was a doctoral student who now has a PhD and based part of his doctoral thesis on this work. 3.7 Galea, E. R., Deere, S., Sharp, G., Filippidis, L., Lawrence, P. J., & Gwynne, S. (2007). Recommendations on the nature of the passenger response time distribution to be used in the MSC 1033 assembly time analysis based on data derived from sea trials. International Journal of Maritime Engineering, 149(A1), 15–29. Retrieved from http://gala.gre.ac.uk/id/eprint/1076 All authors were members of FSEG, with Galea being a Prof and group leader, Lawrence was a Reader, Gwynne was a Post-Doc, Filippidis and Sharp were research assistants and Deere was a doctoral student who now has a PhD and based part of his doctoral thesis on this work.  EXAMPLE RESEARCH GRANTS: 3a. E. R. Galea. R+D of the SMARTFIRE Fire Simulation Environment. EPSRC Grant (GR/L56749/01). 1997-2000. £171k. 3b. E. R. Galea. Evacuation analysis of cable fire scenarios. Borealis project, 2001-2002. £30k. 3c. E. R. Galea. Toxicity from cable combustion in fires. Borealis, 2003-2005. £55k. 3d. E. R. Galea. Fire and evacuation in aircraft environments. EPSRC Grant (GR/K38250). 1996- 1998. £41k. 3e. E. R. Galea. airEXODUS development. UK CAA Grant (7D/S/923/1and2). 1997-1999. £113k. 3f. E. R. Galea. VELA - Very Efficient Large Aircraft. EU FP5 (G4RD-CT2002-00842). 2002-2004. £130k (UoG component). 3g. E. R. Galea. NACRE (Project concerned with fire+evacuation analysis of Blended Wing Body aircraft). EU FP6 (project 516068). Apr 2005 – Mar 2009. €590,000. 3h. E. R. Galea. HEED Consortium (led by FSEG and Professor Galea involving Universities of Ulster and Liverpool. Project concerned the evacuation of the World Trade Centre). EPSRC (GR/S74201/01 and EP/D507790). Sept 2004 – Oct 2007. £1.5 million. 3i. E. R. Galea. EU FP5 Fire Exit (contract GRD2-2001-50055). 2001-2005. £325k. The quality of this research is demonstrated through the award of national and international prizes:    2011, Royal Aeronautical Society’s Bronze Award for a paper published in 2010, “Fire and Evacuation analysis in BWB aircraft configurations: computer simulations and large-scale evacuation experiment”, which appeared in the Aeronautical Journal,     2007, Royal Aeronautical Society’s Gold Award and George Taylor Prize for the best paper published in 2006, “CFD Fire Simulation of the Swissair Flight 111 In-Flight Fire – Part 2: Fire Spread analysis”, which appeared in the Aeronautical Journal.     2003/2004 European IST prize by the European Council of Applied Sciences, Technology and Engineering (Euro-CASE) for the development of the EXODUS suite of software.     2003 Royal Aeronautical Society Hodgson Prize for best paper on a safety topic for a publication Prof Galea co-authored, entitled, “Examining the effect of exit separation on aircraft evacuation performance during 90 sec certification trials”, which appeared in the Aeronautical Journal 2002.     2002 Queen’s Anniversary Prize, citation: “The University is a recognised world leader in the area of evacuation model development. Use of its software technology by businesses and public authorities greatly enhances public safety and its specialised training offers vital expertise to the user community worldwide.”     The 2001 RINA/LR Safer Ships Award (Royal Institution of Naval Architects/Lloyds Register).		1) Economic Impact: During the assessment period, Greenwich University Enterprises Limited (GUEL), the commercial arm of the University of Greenwich, has generated over £837k from licensing the EXODUS software to 250 licensees in 32 countries and £230k licensing the SMARTFIRE software to 64 organisations in 16 countries.   These licensees, ranging from engineering consultancies, regulatory authorities and national laboratories, use the software to explore the evacuation safety of complex structures, ensuring that they are safe and fit for purpose thereby generating considerable consultancy income.   Example projects that have used the EXODUS software include the Airbus A330-X, A340 and the initial design of the Airbus A380 [5.1]. FSEG and the airEXODUS software were used in the preliminary design of the multi-billion euro A380 where it was used to assist AIRBUS in selecting a configuration for the largest passenger aircraft in the world that would meet international regulatory requirements for evacuation. Towards the end of the design programme, Airbus again used FSEG and airEXODUS to de-risk the A380 full-scale evacuation certification trial, saving the manufacturer potentially millions of euro by identifying possible problems that may occur during the certification trial and ensuring that the A380 was a safe aircraft [5.1].  The A380 comfortably passed the evacuation certification trial and is an aviation success story flying with the worlds leading airlines.  airEXODUS was also recently (2010)  used  by  JET  AVIATION to  demonstrate that  a  private  VIP  configured B747  and  by Mitsubishi (2008) in the design of their new regional jet, would satisfy international evacuation certification requirements [5.2]. Thus airEXODUS is used to save aircraft manufacturers tens of millions of dollars/euros in wasted development costs and lost sales revenues by ensuring that the aircraft will pass the certification trial and thereby also ensures that the design is safe for the travelling public [5.1, 5.2].  A unique version of buildingEXODUS is being incorporated within the security system of the Pentagon as part of project Pentagon Shield.  This makes use of special software features e.g. parallel computing implementation, CBRN toxicity model capability (based on the SMARTFIRE developments) to enable faster than real time determination of optimal evacuation routes for building occupants during an incident. Battelle/DoD/Hughes turned to FSEG and buildingEXODUS when US based evacuation software was found to be inadequate, potentially jeopardising a multi- million dollar project [5.3].  Up until quite recently, the SMARTFIRE-EXODUS coupling was the only modelling environment that could bring together the detailed interaction of people and fire. The EXODUS and SMARTIFRE software tools provide fire engineering firms a competitive edge when bidding for projects, allowing them to win important contracts, generating significant income for the companies.    An example is the use of buildingEXODUS, under license, by Hughes Associates to undertake an assessment of the life safety and emergency management systems within the Statue of Liberty [5.3].   Following this assessment and remodelling work, the Statue of Liberty was reopened to the public by President Obama in 2009.  Another example is the use of SMARTFIRE by Fire Engineering firm FDS on the Greenwich Reach project where it assisted FDS in delivering a project worth over £1 million to FDS [5.4]. 2) Impacts on Practitioners and Professional Services: FSEG was the first to collect human factors data defining how quickly passengers respond to evacuation alarms on ships at sea during semi-unannounced drills [3.7]. This work demonstrated that the data used in the International Guidelines on Ship Evacuation Analysis in IMO MSC Circ 1033 was incorrect and could lead to an incorrect assessment of the suitability of a ship design for evacuation.  The data and analysis was presented to and accepted by IMO at their Fire Protection subcommittee meeting (FP51) held in January 2007 and now forms part of the revised International Guidelines document, IMO MSC Circ 1238 [5.5]. The data incorporated in MSC Circ 1238 are used around the world in ship evacuation analysis to demonstrate that passenger ships can be safely evacuated [5.6].  As already stated under Economic impact, over the assessment period, the EXODUS and SMARTFIRE software has been used by over 300 licensees in 32 countries and so has become a standard engineering design tool for safety analysis, used by fire safety engineers around the world.  The software is therefore having an impact on the engineering profession around the world [5.3 and 5.4]. 3) Impacts on Society, Culture and Creativity: FSEG research into fire and evacuation has engaged the public, informing them of our research, educating them concerning risks associated with fire and evacuation and how they can minimise those risks, as well as informing future industrial partners and policy makers. This has been achieved through several high profile TV and Radio programmes which have featured our research such as the BBC ‘Horizon’ documentary based on FSEG fire and evacuation research, entitled, “How to Survive a Disaster” (first broadcast 10/03/09 on BBC1 [5.7] which attracted a 1.7 million viewer audience representing 7% of the audience that night [5.8]). The concepts presented in this programme were considered so important; the US news programme ABC Nightline featured a story on its nightly news programme broadcast on 22/12/09 which drew on much of the material presented in the Horizon programme [5.9]. Other programs include the Channel 4 documentary “Terror at Sea” (first broadcast 31/01/12 on Channel 4, [5.10]) which followed the sinking of the Costa Concordia. Prof Galea commented on evacuation issues associated with large cruise ships (the programme attracted a massive 3.4 million viewers (http://bit.ly/17BJjP1) which was followed up by an interview on BBC Radio 4 Today (4 March 2012, (http://bit.ly/GAKPrP).		5.1      Airbus Chief Engineer, France. 5.2      Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation, Payload Manager, Japan. 5.3      Hughes Associates, Principal, USA. 5.4      FDS Managing Director, UK. 5.5      International Guideline Document, IMO MSC Circ 1238 - http://bit.ly/15W1tI9, Annex2, p6 5.6      Director Centre for International Cooperation, National Maritime Research Institute, Japan. 5.7      http://bbc.in/15noerY 5.8      http://bit.ly/17BHAJx 5.9      http://bit.ly/1h8jGwP 5.10    http://bit.ly/17BIXHU

		965		0.0024		HV Asset Modelling and Management		1.  Summary of the impact Analysis of partial discharges for management of high-voltage assets has become commercialised in the last 20 years. Work at the University since 1993 has improved asset management techniques used by companies world-wide. This was achieved in two ways: first, improving power network reliability, enabled through two start-up companies employing 59 people and turning over £5m/annum; and second, by providing techniques for testing and verifying safety of new electrical power components for aerospace applications (e.g. A380). In four illustrative case studies, over £3m savings are identified for end-users through improved reliability of power networks.  Further impact has been delivered by ensuring the reliability of power networks in aircraft.		The impact is based on research that took place in Manchester from 1993 to the present day. The key researchers were:     Brian Varlow, Professor, employed 1993 to 2003     David Auckland, Professor, employed 1993 to 2004     Roger Shuttleworth, Senior lecturer 1993 to present     Lee Renforth – PhD student graduated 1993     Colin Smith – PhD student graduated 1993, RA 1993-1994     Ian Cotton, Professor, employed 1998 to present The focus of the research was, and continues to be, the experimental determination of defects in insulation systems using partial discharge techniques. The work has been focused on power system plant, but has more recently been developed in the context of aerospace requirements. Key research findings were:     Distinguishing between discharges arising from different high-voltage sources by converting the acoustic emission signal from the time domain to the frequency domain by fast Fourier transformation and recognition of the signature frequency spectra [1].     Development of Fast Fourier transformation and neural networks methods of signal recognition in ultrasonic and acoustic noise from bushings, transformers, switchgear and cables [4]. These techniques were extended to real substations leading to the recognition that hourly averaged data could be used for data mining and correlation pattern recognition [5].     The development of a new software simulation package for optimising actuators used in medium voltage (MV) switchgear and autoreclosers. The lumped reluctance model enabled optimisation in energy terms, since it simulates the actuator electrical, magnetic and mechanical effects. This overcame many of the difficulties of using finite element analysis [2].     Identification of the mechanisms underlying susceptibility to partial discharge of higher voltage systems in aircraft and the development of procedures by which equipment can be aged to ascertain the probability of it degrading over its life [3].     The development of a methodology for calculation of the safe voltage rating of unscreened insulated wires within an aircraft. The tools used have been verified with experimental measurements at various pressures. It was shown that the optimal operating point for an aircraft power system does not imply the use of the highest voltage possible. A trade-off between wire weight and power transfer is required [6].		References [2 and 3] are published in top-quartile journals for their field (Scopus). Refs [1, 4, 5, 6] are the natural home for the work. All but paper [3] are papers written with co-authors who are now in the companies exploiting the work, including IPEC, HVPD, and Rolls-Royce. Key References [1] ‘Acoustic emission analysis of high voltage insulation’ Varlow, B.R.; Auckland, D.W.; Smith, C.D.; Zhao, J.; IEE Proc. Science, Measurement and Technology, 146 , 1999 , pp 260 – 263; DOI: 10.1049/ip-smt:19990471 Google Scholar citations 22 [2] ‘Optimal design of autorecloser electromagnetic actuator’ Li, Z.; Varlow, B.R.; Renforth, L.A.; Auckland, D.W.; Shuttleworth, R.; IEE Proceedings Electric Power Applications, 147 , 2000, pp.431-435, DOI:  10.1049/ip-epa:20000559 Google Scholar citations 6 [3] ‘Partial Discharge Testing Of Equipment For Aerospace Electrical Systems’, Al-Rumayan, F.; Cotton, I.;  IEEE Transactions on Aerospace & Electronic Systems, Volume 46, 2010, pp 848-863, DOI:  10.1109/TAES.2010.5461661 Supporting references [4] ‘Substation monitoring by acoustic emission techniques’ Zhao, J.; Smith, C.D.; Varlow, B.R.; IEE Proc. Science, Measurement and Technology, 148 , 2001 , pp. 28 – 34, DOI: 110.1049/ip- smt:20010134 Google Scholar citations 10 [5] ‘Application of ultrasound to the inspection of insulation’ Auckland, D.W.; McGrail, A.J.; Smith, C.D.; Varlow, B.R.; Zhao, J.; Zhu, D.; IEE Proc. Science, Measurement and Technology, 143 , 1996 , pp 177 – 181, DOI: 10.1049/ip-smt:19960353 Google Scholar citations 21 [6] I Christou, I.; Nelms, A.; Cotton, I.; Husband, M.; ‘Choice of optimal voltage for more electric aircraft wiring systems’, IET Transactions On Electrical Systems in Transportation, Volume 1, 2011, pp 24-30, DOI:   10.1049/iet-est.2010.0021		Context Early detection of impending faults avoids unnecessary interventions and prevents failure. While it is inherently difficult to estimate the value of successful asset management, the avoided cost is orders of magnitude larger than the cost of the service. The cost of the New York blackout in 2003 has been estimated as 11 deaths and $6Bn [A], and illustrates the issue of simple local faults cascading to large societal costs [B]. Eurelectric has estimated the cost of power outages on industrial customers at 1000 €/kWh and residential customers at 1-5 €/kWh. In comparison the typical long distance transmission costs are 1-2 € cents/kWh [B]. Pathways to Impact The main pathway to impact in power utility networks is via the spin-out companies established as the result of this research. The first company to emerge from the work described was IPEC in 1995, founded by the three academics and two of their research students Lee Renforth and Colin Smith. IPEC continued to work with the University and contribute to the research described above. This led to the formation of a second company High Voltage Partial Discharge Ltd (HVPD) in 2009. Smith and Renforth’s post-doc research directly contributed to the technology platforms of the companies and they are the present Managing Directors of IPEC and HVPD respectively. In the aerospace sector we have worked directly with manufacturing companies, receiving funding from Rolls-Royce and the EU, influencing design policies and test methods directly, and gaining access to major European manufacturers. Cotton has travelled extensively to manufacturing centres in e.g. the USA, Germany, and India to ensure transfer of the research globally. The work has already been exploited in manufacturing companies as detailed below and is becoming formalised through SAE aerospace information report AIR6127 which is a pre-cursor to a technical standard on the use of high voltages in aerospace systems. Reach and Significance of Impact The significance of the impact from this research in utilities extends beyond the two companies created (59 jobs and ~£5m annual revenue at present) and its major effect is on the asset management activities of their clients, and subsequent operational savings. IPEC and HVPD IPEC, headquartered in Manchester, currently employs 11 staff and had a turnover in 2012 of £1m of which 40% is export business [C], the Managing Director is Dr Colin Smith. HVPD has established itself as one of the market leaders in the growing field of on-line partial PD test and monitoring technology for high-voltage plant and cables with agents and partners in more than 80 countries around the world. Based in Manchester, in 2012 HVPD had a turnover of £3.9m of which £3m was exports. The company currently employs 45 staff in the UK and 3 overseas [D]; its Managing Director is Dr Lee Renforth. Throughout its history – both before the spin-out from IPEC and since – HVPD has been active in supporting research at the University of Manchester. This has led directly to a number of important impacts for the company. The development of a patented continuous condition monitoring system for HV motors operating in hazardous conditions [E] and securing contracts based on the technologies developed with global companies as shown by the recent award of a contract valued at more than £1m for condition monitoring technology to the oil company Chevron [D]. In addition, research conducted with IPEC [2] led to the development of a new software simulation package for optimising actuators used in MV switchgear and autoreclosers. This resource has been licenced to a number of large switchgear manufacturers in Europe and the USA including Siemens, Schneider, ABB USA, G&W Electric, Resead Peru, and Powell Switchgear. Approximately 20 companies are using the designs. Each license is granted for an initial development set up fee of approximately £120K and further royalties (confidential) are paid on use [F]. Examples of impact for utility end-users As stated previously the benefits of avoiding network failure can have very large numbers attached to them. This is illustrated by four examples where the companies’ technology has been used.     Olympic Park June/July 2012: Monitoring of 62 km of cable and 170 (ring main units) RMUs identified 5 RMUs with faults. These were tested twice a day during the Olympics to ensure no loss of power to the venue which would have interrupted live TV coverage of the event [G].     Steel Plant CSC (Taiwan) 2008: Monitoring of 33kV cables that were about 25 years old identified a fault in a joint. Replacing the joint removed the fault and eliminated the risk of shutdown of a 10m tonne capacity steel plant with an estimated cost of failure at $1m [H].     UK Power networks 132kV Transformer 2011: Following failure in a 132 kV cable termination, monitoring was installed and within 3 weeks detected a fault on the 11 kV side of the substation. The previous fault on this termination cost UK Power Networks an estimated £1.5m [I].     UK Power Networks (UKPN) now uses a partial discharge monitoring system on more than 1000 cable circuits installed across their network, as in integral part of their on-going asset management program. Over the past few years, this has enabled UKPN to carry out six preventive interventions on equipment and 12 cable replacements estimated to have avoided £900k of costs [J]. Electrical Systems for the Aerospace Sector Research carried out at the University of Manchester has led to the development of test techniques which have been used for the qualification of cabling, electrical machines, wind de-icing systems and a range of other components. As a consequence the University has been the main contributor to the SAE aerospace information report AIR6127 which is a pre-cursor to a technical standard on the use of high voltages in aerospace systems [K]. Methods developed to perform ageing tests, have been used on electrical machines used in the airbus A350. The companies Moog [L], GKN, Ultra Electronics, Goodrich, Rolls Royce, and Liebherr [M] have all exploited this work and as a result supply product to Airbus and Boeing for A350 and 787 aircraft.		A.   http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=2003-blackout-five-years-later report on the US 2003 blackout. B.  http://www.energy.siemens.com/us/pool/hq/power-transmission/HVDC/Global_Blackouts.pdf discussion of causes and costs of cascading failures C.  Letter from Managing Director IPEC ltd providing turnover and employment details D.  Letter from Managing Director HVPD ltd confirming company size, role of research in staffing and product development. E.   http://www.hvpd.co.uk/news/2012-09-IEEE-PCIC.html detailing the launch of patented Ex/ATEX condition monitoring in hazardous environments. F.  Pdf of E-mail from HVPD confirming licensing agreements [confidential report] G.  Olympic park pdf  http://www.ipec.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/olympic-park- discharging-rmus.pdf showing the use of technology to support the London Olympics H.  Case study demonstrating technology in a major industrial setting.  http://www.ipec.co.uk/wp- content/uploads/2013/07/steel-plant-mv-cable-pd-location.pdf I.   132kV transformer pdf  http://www.ipec.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/pd-in-termination- on-132kv-transformer.pdf Case study demonstrating technology in a UK transformer substation. J.   Letter from Technology Innovation and Coordination Manager, UK Power Networks confirming utilisation of partial discharge monitoring resulting in avoided costs of circa £900k. K.  E-mail from US Air force confirming Cotton’s role in forming AIR 6127 L.  Letter from Aircraft Group Electrical Eng Manager of Moog Inc confirming the role of the University in their technology development M. Liebherr-Aerospace confirming the adoption of test techniques developed in Manchester. [confidential report]

		1256		0.5		Development of a novel carbon fibre manufacturing process for high performance automotive applications		Underpinned by research at the University of Nottingham, the development of automated discontinuous carbon fibre preforming (DCFP) technology has helped drive more than half a billion pounds in sales of Aston Martin’s DBS sports car across 42 countries, boosting the company’s brand worldwide. Recognising the potential of this process, Bentley Motors invested £1.3M directly to develop this technology for its next generation of models. The Royal Academy of Engineering acknowledged the body of research as an “outstanding” contribution to the reputation of British engineering through the award of a silver medal to Professor Warrior.		Increasingly stringent emissions targets are pushing vehicle manufacturers to find novel ways of reducing vehicle mass. A fall in the cost of carbon fibre has increased the viability of using carbon- based body panel systems as a cost-effective, lightweight alternative to steel in order to improve fuel consumption. Research carried out at the University of Nottingham (UoN) from 2003 set out to demonstrate that carbon fibre composites are suitable materials for the high-volume production of vehicles. The UoN team, headed by Nick Warrior (Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1989 - present) and Chris Rudd (Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Pro Vice-Chancellor, 1989 - present), began by investigating how the established Ford Programmable Preform Process (F3P) – a process that fabricates vehicle parts from lightweight and strong glass fibre composites, could be translated to carbon fibre preforms. Using F3P, a robot sprays the glass fibres on to a screen. The material is consolidated with an upper screen to form a preform in the shape of the vehicle part. However, this process was not directly transferable to carbon fibre composites. Glass fibre preforming is facilitated by a special form of glass fibre roving that has characteristics that make it suitable for automated processing. Similar product forms are not available for carbon fibre, as the production volumes do not warrant costly fibre modifications. Various technical issues related to the fibre handling and placement also had to be solved to allow processing of off-the-shelf carbon fibres. In addition, the modelling of the manufactured carbon fibre parts posed major challenges, as there is significant heterogeneity in the fibre architecture. Using experimental and numerical techniques, Warrior and Rudd carried out a range of simulations and analyses to develop scientific understanding in two key areas. Firstly, work on benchmarking carbon body panel systems, carried out from 2002 to 2008, focused on the comparison of DCFP with commercial body panel systems [2.1] and the design of an optimal body panel system. Secondly, from 2006 to 2009, processing studies were carried out to support carbon DCFP manufacture, including analysis of microstructural parameters [2.2], the effects of fibre length [2.3] and filamentisation [2.4], permeability and resin injection simulation [2.5] and fibre alignment [2.6]. The research concluded that carbon fibre composite structures could make mass-produced vehicles up to 50% lighter while still maintaining crash-test performance. From 2004 to 2012 the team developed the carbon DCFP process and commissioned a DCFP machine at UoN, the first of its kind in Europe. A four-stage process was established, comprising spraying, heating, cooling and preform extraction. During spraying, carbon fibre yarns (tows) are chopped and sprayed on to a perforated tool where a vacuum holds the desired pattern and shape of fibres. The work at Nottingham moved on to property prediction of the DCFP and developing an in-depth understanding of the material and how different fibre architectures perform. This succeeded in  aiding the design of new components and identifying improvements in the overall design process, which in turn led to the creation of an Aston Martin technology demonstrator. It was subsequently deployed at tier one supplier SOTIRA (now part of France-based SORA Composites) and ultimately allowed Aston Martin to apply carbon fibre technologies to the door opening reinforcement and the trunk lid surround components on its DBS sports car. The DCFP technology is being developed further as part of the EPSRC Centre for Innovative Manufacturing in Composites at Nottingham.		References (Items marked with an asterisk indicate 3 most significant papers): 2.1 *Turner, T.A., Harper, L.T., Warrior, N.A. and Rudd, C.D., 2008, Low-cost carbon-fibre-based automotive body panel systems – a performance and manufacturing cost comparison, Journal of Automobile Engineering – Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers Part D, Volume 222, Issue 1, 53-64 DOI: 10.1243/09544070JAUTO406: 2.2 *Harper, L.T., Turner, T.A., Warrior, N.A., Dahl, J.S. and Rudd, C.D., 2006, Characterisation of random carbon fibre composites from a directed fibre preforming process: analysis of microstructural parameters, Composites Part A: Applied Science and Manufacturing, Volume 37, Issue 11, 2136-2147 DOI: 10.1016/j.compositesa.2005.11.014     JS Dahl, Ford Motor Company, USA (owners of Aston Martin at that time) 2.3 *Harper, L.T., Turner, T.A., Warrior, N.A. and Rudd, C.D., 2006, Characterisation of random carbon fibre composites from a directed fibre preforming process: the effect of fibre length, Composites Part A: Applied Science and Manufacturing, Volume 37, Issue 11, 1863-1878 DOI: 10.1016/j.compositesa.2005.12.028 2.4 Harper, L.T., Turner, T.A., Warrior, N.A. and Rudd, C.D., 2007, Characterisation of random carbon fibre composites from a directed fibre preforming process: the effect of tow filamentisation, Composites Part A: Applied Science and Manufacturing, Volume 38, Issue 3, 755-770 DOI: 10.1016/j.compositesa.2006.09.008 2.5 Endruweit, A., Harper, L.T., Turner, T.A., Warrior, N.A. and Long, A.C., 2008, Random discontinuous carbon fibre preforms: permeability modelling and resin injection simulation, Composites Part A: Applied Science and Manufacturing, Volume 39, Issue 10, 1660-1669 DOI: 10.1016/j.compositesa.2008.07.006, copy available on request. 2.6 Harper, L.T., Turner, T.A., Martin, J.R.B. and Warrior, N.A., 2009, Fibre alignment in directed carbon fibre preforms: a feasibility study, Journal of Composite Materials, Volume 43, Issue 1, 57-74 DOI: 10.1177/0021998308098151 Grants:     EPSRC CASE studentship on studying the durability of DCFP for high performance structural applications under severe conditions (extreme temperatures, fatigue etc) (PI Warrior)     Advanced Composites Truss Structures (ACTS), Feb 2008 - Sept 2011, TSB project #100447, Grant value £939k with Bentley Motors Limited (PI Long)     Affordable Discontinuous Carbon Composites for Structural Automotive Applications, Feb 2008 – July 2012, TSB project #100442, Grant value £1.8M with Aston Martin Lagonda Ltd. (PI Warrior)     EPSRC Centre for Innovative Manufacturing in Composites, July 2011 – June 2016, EP/I033513/1, £5.9M (PI Long) Research contracts and income from industry: 2.7 Directly sponsored project with Bentley Motors Ltd on Multiscale Material Modelling of discontinuous fibre composites (Total Value £698k), 2008-2011		The discontinuous carbon fibre preforming process developed through Warrior and Rudd’s body of underpinning research at UoN has made a significant contribution to the economic competitiveness of two of Britain’s leading manufacturers of luxury vehicles, Aston Martin Lagonda and Bentley  Motors, and in the process has showcased British engineering excellence. Aston Martin employed the technique for the production of the door opening reinforcement and the trunk lid surround for its DBS, 12MY Virage, 13MY DB9 and new Vanquish models [4.1]. For DBS alone - since 2008 3,300 cars have been sold in 42 countries at around £180,000 each, which equates to sales revenue of £594M. In 2011 more than 80% of Aston Martin’s sales were to buyers outside the UK [4.2]. This surpassed Aston Martin CEO Ulrich Bez’s aim of selling a third of the company’s cars in Europe and a third in America. By comparison, in 2000 the brand’s annual sales were 800 cars, of which 700 were sold in the UK [4.2]. The two carbon fibre parts are manufactured and supplied by Sora Composites, which is based in St Meloir, France. They represent a weight saving of 52% and 44% respectively compared to the alternative glass fibre materials. Over 23 tonnes of discontinuous carbon fibre composite material has reached the market through this process on the DBS alone. The technology has been a key enabler for reducing mass and therefore improving both performance and economy - making the car lighter, faster and stronger [4.1]. “The Discontinuous Carbon Fibre Preform (DCFP) work with the University of Nottingham resulted in the uptake of chopped carbon fibre composite technology into the Trunk Lid Surround (TLS) and Door Opening Reinforcement (DOR) panels of the DBS… These parts were originally one of the main differentiators between the top of the range DBS model and other models in our range of supercars… The technology has been a key enabler for reducing mass and therefore improving both performance and economy across our range of vehicles.” Source: Roland Snell, Aston Martin [4.1] Figure 1: showing carbon fibre parts manufactured using DCFP and their location on the automobile The successful development of DCFP by the University of Nottingham convinced Bentley Motors Ltd of the value of DCFP. A total investment of  £800k ([2.7] and contribution to studentships) was made by Bentley Motors in developing an enhancement to the DCFP process – in collaboration with Warrior – that involved using carbon fibre in its least processed form and spraying it with resin into a mould, eliminating the need for heating and cooling [4.4]. UoN’s work formed the basis of Bentley’s RayCell technology, which Bentley employed, through investment of a further £500,000 in 2010, for the production of a demonstration vehicle that showcases the next generation of cars to be produced by the company [4.4]. The demonstration  vehicle specifically showed that it is possible for the carbon fibre chassis rails to support the weight of the vehicle [4.3]. “The Raycell technology developed at the University of Nottingham has been used to develop the composite elements for the demonstrator vehicle. The research has indicated that it is feasible to manufacture major structural elements in our next generation of cars using carbon fibre in this way.” Source: Lee Bateup, Bentley Motors [4.4] Figure 2: carbon fibre chassis rails manufactured using the Raycell concept and its location on the Bentley T35 demonstration vehicle The underpinning research led to Warrior receiving the Royal Academy of Engineering’s prestigious Silver Medal in July 2009 for his “outstanding personal contribution to British engineering” – further evidence of the positive impact of the research on the reputation of the British engineering industry. On presenting the award, the RAE said the research into carbon fibre composites had “shown that mass-produced vehicles can be up to 50% lighter and still maintain crash-test performance using lightweight carbon fibre composites”. It added: “High material costs and labour-intensive manufacturing have restricted composites to motor sports and supercars until now... [Warrior] has demonstrated that composites are now a legitimate material for use in high- volume production (up to 20,000 vehicles a year)” [4.5].		4.1 Roland Snell, Principal Engineer – Body Structures, Aston Martin Lagonda Ltd 4.2 Press article regarding Aston Martin sales growth http://europe.autonews.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20120226/ANE/120229916/1131/aston- martin-plans-double-digit-sales-growth#axzz2M0S6ajyf 4.3 RayCell Technology http://www.innovate10.co.uk/uploads/02%20-%20AD%20- %2012%20October%20GRAND%20CHALLENGE%20Slides%20-%20FINAL.pdf 4.4 Lee Bateup, New Technologies/Processes and Properties Manager, Concept Engineering, Bentley Motors Ltd 4.5 Press release regarding award of Royal Academy of Engineering Silver Medal http://www.raeng.org.uk/news/releases/shownews.htm?NewsID=509

		1256		0.594		Development of a novel carbon fibre manufacturing process for high performance automotive applications		Underpinned by research at the University of Nottingham, the development of automated discontinuous carbon fibre preforming (DCFP) technology has helped drive more than half a billion pounds in sales of Aston Martin’s DBS sports car across 42 countries, boosting the company’s brand worldwide. Recognising the potential of this process, Bentley Motors invested £1.3M directly to develop this technology for its next generation of models. The Royal Academy of Engineering acknowledged the body of research as an “outstanding” contribution to the reputation of British engineering through the award of a silver medal to Professor Warrior.		Increasingly stringent emissions targets are pushing vehicle manufacturers to find novel ways of reducing vehicle mass. A fall in the cost of carbon fibre has increased the viability of using carbon- based body panel systems as a cost-effective, lightweight alternative to steel in order to improve fuel consumption. Research carried out at the University of Nottingham (UoN) from 2003 set out to demonstrate that carbon fibre composites are suitable materials for the high-volume production of vehicles. The UoN team, headed by Nick Warrior (Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1989 - present) and Chris Rudd (Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Pro Vice-Chancellor, 1989 - present), began by investigating how the established Ford Programmable Preform Process (F3P) – a process that fabricates vehicle parts from lightweight and strong glass fibre composites, could be translated to carbon fibre preforms. Using F3P, a robot sprays the glass fibres on to a screen. The material is consolidated with an upper screen to form a preform in the shape of the vehicle part. However, this process was not directly transferable to carbon fibre composites. Glass fibre preforming is facilitated by a special form of glass fibre roving that has characteristics that make it suitable for automated processing. Similar product forms are not available for carbon fibre, as the production volumes do not warrant costly fibre modifications. Various technical issues related to the fibre handling and placement also had to be solved to allow processing of off-the-shelf carbon fibres. In addition, the modelling of the manufactured carbon fibre parts posed major challenges, as there is significant heterogeneity in the fibre architecture. Using experimental and numerical techniques, Warrior and Rudd carried out a range of simulations and analyses to develop scientific understanding in two key areas. Firstly, work on benchmarking carbon body panel systems, carried out from 2002 to 2008, focused on the comparison of DCFP with commercial body panel systems [2.1] and the design of an optimal body panel system. Secondly, from 2006 to 2009, processing studies were carried out to support carbon DCFP manufacture, including analysis of microstructural parameters [2.2], the effects of fibre length [2.3] and filamentisation [2.4], permeability and resin injection simulation [2.5] and fibre alignment [2.6]. The research concluded that carbon fibre composite structures could make mass-produced vehicles up to 50% lighter while still maintaining crash-test performance. From 2004 to 2012 the team developed the carbon DCFP process and commissioned a DCFP machine at UoN, the first of its kind in Europe. A four-stage process was established, comprising spraying, heating, cooling and preform extraction. During spraying, carbon fibre yarns (tows) are chopped and sprayed on to a perforated tool where a vacuum holds the desired pattern and shape of fibres. The work at Nottingham moved on to property prediction of the DCFP and developing an in-depth understanding of the material and how different fibre architectures perform. This succeeded in  aiding the design of new components and identifying improvements in the overall design process, which in turn led to the creation of an Aston Martin technology demonstrator. It was subsequently deployed at tier one supplier SOTIRA (now part of France-based SORA Composites) and ultimately allowed Aston Martin to apply carbon fibre technologies to the door opening reinforcement and the trunk lid surround components on its DBS sports car. The DCFP technology is being developed further as part of the EPSRC Centre for Innovative Manufacturing in Composites at Nottingham.		References (Items marked with an asterisk indicate 3 most significant papers): 2.1 *Turner, T.A., Harper, L.T., Warrior, N.A. and Rudd, C.D., 2008, Low-cost carbon-fibre-based automotive body panel systems – a performance and manufacturing cost comparison, Journal of Automobile Engineering – Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers Part D, Volume 222, Issue 1, 53-64 DOI: 10.1243/09544070JAUTO406: 2.2 *Harper, L.T., Turner, T.A., Warrior, N.A., Dahl, J.S. and Rudd, C.D., 2006, Characterisation of random carbon fibre composites from a directed fibre preforming process: analysis of microstructural parameters, Composites Part A: Applied Science and Manufacturing, Volume 37, Issue 11, 2136-2147 DOI: 10.1016/j.compositesa.2005.11.014     JS Dahl, Ford Motor Company, USA (owners of Aston Martin at that time) 2.3 *Harper, L.T., Turner, T.A., Warrior, N.A. and Rudd, C.D., 2006, Characterisation of random carbon fibre composites from a directed fibre preforming process: the effect of fibre length, Composites Part A: Applied Science and Manufacturing, Volume 37, Issue 11, 1863-1878 DOI: 10.1016/j.compositesa.2005.12.028 2.4 Harper, L.T., Turner, T.A., Warrior, N.A. and Rudd, C.D., 2007, Characterisation of random carbon fibre composites from a directed fibre preforming process: the effect of tow filamentisation, Composites Part A: Applied Science and Manufacturing, Volume 38, Issue 3, 755-770 DOI: 10.1016/j.compositesa.2006.09.008 2.5 Endruweit, A., Harper, L.T., Turner, T.A., Warrior, N.A. and Long, A.C., 2008, Random discontinuous carbon fibre preforms: permeability modelling and resin injection simulation, Composites Part A: Applied Science and Manufacturing, Volume 39, Issue 10, 1660-1669 DOI: 10.1016/j.compositesa.2008.07.006, copy available on request. 2.6 Harper, L.T., Turner, T.A., Martin, J.R.B. and Warrior, N.A., 2009, Fibre alignment in directed carbon fibre preforms: a feasibility study, Journal of Composite Materials, Volume 43, Issue 1, 57-74 DOI: 10.1177/0021998308098151 Grants:     EPSRC CASE studentship on studying the durability of DCFP for high performance structural applications under severe conditions (extreme temperatures, fatigue etc) (PI Warrior)     Advanced Composites Truss Structures (ACTS), Feb 2008 - Sept 2011, TSB project #100447, Grant value £939k with Bentley Motors Limited (PI Long)     Affordable Discontinuous Carbon Composites for Structural Automotive Applications, Feb 2008 – July 2012, TSB project #100442, Grant value £1.8M with Aston Martin Lagonda Ltd. (PI Warrior)     EPSRC Centre for Innovative Manufacturing in Composites, July 2011 – June 2016, EP/I033513/1, £5.9M (PI Long) Research contracts and income from industry: 2.7 Directly sponsored project with Bentley Motors Ltd on Multiscale Material Modelling of discontinuous fibre composites (Total Value £698k), 2008-2011		The discontinuous carbon fibre preforming process developed through Warrior and Rudd’s body of underpinning research at UoN has made a significant contribution to the economic competitiveness of two of Britain’s leading manufacturers of luxury vehicles, Aston Martin Lagonda and Bentley  Motors, and in the process has showcased British engineering excellence. Aston Martin employed the technique for the production of the door opening reinforcement and the trunk lid surround for its DBS, 12MY Virage, 13MY DB9 and new Vanquish models [4.1]. For DBS alone - since 2008 3,300 cars have been sold in 42 countries at around £180,000 each, which equates to sales revenue of £594M. In 2011 more than 80% of Aston Martin’s sales were to buyers outside the UK [4.2]. This surpassed Aston Martin CEO Ulrich Bez’s aim of selling a third of the company’s cars in Europe and a third in America. By comparison, in 2000 the brand’s annual sales were 800 cars, of which 700 were sold in the UK [4.2]. The two carbon fibre parts are manufactured and supplied by Sora Composites, which is based in St Meloir, France. They represent a weight saving of 52% and 44% respectively compared to the alternative glass fibre materials. Over 23 tonnes of discontinuous carbon fibre composite material has reached the market through this process on the DBS alone. The technology has been a key enabler for reducing mass and therefore improving both performance and economy - making the car lighter, faster and stronger [4.1]. “The Discontinuous Carbon Fibre Preform (DCFP) work with the University of Nottingham resulted in the uptake of chopped carbon fibre composite technology into the Trunk Lid Surround (TLS) and Door Opening Reinforcement (DOR) panels of the DBS… These parts were originally one of the main differentiators between the top of the range DBS model and other models in our range of supercars… The technology has been a key enabler for reducing mass and therefore improving both performance and economy across our range of vehicles.” Source: Roland Snell, Aston Martin [4.1] Figure 1: showing carbon fibre parts manufactured using DCFP and their location on the automobile The successful development of DCFP by the University of Nottingham convinced Bentley Motors Ltd of the value of DCFP. A total investment of  £800k ([2.7] and contribution to studentships) was made by Bentley Motors in developing an enhancement to the DCFP process – in collaboration with Warrior – that involved using carbon fibre in its least processed form and spraying it with resin into a mould, eliminating the need for heating and cooling [4.4]. UoN’s work formed the basis of Bentley’s RayCell technology, which Bentley employed, through investment of a further £500,000 in 2010, for the production of a demonstration vehicle that showcases the next generation of cars to be produced by the company [4.4]. The demonstration  vehicle specifically showed that it is possible for the carbon fibre chassis rails to support the weight of the vehicle [4.3]. “The Raycell technology developed at the University of Nottingham has been used to develop the composite elements for the demonstrator vehicle. The research has indicated that it is feasible to manufacture major structural elements in our next generation of cars using carbon fibre in this way.” Source: Lee Bateup, Bentley Motors [4.4] Figure 2: carbon fibre chassis rails manufactured using the Raycell concept and its location on the Bentley T35 demonstration vehicle The underpinning research led to Warrior receiving the Royal Academy of Engineering’s prestigious Silver Medal in July 2009 for his “outstanding personal contribution to British engineering” – further evidence of the positive impact of the research on the reputation of the British engineering industry. On presenting the award, the RAE said the research into carbon fibre composites had “shown that mass-produced vehicles can be up to 50% lighter and still maintain crash-test performance using lightweight carbon fibre composites”. It added: “High material costs and labour-intensive manufacturing have restricted composites to motor sports and supercars until now... [Warrior] has demonstrated that composites are now a legitimate material for use in high- volume production (up to 20,000 vehicles a year)” [4.5].		4.1 Roland Snell, Principal Engineer – Body Structures, Aston Martin Lagonda Ltd 4.2 Press article regarding Aston Martin sales growth http://europe.autonews.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20120226/ANE/120229916/1131/aston- martin-plans-double-digit-sales-growth#axzz2M0S6ajyf 4.3 RayCell Technology http://www.innovate10.co.uk/uploads/02%20-%20AD%20- %2012%20October%20GRAND%20CHALLENGE%20Slides%20-%20FINAL.pdf 4.4 Lee Bateup, New Technologies/Processes and Properties Manager, Concept Engineering, Bentley Motors Ltd 4.5 Press release regarding award of Royal Academy of Engineering Silver Medal http://www.raeng.org.uk/news/releases/shownews.htm?NewsID=509

		281		0.000432		Manufacture and Commercialisation of Novel Laser Devices, and their Applications.		Impact: Economic Based on research carried out within PHYESTA, a range of novel laser devices have been produced and sold under licence by M Squared Lasers Ltd Glasgow. Significance: The products have significantly expanded the M Squared product range and have led to increased sales and new customer relationships. Reach:    M-Squared   have   marketed   these   lasers worldwide and has had major sales from customers in the defence and oil and gas sectors. New collaborations have been enabled with international partners including the Fraunhofer Centre for Applied Photonics (Glasgow). Beneficiaries: M-Squared Lasers Attribution: The devices were developed by PHYESTA Researcher Professor Malcolm Dunn’s research group		The research  underpinning the impact  was carried out  by the Nonlinear Optics group within PHYESTA. The nonlinear optical process of parametric generation is the basis of a technology of unprecedented flexibility for the production of widely-tuneable coherent light from the ultraviolet to the THz region. Such sources can generate coherent light of unprecedented optical quality, both with  regard  to  spectral  (continuously-tuneable,  single-frequency  light),  and  spatial  (single transverse mode) characteristics, thereby opening up an increasing range of applications. The particular research insights and findings underpinning the impact described here relate to optical parametric oscillators operating (a) in the terahertz (THz) and (b) in the mid infrared (mid- IR) spectral ranges. In the former case novel photonic devices have been developed for generating continuously  and  widely  tuneable  THz.  The  novel  intersecting  cavity  geometry  (patented) employed allows the nonlinear medium to be located in both the resonant cavity of the pump laser and the resonant cavity of the parametric oscillator, referred to as an intra-cavity geometry, while still  retaining  wide  and  continuous  tuning.  This  results  in  substantially  increased  efficiencies compared to the former state-of-the art, thereby leading to compact and portable devices. [R1, R2]. This work has resulted in a range of filed and granted patent applications. The research insights relating to the mid-IR spectral range includes lasers incorporating high- repetition rate intra-cavity parametric oscillators, in particular for hyperspectral imaging applications [R3]. These developments allowed the development of devices particularly suited for real-time video imaging [R4]. Two patents have been awarded in connection with these developments. Our work has also focussed on solving problems involved in operating lasers incorporating intra- cavity parametric oscillators in continuous-wave mode. In this case, insights have been gained into the problem of severe relaxation oscillations that occur in such devices. In the case where gain  that the incorporation of a nonlinear medium for second harmonic generation in the cavity of the pump laser suppresses such oscillations with little loss in the down conversion efficiency [R5].   An alternative approach that we have demonstrated is that the using semiconductors as gain media eliminates the problem as a result of the very short upper laser state lifetime [R6]. Two patents have been filed in connection with these research insights. Personnel: Key PHYESTA researchers involved were Professor Malcolm H Dunn (present throughout period of assessment) with Dr Cameron F.  Rae (PIC Technical Manager, present throughout) and Dr David J. M. Stothard (PDRA 2000-2013)		The quality of the underpinning research is best illustrated by R2, R4 and R6. [Number of citations] [R1]D.J.M. Stothard, T.J. Edwards, D.  Walsh, C.L.  Thomson, C.F. Rae, M.H. Dunn, P.G.
Browne, ‘Line-narrowed, compact, and coherent source of widely tuneable terahertz radiation’,    Applied    Physics    Letters,    92,    art.    no.    141105.    (2008),    DOI: DOI: 10.1063/1.2907489, URL: tinyurl.com/nwrsoqo, [17] [R2]T.J. Edwards, D. Walsh, M.B. Spurr, C.F. Rae, M.H. Dunn, P.G. Browne, ‘Compact
source of continuously and widely-tuneable terahertz radiation’, Optics Express, 14, p.
1582, (2006), DOI: 10.1364/OE.14.001582, URL: tinyurl.com/pjmrym4, [48] [R3]D.J.M Stothard, C.F. Rae, M.H. Dunn, ‘An intracavity optical parametric oscillator with
very  high  repetition  rate  and  broad  tuneability  based  upon  room  temperature periodically poled MgO: LiNbO3 with fanned grating design’ IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, 45, p. 256, (2009), DOI: 10.1109/JQE.2009.2013086, URL: tinyurl.com/nd4au26, [6] [R4]D.J.M.  Stothard,  M.H.    Dunn,  C.F.  Rae,  ‘Hyperspectral  imaging  of  gases  with  a continuous-wave pump-enhanced optical parametric oscillator’, Optics Express, 12, p.
947, (2004), DOI: 10.1364/OPEX.12.000947, URL: tinyurl.com/pc7bkve, [20] [R5]D.J.M. Stothard, M.H.   Dunn, ‘Relaxation oscillation suppression in continuous-wave
intracavity optical parametric oscillators’ Optics Express, 18, p. 1336. (2010), DOI:
10.1364/OE.18.001336, URL: tinyurl.com/k4j32zm, [6] [R6]D.J.M.  Stothard,  J-M.  Hopkins,  D.  Burns,  M.H.  Dunn,  ‘Stable,  continuous-wave,
intracavity, optical parametric oscillator pumped by a semiconductor disk laser (VECSEL)’, (2009) Optics Express, 17, p. 10648 (2009), DOI: 10.1364/OE.17.010648, URL: tinyurl.com/q32ggk5, [22]		The   primary   impact   has   been   and   continues   to   be   the   successful   manufacture   and commercialisation with growing worldwide sales of two innovative photonic products by the company M Squared Lasers Ltd, based in Glasgow. [F1]  In addition the commercial availability of such  technologically  advanced  devices  through  M  Squared  Lasers  Ltd,  continues  to  have  a worldwide secondary impact on user communities, such as those engaged in applied research. Particular examples of this latter include the Defence Science & Technology Laboratory (DSTL) at Porton Down [F2], the Oil and Gas Sector in general, and Defence R & D Canada (DRDC). In order to achieve maximum impact from our work, the University filed patents in key areas of licensable technology based on such insights prior to publication through the usual academic routes [S1]. In parallel, the intellectual property residing within the patent portfolio was widely promoted through personal contacts. As a result of these activities M Squared Lasers Ltd approached the University which led to licensing agreements for manufacture/commercialisation, accompanied by a continuing interaction to effectively attain total technology transfer. The licensing to M Squared Lasers Ltd in 2008 of the intellectual property /know-how based on the above  intellectual property (among a total of five product lines currently on offer by the Company). These are the “Firefly-THz” range of Pulsed Tuneable Terahertz Lasers, and the “Firefly-IR” range of Widely  Tuneable  Mid-  and  Near-IR  Pulsed  Lasers  [S2].      In  the  case  of  the  Firefly-IR  a hyperspectral imager based on the licensed intellectual property has also been developed as a complementary product. Annual Net Sales for the two Firefly systems in 2012-13 have amounted to £432K to date; with Net Sales showing an average compounded annual growth rate over the four years of the licence of 90%/annum. Overall 50% of company sales are in North America, with a further 30% in Asia [F1]. The income to the University from royalties arising from the above commercialisation activity in 2012-13 was £60K. The technology transfer activity overall was summed up by the CEO of M Squared Lasers Ltd in the following statement:   "St Andrews have been instrumental in allowing M Squared to develop this important new technology and their approach to ensuring "impact" from their research is in our opinion the gold standard for such activities.  M Squared is highly collaborative and our team has been involved in many technology transfers from universities but the St Andrew's team's thorough, collaborative, and energetic approach has been our best experience in such endeavours." [F1] The commercial availability of the Firefly-IR product through M Squared Lasers Ltd has had significant impact on the research and development work of the DSTL Detection Department at Porton Down. Hyperspectral imaging systems based upon the Firefly-IR laser have been used extensively in trials for the remote sensing and imaging of hazardous chemicals and compounds. As the Principal Scientist, DSTL comments: “The unique compact OPO design you pioneered has enabled the realisation of a prototype IR imager for the stand-off detection of chemical warfare agents.” [F2] This resulted in a further impact advantage for M Squared Lasers Ltd in that DSTL have placed a number of contracts with them for the further development and refinement of the laser and the associated hyperspectral imaging system to a total value of £1.5M. This work was highlighted at the Centre for Defence Enterprise Showcase Event held in London on 13th January 2011, leading to a half-page, illustrated article in the Daily Star [S3] and inclusion on the British Forces News Channel. In October-November 2012 field trials were extended to the USA in a collaboration involving personnel from DSTL, M Squared Lasers and the US-Army Edgewood Chemical  &  Biological  Center  (ECBC);  this  work  was  selected  for  publication  by  the  SPIE Newsroom Website [S5]. In 2012 M Squared Lasers was ranked eighth by accountants Deloitte in a list of the UK’s 50 fastest-growing  technology  firms;  being  placed  top  in  Scotland.  The  Firefly  laser  range  was identified as a key technology in enabling growth of more than 1600% in the last 5 years [S4]. An additional impact associated with the licensing of the key research insights has been to enhance the ability of M Squared Lasers Ltd to access venture capital.  Additional funding of £3.85M for development has been received from the Business Growth Fund with the role of firefly particularly highlighted: “In particular, we are looking at new market opportunities in remote sensing, and will specifically focus on developing our Firefly laser product, which has a clear application for the security and defence, oil and gas and food and drink industries." [S6]  In October 2012 the UK Technology Strategy Board funded two hyper-spectral imaging projects based on the company’s Firefly optical parametric oscillators under a strategy aimed at promoting innovation in the Oil & Gas Sector. In a recent development (January 2013), the partnership between M Squared Lasers Ltd and PHYESTA has been enhanced by the involvement of the newly-established Fraunhofer Centre for Applied  Photonics  based  in  Glasgow.    This  centre  offers  new  opportunities  for  enhanced technology  transfer  activity,  in  particular  with  regard  to  the  “Firefly”  product  range,  through collaborative effort involving all three partners. As remarked by the Head of the Fraunhofer Centre: “We are enthusiastic supporters of this work because of the combination of scientific excellence, commercial relevance and its potential in addressing real world problems.” [F3]		5. Sources to corroborate the impact: [F1]Factual Statement: Chief Executive Office, M Squared
Corroborates All aspects of M Squared Lasers involvement in the case study and authorises quotations used. [F2]Factual Statement: Principal Scientist - Spectroscopy, DSTL, Porton Down
Corroborates All aspects relating to the involvement of DSTL (Porton Down). [F3]Factual Statement: Head of Fraunhofer Centre for Applied Photonics
Corroborates All aspects relating to the Fraunhofer Centre for Applied Photonics. [S1]Patent portfolio for OPO based devices.
Corroborates IP developed within this technology area. [S2]www.m2lasers.com/products/laser-systems.aspx
Corroborates products within M Squared Laser’s catalogue [S3]Daily Star, p. 23, 23/01/2011 (tinyurl.com/kpbavnx)
Corroborates Daily Star publication of details of the devices. [S4]www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-scotland-business-20269751
Corroborates growth figures for M Squared Lasers. [S5]spie.org/x93757.xml
Corroborates story present in SPIE Newsroom. [S6]www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-scotland-business-17905847
Corroborates BGF funding for M Squared lasers and the role of the Firefly product.

		288		0.135		Creation of a cluster of innovative laser companies in Glasgow serving global markets		Research in solid state lasers and non-linear optics in the Department of Physics has led to the creation of innovative laser companies in Glasgow serving global scientific and industrial markets. World-leading products have opened up applications in biomedical imaging, security, defence, pollution monitoring, material processing and fundamental spectroscopy. The companies Coherent Scotland Ltd and M Squared Lasers Ltd can trace a direct link to the research in the Department of Physics and are the central theme of this case study.   Since 2008, these two companies have created an estimated 600 person years of employment and £135M of sales from products underpinned by research undertaken at Strathclyde.  The wider cluster of companies, researching, designing and developing laser products, including Thales Optronics and more recently the Fraunhofer Centre for Applied Photonics, which has a close working relationship with the University, has made Glasgow one of the leading European centres for innovative laser manufacture.		Context The underpinning research that has contributed to the creation of Coherent Scotland Ltd and M Squared Lasers Ltd, and the innovative products that they produce, can be broadly divided into two areas. The first is concerned with high resolution spectroscopy and, in particular, cooling and trapping of atoms. The second is concerned with multiphoton imaging of biomedical tissue. In both cases the products that have been developed by these manufacturers derive from research conducted at Strathclyde. Key Findings Atom cooling and trapping Atom cooling and trapping has been one of the most rapidly growing areas of fundamental physics over two decades and has led to the award of several Nobel Prizes in physics (1997, 2001, 2005 and 2012). The single frequency Ti:sapphire laser has been the tool of choice for many researchers working in the area because of its high power, excellent beam quality and narrow line- width.  However, for researchers undertaking research in cold atoms in the mid-1990s, commercial laser sources with suitable operating parameters for this research were not available.  This led researchers in the Department of Physics to undertake basic laser research, including the novel development of the laser systems available commercially at that time, as a means to developing their own laser tools for cold atom work (Ref 1-3). This research was funded by a series of grants from various sources such as Spectra-Physics (a laser company), the National Physical Laboratory, EPSRC and the EU. Multiphoton Imaging The second area of underpinning research has been research into the use of solid state mode- locked lasers for multiphoton imaging of living tissue, and the development of suitable laser sources for this application. The use of multiphoton imaging has been one of the most rapidly growing areas of biomedical imaging. The practical implementation of this technique was first demonstrated using a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser by researchers in the Department of Physics. This led to a series of papers and research projects exploring laser designs and experimental configurations to establish the most appropriate laser tool to exploit the multiphoton imaging technique (ref 4-6). This research was funded by an EPSRC LINK Award in conjunction with Bio- Rad Ltd., the premier manufacturer of confocal microscopes and now acquired by Carl Zeiss Jena. Key Researchers: The lead academics were Allister Ferguson (appointed as Professor of Photonics in January 1989, retired March 2012, currently holds Emeritus status) and Erling Riis (appointed as Senior Lecturer in January 1991, promoted to Reader in October 1999 and to Professor in April 2004).  During the  mid-1990s when the main aspects of the underpinning research were undertaken, the team also included Alistair Sinclair and Michael Snadden (PhD students, then postdoctoral researchers), and Michael Dymott, (PhD student).		3a. References to the research  References 1, 4 and 5 best represent the quality of the underpinning research. 1. “Improved trapping in a vapour-cell magneto-optic trap with multiple laser frequencies”, AG Sinclair, E Riis, and MJ Snadden, J. Optical Society of America. B 11, 2333-2339 (1994); DOI: 10.1364/JOSAB.11.002333 2. “Velocity Dependence on the Force on Atoms in 3D Optical Molasses”, AG Sinclair and E Riis, Optics Communications 119, 527-532 (1995); DOI: 10.1016/0030-4018(95)00379-M 3.  “Two-photon spectroscopy of laser-cooled Rb using a mode-locked laser”, MJ Snadden, AS Bell, E Riis and AI Ferguson, Optics Communications, 125, 70-76 (1996); DOI: 10.1016/0030-4018(95)00711-3 4. “Self-Mode-Locked Diode-Pumped Cr-LiSaF Laser Producing 34-fs Pulses at 42-mW Average Power”, MJP Dymott and  AI Ferguson, Optics Letters 20, 1157-1159 (1995); DOI: 10.1364/OL.20.001157 5. “All-solid-state Ultrafast Lasers Facilitate Multiphoton Excitation Fluorescence Imaging”, DL Wokosin, V Centonze, JG White, D Armstrong, G Robertson and AI Ferguson, IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics 2, 1051-1065 (1996);  DOI: 10.1109/2944.577337 6. “Multiple-photon excitation imaging with an all-solid-state laser”, DL Wokosin, VF Centonze, JG White, SN Hird, S Sepsenwol, GPA Malcolm, GT Maker and AI Ferguson, Proc. SPIE 2678, Optical Diagnostics of Living Cells and Biofluids, 38 (May 10, 1996); DOI:10.1117/12.239552 3b. Evidence for quality of research (grants, patents etc.). The research was supported by £1.3M of research funding during the period 1993-2001 from a range of sources including EPSRC, EU and the National Physical Laboratory.		Process of impact generation from research The success of Strathclyde’s cold atom research using the in-house developed single frequency Ti:sapphire laser led to demand from other researchers for access to the laser technology.  This was met by the setting up of a spin-out company, Microlase Optical Systems Ltd, in 1992 by Professor Ferguson and two former graduate students. A single frequency Ti:sapphire laser system, together with an external cavity frequency doubler, formed the core of the Microlase business. Throughout the 1990s Microlase was able to build on the technology being developed in the Department of Physics and by the late 1990s the company had grown to about 20 people with annual sales of about £3M principally through sales of the single frequency Ti:sapphire and frequency doubler (MBR and MBD). Work during this period included building the laser source for the first all-solid-state multiphoton system to be developed (Source 1). Microlase was sold to Coherent Inc in late 1999 becoming Coherent Scotland Ltd but still under the management of the original founders of Microlase. This opened many industrial markets and Coherent made significant investment in plant and factory facilities. The Coherent facility in Glasgow is one of the most advanced in the Coherent group of companies. The original Microlase MBR and MBD products still contribute to the Coherent Scotland Ltd product portfolio. The laser system of choice for multiphoton imaging is now the mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser. Further Strathclyde research on these lasers in the late 1990s and 2000s (eg Ref 4-6) contributed to the development of mulitphoton imaging as a tool for biological imaging, including the exploration of suitable laser sources and imaging configurations. To address this new market opportunity, Coherent Scotland Ltd, developed a new product, the Chameleon mode-locked Ti- sapphire source, which was launched in 2003. This laser system is an integral part of multiphoton imaging systems now very widely used as an imaging tool in the leading life sciences laboratories across the world. In 2006, the original founders of Microlase left Coherent Scotland and established a new laser  company, M Squared Lasers Ltd, to develop laser systems based on research at Strathclyde and elsewhere. M Squared Lasers produces a compact and automated version of the single frequency Ti-Sapphire laser. This is supplemented by several other diode pumped solid state laser and non- linear optical systems much of which was originally researched at Strathclyde. A further spin-out, Solus Technologies Ltd, a subsidiary of M Squared Lasers Ltd, is developing semiconductor disk laser products, an area also initially researched at Strathclyde. Description of impact The key components of the impact in the REF assessment period underpinned by the Strathclyde research are as follows: •   The economic impact associated with Coherent Scotland and M Squared Lasers, in terms of turnover, employment, profit etc. •   The impact created by the sale of these companies’ products into a range of application market sectors; this includes economic impact for companies in the manufacturing, healthcare and other sectors, as well as related environmental and health impacts But for the underpinning research described in Section 2, this impact would not have been created. Further there is related impact generated via the extensive cluster of laser development and manufacturing in the West of Scotland, which is due at least in part to the underpinning research carried out at the University of Strathclyde since 1993. The performance of Coherent Scotland during the REF assessment period is summarised below (Source 2): Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 [Text and data in table removed for publication.] In terms of product portfolio, the original Microlase Ti:sapphire laser (MBR) continues to be a commercial success and remains part of the Coherent Scotland Ltd product portfolio. An updated and automated version of the MBR laser has been developed by M Squared Lasers. It is estimated that between these companies well over 1000 of these systems have been sold, largely for research applications, both in universities and other research laboratory settings, including for high resolution spectroscopy and cold atom physics. Coherent Scotland Ltd continues to expand its Glasgow operation. The Glasgow facility is now Coherent Inc’s centre for the development of its highly successful ultra-short pulse laser systems based on the mode-locked Ti:sapphire system and marketed as the Chameleon. Launched in 2003, the landmark of 1000 systems shipped was passed in 2010 (source 4), and total sales are now approaching 2000 systems. The use of multiphoton imaging as a practical research tool by biological scientists and clinicians has been transformed by the Chameleon laser.  The Chameleon is now a workhorse for multiphoton imaging applications in biology, optogenetics and neuroscience, enabling clinical research into diseases of societal importance such as Alzheimers. More recent products developed by Coherent Scotland have enabled step-change applications in semiconductor wafer inspection and in materials processing. The Azure, a deep-UV (266nm) laser, is a compact, low-noise, CW source specifically designed for easy integration into an industrial environment. This short wavelength is essential for the inspection of sub-20nm nodes in next generation semiconductor wafer manufacture.  Customers for this product are major capital equipment manufacturers who in turn sell to major semiconductor chip manufacturers. The Talisker is a family of industrial picosecond lasers for micromachining applications.  Customers for this product include manufacturers of high brightness LEDs, solar panels, touch panel displays for phones and tablets, and medical devices.  These are largely mass market products which offer improved operating efficiencies and performance (eg more accurate touch screens) compared with  predecessors as well as reduced damage to the environment. M-Squared Lasers is one of the fastest growing technology companies in the UK serving a global marketplace (Source 5). [Text removed for publication.]  The company has grown from 5 to 40 staff and two of its five directors are Strathclyde Physics PhD graduates.  M-Squared Lasers’ products are sold into markets including research, biophotonics, defence and security, remote sensing and metrology. The performance of Microlase, Coherent Scotland and M-Squared Lasers has been recognised by the following: •   The Microlase/Coherent Scotland/M Squared Lasers/University of Strathclyde story was one of four finalists in Praxis Unico's Impact Awards 2013 in the category “Business Impact Achieved”. •   Coherent Scotland was awarded one of five Institute of Physics Innovation Awards in 2013 “For the development and commercialisation of a range of table-top tuneable lasers for use in research and industry”. •   In 2012, M-Squared Lasers was listed 8th in the Deloitte UK Fast 50 (a ranking of the 50 fastest growing technology companies in the UK according to revenue growth over the previous 5 years) and was in the Top 100 (73rd) of the Deloitte EMEA Fast 500 (a ranking of the fastest growing technology companies in Europe, Middle East and Africa). The impact of implementation of Strathclyde’s laser research is wider than that discussed above. The aforementioned cluster of companies and the consequent availability of specialist skills have made it attractive for Thales Optronics to locate all its laser manufacturing in Glasgow, amounting to a product annual turnover of £25M, 50 laser manufacturing staff and 20 laser development staff (Source 7). The combination of Coherent, M Squared Lasers and Thales, together with the research capabilities of the University’s Institute of Photonics, were critical in the decision of the Fraunhofer Society to choose to set up its first UK research centre in Glasgow in the area of applied photonics (Fraunhofer-CAP) in 2012. Of special note was Fraunhofer-CAP's involvement with M Squared Lasers which resulted in a number of high value research contracts in 2013, contributing to Fraunhofer-CAP’s current £1.6M contract portfolio (Source 8). These developments would not have occurred without the primary Physics research at Strathclyde.		1.  http://loci.wisc.edu/research/multiphoton-imaging-system corroborates that Microlase Ltd and the University of Strathclyde contributed to the development of the first all-solid-state multiphoton imaging system. 2.  General Manager of Coherent Scotland Ltd will corroborate the statements about Coherent Scotland Ltd 3.  Coherent annual accounts 2012, http://www.coherent.com/downloads/Coherent2012AR.pdf , page 40 corroborates for Coherent Inc sales for 2012 as $769M (£480M) 4.  “Coherent ships 1000 Chameleon lasers for MPE Imaging” – press release 17 September 2010 http://www.coherent.com/investors/index.cfm?fuseaction=Popups.ViewRelease&ID=874 5.  Chief Executive Officer of M Squared Lasers Ltd will corroborate statements about M Squared Lasers Ltd and Solus Technologies Ltd. 6.  http://www.businessgrowthfund.co.uk/m-squared-lasers/ corroborates Business Growth Fund investment in M Squared Lasers 7.  Statement from the Technical Director of Thales Optronics corroborates statement about Thales decision to locate laser manufacturing in Glasgow 8.  Statement from the Executive Director of Fraunhofer UK corroborates statements about Fraunhofer UK and Fraunhofer-CAP.

		302		6		A New Paradigm for Exchange Bias in Polycrystalline Films		A new procedure for the measurement and characterisation of polycrystalline exchange bias systems has been developed which has impacted significantly the manufacture of computer hard drive read-heads by companies such as Seagate Inc and Western Digital Corp. The new measurement procedure has enabled a typical 40% increase in the thermal stability of the antiferromagnetic materials used in computer hard drive read heads.  The procedure has also improved the manufacturing process of the read-heads giving increased material performance and has resulted in a ~25% improvement in the resolution of detecting a bit.		Since 1996 read heads based on the Giant Magneto Resistive effect have used exchange bias technology.  Exchange bias systems are a ferromagnetic (F) film grown on an antiferromagnetic (AF) film pinning the magnetic orientation of the ferromagnet.  Control of the behaviour of an antiferromagnetic material used in exchange bias systems is vital. Thin film antiferromagnetic materials do not give a measureable signal related to their degree of order and thermal stability by any direct technique making the study of these properties difficult. Prof O’Grady and Dr Vallejo-Fernandez who at the time was a PhD student funded by an EU Training Network known as NEXBIAS, have developed a new measurement protocol which allows the thermal stability within AF layers to be determined.  These layers consist of polycrystalline grains with sizes 5-15 nm produced by sputtering. To initiate the exchange bias effect the sample is heated and field cooled with the F layer saturated in one direction.  Reversing the direction of the F layer then reverses the direction of the exchange field on the AF and allows for thermal activation to be used progressively to alter the orientation of the AF grains. The measurement protocols developed at York based on this concept enables the so-called distribution of blocking temperatures of the AF grains to be determined. Such exchange bias characterisation takes 15 hours per sample for a statistically significant measurement. Using the developed exchange bias characterisation procedure, it was found that the thermal stability of the AF materials is a grain volume dependent effect. The measurement of a grain volume distribution is challenging. Typically 800 grains are required to characterise the median volume and the standard deviation.  It was shown that the initial alignment process used by manufacturers was incomplete and a significant fraction of the grains were not stable at room temperature. The exchange bias effect is proportional to the integral over the volume distribution. The developed analysis procedure produced a remarkable fit to experimental data for the film thickness and the grain size within a series of films.  It was possible to predict the rate of alignment of AF grains during the setting process. This has an impact on the design of the setting procedures used in manufacturing. The grain size work, whilst not undertaken in collaboration with industry, was rapidly adopted first by Western Digital Corporation and subsequently by Seagate Technology. These two companies manufacture 90% of the world’s read heads with a value of ~$10Billion. Dr A Johnson (Vice President, Transducer Development, Seagate Technology, Northern Ireland in a letter of support states:  “(this work)…constituted the only known mechanism for assessing the degree of order and thermal stability of antiferromagnetic grains.” The exchange bias work has shown that the interfaces between the layers consist of spin clusters whose alignment can occur spontaneously at low temperatures, be increased by high setting fields and behave independently of the AF grains.  Subsequently O’Grady reported on factors which control the anisotropy of the AF grains including texture, composition and impurities. The model has been extended to explain exchange bias in single crystal and large grain systems based on a strong domain wall pinning concept.  A patent for a new design for advanced solid state magnetic  memory has been filed and is being developed in collaboration with Hitachi Europe Ltd.		[1]     Measurement of the Anisotropy Constant of Antiferromagnets in Metallic Polycrystalline exchange biased systems (37 citations) G Vallejo-Fernandez, L E Fernandez-Outon and K O’Grady Appl. Phys. Lett. 91, (2007) p. 212503 [2]     Interfacial Spin Order in Exchange Biased Systems (10 citations) L E Fernandez-Outon, G Vallejo-Fernandez, Sadia Manzoor, B Hillebrands and K O’Grady J. Appl. Phys. 104, (2008)  093907 [3]     Antiferromagnetic Grain Volume Effects in Metallic Polycrystalline Exchange Bias Systems (28 citations) G Vallejo-Fernandez, L E Fernandez-Outon and K O’Grady J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 41, (2008) 112001 (5pp) [4]    Tuning of Anisotropy in IrMn/CoFe Exchange Bias Systems (7 citations) N.P. Aley, R. Kroeger, B. Lafferty, J. Agnew, Y. Lu and K. O’Grady IEEE TransMag,  45 (10) (2009), p.3869 – 3872 [5]     A New Paradigm for Exchange Bias in Polycrystalline Thin Films (invited) 97 citations) K. O’Grady, L.E.Fernandez-Outon and G.Vallejo-Fernandez J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 322 (2010)  p883 – 899 All citations taken from Scopus, 14/11/2013		The impact of the York Model of Exchange Bias has been significant in that every magnetic recording read head in the world is now designed based on the underpinning physical insight that was developed.  In 2011 alone this involved about one billion components, 400 million of which were manufactured by Seagate Technology in Northern Ireland. The total revenue from these products is approximately $6 billion based on an output of 2.5 million heads/day each with a unit value of circa $6.  Following a series of mergers Seagate and Western Digital now command over 90% of the world-wide hard drive industry with a turnover of $34 billion per annum. .  In a letter of support from Dr Mahendra Pakela (former Director Western Digital Fremont) to Professor O’Grady, the commercial value of this impact is confirmed: “I am happy to confirm that your work, which is now broadly accepted as the correct interpretation of exchange bias in granular antiferromagnetic layers, has enabled my company to design and develop improved layers which we incorporate in all the read heads we currently manufacture. This amounts to hundreds of millions of components each year.”  Using the work it was possible to design an antiferromagnetic layer in terms of its crystal orientation, grain size, size distribution and layer thickness, tailored to the equipment/process used to achieve exchange bias. This in turn allowed for the development of layers with up to two times greater alignment and thermal stability.  In consequence thinner layers could be used for increasing resolution. The close relationship between O’Grady’s group and the major magnetic recording companies ensured that the work was disseminated, not only via publications, but via regular visits to the three major hard drive manufacturers, i.e. Seagate, Western Digital and Hitachi GST.  Hitachi GST and Western Digital are in the process of merging which means that all hard drive manufacturers are involved in utilising this work.  Additionally Seagate Northern Ireland, have sponsored students in O’Grady’s group continuously for the last six years and Seagate Media Research in Fremont sponsored students prior to that.  Subsequently Western Digital provided financial support for contract measurements which supported post docs in York and Seagate Technology, Northern Ireland, are now doing the same.  Further support for another PhD student for 3 years has been  secured from Seagate from January 2012.  A further contract with Seagate with a value of $400K has been secured which includes 50% support for a new lectureship (taken up Vallejo-Fernandez). All the major manufacturers of read heads in the world have modified both the growth processes for antiferromagnetic layers and their setting processes based on the new physical insights into exchange bias that we developed. All work associated with the development of the York Model of Exchange Bias was undertaken here in York. The York Model has now displaced all other models of exchange bias based on computer simulations of complex AF domain structures. Working in collaboration with Western Digital in 2009, an increase in the maximum reported value of exchange bias of more than a factor 2 to 3.6 kOe was reported. This system was designed using the York Model and remains the world record value [4]. The new insight into exchange bias materials that has been established has improved the thermal stability of the AF layers in certain designs of read heads by up to a factor 2. The new understanding has also enabled AF materials to be designed for purpose.  For example, for perpendicular recording the overall thickness of the read head stack determines the linear data density along the track. In collaboration with Seagate in Northern Ireland, studies have been undertaken that allowed for the stack thickness to be reduced from 12nm to 6nm for certain applications.  This allows for a potential doubling of the linear density along track although in practice the increased resolution was used to improve signal to noise.		Relevant references have been cited but in particular reference to the article from 2010, ‘A New Paradigm for Exchange Bias in Polycrystalline Thin Films’ [4], describes the bulk of the original work.  A more recent major invited work ‘Exchange Bias in Polycrystalline Metallic Thin Films’ shows subsequent results obtained using the York Model. There are confidential reports to both Seagate and Western Digital but these cannot be made available for commercial reasons. The University’s financial records show that 8 short contracts were undertaken between 2007 and 2013 with a total value of $100k. Letters are available confirming the use of the York Model of Exchange Bias from a former Director from Western Digital in Fremont, and the VP R&D of Seagate Technology in Northern Ireland/Minneapolis MN.

		308		0.000075		Computation of residual risk in industrial explosion protection installations		Researchers at Brunel developed a new algorithm for the computation of residual risk in industrial explosion protection (IEP) installations in collaboration with Kidde Plc, which later became a part of UTC Fire and Security (UTCFS), a 57.7 billion USD company. This was the first algorithm clearly quantifying the safety integrity level versus cost trade-off in buying an IEP for the process plant owners. As the cost of such an installation varies from £40,000 to £700,000, quantifying this trade- off was a real unmet user need. A commercial implementation of this algorithm by a UK-based software vendor Optirisk Systems is now being used by the 31 strong sales force of UTCFS worldwide, as their main tool for negotiating the sales of IEP installations.		The research was performed by Dr P. Date and Prof. G. Mitra, both from the Department of Mathematical Sciences at Brunel University, between 2004 and 2012, with the actual impact taking place from 2009 onwards. The interdisciplinary Centre for the Analysis of Risk and Optimisation Modelling Applications (CARISMA) at Brunel has strong expertise in measurement and optimisation of risk in a wide variety of applications. British explosion protection firm Kidde Plc approached two members of CARISMA, Prof. Mitra and Dr Date, in 2004 to explore ways of measuring residual risk in explosion protection installations. They provided Brunel with a grant of  £25,000 per annum for three years. The research developed a novel and effective computational tool for companies working in industrial explosion protection (IEP) installation sector. Given a plant layout, a contracted protection installation company recommends appropriate locations for explosion protection devices (such as fire extinguishers, optical fire detectors and flame isolation valves) as well as the specific choice of devices to the plant owner. Both the locations and the choice of devices is dictated by many factors such as the level of risk of unwarranted ignition in the process (e.g., due to mechanical friction), the possible intensity of an explosion and the predicted path of flame propagation. The purpose of an explosion protection installation is to minimize the risk to property and personnel in the event of any accident which results in a fire or an explosion. It is always possible to install a ‘more expensive’ system (e.g., with higher specification extinguishers) which is ‘safer’ (i.e. leaves a smaller risk of an unmitigated explosion). While everybody understands what ‘more expensive’ means, there was no industry standard approach to measuring what ‘safer’ means in this context. In other words, there was no standard way for measuring the ‘residual risk’, i.e. the risk of an unmitigated explosion even after installing a protection system, until the Brunel- Kidde algorithm was put into practice for selling IEP installations in 2012 . Through sustained technical collaboration with researchers at Kidde from 2004-2009, academics at Brunel developed an algorithm for computation of residual risk which was simple enough to explain to the process owners, yet comprehensive enough to address the key issue of quantifying the trade-off between the cost of protection installation and the safety in terms of residual risk. The algorithm, which was published in a peer-reviewed journal in 2009 [1], is based on a directed graph representation of a typical process plant in which nodes represent vessels, edges represent the possible flame paths and the weights on the individual edges represent the flame propagation probabilities. The residual probability of an unmitigated explosion in any one node of the system, for a given explosion protection installation, is calculated by enumerating and adding up probabilities along various flame propagation paths. This algorithm reduces the residual risk to a single number between 0 and 1, with 0 representing a fully mitigated risk and 1 representing a fully unmitigated risk. Then different IEP installations can be compared in terms of this residual explosion probability as a proxy for safety integrity level; the lower this number, the safer the system. As an example, a process plant owner may or may not be willing to pay £5,000 for an extra fire extinguisher on a duct connecting two process vessels, depending on whether it causes the residual risk to go down by a factor of 10 or only by a factor of 2. The key contribution of the algorithm is making this trade-off between the increase in cost of the IEP installation and the  corresponding increase in safety integrity level very transparent. Kidde Plc later became a part of UTC Fire and Security (UTCFS), which is a global company with over 57 Billion USD net sales and over 218,000 employees as of 2013. The new parent company remained committed to the project.  The actual impact of research started in 2009, when UTCFS gave a contract to an external software vendor (Optirisk Systems Limited, a London-based software developer) for the development of commercial level software implementing this algorithm. The input data needed for the implementation of this algorithm was produced through extensive laboratory work by a UTCFS subsidiary in Germany in consultation with the Brunel team. The project was completed in 2012.		Peer reviewed journal paper [1] P. Date, R. Lade, G. Mitra and P. Moore, Modelling the risk of failure in explosion protection installations, Journal of Loss Prevention in the Process Industries, 22 (4): 492-498, 2009 (2012 impact factor: 1.150, 5 year impact factor: 1.464).  http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jlp.2009.03.007 Publications in conference proceedings (in major industry conferences, for user dissemination) [2] P. Date et al, 12th Symposium on Loss Prevention and Safety Promotion in the Process Industries, Edinburgh, 2007 (three day symposium with around 60 presentations; proceedings published by IChemE). Grant from industry [3] £25k per annum for 3 years to Prof. Mitra and Dr Date, from Kidde Plc (2004-2007); internal grant reference available from Management accounts.		The cost of IEP installation to the process owner is non-trivial, so offering a transparent mechanism for comparing cost versus safety trade-off is clearly valuable and fulfills a previously unmet user need in the explosion protection installation industry. A typical IEP installation on a process plant costs between £40,000 and £120,000, with some installations costing as much as £700,000. To pay any extra money for a ‘better’ (or safer) IEP system, the process plant owner needs to know what ‘better’ means in the context of improved safety. The Brunel-Kidde algorithm, backed by peer reviewed academic research [1] and presented to industrial researchers at multiple international conferences [2], is the first such algorithm which can compare two IEP systems in terms of their safety integrity levels. Kidde, and later UTCFS, were sufficiently convinced of the value of this research to give a contract worth £75,000 to an external, UK-based software developer (Optirisk Systems Limited, London) to develop a commercial level version of the software (2009-2012). In addition, the company made a very significant and sustained in-kind investment in laboratory experiments to calculate the flame propagation probabilities in typical process plant set-ups. After the handover of the software by Optirisk Systems in 2012, UTCFS trained their entire worldwide sales force of 31 sales operatives in its use. Training for this software tool is mandatory for new sales staff as it is now a standard tool used in IEP sales by UTCFS worldwide. For each candidate protection installation, the software provides a transparent demonstration of the trade-off between the cost paid by the process owner and the reduction in residual risk achieved, and since 2012 it has played a key role in negotiating the sale of explosion protection installations. The value of this work to Kidde/UTCFS can be judged from a letter to Brunel from their Principal Research Scientist. A quote from his letter reads: “We conduct this very complex and challenging business in a competitive and a code compliant environment. Every design ultimately causes us to address and review with our clients the trade- offs between protection options. The envisioned benefit from this work will be to make available at the point of sale a systematic means to assist us and our clients, to make the best decisions in specifying process explosion protection safety measures. Moreover the quantification of the standing residual risk will allow the client to elect a safety integrity level pertinent to their process application.”  UTCFS believes that this algorithm is beneficial to the entire industrial explosion protection industry (both for the process plant owners as well as protection sellers). Thus the algorithm was put into the public domain via publications [1]-[2]. In addition, the work has been disseminated through three major international conferences on loss prevention in the process industry which focussed on industry-relevant research. Company users made presentations at two of these conferences, both of which were in or after 2008 (see corroborating sources [S1] & [S2]). The algorithm and its commercial development has given the company a ‘first user’ advantage whilst, for the process plant owners, the algorithm provides an improved method of risk assessment together with a way of determining the cost of mitigation, which is now becoming widely accepted by both academia and industrial peers. As the safety installations sold using this algorithm become commonplace, it is very likely that the computation of the residual risk for an IEP system will become a standard practice in the process plant safety industry. Further, it is expected that some form of quantification of residual risk, similar to that achievable by Brunel-Kidde algorithm for IEP in process plants, will eventually become mandatory in the practice of buying and selling explosion protection installations in a variety of other sectors (such as passenger aircrafts and offshore oil platforms). Thus the impact of this work has a wide potential reach even beyond the specific industry sector.		Publications [1]-[2] mentioned in section 3 corroborate the impact; in particular, the examples cited in publication [1] are also used for training purposes in UTC Fire and Security. Presentations by the users, Kidde and UTC Fire and Security: [S1] R. Lade et al, Hazard XX: Process Safety and Environment Protection, Manchester, 2008 (4 day symposium with 91 presentations; proc. published by IChemE). http://www.icheme.org/communities/subject_groups/safety%20and%20loss%20prevention/resourc es/hazards%20archive/~/media/Documents/Subject%20Groups/Safety_Loss_Prevention/Hazards %20Archive/XX/XX-Paper-78.pdf [S2] R. Lade et al, 11th Process Plant Safety Symposium, Tampa, 2009 (proc. published by AIChE). Abstract available at  http://www3.aiche.org/Proceedings/Abstract.aspx?PaperID=145072 Additionally, the following person can be contacted: Principal Research Scientist, Kidde UK, Thame Park Road, Thame, Oxfordshire, OX9 3RT – a letter of appreciation detailing the value of work to the company has been provided.

		421		0.0004		Statistical models of mortality impact on the pricing and reserving of pensions		Research  carried  out from  2003  by Currie  (Maxwell  Institute)  and  his PhD  students  Djeundje, Kirkby and Richards (also Longevitas), and international collaborators Eilers and Durban, created new,  flexible  smoothing  and  forecasting  methods.  These  methods  are  now  widely  used  by insurance  and  pension  providers  to  forecast  mortality  when  determining  pricing  and  reserving strategy for pensions. The methods were incorporated by the SME Longevitas in its forecasting package Projections Toolkit launched in 2009. This generated impact in the form of £400K turnover for Longevitas in licensing and consultancy fees, with further impact on the pricing and reserving strategies on Longevitas’s customers. Since 2010 the methods have been adopted by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) to make the forecasts required to underpin public policy in pensions, social care and health and by The Continuous Mortality Investigation (CMI) to model and provide forecasts  on mortality  to the pensions  and insurance  industries.  As a result,  the research  has changed practices in these advisory agencies and in the insurance industry.		Pensions and annuities are future liabilities that depend on the future course of mortality. Research by a team led by Currie (Maxwell Institute, MI) has provided a suite of solutions to several of the modelling challenges facing the insurance and pensions industry in their forecasting of mortality. Statistical research. In 2004, Currie, Durban (Carlos III Madrid) and Eilers (Leiden) proposed a new approach to forecasting mortality that uses a 2-dimensional smoothing model to reveal the underlying pattern in mortality by both age and time, and to forecast this pattern in time [1]. Fitting the 2-dimensional model in [1] is computationally intensive and in 2006 the authors formulated an algorithm that improves computational time by orders of magnitude [2]. Mortality data are usually indexed by age of death and year of death, and the methods described in [1] and [2] provided an immediate modelling solution to this scenario. Further research by Richards (Longevitas), Kirkby (MI) and Currie showed how the 2-dimensional model could also be applied when data are indexed by  age  at  death  and  year  of  birth  and  demonstrated  the  importance  of  cohort  effects  in  the modelling and forecasting of mortality rates [3]. In another strand of research, Richards and Currie [4]  in  2009  showed  how  to  produce  more  regular  forecasts  with  the  Lee-Carter  model  –  a benchmark  model  widely  used  to  forecast  mortality  –  improving  its  actuarial  performance.  A common feature of mortality data is overdispersion (where the observed mortality rates are more variable in age and time than predicted by a simple random model). Djeundje (MI) and Currie [5] showed how the techniques developed in [1] and [2] could be extended to accommodate overdispersion.  The forecasting of the mortality of the very old is of particular interest to annuity and pension providers but presents additional challenges since data quality can be poor at such ages.  Currie  formulated  a new solution  to this problem  using  the approach  and computational methods in [1] and [2]. Implementation for users. All the techniques described above have been incorporated in the commercial package Projections Toolkit developed and licensed by Longevitas, a software and consulting company. The techniques proposed in [1-3] have also been implemented in the freely available R package MortalitySmooth, developed within the Max Planck Institute for Demographic  Research. Attribution.  I.  D.  Currie  has  been  a  member  of  the  Maxwell  Institute  since  1973.  J.  Kirkby (graduated  in  2009)  and  V.  Djeundje  Biatat  (graduated  in  2011)  were  PhD  students,  both supervised by I. D. Currie and funded by EPSRC and CMI. S. J. Richards completed a part time PhD at HWU in 2012. M. Durban was at Carlos III Madrid and P. H. C. Eilers at Leiden.		References marked with a * best indicate the quality of the research. [1]* Currie I.D., Durban, M. and Eilers, P.H.C., Smoothing and forecasting mortality rates, Statistical Modelling, 4, 279-298 (2004).  http://dx.doi.org/10.1191/1471082X04st080oa [2]* Currie, I.D., Durban, M. and Eilers, P.H.C., Generalized linear array models with applications to multidimensional smoothing, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Series B, 68, 259-280 (2006).  http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-9868.2006.00543.x [3] Richards, S. J., Kirkby, J.G. and Currie, I.D., The importance of year of birth in two-dimensional mortality data (with Discussion), British Actuarial Journal, 12, 5-61 (2006). http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S1357321700004682 [4] Richards, S. J. and Currie, I. D., Longevity risk and annuity pricing with the Lee-Carter model, British Actuarial Journal, 15, 317-365 (2009).  http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S1357321700005675 [5] Djeundje, V. A. B. and Currie, I. D., Smoothing dispersed counts with applications to mortality data, Annals of Actuarial Science, 5, 33-52 (2011). http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S1748499510000047 [6] Richards, S.J., Currie, I.D. and Ritchie, G.P., A value-at-risk framework for longevity trend risk. (with Discussion) Read before the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries in Edinburgh and London (November 2012), British Actuarial Journal, Available on CJO 2013 http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S1357321712000451 Grants The work was supported by two PhD studentships (J. Kirkby, 2003-2006 and V. Djeundje Biatat, 2008-2011) both jointly funded by the EPSRC and the CMI (total funding £156K); EPSRC grant numbers GR/P02912 and EP/P504570/1 respectively. The work of Iain Currie was supported by four grants from the Actuarial Profession during 2003-09, total value: £25K.		Projections Toolkit. Significant impact has been achieved in the form of increased turnover for Longevitas,  an  SME  formed  in  2006,  which  offers  its  customers  leading-edge  software  for modelling and analysing demographic risks, including mortality, longevity and critical illness. The increased turnover results from the licensing and marketing of a software application – Projections Toolkit – which was developed by Longevitas staff from code originally written by Currie. The Projections Toolkit is an important tool in the service provided by Longevitas to the pensions and insurance  industry  and  embodies  a  wide  range  of  forecasting  models  -  specifically  the  2- dimensional models [1-3, 5] and the Lee-Carter models [4]. [Text removed for publication.] Impact on practices of advisory agencies. The research has generated further impact through the uptake of the smoothing and forecasting methods described in Section 2 by two bodies, the Office for National Statistics and the Continuous Mortality Investigation, whose respective remits includes  the  provision  of statistical  analyses  for use  by government  and  by the  pensions  and insurance industries.  The  Office  for  National  Statistics  (ONS)  provides  official  statistics  on  behalf  of  the  UK government   including  the  National  Population   Projections   (NPP)  which  impact  strongly  on government policy on pensions, social care and health. Since 2006 the ONS has used the 2- dimensional  smoothing  model  to  remove  fluctuations  from  age  to  age  and  year  to  year  in formulating smoothed mortality surfaces for each gender [8]. During development of the new methodology, Currie provided direct support to the Principal Methodologist involved at ONS. Our contribution to the work of ONS is described in [9] which states (p4) that "Mortality rates for the UK in each calendar year in the period 1961 to 2009 have been smoothed to remove fluctuations from age to age and year to year, using a new methodology” - a direct reference to their use of our 2- dimensional smoothing model as described by them on p5: "A p-spline model was then applied to the resulting crude mortality rates to produce a fitted, smoothed mortality surface to the historical data for each gender." The Continuous Mortality Investigation (CMI) is funded by the insurance industry and actuarial consultancies and has two main functions: (i) the collection of claims and exposed-to-risk data from across the insurance  industry and pension schemes,  the collation  of these data by source (for example, by type of insurance), and the creation of a repository of the resulting mortality data sets; (ii) the modelling and forecasting of the data in (i). The underpinning research, which has been partially supported by the CMI (see section 2), is now incorporated into their forecasting methodology [10]. Specifically, the research has provided the methods used in the CMI model for smoothing the data by fitting a 2-dimensional  P-spline age- cohort model, as described in [3]; see the CMI 2010 Working paper [11]. The final model is used extensively by many insurance companies to assess pricing and reserving for various classes of assurance  and annuities,  and by pension  schemes  in valuing  their liabilities  for funding  or risk transfer assessments.		[7]  Projections  Toolkit:  Board  Member,  Longevitas,  will  confirm  the  central  role  played  by  the research in [1-6] in Projections Toolkit.  www.longevitas.co.uk/site/ourservices/projectionstoolkit [8] Senior Methodologist, Office for National Statistics: will confirm the use of the methodology by ONS. [9] National Population Projections, 2010-based reference volume: Series PP2, published by the ONS. See Chapter 4, ‘Mortality’ for a description of how the research is used by the ONS. http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/npp/national-population-projections/2010-based-reference- volume--series-pp2/mortality.html [10] Continuous Mortality Investigation: Senior actuary with Barnett Waddingham will confirm the use of the methodology by CMI. [11] Continuous Mortality Investigation , The CMI mortality projections model, ‘CMI 2010’, Working Paper 49, November (2010). www.actuaries.org.uk/research-and-resources/pages/continuous-mortality-investigation See under CMI working papers on the CMI web site above; in particular, section 5, p20. Note: should links to web pages be broken, please use the website http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~mthdat25  to access pdf versions of the pages

		1165		0.002		The benefits to business and practitioners of advanced manufacturing by printing of complex inks		Research in  the Welsh Centre for  Printing  and Coating  (WCPC)  at Swansea University has produced a sophisticated understanding of the physics of the fluids and interfaces in the printing process, and has pioneered the development of printing with complex, multi-phase inks. The application in volume manufacture made possible by the research has generated significant, multi- million pound, economic impact in the printable electronics and packaging industries, directly leading to the creation of new high technology printed products, including next generation lighting. It has also led to the development of the supply chain for complex functional inks, whilst a comprehensive revision of the ISO standard on ink colorimetric characterisation in 2013 has demonstrable impact on practitioners.		With the development of digital printing in the 1980s the craft of printing needed to be transformed into a science. Today, it is a high volume, precision manufacturing process capable of accurately selectively covering and curing as many as 15 materials up to speeds able to cover a football pitch in around a minute.   This transformation has only been possible through the development of a sophisticated understanding of the physics of the fluids and interfaces in the printing process. To adapt to the emerging digital printing technology, a group of researchers was assembled at Swansea University in  1990 to address the urgent need to turn the craft of  printing into an advanced manufacturing process. The underpinning research has been produced by a team led by Prof TC Claypole (1990-date) and Prof DT Gethin (1990-date), and comprising Dr D Deganello (research staff, 2003-12, academic staff since 2012), Dr MFJ Bohan (research staff 1990-00, director Graphic Arts Technical Foundation, USA since 2000), Dr E Jewell (research staff since 1993), Dr TV Korachina (research staff since 1996) and research students IJ Fox (1997-2001), P Townsend (2000-03), Dr SM Hamblyn (1999-04, research staff since 2004) Dr D Beynon (2003- 06, research staff  since 2006), and Dr J Cherry (2003-06, research staff since 2006). The research has delivered a sophisticated understanding of the fundamental processes of fluid mechanics and image transfer [R1, R2, R5] and predictions of the ink transfer process [R6]. The findings of R4 represent a major improvement in the characterisation of printing inks, whilst R3 is an application-driven paper for printed electronics. Supported by two £1m projects with the DTI Design of High Speed Machinery program [G1 and G2] this work uncovered the lack of basic underpinning process science, which became the focus for the Welsh Centre for Printing and Coating at Swansea University over the last twenty years. Until  the  work  described  in  R1,  R2  and  R3,  flexible  electronics  had  been  reliant  on  highly engineered and coated polymers. Many companies producing flexible electronics relied on slow processes such as ink jet technology or variants on traditional silicon fabrication technology. Some of the coatings, though flexible, were brittle, particularly if subjected to extensional strain. An international collaboration with Group Info Tech directly led to inks that could be successfully applied to paper leading to a whole new class of functional, flexible electronic products [R3, G3]. During this period there has also been a drive to take advantage of the large area capability of traditional print processes to provide scale-up of laboratory concepts based on micro, nano and bio materials. One of the most successful volume products in this period has been self-illuminated electro luminescent posters. The work at WCPC on printing of conducting inks on paper [R3], an International Collaboration with Group Info Tech performed as part of the EPSRC Platform Grant [G3] showed for the first time the potential for the printing of conductive inks on paper. These developments have led to significant FP7 collaborative funding for OLED (organic light- emitting diode) lighting development [G6] and more recently the EPSRC Centre for Innovative  Manufacture (CIM) in large area electronics with Cambridge, Manchester and Imperial College.  In this latter activity it is the scaling science and equipment developed over the last ten years that has led to these high impact collaborative programmes. The research at Swansea developed the knowledge that underpins the major volume printing processes [R1-R6, G3 and G5]. The printing ink itself is at the heart of the printing process and is a complex multi phase liquid which comprises carrier fluids, binders, active materials that depend on the application. These include pigments, long chain polymer electronics, nano silver, graphene, enzymes, antibodies etc, and solvents [G6 and G7]. The rheology of the ink changes with both shear and extension, which can be related to the forces applied to the ink during printing. Deformable rollers and image carriers, normally made of polymers, are used to transfer the ink in a selective manner to the substrate [G4]. To understand this required the development of numerical models of thixotropic materials subjected to large strains, which could be combined with the fluid flow of the ink. In the final stage of the printing process, the ink that was applied as a liquid is then cured for its final application. The need to apply multiple layers to manufacture a product required the understanding of interlayer interactions, both of surface chemistry and topography.		Papers R1, R2 and R5 best represent the quality of the underpinning research. R1, R2, R5 and R6 were included in the RAE2008 submission to the General Engineering panel.   These papers derived from research under the EPSRC Platform grant with which Swansea made significant inroads  into  the  underpinning  science  [G3].  This  grant  was  peer  reviewed  by  EPSRC  on completion and was rated “Internationally leading” for scientific achievement and impact. The Oil and Colour Chemists Association Stern prize for the best paper published in 2002 was awarded to R5. At the time of publication of papers R3 and R4, the Annual Technical Conference of the Technical Association of the Graphic Arts (TAGA) was the premier route for publication of research related to printing to reach both academic and industrial researchers. Publications R1. IJ Fox; TC Claypole, and DT Gethin;     An Experimental Investigation Into Ink Transfer Using a Roller Squeegee in High Speed Screen Printing, Proc.  Instn. Mech. Engrs. Vol.217, Part E: J. Process Mechanical Engineering,  2003 R2. DC  Bould,  TC  Claypole,  and  MFJ  Bohan;  An  Investigation  into  plate  deformation  in flexographic printing, IMechE part B, Vol 218, pp 1499 - 1511, 2004 R3. TC Claypole, EH Jewell, WJ Ray and Y Berri; Printing of conducting inks on paper, Proc. 56th TAGA Annual Technical Conference, 2004 pp. 541-550 R4. TC Claypole and P Townsend; An Improved Method for the Routine Measurement of Ink Colorimetrics, Proc. 54th TAGA Annual Technical Conference, 2002, pp 302-323 R5. SM Hamblyn, EH Jewell, TC Claypole, DT Gethin; An Investigation into Screen Printing Using UV Process Colour Inks, Surface Coatings International, Part B: Coatings Transactions, 85, 2002 R6. DT Gethin, MFJ Bohan, TC Claypole, I.J. Fox; Ink Film Thickness Prediction in Half Tone Screen Printing, Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, October 2003, pp. 345-359(15) Volume:  217(4) ISSN: 0954-4089 DOI: 10.1243/095440803322611705 Major Relevant Research Grants G1. T.C. Claypole, D.T. Gethin and B.J. Roylance; Improving the productivity of high quality screen printing, EPSRC/DTI LINK, 1993-96, £350k Ref: GR/F26287/01 G2. T.C. Claypole and D.T. Gethin; A demonstration of the feasibility of a high speed high quality belt screen press, EPSRC, 1998-01, £327k, Ref: GR/M09353/01  G3. T.C. Claypole and D.T. Gethin; Effect of the printing process on image transfer, EPSRC Platform Grant, 2000-04, £360k, Ref: GR/N63567/01 G4. T.C.Claypole and D.T.Gethin; TSB “Accuflex”, 2008-11, £279k, DTI Project No: TP Q0507C G5. P.R. Wiliams, D.T.Gethin, T.C. Claypole et al; Complex Fluids and Complex Flows, EPSRC Portfolio Grant, 2004-08, £2.8m, Ref: EP/G061882/1 G6. D.T.  Gethin  and  T.C.  Claypole;  EU  Theme 3 –  FP7  ICT  Large-scale  integrating  project “Fast2light”, 2008-11, £383k, Grant agreement no: 216641 G7. D.T. Gethin and T.C. Claypole; TSB “Niche”, 2008-11, £480k, TP ref AG192B		The underpinning research has delivered clear, economic impacts and has led to a comprehensive revision of the ISO standard on ink colorimetric characterisation, which has significant impact on practitioners and has changed printing industry practice. Economic impact is evidenced in the following three examples: 1) The underpinning research [R1, R2, and (in particular) R3] has led to the development of a new class of functional products at the core of the range produced by Nth Degree Technology, a spin out company from Group Info Tech. The capabilities of this approach to printed electronics has enabled the production of an addressable Electroluminescent (EL) paper television display, and the launch of a self-illuminated point of sale poster based on EL technology (posters that make use of printed lighting). As a consequence of the studies undertaken with Swansea University as part of its research program into image transfer, a new business has been established. “These two developments were the basis for the creation of the new company, Nth degree technology [...] So, from that early start, we now have a company valued at $50 million with an enormous IP portfolio that feeds into market spaces worth several hundreds of billions of dollars.” Chief Technologist of Nth Degree Technology 2) Many of the companies in the printing sector are small-to-medium sized enterprises with little or no resource for research and development.  The expertise generated as a result of the research led by the WCPC initiated by the publications outlined was recognised by the European Regional Development Fund, which provided technology transfer funding for a number of industry facing projects. One such project, the Digital, Industrial, Packaging, Lean and Environmental (DIPLE) printing project won the 2009 EU Regiostar award. Based at Swansea University, DIPLE led projects with partner companies to support their long-term viability and to transfer knowledge, particularly  in  relation  to  the  printing  and  coating  of  novel  inks  at  high  speed.  Whilst  many companies were supported in their economic growth, an excellent example is the development of conductive inks for printed electronics and health with Gwent Electronic Materials (GEM). “Through the DIPLE project, we were able to secure access to expertise on ink transfer and volume printing at the University for the development of our Carbon and silver conductive inks. The extensive facilities and experience of running high volume printing presses are beyond the resources of even a high technology company such as GEM. The net benefit can be seen in the sales of these inks during the period 2007 – 2012, which was well in excess of £3m”. Chief Executive Officer, Gwent Electronic Materials 3) The Welsh Government has provided funds through its Academia 4 Business programme, which enables Welsh SMEs to become involved with advanced printing and coating activity at Swansea.  The Printing of Functional Materials (Print FM) project has been targeted at the development of processable functional coatings.  A key function is conductivity since this is required in all printed electronics and is often applied via vapour deposition. New materials (carbon nanotubes and functionalised exfoliated graphene) created by Haydale Ltd (a Swansea University spin out) have been formulated into electronic inks (C3). “The  direct  benefit  has  been  to  assist  in  obtaining  a  £1,500,000  investment,  the establishment of new premises, development of a range of new products”. Business Development Director, Haydale Ltd In 2011/2012 alone, the products generated revenue for the company of £140,855, led to three new patent applications and the employment of two new staff. Impact on practitioners across the printing industry is evidenced through the revision of an ISO standard as a direct result of the underpinning research. Most packaging is printed using flexographic printing. In 2012 this had an estimated value of $263m. Prof Claypole served as a UK expert on ISO standards through the TC130 graphic arts committee to enable the research [R4, R5, R6] at Swansea to be integrated into new standards. An experimental program at Swansea to evaluate the standards for ink colorimetric characterisation for flexographic printing identified deficiencies in the method of test print preparation which resulted in there being no control on the ink film thickness. ISO 2846-5 “Graphic technology - Colour and transparency of printing ink sets for four colour printing - Part 5: Flexographic printing” has been modified to address these issues. To quote from the introduction to the 2013 revision of ISO 2846-5, “After the debut of this part of the ISO 2846 series, a paper (R4) was published that challenged the technology used here, indicating that there were inadequate controls on the film thickness”. The new standard has included film thickness measurement.		C1. EPSRC – Individual Grant Review – GR/N6356701 “Image Mechanisms in Printing processes” C2. Letter from Chief Technologist, Nth Degree Technology, Phoenix, USA C3. Letter from Technical Director, Gwent Electronic Materials C4. Letter from Business Development Director, Haydale Ltd C5. ISO 2846- 5, revised 2013 C6. Full records of the output of “DIPLE” project audited by Welsh European Funding Office are archived in Swansea University C7. Full records of the output of “Print FM” A4B project audited by Welsh Government Department of Business, Enterprise, Technology and Science are archived in Swansea University

		1168		0.0001		Use of new diagnostic medical technology to improve detection of abnormal blood clotting: the health and economic benefits.		Research based on haemorheological technology has led to the invention, trialling, adoption and commercialisation of technology for the early detection of abnormal blood clots. The development of this technology was stimulated by an unmet clinical need for improved detection of abnormal clotting responses to therapy or disease. The research has delivered significant health, economic and public engagement impacts, including: •   a new diagnostic technology developed and trialled with patients at NHS Hospitals, with a dedicated NHS hospital-based unit established for this purpose; •   two new companies created based on IP related to this invention; a third company has relocated to exploit it; jobs have been created and investment has been secured; new products have been developed and sold; and licensing revenues generated; •   the work has been adopted as an exemplar of ‘Excellence with Impact’ by RCUK; exhibited at the Science Museum London and Smithsonian Washington; and included in TV documentaries broadcast on Channel 4 and the Smithsonian Channel, USA.		The underpinning research is the development of rheometric techniques for the characterisation of gel  microstructure  and  complex  fluids,  undertaken  by  Prof  PR  Williams  (1990-date).  Initial research published in 1994 established a basis for exploiting the viscoelastic dispersion of shear waves [R1] and was supported by an EPSRC Advanced Fellowship (PR Williams, 1990-1995; 1995-98). These findings were further developed to characterise soft-solids under EPSRC grants [G3 and G4], and viscoelastic fluids and industrial process materials (with Unilever, Nestle, Proctor & Gamble). The research was used as a basis for developing a new haemorheological technique for the detection of incipient clot formation in blood [R2; Dr M Lawrence and RL Dr Williams PDRA, 2007-2009] and led to PR Williams receiving the British Society of Rheology’s Annual Award (1997), This involved, inter alia, the optimisation of rheometric wavegroups suitable for measurements of the complex shear modulus of small (<0.2 ml) samples of whole blood. Further theoretical and technical development underpinning these techniques was carried out under an EPSRC Portfolio Partnership Award, reserved by EPSRC for groups it considers “World- leading” [G2, PI PR Williams). The flexibility of resource deployment afforded by the award allowed a strategic approach to haemorheological work, a prerequisite being the establishment of the NHS- EPSRC Clinical Haemorheology Laboratory in 2005 with Prof PA Evans (College of Medicine, 2003-present) and Dr K Hawkins (College of Engineering, PDRA, 2003-2006; College of Medicine Lecturer 2006-present). This was the first such laboratory of its kind. Work conducted in it led to the discovery that the fractal microstructure of incipient clots provides significant new biomarkers for clotting [R2] in therapeutically modified (heparinised) blood. This work was published in Blood – the leading journal in the field [R3]. The potential for developing a point-of-care version of the technique based on haemorheometry with automated gel point location and its application in the investigation of therapeutically modified blood was addressed under PR Williams’ Royal Society Brian Mercer Award (2007) [R4; Dr MS Barrow and Dr MR Brown, PDRAs, College of Engineering 2003-2009]. Related work involved the development of new rheometrical protocols specifically for strain sensitive gelling systems, including blood [R5, D Curtis and M Davies, PhD students, 2006-2009]. This work was underpinned by molecular dynamics simulation studies of fractal cluster growth based on a new mechanism termed activation-limited cluster-cluster aggregation [R6]. That work is being further exploited in studies of gel microstructural development in collagen gels [G5, 2010-2013].  Further enhancement of instrument sensitivity was initiated under an EPSRC Grand Challenge award [G1; PR Williams (PI), MS Barrow 2009-2012] for screening and anticoagulant therapy monitoring. Commercialisation of the clotting diagnostic is being accelerated under a Royal Academy of Engineering Enterprise Fellowship award to PR Williams (2012-2013).		The following international journals are ISI listed and are the leading journals in the fields they represent. R3, R5 and R6 are those which best represent the quality of the underpinning research. R1.       PR Williams, DJA Williams. The influence of wave dispersion characteristics on the determination of mechanical relaxation spectra. Journal of Rheology 38 (1994) 1211-1226. R2.       PA Evans, K Hawkins, M Lawrence, PR Williams & RL Williams. Studies of whole blood coagulation by oscillatory shear, thromboelastography and free oscillation rheometry. Clinical Hemorheology and Microcirculation, 38 (2008) 267-277 R3.       PA  Evans,  KM  Hawkins,  RHK  Morris,  N  Thirumalai,  R  Munro,  L  Wakeman,  MJ Lawrence, PR Williams. Gel Point and fractal microstructure of incipient blood clots are significant new markers of haemostasis for healthy and anticoagulated blood. Blood 116:17 (2010) 3341-3346 R4.       PA  Evans,  KM  Hawkins,  RHK  Morris,  N  Thirumalai,  R  Munro,  L  Wakeman,  MJ Lawrence,  A  Beddel,  PR  Williams,  MR  Brown,  MS  Barrow.  Fractal  analysis  of viscoelastic data with automated Gel Point location and it's application in the investigation of therapeutically modified blood coagulation. Rheologica Acta 49:19 (2010) 901-908 R5.       KM Hawkins, PA Evans, MJ Lawrence, D Curtis, M Davies, PR Williams. Development of rheometry for strain sensitive gelling systems and its application in a study of fibrin- thrombin gel formation. Rheologica Acta 49:19 (2010) 891-900 R6.       DJ Curtis, MR Brown,  K Hawkins,  PA Evans,  MJ  Lawrence,  P Rees,  PR Williams. Rheometrical and molecular dynamics simulation studies of incipient clot formation in fibrin- thrombin gels: an activation limited aggregation approach. J. Non-Newtonian Fluid Mechanics 166:16 (2011) 932-938 Note: non-SU co-authors on the above are NHS-based staff collaborators in the research with the exception of RHK Morris (UWIC) who contributed to statistical analysis of data. Related RCUK grants G1      EPSRC EP/G061882/1, Grand Challenge Nanotechnology for Healthcare: Point of care nanotechnology for early blood clot detection and characterisation in disease screening, theranostic and self monitoring applications. £906,522; 2009-12, PI Professor PR Williams. G2      EPSRC EP/C513037/1, Portfolio Partnership in Complex Fluids and Complex Flows, £3.1M; 2004-09, PI Professor PR Williams. (One of the 5 Co-Investigators was based at Cardiff  University,  all  others  at  SU.  All  work  referred  to  herein  relating  to  this  grant conducted by PR Williams). G3      EPSRC  GR/S64431/01,  Complex  Fluids  And  Complex  Flows  -  From  Physics  To Processes, £437,072, 2004-09, PI Professor PR Williams. G4      EPSRC GR/S10438/01, High speed and ultra-high speed microphotographic studies of meso-scale rheological and cavitation phenomena in a modified Atomic Force Microscope. £317,009, 2003-07, PI Professor PR Williams G5      EPSRC  EP/H045848/1,  Probing  the  mechanical  control  of  stem  cell  fate  through  the development of novel, non-invasive imaging technologies. £1,545,307, 2010-2013 This award is shared with Cardiff University. The rheological work referred to in this Case Study which relates to this grant is conducted at SU and is led by Prof PR Williams with co-  Investigators  Dr  KM  Hawkins  (College  of  Medicine)  and  Dr  C  Wright  (College  of Engineering). Awards cited •   1997 British Society of Rheology Annual Award (to PR Williams) •   2007 Royal Society Brian Mercer Award (to PR Williams) •   2012 Royal Academy of Engineering, Engineering Enterprise Fellowship (to PR Williams)		The  underpinning  research  has  delivered  clear,  international  health,  economic  and  societal impacts, as described below. Health impact is evidenced through the development of a new test based on a haemorheological diagnostic medical technology arising from the rheological research described above. The test exploits the discovery of a new functional biomarker for abnormal clot structure formation in blood (R3). Clotting abnormalities are inter alia responsible for some 25,000 preventable deaths annually inside UK hospitals (from 60,000 total) and ~1 million NHS outpatients require monitoring of anticoagulant therapy. Correlation of existing standard tests to clinical outcome has been unsatisfactory, with uncertain benefits. The new test provides clinicians with the earliest possible indication of altered clot structure due to therapeutically or pathologically modified clotting. No previous diagnostic has been able to detect incipient clot formation. It allows clot detection several minutes in advance of any other test, providing clinicians with an improved ability to monitor the progression of disorders and responses to treatment. Conventional tests provide information which can lag significantly on changes in patient state. The World Health Organisation has highlighted the need for improved tests and NICE guidelines (2010) require all 1.3m annual UK hospital admissions to be screened for clotting abnormalities. NHS- based   trials   on   patients   undergoing   oral   anticoagulation   (by   warfarin)   due   to   venous thromboembolic disease reveal that the new test is the only diagnostic presently capable of detecting abnormal clots in patients who appear fully anticoagulated when tested by the current standard INR haematological assay. This new test’s capability is the basis for the creation (in 2010) of a wholly new NHS hospital-based unit  employing  10 staff in fully equipped haemorheological laboratories. This £1.5m  NISCHR (Welsh Government)-funded unit is responsible for evaluation and validation of the test in NHS operating theatres, treatment rooms and patient wards. “The  new  haemorheological  clotting  test  developed  at  Swansea  University  is  the  key, principal technology underpinning our NHS based clinical evaluation of patients involving therapeutic intervention in care pathways including stroke and sepsis.” Director, NISCHR HBRU, ABMU NHS Hospital Morriston Swansea The test has been used to target care pathways involving over 900 NHS patients at 2 hospital sites to date (covering stroke, sepsis, diabetes, COPD and cancer patients, and warfarinised clinic outpatients). The test has also been adopted internationally (the Schools of Medicine at University of  Pennsylvania,  Philadelphia,  are  using  the  test  in  pre-clinical  studies  of  heparin-induced thrombocytopaenia). Economic impact is evident in the technique’s use by a medical device company (Haemair Ltd), which led to an IChemE Industry Award for Innovation and Excellence in 2008. “Swansea’s  haemorheology  technology  has  been  a  key  underpinning  and  enabling technology in the development, testing, trialling and sale of our products. Our need to exploit it was a principal driver in the company’s decision to locate, recruit and operate at Swansea University and it is a vital part of our ability to attract ongoing investment”. Operations Manager, Haemair Ltd.  Commercialisation of the research began in 2005 with the establishment of an IPR portfolio which has since resulted in: (i)  the relocation of one company (Haemair Ltd) to Swansea University, leading to (ii) the introduction and sales (ca. £100,000 in 2011) of two wholly new, previously unavailable commercial medical device technology products and (iii) the payment of license revenues to Swansea University (estimated value >£100,000, source Department of Research & Innovation (DRI), Swansea University); and (iv) the establishment of two further Swansea spin-out companies (Haemometrics Ltd and Haemaflow Ltd) which exploit the technology. To date, 17 highly skilled jobs have resulted directly from this activity. The total value of this work with Haemair to date is in excess of £700,000 (DRI). Cash investment of over £2m (to January 2012) has been raised from private and commercial sources in addition to £400,000 company- derived grant income to Swansea University. A Royal Academy of Engineering awarded to PR Williams in 2012 provided £85,000 for commercial development and IP costs associated with the test. Patents relating to the test have been awarded for the UK, Europe, Australia and Canada. Societal impact has been delivered through public engagement activities that have raised the profile of engineering research, its commercial development and healthcare applications. The research has been selected by RCUK as an ‘Excellence with Impact’ Case Exemplar, which highlights  research  based  on  fostering  partnerships  with  business  and  industry  to  achieve economic and societal impact. It also features in Exhibitions in 2013 at the Smithsonian (Washington)  and  the  Science  Museum,  London  (with  5,208  visitors  to  this  exhibit  19-21 February 2013). The research has also featured in two television documentaries on medical device technology. The first How to Build a Bionic Man, was broadcast on Channel 4 (9pm, 07/02/13) and attracted an audience of 1.23 million viewers (Source: BARB). The second will be broadcast in 2013 on the Smithsonian Channel, USA.		Health Impacts and Underpinning Research (Sections 2 and 5) 1.      Director of Operations, National Institute for Social Care and Health Research (NISCHR) 2.      Assistant Manager, Research Programmes, The Royal Academy of Engineering 3.      Awards Scheme Manager The Royal Society 4.      Programme Director (i4i), NIHR National Institute for Health Research 5.      Director, Haemostasis Biomedical Research Unit, Morriston Hospital, ABMU Health Board Commercial (Section 5, Economic Impacts) 6.      Operations Manager, Haemair Ltd, Haemaflow Ltd 7.      Director, Department of Research and Innovation (DRI), Swansea University 8.      Press and Communications Manager, RCUK Other 9.      Assistant Content Developer, Contemporary Science, Science Museum 10.    RCUK Excellence with Impact:  www.rcuk.ac.uk/media/brief/impactcase 11.    Broadcasters’ Audience Research Board (BARB): www.barb.co.uk/viewing/weekly-top-30?_s=5&period[]=201302060110

		324		17.92		C8 - A theoretical prediction leading to a redesigned read head used in all hard-disk drives (HDDs) manufactured today		We demonstrate a strong influence on the design of the read head used in the present state-of-the- art hard-disk drive (HDD) first produced commercially in 2008. This much improved read head, enabling disk storage density to increase by a factor of 5 to around 1 Tbit/in2, relies crucially on a magnetic tunnel junction with a MgO barrier whose huge tunneling magnetoresistance was predicted theoretically in a 2001 paper co-authored by Dr A. Umerski [1], the RA on one of our EPSRC-funded research grants. This prediction relied on techniques developed by us over many years, specifically in refs [2] and [3]. Such magnetic tunnel junctions are used in all computer HDDs manufactured today with predicted sales in 2012 amounting to more than $28 billion [section 5, source A].		In 1989 Professors D.M. Edwards (Imperial) and J. Mathon (City University) set up a collaboration on the theory of magnetic multilayers which lasted for 20 years with almost continuous SERC and EPSRC funding [G1-G5]. This followed the 1988 discovery of the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) effect for which Fert and Gruenberg were awarded a Nobel Prize in 2007. In a metallic system consisting of two ferromagnetic layers, separated by a non-magnetic spacer layer, the GMR effect is observed as a change in electrical resistance when the angle between the magnetizations of the two magnets is varied due to a magnetic field. In 1997 IBM brought out a GMR hard-disk drive (HDD) in which the read head used this effect to sense the magnetic ‘bits’ of the disk. An increase in storage density from 0.1 to 100 Gbit/in2 between 1991 and 2003 was largely enabled by GMR. In practice GMR in metallic systems was necessarily observed with the electric current parallel to the layers and depended on defect scattering of the electrons so that precise calculation of the effect was impossible. Consequently theoreticians concentrated on another effect which was observed in parallel with GMR by a group at IBM led by Stuart S.P. Parkin: oscillations in interlayer exchange  coupling  (IEC)  as  a  function  of  spacer  thickness.  In  1990,  the  same  year  as  its discovery, Edwards and Mathon presented the first theory of this effect at the E-MRS Spring Meeting in Strasbourg. Green’s function techniques for multilayers were developed to make the theory completely quantitative for real materials; this was done for a Co/Cu/Co trilayer in 1995 [1, 2]. The techniques of [1, 2] were an essential underpinning for the subsequent research which had a direct impact on tunnelling magnetoresistance (TMR) read head technology. This subsequent research was largely carried out by Dr A. Umerski, the RA employed at Imperial on the grant [G3], in collaboration with Professor J. Mathon of City University. A TMR read head is very similar to a GMR read head but with the metallic spacer replaced by an insulating barrier through which the current tunnels perpendicular to the layers. A TMR read head with an amorphous alumina barrier was commercialised by Seagate (a manufacturer of HDDs) in 2005. Meanwhile, in 2001 Mathon and Umerski [3] had published a paper, simultaneously with one by a US group, showing with precise calculations that a much larger TMR effect could be obtained from a crystalline (001)-  oriented Fe/MgO/Fe system. This paper has more than 400 citations. The calculation combines the Kubo formula for  conductance with the Green's function techniques we had  built  up for  our interlayer exchange coupling work [1, 2]. It posed considerable technical problems and the high accuracy required to calculate the very small tunnelling current could not have been achieved without the prior work on surface Green's functions of [2]. The large TMR predicted was verified experimentally in 2004 by S.S.P. Parkin’s IBM group and a Japanese group. MgO TMR HDDs have swept the market since 2008. Key Researchers:     Dr. A. Umerski, RA, Department of Mathematics 1995-31st  Oct 2000 (joint appointment with City University, 50% salary from Imperial, 50% from City).     Prof. D. M. Edwards, Senior Research Investigator, Department of Mathematics, 1999-present, formerly Head of Mathematical Physics Section.     Prof. J. Mathon, Professor of Mathematical Physics, City University.		(* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research) [1] *J.Mathon, M.A.Villeret, R.B.Muniz, J.d’Albuquerque e Castro and D.M.Edwards, “Quantum well theory of the exchange coupling in Co/Cu/Co(001)”, Phys. Rev. Lett., 74, 3696 (1995). DOI [2] *A. Umerski, “Closed-form solutions to surface Green's functions”, Phys. Rev. B, 55, 5266 (1997).  DOI [3] *J.Mathon and A.Umerski, “Theory of tunneling magnetoresistance of an epitaxial Fe/MgO/Fe(001) junction”, Phys. Rev B, 63, 220403(R) (2001).  DOI [N.B. Umerski’s Imperial affiliation and grant GR/L92594 were inadvertently omitted on the paper but the bulk of the work reported was done while employed 50% by Imperial (a statement by Umerski to this effect is available upon request).] Relevant Research Grants: [G1]  EPSRC GR/J37263, ‘Exchange coupling in magnetic multilayers; trends across the periodic table and biquadratic exchange’, £36,313, 18/04/94 - 17/05/96 (PI: DM Edwards, Imperial) [G2]  EPSRC GR/L13292 ,‘Quantum well theory of exchange, giant magnetoresistance and anisotropy in magnetic multilayers’, £46,373, 06/05/96 - 05/05/98 (PI: DM Edwards, Imperial) [G3]  EPSRC GR/L92594, ‘Theory of tunneling magnetoresistance and interface anisotropy’, £66,191,  06/05/98 - 05/05/2001 (RA Dr A Umerski, 50% Imperial, 50% City University, PI: DM Edwards, Imperial College) [G4]  EPSRC GR/N09039, ‘Real space theory of magnetotransport and anisotropy in magnetic nanostructures far from equilibrium’, £65,032, 01/11/2000 - 31/10/2003 (PI: DM Edwards, Imperial) [G5]  EPSRC EP/D505798/1, ‘Spin@rt: Room temperature spintronics’, £87,504, 02/05/2006 - 01/08/2009 (PI: DM Edwards, Imperial). This was part of a £2.3M grant for a consortium of seven universities with Imperial and City responsible for theory.		The  performance  index  for  a  magnetoresistive  device,  frequently  called  the  MR  ratio,  is conventionally cited as (RAP – RP)/RP ∙ 100% where RP and RAP are the resistances of the device when the magnetizations of the two magnetic layers are parallel and antiparallel respectively. In a read head, the larger the MR ratio the smaller the magnetic bits on the disk which can be sensed and the higher the disk storage density. Higher storage density means smaller portable devices. The GMR sensor was used in HDD read heads from 1997 until 2005 but its MR ratio levelled out at  15-20%. It was gradually replaced by a TMR read head from 2005 onwards when Seagate produced such a device with an amorphous alumina barrier and an MR ratio of up to 70%. It seemed possible that a larger MR ratio might be obtained with coherent tunnelling through a crystalline barrier but no-one had any idea how large it would be. Consequently we proposed to do an accurate calculation of the MR ratio for a crystalline Fe/MgO/Fe junction, a good candidate due to a favourable lattice match [G3]. The detailed calculation was carried out by Andrey Umerski in collaboration with George Mathon and the remarkable result was an MR ratio of over 1000% [3]. A calculation for the same system by a different method was made at the same time independently by Prof William Butler’s group at Oak Ridge National Laboratory with a similar result. Both of these calculations were published in 2001 and the huge predicted MR ratio immediately presented a challenge to experimentalists. Umerski and Mathon stressed the importance of a rather perfect Fe/MgO interface which was difficult to achieve in practice. The race to observe the effect, with its obvious commercial application, ended in a dead heat in 2004 (S.S.P. Parkin et al, Nat. Mater. 3 862 (2004), S. Yuasa et al, Nat. Mater. 3 868 (2004)), both of the successful groups citing the theoretical work. This 3-year world-wide effort might not have been sustained without the startling theoretical prediction of such a large MR ratio. There was still a long path to the market-place for the MgO-TMR read head. Parkin had already taken  an  important  step  by  preparing  Fe/MgO/Fe  junctions  of  sufficient  quality  by  sputter deposition which is suitable for mass production, unlike the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) method used by Yuasa et al. The latter group subsequently collaborated with Canon-Anelva to use their sputtering system. The MgO-TMR read head began to reach the market in 2007 but its main impact occurred in 2008-9 since when all manufactured HDDs are based on this technology. This is confirmed by S.S.P. Parkin (IBM) who states: “The work of Mathon and Umerski clearly played an important role in the development of these materials and their subsequent widespread application to recording read heads in ~2007. All disk drives manufactured since about 2008-2009 use recording read heads based on magnetic tunnel junctions.” [B] IBM subsequently sold its hard disk business to Hitachi Global Storage Technologies who have recently (2012) been bought by Western Digital. There are now only three major manufacturers of HDDs: Western Digital, Seagate and Toshiba [A]. In 2008 Western Digital reported “the industry has made the transition to tunnel-junction magneto resistive (“TMR”) technology for the head reader function. We have completed the transition to PMR [Perpendicular Magnetic Recording] and TMR in our 2.5-inch products and in the majority of our 3.5-inch products” (Western Digital 2008 Annual Report and Form 10-K, [C]). By 2009 they reported “We have completed the transition to PMR and TMR across all product platforms” (Western Digital 2009 Annual Report and Form 10-K, [D]). An example of the use of TMR technology by Toshiba is given in their product information for internal  notebook  hard  drives  which  “use  proven  state  of  the  art  ..…TMR  Head  Recording technology for increased capacity, reliability and performance” [E]. The role of Mathon and Umerski’s paper [3] in the emergence of MgO-barrier magnetic tunnel junctions is emphasised in a review by S. Ikeda for IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices [F]. The   20th     Tsukuba   Prize   was   awarded   to   Drs   Yuasa   and   Suzuki   for   “Giant   tunnel magnetoresistance in MgO-based magnetic tunnel junctions and its industrial applications”. The significance of the industrial application and impact on society of TMR technology is clearly stated in the prize citation: in addition to tracing a direct path from the theoretical prediction to the industrial application the prize citation states “The giant TMR effect in MgO MTJs is expected to contribute to our society by significantly reducing the power consumption of electronics devices and improving the performance and security of computers” [G]. Umerski’s theoretical prediction of 2001 has definitely had an impact on the huge global HDD market, which was estimated to be $28  billion in 2012 [A].		[A] Bizmology article: ‘Consolidation in the hard disk drive market: then there were three’, http://bizmology.hoovers.com/2012/03/19/consolidation-in-the-hdd-hard-disk-drive-market- then-there-were-three/ (Archived at  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/phf on 22/04/13) [B] Letter from Magnetoelectronics Manager, IBM Almaden Research Center, confirming the important role of Umerski and Mathon in the development of Fe/MgO/Fe TMR junctions (Sept 2012, available from Imperial on request). [C] Western Digital 2008 Annual Report and Form 10-K, page 10, https://materials.proxyvote.com/Approved/958102/20080917/AR_27910/images/Western_Digit al-AR2008.pdf (Archived  here) [D] Western Digital 2009 Annual Report and Form 10-K, page 11, https://materials.proxyvote.com/Approved/958102/20090916/AR_46224/HTML2/default.htm. (Archived  here) [E] Toshiba Storage Products ‘Internal Notebook Hard Drives’ product details webpage, http://storage.toshiba.com/storagesolutions/archived-models/internal-notebook-hard-drives. (Archived at  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/rhf on 22/04/13) [F] IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices 54 991 (2007) section 3A, DOI: 10.1109/TED.2007.894617 [G] Citation for the 20th Tsukuba Prize:  http://www.suzukiylab.mp.es.osaka- u.ac.jp/Top/tsukuba_english.pdf (Archived  here)

		436		0.00025		Bayesian calibration and verification of vibratory measuring devices		1.   Summary of the impact This impact case study is based on a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) between the School of Mathematics,  Statistics and Actuarial Science, University  of Kent and KROHNE  Ltd, a world leading manufacturer  of industrial measuring  instruments.  These precision instruments  (typically flow meters and density meters) need to be calibrated accurately before being used and this is an expensive and time-consuming process. The purpose  of the KTP was to use Bayesian  methodology  developed  by Kent statisticians  to establish a novel calibration procedure that improves on the existing procedure by incorporating historical  records  from  calibration  of  previous  instruments  of  the  same  type.  This  reduces substantially  the  number  of  test  runs  needed  to  calibrate  a  new  instrument  and  will  increase capacity by up to 50%. The impact of the KTP, which was graded as ‘Outstanding’, has been to change the knowledge and capability of the Company, so that they can improve the performance of their manufacturing process by implementing this novel calibration method. This has been achieved by adapting the underpinning Kent research to the specific context of the calibration problem, by running many calibrations to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method in practice, and by supporting the implementation of the new calibration method within the Company’s core software. Moreover, the project has changed the Company’s thinking on fundamental science, particularly industrial mathematics. The value of historical data, and the usefulness of Bayesian methods, is now widely appreciated and training for staff in Bayesian Statistics is being introduced. Thus the project has not only changed the protocols of the Company, it has also changed their practice.		2.   Underpinning research The research in Bayesian methodology that underpins this impact case study was conducted at Kent by Griffin (2000–2004 and 2007–present), Kalli (PhD student, 2004–2007), Walker (2004– 2013) and X Wang (2007–present). Precision  measuring  instruments   require  careful  calibration.  For  KROHNE  Ltd,  the  current calibration  procedures,  which  are  a  crucial  step  for  the  Company’s  production  line,  are  time- consuming and costly. However, large amounts of historical data are available that can potentially be exploited to improve the efficiency  of the calibration  process. For example, for one class of meters, over 800 instruments have already been calibrated, but before the KTP project, these data were not utilised in the calibration of new meters. The existing calibration procedure used multiple regression, based on 30 test runs under varying temperature and pressure conditions. The regression model is a second-order model with five parameters  to  be  estimated.  Bayesian  methods  provide  a  natural  framework  for  incorporating historical  data through  introduction  of a prior distribution  and the basic aim of the KTP was to develop a Bayesian regression model for calibration. The evidence from the historical data is that the distribution of the parameter estimates is non- normal and exhibits multimodality and skewness. This implies that a flexible family of distributions is required  to model the population  distribution  of the meter parameters.  A natural choice  in a Bayesian setting is the mixture of Dirichlet process model, where we mix a multivariate normal distribution for the five parameters with a Dirichlet process random distribution function. The Kent researchers,  X  Wang  and  Walker,  therefore  proposed  an  infinite  mixture  model  with  weights attached to a set of multivariate normal distributions for the calibration process. In  this  industrial  application,  the  computational  time  for  model  fitting  needs  to  be  kept  to  a minimum.  This led the Kent team to propose the use of simple geometric  weights. References [3.1 – 3.3] provide the supporting theory for geometric weights. This choice of weights allows fast computation time due to the identifiability of the model. With more exotic weight structures, such as  a stick–breaking prior for the weights, the model is unidentifiable and much of the computing time is due to the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm visiting different parts of the model space which produce the same density. With geometric  weights  it is necessary  to use slice sampling  ideas for dealing  with the infinite nature of the model, this effectively provides a random truncation of the number of mixture components, often at a small value; this computational technique was also developed at Kent, see references [3.4] and [3.5]. Because the new calibration procedure incorporates information from previous calibration of instruments of the same type, the number of test runs that are needed to calibrate a new meter can be reduced. The KTP Associate, overseen by X Wang and Walker, has run many tests using the proposed  algorithm  on data sets provided  by KROHNE  Ltd and the results have proved to be excellent. By applying the Bayesian pooling approach we have managed to replicate the ordinary least squares estimates of parameters for each meter using only 18 readings per meter rather than the 30 that are used in the existing multiple regression approach. A further benefit of the Bayesian approach is improved robustness of the calibration procedure. Although the multiple regression approach works well in general, it is susceptible to occasional anomalies in the calibration data. This may result in the need to recalibrate the meter. Because the Bayesian approach ‘borrows strength’ from the historical data, data anomalies are less influential and this reduces the likelihood that a meter will have to be recalibrated. Finally, the new statistical model has also highlighted an unanticipated feature which is that one of the secondary  sensing  devices  thought  to be important  for calibration,  namely  strain gauge, is actually not required for at least two of the meter types [5.2, 5.3]; the elimination of this secondary device from each instrument directly reduces manufacturing cost. A document  giving full details of the proposed  Bayesian  procedure  has been produced  for the Company by the KTP Associate. The link with KROHNE Ltd was initiated in earlier collaborative research work on mass flow measurement involving X Wang at Kent that resulted in a patent [3.6].		3.   References to the research [3.1]  Fuentes-Garcia,  R.,  Mena,  R.H.  and  Walker,  S.G.  (2009).  A  nonparametric  dependent process   for   Bayesian   regression.   Statistics   and   Probability   Letters,   79,   1112-1119. doi: 10.1016/j.spl.2009.01.005 [3.2]  Fuentes-Garcia, R., Mena, R.H. and Walker, S.G. (2010). A new Bayesian nonparametric mixture model. Communications in Statistics, 39, 669-682. doi: 10.1080/03610910903580963 [3.3]* Mena, R.H., Ruggiero, M. and Walker, S.G. (2011). Geometric stick-breaking processes for continuous-time   Bayesian  nonparametric   modeling.  Journal  of  Statistical  Planning  and Inference, 141, 3217-3230. doi: 10.1016/j.jspi.2011.04.008 [3.4]* Walker, S.G. (2007). Sampling the Dirichlet mixture model with slices.  Communications in Statistics, 36, 45-54. doi: 10.1080/03610910601096262 [3.5]* Kalli, M., Griffin, J.E. and Walker, S.G. (2011). Slice sampling mixture models. Statistics and Computing, 21, 93-105. doi: 10.1007/s11222-009-9150-y [3.6] Wang, X. and Hussain, Y. (2010). Method to improve mass flow measurement based on statistical  analysis  of  signals.  This  patent  application  was  filed  on  January  28,  2010  in Germany (Patent DE102010006224A1), and subsequently in the USA, (Patent US2011/0184667A1). (References marked with a star best indicate the quality of the underpinning research.)		4.   Details of the impact The  current  economic  climate  has  emphasised  the  importance  of  resource  efficiency,  which presents  a  challenge  for  manufacturing  companies.  The  KTP  project  has  developed  a  novel calibration procedure, based on Kent research, that exploits historical data that were already held by the Company.  The benefits of the new procedure are fourfold: (i) around 50% more meters can  be calibrated in a given period of time than with the previous method, leading to increased profits and more rapid fulfilment of orders; (ii) there are separate environmental benefits, resulting from less usage of energy; (iii) for some types of meter, certain secondary measurements have been found to be unnecessary and can be eliminated; (iv) the calibration is more robust, reducing the number of instruments that need to undergo costly and time-consuming recalibration [5.1, item 6]. All  these  are  confirmed  by  the  Research  and  Development  Manager  of  KROHNE  Ltd,  who declares that the “new procedure based on your statistical theory reduces the overall time and also improves robustness” and that it “will not only benefit the Company with thousands of instruments produced more efficiently but also benefit our local economy and environment since less energy will be used in the production” [5.6]. These benefits will be substantial: for example the Company anticipates that gross profits will have risen by around £250,000 per annum by 2015 [5.1, item 10]. The collaboration with KROHNE Ltd built on initial links with the Company that were established by X Wang. Support for building this into a more formal collaboration, funded through a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) in 2011, was provided by the Kent Innovation and Enterprise unit. At this stage, the primary  impact has been to change the knowledge  and capability  of staff within   the  Company   with  regard   to  the  use  of  historical   data  and  specialised   Bayesian methodology, so that they themselves can incorporate this more efficient calibration method into their manufacturing  process. Previously,  such methods were unknown to staff at KROHNE Ltd. The impact has been achieved through the KTP by adapting the Bayesian regression techniques developed at Kent to the specifics of the calibration problem, by running many calibrations to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method in practice, and by supporting the implementation of the  new  calibration  method  within  the  Company’s  core  software.  The  adoption  of  the  new production procedure based on the statistical developed by Kent statisticians is confirmed by the Research and Development Manager of KROHNE Ltd, who declares that “this new procedure has been tested by our software engineers and it is being implemented in our core software” [5.6]. The Company has been extremely positive about the benefits of the KTP throughout the project (e.g. [5.2, 5.3, 5.5, 5.6]) and the project has received consistently high ratings. The Company itself rated the project as “high” (the top grade) in terms of “improved efficiency or productivity” [5.1, item 13] and commented that “The KTP exceeded our expectations in finding a very effective mathematical model to meet the Company’s need.” [5.1, item 18]. The project was awarded the highest grade of “Outstanding” by the KTP Grading Panel for its achievement [5.7]; only around 10% of projects nationally receive this rating. The Company’s  commitment  to the project is evidenced  by the fact that they have a software engineer  working  full  time  on  the  implementation.  This  requires  a  full  understanding  of  the Bayesian  methodology  and  the  Company  employed  the  KTP  Associate  for  an  additional  five months  beyond  the  lifetime  of  the  KTP  project  to  facilitate  this.  Part  of  the  delivery  of  this knowledge transfer has been the provision of a comprehensive document detailing the statistical methods used, and associated training of the software engineers by the KTP Associate. A secondary impact of the KTP has been to change the culture of KROHNE Ltd, with regard to the value of fundamental science, particularly industrial mathematics [5.1 item 12]. The Company now  recognises  the  value  of  historical  data  and  sees  the  potential  for  exploiting  such  data elsewhere in the Company to “improve manufacturing operation and product quality” [5.1, item 7]. It  is also starting to address other issues in relation to historical data, such as the question  of whether it is best to use all available data, or whether there may be benefits in discarding some of the oldest data. The research undertaken by the University of Kent, with the KTP Associate, has been presented to a cross-section of staff at a seminar hosted by KROHNE Ltd [5.4, 5.5]. Bayesian methods were completely new to the Company, but they have been quick to realise their potential and describe the KTP as “significant to the Company’s operation for enhancing its competitiveness of precision instrumentation manufacturing” [5.1, item 4]. The Company’s 2013 plan includes dissemination of Bayesian statistical principles to Research & Development personnel and training of calibration operators.  Thus  the  impact  on  the  Company  was  broad  as  it  affected  personnel  involved  in research  and  development,  implementation  through  software  development  and  practical calibration.  The  KTP  Associate  has  also  been  involved  in  regular  discussions  with  KROHNE Germany. A  further  example  of  the  increased   awareness   of  the  value  of  statistical  methods  within  KROHNE Ltd is that a second  software  engineer  is working  full time on the implementation  of another new statistically based procedure into the Company’s software; the KTP Associate also contributed to development of this procedure. Summary: Whilst there are various approaches to Bayesian regression, the methods used here to address the calibration problem successfully are firmly based in the nonparametric approach of the underpinning Kent research outlined in Section 2, which offers great flexibility in the choice of prior distribution; the need for this flexibility was apparent from the historical data. The impact on the Company has been to provide a new calibration procedure that utilises historical data. The new procedure  reduces  waste,  lowers  manufacturing  costs and delivers  more reliable  products  that require less re-calibration, and will lead to large increases in profits. The KTP has provided the knowledge and capability that the Company is now using to implement the procedure into its manufacturing software. To conclude, this very successful KTP project has changed the practices and protocols of the KTP partner  through  transfer  of knowledge  and  capability.  The  Company  anticipates  a  gross  profit increase of a quarter of a million pounds per annum in three years' time as a direct consequence of this  KTP  project  [5.1,  item  10].  This  acknowledges  the  significance  of this  project  which  has already affected many departments of the Company.		5.   Sources to corroborate the impact [5.1] KTP Final Report, 6th February 2013. This provides details of the aims and objectives of the project and assessment of performance and impact by both the industrial partner and the academic partner. [5.2]  Report  LMC3  from  the  Technical  Director,  KROHNE  Ltd,  2nd  November  2011  detailing progress and noting the seminar given by the KTP Associate. (See Contact 4.) [5.3]  Report  LMC4  from  the  Technical  Director,  KROHNE  Ltd,  29th  February  2012,  detailing progress  and  highlighting  the  “great  benefits”  of  the  approach  being  developed  to  the calibration procedures. (See Contact 4.) [5.4]  Email  from  the  Research  and  Metrology  Manager,  KROHNE  Ltd,  7th  October  2011, announcing a forthcoming seminar by the KTP Associate. [5.5] Email from the Research and Development Manager, KROHNE Ltd, 26th October 2011, highlighting the progress of the project and in particular the success of the seminar given by the KTP Associate. (See Contact 3.) [5.6]  Letter  from  the  Research  and  Development  Manager,  KROHNE  Ltd,  23rd  July  2013, explaining  that  the  new  calibration  procedure  “will  not  only  benefit  the  Company  with thousands of instruments produced more efficiently but also benefit our local economy and environment since less energy will be used in the production.” (See Contact 3.) [5.7] Certificate of excellence, (highest grade of “Outstanding”), KTP Grading Panel.

		568		0.0006		Economic benefits from sales of people-tracking and crowd-monitoring technology		Research at Kingston University into methods for tracking pedestrians and monitoring crowds using computer vision techniques has been translated into commercial products by Ipsotek Ltd and BAe Systems, resulting in economic benefits to these companies from sales of these products. These products have been sold to high-profile customers including the London Eye, the O2 Arena and the Australian Government, providing significant commercial benefits, employment and growth for both companies, as well as providing an economic impact for these customers.		From 1997 to the present, the Digital Imaging Research Centre (DIRC) at Kingston University has been carrying out research into how computer vision methods can be used for tracking pedestrians and detecting potentially dangerous crowd situations in public places. From 2002 to the present, DIRC carried out research into new methods to extract useful information on crowd behaviour and dynamics from CCTV images, addressing the challenges posed by the visual clutter typical of crowds [1]. The new method used motion vectors for detecting crowded situations, and therefore could be used in the (MPEG-2) compressed domain, which thereby improves efficiency. This involved significant experimentation in major European underground train stations (London, Paris and Rome) [4]. These experiments demonstrated the feasibility of the detection of crowded scenes via automatic video analytics. The work done on using global image cues to measure crowdedness, static objects and predominant directions of movement, and to detect situations that might need operator intervention, formed the basis for industrial-level systems taken forward by Ipsotek Ltd, of which a co-author of [1] was (and is) the Technical Director. The research by DIRC identified the feasibility of processing imagery from standard CCTV systems to monitor people, highlighted challenges and novel ways to measure crowd dynamics without having to rely on individual pedestrian detection, and demonstrated the feasibility of such methods in real scenarios. At the same time, DIRC worked on individual pedestrian detection and tracking [2]. Based on ideas developed earlier by Prof. Ellis and Dr Makris on learning transition times of moving objects between cameras [3], a multi-camera tracking system was proposed and tested in 2002. The key feature of this system was the capability to learn the relations between cameras using unlabelled training data, thus rendering it suitable for deployment in arbitrary environments without expensive and time-consuming configuration. Indeed, a co-author of [3] was recruited by Ipsotek and is still employed by this company, commercially exploiting this technology. The work was also submitted as part of an international challenge organised by NIST and the Home Office. Dr Makris and Nebel were the academic supervisors for a KTP between DIRC and Ipsotek that transferred the above knowledge generated at DIRC to Ipsotek to improve several key components of the analytics technology: people tracking, people counting, and counting of other objects. Key researchers:  Sergio Velastin (2001 – 2012, Professor of Applied Computer Vision), Tim Ellis (2002 – present, Professor), Dimitrios Makris (2003 – present, Reader) and Jean-Christophe Nebel (2004 – present, Reader)		[1] Sergio Velastin, BA Boghossian, B Lo, J. Sun and MA Vicencio-Silva "PRISMATICA: Toward Ambient Intelligence in Public Transport Environments", IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics - Part A, 35(1):164-182, 2005. [86 citations, Impact Factor 2.123] [2] Luis Fuentes and Sergio Velastin, "Tracking-based event detection for CCTV systems", Pattern Analysis and Applications, 7(4):356-364, 2004. [17 citations, Impact Factor 0.739] [3] Dimitrios Makris, Tim Ellis and James Black, "Bridging the gaps between cameras." IEEE Computer Society Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition 2004 (CVPR 2004), Vol. 2. IEEE, 2004. [240 citations] [4] Sergio Velastin, BA Boghossian and MA Vicencio-Silva, "A motion-based image processing system for detecting potentially dangerous situations in underground railway stations" in Transportation Research Part C Emerging Technologies, 14(2):96-113, 2006. [17 citations, Impact Factor 1.957] [5] Jesus Martinez-del-Rincon, Dimitrios Makris, Carlos Orrite-Urunuela and Jean-Christophe Nebel, Tracking Human Position and Body Parts Using Kalman and Particle Filters Constrained by Human Biomechanics, IEEE Transactions on Systems Man and Cybernetics - Part B', 41(1), 2011. [13 citations, Impact Factor 2.699] [6] Luis Fuentes and Sergio Velastin. "From tracking to advanced surveillance." International Conference on Image Processing 2003 (ICIP‟03), Vol. 3. IEEE, 2003. [29 citations]		Sergio Velastin co-founded Ipsotek Ltd, a company providing video analytic products, in 2001, where he remains a consultant for R&D. The company now has 20 full-time employees. Ipsotek was engaged in a Knowledge Transfer Partnership with Kingston University from 2007 to 2009, resulting in at least £200K additional turnover. The Ipsotek KTP developed people-counting technology based on the underpinning research described in [4] and [5]. This technology has been in use since 2006 at venues such the O2 Arena in London, the LG in Birmingham (NEC), Heathrow Airport, and various properties owned by the Casino Group. At the O2, it successfully coped with capacity crowds at events such as the Led Zeppelin concert at the O2 in 2007 and the Prince concert in 2011. The Ipsotek KTP has also provided an object-counting component, to differentiate between different categories. This has since been modified to create an „anti-backtrack‟ system for airport arrivals, which was been deployed at Edinburgh, Birmingham and Bristol airports in 2010-2011. The intrusion detection technology deployed at the London Eye was developed to address the specific challenges of this environment: a round-the clock requirement to monitor land and tidal water approaches. The methods described in [2], [5] and [6] were used as the underpinning research to develop robust event (intruder) detection system, installed in 2007, and extended in 2011, also to process data from thermal cameras. Similar installations at Colt telecom, after more research and development, achieved i-LIDS primary accreditation. A further set of research contracts developed a system based on the pedestrian tracking technology described in Section 2 above, especially the publications of Makris and Ellis. This involves an operator selecting a person on the screen and then an automated system tracking that person in a multi-camera network. The idea was taken forward to development in 2009-2011 through research contracts with Ipsotek (who became main supplier and IP owner) and BAE Systems (who are supporting the commercialization of this technology), and has become known as  the “Tag-and-Track” system. The work was demonstrated successfully at Manchester Airport in 2010. It has won awards such as “Winner of UK SME category for the Global Security Challenge 2011” and runner up prize at “UK Home Office OSCT INSTINCT TD2 Challenge 2010”. Ipsotek was awarded „CCTV System of the Year‟ at IFSEC 2012. The link between Ipsotek Ltd. and BAe Systems also resulted in an installation of an advanced video analytics system including intrusion detection and abandoned package detection at the Australian Parliament in 2009, a £2M export project. This used components of the technology described in the previous two paragraphs. The DIRC underpinning research has made a “significant impact” to the growth in Ipsotek‟s turnover, from approximately £400K to £1M. Furthermore, the totality of the economic impact also encompasses the customers at whose sites the Ipsotek technology was installed. At the O2 arena, the people-counting technology is used to calculate the tariffs charged to the organizers of events, and to the advertisers promoting products at these events. It enables precision scheduling of the site staff, to be on hand at the busiest periods. At the London Eye, the presence of the intrusion detection system enables other activities to be scheduled alongside this facility, while maintaining an institutional awareness of safety and security.		1. Finance Director, Ipsotek Ltd: All aspects of impact

		683		0.000837		Computational modelling, simulation and visualisation research supporting fire safety engineering		Research by the The Fire Safety Engineering Group (FSEG) has encompassed fire dynamics, fire modelling,  human  behaviour  and  evacuation  modelling,  and  this  has  been  applied  through software engineering research and development in the creation of state-of-the-art software packages in SMARTFIRE and EXODUS. This research is saving lives worldwide because it is used to design safer aircraft, ships and buildings, and this results in social, commercial, industrial and  health  impacts.  Economic  impact  stems  from  licensing  the  SMARTFIRE and  EXODUS software to over 300 organisations in 32 countries and commercial applications of the software which enable the realisation of  cutting-edge designs and enabling the continual safe use of heritage structures such as the Statue of Liberty. Impact on Practitioners is a result of changes to international maritime guidelines arising from FSEG research, used to inform the development of the  software  tools,  and  the  wide  scale  use  of  the  SMARTFIRE and  EXODUS  software  by engineers around the world. Society impact, over and above the design of safer environments, results from FSEG research featuring in a number of popular documentary programmes attracting audiences measured in the millions.		From it's early origins in the mid-80s, FSEG has been engaged in multi-disciplinary research, bringing together mathematicians, engineers, psychologists, computer scientists and animators to investigate fire dynamics/fire modelling and human behaviour/evacuation modelling, and develop effective software to model and better support environmental design. Initial work focused on understanding fire and human behaviour in aircraft accidents, in particular through work funded jointly by the UK CAA and EPSRC, related to the Manchester airport Boeing 737 fire. This research utilised commercial Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software to develop one of the first CFD fire models to utilise body fitted co-ordinates in order to accommodate the curved configuration of the aircraft fuselage. Work in fire modelling expanded to include the simulation of fire suppression using sprinklers and water mist. However, it quickly became clear the existing commercial CFD tools lacked the power and representational capabilities to meet the needs of the researchers, and also failed to provide effective user support for fire engineers. This led FSEG to begin research, with support from the EPSRC [3a], into the development of a fire specific CFD fire simulation software tool that could be used by fire engineers, the SMARTFIRE CFD fire simulation software [3.1]. SMARTFIRE is an unstructured mesh CFD fire simulation code written in C++ which has been in a constant state of evolution, based on research developments in the underpinning models  and improved software development and algorithmic approaches, since the first version in 1997.    With support from industrial funding [3b, 3c] and research grants [3d-3i], FSEG has expanded  the  fire  modelling  simulation  capabilities  of  SMARTFIRE  to  include  advanced combustion models, toxic gas models, flame spread models and advanced smoke models [3.2- 3.4]. A key feature of the development of SMARTFIRE was the use of expert systems approaches to ensure that the system was highly usable and appropriate to the needs of fire engineers, developing a novel problem set-up phase that supported non-experts, i.e. fire engineers who are not expert in CFD software modelling, to deal with the complex tasks involved in configuration of the system, such as establishing boundary conditions and meshing [3.1]. This approach not only provided benefits in computational design of the initial system, but also informs the evolution and development of the system as the FSEG team, working directly with practitioners, have generated far more effective and detailed user requirements that have informed the development of the software in terms of usability, effectiveness and general applicability. As a result, the software is now used in applications from the built environment to maritime and aviation environments. FSEG  evacuation  research  grew  out  of  the  fire  research  and  was  initially  concerned  with developing a modelling simulation and visualisation tool that could predict the behaviour of passengers subjected to a post-crash aircraft fire. This early work led to the development of the world’s first microscopic evacuation model that coupled fine grained spatial resolution, human behaviour, toxicological models and fire hazard data generated from computational fire models. The research was supported through a series of research grants from the EPSRC [3d] and UK  CAA [3e] aimed at developing the prototype into a practical software tool that could couple the impact of fire to human behaviour during evacuation. The CAA funded project [3e] supported the development of the world’s first practical software tool to simulate aircraft evacuation – airEXODUS [3.5]. Research continued to be funded through a series of EU funded research projects [3f, 3g] which built on the link between the CFD fire modelling capability of SMARTFIRE and the human behaviour and evacuation modelling capability of the airEXODUS software and expanded the modelling capability of both software tools, through the development of advanced combustion models to accommodate modern construction materials, and advanced behaviour models to accommodate the interaction of passengers with crew.  From an early stage, FSEG research into human behaviour in evacuation scenarios included the built environment.  The agent based modelling concept using a fine spatial mesh that was used to simulate aircraft evacuation was adapted to simulate evacuation of people from building environments. This required the modelling approach to be extended to represent stairs, the behaviour of people on stairs and various computational approaches to represent route finding or pathfinding, interaction with signage, group behaviour, and behaviour in smoke filled environments [3.6].  This research was funded through a variety of grants including [3b, 3c and 3h]. Leading on from this, in 1999, FSEG expanded it's research to include maritime environments.    The  ship  environment,  while  similar  to  that  of  buildings,  poses  additional challenges. Here, the coupling of SMARTFIRE with maritimeEXODUS enabled fire to be reliably represented within a ship evacuation scenario for the first time [3i]. This work was supported by a major EU FP5 project [3i] that not only enabled data to be collected relating to the time required by passengers on ships at sea to respond to the evacuation alarm and begin the evacuation process [3.7], an essential parameter in evacuation modelling, but also data related to passenger performance in dynamic situations involving roll and the impact of smoke on passenger performance  in  heel  and  roll  situations.  Data  generated  from  this  work  was  used  in  the development of the maritimeEXODUS software, particularly in modelling the interaction of passenger movement in smoke filled corridors subjected to heel. Throughout the lifetime of the evolution and development of the SMARTFIRE and EXODUS software suites, as they are now, FSEG was engaged closely with current state-of-the-art research in computer graphics, computer games, and simulation and visualisation algorithmics to achieve the best possible performance from the tools in terms of speed and accuracy of representation. In this context, it can clearly be seen that getting this research right can save lives.		(Staff being submitted to UoA11 appear in bold, other authors being submitted to other UoAs. All authors are/were members of staff within the School of Computing & Mathematical Sciences.). 3.1 S Taylor, E Galea, M Patel, M Petridis, B Knight, J Ewer. SMARTFIRE: An Integrated Computational Fluid Dynamics Code and Expert System for Fire Field Modelling. Proceedings of the 5th Int Symp IAFSS, Melbourne, Australia 1997, Ed: Y. Hasemi, pp. 1285-1296. 3.2 Z. Wang, F. Jia, E.R.Galea, M.K.Patel and J. Ewer, Predicting HCl concentrations in fire enclosures using an HCl decay model coupled to a CFD-based fire field model, Fire and Materials, 31, pp443-461, 2007, DOI:  http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/fam.942. 3.3 Jia F, Patel M, Galea E, Grandison A, Ewer J, “CFD Fire Simulation of the Swissair Flight 111 In- Flight Fire – Part 2: Fire Spread analysis”, The Aeronautical Journal. Vol 110, Number 1107, pp 303-314, 2006. This paper won the gold medal from the Royal Aeronautical Journal – in 2007. 3.4 Galea, E.R., Filippidis, L., Wang, Z., and Ewer, J., “Fire and evacuation analysis in BWB aircraft configurations: computer simulations and large-scale evacuation experiment”, The Aeronautical Journal, volume 114, Number 1154, pp 271-277, April 2010. This paper won the bronze medal from the Royal Aeronautical Journal in 2011. 3.5 Owen, M., Galea, E. R., Lawrence, P. J., & Filippidis, L. (1998). The numerical simulation of aircraft evacuation and its application to aircraft design and certification. Aeronautical Journal, 102(1016), 301–312. Retrieved from http://cat.inist.fr/?aModele=afficheN&cpsidt=2335655 This paper won the best paper award from the Royal Aeronautical Journal – The Hodgson Prize in 1999. 3.6 Xie, H., Filippidis, L., Gwynne, S., Galea, E. R., Blackshields, D., & Lawrence, P. J. (2007). Signage Distances as a Function of Observation Angle. Journal of Fire Protection Engineering, 17(1), 41–64. http://dx.doi.org/10.1177/1042391507064025. 3.7 Galea, E. R., Deere, S., Sharp, G., Filippidis, L., Lawrence, P. J., & Gwynne, S. (2007).  Recommendations on the nature of the passenger response time distribution to be used in the MSC 1033 assembly time analysis based on data derived from sea trials. International Journal of Maritime Engineering, 149(A1), 15–29. Retrieved from  http://gala.gre.ac.uk/id/eprint/1076 EXAMPLE RESEARCH GRANTS: 3a.  E.  R.  Galea.  R+D  of  the  SMARTFIRE  Fire  Simulation  Environment.  EPSRC  Grant (GR/L56749/01). 1997-2000. £171k. 3b. E. R. Galea. Evacuation analysis of cable fire scenarios. Borealis project, 2001-2002. £30k. 3c. E. R. Galea. Toxicity from cable combustion in fires. Borealis, 2003-2005. £55k. 3d. E. R. Galea. Fire and evacuation in aircraft environments. EPSRC Grant (GR/K38250). 1996- 1998. £41k. 3e. E. R. Galea. airEXODUS development. UK CAA Grant (7D/S/923/1and2). 1997-1999. £113k. 3f. E. R. Galea. VELA - Very Efficient Large Aircraft. EU FP5 (G4RD-CT2002-00842). 2002-2004. £130k (UoG component). 3g. E. R. Galea. NACRE (Project concerned with fire+evacuation analysis of Blended Wing Body aircraft). EU FP6 (project 516068). Apr 2005 – Mar 2009. €590,000. 3h. E. R. Galea. HEED Consortium (led by FSEG and Professor Galea involving Universities of Ulster and Liverpool.  Project concerned the evacuation of the World Trade Centre). EPSRC (GR/S74201/01 and EP/D507790). Sept 2004 – Oct 2007. £1.5 million. 3i. E. R. Galea. EU FP5 Fire Exit (contract GRD2-2001-50055). 2001-2005. £325k. The quality of this research is demonstrated through the award of national and international prizes: •   2011, Royal Aeronautical Society’s Bronze Award for a paper published in 2010, “Fire and Evacuation analysis in BWB aircraft configurations: computer simulations and large-scale evacuation experiment”, which appeared in the Aeronautical Journal, •    2007, Royal Aeronautical Society’s Gold Award and George Taylor Prize for the best paper published in 2006, “CFD Fire Simulation of the Swissair Flight 111 In-Flight Fire – Part 2: Fire Spread analysis”, which appeared in the Aeronautical Journal. •    2003/2004 European IST prize by the European Council of Applied Sciences, Technology and Engineering (Euro-CASE) for the development of the EXODUS suite of software. •    2003 Royal Aeronautical Society Hodgson Prize for best paper on a safety topic for a publication Prof Galea co-authored, entitled, “Examining the effect of exit separation on aircraft evacuation performance during 90 sec certification trials”, which appeared in the Aeronautical Journal 2002. •    The 2001 RINA/LR Safer Ships Award (Royal Institution of Naval Architects/Lloyds Register). •    • The 2001 British Computer Society award for IT 2001 for the development of EXODUS, citation: “The winners not only demonstrate technical innovation, but also show how technology can be used to benefit society at large.” Judith Scott, Chief Executive of The BCS.		1) Economic Impact: During the assessment period, Greenwich University Enterprises Limited (GUEL), the commercial arm of the University of Greenwich, has generated over £837k from licensing the EXODUS software to 250 licensees in 32 countries and £230k licensing the SMARTFIRE software to 64 organisations in 16 countries.   These licensees, ranging from engineering consultancies, regulatory authorities and national laboratories, use the software to explore the evacuation safety of complex structures, ensuring that they are safe and fit for purpose thereby generating considerable consultancy income.   Example projects that have used the EXODUS software include the Airbus A330-X, A340 and the initial design of the Airbus A380 [5.1]. FSEG and the airEXODUS software were used in the preliminary design of the multi-billion euro A380 where it was used to assist AIRBUS in selecting a configuration for the largest passenger aircraft in the world that would meet international regulatory requirements for evacuation. Towards the end of the design programme, Airbus again used FSEG and airEXODUS to de-risk the A380 full-scale evacuation certification trial, saving the manufacturer potentially millions of euro by identifying possible problems that may occur during the certification trial and ensuring that the A380 was a safe aircraft [5.1].  The A380 comfortably passed the evacuation certification trial and is an aviation success story flying with the worlds leading airlines. airEXODUS has also been used by the Canadian aircraft manufacturer BOMBARDIER to assess the evacuation capabilities of a number of their aircraft while still in the early design stages including the Dash8-400, C-Series regional jet and the T507 project, ensuring that the proposed configurations will meet international evacuation certification requirements [5.2].    Thus airEXODUS is used to save aircraft manufacturers tens  of  millions  of  dollars/euros in  wasted  development costs  and  lost  sales  revenues by ensuring that the aircraft will pass the certification trial and thereby also ensures that the design is safe for the travelling public [5.1, 5.2]. A unique version of buildingEXODUS is being incorporated within the security system of the Pentagon as part of project Pentagon Shield.  This makes use of special software features e.g. parallel computing implementation, CBRN toxicity model capability (based on the SMARTFIRE developments) to enable faster than real time determination of optimal evacuation routes for building occupants during an incident. Battelle/DoD/Hughes turned to FSEG and buildingEXODUS when US based evacuation software was found to be inadequate, potentially jeopardising a multi- million dollar project [5.3].  Up until quite recently, the SMARTFIRE-EXODUS coupling was the only modelling environment that could bring together the detailed interaction of people and fire. The EXODUS and SMARTFIRE software tools provide fire engineering firms a competitive edge when bidding for projects, allowing them to win important contracts, generating significant income for the companies.    An example is the use of buildingEXODUS, under license, by Hughes Associates to undertake an assessment of the life safety and emergency management systems within the Statue of Liberty [5.3].   Following this assessment and remodelling work, the Statue of Liberty was reopened to the public by President Obama in 2009. Another example is the use of SMARTFIRE by Fire Engineering firm FDS on the Greenwich Reach project where it assisted FDS in delivering a project worth over £1 million to FDS [5.4]. 2) Impacts on Practitioners and Professional Services: Work carried out by FSEG in collecting empirical data to ensure accuracy of the models of human behaviour utilised in the maritimeEXODUS software [3.7] also demonstrated that the data used in the International Guidelines on Ship Evacuation Analysis was incorrect and could lead to an incorrect assessment of the suitability of a ship design for evacuation. This led to changes to the IMO evacuation guidelines and hence to international practice in ship design [5.5, 5.6]. As already stated under Economic impact, over the assessment period, the EXODUS and SMARTFIRE software has been used by over 300 licensees in 32 countries and so has become a standard engineering design tool for safety analysis, used by fire safety engineers around the world. The software is therefore having an impact on the engineering profession around the world [5.3, 5.4]. 3) Impacts on Society, Culture and Creativity: FSEG research into fire and evacuation has engaged the public, informing them of our research, educating them concerning risks associated with fire and evacuation and how they can minimise those risks, as well as informing future industrial partners and policy makers. This has been achieved through several high profile TV and Radio programmes which have featured our research such as the BBC ‘Horizon’ documentary based on FSEG fire and evacuation research, entitled, “How to Survive a Disaster” (first broadcast 10/03/09 on BBC1 [5.7] which attracted a 1.7 million viewer audience representing 7% of the audience that night [5.8]). The concepts presented in this programme were considered so important; the US news programme ABC Nightline featured a story on its nightly news programme broadcast on 22/12/09 which drew on much of the material presented in the Horizon programme [5.9]. Other programs include the Channel 4 documentary “Terror at Sea” (first broadcast 31/01/12 on Channel 4, [5.10]) which followed the sinking of the Costa Concordia. Prof Galea commented on evacuation issues associated with large cruise ships (the programme attracted a massive 3.4 million viewers (http://bit.ly/17BJjP1) which was followed up by an interview on BBC Radio 4 Today (4 March 2012, (http://bit.ly/GAKPrP).		5.1      Airbus Chief Engineer, France. 5.2      Bombardier Senior Designer, Concept Design Team, Canada. 5.3      Hughes Associates, Principal, USA.. 5.4      FDS Managing Director, UK. 5.5      International Guideline Document, IMO MSC Circ 1238 - http://bit.ly/15W1tI9, Annex2, p6 5.6      Director Centre for International Cooperation, National Maritime Research Institute, Japan. 5.7      http://bbc.in/15noerY; 5.8 http://bit.ly/17BHAJx; 5.9 http://bit.ly/1h8jGwP 5.10    http://bit.ly/17BIXHU

		683		0.00023		Computational modelling, simulation and visualisation research supporting fire safety engineering		Research by the The Fire Safety Engineering Group (FSEG) has encompassed fire dynamics, fire modelling,  human  behaviour  and  evacuation  modelling,  and  this  has  been  applied  through software engineering research and development in the creation of state-of-the-art software packages in SMARTFIRE and EXODUS. This research is saving lives worldwide because it is used to design safer aircraft, ships and buildings, and this results in social, commercial, industrial and  health  impacts.  Economic  impact  stems  from  licensing  the  SMARTFIRE and  EXODUS software to over 300 organisations in 32 countries and commercial applications of the software which enable the realisation of  cutting-edge designs and enabling the continual safe use of heritage structures such as the Statue of Liberty. Impact on Practitioners is a result of changes to international maritime guidelines arising from FSEG research, used to inform the development of the  software  tools,  and  the  wide  scale  use  of  the  SMARTFIRE and  EXODUS  software  by engineers around the world. Society impact, over and above the design of safer environments, results from FSEG research featuring in a number of popular documentary programmes attracting audiences measured in the millions.		From it's early origins in the mid-80s, FSEG has been engaged in multi-disciplinary research, bringing together mathematicians, engineers, psychologists, computer scientists and animators to investigate fire dynamics/fire modelling and human behaviour/evacuation modelling, and develop effective software to model and better support environmental design. Initial work focused on understanding fire and human behaviour in aircraft accidents, in particular through work funded jointly by the UK CAA and EPSRC, related to the Manchester airport Boeing 737 fire. This research utilised commercial Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software to develop one of the first CFD fire models to utilise body fitted co-ordinates in order to accommodate the curved configuration of the aircraft fuselage. Work in fire modelling expanded to include the simulation of fire suppression using sprinklers and water mist. However, it quickly became clear the existing commercial CFD tools lacked the power and representational capabilities to meet the needs of the researchers, and also failed to provide effective user support for fire engineers. This led FSEG to begin research, with support from the EPSRC [3a], into the development of a fire specific CFD fire simulation software tool that could be used by fire engineers, the SMARTFIRE CFD fire simulation software [3.1]. SMARTFIRE is an unstructured mesh CFD fire simulation code written in C++ which has been in a constant state of evolution, based on research developments in the underpinning models  and improved software development and algorithmic approaches, since the first version in 1997.    With support from industrial funding [3b, 3c] and research grants [3d-3i], FSEG has expanded  the  fire  modelling  simulation  capabilities  of  SMARTFIRE  to  include  advanced combustion models, toxic gas models, flame spread models and advanced smoke models [3.2- 3.4]. A key feature of the development of SMARTFIRE was the use of expert systems approaches to ensure that the system was highly usable and appropriate to the needs of fire engineers, developing a novel problem set-up phase that supported non-experts, i.e. fire engineers who are not expert in CFD software modelling, to deal with the complex tasks involved in configuration of the system, such as establishing boundary conditions and meshing [3.1]. This approach not only provided benefits in computational design of the initial system, but also informs the evolution and development of the system as the FSEG team, working directly with practitioners, have generated far more effective and detailed user requirements that have informed the development of the software in terms of usability, effectiveness and general applicability. As a result, the software is now used in applications from the built environment to maritime and aviation environments. FSEG  evacuation  research  grew  out  of  the  fire  research  and  was  initially  concerned  with developing a modelling simulation and visualisation tool that could predict the behaviour of passengers subjected to a post-crash aircraft fire. This early work led to the development of the world’s first microscopic evacuation model that coupled fine grained spatial resolution, human behaviour, toxicological models and fire hazard data generated from computational fire models. The research was supported through a series of research grants from the EPSRC [3d] and UK  CAA [3e] aimed at developing the prototype into a practical software tool that could couple the impact of fire to human behaviour during evacuation. The CAA funded project [3e] supported the development of the world’s first practical software tool to simulate aircraft evacuation – airEXODUS [3.5]. Research continued to be funded through a series of EU funded research projects [3f, 3g] which built on the link between the CFD fire modelling capability of SMARTFIRE and the human behaviour and evacuation modelling capability of the airEXODUS software and expanded the modelling capability of both software tools, through the development of advanced combustion models to accommodate modern construction materials, and advanced behaviour models to accommodate the interaction of passengers with crew.  From an early stage, FSEG research into human behaviour in evacuation scenarios included the built environment.  The agent based modelling concept using a fine spatial mesh that was used to simulate aircraft evacuation was adapted to simulate evacuation of people from building environments. This required the modelling approach to be extended to represent stairs, the behaviour of people on stairs and various computational approaches to represent route finding or pathfinding, interaction with signage, group behaviour, and behaviour in smoke filled environments [3.6].  This research was funded through a variety of grants including [3b, 3c and 3h]. Leading on from this, in 1999, FSEG expanded it's research to include maritime environments.    The  ship  environment,  while  similar  to  that  of  buildings,  poses  additional challenges. Here, the coupling of SMARTFIRE with maritimeEXODUS enabled fire to be reliably represented within a ship evacuation scenario for the first time [3i]. This work was supported by a major EU FP5 project [3i] that not only enabled data to be collected relating to the time required by passengers on ships at sea to respond to the evacuation alarm and begin the evacuation process [3.7], an essential parameter in evacuation modelling, but also data related to passenger performance in dynamic situations involving roll and the impact of smoke on passenger performance  in  heel  and  roll  situations.  Data  generated  from  this  work  was  used  in  the development of the maritimeEXODUS software, particularly in modelling the interaction of passenger movement in smoke filled corridors subjected to heel. Throughout the lifetime of the evolution and development of the SMARTFIRE and EXODUS software suites, as they are now, FSEG was engaged closely with current state-of-the-art research in computer graphics, computer games, and simulation and visualisation algorithmics to achieve the best possible performance from the tools in terms of speed and accuracy of representation. In this context, it can clearly be seen that getting this research right can save lives.		(Staff being submitted to UoA11 appear in bold, other authors being submitted to other UoAs. All authors are/were members of staff within the School of Computing & Mathematical Sciences.). 3.1 S Taylor, E Galea, M Patel, M Petridis, B Knight, J Ewer. SMARTFIRE: An Integrated Computational Fluid Dynamics Code and Expert System for Fire Field Modelling. Proceedings of the 5th Int Symp IAFSS, Melbourne, Australia 1997, Ed: Y. Hasemi, pp. 1285-1296. 3.2 Z. Wang, F. Jia, E.R.Galea, M.K.Patel and J. Ewer, Predicting HCl concentrations in fire enclosures using an HCl decay model coupled to a CFD-based fire field model, Fire and Materials, 31, pp443-461, 2007, DOI:  http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/fam.942. 3.3 Jia F, Patel M, Galea E, Grandison A, Ewer J, “CFD Fire Simulation of the Swissair Flight 111 In- Flight Fire – Part 2: Fire Spread analysis”, The Aeronautical Journal. Vol 110, Number 1107, pp 303-314, 2006. This paper won the gold medal from the Royal Aeronautical Journal – in 2007. 3.4 Galea, E.R., Filippidis, L., Wang, Z., and Ewer, J., “Fire and evacuation analysis in BWB aircraft configurations: computer simulations and large-scale evacuation experiment”, The Aeronautical Journal, volume 114, Number 1154, pp 271-277, April 2010. This paper won the bronze medal from the Royal Aeronautical Journal in 2011. 3.5 Owen, M., Galea, E. R., Lawrence, P. J., & Filippidis, L. (1998). The numerical simulation of aircraft evacuation and its application to aircraft design and certification. Aeronautical Journal, 102(1016), 301–312. Retrieved from http://cat.inist.fr/?aModele=afficheN&cpsidt=2335655 This paper won the best paper award from the Royal Aeronautical Journal – The Hodgson Prize in 1999. 3.6 Xie, H., Filippidis, L., Gwynne, S., Galea, E. R., Blackshields, D., & Lawrence, P. J. (2007). Signage Distances as a Function of Observation Angle. Journal of Fire Protection Engineering, 17(1), 41–64. http://dx.doi.org/10.1177/1042391507064025. 3.7 Galea, E. R., Deere, S., Sharp, G., Filippidis, L., Lawrence, P. J., & Gwynne, S. (2007).  Recommendations on the nature of the passenger response time distribution to be used in the MSC 1033 assembly time analysis based on data derived from sea trials. International Journal of Maritime Engineering, 149(A1), 15–29. Retrieved from  http://gala.gre.ac.uk/id/eprint/1076 EXAMPLE RESEARCH GRANTS: 3a.  E.  R.  Galea.  R+D  of  the  SMARTFIRE  Fire  Simulation  Environment.  EPSRC  Grant (GR/L56749/01). 1997-2000. £171k. 3b. E. R. Galea. Evacuation analysis of cable fire scenarios. Borealis project, 2001-2002. £30k. 3c. E. R. Galea. Toxicity from cable combustion in fires. Borealis, 2003-2005. £55k. 3d. E. R. Galea. Fire and evacuation in aircraft environments. EPSRC Grant (GR/K38250). 1996- 1998. £41k. 3e. E. R. Galea. airEXODUS development. UK CAA Grant (7D/S/923/1and2). 1997-1999. £113k. 3f. E. R. Galea. VELA - Very Efficient Large Aircraft. EU FP5 (G4RD-CT2002-00842). 2002-2004. £130k (UoG component). 3g. E. R. Galea. NACRE (Project concerned with fire+evacuation analysis of Blended Wing Body aircraft). EU FP6 (project 516068). Apr 2005 – Mar 2009. €590,000. 3h. E. R. Galea. HEED Consortium (led by FSEG and Professor Galea involving Universities of Ulster and Liverpool.  Project concerned the evacuation of the World Trade Centre). EPSRC (GR/S74201/01 and EP/D507790). Sept 2004 – Oct 2007. £1.5 million. 3i. E. R. Galea. EU FP5 Fire Exit (contract GRD2-2001-50055). 2001-2005. £325k. The quality of this research is demonstrated through the award of national and international prizes: •   2011, Royal Aeronautical Society’s Bronze Award for a paper published in 2010, “Fire and Evacuation analysis in BWB aircraft configurations: computer simulations and large-scale evacuation experiment”, which appeared in the Aeronautical Journal, •    2007, Royal Aeronautical Society’s Gold Award and George Taylor Prize for the best paper published in 2006, “CFD Fire Simulation of the Swissair Flight 111 In-Flight Fire – Part 2: Fire Spread analysis”, which appeared in the Aeronautical Journal. •    2003/2004 European IST prize by the European Council of Applied Sciences, Technology and Engineering (Euro-CASE) for the development of the EXODUS suite of software. •    2003 Royal Aeronautical Society Hodgson Prize for best paper on a safety topic for a publication Prof Galea co-authored, entitled, “Examining the effect of exit separation on aircraft evacuation performance during 90 sec certification trials”, which appeared in the Aeronautical Journal 2002. •    The 2001 RINA/LR Safer Ships Award (Royal Institution of Naval Architects/Lloyds Register). •    • The 2001 British Computer Society award for IT 2001 for the development of EXODUS, citation: “The winners not only demonstrate technical innovation, but also show how technology can be used to benefit society at large.” Judith Scott, Chief Executive of The BCS.		1) Economic Impact: During the assessment period, Greenwich University Enterprises Limited (GUEL), the commercial arm of the University of Greenwich, has generated over £837k from licensing the EXODUS software to 250 licensees in 32 countries and £230k licensing the SMARTFIRE software to 64 organisations in 16 countries.   These licensees, ranging from engineering consultancies, regulatory authorities and national laboratories, use the software to explore the evacuation safety of complex structures, ensuring that they are safe and fit for purpose thereby generating considerable consultancy income.   Example projects that have used the EXODUS software include the Airbus A330-X, A340 and the initial design of the Airbus A380 [5.1]. FSEG and the airEXODUS software were used in the preliminary design of the multi-billion euro A380 where it was used to assist AIRBUS in selecting a configuration for the largest passenger aircraft in the world that would meet international regulatory requirements for evacuation. Towards the end of the design programme, Airbus again used FSEG and airEXODUS to de-risk the A380 full-scale evacuation certification trial, saving the manufacturer potentially millions of euro by identifying possible problems that may occur during the certification trial and ensuring that the A380 was a safe aircraft [5.1].  The A380 comfortably passed the evacuation certification trial and is an aviation success story flying with the worlds leading airlines. airEXODUS has also been used by the Canadian aircraft manufacturer BOMBARDIER to assess the evacuation capabilities of a number of their aircraft while still in the early design stages including the Dash8-400, C-Series regional jet and the T507 project, ensuring that the proposed configurations will meet international evacuation certification requirements [5.2].    Thus airEXODUS is used to save aircraft manufacturers tens  of  millions  of  dollars/euros in  wasted  development costs  and  lost  sales  revenues by ensuring that the aircraft will pass the certification trial and thereby also ensures that the design is safe for the travelling public [5.1, 5.2]. A unique version of buildingEXODUS is being incorporated within the security system of the Pentagon as part of project Pentagon Shield.  This makes use of special software features e.g. parallel computing implementation, CBRN toxicity model capability (based on the SMARTFIRE developments) to enable faster than real time determination of optimal evacuation routes for building occupants during an incident. Battelle/DoD/Hughes turned to FSEG and buildingEXODUS when US based evacuation software was found to be inadequate, potentially jeopardising a multi- million dollar project [5.3].  Up until quite recently, the SMARTFIRE-EXODUS coupling was the only modelling environment that could bring together the detailed interaction of people and fire. The EXODUS and SMARTFIRE software tools provide fire engineering firms a competitive edge when bidding for projects, allowing them to win important contracts, generating significant income for the companies.    An example is the use of buildingEXODUS, under license, by Hughes Associates to undertake an assessment of the life safety and emergency management systems within the Statue of Liberty [5.3].   Following this assessment and remodelling work, the Statue of Liberty was reopened to the public by President Obama in 2009. Another example is the use of SMARTFIRE by Fire Engineering firm FDS on the Greenwich Reach project where it assisted FDS in delivering a project worth over £1 million to FDS [5.4]. 2) Impacts on Practitioners and Professional Services: Work carried out by FSEG in collecting empirical data to ensure accuracy of the models of human behaviour utilised in the maritimeEXODUS software [3.7] also demonstrated that the data used in the International Guidelines on Ship Evacuation Analysis was incorrect and could lead to an incorrect assessment of the suitability of a ship design for evacuation. This led to changes to the IMO evacuation guidelines and hence to international practice in ship design [5.5, 5.6]. As already stated under Economic impact, over the assessment period, the EXODUS and SMARTFIRE software has been used by over 300 licensees in 32 countries and so has become a standard engineering design tool for safety analysis, used by fire safety engineers around the world. The software is therefore having an impact on the engineering profession around the world [5.3, 5.4]. 3) Impacts on Society, Culture and Creativity: FSEG research into fire and evacuation has engaged the public, informing them of our research, educating them concerning risks associated with fire and evacuation and how they can minimise those risks, as well as informing future industrial partners and policy makers. This has been achieved through several high profile TV and Radio programmes which have featured our research such as the BBC ‘Horizon’ documentary based on FSEG fire and evacuation research, entitled, “How to Survive a Disaster” (first broadcast 10/03/09 on BBC1 [5.7] which attracted a 1.7 million viewer audience representing 7% of the audience that night [5.8]). The concepts presented in this programme were considered so important; the US news programme ABC Nightline featured a story on its nightly news programme broadcast on 22/12/09 which drew on much of the material presented in the Horizon programme [5.9]. Other programs include the Channel 4 documentary “Terror at Sea” (first broadcast 31/01/12 on Channel 4, [5.10]) which followed the sinking of the Costa Concordia. Prof Galea commented on evacuation issues associated with large cruise ships (the programme attracted a massive 3.4 million viewers (http://bit.ly/17BJjP1) which was followed up by an interview on BBC Radio 4 Today (4 March 2012, (http://bit.ly/GAKPrP).		5.1      Airbus Chief Engineer, France. 5.2      Bombardier Senior Designer, Concept Design Team, Canada. 5.3      Hughes Associates, Principal, USA.. 5.4      FDS Managing Director, UK. 5.5      International Guideline Document, IMO MSC Circ 1238 - http://bit.ly/15W1tI9, Annex2, p6 5.6      Director Centre for International Cooperation, National Maritime Research Institute, Japan. 5.7      http://bbc.in/15noerY; 5.8 http://bit.ly/17BHAJx; 5.9 http://bit.ly/1h8jGwP 5.10    http://bit.ly/17BIXHU

		800		0.45		2. Commercialisation of Guided Wave Inspection for the Detection of Corrosion in Pipes		Research led by Professors Cawley and Lowe (employed at Imperial College over the whole 1993- 2013 period) resulted in guided wave inspection being established as a new non-destructive evaluation (NDE) method. It is used worldwide to screen long lengths of pipework for corrosion, particularly in the petrochemical industry. A spin-out company has been established that employs seven PhD graduates in NDE from Imperial and the technology is also licensed to another company. Turnover on equipment sales 2008-2013 exceeds £50M and the service companies using the equipment generate about £75M pa in revenue worldwide and employ about 300 FTE staff to carry out the inspection. The oil companies benefit from greatly reduced cost of inspection, especially in areas such as insulated, offshore and buried pipes where access is difficult and expensive for conventional inspection methods. Furthermore, the reliability of inspection is significantly improved, leading to major improvements in safety.		A major problem with conventional NDE techniques such as standard ultrasonic testing is that they only interrogate the part of the test structure directly beneath the transducer. This means that if a large structure is to be inspected, either test times become extremely long, so the inspection adds very significantly to operating costs, or the reliability of inspection is compromised due to sparse sampling of the local measurements. The problem can be overcome by using ultrasonic guided waves which propagate along a structure and therefore enable a large area to be inspected from a single transducer position, so giving 100% volume coverage and large savings in inspection time. The difficulty with guided wave inspection is that many guided wave modes exist (over 50 at 100 kHz in a typical 6 inch diameter pipe) and, unless the excitation and reception is carefully controlled, the received signals are too complicated to be interpretable. Understanding the modes and then investigating methods to control them was the first research task. The background research on the guided wave inspection of pipes started in the early 1990s and the main development was carried out under the CEC Thermie programme starting in 1994. This initial work was supervised by Professor Cawley. Of the 50+ guided wave modes in a typical 6 inch diameter pipe at 100 kHz, only three are axially symmetric so the initial research led to a decision to excite only axially symmetric modes; two of these modes are longitudinal and one is torsional, and these mode types are not coupled so excitation in the circumferential direction will only excite torsional modes and excitation in the axial direction will only excite longitudinal modes. Excitation can efficiently be provided by an array of nominally identical transducers around the pipe, each transducer forcing in the required direction. This concept, together with a novel transducer design is the subject of the key underpinning patent [1] (authors Professor Cawley and RAs working on the project). The next step was to show how the chosen modes interact with defects, and the key initial study of this is reported in [2]; this was jointly supervised by Professors Cawley and Lowe in the mid-1990s. A simple reflection measurement in an axially symmetric mode cannot distinguish between a benign, axially symmetric reflector such as a butt weld, and a corrosion patch that will typically be non-symmetric. We then showed that a symmetric feature will only reflect the incoming symmetric mode, whereas a non-symmetric feature will reflect both the incident axisymmetric mode and non- symmetric modes generated by mode conversion. The output of the individual transducers in the array can be processed to give both the symmetric and non-symmetric reflected modes and this, together with the relative amplitudes of the key modes for different circumferential extents of defects, is described in [3], a companion paper to [2]. A guide to using the relative amplitudes of the different reflections to diagnose corrosion is given in [4] and this is the procedure used  commercially; again this work was jointly supervised by Professors Cawley and Lowe in the early 2000s. Further recent work [5] supervised by Professor Cawley has shown that the output of the transducer array can be processed to give a full unwrapped image of the pipe, so both the axial and circumferential location of defects is obtained, together with an indication of the lateral and axial extents of the defect; this is now implemented in the commercial product. Pipes are frequently coated with highly viscoelastic materials such as bitumen to provide corrosion protection, so it is necessary to understand the influence of this on the wave propagation; a key fundamental study of this effect is given in [6] and informs the guidelines used for testing coated pipes. This work was supervised by Professor Cawley between 2000-2004.		* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. [1]  P. Cawley, D.N. Alleyne, C.W. Chan,” Inspection of pipes”, Patent WO1996012951 A1, priority date 20-10-1994. http://www.google.co.uk/patents/WO1996012951A1?cl=en [2]  D.N. Alleyne, M.J.S. Lowe, P. Cawley, “The reflection of guided waves from circumferential notches in pipes”, ASME J Applied Mechanics, Vol 65, pp. 635-641, (1998) DOI: 10.1115/1.2789105 *[3] M.J.S. Lowe, D.N. Alleyne, P. Cawley, “The mode conversion of a guided wave by a part- circumferential notch in a pipe”, ASME J Applied Mechanics, Vol 65, pp. 649-656, (1998) DOI: 10.1115/1.2789107 [4]  A. Demma, P. Cawley, M.J.S. Lowe, A.G. Roosenbrand, B. Pavlakovic, “The reflection of guided waves from notches in pipes: a guide for interpreting corrosion measurements”, NDT&E International, Vol 37, pp.167-180, (2004) DOI:10.1016/j.ndteint.2003.09.004 *[5] J. Davies, P. Cawley, “The application of synthetic focusing for imaging crack-like defects in pipelines using guided waves”, IEEE Trans UFFC, Vol 56, pp. 759-771, (2009) DOI: 10.1109/TUFFC.2009.1098 *[6] F. Simonetti, P. Cawley, “On the nature of shear horizontal wave propagation in elastic plates coated with viscoelastic materials”, Proc Royal Soc Lond: Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences, Vol 460, pp. 2197-2221, (2004) DOI: 10.1098/rspa.2004.1284		Direct Economic Corrosion costs the petrochemical industry about $12 bn pa at 1999 prices [7] and it is essential to detect and manage it for the safe operation of plant and to avoid environmental disasters such as leaking pipelines in Alaska or subsea. Corrosion in pipe systems often happens at unpredictable locations and conventional inspection techniques require scanning over the whole surface to be inspected. Given the volume of pipes in service this is impractical. The guided wave inspection system described above solves this problem and makes it possible to do 100% screening of pipes that are otherwise prohibitively expensive to inspect. In 1999 a spin-out company Guided Ultrasonics Ltd was formed to commercialise the technology under licence from Imperial Innovations, the College technology transfer company. It now employs 7 PhD graduates in NDE topics from Imperial with a total staff of 15 in UK. It sells equipment to service inspection companies who do the inspection for the oil companies; the equipment and examples of applications are given in [8, 9]. The company has turned over £32M in the REF period 2008-2013 as confirmed by Operations Director, Guided Ultrasonics Ltd [B]. Imperial Innovations also licenses the technology to a Welding Institute subsidiary company, Plant Integrity Ltd, whose system is described in [10, 11]. This company has a similar turnover so during the REF period the turnover from the technology directly has been >£50M, over 80% of which is export [A]. The test systems last for 5-10 years and there are over 300 systems in service worldwide; they are typically charged at £2500/day [B]. Assuming 50% utilisation, revenue to service inspection  companies is ~£75M pa and over 300 FTE inspectors are employed (crew of 2 per inspection). The income generated for the service inspection companies is therefore around £450M over the REF period. End User – Economic and Safety The benefit to the end user companies is reduced cost of inspection e.g. pipes buried under roads - excavation for conventional inspection costs upwards of £80k [C]; insulated pipes - stripping and re-instating insulation typically costs $100-2000/m depending on whether scaffolding etc. is required [B]. There are also significant safety benefits e.g.: •   Offshore risers - corrosion is most likely in the splash zone where safe access for conventional inspection is expensive to ensure; in contrast a guided wave test can be conducted from deck level where safe access is easy to provide [C]. •   100% volume inspection coverage gives much better probability of detecting severe, isolated defects than local inspection on a sampling basis. •   The technology also enables the end user companies to carry out more inspection of critical, inaccessible lines and so improve safety and environmental performance. An example of the use of the technology to inspect an oil transmission pipeline crossing a swamp in Mexico is given in [12]. The enhanced safety benefit is much more difficult to quantify but is clearly substantial. The technique is mainly used in the petrochemical industry but is also used in the power generation (especially nuclear) and gas transmission sectors. Standards Guided wave inspection has been recognised as a Method of NDE in its own right, and its worldwide use has grown steadily to the point at which it is appropriate to establish standards. This is important to ensure that the method is used correctly, and also that its capabilities are not over- sold, both vital ingredients to its long-term success.  Professor Lowe is leading the development of standards, working with standards bodies, in close collaboration with Guided Ultrasonics Ltd and Plant Integrity Ltd. The British Standard [13] explicitly cites [4] above and there are also Italian [14], Japanese [15] and US [16] standards. Training of inspectors is also crucial to the successful application of the technology and certified training schemes are now in place e.g. PCN (UK), ASNT (USA), RINA (Italy).		(indicative maximum of 10 references.) [7]  P. Cavassi, M. Cornago, ‘The Cost of Corrosion in the Oil and Gas Industry’, Journal of protective coatings & linings, (1999) pp30-40. This confirms the corrosion costs. ISSN  8755- 1985  http://cat.inist.fr/?aModele=afficheN&cpsidt=10046432 The sources below give examples of the application of the technology in particular settings: [8]  D.N. Alleyne, B. Pavlakovic, M.J.S Lowe, and P Cawley. 'Rapid long-range inspection of chemical plant pipework using guided waves', Insight, Vol 43, pp93-96,101, 2001. DOI: 10.1063/1.1373757. [9]  Guided Ultrasonics Limited  www.guided-ultrasonics.com (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/2rf on 6th September, 2013). [10] P.J. Mudge  ‘Field application of the Teletest long-range ultrasonic testing technique’, Insight Vol 43, pp74-77, 2001. [11] Plant Integrity Limited  www.plantintegrity.com (Archived at  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/3rf on 6th September, 2013) [12] V.M.N. Ledesma, et al, 'Guided wave testing of an immersed gas pipeline' Materials Evaluation Feature Article pp102-115, (2009) ISSN: 0025-5327 WOS:000263371900003 The sources below corroborate the use of the research in the standards [13] BSI ‘Non Destructive Testing - Guided Wave Testing’, (2011), UK (This standard cites ref #4), BS 9690 ISBN 978 0 580 73794 7 – British Standard [14] UNI ‘NDT inspection of above-ground pipelines and plant piping using long range guided waves with axial propagation’, (2009) UNI/TS 11317 – Italian Standard [15] ‘General principles of Guided Wave inspection for piping by pulse echo technique’, (2010), Japan. (in Japanese) JIS NDIS 2427 - Japanese Standard [16] ASTM ‘Standard Practice for Guided Wave Testing of Above Ground Steel Pipework Using Piezoelectric Effect Transduction’, (2011), USA. DOI: 10.1520/E2775-11 – US Standard Other sources for corroboration: The sources below corroborate the financial impact of the technology on their respective companies: [A]  MD Technology Transfer, Imperial Innovations Ltd [B]  Operations Director, Guided Ultrasonics Ltd [C]  Inspection Consultant, Upstream Engineering Centre, BP plc – this source also corroborates the safety impact.

		800		0.05		2. Commercialisation of Guided Wave Inspection for the Detection of Corrosion in Pipes		Research led by Professors Cawley and Lowe (employed at Imperial College over the whole 1993- 2013 period) resulted in guided wave inspection being established as a new non-destructive evaluation (NDE) method. It is used worldwide to screen long lengths of pipework for corrosion, particularly in the petrochemical industry. A spin-out company has been established that employs seven PhD graduates in NDE from Imperial and the technology is also licensed to another company. Turnover on equipment sales 2008-2013 exceeds £50M and the service companies using the equipment generate about £75M pa in revenue worldwide and employ about 300 FTE staff to carry out the inspection. The oil companies benefit from greatly reduced cost of inspection, especially in areas such as insulated, offshore and buried pipes where access is difficult and expensive for conventional inspection methods. Furthermore, the reliability of inspection is significantly improved, leading to major improvements in safety.		A major problem with conventional NDE techniques such as standard ultrasonic testing is that they only interrogate the part of the test structure directly beneath the transducer. This means that if a large structure is to be inspected, either test times become extremely long, so the inspection adds very significantly to operating costs, or the reliability of inspection is compromised due to sparse sampling of the local measurements. The problem can be overcome by using ultrasonic guided waves which propagate along a structure and therefore enable a large area to be inspected from a single transducer position, so giving 100% volume coverage and large savings in inspection time. The difficulty with guided wave inspection is that many guided wave modes exist (over 50 at 100 kHz in a typical 6 inch diameter pipe) and, unless the excitation and reception is carefully controlled, the received signals are too complicated to be interpretable. Understanding the modes and then investigating methods to control them was the first research task. The background research on the guided wave inspection of pipes started in the early 1990s and the main development was carried out under the CEC Thermie programme starting in 1994. This initial work was supervised by Professor Cawley. Of the 50+ guided wave modes in a typical 6 inch diameter pipe at 100 kHz, only three are axially symmetric so the initial research led to a decision to excite only axially symmetric modes; two of these modes are longitudinal and one is torsional, and these mode types are not coupled so excitation in the circumferential direction will only excite torsional modes and excitation in the axial direction will only excite longitudinal modes. Excitation can efficiently be provided by an array of nominally identical transducers around the pipe, each transducer forcing in the required direction. This concept, together with a novel transducer design is the subject of the key underpinning patent [1] (authors Professor Cawley and RAs working on the project). The next step was to show how the chosen modes interact with defects, and the key initial study of this is reported in [2]; this was jointly supervised by Professors Cawley and Lowe in the mid-1990s. A simple reflection measurement in an axially symmetric mode cannot distinguish between a benign, axially symmetric reflector such as a butt weld, and a corrosion patch that will typically be non-symmetric. We then showed that a symmetric feature will only reflect the incoming symmetric mode, whereas a non-symmetric feature will reflect both the incident axisymmetric mode and non- symmetric modes generated by mode conversion. The output of the individual transducers in the array can be processed to give both the symmetric and non-symmetric reflected modes and this, together with the relative amplitudes of the key modes for different circumferential extents of defects, is described in [3], a companion paper to [2]. A guide to using the relative amplitudes of the different reflections to diagnose corrosion is given in [4] and this is the procedure used  commercially; again this work was jointly supervised by Professors Cawley and Lowe in the early 2000s. Further recent work [5] supervised by Professor Cawley has shown that the output of the transducer array can be processed to give a full unwrapped image of the pipe, so both the axial and circumferential location of defects is obtained, together with an indication of the lateral and axial extents of the defect; this is now implemented in the commercial product. Pipes are frequently coated with highly viscoelastic materials such as bitumen to provide corrosion protection, so it is necessary to understand the influence of this on the wave propagation; a key fundamental study of this effect is given in [6] and informs the guidelines used for testing coated pipes. This work was supervised by Professor Cawley between 2000-2004.		* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. [1]  P. Cawley, D.N. Alleyne, C.W. Chan,” Inspection of pipes”, Patent WO1996012951 A1, priority date 20-10-1994. http://www.google.co.uk/patents/WO1996012951A1?cl=en [2]  D.N. Alleyne, M.J.S. Lowe, P. Cawley, “The reflection of guided waves from circumferential notches in pipes”, ASME J Applied Mechanics, Vol 65, pp. 635-641, (1998) DOI: 10.1115/1.2789105 *[3] M.J.S. Lowe, D.N. Alleyne, P. Cawley, “The mode conversion of a guided wave by a part- circumferential notch in a pipe”, ASME J Applied Mechanics, Vol 65, pp. 649-656, (1998) DOI: 10.1115/1.2789107 [4]  A. Demma, P. Cawley, M.J.S. Lowe, A.G. Roosenbrand, B. Pavlakovic, “The reflection of guided waves from notches in pipes: a guide for interpreting corrosion measurements”, NDT&E International, Vol 37, pp.167-180, (2004) DOI:10.1016/j.ndteint.2003.09.004 *[5] J. Davies, P. Cawley, “The application of synthetic focusing for imaging crack-like defects in pipelines using guided waves”, IEEE Trans UFFC, Vol 56, pp. 759-771, (2009) DOI: 10.1109/TUFFC.2009.1098 *[6] F. Simonetti, P. Cawley, “On the nature of shear horizontal wave propagation in elastic plates coated with viscoelastic materials”, Proc Royal Soc Lond: Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences, Vol 460, pp. 2197-2221, (2004) DOI: 10.1098/rspa.2004.1284		Direct Economic Corrosion costs the petrochemical industry about $12 bn pa at 1999 prices [7] and it is essential to detect and manage it for the safe operation of plant and to avoid environmental disasters such as leaking pipelines in Alaska or subsea. Corrosion in pipe systems often happens at unpredictable locations and conventional inspection techniques require scanning over the whole surface to be inspected. Given the volume of pipes in service this is impractical. The guided wave inspection system described above solves this problem and makes it possible to do 100% screening of pipes that are otherwise prohibitively expensive to inspect. In 1999 a spin-out company Guided Ultrasonics Ltd was formed to commercialise the technology under licence from Imperial Innovations, the College technology transfer company. It now employs 7 PhD graduates in NDE topics from Imperial with a total staff of 15 in UK. It sells equipment to service inspection companies who do the inspection for the oil companies; the equipment and examples of applications are given in [8, 9]. The company has turned over £32M in the REF period 2008-2013 as confirmed by Operations Director, Guided Ultrasonics Ltd [B]. Imperial Innovations also licenses the technology to a Welding Institute subsidiary company, Plant Integrity Ltd, whose system is described in [10, 11]. This company has a similar turnover so during the REF period the turnover from the technology directly has been >£50M, over 80% of which is export [A]. The test systems last for 5-10 years and there are over 300 systems in service worldwide; they are typically charged at £2500/day [B]. Assuming 50% utilisation, revenue to service inspection  companies is ~£75M pa and over 300 FTE inspectors are employed (crew of 2 per inspection). The income generated for the service inspection companies is therefore around £450M over the REF period. End User – Economic and Safety The benefit to the end user companies is reduced cost of inspection e.g. pipes buried under roads - excavation for conventional inspection costs upwards of £80k [C]; insulated pipes - stripping and re-instating insulation typically costs $100-2000/m depending on whether scaffolding etc. is required [B]. There are also significant safety benefits e.g.: •   Offshore risers - corrosion is most likely in the splash zone where safe access for conventional inspection is expensive to ensure; in contrast a guided wave test can be conducted from deck level where safe access is easy to provide [C]. •   100% volume inspection coverage gives much better probability of detecting severe, isolated defects than local inspection on a sampling basis. •   The technology also enables the end user companies to carry out more inspection of critical, inaccessible lines and so improve safety and environmental performance. An example of the use of the technology to inspect an oil transmission pipeline crossing a swamp in Mexico is given in [12]. The enhanced safety benefit is much more difficult to quantify but is clearly substantial. The technique is mainly used in the petrochemical industry but is also used in the power generation (especially nuclear) and gas transmission sectors. Standards Guided wave inspection has been recognised as a Method of NDE in its own right, and its worldwide use has grown steadily to the point at which it is appropriate to establish standards. This is important to ensure that the method is used correctly, and also that its capabilities are not over- sold, both vital ingredients to its long-term success.  Professor Lowe is leading the development of standards, working with standards bodies, in close collaboration with Guided Ultrasonics Ltd and Plant Integrity Ltd. The British Standard [13] explicitly cites [4] above and there are also Italian [14], Japanese [15] and US [16] standards. Training of inspectors is also crucial to the successful application of the technology and certified training schemes are now in place e.g. PCN (UK), ASNT (USA), RINA (Italy).		(indicative maximum of 10 references.) [7]  P. Cavassi, M. Cornago, ‘The Cost of Corrosion in the Oil and Gas Industry’, Journal of protective coatings & linings, (1999) pp30-40. This confirms the corrosion costs. ISSN  8755- 1985  http://cat.inist.fr/?aModele=afficheN&cpsidt=10046432 The sources below give examples of the application of the technology in particular settings: [8]  D.N. Alleyne, B. Pavlakovic, M.J.S Lowe, and P Cawley. 'Rapid long-range inspection of chemical plant pipework using guided waves', Insight, Vol 43, pp93-96,101, 2001. DOI: 10.1063/1.1373757. [9]  Guided Ultrasonics Limited  www.guided-ultrasonics.com (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/2rf on 6th September, 2013). [10] P.J. Mudge  ‘Field application of the Teletest long-range ultrasonic testing technique’, Insight Vol 43, pp74-77, 2001. [11] Plant Integrity Limited  www.plantintegrity.com (Archived at  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/3rf on 6th September, 2013) [12] V.M.N. Ledesma, et al, 'Guided wave testing of an immersed gas pipeline' Materials Evaluation Feature Article pp102-115, (2009) ISSN: 0025-5327 WOS:000263371900003 The sources below corroborate the use of the research in the standards [13] BSI ‘Non Destructive Testing - Guided Wave Testing’, (2011), UK (This standard cites ref #4), BS 9690 ISBN 978 0 580 73794 7 – British Standard [14] UNI ‘NDT inspection of above-ground pipelines and plant piping using long range guided waves with axial propagation’, (2009) UNI/TS 11317 – Italian Standard [15] ‘General principles of Guided Wave inspection for piping by pulse echo technique’, (2010), Japan. (in Japanese) JIS NDIS 2427 - Japanese Standard [16] ASTM ‘Standard Practice for Guided Wave Testing of Above Ground Steel Pipework Using Piezoelectric Effect Transduction’, (2011), USA. DOI: 10.1520/E2775-11 – US Standard Other sources for corroboration: The sources below corroborate the financial impact of the technology on their respective companies: [A]  MD Technology Transfer, Imperial Innovations Ltd [B]  Operations Director, Guided Ultrasonics Ltd [C]  Inspection Consultant, Upstream Engineering Centre, BP plc – this source also corroborates the safety impact.

		379		0.00005		Bringing awareness of viscous fluid mechanics to clinical reproductive medicine		Deficiencies in sperm motility, the ability of cells to migrate actively through the female reproductive tract, are implicated in around half of all cases of subfertility. The biochemical regulation of motility is a subject of considerable interest in clinical science due to its potential for improvements in diagnosis and treatment of subfertility, however the accompanying physical aspects of motility have hitherto received less attention. In 2005, mathematicians Dr David Smith and Prof. John Blake began working closely with Dr Jackson Kirkman-Brown, Science Lead for Birmingham Women’s Fertility Centre, as core investigators in the Centre for Human Reproductive Science (ChRS), a clinical research and development network centred at Birmingham Women’s Hospital (BWH). The resulting mathematical models of sperm motility have been impacting clinical science in three ways. (1) Changing the awareness of practising and trainee clinical scientists, both nationally and internationally. (2) Assisting the capture of infrastructure funding for translational research by opening new scientific avenues. (3) Increasing public awareness through outreach, TV and the press, in turn encouraging changes to lifestyle. (4) Commercial impact through the marketing of a novel image-splitting device developed as part of this programme.		We only partially understand the fundamental process in human reproduction by which a single sperm, from an initial population of 106-108, migrates through the high viscosity fluids lining the closely-opposed and convoluted internal architecture of the female reproductive tract and eventually fertilises an egg. Sperm are propelled through biological fluids by beating a single flagellum, a physical process; however the vast majority of clinical research effort focuses on molecular biology and biochemistry, physical aspects being relatively neglected by comparison. Around one in six couples in the UK fail to conceive after 12 months and Assisted Reproduction Therapy has become routine. The number of IVF cycles performed annually is increasing steadily, reaching nearly 60000/year in 2010, every cycle incurring both financial cost and a physical and emotional toll; success rates however remain below 50%. Because physical aspects are relatively neglected, clinical diagnostics, research and development are usually restricted to visual assessments of sperm count, morphology and motility in laboratory media. These fluids used in laboratory assays are very different from secretions such as cervical mucus, a limitation also present in most clinical research on the biochemical regulation of motility. The research is a multidisciplinary effort to elucidate the physical principles underlying sperm motility, through integrating mathematical models with the physiological features identified to be potentially important by clinical scientists. These include the shape of the DNA-carrying ‘head’ (morphology) and physiological fluid properties such as viscosity. A distinctive feature is the two- way exchange of knowledge, both the integration of clinical data and questions into mathematical models, and the communication of the results of models, which are often counterintuitive, to clinical scientists. The collaboration between Mathematics and ChRS was initiated by Professor John Blake (School of Mathematics) in 2004; the work was subsequently conducted by Dr David Smith (as MRC Fellow from 2006-2009, then Lecturer). 2.1 Mathematical modelling of the fluid dynamics of sperm motility Sperm motility is a very low Reynolds number fluid dynamic process, involving static boundary conditions associated with bounding surfaces, and dynamic boundary conditions associated with the moving flagellum. The underpinning research involved the investigation of the disturbance flow field and energetic requirements, taking into account aspects identified by clinical scientists including the effect of the non-spherical head ‘morphology’ (shape), and the confined internal geometry of the female tract. The model [R5] allows efficient and accurate computation of the viscous-dominated flow and long timescale cell trajectories with different head shapes and  waveforms near surfaces, opening a further area for bioengineering [R1]. 2.2 Nonlinear instability of flagellar movement at high viscosity The next stage involved examining how the elastic structure of the internally-actuated flagellum couples with the surrounding viscous fluid, to alter the waveform and hence trajectory [R4]. The geometrically nonlinear model showed how viscosity alters the flagellar wavelength and cell trajectory through viscous-elastic interaction. The inclusion of nonlinearity revealed a symmetry- breaking bifurcation at high viscosity, demonstrating that experimentally-observed circling motion of cells is not necessarily due to biochemical signalling. Moreover the model showed how defective cell head shapes can radically alter cell trajectory through nonlinear interaction, an effect that would be impossible to predict from heuristic reasoning or intuition. This study was conducted jointly between the Universities of Birmingham and Oxford; a principal part of the work was conducted while the lead author (H. Gadêlha) conducted a research visit in Birmingham, jointly supervised by Smith and Kirkman-Brown. 2.3 Analysis of local mechanical activity in the flagellum in physiological viscosity fluid The energetics of motility are of great interest, for example as a cause of subfertility, and as a potential contraceptive target. Existing dogma based on low viscosity observations held that energy need not be transported significantly along the flagellum. Refs. [R6, R3] describe the capture from imaging data of the movement of the flagellum in physiological viscosity fluid, and spatially-localised estimates of required activity (Smith’s contributions to this work included these calculations). The above findings have been reported and commented on in clinical science publications, conferences and training courses, results being conveyed through images, videos and metaphors appropriate to the audience.		* Denotes sponsor. [R1] Denissenko, Kantsler, Smith & Kirkman-Brown* (2012) Human sperm cells swimming in microchannels. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 109, 8007-8010. doi:10.1073/pnas.1202934109 [R2] J. Kirkman-Brown* and D. J. Smith (2011) Sperm motility: is viscosity fundamental to progress? Journal publication: Mol. Hum. Reprod. 17, 539-544. doi: 10.1093/molehr/gar043 [R3] E. A. Gaffney, H. Gadêlha, D. J. Smith, J. R. Blake and J. Kirkman-Brown* (2011) Mammalian sperm motility: observation and theory. Annu. Rev. Fluid Mech. 43, 501–528. doi: 10.1146/annurev- fluid-121108-145442 [R4] H. Gadêlha, E. A. Gaffney, D. J. Smith and J. C. Kirkman-Brown* (2010) Non-linear instability in flagellar dynamics: A novel modulation mechanism in sperm migration? 2010. J. R. Soc. Interface, 7, 1689–1697. doi: 10.1098/rsif.2010.0136 [R5] D. J. Smith, E. A. Gaffney, J. R. Blake and J. C. Kirkman-Brown* (2009) Human sperm accumulation near surfaces: a simulation study. J. Fluid Mech. 621, 289-320. doi:10.1017/S0022112008004953 [R6] D. J. Smith, E. A. Gaffney, H. Gadêlha, N. Kapur, J. Kirkman-Brown* (2009) Bend propagation in the flagella of migrating human sperm, and its modulation by viscosity. Cell Motil. Cytoskel. 66, 220-236. doi:10.1002/cm.20345 References 3, 4 and 5 best indicate the quality of the underpinning research		The underpinning research elucidated physical mechanisms by which viscosity radically alters the flagellar waveform, internal energy transport requirements, and resulting cell trajectory. This means that experimental work in the highly active field of sperm chemotaxis (chemical guidance to the egg) and also metabolic studies can only be interpreted accurately if physiological viscosity fluids are used. The research also provided mathematically-based computer codes with which flow fields and cell trajectories resulting from observed cell shapes, waveforms and surface interactions can be computed and visualised, the results of which have challenged intuitions regarding the fluid mechanics of motility based on inaccurate analogies in macroscale flow. Taken together, these findings have had a distinct and material impact on practices in clinical science. This impact has occurred in a short time-frame, following the first publications of the research in 2009 (relative to typical lab-to-bedside timescales of the order of 10-20 years). In more detail:  4.1 Clinical perspectives and training Despite the relatively short time-frame since 2009, the work is impacting the medical science perspectives of world-leading laboratories by changing the focus of their work. Prof. David Clapham, Howard Hughes Medical Institute and Harvard University, a pre-eminent figure in biomedicine, states: ‘Spermatozoa are short-lived mechanically driven cells and their biology is dominated by low Reynolds number fluid mechanics. Biologists without the training of Dr. Smith naturally have poor insight and understanding of mechanical forces on the microscopic scale... Without such collaborations across fields of expertise, the field will stall, and worse, go in the wrong direction due to misinterpretation of data... [Kirkman-Brown and Smith] have made remarkable inroads in areas of sperm research. I refer to your work often to understand the problems we are approaching in sperm biology. In particular, [Smith] helped us a great deal in understanding microscopic mechanics for our 2013 paper in Current Biology (Miki K and Clapham DE. 2013. Rheotaxis Guides Mammalian Sperm)...’ [S8] The latter study exemplifies fluid dynamics of cell motility, a new addition to a group specialising in cell electrophysiology. The influence on clinicians’ perspectives is also evidenced from a paper by the clinical group led by Prof. Chris Barratt (Ninewells Hospital and Medical School, Dundee) which give the following corroboration ‘...experiments modelling and examining sperm behaviour in these physiologically relevant environments are essential for obtaining an accurate analysis, as recently demonstrated by Smith and colleagues’ – Barratt, Kay & Oxenham, J. Biol., 8:63, 2009. The clinical science journal Molecular Human Reproduction, a publication which generally focuses on biochemical and molecular processes, summarised the concepts described above, with a mathematical modelling image from Smith and Kirkman-Brown being chosen to illustrate the journal front cover in a special issue on sperm motility published in August 2011. Members of the ChRS team have disseminated these findings at meetings for clinical scientists internationally, including the following invited oral presentations, growing from more specialist meetings in 2009 to major international conferences in 2011 and 2013.     2009:  International Symposium of Advanced Research Progress in Reproductive Medicine, Changzhou Women and Children’s Health Hospital, China [S1], Maternal Communication with Gametes and Embryo COST Meeting, Alghero, Sardinia, Italy (convened by Dr Alireza Fazeli, a leading figure in British Andrology) [S10].     2011: Gordon Research Conference on Fertilization and Activation of Development, NH, USA (an internationally-leading meeting for specialists in the field) [S2], 1st International CAESAR Conference on Sperm Signaling and Motility, Bonn, Germany (including leaders such as Profs. U.B. Kaupp, D. Clapham and M. Eisenbach).     2013: Society for Reproduction and Fertility Annual Conference, Cambridge, UK, Society for the Study of Reproduction Annual Meeting, Montreal, Canada. The work has further impacted the training of clinical and research scientists through Dr Kirkman- Brown’s teaching, for example at Frontiers in Reproduction, the internationally-renowned six week residential course at the Marine Biology Laboratory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. Each year this course trains 20 future leaders in reproduction; without the underpinning research, this strand of thinking would not have been part of the curriculum. Kirkman-Brown continues to bring the awareness of these ideas to his work as British Andrology Society Secretary, and UK host for the Basic Semen Analysis course affiliated to the European Society of Human Reproduction and Embryology. Finally, studies at BWH are underway applying the model to test motility drugs. A manuscript on the energetic effects of the drug 4-aminopyridine is in preparation. The mathematical approach developed allows calculation of energy expenditure and transport in the flagellum, quantifying how the metabolism of the cell is modified under drug stimulation. 4.2 Grant funding for the ChRS clinical research laboratory at Birmingham Women’s Hospital The research has brought two major grants to the ChRS labs at Birmingham Women’s Hospital (MRC £379K and STFC £176K),  allowing the laboratory to be equipped with imaging equipment for sperm motility research, including a high speed camera and an optical splitting device  (designed by Dr Kirkman-Brown in collaboration with SME CAIRN Research Ltd; for the work see 4.4 ). The underpinning research motivated a sub-project as part of a much larger successful bid ‘Experimental Medicine Network of Excellence’ to Advantage West Midlands (the former regional development agency). The Reproductive Medicine project brings approximately £278K of infrastructure to ChRS. The new equipment (‘BAMBI’) allows high-throughput screening of samples, tracking and imaging of live cells, and precise spatial and temporal control of photo- releasable hormones and pharmacological agents [S9]. Combined with the fluid dynamic knowledge of the effect of viscosity on motility and chemical dispersion, these capabilities mean that Birmingham Women’s Hospital now has a system unrivalled in the UK through which motility dysfunction and new therapies can be investigated. BAMBI is currently being used to trial a new potential motility drug ‘Omega’. 4.3 Public awareness and behaviour Findings have fed into ChRS TV work, including an episode of the 2008 BBC TV Series Don’t Die Young on the Male Reproductive Organs [S4], designed to raise awareness of the challenge faced by sperm, and consequent need for men to be aware of the effect of poor lifestyle and prevalence of subfertility. These ideas also contributed to an internationally-screened 2009 TV programme The Great Sperm Race (Channel 4 and Discovery Channel) [S3]. Finally, work from refs. R4, R5 have received press attention internationally [for example, S5].  Dr Smith has drawn on this research in public engagement activities he has led including a ‘Meet the Scientist’ presentation at Birmingham thinktank (February 2010) and talks for local school children interested in STEM subjects, including the 2010 British Science Festival. 4.4 Commercial impact The imaging device, referred to in 4.2, and designed by Dr Kirkman-Brown in conjunction with CAIRN Research Ltd, is now marketed by the company as the Optosplit III Image Splitter, a 3-way image splitter as a device for dividing an image into either one, two or three separate, spatially equivalent components which can be displayed side by side on a single camera chip. This device has generated around £50K of sales for CAIRN, in addition to prompting further independent developments by the company, including a 4-way image splitter. [S7]		[S1] International Symposium of Advanced Research Progress in Reproductive Medicine, Changzhou Women and Children’s Health Hospital, 18th-21st Sept. 2009, Pp. 61-66. [S2] Gordon Research Conference on Fertilization and Activation of Development 2011. http://www.grc.org/programs.aspx?year=2011&program=fert [S3] http://www.channel4.com/programmes/the-great-sperm-race [S4] http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00cv2vd [S5] http://www.abc.net.au/science/articles/2010/07/30/2969046.htm [S6] Birmingham Programme - British Science Festival 2010 (p. 3) [S7] Corroborating letter, Managing Director, Cairn Research Ltd, 21/11/2013 [S8] Corroborating letter, Howard Hughes Medical Institute dated 16/5/2013. [S9] Birmingham Advanced Microscopy for Biomedical Imaging, Specification and Requirements document. [S10] Maternal Communication with Gametes and Embryo (Proceedings of the 2nd Meeting of GEMINI) 1st-3rd Oct. 2009, p.30. ISBN 978-0-9563694-0-6, GEMINI COST ACTION FA0702.

		411		0.0092		Statistical methods for urgent medical care call centres and sustainable transport		The Northern Doctors Urgent Care Group, a not-for-profit organisation that delivers out-of-hours urgent medical services for the NHS, achieved significant efficiency savings and improvements in-patient  care  as  a  result  of  adopting  statistical  assessment  and  forecasting  processes, developed  by  Durham  University.  These  improved  processes  also  featured  in  the  Group’s successful competitive bids for two new contracts worth £9.2M per year. In addition, the Durham methodology was adapted to assess the results of a Government programme to encourage cycling in six UK towns, producing data on cycle use that helped to influence subsequent allocations of about £700M for sustainable transport projects.		This work has been carried out by David Wooff (lead) with S. Grace Stirling, who was appointed to a two-year Knowledge Transfer Partnership associate position funded by the ESRC and One North East (2008-2010, £105,000). There was little extant methodology available to provide forecasts for call-centre volumes and daily patterns of arrival for this kind of problem. Forecasting is difficult because (1) there are structural daily effects - the call centre is closed during normal working hours, but open Saturday and Sunday; (2) there are thought to be different typical caseloads for different days of the week, e.g. Friday night heavy loads; (3) there are calendar effects, e.g. national holidays, Easter, Christmas, New Year; (4) general seasonal effects; (5) occasional epidemic effects, such as swine flu; (6) drift in demand because of population change or policy changes affecting service provision or organisation. The forecasting methodologies tend to fall into two camps; one is quite finely detailed, but over-tuned to special features of the application. Another is insufficiently detailed,  for  example  standard  methodology  such  as  X-ARIMA-12  as  used  by  the  US Government for economic forecasting, which cannot be used for within-day forecasts. In seeking a completely general and widely applicable solution, the Durham team chose to model the daily volume of calls using regression models to identify and adjust for the crucial factors. Daily arrival rates were modelled using a mix of generalized smoothing and a Poisson approximation to arrival times. The resulting models offer excellent forecasts both for day-to-day forecasts and for patterns of call arrivals through the day. A second research theme was identified in the summer of 2009 as a result of the Swine Flu epidemic. In addition to forecasting normal patient volumes, there was an urgent need to react to increasing volumes because of swine flu. The Durham team thus developed diagnostic models to disentangle the normal load from the epidemic load. In collaboration with the North East England Strategic  Health  Authority,  thresholds  were  thereby  determined  for  use  within  a  pandemic escalation framework for North East England healthcare institutions in order to prepare the institutions  for  their  responsibilities  during  pandemics,  and  to  trigger  response  modes  as pandemics escalate.  The methodology developed in this body of work turned out to be of relevance beyond the health- care sector, and was also used in the analysis of cycling data for the Department of Transport and SUSTRANS.		[1] Wooff, D. A. & Stirling, S. G. (2013), Practical statistical methods for call centres with a case study addressing urgent medical care delivery,  http://dro.dur.ac.uk/11457. To appear, with minor revisions, in the Annals of Operations Research. [2] Stirling, S.G. & Wooff, D.A. (2011), Statistical Methods for supporting urgent care delivery through call centres, in Keynote Papers YoungOR 17, Nottingham, UK, Monks, T. ed, The Operational Research Society, pp. 57-78. [3] Wooff, D. A. & Stirling, S. G. (2011), Forecasting for urgent medical care call centres, in Forward look mathematics and industry – success stories, Lery, T. ed., European Science Foundation, Strasbourg, p.68. [4] Stirling, S.G. & Wooff, D.A. (2010), Forecasting for medical emergency call centres, Conference presentation, Institute for Mathematical Statistics 73rd annual conference, 2010, Gothenburg, Sweden.		Northern  Doctors  Urgent  Care  Group  (NDUC)  is  a  not-for-profit  organisation,  based  in Newcastle, which is commissioned by the NHS to deliver out-of-hours urgent GP services. It has a turnover of £15M and 600 staff. Trained call handlers liaise with clinicians to provide patients with appropriate care, including: telephone advice, visit to an Urgent Care Centre, home visit, or hospital admission. In 2008, NDUC was receiving 100,000 calls per annum from the Northumbria health region (population 929,000) when it approached Knowledge House, an organisation that facilitates links between companies and universities in North East England, requesting a research partnership aimed at reducing costs and improving patient care by more accurately forecasting call volumes and daily patterns of call arrivals. Durham University responded and entered into a Knowledge Transfer Partnership, placing an early career researcher, Grace Stirling, at NDUC from 2008-10, supervised by Professor Wooff. The research was conducted during the period of the KTP and the results were announced in the talk [4] and summary note [3], the details being published in [2] and [1]. The statistical methodology developed in Durham in these works provided NDUC with a forecast of numbers of calls arriving during every 30 minutes. Forecasts are made up to a year in advance and are highly accurate, facilitating optimum clinical staffing, which accounted for 64% of expenditure. NDUC was able to save about £65,000 per year by changing GP shift patterns in response to better forecasting. A further £35,000 per year was saved by introducing a new rota for call handlers working at weekends.1 These improvements aided business expansion. In 2011 NDUC won a £4.5M per year contract to handle non-emergency calls in Teesside (565,000 population) and in 2012 a £4.7M per year contract to provide a similar service in Staffordshire (700,000 population). The Chief Executive of NDUC commented that the relationship with Durham University and the success  of  the  research-based  methodology  were  ‘central’  to  the  successful  bid  for  the  Staffordshire contract, forming a major part of the presentation to the NHS commissioning body and providing a distinct competitive edge over the four other bidders. “In terms of better patient care, I just think it (the Durham methodology) makes the whole organisation operate more effectively… At the busy times, it means we have the right number of staff to deal with the patients, so patients don’t experience delays … and then again we are not having to spend a lot of money putting too many doctors on, when they are not really needed… The key thing is that it enables us to provide a consistent service.”2  The resulting contract was very well-received: indeed, the Clinical Director for Unplanned Care for Stoke-on-Trent Clinical Commissioning Group, Dr Chandra Kanneganti, commented to a local newspaper: “This was a comprehensive procurement process involving five possible providers … I am delighted that we will be working with Northern Doctors Urgent Care. They have a proven track record of delivering out of hours services.” 3 The Teesside assessors positively highlighted the NDUC’s response to the swine flu epidemic in 2009,1  when the Durham methodology enabled diagnostic models to forecast patient volumes and disentangle normal load from epidemic load.   This allowed NDUC to react to increasing volumes and provided the North East England Strategic Health Authority with timely out-of-hours data to help as an early warning trigger for the rest of the healthcare system. Subsequent impact on public policy was incorporation by the SHA of this second strand of research into its North East Escalation Plan for Pandemic Influenza. The research [1-4] has had further impact in another area of public policy. SUSTRANS is a charity which fosters sustainable transport and had previously collaborated on statistical analysis of cycling data with Durham University, through the relationship with the SUSTRANS Research and Monitoring Unit Project Manager, a Durham graduate. In 2009, the Project Manager approached Professor Wooff to evaluate the first phase of the Cycling Demonstration Town Programme (CDTP), a multi-agency project funded by the Department for Transport and local authorities which had allocated £1m per year to each of six participating towns between 2005-09 for schemes aimed at stimulating levels of cycling.4 The data concern automatic daily counts of cyclists at 111 locations over four years. Counts of cyclists arriving at locations is structurally the same as volumes of calls arriving at a call centre, and so the Durham methodology of [1-4], which had been developed in the context of call centre data, could be immediately applied to the cycling data. Professor  Wooff’s  data  analysis  underpinned  two  evaluation  reports  co-authored  by  the SUSTRANS  Project  Manager  and  published  by  Cycling  England  and  the  Department  for Transport in 20094,5. This analysis, especially its key figure of a 27% increase in the cycle count (unweighted mean percentage change relative to 2005 baseline)5, had significant political, economic, environmental and public engagement impacts, as will now be described. The 27% figure provided an easy to understand measure upon which the Government based further cost-benefit analyses and was quoted extensively in publicity and media campaigns to gain acceptance of its policies on cycling, said the Project Manager: “David’s work gave us the possibility to report the change in one number (27%), which was what the Government wanted.  It helped make the case for further funding for the Cycling Cities and Towns (Programme) and other cycling-related projects and more recently helped make the case for the (Local) Sustainable Transport Fund. It is still being used in Government today as one of the pieces of analysis underpinning a lot of benefit cost ratio calculation in city or town wide initiatives.” 6 The Cycling Cities and Towns Programme attracted £43M of government funding for cycle lanes, enhanced junction crossings, cycle parking facilities, training and information, from 2008-2011. An evaluation document7 says the programme was ‘built on earlier experience in six Cycling Demonstration Towns’. This is a reference to the data that was analysed in the reports 4,5 using the Durham methodology.  The Government subsequently allocated a further £600M6,8, via the Local Sustainable Transport Fund, to integrated projects that encourage green transport. The first tranche of 39 LSTF projects funded in July 2011 included 38 with a cycling element9. Further tranches were funded in May 2012 and June 2012. A further £62M has been spent on ‘other projects on cycling’ during this period6. These include projects funded through block allocations by government to local transport authorities.9		1. Knowledge Transfer Partnership final report (copy held in Durham) and collaboration page http://info.ktponline.org.uk/action/details/partnership.aspx?id=6732 2. Interview with the Chief Executive, NDUC, 6 December 2012. (Sound file held in Durham.) 3. Leek Post and Times (Staffordshire local newspaper),  http://www.leek-news.co.uk/Leek- News/New-out-of-hours-provider-announced-04122012.htm 4. Introduction to ‘Analysis and Synthesis of Evidence on the Effects of Investment in Six Cycling Demonstration Towns’ (November 2009), Department for Transport. http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110407094607/http://www.dft.gov.uk/ cyclingengland/site/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/analysis-and-synthesis-report.pdf 5.  Pages  1-2  of  ‘Cycling  Demonstration  Towns:  Monitoring  Project  Report  2006  to  2009’ (November 2009), Cycling England. http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110407094607/http://www.dft.gov.uk/ cyclingengland/site/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/cdts-monitoring-project-report-2006-09.pdf 6. Written testimony from the SUSTRANS Research and Monitoring Unit Project Manager, April 2013. (Email kept on file in Durham.) 7. Introduction to Executive Summary, Evaluation of the Cycling City and Towns Programme Interim Report (January 2011).  AECOM, Centre for Transport and Society, The Tavistock Institute. (Copy kept in Durham.) 8. Written statement to Parliament by Norman Baker, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Transport, 27 June 2012, available at  https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/266-million- investment-in-local-sustainable-transport-schemes (accessed 17/10/2013). 9. Parliamentary Questions information, Parliamentary Advisory Council for Transport Safety (24 February 2012), available at http://www.pacts.org.uk/2012/02/pqs-20th-23rd-2/ (accessed 17/10/2013).

		444		0.00084		Applications of Singularity Theory and 3D Modelling in Arts and Retail		Professor  Peter Giblin  (Department  of  Mathematical Sciences at the University of  Liverpool), together with collaborators, used methods from singularity theory to develop an approach for recovering 3-d information from 2-d images, such as photos. In the past decade, these have been implemented and built upon by software engineers, leading to significant cultural, economic and societal impacts. These include the creation of an innovative 25m high sculpture of the human body in the Netherlands by the sculptor Antony Gormley and the virtual modelling of clothing on online clothing websites such as Tesco’s (Virtual Changing Room by Tesco/F&F). These have reached thousands of consumers worldwide and represent a significant commercial success for the company which developed the software.		The research underpinning this impact was undertaken by Professor Peter Giblin, working in the Singularity Theory Group at the Department of Pure Mathematics, now part of the Department of Mathematical Sciences. Professor Giblin worked on the mathematical foundations of Computer Vision, that is, the recovery of 3-dimensional information about the world from 2-dimensional images, perhaps from several viewpoints or from a moving (calibrated) camera whose positions in space may not be known. Specifically, the impact is underpinned by research undertaken from 1995-2000, mainly in collaboration with Cipolla (Cambridge) and Åström (Lund, Sweden), on using 2-d images to recover an arbitrary camera motion and the geometry of a surface. One of the key ingredients of recovery, or reconstruction, is the use of ‘apparent contours’, also called ‘profiles’, which are similar to silhouettes of surfaces. There is a corresponding idea for the apparent contour from a point of 3-space, which more precisely models views of an object from a stationary, or moving camera. Prior to the research described here, contours were discussed by Giblin and Weiss, and by A. Blake and R. Cipolla, in the context of reconstructing a surface given the camera motion. An important development came through adding the ingredient of ‘frontier points’, first investigated theoretically in the PhD thesis of Giblin’s student Jeanette Rycroft (Liverpool 1992). A special case of circular motion was worked out in detail [3.1] by Giblin, Rycroft and F.Pollick (the latter working on the psychology of vision).  An even more remarkable idea was that by using suitable optimizing techniques an arbitrary camera motion and the geometry of the surface, could be recovered from measurements of apparent contours and frontier points. This was investigated in research (1995- 1999)  between  Giblin,  R.Cipolla (by then in the Cambridge Engineering  Department)  and K. Åström (Lund, Sweden), the main article being published in 1999 [3.2]. Much of the theory was also described, with extensive background material, in the book by Cipolla and Giblin [3.3], which has 204 citations according to Google Scholar. As is often the case in mathematics, the impact of this research was not direct, but rather filtered through further work in software engineering. The ideas introduced were extended and made highly practical by several of Cipolla’s PhD students and postdoctoral workers. (Giblin continued to act as external examiner on these topics in Cambridge and in Lund, but his work has now turned elsewhere.) Publications from Cipolla’s group continue to refer to the fundamental mathematical work (especially Ref.[3.3]).		[3.1] P.J.Giblin,  F.E.Pollick and J.E.Rycroft, `Recovery of an unknown axis  of  rotation  from the profiles   of   a   rotating   surface',      J.Optical   Soc.   America   11A  (1994),   1976--1984,   DOI:  10.1364/JOSAA.11.001976. [3.2] K. Åström,   R.Cipolla   and   P.J.Giblin,  `Generalised  epipolar   constraints',   International J. Computer  Vision  33  (1999)  51—72,  DOI:  10.1023/A:1008113231241.    This  is  an  expanded version, with more detail of the methods and results, of the article with the same name in Proc. European Conference   on Computer Vision (ECCV) 1996, Lecture Notes in Computer Science 1065, Springer-Verlag, 97--108. [3.3] R.Cipolla and P.J.Giblin, Visual Motion of curves and surfaces, viii + 184pp. Cambridge University Press, 2000. Early results were published in [3.4]  R.Cipolla,  K. Åström and P.J.Giblin, `Motion from the frontier of  curved  surfaces',  Proc.  Int. Conf. on Computer Vision (ICCV) June 1995 (IEEE Computer Society Press), pp. 269--275. The research is published in leading international journals devoted to (often theoretical) computer vision. It has been well-cited, with [3.1] accruing 19 citations and [3.2] 14 citations as at September 2013. According to the Web of Science, the Journal of the Optical Society of America A has an Impact Factor of 1.67 and an Article Influence Index of 0.62 and is ranked 30th   out of 80 journals on Optics; the International Journal of   Computer Vision has an Impact Factor of 3.62 and an Article Influence Index of 3.01 and is ranked 9th   out of 115 journals on Computer Science: Artificial Intelligence.		The  impacts  described  here  were  developed  by  Professor  Roberto  Cipolla,  based  on  the fundamental research with Professor Giblin described earlier. As Prof. Cipolla states in a letter [5.1], “this work with Giblin and Astrom laid the essential groundwork for  later developments by myself and my students and other collaborators, leading to important practical applications with significant external impact, such as those to scultpure (Anthony Gormley) and online retailing (Metail)”. Applications in Sculpture. Renowned sculptor Antony Gormley (creator of the “Angel of the North” in Gateshead and “Another Place” in Crosby) designed and built a 25-metre-high statue of a crouching human body, entitled “Exposure”, which was unveiled in 2010 [5.3] in Lelystad in the Netherlands. The statue is built from interlocking pylon-like structures. This was achieved using software developed by Professor Cipolla at Cambridge, based on the fundamental research on singularity theory described above, carried out with Peter Giblin and published in joint work. This allowed 3-dimensional models to be reconstructed from a small number of ordinary camera images, in this case from 2-dimensional photographs of a cast of the artist’s body. According to Gormley [5.4], this software is “unique in the world: it’s extraordinary to get a fully rotational model from a standard single-lens digital camera”. The sculpture “Exposure” has been the subject of international news coverage [5.3], and is now an important landmark on the coast of the Netherlands.  The impact here is cultural, since this work of art would not exist without the software developed from research completed in our UoA, and the public, especially in the Netherlands, have benefitted from this thought-provoking and impressive work. Applications in Retail. Metail is a company, founded in 2008 [5.5] and based in London and Cambridge, that offers “virtual fitting rooms”. It now has 40 employees. The website allows users to easily generate a 3- dimensional personal body model to see how clothes would fit them online, prior to purchase. Shoppers are able to visualize themselves wearing complete outfits.  The company’s founder and CEO, Tom Adeyoola, first explored the possibilities of computer vision in the context of card  recognition for on-line gaming. An internet search led to Roberto Cipolla and a personal contact with him. Tom was particularly impressed by the current preparations for Gormley’s “Exposure” sculpture. Subsequently an ex-PhD student of Cipolla’s was commissioned for the project of developing software for the virtual fitting room, based on the underpinning joint research with Peter Giblin on singularity theory described above. Metail  has  raised  over  £4m  in  investment,  filed  patents  and  won  a  £100k  grant  from  the Government’s Technology Strategy Board in 2012 and a further £250k grant in August 2013. Metail launched to the public with its first trial commercial partner, Tesco, in February 2012 [5.6]. The trial was a success and went on to win an internal Tesco award for “Best on-line innovation” (voted for by the CEO Phil Clarke and the executive team). At the end of September 2012 Metail launched commercially on Tesco's main website, opening the “F&F Virtual Fitting Room”. This website enable Tesco customers to try clothing online before they buy. The website is run in association with Facebook and the Home Page says “The F&F Virtual Fitting Room has been so successful on Facebook that we have made it part of our main website!”. Subsequently Metail has launched with the clothing retailer Warehouse, and also with Zalando Germany (Germany's fastest growing clothing retailer), and the UK's largest on-line retailer, Shop Direct.  Metail   went on to launch their first live show TV experience 'Take over the Makeover' with ITV's programme “This Morning”  in December 2012; this feature has been running monthly since March 2013. They launched  their  second  international  client  of  Dafiti  in  Brazil  in  February.   Metail  is  currently generating around £70k per month in revenue and in March 2013 registered 80,000 users on their website. Over 300,000 people have created “MeModels” using their websites since February 2012. The  impact  here  has  therefore  been  economic,  since  Metail  owes  its  existence  and  current success to the software developed from our research; and societal, since a large number of consumers in several countries have been enabled to “virtually” try on clothing before purchasing online.  The CEO of Metail can confirm these details of company performance [5.7].		[5.1] Collaborating Professor from University of Cambridge, has provided a statement of support to corroborate  the  connection  between  the  theoretical  work  with  Peter  Giblin  and  the  impacts described above. [5.2]  Publications from Cipolla’s group directly related to the impact, such as continue to refer to the fundamental mathematical work, establishing its foundational nature for the impact. [5.3] A report on Antony Gormley’s sculpture, including a description of Prof. Cipolla’s involvement, Archived at: http://www.webcitation.org/69XxyH01M Other coverage: http://www.mymodernmet.com/profiles/blogs/antony-gormley-exposure [5.4]  Gormley  quote,  emphasising  the  critical  role  of  the  software  based  on  our  singularity research; in an article at: http://www.eng.cam.ac.uk/news/stories/2011/Antony_Gormley/ [5.5] A description of Metail, including their connection to Professor Cipolla. Archived at http://www.webcitation.org/69Xy7Vz2H ). [5.6] The announcement of the opening of the F&F online fitting room based on Metail software can be found at http://internetretailing.net/2012/03/tesco-launches-virtual-ff-fitting-room  and a “You-Tube” video showing the operation of the online fitting room can be viewed at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhYlvCROhck [5.7] The CEO of Metail can be contacted to corroborate company performance and impact of the software on the formation and development of the business.

		449		0.00024		Mathematical Software for Computing Matrix Functions		Functions of matrices underpin many of the fundamental algorithms used in the finance, engineering and pharmaceutical industries. Our research has provided the state of the art algorithms for computing the most common matrix functions. The algorithms have been implemented commercially in MATLAB (with almost 2 million users) and the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) Ltd Library; as well as in open source packages such as R and Eigen.  Software companies have enjoyed direct impact through improved products and increased revenues, whilst the greater indirect impact is for the users of the software, leading to acceleration in the pace of science and engineering worldwide.		2. Underpinning research
The impact is based on research that took place in the unit of assessment from 1993-date, with the first major publication in 2000. The key researchers were
Professor Nick Higham (1993-date).
Professor Françoise Tisseur (1997-date: PDRA ’98-‘00, Lecturer ‘01-’05, SL ’06-’07, Reader ’09-'11, Professor '12-date).
Dr Philip Davies (PhD student ’98-’00, PDRA ’01-’04).
The algorithms on which this case study is based are:
1.  Scaling and squaring algorithm for the matrix exponential [1]. This algorithm improves on earlier scaling and squaring algorithms by choosing the amount of scaling and the Padé degree dynamically based on the matrix norm and precomputed constants determined from backward error analysis.
2.  Inverse scaling and squaring algorithm for the matrix logarithm [4, Sec. 11.5]. This algorithm uses a dynamic choice of number of square roots and Padé degree.
3.  The Schur-Parlett algorithm for computing arbitrary matrix functions [2].
4.  An algorithm for matrix 1-norm estimation [3] that generalizes to block form and provides more accurate estimates than an earlier algorithm of Higham that is the basis of the LAPACK condition number estimator.		3. References to the research
The research has been published in leading, high impact numerical analysis journals and has been widely cited. Citations are shown for the Web of Science (WOS) and Google Scholar (GS) as of 9-8-
13.
[1]  N. J. Higham, The scaling and squaring method for the matrix exponential revisited, SIAM J. Matrix Anal. Appl., 26(4):1179-1193, 2005.  DOI . [WoS: 98, GS: 201]. doi.org/10.1137/04061101X
[2]  P. I. Davies and N. J. Higham, A Schur-Parlett algorithm for computing matrix functions, SIAM J.  Matrix Anal. Appl., 25(2):464-485, 2003.  DOI . [WoS: 44, GS: 96]. doi.org/10.1137/S0895479802410815 [3]  N. J. Higham and F. Tisseur. A block algorithm for matrix 1-norm estimation, with an application to 1-norm pseudospectra. SIAM J. Matrix Anal. Appl., 21(4):1185-1201, 2000.  DOI . [WoS: 29, GS: 83]. doi.org/10.1137/S0895479899356080 The following research monograph includes treatments of [1-3] and contains a new algorithm for the matrix logarithm. [4]  N. J. Higham, Functions of Matrices: Theory and Computation, SIAM, 2008. xx+425 pages, . [WoS: 195, GS: 494] http://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lr=&id=S6gpNn1JmbgC&oi=fnd&pg=PR3&dq=N.+J.+Higha m,+Functions+of+Matrices:+Theory+and+Computation,+SIAM,+2008		Context Matrix functions underpin computer simulations used to inform decision making across almost all industrial sectors. The need for high-quality simulation results makes it increasingly important to enable the accurate and efficient computation of matrix functions. Our research has provided the first reliable and efficient algorithm for computing general matrix functions, as well as the state of the art algorithms for the matrix exponential and matrix logarithm, which play a key role in control theory. MATLAB, from The MathWorks (head office in Natick, MA, USA, with other offices including in Cambridge, UK) is a commercial mathematical software system with almost 2 million users in industry and academia. Its associated toolboxes and Simulink, an environment for multidomain simulation, run within MATLAB and provide specialist capabilities that are widely used in the engineering and finance sectors. The Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) Ltd Library is a product of NAG Ltd. (head office in Oxford UK), which has as its core business the production and sale of mathematical and statistical software components, including libraries. Pathways to Impact Higham and Tisseur have long-standing professional relationships with colleagues from NAG and The MathWorks, going back to the 1980s. As a result of these links, the research reported here has been strongly influenced by the needs of NAG and The MathWorks; and both companies have been in a position to rapidly incorporate the resulting algorithms into their products. A Knowledge Transfer Partnership (2010-2013) funded a full-time KTP Associate to translate algorithms for matrix functions developed by Higham and Tisseur into NAG products. Reach and Significance of the Impact The research has reached a large proportion of the relevant community through its incorporation in widely used commercial and open source software, including R [S4], Eigen [S5] and Scipy (Python) [S6]. Indeed, the majority of end users of matrix functions will be using the algorithms that are the focus of this case study, albeit unknowingly. We have found the non-academic impact of open source implementations of our algorithms impossible to quantify, and so instead quantify the impacts of implementations made by the commercial companies The Mathworks and NAG. The MathWorks The Mathworks state that [S2] “it is difficult to measure direct economic impact of the … algorithms,  it is inarguable that your contribution to Matlab and MathWorks’ product line has been significant in accelerating the pace of engineering and science in a wide variety of industries from aerospace and automotive to financial and pharmaceutical.” Nonetheless all copies of MATLAB licensed within the assessment period contained our algorithms and the annual revenue of The Mathworks in 2012 was US$750 million [S7], mostly due to licensing income. Specific direct impacts for the company are detailed below:     The MathWorks incorporated the new algorithm [2] in MATLAB 7.0. From 2004 to 2011 this was the only numerically reliable code for general matrix functions available in any commercial software, giving The MathWorks a commercial advantage and its customers a unique capability.      A crucial aspect of MATLAB functionality is its ability to detect ill conditioned problems and warn the user of ill conditioning.  From MATLAB 6.0 (2000) the condition number of a matrix is estimated using the block algorithm of [3], which provides more reliable estimates than the previous point algorithm.  This block algorithm has continuing impact as a key component of MATLAB, used in the ordinary differential equation solvers and fitting functions used in the Statistics and Curve Fitting Toolboxes [S2].     Our algorithms for the principal matrix logarithm [4, Alg. 11.11] and matrix exponential [1] are “an intrinsic part of MathWorks’ Control Systems Toolbox, underpinning the reliability of MATLAB in control engineering applications” [S2].     The implementation of our matrix exponential algorithm in MATLAB function expm led to a faster, more accurate code and better maintainability of the code base due to the use of an M- file rather than C [S1]. NAG Specific direct impacts for NAG within the assessment period are detailed below:     A new code f01ecf (f01ecc) introduced in Mark 22 (2011) of the NAG Library for computing the matrix exponential using the algorithm of [1].     A new family of NAG Library codes for evaluating general matrix functions by the algorithm of [2] and the matrix logarithm using the algorithm of [4, Alg. 11.11]  was released in Mark 23 (spring 2012).     A NAG Library code f0y4d for matrix norm estimation using the block algorithm of [4] was released at Mark 24 (spring 2013). The new matrix function codes are helping NAG gain more revenue across all sectors, both from new customers and from existing users who are more likely to renew with the new features. The total additional income resulting from these codes, from new licenses plus renewals, is estimated by NAG as £100k during the project (January 2010 - July 2013), £240k in the year after project completion, with a further doubling for each of the following two years, which is very significant for a company with about 70 FTE staff [S3].		[S1]  Email from Principal Numerical Analyst at The MathWorks, August 19, 2005. (Supports claim of increased speed and accuracy and better maintainabiilty of the MATLAB function expm) [S2]  Letter from  Manager, The MathWorks, May 21, 2013. (Supports the claims of increasing functionality and accuracy in MATLAB) [S3]  Letter from VP for Sales and Marketing, NAG, July 22, 2013.  (Supports financial claims and the importance of the algorithms for NAG) [S4]  Vincent Goulet, Christophe Dutang, Martin Maechler, David Firth, Marina Shapira, Michael Stadelmann, R package expm: Matrix exponential, Computation of the matrix exponential and related quantities.   expm-developers@lists.R-forge.R-project.org, July 2010 onwards.  http://cran.r- project.org/web/packages/expm/index.html  (Demonstrates that algorithm is implemented in R) [S5]  J. Niesen, Matrix functions module for Eigen C++ template library for linear algebra. http://eigen.tuxfamily.org/dox  (Demonstrates that algorithm is implemented in Eigen) [S6]  Comments at  http://nickhigham.wordpress.com/2013/03/10/siam-conference-on- computational-science-and-engineering-2013. (Demonstrates that algorithm is implemented in Python) [S7] Matlab factsheet (Confirms the revenue of The Mathworks in 2012)

		450		0.00025		Mathematical Software for the Nearest Correlation Matrix		Correlation matrices play a key role in financial modelling, but their empirical construction (based on the actual statistical data) may lead to negative variances, which can lead to complete failure of a model. Our research has resulted in algorithms for efficiently computing the unique nearest correlation matrix (NCM) that does not yield negative variances. The most direct impact is to Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) Ltd, whose library sales and renewals have been increased by an estimated £250k following the inclusion of our NCM codes. Further impact is to NAG clients, including the Tier 1 Investment Banks, with at least six of the top ten [e.g., Credit Suisse and Morgan Stanley] known to be using the new NAG nearest correlation matrix codes, leading to improved reliability of their financial models.		The impact is based on research that took place in the unit of assessment from 2000-date, with the first major publication in 2002. The key researchers were Professor Nick Higham (2000-date). Dr Rudiger Borsdorf  (MSc student and PhD student, 2006-2012). The correlation matrix is a classical concept from statistics and specifies the degree of linear dependence between various random quantities (e.g. various financial assets). The aim of the research was to develop efficient algorithms for computing the nearest correlation matrix to an arbitrary matrix.  The algorithms on which this case study is based are: 1.  The alternating projections algorithm [1]. This is the first algorithm proven to compute the global minimizer of the distance to the set of correlation matrices. 2.  The preconditioned Newton algorithm [2], which takes the Newton method derived in [Hou- Duo Qi and Defeng Sun, A quadratically convergent Newton method for computing the nearest correlation matrix, SIAM J. Matrix Anal. Appl., 28(2):360-385, 2006] and constructs an efficient and reliable algorithm, by using preconditioned iterative solution of the Newton equations, carefully avoiding roundoff problems in the line search, and making other improvements explained in [2].		The research has been published in leading high impact numerical analysis journals. Citations are shown for the Web of Science (WOS) and Google Scholar (GS) as of 9-8-13. Reference [1] has been the most downloaded full-text PDF in IMA J. Numer. Anal. every year since 2008 (source: IMA Journal of Numerical Analysis Publisher's Reports, OUP, 2009-2012). [1]  N. J. Higham, Computing the nearest correlation matrix - A problem from finance. IMA J. Numer. Anal., 22(3):329-343, 2002. DOI 10.1093/imanum/22.3.329.  [WoS: 121, GS: 304]. [2]  R. Borsdorf and N. J. Higham, A preconditioned Newton algorithm for the nearest correlation  matrix. IMA J. Numer. Anal., 30(1):0 94-107, 2010. DOI 10.1093/imanum/drn085. [WoS: 9, GS: 25].		Context Correlation plays a fundamental part in any financial model dealing with more than one asset e.g. CAPM, Markowitz portfolio theory, the LIBOR market model, or any multi-asset extension of the various market models used. However estimating correlation is notoriously difficult: in practice market data is often missing or stale; different assets are sampled at different time points (e.g. some daily and others weekly); and the data may even contain arbitrages due to averaging of bid and offer quotes. As a result, estimated correlation matrices are frequently not positive semidefinite, with the consequence that variances are negative, which is forbidden by definition. There is a real need to correct the non-positive semi-definiteness of estimated correlation matrices, while at the same time staying true to the correlations implied by the market data - in other words, not changing the estimated matrix too much, but just enough to make it mathematically sound. This is what the NCM routines do, and this is why they are crucial in the financial industry and in many other contexts. Prior to our research, ad-hoc methods had been developed in an attempt to compute the nearest correlation matrix, but none were guaranteed to compute it and some were not even guaranteed to converge. Our work has provided fast and reliable algorithms for computing the unique nearest correlation matrix in the Frobenius norm. Pathways to Impact The Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) Ltd. has been a world leader in the development and distribution of numerical software for more than 40 years, and has offices in Oxford and Manchester and   subsidiaries   in   Chicago,   Tokyo   and   Taipei.   Higham   has   long-standing   professional relationships with colleagues from NAG going back to the 1980s. As a result of these links, the research reported here has been strongly influenced by the needs of NAG and indeed NAG provided partial funding for Borsdorf‘s PhD studies in Manchester. The Manchester researchers have assisted in translation of the algorithm in [2] into NAG software, and NAG has been in a position to rapidly incorporate the software into their products. In order to maximise impact in the financial sector, NAG is devoting significant effort to promote the developed software using marketing material, brochures [S1], web videos, targeted site visits and publication via seminars and Trade shows.  Higham has joined NAG representatives on visits to BNP-Paribas (London) and Barclays Capital (London), both in June 2011, at Standard and Poors (New York, December 2011), and at Credit-Suisse and Morgan Stanley in March 2013.  He gave seminars on the NCM problem at all these venues and at the Institute of Actuaries in March 2013. In addition, the algorithm of [1] is freely available in implementations in MATLAB, R, and SAS. Reach and Significance of the Impact The key user base is the financial industry and at least six of the top ten Tier 1 Investment Banks are using NAG nearest correlation matrix (NCM) codes [S3] that implement the preconditioned Newton algorithm [2]. The codes can be directly incorporated into customers’ existing financial models because they can be called from Fortran or C, from MATLAB via the NAG Toolbox for MATLAB, and from Excel.  In particular, the link to Excel allows the research to reach practitioners  who are not necessarily programmers, such as those from the actuarial community [S2]. Due to the importance of the codes, and based on feedback from NAG customers, NAG has worked with Higham and Borsdorf to improve the codes, gaining a factor two increase in the speed since their first introduction [S4]. The nearest correlation matrix codes in the NAG Library are helping NAG to gain more revenue across all sectors, both from new customers and from existing users who are more likely to renew with the new features. The estimated total additional income to NAG as a consequence of the inclusion of our codes into the library (new licenses plus renewals) in the period January 2010 - July 2013 is £250,000 [S3]; this is very significant for a company with about 70 FTE staff. Commercial sensitivity means that the Tier 1 Banks are unwilling to disclose any revenue increases as a consequence of using these algorithms, but, for context, Morgan Stanley report assets of US$347 billion under management or supervision (June 30, 2013) [S5], and Credit Suisse report CHF 408 billion under management at the end of 2011 [S6]. Thus, if used in management of 1% of the assets (a conservative estimate) our algorithms would still inform financial decisions on the scale of billions of dollars.		[S1] Nearest Correlation Matrix brochure www.nag.co.uk/IndustryArticles/Nearest_Correlation_Matrix.pdf, 23 July, 2010 (Evidence of promotion by NAG of the software based on our algorithms) [S2] John Holden and Jacques duToit, Numerical software & tools for the actuarial community, www.nag.co.uk/market/seminars/nag_actuarial_community_sep2012.pdf; accessed 12-1-13. (Demonstrates that research is being made available to actuarial community) [S3] Letter from Vice President for Sales, NAG, July 22, 2013. (Supports finanical claims about NAG) [S4]  Matrix functions, correlation matrices, and news from NAG, www.nag.co.uk/Market/events/craig_nag_wilmott_2011.pdf,  talk at NAG Quant Event, London, by Dr Craig Lucas, 2011; accessed 9-8-13.  (Demonstrates increased speed of the code) [S5]  http://www.morganstanley.com/about/ir/earnings_releases.html (Reports assets managed by Morgan Stanley) [S6]  https://www.credit-suisse.com/who_we_are/en/asset_management.jsp (Reports assets managed by Credit Suisse)

		474		0.0012		Title: of case study: Applying the mathematics of evolving networks for more effective social media marketing		Researchers in the Centre for the Mathematics of Human Behaviour at the University of Reading have developed a novel approach for the real-time monitoring of evolving social networks. These networks, in which connections between individuals change over time, are an important opportunity for online advertising. The research has been used in collaboration with Bloom Media Ltd to develop a new tool that gives their clients a better understanding of the impacts of social media campaigns. As a result Bloom are leading the field in this area, allowing them to attract major new clients and leading to significant growth of the business. The company now directly employs highly skilled mathematics graduates specifically to work in this area.		Research background Digital communications between individuals have resulted in large, multi-layered social networks that evolve from moment to moment. Although methods exist for analysing and modelling static networks, recent trends in communications, transport and energy have highlighted the need for methods that are appropriate for dynamic, evolving networks. Therefore, funded by an EPSRC Digital Economy programme through the Horizon hub, Professor Peter Grindrod collaborated with Prof Desmond Higham (University of Strathclyde) to develop a simple mathematical model of evolving networks [1], defined here as a fixed set of vertices (e.g. a group of people) with edges (e.g. peer-to-peer communication) that appear and disappear over time. The approach uses a temporal series of snapshot graphs instead of collapsing different time points on to one (denser) graph, thereby retaining both information about time-flow and the benefits of more sparse graphs. Main contribution The core of this work involved exploring centrality measures in evolving networks. Centrality is the relative importance of an individual (a vertex) and determines its involvement in a network. Prior to this work, centrality measures had been developed for static networks, but had not been successfully translated to evolving networks. The full technical details are given in [2] although the discussions leading to the impact were prompted by a SIAM news article [3], which was written for a wider audience. Katz centrality computes the relative influence of a node within a static network by measuring its number of immediate neighbours and other nodes that connect to it through those immediate neighbours. An attenuation factor lessens the influence of longer pathways. The researchers built an extension of Katz centrality for evolving networks that gives communicability across time steps. When peer-to-peer communications can be observed, this allows the identification of individual strong broadcasters and listeners [4]. It can also be scaled up to very large data sets as it involves handling large but sparse matrices. Fast algorithmic computations of centrality ranking can be achieved using sparsity and series approximation. Although for some real applications the choice of the attenuation factor can be challenging, the researchers showed that this can be solved simply by normalisation and probabilistic interpretation of the attenuation factor as a proxy for radius of centrality [5]. Further developments The researchers are now working on a continuous version in which edges are created and destroyed continuously rather than being simply snapshots in time. Additionally, ‘memory’ is being incorporated into the centrality ranking, so that recently appearing edges are given more weight than older ones [6].  Key researchers Peter Grindrod (Professor, 2008-Sept 2103) Mark Parsons (PhD student 2010-July 2013; PDRA July-Oct 2013) Danica Greetham (PDRA Nov 2010-Oct 2011; Lecturer Oct 2011-present)		All references are peer-reviewed. [1],[2] and [6] are published in highly regarded international journals, [2] has since been cited in several reviews and research articles on temporal networks. [6] appeared in SIAM review with 5-year impact factor of 8. [3] is in SIAM news, which addresses a wide audience and is a news-journal for world-wide applied mathematics community. [1] Grindrod, P., & Higham, D. (2010). Dynamical models, inverse problems and propagation. Proceedings of the Royal Society, Series A, vol. 466 no. 2115, 753-770. doi:10.1098/rspa.2009.0456 Citations on Web of Science: 12 as of 18 Sep 2013 [2] Grindrod, P., Parsons, M. C., Higham, D. & Estrada, E. (2011). Communicability across evolving networks. Physical Review E, 83, Issue 4 pp 046120. doi: 0.1103/PhysRevE.83.046120 Citations on Google Scholar: 41 as of 18 Sep 2013 [3] Desmond J. Higham, Peter Grindrod, and Ernesto Estrada (2011) People who read this article also read… Part I and II(SIAM) Newsletter article, SIAM News, Volume 44 , Numbers 1 and 2 [4] Grindrod, P., & Higham, D. (2011). Models for evolving networks: with applications in telecommunication and online activities. IMA Journal of Management Mathematics doi: 10.1093/imaman/dpr001 [5] Vukadinovic-Greetham, D., Stoyanov, Z., & Grindrod, P. (2013). Centrality and spectral radius in dynamic networks. Computing and Combinatorics, Lecture Notes in Computer Science. 7936, pp. 791-800. Hangzhou, China: Springer. DOI 10.1007/978-3-642-38768-5_72 [6] Grindrod, P., & Higham, D. (2013). A matrix iteration for summarizing dynamic networks. SIAM review, 55, 118-128. http://dx.doi.org/10.1137/110855715 1 citation on 18 Sep 2013 Relevant grant funding: EPSRC grant EP/G065802/1 (as part of ‘The Horizon Hub’ led by the University of Nottingham) PI (Reading): Peter Grindrod Value to Reading £886,658. Period: 01/10/2009 to 31/05/2015. EPSRC MOLTEN EP/I016031/1 PIs: Peter Grindrod and Desmond Higham (University of Strathclyde) Title: Mathematics Of Large Technological Evolving Networks. Value: £171,474. Period: 01/03/2011 to 28/02/2013 TSB #710104 (Awarded to Bloom Media) PI: Peter Grindrod Title: Digital Business Analytics for decision makers Value: £94,000 Period: 01/12/2011 to 30/11/2012 Centre for Defence Enterprise (a part of Defence Science and Technology) DSTLX-1000059966 (Awarded to CountingLab Ltd – spin out company of the University of Reading ) PI: Peter Grindrod Title: Applying New Thinking To Counter-Terrorism: Communicability across an Evolving Social Network – Determining the biggest influencers, risers and fallers Value: £40,500 + VAT Period: 01/09/2011 to 12/03/2012		4. Details of the impact: The research was used in collaboration with digital media agency Bloom Media Ltd. to develop Whisper, a new data analytics tool capable of analysing social network data in real time as a framework for return on investment (RoI) measurement.  Applying the research In 2011Bloom were looking to speed up the market research cycle and measure return on investment (RoI) for their clients, something not then possible for social media campaigns. Bloom’s Head of Data Insight, Mr Peter Laflin, approached Prof Grindrod to discuss a collaborative approach for commercial development of the research [6] (which he had read about in [3], Section 3). Initially, the researchers assisted Bloom to secure funding through the Technology Strategy Board to develop a proof of concept that communicability could be used to effectively measure social media marketing campaigns. Ultimately this led to the creation of Whisper [1], described as a world class platform for analysing Twitter and other social media data feeds and which incorporates algorithms generated by the research within its engine. Whisper is marketed by Bloom [2] as an entirely new planning tool that allows their clients to monitor the opinions, stories, emotions and affinities of social media communities discussing topics that resonate with their clients’ products or values. This is achieved using algorithms developed by the researchers that enable visualisation of the structures of these communities as they adapt in real time. This enables Bloom to assess huge data sets and identify the key influencers within these communities and allows Bloom’s clients to engage efficiently with these communities in real time, giving them insight into their customers’ brand affinity, mood, device use and location. In a letter to Prof Grindrod [5], Mr Laflin describes the key role of the research: “Whisper is the world’s first data analytics tool that can accurately measure the impact and RoI from social media. At the heart of Whisper is a specific implementation of your work and the measure of ‘influence’ is a proxy for your communicability ideas”. Mr Laflin highlighted that by the end of 2013, Bloom will have invested over £200k in this work, and intend to continue investment and development in order to stay “at the cutting edge of the scientific measurement of marketing”. Impacts within Bloom The unique insight provided by Whisper has enabled Bloom to alter their brand direction. As a result of exhibiting the technology, they have developed substantial new business opportunities, including significant growth and a range of new clients such as Anglian Home Improvements, ADT and LA Fitness[9]. Income has doubled to £2.4m and staff numbers have doubled to 60 during the financial year 2012-2013[8]. Additionally, Bloom now employs highly skilled mathematics graduates and postgraduates to develop and grow this increasingly important area. The company have also developed additional market opportunities by providing analytics services to other marketing agencies for use under their own names. This work has significantly raised the profile of the company within the industry. For example, they have been nominated for the 2013 DADI awards and the Innovation category of the 2012 Some Comms Awards for their use of Whisper with Anglian Home Improvements [9]. Impacts on Bloom’s clients A key aim for Bloom was to provide their clients with clear evidence of RoI for social marketing activities. The tool and framework have enabled Bloom to identify the true influencers within a social network, and then use this information to plan viral content for their clients. This has enabled Bloom’s clients to gain greater value from their marketing activities and an improved understanding of their customers, leading to better targeting and changes in their digital marketing approach.[11] Raising public awareness Graphics produced by Whisper, which show the evolving networks in a clear and simple format and demonstrate how network members interact and the relative influence of individuals, have contributed to the public understanding of social network interactions. An example was on show at the Royal Society 2013 Summer Science Exhibition and was runner up in the Infographics category of the Exhibition's image competition [7]. The exhibition attracted over 10,000 members of the public including 2,000 school students[10], with many more reached through coverage on TV, in the media and online.  Wider impacts The benefits of the research within social media were immediately recognised, as the methods work efficiently and for large matrices. However, applications for other sectors are also being developed by the researchers, and early work with the defence sector has led to a 2011 TSB grant to develop a proof of concept.		1.  Whisper: http://www.bloomagency.co.uk/whisper/ 2.  The collaboration between the researchers and Bloom Media was highlighted in an online article: http://www.thedrum.co.uk/news/2012/03/27/centre-mathematics-human-behaviour- university-reading-appoints-bloom-develop-next 3.  The impact of the collaboration with Bloom has been highlighted on their website: http://www.bloomagency.co.uk/measuring-influence-at-digital-futures-2012/ 4.  The collaborative work has also been presented as a conference paper at SocInfo2012, 5-7 Dec 2012, Lausanne. Laflin P, et al. Dynamic targeting in an online social medium. 5.  Letter from Head of Data Insight, Bloom Agency – available upon request. 6.   http://www.bloomagency.co.uk/whisper/history/ 7.  Royal Society Picturing Science 2013 image competition (http://royalsociety.org/grants/picturing-science/). Runner-up: Infographics category. Image title “Twitter activity: a snapshot of tweeter-follower interactions as a conversation grows” (http://www.bloomagency.co.uk/from-data-to-art-bloom-at-the-royal-society/; image at http://www.flickr.com/photos/royalsociety/8691325239/in/set-72157633103539082/lightbox/). Competition to select outstanding images of science provided by Research Fellows. The judging criteria are visual impact of the image; public appeal of the image; and scientific story behind the image. 8.  http://www.thedrum.com/news/2013/04/02/digital-agency-bloom-sees-income-grow-24m-it- doubles-staff-numbers 9.  Press releases from Bloom http://www.bloomagency.co.uk/adt-helps-keep-home-safe-while-youre-away/ http://www.bloomagency.co.uk/anglian-team-up-with-bloom-to-offer-one-lucky-winner-a- different-type-of-glass/ http://www.bloomagency.co.uk/time-waits-for-no-man-as-new-new-la-fitness-begins-roll-out/ 10. Figures found at the top of this page http://royalsociety.org/summer-science/proposals/ 11. Press release from Very –  http://www.bloomagency.co.uk/very-and-bloom-team-up-to-push- second-screening-boundaries/

		494		0.0009		Commercial advantage through computational discovery of dynamic communicators in large digital networks		Research by Higham, Estrada and Grindrod into new, computable measures for large, dynamically evolving communication networks has allowed the automatic identification of individuals who act as influencers, or efficient listeners. This research insight has been taken up by Bloom Agency (Leeds), a digital marketing and media agency. Bloom has used these ideas to strengthen their Data Insights Team, leading to investment in new jobs, generation of new business and delivery of better results for their clients. Bloom’s commercially available real time social planning software product, Whisper, builds directly on the published research, and is at the heart of the agency’s success in doubling staff numbers to 60 in recent months, having grown its annual income by 50% to £2.4Million through the use of these new tools.		Context: In 2009, collaborative research began between Desmond Higham (Strathclyde) and Peter Grindrod (Reading) on mathematical modelling and analysis of evolving networks, leading to [1]. Ernesto Estrada (Strathclyde) also became involved at an early stage [2]. The work studied a common set of players, usually representing people, whose interactions appear and disappear over time. This scenario covers time-stamped peer-to-peer communications (who phoned whom, who tweeted whom, etc.). Prior to this, published work on “evolving networks” focussed on aggregation over time, for example, where links represent friendship, and new links and nodes accumulate. However, online and digital communication is more accurately represented as a network over a fixed population where links appear and disappear over short time scales. Grindrod and Higham [1] began by developing first-principles discrete time dynamical models for these transient digital communications. This research covered stochastic evolving networks, putting forward a new theoretical framework for describing and analysing time-varying connectivity. Key Findings: The research in [1] led naturally to algorithmic approaches for identifying those people who act as especially strong influencers, or as efficient listeners, within peer-to-peer networks. This issue is critical for the new media sector, where the rise of advertising spend on buzz marketing requires new ways to categorize individuals’ social roles and to target influences. Similar questions also arise in security, where there is interest in agents who “punch above their weight,” generating a level of influence that belies their apparent low-key status. The work co- authored by Estrada, Grindrod, Higham and Parsons (a PhD student at Reading) [2] used the ideas in [1] to propose a novel and mathematically consistent generalization of Katz centrality–a standard tool in social network analysis that identifies key players in a complex network. Katz centrality applies only to a static network, the work in [2] deals with the case of evolving networks and opens up the possibility of real-time monitoring and prediction. Time’s arrow induces asymmetries for dynamical paths through evolving networks and the paper [2] defined a “communicability matrix” that summarizes the activity in order to support analysis of influence and strategic targeting. The computational building block in [2] is the solution of a sparse linear system, with sparsity determined by the underlying connectivity pattern. The methods, therefore, scale up to the Big Data setting of tens of millions of vertices. Dealing with such large scale networks is a necessary step for convincing commercial exploiters, and allowing them to evaluate the concepts and methods for their own purposes on realistic data sets. This work was further publicized through a two-part expository article in SIAM News [3] and has been extended by Grindrod and Higham in [4] to deal with “topicality” of information. A proof-of-principle case study co-authored with colleagues at Bloom Agency (Leeds) was refereed and accepted as a full paper for the Proceedings of Social Informatics 2012 in Lausanne (acceptance rate 35%). In this work [5] we showed that the computational techniques from [2] and [3] produce influence rankings on very large scale Twitter data that correlate strongly with the  views of social media experts. We also presented a hands-on demo, [6], where Twitter activity around the conference hashtag was analysed in real time.		References 1, 2 and 4 best exemplify the quality of the underpinning research [1] Evolving graphs: Dynamical models, inverse problems and propagation, P. Grindrod and D. J. Higham, Proceedings of the Royal Society, Series A, 466, 2010, 753-770. Included in REF2 [2] Communicability across evolving networks, P. Grindrod, D. J. Higham, M. C. Parsons and E. Estrada, Physical Review E, 83, 2011, 046120. [3] People who read this article also read.... , P. Grindrod, D. J. Higham and E. Estrada, SIAM News, 2011, Part I: January, Part II: March. [4] A matrix iteration for summarizing dynamic networks, P. Grindrod and D. J. Higham, SIAM Review, 2013, 55, 118-128. [5]  Dynamic targeting in an online social medium, P. Laflin, A. V. Mantzaris, F. Ainley, A. Otley, P. Grindrod and D. J. Higham, Social Informatics (Proceedings of Socinfo 2012), Lecture Notes in Computer Science Volume 7710, 2012, 82-95. [6] Demonstration of dynamic targeting in an online social medium, P. Laflin, A. V. Mantzaris, P. Grindrod, F. Ainley, A. Otley and D. J. Higham, real time demonstration at Social Informatics 2012, Lausanne. Evidence for quality of research In this field Professors Estrada and Higham are world leading. Evidence for the quality of the research outputs stemming from these projects is given by the journal publications (Proc. Roy. Soc. A, Physical Review E, SIAM Review, featured article in SIAM News). Further, Higham has given invited, plenary, talks on this work at a diverse range of recent research events, including the SIAM Conference on Applied Linear Algebra (Valencia, 2012), the Heilbronn Institute/Royal Statistical Society meeting on Large Evolving Networks (Bristol 2013), the Big Data and Optimization workshop (Edinburgh, 2013), the NetSci Satellite Meeting on Temporal and Dynamic Networks (Copenhagen, 2013), Bifurcation Theory, Numerical Linear Algebra & Applications (Bath) and the Computational Linear Algebra and Optimization for the Digital Economy workshop (ICMS Edinburgh, 2013). The work in [2, 3, 4, 5, and 6] arose from a collaborative EPSRC/RCUK Digital Economy funded project “Mathematics of Large Technological Evolving Networks (MOLTEN)”, 2011-2013. This involved Higham and Estrada (Strathclyde), Grindrod (Reading) and Mascolo (Cambridge), with Strathclyde receiving £180K. An EPSRC/Strathclyde Impact Acceleration Account/Bloom Agency funded secondment for the MOLTEN Research Assistant, Dr Alexander Mantzaris, is currently running (2013-2014). This competitively awarded £50K project involves knowledge exchange and follow-on research, based on [1-6]. Higham was awarded a Royal Society Wolfson Research Merit Award (2012-2017) on the basis of the project “Stochastic Modelling and Simulation for Interaction Networks” which builds on the track record in [1-6]. He was also awarded a 12 month Royal Society/Leverhulme Trust Fellowship for 2013-2104 to cover teaching and administration as he extends these ideas into continuous-time models and algorithms for evolving networks.		The main academic collaborators, Grindrod (Reading) Estrada and Higham (both Strathclyde) made equal contributions in the co-authored publications that led to this impact.  Process from research to impact Bloom is a Leeds-based digital marketing and advertising company. The Bloom Insight Team, led by Peter Laflin, came across the SIAM News article [3], which cites the Physical Review E paper [2]. After implementing the algorithms in [2] with some success, Bloom contacted Grindrod and Higham and have since engaged in a range of on-going discussions about the best way to apply the algorithms to real social media data and to deal with various practical challenges. In particular, Bloom obtained Technology Strategy Board funding in 2011 to investigate whether the concept of dynamic communicability, which was introduced in [2], can be exploited by their data analytics team. This 12 month project, entitled Digital Business Analytics for Decision Makers, had costs shared between Bloom (£64K) and TSB (£94K). The project led directly to the development of Bloom’s planning tool Whisper, which includes a facility to quantify and monitor a client’s current visibility and influence in the on-line digital arena. Collaboration and knowledge exchange with Bloom has also led to a co-authored case study [5] illustrating the success of the approach, and further academic research [4] motivated by issues raised by Bloom. Higham has visited Bloom’s offices on three occasions, and members of the Bloom team have visited Strathclyde a further three times. The two groups have co-presented work at two conferences (Digital Economy Annual All Hands Meeting, Aberdeen 2012 and Socinfo 2012, Lausanne). Dr Alex Mantzaris, an EPSRC-funded Research Assistant at Strathclyde from 2011- 2013 is now based at Bloom, working on a 12 month joint EPSRC/Bloom funded knowledge exchange project, where further insights from the Mathematics of Large Technological Evolving Networks (MOLTEN) project are being shared. Bloom’s policy is to publicize their achievements and position themselves as a leading player in digital media, working alongside cutting edge academic partners. Hence, in addition to running confidential client-driven projects, they have published a number of public domain blogs that showcase this network methodology in analysing, for example, social media activity around television and sports events. Types of Impact Adoption of new data analytics tool: The Bloom website for Whisper [Source 1] recognizes the Strathclyde research: “In 2011, we set about building Whisper with the support of a grant from the Technology Strategy Board. Working with the Universities of Reading and Strathclyde, we have been able to implement innovative mathematical algorithms to measure how influence in social networks changes over time.” The website also presents a range of topical case studies.  Their website states that “Whisper uses social media data to provide a deeper understanding of your customer profile –their brand affinity, their mood, what device they’re using and where they are. Whisper can track changes in your customer profile in real-time…(and) pinpoints exactly which social media profiles your brand should be following, monitoring and engaging with during a campaign, helping your brand’s message to transfer to new networks as the conversation grows. .. Whisper matches your CRM database with their social media accounts. This means you can use these customers on social media to find new customers and track which accounts went on to purchase. Whisper’s ability to show how, when and why a message both starts and stops having impact despite continuing tweets and retweets can help your brand to understand how messages become viral. This information can be used to accurately plan creative campaigns that achieve virality.” In a letter to Higham [Source 2], Peter Laflin, Head of Data Insight at Bloom, makes a range of points that indicate the advances that the company has achieved through the implementation of the research of Higham et al. He confirms that Whisper is the first data analytics tool that can accurately measure impact and Return on Investment from social media. He states “At the heart of Whisper is a specific implementation of your work and the measure of `influence’ is a proxy for your communicability ideas.”  He estimates “by the end of 2013 Bloom expects to have invested close to £200K in the research and development project around Whisper. “ Laflin explains that “A major use of Whisper is to speed up the market research cycle. By mining social data at scale, and then filtering noise through the use of influence metrics, we are able to quickly and accurately assess the “Mood, Mode and Context” of a conversation, which provides more specific and targeting information than a traditional marketing research would provide. This is  saving our clients’ money, cutting the costs of conducting research to assess market conditions and dynamics.” Improvement in business plans and performance: In terms of Bloom and their clients, Laflin states that “Our brand is heavily focused around having unique insight for our clients, and Whisper allows us to deliver this; in fact we changed our brand direction to include “unique insight” as a direct consequence of the success of implementing your ideas. This brand direction has been nominated for a 2013 Drum Award for the Digital Industries (DADI). Whisper has opened doors for Bloom; meetings with Adidas, SKY, Nestle, Perform, Peugeot, Emnos, QVC, Centre Parcs, BAT, Virgin Atlantic and ITV have all resulted from Bloom’s ability to use Whisper to uncover unique insight. These brands are becoming clients of Bloom and the reason they are converting is because the technology and insight we can provide cannot be found anywhere else in the market place. Without Whisper, Bloom would not have had the opportunity to excel in these meetings and provide a platform for delivering work on behalf of these clients. Whisper is also providing us with an opportunity to white label analytics to other marketing agencies.” Laflin summarizes the impact by saying “Without your support, or the support of the TSB, this work would never have got off the ground and Bloom would not be speaking to some of the world’s largest brands.” The Drum, an Advertising/Marketing Trade Magazine, reported on 2 April 2013 that [Source 3] “Leeds-based digital marketing firm Bloom has grown its income to £2.4 million it has revealed, as a result of working alongside brands such as LA Fitness, Anglian Home Improvements and Infosys. The agency, which has doubled its staff numbers to around 60 in recent months, has grown its income by half, it claimed, while also released a real-time social planning tool for brands, Whisper.” Alex Craven, chief executive of Bloom explained how placing data driven insight at the heart of the agency’s model had impacted, saying: “This change in direction has driven some significant wins for us as we become the agency of record for well-known brands. As real time, content driven campaigns continue to grow in importance for brands, we believe we are well positioned for growth over the next two years.” Skilled employment: Since October 2011, Bloom has hired two mathematics graduates from the University of Leeds, in order to work on embedding the algorithms from the underpinning research [2] into Whisper. Bloom is providing £26K (matching the EPSRC/Strathclyde Impact Acceleration Account funding) to second Dr Alex Mantzaris for 12 months, and has also sponsored a CASE studentship at the University of Leeds that will develop ideas in this area. Wider recognition for the new technology: Bloom’s use of Whisper for Anglian Home Improvements was shortlisted at both the 2012 Some Comms Awards and the 2012 Social Buzz Awards. Bloom staff Laflin, Ainsley and Otley also co-authored with Grindrod, Higham and Mantzaris an entry in the Royal Society 2013 Picturing Science Competition [Source 4]. Their image, titled ‘Twitter activity: a snaphot of tweeter-follower interactions as a conversation grows’, created with the Whisper software, was runner up in the Infographics category, and therefore went on public display at the  Summer Science Exhibition 2013 on 2-7 July in Carlton House garden, attended by Bloom representatives.		1. http://www.bloomagency.co.uk/whisper/ supports link to Strathclyde research. 2. Letter from Peter Laflin, Head of Data Insight at Bloom dated August 28, 2013 supports various claims of impact on Bloom 3. http://www.thedrum.com/news/2013/04/02/digital-agency-bloom-sees-income-grow-24m-it- doubles-staff-numbers supports claim of economic benefits and growth of Bloom 4. http://blogs.royalsociety.org/inside-science/2013/07/01/picturing-science-competition-winners/ shows wider recognition for the Whisper software.

		512		0.0005		Mathematical Modelling to Improve Traffic Flow and Control		Improvements in traffic flow on urban road networks have a direct daily impact on citizens, business and tourism. To make improvements, transportation planners and signal engineers rely on modelling and control software that implements mathematical methods designed to optimize traffic flows, signal timings or both. Research by Mike Smith’s group at York since 1993 has led to:     the implementation of some of Smith’s older ideas in the SATURN (Simulation and Assignment of Traffic in Urban Road Networks) software suite, which is routinely utilised to model proposed network changes in over 100 cities, including London, and was used to help design and assess traffic schemes for the 2012 Olympics;     the evaluation by Italian company SISTeMA of Smith’s ideas for possible inclusion in its Optima transportation software;     the incorporation and use of Smith’s associated recent work on pattern-matching in a number of commercial projects by York firm Cybula in its Signal Data Explorer software.		Professor Mike Smith has been a member of the Mathematics Department at the University of York since 1964. On retirement in 2006, he was appointed Emeritus Professor, and was re- employed by York on a 30% basis as a Researcher Co-investigator on the FREEFLOW grant from 1 January 2008 - 30 June 2011. Smith has made influential contributions to the field of traffic modelling over a long timescale, starting with the introduction of the “P0” responsive traffic control policy (1979) and his “Algorithm D” for solving network equilibrium problems (1984). Since 1993 Smith has worked on the interlocking problems of (1) the design of signal control adjustments to achieve economical routeing; (2) the design of traffic models that can evaluate these signal control adjustments and (3) pattern matching techniques to recognise when signal timing interventions should be implemented on-street. This post-1993 research has established that P0 and Algorithm D have many desirable properties (especially stability properties) and has led to their implementation (in modified form) in SATURN, the on-going evaluation of P0 by SISTeMA and also to a commercial application of the pattern matching technique by Cybula. Since 1993, Smith has worked with his RAs Dr Y. Xiang (1995-2002), Dr M. Ghali (1996-1998), Dr J. Clegg (1999-2000 and for various short periods thereafter until she became a lecturer in the Department of Electronics in 2006) and Dr R. Mounce (2004-2005 (Mathematics) and 2009 (Computer Science)). Smith’s work draws on variational inequality theory; indeed, he was the first to apply this theory to traffic equilibria, and it is now the standard framework. His contribution was recognized in 2007 through the award of the Robert Herman Lifetime Achievement Award by INFORMS (“the largest professional society in the world for operations research, management science, and business analytics”; the award is made annually to an individual who has “made fundamental and sustained contributions to transportation science and logistics”). Key results since 1993 underpinning the Impact described here include the following.     Papers [1,4,5]  show that Smith’s P0 policy is more stable than others (particularly the standard equisaturation and delay minimisation policies) and can significantly reduce congestion by encouraging route switches, especially in high congestion situations.     Wide area network modelling, involving the solution of large network equilibrium models, has been shown to be much more feasible using Smith’s algorithm D and related algorithms than with the Frank-Wolfe methods previously used. Ref [1] is central to establishing that P0, rather than other control policies, is by far the most natural policy for implementation in transportation models which permit signals to change in response to flow changes following algorithm D.     A main theme in [1,4,5] was to show that signal timing policies such as P0 are well-suited to implementation within network models (perhaps using algorithm D as the basic solution  method), to give both an equilibrium flow solution and a set of good consistent signal timings.     Refs [2] and [3] showed how the best possible control may be calculated. Ref [2] gave new results comparing standard control systems’ performance with P0 when route choices vary. Ref [3] developed the method for calculating the optimal control and shows that in an example P0 performance is very close to the best that can be achieved.     Ref [6] introduced a new (and more meaningful) metric to identify when a current traffic pattern is “similar” to a previous traffic pattern, enabling a previously proven intervention to be recovered and re-utilised in the current situation. The metric is being used in a number of industry development projects by Cybula in general pattern matching applications. Accordingly, Smith’s research since 1993 has provided very strong evidence of the desirability of both P0 and Algorithm D, especially when used in conjunction. As described below, Refs [1,2] were crucial in the decision to implement P0 and a “social pressure algorithm” based on Algorithm D in SATURN; the later work [3,4,5] provides further support; Refs [4,5] motivated SISTeMA’s current evaluation of the P0 policy; finally, Ref [6] underpins the Cybula impact.		Transportation Science and Transportation Research Parts B and C regularly publish mathematical innovations designed to address the particular characteristics of both equilibrium and dynamical transportation and traffic modelling. (Citations: Google Scholar 20/9/2013.) *[1] Smith, M. J., van Vuren, T (1993). Traffic equilibrium with responsive traffic control. Transportation Science, 27, 118–132 doi: 10.1287/trsc.27.2.118. (Leading journal; 80 citations) [2] Smith, M. J., Xiang, Y., Yarrow, R., Ghali, M. O. (1996). Bilevel and Other Modelling Approaches to Urban Traffic Management and Control. Proceedings, Equilibrium and Advanced Transportation Modelling (1998); Editors: Patrice Marcotte and Sang Nguyen), Kluwer, 283 – 325. DOI: 10.1007/978-1-4615-5757-9_12 (Invited presentation; high quality conference; 14 cites) *[3] Clegg, J., Smith, M. J., Xiang, Y., Yarrow, R. (2001). Bilevel Programming Applied to Optimising Urban Transportation, Transportation Research B 35, 41–70. (Top journal; 58 cites) doi:10.1016/S0191-2615(00)00018-7 [4] Smith, M. J. (2010). Intelligent Network Control: Using an Assignment-Control Model to Design Fixed Time Signal Timings. New Developments in Transport Planning – Advances in Dynamic Traffic Assignment (Eds: Tampere, C., Viti, F. and Immers, L.), Edward Elgar, 57 – 72. DOI: 10.4337/9781781000809. (The first in a prestigious series of conferences titled Models and Technologies for Intelligent Transportation Systems organised with the specific aim of bringing theorists and practitioners together; 6 cites) *[5] Smith, M. J., Mounce, R. (2011) A splitting rate model of traffic re-routeing and traffic control. Transportation Research Part B, 45 (2011), 1389-1409.  doi:10.1016/j.trb.2011.05.013 (Also in the Proceedings of the Nineteenth International Symposium on Transportation and Traffic Theory Procedia Social and Behavioral Sciences 17 (2011) 316–340)  (Top class journal; Very high quality, peer-reviewed conference and conference proceedings; 9 cites) [6] Mounce, R., Hollier, G., Smith, M. J., Hodge, V.J., Jackson, T., Austin, J., (2013) A Metric For Pattern-Matching Applications To Traffic Management, Transportation Research C, 29, 148-155. DOI: 10.1016/j.trc.2012.04.019 (A top journal in the field; NB submitted to journal in Nov 2010.) Funding for this research 1993 – 2011: Nine EPSRC grants on which Smith was PI: Congestion Pricing Via the Urban Traffic Control System GR/R33274/01 £58,546, Experimental Investigation Of The Dynamics Of Driver Route Choice GR/M80093/01 £83,626, Bilevel Optimisation Of Signal Timings To Minimise Urban Traffic Congestion GR/M22482/01 £140,784, Assessment Of Road-User Charging Systems Taking Account Of Public Transport And Equity GR/K08901/01 £112,617, RONETS: A New Microsimulation Model For Designing And Assessing Road Pricing And Traffic Control Schemes GR/J73919/01 £58,226, The Development Of A New Theory Of Parallel Dynamic Traffic Assignment Using Splitting Rates GR/J71847/01 £57,550, Network Wide Redistributional Effects Of Traffic Control And Road Pricing Together GR/J97793/01 £69,320, Distributed Computation Of Dynamic Traffic Equilibria On Large Networks GR/H43540/01 £53,482, Dynamic Traffic  Assignment And Dynamic Traffic Control in Congested Signal-Controlled Road Networks GR/H39710/01 £45,349. Plus two EPSRC grants on which Smith was CI: FREEFLOW EP/F005156/1 £1,442,820, Development Of Combined Assignment & Control Models & Their Applications To Traffic Management GR/K78447/01 £81,606. EU grant (PI: Smith) MUSIC (Management of traffic USIng Control) project (£2.5 million; 1996- 1999; contract: UR-95-SC.173.). MUSIC applied Smith’s ideas in York, Thessaloniki & Porto. Partners: Univ. York (co-ordinator), TRIAS SA (Greece), Univ. Porto (Portugal), Hague Consulting Group (Holland), City of York Council (UK), Univ. of Coimbra (Portugal). Grant from City of York Council, JAH83/UTMC (2001-2002) £50,000; Grant from the City of Dublin, (2002) £23,750		4.1 Impact through transport planning software Smith has a longstanding relationship with the developers of the SATURN (Simulation and Assignment of Traffic in Urban Road Networks) software suite, which is now developed and marketed by Atkins Global (“one of the world’s leading design, engineering and project management consultancies”). Since 2008 SATURN “has been utilised to evaluate 80 significant changes to transport networks in the UK and 20 changes to transport networks overseas. It is currently used to some degree by 400 users in the UK and by 100 users overseas and generates an annual income in excess of £500K.” [7] (95% of the user-base is estimated to be non-academic [7]). Smith has a longstanding collaboration with Dr Dirck van Vliet, the designer and developer of SATURN; Smith’s former research assistant Xiang was employed by Atkins until recently. The impact of papers [1,2] was to convince the SATURN team that Smith’s policy P0 and developments of “Algorithm D” should be incorporated in their product. Van Vliet writes in [7] that “The SATURN model has made extensive use of the concept of Social Pressure developed from the ‘Algorithm D’ originally proposed in the mid 1980s by Mike Smith. This is used in solving the algorithmic problems that arise in traffic assignment models where different streams of traffic interact with one another (e.g. traffic on a minor arm at a T-junction giving way to traffic on a major arm). In addition, SATURN contains an implementation of the responsive control policy called P0 previously proposed by Smith… [The SATURN implementations of the late 1990’s] were informed and supported by the stability results obtained by Smith and van Vuren in [1] and by Smith et al in [2].  More generally, without the ideas of Mike the convergence of SATURN and its ability to provide a single self-consistent answer to traffic problems would be extremely restricted. Moreover, his results on the stability of these algorithms (going beyond the previously standard work of Frank- Wolfe) allow us to market SATURN with confidence. SATURN is under continual development and Mike Smith and I have had many conversations about the details of the proportional method and about the SATURN Social Pressure implementation. His research continues to be a significant influence on our thinking.” Van Vliet’s published work acknowledges “ideas pinched from” Smith. A significant application of the SATURN suite, demonstrating its flexibility and utility, was in the preparation for the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games in both “helping to define [traffic] plans around venues” and “to provide a strategic overview of the impact of the ORN [Olympic Route Network], road events/management and the venues themselves on roads in London”, which was applied in particular to inform the “Get Ahead of the Games” advertising campaign on likely road impact [8]. More generally, Transport for London “has recently developed a comprehensive set of new sub-regional highway assignment models, based on the SATURN suite of software” [9]. Very recently, the Italian company SISTeMA has stated “We propose to investigate a revised iterative process (using the P0 policy) and we are likely to implement it within our software if that investigation shows benefits.” [13] Crucially, their interest arises because “Smith's mathematical analysis suggests that with this policy the control/routeing iterations may be expected to converge both more quickly and more reliably.” Smith’s mathematical analysis is reported in [1, 4, 5] above; [4] is cited explicitly by SISTeMA [13]. SISTeMA’s portfolio includes traffic projects in Brussels, Bogotà, London, Moscow, New Delhi and Rome [13]. 4.2 Impact on practitioners and external collaboration Smith has stimulated and informed the international traffic planning debate and influenced traffic planners and signal engineers by communicating his results in a wide range of forums. Examples include: (1) a lecture at the 17th JCT Traffic Signal Symposium (September 2012), the main forum  for signal engineers in the UK, with an emphasis on papers and presentations from working signal engineers and manufacturers [10], where his paper Traffic control and route choice: modelling and optimisation received a prize for “the most thought-provoking paper” and (2) a lecture at the Modelling World conference in June 2013 (a central forum for modelling practitioners). Smith also works to develop and test new ideas via on-road pilot schemes locally, which he considers essential to generate confidence and so enable on-street impact. He has a long-standing relationship with the City of York Council and the York-based specialist traffic control consultants Ian Routledge Consultancy. Smith has been involved with various innovative modelling projects aimed at reducing congestion, and in Ian Routledge’s words “was the catalyst in bringing together a team that led to the FREEFLOW project (2008 - 2011; funded by DfT, TSB, EPSRC, ESRC and the project partners, including five industrial partners, to the value of £6.4M)” [11], an exemplar of the combined “local academia/local authority/local consultancy platform Mike had pioneered”. Routledge continues “Mike has over the last decade shown how academic research can be combined with local authority and local industry partners to demonstrate in major national and international projects the potential of integrating new academic thinking into fields that have tended in many ways to be reluctant to try new approaches and techniques.” [11] The FREEFLOW project (2008–2011) enabled proof-of-concept of a new responsive gating system on the main arterial York to Hull A1079. It achieved significant reductions in mean and variance of bus journey times [6]. A long-term goal is to implement it nationally and internationally through its incorporation into standard modelling programs and bus routeing and timetabling software. 4.3 Impact through pattern recognition software The novel pattern matching metric of [6] has been taken up for more general applications by Cybula, a successful company with 10 employees set up in 2000 by Prof. Jim Austin, who leads a research group in computer science at the University of York. Cybula licences technology from the University and others to undertake its business; however the University has no equity holding in the company. The risk capital behind Cybula comes from private investors, who evaluate technology carefully before investing their funds and the company’s profits in the methods. Cybula’s Business Director John McAvoy writes [12] “Cybula’s main business is in high performance pattern matching… The cumulative encoding method described in [6] is being used by the company within a number of projects. It’s ideal for encoding the data in many problems prior to recognition with [the existing match engine]. We are using it in a project with Simulation Software Ltd on data from BP for possible detection of leaks in oil pipelines and it also forms a part of a project with Sheffield University and Thames Water. We are also using it in a project with EDF Energy… Thus Cybula is using the technology regularly, furthermore, if the projects’ outputs are taken up by the companies, the method will also be used on a daily basis with these companies… [this technology] is critical in making the company competitive in the world market.” The projects in which Cybula uses the methods of [6] are collectively worth £200k per annum [12].		[7] Letter and emails from Dr Dirck van Vliet, developer of SATURN in conjunction with the Institute for Transport Studies (University of Leeds) and Atkins Global. [8] 'Delivering transport for the London 2012 games’, (London: Olympic Delivery Authority, 2012), p39, at  www.ice.org.uk/Information-resources/Document-Library/Delivering-Transport-for-the- London-2012-Games [9] ‘Travel in London Report 4’ (London: Transport for London, 2011), p9, at www.tfl.gov.uk/assets/downloads/travel-in-london-report-4.pdf [10] http://www.jctconsultancy.co.uk/Symposium/Symposium2012/symposium2012.php [11] Letter from Mr Ian Routledge, of Ian Routledge Consultancy, York. [12] Letter from Mr John McAvoy, Business Director, Cybula & information from Prof. J. Austin. [13] Letter from Dott. Ing. Lorenzo Meschini (Sapienza Universita di Roma and CEO of SISTeMA, a PTV Group Company and Sapienza spin-off). SISTeMA’s portfolio:  www.sistemaits.com/portfolio/

		528		0.0002		High Performance Simulation techniques to reduce industrial production and logistics costs through better management		The research has enabled industrial simulation users to investigate and develop larger scale systems faster and cheaper and thus to explore a wider variety of cost-saving options with more precision, and industrial simulation providers to offer new high-performance simulation (HPS) products and services.  As a direct result of this work: Ford has made £150,000 cost savings in consultancy and significant process improvements to engine manufacture globally; Saker Solutions (UK SME) has created the first ever HPS system for production and logistics; Sellafield PLC has used this system to make significant process improvements and savings in the management of nuclear waste reprocessing of around £200,000 per year; and Whole Systems Partnership (a UK SME) used a spin-off from this research to generate a £200,000 per year revenue stream from interoperable healthcare decision support systems. Globally, several other companies are adopting the standardisation efforts and other outcomes of the research as the foundation for future innovation.		Discrete-event simulation is used to investigate and improve planned or existing industrial production and logistics systems (e.g., car engine manufacturing plants, nuclear waste disposal, etc.).  However, the state-of-the-art of simulation technology limits the size of system being studied and the amount of investigation that can be done in a project.  Models are also costly to develop, so it is desirable to reuse models as ‘building blocks’ in analysing larger systems.  For example, an engine manufacturing system model might be composed of several reused interoperable models that represent the production of engine blocks, camshafts, assembly lines, etc. Reusing these models to compose a larger model clearly saves costs as there is significant investment in each individual model.  There are, though, major barriers to such composability and interoperability that limit the size of model that can be developed.  Simulations also take time to run (minutes to hours depending on complexity/size), and a systematic investigation could require many thousands of simulation runs (and therefore potentially thousands of hours). In practice, projects have limited time and budgets, so only a subset of simulation experiments can be carried out in a specific project/context, limiting the quality of study outcomes as a result. Figure 1: High Performance Simulation Impact Overview Solutions to the above problems were evident in other simulation domains, but did not exist for industrial discrete-event simulation users.  In 2000, Taylor (a Senior Lecturer at Brunel at the time, now a Reader) led the EPSRC Network GROUPSIM (EPSRC GR/N35304, 2000-2004) to investigate methods to transfer these innovations into this industrial simulation sector to make a step change in the state-of-the-art.   These High Performance Simulation techniques have two  major  complementary  themes:  (1)  techniques  to  reduce  the  cost  and  time  of  simulation development and (2) techniques to reduce the time of simulation experimentation.   The path to impact of the research is shown in Figure 1. (1) The defence simulation sector had successfully created an approach to model reuse that linked together (interoperated) models over a computer network (Figure 2) and thus made major cost savings in model development by reusing previously developed models. This was based around the IEEE 1516 High Level Architecture (HLA) standard for simulation interoperability.  GROUPSIM identified that there were major barriers to using the HLA and related software (middleware) for production and logistics simulation and that further standardisation was needed.  In 2004, Taylor led this standardisation effort by creating the international COTS Simulation Package Interoperability Standards Development Group under the US-based Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO).  In 2010, derived directly from concepts introduced by Taylor in GROUPSIM,  he  developed  the  world’s  first  standard  in  this  area,  the  Standard  for  COTS Simulation Package Interoperability Reference Models (SISO-STD-006-2010) (validated by SISO standards development process following repeated community balloting).  This is being used, for example, to underpin large-scale simulation of nuclear waste management at Sellafield (developed by Saker Solutions) and has been adopted by several companies (e.g., AEGIS Technologies (USA), PITCH (Sweden), Simul8 (UK) and D-SIMLAB (Singapore)).  To demonstrate the approach and  to  avoid  proprietary model  and  data  issues,  a generic  healthcare-based  production  and logistics simulation was also created with related software developed to support simulation interoperability by Taylor and Mustafee (PhD Student, then Research Fellow, at Brunel 2004-9; now a lecturer at the University of Exeter) (e.g., simulation software adaptors developed for the well-known Simul8 software).  A novel model reuse strategy has also been developed with Whole Systems Partnership under a Knowledge Transfer Programme (Taylor as lead academic) for Systems Dynamics Decision Support in Healthcare (KTP008757) (Manpower capability planning) (currently deployed at Trent Strategic Health Authority). Figure 2: Model Reuse Via Simulation Interoperability (2) In other areas, Grid Computing (the use of multiple computers to speed up applications) has had a major impact.   However, at the time, Grid Computing technologies could not be easily utilised by most simulation software used for production and logistics simulation.  To demonstrate how Grid Computing could be used in this area, Taylor with Mustafee developed WINGRID (2004- 2006) – the WINDOWS-based Desktop Grid for Simulation (Figure 3).  This was successfully deployed  at  the  Ford  Motor  Company’s  Dunton  Engineering  Centre  (Brentwood,  Essex)  to investigate engine system manufacturing worldwide.  At Ford this system has evolved and is now a core simulation technology.   Experience from this work led to the development of SAKERGRID which supports high speed simulation at Saker Solutions, a UK simulation consultancy with a wide range of production and logistics projects.  SakerGrid has, in turn, been deployed at Sellafield to support the high speed simulation of nuclear waste management.  Figure 3: WINGRID Desktop Grid Architecture		[1]      Taylor, S.J.E., Turner, S.J. and Strassburger, S. (2010). Standard for COTS Simulation Package Interoperability Reference Models (SISO-STD-006-2010), Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization, Orlando, Florida, USA. [2]       Taylor,  S.J.E.  Developing  Strategies  and  Infrastructure  for  Collaborative  Simulation Modelling (GROUPSIM). EPSRC (GR/N35304). Publications [3]       Taylor, S.J.E., Turner, S.J., Strassburger, S. and Mustafee, N. (2012). Bridging The Gap: A Standards-Based  Approach  to  OR/MS  Distributed  Simulation. ACM  Transactions  on Modeling and Computer Simulation. 22(4). Article 18. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2379810.2379811 [4]       Mustafee, N., Taylor, S.J.E., Katsaliaki, K., Dwivedi, Y.K. and Williams, M. D. (2012). Motivations  and  Barriers  in  using  Distributed  Supply  Chain  Simulation. International Transactions  in  Operational  Research.  19(5):  733–751.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1475- 3995.2011.00838.x [5]       Mustafee,  N.  and  Taylor,  S.J.E.  (2009)  Speeding  up  simulation  applications  using WinGrid. Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experience, 21 (11), 1504-1523. http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/cpe.1401 [6]       Katsaliaki,   K.,   Mustafee,   N.,   Taylor,   S.J.E  and   Brailsford,   S.   (2009).  Comparing Conventional and Distributed Approaches to Simulation in a Complex Supply-Chain Health System.  Journal      of      the     Operational      Research      Society. 60,      pp.      43–51. http://dx.doi.org/10.1057/palgrave.jors.2602531		The GROUPSIM Network began work that has led to major innovations in High Performance Simulation for industrial discrete-event simulation users and is facilitating the investigation and development of larger scale systems faster and cheaper and now allows a wider variety of cost- saving options to be explored with more precision.  It also has made it possible for industrial simulation providers to offer new high-performance simulation (HPS) products and services. As shown in Figure 1, these innovations have two major complementary themes: (1) techniques to reduce the cost and time of simulation development (Model Reuse and Interoperability) and (2) techniques to reduce the time of simulation experimentation (Grid Computing). The impact of each theme is detailed below. The standardisation efforts involved in (1) began in 2004 with the formation of the standards development group (CSPI PDG) at SISO and produced the first standard in 2010.  The standard is now being gradually adopted by the international practitioner community and is being used to guide the development of large-scale manufacturing simulations.  Saker Solutions was involved in the  development of the standard and is now using the standard to create a large-scale simulation of nuclear waste reprocessing at Sellafield PLC which has led to “major cost savings” (see corroborating source S1).  This is the first time that Sellafield has been able to comprehensively
study the major elements of waste management as a whole system and is a direct output of both the standard and the standardisation process.   Examples of practitioners adopting the standard
internationally are: AEGIS Technologies (a USA SME specialising in defence simulation), PITCH (an SME based in Sweden that develops large scale simulations), Simul8 (a UK SME that sells
one of the most well-known simulation software) and D-SIMLAB (a Singapore SME specialising in aircraft maintenance logistics). (Corroborating source S2 from Mark Elder, Chairman of Simul8, is representative of this adoption, “Without this we and the whole simulation industry would still be
operating in an isolated way”).
The Grid Computing development work in (2) has been adopted by several simulation users.  At the Ford Motor Company’s Dunton Engineering Centre (Brentwood, Essex) simulation is used to design engine manufacturing facilities worldwide and for process improvement in day-to-day operations by studying different machine configurations, buffer capacities, changeover Schemes, etc.  Brunel and Ford developed various High Performance Simulation solutions for implementation in Ford’s Power Train Manufacturing simulation team.  Ford has adopted and built new high performance simulation systems in conjunction with Lanner Group (a simulation consultancy SME). Ford now uses significantly more simulation in this area and has saved an estimated £150,000 in consultancy cost during the REF period and, according to Ford’s Technical specialist, a significant undisclosable sum due to process improvements as a result of that extra experimentation (see corroborating source S3).  Dunton leads simulation activities in this area worldwide and this work has therefore affected production teams at Ford’s engine manufacturing facilities across the world (UK, USA, Mexico, Spain, South Africa and Brazil) (see corroborating source S3).
Experiences from this enabled Taylor to lead the development of SAKERGRID (in 2010) with Saker Solutions (one of around 10 UK SMEs specialising in simulation), Grid Computing software supporting high speed experimentation and test/build development.  Saker Solutions employs 12 people  (annual  turnover  £1  to  £2  million)  in  the  UK  and  works  with  many  UK  companies using simulation    to    study    a    wide    range    of    manufacturing,    production    and    logistic problems.   SAKERGRID has been used to significantly improve the quality of Saker’s simulation projects and is saving around £20,000 per annum in terms of project time saved at Saker (£80,000 over 4 years) (see corroborating source S1).  Saker Solutions has now implemented SAKERGRID (in 2011) within the Sellafield Ltd Operational Research Group (around 25 members) where the tool has been used since to support over 10 major projects in the last year.  The expected direct savings  in  this  financial  year  at  Sellafield  Ltd  are  approximately  £200,000  with  substantial additional savings expected in subsequent years. Of course, in addition there are unquantified savings arising from the reduced turnaround time of experimentation enabled by the use of SAKERGRID which both reduces project lead time and increases the number of scenarios which can be examined (see corroborating source S4).
In terms of products and services, Saker Solutions is now able to offer new high-speed products and services based on this work. Saker Solutions is the first to offer these in a comprehensive manner. This has had a ‘ripple effect’ in the community and has led to at least one further innovation due to the impact of these advanced in simulation technology state of the art.  This took the form of a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) between Whole Systems Partnership and Brunel University (Taylor). Whole Systems Partnership is a small consultancy with a £300,000 per year turnover that develops healthcare decision support solutions.  The results of the KTP are a (from 2013 onward) £200,000 per year revenue stream using reusable Systems Dynamics models for decision support in manpower capability planning in the NHS (see corroborating source S5).		S1 – Letter received from Managing Director, Saker Solutions
S2 – Letter received from Founder and Non-executing Chair, Simul8 Corporation
S3 – Letter received from Simulation Technical Expert, Ford Motor Company Ltd. S4 – Letter received from Project Leader, Sellafield Operational Research Group S5 – Letter received from Managing Director,The Whole Systems Partnership

		532		0.01088		Realising the potential of 3D scanners through reverse engineering and digital shape reconstruction		3D scanning technology has enabled multiple opportunities for innovation in diverse areas such as manufacturing, design, and the arts. However, full utilisation of this technology requires not just the scanning hardware, but accompanying software that can build meaningful, editable models. This development has been pioneered by research conducted in the School of Computer Science and Informatics, at Cardiff University. Innovative algorithms for reverse engineering and digital shape reconstruction  were devised that enabled the reconstruction  of complex computer  aided design (CAD)  models  from  data  captured  by  3D  scanners.  The  algorithms  have  been  endorsed  by Geomagic Inc, a market leading American software corporation (recently acquired by 3D Systems), that  has  subsidiaries  in  Europe  and  Asia  and  global  distributors,  and  incorporated  into  their software product suite. This is accessed  by nearly 10,000 licensed users worldwide,  who have applied  the product  for industrial  applications  including  aerospace  and automotive  engineering, product design, cultural heritage preservation,  and healthcare. Accordingly,  the impacts claimed are twofold: a) economic gain manifesting in the benefits to Geomagic and a plethora of end users who have utilised  the software,  b) impact  on practitioners  and professional  services  in diverse domains.		3D scanners, coupled with 3D printers, allow copying of shapes, but a much more useful idea is to perform reverse engineering. Analysis of the captured point cloud, decomposing it, and using it to build a CAD model allows many other downstream engineering processes, such as shape editing for new applications and shape indexing in databases – compare the analogous benefits provided by  using  OCR  to  analyse  scanned  text  rather  than  simple  photocopying.  This  vision  was  put forward by Cardiff and their partners in the late 1990s; they also defined a pipeline of steps needed to put it into practice [3.1]. The work has been cited over 600 times, and can be claimed to have laid the foundation for today's CAD reverse engineering industry. Cardiff's algorithms for steps of the  pipeline  have  also  been  incorporated  into  Geomagic  Studio,  a  world-leading  commercial product at the forefront of this industry. Most of the work to realise the pipeline was done in an EU-funded project in which the main developments  came  from  a  Cardiff  University  team  involving  Prof  R  R  Martin  and  Prof  A  D Marshall, and the Geometric Modelling team at the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, led by Dr T Varady.  The  EU  project  and  subsequent  work  up  to  2002  devised  algorithmic  techniques  for solving many of the sub-problems identified in the original reverse engineering pipeline [3.2-3.6]. In 2003, Varady was recruited  to Geomagic,  the world’s leading software  provider  in this field. Varady served as Geomagic’s Chief Technology Officer and Chief Technology Adviser from 2003 to 2010. During this period, he was responsible for incorporating key elements of the Cardiff work – including the pipeline [3.1] and several of the algorithms in [3.2-3.6] – into new components of the Geomagic Studio product (including Geomagic Shape in 2003 and Geomagic Fashion in 2009). He commented, in 2011, that ‘Prof Martin’s outstanding research … represents a series of important technological innovations which have strengthened the competitiveness of Geomagic Studio’. The research essentially covers nearly every sub-problem that must be solved during shape reconstruction.  This  includes  registering  and  combining  scans  from  different  viewpoints,  data thinning, computing basic geometric properties, and removing noise from input scanner data while preserving sharp features. Segmentation [3.2, 3.4] – grouping points into clusters corresponding to  different parts of the object – and surface fitting [3.2, 3.3, 3.5] – choosing and fitting an appropriate surface  model  to  each  part  –  are  interrelated   problems   which  must  be  considered   both independently  and in combination. Additionally, stitching [3.2] the surfaces into a complete CAD model requires  care; surfaces  may meet in sharp edges, or smooth  blends of fixed or varying radius [3.6]. It may be necessary to build models from objects with wear due to use; numerical and scanning errors also lead to sub-optimal results when each surface is treated independently. To make models which are more likely to represent the original engineering design intent, Cardiff’s algorithms detect potential regularities, congruences and symmetries in the data, and use them to build constrained models [3.3]. Such geometric constraints can then be preserved when models are edited for redesign, or used to simplify finite element analysis. Cardiff researchers and roles during the research period: RR Martin (Senior Lecturer 1997-2000; Professor 2000-present),  AD Marshall (Lecturer 1997-2000;  Senior Lecturer 2000-2004;  Reader 2004-2010; Professor 2010-present), G Kós (RA, 2000), G Lukacs (RA, 1998).		[Scopus citation counts, where available, are correct as of 18/10/13] 3.1  Varady T, Martin RR and Cox J. Reverse engineering of geometric models—an introduction. Computer-Aided Design 29(4):255-268, 1997. First paper to set out the tasks to be solved to carry  out  reverse  engineering,  providing  a  research  agenda  for  the  subject.  [613  Scopus citations] http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0010-4485(96)00054-1 3.2  Benkő   P,   Martin   RR   and   Várady   T.   Algorithms   for   reverse   engineering   boundary representation models. Computer-Aided Design 33(11):839-851, 2001. Solved several key problems in data segmentation, swept surface reconstruction, blend reconstruction and model building. [107 Scopus citations] http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0010-4485(01)00100-2 3.3  Benkő P, Kós G, Várady T, Andor L and Martin RR. Constrained fitting in reverse engineering. Computer Aided Geometric Design 19(3):173-205, 2002. Shows how to ensure multiple fitted surfaces meet engineering constraints, such as perpendicularity, coaxiality, etc. [112 Scopus citations] http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0167-8396(01)00085-1 3.4  Martin RR, Lukacs G, and Marshall AD, Robust segmentation of primitives from range data in the presence of geometric degeneracy. IEEE Trans. Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence 23(3):304-314, 2001. Gives algorithms to robustly segment spheres, cones and cylinders from scanner data. [98 Scopus citations] http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/34.910883 3.5  Lukacs G, Martin RR and Marshall AD, Faithful least-squares  fitting of spheres, cylinders, cones and tori for reliable segmentation. In Proc European Conference on Computer Vision, pages 671-686, 1998. Provides methods that degrade gracefully as surfaces become flatter and tend to surfaces of a simpler type. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/BFb0055697 3.6  Kós G, Martin RR and Várady T. Methods to recover constant radius rolling ball blends in reverse engineering, Computer Aided Geometric Design 17(2), 127-160, 2000. Shows how to handle minor blend surfaces, linking primary surfaces, as typically found in real-world objects. [38 Scopus citations] http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0167-8396(99)00043-6		We  first  discuss  direct  economic  benefits  to  Geomagic  before  describing  wider  impact  on practitioners and professional services, many of which carry further economic benefits. Economic Impact - Cardiff University’s research has orchestrated significant economic benefits for Geomagic. The pipeline and algorithms form integral parts of Geomagic Studio, the company’s flagship   product.   This   has   provided   important   new   functionalities   that   have   considerable advantages over competitive software products. Geomagic studio now builds CAD models which respect the design intent of the scanned original object – unlike other software which fits a single global surface or needs intensive user interaction to fit multiple independent surfaces, lacking the  constraints  needed  for  a  coherent  overall  design.  Previously  this  facility  was  not  possible  but Geomagic are now able to publicly claim that Geomagic Studio has ‘The industry’s most accurate and comprehensive 3D scan data processing capabilities’ (http://www.geomagic.com/en/products/studio/features/).   Tamas  Varady,  who  served  as Geomagic’s  chief  technical  officer  from  2003-2010  states  [5.1]  that  Prof  Martin's  outstanding research has “helped to ensure a leading market position for the product and provide a basis for Geomagic  to retain that leadership  well into the future. The algorithms  based on Prof. Martin's research  are  now  integral  parts  of  Geomagic  Studio,  and  thus  used  by  many  thousands  of industrial users.” The revenue and corporate value of Geomagic has markedly increased since the implementation of the research.  During  the REF period  there were 10,000  licensed  users, with current  pricing ranging from $8,000 to $30,000. [5.1,5.2] The CEO of Geomagic  stated that during 2008-2013 ‘annual revenue growth has exceeded  20%..despite  very bad market conditions’.  The company reports that it approached by multiple buyers in 2012-2013 but a sale was agreed in January with 3D  systems  for  $55  million.  3D  Systems  have  commented  that  they  expect  Geomagic  to  be ‘accretive to earnings and contribute approximately $17 million of revenue over the next year’ [5.3]. Impact on Practitioners and Professional Services - The innovative and pioneering features of Geomagic Studio, implemented as a direct consequence of the research, have enabled new approaches to be adopted in a wide range of industries and areas including engineering, product design, medicine and cultural activities. The novel capacity to allow nearly every sub-problem of shape reconstruction has, for example, benefited aerospace and automotive engineering through the  ability  to  capture  existing  components  for  computational  fluid  dynamic  and  finite  element analysis.  Alternative  product  designs  can  also  be  rapidly  assessed  by  making  and  scanning physical prototypes to turn into computer models, which can be analysed and modified, and then used as a basis for computer aided manufacturing. Classic handcrafted designs can be re-used in a manufacturer's latest products. Analysis can be performed on actual rather than ideal shapes – alleviating problems with manufacturing processes that often result in objects whose shapes differ slightly from the design. Furthermore, in art and archaeology, digital models allow restoration and reconstruction  of  objects  from  fragments,  as  well  as  enabling  a  permanent  record,  and  wider access  by  public  and  scientists  to  rare  and  precious  artefacts.  In  medicine  and  dentistry, prostheses  can be tailored  to an individual  patient  much  more  quickly  and accurately  than  by previous handcrafting, and treatment planning can be based on an individual patient rather than a generic anatomical model. These  industry  applications  have  generated  far-reaching  social  and  economic  gain.  Specific examples are provided below and a further 40 significant cases are evident from the company’s website [5.4]: Motor  Industry  Research  Association,   UK  – special  vehicles,  engineering   analysis  of existing designs [5.5]. When there is no original design information available, accurate 3D digital models  of  components  or  vehicles  can  be  made  as  the  basis  for  new  designs  and  analysis processes, facilitating downstream engineering activities. According to a Senior Engineer: “There’s no doubt that the use of Geomagic Studio has enabled us to offer services that we couldn’t offer before. More than that though, perhaps the biggest benefit internally is that with a 3D digital model, management can see what is being done and can have confidence in the process, as well as in the end result.” Shriners Hospital, USA – planning a new treatment for severe cleft lip and palate [5.6]. Here, reverse engineering  leads to a less invasive, computer-controlled  process with more consistent results and greater accuracy in correcting the growing palate and gum shape prior to lip repair. Greenhatch Group Ltd / English Heritage – cultural preservation: modelling of Stonehenge [5.7]. Geomagic Studio was used to create the highest resolution, most dimensionally accurate 3D digital model ever of Stonehenge.  Royal Australian Air Force – aircraft inspection & repair [5.8]. Traditional processes for crack repair, which previously could take up to six weeks, were reduced to just one day in the best case. Timberland, USA – last design for shoes [5.9]. Timberland currently produces over 100 lasts per year. Switching to a process based on reverse engineering reduced the need for last rework by 75%. Large time-savings come from being able to modify lasts quickly, and by digitally transferring 3D  last  files  to  overseas  factories  instead  of  physical  products.  Timberland  state  that  “if  we effectively  employed  technology  tools  such  as  Geomagic  and  rapid  prototyping  to  reduce  the design and development  segment of the cycle, the possibility exists to produce 75 to 90 styles every  three  months…  it could  mean  a 25 percent  increase  in revenue  since  buyers  will have additional opportunities to place new and original Timberland products in their stores.” Germanic Studio Helps German Police Force [5.10]. Reverse engineering was used to redesign motorcycle luggage compartments to carry speed detection and video recording equipment for unmarked autobahn policing vehicles.		5.1  Testimony from former Chief Technology Officer / Chief Technology Advisor of Geomagic (2003-2010) Corroborates the important contribution of the Cardiff University team to algorithms underpinning Geomagic Studio and the number of users. 5.2  http://www.dirdim.com/prod_software.htm Corroborates the price range of Geomagic products. [Saved as PDF 25/7/13; available on request from HEI] 5.3  http://geomagic.com/en/community/press-releases/3d-systems-completes-the-acquisition-of- geomagic/ Corroborates the financial information relating to the sale of Geomagic and revenue figures. [Saved as PDF 25/7/13; available on request from HEI] 5.4  http://www.geomagic.com/en/community/case-studies/byproduct/18/  Case studies corroborating range of uses of Geomagic Studio. [saved as PDF 25/7/13; available on request from HEI] 5.5  MIRA case study, 15 April 2009: http://www.geomagic.com/en/community/case- studies/geomagic-software-helps-mira-increase-the-scope-of-its-automotiv/  Case study corroborating use of Geomagic Studio by MIRA. [Saved as PDF 25/7/13; available on request from HEI] 5.6  Shriners Hospital case study, October 2009: http://www.geomagic.com/en/community/case- studies/new-treatment-from-shriners-hospital-uses-geomagic-studio-to-bri/  Case study corroborating use of Geomagic Studio by Shriners Hospital. [Saved as PDF 25/7/13; available on request from HEI] 5.7  Stonehenge case study, 25 October, 2011: http://www.geomagic.com/en/community/press- releases/geomagic-3d-imaging-software-used-to-create-most-accurate-3d-dig/ Case study corroborating use of Geomagic Studio by English Heritage. [Saved as PDF 25/7/13; available on request from HEI] 5.8  RAAF case study (originally reported June 2006 though RAAF has continued to operate the Tornado aircraft during 2008-2013): http://www.geomagic.com/en/community/case- studies/australian-air-force-reduces-time-on-ground-with-geomagic-revers/  Case study corroborating use of Geomagic Studio by RAAF. [Saved as PDF 25/7/13; available on request from HEI] 5.9  Timberland case study, January 2009: http://www.geomagic.com/en/community/case- studies/timberland-uses-geomagic-reverse-engineering-software-to-reinven/  Case study corroborating use of Geomagic Studio by Timberland. [Saved as PDF 25/7/13; available on request from HEI] 5.10 German police force case study, 26 March 2010: http://www.pddnet.com/news-geomagic- studio-helps-german-police-force-032610/ Case study corroborating use of Geomagic Studio by German police force. [Saved as PDF 25/7/13; available on request from HEI]

		654		0.0081		Augmentative and Alternative Communication		Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) systems and devices assist people with little or no functional speech to communicate. Dundee research on pragmatics and conversational modelling to improve communication rates and support conversational flow has led to widespread use in AAC of re-usable phatic conversation (e.g. greetings, responses, farewells) and visual scenes (rapid access to conversational items). More recently, the application of natural language generation and sensor-based data-to-text technology has resulted in the automated generation of jokes and narratives to assist non-speaking people to engage in lively conversation. Symbolic and phonetic interfaces have been developed for children and adults with congenital and language impairments.		Research on conversational-modelling for AAC was started by Arnott and Newell in Dundee, working with Ph.D. students Alm and Waller. Alm researched support for non-speaking people in informal dialogue through the use of conversational pragmatics, and extended this work into computer-based personal biography including storage and retrieval methods to manage anecdotal material [1]. Post 1993, Alm’s funded collaboration (“PicTalk” project: Leverhulme, 1994, £23,600) with Todman (Psychology, Dundee) and File (Abertay) further developed the theme of conversational pragmatics in AAC, with Alm also contributing further HCI development. The concept of intersecting perspectives as a mechanism to enable natural incremental movement through conversational topics was proposed by Todman and Alm [2] at this time. Alm, Arnott and Murray (all Computing, Dundee) developed the use of scripts and visual scenes in AAC [3],[7],[8]. Such use of scripts with the graphical visual scenes supporting them were novel contributions to AAC. Concepts from conversational pragmatics and script-based systems have since influenced most commercial AAC products in the form of reusable utterances and visual scenes. Transatlantic collaboration between Todman, Alm (Dundee), File (Abertay), Higginbotham (SUNY, USA) and Enkidu Research Inc. (USA) resulted in the CONTACT project (“A whole utterance- based communication aid for people without speech: An office workplace implementation”, EPSRC GR/R51353/01, £132,254 pre-FEC, 2001-2004), merging outcomes of their research to produce a prototype AAC system for use in the office workplace. Waller and Newell (both Computing, Dundee) established the need for AAC to support a range of conversational modes, including predictable (chat, needs-based talk), formulaic (script-based talk, jokes), repeatable (conversational narrative) and novel (new vocabulary) conversation [4]. Collaboration with Ritchie (Computing, Aberdeen) and Pain (Informatics, Edinburgh) resulted in a joke generating system, STANDUP [5], for children with speech and language impairment [9]. Based on a social construct of conversation, the PROSE system supported interactive storytelling, allowing users to control the narration of a story instead of delivering a monologue [4]. Waller, Black (Computing, Dundee) and Reiter (Computing, Aberdeen) addressed the issue of automatic experiential data input by using sensor-based data-to-text technology to generate narrative texts for children with speech and language impairment [10],[11].  Environmental sensor data (location, people, objects, voice recordings) were transformed into narrative text using data-to-text technology [6]. Working with Grove (City University) on narrative use with people with speech and language impairments, symbolic narrative interface scaffolds have been designed by Waller to allow disabled children to narrate and embellish their experiences.  Key Dundee Computing Researchers with principal years of involvement since 1993: Alm (1993- present), Arnott (1993-2005, 2010-present), Murray (1994-2000), Newell (1993-2005), Waller (1993-present).		(three most significant marked *) [1]  Computer-assisted conversation for non-vocal people using pre-stored texts, N. Alm and J. L. Arnott, IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics: Part C, Vol.28, No.3, August 1998, pp. 318-328. [2]  *Modelling conversational pragmatics in communication aids, J. Todman and N. Alm, Journal of Pragmatics, Vol.35, No.4, April 2003, pp. 523-538. [3]  A script-based AAC system for transactional interaction, R. Dye, N. Alm, J. L. Arnott, G. Harper and A. I. Morrison, Natural Language Engineering, Vol.4, No.1, March 1998, pp. 57-71. [4]  Towards a narrative-based communication system, A. Waller and A. F. Newell, European Journal of Disorders of Communication, Vol.32, Issue S3, 1997, pp. 289-306. (Journal continued by: International Journal of Language and Communication Disorders.) [5]  *Evaluating the STANDUP Pun Generating Software with Children with Cerebral Palsy, A. Waller, R. Black, D. O'Mara, H. Pain, G. Ritchie and R. Manurung, ACM Transactions on Accessible Computing (TACCESS), Vol.1, No.3, Article 16, February 2009, pp.16:1-16:27. [6]  *Supporting personal narrative for children with complex communication needs, R. Black, A. Waller, R. Turner and E. Reiter, ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction (TOCHI), Vol.19, No.2, Article 15, July 2012, pp.15:1-15:35. Research Grants [7]  ALADIN: Advanced Language Device for Interaction”, EU TIDE Project TP 1035, £224,360, 1994-1997. [8]  REACT: Real-time Communication Terminal”, EU TIDE Project DE 4207, £337,841, 1997- 2000 [9]  Facilitating language play in non-speaking children through computer-supported joke construction, EPSRC GR/S15419/01, £364,155 pre-FEC, Dundee share £181,218 pre-FEC, 2003-2007. [10] How was School Today …? Supporting narrative for non-speaking children, a feasibility study. EPSRC EP/F067151/1 Digital Economy Feasibility Studies, £102,258, 2008-2009. [11] How was School Today …? in the Wild, EPSRC EP/H022570/1 Digital Economy Research in the Wild, £156,721, 2010-2011.		AAC research at Dundee is user-led with strong connections with clinical practitioners, end-users and industry. Waller’s invited presentations to clinical practitioners, e.g. the 22nd European Academy of Childhood Disability EACD2010 conference and the 2013 British Society of Paediatric Dentistry Conference, reflect impact on clinical practice. We have teaching arrangements with special schools and clinical training departments nationally and internationally. Waller and her team teach on the communication modules for medical (first, second, third levels) and dental (final year) students at Dundee University and biannually on the national community dentistry training CPD course run by NHS Education Scotland, training over 250 clinicians since 2006. We run clinical workshops in conjunction with the UK national AAC charity, Communication Matters, and have delivered clinical training to over 150 teachers and therapists since 2008. In a new initiative with  Communication Matters we have established a forum which brings together researchers, practitioners and AAC companies in order to reduce the time taken to transfer technology research into the commercial sphere – “collaboration with Dundee’s School of Computing has allowed us to develop and enhance the channels through which research is articulated to clinicians, research and design technologists employed within the communication technology (AAC) sector and then end users.” [R1] The STANDUP and “How was School Today?” projects, funded by EPSRC and Digital Economy, have been well received internationally and has resulted in collaboration with leading special education schools worldwide [R2]. Our work has resulted in schools adopting a narrative approach to intervention with speech impaired children and we have established a story telling group in an adult care centre. Our collaboration with Capability Scotland has contributed to their two schools being awarded the highest rating in recent HMI inspection: “Your department's continuing work with our schools in terms of augmentative and alternative communication assisted us in achieving the glowing report from Education Scotland in April 2013 which commended the leadership team at Stanmore House School for their commitment to the use of up to date technology. Your input is also recognised in our services where, for example, augmentative and alternative communication is used to support interactive customer led reviews and the development of personal support plans. By providing the necessary tools and using a mix of high tech communication aids, individuals are empowered and supported to take control and make informed life choices.” [R3] Working in school has resulted in identifying the need to support literacy learning for nonspeaking children. Supported by Capability Scotland, the PhonicStick™ has been evaluated by clinical departments in Manchester, Sweden, Ireland and South Africa. It provides a unique way for nonspeaking individuals to ‘play’ with sounds and blend them into words. Capability Scotland funded this fundamental research and “recognise, as you [Waller] do, that whilst enabling speech to communicate basic needs and wants is important, true communication is far more complex and involved. That is why the Phonic Stick symbolises more than anything else the benefit of our long partnership. It goes beyond mere symbols or words to enable the formation of language and we were therefore proud to sponsor its development.” [R3] The Dundee City Education Department are supporting the product development of the PhonicStick™ as a teaching tool because of its “potential to transform literacy opportunities for some of our most disadvantaged young people”. [R4] Waller has established a unique AAC usability review consultancy comprising adults who use AAC. Adults with severe physical and speech impairments volunteer their expertise in using AAC to support the development and evaluation of assistive technologies, undertaking commissions from industry to support the engineering of new devices; clients include top AAC developers. We have developed innovative methods for involving people with severe speech and physical disabilities in the design of assistive technology by adapting techniques to enable stakeholders of differing ages and abilities to engage in design and have developed recommendations for ISO design guidelines. Close links with international AAC developers have resulted in effective technology transfer. We work with leading AAC companies (e.g. DynaVox, Toby Churchill Limited (TCL), Tobii Technology AB) to commercialise our IP. A patent has been registered for the PhonicStick®, a joystick- controlled phoneme-based word generation tool for children with language impairments, and the IP licensed to TCL in 2012. Waller’s work on narrative, licensed to Don Johnston Inc. of Illinois in 1992, has provided much of the theoretical underpinning to the Improv™ AAC system, released in 2012. Don Johnston Inc. state that: “work at University of Dundee is instrumental in pushing the boundaries of AAC by taking a conversational discourse approach to supporting aided communication.” [R5] CONTACT project partner Enkidu Research Inc. merged with DynaVox in 2004. Conversation modelling and pragmatics techniques developed at Dundee were commercialised in the InterAACt language framework from DynaVox Mayer-Johnson of Pittsburgh, the largest AAC company in the world with 395 full-time employees and net sales of over $97 million (fiscal year to June 2012). Speech generating (i.e. AAC) products represented approximately 84% of these sales. “InterAACt  is the exclusive language framework used on all DynaVox devices. It allows individuals with significant communication needs to successfully communicate, develop high-level language skills and express themselves, in everyday activities.” [R6] DynaVox products are promoted in the international AAC marketplace (DynaVox lists 25 countries) and are prescribed extensively by clinicians (e.g. speech and language therapists) for their clients. The InterAACt framework therefore reaches a wide client base of people who experience improved AAC support during conversation with others. Other beneficiaries are family members, carers and friends of the people who use InterAACt, as they have more fulfilling conversations with the InterAACt user, and clinicians and therapists who work with non-speaking and communication impaired people. The AAC industry benefits through a significant advance in augmentative communication technology coming to market. Concepts from conversational pragmatics and script- based systems have influenced most modern AAC systems in the form of re-usable utterances and visual scenes. [R7] DynaVox Mayer-Johnson state that: “Dundee is one of a small number of centers whose ideas have defined the field of AAC as we know it. Your ideas have …. greatly improved the lives of tens of thousands of people. The research done at Dundee has directly generated significant economic value for many organizations in our industry. ... DynaVox’s InterAACt language framework makes extensive use of techniques developed at the University of Dundee and which we license from you. This technology provides our customers with the opportunity for greater communication rates while retaining the crucial flexibility and context sensitivity needed so they can truly say what they want to say.” [R7] The projects have also experienced national and international news exposure [R8]. STANDUP has been downloaded more than 1000 times from its project webpage. “How was School today…?” [R9] won the 2010 TES Schools Award for Outstanding ICT Learning Initiative of the Year for project partner Capability Scotland (Corseford School): the “How was School today…?” project “signalled how assistive technology could really open up the world of communication to those who use our [Capability Scotland’s] services. We were particularly delighted that it won the only Scottish award in the 2010 Times Educational Supplement's Awards for the School and University.” [R10]		[R1] Factual Statement from Communication Matters, the UK Chapter of the International Society for Augmentative and Alternative Communication (ISAAC), September 2012. [R2] Factual Statement from Lead Speech-Language Therapists, The Children’s Institute: The Day Institute, Pittsburgh, PA, USA, February 2011. [R3] Factual Statement from Chief Executive, Capability Scotland, Edinburgh, October 2013. [R4] Factual Statement from Head of Education (Secondary and Support for Learners), Dundee City Education Department, May 2013. [R5] Factual Statement from President, Don Johnston, Volo, IL, USA, October 2013. [R6] DynaVox website (http://uk.dynavoxtech.com/interaact/). [R7] Factual Statement from DynaVox Mayer-Johnson, Pittsburgh, PA, USA, January 2012. [R8] “New software helps children speak”. BBC TV news report, GMT Friday 5 June 2009. Shown throughout the day and on 10:00pm news. Corresponding BBC web site report: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/health/8084422.stm. Local copy (video file, mp4):  http://ref2014.computing.dundee.ac.uk/aac/[R8]_BBC_News.mp4. [R9] “How was my school day? Now disabled pupils can tell the story”. The Times, 5 June 2009. Local copy available at: http://ref2014.computing.dundee.ac.uk/aac/[R10]_The_Times.pdf [R10] The Times Educational Supplement website: Winner of the “Outstanding ICT Learning Initiative of the Year” (http://www.tes.co.uk/article.aspx?storyCode=6047969&s_cid=winners2010)

		1031		0.00532		Electrokinetic geosynthetics (EKG): revolutionising industry practice in infrastructure management and environmental impact reduction		The EKG technology developed by Newcastle has launched an entirely new spectrum of applications for geosynthetic materials and has resulted in changing established practice in civil, construction and mining engineering. The commercialisation of the technology, linking industry to applications of EKG products and processes, has been driven by the spin-out company Electrokinetic Limited. Amey, a leading international infrastructure services provider, incorporated the EKG technology into £1M projects for Network Rail and the Highways Agency in 2011-12. The end results were a 30% cost saving and 40% reduction in CO2 compared to established methods. The new range of EKG products has been recognised by British Standards, leading to the revision of BS 8006 for reinforced soil in 2010.		Electrokinetic (EK) Geosynthetics (G) were invented at Newcastle University, the concept being first introduced in an Invited Keynote Lecture at 3rd International Geosynthetics Symposium in Kyushu, Japan, in 1996. The original EPSRC-funded research at Newcastle [G1] developed the overall concept of EKG and led to the first patent for its structure being granted in 1998. The research proved that EKGs could extend the applications of geosynthetics by adding an active component, substantially speeding up the movement of water in clay-rich soils. The Newcastle team achieved this by combining the electrokinetic phenomena of electro-osmosis, electrophoresis and associated electrokinetic functions with the traditional functions of geosynthetics of drainage, filtration, containment and reinforcement to form electokinetic geosynthetics (EKG). Publications were delayed until 2001 [P1] to protect the intellectual property and enable patents to be filed. A second EPSRC award [G2] developed the applications for EKG in civil engineering and included several full-scale demonstration trials. This led to an increase in the number of structural forms of EKG patented as well as patents for their application. The main outcome of this research established that adding an active component to a traditional geosynthetic (such as a reinforcing element of a pre-fabricated vertical drain) substantially speeded up construction time and extended the range of soils that could be utilised, thus opening up new markets for geosynthetic materials [P1, P2]. Consequently, an EKG drain not only acts as a drain (a passive function), but also causes water in fine grained soil to flow to the drain (an active function) [P1, P2, P6] and EKG reinforcement increases the strength of the soil and the bond between the reinforcement and the soil [P2]. The field trials demonstrated that EKGs suffered no loss in performance or ‘usability’ when compared to traditional forms of geosynthetics. Following the creation of the spin-out company Electrokinetic Limited (EKL) in 2000, research and development was conducted collaboratively between Newcastle University EKL who were able to lever TSB funding. Newcastle led the research effort required to develop and test new products and techniques while EKL dealt with the commercial application of EKG products and processes. Research concentrated on extending the application of EKG to roadside slope stabilisation and the treatment of large volume fluid wastes [G3, G4, P4, P5, P6]. New forms of EKG were developed, including EKG ‘soil nails’, EK belts (for belt filter presses) and EK ‘filter bags’ (for treating and disposing of small volume fluid wastes). All of these forms and applications have been patented. This work was led by Professor Glendinning which, as well as extending the markets for EKGs, also refined the understanding of their functions and added electrochemical components. This led to the definition of a new range of EKG materials, each with unique properties which could be controlled according to:     Materials and settings in which the EKG is used;     Physical and chemical design of the EKG;     Electrical control and operation of the EKG;      Management of the boundary conditions associated with the EKG. Key personnel involved in this research were: Professor C J F P Jones (1986 - 2003) who pioneered the first work at Newcastle and played a key role in developing links with the geosynthetics industry and in establishing the spin-out company; Professor B G Clarke (1984 - 2008) who was involved in the first two research projects and the early stages of the spin-out; and Professor S Glendinning (1998 - current) who led the second two research projects and who manages the interface between research and practice. Contributing Research Associates include I M Nettleton (1995 – 1998), R Hamir (1994 - 1998), R C Pugh (1999 - 2002), C K Mok (2003 - 2006) and D Alder (2012 - present). Details of the applications and key research publications are available from www.electrokinetic.co.uk. Research at Newcastle University has led the field of EKG research. Following the initial discovery work at Newcastle, further research/development programmes into EKG have been initiated in Australia (University of Western Australia) [P3], China (Wuhan University), France (Irstea-Unite HBAN), Germany (Sachsicestextil Forschungs Institute) and South Africa (Witwaterstrand University).		Key Outputs: (3 key publications P1, P2 and P6) [P1] Hamir, R.B., Jones, C.J.F.P., and Clarke, B.G., (2001) “Electrically conductive geosynthetics for consolidation and reinforced soil”, Geotextiles and Geomembranes, 19 (8), 455-482. (The first Journal paper relating to the development of EKG.) [P2] Glendinning, S., Jones, C.J.F.P., and Pugh, R.C., (2005) “Reinforced soil using cohesive fill and electrokinetic geosynthetics”, Int. Journal of Geomechanics, 5, (2), 138-146. (The paper describes the use of EKG technology to construct a full scale vertical reinforced soil wall built using a liquid fill, the fill was consolidated between construction lifts by EKG reinforcement) [P3] Fourie, A.B., Johns, D.G., and Jones, C.J.F.P., (2007) “Dewatering of mine tailings using electrokinetic geosynthetics”, Canadian Geotechnical Journal, 44, (2), 160-172. (Details of the research using EKG to dewater mineral sands economically, the work led to the present study by Exarro to apply EKG technology to dewatering mineral tailings at an industrial scale of 200,000 tonnes/day) [P4] Kalumba D., Glendinning, S., Rogers, C.D.F., Tyrer, M., Boardman, D.I. “Dewatering of tunneling slurry waste using electrokinetic geosynthetics”. Journal of Environmental Engineering 2009, 135(11), 1227-1236 [P5] Glendinning, S., Mok, C,K., Kalumba, D., Rogers, C.D.F., Hunt, D.V.L. “design framework for electrokinetically  enhanced  dewatering  of  sludge”.  Journal  of  Environmental  Engineering 2010, 136(4), 417-426. [P6] Jones, C.J.F.P., Lamont-Black, J., and Glendinning, S., (2011) “Electrokinetic geosynthetics in hydraulic applications”, Geotextiles and Geo-membranes, 29, (4), 381-390.(Requested by the International Geosynthetics Society (IGS) as EKG is recognized as a major development) Key Research Grants: [G1] EPSRC, GR/K20590/01: Research into new forms of geosynthetic materials, 1994 – 1997, £101,469. PI: Prof Colin Jones. Original research into developing EKG materials. [G2] EPSRC, GR/L66090/01: Electrokinetic geosynthetic materials for use in the construction industry, 1997 – 2001, £212,187. PI: Prof Colin Jones. Took the results from the initial work (1994-1997) which developed the materials and developed applications in the construction industry - collaborators from UK, Sweden, Japan, Germany. [G3] TSB (DTI Technology Programme as was), 15971: Treatment of wastes, slurries and soils with electrokinetic geosynthetics (EKG), 2005-2009, £1.4m. PI: Prof Stephanie Glendinning. Large consortium grant (nine partners) developing applications to waste industry. Companies involved exploit technology within their market. Substantially increased portfolio of projects and partners, opened up waste and mining to EKG. [G4] EPSRC, GR/T04854/01: Fluid abstraction from liquid wastes for waste minimisation and resource recovery, 2005-2007, £92,269. PI: Prof Stephanie Glendinning. Patents: 10 Patents covering EKG materials and applications, granted 1998-2013 in nine countries (E2).		Research at Newcastle University led to the invention of EKG, creating a worldwide market for its use in designing a new range of ‘active’ geosynthetics. As testified by the Geotechnical Director of Tony Gee and Partners (E1): “Before the Newcastle University initiative there was no commercially available means of carrying out electro-osmosis.” The impact of EKG has brought about significant changes in civil engineering industrial practice, evidenced by revisions to UK standards [BS8006] and international guidelines. These changes have enabled a range of international companies in the civil engineering sector to gain a competitive edge in the market. There is rapidly growing impact in the mining, water and geoenvironmental engineering sectors. 1.   Changing civil engineering practice and catalysing new companies Electrokinetic Limited (EKL, www.electrokinetic.co.uk) was spun out of Newcastle University to pioneer the commercial application of EKG products and processes. EKL has attracted three rounds of private and venture capital funding totalling £510k as well as grant income from DTI (now TSB [G3]) and a Smart Award. It is the owner of an extensive family of patents relating to EKG materials, applications and methods. EKL have won commercial contracts utilizing these products totalling £694k in the last three years. The success of these contracts has brought about a major change in civil engineering industrial practice. The major impacts to date have been on the civil engineering companies which have developed new practices for the design and installation of EKG slope repair of geotechnical transport infrastructure (Amey, Volkers, Balfour Beatty, Mott MacDonald, Birse Rail, Tony Gee and Partners, Luddon), and in the supply chain for material and equipment for these installations (Geotechnical Engineering Ltd., Electroinstall, Samuel James, TTI Ametek Ltd., Thandar, Leeds Transformers, Fuseland Ltd., Interserve). New machinery has been developed by Geotechnical Engineering Ltd. to enable the installation of EKG in slopes; an entirely new company, Electro Install Limited (www.electroinstall.com), was set up in 2013 to capitalise on the new market in EKG-slope remediation which has been established by Newcastle. Furthermore, the transport infrastructure owners and operators (Highways Agency; Network Rail) which have adopted the new technology over more traditional approaches now recognise the significance of EKG for cost and environmental impact reduction in their businesses, as evidenced by the receipt of the Highways Agency (HA) supplier recognition award in 2012 [E3] (highlighting the important contributions made by suppliers to the HA strategic road network). Amey is a market leading infrastructure services provider who worked with Newcastle University and EKL on the use of the electrokinetic remediation technique. The Technical Director of the Amey geotechnical group commented on the work [E4]: “The Electrokinetic remediation technique has been demonstrated in a pilot project for Network Rail (NR) and at commercial scale on two highways projects for the Highways Agency (HA) completed in 2011 and 2012 , including the Amey led Area 9 M5 J7 scheme (approximate value £975,000) which recently won several industry awards (2013). Amey’s Geotechnical team and EKL have collaborated on joint marketing, promotional and project development activities and signed a Confidentiality Agreement in February 2013. Amey and EKL have promoted the technique as a treatment option to the HA, NR, Sheffield PFI and South Lanarkshire Council (SLC). SLC have commissioned Amey in May 2013 to engage EKL as a sub-consultant for the design and supervision of electrokinetic remediation on the A72 Mauldslie slope remediation project (approximate value £350,000).” Amey conclude by stating the commercial impact of the EKL technology “...is an improved market position in the UK for slope remediation and an enhanced reputation for innovation, which adds value to our bids for major infrastructure service contracts. It also provides business development opportunities for new infrastructure (including waste) customers in the UK and overseas.” 2.   Revising civil engineering standards and international guidelines The new range of EKG products has been recognized by British Standards which led to the revision of BS 8006 (2010) covering the construction of reinforced soil structures, specifically accepting electrokinetic improvement of fill materials. The former Chairman of the British Standards Committee B526/04 Reinforced Soils supports this evidence by commenting [E5]: “The revised Code of Practice BS8006-1:2010 allows the use of new products such as EKGs in the construction of reinforced soil structures used in many infrastructure projects such as: roads,  railways, airports, industrial developments and waste disposal sites”. This revision to the Code has enabled more wide-spread (worldwide) adoption of the technique. The International Geosynthetics Society accepted EKG as a new form of geosynthetic material in 2009 and has developed a new EKG symbol for use in contact documents and drawings [E6]. 3.   Reducing cost and environmental impact of major infrastructure assets In relation to the electrokinetic remediation work, Amey highlight the major advantages as [E4]:     Cost Effective (typically 20 – 30% cost saving);     No line possession or traffic management required during treatment;     Low staffing levels means low H&S risk;     Reduced carbon emissions (typically 40% less than other methods);     Reduced environmental impact and no waste to landfill. This was further endorsed by the receipt of a Green Apple award [E7] for Environmental Sustainability. Furthermore, the Newcastle development of EKG has made it possible to meet a major objective of the revised BS 8006 by enabling the greater use of previously unacceptable waste materials into soil reinforcement [E5], thus increasing the environmental benefits of EKG. 4.   Licencing for manufacture of products for the civil engineering and waste treatment industries Currently there are 43 material suppliers associated with the supply and manufacture of EKG materials, including overseas manufacturers Afitex (France), Arctitex (Sweden), Clear Edge (Sweden), GKD (Germany) and Technitex Sachsen (Germany). The CEO and owner of Arctitex describes a product that has been developed specifically for manufacture of EKG materials [E8]: “A machine for production of electrodes for dewatering of embankments and insitu-treatment. Stand by capacity of 80 000 – 320 000 linear meter of electrodes depending on daytime or work in shift. This capacity would render an annual turnover of 470 000 €”. GKD have manufactured an EK belt press for waste treatment applications and Arctitex have manufactured a “lining material for dewatering bags (waste treatment) with a market potential of 280 000 linear meters of bag material rendering a 5 320 000 € potential annual turnover” 5.   Extending applications and growing impact in the waste water and mining sectors Successful full-scale trials of EKG-enhanced belt press have been conducted for two major international mining companies with the aim of drastically reducing waste volumes, increasing safety of waste disposal facilities and reducing water usage by recycling from waste back into processing. Referring to this technology, the managing director of GKD (UK) Ltd. [E9] states that: “EKB has proven a successful technology” and “contributed dramatically to their environmental management of mining waste water”. Amey support this impact by stating: “Another different market area for Electrokinetic also exists that has not been as well developed as slope remediation, namely dewatering of wastes such as tailings and slurries. The opportunity for electrokinetic dewatering of slurry lagoons, mine tailings and similar wastes is potentially huge.”		[E1] Endorsement: Geotechnical Director (Tony Gee and Partners LLP, Network Rail Consultant) [E2] First Patent GB2301311 “Improvements relating to Geosynthetics” & 9 further related patents. [E3] HA 2012 Suppliers Recognition Scheme:  http://press.highways.gov.uk/Press- Releases/Trailblazing-project-on-major-Kent-road-scoops-awards-67c0c.aspx [E4] Endorsement from Technical Director - Geotechnics Consulting, Amey [E5] Endorsement: Tech. Director (Geotechnical), AECOM & Chairman of BS 8006 review panel [E6] International Geosynthetics Society (2009) Recommended Descriptions of Geosynthetics Functions, Geosynthetic Terminology, Mathematical and Geophysical Symbols, P9, 5th Ed. [E7] Green Apple Award: http://www.electrokinetic.co.uk/news.htm#HAaward [E8] Endorsement from CEO and owner of Arctitex, (Sweden) [E9] Endorsement from Managing Director, GKD (UK) Ltd.

		1031		0.00047		Electrokinetic geosynthetics (EKG): revolutionising industry practice in infrastructure management and environmental impact reduction		The EKG technology developed by Newcastle has launched an entirely new spectrum of applications for geosynthetic materials and has resulted in changing established practice in civil, construction and mining engineering. The commercialisation of the technology, linking industry to applications of EKG products and processes, has been driven by the spin-out company Electrokinetic Limited. Amey, a leading international infrastructure services provider, incorporated the EKG technology into £1M projects for Network Rail and the Highways Agency in 2011-12. The end results were a 30% cost saving and 40% reduction in CO2 compared to established methods. The new range of EKG products has been recognised by British Standards, leading to the revision of BS 8006 for reinforced soil in 2010.		Electrokinetic (EK) Geosynthetics (G) were invented at Newcastle University, the concept being first introduced in an Invited Keynote Lecture at 3rd International Geosynthetics Symposium in Kyushu, Japan, in 1996. The original EPSRC-funded research at Newcastle [G1] developed the overall concept of EKG and led to the first patent for its structure being granted in 1998. The research proved that EKGs could extend the applications of geosynthetics by adding an active component, substantially speeding up the movement of water in clay-rich soils. The Newcastle team achieved this by combining the electrokinetic phenomena of electro-osmosis, electrophoresis and associated electrokinetic functions with the traditional functions of geosynthetics of drainage, filtration, containment and reinforcement to form electokinetic geosynthetics (EKG). Publications were delayed until 2001 [P1] to protect the intellectual property and enable patents to be filed. A second EPSRC award [G2] developed the applications for EKG in civil engineering and included several full-scale demonstration trials. This led to an increase in the number of structural forms of EKG patented as well as patents for their application. The main outcome of this research established that adding an active component to a traditional geosynthetic (such as a reinforcing element of a pre-fabricated vertical drain) substantially speeded up construction time and extended the range of soils that could be utilised, thus opening up new markets for geosynthetic materials [P1, P2]. Consequently, an EKG drain not only acts as a drain (a passive function), but also causes water in fine grained soil to flow to the drain (an active function) [P1, P2, P6] and EKG reinforcement increases the strength of the soil and the bond between the reinforcement and the soil [P2]. The field trials demonstrated that EKGs suffered no loss in performance or ‘usability’ when compared to traditional forms of geosynthetics. Following the creation of the spin-out company Electrokinetic Limited (EKL) in 2000, research and development was conducted collaboratively between Newcastle University EKL who were able to lever TSB funding. Newcastle led the research effort required to develop and test new products and techniques while EKL dealt with the commercial application of EKG products and processes. Research concentrated on extending the application of EKG to roadside slope stabilisation and the treatment of large volume fluid wastes [G3, G4, P4, P5, P6]. New forms of EKG were developed, including EKG ‘soil nails’, EK belts (for belt filter presses) and EK ‘filter bags’ (for treating and disposing of small volume fluid wastes). All of these forms and applications have been patented. This work was led by Professor Glendinning which, as well as extending the markets for EKGs, also refined the understanding of their functions and added electrochemical components. This led to the definition of a new range of EKG materials, each with unique properties which could be controlled according to:     Materials and settings in which the EKG is used;     Physical and chemical design of the EKG;     Electrical control and operation of the EKG;      Management of the boundary conditions associated with the EKG. Key personnel involved in this research were: Professor C J F P Jones (1986 - 2003) who pioneered the first work at Newcastle and played a key role in developing links with the geosynthetics industry and in establishing the spin-out company; Professor B G Clarke (1984 - 2008) who was involved in the first two research projects and the early stages of the spin-out; and Professor S Glendinning (1998 - current) who led the second two research projects and who manages the interface between research and practice. Contributing Research Associates include I M Nettleton (1995 – 1998), R Hamir (1994 - 1998), R C Pugh (1999 - 2002), C K Mok (2003 - 2006) and D Alder (2012 - present). Details of the applications and key research publications are available from www.electrokinetic.co.uk. Research at Newcastle University has led the field of EKG research. Following the initial discovery work at Newcastle, further research/development programmes into EKG have been initiated in Australia (University of Western Australia) [P3], China (Wuhan University), France (Irstea-Unite HBAN), Germany (Sachsicestextil Forschungs Institute) and South Africa (Witwaterstrand University).		Key Outputs: (3 key publications P1, P2 and P6) [P1] Hamir, R.B., Jones, C.J.F.P., and Clarke, B.G., (2001) “Electrically conductive geosynthetics for consolidation and reinforced soil”, Geotextiles and Geomembranes, 19 (8), 455-482. (The first Journal paper relating to the development of EKG.) [P2] Glendinning, S., Jones, C.J.F.P., and Pugh, R.C., (2005) “Reinforced soil using cohesive fill and electrokinetic geosynthetics”, Int. Journal of Geomechanics, 5, (2), 138-146. (The paper describes the use of EKG technology to construct a full scale vertical reinforced soil wall built using a liquid fill, the fill was consolidated between construction lifts by EKG reinforcement) [P3] Fourie, A.B., Johns, D.G., and Jones, C.J.F.P., (2007) “Dewatering of mine tailings using electrokinetic geosynthetics”, Canadian Geotechnical Journal, 44, (2), 160-172. (Details of the research using EKG to dewater mineral sands economically, the work led to the present study by Exarro to apply EKG technology to dewatering mineral tailings at an industrial scale of 200,000 tonnes/day) [P4] Kalumba D., Glendinning, S., Rogers, C.D.F., Tyrer, M., Boardman, D.I. “Dewatering of tunneling slurry waste using electrokinetic geosynthetics”. Journal of Environmental Engineering 2009, 135(11), 1227-1236 [P5] Glendinning, S., Mok, C,K., Kalumba, D., Rogers, C.D.F., Hunt, D.V.L. “design framework for electrokinetically  enhanced  dewatering  of  sludge”.  Journal  of  Environmental  Engineering 2010, 136(4), 417-426. [P6] Jones, C.J.F.P., Lamont-Black, J., and Glendinning, S., (2011) “Electrokinetic geosynthetics in hydraulic applications”, Geotextiles and Geo-membranes, 29, (4), 381-390.(Requested by the International Geosynthetics Society (IGS) as EKG is recognized as a major development) Key Research Grants: [G1] EPSRC, GR/K20590/01: Research into new forms of geosynthetic materials, 1994 – 1997, £101,469. PI: Prof Colin Jones. Original research into developing EKG materials. [G2] EPSRC, GR/L66090/01: Electrokinetic geosynthetic materials for use in the construction industry, 1997 – 2001, £212,187. PI: Prof Colin Jones. Took the results from the initial work (1994-1997) which developed the materials and developed applications in the construction industry - collaborators from UK, Sweden, Japan, Germany. [G3] TSB (DTI Technology Programme as was), 15971: Treatment of wastes, slurries and soils with electrokinetic geosynthetics (EKG), 2005-2009, £1.4m. PI: Prof Stephanie Glendinning. Large consortium grant (nine partners) developing applications to waste industry. Companies involved exploit technology within their market. Substantially increased portfolio of projects and partners, opened up waste and mining to EKG. [G4] EPSRC, GR/T04854/01: Fluid abstraction from liquid wastes for waste minimisation and resource recovery, 2005-2007, £92,269. PI: Prof Stephanie Glendinning. Patents: 10 Patents covering EKG materials and applications, granted 1998-2013 in nine countries (E2).		Research at Newcastle University led to the invention of EKG, creating a worldwide market for its use in designing a new range of ‘active’ geosynthetics. As testified by the Geotechnical Director of Tony Gee and Partners (E1): “Before the Newcastle University initiative there was no commercially available means of carrying out electro-osmosis.” The impact of EKG has brought about significant changes in civil engineering industrial practice, evidenced by revisions to UK standards [BS8006] and international guidelines. These changes have enabled a range of international companies in the civil engineering sector to gain a competitive edge in the market. There is rapidly growing impact in the mining, water and geoenvironmental engineering sectors. 1.   Changing civil engineering practice and catalysing new companies Electrokinetic Limited (EKL, www.electrokinetic.co.uk) was spun out of Newcastle University to pioneer the commercial application of EKG products and processes. EKL has attracted three rounds of private and venture capital funding totalling £510k as well as grant income from DTI (now TSB [G3]) and a Smart Award. It is the owner of an extensive family of patents relating to EKG materials, applications and methods. EKL have won commercial contracts utilizing these products totalling £694k in the last three years. The success of these contracts has brought about a major change in civil engineering industrial practice. The major impacts to date have been on the civil engineering companies which have developed new practices for the design and installation of EKG slope repair of geotechnical transport infrastructure (Amey, Volkers, Balfour Beatty, Mott MacDonald, Birse Rail, Tony Gee and Partners, Luddon), and in the supply chain for material and equipment for these installations (Geotechnical Engineering Ltd., Electroinstall, Samuel James, TTI Ametek Ltd., Thandar, Leeds Transformers, Fuseland Ltd., Interserve). New machinery has been developed by Geotechnical Engineering Ltd. to enable the installation of EKG in slopes; an entirely new company, Electro Install Limited (www.electroinstall.com), was set up in 2013 to capitalise on the new market in EKG-slope remediation which has been established by Newcastle. Furthermore, the transport infrastructure owners and operators (Highways Agency; Network Rail) which have adopted the new technology over more traditional approaches now recognise the significance of EKG for cost and environmental impact reduction in their businesses, as evidenced by the receipt of the Highways Agency (HA) supplier recognition award in 2012 [E3] (highlighting the important contributions made by suppliers to the HA strategic road network). Amey is a market leading infrastructure services provider who worked with Newcastle University and EKL on the use of the electrokinetic remediation technique. The Technical Director of the Amey geotechnical group commented on the work [E4]: “The Electrokinetic remediation technique has been demonstrated in a pilot project for Network Rail (NR) and at commercial scale on two highways projects for the Highways Agency (HA) completed in 2011 and 2012 , including the Amey led Area 9 M5 J7 scheme (approximate value £975,000) which recently won several industry awards (2013). Amey’s Geotechnical team and EKL have collaborated on joint marketing, promotional and project development activities and signed a Confidentiality Agreement in February 2013. Amey and EKL have promoted the technique as a treatment option to the HA, NR, Sheffield PFI and South Lanarkshire Council (SLC). SLC have commissioned Amey in May 2013 to engage EKL as a sub-consultant for the design and supervision of electrokinetic remediation on the A72 Mauldslie slope remediation project (approximate value £350,000).” Amey conclude by stating the commercial impact of the EKL technology “...is an improved market position in the UK for slope remediation and an enhanced reputation for innovation, which adds value to our bids for major infrastructure service contracts. It also provides business development opportunities for new infrastructure (including waste) customers in the UK and overseas.” 2.   Revising civil engineering standards and international guidelines The new range of EKG products has been recognized by British Standards which led to the revision of BS 8006 (2010) covering the construction of reinforced soil structures, specifically accepting electrokinetic improvement of fill materials. The former Chairman of the British Standards Committee B526/04 Reinforced Soils supports this evidence by commenting [E5]: “The revised Code of Practice BS8006-1:2010 allows the use of new products such as EKGs in the construction of reinforced soil structures used in many infrastructure projects such as: roads,  railways, airports, industrial developments and waste disposal sites”. This revision to the Code has enabled more wide-spread (worldwide) adoption of the technique. The International Geosynthetics Society accepted EKG as a new form of geosynthetic material in 2009 and has developed a new EKG symbol for use in contact documents and drawings [E6]. 3.   Reducing cost and environmental impact of major infrastructure assets In relation to the electrokinetic remediation work, Amey highlight the major advantages as [E4]:     Cost Effective (typically 20 – 30% cost saving);     No line possession or traffic management required during treatment;     Low staffing levels means low H&S risk;     Reduced carbon emissions (typically 40% less than other methods);     Reduced environmental impact and no waste to landfill. This was further endorsed by the receipt of a Green Apple award [E7] for Environmental Sustainability. Furthermore, the Newcastle development of EKG has made it possible to meet a major objective of the revised BS 8006 by enabling the greater use of previously unacceptable waste materials into soil reinforcement [E5], thus increasing the environmental benefits of EKG. 4.   Licencing for manufacture of products for the civil engineering and waste treatment industries Currently there are 43 material suppliers associated with the supply and manufacture of EKG materials, including overseas manufacturers Afitex (France), Arctitex (Sweden), Clear Edge (Sweden), GKD (Germany) and Technitex Sachsen (Germany). The CEO and owner of Arctitex describes a product that has been developed specifically for manufacture of EKG materials [E8]: “A machine for production of electrodes for dewatering of embankments and insitu-treatment. Stand by capacity of 80 000 – 320 000 linear meter of electrodes depending on daytime or work in shift. This capacity would render an annual turnover of 470 000 €”. GKD have manufactured an EK belt press for waste treatment applications and Arctitex have manufactured a “lining material for dewatering bags (waste treatment) with a market potential of 280 000 linear meters of bag material rendering a 5 320 000 € potential annual turnover” 5.   Extending applications and growing impact in the waste water and mining sectors Successful full-scale trials of EKG-enhanced belt press have been conducted for two major international mining companies with the aim of drastically reducing waste volumes, increasing safety of waste disposal facilities and reducing water usage by recycling from waste back into processing. Referring to this technology, the managing director of GKD (UK) Ltd. [E9] states that: “EKB has proven a successful technology” and “contributed dramatically to their environmental management of mining waste water”. Amey support this impact by stating: “Another different market area for Electrokinetic also exists that has not been as well developed as slope remediation, namely dewatering of wastes such as tailings and slurries. The opportunity for electrokinetic dewatering of slurry lagoons, mine tailings and similar wastes is potentially huge.”		[E1] Endorsement: Geotechnical Director (Tony Gee and Partners LLP, Network Rail Consultant) [E2] First Patent GB2301311 “Improvements relating to Geosynthetics” & 9 further related patents. [E3] HA 2012 Suppliers Recognition Scheme:  http://press.highways.gov.uk/Press- Releases/Trailblazing-project-on-major-Kent-road-scoops-awards-67c0c.aspx [E4] Endorsement from Technical Director - Geotechnics Consulting, Amey [E5] Endorsement: Tech. Director (Geotechnical), AECOM & Chairman of BS 8006 review panel [E6] International Geosynthetics Society (2009) Recommended Descriptions of Geosynthetics Functions, Geosynthetic Terminology, Mathematical and Geophysical Symbols, P9, 5th Ed. [E7] Green Apple Award: http://www.electrokinetic.co.uk/news.htm#HAaward [E8] Endorsement from CEO and owner of Arctitex, (Sweden) [E9] Endorsement from Managing Director, GKD (UK) Ltd.

		1035		0.015		£ millions saved by London Underground and Bridge Owners through research by QUB team		£80m has been saved since 2008 by London Underground (LU) and yet more by bridge owners in the UK as a direct result of using the Arching Action (AA) enhancements in strength predicted by our research. The associated disruption would have resulted in enormous congestion, losses economically of £ billions and negative social impact.  Multi-million $ savings have also accrued in North America from the use of corrosion free deck bridges, which have minimum maintenance, as has our innovative flexible concrete arch (patented 2004) which has been used for over 40 FlexiArch bridges (£15m in contracts) since 2008.		Background.  Reinforced concrete slabs in structures have much higher strengths than predicted by flexural design methods which are widely used in practice.  Depending on the degree of lateral restraint the strength enhancement due to AA can range from a few percent to over three times the predicted flexural strength. Likewise Arches have enormous reserves of strength whilst being aesthetically pleasing and highly durable. As the leading AA research team in the UK and acknowledged internationally (see Wikipedia article in this area) much of the research undertaken by Adrian Long (since 1971), Barry Rankin (since 1989), A Mufti (ISIS Canada since 2000 and part-time QUB since 2012), David Cleland (since 1983), Desmond Robinson (since 1985), Su Taylor (since 2004) and Danny McPolin (since 2008) in conjunction with Jim Kirkpatrick (ex-Bridge Engineer, DRD Roads Service) and Abhey Gupta (Macrete Ireland Ltd) – is targeted at mastering the fundamentals so that reliable systems are developed for use in the construction industry. Arching Action. The interaction between arching and flexural action is very complex and required much experimental work and parallel analytical studies to derive viable prediction methods which have provided solutions for flat slab structures, bridge deck slabs, cellular offshore concrete structures and composite floor slabs. Greatly improved prediction methods have been developed which have been simplified by our team for inclusion in (BD81/02(2002)) for use by designers (so that they could assess the strength of laterally restrained slabs in practice). This has permitted a 70% reduction in the amount of reinforcement in bridge deck slabs.  However recognising that most of the research had been published in highly technical journals Long (Ref. 1) highlighted the potential benefits to practitioners at a lecture in the Institution of Civil Engineers in 1994,. A number of innovative advances were highlighted by Long which led to an increase in awareness in the UK of the potential benefits of AA through the use of high strength/fibre reinforced concrete, centrally located conventional steel reinforcement and corrosion free fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) bars in deck slabs.  They also led to an upsurge in experimental and analytical research in this area at Queen’s University (Ref. 2) which was backed up by full-scale testing on site.  Highly rated papers in the Journal of the ICE were published in 1997 (Ref. 2) and 2001 (Ref. 3,4), (including two Telford Premium Awards by ICE).  A regular stream of PhDs have been awarded at QUB  and numerous Journal papers published in this important area of research, eg 2007 paper in a US Journal (Ref. 5). In Canada researchers (Mufti et al) also identified the innovative advances due to Arching Action and focused on the development of corrosion-free deck slabs for steel-concrete composite bridges and demonstrated to industry in Canada that such systems were not only viable but required minimal maintenance.  As in Canada the quest for maintenance-free bridges, based on the benefits of arching action, has been a central focus at Queen’s. Thus Mufti, then President of ISIS Canada in Winnipeg, accepted the invitation to contribute part-time at QUB because of his ongoing  involvement in AA research and his overlapping research interests with the Belfast team. Flexible Concrete Arch.  In 1994 Professor Long recognised that maintenance free bridges could be based on the arch form of construction.  Few arch bridges had been built since the early 1900’s even though they are aesthetic, strong, durable and require little maintenance.  However, the centring and preparation of the voussoirs by stone masons incurred cost and time penalties which made them non-competitive with RC, PC or steel alternatives.  Subsequent research at Queen’s could not be published until the innovative flexible concrete arch system was patented (Long AE, Int. Patent No W.O.2004/044332A1). Macrete Ireland were licensed to manufacture the ‘FlexiArch’ and since 2008 over 40 bridges have been installed in the UK/Ireland.  Extensive research has been carried out in parallel and this has included model tests in the laboratory, full-scale testing at Macrete, field testing and analytical research using a range of approaches (Ref. 6). Quality of Research. This has been recognised through 9 awards/medals to members of the team and contributed to Professor Long receiving the highly prestigious Ewing Gold Medal of the ICE/Royal Society in 2009 and the Institution of Civil Engineers Gold Medal (ICE’s premier award) in 2011.		Selected Publications 1.  Long AE, Kirkpatrick J and Rankin GIB, ‘Enhancing influences of compressive membrane action in Bridge Decks’, Bridge Modification 94, Proceedings of Seminar, ICE, London, March 1994, pp 217-227. 2.  *Rankin GIB and Long AE, ‘Arching action strength enhancement in laterally restrained slab strips’, Proc ICE, Structures and Buildings, Vol 122, Issue 4, Nov 1997, pp 461-467. (Awarded Telford Premium by ICE in Nov 1998). 3.  Peel-Cross J, Rankin GIB, Gilbert SG and Long AE, ‘Compressive membrane action in composite floor slabs in the Cardington LBTF’, Proc ICE, Structures and Buildings, Vol 146, Issue 2, May 2001, pp 217-226. (Awarded Telford Premium by ICE in Nov 2002). 4.  Taylor SE, Rankin GIB and Cleland DJ, ‘Arching action in high strength concrete slabs’, Proc ICE, Structures and Buildings, Vol 146, Issue 4, Nov 2001, pp 353-312. 5.  *Taylor SE, Rankin B, Cleland DJ and Kirkpatrick J, ‘Serviceability of bridge deck slabs with arching action’, ACI, Structural Journal, Vol 104, Issue 2, Jan-Feb 2007, pp 39-48. 6.  *Long AE, Kirkpatrick J, Gupta A, Nanukuttan S and McPolin D, ‘Rapid construction of arch bridges using the innovative FlexiArch’, Proc ICE, Bridge Engineering, Vol 166, Issue 3, Sept 2013, DOI: 10.1680/bren.11.00036. External funding for Arching Action research 1994-96 (GR/J51351/01) Influence of in-plane effects on composite slabs, EPSRC £95k. 1995-98 (GR/K57138/01) High strength concrete in bridge deck slabs, EPSRC £152k + £100k from DRD Roads Service (NI). 2009-11 Monitoring FRP reinforcement in a concrete bridge deck, UK Bridge Owners Forum £120k + £100k from DRD Roads Service (NI). External funding for FlexiArch research Three Knowledge Transfer Partnerships with Macrete on various aspects of the FlexiArch; 2004-6 £105k, 2007-9 £119k, 2010-12 £125k Major Technology Strategy Board (TSB) project on Low energy concrete with Macrete and Creagh Concrete with input by Network Rail and Arup, 2008-11 £2,100k A number of smaller grants from Concrete Bridge Development Group, Leverhulme Trust, ICE R&D Fund and RAEng Global Research Award over period 2005-12, total £65k. In parallel Macrete have been awarded three Invest NI grants with a total value of £1,300k (including contributions of over £900k by Macrete) over the periods 2004-7, 2008-11 and 2011-14. This facilitated invaluable full scale tests where the QUB team coordinated testing/monitoring, the analysis of data and prepared the reports.		London Underground (LU).  In the early 1990s, LU were confronted with a major dilemma. Having assessed over 1200 platforms on the underground system they found that when flexural methods of design were applied most platforms were found to be structurally deficient. Thus a major repair/replacement programme appeared to be inevitable (LU estimated replacement cost of a typical platform was £1.6 million).  However, structural engineering staff of LU had become aware of our research through Journal papers (Ref 1) and of the potential benefits of arching action in cellular structures. By adopting our research findings, unique new design guidelines for LU platforms were drawn up in the late 1990’s but it was only in 2005 that these were approved for use in the LU system. Taking into consideration the benefits of arching action in their assessment programme allowed 95% of their platforms to be retained and since 2008, LU staff have estimated that over £80m has been saved (cost of structural repair/replacement).  Here it should be noted that by avoiding the repair/replacement of the vast majority of their platforms the enormous disruption to the transport system in London has not occurred which would have been an additional drain on the UK economy as well as being socially unacceptable.  Bearing in mind that over 1 billion people use the LU system each year the cost (due to the loss of productivity) of the associated congestion has been acknowledged by LU staff to be ‘£billions not £millions’ (see Section 5). Thus LU would have had to accept the prospect of enormous disruption to their system had their staff not been able to take into account the benefits of AA. Bridge Deck Slabs, UK and North America.  Our research has impacted on policy which allows bridge designers/assessors to take account of the benefits of AA, e.g. less deck reinforcement, not having to replace decks found to be unsatisfactory using flexural analysis and indirect savings as disruption/congestion is minimal.  Consequential savings are likely to be of the order of tens of £ millions over the past 5 years, however the overall benefits have not been quantified by the UK Highways Agency. In N America the considerable benefits of corrosion free deck bridges has been embraced in most Canadian Provinces and in a number of northern states of USA arising from the parallel research by Mufti and his research team. Over 50, (mostly multi-span) bridges have been constructed and ISIS have estimated that long term savings of hundreds of $ millions have/will accrue through minimal maintenance, dramatically reduced life cycle costs and losses to the economy resulting from disruption/congestion associated with repair/replacement. The system is now being utilised for highly prestigious projects such as the Winnipeg Floodway – a major $ 700m project in Manitoba where 6 multi-span bridges were built in 2009. Since 1994 the QUB team and Mufti’s researchers have derived mutual benefit from their overlapping AA research.  In the USA and Canada  AA research has impacted on bridge construction since the late 1990’s and, as far as REF2014 is concerned, through the past 5-6 years. ‘FlexiArch’.  As already highlighted in Section 2, conventional arches are expensive to build and take much longer to construct than beam and slab bridges made up of prefabricated components. To counter this, an innovative flexible concrete arch was devised and patented in 2004.  As this does not require expensive centring the arch can be quickly constructed (days rather than months for a conventional arch) and by using precast concrete voussoirs it can be manufactured at a relatively low cost.  All the basic features of a conventional arch are retained and in 2005 Macrete Ireland Ltd (Toomebridge) were licensed and since 2008 over 40 bridges ranging in span from 4m to 15m have been installed in UK/Ireland. Its potential was anticipated in 2006 at an International conference when Brian Bell, Network Rail, acknowledged that the FlexiArch would allow highly durable arches (seldom used since 1900) to compete with other rapid methods of construction (crucial for railways). This innovative system has received 9 awards including the Best Engineering Excellence Award of  RAEng (2009) and the UK National Construct Award for Innovation and its adoption twice (in 2009 and again in 2013).  Commercially the ‘FlexiArch’ has had a very significant impact in a severely depressed market, and since 2008 an extra 50 person years of employment have been generated at Macrete. In addition, the ‘FlexiArch’ system has been a key element in winning the associated construction contracts, valued at £15m. A number of leading precast contractors in Europe, N America and Australasia have approached Macrete to acquire a sub-licence for the FlexiArch in their regions – these would greatly enhance the future use/impact of the FlexiArch.  More details of the system are given in Ref (6).		•   Arching Action o London Underground (LU), Benefits for Cellular Concrete Structures/Railway platforms taken into account by Structural Engineering staff at LU (Letter of confirmation has been provided by LU) o Wikipedia – ‘Arching or Compressive Membrane Action in Reinforced Concrete Slabs’ gives an invaluable overview of the benefits of research in this area for bridge decks and cellular structures •   ‘FlexiArch’ System o www.macrete.com (FlexiArch) o YOUTUBE – FlexiArch – Construction of 14m span ‘FlexiArch’ bridge at Sheinton in Shropshire (2010) and refurbishment of Ashton bridge in Manchester (our entry won the UK National Construct Award in 2013) o Macrete  (A letter confirming number of FlexiArch bridges installed and their total contract value has been provided by the Managing Director) o Network Rail (A letter confirming that the FlexiArch could allow arches to be re- established as the prime method of construction for short span bridges (a position they enjoyed prior to 1900) has been provided by the Head of Civil Engineering R & D)

		1160		0.000123		Tibial Fracture Management Research – STORM® / IOS® and Intelligent Orthopaedics Ltd		Globally, around 400 people in every million head of population will present with a fracture of the tibia that requires surgical intervention. This case study describes the exploitation of research that commenced with a DTI/EPSRC grant. The results have a direct impact on the 400/million population, their family, employers, and associated healthcare providers. During the period 2008-today: over 200 surgeons in 10 countries have been retrained in the new methodology; between 2000-3000 patients have benefited from improved outcomes; 47 hospitals benefited from reduced operating times and reduced costs; and surgeons benefit from a marked reduction in per-operative x-ray exposure (reducing the risk of cancer). The initial project was to identify the optimum movement of the fracture fragments to promote healing; this was to lead to devices with the potential for significant impact. A spin out company was formed which has attracted over £1.4 million investment.		The underpinning research started in 1993 under GR/J55984/01 (£155k). Professor Ogrodnik and Professor Thomas led the project. Together, with Dr CI Moorcroft, they have built a recognised centre for the investigation of human fracture healing. The project’s members have grown to include Staffordshire University, the University Hospital of North Staffordshire and Keele University. Global partners have been recruited including teaching hospitals and universities in the UK, Germany and the USA. The project’s aim was to investigate the effect of inter-fragmentary movement of a fractured tibia on the formation of callus. The hypothesis was that identifying the optimum movement pattern and then designing a device that would allow this movement to occur would result in shorter healing times. Several innovative experimental devices were developed. The first was a unique theatre based, operative tool. Its aim was to ensure that all patients in the trial had their fractures reduced to near anatomical alignment [1]. It is, now, being sold as a stand-alone piece of operating theatre equipment (STORM) and is used to help align the fractured bone and to retain its position during fixation. It is the subject of a number of granted world patents (for example EP0984729 and US8080016). A unique disruptive technology was also developed: the first autonomous data logging system to monitor patient activity and fracture healing progression [2]. This device led to granted patents – for example EP0740927. The third device was a unique system to monitor fracture fragment movement in a hospital clinic [3]. This device led to further research (funded by the NHS under the LORS system) to investigate the polar non-linear properties of healing callus [4]. Interestingly this research was the first to demonstrate the effect of smoking on fracture healing: a statistically significant delay of 4 weeks. This discovery led to further research [5]; enabling them to use the by-products of this team’s research to investigate the effects of nicotine at the cellular level. The team identified the optimum design criteria for the fixation of mid-shaft tibial fractures. This led to a new generation of external fixation (IOS); it being the subject of granted patents (for example  GB2427141). This fixator also incorporates a passive fracture healing detection system (influenced directly from the research results); it has been clinically verified. The research has led to a better understanding of fracture healing progression and, more importantly fracture healing issues. Current research is concerned with addressing the issues of atrophic and hypertrophic non-union, and mathematical modelling of the callus mass is also leading to significant results [6]. Other centres are starting to use the devices for their own research. For example German teaching hospitals have undertaken an independent study to examine the clinical benefits of STORM. STORM and the research team were finalists in the 2006 Royal Academy of Engineering MacRobert Award and won the Lord Stafford Award for Innovation in 2005. STORM and IO were selected by HRH Prince Phillip as an example of the impact of engineering on society in his article Promoting Engineering within INGENIA.		(1) Moorcroft CI, Thomas PBM, Ogrodnik PJ, and Verborg S, (2000), A device for improved reduction of tibial fractures treated with external fixation. Proceedings IMechE Part H: Journal of Engineering in Medicine, 214 (5), 449-457. (2) Moorcroft CI, Ogrodnik PJ, Thomas PBM, and Verborg S. (1997). A data-logging system to monitor bone fracture movement continuously.  Journal of Medical Engineering and Physics. 19(3). 286-290. (3) Ogrodnik PJ, Moorcroft CI, and Thomas PBM (2001). A fracture movement monitoring system to aid in the assessment of fracture healing in humans. Proceedings IMechE Part H: Journal of Engineering in Medicine, 215(4), 405-414. (4) Ogrodnik PJ, Moorcroft CI, and Thomas PBM (2007). Measuring multi-dimensional, time- dependent mechanical properties of a human tibial fracture using an automated system. Proceedings IMechE Part H: Journal of Engineering in Medicine, 221(6), 641-652. (5) Walker LM, Preston MR, Magnay JL, Thomas PBM and El-Haj AJ (2001) Nicotinic regulation of c-fos osteopontin expression in human-derived osteoblast-like cells and human trabecular bone organ culture. Bone. 28(6), 603-608. (6) OGRODNIK, Peter, THOMAS, Peter, MOORCROFT, Christopher and MOHAMMED, Khaja (2013) A multi-directional fracture stiffness model to determine the principal stiffness properties of a healing human tibia.  Journal Of Engineering In Medicine - Part H. ISSN 09544119		Economic Impacts STORM is the commercial name for the reduction device described earlier; IOS is the external fixator [1],     Both have CE mark and FDA clearance to market and,     are being commercialised within the spin out company Intelligent Orthopaedics Ltd  (£1.4 million investment).     generated £123k in sales in 2012 [1]. 4 patents have been filed; a new patent granted will minimise the effort of drilling ‘blind’ holes. [1,2] It supports (indirectly) employment in 5 companies in Derby, Leeds, Littlehampton, Portsmouth and Sheffield [1,3]. The experience has created a unique centre for medical devices design; we have  supported other industries and institutions [1,4]. Indirectly this project has supported the exploitation of medical devices from the 13 West Midlands region’s universities through Medical Interchange; exhibiting their devices at MEDTEC 2008, 2009 and 2010 and at MEDICA 2010 [4]. The company employs postgraduate students from Staffordshire for work experience and provides internships as a part of their 2nd year studies in Engineering [1]. 30 publications including one research led book. The research has been cited in over 300 other publications. Impacts on Public Policy and Services STORM is used in Teaching Hospitals and there is evidence that registrars are being influenced by this new reduction technique [1,5,6,7]. STORM has been, and is being used in key hospitals across the world: 7 centres in the USA; 12 in Germany; 22 in the UK (including teaching hospitals at Cambridge, Manchester, Liverpool and Southampton); and 12 in the rest of the World (Eire, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Greece, Italy and Bulgaria) [1]. Impacts on Society, Culture and Creativity Exemplified by peers for innovation and engineering [1,8]. Papers have been presented at key conferences and meetings and the research group are invited to present their methods at surgical continuing professional development events [1,4]. The main researchers have presented over 14 invited papers or keynotes.[1] Health Impacts To date 2000-3000 patients have been treated with STORM and about 250 with IOS [1]. Shorter operating times reduces exposure to General Anaesthesia: improving operative mortality [1,5,6,7,9]. Use of STORM has been shown to produce near perfect reduction [1,5,6,7,9]; o for the patient this means their leg is as close to normal as possible [1,5,6,7,9]; o and producing a causal link (that we are investigating) to improved healing and a reduction in non-unions[1,5,6,7]. As improved reduction can be shown to improve prognosis; inherently reducing the total cost of the procedure [1,6,7]. The most common reason for litigation (USA) for post-operative issues related to tibial fractures is rotation of the foot. The near anatomical reduction produced by STORM eliminates this issue and, hence, reduces potential litigation costs [1,6,7]. Use of IOS has shown to reduce healing times; the shortest being circa 9 weeks. This is 7- 8 weeks below the accepted average [1,7]; Allows patients to be mobile the day after their operation [1,7]; Allows patients to wear normal clothing, hence promoting return to normal activities.[1,7]; Patients prefer IOS to other methods they have been treated with, even plaster [1,7]. IOS has no moving parts potential failure modes have been eliminated;     regular x-rays have become redundant, minimising direct costs [1,7];     mechanical failure is no longer a root cause of malunion, saving circa £9000 per patient [1]. Impacts on Practitioners and Professional Services 200+ Surgeon’s have received training in new methods of fracture reduction [1] The research has challenged the use of radiographs in fracture assessment [1,5,7]. Using STORM has been shown to shorten operating times by 25-30%. This signifies an overall saving about 1250-2500 operating room hours: or at least one operating theatre for  one year. This reduces costs significantly [1,5,9]. An independent German study [1,5] has shown that using STORM reduces x-ray exposure by 50%.     It reduces overall cost to the hospital.     More importantly, it reduces overall lifetime exposure for the surgeon. The study also demonstrated that using STORM reduces the number of surgical assistants required [1,5]; reducing the overall cost of the operation. STORM has been proposed as a preferred method for the super-patella method of IM nailing beneficial for the treatment of calcaneal fractures [1,5]. IOS, when compared with a direct comparator (Orthofix), saves a hospital over 50% of purchase price [1,10]. The in-built fracture healing detection system has been shown to be effective (a 100+ patient study is to be published) [1,7]; reduction of post-operative complications and pin-site issues means fracture clinics are shorter [1,7]; reducing total cost to the hospital [1].		[1]                    Chair, Intelligent Orthopaedics Ltd. (Contact Identifier 3) [2]                   OGRODNIK, Peter Jan, and Peter Brian MacFarlane THOMAS. "SURGICAL TARGETING GUIDE." WIPO Patent No. 2013017833. 8 Feb. 2013. [3]                   Managing Director, Kirkstall Precision Ltd. (Contact Identifier 4) [4]                   Medical Interchange http://eprints.staffs.ac.uk/cgi/search/archive/simple?screen=Search&dataset=archiv e&order=&q_merge=ALL&q=ogrodnik+davis&_action_search=Search [5]                   Leitender Oberarzt der Klinik fur Unfallchirurgie Universitatsklinikum Schleswig-Holstein. (Contact Identifier 1) http://www.intelligent-orthopaedics.com/news/717/tibial-fractures-storm-shown-to- reduce-radiation-exposure-during-surgery [6]                   Consultant Orthopaedic and Trauma Surgeon, University Hospital Southampton. (Contact Identifier 2) [7]                   Consultant Orthopaedic and Trauma Surgeon, Robert Jones and Agnes Hunt Hospital. (Contact Identifier 5) [8]                   HRH Prince Phillip, (2009). Promoting Engineering, Ingenia, 41, 13-16. [9]                   Hull P, Whalley H, and Docker C, (2008). STORM – A revolutionary aid for fracture reduction. Orthopaedic Product News, April. (A) [10]                 NHS supplychain website https://my.supplychain.nhs.uk/catalogue/product/fqw007

		1161		0.036059		Advanced Simulation Technology to Optimise the Recovery of High Value Metals Through Heap Leaching		This case study describes the creation and use of advanced simulation technology by international mining  corporations  to  optimise  high  value  metal  recovery.     The  technology  involved  the development of advanced novel computational methods and software tools to model industrial scale heap leach processes for large scale industrial application at major mining operations. This focus on the development of optimised operational strategies has produced considerable economic benefits measured in the $multi-millions to industrial sponsors, including $58 million dollars in additional revenue for one multi-national corporation over  one year following  the adoption of engineered heaps based upon the advanced simulation tools from Swansea.		During the 1990s Prof Cross as part of a large group with several professors (then at the University of Greenwich) was increasingly working on problems that involved the interactions amongst a range of physical phenomena on high performance parallel computing cluster technologies, for what became known as multi-physics modelling. A key outcome of their work on a single software framework for closely coupled problems was the PHYSICA software.   This was integrated as a toolkit within the last decade and has been applied on a wide range of multi-physics problems typically (but not exclusively) within the context of manufacturing and minerals/metallurgical engineering. In 2005 Prof Cross and his core ’multi-physics’ development team (Drs Bennett, Croft, McBride, Slone and Williams) moved to the College of Engineering at Swansea University. One of their main research themes at Swansea led by Prof Cross together with Drs Bennett, Croft and McBride concerned the development of models and simulation tools for the analysis of solution and gas flow through reactive porous media in the context of industrial heap leaching processes for the recovery of high-value ores. This is particularly important when other more conventional recovery methods are no longer economic. This research was pursued collaboratively with a US-based minerals technology company, PERI, together with a range of multi-national mining concerns to develop simulation-based   solutions   to   support   the   understanding   and   optimisation   of   operational procedures in major commercial mines. Specifically, since 2005 the Swansea team have worked on the development of model components and software enhancements to novel numerical procedures within a finite volume unstructured mesh framework to capture flow through variably saturated porous media to underwrite the advanced modelling of heap leaching and enable this phenomena to be tracked in complex three dimensional  geometries  [R1].    Additionally,  extensive  developments  have  been  pursued  to enhance the basic models and develop industrial strength simulation tools specifically through the development of a non-equilibrium framework to capture increasingly complex process chemistry [R2], together with extensive studies with collaborating industrial partners on the design of a comprehensive experimental programme which led to the detailed validation and verification of the copper sulphide heap leach model [R3].  A further significant component of the programme has been on the modelling of the heap leaching of gold-silver-copper oxide complex ores. Here, a comprehensive model has been developed and carefully validated against laboratory data [R4], then a robust ‘process’ version of the model for modelling full commercial heaps has been developed and validated [R5] and exploited by Newmont Gold engineers in optimising their gold heap leach operation at Yanacocha in Peru [R6]. PERI was recently acquired by FLSmidth Inc, a major international supplier of minerals technology and systems into the international mining sector, where corporations such as Rio Tinto, Freeport,  Barrick and Newmont are major clients. FLSmidth have continued this close collaboration with the Swansea team. Main personnel involved at Swansea since January 2005: •   Academic Staff at Swansea University: Prof Mark Cross and Dr Nick Croft •   Research Staff at Swansea University: Dr Chris Bennett (until mid 2011, when he moved to a role in industry) and Dr Diane McBride		The publications below represent descriptors of fundamental underpinning research, subsequent technological advances and industrial achievements. References R1, R3 and R4 are those which primarily represent the academic quality of the research contribution. Publications: R1.  D  McBride,  T  N  Croft,  C  R  Bennett,  M  Cross  and  J  Gebhardt  Computational modelling of variably saturated flow in porous media with complex three dimensional geometries,  International  Journal  of  Numerical  Methods  in  Fluids,  50,  1085-1117 (2006) (IF~1) – submitted in 2008 RAE in Mechanical Engineering in which all papers were rated at 2* plus. R2. J.E. Gebhardt, C.R. Bennett, D. McBride, and M. Cross, Attributes of Electrochemical Potential in a Multi-Physics Heap Leach Model, 8th Symposium on Electrochemistry in Mineral and Metal Processing Proceedings, F.M. Doyle, R. Woods, and G.H. Kelsall, Eds., The Electrochemical Society, Pennington, NJ, USA and published in ECS Transactions, 28(6) 179-210 (2010) – based on an invited paper at specialist industrial research international conference of the US Electrochemical Society. R3. C R Bennett, D McBride, M Cross and J E Gebhardt, A Comprehensive Model for Copper Sulphide Heap Leaching. Part 1 Basic Formulation and Validation Through Column Test Simulation, Hydrometallurgy, 127-128, 150-161 (2012) (IF = 2.03) – submitted to this REF R4. D. McBride, M. Cross and J E Gebhardt, A Comprehensive Gold Oxide Heap Leach Model: Development And Validation, Hydrometallurgy, 113–114,   (2012)   Pages 98- 108 (IF = 2.03) – submitted in this REF R5. D. McBride, M. Cross and J E Gebhardt, Heap Leach Modelling Employing CFD Technology: A ‘Process’ Heap Model, Minerals Engineering 33, 72-79 (2012) (IF = 1.35) – contains the details of the typical form of the model used online by the industrial collaborators R6. S. Garcia, C. Ramon, A. Esplin, J.E. Gebhardt, A. Hernandez, D. McBride, and M. Cross, Gold heap leach simulation and optimization using a multi-physics model, Minerals and Metallurgical Processing, 27, 196-204 (2010) (IF = 0.22) – invited contribution to a special issue of the US Society of Mining, Mineral and Exploration (SME,  the  professional  society  which  licenses  PEng)  journal  publication  on  gold processing after presentation at an international SME conference Evidence of key grants and contracts: Heap leach modelling, funded through PERI (now FLSmidth Inc, Salt Lake City), continuously from January 2005 through a rolling contract worth a total of US$1,800,000 with Prof Cross as the PI.		Our industrial collaborator PERI (now FLSmidth Inc) has worked in collaboration with the Swansea team for many years on a range of problem areas, although the main thrust has concerned heap leach modelling and simulation of commercial operations in the USA, Peru, Chile and Australia. The Swansea team focussed on the development and validation of the core simulation tools to capture all the significant chemical and physical behaviour: PERI provided expert knowledge on  the physics and chemistry of the processes. PERI also led close working with our industrial partners to capture the operational process data, use it as input to the process model and then provide operational advice back to the clients. These industrial partners are all major international mining and minerals corporations and include Freeport-McMoRan, Rio Tinto, Newmont Gold and Barrick Gold; all are quoted on one of the London, New York or Australian stock exchanges. Our conventional collaborative working practice with PERI have typically involved: a)    The PERI industrial client/collaborator (IC) needing to develop a design for or optimise an existing operation especially in the light of changing conditions (e.g. the properties of the ore body are evolving and usually becoming more challenging); b)    The Swansea Team developing a validated simulation tool that then embeds all the physical and chemical phenomena in the numerical model; c)    The IC bringing facilities for engineering design, experimentation and testing; d)     PERI  managed  the  client  interaction,  developing  all  the  user  interaction  supporting software, and provided high level expertise on the chemistry and engineering of heap leaching processes; e)    Model validation proceeding as a joint effort amongst the IC, PERI and the Swansea team; f)     Process analysis and optimisation initially as a joint effort, though eventually PERI assume responsibility for the training of IC personnel in using the simulation software so that they can embed the technology within their own organisation. Each of the main heap leach modelling projects indicated above (delivered at Swansea) were carried out in close collaboration with PERI and its primary clients (Rio Tinto, Freeport, Newmont Gold, Barrick, etc). A particular complexity of the heap leach process, from the modelling perspective, was that the heap actually grows over time – it is constructed from layers of crushed ore (typically 10m deep covering a kilometre or more square), which are added every couple of months over an extended period of years, and so sources of the liquid solution change with time as do those of injected air (where used). Moreover, over time the initial properties of the ore body change as does the ambient climate. Capturing this complexity is vital to the process as planning engineers need to evaluate a range of potential heap development options in order to optimise production rates and ore body recovery. This means that not only does the core model have to be able to account for this complexity, but the ability to define this evolution in time has to be made accessible to its users. The PERI clients have extensive advanced laboratory facilities for column based as well as small heap experiments to provide data to parameterise and validate the computational model provided by the Swansea Team. The modelling work typically underwrote either the decision making concerning the planning of future operations or the optimisation of existing ones. These industrial operations were multi-million$ ventures where small improvements can make huge differences to the financial outturns – for example, the principal metallurgist at FLSmidth Inc (formerly PERI) responsible for heap leach modelling, states that the engineered heap at Freeport-McMoRan which was designed using the advanced simulation tools, ‘... demonstrated production yield improvements of roughly 25% dynamic recovery. Over a one-year period, an additional 25 million pounds of copper was produced from the Engineered Heap. At an average copper price of $2.34 per pound in 2009, this equates to approximately $58 million dollars in additional revenue’. The independent evidence for this is recorded in J M Ekenes and C A Caro, Improved leaching recovery of copper from low grade chalcopyrite ores, CD Proceedings of the Annual SME Meeting, February 2012, Seattle, WA, paper no 12-099, where the Freeport- MCMoRan engineers outline the development of their Engineered Heap operational strategy which yielded significantly improved recoveries on a full-scale industrial heap in Arizona. These economic impacts have been achieved since the late 2000s, and this quote relates to just one industrial project.		1.  Letter of key support for the above project has been supplied by the Principal Metallurgist of PERI,  Salt  Lake  City,  USA    (recently  acquired  by  FLSmidth,  Salt  Lake  City)  who coordinates their heap leaching simulation activities 2.  A  copy  of  a  USA  based  international    conference  paper  presented  by  our  industrial collaborators on the performance of the engineered heap designed through the simulation tools reported here: J M Ekenes and C A Caro, Improved leaching recovery of copper from low grade chalcopyrite ores, CD Proceedings of the Annual SME Meeting, February 2012, Seattle, WA, paper no 12-099

		1162		0.000192		Improved Aerodynamic Design Process for the Aerospace Industry through Application of Unstructured Mesh Technology		A computational aerodynamics design system (FLITE) developed by Swansea researchers has been of significant economic benefit to the aerospace industry.  When introduced, the unstructured mesh FLITE approach was considered by BAE Systems to be a step change in their design cycle. Using  FLITE,  highly  complex  modern  aerospace  configurations  could  be  analysed  in  short timescales.  The FLITE system has since been utilised by a number of international organisations. Its use in the design of the BLOODHOUND project has also contributed to significant public engagement in science and engineering, including a large-scale education programme with which over 5,000 schools have fully engaged.		A successful unstructured mesh system for aerodynamics contains an efficient compressible flow solver together with a capability for automatically generating meshes for arbitrary geometries. The basic Swansea mesh generator, representing a significant advance in this area, was based upon a Delaunay isotropic triangulation with automatic point creation [R1]. The international significance of this work led to further enhancements, including anisotropic meshing, mesh adaptivity and parallelisation [R2], undertaken in a series of EU funded research projects from 1994 to 2004. Additional robustness and efficiency for real aerodynamic geometries was achieved later with the support of the DTI and Airbus [R3]. Research undertaken with the support of the NASA Ames Research Center led to the development of an unstructured mesh inviscid aerodynamic flow solver using an edge based data structure [R4]. With this data structure, and with colouring techniques employed to ensure optimum performance on vector computers, this solver was internationally leading, as the computational penalties commonly associated with unstructured mesh solution methods were reduced to an acceptable level. The significance of this work was recognised by the invitation to submit a review article to Reports on Progress in Physics [Web of Knowledge IF 14.72] in 1998 [R5]. Detailed research provided the basic framework for the extension of this procedure to allow for the analysis of viscous flows and was supported by DRA and BAE Systems. The computational performance has been further improved by the addition of an agglomerated multigrid method and more recently sophisticated turbulent flow models have been incorporated with EPSRC support. In the mid-1990s, the objective of the UK THRUST Supersonic Car (SSC) project was to be the first to take the World Land Speed Record beyond the speed of sound. As wind tunnel testing could not provide the correct modelling of the interaction between the moving vehicle and the ground, the aerodynamic design of THRUST SSC was undertaken using the FLITE computational aerodynamics  system  [R6].  The  computational  model  that  was  developed  was  validated  by comparison with the results obtained experimentally using a limited number of rocket driven scaled model tests. THRUST SSC took the Record to supersonic speed in 1997 and, for his use of FLITE within the THRUST SSC project; Oubay Hassan was awarded the MBE. Main personnel involved: •   Academic Staff at Swansea University: Prof O. Hassan (1994-present), Prof K. Morgan (1975-1989, 1991-present), Prof N.P. Weatherill (1987- 2008) •   Research Staff at Swansea University: B.J. Evans (2007-11, academic staff, 2011-present), D. Wang (1990-2006), Z.Q. Xie (2004-12) •   Research Students at Swansea University: K.A. Sørenson, U. Tremel		Publications Papers R1 to R3 and R6, listed below, were included in submissions to previous RAEs. The unit to which the papers were submitted achieved a 5* rating prior to RAE2008, while the unit in which the papers were included had 100% of submitted papers rated as 2* plus and 95% rated as 3* plus in RAE2008. Papers R1, R2, R3 best indicate the quality of the research. R1. N.P. Weatherill and O. Hassan, Efficient three–dimensional Delaunay triangulation with automatic  point  creation  and  imposed  boundary  constraints,  International  Journal  for Numerical Methods in Engineering, 37:2005–2039, 1994. R2. U. Tremel, K. A. Sørensen, S. Hitzel, H. Rieger, O. Hassan and N.P. Weatherill, Parallel remeshing of unstructured volume grids for CFD applications, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Fluids, 53:1361–1379, 2003.  DOI: 10.1002/fld.1195 R3. D. Wang, O. Hassan, K. Morgan and N.P. Weatherill, EQSM: an efficient high quality surface  grid  generation  method  based  on  remeshing,  Computer  Methods  in  Applied Mechanics and Engineering, 194:5621–5633, 2006. R4. K. Morgan (principal investigator), Unstructured grid methods for the simulation of 3D transient flows, Final Report on NASA Research Grant NAGW–2962, NASA–CR–196139, 1994 R5. K. Morgan and J Peraire, Unstructured grid finite-element methods for fluid mechanics, Reports on Progress in Physics, 61:569-638, 1998. R6. K.  Morgan,  O.  Hassan  and  N.P.  Weatherill,  Why  didn't  the  supersonic  car  fly?, Mathematics Today, 35:110–114, 1999. [Awarded the Catherine Richards Prize for the best paper published in Mathematics Today in 1999]. Major Relevant Research Grants C1. K. Morgan, Parallelisation for unstructured grid generation and adaptivity, SERC, 1994– 1997, £120K. C2. N.P.  Weatherill,  A  parallel  simulation  user  environment  for  engineering  analysis  and design, EU, 1994–1996, £230K, C3. N.P.  Weatherill,  Viscous  flow  modelling  using  unstructured  grids,  DRA,  1994–1996, £150K, C4. K.  Morgan,  Viscous  flow  simulation  for  arbitrary  3D  aerospace  configurations,  BAE Systems, 1995–1997, £105K. C5. O. Hassan, Technology development for aeroelastic simulation on unstructured grids, EU, 2001–2004, £180K. C6. O. Hassan, Collaborative aerodynamics simulation toolset 2, DTI, 2005–2007, £130K. C7. O. Hassan, Development of hexahedral dominant anisotropic near field and isotropic far field meshes, Airbus, 2007, £80K. C8. O. Hassan, Advances in mesh generation, EPSRC Platform Grant, 2006–2011, £1M. C9. O. Hassan, The development of unstructured mesh technology for viscous high speed flows, EPSRC, 2007–2010, £910K.		In the early 1990s, the widespread use of computational fluid dynamics, (CFD), for aerodynamic design was restricted by the time required to perform a single simulation using structured multi- block methods. These simulations typically required several months to complete. The introduction into BAE Systems of the unstructured mesh based FLITE system, produced spectacular time savings in large-scale analyses. “Overnight turnaround times for assessing the aerodynamic properties of complicated geometries, such as the generic large aircraft, are now achievable. Clearly, this has to be a significant factor in shortening the time-to-market lag of future aircraft designs.” [Sowerby Update, The Newsletter of Sowerby Research Centre, Issue 9, Spring 1997]. A complete FLITE unstructured mesh system for computational aerodynamics was supplied to BAE Systems in 1994. Since that time, the FLITE system has also been adopted at Airbus,  Cassidian and IHPC Singapore. In addition, FLITE has been used in the BLOODHOUND SSC project. During this reporting period, the following impact has been demonstrated: Working closely with BAE Systems, this system was modified and industrialised to a point where the FLITE3D suite became the standard solver in BAE Systems, having a major impact on the ability to undertake aerodynamic design over highly complex configurations in short timescales. “The adoption of this unstructured approach was a step change for BAE Systems and, coming at the same time as more readily available high end computing, ensured that simulation had a major impact on the design cycle. BAE Systems current aerodynamic software, whilst much developed from the original University of Swansea code set, retains the philosophy and a basic algorithm pioneered by Swansea researchers and underpins the design capability for BAE Systems in the areas of UAV design and stores (weapons and other detachable items) release and clearance. In particular, these codes form a key part of the UK IP and workshare in the UK-French collaboration (worth £50m per year per nation collaborative programme) on defence. The codes are also key in the weapons clearance programmes undertaken by BAE Systems (worth many millions of pounds per year for BAE Systems).” “The unstructured approach to aerodynamic simulation, begun by Swansea University for BAE Systems has resulted in significant further development programmes, collaborating across the UK and Europe. In particular, the recent CFMS programme sponsored by the TSB and involving Airbus, Frazer-Nash, Rolls-Royce, BMT, Eurostep, MBDA, HP, Microsoft, QinetiQ amongst others, (£17.5m completed in 2010) and the subsequent spin out of the CFMS company (an SME) represents well the change of approach to simulation begun by the initial inputs of the software from Swansea University.” [University & Collaborative Programmes Relationship Manager, BAE Systems, ATC, Filton] Airbus has benefited from its long-term research relationship with Swansea University, particularly in the area of unstructured mesh technologies.  The FLITE system “has been heavily used as part of the wing design process for A380 and subsequent aircraft, and as such, has contributed to the continuing success of the Airbus product line and supporting the many jobs involved in aircraft design and manufacture.” In this assessment period 106 A380 Aircraft have been delivered out of the 262 firm orders that have been placed. Unstructured mesh procedures developed at Swansea have also been incorporated into the Solar mesh generation software developed jointly with the Aircraft Research Association (ARA) and Airbus. Solar “is an important part of the Airbus RANS capability, a capability that has been deployed extensively (order 1000 meshes per year).” [Technology Product Leader, Airbus, Filton] At Cassidian, the unstructured meshes used for industrial aerodynamic computations are created using code that is primarily based on software and mesh generation principles developed at Swansea University. In the assessment period, this mesh generator “has been applied to more than 99% of the CFD-computations conducted in the company, successfully generating hundreds of complex unstructured meshes which have formed the basis for several thousand fluid flow computations for critical projects, such as the Eurofighter and Tornado aircraft, as well as demonstrators and new designs. Based on its quality and run time efficiency the mesh generator has also represented a major building block for the Cassidian activities in several international research projects, conducted on European and Nato level.   In several large national aerospace research projects this software was a substantial pillar for the industrial research undertaken by Cassidian. It is believed that the usage of numerical methods, in which the mesh generator plays a crucial role, has incurred savings in the order of several million Euro.” [Manager, Cassidian, Manching, Germany] IHPC (Institute of High performance Computing) acquired FLITE3D in 2008 as a core capability of its multi-physics simulation framework.  Since that time, the system has been actively developed by a team of 10 research scientists at the Department of Fluid Dynamics. To date, this represents an IHPC investment of S$1.0 million. “The enhanced FLITE system is impacting on the Green Mark certification process in Singapore, an initiative by the government to shape a more environmentally friendly and sustainable built environment. The total secured funding, from governmental agencies and industrial partners, for development and application of the FLITE  system, is over  S$300K since 2010-2011.” [Group Manager and Department Director, IHPC, Singapore] Following the critical role played by FLITE in the success of the THRUST SSC project, in 2007 the leader of the BLOODHOUND project requested that the FLITE system be used to aid the aerodynamic design process for a new World Land Speed Record vehicle. Initially, the FLITE system was used to demonstrate the practical feasibility of designing an aerodynamic shape that was capable of safely achieving 1000 mph. This initial work enabled the public launch of the BLOODHOUND supersonic car project by Lord Drayson in October 2008. The primary objective was to inspire a new generation of British engineers to tackle the challenges of the 21st  century, using science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM).  Simultaneously, the creation of the BLOODHOUND education programme was announced. This includes school visits, FE roadshows and events, the BLOODHOUND website and resources, the BLOODHOUND Education Centres and the BLOODHOUND Ambassadors programme. As a result of these activities, public engagement with the project has been a phenomenal success with over 5,059 schools signed up as education partners, ensuring the project reached over 1.5 million primary and secondary school students. In addition, 229 UK and overseas colleges and 40 universities have signed up. Over 5,000 people have joined the 1K supporters’ club and 11,000 people have contributed to have their names put on the vehicle’s tail fin. An army of BLOODHOUND ambassadors continue to travel across the country delivering STEM public engagement activities. The BLOODHOUND project website currently receives an average of 50,000 hits per month.  “The programme has increased young people’s understanding of engineering and the importance of STEM subjects.” [S. Straw and A. Dawson, A Follow-Up Audit of Activities for the BLOODHOUND Education Programme, National Foundation for Educational Research Report, Slough, 2012]. Following the public launch, FLITE has been extensively used to guide the shaping of the external geometry of the vehicle to its fully matured  final  design,  completed  in  late  2012.  “Without  the  crucial  and  on-going  support  of Swansea University, in terms of resource, expertise and the FLITE simulation technology, the BLOODHOUND project simply would not be possible.” [Director, BLOODHOUND Project]. To date, BLOODHOUND Project Ltd has raised in excess of £10M of inward investment funds and created over 40 new jobs.		(i) Letter from University & Collaborative Programmes Relationship Manager, BAE Systems , Advanced Technology Centre, Filton, Bristol BS34 7QW (ii) Letter from Technology product leader – Integrated Computational Simulation and Design, Aerodynamic Strategies, Airbus Operation Ltd, New Filton House, Filton, Bristol BS997AR (iii) Letter from Manager, Cassidian, Aerodynamics & Methods - COEAI1 Rechliner Strasse, 85077 Manching, Germany (iv) Letter from Department of Fluid Dynamics Director Institute of High Performance Computing #16-16 Fusionopolis, Connexis, Singapore 138632 (v) Letter from BLOODHOUND Project Director 50 Kingston Hill Place, Kingston Upon Thames KT2 7QY

		1244		0.005		Case 3. Global sales of tomographic instruments benefiting process industries		Research into industrial process tomography has been performed at the University of Leeds from 1999 to the present day with much of this being in collaboration with Industrial Tomography Systems plc (ITS). This research, together with the associated intellectual property, has provided the foundation of 5 innovative new products developed and produced by ITS during the eligible period. These new products have generated sales of £5m and are in large part responsible for increases in turnover and employment of approximately 60%, and exports of 67% since 2008. These instruments are used in a significant number of new applications and are generating major benefits to end users in the oil and gas, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, consumer products, minerals and food sectors.		Tomographic measurements enable the real time motion of liquid, solid and gas phases enclosed within a vessel to be viewed in two or three dimensions. The ability to measure flow or reaction processes is highly desirable as this can lead to improved end-product specification and/or improved processing efficiencies.  The tomographic image is attained by sensing the differing electrical properties (capacitance, resistance, induction) of the material, or materials, under investigation within the volume being imaged. This presents an ‘inverse’ mathematical problem to then process the data from the electrode sensor to form the required image. The research described herein took place at the University of Leeds from 1997 and continues to the present day. The principal researchers are Profs BS Hoyle and M Wang, with Wang joining the University of Leeds in 1999. Their research focuses on the industrial applications of tomographic techniques, such as electrical resistance tomography, electrical capacitance tomography and electrical impedance tomography, whilst working in close collaboration with Industrial Tomography Systems plc (ITS). Both Hoyle and Wang have worked extensively with Prof RA Williams and Dr X Jia during the research period. From 1997 to 2000 Hoyle led an EPSRC Foresight Challenge project (GR/L22591/01, PI Hoyle, £510,200), where tomographic techniques were combined to form the world’s first integrated multi- modal industrial process tomography [1] system, later licensed to ITS, incorporating electrical resistance, electrical capacitance and ultrasonic modes to provide enhanced data collection. This prototype was trialled by project partner Schlumberger Cambridge Research Ltd. From 1999 to 2001 ITS provided support to Wang and Jia to further develop electrical impedance tomography.  Although previously used in medical applications, electrical impedance tomography had not been fully developed and commercialised for industrial processes and offered significant advantages over X-ray techniques, providing faster measurements and a safer, less complex installation within an industrial environment. In 2000 Wang also received EPSRC support (GR/M94298/01, PI Wang, £52,750) to investigate how electrical impedance tomography could be applied to stratified flows or flows containing large bubbles or voids. This situation is common in many industrial processes where a non-conducting phase (i.e. a bubble of gas or oil) may be in contact with the electrodes of the tomographic sensor.  Wang developed a novel conductive ring electrical impedance sensor [2] which eliminated issues relating to discrete electrodes, replacing these with a continuous sensing ring which could successfully detect up to 98% gas cut (defined as the flow rate of gas as a percentage of total flow rate). Complex flow processes are a key application for industrial process tomography and from 2000 to 2004 Wang and Williams undertook a project with EPSRC support (GR/N28580/01, PI Wang,  £275,149) to develop a fast impedance tomography system. This included development of a novel scaled conjugate gradient image reconstruction algorithm [3] and an associated streamlined processing system [4] with data acquisition of 2.5 million measurements per second, offering a real-time tomographic image at approximately 500 frames per second, compared to the previous <10 frames per second. This is now able to offer new insights into flowing processes, such as vector estimation in turbulent flows.  In 2003, Wang and Williams also received funding through NERC (NER/A/S/2002/00824, PI JL Best, £319,535) to investigate fluid dynamics and deposits of transitional flows and developed a ‘pi’-shape sensor with associated software for analysis of two- phase flow through channels. From 2001 to 2005 Hoyle led an EPSRC platform grant (GR/R22100/01, PI Hoyle, £218,491) with Wang and Williams as co-investigators and, from 2006 to 2010, a second EPSRC platform grant (EP/D031257/1, PI Wang, £266,334) was led by Wang, with Hoyle and Williams as co- investigators.  In 2010 a further EPSRC grant (EP/H023054/1, PI Wang, £463,891) was awarded to Wang develop two- and three-phase flow metering and visualisation. Key Researchers: M Wang (Lecturer, 01/01/1999 - 31/07/2005, Reader, 01/08/2005 - 31/07/2007 and Professor, 01/08/2007 - present) BS Hoyle (Senior Lecturer, 01/01/1981 - 31/07/1998, Professor, 01/08/1998 - 31/07/2012, and Research Professor, 01/08/2012 - 31/10/2013) RA Williams (Professor, 01/01/1999 - 31/08/2011 when he left the University) X Jia (Senior Research Fellow, 01/01/1999 - present)		[1].    BS Hoyle, X Jia, FJW Podd, HI Schlaberg, HS Tan, M Wang, RM West, RA Williams and TA York (2001) “Design and application of a multi-modal process tomography system”, Measurement Science and Technology, 12(8), 1157-1165, DOI: 10.1088/0957- 0233/12/8/324 [2].    M Wang, W Yin and N Holliday (2002) “A highly adaptive electrical impedance sensing system for flow measurement”, Measurement Science and Technology, 13(12), 1884-1889, DOI: 10.1088/0957-0233/13/12/311 [3].    M Wang (2002) “Inverse solutions for electrical impedance tomography based on conjugate gradients methods”, Measurement Science and Technology, 13(1), 101-117, DOI: 10.1088/0957-0233/13/1/314 [4].    M Wang, Y Ma, N Holliday, Y Dai, RA Williams and G Lucas (2005) “A high performance EIT system”, IEEE Sensors Journal, 5 (2), 289-299, DOI: 10.1109/JSEN.2005.843904 References [1], [3] and [4] best represent the quality of the underpinning research in terms of originality, rigour and significance. They represent outputs that detail aspects of engineering approaches that have best led to impact within the industrial community.		Context The University of Leeds first licensed intellectual property (IP) arising from the referenced research to Industrial Tomography Systems (ITS) in 2004, patent [PCT/GB/01/05636] underpinning a conductive ring sensor, one of ITS’s multiphase pipe sensor options [A], still sold by ITS. The Company (originally called Optomo PLC) has continued to license IP from Leeds and also drawn on the research by consulting with the University since 2001 [B]. Impact on ITS According to the Managing Director of ITS: “Overall, Leeds insights have helped ITS create a world-class product portfolio, since 2008 we have developed and launched five innovative  products with the active support of research projects at Leeds:” [A]     p2+, is ITS’s core electrical resistance tomography system, superseding the p2000, and was launched in 2009 with a user interface and software design based on collaborative research conducted at Leeds. [A]     m3c, is ITS’s core electrical capacitance tomography system launched in 2009, superseding the m3000 with an advanced user interface. [A]     The additional functionality and user-friendly software interface of the p2+ and m3c are “a major step forward in the industry”. [A]     SCG, image reconstruction algorithm launched in 2008 based on software codes licensed from Leeds in 2008. The algorithm reconstructs raw ERT data to provide more advanced and higher resolution images. [A]     z8000, a high performance two phase flow meter launched in 2008 based on software codes licensed from Leeds in the same year. This instrument’s 1000 frame per second measurement capability is “ground breaking” [A].     v5r, a new system and variant of z8000, launched in June 2013 based on electrical resistance tomography with IP licensed from Leeds in 2011. The v5r enables fast measurements of flow properties (up to 500 frames per second) and was designed for use in high conductivity environments (e.g. salt water) opening up the oil and gas sector. [A] Sales of these products, which totalled £5m between year ending March 2008 and year ending March 2013, “are in large part” responsible for the growth in ITS sales and employment of approximately 60% over the same period. [A] Exports have increased by 67% since January 2008 enabling ITS to sell into more than 15 countries. [A] Impact on users During the eligible period the five new products “have helped open up a significant number of new applications in existing and new sectors, attracting new customers.” [A] For example:     Biotechnology – Pfizer, Genzyme     Chemicals – Du Pont (bulk), Johnson Matthey Catalysts (speciality)     Environmental – Van Ord (precision land forming and dredging control)     Fast-moving consumer goods – Unilever, P&G     Food – Danone     Mining – CSIRO (separation processes);     Nuclear – National Nuclear Laboratory, Sellafield, CEA, Parsons, Energy Solutions     Oil & gas – Statoil (oilfield flows), Petronas Technical University (UTP)     Pharmaceuticals – GSK (product monitoring and control) The extent to which specific users of ITS systems have benefited is regarded by the customers of ITS as strictly proprietary information.  However, indicative examples of impact on users have been made available by ITS [A], for example:     improving manufacturing efficiency and speeding up product development in pharmaceutical research and development;     reducing waste in food manufacture by more accurately measuring mixing of products;     improving manufacturing efficiency of auto-catalysts across 5 global manufacturing businesses;     enhancing safety of nuclear waste processing in North America by providing experimental basis for validating process scale-up; and     gaining valuable insight into what is happening inside vessels to ensure optimum catalyst performance Further opportunities and new applications are continuing to open up on the global marketplace, with one example being an installation where the instrument will be used in work relating to copper mining tailings. The user stating he was impressed with the instrument’s ability “…to measure  concentration distributions in dense mixtures of more than one phase, non-invasively, and without having to use equipment that utilises nuclear-based technology”. [C]		A.  Letter of corroboration from Managing Director of ITS, 18th October 2013 B.  ‘Option Period’ agreement between University of Leeds Innovations Ltd and Optomo PLC. C.  ‘ITS install another tomography system in Latin America’ press release dated 15th July 2013, www.itoms.com/news/tomography-in-latin-america/ Website successfully accessed on 22nd October 2013.

		1245		0.005		Case 5. Improved Safety of Fire Resistant Glasses		CGI International Ltd is an independent producer of fire resistant (FR) glass for the building industry.  A Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) with the University of Leeds resulted in the launch of three new high impact performance certified glass products, exhibiting improved fire resistance, twice that of previous products.  CGI’s business performance improved substantially, with the new products generating in excess of £5m of new business, within the eligible REF period, in a shrinking market thereby increasing market share.  Product development time was reduced by 50% and fire test costs by £20k pa.  A new research and development function was created employing 4 staff and this, together with an investment in equipment, has moved CGI from being a commodity manufacturer to a technically led solution provider.		Pyroguard© FR glass is manufactured by CGI International Ltd, in Haydock (UK), and this has been the main revenue generator for the company for many years. In 2007 the company recognised the need to develop the product further in order to maintain and increase its international market share.  This was a high profile and strategically important project central to the business plan and expected subsequent growth of CGI.  However, CGI lacked the scientific understanding of the product and the know-how to improve it. For this reason CGI approached Dr HN Phylaktou at the University of Leeds (UoL) for assistance, who has a distinguished track record on fire and combustion research and has provided consultancy and Continuing Professional Development courses to industry on this subject for a number of years to many companies. To facilitate the research, CGI and UoL successfully applied for a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP6350, PI HN Phylaktou; £117.9k, November 2006 to January 2010). This provided funding for a Knowledge Transfer Associate (Dr V Crook) to be employed by the University to carry out the research. Some of the challenges in developing the FR product were, (i) understanding the importance of the large number of variables involved during the testing procedure, (ii) the high cost and disruption to the business in producing and fire testing full scale samples, and (iii) the long timescales required to perform the test. To address the challenge of understanding the behaviour of the FR glass under fire conditions it was critical to devise a method which did not rely on full scale fire testing. Developing such a testing method, at the bench scale, was an interesting academic challenge and would be of substantial commercial interest, being able to accurately predict the fire performance of large scale materials when exposed to real fire scenarios or full scale product certification tests.  One small scale (sample sizes 10x10 cm2) method identified by the researchers at the University of Leeds utilised a cone calorimeter to investigate the behaviour of FR glass products through collection of data such as heat release rates, critical heat fluxes, effective heats of combustion, smoke evolution rates and toxicity. Whilst some of the measurements are applicable to wider conditions, most depend on scale and scenario and care must be taken when attempting to correlate results from cone calorimeter tests with real fire performance or other fire tests. In this work (2006-2010), CGI in partnership with the Leeds academic team - Dr V Crook (KTP associate), Dr HN Phylaktou (lead academic), Dr JEJ Staggs (academic advisor) - characterised the thermal performance of a commercial fire resisting glazing unit, constructed of a polymer layer sandwiched between two panes of 3 mm thick standard float glass. The aim was to use the cone calorimeter to guide improvements in the performance of the product in the full scale furnace test  by implementing changes in the physical set up and the chemical composition of the polymer formulation. Analysis of the full scale tests showed that integrity failure was mainly due to the deterioration of the high temperature bonding properties with increasing temperature or the loss of internal cohesion of the polymer during the thermal decomposition. This indicated the need for an appropriate failure criterion for small scale tests [1]. Early tests demonstrated that the fixed heat flux cone calorimeter tests induced a temperature response at the cold face of the glass (and hence through the polymer) which was quite different from that induced by the furnace test.  Also, thermogravimetric analyses of the polymer demonstrated the strong dependence of the residual quantity of polymer-char and the mass loss rate on the heating regime employed.  Further, studies of the morphology and structure of the char showed it to be significantly influenced by the heating rate [1]. The above demonstrated the importance of the heating regime on performance.  In a parallel programme [2] aimed at intumescent coating applications it was demonstrated that the cone calorimeter may be used to approximate furnace testing conditions, within certain limitations. It was shown that using the cellulosic heating curve, the temperature profiles of samples heated in both environments may remain accurate (to within 10%) for periods in excess of 40 minutes, which would be a sufficient time period for the procedure to be useable as a screening test method for full-scale gas fired furnace tests. This methodology was combined with a simultaneous constant shear stress test along the layer planes of the CGI glazing samples in an adapted specimen folder. Test failure occurred when the shear force caused a large movement of one of the layers as the sample temperature increased. The team was able to correlate small scale test failure to the full scale test failure and also through the use of “design-of-experiments” methodology the effects of the large number of chemical and physical variables of the glazing unit were mapped in a multi-dimensional performance domain. This allowed product design optimisation with specific performance objectives and led to a number of improvements being quickly incorporated into the existing products and led to the development of new ones. This work made a significant step forward in the development of appropriate testing procedures for thermally reactive fire protection systems using the convenience and low cost of the cone calorimeter [2]. A cone calorimeter is now used as a quality control tool at CGI. Key Researchers HN Phylaktou (Lecturer, 01/11/1993 - 31/07/1999, Senior Lecturer, 01/08/1999 - present) JEJ Staggs (Lecturer, 18/03/1996 - 31/07/2002, Senior Lecturer, 01/08/2002 - present) V Crook (KTP Associate, 17/11/2006 - 08/01/2010)		[1].    V Crook, A Napier, HN Phylaktou and JEJ Staggs (2009) “Using a Modified Cone Calorimeter to Predict the Performance of a Thermally Reactive Glazing System in a Furnace Test”, 12th European Meeting on Fire Retardant Polymers, Poznan, Poland, August 2009 [2].    RJ Crewe, JEJ Staggs and HN Phylaktou (2011) “The Temperature-dependent Cone Calorimeter: An Approximate Alternative to Furnace Testing”, Journal of Fire Sciences, 29(2):131-151, DOI: 10.1177/0734904110382223. Reference [2] above best represents the quality of the research within this Case Study and details the critical step of correlating cost-effective small scale testing with large scale standard furnace tests. This paper describes how a modified (variable heat flux) Cone Calorimeter can be used to approximately replicate heating regimes in standard furnace testing and highlights where one must take account of physical differences between the two systems, such as delivery of sufficient heat  flux to replicate aggressive furnace environments.		Context Prior to the KTP, which completed in January 2010, CGI International Ltd was a commodity product manufacturer and supplier, operating without an R&D function with product improvements achieved empirically by tweaking the manufacturing process on a “trial and error” basis [A]. It was this lack of technical capability combined with external pressures and trends, in particular more stringent European fire standards, competition from toughened glass products, a sales plateau in The Netherlands and market demands for larger sizes of flame resistant (FR) glass, that led to CGI undertaking the KTP with the University of Leeds [B].  Research at the University of Leeds into the fire performance of glass laminates with resin interlayers provided CGI with the ability to model and accurately predict the performance of its Pyroguard product in full-scale fire tests using data from the cone calorimeter. The KTP project achieved the highest grade of ‘Outstanding’ and was shortlisted along with seven others (out of approximately 800 KTP projects) for the Best Partnership Award 2012 [C, D]. Impact The commercial adoption by CGI of this new technical knowledge had a wide range of significant impacts on the Company, and also benefited users of its products. Impact on CGI During the eligible period CGI has:     Developed and launched three new high performance products     Generated £5m of new business in a shrinking market thereby increasing market share     Reduced product development time by 50% and fire test costs by £20,000 pa     Created a new R&D function, recruiting 4 staff and investing £120,000 in equipment     Moved from being a commodity manufacturer to a technically-led solution provider Development and commercialisation of new products Formulation improvements to the resin interlayer have been incorporated in all products manufactured in-house by CGI. This includes three new premium Pyroguard products with improved fire and impact performance (EW 30 Impact, Maxi 30 and FD 60).  EW 30 Impact was launched in September 2012 and represented the most significant innovative step, it being “the first cut-to-size FR product in the market to achieve a 2B2 impact rating at 7mm (pane thickness)”. [B] Increased sales and market share in a shrinking market CGI has derived significant commercial benefit from these new products at the same time as the construction market, to which the performance of the FR glazing market is tied, has shrunk by 18.9% since the first quarter of 2008. [E] The addition of £5m of new business from sales of EW 30 Impact means that in effect CGI has increased its market share [B]. The higher margin premium products have increased the Company’s profitability. Reduction in development costs and shorter time-to-market Accurate prediction of fire performance has enabled CGI to significantly reduce fire test costs, estimated at £20,000 pa, and shorten product development time by approximately 50%. [B] Creation and resourcing of a brand new R&D function In January 2010 CGI established a new R&D function, employing Dr Crook (the KTP associate) as Head of R&D and followed this with the recruitment of three additional staff. Investment in equipment, including a cone calorimeter, and facilities over the eligible period totalled £120,000. “Having an R&D capability enables us to get closer to the market, identify trends and capture customer needs to ensure that we continue to innovate.” [B].  CGI has invested in two more KTPs with Leeds during the eligible period [B, D]. The topics of these were process improvement and the development of new product to replace the third party product representing 15% (and growing) of CGI sales. Implementation of the results of the first of these KTPs, which completed in March  2012, are at planning stage; the second, finishing in March 2013, has resulted in a new product specification that CGI will manufacture at its newly acquired French manufacturing facility. [B] Fundamental change in culture and strategic direction According to CGI, as a result of the KTP: “A fundamental change in company culture has occurred, from a commodity manufacturer and supplier to a technically-led provider of innovative solutions for fire engineering problems in the construction industry.” [A] Impact on users The innovations underpinned by research from Leeds have also had an impact on CGI’s customer base of glazing installation companies. The availability of an EW 30 product with a 2B2 rating at 7mm as opposed to 11mm thickness means that installers can cut-to-size on site.  “At 7mm thick we are able to process and cut Pyroguard ourselves, which saves a significant amount of time when fulfilling orders against short lead times.” [F] Sustainable impact Leeds’ research is applicable in other thermally reactive fire protection systems such as intumescent paints for the protection of steel structures and industrial plant.		A.  KTP “Best Knowledge Transfer Partnerships” nomination form, paragraph ‘a’, page 1. B.  Letter from CGI MD, dated 31st July 2013 C.  KTP Awards “Best of the Best”, TSB brochure, page 6 D.  Best of the best, KTP awards 2012, video of Dr V Crook, www.ktponline.org.uk/ktp-best-of-the- best-2012-best-partnership-finalists/ E.  ‘UK construction data disappoints’, The Guardian, news article posted 12th July 2013, www.theguardian.com/business/2013/jul/12/uk-construction-data-flat-economic-growth F.  ‘EW30 Impact Delivers First Class Fire Protection for Center Parc Marina’, Pyroguard press release August 2012, www.pyroguard.eu/ew30-impact-delivers-first-class-fire-protection- center-parc-marina/ Websites accessed successfully on 23rd October 2013

		1247		0.012		Case 1.  Particle Shape Measurement: Commercialisation and Applications		Research into on-line control of crystallisation at the University of Leeds started in 2002 which led to a collaboration being formed with Malvern Instruments Ltd (MIL) in 2006 and subsequently to the development of a new type of instrument capable of measuring particle shape and shape- distribution. The instrument range, Morphologi, launched in 2007 has since generated sales for MIL of approximately £11 million since January 2008. The instrument is now operational within many industrial sectors and used e.g. to optimise process efficiency and enhance product quality. The success of this instrument has contributed to providing secure employment at MIL and to obtaining the “Queen’s Awards for Enterprise: International Trade” in 2011.		Particulate based products are manufactured in many diverse industries such as, pharmaceutical, agro-chemical, dyes and pigments, food, detergent and formulation additives.  Particle morphology, i.e. shape, is vitally important to achieve efficient manufacturing processes and produce a final product within its agreed specification. The morphology can directly affect, e.g., the flow of a product within a pipe or a hopper, it can affect the dissolution rate of ingredients within a chemical reactor and it can affect the final product end-user properties.  In an extreme case, morphology can change the bio-availability (i.e. uptake within the body) of pharmaceutical ingredients, resulting in a company’s loss of license to make a drug product.  Given its importance, it would therefore be beneficial to many companies to have the ability to actively monitor particle morphology. Previous efforts of monitoring particles have focused on optimising and controlling the particle size distribution but this clearly misses important information relating to particle morphology.  Moreover, optimisation and on-line control of shape-distribution during formulation and manufacture has long been considered to be too challenging to achieve. A multi-scale image analysis algorithm based on wavelet analysis [1] was developed by Professors XZ Wang and KJ Roberts at the University of Leeds, with PhD students J Calderon De Anda and C Ma and research assistant Dr J Chen. The research was conducted with research council and industrial support (AstraZeneca, Syngenta, GlaxoSmithKline, Pfizer, 3M HealthCare and MIL) over a number of projects such as EPSRC funded projects GR/R43860/01 (PI Roberts, 2002-2006, £969,560) and EP/C009541/1 (PI Wang, 2005-2009, £315,524) and was further developed and transferred to industry with two MIL funded projects.  Using crystal edge detection and segmentation techniques, the algorithm enabled the fast on-line analysis of the crystallisation process where, in contrast to off-line techniques, the crystals were not necessarily within the camera depth of focus causing variation of clarity in the image. This method represents a milestone for progress in this specific area of research since it allows process images obtained on- line to be analysed quantitatively and used for closed-loop control of shape distribution of a particle population. MIL, as an industrial partner to both research projects funded by EPSRC, were aware of the technology being developed at the University of Leeds.  Collaborating on MIL’s internal research and development programme ‘Vision’ the research group at Leeds contributed to their programme through; (1) the development of a multi-scale image analysis technique that is the only method that can effectively handle images obtained on-line from crystallisation processes [1]; (2) a 3D imaging probe (StereoVision imaging probe) that is the first on-line process imaging  probe that can provide real-time particle 3D shape ([2]; new 3-dimension technology being patented); (3) development of a morphological population balance process model which for the first time allows modelling and simulation of the dynamic evolution of particle shape distribution subject to variation in process operational conditions [3,4,5]; As a result of the above developments, we have achieved closed-loop control of crystal shape distribution [6], a task long considered as almost impossible to achieve. Key Researchers: XZ Wang (Lecturer, 01/02/1995 - 31/07/2001, Senior Lecturer, 01/08/2001 - 31/07/2005, Reader, 01/08/2005 - 31/08/2006 and Professor, 01/09/2006 - present) KJ Roberts (Professor, 01/01/2000 - present)		[1].    JA Calderon De Anda, XZ Wang, KJ Roberts (2005) “Multi-scale segmentation image analysis for the in-process monitoring of particle shape with batch crystallisers”, Chemical Engineering Science, 60(4), 1053-1065, DOI: 10.1016/j.ces.2004.09.068. [2].    XZ Wang, KJ Roberts, CY Ma (2008) “Crystal growth measurement using 2D and 3D imaging and the perspectives for shape control”, Chemical Engineering Science, 63(5), 1173-1184, DOI: 10.1016/j.ces.2007.07.018. [3].    CY Ma, XZ Wang, KJ Roberts (2008) “Morphological population balance for modelling crystal growth in face directions”, AIChE Journal, 54(1), 209-222, DOI: 10.1002/aic.11365. [4].    CY Ma, XZ Wang (2008) “Crystal growth rate dispersion modeling using morphological population balance”, AIChE Journal, 54(9), 2321-2334, DOI: 10.1002/aic.11549. [5].    XZ Wang, CY Ma (2009) “Morphological Population Balance Model in Principal Component Space”, AIChE Journal, 55(9): 2370-2381, DOI: 10.1002/aic.11860. [6].    J Wan, XZ Wang, CY Ma (2009) “Particle Shape Manipulation and Optimization in Cooling Crystallization Involving Multiple Crystal Morphological Forms”, AIChE Journal, 55(8), 2049- 2061), DOI: 10.1002/aic.11892. Of the above, reference [1] best indicates the quality of the underpinning research. This paper has been extensively cited and demonstrates the capability of analysing crystal morphology with varying image quality. This capability was crucial for the development of Malvern’s Morphologi instrumentation.		Context UK SME Malvern Instruments Ltd (MIL) is one of the world’s leading developers and manufacturers of particle characterisation instruments. Its products are used during R&D and manufacturing to understand and control the properties of dispersed systems ranging from proteins and polymers in solution, particle and nanoparticle suspensions and emulsions, through to sprays and aerosols, industrial bulk powders and high concentration slurries. In 2005-2006, concurrent with the EPSRC projects (EP/C009541/1 and GR/R43860/01), MIL invested £130k in image analysis and crystallisation research and £300k to sponsor Prof XZ Wang's Readership position. The insights from the Vision project fed into MIL’s development of Morphologi G2, the first instrument in the world able to measure particle shape and shape distribution in real time. Leeds research “contributed notably” in three areas [A]: 1.  “The selection of appropriate analysis algorithms leading to improved correlation between  measured parameters and material performance 2.  Designing and carrying out crystallisation experiments to generate data for system testing and validation 3.  Using the multi-scale image analysis algorithm developed at Leeds to process the images obtained in experimentation in order to do further analysis of the particles such as texture analysis and classification.” The first Morphologi G2 was launched at the end of 2005 and was superseded in September 2007 by the G3. Impact The innovative step to which research conducted at the University of Leeds has contributed has had a range of impacts during the eligible period on MIL and also on Morphologi users around the world in a range of industrial sectors and applications, much of which is regarded by MIL as proprietary information. However, public sources of information shows MIL to have a truly global outreach with over 50 international subsidiaries and distributors of their instrumentation. MIL Impacts on MIL are both strategic and financial, the Company strengthening its competitive advantage in markets around the world and winning significant new business since 2008: –   Establishing Morphologi as a key product in its portfolio, helped by extending the range in October 2012 with the launch of the G3-ID [B], which added chemical identification of particles using Raman spectroscopy to the core imaging functionality of Morphologi –   Generating revenue of nearly £11m from Morphologi since 2008, “leading to revenues of £12 million, about 90% of it was generated since January 2008”. [A] –   Strengthening its position in all of its important markets (Europe, USA, Asia and the Far East) through “increased sales and continued growth worldwide” [A] –   Helping “secure a number of people in employment at Malvern”. [A] As such Morphologi also contributed to the Queens Award for Enterprise, International Trade in 2011. [A, G] Morphologi Users Morphologi products provide industrial users with critical information that helps accelerate R&D, enhance and maintain product quality, and optimise process efficiency. They are used in both traditional (e.g. cement) and advanced manufacturing sectors (e.g. pharmaceuticals) in applications including: –   Discovery/R&D screening –   Crystallisation engineering –   Formulation development and optimisation –   Process scale-up and optimisation –   Troubleshooting and root cause analysis in manufacturing –   Automation of microscopy methods e.g. detection and enumeration of foreign particulates –   Validation of quality control particle sizing methods (e.g. laser diffraction) Examples of Morphologi’s impact on users include the following (note that quotes in italics are taken directly from the relevant web pages shown in the corroboration section that detail the business advantages these companies experienced since using the instrument): –   Mo-Sci Corporation (Missouri, USA) regards the Morphologi G3 as unique, testing several systems and finding that “while able to characterise our specialised glass materials from a size distribution standpoint, other systems couldn’t separate out and identify individual particles that overlapped within the view of the microscope”.  And in terms of productivity: “During the development of the unique glass beads used in blood typing cards (almost half a million glass microspheres per card), it could take three operators four days to look at the beads in a single card.”  “The Morphologi G3 can accurately measure all the beads on a card in around 15 minutes, and that includes setting up the sample.  The measurements themselves take only a few minutes and produce enormous amounts of information”. [C] –   The Morphologi G3 is used by Solvay Pharmaceuticals (Georgia, USA) during R&D: “By  analysing shape as well as size, the Morphologi G3…helps us more fully understand the materials we are working with and what we can do with them”. The company previously contracted out much of its particle characterisation work and has benefited from “shortened R&D times and much richer data”. The R&D team also studies wet granulation: “Being able to look at the continuum in terms not only of granule size, but also of shape was a useful exercise in determining granule growth”. [D] –   Particle Technology Labs (Chicago, USA), a full service particle characterisation lab, uses the Morphologi G3 and G3S (G3 with an integrated sample dispersion unit) to analyse clients’ materials:  “Not only has the Morphologi G3 allowed us to move away from manual imaging methods, we can now process large numbers of images in many different ways and examine a wide variety of parameters to provide more detailed information and the extra insight required”. [E]  The ability to “investigate sample-to-sample differences or R&D applications…is very important for a cGMP compliant laboratory with a primary client base in the pharmaceutical, nutraceutical, and food & beauty industries”.  And the G3S “provides the highest level of automation, and the greatest variety of measurement parameters”. [F] As one of MIL’s “key products” [A] the success of this innovative range of instruments has made an obvious contribution toward MIL being awarded the prestigious Queen’s Award for Enterprise: International Trade 2011 [G]. This award adds significantly to the national and international reputation of MIL, to pursue excellence within its business sector.		A.        Letter of corroboration from Technology Leader, Malvern Instruments Ltd, Malvern B.        ‘Malvern Instruments launches Morphologi G3-ID to global markets’, PR2953, released 3rd October 2012, http://www.malvern.com/malvern/pr.nsf/id/pr2593 C.       ‘Malvern’s Morphologi G3 helps Mo-Sci Corporation produce precision glass’, PR1910, released 30th November 2009, http://www.malvern.com/malvern/pr.nsf/id/pr1910 D.       ‘Morphologi G3 “adds new dimension” to Solvay Pharmaceuticals R&D’, PR1924, released 9th February 2010, http://www.malvern.com/malvern/pr.nsf/id/pr1924 E.        ‘PTL adds Malvern’s Morphologi G3 to its testing technologies’, PR1960, release date 4th May 2010, http://www.malvern.com/malvern/pr.nsf/id/pr1960 F.        ‘Morphologi G3 supports the expansion of Particle Technology Labs’, PRPTL, release date 26th February 2010, http://www.malvern.com/malvern/pr.nsf/id/prptl G.       ‘The Queen’s Awards for Enterprise Magazine’, Winners 2011, International Trade http://www.queensawardsmagazine.com/winners2011 All web-sites successfully accessed on 22nd October 2013.

		553		0.000107		Enhanced reservoir management in the oil/gas sector via new algorithms for large-scale optimization		Research in the HWCS Intelligent Systems Lab since 2006 has developed approaches to accelerate and improve large-scale optimization. This has led to new algorithms that enable multiple high-quality solutions for complex problems, either more quickly, with better solution quality than previously obtainable, or both. These algorithms, combined with uncertainty quantification techniques from related research, have been adopted by both British Petroleum Plc (BP) and Epistemy Ltd (an SME serving the oil/gas sector). Impact for BP includes improved business decision-making (relating to ~$330M in turnover),and impact for Epistemy includes sales of £230k.		Large-scale optimization has been a thread of HWCS research since 2006. A 'large-scale' problem either involves many parameters, a time-intensive cost function, or both, and the challenge is to provide good results quickly. Even more significant in many applications is the need to generate a diverse collection of good alternative solutions (again, quickly). This requires novel ways to accelerate 'diversity-enhanced' and exploratory optimisation techniques, which is particularly challenging since such techniques are time-hungry. The oil/gas sector provides pertinent examples. One is 'history matching', where we identify the oil/gas reservoir parameters that, when simulated, lead to production figures that match historical production. Another is reservoir development planning, where we aim to find the most economically effective schedule for development of a reservoir, in terms of the location and timing of future production processes. In both cases, future, typically billion-dollar decisions need to be based on a representative set of diverse plausible solutions. Corne has addressed the underpinning challenges by exploring novel ways to use machine learning within optimization. One thread of this research explores how learning methods, such as decision trees or Bayesian networks, can be used during optimization to derive, adaptively and dynamically, models of good solutions, and these models can then be used to bias progress towards better solutions. For example, in [1] we presented a hybrid of evolutionary search and decision tree learning that outperforms state of the art algorithms, increasingly so for larger scale problems. A KTP project (06/11--08/12, £86k) developed further variants of this approach, and supported its deployment in Epistemy Ltd.'s current 'Raven' software product for the oil and gas sector. In parallel, and supported partly by a BP-led TSB project (11/09--08/13, £698k to HWU, £290k to HWCS) as well as a SEAS DTC award with BAE Systems (07/09--03/10, £26k), we have explored how to accelerate the diversity-enhanced exploration provided by probabliistic and/or multiobjective search. Relevant outcomes include effective approaches for problems with many optimization objectives [5], and approaches to multiobjective optimization when the cost function is particularly costly [6]. The TSB project explored this thread specifically for both the 'history matching' and reservoir development planning tasks; in [2] we showed how Bayesian Optimization could be successfully designed and adapted to outperform previous history-matching techniques. Subsequent work explored further algorithmic developments for these problems, including an entirely novel way to engineer particle swarm optimization for large-scale problems where prior knowledge of parameter-interaction can be exploited [3], and novel ways to hybridize Bayesian and particle-swarm optimization [4], Translation of the underpinning research into impact was enabled by conjunction with uncertainty quantification underpinnings by HWU’s Institute of Petroleum Engineering (IPE).  In brief, HWCS research provided methods to obtain multiple high-quality distinct solutions quickly, while IPE research provided techniques to reason about and visualize those solutions to support decision-making. Key researchers involved (excluding those focussed entirely on uncertainty quantification) were Prof Christie (IPE), Prof Corne (HWUCS), A Abdollahzadeh, A. Reynolds, and M. Tapley (RAs, joint IPE and HWCS).		1.Sheri, G., & Corne, D. (2010, July). Learning-assisted evolutionary search for scalable function optimization: LEM (ID3). In Evolutionary Computation (CEC), 2010 IEEE Congress on (pp. 1-8). IEEE. (The IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation is one of the three major international, archival events in this field, and the most prestigious IEEE one. It was rated ‘A’ in the commonly used Australian Research Council ERA exercise.) 2. Abdollahzadeh, A., Reynolds, A., Christie, M. A., Corne, D., Davies, B. & Williams, G. “Bayesian Optimization Algorithm Applied To Uncertainty Quantification” Sep-2012 SPE Journal. 17, 3, p. 865-873  http://dx/doi.org/10.2118/143290-MS (the SPE (Society of Petroleum Engineers) Journal is one of the few primary media for scientific publications relevant to the oil/gas engineering sector) 3. Reynolds, A. P., Abdollahzadeh, A., Corne, D. W., Christie, M., Davies, B., & Williams, G. (2012). Guide Objective Assisted Particle Swarm Optimization And Its Application To History Matching. In Parallel Problem Solving from Nature-PPSN XII (pp. 195-204). Springer Berlin Heidelberg. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-32964-7 (PPSN is one of the three major international, archival events in this field, and the major European-centred one. It was rated ‘A’ in the commonly used Australian Research Council ERA exercise.) 4. Reynolds, A. P., Abdollahzadeh, A., Corne, D. W., Christie, M., Davies, B., & Williams, G. (2011, June). A Parallel BOA-PSO Hybrid Algorithm For History Matching. In Evolutionary Computation (CEC), 2011 IEEE Congress on (pp. 894-901). IEEE. (see notes for ref 1). 5. Corne, D. W., & Knowles, J. D. (2007, July). Techniques For Highly Multiobjective Optimisation: Some Nondominated Points Are Better Than Others. In Proceedings of the 9th annual conf. on Genetic and evolutionary computation (GECCO) (pp. 773-780). ACM. (GECCO is one of the three major international, archival events in this field. It was rated ‘A’ in the commonly used Australian Research Council ERA exercise. 122 citations to date) 6. Knowles, J., Corne, D., & Reynolds, A. (2009, January). Noisy Multiobjective Optimization On A Budget Of 250 Evaluations. In Evolutionary Multi-Criterion Optimization (EMO) (pp. 36-50). Springer Berlin Heidelberg. (EMO is the primary international publication focussed on evolutionary multiobjective optimization.)		The underpinning research has led to impact primarily because (when used in synergy with the uncertainty quantification underpinnings via IPE) it has led to significantly improved capability in dealing with optimization problems in the oil/gas sector, validated by many tests involving data from real oil/gas fields. For example, both single and multi-objective versions of the underpinning algorithms have been tested on real field examples, including a Russian field with 15 years of history and 95 wells (http://dx.doi.org/10.2118/163580-MS ). These tests showed minimal 2 to 5- fold speedup in efficiency over competing algorithms including BP's internal highly efficient code. Meanwhile refs [2,3,4] and others all show a combination of 2fold--5fold speedup over previous methods, usually in conjunction with obtaining both more and better-quality solutions than previous methods. In addition, the use of multiobjective approaches is new in the oil industry (with benefits in enabling users to visualise a range of salient trade-offs in potential solutions, as well as  supporting efficient diverse search) and the underpinning work has led to considerable internal interest within BP, as well as helped Epistemy become the first to market software to the oil/gas sector that includes multiobjective approaches. In detail, the research has led to two principal impacts in the assessment period: Impact: BP Plc. BP implemented algorithms generated from this research in their internal 'TDRM' code base, and some of their asset teams have applied the algorithms, leading to reservoir management planning decisions during 2013. In detail, the software implemented by BP (BOA, MOBOA, see [2,3,4]) in their internal TDRM code base were developed as part of the BP-led TSB project at Heriot-Watt in a joint activity between the IPE and HWCS. During 2013, BP has applied this new code base to the task of optimising locations of additional injection and production wells in one of their North Sea fields. The use of the multi-objective algorithms yielded an additional three million barrels over the optimised development plan produced by their engineer. This has translated into a business decision that has a positive $330M impact on BP's turnover. In this case, our multi-objective optimisation approach was of tremendous value as it allowed them to optimise both short-term oil (to recoup the cost of drilling the new wells), and long-term oil (to maximise the profitability) of the project. BP’s comment on the project was “The collaboration between Heriot-Watt and BP has resulted in a step-forward in practical, multi-objective optimisation capability for the industry”. Impact: Epistemy Ltd Epistemy Ltd is an SME serving the oil/gas sector. Key algorithms from the research described are deployed in Epistemy Ltd.'s main software product, called ‘Raven’, which supports reservoir engineers in history matching and reservoir development planning. Specifically, Raven currently includes versions of the Bayesian Optimization algorithm and its hybrids with particle swarm optimization (PSO), as well as multiobjective versions of each of these, which were developed in the BP-led TSB project (Epistemy were subcontracted to commercialise the research). Relevant sales in the period have been £230k, of which £107,000 is directly attributable to the underpinning research described above, and we know of at least one case where the software has already been deployed in history matching of real field data by engineers in one company (http://dx.doi.org/10.2118/164817-MS ). In addition, the underpinning research- via funding procured on the basis of it, as well as its results, has been central to Epistemy’s maintenance of a team of 3 software engineers, as well as a 6-month consultancy post and four HWCS student placements during the period.		Impact (i): Company is Epistemy,  www.epistemy.com , and software is sold through www.useraven.com Founder Director, Epistemy Impact (i) Chief Technical Officer, London, JOGMEC (Japanese Oil and Gas organization) is a client of Epistemy, and can corroborate accounts of Raven’s deployments in Japan. Impact (ii): BP, Reservoir Engineer

		583		0.0008		Enhanced products and services through low-cost wireless solutions		Low-cost wireless solutions beyond the technologies available previously and developed at Loughborough University since 2005 are used by IDC, and Sure, who integrate these technologies in several products and services so generating impacts in terms of:     Increased awareness of industry and service providers of new wireless monitoring and control technologies     Development of new products and services which have improved operational efficiency     Economic benefits downstream of the products and services. The technologies have been deployed in a logistics distribution centre (ToysRUs), an automotive manufacturing process (Toyota), and a safety and security system (Sure).		Funded by EPSRC (2000 – 2001) and Royal Society (2004-2005), Prof. Shuang-Hua YANG (2000-present) pioneered Internet–based monitoring and control research which resulted in large number of publications, among which references [3.1] and [3.2] are key ones. The research findings provided a systematic design method, a unique canonical system structure, and solutions for various design specifications. The work was graded as “international leading” by EPSRC. The demonstrator system won the Creativity Award in the 2005 International Exhibition Contest on Digital Signal Processing in Taiwan. Reference [3.1], cited 181 times so far, was the first major publication to detail the systematic design methodology and seamlessly integrated together computer science and control engineering for this new type of control system. The research monograph [3.2] is considered by those in the field to be pioneering in the area of introducing the Internet into remote control and monitoring. The solutions proposed by the book lay the foundation and the best practice for remote monitoring and control of industrial plants and other important infrastructures. The work was extended by YANG and his research team and applied to remote integration of distributed systems over the Internet environment [3.3] funded by the Ministry of Defence (MoD) via SSEI (Software System Engineering Initiative) Programme in 2008-2010, in collaboration with BAE Systems. This research project developed techniques and a framework to allow multiple system development teams to collaborate over the Internet on the integration, testing and maintenance of complex high-integrity real-time embedded software systems. The solution allowed in-service systems/software to be monitored and maintained remotely, thus reducing the need for on-site customer support. The work was also extended from wired to wireless technologies, and applied to building fire safety protection [3.5], dwelling energy saving [3.6], logistic distribution centre, and automotive manufacturing plant since 2005, consecutively   funded by Technology Strategy Board (TSB) (2006-2009, 2007-2009), Carbon Connections (2008-2009),    ERDF (European Regional Development Fund, 2011-2012), EPSRC (2010-2014) via the projects (Yang acting as Principal Investigators) as outlined in Section 3. These projects designed wireless sensor networks (ZigBee and/or 6LowPAN based), seamlessly connected them with the Internet, and finally implemented remote monitoring and control functions for various applications with the support of low-cost wireless sensor network technologies. The outcomes of these projects include a variety of design capabilities  of  wireless  sensor  networks,  commercialized  product-like  prototypes  of  various wireless devices and system/embedded software, prototypes of energy harvesting devices, and mobile object indoor location tracking approaches. The work on smart home won the 2010 Institute of Measurement and Control (InstMC) Honeywell Prize. The innovative wireless radiator valve was patented and demonstrated in Ecobuild 2011 in EXCEL in London.		References to the Internet-based monitoring and control research are: 3.1.   Yang, S. H., Chen, X. and Alty, J.L., 2003, Design Issues and Implementation of Internet Based Process Control, Control Engineering Practice, 11(6), 709-720, DOI: 10.1016/S0967- 0661(02)00181-8 3.2.   Yang, S.H., 2011, Internet-based control systems, Springer, ISBN: 978-1-84996-358-9 References to the remote integration of distributed systems over the Internet are: 3.3.   Wang, Y.H., Yang, S.H., Grigg, A., and Johnson, J., 2009, A DDS Based Framework for Remote Integration over the Internet, 7th Annual Conference on Systems Engineering Research 2009 (available at http://cser.lboro.ac.uk/papers/S08-54.pdf). References to the wireless technologies for building fire safety protection, dwelling energy saving and automotive manufacturing plants are: 3.4.   Yang, S. H., 2013, Wireless Sensor Networks, Springer, ISBN: 978-1-4471-5504-1 3.5.   Yang, S.H., and Frederick, P., 2006, SafetyNET/ A wireless sensor network for fire protection and    emergency    responses,    Measurement    and    Control,    39(7),    218-219,    DOI: 10.1177/002029400603900704 3.6.   Gill, K. and Yang, S.H., 2009, A Zigbee-based home automation system, IEEE Transactions on Consumer Electronics, 55(2), 422-430, DOI: 10.1109/TCE.2009.5174403 The following grants received by Yang as PI (unless indicated) financially supported the above underpinning research: Period           Grant title                                                Sponsor        Peer review/R&D competition Value 2001-2002     Design of Internet-based control systems EPSRC           Peer review    £63k 2004-2005     Interface design for large-scale systems using formal methods Royal Society Peer review    £7200 2006-2009     Secure Ad Hoc Fire & Emergency Safety Network (SafetyNet) 2007-2009     Integration and Demonstration of Energy Efficient Dwelling Networks (IndeedNET) TSB                R&D competition TSB                R&D competition £320k £150k 2008-2010     Framework for Distributed Development and Integration MoD               Competition    £200k 2009-2010     Demonstration of Energy Efficient Central Heating Systems in the Home Environment Carbon Connections Competition    £72k 2011-2012     Low-cost wireless tracking system for motor manufacturing, storage and delivery ERDF             Competition    £45k 2010-2014 (Co-I) Low effort energy demand reduction       EPSRC           Peer review    £1.3m		The  impact  of  Loughborough  research  on  wireless  monitoring  and  control  technologies  is increasing the awareness of industrial collaborators of new wireless technologies, equipping them and public audience with the capabilities, leading and working with the industrial collaborators  converting/integrating Loughborough low-cost wireless solutions into commercial products and services so creating economic benefits. These technologies have been disseminated in the form of product-like prototypes, demonstration systems, technical reports, and seminars. The end-users of our technologies include an automotive manufacturer (Toyota UK in Derby), a logistic distribution centre (Toys R Us in Coventry), domestic households (through Sure Technology), and a technical service provider (IDC, Derby). The significance of the impact is providing low-cost wireless network enabled capability of monitoring and control to a wide range of applications including mobile object tracking, fire safety detection, home energy saving. Pathway to impact We have been running two project websites since 2006, (www.indeednet.org) and (www.firesafetynet.org.uk) which have attracted significant number of enquiries from industry. We produced a newsletter and a DVD for fire safety protection and distributed it to the emergency response community. We also demonstrated our wireless domestic radiator valve controller at Ecobuild 2011, Excel in London, March, 2011. The SafetyNET was presented as a keynote to the TIEMS (The International Emergency Management Society) 17th Annual Conference 2010 in Beijing. It was also presented to Chinese industries in the UK-China IoT Tech-transfer event in Shanghai and Wuxi in December 2011, jointly organised by Technology Strategy Board and Chinese local governments. The home automation and energy harvesting system was presented to  Masterclass- wireless sensor networks, RTLS and  active RFID  and  Energy Harvesting & Storage Europe 2011 in Munich in June 2011.       See the link (http://www.idtechex.com/events/presentations/energy-efficient-hardware-design-for-wsn-nodes- 002850.asp). Beneficiaries: Three technical service providers, Yang’s industrial collaborators, have directly benefited from the underpinning research: IDC (Intelligent Distributed Control) Limited, a Derby based SME, was a pure project service provider for niche applications within manufacturing and logistics and had no wireless development ability before collaborating with Yang’s group. IDC recognised the benefits of the wireless sensor networking technology being proposed by Yang which eliminated the need for wires and cables between control modules, as a natural enhancement for the Simplicon product range [5.1]. In collaboration with Yang, IDC embarked on a 5 year programme in 2010 to develop a wireless platform for industrial applications and have since produced over 20 products based on ZigBee WSN (www.zig-bee.co.uk). These products are now being used in Toyota, Toys R Us, Boots, and other sites throughout Europe. IDC could be considered the UK leader in ZigBee based industrial applications. Over the last 5 years IDC’s annual turnover is approximately £1.0m per year with 80% of business generated on the success of its ZigBee related projects. Working with Yang’s team IDC is now jointly developing a low-cost wireless tracking system for industrial applications in Stockyards, Warehousing and Manufacturing facilities with several interested large end users which include Toyota Manufacturing, DHL, Toys R Us and other European companies. IDCs 5 year business plan, based on WSNs is expected to deliver £10M over the next 4 years. Sure Technology, a Nottingham based SME, was a stand-alone security products provider for domestic markets. Participating in the research of SafetyNET and IndeedNET led by Yang, Sure Technology now is able to provide a high level of experience in networked interactive building management systems and energy saving products for temperature and lighting control. See the link (http://technology.sure24.net/index.php?r=site/page&view=partners) Benefiting from these new capabilities Sure Technology now provides the solutions in “remote communication of devices over wireless networks and the Internet for: home automation, building automation, temperature and facility management, building management and temperature monitoring”, which is far beyond their traditional business.   The company IP valued less than £100k before collaborating with Yang (2006) and now values more than £1m increased by 10 times. The IP value increase is mainly contributed by the development of their wireless technology based new products and services [5.2]. Impact case study  (REF3b)                                                                                    REF © R s arch ExcllencFram work		(indicative maximum  of 10 references) The following sources of corroboration can be made available at request: 5.1.   A letter has been obtained from IDC Limited stating the benefits gained from working with Yang and the impact 5.2.   A letter has been obtained from Sure Technology stating the benefits gained from working with Yang and the impact

		631		0.003		xlinkit for fast, cheap, reliable banking with automated verification of over-the counter derivatives trading		The Software Systems Engineering Group at UCL developed and patented xlinkit, an approach that supports the validation of XML documents in general and over-the-counter (OTC) derivative transactions expressed in the Financial Products Markup Language (FpML) in particular. The widespread adoption of FpML (95% of financial market participants now use it for OTC transactions) has brought about a substantial reduction in market and credit risk for financial institutions, by reducing the time required to confirm derivative transactions from up to 10 days to at most one day. In the year to June 2012 about $440 trillion OTC transactions were executed worldwide. [text removed for publication]. Message Automation, which markets a product including tools based on that patent, has received £3 million revenue in the same period.		The background of the research that led to xlinkit was Professor Wolfgang Emmerich and Professor Anthony Finkelstein’s work on consistency management of structured and semi- structured software engineering artifacts. The consistency management of such documents required the representation of abstract syntax trees and graphs, the definition of validation rules to define static semantics and inter-document consistency constraints, and the construction of validation engines that can execute these rules. The adoption of internet standards for managing semi-structured documents, most notably XML, opened the possibility to apply similar techniques to documents other than those developed during software development processes. The Document Object Model (DOM) defines how such semi- structured documents are represented in DOM trees, which are very similar in nature to abstract syntax trees. Thus from 1998, the UCL Software Systems Engineering Research Group began to explore whether the principles, methods and techniques for consistency management of software engineering artifacts could be realised more elegantly using the emerging family of standards on XML that were being defined at the same time by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), thereby making them applicable to a broader application area and semi-structured documents that are managed in a decentralised manner. A decentralised setting necessitated the management of consistency relationships out of bounds from the documents that are being related. The emerging XLink standard of the W3C enabled the management of such out-of-bound relationships and the research focused on how such XLink relationships could be defined and created in an effective and efficient manner. xlinkit defines a first order rule language, which combines universal and existential quantification with boolean logic operators over path expressions defined using the XPath standard. Through further work, researchers under the supervision of Professors Emmerich and Finkelstein then developed several denotational semantics to indicate how the xlinkit language can be interpreted. A first interpretation shows how the language can be used to define whether two distributed semi- structured documents are consistent with each other [1]. A second semantics defines how this language can be used to infer the out-of-bound links that capture consistency relationships between elements in two semi-structured distributed documents [1]. A third interpretation defines how the language can be used for two distributed documents that are inconsistent with each other to calculate all possible modifications that render them consistent again [3]. The initial application of this research was to demonstrate how to manage the consistency of software engineering documents [2,4]. Once the wide applicability of the basic research on consistency management using XML technologies became evident, UCL protected the IP of the underlying research through patenting it  in the US and UK [6]. UCL then created a spin-out company called Systemwire, appointed a CEO to this spin-out and moved to develop a commercial implementation of the research results. This implementation became available in early 2002. During spring 2002, UBS, UCL and Systemwire proposed the creation of the FpML Validation Working Group to the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA), which was submitted in June 2002 [7]. ISDA accepted the proposal and the FpML Validation working group was created in autumn 2003. It was chaired by Christian Nentwich, Wolfgang Emmerich’s PhD student and had wide industry participation from BNP Paribas, Deutsche Bank, Barclays Capital, UBS and JP Morgan. The Validation working group then used the xlinkit language called Constraint Language in XML (clix) to formulate consistency rules for derivative transactions defined using the FpML standard [5]. The principal researchers were Professor Wolfgang Emmerich (Lecturer in Computer Science, now Professor of Distributed Computing, at UCL since 1997) and Professor Anthony Finkelstein (Professor of Software Systems Engineering since 1997).		References [1], [2] and [3] best demonstrate the quality of the research. [1]  C. Nentwich, L. Capra, W. Emmerich and A. Finkelstein (2002). xlinkit: A Consistency Checking and Smart Link Generation Service. ACM Transactions on Internet Technology, 2(2):151-185.  http://doi.org/btnt4z [2]  C. Nentwich, W. Emmerich, A. Finkelstein and E. Ellmer (2003). Flexible Consistency Checking. ACM Transactions on Software Engineering and Methodology, 12(1):28-63. http://doi.org/bt87v2 [3]  C. Nentwich, W. Emmerich and A. Finkelstein (2003). Consistency Management with Repair Actions. In Proc. of the 25th Int. Conference on Software Engineering, Portland, Oregon. pp. 455-464. ACM Press.  http://doi.org/c6z7j3 [4]  C. Nentwich, W. Emmerich and A. Finkelstein (2001). Static Consistency Checking for Distributed Specifications. In Proc. of the 16th Automated Software Engineering Conference, Coronado Island, CA. pp. 115-124. IEEE Computer Society.  http://doi.org/fhphxv [5]  D. Dui, W. Emmerich, C. Nentwich and B. Thal (2003). Consistency Checking of Financial Derivative Transactions. In M. Aksit, M. Menzini and R. Unland (eds), Objects, Components, Architectures, Services and Applications for a Networked World. Lecture Notes in Computer Science. Vol. 2591. pp. 166-183. Springer Verlag.  http://doi.org/bh5m8d [6]  US patent 7,143,103 granted 2006 to UCL for consistency management of distributed documents. UK Patent 9914232.5. Available on request. http://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=US41646661 [7]  B. Thal, W. Emmerich, S. Lord, D. Dui, and C. Nentwich, FpML validation proposal by UBS, UCL and Systemwire. June 2003  http://www.fpml.org/documents/proposals/valid/proposal- fpml-validation-1.0.pdf		Since 2008, the adoption of FpML by the financial services sector has become widespread, with 95% of the financial market participants who deal in over-the-counter derivatives now using it at some stage in their trading process [a], benefiting from reduced costs and risks in their trading. Moreover, 22% of the non-financial market participants, such as vendors, implement the FpML validation rules defined with xlinkit. These firms have seen new revenue streams open for providing tools and services for FpML validation. The current Version 5.3 of the FpML Standard that is available for these market participants to use free of charge was released in October 2012. It now defines some 500 validation rules for a large number of equity, interest rate, credit, energy and foreign exchange derivatives. The first version of FpML to include validation rules was Version 4, which was released in April 2004. It had included some 15 validation rules for interest rate derivatives. These validation rules help clarify the  meaning of derivative transactions defined in FpML and provide precise and unambiguous means for market participants who use FpML to electronically trade derivatives to validate the correctness of these transactions. The validation rules are included in the normative part of the standard, which means that the financial market participants that have adopted FpML will have to comply with these validation rules in their FpML messages. MessageAutomation provides a reference implementation of these rules using its xlinkit technology, which continues to be included in Version 5.3 of the FpML standard as an informative reference. As such it has informed the adoption of electronic processing between 2008 and 2013. The key beneficiaries of this impact are financial services institutions who trade in over-the- counter derivatives. ISDA found the volume of these transactions in the 12 months to July 2012 was $440 trillion, about 200 times the annual GDP of the UK [b]. These participants benefit from the clarity and unambiguity introduced through the validation rules defined using UCL’s consistency-checking technology. The ability to check whether a trade meets all relevant constraints automatically and therefore with minimal cost leads to a significant reduction in the time it takes to confirm these transactions, with fewer operations staff required. Financial market participants are exposed to market and credit risk during the period between a trade being agreed and its confirmation. This is why the time required to confirm trades is used as a key indicator of the operational efficiency of market participants in the ISDA’s annual Operations Benchmark Surveys. The state of practice in derivatives processing at the beginning of the REF impact period is characterised in the 2007 ISDA Operations Benchmarking Survey [c]. The survey shows the distribution of confirmation delay, with between just 56-88% (depending on asset class) of trades being confirmed on the day after the trade had been agreed. Even after five days only 79-98% of trades had been confirmed. The 2007 survey did not distinguish between electronic and manual confirmations, and stated that many market participants were only planning the adoption of FpML for electronic confirmation in the near future. It is the manual confirmation processes, which include manual validation of these trades, which delay the confirmation. The impact of the widespread adoption of FpML during the REF period is demonstrated by the 2013 ISDA Operations Benchmarking Survey [d]. ISDA found a significant level of adoption of electronic confirmations for different classes of OTC derivatives. The 2013 survey shows that the adoption rate of electronic confirmations for all market participants was 92% for interest rates derivatives, 100% for credit derivatives, 76% for equity derivatives, 82% for currency derivatives and 77% for commodity derivatives. It then shows that confirmation occurred on the same day for between 75-85% of the transactions, depending on asset class and that for all but credit derivatives 100% of the confirmations had been sent the following day. For credit derivatives 98% were confirmed the following day and 100% the day after. The survey also states that the time for manual confirmations takes between six and ten days depending on asset class. Thus the substantial introduction of electronic confirmation with FpML, which can be validated automatically, has reduced manual effort and brought down the time required to confirm derivative transactions from up to 10 days to at most one day. This reduction means there is also a substantial reduction in the period during which a financial market participant is subject to market and credit risk because a contract is not yet confirmed. Given the value of these transactions confirmed by the FpML surveys, this risk reduction is very significant. Some financial market participants have stated these benefits publicly. In a press release issued on 25 April 2010, Citigroup announced its adoption of FpML and stated “Benefits include ease of validation for correctness and completeness of data, ease of processing, ease of deployment and lower processing costs” [e]. In 2007, the Society for Worldwide Interchange of Financial Transactions (SWIFT), announced the adoption of FpML for derivative messaging on its SwiftNet and confirmed validation as one of its benefits. The first FpML message was traded and  validated on SwiftNet in July 2008, enabling firms that use their products to reduce costs and risks. A senior vice president at SwiftNet’s client Brown Brothers Harriman said: "The primary benefit we have achieved is improved operational risk management… Manually keying in instructions is fraught with risk of errors, where incorrect information could go into an accounting system and be used to strike a NAV [net asset value] for a fund." [f] Many financial market participants have implemented the FpML validation rules in a proprietary manner. In addition, there are at least six commercially available implementations of the rules. One of these implementations was built by Systemwire, the UCL spinout. Systemwire’s FpML validator became ISDA’s reference implementation, which has informed a number of FpML implementation projects between 2008-2013 that were required to achieve the benefit of reduced trade confirmation times [g]. In 2004, Systemwire was acquired through trade sale by Message Automation, a London-based specialist in financial trading systems. Message Automation still markets the implementation of the FpML validation rules in a product called Validator, part of its futureLANDSCAPE solution. This enables the financial community to significantly reduce operational risk and cost by imposing market standard and internal controls on the quality of data moving around an organisation. The CEO of Message Automation says:  “The Validator tool was launched in 2008 as part of the Message Automation solution set which has been adopted by several leading international financial institutions. These include HSBC, Lloyds Banking Group, Nomura, Credit Suisse, Royal Bank of Canada, Fidelity Investments, Deutsche Bank and RBS. The futureLANDSCAPE solution set has generated in excess of £3 million of revenues for Message Automation Ltd., with a significant percentage in the form of exports.” [h]. [text removed for publication]		[a]  ISDA User Survey 2011, which confirms 95% FpML adoption levels http://www.isda.org/media/press/2011/pdf/isda-fpml-user-survey.pdf [b]  ISDA Press Release 2012 confirms size of OTC Derivative Market is $440 trillion http://www2.isda.org/attachment/NDQzNg==/Market%20Analysis%20-%20Year- end%202011%20Release%20FINAL.pdf [c]   Page 7, ISDA Operations Benchmarking Survey April 2007. http://www.isda.org/c_and_a/pdf/ISDA-Operations-Survey-2007.pdf [d]  Pages 9-10, ISDA Operations Benchmarking Survey April 2013. http://www2.isda.org/attachment/NTUzOQ==/OBS%202013%20FINAL%200425.pdf [e]  Citigroup’s use of FpML:  http://www.fpml.org/news/press042501.html [f]   SwifNet’s use of FpML, including quote from Brown Brothers Harriman. See http://www.swift.com/news/derivatives_solution?lang=en [g]   http://www.fpml.org/tools/validator/index.html indicates that the reference implementation of FpML validation is at  http://messageautomation.com/validator.html [h]  Statement from the CEO of Message Automation confirms the acquisition of Systemwire by Message Automation, the benefits to the financial community of the validator product, the extent of adoption of the validator product by financial market participants and the revenue generated by the futureLANDSCAPE solution. Available on request. [i]    [text removed for publication]

		661		0.0017		Using secure software systems engineering to improve business processes and information systems		Work conducted at UEL in the area of secure software systems engineering has had impacts on both the private and public sectors, in the UK and abroad. Through its application to financial pre- employment screening it has enabled an award-winning UK company to improve its security processes and become a world leader with respect to secure systems in their sector. This has, in turn, allowed the company to develop a competitive advantage in the market and attract more and larger  multinational  clients.  In  the  public  service  sector  our  work  has  enabled  a  Greek governmental department – the National Gazette - to analyse the security implications of fully automating their processes and identify security mechanisms that enhance the security of their new systems. This has improved their service delivery, with significant impacts on Greek society.		The security of software systems has been transformed in recent years from a mono-dimensional technical challenge to a multi-dimensional socio-technical challenge. Indeed technical challenges associated with the availability of appropriate technologies and their infrastructure must now be considered within a context that takes into consideration social challenges relating to social life and processes, as well as technological systems. Rather than the traditional, technical-only treatment of security, we take a holistic approach to secure  software  systems  engineering,  considering  security  from  the  early  stages  of  the development process, at multiple levels and from multiple viewpoints, and combining people, technology and processes in an integrated fashion. To this end, our work combines insights from and contributes to areas such as security requirements engineering, secure information/software systems engineering, security patterns, software engineering for regulation compliance, and trust requirements engineering. An important output of this multi-dimensional research, is the development of the Secure Tropos methodology (www.securetropos.org). The methodology for Secure Tropos has been developed since 2003 at the University of East London by Dr. H. Mouratidis [1-6], with its origins in Mouratidis’ PhD research. PhD students sponsored by the EPSRC (in collaboration with BT and ELC) and the Government of Luxemburg have  also  contributed  to  the  project,  along  with  members  of  the  UEL  Software  Systems Engineering research group. Further funding from the London Development Agency and The National Institute of Informatics (Japan) has also supported the development of the methodology. The main aim of this methodology is to support the effective integration by software engineers and information system developers of security analysis and development within the overall software systems development process. The theoretical framework underpinning Secure Tropos is the definition of security requirements as constraints on system functions [1] [5]. This allows a unified characterization and understanding of security requirements across the various stages of the development  process.  The  aim  for  requirements  engineers  is  therefore  to  elicit  appropriate security-related constraints for the system. To support such analysis, the UEL team developed a security-aware process and a modelling language and security aware process. The language is based on the Goal Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) paradigm - using concepts such as actor, goal, and plan - combined with concepts from security engineering such as threat, security mechanism, vulnerability and attack. The security-aware process supports the analysis of security requirements of stakeholders and the system, identification of potential threats and vulnerabilities and reasoning of security objectives and mechanisms that can be used to fulfil the security requirements. Our work has also sought to develop techniques that support the consideration, analysis and  testing  of  security  as  part  of  the  development  process.  To  that  end,  the  researchers  have developed novel methods that assist developers in testing the developed system against potential security attacks (security attack scenarios) during the design process [4]. We have, moreover, developed security pattern languages that enable the representation of security patterns and guide developers through the process of designing a system [6], and pioneered work that identifies and analyses relevant legal regulations and aligns these with security requirements [2]. The methodology is supported by a suite of tools such as secTro (http://www.securetropos.org/), a platform independent analysis and modelling tool that supports the development and analysis of the methodology’s models, and an advanced tool that is under development as part of the Open Models Initiative (OMI) (www.openmodels.at).		Outputs [2], [3] and [5] best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. [1] H. Mouratidis (2011), “Secure Software Systems Engineering: The Secure Tropos Approach”, International Journal of Software, 6(3), pp. 331-339 doi: 10.4304/jsw.6.3.331-339 [2] S. Islam, H. Mouratidis, J. Jurjens (2011), “A Framework to Support Alignment of Secure Software Engineering with Legal Regulations”, International Journal of Software and Systems Modelling (SoSyM), 10(3) doi: 10.1007/s10270-010-0154-z [3] H. Mouratidis, P. Giorgini (2007) “Security Attack Testing (SAT)-Testing the Security of Information Systems at Design Time” Information Systems 32(8) pp.1166-1183 doi:  10.1016/j.is.2007.03.002 [4] H. Mouratidis and P. Giorgini (2007) “Secure Tropos: A Security-Oriented Extension of the Tropos methodology” International Journal of Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering (IJSEKE) 17(2) pp. 285-309 doi: 10.1142/S0218194007003240 [5] H. Mouratidis, P. Giorgini, and G. Manson (2005) “When Security meets Software Engineering: A case of modelling secure information systems” Information Systems 30(8) pp. 609-629 doi:  10.1016/j.is.2004.06.002 [6] H. Mouratidis, J. Jurjens, J. Fox (2006) “Towards a comprehensive framework for secure systems development” Proceedings 18th Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering (CAiSE) Springer Verlag, Lectures in Computer Science doi:  10.1007/11767138_5		Private sector impacts The research outlined above has had impacts within the private sector through the application of the methodology to pre-employment screening. Security is essential to financial pre-employment screening due to the sensitivity of the information stored and analysed. Between 2009 and 2011 the research was applied to support this through an award-winning two year Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) with Powerchex, a UK-based company specialising in the financial services sector of the City of London. The project’s success was recognised by its “outstanding” grading [a] and nomination as one of eight nationwide finalists in the Technology Strategy Board’s KTP Best of the Best 2012 awards [b]. The KTP originated from Powerchex’s identification of security issues as a barrier to growth. To win major clients they had to be capable of handling more screening applications. Their own attempts to automate a screening process, however, proved labour-intensive, time consuming, prone to errors, and unable to guarantee the security of information. UEL’s theoretical work on security engineering was applied to this complex business problem to improve the efficiency and speed of Powerchex’s application process without compromising its security. In particular, the methodology enabled the elicitation of security requirements, in terms of security constraints; the analysis of such constraints and the identification of relevant threats and vulnerabilities; and the  development of a system comprised of security mechanisms and an architecture that supports the satisfaction of the identified security constraints. The new system has passed rigorous security checks performed by some of the biggest financial institutions. More specifically, our research was used to develop a secure Powerchex online application form with an electronic signature tool, incorporating  electronic  submission  of  applications,  automated  screening  reports,  customer bespoke  data  automation  and  form  customisation,  as  well  as  automated  criminal  checks. Moreover, the newly developed system was linked with the UK criminal record check system, which gave Powerchex the fastest turnaround in the industry for UK criminal record checks, reducing the process time from 11-12 to 7-9 days. The KTP led to a significant increase in systems, networking and IT security knowledge and experience at Powerchex, especially with respect to data security and privacy. According to the company’s current Managing Director: “The project gave us [security] expertise and resources that, as a growing company, we would never otherwise have been able to access or afford” [d]. By enabling Powerchex to develop a software system with security in mind, our work allowed them to win large new contracts  and attract high-profile new clients such as HSBC,  whose stringent security requirements would previously have presented a barrier to them working with Powerchex. As  the  then-MD  of  Powerchex  explained:  “The  security  research  expertise  brought  by  Dr. Mouratidis helped us to develop a [software] system that passed rigorous security checks of potential clients and provided us with competitive advantage, in a sector where security is very important” [d]. Powerchex has publicly acknowledged the dramatic impact of the KTP on its capacity to compete successfully for large corporate business [d]. At the start of the KTP, Powerchex was a small business with 30 staff, providing pre-employment screening for small to medium-sized clients in the financial services sector. Turnover totalled £776k, yielding net profits of £120k. Despite a problematic recruitment market for the financial services industry, the company have announced that the KTP led to increases in turnover of £1.7m and annual pre-tax profits of £440k, whilst staff numbers grew to over 100. Increased process efficiencies – including in the time taken to complete criminal record checks - reduced costs by £40k [b, d]. The improvements accruing from the application of the research to Powerchex’s security systems have also delivered significant benefits to the company’s clients, who now include some of the largest financial organisations in the UK. Powerchex’s capacity to deliver faster and more secure pre-employment screening improves efficiency within these organisations by reducing delays in their ability to appoint potential employees. In turn, those potential employees also benefit from employing organisation’s capacity to notify them about their job applications in less time, but with a much-reduced risk of compromising the security of their personal details. The new capabilities developed and embedded in Powerchex were a major factor in its acquisition in 2010 by HireRight, a leading global provider of on-demand employment background checks, drug testing, Form I-9 and employment education verifications. That acquisition has significantly extended the reach of the original research impacts on Powerchex through HireRight’s adoption of the security-centric approached taken to the development of Powerchex software system. The company has integrated a number of the system functionalities within other systems amongst its EMEA branches. Public Service Sector The Greek National Gazette (GNG) is responsible for the issue and circulation of the Greek Government  Gazette,  publishing  and  communicating  to  the  general  public  all  governmental policies, laws and changes to the constitution; it is also used to meet the printing needs of the Greek Public Service. The Gazette’s work currently involves manual input of thousands of local government documents to its systems, a process that is laborious, time-consuming, and prone to human error. The application of insights and methods developed through the UEL research has enabled the Gazette to achieve an in-depth understanding of the various security, privacy and trust implications  of using the latest technologies to support the development of adaptable software systems to fully automate their processes. The project supporting this, which began in December 2011, was particularly developed through visits made by Dr Mouratidis to the National Gazette during sabbatical leave taken between February and July 2012. During those visits, the Secure Tropos methodology was applied to the Greek National Gazette to elicit security requirements and identify relevant security threats and vulnerabilities in the process of automating GNG operations. The development of an automated adaptable infrastructure to support the production and publication of information is expected to reduce the production time and increase production outputs of the National Gazette by 25%. However, it is important that such infrastructure, which has implications for all main Greek governmental departments, as well as local governments, does not endanger the security - and especially the integrity and authenticity - of the published information. The application of our theoretical work to the Gazette elucidated and analysed security, trust and privacy issues related to the automation of the National Gazette’s production systems, identified a number of potential vulnerabilities, and suggested ways to overcome these [c]. In particular, our analysis focused on the GNG’s two main external services: “Receipt of the Documents” and “Publication of the Volume”. Application of the secure Tropos methodology to a security analysis of these identified a number of security constraints related to integrity and availability, and privacy constraints related to unlikability and sender eligibility. A number of security mechanisms were implemented to address these. In the case of unlikability, for example, the application of our methodology facilitated onion routing, tor architecture and pseudonimisation to fulfil the relevant security and privacy requirements. Our analysis also focused on the trust and security issues of a potential migration of the National Gazette’s systems to the cloud [e], enabling it to make an informed decision about which of its services could be moved without compromising their security. By analyzing and comparing two potential cloud computing deployment models, our work allowed the Gazette to identify the model that met their security and privacy requirements. The National Gazette’s public communication role makes public trust in its work essential. The project provided the Gazette with an analysis, not just of the technical security requirements related to its service delivery, but also of security and trust concerns arising from both providers and receivers of the published information, including local authorities and citizens [f], and thereby helped it meet its public trust requirements.		[a] For the KTP’s “outstanding” grading: KTP Certificate of Excellence, Technology Strategy Board, Certificate Number KTP007046. Available on request. [b] For nomination of the KTP as one of eight nationwide finalists in the TSB 2012 Best of the Best awards, and for a summary of key benefits delivered to Powerchex: (http://bit.ly/1bmefTA), page 7. Includes a quotation from Managing Director (2012-time of submission), Powerchex Ltd. [c] The application of our theoretical work to the Gazette – and benefits accruing to date - are described in: H. Mouratidis, M. Kang (2011), “Secure By Design – Developing Secure Software Systems from the Group up”, International Journal of Secure Software Systems Engineering, 2(3), pp.23-41. doi: 10.4018/jsse.2011070102 [d] The Founder and Managing Director of Powerchex, Powerchex Ltd  (MD during KTP and until 2011) may be contacted for a full factual statement corroborating the impacts of the research on that organisation [e] Our analysis of security issues involved in a potential migration of the National Gazette’s systems to the cloud is described in: C. Kalloniatis, H. Mouratidis, S. Islam (2013), “Evaluating cloud deployment scenarios based on security and privacy requirements”, Requirement Engineering Journal. doi: 10.1007/s00766-013-0166-7 [f] The Special Secretary to the Greek National Gazette may be contacted for a factual statement to corroborate the impacts described here within that organisation.

		672		0.0016576		Designing Virtual Worlds		Professor Richard Bartle’s ‘player types’ model outlines the types of players who play Massively- Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs). Critically, his research shows that for MMORPGs to remain sustainable, the virtual worlds in which they are set must appeal to a balance of these different types of players. This insight enables commercial developers to design games that have broader and more sustainable appeal. Bartle’s work has been widely adopted across the MMORPG industry and the principles of his research have informed the development of numerous games, a notable example being BioWare’s Star Wars: The Old Republic. Bartle’s work is credited as a key influence in transforming the online games sector from niche to mainstream.		As the largest subset of MMO (Massively Multiplayer Online) games, MMORPGs are shared, automated, real-time and persistent environments within which and upon which individuals interact using player-characters known as avatars. Current examples include World of Warcraft, Star Wars: The Old Republic, Runescape, Lord of the Rings Online, Lineage, City of Heroes, Rift, Eve Online, World of Tanks, Aion, Age of Conan, Maple Story, Silk Road and thousands more. Virtual worlds, in which MMORPGs are set, were first invented in 1978 by undergraduates Roy Trubshaw and Richard Bartle at the University of Essex and almost all of today’s MMORPGs are direct descendants of their world, MUD (Multi User Dungeon). The creation of MUD inspired numerous others to build their own MMORPGs. However, many developers did not fully understand the thinking behind their creations; typically, designers gravitated towards creating MMORPGS that they themselves were interested in playing, rather than designing with a wider audience of players in mind. As a result, this led to unsatisfactory and unsustainable virtual world environments. Such worlds would often fail within 6-12 months, unless they could attract a constant stream of new players. Enabling developers to create virtual worlds that have wider and more sustainable appeal would first require an understanding of the different types of player within them. To this end, prior to re- joining the University of Essex, Bartle published his first ‘player types’ model in 1996. Having returned to the University as a Fellow in 2002, the player types model was then placed in a role of central importance in Bartle’s 2003 book, Designing Virtual Worlds. Here, Bartle built on his earlier concepts and re-presented the player types model in an extended form, including the addition of sub-types. The book’s publication represented the culmination of a period of grounded research, where observations were built up over many years through designing MMORPGs and interacting with players. It meant that the original design question: Why do people find MMORPGs fun? could be answered. In Designing Virtual Worlds, Bartle explained that there are four basic player types, each of which can be described in more detail via two sub-types. The model was represented as a 3D graph that states whether the player likes to act or interact on the world or on other players, in an implicit or explicit manner. Designing Virtual Worlds lists the four types (including their sub-types) as:      Achiever (opportunist and planner)     Explorer (scientist and hacker)     Socialiser (networker and friend)     Killer (griefer and politician) Critically, Bartle explained that all these player types are required for an MMORPG to flourish. If any are largely missing, the inter-type dynamics will lead to a drain of players. Furthermore it was shown that there are only four stable configurations: achievers dominant; socialisers dominant; balanced world; empty (failed) world. In addition to describing what each of the different player- types finds fun within the virtual world, the research also described how players transition between different types over time, in a pre-described order (which players experience as increasing immersion). This also helps to explain why people find MMORPGs so compelling: they represent a journey of self-actualisation. The research has been validated by rigorous, systematic testing performed by other researchers. The most celebrated of these is a factor analysis of a wide-ranging questionnaire given to 3,200 players by Nick Yee of Stanford University (http://www.nickyee.com/daedalus/archives/pdf/3-2.pdf). This identified seven of the eight sub-types (with some duplication) and the concept of immersion, along with the three non-trivial stable world states. The research has also been validated informally, through its continued use by commercial game designers, simply because they can see that it works. Since 2003, Bartle has remained active in this domain of research and has held the positions of Principal Fellow, Senior Lecturer and Visiting Professor at Essex. He has published two notable book chapters (Bartle, 2005; 2009) in this area, in which he further explains and builds upon his 3D graph model of player types. All three of the referenced texts remain popular and have been hugely influential in contributing to the sustainability and long-term appeal of the MMORPG genre. As a result of Bartle’s work, MMORPGs can continue indefinitely. His research has been crucial in transforming the MMORPG industry from niche to a mainstream genre.		[can be supplied by HEI on request] Bartle, Richard. A. (2003) Designing Virtual Worlds. New Riders, Indianapolis IN. ISBN: 978- 0131018167 (852 citations – November 2013) Bartle, Richard. A. (2005) Virtual Worlds: Why People Play. In: Alexander, Thor (ed.), Massively Multiplayer Game Development 2, pp.3-18. Charles River Media, Hingham MA. ISBN: 978- 1584503903 Bartle, Richard. A. (2009) Understanding the Limits of Theory. In: Bateman, Chris (ed.), Beyond Game Design: Nine Steps to Creating Better Videogames, pp.117-133. Delmar, Albany NY. ISBN: 978-1584506713		Bartle’s research on virtual worlds and in particular his player types model, as presented in Designing Virtual Worlds, underpins impact within the commercial domain of MMORPG design and beyond. In designing new worlds, not only do developers now know what players find fun, they also know why they find these things fun. Furthermore, Bartle’s research provides the creators of virtual worlds with an understanding of why players move between types, and what paths they will take; this means that appropriate content can be lined up accordingly. Overall, his work enables  designers to create worlds that have sustainable and long-term appeal. The player types model has been accepted and adopted almost universally across the sector and Designing Virtual Worlds is widely recognised as the standard text on the subject [see corroborating sources 1, 2]. In the ten years since the publication of Designing Virtual Worlds, the games industry has experienced significant growth, and this expansion has been supported by contributions from an increasing number of developers. Amongst these is BioWare, a division of Electronic Arts. In an email testimony, BioWare’s Lead Systems Designer outlines the significance that the research behind Bartle’s player types model has had for the MMO industry, noting that “Bartle’s work on the four player types of online game players […] is considered to be one of the academic pillars of massively multiplayer game design” [3]. He also goes on to explain how Bartle’s research has influenced the design of a number of individual games including, most notably, BioWare’s first entry into the MMORPG market: Star Wars: The Old Republic (SW:TOR). Referring to the development of SW:TOR, the testimony details how “[Bartle’s] philosophies have formed a central role” [3]. In Star Wars: The Old Republic, BioWare succeeded in creating a game which had both instant impact as well as long-term appeal and sustainability. Within days of its launch in 2011, the game had attracted 1 million subscribers (each paying, typically, $14.99/£8.99/€12.99 per month), making it the “fastest-growing subscription MMO in history” [4]. Two months later this number had grown to 1.7 million [5]. This success duly led to numerous industry accolades. In 2011 SW:TOR was named GameSpy’s MMO of the year [6] and MSNBC’s Game of the year [7]. In reflection of its sustained appeal, at the 3rd annual Game Developers Choice Online Awards (in 2012) it won awards for Best online game design, Best new online game, Best online technology and Best online visual arts. It was also nominated for the Best audio online game award and the Online Innovation award [8]. The most recent figure obtained during the REF2014 impact period indicates that, as of 15th June 2013, SW:TOR had achieved 2.59 million global sales [9]. Today the number of virtual worlds extends into the thousands, and Star Wars: The Old Republic forms part of a vibrant and growing MMO sector. The website MMOData.net reports that from 4 million in 2003, the number of worldwide subscriptions and active accounts had grown to 15 million by 2008, and had reached 20 million by 2012 [10]. By this stage the global industry was valued in excess of $12 billion and this figure is expected to reach $17.5 billion by 2015 [11]. The growth of the sector – and the way that Bartle’s research has contributed towards this – is a topic addressed by the Founder of the International Game Developers Association (IGDA, the worldwide professional association for video and computer games developers). In an email testimony [2], he notes how the player types model has been “highly influential” and explains how “the influence of Bartle’s model is evident in many MMORPG games”. He then concludes: “This [the growth of the online game industry] is attributable to a number of factors, such as improvements in internet connectivity and graphic rendering. However, it’s evident that Bartle’s work has also made an important contribution towards this growth and, were it not for his research, it is unlikely that the sector would have reached the status that it has today. Bartle’s insights, as documented in Designing Virtual Worlds, have been a key contributing factor in transforming the sector from niche to mainstream”. Founder, International Game Developers Association Whilst the greatest impact of Bartle’s research has been in the field of MMORPG design, his player types model has also been applied elsewhere; for instance, in the field of Gamification, where the  principles of game thinking and mechanics are applied in non-game contexts. Concepts such as progress bars, challenges, and rewards for ‘good behaviour’ are increasingly being used to engage with customers or service users and to solve problems. An example is the well documented ‘Speed camera lottery’ in Sweden, where law-abiding road users can win a portion of the fines accrued from drivers who break speed limits, the aim being to incentivise safe, law abiding driving [12]. A ground breaking and widely cited book on the subject (Zichermann, Gabe and Linder, Joselin: Game-Based Marketing, Wiley, Hoboken NJ, 2010) places Bartle’s player types theory at the centre of Gamification [13, see page 144].		[All sources saved on file with HEI, available on request] [1] Game Developers Choice Online Awards, 2010. Archive. The First Annual Game Developers Choice Online Awards [online] Available at: http://www.gdconlineawards.com/archive/gdcoa_1st.html [Accessed 26 June 2013] [2] Founder, International Game Developers Association [3] Lead Systems Designer, BioWare [4] Electronic Arts, 2011. The Old RepublicTM Jumps to Light Speed. Critically Acclaimed Game from BioWare Already the Fastest Growing Subscription MMO in History [online] Available at: http://www.swtor.com/info/news/press-release/20111223 [Accessed 26 June 2013] [5] Eurogamer, 2012. EA Claims 1.7m active Star Wars: The Old Republic subscribers [online] Available at:  http://www.eurogamer.net/articles/2012-02-01-ea-claims-1-7m-active-star-wars-the- old-republic-subscribers [Accessed 26 June 2013] [6] Gamespy, 2011. GameSpy’s Game of the Year 2011 Awards [online] Available at: http://uk.pc.gamespy.com/articles/121/1215449p5.html [Accessed 26 June 2013] [7] Wikipedia, 2011. Star Wars: The Old Republic [online] Available at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_Wars:_The_Old_Republic [Accessed 12 August 2013] [8] Game Developers Choice Online Awards, 2012. 3rd Annual Game Developers Choice Online Awards [online] Available at:  http://gdconlineawards.com/ [Accessed 26 June 2013] [9] VGChartz, 2013. Star Wars: The Old Republic [online] Available at: http://www.vgchartz.com/game/31584/star-wars-the-old-republic/ [Accessed 26 June 2013] [10] MMOData, 2013. Total MMORPG Subscriptions and Active Accounts listed on this site [online] Available at:  http://users.telenet.be/mmodata/Charts/TotalSubs.png [Accessed 26 June 2013] [11] Superdata, 2012. Global MMO Games Spending Exceeds $12Billion [online] Available at: http://www.superdataresearch.com/global-mmo-games-spending-exceeds-12bn/ [Accessed 26 June 2013] [12] NPR, 2011. ‘Gamifying’ The System To Create Better Behaviour [online] Available at: http://www.npr.org/2011/03/27/134866003/gamifying-the-system-to-create-better-behavior [Accessed 26 June 2013] [13] Zichermann, Gabe and Linder, Joselin: Game-Based Marketing, Wiley, Hoboken NJ, 2010 ISBN: 978-0470562239

		701		0.001		Underpinning successful UK-based innovation in security alarm systems		Expertise in mobile and location-aware web applications has underpinned the development of a revolutionary new security alarm system. Collaboration with an SME created, for the first time, a system to alert customers in real-time, via sensor-triggered cameras and phones. The impact of this collaboration has been to transform a UK company from a distributor of hardware to a leading innovator in security. More than £1 million of the company’s £1.9 million turnover for 2012 was directly attributed to sales of the new system, now operating at more than 800 sites, providing improved security and cost savings - for example through preventing metal theft - for commercial, transport, ecclesiastical and construction sites across the UK.		The expertise in context-aware (and specifically mobile, location-aware) web applications and services was acquired through research in context-aware collaborative systems and web service selection at Leicester conducted within two larger research projects, Sensoria and InContext. Briefly, InContext developed a platform and methodologies for context-aware computing while Sensoria was concerned with methodologies and tools for software engineering of service-oriented systems. The projects were led by Heckel, Fiadeiro and Reiff-Marganiec, and employed 5 RAs (Bocchi, Ehrig, Paoli, Hong, Yu). Information about the context of an application, user or device, such as their location, current or future activity, or capability, can be used to select users or services for particular tasks, adapt the communication channels used between participants, or even the functionality provided at a point in time. For example, workers can be assigned tasks based on their location or expertise, or when a mobile device experiences low bandwidth, more demanding (e.g., video streaming) services may be deliberately degraded or disabled. To support such scenarios, context information needs to be collected and stored, updated, shared and acted upon systematically. For this purpose, the inContext project developed a service- oriented architecture [4] based on a context store which, using a representation of the data in semantic web formats, allowed interaction with (software or hardware) sensors as well as client components as services. It furthermore employs automatic selection mechanisms to decide on appropriate services to be used. Specific contributions from Leicester included the modelling of Data [1] and the development of the service selection mechanisms [2,3], while the project partners were concerned with implementation (HP, Microsoft, Ecosoft), consideration of team structures (TU Vienna) and Querying of Semantic Structures (Deri). Sensoria considered specific software engineering aspects for service systems, most pertinent and related to the effort by Leicester are the reengineering and related validation. The majority of service-oriented applications arise from reengineering existing software, where services are identified and extracted, replacing an existing user interface by a web service interface. A corresponding methodology and process has been developed [5]. Validating the quality of service- oriented applications requires new approaches of testing, one of which has been explored and reported accordingly [6].		Grants:  “InContext: Interaction and Context Based Technologies for Collaborative Teams”, IST-2006- 034718, EUR 2,497,264 (Leicester: EUR 309,564); May 2006 - January 2009. Grant holders for UoL: J L Fiadeiro, R Heckel, S Reiff-Marganiec “Sensoria: Software Engineering for Service-Oriented Overlay Computers”, FP6-IST-2005-16004; €8,158,000 (Leicester: €742,380); September 05 – February 10. Grant holders for UoL: J Fiadeiro, R Heckel, S Reiff-Marganiec. Publications (Leicester authors underlined) [1] Kamran Taj Pathan, Stephan Reiff-Marganiec, Yi Hong: Mapping for Activity Recognition in the Context-Aware Systems Using Software Sensors. DASC 2011: 215-221. doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/DASC.2011.56 [2] Hong Qing Yu, Stephan Reiff-Marganiec: Automated Context-Aware Service Selection for Collaborative Systems. CAiSE 2009: 261-274. dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-02144-2_23 [3] Hong Qing Yu, Stephan Reiff-Marganiec, Marcel Tilly: Composition Context for Web Services Selection. ICWS 2008: 785-786. dx.doi.org/10.1109/ICWS.2008.98 [4] Hong Linh Truong, Schahram Dustdar, Dino Baggio, Stephane Corlosquet, Christoph Dorn, Giovanni Giuliani, Robert Gombotz, Yi Hong, Pete Kendal, Christian Melchiorre, Sarit Moretzky, Sebastien Peray, Axel Polleres, Stephan Reiff-Marganiec, Daniel Schall, Simona Stringa, Marcel Tilly, Hong Qing Yu: inContext: A Pervasive and Collaborative Working Environment for Emerging Team Forms. SAINT 2008: 118-125. doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/SAINT.2008.70 [5] R Correia, C Matos, R Heckel, M El-Ramly: Architecture Migration Driven by Code Categorization. ECSA 2007, LNCS , Springer, 115-122 (2007) [6] R Heckel, Leonardo Mariani: Automatic Conformance Testing of Web Services. FASE 2005, LNCS, Springer, 34-48 (2005)		Video Domain Technologies (VDT) Direct Limited, based in Mansfield, approached the UoA in 2009 after being advised by a growth consultant to investigate university collaboration as a source of expertise. Engagement has since taken various forms, including a University-funded Innovation Partnership involving several members of the UoA in technical consulting activities (S. Reiff- Marganiec, R. Heckel, Emilio Tuosto in 2009-10) and three Masters (MSc) projects co-supervised by R. Heckel in 2010-12. The initial focus of the products developed focused on the commercial rather than residential use where they provide for curtailing of losses (e.g. the theft of copper cables on rail lines or lead on churches). Traditional alarm systems involve the use of land-based servers which are situated in physical buildings and monitored at computer screens. The monitoring is often carried out by security company staff who lack “on-the-spot” knowledge of what they are looking at and therefore find it difficult to accurately interpret video footage. The collaboration has led to the development of novel alarm system software called WebEye. The software enables the company to offer an alarm system (Videofied) which has several advantages over traditional systems. Uniquely, the alarm system consists of a network of battery-operated video cameras which are triggered by motion sensors to capture a 10-second video clip when movement is detected. The video footage is then remotely transmitted to a web-based system received by WebEye software. Internet servers receive the video and forward it to the customer, using a web-based application chosen by the customer – Browser, purpose built app, text message, email, Facebook or LinkedIn, for example. The recipients of the message are able to  view the video footage, assess whether a crime is taking place and take action if appropriate, within seconds of the motion being detected. The academics enabled the product to be developed by informing the design of the system, consulting on the technologies used in its implementation, providing training to enable the company to take up the advice and supporting the development of more innovative aspects in MSc projects underpinned by Heckel’s expertise in designing, reengineering and testing web-based and service-oriented systems and Reiff-Marganiec’s expertise in context-aware systems and services. The work has informed the WebEye project in particular in view of the location-based delivery of alarms to mobile clients, which requires monitoring their locations based on the GPS sensors of these devices and deciding which client (serving a mobile security guard) is best placed to receive the alert, as well as in the service-oriented architecture of the application itself. Managing Director of VDT had identified the potential for a web-based alarm system but the company lacked technical expertise to deliver the business idea. He said: “There is no doubt in my mind that WebEye would not have been developed without the University of Leicester expertise. We would not have taken the first steps and we wouldn’t have had the confidence to invest in this idea.’’ The company is the first to market with this new system and there are two novel and patented aspects: 1. Progressive alarm delivery – a cloud-based platform allows for the use of mobile technologies for delivery of the alarm. This enables the alert to be delivered to customers on the move, via their mobile phone, in a progressive manner using different technologies, ie persistent connection, push notification, sms, email, twitter, dependant on recipient response or the lack of it. 2. Alarm response monitoring – provision to monitor whether the recipient has actioned the alert. The second point is of particular importance and interest to insurance companies who are keen to establish what remedial action has been taken following the triggering of an alarm. Most alarm systems operate on a “send and forget” basis, whereas the novel systems continues to use different methods of communication – e.g. email, social media, text alert – until an alarm is acknowledged by the recipient. The new product has found a market need driven by an epidemic of copper thefts across the UK over the past 10 years. Cabling at telephone exchanges and electricity substations, church roofs and even manhole covers are targeted by thieves. In 2011, experts estimated the total annual cost to the UK of copper theft had grown to £770 million with emergency services, transport services and online business security being undermined, as a result of railway lines and telephone networks being routinely disabled by thefts. In 2011, Chief Superintendent Eamonn Carroll of British Transport Police described the theft of copper cable as “the next biggest priority after the terrorist threat. The disruption and the problems it can cause are immense". More than £1 million of the company’s £1.9 million turnover for 2012 was directly attributed to sales of the new system. The VDT chief executive said that the key market sectors currently using the WebEye alarm system were the rail, ecclesiastical and construction markets. There are now 800 WebEye alarm systems operating in these sectors – 600 of them paid for, with the other 200 operating on a demonstration-basis. These systems are delivering cost, effectiveness and efficiency benefits for customers including Network Rail, the Ecclesiastical Insurance Group, Bloor Homes and Taylor Wimpey. The residential market (total 25 million homes in the UK) for WebEye is now being targeted by a network of 30 installers in the UK. Agents for WebEye have also been employed in the US, Australia, New Zealand and Ireland to exploit commercial markets. As of July 2013, global security providers Securitas were using the WebEye system in 15 test sites in the US. Impact case study  (REF3b)                                                                                    REF © Research Excelienee Framework		Chief Executive of Video Domain TechnoloQies (VDT) Direct Limited

		740		0.0052		Improved video surveillance and customer relations management through efficient data representation.		Research on data compression produced novel algorithms that optimise the use of bandwidth and processing power. This research has led to the establishment of a product line that applies these algorithms to video surveillance software, marketed by Digital Barriers plc. Since 2008 this compression technology has allowed the company to grow from 8 to 41 staff and increase revenue from £800K to £6M in 2013. The novelty and usefulness of the data compression research was also appreciated by ThinkAnalytics plc. This led the company to the optimal design for data compression in their recommender system, which is currently being supplied to 130M cable TV customers making the product the most deployed content recommendation system in the market.		Context: Between 1994 and 1996, Wilson was engaged in research on novel data compression algorithms with Cockshott, McGregor and Fryer, funded by EPSRC [5]. They proposed a new approach to data systems architecture that focused on optimising bit representation of real-world entities [1,3]. Using this approach, a compressed data representation can be tailored to data manipulation requirements in different domains. The architecture was implemented in the context of database and video compression, and measurements of performance were compared to those of other high-performance systems.  Speed of retrieval was increased (by one to five orders of magnitude), and the same or slightly faster performance during insertion and compression of data was achieved for database systems. At the same time, about a 10-fold compression in data volume was also recorded. To address the domain of video compression, a codebook approach was developed to minimise data transfer. This provides significantly higher quality images than JPEG at the same compression ratio [2]. The resultant architecture was thus more cost effectiveness than conventional approaches and suitable for data intensive tasks such as transmitting video over mobile networks. Key findings: The fundamental finding of the research focused on the advantage to be gained by minimising the bit representation in data-intensive systems, whilst at the same time preserving sufficient organisation in the data to enable it to be processed in its compressed form without having to first decompress the entire structure. In the context of database systems, this design principle is translated into the representation of data in minimal bit dictionaries. Each entry in the dictionary consists of a lexeme (the text to be stored in the database) and a token (an integer with the minimum number of bits needed to identify the lexeme). Thereafter the token is stored in the database in place of every occurrence of the lexeme. This exploits the redundant occurrence of text and makes the database searchable on the tokens, with only the results being translated back into lexemes. Both European (1997) and US patents (2001) were secured to protect this technology [6,7]. The same principle of minimal bit representation in the context of video compression is realised in the use of codebooks to represent an image. This approach divides an image into a pattern of smaller blocks. The blocks are then represented by a minimal bit token and it is the token that is transmitted when the image changes, rather than the complete codebook. In video images where there is little change, this process results in faster transmission since although the codebook needs to be transmitted once, subsequent movement can be displayed based on the transmission of minimal bit tokens [4]. The work was developed into a US patent in 2000 [8]. Key Researchers: The research was carried out in the Department of Computer Science, University of Strathclyde by: Douglas McGregor (Professor 01/03/82 – 30/04/09), Richard Fryer (Senior Lecturer 01/03/86 – 31/03/09), Paul Cockshott (Lecturer 01/04/93 – 13/02/98) and John Wilson (Lecturer 01/02/1986 - present).		References 1-3 best indicate the quality of this work. [1] W.P. Cockshott, D.R.M. McGregor and J.N. Wilson (1998). High performance architectures using a compressed database architecture. Computer Journal. 41(5): 283-296. doi 10.1.1.107.4726 [2] W. P. Cockshott and R. Lambert (1999). Algorithm for hierarchical vector quantisation of video data. IEE Proceedings - Vision, Image and Signal Processing, 146(4): 222-228. doi 10.1049/ip-vis:19990443 [3] W.P.Cockshott, D.R.McGregor, N. Kotsis and J.N.Wilson, (1998). Data compression in database systems, Proc. IDEAS'98. pp.111-120, doi: 10.1109/IDEAS.1998.694365 [4] R.Lambert, R.J.Fryer, W.P.Cockshott and D.R.McGregor. (1996). Low bandwidth video compression with variable dimension vector quantisation. In Proc. ADVICE 96 doi 10.1.1.56.4560 Other evidence for quality of research [1] Computer Journal is graded A* in the ERA journal evaluation. It ranks in the top 8% (rating 70) of Computer Science journals in Microsoft Academic Search. [2] This paper is published in a fully refereed journal with a rating of 33 in Microsoft Academic Search. [3] IDEAS is a fully refereed, B rated conference on the ERA conference ranking and is in the top 13% of database conferences as ranked by Microsoft Academic Search. [4] This is a fully refereed conference. The paper was submitted in RAE 1996. Research funding and patents: 5.  D.R.McGregor, W.P.Cockshott and J.N.Wilson. Implementation of RAM/RAID for high performance databases relational data. EPSRC GRANT GR/J92170 1994-1996, value £150,694. 6.  D.R.McGregor, W.P.Cockshott, J.N.Wilson. (1997). Databases. International Patent Number WO 1997/032263. 7.  D. R. McGregor, W.P. Cockshott, J.N. Wilson (2001). Databases, US Patent Number 6169990 8. W.P.Cockshott, D.R.McGregor, R.J. Fryer, and R.B. Lambert. (2000). Data Compression. U.S. Patent 6049632.		Process/events from research to impact: The underpinning research on data compression has been commercially adopted in two areas 1. Customer relations analysis and product recommender support (ThinkAnalytics) 2. Video surveillance (Digital Barriers) The idea of entropy coding in which data is represented by minimal bit collections emerged from research at Strathclyde. During the process of patenting the database aspects of this work, contact was made between McGregor and Mr Tim Jones of Planning Sciences plc. and this led to the licensing of the patent by Planning Sciences. Between 1993 and 2000, Planning Sciences’ technical products and know-how were successively transferred to Gentia Software plc., K.wiz Solutions and then to ThinkAnalytics Corporation. The patent was used in K.wiz (the commercial name of K.wiz Solution’s main product) as the basis for internal data storage (1998). In this way, the output from research on database compression was transferred to the K.wiz product.  In 2002, the K.wiz software was reorganised by ThinkAnalytics to expand its functionality.  The reorganised software was influenced by implementation experience gained from the patent. The design preserved the dependence of the system on an internal data store using techniques informed by the Strathclyde data compression research programme. K.wiz was reused by ThinkAnalytics as the basis of recommender software (Think RE, Source A). This suite of programs is currently (2013) in use by ThinkAnalytics for providing consumer-directed recommendations based on patterns found within TV viewing data. The experience of implementing the compressed data store provided direction during implementation of data handling in Think RE (Source A). In parallel with the exploitation of database research, the novel entropy coded video compression research led to the construction of a University Spin-off company, Essential Viewing Systems Ltd  in 1999. The aim of this company was to commercialise the principle that video compression can be achieved by the use of a codebook of image primitives that resides with both the encoder and decoder. Essential Viewing Systems Ltd was a successful operator in the area of video surveillance until it was taken over in 2011 by Digital Barriers plc. The video compression research at Strathclyde was used to design Essential Viewing’s product and subsequently Digital Barrier’s remote surveillance system called Tactical Visual Intelligence (TVI) (Source C). 1. Adoption of technology for customer relations analysis and product recommender support: The Think RE software suite developed by ThinkAnalytics is used particularly for providing customer relations analysis and product recommender support to cable TV networks and broadcasters. In this context, it monitors usage patterns and can provide the basis for advice to consumers on optimising their experience of televised entertainment. ThinkAnalytics’ recommender engine is currently (2013) the basis of the software that is offered by the company. ThinkAnalytics’ Recommendation Engine is marketed directly to broadcasters and cable TV operators and has more than 50 such customers worldwide including Liberty Global, Cox Communications, BSkyB and Virgin Media. Through these intermediaries, Think RE provides a service to more than 130 million end users in over 16 countries, making ThinkAnalytics the world leader in this area and Think RE the most deployed Content Recommendations Engine in the market. (Source A confirms all claims relating to the company.) Benefits to Customers: Customer relations analysis benefits consumers by ensuring that services that are offered to them can be closely tailored to their personal taste. Personalisation benefits such as these are not available without the software to support the analysis of large data collections. Service providers supported by Think RE report a significant increase in Video on Demand and live TV usage as a consequence of deploying the system. The software helps end- users to discover material that they would be unlikely to find on their own. Benefits to the company: ThinkAnalytics has the largest market share for customer relations management software that supports cable TV customers (Source A). The company was nominated as provider of the Best TV Experience Enhancement in 2013 by the TV Connect Industry Awards. The ThinkAnalytics Recommendations Engine won the 2013 Best Video Discovery Service award at the Streaming Media European Readers’ Choice Awards. Typical competitors include Viaccess- Orca (16 million subscribers) and TiVo (3 million subscribers) both with significantly smaller user communities than ThinkAnalytics. The Think RE engine makes possible the combination of data sources such as Video on Demand, broadcast TV, the Web, and social media to provide an improved end-user experience in the context of recommending entertainment material. Multilingual support is provided in 17 different languages. Successful deployment of Think RE enabled ThinkAnalytics to double its revenue and profit in 2012 (Source B). 2. Adoption of the technology for video surveillance: Video surveillance is an important means of observing industrial and medical processes as well as having impact on the monitoring of human behaviour. Increase in the usage of such systems presents a challenge for data transmission. The video compression developed by the University of Strathclyde spin out company Essential Viewing facilitates the sending of video images over IP networks. This makes transmission easier since such networks are widely available, and this provides the key advantage of Digital Barrier’s TVI product (Source D). The compression approach is particularly suited to transmission over Wi-Fi or 3G connections in real time, providing higher quality video than would otherwise be possible. In the context of surveillance systems, the video compression approach is essential to prevent streaming from exceeding bandwidth limitations, which can result in the loss of potentially important frames. Digital Barriers has expanded its range to include new products with new capabilities and to extend their overseas sales reach. Since 2009 Digital Barriers’ has been providing hardware and software solutions into the UK, and increasingly into global markets under the brand name of TVI. The video compression concepts developed during research at Strathclyde are currently used in Digital Barrier’s TVI product to support transmission of high quality video images over low-bandwidth networks.  Benefits to Customers: In marketing their data compression-based video surveillance product, Digital Barriers concentrate their commercial effort on 20 major customers including governments and big international companies. Within the UK, every police force uses the TVI products for operations including mobile traffic enforcement, community safety, driver training and dashboard cameras in patrol cars (Source C). In addition to national law enforcement agencies, the MoD are also customers and the equipment capability is viewed as world class when compared to offerings by other suppliers (Source C). There are more than 3000 end-users of TVI. This product has now been deployed in more than 40 countries across the globe, providing world class technology for law enforcement, government and military customers by supplying protective surveillance capabilities (Source C). Benefits to the company: Essential Viewing Systems Ltd was acquired by Digital Barriers plc. for £3.4M in March 2011.  Digital Barriers are a UK business created in 2009 and listed on the London Stock Exchange (Aim market) in 2010. Since 2008 the number of staff employed in this company has grown to 41. Revenues from Digital Barriers have continued to expand, growing from £1.3M in 2010, when the company first reached profitability through to £6M in the year to March 2013. The future for the business looks bright, as the reach of Digital Barriers has allowed sales to increase into an increasing number of countries with revenues set to grow further in 2013 and beyond (Source E). This growth has also been facilitated by incorporation of the video compression technology into the wider Digital Barriers’ product architecture Benefits to the local economy: In addition to the growth in the engineering aspects of Digital Barriers’ enterprise, many of the back office functions for the company such as Finance, Operations and Manufacturing are being co-located within the Glasgow office, building on the capabilities already provided by the Essential Viewing Systems team and leveraging the manufacturing expertise in Scotland (Source C). All of the products are manufactured in the UK with many of these being manufactured in Scotland and utilising the expertise within the UK manufacturing base in electronics (Source C).		A.   Statement provided by Director and Chief Technology Officer at ThinkAnalytics supports the claim that the patented database compression technology developed at Strathclyde was used as the basis of KWiz and that this experience directly informed the development of customer relations analysis software. The statement further confirms that the CRA suite forms the basis of the Recommendation Engine product, the extent of usage of this product and the consequent global dominance of ThinkAnalytics in entertainment recommendations. B.   The news release available at http://www.thinkanalytics.com/newsAndEvents/pr210813.html supports the claims that Think RE contributed to a doubling of profits at ThinkAnalytics in the year 2011-2012; the system has the largest market share in the field and that usage of entertainment material increases as a consequence of deploying the system. C.   Statement provided by Director, Advanced Technologies at Digital Barrier’s supports the claims that Essential Viewing exploited the compression research programme at Strathclyde; Essential viewing was taken over by Digital Barriers; Digital Barriers are using the compression process in their current product range; the size of the customer base for Digital Barrier’s products that use compression; the technical importance of video compression in Digital Barrier’s product range. D.   http://www.digitalbarriers.com/tvi/ - Digital Barriers TVI products E.    http://www.digitalbarriers.com/news/company/digital-barriers-issues-trading-update/ Digital Barriers revenues and sales

		743		0.002		Sunderland Software City: Developing the Software Sector in the North Unit of Assessment:11		Building on excellent computer science research, carried out in a number of applied research centres, the University has taken a leading role in the establishment and development of the software sector in the North East. This has resulted in a regional strategic approach, which has delivered significant social and economic benefits, with impacts including the creation of jobs, SME growth, cluster establishment and inward investment. Sunderland‟s applied computing research has also resulted in an increase in innovation and research in software SMEs and has impacted on the perception of Sunderland as the heart of a regional software cluster.		The research which underpins the Sunderland Software City (SSC) initiative has produced novel results in several aspects of software development and was situated within a number of research projects (Hall et al, 2010):    The Centre for Adaptive Systems (CAS), led by Professors MacIntyre and Smith during the period 1995 – 2004, developed and applied novel adaptive computing and intelligent systems techniques (including neural networks, genetic algorithms, and expert systems) to industrial and business problems. Over £1 million of ERDF funding supported work with over 150 regional SMEs, as well as collaboration with larger companies including: British Nuclear Fuels, Nissan Motor Manufacturing UK, Corus Steel, BAE Systems, Reuters, OCF, BT, ActiveMedia Tekniker in Spain, Dassault Systems in France, TK Krates in Estonia, and Harlow Butler in New Zealand. SMART Software for Decision Makers (SSDM) also led by Professor MacIntyre, with Dr Oatley, was a Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) initiative running during the period 1998 to 2000 (Oatley et al, 2002). It was one of only two UK demonstrator clubs established to facilitate technology transfer between academia and industry, in the areas of intelligent systems. This work led to the award of a HEFCE Business Fellowship to Professor MacIntyre. These projects resulted in a suite of novel artificial intelligence algorithms, applied to the solution of industrial and business problems. In addition, lessons were learnt about how to develop demonstrator systems for industrial clients. These lessons were presented in Oatley et al (2002).    The EPSRC-funded RAMESES (Risk Assessment Method: Evaluation Strategy for Existing Systems) project, led by Professor Edwards with support from Research Fellow Dr Mallalieu (Edwards & Mallalieu, 1999) developed a risk assessment method for SMEs to use when considering information systems change. The work focused on applied socio-technical approach to systems, studying both technical and contextual elements of software engineering. EPSRC also funded the development of a masters module for industry (SMEs) “Risk Assessment of Business Process and IT Systems Change” (part of the Integrated Graduate Development Scheme) which was based on this research project A parallel research track, led by Dr Nelson produced novel information systems formalisms (Rossiter, Nelson & Heather, 2003). This project provided insights into approaches for introducing systems into organisations.    Dr  McDonald,  Professor  Cockton,  and  Dr  Hall,  with  support  from  Research  Assistant  Dr Monahan led HCI research on methodology and design innovation (Cockton, 2006) and developed novel  effective  approaches  to  evaluating  systems  (McDonald  et  al,  2006).  Their  work  was embodied within the Digital Media Network (DMN, 2002-4) and NITRO (2004-5) projects, which focused on industry network and cluster establishment. The Digital Media Network had a membership of over 110 regional digital media companies, and grew out of an earlier network, the Multimedia Club, launched by the University. This led to the award in 2003 of £1.4M ERDF funding for the North East IT Reach Out (NITRO), project which was a £3.6M collaboration between Newcastle, Northumbria, Sunderland and Teesside Universities (with additional £280K private sector contributions). This in turn led to the establishment of regional cluster support agent Codeworks, which was officially launched at the IT Works 2004 fair in Newcastle in 2011, providing services across a wide range of digital media and technology-related disciplines. This research provided insights into working with clusters of companies. These three broad research initiatives thus produced the following insights which underpin the impacts presented here: (i) experience of developing novel algorithms for business and industrial partners, and working with local software companies to convert these into software demonstrators, (ii)  establishment  of  a  set  of  principles  which  underpin  the  introduction  of  systems  into organisations,  and  (iii)  a  clear  need  for  clustering;  with  networking  between  SMEs,  support agencies and Universities seen to be critical factors (Hall et al, 2010). Staff involved in the research collectively developed a wealth of research experience in software algorithm  development,  introduction  of  software  into  organisations,  and  working  with  and supporting clusters of companies. The staff involved are: Prof John MacIntyre (Professor and Dean,  1992 - present), Prof Peter Smith (Professor, now Emeritus, 1981 - present), Prof Helen Edwards (Professor,  1993 -  present),  Dr Lynne Hall  (Reader,  2002   -  present),  Prof   Gilbert Cockton (Professor, 1997 - 2009), Dr Sharon McDonald (Reader, 1998 - present), Dr David Nelson (Senior Lecturer, 1999 - present), Dr Giles Oatley (Senior Lecturer, 1997 - 2007), Dr Gill Mallalieu (Research Fellow, 1997 - 2000), and Dr Kelly Monahan (Research Assistant 2004 - 2008).		1.  Cockton, G. (2006). Designing worth is worth designing. In Proceedings of the 4th Nordic conference  on  Human-computer  interaction:  changing  roles  (pp.  165-174).  ACM.  This paper proposes novel principles of design in relation to computer systems. 2.  Edwards, H. M., & Mallalieu, G. M. (1999). RAMESES: A method for evaluating change in small organisations. In Software, IEE Proceedings- (Vol. 146, No. 3, pp. 137-144). IET. This paper presents the results of the EPSRC funded RAMESES project, which is a method to assist small organisations (SMEs) in evaluating the effectiveness of information system changes. 3.  Hall, L., Irons, A., MacIntyre, J., Sellers, C., & Smith, P. (2010). Sunderland Software City: an innovative approach to knowledge exchange in the North East of England. Research in Post‐Compulsory  Education,  15(3),  317-327.  This  paper  presents  the  origins  of  the Sunderland Software City project, and the novel model of knowledge exchange which underpins it. 4.  McDonald, S., Monahan, K., & Cockton, G. (2006). Modified contextual design as a field evaluation  method.  In  Proceedings  of  the  4th Nordic  conference  on Human-computer interaction: changing roles (pp. 437-440). ACM. This paper presents novel work on usability and HCI evaluation. 5.  Rossiter, B. N., Nelson, D. A., & Heather, M. A. (2003). Formalizing Types with Ultimate Closure for Middleware Tools in Information Systems Engineering. In ICEIS (1) (pp. 366- 373), International Conference on Enterprise Information Systems. This paper presents a formalism, based in category theory, for middleware tools. 6.  Oatley, G., MacIntyre, J., Ewart, B., & Mugambi, E. (2002). SMART software for decision makers KDD experience. Knowledge-Based Systems, 15(5), 323-333. This paper presents the lessons learnt from the SMART software for decision makers project, including work on KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases). Papers 2, 4 and 6 are representative of the quality and range of subject matter of the research. The research has been supported by a range of competitively won funding including DTI funding (Smart software for decision makers), EPSRC research grant (RAMESES), and regional ERDF funding (CAS, DMN, NITRO). Total funding support is in excess of £2M.		The research work presented above resulted in a toolkit of software solutions, applied within several different companies, and a set of experiences of, and principles for, working with the software sector in the region. These research experiences, knowledge and expertise led directly to the formation of Sunderland Software City. Sunderland Software City was formed in 2008 as a partnership involving the University of Sunderland, Sunderland City Council and the North East Business Innovation Centre. The rationale was the opportunity to promote economic growth in the North East by building on excellent computer science research in the field of software within the University and the region‟s existing software sector. The overall vision is: „Sunderland  Software City will establish an internationally recognised software industry centred in Sunderland and impacting the wider North East. The area will be home to innovative businesses, a destination of choice for global software brands and a hub for a highly skilled software workforce‟ (Sunderland Software City Project Plan, 2008). The birth of Sunderland Software City lay within the research outlined above, and was first formally planned in the Regional Economic Strategy launched in 2006 (Evidence 1). It initially set itself the target of creating 150 software businesses and 1500 jobs over the medium term. The Sunderland Software City project secured regional funding in 2009, to deliver a range of services and activities to support the growth of the regional software sector. The University received £566K ERDF and £1.5M Single programme funding for our element of the project. The extent of the impact (between 2009 and 2011) in quantitative terms is: 78 jobs created; 32 businesses created; 70 businesses engaged in new collaborations with the knowledge base; and 92 SMEs assisted. These outputs have all been achieved directly by the University and are evidenced within the project reports returned by the University as a requirement of the regional funding (Evidence 2). The development of this initiative was reported in the joint UUK/HEFCE report of 2009 (Evidence 3): “Sunderland Software City was set up to encourage the growth of the software industry in the north-east of England. The aim is to make the region a location of choice for software-focused businesses and thus contribute to economic growth. The University of Sunderland helped found this project through its strength in computing and digital media research. As part of this it used QR funding to set up initiatives in support of software and digital media in the region.” In working towards its vision, SSC‟s business strategy and service offer is organised around the four key work streams of: Enterprise; Education; Innovation; and Infrastructure. It also has a focus on improving the awareness and perceptions of Sunderland and the North East as an important software industry centre, supporting its efforts to attract investment and skilled workers to the area. A Software Centre has been created in a new, specialist accommodation centre and growth hub for software businesses located in Sunderland City Centre, which opened in 2013, offering 53,000 sq ft space for more than 60 businesses. A  Software  Hatchery  was  established  in  the  University  in  2010  (Evidence  4).  The  Software Hatchery   provides   office   space,   facilities   and   mentoring   to   enterprising   graduates   and entrepreneurs with innovative software business ideas. We promote networking with potential funders, developers and partners. To date it has supported over 20 software businesses including: Acrylic Monkey Fish, Accessible Business CIC, Angler Games, Connect Portfolios, design-swine, Freaky Weasel, Grim Legacy Productions, Online Video CV Limited, SGIT, SR7 Ltd, Sweet Digital Media, SMS Events, Think Pixel, and Virtuteq. One example of how the hatchery has enabled the exploitation of our research is LamasaTech, a highly successful company which was established by a graduate of the University, ME. LamasaTech specialises in interactive screen technologies, and, drawing on our research in HCI as led by McDonald and Cockton, “focus on developing robust applications that are practical, user friendly and effective in various industries and sectors. Our vision is to enhance every day interactions with a touch of technology.” The company is based in the North East, with satellite companies in Saudi Arabia and Egypt, currently employing 17 staff (Evidence 5). The  project  has  also  been  the  catalyst  for  the  formation  of  a  number  of  regional  software companies. One example is OnePoint Systems which was formed by a University graduate, supported by the University and Sunderland Software City. The graduate drew on our expertise in databases  to  develop  a  Production  Management  System  for  local  company  Washington Envelopes, which led to the formation of the spin-out company OnePoint Systems. OnePoint collaborated with the University through a KTP to create an advanced data streaming system, based upon university research into databases as led by Nelson. This resulted in the creation of 10 jobs within the company and the launch of a worldwide product in 2009 (Evidence 6). Another significant impact of Sunderland Software City has been the establishment of 9 software related KTPs, including a very successful programme with Orchid (2010 – 2012, Evidence 7). Working with the University, Orchid created a new product Orchidnet, an intranet solution for companies of all sizes and for a global mass market. Orchid had extensive software knowledge; however,  they  had  a  clear  knowledge  requirement  when  it  came  to  modern  development methodologies and technologies. The University provided research expertise in database design and emergent software development practices to enable Orchid to produce the next generation of their intranet product. A KTP with another software company, Imprint, was graded A, which is “outstanding”, and helped the  company  grow  year-on-year  by  30%  and  produce  revenue  gains  of  up  to  £2m  through increased efficiency and new client wins. This has, in turn, led to an increase in staff from 40 to 70. This programme drew on research expertise in databases and management information systems (2011 – 2013, Evidence 8). The overall impact of the Sunderland Software City project is discussed in a recent publication (2013, Evidence 9) and can be corroborated by the Chief Executive of Sunderland Software City (Evidence 10). The project is a regional collaboration, however, it would not have existed without the university‟s computing research alluded to above, and all of the impacts presented here are as a direct result of the work of the university.		1.        Leading the Way, Regional Economic Strategy Action Plan 2006 - 2011, See page 19 -21, http://www.newcastle.gov.uk/sites/drupalncc.newcastle.gov.uk/files/wwwfileroot/planning-and- buildings/planning/res_action_plan_may_2007.pdf This document evidences the role of the University‟s  research in the formation of Sunderland Software City, and how it has been placed at the core of the software sector within the region from 2008 to the present. 2.        ERDF and Single Programme project reports, with evidence of quantitative outputs of impact. Copies of reports available from the University (2010). 3.        UUK and HEFCE report (2009), Securing world-class research in UK universities: exploring the impact of block grant funding, see section “University of Sunderland: Building a software city”, p 7 -8,  available at http://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/highereducation/Documents/2009/WorldClassResearch.pdf This document evidences our use of research results to form a software and digital media cluster, on which Sunderland Software City was built. 4.        Launch of Software Hatchery, Newcastle Journal, July 2010 http://www.thejournal.co.uk/business/business-news/entrepreneurs-hatch-plans-transform- sunderland-4454054 5.        Lamasatech, http://www.lamasatech.com/ Testimony can also be provided by the CEO. 6.        Formation of OnePoint Systems, Press release February 2009, appeared in Newcastle Journal and other newspapers. http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Winning+entrepreneur+hopes+for+tips+from+his+local+hero.- a0194384933 7.        Orchid Software (2012). http://www.orchidsoft.com/blog/article.asp?id=456 8.        Newcastle Journal: “Imprint Group: Software graduate helps firm generate £2m of new business” (2013) http://www.thejournal.co.uk/business/imprint-group-software-graduate-helps-5777917 9.        Paper discussing impact of project. Dunn D, Irons A, Smith P and MacIntyre J, (2013). Sunderland Software City: The Impact of a Collaborative Project to Develop the Software Industry Within the North East of England, GSTF International Journal on Computing (JoC), Vol. 3, No. 2, pp 98 - 102. DOI: 10.5176/2251-3043_3.2.263 10.        Chief Executive of Sunderland Software City

		743		0.002		Sunderland Software City: Developing the Software Sector in the North Unit of Assessment:11		Building on excellent computer science research, carried out in a number of applied research centres, the University has taken a leading role in the establishment and development of the software sector in the North East. This has resulted in a regional strategic approach, which has delivered significant social and economic benefits, with impacts including the creation of jobs, SME growth, cluster establishment and inward investment. Sunderland‟s applied computing research has also resulted in an increase in innovation and research in software SMEs and has impacted on the perception of Sunderland as the heart of a regional software cluster.		The research which underpins the Sunderland Software City (SSC) initiative has produced novel results in several aspects of software development and was situated within a number of research projects (Hall et al, 2010):    The Centre for Adaptive Systems (CAS), led by Professors MacIntyre and Smith during the period 1995 – 2004, developed and applied novel adaptive computing and intelligent systems techniques (including neural networks, genetic algorithms, and expert systems) to industrial and business problems. Over £1 million of ERDF funding supported work with over 150 regional SMEs, as well as collaboration with larger companies including: British Nuclear Fuels, Nissan Motor Manufacturing UK, Corus Steel, BAE Systems, Reuters, OCF, BT, ActiveMedia Tekniker in Spain, Dassault Systems in France, TK Krates in Estonia, and Harlow Butler in New Zealand. SMART Software for Decision Makers (SSDM) also led by Professor MacIntyre, with Dr Oatley, was a Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) initiative running during the period 1998 to 2000 (Oatley et al, 2002). It was one of only two UK demonstrator clubs established to facilitate technology transfer between academia and industry, in the areas of intelligent systems. This work led to the award of a HEFCE Business Fellowship to Professor MacIntyre. These projects resulted in a suite of novel artificial intelligence algorithms, applied to the solution of industrial and business problems. In addition, lessons were learnt about how to develop demonstrator systems for industrial clients. These lessons were presented in Oatley et al (2002).    The EPSRC-funded RAMESES (Risk Assessment Method: Evaluation Strategy for Existing Systems) project, led by Professor Edwards with support from Research Fellow Dr Mallalieu (Edwards & Mallalieu, 1999) developed a risk assessment method for SMEs to use when considering information systems change. The work focused on applied socio-technical approach to systems, studying both technical and contextual elements of software engineering. EPSRC also funded the development of a masters module for industry (SMEs) “Risk Assessment of Business Process and IT Systems Change” (part of the Integrated Graduate Development Scheme) which was based on this research project A parallel research track, led by Dr Nelson produced novel information systems formalisms (Rossiter, Nelson & Heather, 2003). This project provided insights into approaches for introducing systems into organisations.    Dr  McDonald,  Professor  Cockton,  and  Dr  Hall,  with  support  from  Research  Assistant  Dr Monahan led HCI research on methodology and design innovation (Cockton, 2006) and developed novel  effective  approaches  to  evaluating  systems  (McDonald  et  al,  2006).  Their  work  was embodied within the Digital Media Network (DMN, 2002-4) and NITRO (2004-5) projects, which focused on industry network and cluster establishment. The Digital Media Network had a membership of over 110 regional digital media companies, and grew out of an earlier network, the Multimedia Club, launched by the University. This led to the award in 2003 of £1.4M ERDF funding for the North East IT Reach Out (NITRO), project which was a £3.6M collaboration between Newcastle, Northumbria, Sunderland and Teesside Universities (with additional £280K private sector contributions). This in turn led to the establishment of regional cluster support agent Codeworks, which was officially launched at the IT Works 2004 fair in Newcastle in 2011, providing services across a wide range of digital media and technology-related disciplines. This research provided insights into working with clusters of companies. These three broad research initiatives thus produced the following insights which underpin the impacts presented here: (i) experience of developing novel algorithms for business and industrial partners, and working with local software companies to convert these into software demonstrators, (ii)  establishment  of  a  set  of  principles  which  underpin  the  introduction  of  systems  into organisations,  and  (iii)  a  clear  need  for  clustering;  with  networking  between  SMEs,  support agencies and Universities seen to be critical factors (Hall et al, 2010). Staff involved in the research collectively developed a wealth of research experience in software algorithm  development,  introduction  of  software  into  organisations,  and  working  with  and supporting clusters of companies. The staff involved are: Prof John MacIntyre (Professor and Dean,  1992 - present), Prof Peter Smith (Professor, now Emeritus, 1981 - present), Prof Helen Edwards (Professor,  1993 -  present),  Dr Lynne Hall  (Reader,  2002   -  present),  Prof   Gilbert Cockton (Professor, 1997 - 2009), Dr Sharon McDonald (Reader, 1998 - present), Dr David Nelson (Senior Lecturer, 1999 - present), Dr Giles Oatley (Senior Lecturer, 1997 - 2007), Dr Gill Mallalieu (Research Fellow, 1997 - 2000), and Dr Kelly Monahan (Research Assistant 2004 - 2008).		1.  Cockton, G. (2006). Designing worth is worth designing. In Proceedings of the 4th Nordic conference  on  Human-computer  interaction:  changing  roles  (pp.  165-174).  ACM.  This paper proposes novel principles of design in relation to computer systems. 2.  Edwards, H. M., & Mallalieu, G. M. (1999). RAMESES: A method for evaluating change in small organisations. In Software, IEE Proceedings- (Vol. 146, No. 3, pp. 137-144). IET. This paper presents the results of the EPSRC funded RAMESES project, which is a method to assist small organisations (SMEs) in evaluating the effectiveness of information system changes. 3.  Hall, L., Irons, A., MacIntyre, J., Sellers, C., & Smith, P. (2010). Sunderland Software City: an innovative approach to knowledge exchange in the North East of England. Research in Post‐Compulsory  Education,  15(3),  317-327.  This  paper  presents  the  origins  of  the Sunderland Software City project, and the novel model of knowledge exchange which underpins it. 4.  McDonald, S., Monahan, K., & Cockton, G. (2006). Modified contextual design as a field evaluation  method.  In  Proceedings  of  the  4th Nordic  conference  on Human-computer interaction: changing roles (pp. 437-440). ACM. This paper presents novel work on usability and HCI evaluation. 5.  Rossiter, B. N., Nelson, D. A., & Heather, M. A. (2003). Formalizing Types with Ultimate Closure for Middleware Tools in Information Systems Engineering. In ICEIS (1) (pp. 366- 373), International Conference on Enterprise Information Systems. This paper presents a formalism, based in category theory, for middleware tools. 6.  Oatley, G., MacIntyre, J., Ewart, B., & Mugambi, E. (2002). SMART software for decision makers KDD experience. Knowledge-Based Systems, 15(5), 323-333. This paper presents the lessons learnt from the SMART software for decision makers project, including work on KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases). Papers 2, 4 and 6 are representative of the quality and range of subject matter of the research. The research has been supported by a range of competitively won funding including DTI funding (Smart software for decision makers), EPSRC research grant (RAMESES), and regional ERDF funding (CAS, DMN, NITRO). Total funding support is in excess of £2M.		The research work presented above resulted in a toolkit of software solutions, applied within several different companies, and a set of experiences of, and principles for, working with the software sector in the region. These research experiences, knowledge and expertise led directly to the formation of Sunderland Software City. Sunderland Software City was formed in 2008 as a partnership involving the University of Sunderland, Sunderland City Council and the North East Business Innovation Centre. The rationale was the opportunity to promote economic growth in the North East by building on excellent computer science research in the field of software within the University and the region‟s existing software sector. The overall vision is: „Sunderland  Software City will establish an internationally recognised software industry centred in Sunderland and impacting the wider North East. The area will be home to innovative businesses, a destination of choice for global software brands and a hub for a highly skilled software workforce‟ (Sunderland Software City Project Plan, 2008). The birth of Sunderland Software City lay within the research outlined above, and was first formally planned in the Regional Economic Strategy launched in 2006 (Evidence 1). It initially set itself the target of creating 150 software businesses and 1500 jobs over the medium term. The Sunderland Software City project secured regional funding in 2009, to deliver a range of services and activities to support the growth of the regional software sector. The University received £566K ERDF and £1.5M Single programme funding for our element of the project. The extent of the impact (between 2009 and 2011) in quantitative terms is: 78 jobs created; 32 businesses created; 70 businesses engaged in new collaborations with the knowledge base; and 92 SMEs assisted. These outputs have all been achieved directly by the University and are evidenced within the project reports returned by the University as a requirement of the regional funding (Evidence 2). The development of this initiative was reported in the joint UUK/HEFCE report of 2009 (Evidence 3): “Sunderland Software City was set up to encourage the growth of the software industry in the north-east of England. The aim is to make the region a location of choice for software-focused businesses and thus contribute to economic growth. The University of Sunderland helped found this project through its strength in computing and digital media research. As part of this it used QR funding to set up initiatives in support of software and digital media in the region.” In working towards its vision, SSC‟s business strategy and service offer is organised around the four key work streams of: Enterprise; Education; Innovation; and Infrastructure. It also has a focus on improving the awareness and perceptions of Sunderland and the North East as an important software industry centre, supporting its efforts to attract investment and skilled workers to the area. A Software Centre has been created in a new, specialist accommodation centre and growth hub for software businesses located in Sunderland City Centre, which opened in 2013, offering 53,000 sq ft space for more than 60 businesses. A  Software  Hatchery  was  established  in  the  University  in  2010  (Evidence  4).  The  Software Hatchery   provides   office   space,   facilities   and   mentoring   to   enterprising   graduates   and entrepreneurs with innovative software business ideas. We promote networking with potential funders, developers and partners. To date it has supported over 20 software businesses including: Acrylic Monkey Fish, Accessible Business CIC, Angler Games, Connect Portfolios, design-swine, Freaky Weasel, Grim Legacy Productions, Online Video CV Limited, SGIT, SR7 Ltd, Sweet Digital Media, SMS Events, Think Pixel, and Virtuteq. One example of how the hatchery has enabled the exploitation of our research is LamasaTech, a highly successful company which was established by a graduate of the University, ME. LamasaTech specialises in interactive screen technologies, and, drawing on our research in HCI as led by McDonald and Cockton, “focus on developing robust applications that are practical, user friendly and effective in various industries and sectors. Our vision is to enhance every day interactions with a touch of technology.” The company is based in the North East, with satellite companies in Saudi Arabia and Egypt, currently employing 17 staff (Evidence 5). The  project  has  also  been  the  catalyst  for  the  formation  of  a  number  of  regional  software companies. One example is OnePoint Systems which was formed by a University graduate, supported by the University and Sunderland Software City. The graduate drew on our expertise in databases  to  develop  a  Production  Management  System  for  local  company  Washington Envelopes, which led to the formation of the spin-out company OnePoint Systems. OnePoint collaborated with the University through a KTP to create an advanced data streaming system, based upon university research into databases as led by Nelson. This resulted in the creation of 10 jobs within the company and the launch of a worldwide product in 2009 (Evidence 6). Another significant impact of Sunderland Software City has been the establishment of 9 software related KTPs, including a very successful programme with Orchid (2010 – 2012, Evidence 7). Working with the University, Orchid created a new product Orchidnet, an intranet solution for companies of all sizes and for a global mass market. Orchid had extensive software knowledge; however,  they  had  a  clear  knowledge  requirement  when  it  came  to  modern  development methodologies and technologies. The University provided research expertise in database design and emergent software development practices to enable Orchid to produce the next generation of their intranet product. A KTP with another software company, Imprint, was graded A, which is “outstanding”, and helped the  company  grow  year-on-year  by  30%  and  produce  revenue  gains  of  up  to  £2m  through increased efficiency and new client wins. This has, in turn, led to an increase in staff from 40 to 70. This programme drew on research expertise in databases and management information systems (2011 – 2013, Evidence 8). The overall impact of the Sunderland Software City project is discussed in a recent publication (2013, Evidence 9) and can be corroborated by the Chief Executive of Sunderland Software City (Evidence 10). The project is a regional collaboration, however, it would not have existed without the university‟s computing research alluded to above, and all of the impacts presented here are as a direct result of the work of the university.		1.        Leading the Way, Regional Economic Strategy Action Plan 2006 - 2011, See page 19 -21, http://www.newcastle.gov.uk/sites/drupalncc.newcastle.gov.uk/files/wwwfileroot/planning-and- buildings/planning/res_action_plan_may_2007.pdf This document evidences the role of the University‟s  research in the formation of Sunderland Software City, and how it has been placed at the core of the software sector within the region from 2008 to the present. 2.        ERDF and Single Programme project reports, with evidence of quantitative outputs of impact. Copies of reports available from the University (2010). 3.        UUK and HEFCE report (2009), Securing world-class research in UK universities: exploring the impact of block grant funding, see section “University of Sunderland: Building a software city”, p 7 -8,  available at http://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/highereducation/Documents/2009/WorldClassResearch.pdf This document evidences our use of research results to form a software and digital media cluster, on which Sunderland Software City was built. 4.        Launch of Software Hatchery, Newcastle Journal, July 2010 http://www.thejournal.co.uk/business/business-news/entrepreneurs-hatch-plans-transform- sunderland-4454054 5.        Lamasatech, http://www.lamasatech.com/ Testimony can also be provided by the CEO. 6.        Formation of OnePoint Systems, Press release February 2009, appeared in Newcastle Journal and other newspapers. http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Winning+entrepreneur+hopes+for+tips+from+his+local+hero.- a0194384933 7.        Orchid Software (2012). http://www.orchidsoft.com/blog/article.asp?id=456 8.        Newcastle Journal: “Imprint Group: Software graduate helps firm generate £2m of new business” (2013) http://www.thejournal.co.uk/business/imprint-group-software-graduate-helps-5777917 9.        Paper discussing impact of project. Dunn D, Irons A, Smith P and MacIntyre J, (2013). Sunderland Software City: The Impact of a Collaborative Project to Develop the Software Industry Within the North East of England, GSTF International Journal on Computing (JoC), Vol. 3, No. 2, pp 98 - 102. DOI: 10.5176/2251-3043_3.2.263 10.        Chief Executive of Sunderland Software City

		745		0.00097		Financial Fraud Detection		Payment card fraud is a significant cost to business, as well as being a route to funding of organised crime, drug smuggling and terrorism. Detection of fraud requires a technique that is both transparent and adaptive. We have used the Department of Computing’s expertise in machine learning and rule induction to develop a scalable method of automated fraud detection that meets the industry’s needs. This technique is now being commercialised by AI Corporation, with a contract for its use having been placed by the world’s largest retailer. Contracts with major banks are currently under negotiation.		The research at Surrey that underpins this case study employed a combination of genetic algorithms to induce association rules and Bayesian networks to identify the most likely explanation of an invalid record [1]. This theme of strategic use of combinations of techniques, rather than focusing on fine-tuning a specific technique, was subsequently applied to protein structure prediction [2]. This was enabling us to build up a body of experience on the use of machine learning approaches that (a) can be used to provide explanations as well as classification decisions, and (b) are effective in situations where the data is highly imbalanced. This set a foundation for our work in Financial Fraud detection [3], which has a number of key requirements: •          Ability to process a large quantity of heterogeneous and noisy data; •          Support for fast decision making; •          Adaptability to changing patterns, being able to identify interesting new relationships dynamically; •          Overall the ability to detect and explain anomalous behaviour, where the patterns for that behaviour are extremely sparse in a sea of legitimate transactions. Meeting these requirements needed a combination of symbolic and connectionist approaches. However, research into symbolic rule extraction has a tendency to be based on small-scale datasets (because these are more readily available, and tractable to work with). Our concern was that these techniques were typically unable to produce a small set of comprehensible rules when applied to the very large-scale data sets that we needed to be able to handle in the domain of payment card fraud. This need for the analysts to be able to inspect and understand the rationale for the decision boundaries in an automated system is key to its acceptability in this industry. Our approach to rule extraction uses sensitivity analysis to avoid the exhaustive decision boundary searches of other rule extraction algorithms, and so is computationally efficient – a critically important requirement given the extremely high volume of card payment transactions that need to be processed. We had access to a real-world dataset of 60m transaction records, of which 4,000 were frauds (amounting to a value of €1m). The fraud analysts we were working with found that the rules generated by our approach were easy to understand, and identified both already known  patterns as well as previously unknown patterns of fraud [4]. This combination of connectionist and symbolic reasoning lends itself to the application of the various optimisation strategies that are under development in the Department and this is an area of current activity [5]. Key Researchers and positions at Surrey University: Prof. Paul Krause (2001 – Present) Nick Ryman-Tubb (PhD Student, Jan 2010 – Present) Prof. Yaochu Jin (2010 – Present)		[1] Pantziarka, P., Machine Learning and Data Validation, PhD Thesis, University of Surrey, 2005. Supervisor: Paul Krause [2] Zhang F, Povey D. and Krause P.J., “Protein Attributes Microtuning System (PAMS): an effective tool to increase protein structure prediction by data purification”, In proceeding of: Digital EcoSystems and Technologies Conference, 2007. DEST '07. [3] Ryman-Tubb N.F. and d’Avila Garcez A., “SOAR – Sparse Oracle-based Adaptive Rule Extraction: Knowledge extraction from large-scale datasets to detect credit card fraud”, Proc. IJCNN, Barcelona, Spain, July 2010. [4] Ryman-Tubb N.F. and Krause P.J., “Neural Network Rule Extraction to Detect Credit Card Fraud”, In: Engineering Applications of Neural Networks, IFIP Advances in Information and Communication Technology Volume 363, 2011, pp 101-110. [5] Inden B., Jin Y., Haschke R., Ritter H. and Sendhoff B., “An examination of different fitness and novelty based selection methods for the evolution of neural networks”, Soft Computing, pp. 1-15, 2013.		Fraud is a serious and long-term threat to a peaceful and democratic society. A recent Europol (2012) report (source 1) estimates that payment card fraud brings organized crime groups in the EU an income of around €1.5B. Businesses use a range of methods to detect this, mostly based around the usage of an automated rules-based Fraud Management System (FMS). However, the generation of these rules is an expensive and time consuming task, and fails to address the fraud problem where the data and relationships change with time. The latter is typically the case, as credit card fraud is a highly organized crime with strategies being steadily adapted as criminals discover which forms of fraudulent transaction are being detected. The AI Corporation, based in Guildford, Surrey is a leading provider of rule-based FMSs. AI Corporation works with major banking and retail customers around the world, who together process more than 20 billion payment card transactions a year. Indeed in the UK alone AI customers process 95% of acquiring card transactions. It was founded in 1998, but since that time the core technology that underpins its products has remained essentially unchanged. Consequently, by late 2012 its once rapid growth as a company had stagnated and there had been  virtually no investment in new products or technology. The AI Corporation was acquired at the beginning of 2013 by a team of investors who saw the growth potential of the company should finance be made available to update its products and services. The Department of Computing’s research on payment card fraud detection is a central part of the new management’s product roadmap. The core IP for a product based on this research lay with a spinout of the Department, Thoughtified. Consequently, the team of investors agreed to fund the acquisition of Thoughtified by AI Corporation in order to provide the latter with Thoughtified’s capability in predictive analytics and visualization of big data to productise the Department of Computing’s research in the automated detection of credit card fraud. This was phase II of the strategy to revitalize AI Corporation. This strategic relationship with the Department of Computing through Thoughtified was an important part of the investor’s original acquisition decision. We have also seen a significant upturn in AI Corp’s business as a result of this work.  As of July 2013 a £970k contract had been placed with AI Corporation by Shell UK for the new product. Further contracts are in an advanced state of negotiation with: Global Payments Inc (est. £500k); Barclays Bank (est. £250k); First Rand Bank (est. £100k).		1.  Payment Card Fraud in the European Union, https://www.europol.europa.eu/sites/default/files/1public_full_20_sept.pdf 2.  Chairman/Investor, aiCorp (contact details provided) 3.  CEO, aiCorp (contact details provided) 4.  Global Cards Central Delivery Manager, Shell UK (contact details provided) 5.  Sr. Product Manager/Risk and Fraud Systems, Global Payments Inc  (contact details provided)

		792		0.0024		11. Organic Solvent Nanofiltration – A New Paradigm for Molecular Separations in Organic Liquids		Organic solvent nanofiltration (OSN) is a membrane separation technology used for separating molecules present in organic solvents. Research in the Livingston group has resulted in the creation of membranes with exceptional stability in organic solvents, coupled to high flux and excellent rejection performance. These membranes have been developed through to commercial products, and are manufactured by Evonik MET Ltd in the UK in a purpose-built facility in West London. For many separations OSN uses ten times less energy than thermal methods, and can process molecules at low temperature. Through Evonik MET, OSN membranes and test equipment derived from the Imperial research have been supplied to over 100 customers including many of the major global chemical and pharmaceutical companies. For his work on OSN, Andrew Livingston received the 2009 Silver Medal of the Royal Academy of Engineering awarded “…to recognize an outstanding and demonstrated personal contribution to British engineering, which has resulted in successful market exploitation…” [7]		Organic liquids are ubiquitous in chemical science based industries, from refining to pharmaceutical production. It is generally accepted that 40-70% of capital and operating costs in these industries are dedicated to separations; and a substantial fraction of this cost is related to the processing of organic liquids, both as product streams and solvents. Membranes have the potential to provide game changing alternatives to conventional concentration and purification technologies such as distillation, liquid extraction, adsorption and chromatography. In Organic Solvent Nanofiltration (OSN), a pressure is applied across a nanoporous film, so that solvents and small solutes in contact with the film permeate across, while larger molecules are unable to enter the membrane. Thus large and small molecules are separated, with no liquid-vapour phase change. The key features are that: (a) the energy requirement is an order of magnitude lower than for thermal techniques, and; (b) the molecules in the solution do not have to be heated. In spite of these clear advantages, prior to 2008 OSN had had a limited impact in industry. Research at Imperial College into OSN has addressed three broad challenges: (i) developing applications of OSN to organic processes; (ii) understanding transport phenomena in OSN systems so as to enable process design; and (iii) most demanding, creating new OSN membranes to overcome poor stability in solvents. Addressing all three challenges has been essential to underpinning the impact that OSN technology has made over the last 5 years. This research has been carried out between 1999-present by postgraduate students and post-docs led by Professor Andrew Livingston FREng, who has been in post from 1990–present. Research into applications of OSN membranes in organic processes began at Imperial in 1999 using commercial membranes which had been (then recently) developed for a specific lube oil dewaxing process by WR Grace. This research showed how OSN membranes could be used in homogeneous catalyst recycling, impurity removal, solvent exchange and solute concentration [1,2]. Livingston was invited to give various keynote/plenary lectures on these applications, including at Euromembrane 2004 (Hamburg) and ICOM 2005 (Seoul). The work on applications also highlighted that the limited number of available membranes were inadequate for the requirements of most potential applications, due to very limited stability in organic solvents. Research into transport phenomena considered how the solvents, solutes and membranes interact and how these interactions determine process performance. The thermodynamic properties of the  solutions from which molecules are to be separated were shown to be important in determining flux and rejection [3]. Research into concentration polarisation in both flat sheet and spiral wound modules [4] was used to provide underpinning data for process scale up and implementation, providing confidence that the performance of OSN technology could be reliably estimated, and this work has been presented at the prestigious Gordon Research Conference on Membranes: Materials and Processes (London NH, 2006) and Euromembrane 2009 (keynote). Research into membrane fabrication and the influence of membrane fabrication parameters on membrane performance started in 2003. A key discovery was that membranes fabricated from polyimide could be cross-linked post-fabrication by contacting them with a solution containing diamines to give polyamide-imides, which provide outstanding resistance to organic solvents. Surprisingly, this stability was gained without any substantial effect on the permeation rates of molecules through the membranes [5]. A second key finding was that the permeation pathways in the membranes could be manipulated through directed control of the formulation and fabrication conditions, and specifically through the addition of a co-solvent to polymer dope solutions [6]. This research has led to presentations at the North American Membrane Society (NAMS) in 2012 (plenary) and ICOM 2011 (keynote) and the Gordon Research Conference on Membranes: Materials and Processes (London NH, 2012).		* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. *[1] J.T. Scarpello, D. Nair, L.M. Freitas dos Santos, L.S. White, A.G. Livingston, “The separation of homogeneous organometallic catalysts using solvent resistant nanofiltration”, Journal of Membrane Science, Vol 203, pp. 71-85, (2002) DOI: 10.1016/S0376-7388(01)00751-7 [2] C. Pink, H-T. Wong, F. Ferreira, A.G. Livingston, “Recovery and Reuse of Ionic Liquids and Palladium Catalyst for Suzuki Reactions Using Organic Solvent Nanofiltration”, Green Chemistry, Vol 8, pp. 373 – 379, (2006) DOI: 10.1039/B516778G [3] L.G. Peeva, E. Gibbins, S.S. Luthra, L.S. White, R.P. Stateva, A.G. Livingston, “Effect of concentration polarization and osmotic pressure on flux in organic solvent nanofiltration”, J.Mem Sci., Vol 236, pp.121-136, (2004) DOI: 10.1016/j.memsci.2004.03.004 [4] P. Silva, L.G. Peeva, A.G. Livingston, “Organic solvent nanofiltration (OSN) with spiral-wound membrane elements-Highly rejected solute system”, Journal of Membrane Science, Vol 349, pp. 167-174, (2010) DOI: 10.1016/j.memsci.2009.11.038 *[5] Y.H. See-Toh, F.W. Lim, A.G. Livingston, “Polymeric Membranes for Nanofiltration in Polar Aprotic Solvents” Journal of Membrane Science, Vol 301, pp. 3-10, (2007) DOI: 10.1016/j.memsci.2007.06.034 *[6] Y.H. See-Toh, M. Silva, A.G. Livingston, “Controlling molecular weight cut-off curves for highly solvent stable organic solvent nanofiltration (OSN) membranes”, Journal of Membrane Science, Vol 324, pp. 220-232, (2008) DOI: 10.1016/j.memsci.2008.07.023		The research at Imperial College produced membranes at a small pilot scale, and has resulted in patents and patent applications covering the membranes and their means of fabrication. Key among these is UK Patent GB2437519 [8] and the resulting international patent family, which protects the cross linking of polyimide membranes to make them stable in a wide range of organic solvents. Intellectual property on membrane fabrication and applications of the membranes was assigned from Imperial College to Imperial Innovations plc, the technology transfer company set up by Imperial College. Innovations then licensed the findings of the OSN research to an Imperial College spin-out company, Membrane Extraction Technology (MET) Limited. MET’s business goal was to develop and commercialise the OSN technology. To do this MET developed a  manufacturing process for fabricating the first generation of OSN membranes based on cross linked polyimide, including the stages of membrane formation and post formation processing to crosslink the membrane and impregnate it with conditioning agents. Techniques for wrapping spiral wound membrane modules were developed by MET, together with highly solvent stable adhesives for these modules. This resulted in the creation of the first spiral wound membrane products in 2009, which have been commercialised under the registered trademark DuramemTM [9]. This development activity was supported by five PhD students from the Livingston laboratory being employed by MET. In parallel with these product development activities, MET undertook a dissemination campaign in which the Imperial OSN technology was promoted at membrane and chemical conferences and trade shows (eg ACHEMA (DE), ChemShow (USA), Informex (US), CPHi (Europe), as well as through individual visits to customers. MET developed a lab bench test cell (the METcell) in which the OSN membranes could be evaluated and tested by interested end users. This was followed by an extension to a cross flow cell system, and a bench top testing unit capable of handling small spiral modules. This activity generated an enormous interest in the technology from process development and separations professionals in the chemical and pharmaceutical industries and more than 100 MET cell units have been sold as at June 2013. The customers for these cells include many major pharmaceuticals and chemical companies, and companies with commercial interests in solvent processing, for example in the electronics industry. A key milestone in the impact of OSN technology was the installation of DuramemTM spiral wound membrane modules in a plant at GSK Ulverston in 2009, where they were installed in a facility regulated under GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice) [10]. In this application, the membrane modules were applied to the concentration and recovery of a valuable active pharmaceutical ingredient. In several cases customers who initially began with test cell products have constructed pilot and production scale processing units for OSN, including Johnson and Johnson [11] and Merck AG [12]. The OSN membranes have also proven highly effective in the purification of solvents for re-use, for example in the electronics industry. The growing success of the OSN technology attracted a business unit of Evonik who manufacture polymers, Evonik Fibres, to acquire MET for several million euros. The acquisition completed in March 2010 to form Evonik MET [13]. This was a positive outcome with the shares being acquired at a substantial multiple of the price MET investors had paid for them. Evonik have so far invested in a new premises and a new membrane manufacturing facility in Greenford, West London, operational in June 2011, and have tripled the number of employees globally from 10 to 30 since the acquisition. The OSN membranes invented at Imperial College are now produced commercially in this new facility as large process scale 8” x 40” spiral wound elements. The compounded annual growth rate of Evonik MET in 2013 is in excess of 40%, with nearly all going to export. To support these exports, Evonik MET has appointed Business Development Managers in the USA, India, China, and Brazil, and has applications development labs in the USA and India. Evonik Vice President for Fibres and Membranes, writes [14]: “As one of the world leading specialty chemical companies, and also the owner of Evonik MET, we have unique insight into the value and impact of OSN technology in chemistry-based businesses. This is because we see both internal applications within Evonik’s  own  businesses,  and  at  the  same  time  are  involved  in  providing  the technology to customers in other chemicals businesses. The value proposition for the industry and its applications is high. As an example,£1M of sales is creating either process optimization potential or new product sales of at least £10M and beyond, which makes the OSN technology a significant enabling technology and game changer in the chemical and adjacent industries. This is a truly motivating figure and is why, with the marketing and technical power of Evonik behind it, this technology is making a major impact across the spectrum of organic chemical processes”. Relating this to MET/Evonik MET OSN turnover of £4M from 1 Jan 2008-31 Dec 2012 [15] indicates that the technology is already providing in excess of £40M-£80M of value to chemical and  related industries. The beneficiaries of the Imperial OSN research therefore include the global chemical sciences based companies that purchase the products derived from the research, and the UK economy which gains from a newly established UK based manufacturing industry, in which the UK is a clear world leader.		(indicative maximum of 10 references.) [7] http://www.raeng.org.uk/news/releases/shownews.htm?NewsID=509 Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/psf on 17/09/2013 [8] UK Patent GB2437519 Integrally skinned asymmetric polyimide membrane United Kingdom Patent 2437519-A (priority date 28 April 2006) [9] Evonik Website:  http://duramem.evonik.com (Archived at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/mrf on 5th September, 2013) [10] Technical Operations Manager, GlaxoSmithKline  to confirm the use of OSN technology by GSK [11] Vice President, Johnson and Johnson Pharmaceutical Research & Development to confirm the use of OSN technology by Johnson and Johnson. [12] Conference Presentation by Development Engineer, Merck KGaA which confirms the use of OSN technology by Merck [13] Evonik Acquisition Press Release 2010 http://corporate.evonik.com/en/media/archive/pages/news-details.aspx?newsid=13191 Archived on 29/10/2013 at https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/v1f [14] Vice President, Fibres and Membranes, Performance Polymer, Evonik Industries to confirm the impact and value  of OSN across the spectrum of organic chemical processes [15] Evonik Membrane Extraction Technology Limited Directors Report and Financial Statements for the Year Ended 31 December 2012 - filed at Companies House, and reports for previous years available at Companies House.

		805		0.0192		7. Air rate adjustment to Peak Air Recovery (PAR) to increase mineral production by froth flotation		Mineral separation by froth flotation is the largest tonnage separation process in the world, and is used to recover the very small fraction (<0.5%) of valuable mineral from the mined ore. Typically, 5-15% of the valuable minerals are not recovered due to sub-optimal process settings, most important of which is the air rate. A methodology to determine the optimal air rate range to use, Peak Air Recovery (PAR), was developed by the Froth and Foam Research Group at Imperial College London. Anglo American Platinum produces 40% of the world’s platinum. They use the PAR methodology on all their flotation plants to establish to air rate control limits, tightening the operating range and improving the separation performance. Rio Tinto annually produce 300 000 tons of copper and 500 000 oz gold from their Kennecott Copper mine. They have implemented PAR as a control strategy, and statistical comparative tests have shown an increase in copper and gold recovery from this mine alone of the order of 1%, with a nominal value of approximately $30m per annum.		Mineral separation by froth flotation is the largest tonnage separation process in the world, and is used to recover the very small fraction (<0.5%) of valuable mineral from the mined ore. The ore is finely ground (<100µm) in water and a selective surfactant added to render the valuable minerals hydrophobic. Air is bubbled through the mixture, the hydrophobic particles attach to the bubble surface, rise up and form an overflowing froth from which the valuable mineral particles are recovered. Typically, 5-15% of the valuable minerals are not recovered due to sub-optimal process settings, most important of which is the air rate. Froth flotation collects valuable hydrophobic particles in an overflowing, bursting froth. The air that enters the bottom of the tank can leave either as bubbles in the overflowing froth or by bursting on the surface. The fraction of air overflowing as froth (i.e. not bursting) is called the air recovery, and is typically 5-25% of the total. It has long been surmised that the magnitude of the air recovery affects the separation performance; if no froth overflows, no particles are recovered. The air rate to a flotation tank affects the air recovery as it determines the froth flow velocity and the froth bursting rate. In 2005 the Froth and Foam Research Group first reported that a maximum (or peak) air recovery is found at a particular air rate. The maximum air recovery with air rate can be interpreted qualitatively as follows; at very low air rates, the bubbles in the froth are thoroughly coated with hydrophobic, film-stabilising particles and resist bursting. However, because the froth velocity is also low, the bubbles burst before overflowing. At very high air rates, the bubbles are not fully coated with particles and therefore burst readily and which gives low air recoveries. There is an intermediate air rate at which the bursting rate is reduced by particle loading, but the froth velocity is high enough for a substantial proportion of the bubbles to overflow before bursting. The key research finding was made between 2008 and 2009, when Dr Kathryn Hadler established the direct relationship between flotation mineral recovery and air recovery [1]. This was the result of an extensive set of industrial data collected from flotation plants in South Africa, and its subsequent analysis by Hadler. This showed for the first time that the peak in air recovery, found at a specific air rate, also corresponds to the peak in separation performance; the highest mineral recovery possible under the operating conditions. This allowed the appropriate air rate for any flotation tank to be determined in a rigorous and scientific way, simply by measuring and maximising the air recovery. The method of changing the air rate to achieve PAR, and hence the  best performance, was subsequently patented by Cilliers through Imperial College [2]. The PAR methodology has been extensively tested on industrial sites, and has in all cases improved performance. Some non-confidential data has been published [3,4]. In the key research period, Dr Kathryn Hadler was a Postdoctoral Researcher in the Froth and Foam Research Group, led by Professor Cilliers in the Department of Earth Science and Engineering at Imperial College London.  Both are still in the Department, and Dr Hadler is now a lecturer. In 2010 Prof Cilliers was made a Fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering for his work in flotation.		* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. * [1] K. Hadler,  J.J. Cilliers, “The relationship between the peak in air recovery and flotation bank performance”, Minerals Engineering, Vol 22, Issue 5, pp. 451-455, (2009) DOI: 10.1016/j.mineng.2008.12.004 [2] J.J. Cilliers, “Method of froth flotation control”, Patent WO2009/044149, (2009) http://www.google.co.uk/patents/WO2009044149A1?cl=en * [3] C.D. Smith, K. Hadler, J.J. Cilliers, “Flotation bank air addition and distribution for optimal performance”, Minerals Engineering, Vol 23, pp. 1023-1029, (2010) DOI: 10.1016/j.mineng.2010.05.003 * [4] K. Hadler, C.D. Smith, J.J. Cilliers, “Recovery vs. mass pull: The link to air recovery”, Minerals Engineering, Vol 23, pp. 994-1002, (2010) DOI: 10.1016/j.mineng.2010.04.007		Anglo American Platinum and Rio Tinto supported financially the Froth and Foam Research Group to increase the understanding of the fundamentals of flotation and the importance of froth in mineral separation. This research had two key deliverables; first, to measure flowing froth properties using image analysis; in particular bubble size and velocity, and second to develop a CFD model of flowing froths. As part of the research collaboration, regular meetings were held in the UK and South Africa to discuss the results and their practical implications. During the CFD froth model development, air recovery (the fraction of air entering the cell that overflows as froth, rather than bursting) was identified as an essential boundary condition of the flow models and that it will affect flotation performance. The value for air recovery had not previously been quantified or characterised at all in industrial flotation, and was first measured by the Froth and Foam Research Group. The Group’s research proved to Anglo Platinum and Rio Tinto that air recovery was important and could be measured using image analysis. Air recovery was then, between 2007 and 2009, repeatedly measured by the Froth and Foam Research Group on Anglo Platinum and Rio Tinto copper industrial flotation plants to quantify the relationship between air recovery and the air rate, the most important control variable. It was discovered and confirmed through these trials that a maximum air recovery exists as a function of air rate – the so-called Peak Air Recovery or PAR. The link between the air recovery, specifically PAR, and the separation performance achieved at that air rate was, however, not yet clear. The strong correlation between the air rate, PAR and the separation performance was finally identified in 2009 by Hadler and Cilliers from industrial data they collected [1]. It showed that the air rate to the flotation cell that gives the highest air recovery (PAR), is also the air rate that gives the optimal flotation performance under the operating conditions. This relationship allows the flotation performance to be optimised by making a well-defined measurement solely of the froth flow properties, by simply measuring the air recovery at a range of air rates and finding the air rate that  yields the maximum. Throughout this research period and development of the PAR methodology, Anglo American Platinum and Rio Tinto were research partners. They became convinced of the validity and potential of the PAR research in two ways: first, the data that were used to prove the concepts was collected on their sites and with their cooperation and technical personnel involvement. Second, the results from the novel CFD simulation software developed in parallel by the Froth and Foam research team were proven to predict accurately industrial flotation performance. Since the air recovery concept was a direct outcome of the models, and the data showed that their process responded as predicted, they became convinced of the potential of the PAR methodology for determining plant settings. It was proposed by the Froth and Foam Research Group that the PAR methodology could be used either as a manual technique by plant operators and engineers to optimise their flotation circuits and to inform the parameters used in their control strategies, or as part of an automatic control system. The two companies each took a different approach; Anglo American Platinum the former, Rio Tinto the latter. The measurement and manipulation of air recovery to optimise flotation separation performance procedure was patented by Imperial College in 2009 [2]. Anglo American Platinum independently made significant progress towards developing an automated control system that controls the air rate based on the froth velocity and mass flowrate of solids and liquid overflowing with the froth (the “mass-pull”). They decided not to replace their “mass-pull” control strategy with the PAR methodology, but to use instead the PAR methodology as a tool that can be easily utilized on remote mineral beneficiation sites, thus enabling the optimization of operations to maximize mineral recovery. This technique was licenced from Imperial College to Anglo American Platinum. The control limits determined from PAR allows tighter control of the process and avoids sub-optimal control parameter combinations. Due to the proprietary nature of this methodology we are unable to go into details as to how exactly the new methodology has resulted in impacts, but the PAR methodology has had significant impacts on key strategic drivers such as costs, water and energy efficiency per unit metal at Anglo American Platinum.[C] Rio Tinto has implemented the PAR methodology as the basis of the flotation control system at their Kennecott Copper operation. Statistical trials were performed in 2009 showing an increase in copper recovery of 1%, approximately equivalent to an additional 3 000 tons of copper and 5 000 oz gold produced annually. In 2009 this had a nominal annual value of approximately $30m.[B] The Rio Tinto Annual Report (2010) states: “The [Rio Tinto] Innovation group achieved several milestones during 2010 including the following: Successful trial of an innovative flotation control system at Kennecott Utah Copper demonstrating improved recovery.”[A] The Rio Tinto industrial control system has been fully operational since 2013.		(indicative maximum of 10 references.) [A] The Rio Tinto Annual Report 2010 confirms successful trials. http://www.riotinto.com/annualreport2010/performance/te_performance.html (Archived at  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/ref/webarchive/7rf on 6th September 2013) [B] The financial value of the impact is commercially confidential. The Chief Development Officer, Innovation, Rio Tinto, can be contacted to corroborate the impact and its value. [C] Head of Research, Anglo American Platinum, will corroborate the impact of the PAR methodology to Anglo American Platinum.

		806		0.32		Title  of  case  study:  8.  Full-waveform  seismic  inversion:  improving  resolution  in  oil  &  gas exploration		Full-waveform inversion (FWI) is a seismic technique for exploring the interior of the Earth; it has been developed at Imperial College over two decades, from a promising concept into a fully commercialised industrial process that has been widely adopted across the petroleum industry. The technique improves both the spatial resolution and the fidelity with which the sub-surface can be imaged in three dimensions.  All the major multinational petroleum companies now use FWI internally, and all the major oil-field service companies offer the technology to the wider industry. Since its first commercial uptake in 2008, its application has influenced at least one hundred drilling decisions worldwide, and as a consequence it has generated additional value of at least $500M within the petroleum industry.		Unlike conventional travel-time tomography, full-waveform inversion is a tomographic scheme that fully honours the physics of finite-frequency wave propagation; it is principally this feature that improves its resolution and its accuracy. The fundamentals of the method have long been understood; the intellectual challenge has been to render this theory computationally tractable and to apply it successfully to imperfect data using realisable computer hardware configurations.  In the mid 1990's, Gerhard Pratt (Elf Lecturer, Imperial College, 1993-1998) and co-workers at Imperial College developed the first practical implementation of acoustic isotropic FWI in two-dimensions [1]. They developed an algorithm in the frequency domain that was orders of magnitude faster than hitherto, and demonstrated that this could successfully invert both synthetic and field seismic datasets in 2D [2]. A decade later, Professors Michael Warner (Imperial, 1993-2013), Joanna Morgan (Imperial, 1998- 2013), Yanghua Wang (Imperial, 2003-2013) and their co-workers built upon these early successes to extend the method into three-dimensions, first in the frequency domain, and then into the more-effective time domain, successively incorporating attenuation, anisotropy and elastic effects. Although the extension from two to three dimensions is conceptually simple, its practical computational implementation is not. The direct solution of the wave equation that Gerhard Pratt used in 2D is not computationally feasible in 3D. Instead, the group developed iterative 3D solvers in the frequency domain, and later, massively-parallel solvers in the time domain.  Since the real world is three dimensional and anisotropic, these developments were fundamental to being able to apply the methodology usefully to real industrial problems. Michael Warner and his co-authors Ivan Stekl and Adrian Umpleby, also from Imperial, obtained the first FWI results from 3D field data in 2008 [3], for which they were awarded the Bonarelli prize by the EAGE, the leading European professional organisation in petroleum geoscience. Since then, the range of problems, targets and datasets to which the methodology can be successfully applied has continued to grow [4, 5, 6]. The first 3D anisotropic results from field data were obtained in 2010, and the first elastic results appeared in 2012.		* References that best indicate quality of underpinning research. [1] R.G. Pratt, Z.-M. Song, P. Williamson, M. Warner, “Two-dimensional velocity models from wide- angle seismic data by wavefield inversion”, Geophysical Journal International, Vol124, Issue 2, pp. 323-340, (1996) DOI: 10.1111/j.1365-246X.1996.tb07023.x (The first application of 2D FWI to surface seismic data.)  * [2] R.G. Pratt, “Seismic waveform inversion in the frequency domain, Part 1: Theory and verification in a physical scale model”, Geophysics, Vol 64, pp. 888-901, (1999)  DOI: 10.1190/1.1444597. (Developed FWI theory into a usable tool.) * [3] M. Warner, I. Stekl, A. Umpleby,  “Efficient and effective 3D wavefield tomography”,  Paper presented at the 70th European Association of Geoscientists and Engineers Annual Conference, Rome, (2008) .  http://www.earthdoc.org/publication/publicationdetails/?publication=9831 (This presentation demonstrated the first ever successful application of 3D FWI to field data.  The paper was awarded the Bonarelli prize by the European Association of Geoscientists & Engineers (EAGE).  Within a year of this paper, the method was being applied commercially by BP and others.) [4] Y. Wang, Y. Rao, “Reflection seismic waveform tomography”, Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol 114, Issue B03304, (2009) DOI: 10.1029/2008JB005916 (Demonstrated FWI on reflection data, thus widening the range of problems that are amenable to this technique.) * [5] M. Warner, A. Ratcliffe, T. Nangoo, et al., “Anisotropic 3D full-waveform inversion”, Geophysics, Vol 78, pp. R59-R80, (2013)  DOI: 10.1190/GEO2012-0338.1 (This joint Imperial/industry paper is the first that describes how 3D FWI can be applied to invert anisotropic field data.  The work was completed in 2010; full publication was embargoed by the industrial sponsors until 2013.) [6]  Members of the FWI research team appear as inventors on nine patents related to FWI: GB 1101345.5, GB 1121934.2, GB 1121932.6, GB 1206073.7, GB 1219828.9., US 2012/028470, US 2012/028504, US 2012/039057, US 2012/039077, and have held over thirty grants supporting the development and application of FWI with a total value of over £6M from three research councils, seventeen commercial partners, two government departments and two charities.		Research at Imperial into full-waveform inversion has had two distinct impacts on the petroleum industry: one specific, where individual companies are directly using software developed at Imperial College to apply 3D FWI to their own and their clients' seismic data, and one generic, ranging broadly across the industrial sector, where the uptake and effectiveness of FWI has been increased by the direct research contribution made by Imperial.  In both cases, the application of FWI to seismic data has affected individual drilling and investment decisions across the petroleum industry worldwide, changing drilling priorities, borehole locations, sub-surface risk assessment and mitigation, and ultimately influencing which plays are drilled and which are not, adding consequent value to individual petroleum assets. Generic across the petroleum sector The petroleum industry worldwide has adopted 3D full-waveform seismic inversion as a new tool with which to improve the quality of images and interpretations of the subsurface for petroleum exploration and production.  A decade ago, there was no capability to undertake 3D FWI of any description within the petroleum sector. Today, every large multinational petroleum company (BP, Chevron, ConocoPhillips, ExxonMobil, Shell, TOTAL), and many mid-sized (BG Group, DONG, ENI, Hess, Maersk, Nexen, Statoil, Tullow Oil, Woodside) and national oil companies (CNOOC, Petrobras, Saudi Aramco, Sinopec, among others), have adopted 3D FWI as part of their technical portfolio for finding and exploiting petroleum reserves.  All the largest oil-field seismic service companies (CGG, ION, PGS, TGS, WesternGeco) now offer FWI as a commercial service to their oil-company clients. Without the specific FWI research contribution made by Imperial over the past twenty years, and especially without its dissemination, validation and demonstration on key problems and datasets, the adoption of this technology would not have begun so early, and its uptake would not have developed so rapidly, so widely or so successfully.  The head of FWI research at BP and now with TOTAL [7], writes: "I have been working on the topic of Full waverform inversion for about 15 years with both BP and Total. My research, and its direct application to industry problems, was made possible thanks to the technology for FWI that Gerhard Pratt conceived and developed during his time at Imperial College: which includes key publications and more practically, a 2D frequency domain FWI software that pioneered the way that the industry currently performs FWI. To this date, Gerhard's work remains the reference in the field and his outstanding contribution to the community has been recognized by the EAGE Conrad Schlumberger award ". The head of FWI development at Chevron [8], writes: "In 2007, FWI was an untried, unproven, and potentially unaffordable technique in 3D. The paper presented at EAGE in Rome, by Warner et al in 2008, demonstrated to a sceptical industry audience that 3D FWI could be made to work efficiently and effectively on real 3D seismic data.  This success convinced several companies of the value of FWI, and within a year BP was able to demonstrate the full commercial value of the technique when applied to a large field dataset.  This provided a huge impetus to others to follow this early lead, and today everyone has the technology.  Without this paper, and the research at Imperial that underpinned it, 3D FWI would still have happened eventually, but not so quickly, and perhaps not yet." Between 2008 and 2012 the industry was estimated, in a public statement made by WesternGeco at the 2012 SEG conference in Las Vegas, to have spent more than $200M on seismic data acquisition, data processing, bespoke computer hardware, software development, and novel acquisition platforms, specifically to support 3D FWI [9]. During the same period, in a public statement made on 9 June 2013 during the "Robust FWI Workshop" at the 75th EAGE Conference & Exhibition in London, BP estimated that additional value of at least $500M had been generated for the petroleum industry through the application of FWI to specific seismic datasets that have influenced at least one hundred individual drilling decisions [9]. This value is realised because improved imaging leads to improved interpretation, reduced sub-surface risk and HSE exposure, more discoveries, and more-effective oil and gas development and extraction. Specific impact in particular companies Since 2008, eighteen companies have licensed 3D FWI computer software from Imperial: BG Group, BP, CGG, Chevron, ConocoPhillips, DONG, DUGS, ENI, Hess, Ion-GX, Maersk, Nexen, Rio Tinto, Shell, TGS, TOTAL, Tullow, and Woodside [9]. Around a third of all the 3D seismic data worldwide, to which FWI has been applied, was estimated in a public statement made by CGG during the "Advances in Model Building, Imaging, and FWI Workshop" at the 2013 SEG conference in Houston, to have been analysed using software derived from that written at Imperial [9]. The head of global technology at Hess [10], writes: "By 2010, a few successful 3-D Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) results had been published on modern seismic surveys.  Hess conducted a worldwide review of academic consortia, and discovered that Imperial College was the only group to have FWI results on a real 3-D seismic data set.  The Imperial College Fullwave consortium was, and still is, the leading academic group in 3-D full waveform inversion.  Hess joined the consortium in the fall of 2010 to collaborate and learn about ways to apply FWI to real- world problems. With the assistance of Mike Warner and his staff, we immediately and successfully applied their industrial-grade code to one of our major assets, leapfrogging many companies who were trying to climb the FWI learning curve by themselves." The head of geophysics for BG-Group [11], writes: "BG Group have supported the work at Imperial in 3D FWI since its initiation in 2006. The team at Imperial are world leading, and the results of their research and their  software are now being used, both within BG and by our sub-contractors, to assist our exploration and production worldwide. We are also involved with Mike Warner's group in a new initiative within Brazil in commencing in 2013, which involves a >$20m investment from BG Group, and participation from the Federal University of Rio Grande Norte in Brazil and the University of British Columbia.  As part of this large ongoing project, there is an advanced plan to purchase the largest high-performance computer in South America specifically to run the FWI software that Mike Warner’s research team have developed.” Among the companies that have licensed the software, CGG is an oil-field service company with the largest share of the seismic services market. They offer extensive FWI services from seven centres worldwide based in London, Massy, Oslo, Houston, Rio de Janeiro, Singapore and Perth. Their FWI services are built around the software package developed at Imperial [9].  Since 2010, they have customised and integrated this package into their core processing and imaging software, and Imperial and CGG have jointly published the results of applying this software to industry seismic data [5].  As a result of adopting Imperial's software, CGG has moved in three years, from a position where they did not offer FWI as a commercial service, to become the market leader in this field worldwide [9]. In order to ensure the continued  development  and availability of FWI as a valuable  industrial tool and maintain a clear pathway to impact the spin –out company Sub –Salt Solutions is in the process of being developed.		(indicative maximum of 10 references.) [7]    Former Head of FWI research at BP, now with Total to confirm use of the full waveform in BP and Total [8]    Head of FWI Development, Senior Staff Geophysicist  with Chevron to confirm the industrial use of 3D FWI and its link to Imperial College research [9]   The Industry Technology Facilitator (ITF) act as brokers between research providers and the international petroleum industry. Their lead facilitator for exploration and production is able to provide corroboration of unpublished public statements made by the petroleum industry, and to corroborate the specifics of software licensing, software development, publication embargoes and related issues linked to FWI at Imperial College. [10]  Head of Global Technology at Hess to confirm the successful application of the industrial- grade code to their major assets. [11]  Head of Geophysics for BG Group to confirm BG plan to purchase the largest high- performance computer in South America specifically to run the FWI software that Mike Warner’s research team have developed

		808		0.007		(0065/12/2): Realising innovative and adaptive product design and optimisation through an integrated materials and modelling system		The investigators of this impact case study have utilised their expertise in materials engineering, theoretical/numerical modelling and product development to achieve significant economic, social and environmental impacts in a range of fields through developing a systematic methodology for innovative product design and optimisation. Through several industrial projects and collaborations, significant impacts have been witnessed including new products creating several million pounds in revenue annually for businesses in different sectors and green manufacturing technologies in repair and reclamation of components. All the described impacts were results of investigation in the Mechanical Engineering and Materials Research Centre (MEMARC) over the assessment period.		The research work in MEMARC has been conducted by effectively integrating materials engineering, theoretical/ numerical modelling and product development through intensive collaboration with industrial partners from different sectors. The main research activities included the development of a novel material characterisation methodology and the modelling of materials at different scales such as atomic level, crystal nucleation and microstructure. Most of the research has been developed with a clear application focus or involvement of industrial partners either in the UK or internationally. The methods for characterising localised material properties by combining experimental tests and numerical modelling have directly led to applications in characterisation of sports materials [research output 1] and human foot tissues in vivo. The research work in materials engineering and numerical modelling has been successfully applied to improve the understanding of biological systems and associated product development, in particular in medical engineering and sports technologies. One joint project with Clatterbridge Centre for Oncology [research project 1 in Section 3] has led to the modelling of the human bladder and the effects of water filling level on the accuracy of radiotherapy treatment of prostate cancer, which has benefited from the research work in materials characterisation and modelling. Another area of application oriented research [research outputs 2 & 3] is the investigation of biomechanics of the human foot under abnormal loading conditions, which is crucial for sports injury prevention. One major research theme at MEMARC has been studies of the effect of landing angle on the deformation and fracture of human metatarsal bones. A new concept arising from the research of partitioning the soles with different materials under the metatarsal bones to balance comfortableness and protection has been adapted by an industrial partner in its product developments. Another continuing research area [research outputs 4-6] has been on materials design, modelling (thermal dynamics, phase transformation and heterogeneous nucleation with rare-earth oxides), structural integrities (residual stresses) and machining of welded hardfacings, which are essential for promoting   the application of welded hardfacing as a green manufacturing technique. One major outcome has been the development of new rare earth enhanced welded hardfacings that could effectively eliminate or reduce the use of preheating workpiece materials of poor weldability (e.g.  high  carbon/alloy  steels).  This  has  made  the  reclamation  and  production  of  duplex components more material and energy effective, delivering significant cost reductions. The work has found applications in a range of industrial sectors, in particular the Far East where new green technologies are urgently needed to be incorporated into the regional fast industrial developments.  All of this research was either conducted at MEMARC and led and principally performed by X. Ren or in collaboration with international researchers. All other authors in the key papers were either PhD students/PDRAs (e.g. Li (2006-2010) and Gu (2007-2011)) or collaborators/joint LJMU PhD supervisors (e.g. Yang from Yanshan University, Jenkinson and Lake (Sport Science)).		Six key research outputs are given as follows: 1.  Li B., Gu Y.D., English R., Rothwell G.,  Ren X.J. (2009),  “Characterisation of nonlinear material parameters of foams based on indentation tests”, Materials & Design, Vol.30, No.7, 2708–2714 (doi: 10.1016/j.matdes.2008.09.040). 2.  Gu Y.D., Li J.S., Ren X.J., Lake M.J., Zeng Y.J. (2010), “Heel skin stiffness effect on the hind foot biomechanics during heel strike”, Skin Research and Technology, Vol.16, No.3, 291-296 (doi: 10.1111/j.1600-0846.2010.00425). 3.  Gu Y.D., Ren X.J., Li J.S., Lake M.J., Zhang Q.Y., Zeng Y.J. (2010), “Computer simulation of stress distribution in the metatarsals at different inversion angles using the finite element method”, International Orthopaedic, Vol.34, No.5, 669-676 (doi: 10.1007/s00264- 009-0856-4). 4.  Yang Q.X., Ren X.J., Liao B., Yao M., Wan X. (1998), “Effect of RE oxide on cracking resistance of hardfacing metal”, Journal of Rare Earths, Vol.16, No.4, 295-299. (Can be supplied by the HEI on request) 5.  Ren X.J., Yang Q.X., James R.D., Wang L. (2004), “Cutting temperatures in hard turning chromium hardfacings with PCBN tooling”, Journal of Materials Processing Technologies, Vol.147, No.1, 38-44 (doi: 10.1016/j/jmatprotec.2003.10.013). 6.  Li D., Liao B., Liu L.G., Zhao C.M., Zhao X.Q., Ren X.J., Yang Q.X. (2008), “Process stress simulation of medium-high carbon steel after hard-face-welding during martensite transformation”, Computational Materials Science, Vol.44, No.2, 280–285 (doi: 10.1016/j.commatsci.2008.03.034). Evidence of the quality of selected research outputs (3, 4 and 6 as highlighted in bold): Research outputs 3 is a key representative outcome of biomechanics related research. The work combines in vivo /in situ material testing of biological tissues and inverse modelling to provide important data for new biomechanics led footwear designs. The investigation of stresses within the human metatarsals under landing at an inversion angle is the first of this nature and provides a new methodology capable of integrating biomechanics, materials modelling and FE modelling to improve the protection function of sports shoes in competitive games (e.g. basketball, tennis and football). The findings in research outputs 3 have contributed to a major product development project with a leading sports footwear company, ANTA (China) [research project 6]. Research outputs 4 and 6 are key outcomes of continuous joint research on the development of new welded hardfacing materials and their applications with the Chinese Key National Laboratory of Metastable Materials Science and Technology, Yanshan University, China. Research output 4 presents  original  findings  produced  with  the  financial  support  from  the  Excellent  Talents Foundation of the Ministry of Machinery Industries [research project 7]. This is a key original paper leading to the use of rare earth oxides in welded hardfacing materials. Research output 6 was sponsored by the Science and Technology Program of Hebei Province, China [research project 8]. The work provides a practical method for characterising and modelling stresses in the welded hardfacings incorporating key structure and phase transformation. This research work and other collaborative works have directly contributed to the award of a China National Natural Science grant (Yang at Yanshan University, China, £60K, 2012-2016). X. Ren has been directly involved in the original pioneering research on welded hardfacings and has jointly led the project with Yang. The original research on the use of rare earth oxides in crack resistant hardfacings, machining of welded hardfacings, and structural integrities of hardfaced components has produced a critical breakthrough in broadening industrial applications of the products over the assessment period. Research projects/grants highly relevant to this case study:  1.  Ren X.J., “Image registration and FE modelling for cancer treatment planning”, EPSRC/ Clatterbridge Centre for Oncology, £80k, 2006-2010. 2.  Ren X.J., “Process simulation of the micro discharge welding process and development of novel micro mineral insulated thermocouples”, EPSRC CASE, £60k, 2010-2013. 3.  Darlington R., Jenkinson I.D., Ren X.J., “Development of water resistance access chambers”, Northstone/Cubis Industries,  KTP Programme, No. 8079, £70k, 2010-2013. 4.  Ren X.J., Gu Y.D, “Development of a novel feature based materials selection system”, Xia Men Tong An Jie Qiang Municipal Engineering Ltd (China), Industrial Research Project, £60k, 2009- 2014 5.  Ren X.J., “Development of gasket plate heat exchangers and design optimisation”, Bei Fang She Bei Gong Chen Ltd (China), Industrial funding, £38k, 2012-2015. 6.  Ren X.J., Gu Y.D., “Development of natural structure basketball/tennis shoes”, Industrial Enterprise Project, ANTA International Ltd (Hong Kong), £41k, 2008-2010. 7.  Yang Q.X, “The hot cracking mechanism of hardfacing on high carbon steels and new materials design”, Excellent Talents Foundation of the Ministry of Machinery Industries, China, PN95250505, £5k, 1995-1998. 8.  Yang Q. X. “Experimental and Numerical investigation on the residual stresses of welded hardfacing for medium/high carbon steels”, Science and Technology Program of Hebei Province, China, PN04212201D, £30k, 2005-2007.		The research work has made direct significant economic impact/benefits in several key technical areas, in particular in combined uses of inverse Finite Element (FE) modelling and Computer Aided Engineering (CAE), biomechanics led sports footwear design and development, and application of hardfacing materials for green manufacturing over the assessment period. 1.  The inverse FE modelling programs with research output 1 and other developments have been successfully used to test the constitutive parameters of different materials groups/systems where standard samples are not readily available. The framework has made it possible to integrate material testing with CAE in situations where rapid and realistic material property identification is crucial. Through several major enterprise projects [research projects 1-5], the developed inverse FE framework has been applied in different application environments over the assessment period. Typical cases include: continuous indentation tests of sports materials (foams and layered structures) for sports shoe design; in situ study of welded structures for car bodies and micro spot-welded joints of micro thermocouples; and indentation bending studies of latex rubbers/nano-composites for curing control and biological tissues (bladder tissues) for simulating human prostate movement and bladder filling. These applications have spread across several industrial sectors including sports engineering (basketball shoes), medical engineering (prostate cancer treatment) and energy sectors (heat exchanger gaskets). For example, the research has led to the evaluation of the feasibility of using indentation tests on extruded packaging materials (plastic properties of extruded cans and plastic bottles) for the Unilever (Port Sunlight Site) CAE team [source 5.1]. The efficiency of the top load simulation of three new packaging designs has been significantly improved; the estimated reduction of simulation time through confined property domain of Design of Experiment is over 20% [source 5.1]. The testing of biological tissues (e.g. human heel pad and human skin) using the research in inverse FE modelling has directly led to the development work of sports footwear, which is detailed in the next section. 2.  Research outputs 2 & 3 have been used to establish a framework of combining materials, biomechanics and FE modelling for biomechanics led product development, enabling the industry to develop products through targeting key functional areas (e.g. protection of the 5th metatarsal bone). Over the assessment period, these two outputs and other associated publications have directly led to the development of sports footwear based on different functional regions of the foot with specific soft tissue properties and bone structures. As a result, an industrial patent has been granted to the industrial user (ANTA, CN102488352A,  27/12/2011-26/12/2031) to protect the intellectual property of their new products. The research has produced a new natural feature-based basketball shoe design. The market value for the products, directly benefitting from the research work, was over £2m worldwide in 2012 [source 5.2]. The research work in biomechanics has also generated significant social impact in raising the public awareness of science and technology. The work has been selected as a major news release by Inderscience Publisher [source 5.3] during the BBC’s 2010 “Strictly Come Dancing”, which has been widely reported by global science and technology media [source 5.3]. 3.  Research outputs 4-6 have advanced the development and application of crack resistant hardfacing materials. Welded hardfacing is a cost effective and environmentally friendly method in the repair/reclamation of key engineering components/tools (such as forging dies and hot work rollers) and production of duplex components. The main original research development on the use of rare earth oxides [research output 4] has extended welded hardfacing techniques to high value components made of steels with poor weldability (e.g. high alloys steels and tool steels) without an expensive full scale preheating process. With increasing public concern on green manufacturing and environmental issues, such technologies have been increasingly adapted by industries such as mining, iron and steels production and general machineries. The research work on the machining of hardfacings, cutting tool selection [research output 5] and structural integrity of the welded structure [research output 6] have further advanced the technologies, which is essential for the application of weld hardfacing technologies. Research outputs 4-6 have directly led to the production of a series of new hardfacing materials for different application conditions with two new application patents granted since 2008 (ZL 2008- 1-007-9643.4, Yang et al., 22/10/2008-21/10/2028; ZL 2010-1-0236826, Yang et al., 23/07/2010-22/07/2030). A company implementing the findings from these research outputs has been set up in 2009, producing rare earth-based welding materials. The new products and hardfacing services directly benefiting from research outputs 4-6 have had an annual market worth over £5m in 2011 and 2012 [source 5.4].		Source 5.1: CAE Team leader, Unilever R & D (UK). Source 5.2: Director (Human Movement and Product Development), ANTA. Source 5.3: Press Officer, Inderscience Publishers (http://www.inderscience.com/). Source 5.4: Managing Director, Qinhuangdao Weidi Special Welding Industry Ltd.

		809		0.0028		A 60% reduction in diesel use: the impact of optical diagnostics on dual- fuel engines		Loughborough University’s (LU) research collaboration with The Hardstaff Group has resulted in a commercial Oil-Ignition-Gas-Injection system (OIGI®), which substitutes natural gas for Diesel oil in heavy goods vehicles. Using optical diagnostics OIGI® was redesigned, increasing average substitution rates from 45% to 60%. The economic impact for Hardstaff was a fuel saving of £406k per annum. The research allowed Hardstaff to create new business with Mercedes-Benz in the UK and Volvo in Sweden. OIGI® reduces CO2 by up to 15%, harmful nitrogen oxides and particulate emissions by 30%. The research also demonstrated, for the first time, dual fuel technology in small, high-speed diesel engines, paving the way for its application in passenger cars.		Dr Andrew Clarke and Professor Graham Hargrave (joined LU in 1999 and 1996 respectively) have made detailed studies of dual-fuel technology (natural gas and Diesel) and working with The Hardstaff Group, have developed a robust and flexible dual fuel technology. In 2001 work on dual fuel technology was first addressed by Dr Andrew Clarke and became the subject  of  Dr  Jill  Stewart’s  PhD  thesis  “Combustion  Diagnostics  of  a  Dual  Fuel  Engine:  An Experimental  and  Theoretical  Study”  (LU  2005)  [G3.1].  This  study  concerned  theoretical predictions and experimental measurements to find the performance/emissions characteristics for different gases. The work was published in the proceedings of SAE [3.1] and subsequently as an invited  paper  in  a  special  issue  on  alternative  fuels  in  the  IMechE  Journal  of  Automobile Engineering  [3.2].  In  a  parallel  effort,  dual  fuel  technology  was  being  investigated  by  the Nottingham based Hardstaff Group to retrofit to their fleet of 100 vehicles. 2006 saw the first consultancy project between Loughborough and the Hardstaff Group. Hargrave initiated a series of tests using optical diagnostics to investigate key process parameters. Particle image velocimetry (PIV), a technique pioneered by the Loughborough Optical Engineering Research Group, was used to characterise gas injectors to measure flow velocity and laser sheet imaging measured the degree of mixing prior to combustion. The short pulse Diesel injection (essential for dual fuel mode) was characterised using a novel liquid injection set-up and high- speed video analysis. In 2008 this research, together with the theory developed by Stewart and Clarke, was exploited in a new Oil-Ignition-Gas-Injection (OIGI®) system that, by way of an innovative control system that worked alongside the vehicle’s electronic control unit, could be exploited in a wider range of vehicles including Mercedes Benz Actros trucks that were then being introduced to the Hardstaff fleet. The Hardstaff Group funded a further PhD - “Modelling Compression Ignition Engines”, Dr. Steve Johnson,  Loughborough University (2008-2011) [G3.2] -  to continue the application of optical diagnostics and to produce a multiple zone combustion model to forecast the performance over a range of operating conditions. In 2009 East Midlands Development Agency (via its Transport iNet) awarded a development grant to the Hardstaff Group/Loughborough University to build a full-scale test facility for the production of dual fuel power systems [G3.3]. This joint facility has been used to establish phenomenological models of dual fuel combustion and to further optimise the process [3.3, 3.4, 3.5]. The new facility has three dedicated test engineers and this has dramatically speeded-up dual-fuel engine development.  From 2007 to 2010, the collaboration extended to the development of predictive models for flame propagation in premixed gaseous mixtures with varying gas composition, investigating methane from biogas sources containing hydrogen. Experimental measurement of flame propagation rates in turbulent premixed methane/hydrogen/air mixtures was conducted at Loughborough, providing data for reacting LES model development and validation in collaboration with Naples University [3.6].		3.1 Patterson, J., Clarke, A. and Chen, R., ''Experimental study of the performance and emissions characteristics of a small diesel gen-set operating in dual-fuel mode with three different primary fuels”, SAE Paper No 2006-01-0050, New Diesel Engines and Components and CI Engine Performance for Use with Alternative Fuels, SP-2014, Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., USA, Proceedings of the SAE 2006 World Congress & Exposition, Detroit, Michigan, USA, April 2006, pp 1-11, ISBN 0-7680-1749-1. DOI: 10.4271/2006-01-0050, Peer- reviewed international conference. 3.2 Stewart, J., Clarke, A. and Chen, R., ''An experimental study of the dual-fuel performance of a small compression ignition Diesel engine operating with three gaseous fuels'', Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part D: Journal of Automobile Engineering, 221(8), 2007, pp 943-956, ISSN 0954-4070. DOI: 10.1243/09544070JAUTO458, Impact factor 0.583. 3.3 Clarke, A. and Hargrave, G.K., ''Measurements of laminar premixed methane-air flame thickness at ambient conditions'', Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part C Journal of Mechanical Engineering Science, 223(C8), 2009, pp 1969-1973, ISSN 0954- 4062. DOI: 10.1243/09544062JMES1259, Impact factor 0.633. 3.4 Stewart, J. and Clarke, A., ''A three-zone heat-release rate model for dual-fuel combustion'', Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers Part C: Journal of Mechanical Engineering Science, 224(11), 2010, pp 2423-2434, ISSN 0954-4062. DOI: 10.1243/09544062JMES1955, Impact factor 0.633. 3.5 Johnson S., Clarke A., Fletcher T., and Hyland D., “A phenomenological approach to dual fuel combustion modelling” Proceedings of the ASME 2012 Internal Combustion Engine Division Fall Technical Conference ICEF 2012 September 2012, Vancouver, BC, Canada.Peer- reviewed international conference. 3.6 Di Sarli, V., Di Benedetto, A., Long, E.J. and Hargrave, G. K., “Time-resolved particle image velocimetry of dynamic interactions between hydrogen-enriched methane/air premixed flames and toroidal vortex structures,” Int. J of Hydrogen Energy, 2012, 37, pp16201-16213, ISSN: 0360-3199, Impact factor 3.548. Grants and contracts: G3.1 2001-04: Studentship (Jill Stewart) “Combustion Diagnostics of a Dual Fuel Engine: An Experimental and Theoretical Study” EPSRC/Lister-Petter, £47k Dr Andrew Clarke (PI). G3.2 2008-10: Studentship (Steve Johnson) “Modelling of Duel Fuel Compression Ignition Engines” £90k, The Hardstaff Group, Dr Andrew Clarke (PI). G3.3 2009-10: Development Grant “Demonstration Project Force – Future On-Road CI Engines” £694k Project EMX06157 East Midlands Development Agency, Dr Andrew Clarke (PI), Prof. Graham Hargrave G3.4 2010-12:  Research Grant “High Speed Dual Fuel Direct Injection Engines with Advanced EGR and Injection Strategies to Reduce Carbon Dioxide Emissions” £148k TSB/EPSRC, Dr Andrew Clarke (PI), Prof. Graham Hargrave. The turbulent flame propagation research, providing the under-pinning validation data for LES model development for gas engine combustion prediction [3.6], led to on-going collaborations with Dr. V. Di Sarli at Naples University and Prof. H. Kawanabe at Kyoto University [L1]. The research provided a unique data-set for methane and methane/hydrogen combustion that has been used for fundamental model development [L2]. L1. Invited Lecture, Prof. G. K. Hargrave – University of Kyoto, “Optical diagnostics for natural gas  engine research,” 2010. L2. Dr. E. Long, “Turbulent premixed flame propagation in methane/air mixtures,” won best paper in Institute of Physics Young Researchers meeting, 2010.		In this section we present evidence that the research cited in s2 and s3 has had the following three major impacts: •   economic benefit (reduced running costs) in the haulage industry •   environmental benefit (reduced emissions) nationally and internationally •   change in approach to new fuel systems in industrial production. Impact 1: Economic benefits to haulage sector The  optical  diagnostics  applied  by  Hargrave  in  the  period  from  2006-2010  and  the  theory developed by Clarke from 2001 [3.3, 3.4] allowed Hardstaff to introduce their innovative new Oil- Ignition-Gas-Injection  (OIGI®)  system  in  2008.  The  research  allowed  the  average  Diesel substitution rate (by energy) to be increased from about 45% to a natural gas content of about 60%. The immediate impact of this was reduced running costs for the Hardstaff haulage business that operates a fleet of more than 100 heavy goods vehicles in the UK. At current pricing the increased substitution rate offers a saving of £406k p.a. and compared to a similar sized fleet operating on 100% Diesel fuel a saving of £1.6M p.a. [5.1]. The application of the theory developed by Clarke [3.3, 3.4] has allowed the OIGI® system to be reconfigured for other engines and has reduced the experimental time necessary to re-map the control system from around two weeks to one day [5.1]. This has created a further revenue stream. The Hardstaff Group is now an approved Mercedes-Benz Dealer that supplies the OIGI® system as an approved retro-fit or OEM system on all Axor and Actros long haul trucks in the UK. In 2012 this business was worth approximately £2.8M and with current orders is expected to double in 2013 [5.1]. In addition a Scandinavian subsidiary, Hardstaff AB, located in Göteborg Sweden, was opened in 2010 to provide OIGI® systems for Volvo FL and FE trucks. This business was worth approximately £1.3M in 2013 [5.1]. Impact 2: Environmental benefits The precise control that is afforded by the OIGI® system means that it can be optimised to reduce emissions and adjusted to run on carbon neutral biogas and other biofuels [5.1, 5.2]. The £694k Hardstaff/Loughborough University full scale test facility funded by East Midlands Development Agency was commissioned in 2009 and allowed the environmental impact of dual fuel technology to be assessed particularly under transient loads. Relative to a comparable Diesel engine, dual fuel offers a 15% reduction in carbon dioxide and at least 30% reduction in harmful nitrogen oxides, smoke and particulate emissions [5.1]. The environmental impact of dual fuel technology is considerable  in  the  UK,  Europe  and  beyond  and  resulted  in  Hardstaff  and  Loughborough University winning the prestigious Lord Stafford Award in 2010 for “Innovation for Sustainability” [5.3] and Hardstaff Group being runner-up in the industry’s Low Carbon Champions Awards hosted by the Institute of Mechanical Engineers [5.4]. Impact 3: Changing approaches in industry As a result of the work of Johnson and Clarke and work conducted under the TSB/EPSRC Grant “High Speed Dual Fuel Direct Injection Engines with Advanced EGR and Injection Strategies to Reduce Carbon Dioxide Emissions” a state-of-the-art computer model of the dual fuel combustion process has been developed [G3.4]. It has been shown that with multiple Diesel injection events, it is possible to increase the substitution rates in small, high speed engines. This work paves the way for the exploitation of dual fuel systems in passenger cars and small/medium commercial vehicles.		The following sources can be made available at request: Statements 5.1Letter from Hardstaff 5.2The    Hardstaff    dualfueltechnologyisdetailedin    thecompanywebpages: http://www.hardstaffgroup.co.uk/site/hardstaff-dual-fuel-technologies Awards 5.3 Hardstaff Group and Loughborough University winner of the Lord Stafford Award 2010 for “Innovation for Sustainability”, http://www.hardstaffgroup.co.uk/site/awards/lordstaffordaward 5.4 Hardstaff Group runner-up in the Low Carbon Heavy Duty Vehicle Manufacturer of the Year 2011, http://www.lowcvp.org.uk/lowcarbonchampions/results.asp

		812		0.018		Engineering elite footballs through high quality research		Research by Loughborough University academics has influenced the development of elite footballs used in numerous global tournaments including FIFA World Cups, UEFA European Championships and Olympic Games. Research findings have led to increased design freedoms that have allowed adidas to produce balls with improved commercial appeal resulting in a tenfold increase in sales whilst maintaining product performance in line with the highest certifiable level of FIFA standards.		Loughborough University, (LU), began applying engineering research to sports products in 1985, but it was the award of the SESAME grant (1999-2001) [G3.1] that provided the platform from which a multifaceted portfolio of expertise grew. Analysis and mathematical modelling of hollow sports balls and their performance emerged as a key research theme through the PhDs completed by Cordingley (2002) and Neilson (2003), both supervised  by  Prof  Roy  Jones  (LU,  1985-2011).  Cordingley  successfully  demonstrated  the potential  for  commercially  available  finite  element  analysis  software  to  model  thin  walled pressurised spheres with homogenous material properties and simulate their impact with rigid surfaces. Concurrently, Neilson reported detail of the kicking capabilities of elite footballers and subsequently derived the in-service requirements for elite match balls in a manner previously unreported. The EPSRC award of the Innovative Manufacturing and Construction Research Centre to Loughborough (2001-2006) [G3.2] supported further research by Price (2005) [G3.2a], supervised by Dr Andy Harland (LU, Lecturer 2001-2007, Senior lecturer 2007-present). The work demonstrated the influence of localised material anisotropy on ball performance and proposed methods to model its effects [3.1], thus avoiding the need for expensive and lengthy prototyping, as well as proposing strategies for alignment of the constituent woven material panel layers that overcome unwanted bounce irregularity. With the increase in complexity of designs and the enhanced scrutiny of players and the media, substantive research questions were identified within the field of ball aerodynamics. Expertise developed through the aerodynamic study of bluff bodies [3.2] and the design and build of a £2M wind tunnel at Loughborough, brought Dr Martin Passmore (LU, Research Associate 1984-1991, Lecturer 1991-2001, Senior lecturer 2001-present) into the team and resulted in a detailed study of spinning and non-spinning ball performance [G3.2b] [3.3] (2004-2005). As  this  research  began  to  be  applied  to  ball  design  through  collaboration  with  leading manufacturers,  including  adidas,  the  exposure  of  academic  staff  to  more  advanced  applied research questions led to further studies. The first of these related to the interactions between the outer layers of the ball and the various other surfaces involved in the game. Cotton (2008) was awarded an LU PhD for his thesis concerned with experimental and mathematical modelling of the role of surface texture on these deformable outer layers on the grip, stick and roll of the ball in a range of environmental conditions (2004-2007) [G3.2c], which proposed designs to overcome the inconsistencies found in previous balls. Rogers (2011) was awarded an LU PhD for research relating surface panel and seam geometry to aerodynamic ball performance following a four year programme of research supervised by Drs Harland and Passmore [G3.3] [3.4]. Concurrently, Dr Simon Tuplin (LU, Research Associate 2002  – present) [G3.4, G3.5, G3.6] developed fast and effective experimental and flight simulation analysis tools to support the performance characterisation of real and rapid prototyped ball designs during product development stages, published in response to an invitation from the editor of a special edition of the Journal of Sports Engineering and Technology [3.5]. Dr Passmore was also invited to present this work as a keynote address at the World Congress on Science & Football (WCSF), Japan 2011. In recognition of expertise in ball design, construction and performance analysis, Dr Harland was engaged as a consultant during the conceptual design stage of the ball to be used for the World Cup in 2010. This resulted in a patent [3.6] that covered the inclusion of grooves within panels to mimic the role of panel seams in providing aerodynamic stability which were included throughout the range of footballs produced for the 2010 FIFA World Cup.		3.1 Price, D.S., Jones, R. and Harland, A.R., ''Soccer Ball Anisotropy Modelling'', Materials Science and Engineering A, Structural Materials: Properties, Microstructure and Processing, 420(1-2), March 2006, 100-108, ISSN 0921-5093. DOI: 10.1016/j.msea.2006.01.079. Impact factor: 2.11 3.2 Passmore, M, Richardson, S., Imam, A. “An experimental study of unsteady vehicle aerodynamics”, 2001, Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part D: Journal of Automobile Engineering 215(7), 779-788, DOI: 10.1243/0954407011528365. Impact factor: 0.58 3.3 Passmore MA, Tuplin S, Spencer A, Jones R, Experimental studies of the aerodynamics of spinning and stationary footballs. Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. Part C: Journal of Mechanical Engineering Science, IMechE  ISSN 0954-4062, Vol 222 2008. DOI: 10.1243/09544062JMES655. Impact factor: 0.63 3.4 Passmore, M, Rogers, D, Tuplin, S, Harland, A, Lucas, T, Holmes, C (2012) The aerodynamic performance of a range of FIFA-approved footballs, Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part P: Journal of Sports Engineering and Technology, 226(1), 61-70, ISSN: 1754-3371. DOI: 10.1177/1754337111415768. Impact factor: 0.62 3.5 Tuplin, S, Passmore, M, Rogers, D, Harland, AR, Lucas, T, Holmes, C (2012) The application of simulation to the understanding of football flight, Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part P: Journal of Sports Engineering and Technology, 226, 134-142, DOI: 10.1177/1754337112444402. Impact factor: 0.62 3.6 World Cup Ball Patent: Nuernberg, H. -. P., Gordon, J. R., Lucas, T. D., van Oorschot, J., Geyer, H., & Harland, A. R. (2009). Ball with pseudo seams. Application number EP20100155323 (03/04/2009). Research grants: G3.1 R Jones, S Mitchell, D Kerwin, S Rothberg, The SESAME laboratory: The key to unlocking the UK’s future sport engineering excellence, EPSRC (GR/M54407/01) September 1999 – September 2001, £512,151 G3.2 IMCRC GRANT: C Backhouse, S Newman, S Rahimifard, P Palmer, M Jackson, P Dickens, P Conway, R Harrison, Dr D Hutt, S Mitchell, K Case, A West, R Young, R Parkin, S Rothberg, R Jones, M Caine, K Walsh, N Burns, A Thorpe, A centre for innovative manufacturing and construction research Total IMCRC grant, EPSRC (GR/R64483/01), £11,350,001, October 2001 - September 2006, from which specific allocations: G3.2a A Harland, R Jones, Advanced modelling of soccer balls, EPSRC (IMCRC) £104,424,and adidas £45,890, July 2002 – June 2005 G3.2b R Jones, M Passmore, A Spencer, Aerodynamics of Sports Balls, EPSRC (IMCRC) £49,703, March 2004 – February 2005 G3.2c  A Harland, R Jones, Soccer Ball Surface Interactions, EPSRC (IMCRC) £3,790 and adidas £30,000, October 2004 – September 2007  G3.3   A Harland, M Passmore, R Jones, Analysis of surface features influencing aerodynamics of ball flight, adidas £45,000, April 2007 – March 2011 G3.4   A Harland, M Passmore, Experimental Aerodynamics of Footballs 1, adidas £36,000, March 2009 – February 2010 G3.5   A Harland, M Passmore, Experimental Aerodynamics of Footballs 2, adidas £16,500, March 2010 – August 2010 G3.6   A Harland, M Passmore, Experimental Aerodynamics of Footballs 3, adidas £16,500, September 2010 – February 2011 •  Evidence for the quality of the research undertaken may be found from the outputs in which the work was published, which are the leading journals for researchers publishing in this field, and the number of invited and Keynote lectures presented by the investigators, the latter including: Prof Jones Keynote Lecture, World Congress on Science & Football (WCSF), Turkey, January 2007 •  Dr Harland Invited Lecture, BA Festival of Science, York, September 2007 •  Dr Harland Invited Lecture, VUB Crosstalks, Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB), Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB) and the Belgian Sports Technology Club (BSTC), Sep 2011 •  Dr Passmore Keynote Lecture, World Congress on Science & Football (WCSF), Japan 2011. Dr Harland and Dr Passmore were also invited to form the inaugural FIFA flight dynamics technical committee, together with colleagues from MIT, NASA and Technical University of Munich, November 2013.		The balls used in elite professional football have been required to satisfy performance standards laid down by the FIFA Quality Concept since 1995. Therefore, in order for football brands and manufacturers to improve the commercial success of their products, they must enhance areas other than performance, since this is constrained. Until 2002, the potential for brands to fundamentally  improve   the   consumer   appeal  of   footballs   was   inherently  limited   by  the manufacturing process. The research carried out at Loughborough has realised a greater understanding of the relationship between ball design and performance, which has allowed adidas to overcome these restrictions. Given the restrictions on changing ball performance, the research was instead used to identify and inform those aspects of design and construction where modifications could enhance the aesthetic and tactile beauty of the ball for commercial advantage without compromising performance. The  impact  of  the  research  carried  out  at  Loughborough  has  been  to  ensure  that  the  new manufacturing method achieved the following: •   Ensured that the inner carcass of the ball provided the appropriate uniform structural rigidity removing the need for outer panels to provide this function. •   Removed constraints of outer panel shapes such that they could be designed around the desired graphical imagery. This means that patterns are now able to extend across panel edges, where previously the imperfect alignment of conventional flat panel assembly led to misalignment that undermined the quality of appearance. •   Allowed outer panels to be manufactured from new materials that can be assembled without unevenly straining during inflation, meaning the ball is more spherical and has improved tactile feel. •   Maintained ball flight performance through the conception and implementation of aero-grooves, where increased outer panels sizes introduced for commercial advantage had potential to detrimentally affect ball aerodynamics These advantages have been realised sequentially by adidas in major tournament footballs. The Teamgeist ball used in the 2006 World Cup was the first to include the new carcass and curved panels  whilst  satisfying  all  FIFA  Quality  standards  to  the  highest  certifiable  level.  It  was commercially successful, returning sales of 15 million units compared to 2 million sold in 2002 [5.1].  In 2008, the research reported in Cotton’s PhD thesis (2008) led directly to the inclusion of a surface texture on the Europass ball used in the UEFA Euro 2008 tournament. For the 2010 Jabulani ball, Loughborough research   [3.3,3.4,3.5] led directly to the inclusion of aero-grooves on the surface that were designed to maintain flight stability; they are protected by a patent [3.6] on which Dr Harland is named as co-author. In addition to the tournaments mentioned, derivatives of these balls have also been used for Olympics, Champions League and various national leagues around the world. The success of this approach has led to ball patterns influencing design themes across clothing, stadia and media throughout each tournament. Therefore the consequential impact of this research is likely to be greater than that claimed, but is difficult to substantiate. Sales figures of major tournament footballs are highly sensitive and not made public due to the nature of the sponsorship agreements between brands and tournament organisers, with adidas reported to be paying $351 million to FIFA for the 2010 and 2014 World Cup tournaments alone. As a result sales figures are collated from media reports and press releases but indicate that during the period of Loughborough’s research, sales of the adidas match balls and their replicas have increased tenfold - from two million in 2002 to an estimated 20 million in 2010 [5.1,5.2]. The 2010 World Cup made a significant contribution to adidas revenues, with the relevant financial quarter in 2010 generating $3.47B, more than $0.58B higher than the $2.89B generated in the equivalent quarter in 2009 [5.3]. These gains have been supported by the raised awareness of engineering innovation achieved via media coverage of the tournament – more than 2.2 billion people watched more than 20 continuous minutes of TV coverage during the 2010 tournament [5.4] – and specific coverage of the research. Dr Harland completed more than 60 interviews with international broadcasters, including ESPN, BBC and CNN, resulting in coverage totalling more than £1M in AVE (Advertising Value Equivalent). This engagement extended across hard to reach demographics,  such  as  the  ~5 million  young  people  who  consciously  chose  to  engage  with technical films and information on the adidas Facebook site [5.5]. In summary, the research cited in this case study has resulted in a step change in the commercial success  of  a  significant  product  in  a  global  sport  leading  to  huge  economic  benefits  for  a multinational company.		The following sources of corroboration can be made available at request. Research Users 5.1 Letter of Support from the Engineering Director, adidas AG covering the impact of the research and key ball sales figures. Press Releases 5.2 adidas-Group Press Release: 2010 FIFA World CupTM already sales success for adidas, June 21, 2010 [Ball sales volumes] 5.3 adidas-Group Press Release: Nine Months 2010 Results, Herzogenaurach, November 4, 2010 [financial performance data] 5.4 2010 FIFA World Cup South Africa, Television Audience Report, Produced for FIFA TV by KantarSport [TV audience data] Social Media 5.5 adidas-football facebook page, accessed various dates from 2010 [social media reach]

		814		0.0201		Manufacturing systems for therapeutic human stem cells to improve health and quality of life		Since 2003 Loughborough University has worked with industry to create future manufacturing systems to enable large scale production of human stem cells. The research, development and demonstration of consistent, optimised, automated expansion in culture of human stem cells at Loughborough has led to the commercial sale by July 2013 of 47 systems worth £20.1M to companies developing stem cell-based and other therapies. Their use is contributing to the health and quality of life of patients, whilst creating a new industry sector with significant economic and employment benefits. Loughborough leads internationally and nationally in this emerging field with research at significant scale contributing new manufacturing and regulatory science and standards.		Research at Loughborough University since 2005 has generated new and important methods of automatically and consistently culturing human stem cells for therapeutic use. These cells are key to  regenerative  therapies  that  replace  or  regenerate  human  cells,  tissues  and  organs.  It  is predicted these developments will transform healthcare and the creation of a new industry sector is envisaged, as is evidenced by the creation of the Cell Therapy Catapult. The research arose from the industrial experience of Professor David Williams in terms of addressing scale-up challenges towards the end of pharmaceutical product life cycles. Returning to academia in 2003 as an EPSRC  funded  Research  Chair  at  Loughborough  he  committed  to  address  the  automation, process  design  and scale-up  challenges for  emerging  industries,  in  particular  those commercialising regenerative medicines. Williams headed the EPSRC Grand Challenge in Regenerative Medicine – remedi [Grant Ref EP/C534247/1][G3.1],  which  began  in  2005.  The  most  significant  work  package  of  remedi addressed  systems  for  the  automation  of  therapeutic  human  stem  cell  culture.  It  was  a collaboration of Loughborough’s manufacturing, quality, process, process design and biological engineering skills. The Automation Partnership (now TAP Biosystems) providing machine design skills, and multiple user partners who provided key understanding of the requirements for the manufactured product. Following the specification of a machine by the collaborating partners it was constructed and installed at Loughborough University in 2006. With user collaborators, the consistent automated adherent culture of human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC) [3.1], human embryonic stem cells (hESC) [3.2], human foetal progenitor cells [3.3], cord blood derived stem cells and smooth muscle cells was demonstrated at the level of quality required by clinical and commercial therapeutic use. Also, quality engineering and process design techniques were applied for the first time to improve the quality of stem cell bio-processing, including the measurement and comparison of manual and automated culture Process Capability (Cpk) [3.4], methods of product characterisation [3.5] and use of Design of Experiments including Taguchi Screening Experiments and Response Surface Methods to improve process consistency and product quality and reduce the Cost of Goods as summarised in [3.6]. The work has been executed within a quality system for translational research allowing transfer to an industrial environment requiring the use of Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP), essential for therapeutics. Since the initial transformative research in remedi (2005-2010) [G3.1], research has continued with EPSRC [G3.5-7, G3.11-13], BBSRC BRIC [G3.2], TSB [G3.8], MRC UKRMP [G3.14-15], Darpa [G3.4]  as  well  as  other  funding  [G3.3,  G3.9,  G3.10].  Although  other  universities  have  been involved with some of these grants, the most significant of these activities in manufacturing are and have been Loughborough led.  Loughborough University researchers were David J Williams (Professor, 2003 to date), Robert J Thomas (Research Associate, RCUK Fellow, Lecturer, Senior Lecturer, EPSRC Early Career Fellow 2006 to date), Yang Liu (Research Associate, RCUK Fellow, Lecturer, Senior Lecturer 2006 to date), Paul Hourd (Research Associate 2005 to date), Amit Chandra (Research Associate 2005 to date), Elizabeth Ratcliffe (Research Associate 2008 to date), Erin Rayment (Research Associate 2008 - 2010), Patrick Ginty (Research Associate  2008 to 2013), Jasmin Kee (PhD student 2006 - 2009), Pawanbir Singh (PhD student 2007 - 2010). Williams, Hourd, Kee and Chandra worked from manufacturing and quality engineering perspectives; Thomas, Liu, Ratcliffe, Rayment at the biology engineering interface and Williams, Hourd, Singh and Ginty integrated the commercial, clinical and evolving regulatory science and standards environments.		3.1. Thomas RJ, Chandra A, Liu Y, Hourd P, Conway P, Williams DJ, Manufacture of a human mesenchymal stem cell population using an automated cell culture platform, Cytotechnology, 55 (2007) 31-39; DOI: 10.1007/s10616-007-9091-2. Impact factor 1.35. 3.2. Thomas RJ, Anderson D, Chandra A, Smith NM, Young LE, Williams DJ, Denning C, Automated, Scalable Culture of Human Embryonic Stem Cells in Feeder-Free Conditions, Biotech and Bioeng, 102 (2009) 1636-1644; DOI: 10.1002/bit.22187. Impact factor 3.65. 3.3. Thomas RJ, Hope AD, Hourd P, Baradez M, Miljan EA, Sinden JD, Williams DJ, Automated, serum-free production of CTX0E03: a therapeutic clinical grade human neural stem cell line, Biotech Letters, 31 (2009) 1167–1172; DOI: 10.1007/s10529-009-9989-1. Impact factor: 1.85. 3.4. Liu Y, Hourd P, Chandra A, Williams DJ, Human cell culture process capability: a comparison of manual and automated production, JTERM, 4 (2010) 45-54; DOI: 10.1002/term.217. Impact factor 2.83. 3.5. Rayment EA, Williams DJ, Mind the Gap: Challenges in characterising and quantifying cell- and tissue-based therapies for clinical translation, Stem Cells, 28 (2010) 996–1004; DOI 10.1002/stem.416. Impact factor 7.70. 3.6. Williams DJ, Thomas RJ, Hourd P, Chandra A, Ratcliffe E, Liu Y, Rayment EA, Archer RA , Precision manufacturing for clinical-quality regenerative medicines, Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A, 370(1973) (2012) 3924-3949; DOI:10.1098/rsta.2011.0049. Impact factor 3.11. The significance of the research is indicated by the total award of £37M over an 8 year period, see below, and invited presentations internationally (including Auckland (New Zealand), Boston (US), Bremen (Germany), Erlangen (Germany), Hilton Head (US), Hong Kong, Leipzig (Germany), Madrid (Spain), Singapore, Stuttgart (Germany), Wroclaw (Poland)). Loughborough was also the only academic institution invited to give oral evidence on manufacturing to the 2012-2013 House of Lords Select Committee on Regenerative Medicine [5.4, 5.5], a clear indicator of national academic leadership in the field. Key Research Grants: G3.1 2005-2010 EPSRC Remedi Grand Challenge Regenerative Medicine – A New Industry £7M (Williams). G3.2 2008-2011 BBSRC/BRIC Developing scalable and standardised manufacturing methods for human pluripotent stem cells £377k – Hewitt (Loughborough University), Thomas, Williams & Young, Denning (University of Nottingham). G3.3 2008- 2010 emda Centre for Biological Engineering Facility £650k – Williams (Loughborough University). G3.4 2008-2012  Darpa Large Scale Human Placenta Progenitor Cell-Derived Erythocyte Production – Continuous Red Blood Cell Production Phase 1 & Phase 2 £2.13M – Thomas & Williams (Loughborough University). G3.5 2008-2017 EPSRC LSI DTC’s Doctoral Training Centre in Regenerative Medicine £6.1M – Williams (Loughborough University), Shakesheff (University of Nottingham), El Haj (Keele University). G3.6 2010-2017 EPSRC  E-TERM Cross Disciplinary Research Landscape Award £2.9M – Williams (Loughborough University), Fisher (University of Leeds), Shakesheff (University of Nottingham), El Haj (Keele University), McNeil (University of Sheffield), Genever (University of  York) . G3.7 2010-2015 EPSRC Centre for Innovative Manufacturing in Regenerative Medicine £5.3M - Williams (Loughborough University), Shakesheff (University of Nottingham), El Haj (Keele University). G3.8 2010-2011 TSB GMP Automated Stem Cell Culture £198k – Williams (Loughborough University). G3.9 2011-2012 KTA Supporting the Improvement and Optimisation of Cell Culture for Regenerative Medicine Products Companies £91k – Williams (Loughborough University). G3.10 2011-2012 KTA Supporting the Establishment and Validation of a Regulated Manufacturing Facility for Contract Research and Manufacturing of Cell Therapies £142k – Williams (Loughborough University). G3.11 2012-2015 EPSRC National Centre Uplift £534k – Williams (Loughborough University). G3.12 2013-2018 EPSRC Early Career Fellowship £1.5M – Thomas (Loughborough University). G3.13 2013-2018 EPSRC Manufacturing Fellowship £1.08M – Medcalf (Loughborough University). G3.14 2013-2017 MRC/UKRMP The Pluripotent Stem Cell Platform £5.6M – Andrews (Sheffield University), Smith (Cambridge University) and Williams (Loughborough University). G3.15 2013-2017 MRC/UKRMP The Pluripotent Stem Cell Platform Capital Investment £3.1M – Andrews (Sheffield University), Smith (Cambridge University) and Williams (Loughborough University).		Our research as cited in [3.1-3] led to the creation and application of an automated system, the CompacT SelecT, to the culture of large numbers of human stem cells. This is now being put to use internationally to develop therapeutics [5.1]. As of July 2013, 47 of these systems worth £20.1M have been sold in laboratory and GMP configurations and are being used to benefit current and future patients by both enabling translational research and manufacturing therapeutics. TAP are in discussions with potential purchasers of 50 further systems with half of these to be applied to either cell therapy development or stem cell research. As a result of the orders, TAP Biosystems and their build partners have created 15-20 new jobs [5.2]. The Loughborough research uniquely allows the transfer of manual stem cell culture processes to automation and pioneered process design techniques for their subsequent optimisation. The research was collaborative with the science base, manufacturing industry and its suppliers and end users and designed with embedded direct dissemination routes. After some initial work, human (h) dermal fibroblasts were cultured on the automated CompacT SelecT  in  collaboration  with  Intercytex  (2006-2009),  human  smooth  muscle  cells  with  Cook Myocyte (US) (2008-2009), hMSC with Oreffo of Southampton (2006, [3.1]), foetally derived neural progenitors with Reneuron (2008-2009, [3.3]), hESC (differentiated to cardiomyocytes) with Denning and Young of Nottingham (2008-2009, [3.2]) and latterly human induced pluripotent stem cells (hIPSC) with Vallier and Pederson of Cambridge (2011-2013) and GMP grade hESC cells with WiCell (US) (2012-2013). Consequently the work has significantly contributed to the development of cell-based therapeutics for blood replacement, stroke and degenerative diseases of the brain, leukaemia and other cancers and tissue repair including for the bladder [5.1]. The product launched by TAP Biosystems has a global reach: 40% of the systems sold are in Europe and 60% in the US with concentrations on the East (MA) and West Coasts (CA) [5.2], and new markets are emerging in Russia, China and Korea. Loughborough further enabled the exploitation process by demonstrating the capability of the machine to culture complex cell types of significance to customers and to operate to GMP. Understanding how to manufacture stem cell based products is one of the key critical translational steps required to allow such therapies to reach the market and for successful business investment and sector growth. The new manufacturing science researched at Loughborough has allowed the reduction to practice of complex research laboratory based biological processes.  This capability has significantly influenced the development of the new Cell Therapies Catapult. The Group was joint leader of one of the three bids, reaching the final round of the subsequently withdrawn academic competition for leadership of the Catapult during 2011. The Catapult was then created in a top-down process by the Technology Strategy Board with a CEO being appointed in April of 2012 and a Chairman in September 2012. An MOU establishing a strategic collaboration between the Cell Therapies Catapult and the manufacturing, automation and process capability at Loughborough University was signed on 21st January 2013 [5.6]. Further, Williams chaired the meeting (09/07/08) that led to the founding of the Regenerative Medicine RGM/1 committee of BSI. Whilst creating the first two Publically Available Specifications, PAS, (PAS 83 and 84) was straightforward being solely descriptive of the status quo, a third, PAS 93 on Cell Characterisation [5.7], was more problematic, requiring a Loughborough intervention [5.8] to meet the needs of the innovative businesses. It is important to recognise that this third PAS [5.7] is the first of its kind in the world and is likely to lead to an ISO standard. Our track record was also key to securing essential follow-on research funding, in particular the leadership of major national consortia including The EPSRC Centre for Innovative Manufacturing in Regenerative Medicine (2010) [G3.7], its uplift to act as a national centre (2012) [G3.11], the translational research fellowship programme, the EPSRC ETERM Cross Disciplinary Landscape Award (2010) [G3.6], the EPSRC Early Career Fellowship of Dr Robert Thomas (2013) and other subsequent grants [G3.2-5,G3.8-10,G3.13-15]. The work has also generated a large number of skilled individuals with contributing research assistants and PhD graduates from the group being employed as lecturers and senior lecturers (Thomas and Liu, Loughborough) in academia and as technical and commercial professionals in international  translational  and  technology  transfer  organisations  (Rayment,  Griffith  University, Australia; Ginty, Cell Therapy Catapult) and businesses (Kee, Organogenesis, US; Singh, Stem Cell Technologies, Canada) with a consequent impact on technology translation.		The following sources of corroboration can be made available at request: 5.1 Therapeutic Development: Example press release  http://www.reneuron.com/press- release/reneuron-successfully-automates-its-stem-cell-manufacturing-process-09-04-09. 5.2 Commercial Exploitation of Automation: TAP Biosystems, Royston, SG8 5YW 5.3 Economic Impact of Research: EPSRC Economic Impact of the Innovative Manufacturing Research Centres, DTZ, 15th April 2011. http://www.epsrc.ac.uk/SiteCollectionDocuments/Publications/reports/EconomicImpactOfTheI MRCs.pdf Page 45: Table showing total impact of Regenerative Medicine Grand Challenge new product £21.5M sales to date, Leverage of £28M of follow-on funding (between all partners). (Additional potential share of market, 0.5% worth £650M p.a.) 5.4 Policy Impact. Oral Evidence to the House of Lords Select Committee in Regenerative Medicine. Weblink to session  http://www.parliamentlive.tv/Main/Player.aspx?meetingId=12149; 5.5 Policy Impact. Web link to Report of House of Lords Select Committee on Regenerative Medicine http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201314/ldselect/ldsctech/23/23.pdf 5.6 Relationship with Cell Therapies Catapult/MOU. Cell Therapy Catapult, Guy's Hospital, Great Maze Pond, London SE1 9RT London, Web link to press release  http://www.innovateuk.org/content/news/cell-therapy-catapult- loughborough-university-to-c.ashx 5.7 Standards PAS 93:2011, Characterization of human cells for clinical applications, BSI, 2011. ISBN 9780580698507.  http://shop.bsigroup.com/en/ProductDetail/?pid=000000000030213318 Centre for Biological Engineering contribution acknowledged on page iv. 5.8 Characterisation Standards Influence on PAS 93 BSI, 389 Chiswick High Road, London, W4 4AL

		826		0.001		Catalytic Converter Research Leads to Major New Product for Motor Vehicles		Globally there are estimated to be 60 million cars produced each year. These all require catalysts that need testing to meet stringent emissions legislation. Catagen Ltd, a spin-out from Queen’s University has developed a product for testing motor vehicle catalysts that is 85% cheaper to operate  than  traditional  methods  and  represents  a  98% reduction  in  CO2   emission  from testing and an 80% reduction in energy input. Major global customers including GM motors and Fiat have adopted this revolutionary patent protected technology and international sales growth has been recognised, winning an all- Ireland business award for BEST High Growth Company 2012		Engine catalyst research at QUB has been led by Professor Roy Douglas since the late 1990’s. Initial research focused on catalytic converters for two-stroke engines and addressed the catalytic substrate simply as an obstruction to the flow of exhaust gas, which hinders the progression of the main exhausted pulse, and in turn affects the performance of the engine [1]. This initial research led to a validated catalyst model for two-stroke applications that involved Douglas and McCullough [2]. A natural progression of the research was to understand the catalysis processes themselves, research driven by the automotive industry, which was coming under increasing pressure to reduce and monitor engine emissions. This work addressed the reaction rates associated with the storage process, for three-way automotive catalysts [3] and highlighted the need for precise understanding of the ageing process in catalysts. Ageing, in this context, refers to the fact that catalysts do not operate with the same efficiency over long periods (years in terms of required life-times in cars). Therefore test methods must be able to demonstrate that new designs will operate effectively (i.e. within engine emission targets) over sustained periods. Later work by Douglas and McCullough describes a detailed mathematical model for oxygen storage, a crucial part of a complete kinetic model of a three-way automotive catalyst. This model consisted of two interdependent sub-models with the complex environment of a catalyst: one for the oxidation process and a second for the reduction process. In this study, O2 and NO were used as oxidizing agents and CO, C3H6 and C3H8 were used as reducing agents [4]. The development of the new dynamic Catalyst Ageing System for testing motor vehicle catalysts dates back to the formation of CenTACat in 2003 [6]. CenTACat undertakes multidisciplinary research involving chemists, physicists and engineers with a common interest in understanding the fundamental principles that underpin clean energy production and environmental protection. Within this facility Douglas supervised PhD student Andrew Woods (now CEO of Catagen) and together they filed a patent relating to the IP that their research had developed for testing of catalyst materials [5].		1.  McDowell, A.P.N., Carberry, B.P., Douglas, R. Effects of the catalytic converter on two- stroke engine performance , SAE Special Publications   Volume 1294, September 1997, Pages 81-90. DOI: 10.4271/972741 2.  *McCullough,  G.,  Douglas,  R.,  Cunningham,  G.,  Foley,  L.  The  validation  of  a  two- dimensional transient catalyst model for direct injection two-stroke applications (2001) Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part D: Journal of Automobile Engineering 215 (8) , pp. 935-955. DOI: 10.1243/0954407011528491 3.  Khossusi, T., Douglas, R., McCullough, G. Measurement of oxygen storage capacity in automotive catalysts (2003) Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part D: Journal of Automobile Engineering 217 (8), p 727-733. DOI: 10.1243/09544070360692113 4.  *Khossusi, T., McCullough, G., Douglas, R. Modelling of oxygen storage in automotive catalysts. (2004) Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part D: Journal of Automobile Engineering 218 (11) , pp. 1349-1362. DOI: 10.1243/0954407042580066 5.  *Douglas R, A. Woods A.  Method and Apparatus for Testing a Catalyst Material Douglas, R.  &  Woods,  A.  Sep  2011  EP2376754.  Granted  Patent  (under  examination  in  4 jurisdictions: USA, China, India & Brazil) *Best 3 outputs Grants 6.  General Motors R&D, R Douglas (funded A Woods PhD), 2005-2008 , direct industrial funding, $60,000 7.  Centre for the Theory and Application of Catalysis (CenTACat), Douglas R., McCullough G. (2  of  20  Co-investigators),  2003-2008,  Support  Programme  for  University  Research SPUR2, £5,000,000. 8.  EPSRC Studentship, R Douglas, Catalyst Modelling, 2008-2012, £100,000		The data from catalyst aging tests are required in the commercialisation of any new formulation in the automotive industry.  Traditional methods to achieve this are not only expensive in terms of fuel consumption but have secondary negative impacts including CO2 emissions. The realisation that exhaust gas recirculation could be applied to improve such issues was a significant advance and led to the development of the patented dynamic Catalyst Ageing System. This technique currently out performs all published ageing procedures in terms of the balance of overall cost. It was research into the ageing of catalysts within CenTACat that resulted in a QUB spinout company Catagen Ltd, which was formed in May 2011. Catagen produce a range of such ageing systems for the automotive industry including Labcat.  Each system has been trialled by industry to advance commercialisation of catalytic technologies. The first system was manufactured by FAST Technologies Ltd in Derry City with product launch in January 2012. This brought much needed jobs to a region with the highest youth unemployment in N Ireland. Catagen will have their own Belfast-based manufacturing facility in 2013, with FAST involved as a component supplier. The Catagen technology is regarded as a revolutionary innovation in laboratory based ageing. The  technique which uses the patented dynamic Catalyst Ageing System costs just over $3 USD per hour to run which translates to lower running costs than competitors and faster return on investment. This low carbon technology also outputs 50 times less CO2 compared to engine ageing of equivalent catalyst volumes and space velocities, therefore representing an environment-friendly technology. Catagen delivered the first machine to Fiat CRF, Italy in June 2012 and, at that time, quotations were sent to 6 automotive companies.  Turnover for the year 2012 was £200k and the company is projecting sales of £1m for 2013, with a company valuation of about £5m at that time. In  January  2012  Arlene  Foster  MLA  (N  Ireland  Minster  for  Trade)  described  Catagen  as  a “Northern  Ireland  success  story”  that  followed  a  great  tradition  of  local  manufacturing excellence in the industry. This is backed up by former Director of Ford Motors in the USA (Rose Mary Stalker) who stated “The automotive industry is built on innovation and Labcat is a significant and welcome development … it will find international success”. Rose Mary Stalker’s strong belief in Catagen resulted in her accepting the position of its Chair in January 2013. That international success is now being demonstrated with global sales to Fiat and General Motors Company (both iconic names and world leaders in motoring) and a new major deal with Mahle Powertrain, the second largest company in the world producing engine components. As well as bringing economic rewards to Catagen this has been acknowledged by the Best High Growth Company Award at InterTradeIreland’s 2012 all-island Seedcorn Business Competition. The global market size is estimated at 15,000 test machines (just within the automotive sector) translating to a required production capacity of 150 machines per year (current Catagen capacity is 4 machines per year). Further markets will be coming on-stream, such as small off-road engines (SORE), which will require catalysts. This will occur over the next 10 years due to the introduction of new emissions legislation. Currently 100 million SORE are produced each year. In summary the technology, developed at QUB, brings economic growth to the region with global reach in terms of product sales and environmental impact. Professor Douglas is Chief Technical Officer and shareholder within Catagen.		1.  Catagen CEO 2.  Catagen company literature acknowledging QUB input: http://www.catagen.co.uk/research.html 3.  Intertrade Ireland Business Awards http://www.dcppr.co.uk/catagen-triumphs-intertradeireland-seedcorn-business-awards/ 4.  NI Minister for trade speech at Catagen Product Launch Jan 2012 http://www.catagen.co.uk/videos.html 5.  Belfast Telegraph article on Catagen Product Launch (Jan 2012) http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/northern-ireland/derry-hosts-launch- of-major-new-car-product-28704662.html

		828		0.23		New Eco-Friendly Hybrid Buses for London and Beyond		Using  powertrain  system  models  arising  from  QUB  research  Wrightbus  Ltd  developed  an advanced eco-friendly hybrid diesel-electric bus which won the New Bus for London contract worth £230M supplying 600 buses to Transport for London (commencing August 2012). Demonstrating highly significant economic and environmental impacts the bus has twice the fuel economy of a standard diesel and emits less than half the CO2 and NOx. The full fleet reduces annual  CO2  emissions  in  London  by  230,000  tonnes,  improving  air  quality  and  reducing greenhouse gases. The company continues to develop the technology in new hybrid vehicles reaching worldwide, including USA, Hong Kong, Singapore and China.		Engine performance simulation research has been led by Professor Douglas since the mid 1990s. Prior  to this, much of  the predictions for  engines used data from  prototypes and operational systems, and little existed in reliable models which could be used effect in design. Much of the problem relates to the complexity of performance in a typical drive cycle which has a large number of constantly changing parameters and is therefore difficult to extract reliable average or predictive measures.  The breakthrough was in developing the 1-D code which though of low fidelity allowed a complete predictive model to be established with reliable output. The work continued throughout the  late  1990s  with  the  development  and  implementation  of  component  models  for  Internal Combustion (IC) engines [1,2] leading to the evolution of fully operational engine simulation code [3]. The success of the 1-D simulations allowed further development to the broader powertrain system using 2-D models (Douglas & McCullough, joined 1999) and linking several system elements together  to  provide  a  complete  picture.  This  was  achieved  through  the  "Virtual  Engineering Centre" [6] with the theory for modelling of powertrain systems and components [4], where the first simple vehicle models were developed and tested. The team built state-of-the art test cells for validation of performance over the full cycle. Validation of the models was a key aspect of the development and techniques were developed both on test rigs and on-road in vehicles and the data was compared with other published information. This investment was a key part in improving the  reliability  and  accuracy  of  models,  moving  from  the  research  environment  to  working prototypes in operation. To this point much of the work had been focused around traditional IC engines but the capability now permitted consideration of hybrid diesel-electric drives, which was previously too challenging with existing approaches. Since 2005 Douglas, with co-workers Fleck and Kee, led the final phase of this research, collaborating directly with Wrightbus on development of techniques for  modelling  of  vehicle  powertrains  for  hybrid  vehicles  [4,6,8]. From 2007 to 2009, full vehicle models were constructed, tested and validated and detailed component models for items  such as batteries, motors, inverters, were developed.   The models were then assembled into useful design tools to allow Wrightbus to use them in assessing system designs. In particular the full drive cycle was investigated and the efficiency of each element of the system assessed. Each element was then tuned by industry (collaborations involving Wrightbus Ltd, Revolve Technologies Ltd) to allow maximum performance at all phases of the drive cycle. It was the culmination of this  capability  in  2009  that  provided  the  key  to  the  Wrightbus  success,  allowing development of optimum performance across the whole system. In the last phases, working with the industrial partners on the development of the new generation buses extensive on-road testing was undertaken at Millbrook testing facilities (2009), overseen by Douglas, to capture real drive cycle data for validation and verification. The models were extensively checked for accuracy and reliability over a range of vehicles and over a range of drive cycles.		System Modelling: 1.  M.G.Reid, R. Douglas. "Quasi-Dimensional Modelling of Combustion in a Two-Stroke Cycle Spark Ignition Engine". SAE Paper 941680, SAE Off-Highway Congress, September 1994. DOI: 10.4271/941680 2.  *G. McCullough, R. Douglas, G. Cunningham and L. Foley.   “The Development of a Two- Dimensional Transient Catalyst Model for DI Two-Stroke Applications.”  Journal of Automobile Engineers, Part D, Vol. 215, D8, pp 919-933, August 2001. DOI: 10.1243/0954407011528482 3.  *T. Khossusi, G. McCullough and R. Douglas. “Modelling of Oxygen Storage in Automotive Catalysts”. Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part D, Journal of Automobile   Engineering,   Vol.  218,   No  11,  pp   1349-1362,   December   2004.   DOI: 10.1243/0954407042580066 Vehicle Modelling: 4.  *A. Simpson, R. Fleck, R. Douglas, R.J. Kee. D. Steele. “Development of a Heavy Duty Hybrid Vehicle Model”. SAE paper 2009-01-2933, SAE Commercial Vehicle Engineering Congress and Exhibition, Rosemont, Illinois, US, Oct, 2009. DOI: 10.4271/2009-01-2933 *Best 3 outputs Grants: 5.  R Fleck, R. Douglas, GP Blair, "Development of the QUB Engine Simulation Package". Funded by 6 companies, 1992 to 1996, £235,000 6.  R. Douglas, R Fleck, “Modelling of Powertrain for Hybrid Buses, £66k, jointly funded via Invest NI and Wrightbus”, 2008 to 2010 7.  R. Douglas, R. Fleck, G. McCullough, R. Kee et al.  "The Virtual Engineering Centre".  In collaboration with 3 Engineering Schools.  Funded  by SPUR, 2001 to 2006, £5,100,000 8.  R. Douglas et al. "The Total Thermal Management of a Hybrid Diesel-Electric Bus", TSB funded with Wrightbus,2010, total value £1.6m, £569k to QUB. 9.   KTP007991 £192k 2010-2013 TSB & Invest N.I “To transfer the technology of Hybrid Modelling, enabling modelling of new configurations of the hybrid driveline for application in new city buses worldwide”.		29,000 people die prematurely each year in Britain from man-made air pollution, mostly from  vehicle  exhausts,  with  London  being  one  of  the  worst  cities  in  Europe#.  QUB technology is now being utilised to reduce this pollution. Wrightbus is the UK’s largest bus manufacturer producing a range of buses which it now exports globally. Wrightbus used the models and capability arising from this QUB research to improve their range of hybrid buses, resulting in contracts of more than £230M for 600 buses and growth in the company to a workforce of over 1400 high value manufacturing jobs. Most notably the work helped Wrightbus secure the contract to replace
the iconic Routemaster for Transport for London.  In tests at Millbrook  Proving  Ground,  the engineering  test  vehicle emitted only 640 grams per kilometre (g/km) of CO2 and 3.96 g/km of Oxides of nitrogen (NOx) – less than half of the CO2 emitted by a current diesel bus (1295g/km) and under half of the NOx emitted by a current diesel bus (9.3g/km). In testing, fuel economy was also better than twice that of a standard diesel bus at 11.6mpg.
The hybrid bus model is a simulation of the complete vehicle which allows designers to assess the performance of the bus (power and fuel usage) over the whole drive cycle in a city, with its numerous stops, starts, accelerations and decelerations. It was developed with the express aim of assisting in the design of hybrid drivelines for city buses, to specify components and to optimise control strategies. The model has almost 50 person years of research embedded within based on extensive theoretical work and experimental validation. The pivotal capability is that the model works reliability over the whole drive cycle allowing designers to tune engine and powertrain performance at all points.
This  was  directly  introduced  to  Wrightbus,  Ballymena  initially  through  a  Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP, commenced 2010) to implement the model into their design process for new hybrid buses. It is now routinely used by their engineers for specification of hybrid buses and has been applied in a series of projects. It is accepted as an important design tool and  has  been  well  validated  for  accurate  prediction  of  fuel  economy  and  emissions  of  the Wrightbus product range. This key capability allowed partner company Revolve Technologies Ltd., working with Wrightbus, to develop an engine management system which controls performance and doubles the efficiency of the vehicle.
As well as the modelling and design of hybrid bus systems, this approach is now being applied to evaluate  the  performance  of  new  technologies  and  for  optimising  non-hybrid  powertrains. Wrightbus is continually searching for lower fuel economy and better efficiency as their global market grows. They have now employed one of the QUB research team members who developed the vehicle model as their technology specialist.
The economic impact of this research has therefore been more widespread throughout the global bus industry through the vehicle modelling  work  in collaboration  with  Wrightbus  Ltd,    the leading manufacturer of city buses in the UK and an exporter across the world from Singapore and Hong Kong to Las Vegas. The research contribution has assisted Wrightbus in improving their range of hybrid buses, in evaluating various technologies for fuel economy improvement.  The New Bus for  London  had star  billing  during  the  London  Olympics  with  the  first  4 prototypes operating and on display throughout 2012. The Lord Mayor of London, Boris Johnson, has acclaimed “Christmas has arrived early in the form of this revolutionary new bus…it is the latest, greatest masterpiece of British engineering and design, and I am certain it will become a much loved and iconic vehicle akin to the legendary Routemaster from which it draws so much inspiration”. Since 2012 buses have been gradually introduced to Central London routes and being operated by Arriva. Moreover the bus is seen as a way to improve London’s air quality. The full fleet will reduce NOx emissions by 57% and an astounding 230,000 tonnes of CO2 every year. Air pollution costs the UK £15bn per year, mainly from the cost of treating respiratory diseases (e.g. asthma) and heart attacks that air pollution causes#. The success is now attracting further investment from the partners in the TSB supported project "The  Total  Thermal  Management  of  a  Hybrid  Diesel-Electric  Bus"  with  Douglas  and McCullough leading the QUB team, and in 2012, a new development project was set up in collaboration with Flybrid Automotive Ltd to apply the flywheel storage as used in Formula 1 cars to city buses. #Guardian article “All Choked Up- Why is our air so dirty” 20th March 2013		1. Company contacts relating to Wrightbus associated claims: Engineering Director, Wrightbus Ltd, Ballymena. 2. Articles on hybrid bus testing at Millbrook http://www.greencarcongress.com/2009/05/revolve-gemini-20090514.html http://www.thegreencarwebsite.co.uk/blog/index.php/2009/05/16/best-fuel-results-yet-for- double-decker-bus/ 3. Articles on London Buses http://london.gov.uk/media/mayor-press-releases/2011/12/mayor-heralds-the-arrival-of-the- new-bus-for-london http://www.london.gov.uk/media/mayor-press-releases/2011/11/mayor-drives-first-new-bus- for-london-off-production-line 4. Article on Thermal Energy Recovery Project http://www.lowcvp.org.uk/lceb/monitoring/details.asp?id=35

		831		0.00004		QUB plays Pivotal  Role in Rotomoulding Global Success  Stories		Researchers  in  QUB  developed  the  first  commercial  process  control  system  (Rotolog)   and simulation software (RotoSim)  for the Rotomoulding Plastics Industry. There has also been recent commercialisation of a new energy-saving system, the Rotocooler. The fundamental understanding of the process that was developed also enabled the moulding of new materials for new application areas, notably motorcycle fuel tanks (now used by BMW, Ducati, Harley  Davidson  and  Honda)  and  the  world’s  first   concept   car  made  from   sustainable polymers. Global   economic  and  environmental  impact   arises   from   a  significantly  more  efficient process,   better   product  quality,   a  greater  selection  of  processable  materials  and  thus increased sales.		QUB is internationally renowned for its innovative research into the rotational moulding of plastics, initially under the direction of Roy Crawford FREng in the mid 1990s and has continued with significant contributions from Wright, Harkin-Jones, Kearns and Hornsby. QUB is regarded by the academic  community  and  the  rotomoulding  industry  as  the  world   leader  in  this  field  with specialist staff and equipment housed within the Polymer Processing Research Centre (PPRC) Rotolog:   A process control system allowing measurement of mould internal temperature and pressure transmitting measurements via radio to a receiver and associated analysis and control software. Initial research (Crawford) in 1995 [1] allowed the operator to determine for  the first time  when  to remove  the part  from  the oven  to avoid oxidative degradation yet ensure good sintering. It also  led  the way for the development of  multi-layer moulding and facilitated a fundamental understanding of the influence of process and material parameters on warpage. RotoSim:  This software which was developed over the period 1994-1996 (Crawford, Wright) allows the user to input a CAD model of the part to be manufactured and it predicts the build-up of polymer on the mould,  the wall  thickness distribution, final  part  dimensions and cycle times. This enables the moulder to optimise the rotation ratio, speed and oven temperature to achieve a desired material distribution and cycle time. The underlying science involves modelling of  granular  material  flows  in  a  biaxially  rotating  mould,  heat  transfer  including  melting  and crystallization and shrinkage [2, 3]. Rotocooler: An EU project (Micromelt, 2006-09) led to prototype internal mould water spray device. Further collaboration with the German company Maus GmbH (2010-2013) resulted in the development of the commercial Rotocooler device. New materials: A combined experimental and theoretical study between 1993 and 2001 (Harkin- Jones) provided the information necessary to enable the industry to start  moulding reactive liquid  engineering polymers [4, 5]. Production of a part with uniform wall thickness requires an  understanding of the very complex interactions between mould speed, shape and dimension, the rheology of the material as it reacts and heat transfer in the process. Research into multilayer constructions [6] includes collaboration with Total  Petrochemicals [7], one of the world’s largest  petrochemicals companies, led to the development of the first rotomoulded multi-layer polyethylene/polyamide fuel tanks  and the development of a rotomoulded concept  car using a novel bio-based  polymer system  (Kearns). Key research challenges included development of materials to achieve a good bond between the two layers and significant process optimisation to ensure that the material layers were neither poorly sintered nor degraded.		Journal  publications 1. Crawford, RJ, Recent advances in the manufacture of plastic products by rotomoulding, Journal of  Materials  Processing Technology, (1996),  56,  263-271. doi.org/10.1016/0924- 0136(95)01840-9 2. Xu   L,    Crawford    RJ,   Computer    simulation   of    the   rotational   molding   process. Plastics, Rubber and Composites Processing and applications, (1994), 21, 257-273. 3. Attaran MT; Wright EJ; Crawford RJ, Computer modelling of the rotational moulding process, Journal    of    Reinforced    Plastics    and    Composites    (1998),    17,    1307-1318.    DOI: 10.1177/073168449801701405 4. *Harkin-Jones, E. and Crawford, R.J.  Advances in Reactive Rotational Moulding. Advances in Polymer Technology, (1996), 15, 71-100 5. *Fomin S., Watterson J.K., Raghunathan S., Harkin-Jones E. The Run-Off Condition for Rimming Flow of a Power-Law Fluid, Theoretical Computational Fluid Dynamics, (2001), 15, 83-94. DOI: 10.1007/s001620100044 6. *Kearns M, et al. Patent: ‘Method for making a part with clearance volume by rotational moulding and resulting part’. Patent Numbers: United States Patent 7247268, WO 0218117, FR 2813232, EP 1313602, CA 2419433 (granted 2007) *Best 3 Outputs Grants/Industrial Funding 7.  Industrial funding from Total Petrochemicals, £839,309 8. EPSRC  grants:  GR/M95219/01,  Enhanced  polymer  processing  (Development  of  the reactive  rotational  moulding  process),  May  2000-Jan  2004,  £547,494.  GR/M10045/01 Reduction  of  cycle  times  for  the  rotational  moulding  of  plastics,  May  1998-April2001, £201,139. GR/K86534/01 Development of process technology for moulding multi-layer products from powdered plastics, Jan 1997-April 1999, £133,208. GR/K03579/01, Computer simulation for rotational moulding of plastics, March 1995-May 1998, £135,231. GR/J24898/01, Improved Dimensional Control of Rotationally Moulded Plastic Products, Jan 1994-December 1996, £181,197. 9. EU Grants:  Rotoflex-217727, Jan 2009-2011, £479,222. Rotofast-243607, Aug 2010-July 2013, £463,046. Micromelt-030434-2, Sept 2006-Aug 2009, £206,286. Badana-232287, July 2009-June 2011, £102,688. Alamo-512833, Nov 2004-Oct 2006, £65,480 Prizes/Awards 10.  Association of Rotational Molders International 2004 Organisational Service Award, October 2004		Since 2008 the rotomoulding research group at QUB has continued to make a major contribution to the understanding of the process, the development of improved rotomoulding grade polymers, advances  in  the  application  of  high  performance  polymers  for  more  demanding  product applications and novel developments in rotomoulding technology aimed at improving the efficiency and versatility of the process [1,2]. Global Industrial Training Seminars Since 2008 QUB staff have trained over 400 personnel from companies throughout the world in the latest processing technologies arising from QUB rotational moulding research. These training seminars have been located in rotomoulding hotspots throughout the world. Establishment if this industry in developing countries, such as Thailand, would not have been possible without knowledge transferred from QUB [3]. Furthermore developed countries, such as Australia and New Zealand have significantly benefited. Leisa Donlan, Chief Executive Officer, Association of Rotational Moulders Australasia has stated “Your contribution allows our members to quantify and strive toward global industry best practice and the independent nature of your position means that we can confidently provide our members access to your workshops without any concerns about competitive issues.   We believe there will be substantial benefits to the industry through the training” [4] Rotolog First marketed via a university spin out company, Rotosystems, which was sold to Ferry Industries, USA one of the largest rotational moulding suppliers in the world in 2003. It has since  become the  standard method   for  rotational  moulding  process   control, used  around   the  world. Beyond 2008 Ferry Industries continue to successfully market this product [5], with its proven use significantly reducing new product development times with consequent savings in raw materials, energy and labour. It furthermore ensures consistency of part properties which again companies to assure part quality and reduce process scrap. RotoSim This software has been licensed for commercial use via Rotomart [6]. The total number of licences for RotoSim for the period 2008-2013 stands at 74 to 27 counties at a cost of $1560 per licence (sales total $115,440).  The majority of licences have been bought and used by rotomoulding companies,  mould  manufacturers  and  polymer  manufacturers.   It  continues to  be  the  only process  simulation software available to the rotomoulding industry [7]. Rotocooler This device reduces cooling times for the rotomoulding process by up to 40% with production rate increase by up to 15%. In 2013 QUB set up an exclusive licence deal with German company Maus [8]. The Rotocooler product was launched in June 2013 and to date 5 units have been sold within Europe and USA at approximate cost of €10,000 per unit. The market is global and Maus expect to sell 200 units per year by 2018. Materials The work on multi-layered products conducted in collaboration with Total Petrochemicals (one of the top 5 petrochemical companies in the world) has led to a number of new product developments since 2010, including skin/foam/skin constructions and multi-layered fuel  tank  (both using TP- Seal technology). Total Petrochemicals exclusively used QUB facilities for product development  and pilot trials. Process setup is performed on location by QUB staff at rotomoulding companies using TP-Seal in Japan, Germany, Italy and USA; supplying companies such as BMW, Ducati, Harley Davidson  and Honda. The environmental impact is highly significant since cross-linked polyethylene was used in fuel tank manufacture prior to 2010. This material was permeable to fuel, permitting hydrocarbons and toxins to be release to the atmosphere. The new TP Seal multilayer technology is resistant to permeation of  fuel  and  meets  all  US Environmental Protection Agency  fuel  permeation regulations introduced in 2010. secondment at Total. Total Petrochemicals have also collaborated with QUB to develop a new rotomouldable bio-based sustainable material (Bio-TP Seal) recently showcased in a concept car at both the Frankfurt Motor Show in 2011 [9] and Paris Motor Show in 2012. This is the world’s first  car to be produced using  sustainable polymer materials in  place  of  metal  parts.  This has a light-weight skin- foam-skin material produced from sustainable poly lactic acid (derived from Maize and Sugarbeet). Demonstration car   components   were   produced   by   QUB   staff   on Reactive liquid polymers in which the polymerisation process occurs inside the mould present an exciting opportunity for the rotational moulding industry in terms of engineering material properties and significantly reduced cycle times (from 40 mins. to 5 mins. for a 5mm thick moulding). The work done on reactive materials at QUB has led to a number of companies introducing these materials into production including one of the largest rotomoulders in the US, Centro Inc (suppliers to companies such as Caterpillar, John Deere etc.) [10]. Caprolactam usage over a 12 month period in 2011 was roughly [text removed for publication] with product sales just under [text removed for publication]. In 2012 Centro’s sales volume in this area has increased by nearly [text removed for publication].		1.  Titan Excel Rotational Moulding acknowledgment of QUB: http://www.rotomould.co.uk/rotational-moulding.aspx 2.  Managing Director, Clarehill Plastics Limited 3.  Product Development Manager, Rotomoulding, SCG Chemicals, Thailand 4.  Chief Executive Officer, Association of Rotational Moulders Australasia 5.  Ferry Industries Rotolog system: http://www.ferryindustries.com/support.html 6.  Rotosim: http://www.rotomart.com/product_print.php?item_id=273 7.  CEO, Rotosim 8.  Rotocooler press release: http://www.europeanplasticsnews.com/subscriber/headlines2.html?id=2399 9.  Innovative Total Concept Car, http://www.rotoworldmag.com/innovative-total-concept-car/ 10. VP Advanced Technology & Engineering, CENTRO Inc.,

		831		0.0000736		QUB plays Pivotal  Role in Rotomoulding Global Success  Stories		Researchers  in  QUB  developed  the  first  commercial  process  control  system  (Rotolog)   and simulation software (RotoSim)  for the Rotomoulding Plastics Industry. There has also been recent commercialisation of a new energy-saving system, the Rotocooler. The fundamental understanding of the process that was developed also enabled the moulding of new materials for new application areas, notably motorcycle fuel tanks (now used by BMW, Ducati, Harley  Davidson  and  Honda)  and  the  world’s  first   concept   car  made  from   sustainable polymers. Global   economic  and  environmental  impact   arises   from   a  significantly  more  efficient process,   better   product  quality,   a  greater  selection  of  processable  materials  and  thus increased sales.		QUB is internationally renowned for its innovative research into the rotational moulding of plastics, initially under the direction of Roy Crawford FREng in the mid 1990s and has continued with significant contributions from Wright, Harkin-Jones, Kearns and Hornsby. QUB is regarded by the academic  community  and  the  rotomoulding  industry  as  the  world   leader  in  this  field  with specialist staff and equipment housed within the Polymer Processing Research Centre (PPRC) Rotolog:   A process control system allowing measurement of mould internal temperature and pressure transmitting measurements via radio to a receiver and associated analysis and control software. Initial research (Crawford) in 1995 [1] allowed the operator to determine for  the first time  when  to remove  the part  from  the oven  to avoid oxidative degradation yet ensure good sintering. It also  led  the way for the development of  multi-layer moulding and facilitated a fundamental understanding of the influence of process and material parameters on warpage. RotoSim:  This software which was developed over the period 1994-1996 (Crawford, Wright) allows the user to input a CAD model of the part to be manufactured and it predicts the build-up of polymer on the mould,  the wall  thickness distribution, final  part  dimensions and cycle times. This enables the moulder to optimise the rotation ratio, speed and oven temperature to achieve a desired material distribution and cycle time. The underlying science involves modelling of  granular  material  flows  in  a  biaxially  rotating  mould,  heat  transfer  including  melting  and crystallization and shrinkage [2, 3]. Rotocooler: An EU project (Micromelt, 2006-09) led to prototype internal mould water spray device. Further collaboration with the German company Maus GmbH (2010-2013) resulted in the development of the commercial Rotocooler device. New materials: A combined experimental and theoretical study between 1993 and 2001 (Harkin- Jones) provided the information necessary to enable the industry to start  moulding reactive liquid  engineering polymers [4, 5]. Production of a part with uniform wall thickness requires an  understanding of the very complex interactions between mould speed, shape and dimension, the rheology of the material as it reacts and heat transfer in the process. Research into multilayer constructions [6] includes collaboration with Total  Petrochemicals [7], one of the world’s largest  petrochemicals companies, led to the development of the first rotomoulded multi-layer polyethylene/polyamide fuel tanks  and the development of a rotomoulded concept  car using a novel bio-based  polymer system  (Kearns). Key research challenges included development of materials to achieve a good bond between the two layers and significant process optimisation to ensure that the material layers were neither poorly sintered nor degraded.		Journal  publications 1. Crawford, RJ, Recent advances in the manufacture of plastic products by rotomoulding, Journal of  Materials  Processing Technology, (1996),  56,  263-271. doi.org/10.1016/0924- 0136(95)01840-9 2. Xu   L,    Crawford    RJ,   Computer    simulation   of    the   rotational   molding   process. Plastics, Rubber and Composites Processing and applications, (1994), 21, 257-273. 3. Attaran MT; Wright EJ; Crawford RJ, Computer modelling of the rotational moulding process, Journal    of    Reinforced    Plastics    and    Composites    (1998),    17,    1307-1318.    DOI: 10.1177/073168449801701405 4. *Harkin-Jones, E. and Crawford, R.J.  Advances in Reactive Rotational Moulding. Advances in Polymer Technology, (1996), 15, 71-100 5. *Fomin S., Watterson J.K., Raghunathan S., Harkin-Jones E. The Run-Off Condition for Rimming Flow of a Power-Law Fluid, Theoretical Computational Fluid Dynamics, (2001), 15, 83-94. DOI: 10.1007/s001620100044 6. *Kearns M, et al. Patent: ‘Method for making a part with clearance volume by rotational moulding and resulting part’. Patent Numbers: United States Patent 7247268, WO 0218117, FR 2813232, EP 1313602, CA 2419433 (granted 2007) *Best 3 Outputs Grants/Industrial Funding 7.  Industrial funding from Total Petrochemicals, £839,309 8. EPSRC  grants:  GR/M95219/01,  Enhanced  polymer  processing  (Development  of  the reactive  rotational  moulding  process),  May  2000-Jan  2004,  £547,494.  GR/M10045/01 Reduction  of  cycle  times  for  the  rotational  moulding  of  plastics,  May  1998-April2001, £201,139. GR/K86534/01 Development of process technology for moulding multi-layer products from powdered plastics, Jan 1997-April 1999, £133,208. GR/K03579/01, Computer simulation for rotational moulding of plastics, March 1995-May 1998, £135,231. GR/J24898/01, Improved Dimensional Control of Rotationally Moulded Plastic Products, Jan 1994-December 1996, £181,197. 9. EU Grants:  Rotoflex-217727, Jan 2009-2011, £479,222. Rotofast-243607, Aug 2010-July 2013, £463,046. Micromelt-030434-2, Sept 2006-Aug 2009, £206,286. Badana-232287, July 2009-June 2011, £102,688. Alamo-512833, Nov 2004-Oct 2006, £65,480 Prizes/Awards 10.  Association of Rotational Molders International 2004 Organisational Service Award, October 2004		Since 2008 the rotomoulding research group at QUB has continued to make a major contribution to the understanding of the process, the development of improved rotomoulding grade polymers, advances  in  the  application  of  high  performance  polymers  for  more  demanding  product applications and novel developments in rotomoulding technology aimed at improving the efficiency and versatility of the process [1,2]. Global Industrial Training Seminars Since 2008 QUB staff have trained over 400 personnel from companies throughout the world in the latest processing technologies arising from QUB rotational moulding research. These training seminars have been located in rotomoulding hotspots throughout the world. Establishment if this industry in developing countries, such as Thailand, would not have been possible without knowledge transferred from QUB [3]. Furthermore developed countries, such as Australia and New Zealand have significantly benefited. Leisa Donlan, Chief Executive Officer, Association of Rotational Moulders Australasia has stated “Your contribution allows our members to quantify and strive toward global industry best practice and the independent nature of your position means that we can confidently provide our members access to your workshops without any concerns about competitive issues.   We believe there will be substantial benefits to the industry through the training” [4] Rotolog First marketed via a university spin out company, Rotosystems, which was sold to Ferry Industries, USA one of the largest rotational moulding suppliers in the world in 2003. It has since  become the  standard method   for  rotational  moulding  process   control, used  around   the  world. Beyond 2008 Ferry Industries continue to successfully market this product [5], with its proven use significantly reducing new product development times with consequent savings in raw materials, energy and labour. It furthermore ensures consistency of part properties which again companies to assure part quality and reduce process scrap. RotoSim This software has been licensed for commercial use via Rotomart [6]. The total number of licences for RotoSim for the period 2008-2013 stands at 74 to 27 counties at a cost of $1560 per licence (sales total $115,440).  The majority of licences have been bought and used by rotomoulding companies,  mould  manufacturers  and  polymer  manufacturers.   It  continues to  be  the  only process  simulation software available to the rotomoulding industry [7]. Rotocooler This device reduces cooling times for the rotomoulding process by up to 40% with production rate increase by up to 15%. In 2013 QUB set up an exclusive licence deal with German company Maus [8]. The Rotocooler product was launched in June 2013 and to date 5 units have been sold within Europe and USA at approximate cost of €10,000 per unit. The market is global and Maus expect to sell 200 units per year by 2018. Materials The work on multi-layered products conducted in collaboration with Total Petrochemicals (one of the top 5 petrochemical companies in the world) has led to a number of new product developments since 2010, including skin/foam/skin constructions and multi-layered fuel  tank  (both using TP- Seal technology). Total Petrochemicals exclusively used QUB facilities for product development  and pilot trials. Process setup is performed on location by QUB staff at rotomoulding companies using TP-Seal in Japan, Germany, Italy and USA; supplying companies such as BMW, Ducati, Harley Davidson  and Honda. The environmental impact is highly significant since cross-linked polyethylene was used in fuel tank manufacture prior to 2010. This material was permeable to fuel, permitting hydrocarbons and toxins to be release to the atmosphere. The new TP Seal multilayer technology is resistant to permeation of  fuel  and  meets  all  US Environmental Protection Agency  fuel  permeation regulations introduced in 2010. secondment at Total. Total Petrochemicals have also collaborated with QUB to develop a new rotomouldable bio-based sustainable material (Bio-TP Seal) recently showcased in a concept car at both the Frankfurt Motor Show in 2011 [9] and Paris Motor Show in 2012. This is the world’s first  car to be produced using  sustainable polymer materials in  place  of  metal  parts.  This has a light-weight skin- foam-skin material produced from sustainable poly lactic acid (derived from Maize and Sugarbeet). Demonstration car   components   were   produced   by   QUB   staff   on Reactive liquid polymers in which the polymerisation process occurs inside the mould present an exciting opportunity for the rotational moulding industry in terms of engineering material properties and significantly reduced cycle times (from 40 mins. to 5 mins. for a 5mm thick moulding). The work done on reactive materials at QUB has led to a number of companies introducing these materials into production including one of the largest rotomoulders in the US, Centro Inc (suppliers to companies such as Caterpillar, John Deere etc.) [10]. Caprolactam usage over a 12 month period in 2011 was roughly [text removed for publication] with product sales just under [text removed for publication]. In 2012 Centro’s sales volume in this area has increased by nearly [text removed for publication].		1.  Titan Excel Rotational Moulding acknowledgment of QUB: http://www.rotomould.co.uk/rotational-moulding.aspx 2.  Managing Director, Clarehill Plastics Limited 3.  Product Development Manager, Rotomoulding, SCG Chemicals, Thailand 4.  Chief Executive Officer, Association of Rotational Moulders Australasia 5.  Ferry Industries Rotolog system: http://www.ferryindustries.com/support.html 6.  Rotosim: http://www.rotomart.com/product_print.php?item_id=273 7.  CEO, Rotosim 8.  Rotocooler press release: http://www.europeanplasticsnews.com/subscriber/headlines2.html?id=2399 9.  Innovative Total Concept Car, http://www.rotoworldmag.com/innovative-total-concept-car/ 10. VP Advanced Technology & Engineering, CENTRO Inc.,

		841		0.000625		Helping to create Ashwoods Lightfoot® and enable fleet managers to reduce the fuel costs and CO2 footprint from 2,500 vehicles		Economic impact     Design of a new and award winning product called Lightfoot® that gives reductions of at least 10% in fuel use and CO2 emissions.     The creation of a new business, Ashwoods Lightfoot® and three new jobs, with a sales value to date in excess of £625,000 and a subscription base of over £10,000 per month.     Economic performance of 200 vehicle fleets, including six major operators, has been improved by 2,500 installations of the system, saving over £83,000 per month in fuel costs. Environmental impact     Saving an estimated 2,000 tonnes of CO2 per year.		Key researchers Members of the Powertrain and Vehicle Research Centre (PVRC): Professor CR Burrows (Professor since 1987, emeritus since 2007); Dr ND Vaughan (Senior Lecturer 1993-2002); Dr CJ Brace (Research Officer 1992-2000, Lecturer 2000-2006, Senior Lecturer 2006-2012, Reader since 2012); and Mr R Daniel (Masters Student 2007) Research at Bath to understand driver behaviour began during a DTI project in collaboration with Ford, Lucas Diesel Systems and Johnson Matthey (1992-1996). The project exploited the capability of a diesel engine, coupled with a continuously variable transmission, to operate the engine at its most efficient level at all times. It was found that the strategy of optimising only for fuel efficiency led to low driver acceptance, with the driver finding the vehicle unresponsive. This was a major barrier to adoption, which motivated further research at Bathin this field [1]. This led to an EPSRC funded research programme in collaboration with Ford and Torotrak (GR/K99664/01, 1996-2000), using the insight gained during the initial DTI project to improve driver acceptance. An extensive series of fundamental experiments were performed to understand and quantify driver perception during a wide range of simulated vehicle acceleration scenarios. An important conceptual parameter in this work was driver aggression, which is a measure of the driver demand and the vehicle’s ability to respond. The resulting data allowed the formulation of models to describe the driver’s perception of vehicle behaviour. These models provided a means of predicting driver response to novel engine control strategies, for the first time defining a relationship between driver aggression and fuel consumption [3]. This advance meant that vehicle driveability could be included in the optimisation process, allowing the trade-off between driveability and fuel consumption to be addressed during the simulation phases of a vehicle development programme. This reduced the duration and cost of the entire development process by reducing the number of iterations required [2]. Research in this area was extended through driving experiments that demonstrated that for some specific road conditions, for example, stop-start urban traffic and ring roads with high permitted speeds and many traffic islands, the most aggressive drivers use up to 50% more fuel than the least aggressive [4]. This surprising finding has significant implications for both traffic planners and for vehicle designers. Further research in partnership with Mahle Powertrain applied the  techniques developed by the Bath team to understand the impact of real-world driving behaviour on the accuracy of engine diagnostic algorithms. This resulted in the development of an algorithm (Universal Driver Aggression Algorithm or UDAA) to measure driver aggression [5]. An important aspect of the UDAA is its inherent robustness across differing vehicle types and road configurations. The UDAA offers a step change in vehicle management technology as it is directly applicable across a wide range of situations with minimal requirement for labour intensive fine tuning. The UDAA subsequently inspired activity within a project in collaboration with Ashwoods Automotive as described below.		(* references that best indicate quality) 1*.    M Deacon, CJ Brace, ND Vaughan, CR Burrows and RW Horrocks RW. Impact of alternative controller strategies on emissions from a diesel CVT powertrain, 1999, Proceedings IMechE, Part D, Journal of Automobile Engineering, 213, 95-107. DOI: 10.1243/0954407991526711 2*.    V Wicke, CJ Brace and ND Vaughan. The potential for simulation of driveability of CVT vehicles, 2000, Transactions of the SAE, Journal of Passenger Cars - Mechanical Systems, 109, Paper 00PC-218 (6 pages). DOI: 10.4271/2000-01-0830 3*.    SG Pickering and CJ Brace. Automated data processing and metric generation for driveability analysis, 2007, Proceedings IMechE, Part D, Journal of Automobile Engineering, 221, 429-441. DOI: 10.1243/09544070JAUTO347 4.      S Malek, CJ Brace and S Liu S. Effect of driving behaviour on fuel consumption, 5th International Conference on Driver Behaviour and Training, 29-30 November 2011, Paris 375-82. ISBN: 9781409443049 5.      R Daniel, T Brooks and D Pates. Analysis of US and EU drive styles to improve understanding of market usage and the effects on OBD monitor IUMPR, 2009, SAE Technical Paper 2009-01-0236. DOI: 10.4271/2009-01-0236		In 2009, a Knowledge Transfer Account (KTA) funded project between Bath and Ashwoods Automotive, an Exeter based SME, was focused on the optimisation of hybrid electric powertrains. It became clear that realistic driver behaviour had a far more significant effect on CO2 production and fuel efficiency than that possible through design improvements, as is the case in conventional vehicles. Because of the importance of driver behaviour for all types of vehicles, and following discussions between Bath and Ashwoods based on these findings, a new product (Lightfoot®) was created by Ashwoods that incorporated the Universal Driver Aggression Algorithm (or UDAA) which arose from the Bath research [5]. The development of this product relied heavily on the Bath team to ensure that the full benefits of the research findings could be realised. Ashwoods engineers were seconded to Bath during the product development, ensuring effective knowledge exchange and exploitation of the research. Lightfoot® was launched in 2011 through a new business venture, Ashwoods Lightfoot, which owns the IP relating to the product, creating three new jobs. The product is marketed to fleet operators of light commercial vehicles. The system consists of a data processing module and a driver display system that can be integrated into the existing dashboard instrumentation and is connected over the mobile phone network to Ashwoods’ central servers. The system makes use of data readily available from the vehicle’s diagnostic computer. The data are processed using the UDAA algorithm developed in the underpinning research both to quantify driver aggression and to optimise gear shift strategy. This approach allows Lightfoot® to be fundamentally more effective than competing products, which simply aim to indicate to the driver when to change gear, due to its ability to modify driver behaviour in a robust and universally applicable manner. This represents an important strategic advantage to Lightfoot®, significantly improving driver acceptance and minimising the application support needed for each new fleet user.  Lightfoot® uses visual and audible feedback to drivers to help them improve the fuel efficiency of their driving. In addition, the system reports back to the fleet manager who oversees a ranking and monitoring system to reward the best drivers and encourage those who need to improve. The reduction in CO2 emissions is achieved solely through behavioural improvements, with no modification to the vehicle engine. During the development phase, trials run on customer fleets by Ashwoods demonstrated that Lightfoot® saved an average of around 7% in fuel/CO2 when compared with baseline measurements across a wide range of drivers and duty cycles. The savings were even higher for exceptionally aggressive drivers and highly dynamic duty cycles; in these cases savings of up to 20% were achieved [A, B]. In service, the product has consistently returned a saving of at least 10% [C]. Lightfoot® has been a commercial success and is the sector leading product, winning a number of industry awards [D]. The work undertaken by Bath, exploiting the underpinning research has been central to this success. In the words of the Ashwoods Managing Director [C]: ‘The innovative work of the PVRC has contributed directly to our business. The novel driver aggression monitoring algorithms developed with the University have helped our Lightfoot product to become the leading offering of its class.’ The impact here is immediate and persistent. The beneficiaries are Ashwoods Automotive, through increased sales (value of the 2,500 unit sales to date are around £625,000) and a rising profile within a new product sector [C]. In addition, the six major fleet operators that use the technology have gained significant reductions in fuel costs, valued at over £83,000 per month on the current number of installations. Over 50 subsequent trials have now been run by large fleet operators with savings ranging from 8 to 23%. Northumberland County Council saved 13.5%, Coventry City council 12.7%, DAF 9.9%, and May Gurney 14.3%. User experience has been positive, for example, Wiltshire County Council [E] states: ‘We have improved our consumption by 8-10% on these vehicles. The system is easy to manage, relies on the driver to drive correctly to make the savings, and therefore does not take up officer time. As the potential savings are significant, it is our intention to invest in Lightfoot in the future.’ The largest user is Autoglass, which has adopted Lightfoot® across its entire fleet and has seen rapid and significant improvements. In the words of the Autoglass Managing Director [F]: ‘Within a couple of days of using the tool we see many of our drivers go from spending 55— 60% of their time in the green zone to hitting 90% and higher. Our savings in fuel costs speak for themselves. … … Our technicians have really embraced the technology…We've even seen some light-hearted competitiveness emerging when the manager reports go up on the notice board every week.’ Fleet operators spend around 25% of their cash flow on fuel, so any saving in this area can be passed on to the general public through a reduced price of goods and services. The wider environment benefits through reduced CO2 from the vehicle fleet are clear. The annual impact of the 2,500 currently operational systems can be estimated by considering the effect of a 10% saving relative to the current fleet average CO2 emissions from light commercial vehicles, estimated in 2010 by AEA at 207.6 gCO2/km across a fleet of 2500 vehicles travelling an average of 25,000 miles each year [G]. The saving is in over 2,000 tonnes of CO2 per year. Figures 1 and 2 show actual changes in driver accelerator pedal activity before (Baseline) and after (Live) activation of Lightfoot®. These changes, represented as probability density distributions, give rise to the savings determined in [G].  Fig. 1: Accelerator pedal (throttle) activation probability density before (Baseline) and after Lightfoot® was activated (Live). Note the shift towards lighter pedal activation when the device is active. Fuel use is proportional to accelerator pedal position. Fig. 2: Engine speed probability density before (Baseline) and after Lightfoot® was activated (Live). Note the considerable shift towards lower engine speeds when the device is active. Lower engine speeds are typically more efficient for an equivalent power output due to reduced friction.		A.     C Vagg, CJ Brace, R Wijetunge, S Akehurst and L Ash. Development of a new methodology to assess fuel saving using gear shift indicators, 2012, Proceedings IMechE, Part D, Journal of Automobile Engineering, 226,1630-1639. DOI: 10.1177/0954407012447761 B.     C Vagg, CJ Brace, D Hari, S Akehurst, J Poxon and L Ash. Development and field trial of a driver assistance system to encourage eco-driving in light commercial vehicle fleets, 2013, IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Transactions, 14, Issue 2, 796-805. DOI: 10.1109/TITS.2013.2239642 C.     Corroborative statement from Lightfoot Operations Manager, Ashwoods Automotive, 30 September 2013. D.     List of awards won by Lightfoot (http://www.ashwoodslightfoot.co.uk/awards/). E.     Testimonial from Ashwoods Lightfoot Website (http://www.ashwoodslightfoot.co.uk/testimonials/). F.      J Challen. Autoglass to save 15 per cent on fuel with Lightfoot, Article published in Transport Engineer, 11 July 2013 (http://www.transportengineer.org.uk/transport-engineer- news/autoglass-to-save-15-per-cent-on-fuel-with-lightfoot/52916). G.     AEA report - Light Goods Vehicle - CO2 Emissions Study: Final report. Report Ref ED05896/TR Issue Number 2, 2010.

		842		0.00512		Improving packaging machine design and manufacture for a reduced carbon footprint		Packaging is vital for sales and for product protection for all process industries, with the most widely used world-wide being board and film. For example, the grocery sector alone represents about 70% of the UK packaging market, with 10 million tonnes of packaging used each year. Packaging materials are variable, which poses significant challenges in packaging machine design. A further challenge has arisen due to environmental legislation that requires the use of thinner, lighter weight materials. There is a need to meet these challenges since the size of the world market for packaging machinery is around €20bn, of which 2% is associated with the UK. Research at Bath has helped address these challenges in a number of inter-related areas:     Improved performance of an existing business: Research findings have enabled the creation of new tooling allowing lighter packaging material and reduced customer carbon footprint giving HayssenSandiacre incremental revenue in excess of $8M.     Improvement/changes in existing practices: Guidelines adopted and the provision of training has allowed AstraZeneca to report a 16% improvement in overall equipment effectiveness equating to savings of £1.1M pa.     New business activity: New test equipment, commercially available since 2008, and associated technical services have provided Smithers Pira and Hanatek with £200k of specialised test equipment sales. Research has been undertaken in collaboration with industrial companies consisting mainly of SMEs, end users and research associations. Impact has been gained by embedding the results within the collaborating companies and by on-going use of the results by research associations.		Key researchers Dr C Berry (Research Officer 2001-2006); Dr BJ Hicks (Research Officer 1998-2001, Research Fellow 2001-2006, Senior Research Fellow 2006-2011, Reader 2011-2013); Dr J Matthews (Research Officer 2001-2010); Mr C McPherson (Research Officer 2001-2006); Professor AJ Medland (Professor 1995-2009); Professor G Mullineux (Reader 1995-2006, Professor since 2006); Mr G Neale (KT Associate, 2001-2003); and Dr D Sirkett (Research Officer 2004-2006). Context World packaging production for paper and board is estimated at $160bn pa, while for plastics, including film, it is at $140bn pa (Twede & Goddard, Packaging Materials). The size of the world market for packaging machinery is around €20bn of which 2% is associated with the UK (EUROPAMA website). Companies often design and manufacture this machinery on an evolutionary basis, so that the reasons for successful operation and the potential limitations on performance are not well understood. Key research There has been extensive interaction with SMEs, end users and research associations involved with packaging, processing and pharmaceutical equipment. Interest has focused on the modelling and improvement of the interaction between machines and the material and products that are processed. Carton board has distinct non-linear material properties and behaviour that may vary significantly with moisture content. When folded, it is liable to delaminate; a fundamental understanding of this process, [1], is central to the design and set-up of the manufacturing equipment. Machine design is particularly difficult because the properties of the processed material vary with ambient temperature and humidity. It is therefore necessary to understand or, at least,  bound their effects [2]. An understanding of the non-linear mechanical properties enabled the Bath researchers to be the first able to undertake realistic simulation of machine operation, including the prediction of failure [3]. This was a major contribution that enabled operating conditions for existing machines to be established for the avoidance of failure. This in turn informed the development of improved design procedures [4]. Vertical form-fill-seal (VFFS) machines are used to package products in film for almost 40% of packaged product worldwide. The key part of this is the ‘forming shoulder’, which takes the film from a roll, turns it back on itself to form a tube. When sealed across its width, the tube is formed into bags and product is then introduced. Although the geometry of the shoulder needs to be precisely defined to avoid damage to the film, the requirements have been poorly-understood and the industry has used various semi-empirical ‘rules of thumb’ to decide the form of a shoulder. The Bath research identified the five main parameters needed to determine the shoulder geometry. With this understanding, other forms of shoulder design are now possible [5]. An approach for designing shoulders for new applications has been established and incorporated in a software tool, which allows designers to create usable designs through the use of a formal methodology. More recent work has succeeded in relating the pull force needed to take film over a shoulder and in experimental determination of the factors affecting the sealing of films. The research has overcome major barriers and led to the use of thinner, lightweight packaging materials. The results of the research have been encapsulated into a guide and a workbook, [6], intended for industrial professionals in the packaging sector to help them assess and improve their packaging operations. The research began in 2001 and is still on-going.		(* references that best indicate quality) 1*.   BJ Hicks, C Berry, G Mullineux, CJ McPherson and AJ Medland. An energy-based approach for modelling the behaviour of packaging material during processing, 2004, Proceedings IMechE, Part C, Journal of Mechanical Engineering Science, 218, 105-118. DOI: 10.1243/095440604322786983 2*.   C Berry, BJ Hicks, CJ McPherson, AJ Medland and G Mullineux. Impact of environmental conditions on the performance of carton board skillets, 2005, Packaging Technology and Science, 18, 225-241. DOI: 10.1243/095440604322786983 3*.   DM Sirkett, BJ Hicks, C Berry, G Mullineux and AJ Medland. Simulating the behaviour of folded cartons during complex packing operations, 2006, Proceedings IMechE, Part C, Journal of Mechanical Engineering Science, 220, 1797-1811. DOI: 10.1243/0954406jmes109 4.    G Neale, G Mullineux, J Matthews and AJ Medland.  Case study: constraint-based improvement of an over-wrapping machine, 2009, Proceedings IMechE, Part B, Journal of Engineering Manufacture, 223, 207-216. DOI: 10.1243/09544054JEM1189 5.    CJ McPherson, G Mullineux, C Berry, BJ Hicks and AJ Medland. The performance envelope of forming shoulders and implications for design and manufacture, 2004, Proceedings IMechE, Part B,  Journal of Engineering Manufacture, 218, 925-934. DOI: 10.1243/0954405041485993 6.    BJ Hicks and J Matthews, Understanding Machine-Material Interaction: A Practitioner’s Guide (ISBN 0-86197-152-3) and An Illustrated Workbook (ISBN 0-86197-153-1), University of Bath, 2009. (Can be supplied by HEI on request)		The context of the Bath research is concisely stated by the Chief Executive of PPMA [A], prior to the assessment period, who indicates that the consideration of  climate change, packaging waste legislation and economics leads to the conclusion that the use of thinner packaging materials is advantageous, particularly if achieved without a significant reduction in packaging machine performance. The impact achieved has been in a number of inter-related areas.  Modelling of machine-material interaction: The Bath research has generated new computer- based models to represent the complex interaction between machines and materials during processing. This helps to reduce the volume of packaging and to make use of new lighter and more environmentally friendly materials. The significance is illustrated on the website of Smithers Pira [B]: ‘The tools and methods created by the research team have enabled the optimum material properties to be established for particular processes, the re-engineering of packaging design, the redesign of tooling and matching of tooling to new and emerging materials, and the determination of robust machine settings (less sensitive to material variation). It has been shown that the ability to represent machine-material interaction enables reasoning about material, machinery and product within a single approach, and bridges the link between the three key supply chains: materials, machinery and consumer good manufacturers. The latter of these is critical for consumer goods manufacturers to meet the ever-increasing legislative requirements [European packaging and packaging waste directive 2004/12/EC of 11 February 2004 amending 94/62/EC11, 2004].’ Improved performance of an existing business: The research on the VFFS process has been undertaken in conjunction with HayssenSandiacre, a global manufacturer of flexible packaging systems. Its Technology Director states of the Bath research findings [C]: ‘Our customers are continually requiring us to handle thinner, lighter-weight, recycled and bio- based packaging materials ... to comply with the new packaging waste legislation ... We believe that this research has helped us to develop improved techniques for creating forming set tooling that better enables the creation of right-first-time-tooling ... and significantly contributes to reducing our customers carbon footprint. The main business improvement resulting from successful completion of this research has been our ability to offer forming set tooling which creates package styles that were previously difficult or not commercially viable.This work has significantly contributed to the sales of a large number of machine systems, with approximate total revenues of $8M.’ The research on forming shoulders has put its design on a much firmer foundation. This has led to the creation of a design methodology that has been incorporated into a design tool called FORMIT. As part of the collaboration, HayssenSandiacre has used the tool to define ‘non-symmetric shoulders’, which was not previously possible. This has enabled the company to move to a new business activity with the design and manufacture of machines, for example, new ‘quad-pack’ designs for Cadburys. The Technology Director states further [C]: ‘We are delighted to have been involved with these projects and the provision of machinery, equipment, manufacturing capabilities and engineering time as part of our industrial contribution has been a very good investment for HayssenSandiacre.’ Improvement/changes in existing practices: The findings relating to machine-material interaction have been presented as a workbook [6] that provides a general methodology for understanding machine-material interaction and the realisation of targeted and sustainable benefits. They may be practice, process or design led. This publication includes detailed industrial case studies, worksheets and templates. In particular, AstraZeneca has successfully used the methodology within the UK to improve its processes. Early in the assessment period (2008), the Manufacturing Engineering for UK Operations stated that [D]: ‘... the AstraZeneca packaging department at the Macclesfield site has been working with the University of Bath to introduce their methodology for understanding Machine-Material Interaction (MMI) and to deliver training courses for our manufacturing teams in Macclesfield. The methodology has now been incorporated into our manufacturing operational excellence programme and along with Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM) forms a fundamental component of our programme. Our Operational Excellence programme has already resulted in a 16% improvement in Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) for one packaging line. The  significance of this is underlined by the fact that a 1% improvement in OEE is worth an estimated £70,000 to the business each year.’ New business activity:  Based on the research into the deformation and delamination of carton board, an item of equipment for testing the crease resistance of carton board was created as a new product, in conjunction with Smithers Pira (formerly Pira International) and Hanatek. It is used to assess material properties in order to determine the settings for good running of packaging machinery. This specialised equipment is now commercially available (via Rhopoint Instruments) [E] and is used by Smithers Pira as part of its commercial testing: ‘Other developments to come out of this research collaboration with the University of Bath is a new item of industry specific testing equipment ... This equipment is now commercially available and in use worldwide (costing in the region of £10,000 with approximately 20-25 units sold).’ Collaboration with research and trade associations: Where possible, research is undertaken in collaboration with research and trade associations, in particular, with Smithers Pira, the Processing and Packaging Machinery Association (PPMA), and Campden BRI. This collaboration ensures access to the research outcomes by members of these associations, thus ensuring that real problems are investigated [F] and facilitating dissemination of the results of research. PPMA indicates [G]: ‘In terms of direct benefit for PPMA members, one of the most successful research projects has been the ‘Impact’ research project led by the University of Bath which modelled the behaviour of carton board and flexible films in packaging machinery.’ This has allowed the offering of new and improved services, particularly with respect to Smithers Pira, which currently employs around 80 people in the UK and provides testing and consultancy services to the paper board, printing and packaging industries. It has enabled Smithers Pira [B] to produce guidelines providing new protocols relating to the properties, storage and processing of folding cartons. It has provided this information to its member base of 200 companies worldwide through a web resource on its website and through presentations at trade conferences (e.g. IAPRI, International association of packaging research institutes). The Senior Scientist of Smithers Pira states [F]: ‘Experience from the collaboration with the University of Bath has improved our techniques for investigating complex, challenging problems, where standard tests are either not available or inappropriate. The experience gained enables Smithers Pira to ‘win’ a greater proportion of high-value and value-added customer enquiries which would have historically been lost or turned away.’		A.   PPMA Machinery Update, Issue 1, Volume XVIII, Jan/Feb 2007 (editorial, page 3, also page 6), www.machineryupdate.co.uk/pdf/mu/MU_2007_January.pdf. B.   https://www.smitherspira.com/testing/research-collaborations.aspx. C.   Corroborative statement from Technology Director, HayssenSandiacre, 13 June 2013. D.   Corroborative statement from Manufacturing Engineer UK Operations, AstraZeneca, 19 September 2008. E.   http://www.hanatekinstruments.com/Carton-Force-Analyser.html. F.    Corroborative statement from Senior Scientist, Smithers Pira, 27 June 2013. G.   PPMA Technical Services, www.ppma.co.uk/about/pdf/PPMA Technical Services.pdf.

		860		0.002		2: Lower wearing, longer lasting joint replacements in the hip and knee		This UoA has developed the largest independent simulation laboratory in the world for pre-clinical evaluation of the wear of artificial joints, which has been used to develop and commercialise novel pre-clinical simulation systems for joint replacements, in partnership with Simulation Solutions Ltd. Simulation  Solutions  Ltd  is  now the  market  leader  of  joint  simulation systems  outside  North America. We have also co-developed lower wearing ceramic-on-ceramic and ceramic-on-metal bearings for hip joints, and have worked with DePuy Orthopaedics Inc to define lower wearing tribological solutions for polyethylene knees. This work has benefited hundreds of thousands of patients worldwide during the REF period.		This case study is underpinned by research led by Professor J. Fisher in this UoA and Professor E. Ingham of UoA 5 at the University of Leeds.  Fisher is Principal Investigator on the grants [i]-[xii] listed in Section 3. The need to develop lower wearing bearings for total joint replacements for younger, more active patients emerged during the 1990s. Laboratory joint simulators were developed to undertake research, support new product development and conduct pre-clinical testing. In 1997, this UoA initiated a partnership with Prosim (now Simulation Solutions Ltd) with the aim of developing joint simulation systems that could be used for their own research, by other research laboratories and by implant manufacturers. The partnership, which has lasted over 15 years, has brought  together  the  University’s  research  expertise  in  joint  replacement,  biomechanics  and tribology with the company’s expertise in control systems, robotics and commercialisation. The initial collaborative research project with Simulation Solutions [grant i] led to the development of a ten-station hip simulator, which was used in studies of polyethylene wear in acetabular cups. The University’s tribological research defined new input wave forms for the simulator that were subsequently adopted by the ISO Standard in 2000. The research validated the simulator design and generated reference data for standard polyethylene cups [1] and extended the simulation methods to replicate a wider range of clinical conditions [2]. The researchers expanded their collaborative research with Simulation Solutions [ii, iii] to develop the first knee joint simulator that enabled control of the AP axis and IR axis in either force or displacement mode [3]. This system was used to investigate the effect of kinematics and design on polyethylene  wear  in  the  knee  [4].  A  fifth  active  axis,  an  abduction  adduction  torque,  was subsequently added, which generated femoral condylar lift off motion and resulted in an increase in wear [5]. The simulation systems have been applied in collaborative tribological research with industry to develop  lower  wearing,  longer  lasting  hip  joints  [grants  v,  vi]  between  2000  and  2008.  The researchers were the first to show that alumina ceramic bearings produced stripe wear when subjected  to  edge  loading  and  showed  that  ceramic-matrix-composite  ceramic-on-ceramic bearings  had  lower  wear  under  these  adverse  conditions  than  alumina  ceramic-on-ceramic bearings [2] in 2003. The researchers developed and patented the novel differential-hardness ceramic-on-metal bearing, which had lower wear compared to metal-on-metal bearings [6] in 2001. In the knee, the researchers defined, in collaboration with DePuy, the mechanism of reduced polyethylene wear in the rotating-platform knee design, resulting from the decoupling of motions and reduction in cross shear [4] in 2005. In fixed bearing knees, the team’s tribological research [viii, x] has shown that polyethylene wear is dependent on surface area and demonstrated a  reduction in wear in low-conforming knees. The excellence of this research has resulted in Fisher’s Presidential guest lectures at the American Hip Society and American Knee Society, and the Queen’s Anniversary Prize for Higher and Further Education in 2011 to the University of Leeds. Research Team Professor J. Fisher, 1990-present. Dr L. Jennings, Research Fellow, 2001-2004, Senior Research Fellow, 2004-2012 Assoc, Prof. Dr T. Stewart, Research Fellow, 1997-2006, Lecturer, 2006-2009, Senior Lecturer, 2009-present. Dr J. Tipper, Research Fellow, 2001-2009, Senior Lecturer, 2009-present. Professor E. Ingham (UoA 5), 1990-present.		1.   Barbour PSM, Stone MH, Fisher J.  A hip joint simulator study using new and physiologically scratched femoral heads with ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene acetabular cups.  Proceedings of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers. Journal of Engineering in Medicine, 214H; 569-576 (2000), DOI: 10.1243/0954411001535598. 2.   Stewart TD, Tipper JL, Insley G, Streicher RM, Ingham E, Fisher J.  Long-term wear of ceramic matrix composite materials for hip prostheses under severe swing phase micro separation. Journal of Biomedical Materials Research, Applied Biomaterials, 66B; 567-573 (2003), DOI: 10.1002/jbm.b.10035. 3.   Barnett PI, McEwen HMJ, Auger DD, Stone MH, Ingham E, Fisher J.  Investigation of wear of knee prostheses in a new displacement/force-controlled simulator.  Proceedings of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers. Journal of Engineering in Medicine, 216H; 51-61 (2002), DOI: 10.1243/0954411021536289. 4.   McEwen HMJ, Barnett PI, Bell CJ, Farrar R, Auger DD, Stone MH, Fisher J. The influence of design, materials and kinematics on the in vitro wear of total knee replacements.  Journal of Biomechanics, 38; 357-365, (2005), DOI: 10.1016/j.jbiomech.2004.02.015. 5.   Jennings LM, Bell CJ, Ingham E, Komistek RD, Stone MH, Fisher J. The influence of femoral condylar lift-off on the wear of artificial knee joints. Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. Journal of Engineering in Medicine, 221H; 305-314 (2007), DOI: 10.1243/09544119JEIM215. 6.   Firkins PJ, Tipper JL, Ingham E, Stone MH, Farrar R, Fisher J.  A novel low wearing differential hardness, ceramic-on-metal hip joint prostheses.  Journal of Biomechanics 34; 1291-1298 (2001), DOI: 10.1016/S0021-9290(01)00096-3. Note: All of the above journals are internationally recognised with rigorous review processes and international editorial boards. The quality of the underpinning research being at least 2* is demonstrated by references 2, 4 and 5. Underpinning Research Grants (with Fisher as PI) i)   Fisher & Ingham.. A ten station hip simulator for study of wear and wear debris in acetabular cups, EPSRC GRL 28715, 1997-2000; £50K. ii)   Fisher, Ingham & Stone. JREI; A five station knee joint simulator; EPSRC GRL 84995, 1998-2001; £62K. iii)  Fisher, Ingham & Stone. A six station knee joint simulator, EPSRC GR92096; 2000-2003; £72K. iv)  Fisher, Ingham & Stone, Tribology, wear debris and biological reactions to metal on metal and ceramic on metal bearings; EPSRC GRK 9742401,  1997-2001; £146K. v)  Fisher & Ingham,  Functional biocompatibility and osteolytic potential in orthopaedic implants; EPSRC GRM 94274, 2000-2003; £400K. vi)  Fisher & Ingham Portfolio Partnership Tissue replacement and regeneration; EPSRC GRS63891, 2003-2008; £2.2M. vii) Fisher, Ingham et al. Furlong Research Charitable Foundation; Wear of meta-on-metal and ceramic-on-ceramic hips. 01/07/07-30/06/10; £286K. viii) Fisher, Ingham et al.  Platform Grant, Functional Tissue replacement and Substitution: EPSRC EPF04387201,  1/10/08-30/09/13; £817K. ix)  Fisher. NIHR Senior Investigator award; 01/06/08-30/05/16; £105K.  x)  Fisher, Ingham et al. WELMEC Centre of Excellence in Medical Engineering; Wellcome Trust and EPSRC, WT088908/z/09/z, 01/10/09-30/09/2014; £11.2M. xi)  Fisher, Willams,Tipper. DePuy Technology Partnership. 01/01/2001-01/01/2014; £4M. xii) Fisher & Jennings, Mathys; Tribology of ceramic hips, 01/01/2008-01/01/2013; £200K.		Reference letters refer to sources of impact in section 5, reference numbers to research papers in section 3. Source [A] and statement [B] confirm that the research [1,3] has supported Simulation Solutions in the development and commercialisation of novel hip and knee joint simulators. Specifically it has: •          Supported the design and co-development of the simulation systems; •          Commissioned, evaluated and validated new simulation systems; •          Produced control and reference data over 5 billion cycles of reference data. •          Provided training and standard operating procedures for users and customers •          Published journal papers on the simulation systems company web site. The simulation facility established in this UoA has over eighty stations offering full-joint simulation in Class 2 clean rooms and is believed to be the largest academic facility in the world [1,2,3,4]. These simulators have been used to support product development, to assess performance and evaluate safety and reliability of joint replacements. We have worked in partnership with industry to research, invent and develop novel lower wearing bearings for the hip. The ceramic-on-metal hip [6] developed with DePuy [C,D] and the tougher and lower wearing [2] ceramic-matrix-composite bearings [E] developed with DePuy and Mathys were both major strides in this area. In the knee, the research [4] has supported the development and adoption of the DePuy Sigma rotating-platform knee [F] and a new low-conforming partial knee [G]. The advanced hip simulation systems have also been used to quantify the increase in wear in larger diameter metal-on-metal hip replacement systems due to edge loading [H]. This provided evidence that informed the subsequent decision to discontinue their clinical use. Economic impact Demand for pre-clinical joint simulation systems has increased substantially since 2007, following the reclassification of joint replacements as Class 3 devices. The regulatory environment now requires most hip and knee joint replacements to undergo pre-clinical tribological simulation testing before entering clinical use. Statement [B] confirms that: Simulation Solutions have increased their annual turnover to £2M/year and now employ 20 people to develop and manufacture hip joint simulation systems; the company’s joint simulation systems are sold around the world, in China, India, Australia and Europe and the company is the market leader outside of North America. Economic impact has been made through support for Simulation Solutions customers in the use of the technology. This is delivered through the licensing of standard operating procedures and a training-support package from the University to customers. One example is an agreement between the University of Leeds, Simulation Solutions and the Chinese Food & Drug Administration (CFDA) that has led to the installation of Simulation Solution simulators in CFDA laboratories in Tianjin [I]. Economic impact has also been delivered through the University’s ISO-accredited research laboratory. This facility has supplied contract research services to industry and supported companies in developing products to meet new regulations. Not all implant manufacturers have joint simulation systems. This is particularly true of small- to medium-sized enterprises. The University has supported new product development in orthopaedic companies including Mathys, JRI, Ceramtec, Ceramconcept, and Corin. Collaboration with Mathys has supported the development of the new ceramic–matrix-composite ceramic-on-ceramic hip for clinical use [J].  The 12-year-long strategic research partnership with DePuy [K] has supported the development of improved bearings with lower wear. Statement [L] confirms that this has helped DePuy protect its market share and meet the expectations of high-demand patients [L]. Some figures describing the extent of the impact of the research at Leeds are: •          Approximately 10,000 ceramic-on-metal hips implanted worldwide. There has been a 97% success rate at five years for 1,500 hips in the UK registry •          Over 300,000 ceramic femoral heads sold and implanted outside of the USA since 2008, for which the University of Leeds has received a royalty payment from DePuy [M] Statement [L] from DePuy confirms that our advanced research methods have been adopted by industry and that 15 DePuy R&D staff have been trained in Leeds. The adverse hip simulation methods and edge loading of the head on the rim of cup and advanced knee simulation methods are used in DePuy company testing laboratories in the UK and USA. Health impact Young, active and high-demand patients with improved lower wearing prostheses benefit from extended active working lives. The reduction in wear-related failures and revision operations provide benefits to healthcare providers. The research has led to the collaborative development of improved prostheses [C,D,E,F,G], following clinical trials [D], this has resulted in lower wearing joint replacements used by hundreds of thousands of patients worldwide.		A.  Company web site (accessed December 2012)  www.prosim.co.uk or www.simsol.co.uk B.  Simulation Solutions Letter supporting evidence from Managing Director. C.  Fisher J & Farrar R.  Combination of material for joint prosthesis.  UK Patent. PCT/GB00/03428 2001. D.  Williams S, Schepers A, Isaac G, Hardaker C, Ingham E, van der Jagt D, Breckon A, Fisher J.  The 2007 Otto Aufranc Award. Ceramic-on-metal hip arthroplasties: a comparative in vitro and in vivo study.  Clinical Orthopaedics & Related Research, 465; 23-32 (2007). E.  Al-Hajjar M, Leslie IJ, Tipper J, Williams S, Fisher J, Jennings LM. Effect of cup inclination angle during microseparation and rim loading on the wear of BIOLOX® delta ceramic-on- ceramic total hip replacement. Journal of Biomedical Materials Research Applied Biomaterials 95, 263-268 (2010) F.  Fisher J, McEwen HMJ,  Jennings LM, Farrar R, Stone MH, Ingham E. Wear-simulation analysis of rotating-platform mobile-bearing knees. Orthopaedics, 29; 36-41 (2006). G.  Brockett   CL,   Jennings   LM,   Fisher   J.   The   wear   of   fixed   and   mobile   bearing unicompartmental  knee  replacements.  Proceedings  of  the  Institution  of  Mechanical Engineers, Part H, Journal of Engineering in Medicine 225H; 511-519 (2011). H.  Leslie IJ, Williams S, Isaac G, Ingham E, Fisher J. High Cup Angle and Microseparation Increase the Wear of Hip Surface Replacements. Clin Orthop Relat Res, 467-9, 2259-2265, (2009). I.   Licence agreement for standard operating procedure and training 2012, University of Leeds commercial contract. J.   Research contracts with Mathys. University of Leeds research contract. K.  Strategic research partnership agreement with DePuy University of Leeds contract. L.  DePuy Company Letter of supporting evidence from DePuy from Distinguished fellow and from worldwide tribology manager. M.  Royalty agreement DePuy 2008 University of Leeds commercial contract.

		863		0.000896		CPI – Centre for Process Integration		The field of conceptual chemical process design as practiced industrially has been influenced significantly by the outputs from the Centre for Process Integration (CPI) at Manchester. Process Integration Ltd (PIL) was spun-out from Manchester and currently employs over 50 staff globally, who have conducted projects that have resulted in annual cost savings of hundreds of millions of US dollars. The application of CPI technology has led to significant reductions in both energy costs and emissions of greenhouse gases. Since 2008 ca. US$350m of savings have been realized through the exploitation of CPI technology with US$1.4m generated from software sales.		The impact  is  based on research that  took  place in  Manchester between  1993-date by key researchers:-     Robin Smith (Professor, 1984-date)     X X (Frank) Zhu, (Senior Lecturer/Reader, 1993-2006)     Gavin Towler (Lecturer, 1994-2002)     Megan Jobson (Lecturer/Senior Lecturer, 1996-date)     Nan Zhang (PhD Student/Lecturer, 1996-date)     Simon Perry (Senior Teaching Fellow, 1986-date)     Nii Asante (PhD Student/PDRA, 1993-1998) Joao Alves (PhD Student, 1996-1999), MiMi Saine Aye (PhD Student, 2000-2003), Lu Chen (PhD Student,  2005-2009),  Petar  Varbanov,  (PhD  Student,  2001-2004),  Yogesh  Makwana,  (PhD Student, 1994-1997), Fang Liu (PhD Student, 1998-2002). Four areas of CPI’s research activities that have generated significant impact will be discussed:- 1.  Heat recovery systems New approaches to heat exchanger design and retrofit were researched and developed that combine mathematical modelling with thermodynamic analysis. The approach has been proven to be particularly well-suited to the retrofit of existing heat recovery systems by allowing more cost effective improvement of existing processes. A fundamental understanding of the principles that underpin the limitations of existing heat exchanger networks has provided a much more systematic and practical insight [1]. In addition, the approaches developed for the design and retrofit of heat recovery systems have been able to be combined effectively with process models to allow much better improvements in profitability than when the heat recovery system is tackled alone [4]. 2. Utility systems Underpinning research conducted at Manchester has developed new and much more effective methods for the design and optimisation of complex utility systems. Such utility systems are a common feature of all chemical processing and are huge energy consumers. This has required an approach to modelling such systems that accounts for the part-load performance of equipment and at the same time allows more effective optimisation of the total system. The modelling environment developed has been implemented for system design and retrofit or for the operational improvement of an existing system with no capital expenditure [2]. 3. Refinery hydrogen networks Research at Manchester has developed systematic methods for improving refinery hydrogen networks – a critical feature of the design and operation of petroleum refineries. Various processes produce fresh hydrogen, produce waste hydrogen and consume hydrogen at different conditions.  Effective integration of these processes is critical to profitable operation. The methods developed provided for the first time insights into the complex interactions that take place. Graphical methods [3] have been developed, together with mathematical optimisation methods [5]. The methods set the minimum hydrogen supply required by the hydrogen network and allow systematic screening of purification processes for integration within the network. Prior to this work, no methods were available for the systematic analysis of refinery hydrogen networks. 4.  Petroleum refinery molecular modelling Petroleum refineries have conventionally modelled refinery streams and processes using only bulk properties, such as density, boiling point, etc. The composition of the streams has traditionally been considered to be too complex to allow a more fundamental approach. Research at Manchester has developed a way of modelling refinery streams and processes on a molecular basis. Critical to this is the ability to relate bulk properties to molecular make-up [6]. The molecular modelling approach can be used for the first time to manage the flow of specific molecular species through the refinery to allow better exploitation of the crude oil resource and increase profitability.		The research was published in leading chemical engineering journals, including Chemical Engineering Research and Design, Chemical Engineering Science and Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research. The research has had a considerable influence on the development of the field, as evidenced by the large number of citations (Google Scholar). Key Publications 1.  X X Zhu, N D K Asante “Diagnosis and Optimization Approach for Heat Exchanger Network Retrofit”, AIChE Journal, 45(7): 1488-1503 (1999). (34 citations) DOI:  10.1002/aic.690450712 2. P Varbanov, S Perry, Y Makwana, XX. Zhu and R Smith, “Top-Level Analysis of Site Utility Systems”, Chemical Engineering Research and Design, 82(A6): 784-795 (2004). (28 citations) DOI: 10.1205/026387604774196064 3.  Joao J Alves, Gavin P Towler, “Analysis of Refinery Hydrogen Distribution Systems”, Industry Eng. Chem. Res., 41: 5759-5769 (2002). (168 citations) DOI:  10.1021/ie010558v Other Relevant publications 4. Smith R, Jobson M, Chen L, Recent Developments in the Retrofit of Heat Exchanger Networks, Applied    Thermal    Engineering,    30(16):    2281-2289    (2010).    (20    citations)    DOI: 10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2010.06.006 5. Liu F and Zhang N, “Strategy of Purifier Selection And Integration In Hydrogen Networks”, Chemical Engineering Research and Design, 82(A10): 1315-1330 (2004). (74 citations)  DOI: 10.1205/cerd.82.10.1315.46739 6. Mi Mi Saine Aye, N Zhang “A novel methodology in transforming bulk properties of refining streams into molecular information” Chemical Engineering Science, 60(23): 6702-6717 (2005). (20 citations) http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ces.2005.05.033		Context The considerable supply of energy required by industrial production has focused attention on the more sustainable use of energy. Also, it is imperative that process efficiencies are improved to meet stringent regulations and environmental legalisation. Process Integration Technology (Pinch Technology) pioneered at Manchester was developed to address such issues and has been extensively used by the process industry worldwide. Pathways to Impact Manchester’s CPI is a recognised centre of excellence and has maintained close links with industry through the Process Integration Research Consortium (PIRC). The computer software developed  in CPI has enabled effective technology transfer and commercial exploitation of our underpinning research outputs by the thirteen companies comprising PIRC. In total, six software packages have been developed for heat recovery systems, utility systems, distillation systems cryogenic systems, water integration and refinery modelling & optimisation. Process Integration Ltd (PIL) was spun-out from Manchester in 2007 to provide an effective route to market. The software has been further developed to commercial standards and licensed by PIL, which currently employs over 50 people in Manchester, Beijing and Houston, for either sale to industry (14 copies, US$100k per copy) or for internal use by PIL on consultancy projects (35 major projects) [C1]. Reach and Significance of Impact Heat Recovery Systems Despite the cost saving and environmental benefits associated with reduced consumption of finite non-renewable energy resources, it is difficult to justify capital investment on retrofit for energy saving of an existing process. The new methods developed in CPI have allowed more cost-effective retrofit of heat recovery systems  and  simultaneous  heat  recovery  and  process  optimisation.  To  date,  three  software licences have been sold and sixteen commercial studies have been carried out on various process units from refining to petrochemicals. Savings related directly to the use of these CPI methods can be considerable [C2, C3], for example Sinopec has, since 2009, saved 15 MW of energy worth approximately US$25m, and savings will continue at a rate of ca. US$5m/year [C4]. BP envisages savings worth approximately US$4.4m/year per typical major refinery [C3]. Utility systems Most processes operate in the context of an existing site in which a number of processes are linked  to  the  same  steam  and  power  system.  Such  utility  systems  are  the  largest  energy consumers on most processing sites and therefore offer the opportunity of substantial savings. Manchester has developed improved methods for the simulation and operational optimisation of utility systems that have enable without capital expenditure substantial reductions in fuel consumption, fuel costs, increased power production and lower CO2 emissions. Eleven commercial studies have been undertaken on utility systems for Sinopec resulting in energy savings of US$250m since 2009 and these savings will continue at a rate of ca. US$50m/year [C4]. In addition, revenue has been generated by licencing eight copies of the software to PCITC and LPEC in China. Refinery hydrogen networks After the cost of purchasing crude oil and the cost of energy to run a refinery, the next biggest cost is that of hydrogen. Changes in environmental regulations and increased use of heavy crude oil have increased the demand for hydrogen in refineries significantly. This has necessitated more efficient use of hydrogen and significant investment in hydrogen generation and purification, which consumes a significant amount of energy. Manchester’s  systematic  methods have for the first  time provided  petroleum  companies  with insight into how to improve the refinery hydrogen networks. Industrial process engineers have the benefit of not only powerful mathematical tools, but also the insights that simple graphical methods present. Three  software  licences  have  been  sold  to  Sinopec  and  PetroChina  in  China.  Also,  eight commercial studies have been undertaken on refinery hydrogen networks for Sinopec that have saved  the  company  US$50M,  since  2009,  comprising  savings  in  natural  gas  and  additional revenue generated from the recovery of light hydrocarbons. These savings will continue at a rate of ca. US$10m/year. [C4]. In addition, a major study has also been carried out for Shell Deutschland, but the results are commercial in confidence.  Petroleum refinery molecular modelling The  demand  for  higher  quality  products  in  conjunction  with  more  stringent  environmental regulations  has  caused  the  refining  industry  to  move  towards  better  characterisation  of  the composition of refinery streams. The  methodology  developed  at  Manchester  allows  more  effective  molecular  management  in refining through better modelling and optimisation. Three commercial studies have been carried out on refinery optimisation for Sinopec that have saved US$25m, since 2009, in increased product value and on-going savings of ca. US$5m/year. More recently, PIL and Sinopec established a joint venture that has developed a new software system based on a research output from CPI. The software has the potential to make significant improvements in the efficiency of exploitation of crude oil. To date, the software has been validated on two Chinese refineries of Sinopec, two trial software licences have been issued for evaluation and is currently being launched commercially. The sales price of the software will be around US$225k per copy [C1].		C1. Letter from Process Integration Ltd – Software licensing and technology exploitation. C2. Letter from ExxonMobil (USA) - Heat recovery Systems C3. Letter from BP International - Heat recovery systems C4. Letter from Sinopec - Heat recovery systems, Utility systems, Refinery hydrogen networks, and Petroleum refinery molecular modelling.

		868		19.2		UK Reactors Safety and Life Extension		1.  Summary of the impact About 18% of UK electric supply is provided by 14 graphite-moderated Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors (AGRs) and 1 Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR). The AGRs are graphite-moderated, generic in design and the nuclear regulator is concerned that a common safety related fault could lead to immediately shutdown of all AGRs. The development of novel techniques at Manchester has allowed the continued operation helping the operators to establish an expected seven-year life extensions for all AGRs. For the plant operators this represents a potential income of £2.5bn per annum, avoid 30m tonnes CO2 pa and generate supply chain income within the UK of £650m pa and create or protect 2000 jobs.		Key members of the research team have included: Barry Marsden (2001-date, Professor of Nuclear Graphite Technology) Paul Mummery (2000-date, Senior Lecturer ‘04, Reader ’08, Professor ’12) James Marrow (1996-2011, Senior Lecturer ‘03, Reader ’07-11,) Alex Fok (2001-06, Lecturer ’01, to ’06) Graham Hall (2001-date, EngD ’01, PDRA ’03, Lecturer ’11) Abbie Jones (2006-date, PDRA ‘06, Lecturer ’11) Derek Tsang (2002-date, PDRA ‘02, Research Fellow ’11) Tony Wickham (2010-date, Honorary Visiting Professor ‘10) Ernie Eason (2010-date, Honorary Visiting Professor ‘10) In addition there are/have been around 25 EngD/PhD students and 12 PDRAs. The key insights from the research relate to the development of a fundamental understanding of the changes in microstructure and behaviour of graphite on irradiation. This has determined that, as far as changes to irradiated graphite properties are concerned, there are no “cliff edges” to properties such as strength and modulus for the next few years that would be of concern.  Key findings that support this conclusion are: a)      X-ray microtomography combined with strain mapping techniques (such as digital image correlation and Raman spectroscopy), providing novel insights on defect structures, crack growth, and damage development [2, 4]. b)      High resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM), providing an understanding of defects and their development under irradiation and temperature [3, 5]. c)      Predictive models of failure of core elements in a reactor using multi-scale models of irradiated graphite behaviour under normal operation and seismic loading [1, 2]. d)      Novel material statistical models of core behaviour using pattern recognition and data mining validated from historic material test reactor graphite data and recent data from samples trepanned from the Magnox and AGR graphite cores [6]. A spin off from this project has been international recognition of the group as a centre of expertise in nuclear graphite technology, participating in “Generation IV” programmes with the USA, France, China, Japan, South Africa and South Korea. For example ten papers are being presented by the NGRG at the INGSM-14 in Seattle this year (2013).		The research has been published in the leading journals in the area namely the Journal of Nuclear Materials and Carbon. In November 2011 the University of Manchester Dalton Nuclear Institute was granted a Queen’s Anniversary Prize to which the activities described made a significant contribution [B] Key Publications [1]     Tsang, K-L, and Marsden, B. 2008 "Constitutive material model for the prediction of stresses in irradiated anisotropic graphite components." Journal of Nuclear Materials 381 (1-2), 129-136. eScholarID:1e543 | DOI: 10.1016/j.jnucmat.2008.07.025 [2]     Berre C, Fok A S, Marsden B J, Babout L, Hodgkins A, Marrow T J, Mummery P M. 2006. "Numerical modelling of the effects of porosity changes on the mechanical properties of nuclear graphite". Journal of Nuclear Materials 352 (1-3), 1-5. DOI: 10.1016/j.jnucmat.2006.02.037 [3]    Jones, AN, GN Hall, M Joyce, A Hodgkins, K Wen, TJ Marrow, and BJ Marsden. 2008 "Microstructural characterisation of nuclear grade graphite." Journal of Nuclear Materials 381 (1-2) 152-157. Journal article eScholarID: 147053 | DOI: 10.1016/j.jnucmat.2008.07.038. Other Relevant Publications [4]     Babout, L, Marrow, T.J., Marsden, B.J., and Mummery, P.M. 2008. “Three-dimensional characterization and thermal property modelling of thermally oxidized nuclear graphite”, Acta Materialia 56, 4242-4254  DOI: 10.1016/j.actamat.2008.04.045 [5]     Wen K, Marsden B J, Marrow T J. 2008. "The microstructure of nuclear graphite binders". Carbon 46 (1), 62-71. January. DOI:  10.1016/j.carbon.2007.10.025 [6]     Eason E D, Hall G N, Marsden B J, Heys G B. 2008. "Development of a Young’s modulus model for Gilsocarbon graphites irradiated in inert environments". Journal of Nuclear Materials 381 (1-2), pp 145-151. October. DOI:  10.1016/j.jnucmat.2008.07.036		Context The fourteen AGR and the one Magnox reactors produce about 18% [A] of the UK electricity. The graphite cores of these reactors provide channels for fuel cooling and control rod entry. During reactor operation irradiation damage and radiolytic oxidation changes the dimensions and properties of the approximately 1700 tonnes of graphite components that make up a single typical graphite reactor core. These changes can challenge the structural integrity of the core. However, the irradiated graphite database for these reactors is incomplete and the mechanisms driving the structural and property changes are not well understood. Therefore, the reactor licensees are required to make safety cases for continued operation of reactors every three years. Pathways to Impact The Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) encouraged the establishment of the Nuclear Graphite Research Group (NGRG) in 2001 to supply independent research and advice on the structural integrity of nuclear graphite reactor core components. The ONR also encouraged and enabled the NGRG to gear up their funding by obtaining research funding in other related areas from industry, the EU and EPSRC. The codes, data, and statistical models developed by NGRG are made available and have been adopted by the licensees operating nuclear power reactors. In addition, the NGRG has made available the experimental techniques and medium-scale facilities to industry. This has informed the licensees’ research output and experimental planning for life extension. The ONR seeks independent advice and research from the NGRG at the University of Manchester to enable them to assess the graphite core safety cases. NGRG’s reputation has enabled it to become as a major partner within international sponsored programmes on the development of inherently safe High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor technology and the development of methodologies for dealing with the ~200,000 tonnes of irradiated nuclear graphite waste which exists worldwide. Reach and Significance of the Impact During the impact period NGRG has produced 25 reports for the HSE, IAEA and others [C]; 15 GTAC technical reports for ONR [D], published papers in leading journals, and attended and made presentations at both national and international conferences and meetings, including IAEA co-ordinated research programmes (see above). Members of the NGRG also attended over forty official licensee/ONR meetings [E] to offer advice and critical input. Significant advances in computational power have enabled development of sophisticated numerical models and data analysis techniques for single components through to whole cores [1, 2, 6]. This is key to interrogating safety cases for reactors as experimental data on whole components and reactors under operating conditions through life is impossible to obtain: The advice given by the NGRG ensured that Oldbury continued safe operation for 44 years, until 2012. “Both of the site’s reactors were scheduled to close at the end of 2008, and since that time the site has generated an additional 7 terawatt hours (TWh) of electricity, worth an estimated £300 million to the taxpayer. The extra generation has also saved around six million tonnes of carbon from being released into the atmosphere.” (Oldbury News 21.10.2011) On current figures, the operating value of a reactor is approximately £0.5m per day. Therefore, to extend the life of the operating fleet has a value of approximately £2.5bn per year to the licensees [F]. This clearly has a significant impact in reduced electricity prices. EDF have identified the benefits to UK plc of plant life extension of the nuclear generation fleet [G]. This includes     Avoiding 30 million tonnes of CO2 every year which over the 7 year life extension is equivalent to removing all cars from UK roads for 5 years     Annual spend in the supply chain of £650m pa of which 90% is in the UK     Partnership with specialist suppliers employing 2000 staff on average and 6000 at the peak of the extension programme Having provided the data on which the life of the Oldbury power station was extended, the decision that safety considerations now determined that the station should cease operation was taken in consultation with the NGRG [H], hence minimising the risk of accidents and associated economic and societal consequences. On the decommissioning side the NGRG is a major partner in the EU CARBOWASTE FP-7 programme involving 28 partners from the EU and elsewhere. This is a £12m programme set up to investigate methods and provide international recommendations for dealing with irradiated graphite waste. The value associated with reducing the designation of graphite waste from Intermediate Level to Low Level is significant [I]. The impact of the research is such that the ONR has established a Chair, Lectureship and Research Fellowship at the University of Manchester.		A.  Spreadsheet of Fuel used in electricity generation annually showing the level of nuclear generation is about 18% from https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/electricity-section- 5-energy-trends B.  Submission for Dalton Queen’s Award detailing the role of the NGRG in this award C.  NGRG Report Register List of reports prepared by the NGRG D.  GTAC report Summary List of the reports prepared for  GTAC with those in the impact period highlighted E.  List of ONR meetings Extract from the diary of Prof Marsden showing the ONR meetings attended. F.  Calculation of the annual value of nuclear generation to licensees. G.  Slide provided by EDF of the benefits to UK plc of nuclear fleet extension H.  Letter from ONR on independent advice and input to Oldbury closure. I.   EU Carbowaste Programme  http://www.carbowaste.eu/home.html. Carbowaste website detailing the programme and strategy of this EU FP7 project.

		881		0.05		Economic impact through improved product and process development within Carron Phoenix		Initial research into polymer nanocomposites and their formation took place at Strathclyde from 2000 – 2010. This was followed by a collaboration with the world’s largest manufacturer of composite kitchen sinks, Carron Phoenix Limited, through a 6-year Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) which resulted in a successful new production process of its high-end synthetic granite kitchen sinks. This led to £4 million of capital investment in new production facilities at their Falkirk site, enabling the company to sustain its leading position in the designer kitchen sink market and retain its workforce of over 400 employees in central Scotland, including the 170 workers in the composite sink division in Falkirk. Within the REF period, the research has led to the manufacture and sale of in excess of one million kitchen sinks, generating sales revenue in excess of over £50M and supporting the UK economy.		Context: Following initial research into the development of so-called polymer-clay nanocomposite materials [1,2], chemical engineering research and development has led to the successful commercial manufacture of kitchen sinks with enhanced durability, mechanical and chemical properties, including impact strength, gas and liquid impermeability, and fire retardancy, compared to existing products. Prior to the research, the manufacturing process was energy and labour intensive, and the product quality frequently unreliable with a net cost to the company in terms of lost production time, material wastage and disposal costs. Together with licencing and significant royalty costs, the company sought expertise to develop new alternative quality products. Through £268k of KTP funding between 2004 and 2010, the research involved initially carrying out a full evaluation of the chemical processing practices, as well as material and energy audits. Detailed understanding of the mixing of materials, reaction characterization, and heat and flow properties was also achieved. This led to a radically new approach to processing, which influenced how the workforce was deployed, with the changes fully implemented by the company in 2009. Key findings: The research outputs [3,4] detail how information was obtained on the cure rates and viscosity of polymer-clay nanocomposites that are formed through in-situ polymerisation. The nature of the dispersion of clay platelets in a resin composite plays an important role in the process of enhancement of the physical properties of that material. Reference 3 examines how different modifiers and the quantity of surface treatment for the Cloisite® range of organically modified clays affect properties in in situ polymerised poly(methyl methacrylate). Another clay, which is a mixture of rod- and platelet-like minerals, was also investigated to understand how the shape of the clay particles can affect the polymer properties.  Five different clays, including Cloisite 30B and Cloisite 15A, were dispersed using ultrasound and the cure of the samples was monitored using the Strathclyde Rheometer. Rheology, transmission electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction were used to determine that a good level of clay dispersion was achieved. The mixed mineral formed the most stable dispersion seen from settling tests. The cure accelerated in the presence of organoclay, although the affect was less pronounced at higher temperatures. The glass transition temperature was increased by 20 °C with only a few weight percent of clay, and water uptake was not adversely affected. This research was crucial in allowing the team to fully characterise and optimise the new production process and to identify suitable nanoclay fillers and rheology modifiers to allow control of the main processing and materials characteristics that influenced the manufacturing process: i) the mixing and distribution of materials, ii) effective flow properties, and iii) heating and curing  rates. Understanding and control of these properties was crucial for the production of synthetic sinks free from warpage and surface blemishes, and so was central to improvements in the efficiency of manufacture and in the reduction of wastage from spoiled products. To meet the company’s overall objective of achieving a 25% reduction in production costs, the research project was presented with significant technological challenges. The trilateral research partnership between the company and Strathclyde’s Chemists and Chemical Engineers was central to the successful design of the new production process leading to the new materials being extensively trialled for two years before becoming part of the company’s standard production process in 2009. Key Researchers: The research in process and product development of polymer-based synthetic granite kitchen sinks was based on the complementary expertise of chemical engineers and chemists at the University of Strathclyde together with engineers and chemists at Carron Phoenix Limited, based in Falkirk, Scotland. Department of Chemical & Process Engineering (CPE): Prof Carl Schaschke (August 1990 to present). Department of Pure & Applied Chemistry (PAC): Prof Richard Pethrick (lecturer from 1969, then retired and currently Research Professor), Dr John Liggat, (Reader 1994 to present).		References 3 and 4 best indicate the quality of this research. 1.  Study of the factors influencing the exfoliation of an organically modified montmorillonite in methyl methacrylate/poly(methyl methacrylate) mixtures. M. McAlpine, N. E. Hudson, J. J. Liggat. R.A. Pethrick, D. Pugh, I. Rhoney, Journal of Applied Polymer Science, 2006, 99, 2614-2626. 2.  Effects of organically modified clay loading on rate and extent of cure in an epoxy nanocomposite system, S.E. Ingram, R.A. Pethrick, J.J. Liggat, Polymer International, 2008, 57, 1206 - 1214. 3.  Influence of clay type on the enhancement in physical properties of in situ polymerised poly(methyl methacrylate) nanocomposites, S. Ingram, H. Dennis, I. Hunter, J.J. Liggat,  C. McAdam, R.A. Pethrick, C. Schaschke, D. Thomson, Polymer International, 2008, 57, 1118-1127   DOI: 10.1002/pi.2453 4.  Use of sonication and influence of clay type on the enhancement in physical properties of poly(methyl methacrylate) nanocomposites, S. Ingram, H. Dennis, I. Hunter, J.J. Liggat,  C. McAdam, R.A. Pethrick, C. Schaschke, D. Thomson, Proceedings of the Materials Research Society, Fall National Meeting, Boston, November 2007. http://www.mrs.org/f07- abstract-hh/ Session HH10.5 Other evidence for quality of research. In view of the highly competitive and financially lucrative market for high-end kitchen products and the propensity to replicate the product by other manufacturers, Carron Phoenix and Strathclyde took the mutual decision not to protect IP through patenting, instead choosing to retain key knowledge in-house but publicising the relevant technological development by way of a conference presentation and refereed journal publication [3,4] to prevent other manufacturers patenting the process. The work was funded by: •   KTP Programme with Carron Phoenix Ltd. Pethrick R.A., Liggat J.J., Schaschke C.J. (2005) £234,490. For the development of a new process and product. •   Shorter KTP with Carron Phoenix ltd. Liggat J.J., Schaschke C.J., Pethrick R.A. (2009) £20,850 funded by Momenta. To extend the above project. •   KTP Composite Sink Manufacture - R&D Support Liggat J.J., Schaschke C.J., Pethrick R.A. (2009) £9,500 funded by Carron Phoenix Ltd. To extend the above project. Upon completion, the KTP programme (Knowledge Transfer Partnership 0596 with Carron Phoenix) was formally assessed by the Programme Managers, Momenta, as Very Good.		Process/Events from Research to Impact: Carron Phoenix Limited based in Falkirk, Scotland, is the world’s largest manufacturer of composite ‘granite’ kitchen sinks employing over 400 workers, and is part of the Swiss Franke Group. Through a partnership of complementary expertise between the departments of Chemical & Process Engineering (CPE) and Pure & Applied Chemistry (PAC) within the University of Strathclyde, a major collaborative Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) with Carron Phoenix was established. The specific aim was to create a new range of synthetic granite kitchen sinks, enabling the company to sustain its position in the higher-end designer kitchen sink market across Europe and compete in markets worldwide. The initial work was undertaken by the company through an EPSRC CASE studentship with PAC which operated from 2002-2005 and led to the development of novel polymer nanocomposite formulations with mechanical, thermal and barrier properties superior to the base polymers. Such innovative formulations offered the potential of significant benefits to Carron Phoenix Ltd in terms of process flexibility, enhanced product performance and reduced wastage. Following promising results in establishing the underlying polymer chemistry, a wider and considerably more major expansion of the project via a KTP programme (Source A) was established in January 2005 involving specialists in chemical and process engineering in CPE as well as chemists in PAC, which was followed by a Short KTP (sKTP) collaboration between the company and the University, over the period 2009 – 2010. These knowledge transfer programmes brought together the complementary expertise of the Strathclyde chemists (Pethrick, Liggat) and chemical engineers (Schaschke) with technologists at Carron Phoenix Ltd (Dennis, Hunter, Mackintosh). The main engineering focus was to ensure that the prior chemistry findings could be fully translated and scaled-up as an industrial production process that delivered a consistent high quality product. Nature of the Impact: Improved manufacturing process The KTP projects consolidated the findings of the preliminary research by providing a full evaluation of the chemical processing practices as well as material and energy audits. From a detailed understanding of the mixing, reaction characterization, heat and flow properties, a radically new approach was devised for all aspects of the process operation, including the reallocation of labour, reduced process times, increased mould tool usage and major capital investment in automation (Source A). Process acceleration and automation created new challenges in terms of  control of the flow behaviour of the composite sink formulation during the final curing step.  In particular, more rapid heating rates led to greater sedimentation of the fillers resulting in product defects. Detailed and extensive  chemical  and  processing  studies  were  required  in  terms  of  formulation,  cure characteristics, flow and thermal properties of the nanoclay materials.  This provided the necessary platform for the development of a completely new process with the successful commercial production of high-end designer synthetic kitchen sinks sold worldwide. The research enabled the team to identify a suitable type and concentration of nanoclay filler and rheology modifier to allow control of a) the mixing and distribution of materials, b) the effective transfer of the mix, and c) heating and curing rate, to produce synthetic sinks free from warpage and surface blemishes and thus reduce wastage from spoiled products. Prior to this project, it had been necessary to re-work moulded kitchen sinks in such a way as to avoid warpage and product spoilage. The company is forthright in its acknowledgement of the criticality of the new formulation: “The nanoclay influenced the processability significantly and enabled us to introduce the new process technology with its significant savings. No nanoclay - no new process at that time, it is as "simple" as that”, (Source B, Head of R&D, Carron Phoenix/Franke PL Colour). Production efficiency and cost savings The implementation of the changes to the process enabled by the new nanocomposite formulation resulted directly in considerable production efficiency gains through the reduction of raw materials wastage, the reduction in manufacturing time and the significant reduction of landfill costs of failed and out-of-spec products. These savings alone amounted to in excess of £1 M annually,  significantly in excess of the 25% target defined for the project. Franke’s Sustainability Report 2011 notes that: “Our production processes mainly use electricity and natural gas. We have experienced that the combination of process and technological improvements result in major energy savings….In Falkirk, United Kingdom, the energy required for the moulding of granite composite could be reduced by 20 % per annum with an innovative process called “Rapid Energy Distribution” (Source C p.19). Competitive advantage to the company By creating superior, high quality products and reducing production costs, the research outcomes from this project have enabled the company to maintain its international business and market share in the higher-end designer kitchen sinks. The company has been able to use these efficiency savings to sustain its drive to maintain the economic viability of the Falkirk site relative to other competitive options. In 2010, Franke the parent company, subsequently established Carron Phoenix in Falkirk as the Group Competence Centre for composite sink technology, due in part to the strong research and development brought about by the incorporation of nano-composite technology. This has secured both major employment for 170 workers in the composite sink division at the Falkirk site and retained the associated supply chain infrastructure supporting further employment locally and nationally (Source D). Investment The successful research outcomes from this project were further supported by internal company investments securing significant investment in new automated production facilities with a capital investment of approximately £4 million. These were installed in 2008 and 2009 to incorporate the new nanocomposite technology with the production and sale of over one million kitchen sinks by Carron Phoenix. This resulted in generating income in excess of £50M for the company as well as generating support for the associated supply chain involved and contributing to the UK economy generally. Ongoing collaboration The Carron Phoenix company remains in regular contact with researchers at Strathclyde, using facilities such as the Advanced Materials Research Laboratory. Schaschke and Liggat provide training courses on polymer chemistry and process technology for company staff. Skilled researchers from the University have transferred to posts in the industry; a PhD graduate from the Liggat research group, and an MEng graduate from Chemical & Process Engineering have been employed by Carron Phoenix since 2012.		A. The KTP programme was assessed on a quarterly basis by and minutes of these meeting are held by the West of Scotland KTP Centre, www.ktpws.org.uk B. Statement from Head of R&D, Carron Phoenix/Franke PL Colour, confirms the impact of the research on new processes. C.http://www.franke.com/content/dam/frankegroup/pdf/publications/Sustainability_Report_2011.pdf provides evidence of increased efficiency and cost savings at the Falkirk site D. Commercial & Product Support Manager, Carron Phoenix/Franke PL Colour, can be contacted to confirm company perspective on the impact of the research, including quantitative estimates of the benefits.

		892		0.384		The world’s first terabit transcontinental optical communications system exploiting dispersion managed solitons		The world’s longest high capacity terrestrial commercial communications system, now deployed worldwide,  was  developed  from  Aston  University’s  pioneering  research  on  the  concept  of dispersion managed solitons. The concepts and expertise from this research were used to develop and implement the associated system design for high capacity (1Tb/s) WDM (wavelength division multiplexing) transmission over 1000s of kilometres. Commercial development was led by Prof Doran and the core team from Aston who left the University to found Marconi-Solstis, a part of Marconi plc. Prof Doran and other key members of this team have since returned to Aston The system, now owned by Ericsson, (but still called Marconi MHL3000) has current annual sales of order $100M, and employs hundreds of people worldwide.		Long distance high speed optical fibre communications has provided the core backbone for the internet. The research identified herein was a crucial development in that it paved the way for very long distance (3000km) transmission without the need for regeneration of the signals. This meant that systems could be operated at very high capacity for cross-continent distances and at a cost which has allowed worldwide communication at high data rate. The key research which led to the commercial system was the concept of dispersion managed solitons and WDM transmission in long distance links. This research was led by Prof Nick Doran who co-founded the Photonics Group at Aston in early 1990s and left to join Marconi in May 2000. He returned to Aston in November 2012. Other members of the original team are also working at Aston. Specifically Dr P Harper is a Reader and has been a member of staff at Aston since March 2005. Drs I Phillips and M Stephens have been back at Aston since 2012 and Dr W Forysiak (Reader at Aston in 2000) has held a joint appointment between Aston and Oclaro as a Royal Society Industrial Research Fellow since October 2012. A series of EPSRC grants enabled a substantial modelling and laboratory programme to explore and demonstrate the transmission capacity of soliton like pulses in an OOK (on–off-keyed) 10Gb/s and subsequently 40Gb/s symbol rate. The key breakthrough was the discovery in 1995 [3.1] that a suitable arrangement of dispersion compensation (called dispersion management) enabled soliton-like pulses to be stable over ultra-long distance. The key surprise and finding was that the dispersion compensation could allow solitons to be used over standard (lowest loss) fibre. Hitherto solitons had only been enabled over low dispersion fibre which has higher loss and not compatible with WDM. This concept was developed initially by modelling and computer simulations and was verified by detailed laboratory demonstrations. The research identified the suitable dispersion map for 10Gb/s OOK RZ (return-to-zero) modulation and showed that this modulation was superior in stability to alternative modulations such as the standard NRZ (Non-Return-to-Zero). The dispersion management used the parameters of average dispersion and dispersion map strength to match with the required signal power. The design was encapsulated in a simple map strength parameter, S, first defined by the team [3.3]. This strength parameter was used in the system design but was further refined for the final operational system. This research not only set out the system design but also identified how the nonlinearity and dispersion of high speed systems could be mitigated. In particular for 10Gb/s systems it was shown that standard fibre with compensation was superior to the new low dispersion fibres such as  Truewave® and LEAF®. This was a counter culture concept and the system subsequently designed and operated was focussed on standard fibre. This is now accepted as the optimum transmission arrangement for all long distance high speed systems. The key concepts of dispersion managed solitons were published in a series of papers (refs 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5). The first work [3.1] established  the  stability  of  solitons  in  a  lossless  dispersion  compensating  environment.  We identified the enhanced power and the Gaussian like nature of the stable solutions (3.3) and looked specifically at the situation with standard fibre as the transmission fibre with periodic dispersion compensation. In 3.6 we generalised the dispersion managed soliton concept and defined simple design rules. The key researchers involved were: Prof Nick Doran (Aston University 1991 to 2000 and 2012 to present) was the team leader and founder of the start-up enterprise Marconi-Solstis. Dr Wladek Forysiak Lecturer/Reader at Aston University (1993 -2000) and since 2012 Aston/Oclaro Royal Society Industrial Research Fellow. Students and postdoctoral fellows involved with the team at the time included: Dr P Harper, Dr S B Alleston, Dr J H B Nijhof  Dr D S Govan, Dr N J Smith, F Knox (PhD student), A Berntson		The best 3 are indicated by * (1, 2 and 4) with a total of >800 citations (Sept 2013). These publications have had impact far beyond that of optical communications with key citations in physics and applied maths. *3.1 - Smith, N.J.; Knox, F.M.; Doran, N.J.; Enhanced power solitons in optical fibres with periodic dispersion management; Electronics letters, Vol. 32, pp. 54-55, (1996) DOI:10.1049/el:19960062 (436 citations) *3.2 - Smith, N.J.;  Doran, N.J.; Knox, F.M.; Forysiak, W.; Energy-scaling characteristics of solitons in strongly dispersion-managed fibers; Optics Letters, Vol. 21, Issue 24, pp.1981-1983 (1996) http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.21.001981 (150 citations) 3.3 - Smith, N.J.; Doran, N.J.;  Forysiak, W.; Knox, F.M.; Soliton transmission using periodic dispersion compensation; Journal of Lightwave Technology, (Oct 1997) Vol. 15, Issue:10 pp. 1808–1822 doi 10.1109/50.633558 *3.4 - Nijhof, J.H.B.; Doran,N.J.; Forysiak, W.; Knox, F.M.; Stable soliton-like propagation in dispersion managed systems with net anomalous, zero and normal dispersion; Electronics Letters, Vol.33, pp.1726-1727 (1997) doi : 10.1049/el:19971128 (250 citations) 3.5 -  Harper, P.; Alleston, S.B.;  Bennion, I.;  Doran, N.J.; 40 Gbit/s dispersion managed soliton transmission over 1160 km in standard fibre with 75 km span, Electronics Letters, Vol. 35, pp. 823- 824 (1999) doi 10.1049/el:19991403 3.6 - Berntson, A.; Doran, N.J.; Forysiak, W.; Nijhof, J.H.B.; Power dependence of dispersion- managed solitons for anomalous, zero, and normal path-average dispersion, Optics Letters, Vol. 23, pp. 900-902 (1998) doi: 10.1364/OL.23.000900 One grant led to much of the research of this case study, namely EPSRC Grant: GR/K54908/01 Title: Ultrafast nonlinear optical transmission, processing and control, PI: N J Doran Value: £1,090,300, Dates: 01 November 1995 to 31 October 1999.		The key impact is through the deployment of the optical communication system in many countries, for long distance communications, enabling internet traffic and associate commercial and individual activity. The system, developed from the research at Aston, currently (2013) employs over 100 people in its development and sales/support and has annual sales in the region of $100M. The impacts are therefore commercial for the company, its employees and internet users across much of the world, ie businesses, organisations and the public at large. The   development   of   the   impacts   achieved   later,   were   initiated   when   Marconi,   a telecommunications company, approached the Aston team to lead the commercial development of a long distance, high capacity optical communication system based on their research. As a consequence of this approach, in mid-2000, Doran, Forysiak and four of the post-doctoral research assistants left Aston to start a new unit named Solstis within Marconi [5.1], with Doran as Chief Technology Officer. Extensive funding (several £10s millions) was provided by the company. Between 2000 and 2003, the team grew to about 80 staff, with a core complement of 15 photonics engineers based on and led by the original Aston team. Field trials at 5,745 km were reported at Optical Fiber Communications Conference, 2003. The first version of the system was deployed across Australia in early 2003 for Amcom IP1 (Australia) Pty Ltd.  This  system  was  then  created,  tested  and  installed  without  regeneration  across  almost 3000km, from Adelaide to Perth by the team with the core leadership provided by the original Aston team. The soliton-based technology provided a cost-effective solution for long-haul networks in two key ways: first it removed the need for repeaters to convert and retransmit electronic signals over distance for clarity; and second it enabled quick and easy capacity upgrades. The product became the world leader in the field and when Marconi was taken over by Ericsson in 2006, it was incorporated into the product portfolio of Ericsson under the name Marconi Multihaul (MHL) 3000 [5.2]. After the initial demonstration in Australia, the system was sold and installed commercially for implementation and operation worldwide [5.3]. Impact is therefore claimed since 2008, in the sales of systems installed across the world and the consequent employment of the staff required to develop and sell and install the system. But the impact of the system is greater than that since its role is to form the backbone of the internet and thus the impact could be said to extend to all who use the internet where the system is deployed [5.4]. The distance and capacity achieved by this system are the key features which have satisfied the ever growing internet traffic. There is a large system in the UK now operated (and currently being upgraded) by Vodafone bought from Cable and Wireless in April 2012 as a major part of a $1Bn acquisition, providing meshed connectivity between ~30 major PoPs (Points of Presence), spanning more than 20,500km [5.5]. There are systems throughout Europe with operators such as Deutsche Telekom, Telefonica, Vodafone, Telecom Italia, and TeliaSonera. The Telstra inter-capital and national networks in Australia are dominated by this system. The networks mentioned above have all been installed or upgraded during the assessment period [5.6]. To date (2012/13) Ericsson has sold over 17,000 network elements of this system (an element would typically compose of bi-directional amplification and dispersion compensation) with total sales of approaching $1Bn. It is estimated that “around two thirds of sales of MHL have occurred during the impact period” [5.7]; this would amount to >$600m. The system has been deployed and is  operated  in  50  countries  and  with  over  100  different  buyers.  Current  business generated  amounts to around $100M a year and has been at that level since 2008. Ericsson has ~5% of the world market for optical hardware valued at ~$15Bn a year. This system remains a key product for the company representing about 15% of their total optical hardware sales. [5.7]. It is estimated that over 100 people are employed currently (2013) on this system worldwide in the development, testing, installation and support. Several of the founders from Aston are still employed by Ericsson (and are still working on this product), two in senior positions in worldwide development and deployment; others are involved in either the technology or further research.		5.1.http://www.electronicsweekly.com/news/archived/resources/marconi-start-up-to-target-solitons- 2000-06/ 5.2. Current product description from Ericsson http://archive.ericsson.net/service/internet/picov/get?DocNo=28701- FGC1010609&Lang=EN&HighestFree=Y (2010) 5.3. For confirmation of worldwide deployment since 2008 Head of Portfolio Domain Opto and Broadband Ericsson (China) Communications Co. Ltd 5.4. For confirmation of design of current systems dependence on research Head of Optical System design Ericsson Telecommunicazioni SpA PDU Optical & Metro – Systems and Technology 5.5. Vodafone purchase of C&W Worldwide ‘C&WW operates 20,500km of fibre-optic cables in the UK and owning this network will give Vodafone greater capacity at a time when the increasing use of smartphones is leading to a rise in demand for mobile data.’ http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-17810568 5.6. For confirmation of customers from a former Ericsson employee responsible for the design of the system and now working for Oclaro 5.7. For confirmation of sales and deployment figures Ericsson Inc. Head of Technology and Strategy Product Line Optical and Broadband Access

		910		0.00112		Porpoise deterrent pinger for the reduction of accidental by-catch in international fisheries		Loughborough University research led to the development of a porpoise deterrent pinger, which, by generating ultrasonic acoustic signals, deters harbour porpoise from accidental capture in fishing nets. The research of Professor Bryan Woodward has led to the development of a commercially available pinger (AQUAmark100) with over 14,000 system sales internationally. The impact of the research has: 1)  Influenced changes in government / EU policy 2)  Influenced  worldwide  debate  around  achieving  reductions  in  accidental  by-catch  by fisheries. 3)  Contributed to commercial growth of UK business through sales.		Since the 1970’s, by-catch or accidental capture of marine mammals in a wide variety of fisheries has been an international concern. In 1970, the International Whaling Commission reported large numbers  of  small  cetaceans  (toothed  whales,  dolphins  and  porpoises)  were  killed  in  gillnet fisheries each year. Despite being protected by a number of international agreements, such as the Marine Mammal protection Act enacted in 1972 in the USA and under ASCOBANS (Agreement on the Conservation of Small Cetaceans in the Baltic and North Seas), a number of species were still considered to be at considerable risk. The signatory governments to these agreements are committed to reducing the incidental kill of harbour porpoises.  To meet legislative, environmental and political goals for the reduction of by catch in commercial fishing significant technical improvements to fishing methods are required. Loughborough University responded to this challenge and developed a wide-ranging body of research between 1994 and 2002 (outlined below) that has led directly to a commercially viable solution [3.1, 3.5]. The on-going impact of this research body since 2008 is outlined in section 4 of this document. In 1994, researchers from Loughborough University led by Professor Bryan Woodward (joined the School of Electronic, Electrical and Systems Engineering (EESE) as a lecturer 20 October 1975 - until 31 March 2008) and David Goodson (joined EESE 1st August 1977 and his position ended on 13th  January 2004 as a Chief Experimental Officer) completed a European DG XIV (PEM/93/04) special study contract (92/15) on “Prevention of the by-catch of cetaceans by exploiting their acoustic capabilities” [3.3]. Following this work the Loughborough group (led by these researchers) were  major  contributors  to  the  European  Commission  AIR-III  Programme  funded  project “Prevention of By-Catch of Small Cetaceans in Pelagic Trawls by Technical Means (CETA-SEL)” project AIR3-CT94-2423 [3.2, 3.4]. As part of this larger study, a wide variety of signal frequencies and waveforms were tested on harbour porpoises both in floating pen enclosures and open water trials. With the rationale to find a commercially viable, practical aversive with a long battery life, whilst minimising risks to habitation and effects on other species [3.6]. From 1997-1999 Professor Bryan Woodward led another collaborative multidisciplinary European Commission project DGXIV supported Special Study Project, “EPIC”. This project evolved directly from  earlier  work  to  improve  methods  of  mitigating  the  incidental  catch  of  this  species  in commercial gill-net fishing gear in line with the objectives of the multi-national ASCOBANS agreement [3.6]. Key progressive research programs conducted by Loughborough University: •   1992 Loughborough University researchers David Goodson & S Datta (joined EESE as a lecturer on 1 October 1987- until 31 March 2008 as Reader) began work on passive acoustic detection capabilities of marine mammals •   1994  Loughborough  University  researchers  Professor  Bryan  Woodward  and  David Goodson lead European DG XIV (PEM/93/04) special study contract (92/15) on “Prevention of the by-catch of cetaceans by exploiting their acoustic capabilities”. •  1995-1997 Professor Bryan Woodward and David Goodson again lead a team of Loughborough researchers in completion of a 3 year European Commission AIR-III Programme funded project “Prevention of By-Catch of Small Cetaceans in Pelagic Trawls  by Technical Means (CETA-SEL)” project AIR3-CT94-2423 •   1997-1999 Professor Bryan Woodward led another collaborative multidisciplinary European Commission project DGXIV supported Special Study Project, “EPIC”. •   2000-2002 Professor Bryan Woodward and David Goodson lead European Commission DHXIV  project  “Acoustic  Deterrents  to  Eliminate  Predation  on  Trammels  ADEPT,  (ref DGXIV 98/019) [3.5].		Details of Loughborough University’s publications in this area are listed below (they can be made available at request): 3.1 Newborough, D., Goodson, A.D. & Woodward, B., 2001,Design and development of an Acoustic Beacon to Reduce the By Catch of Cetaceans in Fishing Nets, Journal of the Society for Underwater Technology, 24(3) ISSN 1756 0543 (Print), ISSN 1756 0551 (Online). – peer reviewed 3.2 Goodson, A.D., Mayo, R.H., Klinowska, M. & Bloom, P.R.S., 1994, Field testing passive acoustic deterrent devices designed to reduce the entanglements of small cetaceans in fishing gear., International Whaling Commission (Special Issue 15)”Gillnets & Cetaceans”, W.F.Perin, G.P. Donvan and J. Barlow (eds), IWC Cambridge, 597-605, ISSN 0255-2760 3.3 Goodson A.D., & Mayo, R.H., 1995, Interactions between free-ranging dolphins (Tursiops truncates) and passive acoustic gill-net deterrent devices. Sensory Systems of Aquatic Mammals, Edited by Kastelein, R.A., Thomas, J.A., & Nachtigall, P.E. 365-379, ISBN 90-72743-50-9 – peer reviewed 3.4 Goodson A.D., 1997, Development of acoustic deterrent devices designed to reduce the mortality of small cetaceans in commercial fishing nets, Marine freshwater Behaviour Physiology, 29(1-4), 211-236– peer reviewed 3.5 Datta, S., Goodson, A.D., Di Natale, A. and Dremiere, P.Y., European Commission DG IV FAIR Programme “Acoustic Deterrent to Eliminate Predation in Trammel nets (ADEPTs), ADEPT, (ref DGXIV 98/019 final report) Contract DGXIV 98/019, 2003. 3.6 Nakamura K., Akamatsu, T., Goodson A.D., Kagoshima, K., & Shimazaki, K., 1998, Gillnet passive acoustic deterrents: investing inter-reflection spacing with harbour porpoise Phocoena phocoena, Journal of the Japanese Society of Fisheries Science, 64(4), 648- 649, Print ISSN 0919-9268, Online ISSN 1444-2906. – peer reviewed Evidence on the Quality of the Research The underpinning research was original work carried out by an expert group from Loughborough University lead by Prof. Bryan Woodward and which was published for the first time in the references 3.1-3.6 above, five of which are international journals (or ‘internationally recognised journals’). The significance of the work is indicated by the awarding of 7 awarded grants with a total value of greater than £571K since 1993. Relevant grants and contracts: 1993 from Commission of European Communities, “Tracking cetaceans in the vicinity of fishing nets”, DG XIV Special Study Contract 92/15, (ELJN3), 32,000 ECU (£25,600), 1 Jan-30 Sep 1993 1994from Commission of European Communities “Prevention of the by-catch of cetaceans by exploiting their acoustic capability”, DG XIV Special Study Contract PEM/93/04 (ELJT3), 25,000 ECU (£19,000), 1 Jan – 31 Dec 1994 1994-1997 from the Department of the Environment, “Enhancing the acoustic detectability of fishing nets to prevent the entrapment of cetaceans”, Contract CRO129 (ELJS2), £30,000, 1 Apr 1994 – 30 Sep 1997 1994-1997 from the European Commission AIR-III Programme, “Prevention of By-Catch of Small Cetaceans in Pelagic Trawls by Technical Means (CETA-SEL)”, Contract  AIR3-CT94-2423 (ELJV9), 221,000 ECU (£176,000), total for all partners 1,221,314 ECU (EC contribution 718,658 ECU), 1 Oct 1994 – 30 Sep 1997; project partners: RIVO-DLO, Ijmuiden, Netherlands; Hardewijk MAP, Netherlands; IFREMER, France; Kolmardens Djurpark, Sweden; Danish Institute for Fisheries and Aquaculture, Denmark. 1996 from Danish Institute for Fisheries Research – DIFRES (ELJX9), 14,400 ECU (£10,000), 1 Jul-30 Sep 1996 1998-2000 from European Commission DG IV FAIR Programme “Elimination of Porpoise Incidental Catch (EPIC)”, Contract DGXIV 97/0006 (ELJY3), 81,363 ECU (£65,090), total for all  partners 247,577 ECU, 1 Jun 1998 - 31 May 2000; project partners: Danish Institute for Fisheries Research, Fjord und Baelt Centre, Denmark; Kolmardens Djur & Naturpark, Sweden 2000-2002 from European Commission DG IV FAIR Programme “Acoustic Deterrent to Eliminate Predation in Trammel nets (ADEPTs),  Contract DGXIV 98/019 (ELJBH), 190,620 ECU (£132,000), 1 Jan 1999 – 31 Dec 2000; plus further 52,644 ECU (£36,455), 1 Jan – 31 Dec 2000; project partners: IFREMER Station de Setes, France; Aquastudio/Acquario di Genova, Italy. The Principle Investigator on all these grants was Professor Bryan Woodward, Dr S Datta or David Goodson all from The School of Electronic, Electrical and Systems Engineering, Loughborough University.		From 1994 – 1999, Loughborough University developed a series of prototype acoustic deterrent devices named PICE-EX, PICE-97 and PICE-99, generating an ultrasonic acoustic swept signal up to frequencies as high as 160 kHz. Since 1999 this system was then later commercialized under the AQUAmark100™ trade name by the AQUAtec Group based on the underpinning research outlined in section 2. 1)  Influenced changes in government / EU policy The on-going (since 2008) impact on international policy of the underpinning research outlined in section 2 is seen in various amendments / enforcements to European Commission legislation established in 2004 (EC, 2004) concerning incidental catches of cetaceans in fisheries [5.1]. This legislation included a requirement to use acoustic deterrents to reduce fisheries by catch. This regulation was influenced by Loughborough University’s (LU) research in this area and the specifications for the pingers to be used the AQUAmark product specifications. Mandatory use of pingers with these specifications was also included at this time in the national porpoise action plans of most of the EU countries and in the action plans of ASCOBANS (Agreement on the Conservation of Small Cetaceans of the Baltic, North East Atlantic, Irish and North Seas; www.ascobans.org). An example of international implementation at this time can be seen in the ASCOBANS  “The  Swedish  action  plan”  ASCOBANS,  Document  AC11/Doc.  15(P)  Harbour Porpoise  Action  Plan  for  Sweden.  (ASCOBANS  2004)  [5.2].  The  on-going  impact  of  these regulation and subsequent international and national implementations is evidenced below. In  2010  as  part  of  the  Memorandum  of  Understanding,  the  European  Union  requested  the International Council for Exploration of the Sea (ICES) to review incidental catches of cetaceans in European waters and to advise on the implementation of certain provisions of the earlier Council Regulations (EC, 2004) No 812/2004. These provisions continued to advise “acoustic deterrents using basic 10 kHz signals and more complex multi-signal (such as the LU influenced AQUAmark100 product), be deployed on static gear are effective in reducing by-catch of harbour porpoise” (ICES, 2010) [5.3].  In 2013 data from Danish fisheries trials using AQUAmark100 systems was published to suggest greater spacing of pingers could be effective for implantation in Danish gillnet and hake fisheries (Larsen et al., 2013) [5.4]. From 1st September 2013 the UK’s Marine Management Organisation (MMO) has announced its intent to enforce the implementation of the European Commission No 812/2004 regulations for specific UK fisheries. In this statement all vessels measuring 12 metres or over using certain nets are required to fit acoustic dissuasive devices, known as pingers to help reduce cetacean by-catch (MMO, 2013) [5.5]. The Aquamark100 system using LU influenced research is specifically listed in this document as a regulation-compliant device. 2)        Changed the worldwide debate around achieving reductions in accidental by-catch by fisheries There has been continued world-wide debate on the use of acoustic deterrent systems for the reduction of by-catch (accidental capture of marine mammals and others in fisheries). This debate has extended to use of such systems to also prevent depredation (prevention of damage to fisheries by marine mammals) (SFGEN, 2002) and extension to a wide range of species including larger whales and sharks (Dawson et al., 2013) using acoustic deterrent devices including the AQUAmark system [5.6]. In 2008 when Gazo et al, reported in trials in the Mediterranean that nets equipped with AQUAmark pingers using Loughborough developed algorithms received less predation damage (87% fewer holes) than nets with non-functional devices or without pingers (Gazo et al, 2008) [5.7]. Reducing net damage is a commercial imperative for fisheries.  Also in  2008 Brotons et al. reported a large scale study of an artisanal gillnet fishery around the Balearic Islands  using  several  pinger  types  where  “the  use  of  active  pingers  apparently  discouraged dolphins from interacting with nets, dramatically so in the case of the Aquatec (AQUAmark100) pingers” (Brotons et al., 2008) [5.8]. 3)      Contributed   to   commercial   growth   of   UK   business   through   sales   of   the commercialized systems The AQUAtec Group Ltd undertook to commercialise Loughborough University’s patented technology and have marketed it under the name AQUAmark100™. They also have a series of additional products still using Loughborough’s original PICE developed signal suite as the foundation technology. To date, AQUAtec have sold over 14,000 systems internationally at an average unit cost of £80 (Dawson et al., 2013) [5.6] making it the market leader in Northern Europe and significantly reducing by-catch in a wide variety of fisheries internationally.  In 2007, the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) awarded a ‘Special UK prize’ to the Aquatec Group Ltd for the AQUAmark systems and its work in by-catch reduction, this reduction continues within the assessment period. In the WWF announcement the contribution of Loughborough University through their longstanding partnership with AQUAtec was also acknowledged.		The following publications / regulations provide independent collaboration of impacts outlined in section 4, and they can be made available at request: 5.1 (EC, 2004) European Commission Regulations EC No 812/2004, EC, Annex II, No. 812/2004 (CR812, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/), 2004 5.2 (ASCOBANS, 2004) (Agreement on the Conservation of Small Cetaceans of the Baltic, North East Atlantic, Irish and North Seas; www.ascobans.org) ASCOBANS, Document AC11/Doc. 15(P) Harbour Porpoise Action Plan for Sweden),  2004 The above two sources corroborate the impact on government and EU policy, which was established in 2004, but has on-going impact on international policy. 5.3 (ICES, 2010) International Council for Exploration of the Sea (ICES), ICES. 2010. Report of the ICES Advisory Committee, 2010. ICES Advice, 2010. Books 1 - 11.  1928 pp. ISBN 978-87-7482- 088-8, 2010. 5.4 (Larsen et al., 2013) Larsen, F., Krog, C., Eigaard, O.R., “Determining optimal pinger spacing for harbour porpoise bycatch mitigation”, Journal of Endang. Species Res., Vol. 20: 147–152, doi: 10.3354/esr00494, 2013 “In 2013 data from Danish fisheries trials using AQUAmark100 systems was published to suggest greater spacing of pingers could be effective for implantation in Danish gillnet and hake fisheries (Larsen et al., 2013).” 5.5 (MMO, 2013) Marine Management Organisation, “Implementation of Council Regulation (EC) 812/2004 to reduce by-catch of cetaceans information pack, updated 28 August 2013”, online http://www.marinemanagement.org.uk/fisheries/monitoring/documents/cetaceansinfopack.pdf accessed on 27th September 2013. 5.6 (Dawson, 2013) Dawson, S. M., Northridge, S., Waples, D., Read, A. J., “To ping or not to ping: the use of active acoustic devices in mitigating interactions between small cetaceans and gillnet fisheries “ Journal of Endang. Species Res. Vol. 19: 201–221, 2013, doi: 10.3354/esr00464, pp 201-221, 2013. “extension to a wide range of species including larger whales and sharks (Dowson et al., 2013) using acoustic deterrent devices including the AQUAmark system.” 5.7 (Gozo et al. 2008) Gazo M, Gonzalvo J, Aguilar A, “Pingers as deterrents of bottlenose dolphins interacting with trammel nets” Fish Res 92: pp. 70−75, 2008. “In 2008 when Gazo et al, reported in trials in the Mediterranean that nets equipped with AQUAmark pingers using Loughborough developed algorithms received less predation damage (87% fewer holes) than nets with non-functional devices or without pingers (Gazo et al, 2008)” 5.8 (Brotons et al., 2008) Brotons JM, Munilla Z, Grau AM, Rendell L, “Do pingers reduce interactions between bottlenose dolphins and nets around the Balearic Islands?” Endang Species Res 5: pp 301−308, 2008.” Brotons et al. reported a large scale study of an artisanal gillnet fishery around the Balearic Islands using several pinger types where “the use of active pingers apparently discouraged dolphins from interacting with nets, dramatically”

		914		0.0003		Commercialisation of underwater acoustic communication and positioning technology		The commercialisation of Newcastle University’s pioneering research in underwater acoustic communication has created market leading products, achieving economic impact, enhanced subsea operations, an award for improved diver safety and reduced impact of subsea acoustic emissions on marine mammals. Our research outputs have been incorporated in a range of products manufactured under licence by Tritech International Ltd. Since 2008 the MicronNav product has become the preferred solution for tracking underwater remotely operated vehicles from manufacturers including Seabotix Inc and Videoray Inc, with over £2M of licensed products sold to date. Bespoke high performance data telemetry systems have also enabled previously impossible subsea operations to be completed.		Due to the absorption of radio waves in water, the subsea industry relies on acoustic Ship/surface 0-5000m 50-100bits/s multipath signalling for wireless communication and navigation. Underwater acoustic modems transfer digital data between underwater equipment and surface vessels/platforms. Early modem designs employed simple analog technology which was noise Rx Array + Tx projector multipath V High integrity (control) 10-20kbits/s high integrity (image data) Thruster noise Tx/Rx omni +/-15m/s 100 - 3000m unable to meet industry demands for data rate, range and reliability. Such systems failed to address the extreme multipath/reverberation, noise and Doppler effects encountered in the underwater channel, typically 100-10,000x greater in magnitude than in radio communications. The research underpinning these improved products was performed from 1994-2005 by Prof Oliver Hinton, Prof Bayan Sharif and RA Jeffrey Neasham. During work funded by G1, the team introduced bandwidth efficient, phase shift keying modulation where less efficient schemes such as frequency shift keying had previously dominated, increasing data throughput by an order of magnitude. This was enabled by the development of sophisticated adaptive receivers [P1][P5], employing arrays of receiving transducers, to overcome the multipath/reverberation problem. These innovations led to reliable transmission at data rates of the order of 20kbits/s through severe multipath channels spanning hundreds of symbols and with rapid fluctuations in path amplitude and phase. Understanding of underwater adaptive array receivers was further enhanced during G2 and G5-7, leading to the demonstration of very long range, multi- user networks [P2]. During G3 and G4, the group then developed novel algorithms to estimate and remove the extreme Doppler effects occurring with moving platforms and which previously led to loss of synchronisation. A journal article on this subject remains one of the most cited references in the field of underwater communication with 187 citations [P3]. The later development of closed-loop tracking techniques allowed synchronisation to be maintained between highly dynamic platforms such as small robotic underwater vehicles and naval submarines [P4] with Doppler shifts of 1-2%. The robust signals designed for synchronisation were then adapted to form an extremely reliable, spread spectrum communication system for low bit rate command/control applications. This is able  to operate with SNR as low as -10dB (noise power is 10 times higher than the received signal power). Furthermore, by virtue of its broadband signal correlation, the same hardware was able to deliver range and direction information accurate to 10cm and 1 degree respectively. From 2003 onwards the group collaborated with Tritech to develop a number of high performance demonstrator systems based on the above technologies, including modems for:     The ALIVE autonomous intervention vehicle, achieving a world first by carrying out maintenance on a 500m deep installation entirely by acoustic communication of commands, video and sonar data.     The Halliburton Geosub Autonomous Underwater Vehicle for subsea geological surveying.     The continuous reception of current meter data in a shallow estuary channel, with busy shipping traffic, where acoustic emissions had to be limited due to concern over harbour porpoise populations [P5].		Peer reviewed publications: (Key publications are P1, P3 and P4) P1. Neasham JA, Thompson D, Tweedy AD, Lawlor MA, Hinton OR, Adams AE, Sharif BS, Combined Equalisation and Beamforming to Achieve 20kbits/s Acoustic Telemetry for ROVs, Proceedings of MTS/IEEE OCEANS, 1996, Volume 2, pp 988 - 993. (21 citations) – This paper showed how high data rate underwater transmission in severe multipath was possible. P2. Thompson, D.; Neasham, J.; Sharif, B.S.; Hinton, O.R.; Adams, A.E.; Tweedy, A.D.; Lawlor, M.A.; Performance of coherent PSK receivers using adaptive combining, beamforming and equalisation in 50 km underwater acoustic channels , Proceedings of MTS/IEEE OCEANS '96, Volume: 2, 1996 , pp 845 – 850. (21 citations) P3. Hinton OR, Neasham J, Sharif BS, Adams AE, A Computationally Efficient Doppler Compensation System for Underwater Acoustic Communications, IEEE Journal of Oceanic Engineering, 25, No 1, 52-61, 2000. (187 citations) – This publication showed how synchronisation could be maintained under severe Doppler effects with moving platforms. P4. Sharif BS, Neasham JA, Hinton OR, Adams AE, Davies J, Adaptive Doppler Compensation for Coherent Acoustic Communications, IEE Proceedings on Radar, Sonar and Navigation 2000, 147(5) (26 citations). – This paper showed how receivers could tolerate high acceleration platforms and defined a technique used today in Tritech modems and UK MoD systems. P5. Paul A Van Walree, Jeffrey A Neasham, Marco C Schriver, Coherent Acoustic Communications in a Tidal estuary with Busy Shipping Traffic, Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 2007, 122(6), 3495-3506. Funding G1.   High Data Rate Sub-Sea Acoustic Communications for UUVs (TUUV1), EPSRC GR/H85281/01, November 1992 – October 1994, £123,856. G2.   Long Range Acoustic Communication (LORACOM) , EC, 1994 – 1996, £160,000 G3.   Robust Bidirectional Communications for UUVs (TUUV2), EPSRC GR/L11670/01, May 1997 - Sept 1999, £187,703. G4.   Doppler Tolerant Receiver, DERA funded project, July 1998 – Dec 2000, £120,000 G5.   Long Range Telemetry in Ultra-Shallow Channels (LOTUS), EC, Oct 97 - Jan 01, £1.2M. G6.   Shallow Water Acoustic Networks (SWAN), EC, Dec 1997 – Nov 2000, £300,000 G7. Acoustic Communication network for Monitoring of underwater Environments in coastal areas (ACME), EC FP5, Dec 2000 – Nov 2003, £250,000		“Newcastle’s research on underwater acoustic technology has had a strong and lasting impact on Tritech’s business and the subsea industry as a whole, reaching the offshore oil & gas industry, oceanographic data collection, renewable energy, search & rescue and professional & recreational diving.” – Technical Director 1990 – 2009, Tritech International [E5]. Impact on business A  licence  agreement  and  Knowledge  Transfer Partnership with Tritech has directly resulted in 3 innovative products being marketed by the company since 2008. The first two of these were the micron data modem [E2, E5] and MicronNav USBL tracking system [E3,E5] which incorporate Newcastle’s Doppler tolerant spread spectrum signalling and range/angle estimation algorithms. These products now provide tracking for the majority of miniature underwater vehicles being sold worldwide. Over 300 licences have been issued by the University to date with a sales value of £2M. The  market  for  these  devices  is  growing  rapidly,  currently  accounting  for  around  10% of company turnover in a business employing ~100 people. The most recent product introduced is the high performance AM400 acoustic modem [E4, E5] which incorporates all of the underpinning research outputs and has demonstrated unparalleled performance in terms of data rate (up to 32kbits/s) and range (up to 10km). This has enabled the company to win contracts for high value bespoke systems, to operate in very severe channel conditions where competing products are completely unable to operate, and the university has issued 6 licences corresponding to around £300k of sales since 2010. These products represent major steps forward in performance, miniaturisation and cost, which wouldn’t have been possible without Newcastle’s innovative signal processing [E5]. Impact on the subsea industry The MicronNav USBL and micron modem products have provided a reliable, cost effective and miniaturised solution for the tracking of small underwater robotic vehicles. This is now the preferred solution adopted by vehicle manufacturers such as Seabotix Inc [E6] and Videoray Inc who account for the majority of the world market. Many end users, including the US and Canadian Navy [E7], have found the ability to accurately track these vehicles invaluable in rapidly locating and/or tagging seabed targets. The combination of accurate tracking and data communication in one miniature unit has also led to its deployment on several autonomous underwater vehicles under development around the world [E8]. Likewise high performance AM400 modems delivered by Tritech have enabled very challenging operations to be carried out. A good example of this is the remote collection of large data files from subsea tidal turbine near Orkney, overcoming severe noise and wake effects and a hostile 5km shallow water channel. Impact on diver safety Inspired by the death of a well known diver, the IET and the British Sub Aqua Club (BSAC) launched an international competition to challenge engineers to develop an affordable system  to  track  and  monitor  the  world’s  estimated  3  million divers. The Newcastle group and Tritech teamed up to develop low cost prototypes for a diver personal transponder and surface interrogator based on the successful spread spectrum concepts. 4  teams  from  around  the  world  entered  devices  but,  after successful trials by BSAC divers in Scotland, the Newcastle-Tritech design was declared the winner [E9] and the team were presented with an award and prize money by the IET. BSAC described this as one of the most significant contributions to diver safety in the last 50 years and could help to reduce the estimated 100 deaths each year in diving accidents. Since 2008 Tritech have delivered several systems for diving applications, enabling multiple divers to be tracked from the surface, to receive commands and to signal if they get into difficulty. Working with another commercial partner, a mass market product accessible to all recreational divers is undergoing final testing at the time of writing ahead of a product release.  Impact on the environment Another positive impact brought about by the research is the reduced impact on marine life, since some environmental groups estimate that up to 10 million whales/dolphins are affected by high power acoustic systems per year. Both the spread spectrum technology and the adaptive array receivers dramatically reduce the required acoustic source power for a given range. The AM400 product emits a total acoustic power of approximately 10W which is up to 10 times lower than competing systems intended for the same range. Similarly the Micron modem and USBL products may operate over 1km radius without exceeding the safe limit on acoustic intensity suggested by marine biologists of approximately 100mW/m2.		E1. 2007 Licence agreement between Newcastle University and Tritech International Ltd. E2.  http://www.tritech.co.uk/product/micron-data-modem - specification sheet for micron data modem product. E3. http://www.tritech.co.uk/product/usbl-tracking-system-micronnav - specification sheet for MicronNav tracking system. E4. AM400 acoustic modem data sheet, Tritech International, 2010. E5. Corroborating statement from Technical Director, Tritech International Ltd. E6. Corroborating statement from Senior Vice President of Seabotix Inc. E7.  http://www.seabotix.com/about_seabotix/news/news12/rimpac.htm?story_link=email_msg – documentation of the MicronNav USBL system being applied in underwater vehicle trials by the Canadian Navy E8.  http://www.fer.unizg.hr/zari/labust/equipment/auv - description of micron modem product deployed on autonomous underwater vehicle (htm supplied). E9.  http://www.bsac.org/news.112.htm - article on the final of the IET/BSAC Divetrack competition.

		914		0.002		Commercialisation of underwater acoustic communication and positioning technology		The commercialisation of Newcastle University’s pioneering research in underwater acoustic communication has created market leading products, achieving economic impact, enhanced subsea operations, an award for improved diver safety and reduced impact of subsea acoustic emissions on marine mammals. Our research outputs have been incorporated in a range of products manufactured under licence by Tritech International Ltd. Since 2008 the MicronNav product has become the preferred solution for tracking underwater remotely operated vehicles from manufacturers including Seabotix Inc and Videoray Inc, with over £2M of licensed products sold to date. Bespoke high performance data telemetry systems have also enabled previously impossible subsea operations to be completed.		Due to the absorption of radio waves in water, the subsea industry relies on acoustic Ship/surface 0-5000m 50-100bits/s multipath signalling for wireless communication and navigation. Underwater acoustic modems transfer digital data between underwater equipment and surface vessels/platforms. Early modem designs employed simple analog technology which was noise Rx Array + Tx projector multipath V High integrity (control) 10-20kbits/s high integrity (image data) Thruster noise Tx/Rx omni +/-15m/s 100 - 3000m unable to meet industry demands for data rate, range and reliability. Such systems failed to address the extreme multipath/reverberation, noise and Doppler effects encountered in the underwater channel, typically 100-10,000x greater in magnitude than in radio communications. The research underpinning these improved products was performed from 1994-2005 by Prof Oliver Hinton, Prof Bayan Sharif and RA Jeffrey Neasham. During work funded by G1, the team introduced bandwidth efficient, phase shift keying modulation where less efficient schemes such as frequency shift keying had previously dominated, increasing data throughput by an order of magnitude. This was enabled by the development of sophisticated adaptive receivers [P1][P5], employing arrays of receiving transducers, to overcome the multipath/reverberation problem. These innovations led to reliable transmission at data rates of the order of 20kbits/s through severe multipath channels spanning hundreds of symbols and with rapid fluctuations in path amplitude and phase. Understanding of underwater adaptive array receivers was further enhanced during G2 and G5-7, leading to the demonstration of very long range, multi- user networks [P2]. During G3 and G4, the group then developed novel algorithms to estimate and remove the extreme Doppler effects occurring with moving platforms and which previously led to loss of synchronisation. A journal article on this subject remains one of the most cited references in the field of underwater communication with 187 citations [P3]. The later development of closed-loop tracking techniques allowed synchronisation to be maintained between highly dynamic platforms such as small robotic underwater vehicles and naval submarines [P4] with Doppler shifts of 1-2%. The robust signals designed for synchronisation were then adapted to form an extremely reliable, spread spectrum communication system for low bit rate command/control applications. This is able  to operate with SNR as low as -10dB (noise power is 10 times higher than the received signal power). Furthermore, by virtue of its broadband signal correlation, the same hardware was able to deliver range and direction information accurate to 10cm and 1 degree respectively. From 2003 onwards the group collaborated with Tritech to develop a number of high performance demonstrator systems based on the above technologies, including modems for:     The ALIVE autonomous intervention vehicle, achieving a world first by carrying out maintenance on a 500m deep installation entirely by acoustic communication of commands, video and sonar data.     The Halliburton Geosub Autonomous Underwater Vehicle for subsea geological surveying.     The continuous reception of current meter data in a shallow estuary channel, with busy shipping traffic, where acoustic emissions had to be limited due to concern over harbour porpoise populations [P5].		Peer reviewed publications: (Key publications are P1, P3 and P4) P1. Neasham JA, Thompson D, Tweedy AD, Lawlor MA, Hinton OR, Adams AE, Sharif BS, Combined Equalisation and Beamforming to Achieve 20kbits/s Acoustic Telemetry for ROVs, Proceedings of MTS/IEEE OCEANS, 1996, Volume 2, pp 988 - 993. (21 citations) – This paper showed how high data rate underwater transmission in severe multipath was possible. P2. Thompson, D.; Neasham, J.; Sharif, B.S.; Hinton, O.R.; Adams, A.E.; Tweedy, A.D.; Lawlor, M.A.; Performance of coherent PSK receivers using adaptive combining, beamforming and equalisation in 50 km underwater acoustic channels , Proceedings of MTS/IEEE OCEANS '96, Volume: 2, 1996 , pp 845 – 850. (21 citations) P3. Hinton OR, Neasham J, Sharif BS, Adams AE, A Computationally Efficient Doppler Compensation System for Underwater Acoustic Communications, IEEE Journal of Oceanic Engineering, 25, No 1, 52-61, 2000. (187 citations) – This publication showed how synchronisation could be maintained under severe Doppler effects with moving platforms. P4. Sharif BS, Neasham JA, Hinton OR, Adams AE, Davies J, Adaptive Doppler Compensation for Coherent Acoustic Communications, IEE Proceedings on Radar, Sonar and Navigation 2000, 147(5) (26 citations). – This paper showed how receivers could tolerate high acceleration platforms and defined a technique used today in Tritech modems and UK MoD systems. P5. Paul A Van Walree, Jeffrey A Neasham, Marco C Schriver, Coherent Acoustic Communications in a Tidal estuary with Busy Shipping Traffic, Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 2007, 122(6), 3495-3506. Funding G1.   High Data Rate Sub-Sea Acoustic Communications for UUVs (TUUV1), EPSRC GR/H85281/01, November 1992 – October 1994, £123,856. G2.   Long Range Acoustic Communication (LORACOM) , EC, 1994 – 1996, £160,000 G3.   Robust Bidirectional Communications for UUVs (TUUV2), EPSRC GR/L11670/01, May 1997 - Sept 1999, £187,703. G4.   Doppler Tolerant Receiver, DERA funded project, July 1998 – Dec 2000, £120,000 G5.   Long Range Telemetry in Ultra-Shallow Channels (LOTUS), EC, Oct 97 - Jan 01, £1.2M. G6.   Shallow Water Acoustic Networks (SWAN), EC, Dec 1997 – Nov 2000, £300,000 G7. Acoustic Communication network for Monitoring of underwater Environments in coastal areas (ACME), EC FP5, Dec 2000 – Nov 2003, £250,000		“Newcastle’s research on underwater acoustic technology has had a strong and lasting impact on Tritech’s business and the subsea industry as a whole, reaching the offshore oil & gas industry, oceanographic data collection, renewable energy, search & rescue and professional & recreational diving.” – Technical Director 1990 – 2009, Tritech International [E5]. Impact on business A  licence  agreement  and  Knowledge  Transfer Partnership with Tritech has directly resulted in 3 innovative products being marketed by the company since 2008. The first two of these were the micron data modem [E2, E5] and MicronNav USBL tracking system [E3,E5] which incorporate Newcastle’s Doppler tolerant spread spectrum signalling and range/angle estimation algorithms. These products now provide tracking for the majority of miniature underwater vehicles being sold worldwide. Over 300 licences have been issued by the University to date with a sales value of £2M. The  market  for  these  devices  is  growing  rapidly,  currently  accounting  for  around  10% of company turnover in a business employing ~100 people. The most recent product introduced is the high performance AM400 acoustic modem [E4, E5] which incorporates all of the underpinning research outputs and has demonstrated unparalleled performance in terms of data rate (up to 32kbits/s) and range (up to 10km). This has enabled the company to win contracts for high value bespoke systems, to operate in very severe channel conditions where competing products are completely unable to operate, and the university has issued 6 licences corresponding to around £300k of sales since 2010. These products represent major steps forward in performance, miniaturisation and cost, which wouldn’t have been possible without Newcastle’s innovative signal processing [E5]. Impact on the subsea industry The MicronNav USBL and micron modem products have provided a reliable, cost effective and miniaturised solution for the tracking of small underwater robotic vehicles. This is now the preferred solution adopted by vehicle manufacturers such as Seabotix Inc [E6] and Videoray Inc who account for the majority of the world market. Many end users, including the US and Canadian Navy [E7], have found the ability to accurately track these vehicles invaluable in rapidly locating and/or tagging seabed targets. The combination of accurate tracking and data communication in one miniature unit has also led to its deployment on several autonomous underwater vehicles under development around the world [E8]. Likewise high performance AM400 modems delivered by Tritech have enabled very challenging operations to be carried out. A good example of this is the remote collection of large data files from subsea tidal turbine near Orkney, overcoming severe noise and wake effects and a hostile 5km shallow water channel. Impact on diver safety Inspired by the death of a well known diver, the IET and the British Sub Aqua Club (BSAC) launched an international competition to challenge engineers to develop an affordable system  to  track  and  monitor  the  world’s  estimated  3  million divers. The Newcastle group and Tritech teamed up to develop low cost prototypes for a diver personal transponder and surface interrogator based on the successful spread spectrum concepts. 4  teams  from  around  the  world  entered  devices  but,  after successful trials by BSAC divers in Scotland, the Newcastle-Tritech design was declared the winner [E9] and the team were presented with an award and prize money by the IET. BSAC described this as one of the most significant contributions to diver safety in the last 50 years and could help to reduce the estimated 100 deaths each year in diving accidents. Since 2008 Tritech have delivered several systems for diving applications, enabling multiple divers to be tracked from the surface, to receive commands and to signal if they get into difficulty. Working with another commercial partner, a mass market product accessible to all recreational divers is undergoing final testing at the time of writing ahead of a product release.  Impact on the environment Another positive impact brought about by the research is the reduced impact on marine life, since some environmental groups estimate that up to 10 million whales/dolphins are affected by high power acoustic systems per year. Both the spread spectrum technology and the adaptive array receivers dramatically reduce the required acoustic source power for a given range. The AM400 product emits a total acoustic power of approximately 10W which is up to 10 times lower than competing systems intended for the same range. Similarly the Micron modem and USBL products may operate over 1km radius without exceeding the safe limit on acoustic intensity suggested by marine biologists of approximately 100mW/m2.		E1. 2007 Licence agreement between Newcastle University and Tritech International Ltd. E2.  http://www.tritech.co.uk/product/micron-data-modem - specification sheet for micron data modem product. E3. http://www.tritech.co.uk/product/usbl-tracking-system-micronnav - specification sheet for MicronNav tracking system. E4. AM400 acoustic modem data sheet, Tritech International, 2010. E5. Corroborating statement from Technical Director, Tritech International Ltd. E6. Corroborating statement from Senior Vice President of Seabotix Inc. E7.  http://www.seabotix.com/about_seabotix/news/news12/rimpac.htm?story_link=email_msg – documentation of the MicronNav USBL system being applied in underwater vehicle trials by the Canadian Navy E8.  http://www.fer.unizg.hr/zari/labust/equipment/auv - description of micron modem product deployed on autonomous underwater vehicle (htm supplied). E9.  http://www.bsac.org/news.112.htm - article on the final of the IET/BSAC Divetrack competition.

		916		0.5		Sensorless control of high efficiency drives for consumer appliances		Newcastle University has a substantial background in researching novel control methods for electric motors. This case study concerns the impact that our work on sensorless control systems has had upon Dyson consumer products. One of our sensorless control schemes has been adopted by Dyson for their vacuum cleaner drive systems offering benefits of ruggedness, flexibility and being inexpensive to implement, leading to reduced production costs and improved ergonomics derived from the ability to eliminate bulky sensor components and separate control electronics from the motor. Dyson has invested £5M in a new production line for products using this sensorless control system which have production volumes of around 5 million units per annum. The Company estimates the cost savings accruing from the use of our designs at around £2M per annum.		Newcastle University is home to one of the world’s leading motor control and design groups with a long history going back almost 100 years. Our interests in the specific topic of sensorless control originated in the research of Prof P Acarnley who identified a novel method of determining motor position based upon the use of motor terminal voltages and line currents to estimate winding flux linkages and thus predict motor position [P1].  Acarnley continued to be a major contributor to the development of various sensorless control methods ([P3] and [G4]) and his work was further supplemented by Atkinson, Jack and Mecrow [P2] who applied sensorless position estimation and control methods to fault tolerant drives. Newcastle research in this area is particularly relevant to the design of consumer products, such as vacuum cleaners, which provide greatest efficiency and minimum mass when operating at ultra high speeds.  Almost all consumer products use brushed motors because of the high cost of power electronics and control for brushless alternatives.  This has resulted in inefficient systems, with maximum speed typically limited to less than 40,000 revs/min by the brushgear.  Newcastle has been working to overcome this by researching and implementing  low cost brushless drives operating at speeds of 100,000 revs/min or greater [P4], enabling them to be both smaller and more efficient. The research areas have included new motor topologies, use of new materials, new drive topologies and novel control schemes, based upon our extensive history of researching these topics. A key research project, part funded by Dyson, investigated low cost sensorless schemes for ultra high speed drives. The research built on Newcastle’s expertise in sensorless control schemes to develop a controller for single phase drives of the type used by Dyson. Single phase drives pose particular problems. Unlike three- phase drives, the single phase winding is always active, which immediately rules out most existing sensorless schemes. Two low cost sensorless schemes were developed: the first scheme is used during current control mode and determines the rotor position from analysis of the active waveforms in the phase windings; the second scheme is used in voltage control mode and indirectly determines the rotor position by estimation of the back emf via some low cost hardware. When used together the schemes operate across all loads and the entire speed range – from standstill to over 110,000 rev/min. This research has resulted in 2 patent applications [E1, E2]. The reported research was conducted by the Power Electronics Drives and Machines  (PEDM) Group at Newcastle University over the period 1997 to 2013 and was led by Prof Barrie Mecrow (97-date), Prof P Acarnley (94-09) and Prof Alan Jack (97-10), with further significant contributions  from Prof J Finch (97-09) and Dr DJ Atkinson (97-present), all of whom were employed at Newcastle University. The PEDM group research in this area in the period 1993-date has attracted over half a million pounds of Dyson direct funding [G1, G2, G3] in addition to ESPRC support in the form of individual and platform grants [G4, G5].		Publications (Key Publications P1, P2, P4) [P1] Ertugrul, N., Acarnley, P. “A new algorithm for Sensorless operation of permanent magnet motors.” IEE Trans on Industry Applications, 30 (1) , pp 126-133 Jan/Feb 1994. This presents a new way to achieve sensorless motor position control. It is important because it is the first to identify the way to significantly reduce cost and improve performance of position control by eliminating the mechanical sensor. [P2] Green, S.,Atkinson, D.J., Jack, A.G., Mecrow, B.C. “Sensorless operation of a fault tolerant PM drive.” IEE Proc. Electric Power Applications 150 (2) pp117-125 Mar 2003. This extends the concepts embodied in the previous work to a broader range of applications (specifically aerospace) [P3] Acarnley, P.P. and Watson, J.F. “Review of position-sensorless operation of brushless permananet magnet machines.” IEEE Trans Industrial Electronics 53 (2) pp 252-262 April 2006 [P4] Bateman, C.J. , Mecrow, B.C. , Clothier, A.C. , Acarnley, P.P. , Tuftnell, N.D. “ Sensorless operation of an ultra-high-speed switched reluctance machine.” IEEE Trans on Industry Applications, 46 (6), art. no. 5559420, pp. 2329-2337, 2010. This paper is the link between the original thread of work and the specific implementation of this class of sensor to consumer products – it focuses on a low cost and robust implementation of Sensorless control of the type required for consumer device implementation. Patents [A]   Patent Application GB1203911.1 and GB1203913.7: Sensorless Control of a Brushless Permanent-Magnet Motor. [B]   Patent Application GB1210371.9 and GB1210372.7: Method of Determining the Rotor Position of a Permanent-Magnet Motor. Funding [G1] Dyson Technology Centre Funding , Value £169,000, 2007-13. [G2] Dyson Industrial PhD sponsorship (4 Students), Principal Investigator B.C.Mecrow, Value £252,000, 2007-2013. [G3] Dyson Engineering Doctorate Research project, Principal Investigator B.C.Mecrow, Value £80,000, 2005-2009 [G4]  EPSRC Grant GR/J07129/01 “Position estimation in rotor-position switched electric drives.”, Principal Investigator P. Acarnley, Value £137,061 May 1993 – Nov 1996. [G5]  EPSRC Platform Grant EP/F067895/1 “High Efficiency Electrical Energy Conversion”, Principal Investigator B. C. Mecrow, Value £762,626, Feb 2009 – Jan 2014.		Newcastle University’s PEDM group has a substantial history of research collaborations with manufacturers of consumer products, including Black and Decker, LG and Electrolux and in particular we have had a fruitful research relationship with Dyson spanning the last decade. Dyson have incorporated many of the group’s innovations into their products and their recent (2011-2013)  use of a specific, novel sensorless control scheme is the topic of this case study. It will be appreciated that because of the need to protect commercially sensitive intellectual property the Dyson information contained here is necessarily limited. Key elements of the sensorless control work were subject to April 2012 patent applications [E1, E2] which have yet to come into the public domain. Dyson have chosen to implement the sensorless control system  on all their new drive systems because the design offered the following:     Lower manufacturing costs and improved sales margins, estimated by Dyson at £2M/annum.     Ergonomic benefits of flexibility and simplicity in product realisation, particularly in small machines, because there is no longer any need to incorporate a position sensor.     Reduced complexity in the production line, leading to increased production rates and reduced costs.     Less variation in performance within a production run and across the entire population of drive systems manufactured. The sensorless design allows, through the elimination of the position sensor, the control electronics and motor to be separated and in turn this provides much more ergonomic flexibility in designing the product’s external envelope. Dyson is noted for the ergonomic design of its machines and the new control system contributes to cost savings by allowing reductions in component count and assembly complexity. In the period April 2011 – March 2013 the Newcastle research team provided close support to Dyson staff based at Newcastle whilst the sensorless control system was made production ready for manufacture in Singapore. In parallel Dyson has invested £5M in a new production line to manufacture vacuum cleaner products incorporating our sensorless designs.[E3] Dyson’s Director of Motors & Power Systems makes clear the exclusive and fundamental nature of his Company’s relationship with Newcastle University in this field and the scale of products impacted by that relationship, stating “Our research collaboration with the Power Electronics Drives & Machines Group at Newcastle University has had a fundamental impact upon the design of Dyson products. In particular, the patented sensorless control technology has been implemented in products with annual sales of 4.5 - 5 million units per year and annual sales values of approximately £0.5Bn. We have invested around £5M in a new Singapore based production line to manufacture these products and we estimate that the sensorless designs will yield annual production cost savings of around £2M. On a more general note, the Company has benefited from its relationship with Newcastle University via the transfer of ideas and realisations as well as the transfer of personnel. We collaborate exclusively with Prof Mecrow’s group in this field and the core of our Motors & Power Systems team has been recruited from within the Newcastle research group.” [E3]		[E1] Patent Application GB1203911.1 and GB1203913.7: Sensorless Control of a Brushless Permanent-Magnet Motor. [E2] Patent Application GB1210371.9 and GB1210372.7: Method of Determining the Rotor Position of a Permanent-Magnet Motor. [E3] Director of Motors & Power Systems, Dyson Ltd. Testimonial letter outlining research work. and financial benefits.

		921		0.006		Coded Track Systems for Train Detection		1.  Summary of the impact  This case study highlights the research carried out by Plymouth researchers in developing a new product in coded railway signalling, the EBI Track 400. Through this patented product, Bombardier Transportation UK Ltd has become the world leader in coded track systems, currently making profits in excess of $6 Million per annum through worldwide sales. The innovative coding algorithms and enhanced system performance has improved railway reliability, eliminated ‘false positive’ danger alerts, and achieved savings for train operators while improving the travelling experience. It has also secured existing jobs and increased investment at their Plymouth site.		This case study highlights the commercial application of research undertaken by The Centre for Security, Communications and Networks Research (CSCAN) at Plymouth University. CSCAN, comprising staff from the School of Computing and Mathematics at Plymouth University, have expertise in IT security, communication and network technology and are specialists in the design of efficient linear error correcting codes. The team is led by Prof. Martin Tomlinson (Professor 1982-to date) and includes Dr. Marcel Adrian Ambroze (Lecturer 2003-to date), Dr. Mohammed Zaki Ahmed (Lecturer 2001-2008, Senior Lecturer 2008-2010, Associate Professor 2010-to date) and Dr. Cen Jung Tjhai (Lecturer 2007-2010). The research published its first results in 2005 and commercial translation began with through a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) with Bombardier Transportation UK, Ltd. that ran for two years between 2006-2008. The company started in Plymouth in 1959 as ML Engineering, and manufactures signalling systems for trains. Bombardier Transportation designs, manufacturers, and delivers rail control and signalling solutions at its Plymouth site. The research continues with a direct synergy between the development of the research and its commercial application. The research undertaken focused on the development of the latest generation track circuit unit for rail control safety systems. Error correcting codes are specified by the number of information symbols and the number of codeword symbols. An efficient code is one that has the largest distance between codewords for a given number of information symbols and codeword symbols, with the best known codes normally published [R5]. The research carried out at Plymouth has developed new codes that were proven to be better for communications systems than previously used codes. The research created a coded track system that was substantially more advanced than existing coded railway signalling. The Plymouth team designed a very specific new error correcting code that was suitable for the unique noise and interference challenges of the railway signalling channel. This new error correcting code provided a very robust solution that was subsequently the basis of the EBI Track 400 product. Part of the on-going challenge after the KTP was to prove the safety case for the new train detection system. This is a highly complex and important process before a new system such as this is adopted for use, since it is safety critical and lives depend upon its effective and constant operation in the field. Dr Ahmed provided subsequent support in verifying the safety case for the EBI Track 400 that was highly acclaimed by Network Rail [I9].		R1   Tjhai, C.; Tomlinson, M.; Ambroze, M.; Ahmed, M. (2005) Cyclotomic idempotent-based binary cyclic codes Electronics Letters Volume: 41 , Issue: 6 DOI 10.1049/el:20057266 Electronics Letters embraces the entire field of modern electronics, including electronic science and engineering, telecommunications, optoelectronics and optical communication. It is widely  recognised as being the leading journal in its field for the rapid publication of short international research papers at the cutting edge of electronics technology and is highly cited. All articles are peer reviewed. R2 Tjhai, C.; Tomlinson, M.; Grassl, M.; Horan, R.; Ahmed, M.; Ambroze, M. (2006) New linear codes derived from binary cyclic codes of length 151 Communications, IEE Proceedings- Volume: 153 , Issue: 5 Page(s): 581 – 585 This journal covers the fundamental and generic research for a better understanding of communication technologies to harness the signals for better performing communication systems using various wired and/or wireless media. All articles are per reviewed. R3  Horan, R.; Tjhai, C.; Tomlinson, M.; Ambroze, M.; Ahmed, M.Idempotents (2006) Mattson- Solomon polynomials and binary LDPC codes Communications, IEE Proceedings- Volume: 153 , Issue: Page(s): 256 - 262 DOI 10.1049/ip-com:20050415 R4 Tjhai, C.; Tomlinson, M (2007) Results on binary cyclic codes, Electronics Letters Volume: 43 , Issue: 4 DOI 10.1049/el:20073898  Page(s): 234 – 235 R5 CJ Tjhai, Martin Tomlinson, Markus Grassl (2011) There is No Binary [35,10,13] Code, 6094 - 6096. In IEEE Transactions on Information Theory 57 (9) M. Tomlinson, M. Jibril, C. Tjhai, S.V. Bezzateev, M. Grassl and M.Z. Ahmed (2013) A generalised construction and improvements on nonbinary codes from Goppa codes.  IEEE Transactions on Information Theory.  59(11):7299-7304		The research undertaken has impacted on the performance of Bombardier by opening up new international markets. This has led to an investment in their Plymouth site which exports some of the products. The innovative coding algorithms and enhanced system performance has improved railway reliability, eliminated ‘false positive’ danger alerts, and so achieved savings for train operators while improving the travelling experience. The research has led to the EBITrack 400 being launched by Bombardier. Officially launched at the InfraRail exhibition at the NEC in March 2008, the system has enabled Bombardier to reinforce their market presence and increase their market share. It has resulted in increased worldwide sales of the system in international markets including European and Asian markets, Australia and the USA. It has led to projected worldwide sales in excess of $6m per annum (2,000 systems per annum) in international markets including; the UK, Spain, The Netherlands, Russia, Latvia, India, Australia and the USA, and has also triggered an increase in sales enquiries for the product family of over 200% with a further 30% gained due to recovery of markets recently lost to competitors. The KTP project was awarded the ‘KTP Business Impact Award 2011', presented at Innovate 2011 [I4,I5,I6,I7]. This award, funded by the Technology Strategy Board, is awarded to the business that has benefited most from its KTP project. As Bombardier state: “As a result of our successful collaboration with the University of Plymouth through KTP, the joint team developed a cutting-edge product that is innovative and marketable and has already secured a market lead over its world-wide competitors” (Bombardier Transportation). The EBITrack 400 offers significant reliability advantages over other products on the market After seeing a presentation of the new EBITrack 400 coded track circuit system, Network Rail approached Bombardier to adopt the system for use in the UK, which is unprecedented within the industry and makes Bombardier the only UK company to have coded track circuit technology being trialled by Network Rail.  “The EBI Track range embodies several significant design enhancements over its predecessors, principally: A unique, exceptionally safe, coding system and communication technique - a particular feature of EBI Track 400; and extremely high immunity against traction current interference. The EBI Track 400 coded track circuit offers a significant improvement in track circuit performance since: Dangerous failures caused by traction current interference are practically impossible. The incidence of nuisance failures is significantly reduced because of improved ability to tolerate excessive traction current interference;” (The Institution of Railway Signal Engineers)[I8]. At a more local level, the research has had a significant impact on the Bombardier site in Plymouth. The new product and increased orders has ensured the long term survival of the site, securing the jobs of 60 people and retaining vital skills by ensuring that Bombardiers research, design, development and manufacturing functions remain in the UK [I1,I2,I3]. The knowledge embedded through this Partnership has also been vital to the company’s long term strategic direction and has enabled it to compete for a larger range of future work and projects. The research has ensured that Bombardier are now far ahead of their competitors and they have continued to use this market advantage to grow and develop. All Research and Development funding for the Plymouth site is generated from its product sales, so it is vital to demonstrate long term viable product development opportunities within the UK business to the multinational business. This will have a significant impact upon future innovation and on-going job security at the site. In markets where export from the UK is not possible the technology is manufactured under license in those countries, thus returning the funding to the UK. It has created jobs in other countries including Russia and Sweden. The intellectual property and codes that makes the system unique are so critical and confidential that they are kept securely at the Plymouth Bombardier site.		I1 Letter with the following facts, figures and information from Bombardier Transportation UK, Ltd. -    New markets -    Number of units sold per annum -    Existing markets -    Statement or quote from industry I2 Local News story http://www.thisisdevon.co.uk/University-partnership-leads-innovation/ story-13553931-detail/story.html I3 Local News story http://www.thisisplymouth.co.uk/Safety-wins-award-saves-jobs/ story-13540259-detail/story.html I4 INNOVATE Business Impact. http://www.innovateuk.org/content/news/outstanding-business-partnerships-and-future-busin.ashx I5 National Rail News http://www.rtmjobs.com/rail-news/article/2053-bombardier-wins-business-impact-award/ I6 KTP Online http://www.ktponline.org.uk/assets/2011/special/2011AwardsBestOfBest.pdf, page 11. I7 Railway Industry Association News http://www.riagb.org.uk/images/news_documents/1318598658.pdf I8 Institution of Railway Signal Engineers IRSE NEWS ISSUE 147, Pages 2-7, JULY/AUGUST                                                                                     REF © Research Excellence Framework 2009 http://www.irse.org/knowledge/publicirsenews/IRSE%20NEWS%20147%20Jul%2009.pdf 19 Rail Safety Case Report Ahmed MZ  (2009)  Report on EBI Track 400 Safety

		928		0.192		Control technologies for advanced energy efficiency and environmental emission reduction in industrial plants.		Collaborations funded through EPSRC Interact and RCUK UK-China Science Bridge resulted in QUB’s advanced control research having important economic and environmental impact in China, Pakistan, Vietnam. This includes the creation of new core modules for the Shanghai Automation Instrumentation Co (SAIC)  SUPMAX Distributed Control System series of products now in use for whole plant monitoring and control to maximise energy efficiency and reduce pollutant emissions. These products have since 2008 increased SAIC’s revenue by over $50M p.a. Related networked monitoring technologies have been successfully deployed in Baosteel’s hot-rolling production lines and in the Nantong Water Treatment Company that treats 20,000 tonnes of industrial waste water daily.		Key QUB Researchers involved Li (Lecturer 2002, Senior Lecturer 2007, Reader 2009, Professor 2012)  Irwin  (Professor  1989)  Scanlon  (Senior  Lecturer  2002,     Professor  2008),  Lightbody (1989-1997, PhD, Lecturer), Peng (1999-2012, PhD then PDRA, Colandairaj (2003- 2006, PhD), Connally     (2003-2006),  Niu  (2009-2011,  PDRA),  Du  (2009-2010,  exchange  student,  then 2011-2012 PDRA). Time period: 1995 to 2012 Research on modern control techniques in large scale industrial processes and thermal power plants, led by Irwin and Li, has been a UoA major area for many years. This has resulted in important advances ranging from the control of individual units to whole system and networked control. A key aspect has been the use of neural network based methods. These yield new and much less complex models than previously available with proven high effectiveness in control environments that operate over a wide range of system conditions. Initial research GR/K37161/01 (1995-98) led to new modelling and identification methods and associated algorithms for use in processes where the underlying dynamics are either too complicated to build a white-box model or where process knowledge is either unknown or partially known. Subsequent research GR/S85191/01 (2004-07), investigated the use of neural network methods and resulted in very important advances in a new neural modelling approach based on the use of genetic algorithms for use in non-linear dynamic systems. Here salient non-linear basis functions are extracted, using first principle laws, and used as the basic building blocks to optimally construct appropriate neural network models. These have a simple structure and produce excellent prediction performance and good interpretability [1, 2]. A major challenge is the selection of a small basis function subset from a large candidate pool. However a major breakthrough was made by integrating the forward and backward selection using one  integrated  framework.  Computational  requirements  significantly  reduce  by  the  repetitive application of least squares operations involving matrix inversion. This led to enhanced model performance and greater numerical efficiency [3] as compared with previous orthogonal least squares methods. Application to pollutant emission prediction and control in thermal power plants was demonstrated [4] though collaboration with the British Coal Utilisation Research Association, E.ON UK Power Technology Ltd. Politecnico di Milano and the Shanghai Key Laboratory of Power Station Automation Technology. Parallel  research  on  whole  system  control  led  to  other  important  advances  with  Multivariate  Statistical  Process  Control  (MSPC)  theory  being  applied  to  non-linear  dynamical  process monitoring [5]. This led to new MSPC monitoring software tools that were subsequently developed commercially.  An important related challenge is the control of large scale systems where units are geographically distributed and connected via various communication networks. Research in this area EP/F00477X/1 resulted in new wireless network control technologies and a new and verified Simulink co-simulation tool for the IEEE 801.11 protocol. This uses a novel approach to adapt sampling interval based on an 'a priori', static sampling policy and assures control stability - in a mean square sense - by using discrete-time Markov jump linear system theory. In addition, a new inverse Gaussian model for the statistical distribution of network induced delays was created [6].		The six publications covering/underpinning this research are listed below. These have undergone rigorous peer review and the research funded through the externally peer-reviewed external grants shown. The three highlighted papers* are indicative of the quality underpinning the research. IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control publishes high-quality papers and technical notes on the theory, design and applications of control engineering.  Current Impact factor is 2.11. Control Engineering Practice, published by Elsevier is a Journal of IFAC, the International Federation of Automatic Control.  It publishes papers which illustrate the direct application of  control theory. Current Impact factor 2.03. IET Control Theory & Applications is devoted to control systems in the broadest sense, covering new theoretical results and the applications of new and established control methods. Current Impact factor 1. (1) P. Connally, K. Li, G. W. Irwin. “Integrated Structure Selection and Parameter Optimisation for Eng-genes  Neural  Models”,  Neurocomputing,  Vol.  71,  No  13-15,  2964-2977,  2008.  DOI: 10.1016/j.neucom.2007.06.005 . (2)   Peng, J, Li, K, Thompson, S and Wieringa, P A. "Distribution-based Adaptive Bounding Genetic  Algorithm  for  Continuous  Optimisation  Problems"  (2007).  Applied  Mathematics  and Computation, Vol. 185, pp 1063-1077, 2007. DOI: 10.1016/j.amc.2006.07.022 . *(3) Li, K, Peng, J and Irwin , G. "A fast nonlinear model identification method" (2005), IEEE Transactions  on  Automatic  Control,  vol.  50,  no.  8,  pp  1211-1216,  August  2005.   DOI: 10.1109/TAC.2005.852557 . Paper has currently received 113 citations, Scopus. *(4) K. Li, S. Thompson, J. Peng. "Modelling and prediction of NOx emission in a coal-fired power generation plant" (2004). Control Engineering Practice, Vol. 12, 707-723, 2004, Pergamon. DOI: 10.1016/S0967-0661(03)00171-0. Paper has currently received 44 citations, Scopus. (5) Hartnett, M., Lightbody, G. and Irwin G.W. "Chemometric techniques in multivariate statistical modelling of process plant" (1996). Analyst, Royal Society of Chemistry, June 1996, Vol. 121, pp. 749-754. DOI: 10.1039/AN99621007496. *(6) Colandairaj, J, Irwin, G W and Scanlon, W G. "Wireless networked control systems with QoS- based sampling" (2007). IET Control Theory Appl. (formerly published as IEE Proceedings Control Theory & Applications), vol. 1, no. 1, pp 430-438, January 2007. DOI:  10.1049/iet-cta:20050519. Paper has currently received 62 citations, Scopus. Research Grant funding UoA Academics George W Irwin (Professor - PI), UoA Funding EPSRC GR/K37161/01 “ROPA: Performance Enhancement of Complex Industrial Processes by Online Auditing and Prediction”, Mar 1995 to Feb 1998, £106K. UoA Academics Kang Li (Professor - PI), UoA Funding EPSRC GR/S85191/01 “Eng-genes: a new genetic modelling approach for real-time operation and control of engineering systems”, May 2004 to August 2007, £124K UoA Academics George W Irwin (Professor - CI), UoA Funding EPSRC EP/F00477X/1 “Wireless Interconnectivity and Control of. Active Systems (WICAS)”, Dec 2007 to Nov 2008, £97K. UoA Academics George W. Irwin (Professor, CI), Kang Li (Professor - CI),  UoA Funding EPSRC EP/C004884/1 “INTERACT: Establishing New Research Links with Chinese Universities and Chinese Academy of Science”, April 2005 to May 2006, £18K. UoA Academics George W. Irwin (Professor, PI), Kang Li (Professor - CI), UoA  Funding  RCUK  EP/G042594/1  “UK-China  Bridge  in  Sustainable  Energy  and  Built Environment”, Sept 2009 to August 2012, £860K.		The research described facilitated major QUB led UK-China collaborations funded through (a) the EPSRC Interact Scheme (2005-2006) and (b) the RCUK UK-China Science Bridge project (2009- 2012). These  activities  created important  links between  QUB,  Shanghai University,  Shanghai Automation Instrumentation Co (SAIC) and Baosight and led to the creation of new joint twinned laboratories on energy and automation at both QUB and at the Key Laboratory for Power Station Automation  Technology  at  Shanghai  University1.  QUB’s  activities  have  focused  on  proof-of- concept testing and technology transfer based on the advanced control technologies described, as well as training programmes and thematic workshops, involving UK and Chinese project partners. This led to extensive staff, student and knowledge transfer exchange and further research on the deployment of this new technology in industry. At SAIC these activities led to the creation of new core modules that have since been incorporated into the company’s SUPMAX distributed control system (DCS) series of commercial products, the first of its kind manufactured in China. This has included incorporating QUB’s identification and optimisation techniques [1-3] into a networked self-learning control module. This takes the form of an advanced PID self-tuning software package that is part of the Distributed Processing Unit, with this being used for both unit and plant-wide control. In addition, the networked control techniques described [6] have been used to develop a new wireless handset manipulator to improve operation flexibility. A novel Profibus-DP to Ethernet protocol converter has also been developed that significantly improves the communication and control capacity of the SUPMAX products. SUPMAX DCS has now been used in several major projects for whole plant monitoring and control to maximise energy efficiency and reduce pollutant emissions. In particular, it has been used in the Nantong Waste incineration thermal power generation plant to monitor the whole plant and to control three large circulating fluidised bed waste incinerators. These process 1,500 tonnes of solid waste daily and supply 120 tonnes per hour of steam to nearby companies supplying 200M KWh to China’s national grid annually. This plant is now a showcase in China for municipal solid waste incineration/co-generation. SUPMAX DCS products have also been successfully used in other plants in China as well as in Vietnam, Pakistan and other developing countries where energy efficiency and environmental protection  is  essential  for  sustainable  development.  These  showcase  projects  have  led  to significant energy savings and environmental protection, with ensuing societal impact. The introduction of these products has also enhanced SAIC’s revenues2 by over US $ 50M p.a. i.e. also has had significant economic impact. The Multivariate Statistical Process Control MSPC techniques [5] and the wired/wireless networked monitoring and control systems created [6] have also been developed, successfully tested and deployed in the hot-rolling production lines of the Baosteel Group. These have been used for condition monitoring, fault-diagnosis, and information management3, as well as in the Nantong Water Treatment Co. which treats 20,000 tonnes of industrial waste water daily for the Rugao industrial development zone. The Zhejiang Ninghai and Shanghai Caohejing power stations have also benefitted from the UoA’s technology [1-4] using the technology to control, flow rate, pressure and temperature in hydrogen-cooled oil pipeline pressure systems as well as in a 1000MW pulveriser system. Again this has resulted in significant improvements in energy efficiency and control performance. This impact has led in 2009 to the award of second prize for “Science and Technology Progress” at  the Shanghai Government’s annual Science and Technology Awards Conference and in 2010 to the award of the “Creation Prize” at China’s International Industry Fair in 2010, organised by China’s National Development and Reform Commission and several Chinese government ministries. Tackling  climate  change  and  maintaining  energy  security  are  twin  challenges  facing  both developed and developing countries. China is now the second largest consumer of primary energy and the world’s top country for CO2 emissions. The research undertaken is therefore having an important impact in helping to address these societal and environmental issues. Note SAIC, (part of the Shanghai Electric Group), is the world's largest manufacturer of steam turbines,  http://www.shanghai-electric.com/en/Pages/default.aspx). Baosight, (part of the Baosteel Group) is the world’s second-largest steel producer measured by crude steel output (www.baosteel.com/group_en/ ).		1Leader of the UK-China Science Bridge Joint Lab on Energy and Automation Shanghai University. 2Chief Engineer SUPMAX product development, applications and sales: Shanghai Automation Instrumentation Co. Ltd. 3Chief engineer Central Technology of Baosteel Detection Co. Ltd Baosteel Co., Ltd. RCUK funded UK-China Science Bridge project at Queen’s University Belfast http://www.qub.ac.uk/sites/sciencebridge/ UK-China Science Bridge joint laboratory on power and automation http://202.121.199.239/fcms/Html/englishversion/ SUPMAX distributed networked monitoring and control systems (http://www.zygfw.com/prolist.asp?id=264&nid=418 ) Chinese language sites: Second prize for advancing science and technology awarded by the Shanghai Government in 2009 (The key technologies for networked measurement and control system and power plant automation)  http://www.shjlb.org.cn/newshow_k.aspx?id=142 Creation prize in the China International Industry Fair in 2010 “Measurement and Control System based on hybrid networks towards the Internet of things oriented applications” http://210.13.115.29/gbh/fun/winner-his.action?years=2010

		931		0.000403		Advances  in Physical  Vapour Deposition based on High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HIPIMS)		Ehiasarian and Hovsepian of the Materials and Engineering Research Institute (MERI) have achieved significant economic impact  through industrial uptake of their innovations in High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HIPIMS). Exploiting these innovations, HIPIMS treatments have been used by manufacturers to enhance the surface properties of millions of pounds worth of products. Applications include industrial blades, components within jet turbines, replacement hip joints, metallised semiconductor wafers and satellite cryo-coolers. Patents based on Ehiasarian and Hovsepian’s research have achieved commercial success. In the REF impact period, HIPIMS machines equipped to deliver MERI’’s HIPIMS surface pre-treatment have achieved sales of over £5m, and income  generated  through SHU’s HIPIMS-related licences  has totalled  £403,270. In 2010  Ehiasarian’s  group  established  the  Joint   Sheffield   Hallam  University-Fraunhofer  IST HIPIMS Research  Centre,  the first such Centre in the UK. This has broadened the industrial uptake of MERI’s HIPIMS technologies and stimulated a network of sub-system providers.		Hovsepian joined MERI in 1997 as a Senior Research Fellow in what was the then Surface Coatings Research Centre led by Prof Dieter Munz (submitted for REF2001, retired 2003). Hovsepian was promoted to a personal Chair in 2004 and assumed the Head of Research Centre role when Munz retired. Ehiasarian completed his PhD in the Surface Coatings Research Centre in 2002, was appointed to a permanent independent researcher role in MERI in April 2004 (he was entered in RAE2008 as an Early Stage Researcher on that basis) and promoted to a personal Chair in 2011. Both Ehiasarian and Hovsepian were submitted by MERI in RAE2008 and both have been at SHU throughout the REF period. HIPIMS is a plasma vapour deposition (PVD) method for surface treatment and coating. It uses a powerful plasma discharge to generate an ionised vapour that is free of macro-particles. This vapour can be used either to pre-treat surfaces of target components or to deposit a range of coatings  of  specified  composition  and  nanostructure.  As  detailed  in  section   4,  surface  pre- treatments and nano-scale coatings based on Ehiasarian and Hovsepian’s HIPIMS advances have achieved a number of economic impacts, most obviously by enhancing the properties and utility of a range of end-products. MERI’s contributions to HIPIMS originate from Ehiasarian’s thesis work (supervised by Munz and other permanent staff, and partially supported by [i]) which focused on the plasma physics diagnostics of what was, at the time, a very new branch of PVD. A specific innovation that resulted from this was a methodology for achieving “fully-dense hard” HIPIMS coatings [1,A]. This methodology, based on use of short bursts of very intense driving currents, proved capable of eliminating the intergranular pores commonly found in PVD coatings. Subsequent research performed within MERI between 2002 and 2012 addressed the fundamental issues of: • HIPIMS coating microstructure, composition and adhesion [2.3,5]; • plasma pre-treatment of substrates [3]; • electrical gas discharge physics, plasma chemistry and distribution [4,6]; • and field-controlled plasma manipulation within the HIPIMS chamber [4]. This work demonstrated that previously unobtainable wear-resistance and coverage properties could be realised using appropriate combinations of electric and magnetic fields to manipulate the parent plasmas of different source materials [4-6,ii-iv]. Further research studied process- microstructure-performance relationships in HIPIMS-deposited thin films [2.3,5], particularly microstructure evolution and self-organisation phenomena. In 2007 the group’s HIPIMS machinery was up-graded to industrial production grade with an automated system. Uniquely, within the University sector, this provided an ability to develop the industrial applicability of HIPIMS innovations. This up-scaling proved to be critical in realising technology  transfer  to  the  manufacturing  sector  and,  so,  achieving  international  impact.  In particular, it enabled the development of coatings for auto- and aero-engine components [v,vi],  cryogenic materials [vii], photovoltaic cell layers [viii], and biocompatible, antibacterial coatings [ix]. In RAE2008, the strong research quality of the MERI Surface Coatings Research Centre, under which this work was submitted, was specifically highlighted in the final HEFCE feedback. The academic and industrial reputation of HIPIMS research at MERI was further consolidated in 2010  with  the  establishment  of  the  Joint   Sheffield   Hallam  University-Fraunhofer  HIPIMS Research Centre, partnered with the Fraunhofer Institute for Surface Engineering (Braunschweig, Germany) [B]. This was the first such centre in the UK. Ehiasarian is its Director. Also, in 2010, EPSRC supported the establishment of a joint centre between University of Leeds, University of Sheffield and MERI to establish a “National Innovation Playground to Widen the Operational Envelope for Tribological PVD Coatings” [iv]. Within this collaboration, Ehiasarian and Hovsepian contributed HIPIMS solutions to tribological problems for UK industry.		[1]  Ehiasarian, A.P., New, R., Munz, W.D., Hultman, L., Helmersson, U. and Kouznetsov, V., “Influence of high power densities on the composition of pulsed magnetron plasmas”, Vacuum 65, 147 (2002). DOI: 10.1016/S0042-207X(01)00475-4                136 citations (WoS, Sept 2013) KEY REFERENCE [2]  Ehiasarian, A.P., Munz, W.D., Hultman, L., Helmersson, U. and Petrov, I., “High power pulsed magnetron sputtered CrNx films”, Surface and coatings technology 163-164, 267 (2003) DOI: 10.1016/S0257-8972(02)00479-6                 129 citations (WoS, Sept 2013) [3] Ehiasarian, A.P.; Hovsepian, P.E., Hultman, L., and Helmersson, U. “Comparison of microstructure and mechanical properties of chromium nitride-based coatings deposited by high power impulse magnetron sputtering and by the combined steered cathodic arc/unbalanced magnetron technique”, Solid Films 457, 270 (2004) DOI: 10.1016/j.tsf.2003.11.113                          88 citations (WoS, Sept 2013) KEY REFERENCE [4] Hecimovic, A., Burcalova, K. and Ehiasarian, A.P., “Origins of ion energy distribution function (IEDF) in high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HIPIMS) plasma discharge”. Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics, 41, 095203 (2008) DOI: 10.1088/0022-3727/41/9/095203                  25 citations (WoS, Sept 2013) [5]  Ehiasarian, A.P., Vetushka, A., Gonzalvo, Y.A., Safran, G., Szekely, L. and Barna, P.B., “Influence of high power impulse magnetron sputtering plasma ionization on the microstructure of TiN thin films”, Journal of Applied Physics, 109, 104314 (2011) DOI: 10.1063/1.3579443                                       5 citations (WoS, Sept 2013) KEY REFERENCE [6]  Ehiasarian, A.P., Hecimovic, A., De Los Arcos, T., New, R., Schulz-von der Gathen, V, Boke, M. and Winter, J., “High power impulse magnetron sputtering discharges: Instabilities and plasma self-organization”, Applied Physics Letters, 100, 114101 (2012) DOI: 10.1063/1.3692172                                       11 citations (WoS, Sept 2013) [i]    EPSRC GR/R32420/01, PI Munz “Droplet Free Metal Ion Source for PVD Hard Coating Production” £76k (2001-03) [ii]   EPSRC  EP/0049202/1,  PI  Ehiasarian  "Fundamentals  of  High  Power  Impulse  Magnetron Sputtering (HIPIMS) - Plasma Studies and Materials Synthesis” £190k (2006-09) [iii]  EU FP6, PI Hovsepian "CORRAL- Corrosion Protection with Perfect Atomic Layers" £61k (2008-11) [iv]  EPSRC  EP/H050116/1  PI  Hovsepian  “National  Innovation  Playground  to  Widen  the Operational Envelope for Tribological PVD Coatings” total £3.5m, to SHU £389k (2010) [v]   EU FP6 project, Hovsepian and Ehiasarian Investigators "INNOVATIAL" total €12.5M, to SHU €1.1M (2005-9). [vi]  Mahle  GmbH (Brazil),  PI  Ehiasarian  “Licence agreement  for  HIPIMS  coating  recipes for automotive engine piston rings” £50k (2013) [vii] STFC RAL, PI Ehiasarian “Regenerator Technology for Stirling and Pulse Tube Cryogenic Coolers” £40k (2008-11) [viii] EPSRC  EP/J011398/1,  PI  Ehiasarian  “High  Efficiency  CuInSe2    Photovoltaic  Modules Deposited at Low Temperature by HIPIMS” £329k (2012-15) [ix]  Biomet (UK/USA), PI Ehiasarian “Licence agreement for HIPIMS coating recipes, for use on  metal-on-metal hip implants” £300k (2012-14) £100k of which is in the REF period		MERI’s HIPIMS research has achieved three  streams  of economic impact:  roll out of HIPIMS surface pre-treatment methods through coating system manufacturers; direct collaboration with product manufacturers; and discipline leading activities associated with the joint SHU-Fraunhofer HIPIMS Research Centre. Economic impact  by roll out of HIPIMS surface  pre-treatment methods and other patents In parallel with their academic research and publications, Ehiasarian and Hovsepian have developed a portfolio of patents to protect the IP in their HIPIMS innovations. Commercially, the most important of these has proved to be EP1260603B1 [A] (filed 2001, granted 2006, validated in 12  EU states),  relating  to the HIPIMS surface pre-treatment  stage in the coating  production process [1]. This patent has been monetised by equipping coating systems with special (licensed) modules that deliver the pre-treatment described in [A]. MERI’s HIPIMS pre-treatment technology has been licensed non-exclusively in this way to four leading PVD coating system manufacturers: Ionbond  AG  (Switzerland)  [C];  SVS  Vacuum  Coating  Technologies  GmBH  &  Co  (Germany); Hauzer Techno Coating AG (The Netherlands) [D]; and CemeCon AG (Germany). This has achieved two classes of beneficiary: the coating system manufacturers, whose systems have been enhanced through incorporation of the MERI module; and system purchasers, who have acquired the capability of producing enhanced components. HIPIMS technology has become a key activity of Hauzer Techno Coating (~200 employees) [D] and CemeCon in the REF impact period. Licence revenue paid to SHU (at a rate of €50k for entry to the programme and €25k for each sale or retrofit of a coatings system) explicitly links the system manufacturers and purchasers to the research described in section  2. In the REF impact period, six licensed systems have been manufactured and two more retro-fitted. These have generated more than £5m of sales to the manufacturer beneficiaries and £238,089 of licence  income  to SHU. All licences (including those established before the REF period) will run through to expiry of the patent [A] in 2021. As a result, the operators of ten coating systems have been beneficiaries in the “system purchasers” sense over the REF impact period. Ehiasarian and Hovsepian have no direct interaction with the “system purchasers”, so their specific uses of HIPIMS, and the associated sales figures, are in commercial confidence. However, typical applications are known to include wear and oxidation-resistant coatings for automotive engine components, resulting in longer lifespans and higher operating temperatures, and special coatings for dry high-speed machining tools, which yield enormous improvements in cutting-tool lifetimes and machining speeds. Each of the ten HIPIMS systems equipped with the MERI surface pre-treatment stage has the capacity to produce £10+m of components per year. Systems have been operating on two shifts per day to produce a range of high-value components [C,D]. In  2006  a  further  patent  application  was  made  to  protect  bias  power  supply  designs developed within an industrial collaboration. This was granted in the UK (GB0607269B) and China (CN101461032B) [E] and remains in application stage in Europe, Korea and Japan. It is co-owned by SHU, Hauzer Techno Coating [D] and Huettinger Electronic Sp z.o.o. [F], with Ehiasarian and Hovsepian the leading inventors. This technology was commercialised in 2010, the two industrial co-owners retaining manufacturing and sales rights. Within the REF impact period, it has resulted in power supply unit sales exceeding £1m (beneficiaries Hauzer, Huettinger and their clients) and licence income to SHU of £15,181k. Later patent filings by Ehiasarian and Hovsepian cover aspects such as differing coating types and technical advances such as high rate deposition, rare metal ion etching and inductively coupled etching. These have not earned any income in the REF impact period, but have been maintained within the overall IP portfolio due to their continued commercial potential. Economic impact  by direct  collaboration with product manufacturers Within the second impact stream identified above, Ehiasarian has delivered or started delivering collaborative and/or licensed research to a series of large manufacturers. In each case, the manufacturer is  a beneficiary through enhancements made to their products. These include large licence  contracts with Mahle (£50k)  [vi] and Biomet (£100k  pa for three years) [ix] to develop coatings for automotive piston rings and metal-on-metal hip implants, respectively. Additional collaborations yielding economic impact  through product enhancement include: •  a  £100k  project  funded  by  OC  Oerlikon  Balzers  (2006-10),  to  develop  HIPIMS  coating  deposition technology to allow writing of miniaturised 3D-Integrated microelectronics devices. The company has integrated this capability into its Clusterline 200 system, a multi-stage coating machine, leading to sales exceeding €20m; •  a 2008-11 collaboration with the Space Science Technology Department of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) [vii], through which coatings developed by the Ehiasarian group overcame a long-standing issue with RAL’s cryo-coolers for satellite applications. This work led to the satellites being judged flight worthy and superior to competitor technologies [G]; • a 2011 collaboration with The Gillette Company (USA) which resulted in a granted patent (US7966909B) [H] for a new HIPIMS-based process for manufacturing razor blades with high aspect ratio cutting edge and, therefore, improved shaving properties. The patent is the property of Gillette with Ehiasarian and Hovsepian listed as named inventors; •  a 3-year (from 2013) research and development contract with Rolls Royce to develop HIPIMS technologies appropriate to aero-engine turbine blades [J]. Economic impact  through discipline leading activities The   symbiotic   joint   SHU-Fraunhofer   HIPIMS   Research   Centre   provides   technical   and infrastructural benefits to both partners. The resultant “critical mass” of HIPIMS expertise encompasses the capability needed both to deliver large projects and also to support strategic industrial development programmes in the UK, Germany and worldwide. This has resulted in a large  EPSRC-supported  collaboration  on  high  efficiency  solar-cell  glass  panels  [viii]  with Pilkingtons (UK), Gencoa (UK) and Von Ardenne (Germany). The Joint Centre has also started to deliver HIPIMS expertise to other companies such as Bosch and DOT GmbH, Germany [B]. Since the prime function of the Fraunhofer IST is KT and technology transfer, it can be viewed  as a beneficiary under REF impact, as can the collaborating industrial partners. A further broadening of the MERI HIPIMS group’s impact relates to the discipline-leading activities through which it has expanded the field of HIPIMS and, in particular, its industrial uptake. This expansion has stimulated the development of a network of sub-system and component providers who are a final group  of beneficiaries. This includes providers of analytical equipment, specialist power supplies and magnetron systems and targets. This network is demonstrated by, for example the ~20 industrial exhibitors at the 2012 and 2013 annual International Conferences on HIPIMS [K] run by MERI and the Fraunhofer IST.		[A]  Patent EP1260603B1 http://www.google.com/patents/EP1260603B1?cl=en [B]  The Joint  Sheffield  Hallam  University-Fraunhofer HIPIMS Research  Centre  is noted on http://hipims.fraunhofer.de/en/collaboration/  and  can  be  corroborated  by  the  Director  of Fraunhofer IST, corroborating source 1 [C]  Chief Technical Officer Ionbond AG, corroborating source 2 [D]  CEO Hauzer Techno Coating AG, corroborating source 3 [E]  Patent GB0607269B CN101461032B  https://www.google.com/patents/CN101461032B?cl=en [F]  CEO Huettinger Electronik Sp. z.o.o., corroborating source 4 [G]  Quotes from representative of, Space Science Technology Department, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK in relation to HIPIMS coatings developed for satellite cryo-coolers http://rseeccleston.blogspot.co.uk/2013/01/meri-pvd-coatings-heading-for-space.html [H]  Patent US7966909B www.google.co.uk/patents/US7966909 [J]   Head of Surface Engineering, Rolls Royce, corroborating source 5 [K]  International Conference on Fundamentals and Industrial Applications of HIPIMS industrial exhibitors  lists  2012   http://extra.shu.ac.uk/hipimsconference/program.php  (bottom  of  page) and 2013  http://www.hipimsconference.com/

		931		0.005		Advances  in Physical  Vapour Deposition based on High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HIPIMS)		Ehiasarian and Hovsepian of the Materials and Engineering Research Institute (MERI) have achieved significant economic impact  through industrial uptake of their innovations in High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HIPIMS). Exploiting these innovations, HIPIMS treatments have been used by manufacturers to enhance the surface properties of millions of pounds worth of products. Applications include industrial blades, components within jet turbines, replacement hip joints, metallised semiconductor wafers and satellite cryo-coolers. Patents based on Ehiasarian and Hovsepian’s research have achieved commercial success. In the REF impact period, HIPIMS machines equipped to deliver MERI’’s HIPIMS surface pre-treatment have achieved sales of over £5m, and income  generated  through SHU’s HIPIMS-related licences  has totalled  £403,270. In 2010  Ehiasarian’s  group  established  the  Joint   Sheffield   Hallam  University-Fraunhofer  IST HIPIMS Research  Centre,  the first such Centre in the UK. This has broadened the industrial uptake of MERI’s HIPIMS technologies and stimulated a network of sub-system providers.		Hovsepian joined MERI in 1997 as a Senior Research Fellow in what was the then Surface Coatings Research Centre led by Prof Dieter Munz (submitted for REF2001, retired 2003). Hovsepian was promoted to a personal Chair in 2004 and assumed the Head of Research Centre role when Munz retired. Ehiasarian completed his PhD in the Surface Coatings Research Centre in 2002, was appointed to a permanent independent researcher role in MERI in April 2004 (he was entered in RAE2008 as an Early Stage Researcher on that basis) and promoted to a personal Chair in 2011. Both Ehiasarian and Hovsepian were submitted by MERI in RAE2008 and both have been at SHU throughout the REF period. HIPIMS is a plasma vapour deposition (PVD) method for surface treatment and coating. It uses a powerful plasma discharge to generate an ionised vapour that is free of macro-particles. This vapour can be used either to pre-treat surfaces of target components or to deposit a range of coatings  of  specified  composition  and  nanostructure.  As  detailed  in  section   4,  surface  pre- treatments and nano-scale coatings based on Ehiasarian and Hovsepian’s HIPIMS advances have achieved a number of economic impacts, most obviously by enhancing the properties and utility of a range of end-products. MERI’s contributions to HIPIMS originate from Ehiasarian’s thesis work (supervised by Munz and other permanent staff, and partially supported by [i]) which focused on the plasma physics diagnostics of what was, at the time, a very new branch of PVD. A specific innovation that resulted from this was a methodology for achieving “fully-dense hard” HIPIMS coatings [1,A]. This methodology, based on use of short bursts of very intense driving currents, proved capable of eliminating the intergranular pores commonly found in PVD coatings. Subsequent research performed within MERI between 2002 and 2012 addressed the fundamental issues of: • HIPIMS coating microstructure, composition and adhesion [2.3,5]; • plasma pre-treatment of substrates [3]; • electrical gas discharge physics, plasma chemistry and distribution [4,6]; • and field-controlled plasma manipulation within the HIPIMS chamber [4]. This work demonstrated that previously unobtainable wear-resistance and coverage properties could be realised using appropriate combinations of electric and magnetic fields to manipulate the parent plasmas of different source materials [4-6,ii-iv]. Further research studied process- microstructure-performance relationships in HIPIMS-deposited thin films [2.3,5], particularly microstructure evolution and self-organisation phenomena. In 2007 the group’s HIPIMS machinery was up-graded to industrial production grade with an automated system. Uniquely, within the University sector, this provided an ability to develop the industrial applicability of HIPIMS innovations. This up-scaling proved to be critical in realising technology  transfer  to  the  manufacturing  sector  and,  so,  achieving  international  impact.  In particular, it enabled the development of coatings for auto- and aero-engine components [v,vi],  cryogenic materials [vii], photovoltaic cell layers [viii], and biocompatible, antibacterial coatings [ix]. In RAE2008, the strong research quality of the MERI Surface Coatings Research Centre, under which this work was submitted, was specifically highlighted in the final HEFCE feedback. The academic and industrial reputation of HIPIMS research at MERI was further consolidated in 2010  with  the  establishment  of  the  Joint   Sheffield   Hallam  University-Fraunhofer  HIPIMS Research Centre, partnered with the Fraunhofer Institute for Surface Engineering (Braunschweig, Germany) [B]. This was the first such centre in the UK. Ehiasarian is its Director. Also, in 2010, EPSRC supported the establishment of a joint centre between University of Leeds, University of Sheffield and MERI to establish a “National Innovation Playground to Widen the Operational Envelope for Tribological PVD Coatings” [iv]. Within this collaboration, Ehiasarian and Hovsepian contributed HIPIMS solutions to tribological problems for UK industry.		[1]  Ehiasarian, A.P., New, R., Munz, W.D., Hultman, L., Helmersson, U. and Kouznetsov, V., “Influence of high power densities on the composition of pulsed magnetron plasmas”, Vacuum 65, 147 (2002). DOI: 10.1016/S0042-207X(01)00475-4                136 citations (WoS, Sept 2013) KEY REFERENCE [2]  Ehiasarian, A.P., Munz, W.D., Hultman, L., Helmersson, U. and Petrov, I., “High power pulsed magnetron sputtered CrNx films”, Surface and coatings technology 163-164, 267 (2003) DOI: 10.1016/S0257-8972(02)00479-6                 129 citations (WoS, Sept 2013) [3] Ehiasarian, A.P.; Hovsepian, P.E., Hultman, L., and Helmersson, U. “Comparison of microstructure and mechanical properties of chromium nitride-based coatings deposited by high power impulse magnetron sputtering and by the combined steered cathodic arc/unbalanced magnetron technique”, Solid Films 457, 270 (2004) DOI: 10.1016/j.tsf.2003.11.113                          88 citations (WoS, Sept 2013) KEY REFERENCE [4] Hecimovic, A., Burcalova, K. and Ehiasarian, A.P., “Origins of ion energy distribution function (IEDF) in high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HIPIMS) plasma discharge”. Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics, 41, 095203 (2008) DOI: 10.1088/0022-3727/41/9/095203                  25 citations (WoS, Sept 2013) [5]  Ehiasarian, A.P., Vetushka, A., Gonzalvo, Y.A., Safran, G., Szekely, L. and Barna, P.B., “Influence of high power impulse magnetron sputtering plasma ionization on the microstructure of TiN thin films”, Journal of Applied Physics, 109, 104314 (2011) DOI: 10.1063/1.3579443                                       5 citations (WoS, Sept 2013) KEY REFERENCE [6]  Ehiasarian, A.P., Hecimovic, A., De Los Arcos, T., New, R., Schulz-von der Gathen, V, Boke, M. and Winter, J., “High power impulse magnetron sputtering discharges: Instabilities and plasma self-organization”, Applied Physics Letters, 100, 114101 (2012) DOI: 10.1063/1.3692172                                       11 citations (WoS, Sept 2013) [i]    EPSRC GR/R32420/01, PI Munz “Droplet Free Metal Ion Source for PVD Hard Coating Production” £76k (2001-03) [ii]   EPSRC  EP/0049202/1,  PI  Ehiasarian  "Fundamentals  of  High  Power  Impulse  Magnetron Sputtering (HIPIMS) - Plasma Studies and Materials Synthesis” £190k (2006-09) [iii]  EU FP6, PI Hovsepian "CORRAL- Corrosion Protection with Perfect Atomic Layers" £61k (2008-11) [iv]  EPSRC  EP/H050116/1  PI  Hovsepian  “National  Innovation  Playground  to  Widen  the Operational Envelope for Tribological PVD Coatings” total £3.5m, to SHU £389k (2010) [v]   EU FP6 project, Hovsepian and Ehiasarian Investigators "INNOVATIAL" total €12.5M, to SHU €1.1M (2005-9). [vi]  Mahle  GmbH (Brazil),  PI  Ehiasarian  “Licence agreement  for  HIPIMS  coating  recipes for automotive engine piston rings” £50k (2013) [vii] STFC RAL, PI Ehiasarian “Regenerator Technology for Stirling and Pulse Tube Cryogenic Coolers” £40k (2008-11) [viii] EPSRC  EP/J011398/1,  PI  Ehiasarian  “High  Efficiency  CuInSe2    Photovoltaic  Modules Deposited at Low Temperature by HIPIMS” £329k (2012-15) [ix]  Biomet (UK/USA), PI Ehiasarian “Licence agreement for HIPIMS coating recipes, for use on  metal-on-metal hip implants” £300k (2012-14) £100k of which is in the REF period		MERI’s HIPIMS research has achieved three  streams  of economic impact:  roll out of HIPIMS surface pre-treatment methods through coating system manufacturers; direct collaboration with product manufacturers; and discipline leading activities associated with the joint SHU-Fraunhofer HIPIMS Research Centre. Economic impact  by roll out of HIPIMS surface  pre-treatment methods and other patents In parallel with their academic research and publications, Ehiasarian and Hovsepian have developed a portfolio of patents to protect the IP in their HIPIMS innovations. Commercially, the most important of these has proved to be EP1260603B1 [A] (filed 2001, granted 2006, validated in 12  EU states),  relating  to the HIPIMS surface pre-treatment  stage in the coating  production process [1]. This patent has been monetised by equipping coating systems with special (licensed) modules that deliver the pre-treatment described in [A]. MERI’s HIPIMS pre-treatment technology has been licensed non-exclusively in this way to four leading PVD coating system manufacturers: Ionbond  AG  (Switzerland)  [C];  SVS  Vacuum  Coating  Technologies  GmBH  &  Co  (Germany); Hauzer Techno Coating AG (The Netherlands) [D]; and CemeCon AG (Germany). This has achieved two classes of beneficiary: the coating system manufacturers, whose systems have been enhanced through incorporation of the MERI module; and system purchasers, who have acquired the capability of producing enhanced components. HIPIMS technology has become a key activity of Hauzer Techno Coating (~200 employees) [D] and CemeCon in the REF impact period. Licence revenue paid to SHU (at a rate of €50k for entry to the programme and €25k for each sale or retrofit of a coatings system) explicitly links the system manufacturers and purchasers to the research described in section  2. In the REF impact period, six licensed systems have been manufactured and two more retro-fitted. These have generated more than £5m of sales to the manufacturer beneficiaries and £238,089 of licence  income  to SHU. All licences (including those established before the REF period) will run through to expiry of the patent [A] in 2021. As a result, the operators of ten coating systems have been beneficiaries in the “system purchasers” sense over the REF impact period. Ehiasarian and Hovsepian have no direct interaction with the “system purchasers”, so their specific uses of HIPIMS, and the associated sales figures, are in commercial confidence. However, typical applications are known to include wear and oxidation-resistant coatings for automotive engine components, resulting in longer lifespans and higher operating temperatures, and special coatings for dry high-speed machining tools, which yield enormous improvements in cutting-tool lifetimes and machining speeds. Each of the ten HIPIMS systems equipped with the MERI surface pre-treatment stage has the capacity to produce £10+m of components per year. Systems have been operating on two shifts per day to produce a range of high-value components [C,D]. In  2006  a  further  patent  application  was  made  to  protect  bias  power  supply  designs developed within an industrial collaboration. This was granted in the UK (GB0607269B) and China (CN101461032B) [E] and remains in application stage in Europe, Korea and Japan. It is co-owned by SHU, Hauzer Techno Coating [D] and Huettinger Electronic Sp z.o.o. [F], with Ehiasarian and Hovsepian the leading inventors. This technology was commercialised in 2010, the two industrial co-owners retaining manufacturing and sales rights. Within the REF impact period, it has resulted in power supply unit sales exceeding £1m (beneficiaries Hauzer, Huettinger and their clients) and licence income to SHU of £15,181k. Later patent filings by Ehiasarian and Hovsepian cover aspects such as differing coating types and technical advances such as high rate deposition, rare metal ion etching and inductively coupled etching. These have not earned any income in the REF impact period, but have been maintained within the overall IP portfolio due to their continued commercial potential. Economic impact  by direct  collaboration with product manufacturers Within the second impact stream identified above, Ehiasarian has delivered or started delivering collaborative and/or licensed research to a series of large manufacturers. In each case, the manufacturer is  a beneficiary through enhancements made to their products. These include large licence  contracts with Mahle (£50k)  [vi] and Biomet (£100k  pa for three years) [ix] to develop coatings for automotive piston rings and metal-on-metal hip implants, respectively. Additional collaborations yielding economic impact  through product enhancement include: •  a  £100k  project  funded  by  OC  Oerlikon  Balzers  (2006-10),  to  develop  HIPIMS  coating  deposition technology to allow writing of miniaturised 3D-Integrated microelectronics devices. The company has integrated this capability into its Clusterline 200 system, a multi-stage coating machine, leading to sales exceeding €20m; •  a 2008-11 collaboration with the Space Science Technology Department of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) [vii], through which coatings developed by the Ehiasarian group overcame a long-standing issue with RAL’s cryo-coolers for satellite applications. This work led to the satellites being judged flight worthy and superior to competitor technologies [G]; • a 2011 collaboration with The Gillette Company (USA) which resulted in a granted patent (US7966909B) [H] for a new HIPIMS-based process for manufacturing razor blades with high aspect ratio cutting edge and, therefore, improved shaving properties. The patent is the property of Gillette with Ehiasarian and Hovsepian listed as named inventors; •  a 3-year (from 2013) research and development contract with Rolls Royce to develop HIPIMS technologies appropriate to aero-engine turbine blades [J]. Economic impact  through discipline leading activities The   symbiotic   joint   SHU-Fraunhofer   HIPIMS   Research   Centre   provides   technical   and infrastructural benefits to both partners. The resultant “critical mass” of HIPIMS expertise encompasses the capability needed both to deliver large projects and also to support strategic industrial development programmes in the UK, Germany and worldwide. This has resulted in a large  EPSRC-supported  collaboration  on  high  efficiency  solar-cell  glass  panels  [viii]  with Pilkingtons (UK), Gencoa (UK) and Von Ardenne (Germany). The Joint Centre has also started to deliver HIPIMS expertise to other companies such as Bosch and DOT GmbH, Germany [B]. Since the prime function of the Fraunhofer IST is KT and technology transfer, it can be viewed  as a beneficiary under REF impact, as can the collaborating industrial partners. A further broadening of the MERI HIPIMS group’s impact relates to the discipline-leading activities through which it has expanded the field of HIPIMS and, in particular, its industrial uptake. This expansion has stimulated the development of a network of sub-system and component providers who are a final group  of beneficiaries. This includes providers of analytical equipment, specialist power supplies and magnetron systems and targets. This network is demonstrated by, for example the ~20 industrial exhibitors at the 2012 and 2013 annual International Conferences on HIPIMS [K] run by MERI and the Fraunhofer IST.		[A]  Patent EP1260603B1 http://www.google.com/patents/EP1260603B1?cl=en [B]  The Joint  Sheffield  Hallam  University-Fraunhofer HIPIMS Research  Centre  is noted on http://hipims.fraunhofer.de/en/collaboration/  and  can  be  corroborated  by  the  Director  of Fraunhofer IST, corroborating source 1 [C]  Chief Technical Officer Ionbond AG, corroborating source 2 [D]  CEO Hauzer Techno Coating AG, corroborating source 3 [E]  Patent GB0607269B CN101461032B  https://www.google.com/patents/CN101461032B?cl=en [F]  CEO Huettinger Electronik Sp. z.o.o., corroborating source 4 [G]  Quotes from representative of, Space Science Technology Department, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK in relation to HIPIMS coatings developed for satellite cryo-coolers http://rseeccleston.blogspot.co.uk/2013/01/meri-pvd-coatings-heading-for-space.html [H]  Patent US7966909B www.google.co.uk/patents/US7966909 [J]   Head of Surface Engineering, Rolls Royce, corroborating source 5 [K]  International Conference on Fundamentals and Industrial Applications of HIPIMS industrial exhibitors  lists  2012   http://extra.shu.ac.uk/hipimsconference/program.php  (bottom  of  page) and 2013  http://www.hipimsconference.com/

		932		0.012		Fluid Modelling - Expertise  and Software		Fluid  modelling  approaches  devised  by  the  Materials  and  Engineering  Research  Institute’s (MERI’s) materials and fluid flow modelling group have impacted on industrial partners, research professionals and outreach recipients. This case study focuses on economic impacts arising from  improved understanding which this modelling work has given of commercial products and processes. These include: metal particulate decontamination methods developed by the UK small company Fluid Maintenance Solutions; liquid crystal devices (LCDs) manufactured by the UK SME ZBD Displays; and an ink-droplet dispenser module originally invented at the multinational Kodak. Additionally,  the  modelling  group’s  computer  simulation  algorithms  have  been  adopted   by industrial research  professionals and made available via STFC Daresbury’s internationally distributed software package DL_MESO. Finally, the group has developed, presented and disseminated simulation-based materials and visualisations at major public  understanding of science (PUS) events.		Materials modelling has been a continuous element in MERI’s research activity through the work of Care (1988-2012), Halliday (1985-present) and Cleaver (1994-present). Particular areas of specialisation have been: coarse-grained molecular simulation of ordered fluids; Lattice Boltzmann (LB) simulation of multi-component fluids; and mesoscopic modelling of liquid crystals (LCs). As set out below, much of this work has been undertaken in collaboration with industrial partners. The simulation methodologies developed by the MERI modelling group over the last ~20 years represent an unrivalled suite of modelling tools for LCD design and optimisation: no other group in the world can offer molecular, coarse-grained, LB and mesh-free modelling of LCs. The group’s standing in this field originates from the period 1994-2002 when, in collaboration with the then Displays and Devices group at DERA/QinetiQ in Malvern, Care and Cleaver led a series of research projects relating to molecular and mesoscopic computer simulation of LC behaviour. This comprised four PhD projects partially supported by DERA/QinetiQ [i] and one by EPSRC [ii], and included innovations on the modelling of, for instance, LC mixtures [1] and tilted smectic phases. Within this collaboration, Cleaver and Care, working with senior scientists from DERA/QinetiQ, identified an industrial need for a methodology capable of modelling the switching behaviour of LCDs. This triggered two projects (1998-2002) with DERA/QinetiQ within which a generalised LB simulation approach for LCs was developed [2]. This also built on Halliday’s previous expertise on LB modelling of isotropic fluids (see below). The first of these projects [iii] concentrated on a director-based LB model. The second [iv], which focused on a prototype display device then being developed by QinetiQ, prompted the development of algorithms for a more comprehensive Qian- Shen Q-matrix description of LB nemato-dynamics [2]. This was particularly progressive since it aligned the simulations with the continuum descriptions employed by QinetiQ’s LCD designers. Equipped with this designer-oriented technology, the MERI modelling group secured EPSRC support [v] and a significant research contract with SEIKO-Epson (2001-3) to develop, evaluate and document a mesoscopic LCD simulator [vi]. However, SEIKO-Epson would not disclose its motivations or intended usage of this simulator, so any impact arising from [vi] remains uncaptured. As documented in section  4, Care went on to lead a DTI-supported [vii] project (2005-08) with ZBD Displays, an SME which had been spun out from QinetiQ. This required the modelling group’s LB nemato-dynamics methods to be extended to incorporate realistic representations of electromagnetism, dielectric inhomogeneity and complex boundaries. The result was the first full device solver capable of modelling the switching behaviour of a LCD [3]. Further innovations led by Cleaver (2004-09) included simulations of LC anchoring at patterned substrates [viii], which led to a joint publication with Sharp Labs Europe, and the development of a fundamentally different “mesh-free” approach for LCD modelling based on inherently multi-scale Modified Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics methods. This approach was rolled out and tested in an industrial context in 2009 through a collaboration with Hewlett-Packard Labs, Bristol [4,ix]. In parallel with their developments on LC modelling, from 1997 the MERI modelling group also established an expertise in LB simulation of isotropic fluids, particularly immiscible multiphase-  flows. Here, using support from both industry [x-xii] and research councils [v,xiii] Care and Halliday focussed on the development of mathematical descriptions and simulation algorithms for fluid-fluid interfaces [5]. Achieving more singular and isotropic representations of these interfaces enabled descriptions of model systems whereby deformable particles suspended in an ambient fluid were represented as multiple immiscible droplets. The resultant algorithms subsequently found application in simulation of a range of complex flows involving high-volume-fraction suspensions [6]. In the context of engineering flows, this led to collaborative projects with: BNFL on radioactive sludges; Rolls Royce Associates on thermal fluids [x]; Fluent on algorithm refinement [xi]; Cadbury on food systems; and Kodak on ink droplet formation [xii]. The developments made with Fluent went on to form the basis of a collaboration on haemodynamics with Harvard Medical School and another on biofluid flows with UK experimental groups [xiii]. The modelling group’s LB expertise was also used in Knowledge Transfer interventions with Fluid Maintenance Solutions and Nestlé.		[1]  D.J. Cleaver, C.M. Care, M.P. Allen and M.P. Neal “Extension and generalization of the Gay- Berne potential “Phys. Rev. E 54, 559 (1996) DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.54.559                        118 citations (WoS Sept 2013) [2]  C.M Care, I. Halliday, K. Good and S.V. Lishchuck, “Generalized lattice Boltzmann algorithm for the flow of a nematic liquid crystal with variable order parameter” Phys. Rev. E 67, 061703 (2003) DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.061703      17 citations (WoS Sept 2013) KEY REFERENCE [3]  T.J. Spencer, C.M. Care, R.M. Amos and J.C. Jones, “Zenithal bistable device: comparison of modelling and experiment” Phys. Rev. E 82, 021702 (2010) DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.82.021702                  5 citations (WoS Sept 2013) [4]  M.M. Yakutovich, C.J.P. Newton, C.M. Care and D.J. Cleaver, “Mesh-free modelling of liquid crystals using modified smoothed particle hydrodynamics” Phys. Rev. E 82, 041703 (2010) DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.82.041703                  1 citation (WoS Sept 2013) [5] S.V. Lishchuk, C.M. Care and I. Halliday, “Lattice Boltzmann algorithm for surface tension with greatly reduced microcurrents” Phys. Rev. E 67, 036701 (2003) DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.036701                  53 citations (WoS Sept 2013) KEY REFERENCE [6]  T.J. Spencer, I. Halliday and C.M. Care, “Lattice Boltzmann method for multiple immiscible continuum fluids” Phys. Rev. E 82, 066701 (2010) DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.82.066701                  3 citations (WoS Sept 2013) KEY REFERENCE [i]    DERA, Malvern, PI Cleaver “Molecular simulations of liquid crystals” £31,000 (1995-‘99) [ii]   EPSRC GR/L86135, PI Care “JREI funding for computer equipment” £33,838 (1998-’01); EPSRC GR/M16023, PI Cleaver “Molecular modelling of liquid crystalline materials” £39,000 Plus £63,288 national facility time (1998-’01) [iii]  DERA, Malvern, PI Care “Mesoscopic simulations of liquid crystals” £15,000 (1998-’01) [iv]  Qinetiq, Malvern, PI Care “Lattice Boltzmann modelling of a display device” £62,000 (2001- ’02) [v]   EPSRC GR/R41170/01, PI Care “Modelling phase separation and flow in mixtures of nematic and isotropic fluids” £57,300 (2001-’03) [vi]  Seiko-EPSON (Japan), PI Cleaver “Mesoscopic simulator for liquid crystal devices” £191,000 (2001-’03) [vii] DTI  TP/2/ED/6/1/10260  with  ZBD  Displays  Ltd,  PI  Care  “ZBD  Simulations”  £146,625 (£128,662 from DTI, remainder from ZBD Displays) (2005-’07) [viii] EPSRC   GR/S59833/01,   PI   Cleaver   “Anchoring   of   liquid   crystals   on   self-assembled monolayers” £85,355 (2004-’07) [ix]  Hewlett Packard, PI Cleaver “Mesoscopic Liquid Crystal simulation” £2,000 (2008) [x]   Rolls Royce Associates, PI Halliday “LB simulation of thermofluids” £10,000 (1997-2000); [xi]  Fluent, PI Care “LB algorithms for immiscible fluids” £23,000 (2000-‘02); [xii] Kodak, PI Care “LB simulations of a flow-focussing device” £13,927 (2007-‘08) [xiii] BBSRC BB/F013744/1, PI Care “Optimisation of perfusion bioreactor for bone tissue growth" £298,755 (2008-’11)		In  the  REF  impact  period,  the  MERI  modelling  group’s  simulation  expertise  has  achieved economic  impact   through  improved product  and  process   understanding.  This  range  of outward-facing activities undertaken by the group is illustrated here in the contexts of a small company (Fluid Maintenance Solutions), an SME (ZBD Displays) and a multinational (Kodak). Fluid Maintenance Solutions (FMS) [A] is a South-Yorkshire-Based small company specialising in the recovery of high value metals contained within sump sludges. FMS's core activity is a recycling process in which thin contaminant films of hydrocarbon are removed from poly-disperse metallic particulates. FMS first engaged with the MERI modelling group in 2008 via the coordinated Knowledge Transfer activity Nanofactory (REF3a(b)). This enabled a sustained intervention in which Halliday determined the key decontamination mechanism in FMS’s recycling process and developed a LB-based model, based on reference [5], with which to simulate it. FMS had no in-house expertise capable of undertaking such work. In 2010, Halliday delivered a final report  setting  out  simulations  performed  to  investigate  the  viscous  shear  stress  effects underpinning the decontamination stage of FMS’s re-cycling process. The insight this gave FMS into the capabilities of its industrial methodology then aided in the development of its future business. Specifically, the credibility provided by Halliday’s report enabled the company to substantiate  its  claims  to  customers.  FMS  went  on  to  make  two  successful  TSB  funding applications and in 2012 it was shortlisted for an Advanced Manufacturing Award [A]. Beneficiaries from this impact are FMS and its customers. ZBD Displays is a Malvern-based technology company which was spun out from QinetiQ in 2000 [B]. Its core business is based on a specialist LCD technology – a very-low-energy display requiring no battery power to retain its image – which it has successfully directed towards the niche market of shelf-edge labelling for retail. As a small company with limited funds or staff time for R&D, ZBD Displays nevertheless engaged the MERI modelling group on a 24 month (2005-7) DTI- funded project [vii] to develop a detailed LB nemato-dynamics simulation scheme and use it to investigate operational details of the ZBD device. Subsequently, the company fully funded a further 6 months of research and invested staff time to maintain the collaboration up to publication of a joint paper in 2010 [3]. Given the company’s size and the capabilities of its staff-base, it would have been impossible for it to undertake such work other than through partnership with the MERI group. The work programme for this collaboration was designed to explore potential future device improvements and, so, enable ZBD Displays to make informed future strategic decisions. The simulations  did,  indeed,  determine  and  quantify  potential  improvements  as  well  as  providing insights into certain failure mechanisms. However, the enhancements identified were ultimately judged insufficient to warrant disruption of a working production process. The key impact of MERI’s interaction with ZBD Displays was, therefore, that it provided the company with unambiguous “capability limits” for its device hardware. This contributed to a fundamental shift in the company’s focus from its hardware origins to systems processes and software [C]. ZBD Displays has thrived since its 2006-10 collaboration with MERI - in 2012 it achieved sales of £12m, was ranked 5th  in the Sunday Times League Table of the UK’s fastest growing technology firms, and named top of the Deloitte Fast 50 technology firms following 5-year growth of 17910% [B]. Beneficiaries from this impact are ZBD Displays,  their share-holders and customers. In 2007-08, the MERI modelling group worked with Kodak’s then European Research Lab in Cambridge to study an ink-droplet dispenser module developed to enhance the capabilities of high- speed digital printers [xii]. Kodak had a pre-existing patent on this module [D], but had identified a requirement for specialist simulation work to determine key operational processes and design parameters. Experimentally, the geometry of this module had been shown to achieve consistent droplet size uniformity, but ambiguities persisted regarding the underlying physics. Therefore, in a study led by Care, LB simulations of multiple droplet flow were performed using MERI’s immiscible fluid algorithms [6] in Kodak’s module geometry. This succeeded in identifying the key droplet pinch mechanism [E] and, thus, the module’s main design parameters. In particular it confirmed that there was a sound basis for the observed droplet uniformity. Whilst Kodak underwent global restructuring subsequent to this intervention, the relevant patent remained active because (i) as part of Kodak’s core printing portfolio it was retained during chapter 11 proceedings and (ii) the module’s inventors (the Kodak employees who had worked with Care) negotiated rights to exploit the device outside of printing through a new spin-out Imbrys. Additionally, subsequent work on the module, involving the same inventors, elicited a new patent filing on a different feature of the  droplet module [E]. Beneficiaries from the improved device understanding achieved here are, then, Kodak and Imbrys,  through their ongoing patent interests in [D]. As well as working with a range of industrial groups, the MERI modelling group also has a track record of achieving uptake of its simulation algorithms by other  modelling professionals. Direct uptake includes that by modellers at Kodak (USA) and Petrobras (Brazil) who have utilised the  MERI  group’s  LB algorithms to  simulate  industrially-relevant  systems.  The former,  which started  through  a  direct  email  query,  has  developed  into  an  extended  interaction  [F].  More systematically, the group has also contributed actively to the development DL_MESO a commercially-available simulation package developed and disseminated by the Computational Science Group at the STFC Daresbury laboratory [G]. Specifically, Care and Halliday have been advisory panel members for DL_MESO and the LB routines which comprise the bulk of DL_MESO, including the multi-component schemes for both “dipahsic” and many mutually immiscible fluids are, essentially, those developed in references [5,6]. Downloads of the DL_MESO software in the REF impact window total 637, of which 574 were from outside the UK [H]. Beneficiaries from this work include relevant sections of STFC Daresbury and their  sponsors, due to the associated enhancements to their product, as well as materials simulation professionals gaining access to MERI-devised algorithms (either directly or through DL_MESO) and applying them in a non- academic context. The final impact achieved by the MERI modelling group relates to PUS activities undertaken by Cleaver. In collaboration with partners from the Universities of Manchester, Southampton and York and Sharp Labs Europe, under the auspices of the British Liquid Crystal Society, Cleaver developed and presented LC simulation material for the PUS stand “Liquid Crystals: Living Cells and Flat Screen TVs” at the Royal Society tri-centennial Summer Science Exhibition (July 2010) [J]. As well as simulation-based display items and information sheets for teachers, Cleaver developed a live interactive computer simulation application for the event. The PUS stand was presented to Her Majesty the Queen, David Willets MP, and many other dignitaries and Fellows of the Royal Society at the Exhibition’s opening event [J]. Over the following three weeks, the event, which occupied the ground floor exhibition space of London’s Festival Hall, was attended by thousands of members of the public and school groups, with over 2000 specifically visiting the LC stand.  The  Royal  Society  gave  a  positive  evaluation  to  Cleaver’s  stand  and  subsequently nominated it for inclusion in the 30,000 footfall Big Bang event (March 2011, Excel Arena, London). In this shorter, but larger, event, a slightly revised version of the original stand was presented and included in a Royal-Society-coordinated Family Tour called “Specially Selected”. Big Bang evaluated the LC stand as “Excellent” [K]. Follow through on the events delivered in 2010 and ’11 included write-ups in 'Liquid Crystals Today' and conference presentations. These were picked up in the 'Routes to Impact’ sections of several RCUK applications and explicitly led to, for example, development of a PUS stand at Big Bang Scotland 2013 from Strathclyde University. Additionally, resources developed were shared with other PUS providers globally. For example, Cleaver’s live interactive computer simulation application was posted on the high profile NSF-funded Soft Matter World website [L] where it has achieved downloads from 5 continents of ~80 per month. Beneficiaries of this impact were the Royal  Society  and Big  Bang  2011; school  groups who visited the stand (as independently evaluated by the Royal Society and Big Bang); and family groups who engaged in, for example, the “Specially Selected” Royal Society Family Tour.		[A]   http://www.fluidmaintenancesolutions.com/ [B]   http://www.zbdsolutions.com/ [C]  Co-Founder and Chief Scientific Officer of ZBD Displays Ltd, corroborating source 1 [D]  US patent US20100188466 A1  http://www.google.co.uk/patents/US20100188466 [E]  Former lead researcher at Kodak European Research and co-owner of Imbrys, corroborating source 2 [F]  Email trail from researcher at Kodak USA, corroborating source 3 [G]  http://www.stfc.ac.uk/CSE/os/25522.aspx. [H]  Lead developer of DL_MESO, STFC Daresbury, corroborating source 4 [J]   http://seefurtherfestival.org/exhibition/view/liquid-crystals-living-cells-and-flat-screen-tvs [K]  Email from Big Bang coordination team, corroborating source 5 [L]   http://www.softmatterworld.org/education/index.html

		937		0.003		New active target modulation scheme for marine navigation and port handling		A new product has been developed to aid marine navigation and berthing at ports, based on the use of a single-sideband (SSB) active target, offering the dual benefits of substantially enhanced performance, and reduced size and production costs. The research has achieved significant commercial impact via the incorporation of the technique, conceived by Brennan, into all such targets made by Guidance Microwave Ltd, a UK-based engineering company specialising in the development, manufacture and supply of short-range active target location systems. To date, the company has sold approximately 700 active targets (around 25 per month), generating more than £3 million in sales. The idea (subject to patent protection) was initially incorporated in the mini- Radascan product, which is now a valuable tool to the industry and has given Guidance Microwave Ltd. a competitive advantage, becoming their most successful product.		Professor Paul Brennan (UCL 1989-present, Professor of Microwave Electronics since 2008) has a strong track record in microwave/radio frequency research and innovation, and he has undertaken extensive work on phase-locked loop frequency synthesis for mobile communications RFID tags, phased array antennas and oceanographic [1, 2] and geophysical imaging radar sponsored by and/or in collaboration with the EU, EPRSC, NERC, British Antarctic Survey, University of Cambridge, Philips, and Nokia. As a result of the reputation for expertise he developed through previous work in RF systems and radar, Brennan was approached by Guidance Microwave Ltd. in 2008 for advice on the development of their active target location systems operating at 9 GHz, and on a planned new system at 24 GHz. These systems are used to help ships navigate in, and berth at, ports, and at other structures such as oil rigs. A critical evaluation of Guidance Microwave Ltd.’s systems [3] was performed in 2008 by Brennan’s team, including Kevin Chetty (then a Research Associate at UCL; now a Lecturer in its Department of Security & Crime Science). This research particularly analysed the system’s existing demodulation configuration with a view to improving system  functionality,  efficiency  and  reliability,  whilst  retaining  –  and  indeed  enhancing  –  its commercial viability. A number of new ideas emerged from this research [4-6] in particular a technique offering a substantial improvement to the active target modulation system, which was of clear value to Guidance Microwave Ltd. In the original Guidance system, the active targets used modulated backscatter based on on-off keying (OOK) modulation at 125 kb/s of a 1.75/2.5 MHz frequency- shift keyed (FSK) modulated subcarrier to indicate their identities. The challenge in demodulating these signals in order to recover the data is that the sub-carrier frequencies, at intermediate frequency (IF), are much greater than the carrier frequencies, leading to spectrum foldover and difficulty  in  recovering  the  data.  This  is  conventionally  managed  by  using  IQ  demodulation, requiring two signal channels in the subsequent digital signal processing. However, the UCL study revealed that if the active transponder were to single-sideband modulate the incident radar signal to produce a subcarrier at only the sum (or difference) frequency, then there would be no issue of spectrum  foldover  and  data  recovery  could  be  readily  performed  without  the  need  for  IQ processing, halving the burden on the digital signal processing. An outline design of the hardware required to achieve this function was presented to the company in 2008, using digital quadrature generation of the modulated subcarrier (125 kb/s on a 2.5 MHz subcarrier) with a minimum of additional components. A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) analysis demonstrated that the proposed approach  also  offered  a  significant  improvement  in  performance  that  would  lead  to  greater operating range. Guidance Microwave Ltd. explored this idea when Brennan presented it to them in 2008 and were  very pleased with the results. Not only was a signal-to-noise-ratio improvement of some 9 dB obtained in all of their active target products, due to the avoidance of issues associated with spectrum foldover, but the new circuitry in the active targets was around 50% cheaper and less complex than the circuitry it replaced. Subsequent testing conducted in 2010 revealed that the operating range of these systems was increased by around 50% as a result of the new targets. This meant that the performance of a newer Guidance product, mini-Radascan, approached that of the larger Radascan system, making it particularly attractive to customers with smaller vessels and/or reduced budgets. Since 2008, Brennan has continued to work with Guidance Microwave Ltd. on a range of areas of interest, including the development of a radically new approach to active target location, now the subject of a separate patent application. Work to demonstrate the feasibility of this new technique is nearing completion and a demonstrator was trialled in field tests in summer 2013.		[1] G. Connan, H.D. Griffiths, P.V. Brennan, ‘FMCW-SAR development for internal wave imaging’, Proc. OCEANS’97 Conference, Halifax, Nova Scotia, IEEE Publ. No. 97CH36105, Vol. I, 6-9 October 1997, pp. 73-78. http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/OCEANS.1997.634338 [2]  R.  Bullock,  P.V.  Brennan,  H.  Griffiths,  ‘Two-look  roll  compensation  for  aircraft-borne interferometric SAR without phase unwrapping’, IEE Elect. Lett., Vol. 41, No. 6, 17th March 2005. http://dx.doi.org/10.1049/el:20057589 [3] P.V. Brennan, K. Chetty, ‘Portscan radar RF system study’, confidential report to Guidance Microwave Ltd, Jan 2009. This report, though not in the public domain, gives a highly detailed technical account of the underpinning research – particularly Section 3.4, Fig. 3.4.2. Available on request. [4] P.V. Brennan, D. Patrick, ‘Active Target’, UK patent application no. GB1004964.1, March 25 2010 http://extwww.patent.gov.uk/p-find-publication- getPDF.pdf?PatentNo=GB2478954&DocType=B&JournalNumber=6403 [5] P.V. Brennan, D. Patrick ‘Active Target’, US patent application no. 2011/0234,447, March 23 2011.  http://assignments.uspto.gov/assignments/q?db=pat&pub=20110234447 [6] Y. Huang, P.V, Brennan, D. Patrick, I. Weller, P. Roberts, K. Hughes, ‘FMCW-based MIMO imaging radar for maritime navigation’, Progress in Electromagnetics Research, Vol. 115, 327-342, June 2011. http://www.jpier.org/PIER/pier.php?paper=11021509 References [1], [2], and [6] best demonstrate the quality of the underpinning research. Grant funding: The research was supported by funding of £177,000 from Guidance Microwave Ltd, between December 2008 and July 2013.		Product  improvements:  The  research  outlined  above  led  directly  to  improvements  in  the technology underpinning Guidance Microwave Ltd.’s seven active target products. The new technology means that operating range performance is increased by 50%, from some 600m to 900m; at the same time, production costs have decreased by around 25%. As a result shipping companies now benefit from more reliable, short-range navigation when berthing large ships, an improvement that is of particular importance to oil tankers berthing at oil rigs, often in severe weather conditions leading to poor visibility. In addition, port authorities have greater assurance that ships will be able to berth quickly and safely. The new approach to active target design conceived by Brennan and based on SSB modulated backscatter, and demonstration of its effectiveness in both reducing the signal processing burden  and increasing the signal-to-noise ratio and operating range, led directly to the adoption of a new technique across the entire Guidance Microwave Ltd. product range, as indicated in the following extract of a letter (in April 2012) from the Managing Director of Guidance Microwave Ltd: “In 2008 we were developing a 24GHz positioning system for use on land, based on our existing 9GHz positioning system used for local positioning of ships (RadaScan). We were developing an Active Target to replace the very large and bulky Van Atta targets for RadaScan and wished to do the same for the Portscan system. We contracted your services to help with the development of the system concept and this resulted in the outline design for the Active Target. This design has successfully been patented. “The Active Target has since been developed for the RadaScan system and has been a very successful product for our company. All of the old Van Atta targets have been replaced with the new and much smaller Active Targets. To date, we have sold approximately 280 Active targets [700 as of July 2013] with current sales of approximately 25 per month. Along with the RadaScan sensors, this is very good business for our company and we are grateful your support.” Commercial benefits: The forerunner to this active target design used multiple antennas and amplifiers in a Van Atta array configuration in order to achieve satisfactory operation. The inherent 9-fold signal strength improvement of the new active target has convinced Guidance Microwave Ltd. to drop the Van Atta approach and use a simpler single-channel active target configuration, which actually confers improved performance: testing on mini-Radascan performed by Guidance Ltd in 2010 indicated a substantial improvement in operating range. The impact of this adoption of new technology based on Brennan’s research is two-fold: firstly, by reducing the signal processing burden it allows the cheaper and easier production of (smaller) active targets based on a single pair of antennas rather than multiple Van Atta pairs and, in particular, it reduces the signal processing and RF demands on the radar system that interrogates those targets; secondly, it provides better performance via a substantially increased operating range. The ability to develop better products at a lower cost has conferred a significant competitive advantage  upon  Guidance  Microwave  Ltd,  whose  products  now  outperform  those  of  their competitors despite the lower cost of their production. Such products have been very successful for the company, and now 100% of their production has moved to the new design proposed by Brennan. Guidance Microwave Ltd. began to deploy the new active target in 2009, switching over its entire product range before the end of 2010. The fact that Brennan’s design allows for cheaper and easier production also means that Guidance Microwave Ltd. profits have been impacted positively: mini-Radascan is now the most successful Guidance product in terms of sales, according to the Managing Director of Guidance Microwave Ltd, generating sales of more than £3 million. In 2010 and 2011 UK and US patent applications were filed to protect the technique. Wider benefits to the shipping industry: The unrivalled performance and efficient architecture afforded by this technique has helped Guidance Microwave Ltd to become the market leaders in this area. However, the technology has also benefitted the shipping industry (which contributed £12.5bn to UK GDP in 2011) much more broadly - including major oil companies - by providing a short-range navigation solution with the best possible performance. Guidance Microwave Ltd. estimate that around 300 ships and oil rigs currently have the technology installed.		The principal corroboration source regarding the impact of this research is Guidance Microwave Ltd, the managing director of which has provided a letter of support (April 2012) and email (July 2013), both available on request. The patent applications listed in Section 3 confirm the technical basis of the invention and the report and paper listed in Section 3 provide more technical information on the work (particularly Section 3.4, Fig. 3.4.2. of the report ‘Portscan radar system RF study’.

		953		0.018		The design of radio frequency (RF) components for cellular mobile communications (Impact Case Study 1)		Research at the University of Leeds underpinned the development and manufacture of RF filter technology by Radio Design Ltd, including the 3G „Universal  RF Combiner Unit‟  with sales of >£18M (40,000 units) since 2008, which led to the company‟s  Queen‟s  Award for Enterprise (Innovation) in 2011.  This technology was subsequently improved specifically for the 2012 London Olympics for shared use by all five cellular operators, and has now been further developed, again using  Leeds  research,  for  4G  systems  (with  >£4.2M  sales  in  2013).    Leeds  research  has contributed directly to ~75% of Radio Design’s products, and its expansion from 11 employees in 2008 to 150 employees today.  Leeds-designed RF filters have also been widely utilized by other manufacturers, with estimated annual international sales of tens of millions of pounds since 2008. In parallel, Leeds research on the physical modelling and design of pHEMT switches has been used since 2008 by RFMD (UK) Ltd (previously Filtronic Compound Semiconductors), who supply all major mobile phone manufacturers – over 2 billion pHEMT switches are used worldwide, with RFMD‟s estimated sales exceeding £250M since 2008.		The University of Leeds has a long-standing international reputation dating back to the 1970s for the development and exploitation of RF components.  Much of our research in this field over the last 35 years has been in partnership with Filtronic Components Ltd, which was founded by Rhodes from the University in 1977 and floated as Filtronic PLC in 1994, as well as with a number of companies that have arisen directly from Filtronic. Here, we focus on two areas of Leeds research, and their impact post-2008: the development of dielectric filters (Hunter, Rhodes, Pollard); and, the accurate physical modelling of semiconductor devices, leading to the design of high breakdown voltage power transistors (Snowden). In 1998, Leeds started a new research activity, led by Hunter, on the development of dielectric resonator filters for the rapidly expanding mobile communications market.   This work, in collaboration with Filtronic Comtek Ltd, led to a new method of realizing cross-couplings using non- resonant nodes, the latter being needed to produce zeros in the filter transfer function.   A new class of patented dual-mode filters resulted, where each dielectric resonator supports two orthogonal resonant modes [1]; hence an eight pole filter requires only four dielectric resonators, leading to a significant and commercially important 50% reduction in size and mass (Hunter and Rhodes, „Dual TM Mode Composite Resonator‟ US Patent 6,414,571 B1, priority 15/10/1997). As cellular networks became deployed more widely, there was a need for interference rejection filters with bandwidths of <1 MHz at centre frequencies of 1 GHz for base stations.   Leeds therefore conducted research into the synthesis of filters with significant dissipation loss and non- uniform Q filters were patented (Rhodes and Hunter, „Reflection mode filter and method with a constant loss offset‟ US Patent 6,448,872 B2, priority 28/02/2001).  This new technique took low-Q structures into account, avoiding any reduction in skirt selectivity and was then extended to transmission-mode filters with elimination of the requirement for a circulator [2]. Based on this research, Leeds received funding from two TSB projects with TWI (Cambridge) to develop filter designs („Adept-Sip‟ Ref. 461348, £398,401, 1/05/2006–31/10/2009; and „PPM2‟ Ref. 475416, £325,000, 1/06/08–31/11/11), as well as consultancies with the Defence Technology Centre for Electromagnetic Remote Sensing to underpin applications in the defence sector. More recently, with the development of LTE and 4G systems by cellular radio operators, there has been the need to develop directional channel combining filters.  To respond to this, and working with Radio Design Ltd, Leeds developed a theoretical synthesis technique for the design of directional filters for 4G power combining systems („Apparatus for allowing radio frequency selectivity and method of use thereof‟,  Patent Application No. GB1222019.0, priority 7/12/12). These filters enable very high selectivity to be achieved in a small physical size [3].  The quality of this underpinning research is exemplified by: Hunter‟s FIEEE in 2007; election by the Board of Directors to General Chair of the 2011 European Microwave week; award of an RAEng Research Chair in 2012 (co-funded by Radio Design Ltd) on the „Theory and design of filters for mobile communication systems‟; and, FREng in 2013. In addition to developing filter technology for cellular base station application, from the early 1990s Leeds research also tackled the increasing need for more efficient, and linear, microwave power amplifiers for handsets and base stations.  Led by Snowden, Leeds focused on the accurate physical  modelling  of  semiconductor  devices,  initially  designing  GaAs/AlGaAs  power heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs) [4] (with the modelling incorporated into commercial CAD suites, such as Agilent ADS).   This led to the design of high breakdown voltage power transistors, resulting in a seven-fold increase in breakdown voltage for InGaAs/GaAs pseudopmorphic high electron mobility transistors (pHEMTs) in 2001 [5].  This device technology underpinned the establishment of Filtronic‟s volume manufacturing facility [6] at Newton Aycliffe in 2000 – the world‟s largest 150 mm GaAs wafer facility at the time. The quality of this underpinning research is exemplified by Snowden‟s award of: the 2004 RAEng Silver Medal; FRS in 2005; knighthood in 2012; and the 2012 European Microwave Association Outstanding Career Award.  Ref. 4 received the 1999 International IEEE Microwave Prize – only the second UK recipient in 43 years. Key researchers: Ian Hunter (Senior Research Fellow, 01/08/1998–31/08/2001; Reader, 01/09/2001–31/05/2003; and Professor, 01/06/2003–present). Roger Pollard (Lecturer, 01/09/1974–30/09/1985; Senior Lecturer, 01/10/1985–31/07/1998; and Professor, 01/08/1998– 30/09/2010, when he retired).  Pollard also served as Head of the School of Electronic and Electrical Engineering (1999–2002), and inaugural Dean of the Faculty of Engineering (2002–2010). Christopher  Snowden  (Professor,  01/07/1983–05/04/2005,  when  he  left  to  become  CEO  of Filtronic Compound Semiconductor).  Snowden also served as Head of the School of Electronic and Electrical Engineering (1995–1998). David Rhodes (Professor, 01/04/1975–31/12/1993; Industrial Professor, 01/01/1994–09/10/2003, when he retired).		[1]     I C Hunter, J D Rhodes and V Dassonville, „Dual-mode filters with conductor-loaded dielectric resonators‟, IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques 47, 2304– 2311 (1999).  DOI: 10.1109/22.808975. [2]     A C Guyette, I C Hunter and R D Pollard, „The design of microwave bandpass filters using resonators with nonuniform Q‟, IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques 54, 3914–3922 (2006).  DOI: 10.1109/TMTT.2006.884627. [3]     I C Hunter, E Musonda, R Parry, M Guess, and M Meng, „Transversal directional filters for channel combining‟, Proceedings of the IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium, Seattle, WA (2013), in press, and distributed electronically at conference (July 2013). [4]     C M Snowden, „Large-signal microwave characterization of AlGaAs/GaAs HBTs based on a Physics-Based Electrothermal Model‟, IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques 45, 58–71 (1997).  DOI: 10.1109/22.552033. [5]     W Batty, C E Christoffersen, A J Panks, S David and C M Snowden, „Electrothermal CAD of power devices and circuits with fully physical time-dependent compact thermal modelling of complex nonlinear 3-D systems‟, IEEE Transactions on Components and Packaging Technologies 24, 566–590 (2001).  DOI: 10.1109/6144.974944. [6]     M F O’Keefe, J S Atherton, W Bösch, P Burgess, N I Cameron and C M Snowden, „GaAs pHEMT-based technology for microwave applications in a volume MMIC production environment on 150-mm Wafers‟, IEEE Transactions on Semiconductor Manufacturing 16, 376–383 (2003).  DOI: 10.1109/TSM.2003.815631. Leeds researchers in bold. Outputs 1–2, 4–6 are all published in internationally leading peer-reviewed archival journals, and are recognised internationally in terms of originality, significance and rigour.  Outputs 1, 2, and 4  are particularly highlighted to underpin the impact described in this case study.		Much of our research in microwave/millimetre-wave frequency components post-1993, together with its translation and impact post-2008, has been in partnership with Filtronic or companies that have arisen from Filtronic.  In October 2006, Filtronic sold the majority of its wireless infrastructure division, Filtronic Comtek, to Powerwave (USA), with key staff from the filters division forming a new company Radio Design Ltd in August 2007.   In March 2008, Filtronic Compound Semiconductor‟s GaAs business was sold to RF Micro Devices Inc., and the facility (RFMD (UK) Ltd) became the largest volume manufacturer of GaAs devices in Europe.   In August 2008, Filtronic sold its defence business to Teledyne Technologies Inc., forming Teledyne Defence Ltd. In this case study, we focus on the creation of impact post-2008 of two areas of Leeds research: the  development  of  RF  filters  principally  through  Radio  Design  Ltd,  and  the  design  and manufacture of high breakdown voltage power transistors through RFMD (UK) Ltd.  However, all the companies discussed above derived from Filtronic PLC and were all underpinned by Leeds research and researchers post-1993 – Filtronic Wireless, Filtronic Broadband, RFMD (UK), Radio Design Ltd and Teledyne Defence Ltd between them had >500 employees and a total turnover of ~£80M in the most recent financial year [A]. Radio Design Ltd designs and manufactures single-band and multi-band RF filters and combiners for cellular radio systems, focusing on: inter-operator and technology sharing; tower mounted amplifiers; interference reduction; and, the provision of test equipment.  It has grown from 11 staff in 2008, to 70 staff and sales of £8.7M in 2010, to 150 staff and sales of £14.7M in 2012, with „75% of the company’s products derived directly from underpinning research at the University of Leeds‟ [B].  Its original (2007) 30,000 sq ft, manufacturing facilities in Shipley, Yorkshire have expanded to include 10,000 sq ft facilities in India (December 2008), and 20,000 sq ft in China (March 2012). Markets include the UK, Ireland, Scandinavia, Eastern and Western Europe, China, India, and recently the USA [B]. As examples of the uptake and exploitation of Leeds research by Radio Design Ltd, our development of non-uniform Q filters led to the company‟s  3G Universal Combiner Unit, with sales of >40,000 dual-channel units (total value £18M) from 2008 and creation of >50 jobs; this resulted in the company‟s Queen‟s Award for Enterprise (Innovation) in 2011 [B].  Based on the success of this product, Radio Design Ltd were contracted to design and build 35 power combiners (each costing ~£35k) to enable all five cellular operators to share a common antenna system at the 2012 London Olympics, removing the need for multiple cellular base stations.  Leeds‟ subsequent development in 2012 of 4G power combining technology in conjunction with Radio Design Ltd has already led to sales in 2013 of 6,000 units (average cost: £700/unit) to cellular radio operators for use in LTE and 4G systems (with anticipated sales going forward of 18,000 units in 2014 and 35,000 units in 2015, leading directly to the creation of a further 50 jobs) [B]. Leeds‟ development of miniaturized filters has, however, not only led to the growth and success of Radio Design Ltd, but also the “tens of thousands of dielectric resonator filters ... manufactured by Filtronic and subsequently Powerwave ... for use in US cellular radio infrastructure, which has been widely utilised in the period 2008–2013” [B].  Furthermore, the technology “is now used by many manufacturers of filters, and I would estimate that there have been sales since 2008 of tens of millions of pounds” [B].  Bespoke filters were also designed by Leeds for Selex Galileo, who have integrated these filters into new designs for wideband defensive airborne radar [C].  (Owing to defence implications a definitive statement on how many £30M fighter aircraft have adopted this technology is not available.  Indicative sales are of 500 units (two filters per unit) [C]). In parallel with the above, between 2008–2013 RFMD (UK) Ltd at Newton Aycliffe produced pHEMT switches for all major mobile phone manufacturers, based on the initial Leeds research on the design of high breakdown voltage power transistors, which was first commercialized from 2005 through Filtronic Compound Semiconductors (CEO: Snowden) [D] – “I therefore anticipate that during the period 2008–2013 over 2 billion pHEMT switches have been produced and used, all originating from the Newton Aycliffe site and all deriving from Professor Snowden’s initial research on the modelling of semiconductor devices.  This corresponds to sales in excess of £250M” [D]. [text removed for publication].  In 2013, RFMD (UK) Ltd sold the volume manufacturing facility established at Newton Aycliffe to Compound Photonics, with the planned creation of an additional 200 jobs [F]. [figure removed for publication] Figure 1 [text removed for publication] Our close relationship with Filtronic led to Hunter‟s appointment at Leeds in 1998 as a part-time Senior Research Fellow (full-time from 2001) from his position as Fellow Engineer at Filtronic, with the objective of building research collaborations through PhD studentships (12 based at Leeds, 3 in Filtronic), and research grants.  Filtronic also funded an undergraduate degree programme and a Masters degree programme at Leeds, with total sponsorship of over £1M.  The impact of this support, and the strength of our underpinning research, is evidenced by the number of former PhD students who held/have taken up senior positions in the UK and overseas over the period 2008– 2013,  including:  Christoph  Ernst  (PhD  awarded  2000),  currently  head  of  R&D  for  passive microwave  components  European  Space  Agency,  Noordwijk,  Netherlands;  Vanessa  Walker (2003), senior research engineer, Filtronic; Ben Senior (2003) and Michael Guess (2012) filter designers, Radio Design Ltd, Shipley, UK; Andrew Guyette (2006), Research Engineer at Naval Research Labs, Washington DC, USA; Alaa Abunjaileh (2007), antenna designer, EADS/Astrium, Stevenage, UK; Emika Sandhiya (2007), MMIC designer, SELEX Galileo, UK.		[A]    „Company Financials for Filtronic Wireless, Filtronic Broadband, RFMD(UK), Radio Design Ltd and Teledyne Defence Ltd‟, www.duedil.com, accessed 28 October 2013. [B]    Testimonial from the Managing Director, Radio Design Ltd (formerly Engineering Director, Filtronic), Shipley, West Yorkshire, 20 September 2013. [C]    Testimonial from the Principal Microwave Engineer, SELEX Galileo Ltd, Luton, Bedfordshire, 13 July 2012. [D]    Testimonial from the Chairman, Isotek Oil and Gas, Leeds, West Yorkshire, 27 September 2013 (former Chairman of Filtronic). [E]    [text removed for publication]. [F]     „Compound Photonics buys Newton Aycliffe RFMD factory‟, 25 July 2013, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-tees-23442184, accessed 24 October 2013.

		953		0.0042		The design of radio frequency (RF) components for cellular mobile communications (Impact Case Study 1)		Research at the University of Leeds underpinned the development and manufacture of RF filter technology by Radio Design Ltd, including the 3G „Universal  RF Combiner Unit‟  with sales of >£18M (40,000 units) since 2008, which led to the company‟s  Queen‟s  Award for Enterprise (Innovation) in 2011.  This technology was subsequently improved specifically for the 2012 London Olympics for shared use by all five cellular operators, and has now been further developed, again using  Leeds  research,  for  4G  systems  (with  >£4.2M  sales  in  2013).    Leeds  research  has contributed directly to ~75% of Radio Design’s products, and its expansion from 11 employees in 2008 to 150 employees today.  Leeds-designed RF filters have also been widely utilized by other manufacturers, with estimated annual international sales of tens of millions of pounds since 2008. In parallel, Leeds research on the physical modelling and design of pHEMT switches has been used since 2008 by RFMD (UK) Ltd (previously Filtronic Compound Semiconductors), who supply all major mobile phone manufacturers – over 2 billion pHEMT switches are used worldwide, with RFMD‟s estimated sales exceeding £250M since 2008.		The University of Leeds has a long-standing international reputation dating back to the 1970s for the development and exploitation of RF components.  Much of our research in this field over the last 35 years has been in partnership with Filtronic Components Ltd, which was founded by Rhodes from the University in 1977 and floated as Filtronic PLC in 1994, as well as with a number of companies that have arisen directly from Filtronic. Here, we focus on two areas of Leeds research, and their impact post-2008: the development of dielectric filters (Hunter, Rhodes, Pollard); and, the accurate physical modelling of semiconductor devices, leading to the design of high breakdown voltage power transistors (Snowden). In 1998, Leeds started a new research activity, led by Hunter, on the development of dielectric resonator filters for the rapidly expanding mobile communications market.   This work, in collaboration with Filtronic Comtek Ltd, led to a new method of realizing cross-couplings using non- resonant nodes, the latter being needed to produce zeros in the filter transfer function.   A new class of patented dual-mode filters resulted, where each dielectric resonator supports two orthogonal resonant modes [1]; hence an eight pole filter requires only four dielectric resonators, leading to a significant and commercially important 50% reduction in size and mass (Hunter and Rhodes, „Dual TM Mode Composite Resonator‟ US Patent 6,414,571 B1, priority 15/10/1997). As cellular networks became deployed more widely, there was a need for interference rejection filters with bandwidths of <1 MHz at centre frequencies of 1 GHz for base stations.   Leeds therefore conducted research into the synthesis of filters with significant dissipation loss and non- uniform Q filters were patented (Rhodes and Hunter, „Reflection mode filter and method with a constant loss offset‟ US Patent 6,448,872 B2, priority 28/02/2001).  This new technique took low-Q structures into account, avoiding any reduction in skirt selectivity and was then extended to transmission-mode filters with elimination of the requirement for a circulator [2]. Based on this research, Leeds received funding from two TSB projects with TWI (Cambridge) to develop filter designs („Adept-Sip‟ Ref. 461348, £398,401, 1/05/2006–31/10/2009; and „PPM2‟ Ref. 475416, £325,000, 1/06/08–31/11/11), as well as consultancies with the Defence Technology Centre for Electromagnetic Remote Sensing to underpin applications in the defence sector. More recently, with the development of LTE and 4G systems by cellular radio operators, there has been the need to develop directional channel combining filters.  To respond to this, and working with Radio Design Ltd, Leeds developed a theoretical synthesis technique for the design of directional filters for 4G power combining systems („Apparatus for allowing radio frequency selectivity and method of use thereof‟,  Patent Application No. GB1222019.0, priority 7/12/12). These filters enable very high selectivity to be achieved in a small physical size [3].  The quality of this underpinning research is exemplified by: Hunter‟s FIEEE in 2007; election by the Board of Directors to General Chair of the 2011 European Microwave week; award of an RAEng Research Chair in 2012 (co-funded by Radio Design Ltd) on the „Theory and design of filters for mobile communication systems‟; and, FREng in 2013. In addition to developing filter technology for cellular base station application, from the early 1990s Leeds research also tackled the increasing need for more efficient, and linear, microwave power amplifiers for handsets and base stations.  Led by Snowden, Leeds focused on the accurate physical  modelling  of  semiconductor  devices,  initially  designing  GaAs/AlGaAs  power heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs) [4] (with the modelling incorporated into commercial CAD suites, such as Agilent ADS).   This led to the design of high breakdown voltage power transistors, resulting in a seven-fold increase in breakdown voltage for InGaAs/GaAs pseudopmorphic high electron mobility transistors (pHEMTs) in 2001 [5].  This device technology underpinned the establishment of Filtronic‟s volume manufacturing facility [6] at Newton Aycliffe in 2000 – the world‟s largest 150 mm GaAs wafer facility at the time. The quality of this underpinning research is exemplified by Snowden‟s award of: the 2004 RAEng Silver Medal; FRS in 2005; knighthood in 2012; and the 2012 European Microwave Association Outstanding Career Award.  Ref. 4 received the 1999 International IEEE Microwave Prize – only the second UK recipient in 43 years. Key researchers: Ian Hunter (Senior Research Fellow, 01/08/1998–31/08/2001; Reader, 01/09/2001–31/05/2003; and Professor, 01/06/2003–present). Roger Pollard (Lecturer, 01/09/1974–30/09/1985; Senior Lecturer, 01/10/1985–31/07/1998; and Professor, 01/08/1998– 30/09/2010, when he retired).  Pollard also served as Head of the School of Electronic and Electrical Engineering (1999–2002), and inaugural Dean of the Faculty of Engineering (2002–2010). Christopher  Snowden  (Professor,  01/07/1983–05/04/2005,  when  he  left  to  become  CEO  of Filtronic Compound Semiconductor).  Snowden also served as Head of the School of Electronic and Electrical Engineering (1995–1998). David Rhodes (Professor, 01/04/1975–31/12/1993; Industrial Professor, 01/01/1994–09/10/2003, when he retired).		[1]     I C Hunter, J D Rhodes and V Dassonville, „Dual-mode filters with conductor-loaded dielectric resonators‟, IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques 47, 2304– 2311 (1999).  DOI: 10.1109/22.808975. [2]     A C Guyette, I C Hunter and R D Pollard, „The design of microwave bandpass filters using resonators with nonuniform Q‟, IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques 54, 3914–3922 (2006).  DOI: 10.1109/TMTT.2006.884627. [3]     I C Hunter, E Musonda, R Parry, M Guess, and M Meng, „Transversal directional filters for channel combining‟, Proceedings of the IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium, Seattle, WA (2013), in press, and distributed electronically at conference (July 2013). [4]     C M Snowden, „Large-signal microwave characterization of AlGaAs/GaAs HBTs based on a Physics-Based Electrothermal Model‟, IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques 45, 58–71 (1997).  DOI: 10.1109/22.552033. [5]     W Batty, C E Christoffersen, A J Panks, S David and C M Snowden, „Electrothermal CAD of power devices and circuits with fully physical time-dependent compact thermal modelling of complex nonlinear 3-D systems‟, IEEE Transactions on Components and Packaging Technologies 24, 566–590 (2001).  DOI: 10.1109/6144.974944. [6]     M F O’Keefe, J S Atherton, W Bösch, P Burgess, N I Cameron and C M Snowden, „GaAs pHEMT-based technology for microwave applications in a volume MMIC production environment on 150-mm Wafers‟, IEEE Transactions on Semiconductor Manufacturing 16, 376–383 (2003).  DOI: 10.1109/TSM.2003.815631. Leeds researchers in bold. Outputs 1–2, 4–6 are all published in internationally leading peer-reviewed archival journals, and are recognised internationally in terms of originality, significance and rigour.  Outputs 1, 2, and 4  are particularly highlighted to underpin the impact described in this case study.		Much of our research in microwave/millimetre-wave frequency components post-1993, together with its translation and impact post-2008, has been in partnership with Filtronic or companies that have arisen from Filtronic.  In October 2006, Filtronic sold the majority of its wireless infrastructure division, Filtronic Comtek, to Powerwave (USA), with key staff from the filters division forming a new company Radio Design Ltd in August 2007.   In March 2008, Filtronic Compound Semiconductor‟s GaAs business was sold to RF Micro Devices Inc., and the facility (RFMD (UK) Ltd) became the largest volume manufacturer of GaAs devices in Europe.   In August 2008, Filtronic sold its defence business to Teledyne Technologies Inc., forming Teledyne Defence Ltd. In this case study, we focus on the creation of impact post-2008 of two areas of Leeds research: the  development  of  RF  filters  principally  through  Radio  Design  Ltd,  and  the  design  and manufacture of high breakdown voltage power transistors through RFMD (UK) Ltd.  However, all the companies discussed above derived from Filtronic PLC and were all underpinned by Leeds research and researchers post-1993 – Filtronic Wireless, Filtronic Broadband, RFMD (UK), Radio Design Ltd and Teledyne Defence Ltd between them had >500 employees and a total turnover of ~£80M in the most recent financial year [A]. Radio Design Ltd designs and manufactures single-band and multi-band RF filters and combiners for cellular radio systems, focusing on: inter-operator and technology sharing; tower mounted amplifiers; interference reduction; and, the provision of test equipment.  It has grown from 11 staff in 2008, to 70 staff and sales of £8.7M in 2010, to 150 staff and sales of £14.7M in 2012, with „75% of the company’s products derived directly from underpinning research at the University of Leeds‟ [B].  Its original (2007) 30,000 sq ft, manufacturing facilities in Shipley, Yorkshire have expanded to include 10,000 sq ft facilities in India (December 2008), and 20,000 sq ft in China (March 2012). Markets include the UK, Ireland, Scandinavia, Eastern and Western Europe, China, India, and recently the USA [B]. As examples of the uptake and exploitation of Leeds research by Radio Design Ltd, our development of non-uniform Q filters led to the company‟s  3G Universal Combiner Unit, with sales of >40,000 dual-channel units (total value £18M) from 2008 and creation of >50 jobs; this resulted in the company‟s Queen‟s Award for Enterprise (Innovation) in 2011 [B].  Based on the success of this product, Radio Design Ltd were contracted to design and build 35 power combiners (each costing ~£35k) to enable all five cellular operators to share a common antenna system at the 2012 London Olympics, removing the need for multiple cellular base stations.  Leeds‟ subsequent development in 2012 of 4G power combining technology in conjunction with Radio Design Ltd has already led to sales in 2013 of 6,000 units (average cost: £700/unit) to cellular radio operators for use in LTE and 4G systems (with anticipated sales going forward of 18,000 units in 2014 and 35,000 units in 2015, leading directly to the creation of a further 50 jobs) [B]. Leeds‟ development of miniaturized filters has, however, not only led to the growth and success of Radio Design Ltd, but also the “tens of thousands of dielectric resonator filters ... manufactured by Filtronic and subsequently Powerwave ... for use in US cellular radio infrastructure, which has been widely utilised in the period 2008–2013” [B].  Furthermore, the technology “is now used by many manufacturers of filters, and I would estimate that there have been sales since 2008 of tens of millions of pounds” [B].  Bespoke filters were also designed by Leeds for Selex Galileo, who have integrated these filters into new designs for wideband defensive airborne radar [C].  (Owing to defence implications a definitive statement on how many £30M fighter aircraft have adopted this technology is not available.  Indicative sales are of 500 units (two filters per unit) [C]). In parallel with the above, between 2008–2013 RFMD (UK) Ltd at Newton Aycliffe produced pHEMT switches for all major mobile phone manufacturers, based on the initial Leeds research on the design of high breakdown voltage power transistors, which was first commercialized from 2005 through Filtronic Compound Semiconductors (CEO: Snowden) [D] – “I therefore anticipate that during the period 2008–2013 over 2 billion pHEMT switches have been produced and used, all originating from the Newton Aycliffe site and all deriving from Professor Snowden’s initial research on the modelling of semiconductor devices.  This corresponds to sales in excess of £250M” [D]. [text removed for publication].  In 2013, RFMD (UK) Ltd sold the volume manufacturing facility established at Newton Aycliffe to Compound Photonics, with the planned creation of an additional 200 jobs [F]. [figure removed for publication] Figure 1 [text removed for publication] Our close relationship with Filtronic led to Hunter‟s appointment at Leeds in 1998 as a part-time Senior Research Fellow (full-time from 2001) from his position as Fellow Engineer at Filtronic, with the objective of building research collaborations through PhD studentships (12 based at Leeds, 3 in Filtronic), and research grants.  Filtronic also funded an undergraduate degree programme and a Masters degree programme at Leeds, with total sponsorship of over £1M.  The impact of this support, and the strength of our underpinning research, is evidenced by the number of former PhD students who held/have taken up senior positions in the UK and overseas over the period 2008– 2013,  including:  Christoph  Ernst  (PhD  awarded  2000),  currently  head  of  R&D  for  passive microwave  components  European  Space  Agency,  Noordwijk,  Netherlands;  Vanessa  Walker (2003), senior research engineer, Filtronic; Ben Senior (2003) and Michael Guess (2012) filter designers, Radio Design Ltd, Shipley, UK; Andrew Guyette (2006), Research Engineer at Naval Research Labs, Washington DC, USA; Alaa Abunjaileh (2007), antenna designer, EADS/Astrium, Stevenage, UK; Emika Sandhiya (2007), MMIC designer, SELEX Galileo, UK.		[A]    „Company Financials for Filtronic Wireless, Filtronic Broadband, RFMD(UK), Radio Design Ltd and Teledyne Defence Ltd‟, www.duedil.com, accessed 28 October 2013. [B]    Testimonial from the Managing Director, Radio Design Ltd (formerly Engineering Director, Filtronic), Shipley, West Yorkshire, 20 September 2013. [C]    Testimonial from the Principal Microwave Engineer, SELEX Galileo Ltd, Luton, Bedfordshire, 13 July 2012. [D]    Testimonial from the Chairman, Isotek Oil and Gas, Leeds, West Yorkshire, 27 September 2013 (former Chairman of Filtronic). [E]    [text removed for publication]. [F]     „Compound Photonics buys Newton Aycliffe RFMD factory‟, 25 July 2013, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-tees-23442184, accessed 24 October 2013.

		955		0.0025		Chromatic Monitoring For Industry And The Health Sector		1.  Summary of the impact  The underpinning research has led to a methodology for cost-effective monitoring systems to interpret complex and emergent conditions in real-world applications.  There are ten different organisations utilising the technology, benefitting the UK economy and health care provision, both nationally  and  internationally.  These  include  MAST  Group  Ltd,  Electricity  North  West  Ltd, TMMHRC (India) and the Milestones Trust (Bristol). The impacts are (i) Economic: improving business capabilities and UK company profit margins (ii) Societal:   benefiting health sector organisations in India and in the UK through improved diagnosis and care for the elderly and vulnerable; and (iii) Environmental: reducing waste and carbon footprint.		Context: The underpinning research is a generic and novel methodology called “Chromaticity” which is for monitoring complex and emerging conditions in real world systems. Chromaticity mimics the human sensory systems such as, colour vision, hearing, taste, smell etc. It does this by extracting relevant information about complex and emerging conditions, without a surfeit of data. To give a simple example, the eye can detect very subtle differences in colour with the equivalent of only 3 spectrally overlapping detectors, whereas a man-made spectrometer may capture 1000 separate data points (non-overlapping) but fail to detect those subtle differences. Research:  The  underpinning  research  in  the  Department  established  that  using  3  spectrally overlapping detectors, efficient and cost-effective monitoring systems could be produced which outperform traditional measurement systems in monitoring complex and emergent conditions. The ground-breaking nature of the research is reflected by the large number of scientific papers (> 30 since 2006) published in high-quality scientific and engineering journals of professional Institutions. The book [3.1] is a collation of the main points reported in the >30 peer reviewed papers. Further research has developed the chromaticity approach into different physical domains - optical, acoustic,  electromagnetic,  space,  time,  frequency  etc  [3.2,  3.3  and  3.4].  As  a  consequence impending faults in, for example, power systems and early development of medical conditions can be diagnosed before they become critical. This requires understanding the fundamental principles governing the quality and trustworthiness of information embedded in the chromatic values in these domains. The  chromaticity  method  was  pioneered  by the  Centre  for Intelligent  Monitoring  Systems (CIMS) in the Department (http://www.cims.org.uk ) and resulted in 2 generic patent awards [3.5, 3.6]. The research quality is also indicated by the substantial research funding (>£3.0M) from several sources (EPSRC, EU, Industry etc). There has been substantial involvement from senior scientists  internationally  and  prestigious  awards  received  (Achievement  Medal  IEE  Science, Education and Technology Division), Medal of Distinction (Bulgarian Academy of Science), North West Innovation Lecture, UK). Key Dates: The research for the applications described above, was initiated in 1995 and evolved through more generic aspects of the methodology, to culminate in 2000 with the exploration of deployment in other areas in addition to optical fibre applications. These included: (i) space- location, time-domain and behavioural monitoring associated with assistive care for the elderly from 2000 [3.2]; (ii) acoustic monitoring of high voltage transformer switching from 2006 [3.3]; and (iii) monitoring of industrial liquids, namely high voltage insulating oils from 2009 onwards, petroleum fuels between 2006 and 2010 [3.4], biological fluids, tissue and bacteria monitoring from 2006 onwards and finally the use of intercontinental transmission of chromatic parameters (2008 – ongoing).  Key researchers: Professor J. Spencer, Head, Electrical Engineering, Electronics and Computer Science; Emeritus Professor G. R. Jones, Honorary Senior Research Fellow; Dr. A. G. Deakin, Senior  Research  Assistant;  Dr.  D.  H.  Smith,  Senior  Research  Assistant;  Dr.  K. Wong,  KTP Associate  (MAST),  Mr  A  Pate,  KTP  Associate  (Fairbanks),  Dr.  S  Xu  (  now  at  Guangzhou University).		3.1. Jones, G. R., Deakin, A. G., Spencer, J. W.     (Editors) (2008). “Chromatic Monitoring of Complex Conditions”. Book published by CRC Press, Florida, USA for Institute of Physics, UK. ISBN 13:978-1-58488-988-5; Particularly: CH 1 – 3 “Basic Principles” p. 3-47; CH 5 “Chromatic Monitoring of Industrial Liquids” p.93-112 ;  CH 8 “Chromatic Monitoring of Biological Tissues and Fluids” p.159-189;  CH 10 “Chromaticity of Acoustical and Vibration Signals” p.213-238;    CH 11 “Chromatic Monitoring of Activity and Behaviour” p.239-265 3.2. Xu, S., Jones, G. R. (2008)  “Non Intrusive Activity Assessment of a Vulnerable Individual for Real Living  Environments”. Meas. Sci. Technol. 19 045208 doi:10.1088/0957-0233/19/4/045208 3.3. Oraby, O. A., Spencer, J. W., Jones, G. R. (2009) “Monitoring changes in the speckle field from an optical fibre exposed to low frequency acoustical vibrations”. Journal of Modern Optics, v 56, n 1, p 73-84, January 2009. doi:10.1080/09500340802450573 3.4.   Jones, G. R., Deakin, A. G., Brookes, R. J., Spencer, J. W. (2009) “A Portable Liquor Monitoring   System   Using   a   PC-Based   Chromatic   Technique”.   Meas.   Sci.   Technol.   20. 075305 doi:10.1088/0957-0233/20/7/075305; 3.5. Jones, G. R., Spencer, J. W., Dodds, P. S. (Priority date 31/03/ 2004)   “Non orthogonal Monitoring of Complex Systems” GB patent 0407267.4 3.6. Jones, G. R., Spencer, J.W., Deakin, A. G., Zhang, J. (Priority date 31/03/ 2004)   “Non- orthogonal Signal Monitoring” GB Patent 0407272.4 Key research grants and awards: There has been  substantial funding from  several sources:  (i)  European Technology Transfer Grants [ERDF] (2000-2006, £2.5M). (ii) EPSRC (2006 – 2010, £511k) Supergen V – Amperes “A sustainable energy infrastructure”. (iii) Deputy Prime Minister’s Office (Assistive Care Grant (2005 –  2008,  £197k)),  (iv)  Two  KTP  grants  (a)  Bacterial  monitoring  (2007-2010,  £181k)  and  (b) Forecourt Petroleum monitoring (2006 – 2008, £137k); (v) HV Transformer Monitoring Industry funded (2009-2013, £300k); (vi) EPSRC – Knowledge Exploitation Laboratory – funding to embed chromaticity in MHA (2009 – 2010, £167k).		The underpinning research within CIMS has allowed the development of a chromatic sensing methodology allowing cost-effective monitoring systems. The CIMS system has been used to interpret complex and emergent conditions in several real world applications.  This has led to significant economic, societal and environmental impact with national and large international reach. There are currently ten different organisations utilising the technology, benefitting the UK economy and health care provision both nationally and internationally. The impact includes, but is not limited to, the four specific examples given below: 1. Time domain chromaticity with optical fibre, acoustic sensing developed at Liverpool [3.1, 3.3], has been retrofitted onto High Voltage transformers in sub stations operated by Electricity North West Ltd (ENWL) and Western Power (WP). CIMS engaged Manchester-based manufacturer (MHA Lighting [5.3]) to build monitoring units. 35 units have now been produced and installed in ENWL  substations  in  the  Midlands  and the North West,  allowing  early detection of  incipient  switching faults. This has resulted in an important contribution to the provision of reliable electric power supplies nationally. The resulting impact is therefore upon both industry and society in general via reduction of the risk of widespread power disruption. Furthermore: “Without these monitoring units and the chromatic processing methodology, ENWL would not achieve some of its regulatory aims and objectives in terms of the future energy infrastructure” [5.1]. 2.  Space domain chromaticity with 2D digital camera imaging developed at CIMS has been used to monitor growth of bacterial colonies in urine [3.1]. This led to the development of the MAST “UriPlus” urine monitor which was then evaluated by 3 independent hospitals and one medical laboratory [5.4]. Following successful field trials the UriPlus instrument was launched in 2011. To date,  there  have  been  25  units  manufactured.  Furthermore  there  are  5-year  consumables contracts in place with end-users (from 2012 and ongoing). This represents a revenue income stream of £2.5 million over the 5 year period in question [5.2]. In addition to economic benefits, the MAST UriPlus monitor provides improved diagnosis of health threatening conditions for medical patients, through the urine screening product because of its higher accuracy and ease of use: “…MAST UriPlus was found to be a much improved instrument over the Matascan Elite in ease of use, speed of use, user friendly software and improved accuracy” [5.4] Further research and development regarding space domain chromaticity has also been applied for the detection of antibiotic effectiveness to treat bacterial infections. This has been transferred from CIMS to MAST  via a  KTP award. The researcher trained during in the project, as the KTP associate, is now employed by MAST. Chromaticity is embedded in the new MAST instrument, funded through this KTP award. The resulting performance of the instrument is superior to previous versions [5.3] and “…reduces waste and carbon foot print” [5.8]. 3. Optical domain chromaticity [3.1] for skin tissue monitoring is being used internationally. An inexpensive mobile phone camera-based chromatic system is being used at the Thengana Medical Mission Hospital & Research Centre (TMMHRC) and 3 hospitals in South India for the live monitoring of jaundice in newly born infants (from 2010). “The scale of the sociological importance is reflected in the fact that 9 million babies are born in India each year and neonatal hyperbilirubinemia occurs in more than 60% of late preterm and term newborns” [5.5]. The CIMS system allows poorer sections of the population, in remote areas,   to have access to improved diagnosis with consequent improvement in healthcare. 4. Space- and time-domain chromaticity with optical and infra-red sensing [3.1] has been employed for the non-intrusive assistive care of the elderly in the UK. An assistive care system covering three wings of a Care Home for the elderly, (Milestones Trust Bristol) has been in operation for 10 years with continuous evaluation (2003-ongoing). A further 8 room system was successfully tested at The Oakes, Merton Care Home, London which won a Government e-Innovation Award. Summary of end-user beneficiaries: (i) Economic: Electric Power Distribution Companies (ENWL WP etc) including their industrial customers. Instrument manufacturers (e.g. MAST Group Ltd, MHA Lighting Ltd)  [5.1,5.2, 5.3] (ii) Societal: Healthcare sectors (NHS) with an International reach to the impact via TMMHRC (India) [5.5]. Improvement of patient care for elderly residents in care homes (Milestones Trust) [5.6]. (iii) Environmental: The UriPlus instrument contributed to the NHS LEAN target performance indicators for the MAST group [5.8]		Economic and manufacturing impact: 5.1. The Research and Development Manager at Electricity North West can corroborate impact of monitoring systems on transformer infrastructure to improve reliability and “achieve regulatory aims and objectives in terms of the future energy infrastructure  5.2.  The  Managing  Director  at  MAST  GROUP  Ltd.  can  corroborate  revenue  and  industrial development impact. 5.3. The Managing Director of MHA Lighting can corroborate industrial collaboration, training and instrument development. Societal and healthcare impact: 5.4. MAST UriPlus System:  Product details on MAST website. Original reports are available (on request) from MAST Group Ltd.- a) Cork University Hospital (14/05/12)(Verification report LF-C- PAT-METHSVR)  b)  Leeds    General  Infirmary  (04/02/11)  Leeds  Urine  Screening  Results.  c) Southampton Regional Laboratory (10/08/10) d) GSTS, St.Thomas Hospital, London, evaluation poster, IBMS (25/09/11); 5.5. The Managing Director, Thengana Medical Mission Hospital & Research Centre (TMMHRC) can corroborate successful use of Bilirubin Mobile Phone Monitor. Additional reports are also available from TMMHRC. b) MM Hospital, CHC Hospital, Deeksha Multi-speciality Hospital, India; b) Dr. A. Kamle (independent assessor’s report). 5.6. The Facilities Co-ordinator at the Milestones Trust Care Home can corroborate use of the Space- and time-domain chromaticity system and impacts on care of the elderly. Environmental impact: 5.8. The Managing Director at MAST group can also corroborate how the work of the group have improved LEAN target performance indicators and therefore environmental impacts.

		959		1		Friction Welding for Aeroengine Applications		Research at the University of Manchester has supported the development of inertia and linear friction welding of high temperature materials for aeroengine application. The research has guided process parameter development and led to deployment of these new welding techniques at Rolls- Royce plc. In particular, inertia friction welding is now used in modern gas turbine engines, such as the Trent 900, which powers the A380, Trent 1000 for the Boeing 787 and Trent XWB for the Airbus A350. In addition, research has enabled blisk technology (welding of blades on disks), which has delivered up to 30% weight saving on critical rotating components.		This research was started by Professor Withers in 1999 with Dr M Preuss working on the project as a PDRA. In 2003, Dr Preuss became a Lecturer at the UoM and continued to lead this research area with support from Prof. Withers. Drs M Karadge (2005-2009) and M Attallah (2008-2010) also worked as PDRAs on the project. Dr R Moat became involved in the research activity as an MSc student (2005) and continued to undertake research in the area during his PhD studies (2006-10). Detailed residual stress and microstructure analysis was carried out between 1999 and 2010 using large-scale research facilities and advanced microscopy to identify the role of welding process parameters and subsequent post-weld heat treatments on the integrity and performance of inertia and linear friction welded aeroengine materials. One of the main challenges was to minimise residual stresses by either identifying optimum welding parameters or applying an appropriate post weld heat treatment that relaxes the stresses sufficiently without compromising the microstructures and properties of the component. The research has progressed through a number of significant advances:     We showed that residual stresses could be measured reliably, using neutron diffraction [1]. These measurements also highlighted that hole drilling measurements, usually used by Rolls-Royce, do not probe the regions where the most detrimental tensile stresses are observed [1]. Residual stress analysis demonstrated that the proposed post weld heat treatment does not relief the stresses sufficiently and an alternative heat treatment temperature was proposed [1].     The microstructure analysis demonstrated that the welding process generates a microstructure in the weld region with superior strength than the base material and that the increased post weld heat treatment temperature to relieve residual stresses has minimal impact on the performance of the material [2].     We also demonstrated the pronounced effect of alloy chemistry on residual stress generation during inertia friction welding of nickel base superalloys [3].     The work then also expanded in inertia friction welding dissimilar steels for engine shaft applications, highlighting issues related to the ineffectiveness of the proposed post-weld heat treatment procedures [4] and complex microstructure and hardness variations in those  welds [5].     We expanded into the field of linear friction welding [6], which is a key application for the development of blisks as it enables one to weld blades on disks.		The research has been published in leading international journals such as Metallurgical and Materials Transactions A and contributed to the award of a number of prizes to the academic staff involved. Professor Philip Withers was awarded the Armourers & Brasiers’ Company Prize by the Royal Society in 2010 for his work upon residual stresses and outreach. Professor Michael Preuss was awarded the Grunfield Award and Medal by the Institute of Materials Minerals and Mining, London in 2013, awarded for the engineering application of components made from alloys. Key publications 1.  M. Preuss, J.W.L. Pang, P.J. Withers, G.J. Baxter: Inertia Welding Nickel-based Superalloy. Part II: Residual Stress Characterization, Metallurgical and Materials Transactions A, 33A, (2002) 3227-3234. (21 citations, WoS) DOI  10.1007/s11661-002- 0308-x 2.  M. Preuss, J.W.L. Pang, P.J. Withers, G.J. Baxter: Inertia Welding Nickel-based Superalloy. Part I: Metallurgical Characterization, Metallurgical and Materials Transactions A, 33A, (2002) 3215-3225. (31 citations, WoS) DOI 10.1007/s11661-002-0307-y 3.  M. Preuss, P.J. Withers, G. Baxter: A comparison of inertia friction welds in three nickel base superalloys, Materials Science and Engineering: A, 437, (2006) 38-45. (17 citations, WoS) DOI:10.1016/j.msea.2006.04.058 Additional publications 1.  R.J. Moat, D.J. Hughes, A. Steuwer, N. Iqbal, M. Preuss, S.E. Bray and M. Rawson, Residual Stresses in Inertia Friction Welded Dissimilar High Strength Steels, Metallurgical and Materials Transactions A, 40A, (2009) 2098-2108. (3 citations, WoS) DOI:10.1007/s11661-009-9915-0 2.  R.J. Moat, M. Karadge, M.Preuss, S.E. Bray and M. Rawson: Phase transformations across high strength dissimilar steel inertia friction weld, Journal of Materials Processing Technology, 204 (1-3), 2008, 48-58. (9 citations, WoS) DOI:10.1016/j.jmatprotec.2007.10.074 3.  M. Karadge, M. Preuss, P.J. Withers, S. Bray: Importance of crystal orientation in linear friction joining of single crystal to polycrystalline nickel-based superalloys, Materials Science and Engineering: A, 491, 2008, 446-453.(20 citations, WoS) DOI:10.1016/j.msea.2008.04.064		Context In order to stay competitive in a world market, aeroengine manufacturers are under constant pressure to develop new engines, which demonstrate dramatically improved fuel efficiency combined with reduced emission. These improvements can only be achieved by optimising high temperature materials or develop new materials with improved temperature capability. With increasing temperature capability, however, the weldability of aero engine materials decreases dramatically making fusion welding completely unsuitable. Consequently, new materials can only be applied once an appropriate joining technique has been developed. A step forward for new disk materials such as powder-processed nickel base superalloys is to transfer from fusion to solid state  welding techniques, such as inertia and linear friction welding. Pathways to Impact The research carried out in Manchester contributed to developing inertia and linear friction welding parameters in order to join powder processed nickel-base superalloys, high strength dissimilar steels and an advanced Titanium alloy.  Detailed microstructure and residual stress analysis provided a new understanding of the welding processes, which in return provided guidance in developing parameters with researchers directly involved in the parameter development by participating in welding trials carried out in the USA. The fundamental research upon inertia welding was funded originally by the EPSRC (1999-2002, £145k). Translation of this research for application by Rolls-Royce in aeroengines has been provided though a number of projects of over the period 2002-2011 with a value £750k, funded from a number of different sources that include the DTI, TSB and Rolls-Royce. Reach and Significance Many friction welding combinations that were studied are now employed in modern aeroengines developed by Rolls-Royce. For instance, inertia friction welding of nickel base superalloys has been used in the Trent 900, which powers the A380. The number of friction welds has further increased in the Trent 1000 (entry into service in 2010) for the Boeing 787. The Trent XWB engine (maiden flight in 2013) that powers the A350 Airbus will again see the introduction of additional friction welds where University of Manchester contributed by undertaking detailed microstructural and residual stress analysis. The Trent XWB was custom-designed for the A350, and the A350 with the XWB engines provide a 25% step-change in fuel efficiency compared to its current long- range competitor [A]. More than 1,200 of these engines have so far been ordered [B]. It was announced in April 2013 that the parent company of British Airways, International Airlines Group had placed an order with Rolls-Royce for more than £1 bn for Trent XWB engines to power a fleet of 18 Airbus A350-1000 aircraft, along with an option to buy engines for a further 18 [C]. The implementation of these friction welds allows Rolls-Royce to use new high temperature materials (RR1000), as well as novel material combinations.  As a consequence, the engines can operate at a higher temperature than previous engines with material that has about a 50 C higher temperature capability than previous alloys. The result of this is that Rolls-Royce has been able to develop new engines with improved fuel efficiency.  By enabling the operating temperature to be increased, there are also subsequent benefits in terms of NOx and CO2 fuel emissions. In addition, research has enabled blisk technology, which has delivered up to 30% weight saving on critical rotating components.  The capability to join materials without the requirement for mechanical joints (such as bolts) has also enabled the development of novel engine architectures. This gives benefits in terms of SFC and has also enabled Rolls-Royce plc to maintain market share as they are able to offer this technology to their customers. All of these aspects are crucial for Rolls-Royce in order to maintain competitive advantage and compete in the global market [D].		[A] A350 XWB, downloaded from  www.airbus.com, 16/09/2103. Details of the A350 XWB jetliner range showing the reduced operating costs [B] David Shukman, BBC News Online, Science & Environment, Dated 14 June 2013 News report confirming the number of Trent XWB engines ordered. [C] Rolls-Royce press release dated 22 April 2013 “Rolls-Royce wins $1.6bnTrent order from IAG” [D] Letter from Project Manager, Universities at Rolls-Royce, Dated 14 May 2013 confirming the  Research Excellence Framework competitive advantage gained by Rolls-Royce  from the research.

		983		0.1		13-13 Commercialisation of Engineered Nonlinear Materials for Optoelectronics.		Covesion, the company spun out of the University of Southampton’s research into materials for use in high-powered lasers, has grown into a multi-million pound business that has created high- technology jobs, attracted more than £1 million in US investment and won UK export orders around the world. Covesion’s nonlinear crystals are used by the world’s leading companies and research institutes in cutting edge applications that include fibre lasers, medical imaging, aircraft anti-missile defences, display projectors and the remote sensing of airborne hazardous materials. The global value of Covesion-enabled operations since the company’s inception in 2009 is estimated to be in excess of US$100 million.		Nonlinear optical materials are used to manipulate some of the fundamental properties of light (almost invariably laser light) in terms of its wavelength, bandwidth or spectral content, by the judicious choice or manipulation of their nonlinear optical coefficients.  The field of nonlinear optical research has grown rapidly following the invention of the laser in 1960. Although it may be comparatively  easy  to  demonstrate  laser  action  in  a  particular  material,  unless  the  laser wavelength produced is optimum for the end application, nonlinear optical techniques are needed to convert the primary wavelength into the one required, and to do this with the highest efficiency possible. One technique for achieving such efficient wavelength conversion is called ‘quasi-phase-matching’, which  involves  the  manipulation  of  a  crystal  structure  by  periodically  modifying  its  internal crystalline axes at length scales that fall into the few micron range. Suggested first in the early 1960s, little practical progress was made in the area until the early 1990s, when techniques emerged to successfully fabricate these engineered crystals with the correct periodicity and quality. Three research groups at Sony corporation in Japan, Stanford University in California, and the ORC at Southampton, independently developed and refined the fabrication techniques required, using lithium niobate crystals as the optimum starting material, to produce the final product known as PPLN (periodically poled lithium niobate). In 1994, Southampton published a key result using a novel approach which involved periodic structuring using liquid electrodes [3.1] which produced the small periods required with excellent fidelity, a result that followed soon after the first reports from Sony in 1993 and from Stanford University in 1994. Research followed into the use of light to control periodic poling [3.2, G1, G3] and fundamental work on structures within periodically poled materials was undertaken via collaborative research [3.3] to further refine all aspects of the final material precision and quality. Progress in the underpinning research extended to the use of periodically poled materials for efficient wavelength conversion into the blue (short wavelength), where 450mW of blue light was generated [3.4] and near-infrared (long wavelength) operation [3.5, G2] as well as the adoption of optical waveguide technology which was developed in conjunction with periodic poling [3.6] all of which presented further opportunities to expand the range of future products. In particular, one of the ORC’s important contributions to the technology lay in developing a simple process for periodic poling  of  magnesium  oxide  doped  crystals,  which  allows  them  to  be  used  in  high-power applications and at higher temperatures. Grants G4, G5, G6 cover much of the subsequent recent research work, before these activities were spun out via Stratophase and then Covesion, which was formed in 2009, initially with just two staff members, to develop a PPLN business that revolved around these new-generation magnesium oxide doped crystals. Researchers who made significant  contributions to this work include: Professor David Hanna, who instigated the research into periodic poling technology, deputy director of the ORC until his retirement in 2007. Professor Robert Eason, researching in the ORC 1989- date. Professor Peter G.R. Smith, joining the ORC in 1994 as Research Fellow, and founder of Covesion. Dr Corin Gawith, joining the ORC in 1998, an now CTO of Covesion. 2009 - Present Dr Huw Major, a former PhD student who is now senior engineer at Covesion. 2000 - Present		*[3.1]   Webjörn, J., Pruneri, V., Russell, P.St.J., Barr, J.R.M. and Hanna, D.C. (1994) Quasi- phase-matched blue light generation in bulk lithium niobate, electrically poled via periodic liquid electrodes. Electronics Letters, 30, (11), 894-895. [3.2]   P.T. Brown, G.W. Ross, R.W. Eason, A.R. Pogosyan (1999) Control of domain structures in lithium tantalate using interferometric optical patterning, Optics Communications, Volume 163, Issues 4–6, p310-316. [3.3]   Z. H. Hu, P. A. Thomas, A. Snigirev, I. Snigireva, A Souvorov, P. G. R. Smith, G. W. Ross, S. Teat (1998) Phase-mapping of periodically domain-inverted LiNbO3 with coherent X- rays, Nature 392, 690-693 (16 April 1998). *[3.4]   G.W. Ross, M. Pollnau, P.G.R. Smith, W.A. Clarkson, P.E. Britton, D.C. Hanna (1998), Generation of high-power blue light in periodically poled LiNbO3, OPTICS LETTERS Volume: 23  Issue: 3   Pages: 171-173. *[3.5]    M.A. Watson, M.V. O’Connor, P.S. Lloyd, D.P. Shepherd, D.C. Hanna, C.B.E. Gawith, P.G.R. Smith, O. Blachninaite (2002), Extended operation of synchronously pumped optical parametric oscillators to longer idler wavelengths, OPTICS LETTERS Volume: 27  Issue: 23 pp. 2106-2108. [3.6]    L. Ming, C.B.E. Gawith, K. Gallo, M. O’Connor, G.D. Emmerson, P.G.R. Smith (2005) High conversion efficiency single-pass second harmonic generation in a zinc-diffused periodically poled lithium niobate waveguide, OPTICS EXPRESS  Volume: 13 , pp4862-4868, Issue: 13 Underpinning research grants The research was funded by grants from EPSRC between 1994 and 2011, as detailed below. Funding specifically attributable to PPLN research was approximately £480,000, and funding was also provided via larger portfolio grants [G4, G5, G6]. [G1]   GR/K28251/01, OPTICALLY INDUCED PERIODIC DOMAIN GRATINGS, R.W. Eason, 26/9/1994 to 25/9/1996, £103,506. [G2]    GR/M40301/01, NEW QUASI PHASE MATCHED NONLINEAR MATERIALS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO OPTICAL PARAMETRIC OSCILLATORS, D.C. Hanna, P.G.R. Smith, 01/10/1998 to 31/03/2002, £196,437 [G3]   GR/S47373/01, Light-induced domain engineering in ferroelectrics: a route to sub-micron poling, R.W. Eason, 1/10/2003 to 30/9/2004, £152,050 [G4]    GR/M81854/01 Advanced optical fibre and waveguide devices and microstructured optical materials, EPSRC, DN Payne, DC Hanna, RW Eason, JS Wilkinson, WS Brocklesby, E Taylor, HN Rutt, D Hewak, PGR Smith, M Zervas,  1/10/1999 to 30/9/2003, £2,056,683. [G5]    GR/T11746/01 Fabrication of Microstructured Glass & Crystal Photonic Materials &  Devices,  EPSRC, DN Payne, DC Hanna, RW Eason, JS Wilkinson, PG Kazansky, T Monro, HN Rutt, DJ Richardson, D Hewak, DP Shepherd, PGR Smith, 1/4/2004. Subsumed into Portfolio Partnership in Photonics,  30/9/2004, £2,741,404. [G6]     EP/C515668/1 Portfolio Partnership in Photonics, EPSRC, DN Payne, WA Clarkson, RW Eason, D Hewak, N Broderick, PGR Smith, 1/10/2004 to 31/3/2011, £7,179,095.		The process (from research to impact) The spin-out company Covesion was itself spun out from a parent company, Stratophase (another spin-out company of the University started in 2003) in 2009, to better focus on research and development of its nonlinear optical materials product line [5.1]. With fresh venture capital investment, Covesion developed new Intellectual Property around poling of magnesium oxide- doped PPLN for high power applications, technology that had been pioneered within the ORC. At its inception Covesion comprised only the two former Stratophase staff members working on PPLN. Since then it has created five high-tech jobs and achieved sales worth £2.1m over three years, 95 per cent of these sales being to overseas customers [5.2]. Economic impact Covesion customers include some of the world’s most successful companies and prestigious research institutes, (including some University-based former PPLN research groups), which span the areas of defence, communications, laser manufacturing and medicine. New business has therefore been created. The list includes major corporations such as [text removed for publication]. From recent measurements of the performance of these nonlinear engineered crystals, where 45W of green light has been generated from an input near- infrared laser beam, (reported by Stanford University, in 2012 [5.3]) it is clear that high-power lasers can now be built in a far more cost- effective manner using Covesion components, and such impressive results have led to significant patent activity [5.4]. Another area that demonstrates economic impact relates to the use of these engineered crystals in laser projection systems for presentations and displays. This laser-based technology provides brighter, clearer colours and uses less energy than conventional light bulb-based units, and therefore represents an activity that has an impact on the environment also (management of energy). Consumer demand in this area is growing rapidly, as products are marketed for home cinema, desktop projectors and rear-projection displays. Future opportunities include pico- projectors integrated into mobile phones and laptops, as well as use in medical screening and aero defence equipment. Covesion has entered into a license agreement and technology transfer programme with a leading projector company [text removed for publication]. The final claim under economic impact is that the crystals sold by Covesion have become essential parts of new laser systems and applications, which has improved the performance of existing businesses. The crystals are integrated into high-end products which are sold by Covesion customers, so the leverage effect is considerable, and vital to the success of these companies. The company’s own analysis of sales of these systems and the volume of products shipped suggests that the total worldwide market value of Covesion-enabled commerce is greater than US$25m per year (hence $100m since 2009) [5.2]. A ready example concerns Covesion products that are used in short-pulse fibre lasers which are sold by at least three manufacturers [text removed for publication]. Publicised users to date include Oclaro Inc., one of the world’s largest suppliers of optical communications equipment, top universities Harvard and Stanford and leading governmental research organisations such as NASA. Other key applications for Covesion products lay in the area of medical imaging, where 2-photon fluorescence microscopy that uses Covesion crystals enables imaging of living tissue, an area of immediate concern for real-time medical diagnostics. Covesion have also played a key role in the  consortium working on the EU-funded CROSS TRAP (Coherently-enhanced Raman One-beam Standoff Spectroscopic Tracing of Airborne Pollutants) project [5.5] which addresses the development of a novel laser remote sensing technique for probing air at a distance for hazards such as biochemicals, bacterial threats and explosive materials. A final area concerns the impact on society through provision of essential components in systems that protect the public and armed forces of several nations – preventing future loss of life. Under UK export licenses, Covesion crystals are used as wavelength conversion components in laser countermeasure systems on over 90 commercial aircraft [5.2]. These involve direction of laser beams towards an approaching missile, causing it to veer off course. [text removed for publication][5.6]. In conclusion, for the sake of completeness, a reference has been included that describes the global technical impact, which provides a list of publications from Covesion customers [5.7].		5.1 www.covesion.com 5.2 contact to confirm sales figures, details on Projector license and [text removed for publication]: COO of Covesion Limited 5.3 http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.37.003861 5.4 Southampton has applied for the following US patents: No. 8,064,129 (Process for poling a ferroelectric material doped with a metal), filed 2009, issued 2011, No. 8,054,536 (Electric field poling of ferroelectric materials), filed 2008, issued 2011, 2011/0064,719, filed 2009 (Compensation for the Gouy phase shift in quasiphase matching), pending. 5.5 http://www.crosstrap.eu/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=3&Itemid=5 http://www.southampton.ac.uk/ris/kt/proof2_38982_KTScasestudy.pdf http://spie.org/exhibitor/company/Covesion-Ltd./SPIE-Defense,-Security,-and-Sensing-2012 Contact: Knowledge Transfer Scheme Collaboration Manager, University of Southampton 5.6 [text removed for publication] 5.7 References to impact globally in technical terms (providing a list of peer review publications by customers)  http://www.covesion.com/news/

		1271		0.0001		15-18 Decision Analysis and Support Tools for the Aerospace Industry		Research carried out at the University of Southampton has enabled major players in the aerospace industry – among them Rolls-Royce, Airbus, and Boeing – to produce more fuel efficient, longer lasting engines and aircraft at reduced cost. The research has provided the aerospace industry with modelling tools and software enabling companies to explore complex new designs quickly whilst managing product risk in a competitive market. The research team has also developed new design processes for unmanned aircraft, which – as a result of strong media interest - improved public understanding of such new technologies through worldwide coverage. A spin-out company has achieved strong technological and economic impacts in its own right.		In an extremely aggressive civil and military aviation market, companies constantly need to push the known boundaries of materials, structures, aerodynamics and thermodynamics to remain competitive. New designs have to be developed in short timescales, yet there is a very fine balance between technology risk and product performance. At the heart of a company’s critical advantage is its ability to explore very complex new designs quickly whilst managing product risk. It is in this area that world-leading aerospace provider Rolls-Royce (R-R) relies on the University of Southampton’s University Technology Centre (UTC) for Computational Engineering, one of 28 UTCs worldwide funded by R-R. Research led by Andy Keane, Professor of Computational Engineering at the University since 1996, and James Scanlan, Professor of Design since 2004, has enabled the creation of a range of new tools to support design teams working on complex aerospace products. Spanning the period from 2002 to 2010, the research was supported not only by R-R, but also through grants from the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) and the European Union totalling over £2 million since 2008.  Prior to the R-R UTC being established in 2009, Keane led the BAESystems / Rolls-Royce University Technology Partnership for Design (which included Airbus). This also aimed to apply modern design search and optimization tools to problems in aerospace engineering. The primary research activity has consisted of developing and exploiting models of engineering systems using powerful computational facilities. The outcomes have equipped R-R with sophisticated optimization and cost management tools. In the DATUM project (Design Analysis Tool for Unit cost Modelling) Keane, Scanlan et al provided Rolls-Royce’s Integrated Project Teams with unit cost information to enable them to make informed trade-off decisions and to allow for the effects of uncertainty to be captured and understood in an industrial setting. Costing of an entire gas turbine with many thousands of parts is now accomplished in a few hours; prior to DATUM it would have taken Rolls-Royce weeks. As part of the research, Keane, Scanlan and their teams also investigated a number of advanced stochastic analysis methods. The tools resulting from this research are now in daily use not only with Rolls-Royce, but also BAESystems, Airbus, Boeing and related aerospace companies. Examples include new methods that allow rational trade-off between competing objectives using probability of improvement theory (a novel extension in this area of applied mathematics), its application to design and then its deployment to tackle problems in robust design approaches where trade-offs can be made between nominal performance and variance in that performance caused by variations in operating  conditions or wear in a controlled way. Similarly, the team have developed new ways of combining data from factory inspection processes with geometry manipulation schemes coming from the field of cinema film animation to allow designers to model uncertainty in turbine blade shape and its consequences on blade life in operation. The use of highly structured cost and manufacturing knowledge tools has dramatically improved capabilities in the aerospace companies. Rolls-Royce, for example, can now routinely undertake a very detailed cost analysis of an entire three-shaft engine in less than a couple of days at the concept design stage. This would have taken many weeks in the past. More recent work, carried out between 2010 and 2012 has focused on the impact of newly emerging manufacturing technologies such as laser sintering of powders directly into finished components and the consequences of such new methods on the freedoms available to designers. These approaches allow the reduction of part count and an increase in part complexity without associated cost rises, which leads to enhanced industrial competitiveness. The team built and flew the world’s first unmanned aircraft (SULSA) manufactured wholly in this way, without any conventional screws or other fasteners. Another of Scanlan’s research interests, designing aerospace systems using “Value Driven Design” (VDD) principles, led to the development of unmanned systems under the DECODE project (Decision Environment for COmplex Designs, 2009-2012), among them an autopilot system for civilian use.		(the best 3 are starred) Research outputs 1.  * A.J. Keane and J. P. Scanlan, "Design search and optimization in aerospace engineering", Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. (ISSN0962-8428) 365(A) pp. 2501-2529 (2007). 2.  A.J. Keane, "Comparison of Several Optimisation Strategies for Robust Turbine Blade Design", J. Propulsion and Power 25(5) pp. 1092-1099 (2009). 3.  * A.I. J. Forrester and A. J. Keane, "Recent advances in surrogate-based optimization," Prog. in Aerospace Sciences, 45 pp. 50-79, Elsevier (2009). 4.  * A.J. Keane, "Statistical Improvement Criteria for Use in Multiobjective Design Optimization", AIAA Journal 44(4) pp. 879-891 (2006). Grants 5.  EPSRC award for an investigation into Grid enabled optimisation and design search for engineering - GEODISE - £2,872,450 (with Prof. S.J. Cox, Prof. N. Shadbolt, Prof. M. Giles, Oxford and Prof. C. Goble, Manchester), 2001-2005. 6.  Rolls-Royce plc award for UTC in Computational Engineering - £1,347,639, 2009-2012. 7.  EPSRC award for DECODE (Decision Environment for COmplex DEsigns ) - £773,757, 2009-2012. 8.  EU FP7 Integrated Project award for Collaborative and Robust Engineering using Simulation Capability Enabling Next Design Optimisation (CRESCENDO) - €384,007, 2009-2012.		The research described has been crucial in enabling the aerospace industry to produce more fuel efficient, longer lasting engines and aircraft at reduced cost. The roll-out of the DATUM project results across all R-R businesses worldwide began in 2008. As a direct result of the project, the use of unit cost modelling tools applicable at different levels from whole engine to feature, and from preliminary to detailed design, offers Rolls-Royce a novel  capability to facilitate the dialogue between design and manufacture. The roll-out is on-going both in the United States and Germany. In 2008, Professor Scanlan was given the Rolls-Royce R&T Directors Award for Creativity in recognition of the under-pinning research. In the last four years, the tool has been further developed and integrated into design optimisation workflows [5.1]. Throughout the impact assessment period, Scanlan has been the Director (and founder) of a spin- out business based on his academic research. Plexus Planning Ltd, founded in 2003, now has a turnover of over £500,000, with annual growth of over 20%. Plexus has developed a software toolkit that enables massively complex problems to be simplified. For example, Plexus was used by Boeing to help find high risk problems in a network of over 500,000 suppliers. This enables the representation of a wide range of management problems from project planning to supply chain management. In 2011, Plexus was chosen by Rolls-Royce as a strategic tool which has since been rolled out across their global IT infrastructure. This ensures that the widest possible community within Rolls-Royce is able to make use of the research of the Southampton UTC following a £300k licence deal [5.1]. Plexus has now established a strong reputation within the aerospace industry, with customers including Airbus (since 2005 [5.2]), Boeing (2007), Bombardier (2004) and the UK Ministry of Defence (2009). In 2011, the US Navy bought Plexus licences to model all concept design work. Another tool developed as a direct result of the research is the Optimat toolkit, a collection of optimization tools that plug into Rolls-Royce’s chosen integration framework (Isight). From 2009, this toolkit was made available to Rolls-Royce staff worldwide for strategic design improvement work on aero-engine components. It makes use of advanced surrogate modelling methods that offer world leading capability for dealing with problems with multiple goals and multiple levels of analysis fidelity. For example, this toolkit was used in the improvement process for the fan in the Trent 1000 engine used in the latest Boeing 787 airliner now entering service. A study carried out by R-R engineers in December 2009 showed that Optimat doubled the gains being made by computational studies of the fan system as compared to the previously used approach. [5.1] As a direct result of the research into stochastic analysis methods, in 2010 these methods were inserted into the Rolls-Royce production finite element analysis system (SC03). This permits an assessment of the impact of manufacturing and operational uncertainty on the lives of critical engine components up to ten times more quickly than by conventional approaches. The results of the research are now being used in the development of the high pressure turbine assembly of the R-R Trent XWB engine for the next generation Airbus mid-range airliner, for which R-R has more than 500 orders worldwide. In 2012, Scanlan and Keane facilitated the setting up of a new company, Solair Aviation Ltd, in collaboration with a local company and local investors, using the sophisticated computational engineering modelling developed by their team. The company is developing a new piloted micro light aircraft (The Swallow) under a licensing arrangement with the university. The local entrepreneur [5.3] who is supporting this initiative has estimated that there will be a market of over 100 Swallow aircraft per annum with an eventual turnover of over £6 million. Scanlan’s work on unmanned systems under the DECODE project led to him assisting an ex- Southampton PhD student to develop an autopilot for unmanned air vehicles. This in turn led to the creation of a successful spin-out business called SkyCircuits in 2010 (http://www.skycircuits.com/) of which Scanlan is now a director, assisting its growth and development. This company has a large number of customers to whom it has sold over £100k worth of autopilot systems including the MET office and several leading airborne surveying companies, including QuestUAV and CAllen Lenz. In addition the systems have been bought by Bath, Cranfield and Reading Universities. Some aspects of the research have attracted strong public interest, leading to widespread international publicity. This is true in particular of the team’s work developing the world’s first plane manufactured wholly through 3D printing using laser sintering (SULSA). Publications that reported  this development in detail included BBC online (February 2011); the New Scientist [5.4]; the Los Angeles Times; MSN India; the Irish Times (all August 2011) and others. These articles, all written for non-specialist audiences, enhanced understanding of the new technology and its practical significance among the wider public. A YouTube video of the SULSA project has now attracted over 200,000 viewings. In November 2010, Scanlan - on the strength of his research activities and excellent industry connections – was invited to organise a seminar on Design Search for leading aerospace industry and academic experts, which was held at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, London.		5.1 Head of Design Systems Engineering,Rolls-Royce plc, Derby. 5.2  CAE Coordinator, Flight Physics Integration Methods, Airbus U.K., England. 5.3  Managing Director, Solair Aviation Ltd, Formosa, Fordingbridge, Hampshire. 5.4 New Scientist coverage of 3D printed aircraft:  http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn20737-3d- printing-the-worlds-first-printed-plane.html Patents: [1] "Generating a multifidelity model of a system", UK Patent number: GB2399187A / GB2399187B, Publication dates: 2004-09-08 / 2005-06-15, Inventors: Leary Stephen John; Bhaskar Atul; Keane Andrew John. [2] "Optimisation of sequential combinatorial processes utilising a surrogate model", UK Patent number: GB2405961A / GB2405961B, European Patent Number 1665146, Publication dates: 2005-03-16 / 2005-08-17 , Inventors: Olsen Tor-Morten Overby; Runnemalm Karl Henrik; Keane Andrew John; Voutchkov Ivan; Bhaskar Atul. [3] "Design by Space Transformation from high to low dimensions", Inventors: C.M.E. Holden and A.J. Keane, UK patent no. GB1673732, European patent no. 1673732, US patent application no. 12081788 [4] “Agent-like discrete event modelling software architecture” Inventors: Tai-Tuck Yu, James P. Scanlan and Gary B. Wills. March 2008. UK Patent GB0903852.

		1275		0.00125		15-21 Hand-arm vibration syndrome: reducing risks to workers		Multidisciplinary research by the University of Southampton has been pivotal to tackling the problem of Hand-Arm Vibration Syndrome, HAVS, a major compensated industrial disease with more than 1.2 million workers at foreseeable risk in the UK and many millions with symptoms around the globe. Work by the Human Factors Research Unit, part of the University’s Institute of Sound and Vibration Research, has had a major impact on understanding and controlling the disorder, shaping guidance that is used in national and international standards, governmental legislation, law courts and compensation schemes both nationally and internationally. The advances arising from the Southampton research are recognised by policymakers, industry, and peer groups.		Phenomenal growth in the use of powered tools during the past 100 years has resulted in widespread exposure to hand-transmitted vibration and, consequently, the development of the ‘hand-arm vibration syndrome’, HAVS, a disease affecting blood vessels, nerves, muscles and joints of the hand, wrist and arm. Failure across industry, government, and the legal system to comprehend the complexities of the disease left workers at risk. Recognising that a combination of engineering, epidemiological, experimental, and clinical studies was required, multidisciplinary research aimed at bringing HAVS under control has been conducted by the Human Factors Research Unit (HFRU), part of the University of Southampton’s Institute of Sound and Vibration Research. Comprising 70 refereed journal publications, research led by Professor Michael Griffin (HFRU head: 1972 to present) has investigated the causes of HAVS and its consequences so as to improve vibratory tools, the diagnosis of disorders, and provide practical advice to industry and policymakers. Medical research included substantial collaboration with the University of Southampton MRC Lifecourse Epidemiology. Early research at Southampton by Griffin and colleagues identified that hand-transmitted vibration caused both vascular and neurological disorders in the hands, with the disorders developing independently, and this is now widelty accepted [3.1]. Together with the MRC Lifecourse Epidemiology Unit (Professor Coggon, 1980 – present; and Professor Palmer, 1994 – present), the HFRU undertook the largest survey (1997-1998) of the causes and consequences of exposure to hand-transmitted vibration, involving 12,907 participants. It was found that 4.2 million men and 667,000 women in Great Britain were exposed to hand- transmitted vibration at work and that 1.2 million men and 44,000 women had foreseeable risk of injury with exposures to vibration exceeding the Health and Safety Executive daily action level. The Southampton findings prompted a call for international action from policymakers. In 2002, research for the HSE by Griffin and Lindsell (Research Assistant, 1995 – 2002) established reliable means of measuring vibration thresholds, thermal thresholds, and systolic blood pressures in the fingers and criteria for establishing abnormalities in vibration-exposed workers. An epidemiological study of 1,200 dockyard workers completed in 2003 showed HAVS was related to the duration of exposure and that an improved vibration frequency weighting was needed to control the disorder [3.2]. HFRU psychophysical research showed for the first time (with Morioka in 2006) the dependence of frequency weightings on vibration magnitude [3.3]. In the engineering field, methods of assessing exposures to hand-transmitted vibration were critically reviewed by Griffin (1997), who also assessed the vibration isolation efficiency of gloves  (Griffin, 1998) and later showed how contact conditions with a source of vibration had a great influence of the vibration modes (Concettoni and Griffin, 2009). All these studies challenged the frequency weighting and frequency range for predicting vibration disorders [3.6]. Research in Southampton from 1995 to 2013 was key to the international development of methods for diagnosing HAVS, largely with PhD research in the Human Factors Research Unit. The First International Workshop on the diagnosis of disorders caused by hand-transmitted vibration was held in Southampton in 2002. The HFRU developed a set of CE-marked HVLab diagnostic tools, among them a tactile vibrometer, a thermal aesthesiometer, and a multi-channel plethysmograph (to measure finger blood pressure and finger blood flow). The Unit continues to improve on the established methods and equipment for measuring neurological and vascular dysfunction associated with HAVS [3.4]. The multi-channel plethysmograph also made it possible to undertake unique experimental studies of the physiological response to vibration, revealing the mechanisms causing vibration-induced reductions in finger blood flow [3.5].		(the best 3 are starred) Example publications: 3.1.   Griffin,M.J., Bovenzi,M. (2002) The diagnosis of disorders caused by hand-transmitted vibration: Southampton Workshop 2000. International Archives of Occupational and Environmental Health, 75, (1-2), 1-5. 3.2.   *Griffin,M.J., Bovenzi,M., Nelson,C.M. (2003) Dose-response patterns for vibration-induced white finger. Occupational and Environmental Medicine, 60:16–26. 3.3.   *Morioka,M., Griffin,M.J. (2006) Magnitude dependence of equivalent comfort contours for fore-and-aft, lateral and vertical hand-transmitted vibration. Journal of Sound and Vibration 295 633-648. 3.4.   Griffin,M.J. (2008) Measurement, evaluation, and assessment of peripheral neurological disorders caused by hand-transmitted vibration. International Archives of Occupational and Environmental Health, 81(5), 559-573. 3.5.   *Ye,Y., Griffin,M.J. (2011) Reductions in finger blood flow in males and females induced by 125-Hz vibration: association with vibration perception thresholds. Journal of Applied Physiology, 111, 1606-1613. 3.6.   Griffin,M.J. (2012) Frequency-dependence of psychophysical and physiological responses to hand-transmitted vibration. Industrial Health 50, 354-369. [Invited paper at 12th International Hand-Arm Vibration Conference, Ottawa, June 2012].		Southampton’s long research into hand-arm vibration syndrome has influenced company practice around the world, demonstrated the need to tackle the disease and raised its profile on the policy agenda, provided health services with more effective diagnostic tools, and helped control the risks for millions of workers, of whom more than 1.2 million are at risk in the UK. The EU Physical Agents (vibration) Directive (2002/44/EC) published in 2002 required member states to start implementing measures to control the risks of hand-transmitted vibration by 2005. With the Europe-wide policy legally binding for every employer in the European Union, Griffin led the preparation of the EU Guide to Good Practice on Hand-Arm Vibration, published in 22 languages by the European Commission [5.1]. The guide shows member countries how to implement the EU Physical Agents (vibration) Directive, and is also widely used outside the EU. The HFRU has been in the vanguard of the development of standards related to on human  responses to vibration. Griffin is chair of the BSI sub-committee on human responses to vibration. The hand-transmitted vibration research of Professor Griffin is cited in ISO 5349-1:2001, ISO/DIS 10819:2011, ISO 13091-1:2001, ISO 14835-1:2005, ISO 14835-2:2005, ISO PD 12349:1997. These standards are the basis of the EU Physical Agents (vibration) Directive, the EU Machinery Safety Directive, and means of controlling exposures to hand-transmitted vibration and diagnosing disorders. They are in constant use by industry and government. The HVLab instruments developed and produced in the ISVR are in use in England, Scotland, Northern Ireland, Italy, Sweden, Finland, USA, Japan, and South Africa to decide whether workers have HAVS, assess the adequacy of preventative measures, decide on the termination of work with vibratory tools, and assist courts in ruling on compensation. Initially, it was necessary to standardise the methodology and determine normal values for the measures – values that are now used to decide on future employment and the compensation of workers [5.2]. Having established their validity in fundamental research, the HFRU obtained certification to ISO 13485 so the HVLab instruments could be CE-marked and sold for diagnosis in hospitals by occupational health physicians [5.3]. The HFRU, which is also certified to ISO 9001, sells the specialist HVLab diagnostic instruments world-wide, including to hospitals in Japan with more stringent medical instrumentation standards [5.4]. More than 150 units have been sold in the past 10 years to the approximate value of £1.25 million (excluding accessories, upgrades, and servicing) with revenues used to fund related PhD research at the ISVR. The HVLab vibrometer and thermal aesthesiometer are in current use by the Department of Work and Pensions, DWP, at 41 sites run by Atos Healthcare across the UK to assess compensation of prescribed disease A11 in British workers [5.5]. Previously, HVLab instruments were used to decide on compensation for HAVS among more than ½ million coal miners [5.6]. The range of HVLab instruments – vibrometer, thermal aesthesiometer, and plethysmograph – is also used in research centres that combine research with the clinical assessment of patients, including the UK Health and Safety Laboratory in Buxton, the Human Factors Research Unit, the University Hospital in Trieste (Italy), and Yamaguchi University School of Medicine (Japan). Such international collaboration with clinical researchers is needed to agree on diagnostic methods in an area where there are many affected workers but few UK experts. The specialised nature of the equipment and the current state of understanding mean that many involved in the diagnosis of HAVS require more support than is available from a solely commercial organisation, so the HFRU provides on-going training in the diagnosis of HAVS for users of the instrumentation and operates a telephone support system for nurses and physicians using HVLab equipment. The experience gained from users provides additional experience of industrial applications of the diagnostic methods, leading to improved techniques, developments of the relevant international standards (ISO 13091-1, ISO 14835-1, and ISO 14835-2), and advice to the government’s Industrial Injuries Advisory Council on the appropriateness of the diagnostic methods. Research at Southampton has increased awareness (within industry, policy, and legal circles) of the disease, leading to a considerable rise in the number of workers receiving compensation following the first significant HAVS compensation court case in the 1980s. Subsequent pressure from insurance companies – compensation for loss of earnings to highly skilled young workers can reach up to half a million pounds – has ensured employers set in place measures to reduce the likelihood of HAVS. Following some confusion in the courts, Griffin reviewed the alternative methods of deciding on compensation and defined a fairer means of deciding on employer negligence [5.7]. HFRU research into vibration discomfort (with Morioka 1999 - 2013) led to the development of the only frequency weightings suitable for predicting the discomfort caused by hand-transmitted vibration over a range of vibration magnitudes. It was first used in US motorbike industry and is now used more widely in the transport industries where it remains the only available guidance. Since its inception in 1972, the HFRU has played a leading role in the organisation and promotion  of the ‘International Conference on Hand-Arm Vibration’, which brings together industry, governments, and academia every four years. This is the only international forum for engineers, scientists, and medical researchers. In invited plenary presentations, the HFRU has raised the importance of HAVS in developing countries and was instrumental in the Chinese government offering to host the 2015 conference. In 2013, Griffin is advising a large group of Chinese companies that recently experienced an outbreak of the HAVS with major consequences to production. Efforts have also been made to raise the profile of the disease in Africa, collaborating with the University of Pretoria on studies in goldmines and advising local industry, in a country where awareness was very low. The HFRU’s international efforts led to the Taylor Award by the International Advisory Committee on Hand-Arm Vibration at the International Conference on Hand- Arm Vibration in Ottawa in 2011 – recognising that the HFRU research had advanced understanding in such a way as to assist the prevention of the effects of hand-arm vibration, influencing tool design, anti-vibration devices and the recognition and diagnosis of the HAVS. The citation states: “The Human Factors Research Unit has been at the forefront of research and development for almost half a century. Their contributions over the years to the understanding of human response to hand-arm vibration have been wide-ranging and comprehensive, and the excellence of their work has been acknowledged internationally. The impact of this leading centre for teaching, research and consultancy on hand-arm vibration is manifest world-wide”.		[5.1]    Griffin,M.J., Howarth,H.V.C., Pitts,P.M., Fischer,S., Kaulbars,U., Donati,P.M. and Brereton,P.F. (2006) Guide to good practice on hand-arm vibration. Non-binding guide to good practice with a view to implementation of Directive 2002/44/EC on the minimum health and safety requirements regarding the exposure of workers to the risks arising from physical agents (vibrations). Luxembourg, European Commission, 61pp. (Translated into 22 official languages of the EU:  http://bookshop.europa.eu/is- bin/INTERSHOP.enfinity/WFS/EU-Bookshop-Site/en_GB/-/EUR/ViewPublication- Start?PublicationKey=KE7007108). [5.2]    Lindsell,C.J., Griffin,M.J. (2002) Normative data for vascular and neurological tests of the hand-arm vibration syndrome. Int. Arch Occup. Environ Health 75:43-54. [5.3]    http://www.hvlab.com/hvlab/diagnostic/index.html: HVLab Diagnostic instruments for disorders caused by hand-transmitted vibration. [5.4]     http://www.miyuki-net.co.jp/en/product/researchEquipment.shtml: Japanese agent selling HVLab diagnostic equipment in Japan. [5.5]    Provision of diagnostic equipment to Atos Health Care to provide diagnostic facility at 41 centres in UK for the DWP: Dr Colin Wigley:  colin.wigley@atoshealthcare.com [5.6]    Lawson,I.J, and McGeoch,K.L. (2003) A medical assessment process for a large volume of medico-legal compensation claims for hand–arm vibration syndrome. Occupational Medicine, 53, 302-308. [5.7]    Griffin,M.J. (2008) Negligent exposures to hand-transmitted vibration. International Archives of Occupational and Environmental Health, 81 (5), 645-659.

		1276		0.0046208		15-24 Identification and Active Control of Multiple Sources of Sound		Work at the Institute of Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR) has led to a sophisticated new understanding of a number of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) problems in acoustics. The effects are wide ranging, attracting heavyweight industry sponsors and driving valuable new innovations in home entertainment, construction, aviation and defence. In particular, research has led to the deployment of new “active” methods for controlling noise and vibration within aircraft. Systems have been installed in over 200 propeller aircraft since January 2008, giving a total number of 1000 aircraft treated to date and benefitting 177 million passengers worldwide. Noise reduction systems based on patents resulting from the unique ISVR methods are being developed for maritime use by BAE Systems. The underpinning science has significantly cut the cost of noise tests on Rolls-Royce jet engines, saving US$4 million to date and reducing their environmental impact. It has led to the development of mass-produced systems for living-room 3D sound, global sales of which have reached US$7.2 million.		ISVR’s Stephen Elliott, Professor of Adaptive Systems, and Philip Nelson, Professor of Acoustics, began working together to identify and control multiple sources of sound following their appointment as lecturers in ISVR in 1982. They have since developed their own approaches and applications to a wide range of practical problems. As an example, the inner surface of an aircraft in flight vibrates and radiates unwanted noise into the passenger cabin. This noise problem is particularly acute in propeller-driven aircraft where the surface vibrations are driven by the repetitive passage of the propellers. Early work, undertaken before 1993 and outside the REF period, involved the introduction into the cabin of multiple loudspeakers whose outputs could be controlled to cancel the radiation of the sound from the surface vibrations. Digital filters were used to generate the signals applied to the secondary sources in response to measurements made of the unwanted sound by microphones in the aircraft cabin. A more sophisticated and practical approach to the cabin noise problem, led by Elliott and developed during the REF period since 1993, was to control the surface vibrations by adding other “secondary” vibration sources. The underpinning research that describes both the physics of the processes involved and the means for controlling the secondary vibration sources was detailed in two significant texts [3.1, 3.2] in 1997 and 2001. Further research then demonstrated the effectiveness of inertial actuators in reducing noise in propeller aircraft [3.3]. Similar “active” approaches are being used to reduce noise and vibration in ships and submarines, building on the original research involving aircraft. The focus has been on the design of practically viable, low power, active vibration isolation mounts and effective control algorithms. Steve Daley, Professor of Industrial Active Control (2010ff), has led the marine vibration control work. Funded by BAE Systems, it has enabled the development of truly effective and practical systems for the maritime sector. A deep understanding of multiple input/multiple output (MIMO) acoustical systems is also required when noise control engineers wish to identify the number and strength of the component sources associated with a distributed source of sound (like the inlet of a jet engine). In principle, the measurements of a sound field can be used to determine the characteristics of the source of that sound. But in practice, solving this “inverse problem” poses several difficulties. An example of such a problem was presented by Rolls-Royce, who sought a way to measure the noise from gas turbine engines in a test-cell environment. In 1999, with Rolls-Royce backing of over £1.6 million, the University Technology Centre in Gas Turbine Noise was founded at ISVR to pursue this line of research and advance other noise reduction technologies. While indoor test cells are a lot more cost-effective than outdoor rigs they rarely provide ideal  acoustics, as unwanted reflections from the surfaces of the cell interfere with microphone measurements. The challenge was to remove interferences and characterise the various noises produced by different parts of the engine. Work led by Nelson [3.4] resulted in a further programme of work with Dr Keith Holland, Lecturer (1999-2007) and Senior Lecturer (2007ff), which began in 2002 with a series of laboratory experiments using large microphone arrays to isolate and quantify the strength of multiple acoustic sources. Once tests had proved feasibility, in 2005 the team first deployed large, carefully designed microphone arrays in real test-cell environments. Novel processing methods yielded reliable predictions of outdoor engine noise levels [3.5]. These measurements are now regularly used in Rolls-Royce engine development programmes. Another problem requiring an understanding of MIMO acoustical systems is that of accurately reproducing a sound field. This research, also initiated by Nelson during the late 1990s, dealt with the problem of transmitting sound from a number of loudspeakers in order to deliver accurately specified signals to the ears of a listener [3.6]. This allows, for example, a listener to hear a piece of music almost exactly as it would sound if played in a concert hall. There is clear potential for commercialisation and already the work has led to the formation of a spin-out company, the licensing of the intellectual property and the development of 3D-effect sound systems for the home. The support of the BBC for this work has been formalised through the award in September 2013 of a £6 million EPSRC programme grant involving ISVR and the Universities of Surrey and Salford. All three are members of the new Audio Research Partnership formed by the BBC. The project is aimed at the development of the next generation 3D audio systems in broadcasting and the BBC is supporting this project with in-kind support valued at over £400k. Nelson is one of the co- investigators on this grant which begins in December 2013.		(best 3 are starred) [3.1] C. R. Fuller, S. J. Elliott and P. A. Nelson 1997 Active Control of Vibration Academic Press. http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/book/9780122694400 [3.2] S.J. Elliott 2001 Signal processing for active control Academic Press. http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/book/9780122370854 *[3.3] L. Benassi, S.J. Elliott and P. Gardonio 2004 Journal of Sound and Vibration, 275, 157- 179. Active  vibration  isolation  using  an  inertial  actuator  with  local  force  feedback  control. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2003.07.019 *[3.4] P.A. Nelson and S.H. Yoon 2000 Journal of Sound and Vibration 233(4) 643-668. Estimation of acoustic source strength by inverse methods: Part I, conditioning of the inverse problem. http://dx.doi.org/10.1006/jsvi.1999.2837 [3.5] K.R. Holland and P.A. Nelson 2012 Journal of Sound and Vibration 331(20) 4425-4437. An experimental comparison of the focused beamformer and the inverse method for the characterization of acoustic sources in ideal and non-ideal acoustic environments. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2012.05.005 *[3.6] T. Takeuchi and P.A. Nelson 2002 Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 112(6), 2786-97. Optimal source distribution for binaural synthesis over loudspeakers. http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.1513363		4.1 Quiet propeller aircraft. The commercialisation of active control systems for aircraft has been led by Ultra Electronics [5.1], a group of over 20 businesses in mainly the UK and North America that supplies electronic systems to the defence, security and aerospace industries. It employs over 3,000 people. After Southampton research made it clear that using structural actuators to drive the fuselage allowed both the vibration inside the passenger cabin and the noise level to be controlled, ISVR developed novel inertia actuator designs, which now have several international patents (e.g. WO 2005 059 397) granted to the University. These patents were licensed in 2004 to Ultra Electronics who, in 2009, announced the installation  of their 1,000th active noise control system for a commercial propeller aircraft [5.2]. A total of 200 such systems have been installed since January 2008. These systems are now standard fit on the Bombardier Dash 8 Q400, which is the most popular type of civil propeller aircraft. Bombardier recently confirmed [5.3] that it had orders for 428 of the Q400s from 40 operators in 30 countries on six continents. These aircraft have transported 177 million passengers over 3.2 million flight hours. The new market for noise control devices in aircraft is still growing, which is confirmed by their Technical Director, Ian Stothers [5.4], who originally worked at ISVR on the very first control system under the supervision of Prof Elliott. 4.2 Vibration reduction in ships and submarines. In marine applications, auxiliary and propulsion machinery causes vibration that leads to passenger and crew discomfort and radiated noise that is harmful to marine life and creates a severe detection hazard for naval vessels. For manufacturers of military vessels, attaining contractual targets is essential due to severe penalties that can be as much as £1 million per dB of non-compliance. The distinctive technology developed by staff at ISVR is now being commercialised for wider use by BAE Systems. The following statement has been provided by Alastair Sherriff, NAVED Manager, BAE Systems Maritime [5.5]: "BAE Systems have found the links we have developed with ISVR to be invaluable in progressing technology development and knowledge transfer. We regard your work in active noise control for maritime applications as a technology driver for BAE Systems and the significant developments that have taken place since your move to the ISVR have been the key to moving the technology out of the laboratory in preparation for future applications. The use of the developed toolset and the novel approach to characterising transfer paths will provide deeper understanding of the composition and contribution of noise sources not possible with legacy techniques. Our link with the ISVR is providing real capability improvement now and we hope will continue in the future." 4.3. Jet engine noise measurement. The Rolls-Royce project on measuring noise output in an indoor test-cell environment has produced substantial financial and environmental benefits. Using methods pioneered at the University Technology Centre in Gas Turbine Noise, Rolls-Royce engineers were not only able to ensure that engines’ noise levels were acceptable, they were also able to acquire the data needed to develop technologies for reducing the emissions of carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxides. By piggy-backing the noise tests in this way, Rolls-Royce avoided the need to undertake separate outdoor tests. New testing methods have been in place since 2007, delivering savings of at least US$ 4million since January 2008. The ISVR has successfully applied these methods to engines in test beds in Spain, Germany and the UK. When combined with other work undertaken at ISVR, the result is a significant reduction in engine noise and emissions. Dr Andrew Kempton, Chief Noise Specialist at Rolls-Royce, said [5.6]: “The technique has allowed us to exploit noise measurements when aero-engines are tested indoors. Such indoor tests are conducted to provide understanding of other engine properties (not their noise), and rather than conducting a specific outdoor noise test (with a typical cost of $1M) Rolls-Royce, with the support of Southampton University, piggy-backs noise measurements on the indoor tests. Since January 2008, these techniques have been exploited on four such piggy-back tests. In reality, in many cases the outdoor noise test would have not been possible (for cost or logistics reasons). So piggy-backing noise measurements using your technique on indoor tests has allowed us to acquire data that is used to help us develop technologies to improve the environmental performance of our engines (for example in terms of CO2 or NOx emissions) by ensuring that the noise impact is acceptable. Technology developments at Rolls-Royce, supported by our University Technology Centre in Gas Turbine Noise at Southampton, have resulted in exceptionally quiet aircraft with low emissions; two of the new generation aircraft (such as the A380 and B787) produce the same amount of noise as one of the aircraft they are replacing, so that in the next forty years aviation can double without increasing the overall noise.”  4.4 3D sound systems. Even in the early stages of the ISVR work on sound reproduction, undertaken in the mid-1990s, there was massive interest from industry sponsors, including Yamaha, Hitachi, Samsung and Japan’s largest construction company Kajima Corporation, which resulted in total funding of around £1.2 million. Kajima, with its annual turnover of $15 billion, was primarily interested in simulating the acoustical environments offered by the buildings they designed. This involves replicating sounds exactly as they would be heard in the yet-to-be-built concert hall, office or meeting room. Recognising the huge commercial potential, the University assigned a number of patents, which came out of the underpinning research, to a holding company, Adaptive Audio Ltd, who in 2004 formed a joint-venture company, Opsodis Ltd, with Kajima [5.7]. Kajima engineer Dr Takashi Takeuchi, who had completed a PhD in the late 1990s under the supervision of Prof Nelson, returned to ISVR in 2006 as visiting researcher, where he has since supported the commercialisation of the technology through Opsodis Ltd. The intellectual property was sub-licensed to several audio manufacturers including Marantz (Japan), and Inkel (Korea). Sales of the systems since 2005 by Marantz [5.8] have exceeded 6,000 units, with a total sales value of US$7.22 million [5.9]. These sales include a first “high-end” product known as the “ES- 150”, which sold 211 units and a second product known as the “ES-7001”, which sold 5,198 units. As of July 2013, the total number of ES-7001 products sold since January 2008 is 2,968 (total sales value of US$3.71 million). The Inkel product was launched in the USA in May 2013 under the “Sherwood” brand [5.10]. It is anticipated that sales of this product will reach 5,000 during 2013 alone. Interest in the technology continues to expand and is being evaluated by NHK (the Japanese Broadcasting Company), the BBC as described above, and Huawei, who awarded a £420k contract to ISVR in 2013 to undertake the development of loudspeaker arrays for personalised audio. The latter is being led by Dr Filippo Fazi, former PhD student of Nelson and ISVR Lecturer (2010ff), who was awarded a Royal Academy/EPSRC Fellowship worth over £450k to undertake further work in inverse problems in electro-acoustics.		[5.1] Ultra Electronics web-site describing active noise and vibration control systems: http://www.ultra-controls.com/productdetails.php?productID=15 [5.2] Ultra Electronics Press Release  http://www.airframer.com/news_story.html?release=4402 [5.3] Description of Bombardier Q400 propeller aircraft: http://www.bombardier.com/en/aerospace/commercial-aircraft.html [5.4] Corroboration of number of sales of active noise control systems:  Mr Ian Stothers, Technology Director, Ultra Electronics Ltd. Controls Division (Cambridge) [5.5] Corroboration of application of active control technology by BAE Systems: Alastair Sherriff, NAVED Manager, BAE Systems Maritime – Submarines. [5.6] Corroboration of significance of noise source characterisation to Rolls-Royce: Dr Andrew Kempton, Chief Noise Specialist, Rolls-Royce Plc. [5.7] Corroboration of formation of Opsodis Ltd.: Dr Minoru Nakayama, Divisional Advisor, Kajima Technical Research Institute, Kajima Corporation. [5.8] Review of Marantz product base on Opsodis technology: Cinemarium ES7001. http://www.trustedreviews.com/Marantz-Cinemarium-ES7001-Soundbar_Surround-Sound- System_review [5.9] Corroboration of numbers of sales of licensed products from Opsodis Ltd: Mr Masami Uehara, Senior Manager, Marketing Division, Kajima USA, Inc. [5.10] Sherwood product based on Opsodis technology: S7 and S9 3D Soundbar. http://www.sherwoodusa.com/product/view.asp

		1276		0.004608		15-24 Identification and Active Control of Multiple Sources of Sound		Work at the Institute of Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR) has led to a sophisticated new understanding of a number of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) problems in acoustics. The effects are wide ranging, attracting heavyweight industry sponsors and driving valuable new innovations in home entertainment, construction, aviation and defence. In particular, research has led to the deployment of new “active” methods for controlling noise and vibration within aircraft. Systems have been installed in over 200 propeller aircraft since January 2008, giving a total number of 1000 aircraft treated to date and benefitting 177 million passengers worldwide. Noise reduction systems based on patents resulting from the unique ISVR methods are being developed for maritime use by BAE Systems. The underpinning science has significantly cut the cost of noise tests on Rolls-Royce jet engines, saving US$4 million to date and reducing their environmental impact. It has led to the development of mass-produced systems for living-room 3D sound, global sales of which have reached US$7.2 million.		ISVR’s Stephen Elliott, Professor of Adaptive Systems, and Philip Nelson, Professor of Acoustics, began working together to identify and control multiple sources of sound following their appointment as lecturers in ISVR in 1982. They have since developed their own approaches and applications to a wide range of practical problems. As an example, the inner surface of an aircraft in flight vibrates and radiates unwanted noise into the passenger cabin. This noise problem is particularly acute in propeller-driven aircraft where the surface vibrations are driven by the repetitive passage of the propellers. Early work, undertaken before 1993 and outside the REF period, involved the introduction into the cabin of multiple loudspeakers whose outputs could be controlled to cancel the radiation of the sound from the surface vibrations. Digital filters were used to generate the signals applied to the secondary sources in response to measurements made of the unwanted sound by microphones in the aircraft cabin. A more sophisticated and practical approach to the cabin noise problem, led by Elliott and developed during the REF period since 1993, was to control the surface vibrations by adding other “secondary” vibration sources. The underpinning research that describes both the physics of the processes involved and the means for controlling the secondary vibration sources was detailed in two significant texts [3.1, 3.2] in 1997 and 2001. Further research then demonstrated the effectiveness of inertial actuators in reducing noise in propeller aircraft [3.3]. Similar “active” approaches are being used to reduce noise and vibration in ships and submarines, building on the original research involving aircraft. The focus has been on the design of practically viable, low power, active vibration isolation mounts and effective control algorithms. Steve Daley, Professor of Industrial Active Control (2010ff), has led the marine vibration control work. Funded by BAE Systems, it has enabled the development of truly effective and practical systems for the maritime sector. A deep understanding of multiple input/multiple output (MIMO) acoustical systems is also required when noise control engineers wish to identify the number and strength of the component sources associated with a distributed source of sound (like the inlet of a jet engine). In principle, the measurements of a sound field can be used to determine the characteristics of the source of that sound. But in practice, solving this “inverse problem” poses several difficulties. An example of such a problem was presented by Rolls-Royce, who sought a way to measure the noise from gas turbine engines in a test-cell environment. In 1999, with Rolls-Royce backing of over £1.6 million, the University Technology Centre in Gas Turbine Noise was founded at ISVR to pursue this line of research and advance other noise reduction technologies. While indoor test cells are a lot more cost-effective than outdoor rigs they rarely provide ideal  acoustics, as unwanted reflections from the surfaces of the cell interfere with microphone measurements. The challenge was to remove interferences and characterise the various noises produced by different parts of the engine. Work led by Nelson [3.4] resulted in a further programme of work with Dr Keith Holland, Lecturer (1999-2007) and Senior Lecturer (2007ff), which began in 2002 with a series of laboratory experiments using large microphone arrays to isolate and quantify the strength of multiple acoustic sources. Once tests had proved feasibility, in 2005 the team first deployed large, carefully designed microphone arrays in real test-cell environments. Novel processing methods yielded reliable predictions of outdoor engine noise levels [3.5]. These measurements are now regularly used in Rolls-Royce engine development programmes. Another problem requiring an understanding of MIMO acoustical systems is that of accurately reproducing a sound field. This research, also initiated by Nelson during the late 1990s, dealt with the problem of transmitting sound from a number of loudspeakers in order to deliver accurately specified signals to the ears of a listener [3.6]. This allows, for example, a listener to hear a piece of music almost exactly as it would sound if played in a concert hall. There is clear potential for commercialisation and already the work has led to the formation of a spin-out company, the licensing of the intellectual property and the development of 3D-effect sound systems for the home. The support of the BBC for this work has been formalised through the award in September 2013 of a £6 million EPSRC programme grant involving ISVR and the Universities of Surrey and Salford. All three are members of the new Audio Research Partnership formed by the BBC. The project is aimed at the development of the next generation 3D audio systems in broadcasting and the BBC is supporting this project with in-kind support valued at over £400k. Nelson is one of the co- investigators on this grant which begins in December 2013.		(best 3 are starred) [3.1] C. R. Fuller, S. J. Elliott and P. A. Nelson 1997 Active Control of Vibration Academic Press. http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/book/9780122694400 [3.2] S.J. Elliott 2001 Signal processing for active control Academic Press. http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/book/9780122370854 *[3.3] L. Benassi, S.J. Elliott and P. Gardonio 2004 Journal of Sound and Vibration, 275, 157- 179. Active  vibration  isolation  using  an  inertial  actuator  with  local  force  feedback  control. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2003.07.019 *[3.4] P.A. Nelson and S.H. Yoon 2000 Journal of Sound and Vibration 233(4) 643-668. Estimation of acoustic source strength by inverse methods: Part I, conditioning of the inverse problem. http://dx.doi.org/10.1006/jsvi.1999.2837 [3.5] K.R. Holland and P.A. Nelson 2012 Journal of Sound and Vibration 331(20) 4425-4437. An experimental comparison of the focused beamformer and the inverse method for the characterization of acoustic sources in ideal and non-ideal acoustic environments. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2012.05.005 *[3.6] T. Takeuchi and P.A. Nelson 2002 Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 112(6), 2786-97. Optimal source distribution for binaural synthesis over loudspeakers. http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.1513363		4.1 Quiet propeller aircraft. The commercialisation of active control systems for aircraft has been led by Ultra Electronics [5.1], a group of over 20 businesses in mainly the UK and North America that supplies electronic systems to the defence, security and aerospace industries. It employs over 3,000 people. After Southampton research made it clear that using structural actuators to drive the fuselage allowed both the vibration inside the passenger cabin and the noise level to be controlled, ISVR developed novel inertia actuator designs, which now have several international patents (e.g. WO 2005 059 397) granted to the University. These patents were licensed in 2004 to Ultra Electronics who, in 2009, announced the installation  of their 1,000th active noise control system for a commercial propeller aircraft [5.2]. A total of 200 such systems have been installed since January 2008. These systems are now standard fit on the Bombardier Dash 8 Q400, which is the most popular type of civil propeller aircraft. Bombardier recently confirmed [5.3] that it had orders for 428 of the Q400s from 40 operators in 30 countries on six continents. These aircraft have transported 177 million passengers over 3.2 million flight hours. The new market for noise control devices in aircraft is still growing, which is confirmed by their Technical Director, Ian Stothers [5.4], who originally worked at ISVR on the very first control system under the supervision of Prof Elliott. 4.2 Vibration reduction in ships and submarines. In marine applications, auxiliary and propulsion machinery causes vibration that leads to passenger and crew discomfort and radiated noise that is harmful to marine life and creates a severe detection hazard for naval vessels. For manufacturers of military vessels, attaining contractual targets is essential due to severe penalties that can be as much as £1 million per dB of non-compliance. The distinctive technology developed by staff at ISVR is now being commercialised for wider use by BAE Systems. The following statement has been provided by Alastair Sherriff, NAVED Manager, BAE Systems Maritime [5.5]: "BAE Systems have found the links we have developed with ISVR to be invaluable in progressing technology development and knowledge transfer. We regard your work in active noise control for maritime applications as a technology driver for BAE Systems and the significant developments that have taken place since your move to the ISVR have been the key to moving the technology out of the laboratory in preparation for future applications. The use of the developed toolset and the novel approach to characterising transfer paths will provide deeper understanding of the composition and contribution of noise sources not possible with legacy techniques. Our link with the ISVR is providing real capability improvement now and we hope will continue in the future." 4.3. Jet engine noise measurement. The Rolls-Royce project on measuring noise output in an indoor test-cell environment has produced substantial financial and environmental benefits. Using methods pioneered at the University Technology Centre in Gas Turbine Noise, Rolls-Royce engineers were not only able to ensure that engines’ noise levels were acceptable, they were also able to acquire the data needed to develop technologies for reducing the emissions of carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxides. By piggy-backing the noise tests in this way, Rolls-Royce avoided the need to undertake separate outdoor tests. New testing methods have been in place since 2007, delivering savings of at least US$ 4million since January 2008. The ISVR has successfully applied these methods to engines in test beds in Spain, Germany and the UK. When combined with other work undertaken at ISVR, the result is a significant reduction in engine noise and emissions. Dr Andrew Kempton, Chief Noise Specialist at Rolls-Royce, said [5.6]: “The technique has allowed us to exploit noise measurements when aero-engines are tested indoors. Such indoor tests are conducted to provide understanding of other engine properties (not their noise), and rather than conducting a specific outdoor noise test (with a typical cost of $1M) Rolls-Royce, with the support of Southampton University, piggy-backs noise measurements on the indoor tests. Since January 2008, these techniques have been exploited on four such piggy-back tests. In reality, in many cases the outdoor noise test would have not been possible (for cost or logistics reasons). So piggy-backing noise measurements using your technique on indoor tests has allowed us to acquire data that is used to help us develop technologies to improve the environmental performance of our engines (for example in terms of CO2 or NOx emissions) by ensuring that the noise impact is acceptable. Technology developments at Rolls-Royce, supported by our University Technology Centre in Gas Turbine Noise at Southampton, have resulted in exceptionally quiet aircraft with low emissions; two of the new generation aircraft (such as the A380 and B787) produce the same amount of noise as one of the aircraft they are replacing, so that in the next forty years aviation can double without increasing the overall noise.”  4.4 3D sound systems. Even in the early stages of the ISVR work on sound reproduction, undertaken in the mid-1990s, there was massive interest from industry sponsors, including Yamaha, Hitachi, Samsung and Japan’s largest construction company Kajima Corporation, which resulted in total funding of around £1.2 million. Kajima, with its annual turnover of $15 billion, was primarily interested in simulating the acoustical environments offered by the buildings they designed. This involves replicating sounds exactly as they would be heard in the yet-to-be-built concert hall, office or meeting room. Recognising the huge commercial potential, the University assigned a number of patents, which came out of the underpinning research, to a holding company, Adaptive Audio Ltd, who in 2004 formed a joint-venture company, Opsodis Ltd, with Kajima [5.7]. Kajima engineer Dr Takashi Takeuchi, who had completed a PhD in the late 1990s under the supervision of Prof Nelson, returned to ISVR in 2006 as visiting researcher, where he has since supported the commercialisation of the technology through Opsodis Ltd. The intellectual property was sub-licensed to several audio manufacturers including Marantz (Japan), and Inkel (Korea). Sales of the systems since 2005 by Marantz [5.8] have exceeded 6,000 units, with a total sales value of US$7.22 million [5.9]. These sales include a first “high-end” product known as the “ES- 150”, which sold 211 units and a second product known as the “ES-7001”, which sold 5,198 units. As of July 2013, the total number of ES-7001 products sold since January 2008 is 2,968 (total sales value of US$3.71 million). The Inkel product was launched in the USA in May 2013 under the “Sherwood” brand [5.10]. It is anticipated that sales of this product will reach 5,000 during 2013 alone. Interest in the technology continues to expand and is being evaluated by NHK (the Japanese Broadcasting Company), the BBC as described above, and Huawei, who awarded a £420k contract to ISVR in 2013 to undertake the development of loudspeaker arrays for personalised audio. The latter is being led by Dr Filippo Fazi, former PhD student of Nelson and ISVR Lecturer (2010ff), who was awarded a Royal Academy/EPSRC Fellowship worth over £450k to undertake further work in inverse problems in electro-acoustics.		[5.1] Ultra Electronics web-site describing active noise and vibration control systems: http://www.ultra-controls.com/productdetails.php?productID=15 [5.2] Ultra Electronics Press Release  http://www.airframer.com/news_story.html?release=4402 [5.3] Description of Bombardier Q400 propeller aircraft: http://www.bombardier.com/en/aerospace/commercial-aircraft.html [5.4] Corroboration of number of sales of active noise control systems:  Mr Ian Stothers, Technology Director, Ultra Electronics Ltd. Controls Division (Cambridge) [5.5] Corroboration of application of active control technology by BAE Systems: Alastair Sherriff, NAVED Manager, BAE Systems Maritime – Submarines. [5.6] Corroboration of significance of noise source characterisation to Rolls-Royce: Dr Andrew Kempton, Chief Noise Specialist, Rolls-Royce Plc. [5.7] Corroboration of formation of Opsodis Ltd.: Dr Minoru Nakayama, Divisional Advisor, Kajima Technical Research Institute, Kajima Corporation. [5.8] Review of Marantz product base on Opsodis technology: Cinemarium ES7001. http://www.trustedreviews.com/Marantz-Cinemarium-ES7001-Soundbar_Surround-Sound- System_review [5.9] Corroboration of numbers of sales of licensed products from Opsodis Ltd: Mr Masami Uehara, Senior Manager, Marketing Division, Kajima USA, Inc. [5.10] Sherwood product based on Opsodis technology: S7 and S9 3D Soundbar. http://www.sherwoodusa.com/product/view.asp

		991		0.045		Advanced monitoring technology for high voltage equipment creates economic impact through substantial UK export business		Innovative research at Strathclyde University, embodied in its spinout Diagnostic Monitoring Systems (DMS) Ltd, has enabled the Glasgow-based company to become the premier supplier of ultra-high frequency (UHF) systems for detecting harmful partial discharge (PD) activity in high- value gas insulated substations and power transformers. Annual sales rose from £6.7M in 2008 to £11M in 2012, and its staff doubled to 56 employees. DMS’ equipment is utilised in 27 countries, with total exports over 2008 – 2013 exceeding £45M. A sustained partnership with Strathclyde has yielded new sensor technologies and secured mainstream international recognition for UHF PD detection techniques, which are being incorporated within a new IEC standard. Economic value of Strathclyde’s UHF technology was further emphasised in 2009 when DMS was acquired by Qualitrol, part of the US $46B Danaher Corp that owns numerous global engineering brands including Tektronix, Fluke, Leica Microsystems and Gilbarco Veeder-Root.		Context: Research activities that led to the impact are founded on the discovery that partial discharges in gas-insulated substations (GIS) radiate electromagnetic signals in the UHF range (300–3000 MHz). These signals propagate for some tens of metres within the coaxial busbars of GIS, and Strathclyde research demonstrated that they provide a unique and effective basis for on- line monitoring of entire substations in order to prevent sudden, unexpected outages of these critical assets due to flashover of the gaseous SF6 insulation. Benefits include improved reliability and quality of supply together with the avoidance of repair costs and financial penalties, which can amount to £500k/day for outages of key substations. Global exports of UHF monitoring systems for GIS have formed the core business of Strathclyde’s spin-out DMS since its foundation and that market continues to expand. Nevertheless, GIS are relatively specialised, high-value installations. In contrast, power transformers are used throughout electricity transmission networks. Many of these transformers are operating well beyond their designed life expectancy, particularly in developed countries. Failure of a transformer due to undetected internal PD or arcing can have severe environmental and safety consequences, as well as being costly. In the UK, a modest 60 MVA transmission transformer has a replacement value of about £500k while a large 400/275kV autotransformer would typically cost £2.5M. Additional financial implications of transformer failure are location dependent, but at the upper end of the scale, loss of connection to a substantial wind farm could lead to penalties in the region of several £100k/day. These issues emphasise the need for more effective monitoring of transformer fleets, which, underpinned by the sustained programme of UHF monitoring research at Strathclyde, has opened up international markets into which DMS continues to expand. Key Findings: EPSRC-funded research (1993-1996) at Strathclyde underpinned investigations that (i) established the fundamental processes of UHF signal excitation by PD pulses, (ii) characterised their propagation, and (iii) introduced new techniques and sensors for coupling them from within the high voltage (HV) metal-clad equipment. The principal journal publication from this project remains the most highly cited work in its field [1]. Working in collaboration with Scottish Power and National Grid, Strathclyde staff (Farish, Hampton, and Pearson) applied the UHF technique in a world-first pilot installation of a continuous UHF condition monitoring system [2] at Torness Nuclear Power Station in East Lothian, which is linked to the grid through a 400 kV GIS. A further EPSRC grant (1996-1999) awarded to the same team led to the invention of a calibration system for UHF PD sensors. Reported in [3] (a paper that was awarded the IEE Ayrton Premium), this breakthrough gained further recognition through the award of First Prize in the Frontier Science category of the ‘Metrology for UK Manufacturing Awards’ (1997). The calibration technique was adopted as the basis for the UHF coupler sensitivity specification issued by National Grid (Technical Guidance Note 121), which has become the de-facto international standard for UHF  sensors, with more than 16,000 sensors installed around the world having been designed or calibrated to this specification. The researcher (Judd) employed on the first two EPSRC projects subsequently won a prestigious 5-year EPSRC Advanced Research Fellowship (1999-2004), which focussed on applying UHF techniques to locate PD inside large power transformers and led to a subsequent EPSRC/industry project (2004-2007), in which key discoveries were made concerning the relationship between UHF PD detection methods and the conventional IEC60270 standard, as reported in [4]. Several Knowledge Exchange projects with DMS on the transformer work flowed from this activity, most notably a KTP (2007–2009) that delivered an integrated system for UHF detection, location and visualisation in three dimensions of the position of insulation defects inside large power transformers. The accumulated research findings were recently consolidated in a book chapter [5], which includes case studies on UHF PD location applied both in the field and at manufacturers’ HV test facilities. Key Researchers: All key researchers were employed in the Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, University of Strathclyde at the time of the research. Martin Judd: Research Assistant (1993) to Professor (present); Owen Farish: Professor (left in 2001); John Pearson: Senior Lecturer (left in 2000); Brian Hampton: Senior Research Fellow (left in 1998).		Refs 1, 2 and 3 best exemplify the quality of the body of research. Ref 4 is being returned within the UoA 13 REF2014 submission. [1] M D Judd, O Farish and B F Hampton, "Excitation of UHF signals by partial discharges in GIS", IEEE Trans. Dielectrics and Electrical Insulation, Vol. 3, No. 2, pp. 213-228, April 1996. [2] J S Pearson, O Farish, B F Hampton, M D Judd, D Templeton, B M Pryor (SP) and I M Welch (NG), "Partial discharge diagnostics for gas insulated substations", IEEE Trans. Dielectrics and Electrical Insulation, Vol. 2, No. 5, pp. 893-905, October 1995. [3] M D Judd, J S Pearson and O Farish, "UHF couplers for gas insulated substations - a calibration technique" (awarded the IEE Ayrton Premium 1997), IEE Proc. Science, Measurement and Technology, Vol. 144, No. 3, pp. 117-122, May 1997. [4] A Reid, M Judd, T Fouracre, B Stewart and D Hepburn, "Simultaneous Measurement of Partial Discharges using IEC60270 and Radio-Frequency Techniques", IEEE Trans. Dielectrics and Electrical Insulation, Vol. 18, Issue 2, pp. 444-455, April 2011. [5] M D Judd, “Partial discharge detection and location in transformers using UHF techniques”, Chapter in Electromagnetic transients in transformer and rotating machine windings, Editor: Charles Q Su, IGI Global, ISBN13: 9781466619210, pp. 487-520, July 2012. Other evidence for Quality of Research Key EPSRC research grants: Excitation of UHF Resonances by Partial Discharges in Gas Insulated Substations (GR/J08898); Farish, Hampton, Pearson; £154k; 1993–1996. Advanced UHF partial discharge detection techniques for gas insulated substations (GR/L34785); Farish, Hampton, Pearson; £196k; 1996–1999. A New Approach to Partial Discharge Measurements for Testing Electrical Insulation Systems (GR/S86747); Judd, Fouracre; £133k, 2004–2007. •   First Prize awarded to Judd & Farish for Pulsed calibration of UHF sensors in the ‘Frontier Science’ category of the UK Metrology for World Class Manufacturing Awards, 1997. Presented by Industry Minister John Battle during a National Awards Ceremony at the NEC. •   EPSRC Advanced Research Fellowship (GR/A90398) awarded to Judd, Electrodynamics of Discharge Sources and Sensors in Power Systems; £243k, 1999–2004. Competitive, peer reviewed award granted annually to only 25 researchers from all engineering and physical science disciplines across the UK. Established the efficacy of UHF monitoring for PD location in transformers.		Process/events from research to impact: Diagnostic Monitoring Systems (DMS) Ltd was founded in 1995 by key researchers Farish, Hampton and Pearson to commercialise UHF technology for monitoring gas insulated substations, initially as a joint venture between Scottish Power, National Grid and the University of Strathclyde.  Fundamental research during 1993-1999 yielded key innovations, laying the foundation for market leadership. Growing rapidly, DMS came to dominate the world market, ousting rival UHF products including systems introduced by ABB and Siemens. DMS’ early business successes were recognised through awards such as the Scottish Council for Development & Industry’s Award for Outstanding Achievements in Exports (2005) and the Queen’s Award for Enterprise (International Trade, 2006). Types of Impact Expansion of spin out company: In 2009, DMS was acquired by Qualitrol Company LLC, part of the giant US-based Danaher Corp, which owns many well-known international engineering brands such as Tektronix, Fluke, Keithley Instruments, Leica Microsystems and Gilbarco. Danaher has a track record of growth through strategic technology acquisitions and global business development - its total sales in 2012 exceeded US $18B (Source A). In 2010, with this backing, DMS expanded into substantial new premises in the heart of Glasgow, which were fully refurbished as a state-of- the-art manufacturing / R&D facility. Qualitrol itself is a well-established supplier of components and monitoring equipment for power transformers. Consequently, Qualitrol-DMS has been able to reinforce its position as the leading provider of monitoring technologies and services globally within a much expanded market for UHF-based systems. (Source B corroborates all information on Qualitrol-DMS.) Employment: Skilled jobs have been created in Glasgow as DMS has grown. For example, between 2010 and 2012, the workforce increased from 37 to 56 staff, which included 8 new R&D posts and 5 additional production staff. Provision of KE and consultancy: Recognising a growing need for monitoring of power transformers and the pioneering research in this field being carried out at Strathclyde, DMS set up a Knowledge Transfer Partnership with the University (KTP ref. 6231, UHF monitoring and partial discharge location system for power transformers; Judd, Moore; £159k; 2007–2009). This delivered the first practical UHF-based system for detecting, locating and visualising in three dimensions PD sources inside large power transformers. From the KTP, the on-going partnership between Strathclyde and DMS led to the introduction of new UHF sensor technologies and calibration systems, and has opened up the power transformer monitoring field to UHF PD detection technology. Strathclyde has played a leading role in discovering the capabilities and advantages of UHF monitoring for power transformers and disseminated the findings through publications, contributions to international working groups and knowledge exchange activities. In April 2008 Judd was a member of a group of international transformer experts producing a final report for the International Council on Large Electric Systems (CIGRE), a non-profit association for promoting collaboration with experts from around the world. The report (Technical Brochure 343) recognised the role of UHF PD detection and location and recommended that additional valves for installing UHF sensors be specified on transformers that form important links in the transmission network. Consultancy services were provided to DMS by Judd to evaluate UHF PD location trials during factory tests at ALSTOM (Stafford, 2008), Brush Transformers (Loughborough, 2009), VonRoll (Tel Aviv, 2010) and Sunbelt (Texas, 2013) and consultancy services were provided by Judd at the request of Singapore PowerGrid in 2010/11 (Source C). International sales and market penetration: Qualitrol-DMS is the preferred supplier of PD monitoring systems to major international manufacturers of gas insulated substations including Siemens, ABB, Areva and Hyundai. By 2012 sales had increased by 82% to £11.1M, compared with £6.1M at the end of 2007. More than 90% of sales value represents exports from the UK. By 2012, the company had doubled its annual profits compared with pre-2008 figures and total exports for 2008 – 2013 have exceeded £45M (Source B). Further growth is ensured through expansion into the transformer monitoring market, fostered by Strathclyde’s pioneering research activities in this field. Notable examples of penetration into the transformer market include: •  UHF sensors and monitoring system have been installed on gas-insulated transformers at Scottish Power’s flagship Dewar Place substation in Edinburgh, which supplies the capital’s financial district. The SF6 -filled transformers and reactors manufactured by Toshiba Corp are  the first of their kind to be installed in the northern hemisphere and the first to be equipped with UHF monitoring. Ten individual gas-insulated units are fitted with a total of 36 UHF sensors to a design based on the original capacitive sensors developed at Strathclyde. All of these were calibrated on Strathclyde’s frequency response measurement system. •  AEP (American Electric Power), the largest US Transmission company, spread over 11 states, operating 3500 substations and 5500 transformers, has adopted the UHF PD monitoring technique within its evolving smart grid strategy. Six transformers manufactured in 2012 were equipped with 4 UHF sensors each to enable continuous monitoring once in service. These units are the first of an initial batch of 42 large power transformers with a ‘built-in’ UHF monitoring capability that AEP is deploying as part of its network upgrade strategy. •  SP Energy Networks (SPEN) policy document for Lifecycle Management of Large Power Transformers (rev. Feb. 2013) states that, “All new large power transformers will be fitted with four additional 50DN ball valves fitted with blanking plates for the possible installation of through tank probes utilised in PD monitoring” and goes on to define the positioning of the probes based on recommendations for sensor location deriving from Strathclyde research (Source D and E). •  SPEN has also deployed continuous UHF monitoring on 4 power transformers at its Clyde North wind farm substation. One of these units is also equipped with the first on-line monitoring system that allows PD location to be carried out using time-of-flight measurements inside the tank. This system was developed collaboratively between Strathclyde and Qualitrol-DMS within a KTP project, originally as a diagnostic tool used by an expert on-site. This new implementation provides a platform for complete automation of the process. Benefits to the consumer: UHF PD monitoring technology resulting from Strathclyde research and commercialised through DMS is providing diagnostic services for electrical equipment in 27 countries that include Brazil, China, Russia, USA, Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, India, Australia and six Gulf states (Source F). In these nations, electrical utilities that use the UHF technology benefit financially by avoiding unplanned outages of these critical gas insulated substations, which result in emergency repair costs, damage to corporate reputation and can often lead to regulatory financial penalties for causing loss of supply to customers. Consumers (both domestic and commercial) who depend upon a continual source of electrical power also benefit from improved quality and reliability of supply. Power disruption has potentially severe consequences for industrial processes (e.g. semiconductor foundries) and society (e.g. hospitals, computing installations). UHF monitoring technology contributes to the maintenance of a continual electricity supply by providing early warning of developing insulation defects in HV equipment, allowing maintenance to be scheduled in a way that avoids supply disruption.		A.   http://secfilings.nasdaq.com/edgar_conv_html%2f2013%2f02%2f22%2f0000313616-13- 000026.html#FIS_BUSINESS. Provides details of Danaher businesses as of 31 Dec. 2012. B.   Chief Technical Officer of Qualitrol DMS can be contacted to confirm all details of the company’s sales, exports, employment, growth and collaboration with Strathclyde. C.   Deputy Director, Smart Grid Projects, Singapore Power Group can be contacted to confirm that Judd provided consultancy services on UHF monitoring for power transformers during 2010/11 D.   Document - SP Energy Networks (SPEN) policy document for Lifecycle Management of Large Power Transformers (quote from section 10.3.6). E.   Lead Engineer of SP Energy Networks can be contacted to confirm that Scottish Power transformer procurement documents require all new transmission transformers to be equipped with facilities for installing at least 4 UHF sensors, placed in accordance with Strathclyde recommendations. F.   Partial Discharge Specialist, ABB Schweiz AG can be contacted to confirm the global impact of UHF PD monitoring technology as well as its basis in Strathclyde research.

		993		0.00305		Economic and environmental benefits of innovative sensor products for military and commercial applications		A significant body of research in ultrasonics at the University of Strathclyde led to the formation of Alba Ultrasound Limited in 2000. This successful UK engineering manufacturing company designs and manufactures high quality wideband ultrasonic array transducers for sonar applications to a worldwide client base, delivering benefits ranging from naval and maritime security through to safer ocean environments and informed exploitation of marine resources. Alba Ultrasound’s unique array transducers constitute the sensor front-end in many leading sonar systems, and its innovative products are incorporated in a range of sonar devices used by the military and commercial companies. Through application of Strathclyde research, the company has experienced a significant period of growth during 2008-2013, with a three-fold increase in employees and turnover rising from £750k to £3.8M.		Context: From 1993 Professor Gordon Hayward was based in the Centre for Ultrasonic Engineering (CUE) within the Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering (EEE) where he undertook fundamental research into sonar transducers. The research was supported by a range of funded programmes, including EPSRC grants and research contracts from the US Office of Naval Research and the UK Ministry of Defence. In 2000, Hayward formed a start-up company Alba Ultrasound, while continuing as a full-time academic in the EEE Department. Hayward’s research from 2000 focussed on demonstrating the transducer technology in underwater applications such as sonar systems in submarines and other vessels, where reliability in harsh marine environments, wideband operation, high power handling and cost-effectiveness are essential requirements. Key Findings: A series of key research findings have informed the transducer design process at Alba Ultrasound. The breakthrough technology behind Alba’s transducer arrays utilises a two- phase piezoelectric material, comprising a matrix of active piezoelectric ceramic pillars, embedded within a passive polymer phase [1] in a 1-3 composite structure. This structure has to then be encapsulated within a bespoke housing, incorporating additional backing and matching layers in order to optimize the transducer array’s performance for a specific application. A detailed understanding of the multitude of resonance mechanisms associated with such a complex structure is critical in the design of truly wideband transducer arrays. In-depth knowledge of the interaction between the active and passive phases in 1-3 connectivity piezoelectric ceramic composite configurations ensures that no parasitic resonant modes appear in the desired operational frequency bandwidth of an array. Fundamental research undertaken during the period 1993-1999 provided significant advancement in the understanding of these complex interactions inherent in the composite transducer microstructure and included: design guidelines for the polymer passive phase in the 1-3 composite microstructure [1]; consideration of the complex interaction between the active and passive phases to maximise transducer efficiency [2]; and development of new polymer materials to minimise mechanical cross-talk in ultrasonic array devices, which is a source of image degradation in sonar systems [3]. Additional insight into the thermal behaviour of 1-3 composite transducers proposed the use of loaded polymers to extend the maximum operating temperature, which is important in high power sonar applications [4]. Moreover, when configured as an array transducer, these composite microstructures have a double periodicity through the composite matrix substrate and the array element configuration, further complicating the design process. Reference 5 is a two part paper that introduced a new understanding of the parasitic resonance modes in these structures and offered the potential to design truly wideband sonar arrays [5]. During this period, Alba and CUE collaborated on a KTP project which investigated the use of new, single-crystal piezoelectric materials in composite transducer designs, yielding enhancements in both sensitivity and bandwidth over composite devices incorporating conventional piezoceramic materials [6]. Thus the research, which has concentrated on understanding the fundamental resonance mechanisms between the two  constituent materials within the composite matrix substrate with control of the polymer phase [1,3,4] and the ceramic dimensions [2,5,6], is at the heart of Alba’s efficient unimodal piezocomposite transducer designs. A key element in extending this piezoelectric technology into array structures was provided by the seminal work regarding the presence of Lamb waves due to periodicity in both the matrix substrate and array layout [5]. Key Researchers: Gordon Hayward, Professor in Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering University of Strathclyde, at time of research from 1994 – 2006.		References 1, 4, and 5 detailed below best exemplify the quality of the underpinning research. [1]     Hayward, G., Bennett, J. and Hamilton, R., ‘A Theoretical Study on the Influence of Some Constituent Material Properties on the Behaviour of 1-3 Connectivity Composite Transducers’, J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 1995, 98(4), pp 2187-2196. [2]     Hayward, G. and Bennett, J., ‘Assessing the Influence of Pillar Aspect Ratio on the Behaviour of 1-3 Connectivity Composite Transducers’, IEEE Trans. on UFFC, 1996, Vol 43(1), pp 98-108. [3]     O’Leary, R. and Hayward, G., ‘Investigation into the Effects of Modification of the Passive Phase for Improved Manufacture of 1-3 Connectivity Piezocomposite Transducers’, IEEE Trans. on UFFC, 1999, Vol 46(3), pp 511 – 516. [4]     Parr A.C.S., O'Leary R.L., Hayward G., ‘Improving the thermal stability of 1-3 piezoelectric composite transducers’, IEEE Trans. on UFFC, 2005, Vol 52(4), pp 550 – 563. [5]     Hayward G., and Hyslop J., ‘Determination of Lamb wave dispersion data in lossy anisotropic plates using time domain finite element analysis’, Parts I & II, IEEE Trans. on UFFC, 2006, Vol 53(2), pp 443 – 455. [6]     Robertson D., Hayward G., Gachagan A., and Murray V., ‘Comparison of the frequency and physical nature of the lowest order parasitic mode in single crystal and ceramic 2-2 and 1-3 piezoelectric composite transducers’, IEEE Trans. on UFFC, 2006, Vol 53(8), pp 1503 – 1512. Other evidence for research quality During the period 2000 – 2012, Strathclyde researchers were awarded two prestigious EPSRC Platform Grants (GR/N33430/01 and EP/F017421/1) which established collaborative research between the company and the Centre for Ultrasonic Engineering in the EEE Department at the University of Strathclyde, focussing on new perspectives for wideband transducer design through the use of novel materials [6] and an enhanced understanding of bio-acoustics. A collaborative KTP programme on array transducer design (KTP4501), won the KTP Partnership Award in 2007		Process/Events from Research to Impact: Hayward created the start-up company Alba Ultrasound in 2000, to pursue the commercial application of his research. From 2000 - 2005 the main focus of the company was to design and manufacture the sonar array suite for the UK mine hunting fleet, [text removed for publication]. This system was the world's first ever wideband sonar capable of performing location, identification and classification from a single system. Each sonar array comprises many, sometimes thousands, of individual transducer elements, arranged so that the sound beam can be moved around under control of the electronics in the sonar unit. Moving the sonar beam this way enables images of the underwater scene to be developed in real time.  It was acclaimed as the best sonar system in the world (Defence Preview, April 2004). The initial research was not only instrumental in establishing Alba’s commercial relationship [text removed for publication], but has continued to contribute to the growth of the company. The collaboration between the company and the University of Strathclyde continued after 2000 through a KTP programme, collaborative grants and key scientific outputs (Source A). The recent expansion of the company also has its roots in the success of this long-term partnership. The  Managing Director of Alba Ultrasound has noted that ‘The basic research at Strathclyde has been a key element in the uptake of piezocomposite technology and this is widely recognised by the worldwide community’ (Source B). The research undertaken at the University of Strathclyde has generated a platform of design tools and critical understanding to enable Alba to develop its range of world leading wide bandwidth sonar arrays. During 2005 – 2008, the research conducted by Hayward and CUE produced ground-breaking innovations in the company’s product range which helped to realise a range of sensitivity-bandwidth properties which were previously unachievable. Types of Impact Expansion of Alba Ultrasound Ltd: Since 2008, Alba has undergone a significant expansion in business, primarily associated with diversification into commercial sonar markets, including underwater surveying, sea bed mapping, intruder detection systems and guidance of underwater vehicles. [Text removed for publication.] In 2009, the company moved into new state-of-the-art customised premises in the North of Glasgow, which provided the environment to enable a step change in the production output. Subsequently, turnover has increased almost linearly from £0.75M in 2007 to £3.8M by the end of June 2013 and the business is growing rapidly, with an employee count of 45 in June 2013 – an increase of 200% from the start of 2008. The collaboration with the Centre for Ultrasonic Engineering has provided a conduit for 4 highly skilled researchers into Alba in both project management and senior engineer roles. Sales and exports: Alba’s key differentiator in the transducer manufacturing sector is the design of bespoke array transducers to match the wide range of applications associated with their worldwide customer base. Approximately 70% of Alba’s products were exported in 2012. By July 2013 in the region of 15% of the company’s sales were in the military/naval sector, and the remaining 85% of sales to other commercial sonar manufacturing companies. The company has strategic, long term relationships with a range of clients [text removed for publication]. Improved and innovative products: Sonar systems incorporating Alba’s wideband array products enable higher resolution images to be realised which contribute to improved understanding of marine environments. Alba incorporated the outcomes of fundamental research undertaken at Strathclyde into their design process leading to products that are able to operate efficiently across extended bandwidths from a single device. This has revolutionised the mode of operation for sonar systems, as not only can a single device be driven at high power for enhanced propagation distances, but the ability to control the drive frequency provides the capability of switching from object detection (use of low frequencies, with low resolution) to object classification (using the higher resolution afforded by the smaller wavelengths associated with high frequency wave propagation). The application of advanced coded excitation waveforms within these sonar systems was a consequence of the uniform transducer behaviour achieved over extended bandwidths which, in turn, permitted the implementation of advanced signal and image processing techniques. The company received the Queen’s Award for Innovation in 2012 (Source D). Alba Ultrasound manufactures high end, bespoke transducer array products for the following applications; side scan and bathymetric sonar, mine hunting, high frequency imaging, intruder detection, autonomous underwater vehicles, remotely operated vehicles and hull mounted sonar systems (Source E). The clients who purchase Alba’s arrays are companies who in turn manufacture the electronics and display systems for the complete sonar product, which is then sold on to the end-users. Each Alba 'product' is tailored to the requirements of an individual client and its particular sonar system. Contribution to the commercial success of other companies: The research conducted in collaboration with the University of Strathclyde during 2008-13 has directly led to a range of Alba products which have had a beneficial effect on the global sonar market. In addition to the mine hunting arrays, Alba products [text removed for publication]…enabling underwater tasks to be carried out more safely and with minimal damage to the affected areas (Source G). This is achieved through the provision of highly detailed images in sub-sea surveying which permits more  accurate classification of structures such as shipwrecks, harbour installations and pipelines. [Text removed for publication.] Minimising negative impact on marine environment: The advanced sonar imaging systems deployed by various commercial and military operators have been made possible by the research- based Alba products. Alba’s transducer arrays are designed to operate well above the acoustic frequency range of Cetacean species, including whales and dolphins. The company has conducted in-house testing which has shown the effects of its sonar on marine mammals to be minimal.		A. http://www.ktpws.org.uk/Portals/58/KTP-alba-6092-high%20res.pdf B.  Statement from the Managing Director Alba Ultrasound Limited C. [Text removed for publication.] D.  http://www.albaultrasound.com/downloads/queens_award.pdf E. http://www.albaultrasound.co.uk/sonar.shtml applications for Alba Ultrasound products F. [Text removed for publication.] G. [Text removed for publication.] H. [Text removed for publication.] I. [Text removed for publication.]

		996		0.00025		Human safety and economic benefits from commercialisation of a unique gas detection product		New commercial gas sensing technology developed from research at the University of Strathclyde brings extensive technical, operational, safety and cost benefits to applications such as mine safety and leak detection in methane production, storage, piping and transport systems. World-wide commercial sales (in Japan, China and the USA) began in late 2010 through a spin out company, OptoSci Ltd. Sales are growing and have amounted to a total of £250k since launch plus a customisation contract for £193k, leading to jobs sustainability and growth. In addition to economic impacts, the technology also brings health and safety benefits in the gas distribution and mining industries through human safety assurance in the event of gas leaks / build up.		Context: Products based on hot wire pellistor technology currently dominate the gas safety market, particularly for methane detection. However, they suffer from the requirement to have electrical power at every sensor head, the need for regular re-calibration and maintenance of the sensors (monthly for some applications) and sensor head degradation leading to a need for frequent replacement (every 6-12 months depending on the application). Following a gas contamination or leak incident (usually methane), all electrical power is shut off to the incident zone (in mining that means the entire underground complex), leaving the operators and rescue teams blind to the gas conditions (particularly detrimental in mining). Our research has led to the development and commercialisation of a multi-point optical methane detection system where electrical power is not required at the sensor heads. In an emergency, the system continues to inform the operators and rescue teams of the gas conditions in the incident zone. In addition, significant technical and operational benefits accrue from the self-calibrating and highly reliable sensor heads (long periods between maintenance and little need for replacement). Key Research Findings: The research, carried out entirely in the department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering (EEE) at the University of Strathclyde, which led to the new commercial product, centred on two distinct areas, conducted from 1995 to 1998 and from 2002 to 2009: 1. From 1995 to 1998, research in the EEE Department at Strathclyde led to the ground breaking development and first ever demonstration of large scale, multi point, optical gas detection systems with no need of electrical power at the sensing points.  Single point, free space tuneable diode laser spectroscopy (TDLS) for gas detection and concentration measurement was available, but of course required electrical power for the laser and receivers. Our research extended this technology to large scale multi-point systems based on optical sensing cells addressed by single mode optical fibres in a multi-branch or long distance linear network [References 1 & 2]. With the development and refinement of this new technology, up to 300 points can now be addressed from a single laser over a wide area involving distances up to 20km. The laser and optical receivers are housed together in a control room remote from the potential gas incident zone and no electrical power is required at the sensor heads, in the fibre optic network or indeed anywhere in the potential incident zone. The insight and challenges in the research were related to the input / output optical fibre interfacing to the sensing cells (detection zones), the multi-path optical interference resulting from the collimating and collection lenses, and the data acquisition and signal processing systems to address such large sensing point arrays in parallel and quickly. The fibre interfacing was refined to minimise optical loss through the cell and to minimise the optical interference and the associated noise arising at the receivers [References 3 & 4]. The optical interference noise and all other sources of optical and electronic noise were fully characterised and minimised to a tolerable level. Optical power losses through the whole system were minimised through modelling and  experimentation. These achievements along with the later development of fast update, calibration- free data acquisition and analysis systems (see research area 2) enabled the system to achieve the number of sensing points and area extent noted above. The initial work on this and its ground breaking outcomes (multi-point wide area coverage and no requirement of electrical power at the sensors) were achieved in 1995 to 1998 via a DTI Link project called OMEGA [Grant A Section 3]. Key researchers: This research programme was carried out wholly within the EEE Department at Strathclyde and was led by Professor Brian Culshaw, PI on Project (member of academic staff, 1984 to 2010) and Professor George Stewart, Co-I on Project (member of academic staff 1986 to 2011). 2. From 2002 to 2009 our research led to the development, analysis and experimental validation of novel, calibration-free techniques in TDLS with wavelength modulation (WM) that, for the first time, allowed absolute gas absorption line-shapes to be recovered from wavelength modulation spectroscopy (WMS) measurements. This innovation resulted in calibration-free, highly accurate, simultaneous measurement of gas concentration and pressure using WMS techniques. Full mathematical models of the signal generation and recovery algorithms in relation to the spectroscopic line-shapes were developed and reported, along with full experimental investigations and validation of the models and techniques [References 5 & 6]. Key researchers: This research work was led by Prof. Walter Johnstone (member of academic staff 1986 – present) and Prof. George Stewart (1986-2011), initially through their supervision of two EPSRC CASE PhD students: Kevin Duffin (sponsored by OptoSci Ltd. – 2002-05 and then research assistant, 2006-09) and Andrew McGettrick (sponsor Rolls-Royce, 2004-7). It was refined for engineering application under a DTI project involving OptoSci Ltd. called “Remote atmospheric laser methane sensing (REALMS)” [Grant B Section 3, 2006-09; PI: W Johnstone].  Dr Duffin was then employed by OptoSci Ltd. in a Research and Development role from 2009 to 2013. This work achieved the freedom from calibration and accuracy of measurement required in the final system. The above research achievements were essential for the development and eventual realisation of the unique commercial product, manufactured by OptoSci Ltd. The key outcomes of the research, the cell engineering to achieve optical fibre in / out coupling with low loss and low noise [References 1 & 2], the extension of single point TDLS to large scale multi-point systems [References 3 & 4] and the realisation of new calibration-free techniques for absolute gas parameter measurement [References 5 & 6], form the technical essence, novelty and advantages of the commercial multi-point gas sensing product.		References 1, 3 and 6 are selected to indicate the quality of the research. Reference 6 is included in REF 2014 submission for UoA13. 1. B. Culshaw, G. Stewart, F. Dong, C. Tandy and D. Moodie, “Fibre Optic Techniques for Remote Spectroscopic Methane Detection – from Concept to System Realisation,” Sensors and Actuators B: Chemical, Vol. 51, pp 25-37, May 1998. 2. G. Stewart, C. Tandy, D. Moodie, M. A. Morante and F. Dong, “Design of a Fibre Optic Multi- Point Sensor for Gas Detection,” Sensors and Actuators B: Chemical, Vol. 51, pp 227-232, August 1998 3. W. Jin, Y. Z. Xu, M. S. Demokan and G. Stewart, “Investigation of interferometric noise in fibre optic gas sensors with use of wavelength modulation spectroscopy”, Applied Optics, Vol 36, No28, October 1997, pp 7239-7246. 4. G. Stewart, A. Mencaglia, W. Philp, and W. Jin, “Interferometric signals in fibre optic methane sensors with wavelength modulation of the DFB laser”, IEEE Journal Lightwave Technology, Vol 16, No1, January 1998, pp 43-53.  5. K. Duffin, A. J. McGettrick, W. Johnstone, G. Stewart and D. Moodie, “Tunable Diode Laser Spectroscopy with Wavelength Modulation: a Calibration-Free Approach to the Recovery of Absolute Gas Absorption Line-Shapes”, IEEE Journal of Lightwave Technology, Vol. 25, No. 10, pp 3114-3125, October 2007.  DOI: 10.1109/JLT.2007.904937 6. J. McGettrick, K. Duffin, W. Johnstone, G. Stewart and D. Moodie, “Tunable diode laser spectroscopy with wavelength modulation: a phasor decomposition method for calibration-free measurements of gas concentration and pressure”, IEEE Journal of Lightwave Technology, Vol. 26, No. 4, pp 432-440,  February 2008.  DOI: 10.1109/JLT.2007.912519 Other evidence for quality of research (grants, patents etc.). Grant A: Prof Brian Culshaw (PI) and Dr George Stewart (CoI), “Optical Methane Gas Analyser (OMEGA)”, a DTI Link programme grant via EPSRC (Ref. GR/K53833/01), Dec 1995 to May 1998. Grant B: Prof. Walter Johnstone (PI) “High power fibre laser systems for remote gas detection” later to become “Remote Atmospheric Laser Methane Sensor (REALMS)” a DTI Technology Programme grant (Ref. TP/4/NGL/6/1/22352), March 2006 to Feb 2009).		Process of from research to impact: The research, proof of concept and development to engineering operation were entirely achieved within the Strathclyde University research team – the Centre for Micro-systems and Photonics (CMP) in the EEE Department. The work was funded by the two DTI programmes noted in section 3 and supported by two EPSRC CASE studentships (Duffin and McGettrick noted above). Our partners (including OptoSci Ltd.), with CMP support, carried out the engineering development to prototype level and implemented the further development (OptoSci only) to full commercial product including the necessary field trials and qualification. OptoSci Ltd. worked in partnership with the research group generating the key outcomes during the entire process of basic research through technology transfer to commercial product, and continues to do so for future products arising from similar research. OptoSci Ltd. was a partner in the DTI Link project, OMEGA, in which the multi-point system was initially developed. The company also sponsored the PhD student, Kevin Duffin, and was a partner in the DTI REALMS project in which the calibration free algorithms were developed. Nature of the impact: The benefits of this technology are due primarily to the fact that no power is required at the sensor head, making the system intrinsically safe.  Electrical shut down in an emergency situation (particularly crucial for mining) does not affect the performance of the multi- point optical detection system, which continues to inform the operators and rescue teams of the gas conditions in the incident zone. This brings enormous safety benefits and informs and widens the range of intervention / rescue options. Other benefits are the economic impacts arising from expansion of OptoSci’s business through the new product line, creating employment, international sales, profits to shareholders and a reduction in costs to industry, where the new technology has been adopted. Other commercial companies are now trying to emulate multi-point systems using optical fibre networks, but, to the best of our knowledge, none has been successful to date. 1. Economic benefits: The most immediate impact is economic. The technology has been fully adopted by OptoSci Ltd., commercial products have been developed (Source A) and sales have been made, thus supporting existing jobs and leading to job creation (three new engineering jobs since 2009 with more anticipated in the coming year). Barriers to sales in safety critical markets are high, with differing qualifications required in different countries, and conservatism in the industry regarding the introduction of new, unproven technologies being the main obstacles. Hence, significant early sales after product launch are unusual.  Despite such barriers, sales, starting in late 2010 and driven by the technical, operational and cost benefits of the new products, have reached a total of £250k (including export sales to Japan, Hong Kong, China and the USA). In addition, a contract worth £193k has been signed (May 2013), to customise and deliver systems over the coming year to a consortium of the UK gas distribution networks including Scotia Gas Networks, Northern Gas networks, National Grid Gas Networks and Southern Gas Networks (Source B). Given the increased commercial sales and business growth from the new product range, the shareholders, directors and employees of OptoSci Ltd. are the immediate beneficiaries  in terms of business / employment sustainability and growth. A researcher from EEE at Strathclyde was employed by OptoSci from 2009-13 to support the commercial activities arising from the research outcomes. A second researcher from EEE at Strathclyde is now employed by the company in this role. Two further engineering employees have been appointed so far to support the new product range and further appointments are planned over the coming year. In addition, economic benefit accrues to companies and organisations involved in mining and gas processing sectors through the technical and operational benefits of the technology. The Director of OptoSci has stated that the Strathclyde technology “brings significant and unique human safety benefits to mining and gas (methane) production, storage, piping and transport systems. Other benefits to the purchaser include low cost of ownership through high reliability (little need for maintenance) and consistent accuracy in operation. We believe that this product / technology is vastly superior to any gas sensing products currently used for the detection of methane in mines etc. As such, it is the focus for all future business growth within the company.” (Source B). 2. Reduction in Costs to Industry: Elimination of the need to re-calibrate the sensor heads and their high reliability results in long periods between maintenance and little need for head replacement. Ownership costs are therefore very low. Several systems have been in operation, in situ, for more than two years with no maintenance and zero head replacement. The above coupled technical, safety, operational and cost benefits have driven global interest. 3. Improvements to detection of methane, and human safety:  In addition to commercial and economic benefits, impact accrues from the applications to human health and safety assurance via the widespread need for detection of hazardous gases. This is especially important for methane in mines, tunnels (e.g. subway tunnels), gas (methane) production, and associated storage, piping and transport infra-structure. In particular, the sensor is designed to operate continuously following emergency electrical shut-down to an incident zone, widening intervention / rescue options. Hence, the benefits to the wider global industries involved in these sectors and to society in general are substantial in reach.  High profile purchasers of systems include Tokyo Gas, Hong Kong and China Gas Co., Chengdu Gas Co. (all for sub-city gas distribution tunnels / ducts), Hainan Minsheng Gas Co. (for liquid natural gas storage sites), Tiandi Automation Co. Ltd. (largest mine safety systems integrator in China) and Alpha Natural Resources (third largest coal mining company in the USA). To put the significance of the new technology in context, in China alone over 3000 lives are lost annually to monthly occurring methane explosions in mines. 4. Wider applications: Strathclyde University, OptoSci Ltd and Rolls-Royce are developing the same techniques for process monitoring and emissions control in gas turbine (aero) engines and fuel cells.  Impact will accrue from low carbon gains via more efficient fuel cells and better fuels for aero engines with concomitant reduction in emissions.  This has led to a new, high technology, gas measurement product with first sales by July 2103 of £25k to Rolls-Royce Fuel Cell Systems Ltd.		A. Details of the products can be viewed on the company’s web-site www.optosci.com B. The Operations Director, OptoSci Ltd.  has provided a statement to support the claim(s) that … •   The research outcomes described above gave rise to, and form the essence of OptoSci's flag ship product line of multi-point gas sensing systems. •   The programmes and processes outlined above resulted in the transfer of this technology into the company and on into the development of commercial products. •   Sales of the product have reached a total of £250k (to the range of customers noted above) plus a signed contract valued at £193k to customise and deliver systems to a consortium of UK gas distribution networks. •   Sales to high profile, large organisations in Japan, China and the USA.

		1000		0.0088		Computer Vision for Stereo 3D Film Production		The introduction of computer vision algorithms that allow creation of stereo 3D content in film and broadcast using conventional 2D monocular video cameras has permitted fundamental advances in the 3D reconstruction of complex real-world dynamic scenes from video, enabling the rendering of stereo views from a single camera view. Technology introduced by Surrey has been used for 3D scene analysis by the UK company, The Foundry, in their film post-production for major Hollywood 3D film productions (Avatar, Harry Potter, Planet of the Apes, Tron, The Hobbit). Since 2007, The Foundry has transformed to become the leading provider of 3D stereo production software tools to the global visual effects industry, growing from 20 to over 200 employees.		Stereo 3D production requires the use of a high-precision camera rig to align a pair of moving and zooming cameras. This introduces a number of significant limitations: (1) all stereo parameters (inter-ocular distance, convergence, zoom) are fixed at the time of acquisition; (2) distortion between the stereo views occurs due to zoom and colour differences; (3) camera movement is restricted due to the stereo rig. Correction of distortion and adjustment of stereo parameters in post-production is highly labour intensive and restricted to the captured camera views. Research conducted at Surrey in collaboration with The Foundry (www.thefoundry.co.uk) a world- leader in film post-production tools and the BBC, supported by Royal Society, TSB and EU funded projects (2007-11), has introduced a number of significant advances in robust through-the-lens 3D scene analysis. The advances greatly increasing the flexibility in stereo 3D production and allow stereo image pairs to be produced from monocular camera views.  The fundamental research advance at the University of Surrey underpinning this technology is the introduction of robust computer vision algorithms for 3D reconstruction from video of complex natural scenes [1,2]. The foundations for this technology are based on early research [5-6] which pioneered the use of multiple view images and video to capture 3D shape, and introduced the use of this technology for content production. A significant research challenge faced by Surrey researchers has been the reconstruction of highly dynamic elements, such as people, whilst maintaining video-quality stereo rendering. This has been achieved by pioneering research introducing a framework for joint segmentation and reconstruction from multiple view video [2] which robustly solves two classical problems in computer vision. Information across views is exploited to overcome the inherent ambiguity in single view video analysis. This framework provides the basis for both manipulation of stereo 3D acquisition in post-production and creation of stereo image pairs from a single moving  monocular cameras as used in conventional production. This research has recently been extended [3,4] to introduce the first integrated pipeline for 3D reconstruction of both background scene and  foreground live action. This pipeline was used by film production company BUF in EU project i3Dpost and demonstrated in the productionof The Midas Touch (2011). This research was led by Prof. Adrian Hilton in Surrey’s Centre for Vision, Speech and Signal Processing (CVSSP) working with post-doctoral researchers Dr. Jean-Yves Guillemaut (appointed Lecturer in 3D Computer Vision, April 2012). Early research at Surrey [4] was conducted by Dr. Jonathan Starck as a PhD and post-doctoral research before he joined The Foundry to lead their research team. The Foundry has exploited Surrey research advances in 3D video analysis to extend their software tools (NUKE) from 2D compositing to full 3D video editing. This has led to NUKE becoming the industry leading 3D stereo production tool widely used through the global film industry.		1.  Hilton, A., Guillemaut, J.-Y., Kilner, J.J., Grau, O. and Thomas, G., 3D-TV Production from Conventional Cameras for Sports Broadcast, IEEE Transactions Broadcasting, 57(2): 462- 476, 2011 (Grau, Thomas are co-authors from BBC Research) 2.  Guillemaut, J.-Y. and Hilton, A., Joint Multi-layer Segmentation and Reconstruction for Free-Viewpoint Video Applications, International Journal of Computer Vision, 93(1):73-100, 2011 3.  Kim, H., Guillemaut, J.-Y., Takai, T. and Hilton, A. Dynamic 3D Scene Capture and Reconstruction for Outdoor Production in IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology, 22(11): 1611----1622, 2012 4.  Kim,H. and Hilton,A. 3D Scene Reconstruction from Multiple Spherical Stereo Pairs in International Journal of Computer Vision (accepted for publication January 2013) http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs11263-013-0616-1 5.  Starck, J., Nobuhara, S., Maki, A., Hilton, A. and Matsuyama, T. The Multiple Camera 3D Production Studio, IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology 19(6):856-869, 2009 (with international collaborators Nobuhara, Maki, Matsuyama from Univ. of Kyoto, Japan) 6.  J. Starck and A. Hilton. Surface Capture for Performance-Based Animation. IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications, 27(3):21—31, 2007.		"Surrey, collaborating closely with The Foundry across two funded research projects, have made advances in 3D computer vision which have greatly assisted us in the development of our industry-leading tools for stereo-3D film production." Founder and Chief Scientist, The Foundry. Introduction of a computer vision framework allowing robust reconstruction and analysis of real- world scenes has had a direct impact on stereo 3D production in film and broadcast. Significant contributions include: - Pioneering computer vision technology allowing stereo 3D production from a single moving camera. This allows stereo production from the principal film camera view without the need for a stereo camera rig.  - Full control of stereo parameters in post-production for film and broadcast allowing correct rendering for different screen formats and avoiding the need for manual correction of visual distortion. This greatly increases the flexibility of stereo production for both film and broadcast. - Stereo production of stadium sports using conventional broadcast cameras avoiding the need for expensive stereo camera rigs and making possible simultaneous stereo 3D production alongside conventional broadcast. Prototypes of this technology have been used in conjunction with the BBC for a variety of stadium sports (football, rugby, ski-jump). - Integration with The Foundry of robust visual analysis in industry leading film post-production software to increase flexibility in stereo production (Ocula) and video editing for visual-effects (NUKE). - Stereo 3D film production and post-production through integration of computer vision technologies in The Foundry’s NUKE product which has been used on major stereo film productions (Avatar, Harry Potter, Pirates of the Caribbean, Batman) Advances in robust visual reconstruction have been directly exploited by UK industry collaborations in broadcast (BBC), film post-production tools (The Foundry) and film post-production (Framestore, DoubleNegative). Framestore and DoubleNegative are the two largest UK film post-production companies with 500-1000 employees working on visual-effects for major film releases (Avatar, Harry Potter, Batman) and have both received Academy Awards (Oscars) for their work. Exploitation of the robust visual reconstruction and stereo 3D rendering in film post-production has been realized though The Foundry’s NUKE software. This research has extended NUKE functionality from a 2D compositing package to a 3D post-production tool which is established as the market leader in stereo post-production. This is evidenced by use of NUKE as the major tool in the recent wave of blockbuster stereo 3D films (Avatar for example) and recognition of The Foundry as one of the fastest growing UK technology companies. The Foundry has expanded from c. 20 people in 2007 to >200 in 2013. Dr. Jonathan Starck who transferred across to The Foundry in 2008 from the University of Surrey to work on NUKE is now their Lead Researcher heading up the company’s research team. The Foundry has been listed in the Sunday Times Microsoft Tech Track top 100 each year from 2010-13 as one of the UK’s fastest growing technology companies. The technology introduced in collaborative projects is licensed to The Foundry and BBC under the terms of the i3Dlive and i3Dpost collaborative agreements. The IP is primarily realized as mathematical methods, software and know-how and therefore not directly applicable for patent protection. Following the success of NUKE for stereo 3D production, The Foundry has become one of the leading software providers to the global visual effects industry; their revenue increased from £6.1M in 2009 to £14.9M in 2010 with a tripling of personnel from 35 to more than 100. The Foundry was acquired in March 2012 by the Carlyle Group for an undisclosed sum and ranked 10th in the 2012 Sunday Times Deloitte Buyout 100.		C1.      Founder and Chief Scientist, The Foundry.  Contact details provided. C2.      BBC Lead Researcher. Contact details provided. C3.      BBC Blue Peter, broadcast February 2011, use of 3D reconstruction technology for ski- jump Guinness book of records attempt http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/researchanddevelopment/2011/03/rd-and-blue-peter--ski- rossend.shtml C4.     Ocular product launched by The Foundry in 2008 now a leading film industry tool for stereo post-production http://www.thefoundry.co.uk/products/ocula/ C5.     The Foundry were listed in the Sunday Times Tech Track 100 from 2010-13 as one of the UK’s fastest growing technology companies: http://www.thefoundry.co.uk/articles/2012/09/18/411/the-foundry-places-in-tech-track- 100/ http://www.thefoundry.co.uk/articles/2012/03/23/330/the-foundry-ranks-10th-in-the- sunday-times-buyout-track-100/

		1011		0.0448		Integrated Healthcare Sensors underpin Global Connected Health		NIBEC connected health related research over the past 20 years has led to three high value spin- out companies. Their success is based on exploitation of over 35 NIBEC patents in medical sensors and electro-stimulation devices. Together these companies are currently valued at almost £100m, employ over 150 skilled people and have engineered medical innovations that have had global  beneficial  impact  on  health  costs  and  patients’  lives  over  these  past  four  years.  Our research is closely linked with international partners, commercial and clinical, has impacted local government policy through our leadership of the European Connected Health Alliance and has resulted in the £5m industry-focussed Connected Health Innovation Centre established at NIBEC.		Enhanced life expectancy and an ageing population are predicted to impose an ever increasing burden on resource-starved healthcare systems worldwide. Innovations in medical technology can offer a cost effective solution in many areas, in particular reducing the labour and resource burden of routine medical observations, as demonstrated through our large MATCH projects [5]. Our research has led to a direct impact in this area through the commercialisation of miniaturised medical devices with remote, wireless, patient monitoring capability. Following the pioneering work of Pantridge, Adgey and Anderson in mobile coronary care with the invention of the world’s first mobile defibrillator, research collaboration over 20 years at Ulster between McLaughlin in sensors, Anderson (d. 2012) in medical electronics and McAdams (Ulster until 2009, currently ENSA-France) in medical electrodes has resulted in the successful development of medical sensors [1], and electro-stimulation devices with over 35 patents licensed. Our work on developing novel low impedance silver – silver chloride [2] colloid inks customised for flexible substrates [3, 6] and incorporating patented annular designs led to an innovative low cost manufacturing technique that was licensed to Tyco (1998 – 2012) and created the world’s largest selling disposable ECG electrode [4]. On the basis of this technology, a spin out company NIRAD Ltd (later Meridian Medical and then Heartscape) was established in 1986. Subsequent NIBEC designs were patented (1994 onwards) and exploited through Heartscape to create a range of telemedicine products, including the Dry Electrode ECG monitor, a Wallet Based ECG System and a dry-electrode Holter monitor. This technology was subsequently licensed to one of the world’s first Connected Health companies, SHL Telemedicine Israel, and eventually to Philips Healthcare. Our research has expanded into the areas of pattern recognition, integrated electronic systems and body worn Wi-Fi and was coupled to novel body sensing techniques for vital signs monitoring based on our electrode fabrication expertise. We focussed on reducing electrode impedance, through Ag-AgCl plasma surface modification [2], and body motion artefacts using a mixture of advanced microfabrication techniques, with a manufacturing focus, and signal processing. For example, MAFF and EU funding supported the development of electrode micro-needles and implantable electrodes that were subsequently patented and licensed to Air Products in 2008. McLaughlin (currently CTO), Anderson (d. 2012) and McAdams founded Intelesens in 2001 in order to exploit their research and develop products based on the integration of robust algorithms for arrhythmia and motion detection along with impedance-based  monitoring of temperature and respiration patterns that utilises a miniaturised wireless (Wi-Fi) chest-worn platform. Since then other patented products have been developed, e.g. chest-worn integrated optics for SpO2 monitoring, PVDF pulse wave velocity sensors and electronic nose type gas sensor technology. Our  research  into  advanced  medical  products  based  around  low  impedance  electrodes  [6], reduced ECG lead sets with associated signal processing and integrated RF electronics was funded through a range of sources such as MRC (PRIME – ECG), EPSRC [5], Wellcome Trust [6], NASA, INI, TSB and joint NSF(US)-SFI(Irl)-DEL(NI) grants. A range of underpinning Centres have been created since 1993, including the £5m IFI Biomedical and Environment Sensors Centre- BEST Centre (joint with four Universities 1997); Centre for Advanced Cardiology Research CACR 2008; the £2mDEL Centre for Intelligent Point of Care Sensors-CIPS 2009 and the £5m Connected Health Innovation Centre- CHIC 2013 [7, 8, 9,10].		1.  Mc Adams,  ET;  Lackermeier, A;  McLaughlin, J;  Macken,  D; The linear and nonlinear electrical properties of electrode-electrolyte interface; Biosensors and Bioelectronics, 10, 67-74, 1995 - cited 128 times Impact Factor 5.4 DOI: 095656639596795Z 2.  C.  Escoffier; P.  D.  Maguire; C.  Mahony; W.  G.  Graham;  E.  T.  McAdams and J.  A. McLaughlin;  Plasma  Chloriding  of  Thin-Film  Silver;  A  Novel  Process  in  Silver-Silver Chloride Reference Electrode Fabrication: Journal of the Electrochemical Society vol:149 p:H98-H102 (2002) cited 11 times Impact Factor 2.6 DOI 10.1149/1.1457989 3.  J A McLaughlin; E T McAdams; J McC Anderson; Profiled biosignal electrode device US 5746207, 1998 (Licensed to Meridian Medical and marketed by Philips) 4.  J McC Anderson; E T McAdams; J A McLaughlin “Biosignal Electrode” US5337748, 1994: (Licensed   to   Tyco   Medical   and   Meridian   Medical.   Marketed   by   several   leading multinationals including Hewlett-Packard and NDM) 5.  J McLaughlin, P. Irwin, Bodily flow measuring system US 6983662 B2, 2001 (Licenced) 6.  Swelling and delamination of multi-electrode sensor arrays studied by variable-pressure scanning electron microscopy; P. Lemoine; P. Mailley; M. Hyland; J.M. McLaughlin;  E. McAdams;  J. Anderson;  A. Lynch; D. Diamond;  M. Leader;   DOI: 10.1002/(SICI)1097- 4636(20000605)50:3<313::AID-JBM4>3.0.CO;2-V Funding 7.  Meenan, McLaughlin et. al.; Multidisciplinary Assessment of Technology Centre for Health (MATCH) EPSRC – GR/S29874/01 & EP/F0638221 2003-2013 £5.2m 8.  McLaughlin, Anderson; VitalSens vital-signs monitor; Wellcome Trust 084593/Z/07/Z  2008- 2010 £410k 9.  McLaughlin et. al DEL Cross Border Point of Care Systems 2010 £2m 10. McLaughlin, et. al. InvestNI Connected Health Competence Centre 2012 £5m		NIBEC's fundamental materials research has generated 35 patents and has been translated into a range of advanced commercialised products through technology licensing and, more recently, via a number of Connected Health spin-out ventures. These spin-outs currently employ over 150 people and a global impact has been attained with world-wide sales totalling more than £30m per year, with  significant  benefits  to  patient  wellbeing  (numerous  lives  saved)  and  reduced  costs  to healthcare systems for patient care. This success has led to the establishment of the European Connected Health Alliance, led by McLaughlin, which has 150 members including Intel and Bosch and provides a strategic consultation role which impacts directly on NI Government and global business policy. With an award of £5m funding we have established the Connected Health Innovation Centre (CHIC) as an industry-centred competence centre, which focuses on rapidly translating academic research into innovative medical products. Our spin out companies are Heartsine Inc. [text removed for publication]. [1], Intelesens Ltd [text removed for publication]. and partially owned (22%) by GE Healthcare [2, 6, 7, 8] and Heartscape Inc. [3] which was sold to Verathron [text removed for publication].. All company products are well- established with full CE and FDA approval. The product portfolio, based on licensed NIBEC patents, includes devices such as PRIME ECG, Vital Signs Wireless Patch, 12-lead holter- telemonitoring, AED defibrillators, telemonitoring platforms, ECG electrodes and a range of algorithms to licensed companies such as Samsung, Tyco and Meridian Medical. In particular, our licensed electrode technology has created the world’s best-selling disposable ECG electrode [3], with $70m sales and sold by Tyco, HP, Ludlow and Space Labs, among others. The Automatic Equipment  Defibrillator  developed  with  Heartsine,  is  the  most  compact  AED  with  an  annual turnover  of  £20m;  the  telemedicine  based  12-lead  electrodes  systems  licensed  to  SHL Telemedicine has generated $5m sales and a 120 electrode ECG mapping system called PRIME ECG is now selling via Heartscape/Veratron (USA) [3].  Intelesens Ltd, with McLaughlin as current CTO, has developed a miniaturised chest worn platform incorporating wireless, algorithms for arrhythmia and motion detection and impedance-based monitoring of temperature and respiration patterns [8]. After raising over £6.5m of investment, and entering strategic partnerships with Mondo (2005), Intel (2008) and GE Healthcare, who now own a 22% stake (2011), the company now develops a further range of patented products including chest worn SpO2 monitors, supported by TSB (2012) and pulse wave velocity sensors. [text removed for publication]. Intelesens and the current 44 qualified staff complement is set to rise as manufacturing  is  developed  worldwide  via  GE  Healthcare,  who  launched  in  the  US,  the Surveillance Carescape 300 Product in May 2013 [2]. In 2011 Intelesens won the prestigious "Most Promising Technology Award" at the 4th Annual Silicon Valley Technology Leaders Awards and in the same year Intelesens was awarded class 2 regulatory approval by the FDA authorities in the USA [6]. Although the company has already around £1m a year turnover, international sales of its defibrillator pad range and V-patch sensor systems is increasing and full commercial realisation is expected in late 2013 when GE Healthcare fully launch the globally FDA approved ‘Surveillance Carescape 300’, which brings ECG arrhythmia recognition, respiration rate, fall detection, body temperature and heart rate into one wearable platform [2]. HeartSine’s development of the world’s most compact AED was based on NIBEC’s chest impedance and arrhythmia algorithms, in conjunction with novel bi-phasic waveform patterns. This company [text removed for publication], employs 80 people in Belfast and Pennsylvania, has 2 NIBEC licensed patents and is currently exporting to over 40 countries, including the USA [1]. The company has its headquarters in the USA and has been highlighted as a top example of smart portable lifesaving healthcare systems. Recently one of Heartsines products hit the headlines when it was used in the miraculous survival of former Bolton footballer Fabrice Muamba (2012). HeartSine now manufactures 2,500 units a month and as noted by the Prime Minister David Cameron in recent speeches, its AEDs are to be found in the White House and on AirForce One. They are also favoured by many international airlines, sports bodies and emergency services, from Shell Oil super-tankers to American Airlines and the Singapore EMS service [1, 9]. With McLaughlin as a Director of the European Connected Health Alliance (£500k Collaborative Network & £500k EU), as a member on a number of influential Government Task Forces (Connected Health and Prosperity Board; the NI Connected Health ECO System Board, the Connected Health Innovation Centre Board) and an advisor to Task and Finish Groups on the subject  of  Connected  Health,  the  expertise  derived  from  NIBEC  research  and  commercial realisation now impacts on core government policy and industry direction within this sector [4, 5]. This work is currently expanding our links with the New York State and the San Diego regions, where similar activities are growing. The ECHAlliance, which was set up in 2010 to follow-on to the European Connected Health Campus, is an initiative designed to support and promote the wider adoption of healthcare and wellbeing (including sports and fitness) products, services, applications and innovation. In bringing together commercial, academic and healthcare stakeholders, ECHAlliance facilitates focused leadership for the development of ‘Connected and MHealth’ markets and practices across Europe and beyond. The scope includes the economic development of the full range of eHealth, EHR TeleCare, TeleHealth Telemonitoring and MHealth sectors. At present there are 150 members including Intel and Bosch. NIBEC, through McLaughlin, in partnership with O’Connor (Chair of the ECHAlliance) have played a pivotal role in establishing Connected Health initiatives in N. Ireland which have directly resulted in an increased focus at ministerial level, an inter-department MOU between our Department of Health and our Department of Enterprise and Trade, changes in policy, expanded government’s Connected Health activities and created measurable economic and health benefits over these past 4 years [4, 5]. Over 50 local companies and over 150 organisations (www.ni-chic.org/ni- capability.html) are benefiting from our new ECO system and the associated £10m of recent investments. These benefits include increased employment (e.g. GE Healthcare investments at Intelesens with over 40 jobs), Foreign Direct Investment (e.g. Arc Devices, 10 jobs initially) and the rolling out of new systems such as NI’s Patient Record System involving major investment by Orion (15 R&D jobs).  In order to help deliver the impact of our research directly to patient wellbeing and hospital economics, we have established strong links with regional hospital trusts through our Centre for Advanced Cardiology Research, which hosts cardiologist McEneaney as a Visiting Professor. We have  established  international  collaboration  through  MoUs  and  formal  agreements  with  e.g. Partners Healthcare (Massachusetts General, USA); CIMIT (Boston) and many other international hospitals. All of this leads to device adoption and the saving of lives which benefits this region significantly. This impact was highlighted recently at the Ulster Business Festival and Investment Conference, chaired by McLaughlin. Much of the work at Intelesens and Heartsine has been validated by the EPSRC IRC MATCH Centre (Multidisciplinary Assessment of Technology Centre for Health) (BM) and published work demonstrates up to 30% cost savings associated with syncope patients and in the case of AED’s key algorithms save the lives of up to 20% more patients [10]. Similar high impact studies have been highlighted in the MATCH Impact Final Report in which Dr Mary Jo Kurth of Randox (www.randox.com) highlighted “The work that MATCH-NIBEC carried out has been critical in demonstrating the value of the diagnostic test and has been widely used in sales presentations and in Randox brochures thus enhancing our sales.” The impact of NIBEC research in Connected Health related disciplines can be summarised as follows:     Over 150 jobs created across the three NIBEC Connected Health spin-out companies, over £37m of investment and in excess of £30m sales per year.     Low cost technology for critical care use which saves many lives annually (estimated to be hundreds per year), improves the quality of life, especially for the elderly and cuts costs.     Enhanced global interest in the possibility of home and hospital based wireless monitoring (e.g. GE Healthcare, Intel investments and 5 recent inward investments)     Technology uptake by the Wellcome Trust, UK Government, CIMIT (Boston) and various companies as exemplars of the future of healthcare sensor systems.     New funding and business models are being established which involve strategic partnering with multi-national companies (e.g. GE Healthcare, Intel); best practice techniques for model clinical agreements; platforms for faster FDA and CE approval and encouraging the high quality staff to continuously re-train and develop.     Moulded the shape of NI Government Strategies, through MATRIX and NI Innovation Strategy panels and inspired a unique MoU between Department of Health (NI) and Department of Enterprise and Trade in NI. Our research has highlighted the value of tri-lateral partnerships with industry (local and international) and clinicians which will establish market and clinical roadmaps for each product family along with field testing and rapid feedback.		1.  Heartsine: Letter of Evidence and Support  CH1 2.  Intelesens: Letter of Evidence and Support  CH2 3.  Heartscape Letter of Evidence  CH3 4.  European Connected Health Alliance: Letter of Evidence  CH4 5.  Dept. of Trade and Investment (Minister Foster) Letter of Evidence  CH5 6.  Intelesens Media: http://www.intelesens.com/news/110408_mostpromisingtechnologyaward.php  CH6 7.  Intelesens Media: http://www.intelesens.com/news/101101_irishtimesfeature.php CH7 8.  Intelesens Media: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-11396798 CH8 9.  Heartsine Media: http://www.heartsine.com/en/about/timeline  CH9 10. MATCH Impact Media: http://www.match.ac.uk/MATCH_Finale/MATCH_Impact_report_Influence_on_health_indus try_and_policy.pdf    CH10

		1018		0.0000608		Enhancing taxi transport policy and practice in the UK and internationally		The Transport Research Institute at Edinburgh Napier University (TRI) recognises the importance of taxi research, developing a series of models since 2002. Parallel pressures within the regulation of the mode, and disruptive forms of access, necessitate measurable and repeatable analysis. Beneficiaries include the travelling public, as regulations are developed and applied, regulators, informing policy direction; operators and drivers as the market for services changes. TRI models provide detailed analysis of the market. The market-model, with its economic, cost and operational sub-models, has developed to support live issues, and is applied in the UK, EU and North America.		Taxis as a mode of transport fall between mass transit on the one hand and private car use on the other and have received comparatively little attention from transport researchers. Taxi fleets make a significant contribution to the regional economy with taxis representing the largest single-use vehicle in many cities. A changing market for taxis, resulting from modal split evolution, and the emergence of mobile phone ‘apps’ for accessing taxis, points to the need for fit-for-purpose regulatory structures and research into these in order to reflect and catch up with these marketplace changes. Creating a robust research base is a first step to underpinning policy development, as has already happened for other transport modes. TRI has undertaken taxi research, led by Cooper, since 2002. Recognising the lack of a rigorous basis for analysis, initial work focused on regulation in medium-sized UK cities and presented a new approach to taxi modeling, which was subsequently extended to many North American and other developed world cities. Existing taxi models both as applied to quantity regulation and cost modeling approaches have provided an effective method of determining supply and tariff in isolation. This does not however account for the presence of links between the individual modeling elements. The identification and consideration of impacts in other regulatory domains on the operation of the cost model is significant, as it permits calculation of effects of external impacts with a direct impact on operational cost. The development of taxi models, as with the wider use of models in transportation, can be significant in determining the most appropriate forms of supply and in informing policies applied to the mode. In collaboration with the International Association of Transport Regulators, the Transportation Research Board, the Taxi, Limousine and Paratransit Association and the International Road Union and others, new applications have been developed to overcome: 1) incomplete or unverifiable data, not accounting for new sources; and 2) concentration on single issues in isolation created misleading analysis. Research has focused on the enhancement of this base, its refinement reflecting socio-economic and spatial features of cities, and increased availability of data and processing power. Examples of model application include:      Glasgow (from 2003): use of cross-market indicators in demand analysis allowing localised demand testing.      UK Department for Transport (2005): temporal differences in market responses, use of taxis in the night-time economy, with spatial, temporal and full market analysis subsequently applied to Atlanta, Nashville, Boston.      Aberdeen (2011): geographical Information System interface developed to include physical taxi stand locations, also applied in Perth, Belfast, Dublin (and 7 Irish cities/towns).      Seattle (2013): ‘app’ development with the model enhanced to include rideshare and new  modes.      Boston (2013), San Diego (2013), Chicago (2013): cost model developments to reflect specific issues arising from disputes over driver income, and a common fare policy.		     Cooper, J., R. Mundy and J. Nelson (2010) Taxi! Urban Economies and the Social and Transport Impacts of the Taxicab. Ashgate Publishing. [REF1/2 Cooper output #2]      Cooper J (2005) Policy and planning for city centre evening nighttime and weekend economies, entertainment and transport needs, DfT London      Cooper, J. and R. Darbera (2012) The APPeal of technologies: opportunities and threats. Presentation to the International Road Union Meeting, Cologne, Germany      Cooper, J., and Yuchen Erin YAN (2012) Can Taxi Models actually benefit the measurement and delivery of taxi services? A comparison, development and proposal for integrated rate and license modelling. Presentation to International Association of Transportation Regulators, Washington DC      Cooper, J., S. Farrell, and P. Simpson (2010) Identifying demand and optimal location for Taxi Ranks in a liberalised market. Presentation to the Transportation Research Board, Washington DC      Cooper, J. M., Claywell, R., McCleery, A., Carreno, M., and McKay, S. (2004) Taxicab, specialized mode or the key to integrated transit? In Traffic and Transportation Studies (4) pp28-35 The Science Press Key research contracts      Metropolitan Transport System (2013) San Diego, Economic Impact analysis, taxi fare reform. Contract value $100,000. August 2013 – March 2014. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Chicago, Economic impact analysis, taxi fare review. Contract value $60,000. February 2013 – November 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Boston, Taxi Market Reform Review. Contract value $90,000. March 2013 – October 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Seattle, WA (2013) Taxi market analysis review. Contract Value US$95,000, January 2013 – September 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & TTLF      City of Toronto (2013) Taxi Supply Analysis, Market Model Application, contract value: $65,000. November 2012 – October 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRP Ontario and TRI      City of Atlanta (2012) Econometric Modelling and market model application, contract value $250,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Metro Nashville (2011) Taxi modelling review, contract value $180,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi fares & taxi fare structure, contract value £60,000. PA Consulting and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi ranks and the introduction of rank exclusion zones, contract value £35,000. TRI      National Transport Authority Republic of Ireland (2009 - 2013) Research Framework, taxi rank market analysis, contract value EUR450,000. Waterman Boreham and TRI		Taxi models enhance the quality of information to guide regulatory policy decision-making.  Direct impacts include service enhancement, infrastructure improvement and economic control, examples of which are described below. Impact may be controversial when a regulator intervenes in a market to restrain numbers of licenses issued. The development of the market model provides a more thorough test of the impacts than had been in place previously, creating a stronger justification for policy decisions. The  TRI model is widely applied in the UK, such as Glasgow, Perth, Aberdeen, West Dunbartonshire and Stirling, and internationally, particularly in the USA and Canada. The Toronto model was developed with a specific view to identify impacts of introducing accessible vehicles to the taxi fleet, a relatively rare occurrence in North America. The Toronto model developed an enhanced cost model to identify driver cost impacts, and demand model reflecting changes in the market. The City’s Taxicab Industry Review made use of the model outputs to support a reform of the licensing law to include accessibility, set out on the city’s website. As a result disability access compliant vehicles are available within the standard ‘on-demand’ taxi fleet, enhancing quality of life for mobility-impaired clients. The model identified impacts of growth scenarios and led to the City committing in 2013 to double the number of accessible vehicles in time for the Para-Pan-American games being held in 2015.  Furthermore a long-term requirement for full accessibility was identified by the TRI model based on predicted annual costs to the trade and benefits to the public. The Seattle study was commissioned following the launch of mobile phone apps providing access to taxi market services. The city and its hinterland had been concerned with the declining levels of taxi services, which was confirmed by TRI investigation research. Outcomes of the work included defining a new market equilibrium to increase the taxi service levels to meet changing urban and rural demand. The integration, within the TRI taxi model, of quantity, quality and economic analysis also allowed for enhanced service levels using a combination of measures. The initial outcomes of Seattle indicated a need to combine quantity and quality controls. By contrast with Seattle, a focus on economic controls and combinations of economic and quantity regulations were required by Boston, Chicago, and San Diego. The San Diego project is ongoing and is expected to provide a standardized fare allowing reduction in the number of excess fares being charged, a practice known locally as fare gouging. The Boston analysis focused on the measurement of driver income, a contentious issue in the city, with a number of claims being put forward in the Boston Globe newspaper suggesting that drivers were receiving third world wages. The TRI research identified a measure of driver income and economic rent charged in the industry, contributing to the Boston Police Department’s review of market controls.  Other similar benefits arise in the application of the model in Chicago, identifying actual driver income as an element in determining fare policy, and are repeated in San Diego.  Finally, meter rate structures that encourage use, and are achieved without resulting in excess costs, impacts beneficially on the taxi-using public. Stand location models developed for Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland, Aberdeen and Perth allow the location of taxi-stands to be determined by actual demand, rather than historic decisions. On-the-ground issues included the location of stands that are difficult of access, physically inappropriate to wheelchair users, or not served by the trade. While incorporation of information about stand location contributes directly to the wider demand model it is also appropriate in fine- tuning infrastructure. The stand location model, which particularly benefits wheelchair users, has been applied in Glasgow, in relation to traffic signal timings at the Central Station taxi stand, across the cities of Belfast and other Irish cities, Aberdeen and Perth, and is in development for San Diego. The model benefits wheelchair users, and the wider public.		[5.1]  Market model application city reviews:  http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnext oid=2a277729050f0410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD [5.2] Framework for change report citing TRI model:  http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/ls/b grd/backgroundfile-59689.pdf [5.3]  Evidence to City Council:  http://www.seattlechannel.org/videos/watchVideos.asp?program=T axi [5.4]  Application of model outputs to taxi rank development:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk /documents/s28367/Final%20Report%20Taxi%20Demand%20Survey%20-%20Rank%20Sp  ecific%20Recommendations.pdf [5.5]  Aberdeen city council summary:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.asp x?ID=17071 and  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.aspx?ID=19762 [5.6]  Cooper, City of Boston Taxi Study (Contact: Principal, Nelson Nygaard Consulting Associates) [5.7]  Cooper, City of Seattle (Contact: Principal, Tennessee Transportation and Logistics Foundation) [5.8]  Cooper, City of Toronto (Contact: Project Manager Taxi Review, City of Toronto, Municipal Licensing & Standards) [5.9] Cooper, City of Aberdeen (Contact: Legal Manager, City of Aberdeen, Legal and Democratic Services, Corporate Governance, Aberdeen City Council)

		1018		0.00036		Enhancing taxi transport policy and practice in the UK and internationally		The Transport Research Institute at Edinburgh Napier University (TRI) recognises the importance of taxi research, developing a series of models since 2002. Parallel pressures within the regulation of the mode, and disruptive forms of access, necessitate measurable and repeatable analysis. Beneficiaries include the travelling public, as regulations are developed and applied, regulators, informing policy direction; operators and drivers as the market for services changes. TRI models provide detailed analysis of the market. The market-model, with its economic, cost and operational sub-models, has developed to support live issues, and is applied in the UK, EU and North America.		Taxis as a mode of transport fall between mass transit on the one hand and private car use on the other and have received comparatively little attention from transport researchers. Taxi fleets make a significant contribution to the regional economy with taxis representing the largest single-use vehicle in many cities. A changing market for taxis, resulting from modal split evolution, and the emergence of mobile phone ‘apps’ for accessing taxis, points to the need for fit-for-purpose regulatory structures and research into these in order to reflect and catch up with these marketplace changes. Creating a robust research base is a first step to underpinning policy development, as has already happened for other transport modes. TRI has undertaken taxi research, led by Cooper, since 2002. Recognising the lack of a rigorous basis for analysis, initial work focused on regulation in medium-sized UK cities and presented a new approach to taxi modeling, which was subsequently extended to many North American and other developed world cities. Existing taxi models both as applied to quantity regulation and cost modeling approaches have provided an effective method of determining supply and tariff in isolation. This does not however account for the presence of links between the individual modeling elements. The identification and consideration of impacts in other regulatory domains on the operation of the cost model is significant, as it permits calculation of effects of external impacts with a direct impact on operational cost. The development of taxi models, as with the wider use of models in transportation, can be significant in determining the most appropriate forms of supply and in informing policies applied to the mode. In collaboration with the International Association of Transport Regulators, the Transportation Research Board, the Taxi, Limousine and Paratransit Association and the International Road Union and others, new applications have been developed to overcome: 1) incomplete or unverifiable data, not accounting for new sources; and 2) concentration on single issues in isolation created misleading analysis. Research has focused on the enhancement of this base, its refinement reflecting socio-economic and spatial features of cities, and increased availability of data and processing power. Examples of model application include:      Glasgow (from 2003): use of cross-market indicators in demand analysis allowing localised demand testing.      UK Department for Transport (2005): temporal differences in market responses, use of taxis in the night-time economy, with spatial, temporal and full market analysis subsequently applied to Atlanta, Nashville, Boston.      Aberdeen (2011): geographical Information System interface developed to include physical taxi stand locations, also applied in Perth, Belfast, Dublin (and 7 Irish cities/towns).      Seattle (2013): ‘app’ development with the model enhanced to include rideshare and new  modes.      Boston (2013), San Diego (2013), Chicago (2013): cost model developments to reflect specific issues arising from disputes over driver income, and a common fare policy.		     Cooper, J., R. Mundy and J. Nelson (2010) Taxi! Urban Economies and the Social and Transport Impacts of the Taxicab. Ashgate Publishing. [REF1/2 Cooper output #2]      Cooper J (2005) Policy and planning for city centre evening nighttime and weekend economies, entertainment and transport needs, DfT London      Cooper, J. and R. Darbera (2012) The APPeal of technologies: opportunities and threats. Presentation to the International Road Union Meeting, Cologne, Germany      Cooper, J., and Yuchen Erin YAN (2012) Can Taxi Models actually benefit the measurement and delivery of taxi services? A comparison, development and proposal for integrated rate and license modelling. Presentation to International Association of Transportation Regulators, Washington DC      Cooper, J., S. Farrell, and P. Simpson (2010) Identifying demand and optimal location for Taxi Ranks in a liberalised market. Presentation to the Transportation Research Board, Washington DC      Cooper, J. M., Claywell, R., McCleery, A., Carreno, M., and McKay, S. (2004) Taxicab, specialized mode or the key to integrated transit? In Traffic and Transportation Studies (4) pp28-35 The Science Press Key research contracts      Metropolitan Transport System (2013) San Diego, Economic Impact analysis, taxi fare reform. Contract value $100,000. August 2013 – March 2014. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Chicago, Economic impact analysis, taxi fare review. Contract value $60,000. February 2013 – November 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Boston, Taxi Market Reform Review. Contract value $90,000. March 2013 – October 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Seattle, WA (2013) Taxi market analysis review. Contract Value US$95,000, January 2013 – September 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & TTLF      City of Toronto (2013) Taxi Supply Analysis, Market Model Application, contract value: $65,000. November 2012 – October 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRP Ontario and TRI      City of Atlanta (2012) Econometric Modelling and market model application, contract value $250,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Metro Nashville (2011) Taxi modelling review, contract value $180,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi fares & taxi fare structure, contract value £60,000. PA Consulting and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi ranks and the introduction of rank exclusion zones, contract value £35,000. TRI      National Transport Authority Republic of Ireland (2009 - 2013) Research Framework, taxi rank market analysis, contract value EUR450,000. Waterman Boreham and TRI		Taxi models enhance the quality of information to guide regulatory policy decision-making.  Direct impacts include service enhancement, infrastructure improvement and economic control, examples of which are described below. Impact may be controversial when a regulator intervenes in a market to restrain numbers of licenses issued. The development of the market model provides a more thorough test of the impacts than had been in place previously, creating a stronger justification for policy decisions. The  TRI model is widely applied in the UK, such as Glasgow, Perth, Aberdeen, West Dunbartonshire and Stirling, and internationally, particularly in the USA and Canada. The Toronto model was developed with a specific view to identify impacts of introducing accessible vehicles to the taxi fleet, a relatively rare occurrence in North America. The Toronto model developed an enhanced cost model to identify driver cost impacts, and demand model reflecting changes in the market. The City’s Taxicab Industry Review made use of the model outputs to support a reform of the licensing law to include accessibility, set out on the city’s website. As a result disability access compliant vehicles are available within the standard ‘on-demand’ taxi fleet, enhancing quality of life for mobility-impaired clients. The model identified impacts of growth scenarios and led to the City committing in 2013 to double the number of accessible vehicles in time for the Para-Pan-American games being held in 2015.  Furthermore a long-term requirement for full accessibility was identified by the TRI model based on predicted annual costs to the trade and benefits to the public. The Seattle study was commissioned following the launch of mobile phone apps providing access to taxi market services. The city and its hinterland had been concerned with the declining levels of taxi services, which was confirmed by TRI investigation research. Outcomes of the work included defining a new market equilibrium to increase the taxi service levels to meet changing urban and rural demand. The integration, within the TRI taxi model, of quantity, quality and economic analysis also allowed for enhanced service levels using a combination of measures. The initial outcomes of Seattle indicated a need to combine quantity and quality controls. By contrast with Seattle, a focus on economic controls and combinations of economic and quantity regulations were required by Boston, Chicago, and San Diego. The San Diego project is ongoing and is expected to provide a standardized fare allowing reduction in the number of excess fares being charged, a practice known locally as fare gouging. The Boston analysis focused on the measurement of driver income, a contentious issue in the city, with a number of claims being put forward in the Boston Globe newspaper suggesting that drivers were receiving third world wages. The TRI research identified a measure of driver income and economic rent charged in the industry, contributing to the Boston Police Department’s review of market controls.  Other similar benefits arise in the application of the model in Chicago, identifying actual driver income as an element in determining fare policy, and are repeated in San Diego.  Finally, meter rate structures that encourage use, and are achieved without resulting in excess costs, impacts beneficially on the taxi-using public. Stand location models developed for Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland, Aberdeen and Perth allow the location of taxi-stands to be determined by actual demand, rather than historic decisions. On-the-ground issues included the location of stands that are difficult of access, physically inappropriate to wheelchair users, or not served by the trade. While incorporation of information about stand location contributes directly to the wider demand model it is also appropriate in fine- tuning infrastructure. The stand location model, which particularly benefits wheelchair users, has been applied in Glasgow, in relation to traffic signal timings at the Central Station taxi stand, across the cities of Belfast and other Irish cities, Aberdeen and Perth, and is in development for San Diego. The model benefits wheelchair users, and the wider public.		[5.1]  Market model application city reviews:  http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnext oid=2a277729050f0410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD [5.2] Framework for change report citing TRI model:  http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/ls/b grd/backgroundfile-59689.pdf [5.3]  Evidence to City Council:  http://www.seattlechannel.org/videos/watchVideos.asp?program=T axi [5.4]  Application of model outputs to taxi rank development:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk /documents/s28367/Final%20Report%20Taxi%20Demand%20Survey%20-%20Rank%20Sp  ecific%20Recommendations.pdf [5.5]  Aberdeen city council summary:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.asp x?ID=17071 and  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.aspx?ID=19762 [5.6]  Cooper, City of Boston Taxi Study (Contact: Principal, Nelson Nygaard Consulting Associates) [5.7]  Cooper, City of Seattle (Contact: Principal, Tennessee Transportation and Logistics Foundation) [5.8]  Cooper, City of Toronto (Contact: Project Manager Taxi Review, City of Toronto, Municipal Licensing & Standards) [5.9] Cooper, City of Aberdeen (Contact: Legal Manager, City of Aberdeen, Legal and Democratic Services, Corporate Governance, Aberdeen City Council)

		1018		0.000035		Enhancing taxi transport policy and practice in the UK and internationally		The Transport Research Institute at Edinburgh Napier University (TRI) recognises the importance of taxi research, developing a series of models since 2002. Parallel pressures within the regulation of the mode, and disruptive forms of access, necessitate measurable and repeatable analysis. Beneficiaries include the travelling public, as regulations are developed and applied, regulators, informing policy direction; operators and drivers as the market for services changes. TRI models provide detailed analysis of the market. The market-model, with its economic, cost and operational sub-models, has developed to support live issues, and is applied in the UK, EU and North America.		Taxis as a mode of transport fall between mass transit on the one hand and private car use on the other and have received comparatively little attention from transport researchers. Taxi fleets make a significant contribution to the regional economy with taxis representing the largest single-use vehicle in many cities. A changing market for taxis, resulting from modal split evolution, and the emergence of mobile phone ‘apps’ for accessing taxis, points to the need for fit-for-purpose regulatory structures and research into these in order to reflect and catch up with these marketplace changes. Creating a robust research base is a first step to underpinning policy development, as has already happened for other transport modes. TRI has undertaken taxi research, led by Cooper, since 2002. Recognising the lack of a rigorous basis for analysis, initial work focused on regulation in medium-sized UK cities and presented a new approach to taxi modeling, which was subsequently extended to many North American and other developed world cities. Existing taxi models both as applied to quantity regulation and cost modeling approaches have provided an effective method of determining supply and tariff in isolation. This does not however account for the presence of links between the individual modeling elements. The identification and consideration of impacts in other regulatory domains on the operation of the cost model is significant, as it permits calculation of effects of external impacts with a direct impact on operational cost. The development of taxi models, as with the wider use of models in transportation, can be significant in determining the most appropriate forms of supply and in informing policies applied to the mode. In collaboration with the International Association of Transport Regulators, the Transportation Research Board, the Taxi, Limousine and Paratransit Association and the International Road Union and others, new applications have been developed to overcome: 1) incomplete or unverifiable data, not accounting for new sources; and 2) concentration on single issues in isolation created misleading analysis. Research has focused on the enhancement of this base, its refinement reflecting socio-economic and spatial features of cities, and increased availability of data and processing power. Examples of model application include:      Glasgow (from 2003): use of cross-market indicators in demand analysis allowing localised demand testing.      UK Department for Transport (2005): temporal differences in market responses, use of taxis in the night-time economy, with spatial, temporal and full market analysis subsequently applied to Atlanta, Nashville, Boston.      Aberdeen (2011): geographical Information System interface developed to include physical taxi stand locations, also applied in Perth, Belfast, Dublin (and 7 Irish cities/towns).      Seattle (2013): ‘app’ development with the model enhanced to include rideshare and new  modes.      Boston (2013), San Diego (2013), Chicago (2013): cost model developments to reflect specific issues arising from disputes over driver income, and a common fare policy.		     Cooper, J., R. Mundy and J. Nelson (2010) Taxi! Urban Economies and the Social and Transport Impacts of the Taxicab. Ashgate Publishing. [REF1/2 Cooper output #2]      Cooper J (2005) Policy and planning for city centre evening nighttime and weekend economies, entertainment and transport needs, DfT London      Cooper, J. and R. Darbera (2012) The APPeal of technologies: opportunities and threats. Presentation to the International Road Union Meeting, Cologne, Germany      Cooper, J., and Yuchen Erin YAN (2012) Can Taxi Models actually benefit the measurement and delivery of taxi services? A comparison, development and proposal for integrated rate and license modelling. Presentation to International Association of Transportation Regulators, Washington DC      Cooper, J., S. Farrell, and P. Simpson (2010) Identifying demand and optimal location for Taxi Ranks in a liberalised market. Presentation to the Transportation Research Board, Washington DC      Cooper, J. M., Claywell, R., McCleery, A., Carreno, M., and McKay, S. (2004) Taxicab, specialized mode or the key to integrated transit? In Traffic and Transportation Studies (4) pp28-35 The Science Press Key research contracts      Metropolitan Transport System (2013) San Diego, Economic Impact analysis, taxi fare reform. Contract value $100,000. August 2013 – March 2014. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Chicago, Economic impact analysis, taxi fare review. Contract value $60,000. February 2013 – November 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Boston, Taxi Market Reform Review. Contract value $90,000. March 2013 – October 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Seattle, WA (2013) Taxi market analysis review. Contract Value US$95,000, January 2013 – September 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & TTLF      City of Toronto (2013) Taxi Supply Analysis, Market Model Application, contract value: $65,000. November 2012 – October 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRP Ontario and TRI      City of Atlanta (2012) Econometric Modelling and market model application, contract value $250,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Metro Nashville (2011) Taxi modelling review, contract value $180,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi fares & taxi fare structure, contract value £60,000. PA Consulting and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi ranks and the introduction of rank exclusion zones, contract value £35,000. TRI      National Transport Authority Republic of Ireland (2009 - 2013) Research Framework, taxi rank market analysis, contract value EUR450,000. Waterman Boreham and TRI		Taxi models enhance the quality of information to guide regulatory policy decision-making.  Direct impacts include service enhancement, infrastructure improvement and economic control, examples of which are described below. Impact may be controversial when a regulator intervenes in a market to restrain numbers of licenses issued. The development of the market model provides a more thorough test of the impacts than had been in place previously, creating a stronger justification for policy decisions. The  TRI model is widely applied in the UK, such as Glasgow, Perth, Aberdeen, West Dunbartonshire and Stirling, and internationally, particularly in the USA and Canada. The Toronto model was developed with a specific view to identify impacts of introducing accessible vehicles to the taxi fleet, a relatively rare occurrence in North America. The Toronto model developed an enhanced cost model to identify driver cost impacts, and demand model reflecting changes in the market. The City’s Taxicab Industry Review made use of the model outputs to support a reform of the licensing law to include accessibility, set out on the city’s website. As a result disability access compliant vehicles are available within the standard ‘on-demand’ taxi fleet, enhancing quality of life for mobility-impaired clients. The model identified impacts of growth scenarios and led to the City committing in 2013 to double the number of accessible vehicles in time for the Para-Pan-American games being held in 2015.  Furthermore a long-term requirement for full accessibility was identified by the TRI model based on predicted annual costs to the trade and benefits to the public. The Seattle study was commissioned following the launch of mobile phone apps providing access to taxi market services. The city and its hinterland had been concerned with the declining levels of taxi services, which was confirmed by TRI investigation research. Outcomes of the work included defining a new market equilibrium to increase the taxi service levels to meet changing urban and rural demand. The integration, within the TRI taxi model, of quantity, quality and economic analysis also allowed for enhanced service levels using a combination of measures. The initial outcomes of Seattle indicated a need to combine quantity and quality controls. By contrast with Seattle, a focus on economic controls and combinations of economic and quantity regulations were required by Boston, Chicago, and San Diego. The San Diego project is ongoing and is expected to provide a standardized fare allowing reduction in the number of excess fares being charged, a practice known locally as fare gouging. The Boston analysis focused on the measurement of driver income, a contentious issue in the city, with a number of claims being put forward in the Boston Globe newspaper suggesting that drivers were receiving third world wages. The TRI research identified a measure of driver income and economic rent charged in the industry, contributing to the Boston Police Department’s review of market controls.  Other similar benefits arise in the application of the model in Chicago, identifying actual driver income as an element in determining fare policy, and are repeated in San Diego.  Finally, meter rate structures that encourage use, and are achieved without resulting in excess costs, impacts beneficially on the taxi-using public. Stand location models developed for Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland, Aberdeen and Perth allow the location of taxi-stands to be determined by actual demand, rather than historic decisions. On-the-ground issues included the location of stands that are difficult of access, physically inappropriate to wheelchair users, or not served by the trade. While incorporation of information about stand location contributes directly to the wider demand model it is also appropriate in fine- tuning infrastructure. The stand location model, which particularly benefits wheelchair users, has been applied in Glasgow, in relation to traffic signal timings at the Central Station taxi stand, across the cities of Belfast and other Irish cities, Aberdeen and Perth, and is in development for San Diego. The model benefits wheelchair users, and the wider public.		[5.1]  Market model application city reviews:  http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnext oid=2a277729050f0410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD [5.2] Framework for change report citing TRI model:  http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/ls/b grd/backgroundfile-59689.pdf [5.3]  Evidence to City Council:  http://www.seattlechannel.org/videos/watchVideos.asp?program=T axi [5.4]  Application of model outputs to taxi rank development:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk /documents/s28367/Final%20Report%20Taxi%20Demand%20Survey%20-%20Rank%20Sp  ecific%20Recommendations.pdf [5.5]  Aberdeen city council summary:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.asp x?ID=17071 and  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.aspx?ID=19762 [5.6]  Cooper, City of Boston Taxi Study (Contact: Principal, Nelson Nygaard Consulting Associates) [5.7]  Cooper, City of Seattle (Contact: Principal, Tennessee Transportation and Logistics Foundation) [5.8]  Cooper, City of Toronto (Contact: Project Manager Taxi Review, City of Toronto, Municipal Licensing & Standards) [5.9] Cooper, City of Aberdeen (Contact: Legal Manager, City of Aberdeen, Legal and Democratic Services, Corporate Governance, Aberdeen City Council)

		1018		0.0001152		Enhancing taxi transport policy and practice in the UK and internationally		The Transport Research Institute at Edinburgh Napier University (TRI) recognises the importance of taxi research, developing a series of models since 2002. Parallel pressures within the regulation of the mode, and disruptive forms of access, necessitate measurable and repeatable analysis. Beneficiaries include the travelling public, as regulations are developed and applied, regulators, informing policy direction; operators and drivers as the market for services changes. TRI models provide detailed analysis of the market. The market-model, with its economic, cost and operational sub-models, has developed to support live issues, and is applied in the UK, EU and North America.		Taxis as a mode of transport fall between mass transit on the one hand and private car use on the other and have received comparatively little attention from transport researchers. Taxi fleets make a significant contribution to the regional economy with taxis representing the largest single-use vehicle in many cities. A changing market for taxis, resulting from modal split evolution, and the emergence of mobile phone ‘apps’ for accessing taxis, points to the need for fit-for-purpose regulatory structures and research into these in order to reflect and catch up with these marketplace changes. Creating a robust research base is a first step to underpinning policy development, as has already happened for other transport modes. TRI has undertaken taxi research, led by Cooper, since 2002. Recognising the lack of a rigorous basis for analysis, initial work focused on regulation in medium-sized UK cities and presented a new approach to taxi modeling, which was subsequently extended to many North American and other developed world cities. Existing taxi models both as applied to quantity regulation and cost modeling approaches have provided an effective method of determining supply and tariff in isolation. This does not however account for the presence of links between the individual modeling elements. The identification and consideration of impacts in other regulatory domains on the operation of the cost model is significant, as it permits calculation of effects of external impacts with a direct impact on operational cost. The development of taxi models, as with the wider use of models in transportation, can be significant in determining the most appropriate forms of supply and in informing policies applied to the mode. In collaboration with the International Association of Transport Regulators, the Transportation Research Board, the Taxi, Limousine and Paratransit Association and the International Road Union and others, new applications have been developed to overcome: 1) incomplete or unverifiable data, not accounting for new sources; and 2) concentration on single issues in isolation created misleading analysis. Research has focused on the enhancement of this base, its refinement reflecting socio-economic and spatial features of cities, and increased availability of data and processing power. Examples of model application include:      Glasgow (from 2003): use of cross-market indicators in demand analysis allowing localised demand testing.      UK Department for Transport (2005): temporal differences in market responses, use of taxis in the night-time economy, with spatial, temporal and full market analysis subsequently applied to Atlanta, Nashville, Boston.      Aberdeen (2011): geographical Information System interface developed to include physical taxi stand locations, also applied in Perth, Belfast, Dublin (and 7 Irish cities/towns).      Seattle (2013): ‘app’ development with the model enhanced to include rideshare and new  modes.      Boston (2013), San Diego (2013), Chicago (2013): cost model developments to reflect specific issues arising from disputes over driver income, and a common fare policy.		     Cooper, J., R. Mundy and J. Nelson (2010) Taxi! Urban Economies and the Social and Transport Impacts of the Taxicab. Ashgate Publishing. [REF1/2 Cooper output #2]      Cooper J (2005) Policy and planning for city centre evening nighttime and weekend economies, entertainment and transport needs, DfT London      Cooper, J. and R. Darbera (2012) The APPeal of technologies: opportunities and threats. Presentation to the International Road Union Meeting, Cologne, Germany      Cooper, J., and Yuchen Erin YAN (2012) Can Taxi Models actually benefit the measurement and delivery of taxi services? A comparison, development and proposal for integrated rate and license modelling. Presentation to International Association of Transportation Regulators, Washington DC      Cooper, J., S. Farrell, and P. Simpson (2010) Identifying demand and optimal location for Taxi Ranks in a liberalised market. Presentation to the Transportation Research Board, Washington DC      Cooper, J. M., Claywell, R., McCleery, A., Carreno, M., and McKay, S. (2004) Taxicab, specialized mode or the key to integrated transit? In Traffic and Transportation Studies (4) pp28-35 The Science Press Key research contracts      Metropolitan Transport System (2013) San Diego, Economic Impact analysis, taxi fare reform. Contract value $100,000. August 2013 – March 2014. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Chicago, Economic impact analysis, taxi fare review. Contract value $60,000. February 2013 – November 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Boston, Taxi Market Reform Review. Contract value $90,000. March 2013 – October 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Seattle, WA (2013) Taxi market analysis review. Contract Value US$95,000, January 2013 – September 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & TTLF      City of Toronto (2013) Taxi Supply Analysis, Market Model Application, contract value: $65,000. November 2012 – October 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRP Ontario and TRI      City of Atlanta (2012) Econometric Modelling and market model application, contract value $250,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Metro Nashville (2011) Taxi modelling review, contract value $180,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi fares & taxi fare structure, contract value £60,000. PA Consulting and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi ranks and the introduction of rank exclusion zones, contract value £35,000. TRI      National Transport Authority Republic of Ireland (2009 - 2013) Research Framework, taxi rank market analysis, contract value EUR450,000. Waterman Boreham and TRI		Taxi models enhance the quality of information to guide regulatory policy decision-making.  Direct impacts include service enhancement, infrastructure improvement and economic control, examples of which are described below. Impact may be controversial when a regulator intervenes in a market to restrain numbers of licenses issued. The development of the market model provides a more thorough test of the impacts than had been in place previously, creating a stronger justification for policy decisions. The  TRI model is widely applied in the UK, such as Glasgow, Perth, Aberdeen, West Dunbartonshire and Stirling, and internationally, particularly in the USA and Canada. The Toronto model was developed with a specific view to identify impacts of introducing accessible vehicles to the taxi fleet, a relatively rare occurrence in North America. The Toronto model developed an enhanced cost model to identify driver cost impacts, and demand model reflecting changes in the market. The City’s Taxicab Industry Review made use of the model outputs to support a reform of the licensing law to include accessibility, set out on the city’s website. As a result disability access compliant vehicles are available within the standard ‘on-demand’ taxi fleet, enhancing quality of life for mobility-impaired clients. The model identified impacts of growth scenarios and led to the City committing in 2013 to double the number of accessible vehicles in time for the Para-Pan-American games being held in 2015.  Furthermore a long-term requirement for full accessibility was identified by the TRI model based on predicted annual costs to the trade and benefits to the public. The Seattle study was commissioned following the launch of mobile phone apps providing access to taxi market services. The city and its hinterland had been concerned with the declining levels of taxi services, which was confirmed by TRI investigation research. Outcomes of the work included defining a new market equilibrium to increase the taxi service levels to meet changing urban and rural demand. The integration, within the TRI taxi model, of quantity, quality and economic analysis also allowed for enhanced service levels using a combination of measures. The initial outcomes of Seattle indicated a need to combine quantity and quality controls. By contrast with Seattle, a focus on economic controls and combinations of economic and quantity regulations were required by Boston, Chicago, and San Diego. The San Diego project is ongoing and is expected to provide a standardized fare allowing reduction in the number of excess fares being charged, a practice known locally as fare gouging. The Boston analysis focused on the measurement of driver income, a contentious issue in the city, with a number of claims being put forward in the Boston Globe newspaper suggesting that drivers were receiving third world wages. The TRI research identified a measure of driver income and economic rent charged in the industry, contributing to the Boston Police Department’s review of market controls.  Other similar benefits arise in the application of the model in Chicago, identifying actual driver income as an element in determining fare policy, and are repeated in San Diego.  Finally, meter rate structures that encourage use, and are achieved without resulting in excess costs, impacts beneficially on the taxi-using public. Stand location models developed for Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland, Aberdeen and Perth allow the location of taxi-stands to be determined by actual demand, rather than historic decisions. On-the-ground issues included the location of stands that are difficult of access, physically inappropriate to wheelchair users, or not served by the trade. While incorporation of information about stand location contributes directly to the wider demand model it is also appropriate in fine- tuning infrastructure. The stand location model, which particularly benefits wheelchair users, has been applied in Glasgow, in relation to traffic signal timings at the Central Station taxi stand, across the cities of Belfast and other Irish cities, Aberdeen and Perth, and is in development for San Diego. The model benefits wheelchair users, and the wider public.		[5.1]  Market model application city reviews:  http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnext oid=2a277729050f0410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD [5.2] Framework for change report citing TRI model:  http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/ls/b grd/backgroundfile-59689.pdf [5.3]  Evidence to City Council:  http://www.seattlechannel.org/videos/watchVideos.asp?program=T axi [5.4]  Application of model outputs to taxi rank development:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk /documents/s28367/Final%20Report%20Taxi%20Demand%20Survey%20-%20Rank%20Sp  ecific%20Recommendations.pdf [5.5]  Aberdeen city council summary:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.asp x?ID=17071 and  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.aspx?ID=19762 [5.6]  Cooper, City of Boston Taxi Study (Contact: Principal, Nelson Nygaard Consulting Associates) [5.7]  Cooper, City of Seattle (Contact: Principal, Tennessee Transportation and Logistics Foundation) [5.8]  Cooper, City of Toronto (Contact: Project Manager Taxi Review, City of Toronto, Municipal Licensing & Standards) [5.9] Cooper, City of Aberdeen (Contact: Legal Manager, City of Aberdeen, Legal and Democratic Services, Corporate Governance, Aberdeen City Council)

		1018		0.0000384		Enhancing taxi transport policy and practice in the UK and internationally		The Transport Research Institute at Edinburgh Napier University (TRI) recognises the importance of taxi research, developing a series of models since 2002. Parallel pressures within the regulation of the mode, and disruptive forms of access, necessitate measurable and repeatable analysis. Beneficiaries include the travelling public, as regulations are developed and applied, regulators, informing policy direction; operators and drivers as the market for services changes. TRI models provide detailed analysis of the market. The market-model, with its economic, cost and operational sub-models, has developed to support live issues, and is applied in the UK, EU and North America.		Taxis as a mode of transport fall between mass transit on the one hand and private car use on the other and have received comparatively little attention from transport researchers. Taxi fleets make a significant contribution to the regional economy with taxis representing the largest single-use vehicle in many cities. A changing market for taxis, resulting from modal split evolution, and the emergence of mobile phone ‘apps’ for accessing taxis, points to the need for fit-for-purpose regulatory structures and research into these in order to reflect and catch up with these marketplace changes. Creating a robust research base is a first step to underpinning policy development, as has already happened for other transport modes. TRI has undertaken taxi research, led by Cooper, since 2002. Recognising the lack of a rigorous basis for analysis, initial work focused on regulation in medium-sized UK cities and presented a new approach to taxi modeling, which was subsequently extended to many North American and other developed world cities. Existing taxi models both as applied to quantity regulation and cost modeling approaches have provided an effective method of determining supply and tariff in isolation. This does not however account for the presence of links between the individual modeling elements. The identification and consideration of impacts in other regulatory domains on the operation of the cost model is significant, as it permits calculation of effects of external impacts with a direct impact on operational cost. The development of taxi models, as with the wider use of models in transportation, can be significant in determining the most appropriate forms of supply and in informing policies applied to the mode. In collaboration with the International Association of Transport Regulators, the Transportation Research Board, the Taxi, Limousine and Paratransit Association and the International Road Union and others, new applications have been developed to overcome: 1) incomplete or unverifiable data, not accounting for new sources; and 2) concentration on single issues in isolation created misleading analysis. Research has focused on the enhancement of this base, its refinement reflecting socio-economic and spatial features of cities, and increased availability of data and processing power. Examples of model application include:      Glasgow (from 2003): use of cross-market indicators in demand analysis allowing localised demand testing.      UK Department for Transport (2005): temporal differences in market responses, use of taxis in the night-time economy, with spatial, temporal and full market analysis subsequently applied to Atlanta, Nashville, Boston.      Aberdeen (2011): geographical Information System interface developed to include physical taxi stand locations, also applied in Perth, Belfast, Dublin (and 7 Irish cities/towns).      Seattle (2013): ‘app’ development with the model enhanced to include rideshare and new  modes.      Boston (2013), San Diego (2013), Chicago (2013): cost model developments to reflect specific issues arising from disputes over driver income, and a common fare policy.		     Cooper, J., R. Mundy and J. Nelson (2010) Taxi! Urban Economies and the Social and Transport Impacts of the Taxicab. Ashgate Publishing. [REF1/2 Cooper output #2]      Cooper J (2005) Policy and planning for city centre evening nighttime and weekend economies, entertainment and transport needs, DfT London      Cooper, J. and R. Darbera (2012) The APPeal of technologies: opportunities and threats. Presentation to the International Road Union Meeting, Cologne, Germany      Cooper, J., and Yuchen Erin YAN (2012) Can Taxi Models actually benefit the measurement and delivery of taxi services? A comparison, development and proposal for integrated rate and license modelling. Presentation to International Association of Transportation Regulators, Washington DC      Cooper, J., S. Farrell, and P. Simpson (2010) Identifying demand and optimal location for Taxi Ranks in a liberalised market. Presentation to the Transportation Research Board, Washington DC      Cooper, J. M., Claywell, R., McCleery, A., Carreno, M., and McKay, S. (2004) Taxicab, specialized mode or the key to integrated transit? In Traffic and Transportation Studies (4) pp28-35 The Science Press Key research contracts      Metropolitan Transport System (2013) San Diego, Economic Impact analysis, taxi fare reform. Contract value $100,000. August 2013 – March 2014. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Chicago, Economic impact analysis, taxi fare review. Contract value $60,000. February 2013 – November 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Boston, Taxi Market Reform Review. Contract value $90,000. March 2013 – October 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Seattle, WA (2013) Taxi market analysis review. Contract Value US$95,000, January 2013 – September 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & TTLF      City of Toronto (2013) Taxi Supply Analysis, Market Model Application, contract value: $65,000. November 2012 – October 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRP Ontario and TRI      City of Atlanta (2012) Econometric Modelling and market model application, contract value $250,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Metro Nashville (2011) Taxi modelling review, contract value $180,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi fares & taxi fare structure, contract value £60,000. PA Consulting and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi ranks and the introduction of rank exclusion zones, contract value £35,000. TRI      National Transport Authority Republic of Ireland (2009 - 2013) Research Framework, taxi rank market analysis, contract value EUR450,000. Waterman Boreham and TRI		Taxi models enhance the quality of information to guide regulatory policy decision-making.  Direct impacts include service enhancement, infrastructure improvement and economic control, examples of which are described below. Impact may be controversial when a regulator intervenes in a market to restrain numbers of licenses issued. The development of the market model provides a more thorough test of the impacts than had been in place previously, creating a stronger justification for policy decisions. The  TRI model is widely applied in the UK, such as Glasgow, Perth, Aberdeen, West Dunbartonshire and Stirling, and internationally, particularly in the USA and Canada. The Toronto model was developed with a specific view to identify impacts of introducing accessible vehicles to the taxi fleet, a relatively rare occurrence in North America. The Toronto model developed an enhanced cost model to identify driver cost impacts, and demand model reflecting changes in the market. The City’s Taxicab Industry Review made use of the model outputs to support a reform of the licensing law to include accessibility, set out on the city’s website. As a result disability access compliant vehicles are available within the standard ‘on-demand’ taxi fleet, enhancing quality of life for mobility-impaired clients. The model identified impacts of growth scenarios and led to the City committing in 2013 to double the number of accessible vehicles in time for the Para-Pan-American games being held in 2015.  Furthermore a long-term requirement for full accessibility was identified by the TRI model based on predicted annual costs to the trade and benefits to the public. The Seattle study was commissioned following the launch of mobile phone apps providing access to taxi market services. The city and its hinterland had been concerned with the declining levels of taxi services, which was confirmed by TRI investigation research. Outcomes of the work included defining a new market equilibrium to increase the taxi service levels to meet changing urban and rural demand. The integration, within the TRI taxi model, of quantity, quality and economic analysis also allowed for enhanced service levels using a combination of measures. The initial outcomes of Seattle indicated a need to combine quantity and quality controls. By contrast with Seattle, a focus on economic controls and combinations of economic and quantity regulations were required by Boston, Chicago, and San Diego. The San Diego project is ongoing and is expected to provide a standardized fare allowing reduction in the number of excess fares being charged, a practice known locally as fare gouging. The Boston analysis focused on the measurement of driver income, a contentious issue in the city, with a number of claims being put forward in the Boston Globe newspaper suggesting that drivers were receiving third world wages. The TRI research identified a measure of driver income and economic rent charged in the industry, contributing to the Boston Police Department’s review of market controls.  Other similar benefits arise in the application of the model in Chicago, identifying actual driver income as an element in determining fare policy, and are repeated in San Diego.  Finally, meter rate structures that encourage use, and are achieved without resulting in excess costs, impacts beneficially on the taxi-using public. Stand location models developed for Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland, Aberdeen and Perth allow the location of taxi-stands to be determined by actual demand, rather than historic decisions. On-the-ground issues included the location of stands that are difficult of access, physically inappropriate to wheelchair users, or not served by the trade. While incorporation of information about stand location contributes directly to the wider demand model it is also appropriate in fine- tuning infrastructure. The stand location model, which particularly benefits wheelchair users, has been applied in Glasgow, in relation to traffic signal timings at the Central Station taxi stand, across the cities of Belfast and other Irish cities, Aberdeen and Perth, and is in development for San Diego. The model benefits wheelchair users, and the wider public.		[5.1]  Market model application city reviews:  http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnext oid=2a277729050f0410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD [5.2] Framework for change report citing TRI model:  http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/ls/b grd/backgroundfile-59689.pdf [5.3]  Evidence to City Council:  http://www.seattlechannel.org/videos/watchVideos.asp?program=T axi [5.4]  Application of model outputs to taxi rank development:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk /documents/s28367/Final%20Report%20Taxi%20Demand%20Survey%20-%20Rank%20Sp  ecific%20Recommendations.pdf [5.5]  Aberdeen city council summary:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.asp x?ID=17071 and  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.aspx?ID=19762 [5.6]  Cooper, City of Boston Taxi Study (Contact: Principal, Nelson Nygaard Consulting Associates) [5.7]  Cooper, City of Seattle (Contact: Principal, Tennessee Transportation and Logistics Foundation) [5.8]  Cooper, City of Toronto (Contact: Project Manager Taxi Review, City of Toronto, Municipal Licensing & Standards) [5.9] Cooper, City of Aberdeen (Contact: Legal Manager, City of Aberdeen, Legal and Democratic Services, Corporate Governance, Aberdeen City Council)

		1018		0.000064		Enhancing taxi transport policy and practice in the UK and internationally		The Transport Research Institute at Edinburgh Napier University (TRI) recognises the importance of taxi research, developing a series of models since 2002. Parallel pressures within the regulation of the mode, and disruptive forms of access, necessitate measurable and repeatable analysis. Beneficiaries include the travelling public, as regulations are developed and applied, regulators, informing policy direction; operators and drivers as the market for services changes. TRI models provide detailed analysis of the market. The market-model, with its economic, cost and operational sub-models, has developed to support live issues, and is applied in the UK, EU and North America.		Taxis as a mode of transport fall between mass transit on the one hand and private car use on the other and have received comparatively little attention from transport researchers. Taxi fleets make a significant contribution to the regional economy with taxis representing the largest single-use vehicle in many cities. A changing market for taxis, resulting from modal split evolution, and the emergence of mobile phone ‘apps’ for accessing taxis, points to the need for fit-for-purpose regulatory structures and research into these in order to reflect and catch up with these marketplace changes. Creating a robust research base is a first step to underpinning policy development, as has already happened for other transport modes. TRI has undertaken taxi research, led by Cooper, since 2002. Recognising the lack of a rigorous basis for analysis, initial work focused on regulation in medium-sized UK cities and presented a new approach to taxi modeling, which was subsequently extended to many North American and other developed world cities. Existing taxi models both as applied to quantity regulation and cost modeling approaches have provided an effective method of determining supply and tariff in isolation. This does not however account for the presence of links between the individual modeling elements. The identification and consideration of impacts in other regulatory domains on the operation of the cost model is significant, as it permits calculation of effects of external impacts with a direct impact on operational cost. The development of taxi models, as with the wider use of models in transportation, can be significant in determining the most appropriate forms of supply and in informing policies applied to the mode. In collaboration with the International Association of Transport Regulators, the Transportation Research Board, the Taxi, Limousine and Paratransit Association and the International Road Union and others, new applications have been developed to overcome: 1) incomplete or unverifiable data, not accounting for new sources; and 2) concentration on single issues in isolation created misleading analysis. Research has focused on the enhancement of this base, its refinement reflecting socio-economic and spatial features of cities, and increased availability of data and processing power. Examples of model application include:      Glasgow (from 2003): use of cross-market indicators in demand analysis allowing localised demand testing.      UK Department for Transport (2005): temporal differences in market responses, use of taxis in the night-time economy, with spatial, temporal and full market analysis subsequently applied to Atlanta, Nashville, Boston.      Aberdeen (2011): geographical Information System interface developed to include physical taxi stand locations, also applied in Perth, Belfast, Dublin (and 7 Irish cities/towns).      Seattle (2013): ‘app’ development with the model enhanced to include rideshare and new  modes.      Boston (2013), San Diego (2013), Chicago (2013): cost model developments to reflect specific issues arising from disputes over driver income, and a common fare policy.		     Cooper, J., R. Mundy and J. Nelson (2010) Taxi! Urban Economies and the Social and Transport Impacts of the Taxicab. Ashgate Publishing. [REF1/2 Cooper output #2]      Cooper J (2005) Policy and planning for city centre evening nighttime and weekend economies, entertainment and transport needs, DfT London      Cooper, J. and R. Darbera (2012) The APPeal of technologies: opportunities and threats. Presentation to the International Road Union Meeting, Cologne, Germany      Cooper, J., and Yuchen Erin YAN (2012) Can Taxi Models actually benefit the measurement and delivery of taxi services? A comparison, development and proposal for integrated rate and license modelling. Presentation to International Association of Transportation Regulators, Washington DC      Cooper, J., S. Farrell, and P. Simpson (2010) Identifying demand and optimal location for Taxi Ranks in a liberalised market. Presentation to the Transportation Research Board, Washington DC      Cooper, J. M., Claywell, R., McCleery, A., Carreno, M., and McKay, S. (2004) Taxicab, specialized mode or the key to integrated transit? In Traffic and Transportation Studies (4) pp28-35 The Science Press Key research contracts      Metropolitan Transport System (2013) San Diego, Economic Impact analysis, taxi fare reform. Contract value $100,000. August 2013 – March 2014. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Chicago, Economic impact analysis, taxi fare review. Contract value $60,000. February 2013 – November 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Boston, Taxi Market Reform Review. Contract value $90,000. March 2013 – October 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Seattle, WA (2013) Taxi market analysis review. Contract Value US$95,000, January 2013 – September 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & TTLF      City of Toronto (2013) Taxi Supply Analysis, Market Model Application, contract value: $65,000. November 2012 – October 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRP Ontario and TRI      City of Atlanta (2012) Econometric Modelling and market model application, contract value $250,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Metro Nashville (2011) Taxi modelling review, contract value $180,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi fares & taxi fare structure, contract value £60,000. PA Consulting and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi ranks and the introduction of rank exclusion zones, contract value £35,000. TRI      National Transport Authority Republic of Ireland (2009 - 2013) Research Framework, taxi rank market analysis, contract value EUR450,000. Waterman Boreham and TRI		Taxi models enhance the quality of information to guide regulatory policy decision-making.  Direct impacts include service enhancement, infrastructure improvement and economic control, examples of which are described below. Impact may be controversial when a regulator intervenes in a market to restrain numbers of licenses issued. The development of the market model provides a more thorough test of the impacts than had been in place previously, creating a stronger justification for policy decisions. The  TRI model is widely applied in the UK, such as Glasgow, Perth, Aberdeen, West Dunbartonshire and Stirling, and internationally, particularly in the USA and Canada. The Toronto model was developed with a specific view to identify impacts of introducing accessible vehicles to the taxi fleet, a relatively rare occurrence in North America. The Toronto model developed an enhanced cost model to identify driver cost impacts, and demand model reflecting changes in the market. The City’s Taxicab Industry Review made use of the model outputs to support a reform of the licensing law to include accessibility, set out on the city’s website. As a result disability access compliant vehicles are available within the standard ‘on-demand’ taxi fleet, enhancing quality of life for mobility-impaired clients. The model identified impacts of growth scenarios and led to the City committing in 2013 to double the number of accessible vehicles in time for the Para-Pan-American games being held in 2015.  Furthermore a long-term requirement for full accessibility was identified by the TRI model based on predicted annual costs to the trade and benefits to the public. The Seattle study was commissioned following the launch of mobile phone apps providing access to taxi market services. The city and its hinterland had been concerned with the declining levels of taxi services, which was confirmed by TRI investigation research. Outcomes of the work included defining a new market equilibrium to increase the taxi service levels to meet changing urban and rural demand. The integration, within the TRI taxi model, of quantity, quality and economic analysis also allowed for enhanced service levels using a combination of measures. The initial outcomes of Seattle indicated a need to combine quantity and quality controls. By contrast with Seattle, a focus on economic controls and combinations of economic and quantity regulations were required by Boston, Chicago, and San Diego. The San Diego project is ongoing and is expected to provide a standardized fare allowing reduction in the number of excess fares being charged, a practice known locally as fare gouging. The Boston analysis focused on the measurement of driver income, a contentious issue in the city, with a number of claims being put forward in the Boston Globe newspaper suggesting that drivers were receiving third world wages. The TRI research identified a measure of driver income and economic rent charged in the industry, contributing to the Boston Police Department’s review of market controls.  Other similar benefits arise in the application of the model in Chicago, identifying actual driver income as an element in determining fare policy, and are repeated in San Diego.  Finally, meter rate structures that encourage use, and are achieved without resulting in excess costs, impacts beneficially on the taxi-using public. Stand location models developed for Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland, Aberdeen and Perth allow the location of taxi-stands to be determined by actual demand, rather than historic decisions. On-the-ground issues included the location of stands that are difficult of access, physically inappropriate to wheelchair users, or not served by the trade. While incorporation of information about stand location contributes directly to the wider demand model it is also appropriate in fine- tuning infrastructure. The stand location model, which particularly benefits wheelchair users, has been applied in Glasgow, in relation to traffic signal timings at the Central Station taxi stand, across the cities of Belfast and other Irish cities, Aberdeen and Perth, and is in development for San Diego. The model benefits wheelchair users, and the wider public.		[5.1]  Market model application city reviews:  http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnext oid=2a277729050f0410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD [5.2] Framework for change report citing TRI model:  http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/ls/b grd/backgroundfile-59689.pdf [5.3]  Evidence to City Council:  http://www.seattlechannel.org/videos/watchVideos.asp?program=T axi [5.4]  Application of model outputs to taxi rank development:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk /documents/s28367/Final%20Report%20Taxi%20Demand%20Survey%20-%20Rank%20Sp  ecific%20Recommendations.pdf [5.5]  Aberdeen city council summary:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.asp x?ID=17071 and  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.aspx?ID=19762 [5.6]  Cooper, City of Boston Taxi Study (Contact: Principal, Nelson Nygaard Consulting Associates) [5.7]  Cooper, City of Seattle (Contact: Principal, Tennessee Transportation and Logistics Foundation) [5.8]  Cooper, City of Toronto (Contact: Project Manager Taxi Review, City of Toronto, Municipal Licensing & Standards) [5.9] Cooper, City of Aberdeen (Contact: Legal Manager, City of Aberdeen, Legal and Democratic Services, Corporate Governance, Aberdeen City Council)

		1018		0.00006		Enhancing taxi transport policy and practice in the UK and internationally		The Transport Research Institute at Edinburgh Napier University (TRI) recognises the importance of taxi research, developing a series of models since 2002. Parallel pressures within the regulation of the mode, and disruptive forms of access, necessitate measurable and repeatable analysis. Beneficiaries include the travelling public, as regulations are developed and applied, regulators, informing policy direction; operators and drivers as the market for services changes. TRI models provide detailed analysis of the market. The market-model, with its economic, cost and operational sub-models, has developed to support live issues, and is applied in the UK, EU and North America.		Taxis as a mode of transport fall between mass transit on the one hand and private car use on the other and have received comparatively little attention from transport researchers. Taxi fleets make a significant contribution to the regional economy with taxis representing the largest single-use vehicle in many cities. A changing market for taxis, resulting from modal split evolution, and the emergence of mobile phone ‘apps’ for accessing taxis, points to the need for fit-for-purpose regulatory structures and research into these in order to reflect and catch up with these marketplace changes. Creating a robust research base is a first step to underpinning policy development, as has already happened for other transport modes. TRI has undertaken taxi research, led by Cooper, since 2002. Recognising the lack of a rigorous basis for analysis, initial work focused on regulation in medium-sized UK cities and presented a new approach to taxi modeling, which was subsequently extended to many North American and other developed world cities. Existing taxi models both as applied to quantity regulation and cost modeling approaches have provided an effective method of determining supply and tariff in isolation. This does not however account for the presence of links between the individual modeling elements. The identification and consideration of impacts in other regulatory domains on the operation of the cost model is significant, as it permits calculation of effects of external impacts with a direct impact on operational cost. The development of taxi models, as with the wider use of models in transportation, can be significant in determining the most appropriate forms of supply and in informing policies applied to the mode. In collaboration with the International Association of Transport Regulators, the Transportation Research Board, the Taxi, Limousine and Paratransit Association and the International Road Union and others, new applications have been developed to overcome: 1) incomplete or unverifiable data, not accounting for new sources; and 2) concentration on single issues in isolation created misleading analysis. Research has focused on the enhancement of this base, its refinement reflecting socio-economic and spatial features of cities, and increased availability of data and processing power. Examples of model application include:      Glasgow (from 2003): use of cross-market indicators in demand analysis allowing localised demand testing.      UK Department for Transport (2005): temporal differences in market responses, use of taxis in the night-time economy, with spatial, temporal and full market analysis subsequently applied to Atlanta, Nashville, Boston.      Aberdeen (2011): geographical Information System interface developed to include physical taxi stand locations, also applied in Perth, Belfast, Dublin (and 7 Irish cities/towns).      Seattle (2013): ‘app’ development with the model enhanced to include rideshare and new  modes.      Boston (2013), San Diego (2013), Chicago (2013): cost model developments to reflect specific issues arising from disputes over driver income, and a common fare policy.		     Cooper, J., R. Mundy and J. Nelson (2010) Taxi! Urban Economies and the Social and Transport Impacts of the Taxicab. Ashgate Publishing. [REF1/2 Cooper output #2]      Cooper J (2005) Policy and planning for city centre evening nighttime and weekend economies, entertainment and transport needs, DfT London      Cooper, J. and R. Darbera (2012) The APPeal of technologies: opportunities and threats. Presentation to the International Road Union Meeting, Cologne, Germany      Cooper, J., and Yuchen Erin YAN (2012) Can Taxi Models actually benefit the measurement and delivery of taxi services? A comparison, development and proposal for integrated rate and license modelling. Presentation to International Association of Transportation Regulators, Washington DC      Cooper, J., S. Farrell, and P. Simpson (2010) Identifying demand and optimal location for Taxi Ranks in a liberalised market. Presentation to the Transportation Research Board, Washington DC      Cooper, J. M., Claywell, R., McCleery, A., Carreno, M., and McKay, S. (2004) Taxicab, specialized mode or the key to integrated transit? In Traffic and Transportation Studies (4) pp28-35 The Science Press Key research contracts      Metropolitan Transport System (2013) San Diego, Economic Impact analysis, taxi fare reform. Contract value $100,000. August 2013 – March 2014. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Chicago, Economic impact analysis, taxi fare review. Contract value $60,000. February 2013 – November 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Boston, Taxi Market Reform Review. Contract value $90,000. March 2013 – October 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Seattle, WA (2013) Taxi market analysis review. Contract Value US$95,000, January 2013 – September 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & TTLF      City of Toronto (2013) Taxi Supply Analysis, Market Model Application, contract value: $65,000. November 2012 – October 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRP Ontario and TRI      City of Atlanta (2012) Econometric Modelling and market model application, contract value $250,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Metro Nashville (2011) Taxi modelling review, contract value $180,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi fares & taxi fare structure, contract value £60,000. PA Consulting and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi ranks and the introduction of rank exclusion zones, contract value £35,000. TRI      National Transport Authority Republic of Ireland (2009 - 2013) Research Framework, taxi rank market analysis, contract value EUR450,000. Waterman Boreham and TRI		Taxi models enhance the quality of information to guide regulatory policy decision-making.  Direct impacts include service enhancement, infrastructure improvement and economic control, examples of which are described below. Impact may be controversial when a regulator intervenes in a market to restrain numbers of licenses issued. The development of the market model provides a more thorough test of the impacts than had been in place previously, creating a stronger justification for policy decisions. The  TRI model is widely applied in the UK, such as Glasgow, Perth, Aberdeen, West Dunbartonshire and Stirling, and internationally, particularly in the USA and Canada. The Toronto model was developed with a specific view to identify impacts of introducing accessible vehicles to the taxi fleet, a relatively rare occurrence in North America. The Toronto model developed an enhanced cost model to identify driver cost impacts, and demand model reflecting changes in the market. The City’s Taxicab Industry Review made use of the model outputs to support a reform of the licensing law to include accessibility, set out on the city’s website. As a result disability access compliant vehicles are available within the standard ‘on-demand’ taxi fleet, enhancing quality of life for mobility-impaired clients. The model identified impacts of growth scenarios and led to the City committing in 2013 to double the number of accessible vehicles in time for the Para-Pan-American games being held in 2015.  Furthermore a long-term requirement for full accessibility was identified by the TRI model based on predicted annual costs to the trade and benefits to the public. The Seattle study was commissioned following the launch of mobile phone apps providing access to taxi market services. The city and its hinterland had been concerned with the declining levels of taxi services, which was confirmed by TRI investigation research. Outcomes of the work included defining a new market equilibrium to increase the taxi service levels to meet changing urban and rural demand. The integration, within the TRI taxi model, of quantity, quality and economic analysis also allowed for enhanced service levels using a combination of measures. The initial outcomes of Seattle indicated a need to combine quantity and quality controls. By contrast with Seattle, a focus on economic controls and combinations of economic and quantity regulations were required by Boston, Chicago, and San Diego. The San Diego project is ongoing and is expected to provide a standardized fare allowing reduction in the number of excess fares being charged, a practice known locally as fare gouging. The Boston analysis focused on the measurement of driver income, a contentious issue in the city, with a number of claims being put forward in the Boston Globe newspaper suggesting that drivers were receiving third world wages. The TRI research identified a measure of driver income and economic rent charged in the industry, contributing to the Boston Police Department’s review of market controls.  Other similar benefits arise in the application of the model in Chicago, identifying actual driver income as an element in determining fare policy, and are repeated in San Diego.  Finally, meter rate structures that encourage use, and are achieved without resulting in excess costs, impacts beneficially on the taxi-using public. Stand location models developed for Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland, Aberdeen and Perth allow the location of taxi-stands to be determined by actual demand, rather than historic decisions. On-the-ground issues included the location of stands that are difficult of access, physically inappropriate to wheelchair users, or not served by the trade. While incorporation of information about stand location contributes directly to the wider demand model it is also appropriate in fine- tuning infrastructure. The stand location model, which particularly benefits wheelchair users, has been applied in Glasgow, in relation to traffic signal timings at the Central Station taxi stand, across the cities of Belfast and other Irish cities, Aberdeen and Perth, and is in development for San Diego. The model benefits wheelchair users, and the wider public.		[5.1]  Market model application city reviews:  http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnext oid=2a277729050f0410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD [5.2] Framework for change report citing TRI model:  http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/ls/b grd/backgroundfile-59689.pdf [5.3]  Evidence to City Council:  http://www.seattlechannel.org/videos/watchVideos.asp?program=T axi [5.4]  Application of model outputs to taxi rank development:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk /documents/s28367/Final%20Report%20Taxi%20Demand%20Survey%20-%20Rank%20Sp  ecific%20Recommendations.pdf [5.5]  Aberdeen city council summary:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.asp x?ID=17071 and  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.aspx?ID=19762 [5.6]  Cooper, City of Boston Taxi Study (Contact: Principal, Nelson Nygaard Consulting Associates) [5.7]  Cooper, City of Seattle (Contact: Principal, Tennessee Transportation and Logistics Foundation) [5.8]  Cooper, City of Toronto (Contact: Project Manager Taxi Review, City of Toronto, Municipal Licensing & Standards) [5.9] Cooper, City of Aberdeen (Contact: Legal Manager, City of Aberdeen, Legal and Democratic Services, Corporate Governance, Aberdeen City Council)

		1018		0.0000576		Enhancing taxi transport policy and practice in the UK and internationally		The Transport Research Institute at Edinburgh Napier University (TRI) recognises the importance of taxi research, developing a series of models since 2002. Parallel pressures within the regulation of the mode, and disruptive forms of access, necessitate measurable and repeatable analysis. Beneficiaries include the travelling public, as regulations are developed and applied, regulators, informing policy direction; operators and drivers as the market for services changes. TRI models provide detailed analysis of the market. The market-model, with its economic, cost and operational sub-models, has developed to support live issues, and is applied in the UK, EU and North America.		Taxis as a mode of transport fall between mass transit on the one hand and private car use on the other and have received comparatively little attention from transport researchers. Taxi fleets make a significant contribution to the regional economy with taxis representing the largest single-use vehicle in many cities. A changing market for taxis, resulting from modal split evolution, and the emergence of mobile phone ‘apps’ for accessing taxis, points to the need for fit-for-purpose regulatory structures and research into these in order to reflect and catch up with these marketplace changes. Creating a robust research base is a first step to underpinning policy development, as has already happened for other transport modes. TRI has undertaken taxi research, led by Cooper, since 2002. Recognising the lack of a rigorous basis for analysis, initial work focused on regulation in medium-sized UK cities and presented a new approach to taxi modeling, which was subsequently extended to many North American and other developed world cities. Existing taxi models both as applied to quantity regulation and cost modeling approaches have provided an effective method of determining supply and tariff in isolation. This does not however account for the presence of links between the individual modeling elements. The identification and consideration of impacts in other regulatory domains on the operation of the cost model is significant, as it permits calculation of effects of external impacts with a direct impact on operational cost. The development of taxi models, as with the wider use of models in transportation, can be significant in determining the most appropriate forms of supply and in informing policies applied to the mode. In collaboration with the International Association of Transport Regulators, the Transportation Research Board, the Taxi, Limousine and Paratransit Association and the International Road Union and others, new applications have been developed to overcome: 1) incomplete or unverifiable data, not accounting for new sources; and 2) concentration on single issues in isolation created misleading analysis. Research has focused on the enhancement of this base, its refinement reflecting socio-economic and spatial features of cities, and increased availability of data and processing power. Examples of model application include:      Glasgow (from 2003): use of cross-market indicators in demand analysis allowing localised demand testing.      UK Department for Transport (2005): temporal differences in market responses, use of taxis in the night-time economy, with spatial, temporal and full market analysis subsequently applied to Atlanta, Nashville, Boston.      Aberdeen (2011): geographical Information System interface developed to include physical taxi stand locations, also applied in Perth, Belfast, Dublin (and 7 Irish cities/towns).      Seattle (2013): ‘app’ development with the model enhanced to include rideshare and new  modes.      Boston (2013), San Diego (2013), Chicago (2013): cost model developments to reflect specific issues arising from disputes over driver income, and a common fare policy.		     Cooper, J., R. Mundy and J. Nelson (2010) Taxi! Urban Economies and the Social and Transport Impacts of the Taxicab. Ashgate Publishing. [REF1/2 Cooper output #2]      Cooper J (2005) Policy and planning for city centre evening nighttime and weekend economies, entertainment and transport needs, DfT London      Cooper, J. and R. Darbera (2012) The APPeal of technologies: opportunities and threats. Presentation to the International Road Union Meeting, Cologne, Germany      Cooper, J., and Yuchen Erin YAN (2012) Can Taxi Models actually benefit the measurement and delivery of taxi services? A comparison, development and proposal for integrated rate and license modelling. Presentation to International Association of Transportation Regulators, Washington DC      Cooper, J., S. Farrell, and P. Simpson (2010) Identifying demand and optimal location for Taxi Ranks in a liberalised market. Presentation to the Transportation Research Board, Washington DC      Cooper, J. M., Claywell, R., McCleery, A., Carreno, M., and McKay, S. (2004) Taxicab, specialized mode or the key to integrated transit? In Traffic and Transportation Studies (4) pp28-35 The Science Press Key research contracts      Metropolitan Transport System (2013) San Diego, Economic Impact analysis, taxi fare reform. Contract value $100,000. August 2013 – March 2014. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Chicago, Economic impact analysis, taxi fare review. Contract value $60,000. February 2013 – November 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Boston, Taxi Market Reform Review. Contract value $90,000. March 2013 – October 2013, Taxi Research Partners, TRI & Nelson Nygaard      City of Seattle, WA (2013) Taxi market analysis review. Contract Value US$95,000, January 2013 – September 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRI & TTLF      City of Toronto (2013) Taxi Supply Analysis, Market Model Application, contract value: $65,000. November 2012 – October 2013. Taxi Research Partners, TRP Ontario and TRI      City of Atlanta (2012) Econometric Modelling and market model application, contract value $250,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Metro Nashville (2011) Taxi modelling review, contract value $180,000. Nelson Nygaard associates and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi fares & taxi fare structure, contract value £60,000. PA Consulting and TRI      Department of the Environment Northern Ireland (2011) Review of taxi ranks and the introduction of rank exclusion zones, contract value £35,000. TRI      National Transport Authority Republic of Ireland (2009 - 2013) Research Framework, taxi rank market analysis, contract value EUR450,000. Waterman Boreham and TRI		Taxi models enhance the quality of information to guide regulatory policy decision-making.  Direct impacts include service enhancement, infrastructure improvement and economic control, examples of which are described below. Impact may be controversial when a regulator intervenes in a market to restrain numbers of licenses issued. The development of the market model provides a more thorough test of the impacts than had been in place previously, creating a stronger justification for policy decisions. The  TRI model is widely applied in the UK, such as Glasgow, Perth, Aberdeen, West Dunbartonshire and Stirling, and internationally, particularly in the USA and Canada. The Toronto model was developed with a specific view to identify impacts of introducing accessible vehicles to the taxi fleet, a relatively rare occurrence in North America. The Toronto model developed an enhanced cost model to identify driver cost impacts, and demand model reflecting changes in the market. The City’s Taxicab Industry Review made use of the model outputs to support a reform of the licensing law to include accessibility, set out on the city’s website. As a result disability access compliant vehicles are available within the standard ‘on-demand’ taxi fleet, enhancing quality of life for mobility-impaired clients. The model identified impacts of growth scenarios and led to the City committing in 2013 to double the number of accessible vehicles in time for the Para-Pan-American games being held in 2015.  Furthermore a long-term requirement for full accessibility was identified by the TRI model based on predicted annual costs to the trade and benefits to the public. The Seattle study was commissioned following the launch of mobile phone apps providing access to taxi market services. The city and its hinterland had been concerned with the declining levels of taxi services, which was confirmed by TRI investigation research. Outcomes of the work included defining a new market equilibrium to increase the taxi service levels to meet changing urban and rural demand. The integration, within the TRI taxi model, of quantity, quality and economic analysis also allowed for enhanced service levels using a combination of measures. The initial outcomes of Seattle indicated a need to combine quantity and quality controls. By contrast with Seattle, a focus on economic controls and combinations of economic and quantity regulations were required by Boston, Chicago, and San Diego. The San Diego project is ongoing and is expected to provide a standardized fare allowing reduction in the number of excess fares being charged, a practice known locally as fare gouging. The Boston analysis focused on the measurement of driver income, a contentious issue in the city, with a number of claims being put forward in the Boston Globe newspaper suggesting that drivers were receiving third world wages. The TRI research identified a measure of driver income and economic rent charged in the industry, contributing to the Boston Police Department’s review of market controls.  Other similar benefits arise in the application of the model in Chicago, identifying actual driver income as an element in determining fare policy, and are repeated in San Diego.  Finally, meter rate structures that encourage use, and are achieved without resulting in excess costs, impacts beneficially on the taxi-using public. Stand location models developed for Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland, Aberdeen and Perth allow the location of taxi-stands to be determined by actual demand, rather than historic decisions. On-the-ground issues included the location of stands that are difficult of access, physically inappropriate to wheelchair users, or not served by the trade. While incorporation of information about stand location contributes directly to the wider demand model it is also appropriate in fine- tuning infrastructure. The stand location model, which particularly benefits wheelchair users, has been applied in Glasgow, in relation to traffic signal timings at the Central Station taxi stand, across the cities of Belfast and other Irish cities, Aberdeen and Perth, and is in development for San Diego. The model benefits wheelchair users, and the wider public.		[5.1]  Market model application city reviews:  http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnext oid=2a277729050f0410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD [5.2] Framework for change report citing TRI model:  http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2013/ls/b grd/backgroundfile-59689.pdf [5.3]  Evidence to City Council:  http://www.seattlechannel.org/videos/watchVideos.asp?program=T axi [5.4]  Application of model outputs to taxi rank development:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk /documents/s28367/Final%20Report%20Taxi%20Demand%20Survey%20-%20Rank%20Sp  ecific%20Recommendations.pdf [5.5]  Aberdeen city council summary:  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.asp x?ID=17071 and  http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.aspx?ID=19762 [5.6]  Cooper, City of Boston Taxi Study (Contact: Principal, Nelson Nygaard Consulting Associates) [5.7]  Cooper, City of Seattle (Contact: Principal, Tennessee Transportation and Logistics Foundation) [5.8]  Cooper, City of Toronto (Contact: Project Manager Taxi Review, City of Toronto, Municipal Licensing & Standards) [5.9] Cooper, City of Aberdeen (Contact: Legal Manager, City of Aberdeen, Legal and Democratic Services, Corporate Governance, Aberdeen City Council)

		1023		0.000015		5: Improved flood risk management through advances in rainfall modelling, experimental evidence, and catchment and urban modelling		Our  research  and  resulting  impacts  extend  across  a  wide  range  of  flooding  problems,  from localised urban floods to river basin flooding. The underpinning research ranges from extending the evidence base, to improved rainfall estimates, and to advances in hydrological and hydraulic models. The impact of our research has been through the creation and application of new methodologies (e.g. AOFD) and software tools (e.g., TSRSim) for the design and analysis of flood management systems in the UK and internationally, via joint projects with consulting engineering companies, and through the influence of our research on national and regional policies towards improved land use management practices (e.g., Glastir, Wales).		2.        Underpinning research Our research in flood risk management has addressed two major gaps in floods science:  the lack of evidence and understanding about factors affecting flood flows; and the lack of numerical models to help convert understanding into decisions. Since its inception in 1993, this programme of research has involved a number of academics including H. Wheater (1993-2010), N. McIntyre (1999-2013), C. Maksimović (1997-2013); C. Onof (1995-2013), N. Bulygina (2007-13) and D. Butler (1993-2005). Three aspects of this research have led to major impact and are summarized here: (a) rainfall modelling; (b) land use management and (c) urban pluvial flood modelling. 2.1      Rainfall modelling Traditional flood design using design events relies upon unrealistic assumptions about rainfall. Our programme of rainfall research has provided the basis for improvements using continuous simulation of rainfall. Building on fundamental research into stochastic rainfall modelling from 1993- 2002, Onof and Wheater subsequently (2002-05) developed new methods for generating daily rainfall simultaneously at a number of sites while maintaining its complex space-time properties, including the ability to synthesise extreme rainfall [1]. This was achieved by developing techniques based on point process and generalised linear models. This Defra funded research was extended (2005-2006) to adapt the method so that it can estimate space-time rainfall under climate change. In a third aspect of the work, based on continuous studies since 1993, Onof has developed methods for the downscaling of daily rainfall to high-resolution (e.g., hourly or 5-minute) rainfall, to provide a unique ability to simulate bursts of rainfall, including under climate change, thus, in particular, meeting the needs of urban drainage design [2]. Together, these elements of underpinning research led to the software packages, HYETOS, GLIMCLIM, and TSRSsim, which have been widely used by consultants and government agencies during 2008-2013 (see section 4). 2.2      Land use management There is widespread speculation that reverting towards a more natural rural landscape will reduce downstream flood risk, and there is major interest and activity in UK government in implementing “natural flood management”. However, prior to our series of RCUK funded research projects in the period 2004-2012, there was insufficient evidence and methods to evaluate the efficacy of such “natural” approaches. From our sets of experimental sites at Pontbren, Wales (2004-2012), Wheater, McIntyre and Bulygina produced evidence of the links between soil type, land management and flood flows; and how upland land management can (and cannot) be used to control floods; and how it can also provide other environmental benefits as part of agri-environment schemes [3,4]. Furthermore, so that scenarios of change can be assessed in terms of flood risk and associated costs and benefits for a range of catchments, we developed new generalisation  and upscaling techniques [4]. This modelling research programme is providing an evolving national capability for continuous-time simulation of floods, leading in 2004-2012 to the focus on solving the “natural flood management” question. 2.3      Urban pluvial flood modelling For the urban environment, Maksimović and Butler have conducted research that has promoted the use of physically based approaches to improve models of urban pluvial flooding, and to reduce the  uncertainty  in  the  spatial  and  temporal  modelling.  From  1999-2009,  our  research  into processing of digital terrain data led to improved automatic delineation of flood-prone areas in urban catchments and the development of our Automatic Overland Flood Delineation (AOFD) method [5]. Research from 2004-2012 produced new methods for 1D/1D urban flood modelling suitable for real time applications, incorporating the AOFD method [6]. These latter two items of underpinning research produced the predecessors to the modern commercial models for urban pluvial flood modelling (see section 4).		3.        References  to  the  research  (*References  that  best  indicate  quality  of  underpinning research) *[1] Wheater H.S., Chandler R.E., Onof C., Isham V.S., Bellone E., Yang C., Lekkas D., Lourmas G.  and Segond M-L.  (2005)  ‘Spatial-temporal rainfall modelling for flood risk  estimation’, Stochastic    Environmental    Research    and    Risk    Assessment    19(6)    pp    403-416, doi:10.1007/s00477-005-0011-8. [2]   Onof C. and Arnbjerg-Nielsen, K. (2009) ‘Quantification of anticipated future changes in high resolution   design   rainfall   for   urban   areas’,   Atmospheric   Research   92   pp   350-363, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosres.2009.01.014 [3]   Marshall  M.R.,  Francis  O.J.,  Frogbrook  Z.L.,  Jackson  B.M.,  McIntyre  N.,  Reynolds  B., Solloway I, Wheater H.S., and Chell J. (2009) ‘The impact of upland land management on flooding: Results from an improved pasture hillslope Hydrological Processes’ (2009) 23(3) pp 464-475, doi:10.1002/hyp.7157. *[4] Bulygina N., McIntyre N., Wheater H. (2009) ‘Conditioning rainfall-runoff model parameters for ungauged catchments and land management impacts analysis’ Hydrology and Earth System Sciences 13(6) pp 893-904, doi:10.5194/hess-13-893-2009. *[5] Maksimović Č., Prodanović D., Boonya-aroonnet S., Leitão J.P., Djordjević S. and Allitt R. (2009) ‘Overland flow and pathway analysis for modelling of urban pluvial flooding’. Journal of Hydraulic Research 47(4) pp 512-523, doi:10.1080/00221686.2009.9522027. [6]   Leitão J.P., Simões N.E., Maksimović Č., Ferreira F., Prodanović D., Matos J.S. and Sá Marques A. (2010) ‘Real-time forecasting urban drainage models: full or simplified networks?’ Water Science and Technology 62(9) pp 2106-2114, doi:10.2166/wst.2010.382. Research Grants and Funding A significant part of the underpinning research was carried out through our membership of the National Flood Risk Management Research Consortium (FRMRC 1&2) funded by EPSRC, NERC, EA, Defra, and others, during 2004-2012. EP/F020511/1. FRMRC 1&2 has been the largest UK research programme on flood risk science in recent years and within both phases we led the land use management part of the programme.		4.        Details of the impact Our floods research has had substantial impacts on floods policy and design practice, and on attitudes and understanding of flood risk solutions by audiences ranging from land owners to national  governments.  These  impacts  extend  across  all  components  –  rainfall  modelling, experimental evidence, and catchment and urban modelling. 4.1      Rainfall modelling Research into rainfall modelling has led to the development of tools for hydrological and drainage system  design  using  continuous  simulation  rather  than  single  design  events,  a  development  encouraged by the Environment Agency. The software tool HYETOS for hourly rainfall generation, originally developed as part of a 30%/70% ICL/NTUA Athens collaboration, is downloaded on average 140 times per year in particular by consultants in the water industry. GLIMCLIM is a spatial daily rainfall generator originally developed as part of a 50%/50% Imperial/UCL collaboration,  which  Halcrow has  used  in  projects  with  total  benefit  of  about  £15K,  and  are investing £5K in developing a user interface for. For urban drainage applications, the software tool TSRSim, based entirely upon work by Onof, has been developed at a cost of over £20,000 by HR Wallingford Software in 2005 in collaboration with Onof [A]. It has been purchased by a number of consultancies and water companies (e.g. MWH, B&V, Yorkshire Water, United Utilities and Southern Water) at a unit cost of £900 [A]. TSRSim was used as an alternative to traditional design storms across the Southern Water area to estimate floods with a return period of 1 in 30 years. The flexibility of this tool is estimated by MWH to have enabled savings of the order of £2 Million on a programme valued at £80 Million [B]. 4.2      Land use management Our experimental evidence on the physical links between rural land use and floods (Wheater et al.) has fundamentally changed national attitudes and policy. For example, we refer to the Pontbren hydrology work, described in Section 2 (underpinning research) which was jointly run by Imperial College and CEH Bangor (50%/50%). From the Woodland Trust Wales report, the “Pontbren work has fundamentally changed our understanding of the role of broadleaved trees in the farmed landscape and is now changing policy and practice” [C]. Hence the research on trees and flooding has had a direct influence on the Welsh Government’s new land management scheme for Wales [D]  (‘Glastir’)  and  local  implementations  The  Coed  Cadw  will  confirm  that  the  next  Rural Development Plan for Wales (2013-2020) is drawing heavily on the experience and the evidence derived from Pontbren and that it will influence the shape and focus of future agri-environment payments to farmers [E]. The  underpinning  research  on  soil  hydrology  and  land  use  has  been  used  directly  by  the Environment Agency Wales to map priority areas for improved land management. One of the GIS water quantity layers was based around the evidence from Pontbren and key areas in Wales have been identified where similar activities to those within Pontbren could lead to a reduction in flood risk in the upper Severn [D], with consequent benefits for western England. Another example of the impact of the new evidence and numerical model results was their use in the Foresight Future Flooding update, which contributed to the Cabinet Office’s 2008 policy report (the “Pitt Review”) recommendation that “rural land management approaches should be considered as part of the portfolio of measures to deal with flood risk and, where appropriate, as part of the programme to deliver more working with natural processes” [F]. They have also been used to guide the Office of Public Works (Ireland) in informing the Directorate General’s review of climate proofing. Our research into flood flow modelling approaches has also had a major impact on training and education of students and practitioners, demonstrated by sales of our books [G] and downloads of our teaching software. 4.3      Urban pluvial flood modelling The urban floods research has delivered models that have impacted practice in flood studies in the UK and internationally. In 1998 we took part in the CIRIA (Construction Industry Research and Information Association) Committee for development of CIRIA555 Sustainable Urban Drainage Design and Best Practice Manual, in which the term “SUDS” was coined, resulting in the industry training module which has been used ever since. Our AOFD method and software tool (see underpinning research section) has been independently evaluated and recommended for practical use by the UK Water Industry Research organisation (UKWIR). Before this model there was no appropriate software product on the market that would enable automatic processing of urban drainage features needed for reliable modelling of urban runoff, and it now forms the basis of commercial software (e.g. Infoworks and TuFlow) which are dominating UK and many international markets [H].  This tool has been used extensively by consultants for mapping surface water flood risk in the UK (Colindale, Borough of Barnet [H]) and in several cities in Serbia (e.g. Novi Beograd, Novi Sad, Sabac). Its inclusion into an integrated modelling system, 3DNet-SewNet, has led to the software being used by a significant percentage (cc 50%) of younger and mid-career professionals in Serbia and neighbouring countries. Similarly, the AOFD method and its principles have been incorporated into the latest version of the main commercial software package in Germany (Graphical Interactive Planning system - GIPS) by ITWH (Hannover) [I]. The GIPS “has over 500 users predominantly in German speaking countries. This is now a customer system with about €2.5M market value”[I]. Our methodology for storm drainage master planning has had clear societal and economic impacts: it has been adopted by the Brazilian consortium (Enger, Promon, CKC) and used by the chief consultant company Hidrostudio in development of the Master Drainage Plan for the River Tiete in Sao  Paulo,  Brazil,  which  was  then  used  over  the  last  12  years  for  detailed  planning  of improvements to Sao Paulo’s drainage. Additionally, in the most recent project for urban flood mitigation project of the Sao Paulo’s central commercial area (Anhangabau), the AOFD model has been used for assessment of flood risk.		5.        Sources to corroborate the impact [A]  Technical  Director,  HR  Wallingford  to  corroborate    the  investment  of  £200,00  into  the development of  TSRSim by HR Wallingford Software in 2005 [B]  Principal Engineer, MWH UK Ltd. To corroborate the enabled savings of the order of £2 Million on a programme valued at £80 Million by MWH. [C]  Coed Cadw (Woodland Trust) Wales Needs More Native Trees!:  An information briefing for the Petitions Committee of the National Assembly for Wales and associated press release. http://www.woodlandtrust.presscentre.com/ImageLibrary/detail.aspx?MediaDetailsID=565 Also available  here [D] “Glastir Targeted Element: An Explanation of the Selection Process”, p4, Welsh Assembly Government       and       accompanying       explanatory       email       from       EA       Wales). http://wales.gov.uk/topics/environmentcountryside/farmingandcountryside/farming/schemes/gl astir/advanced/document/glastirteexpanselectionprocessmaps/?lang=en. Also available  here [E]  Director , Coed Cadw to confirm that the next Rural Development Plan for Wales (2013-2020) is drawing heavily on the experience and the evidence derived from Pontbren hydrology work. [F]  The Pitt Review - Learning Lessons from the 2007 floods - p 132 , Cabinet Office. Available at http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20080906001345/http://cabinetoffice.gov.uk/thepittr eview/final_report.aspx. Also available  here [G]  For example: Wagener, T., Wheater, H. and Gupta, H.V. (2004) Rainfall Runoff Modelling in Gauged and Ungauged Catchments. Imperial College Press, 306 pp. Sales to date >500. ISBN: 978-1-86094-466-6 (hardcover). ISBN: 978-1-78326-066-9 (ebook) [H]  Program Delivery Manager, Golder Associates Ltd to confirm that the model developed  forms the basis of commercial software (e.g. Infoworks and TuFlow) which are dominating UK and many international markets extensively being used by consultants for mapping surface water flood risk in the UK [I]    CEO of the Institut für Technisch-Wissenschaftliche Hydrologie GmbH (ITWH) confirm that the method  and  its  principles  have  been  incorporated  into  the  latest  version  of  the  main commercial software package in Germany (Graphical Interactive Planning system - GIPS) by ITWH (Hannover)

		1045		0.0004		Improving Road Investment Appraisal		Summary of the impact HDM-4 is the most widely used system for road investment appraisal and decision making, generating improvements in public policies and services.   Economic development and road agencies in developing countries are major users of the tool.  HDM-4 has become the de facto standard used by the World Bank for its road investment appraisals and has been used to assess more than 200 projects since 2008, with some $29.5bn of World Bank loans, credits or grants drawn-down to fund these.  Uptake of the tool has led to the commercial success of HDMGlobal, a consortium which manages the distribution and development of the software under exclusive licence from the World Road Association-PIARC, with revenues of £1.6m generated since 2008. HDM-4  has  also  been  utilised  for  economic  assessment  and  road  systems  investment management in the UK.		Underpinning research An international effort was undertaken from 1993 to develop improved road investment appraisal methods (HDM-4), with research and development centred at the University of Birmingham. This study built on an existing Highway Design and Maintenance Standards model, HDM-III, extending and developing it as described below. Research to develop HDM-4 and its constituent models Research was carried out to update and calibrate the existing technical relationships in HDM-III, produce additional technical capabilities for dealing with traffic congestion, non-motorized vehicles, concrete  pavements,  drainage,  environmental  impacts,  safety  effects,  incorporate  an  energy balance framework and improve system design, software and the applications framework for use at various levels of planning, budgeting, appraisal and management of roads.  (references 1-3) The end product of the studies was a completely new Highway Design and Maintenance Standards model and an associated software package (collectively known as HDM-4) .  The work was funded via a number of research grants between 1993 – 2001: four World Bank Grants: Special Grants FY96,   FY97,   FY98   &   PMGX55263;   three  Overseas   Development   Agency   grants;   ENA 832/921/007; R5486, R6472 and one World Road Association-PIARC grant HDM009. Continuing research has been carried out to refine the road deterioration models further (2007 – 2011); develop predictive techniques for pavement failure (2002 – 2006 & 2009-date) and further consider the energy balance framework for appraising road projects (2008 -2012: 1851 Royal Commission Fellowship). Major research work was also carried out at the same time to improve the quality of the data that was needed as input  when HDM-4 is used.   Two major research projects investigated: i) a statistical approach to overcome data quality issues, involving collaboration between the HDM-4 team and statisticians at Birmingham, which led to novel methods of determining defect models which could be employed in HDM-4 (1990 – 1996: EPSRC Grant Number GR/J43479); ii) means of enhancing the quality of road data which devised new techniques for objective measurement of which the most sophisticated was the prototyping of high speed parallel processing of digital images of the roads surface, the products of which are used throughout the world (1993 – 1998: EPSRC GR/H 80743, DFID ENAG294/832/837/001A). Incorporating HDM-4 within a strategic planning maintenance framework (SPM) Using economic models, such as HDM-4, effectively within road asset management also requires other  techniques  to  combine  the  HDM-4  analyses  with  observed  road  conditions.  Extensive research was undertaken at Birmingham on a template and its associated components for the operation devised for the task, known as SPM, and the use of Multiple Criteria Analysis to modify the HDM-4 economically derived standards to suit the socio-political demands of the road user (references 4 and 5). Initial work on this aspect was funded by an EPSRC “Link” project (1998- 2000: GR/L99814) and was subsequently implemented for the first time in Malaysia.  It was also identified that for an assessment of network condition a further model was required in parallel with HDM-4 and to that end NETCOM was the first stochastic modelling approach that was developed (1993 – 1995: DEFRA R185/93) and was succeeded by STRAT-2 (2000-2001: EPSRC “Link” GR/N37384) to give network behaviour in a powerful way for the use of decision makers. Using HDM-4 as a research tool HDM-4 has been used as a research tool in since 2007 at Birmingham including investigating the potential  impact  of  climate  change  on  road  deterioration  and  maintenance  requirements, addressing maintenance backlog, the deleterious effects of corruption in the road sector; and economic basis for the design of pavements on tropical soils (reference 6). Fundamental PhD research continues at Birmingham with a focus primarily on enhancing road deterioration models. Additional research at Birmingham was carried out to see how HDM-4 could be incorporated within a strategic maintenance planning framework and also how HDM-4 could be implemented in any particular country or region The lead researchers in this body of work have been: Professor Martin Snaith (Chair of Highway Engineering,  until  2002);  Professor  Henry  Kerali  (Professor  of  Highway  Engineering  and Management, until 2006); Dr Jennaro Odoki (Senior Lecturer 2002-2010); Dr Harry Evdorides (RF, then Lecturer, from 1994 to present date); and Dr Michael Burrow (RF, then Lecturer, from 1998 to present date). All of the relevant research for HDM-4 was led by academics at Birmingham.		Research to develop HDM-4 and its constituent models 1.  Kerali, H.R., Lawrance, A.J., and Awad, K.R. (1996).  Data analysis procedures for long- term pavement performance prediction.  Transportation Research Record (1524). pp 152 – 159 2.  Odoki, J.B, Kerali, H.R., and Santorini, F (2001).  An integrated model for quantifying accessibility benefits in developing countries.  Transportation Research Part A:  Policy and Practice 35 (7), pp 601-623 3.  Odoki, J. B. and Akena, R. (2008). Energy balance framework for appraising road projects. Proc. ICE Transport, 161(1): 23-35.  doi: 10.1680/tran.2008.161.1.23 Incorporating HDM-4 within a strategic maintenance planning maintenance framework (SPM) 4.  Snaith, M.S. (1998).  The development and implementation of pavement management systems: a case study over 15 years. Procs of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Transport Board, Paper 11605, Institution of Civil Engineers, Vol. 129, Issue 2, London, pp 72-79. 5.  Burrow,  M.P.N,  Evdorides,  H.,  Savva,  M.,  and  Wehbi,  M.    (2013).  The  benefits  of sustainable      road      management:      a      case      study.      Proc.      ICE      Transport. doi:10.1680/tran.11.00075 Using HDM-4 as a research tool 6.  Evdorides, H., Nyoagbe, C., Burrow, M.P.N. Strategies to clear road maintenance backlog (2012).   Municipal Engineer, Institution of Civil Engineers.   Volume 165 Issue ME4.   pp 205–213.  doi.org/10.1680/muen.12.00003 References 1, 2 and 5 best indicate the quality of the underpinning research		The Birmingham research led to the development of HDM-4 which is a widely used tool for road investment  appraisal  and  decision-making,  generating  improvements  in  public  policies  and services.   Developing countries are major beneficiaries of the tool, which is the de facto standard used by the World Bank for their road investment decisions and has been used to assess more than 200 of their projects since 2008.  The success of the software has led to the commercial success of HDMGlobal, a consortium which manages the distribution and development of HDM-4 under exclusive licence from the World Road Association-PIARC.  HDM-4 has also been utilised for economic assessment and road systems investment management in the UK.  Road investment appraisal in developing countries with HDM-4 HDM-4 has achieved wide uptake through being adopted as the World Bank’s de facto standard for appraising road investment proposals from the developing world.   HDM-4 is included as the sole  Highway  Development  and  Management  Tool  and  Highway  Design  and  Maintenance Standards      Model      on      the      World      Bank      list      of      Road      Software      Tools (http://go.worldbank.org/FF0CT8M770).   HDM-4 has been used similarly by other multilateral and bilateral  agencies.  Developing  countries  have  benefited  from  HDM-4  as  it  provides  an economically-based objective means for road agencies and donors to appraise road investment and thereby identify road building and maintenance projects, which if funded through grants or loans, will create economic and welfare improvements. Since 2008, the World Bank has reported to the University that it has used HDM-4 to assess over 200 funded projects, with an estimated total value of approximately US$55.16 billion, of which about $29.5 billion were World Bank loans, credits or grants.  For example, the World Bank used HDM-4 to assess the € 306 million Northern Corridor Transport Improvement Project (225 km sections of Mombasa – Malaba/Kisumu roads in Kenya; and the road feasibility and design studies for the rehabilitation of the Lodwar– Nadapal 248 km highway in Kenya where the World Bank provided a $ 4.0 million loan to meet the cost of the feasibility and design studies for strengthening and upgrading of the road link (source 1). HDM-4 has also been used by lead organisations in developing countries to justify proposals they make to attract investment from international donors.  For instance, in 2009 HDM-4 was used to determine the costs and benefits of the long-term maintenance of the African North-South Corridor Aid-for-Trade road network, an important 8,600km road network connecting Dar-es-Salaam in Tanzania to the copper-belt of Zambia and the ports in southern Africa. The resulting analysis, and further assessment through HDM-4, was used to prioritise road upgrading projects on the network and also to determine the financial and economic rates of return on projects in the wide context of the Corridor as a whole.  This latter aspect formed part of the case put forward by TradeMark Southern Africa (the regional economic body) to win over $600m investment in the Corridor from international donors by June 2013 (sources 2 and 3). Governments throughout the developing world use HDM-4 routinely for road investment appraisal. For example, in Uganda, it has been used since 2010 to review the design, cost and economic benefit of upgrading 836 km of roads to bituminous standard (source 4). In Bangladesh, the Roads and Highways Department have used HDM (III, then 4) for the last 14 years to assess annually the maintenance needs of its highways and district roads and to prioritize maintenance expenditure so that the most economically beneficial roads are given the highest priority. (source 5) Since 2008 more than 350 senior executives from over 30 countries have been educated through the World Bank-conceived and approved mechanism for the dissemination of road sector research, known  as  the  Senior  Road  Executives  Programme  held  in  Birmingham.    The  programme curriculum  includes  the  fundamental  concepts  associated  with  HDM-4.  The  executives  are primarily from developing countries and are in decision making positions; their education in the HDM-4 methodology will have added to their contribution to their countries’ economic development (source 6). Commercial impact through HDMGlobal Following the initial success of the HDM initiative, HDMGlobal was established in 2005 as a new consortium to commercialise HDM-4; its commercial success is a further result of the Birmingham research.  HDMGlobal  is  based  at  the  University  of  Birmingham  Research  Park,  and  is  a consortium of the University, Atkins and URS-Wilson with other partners from the UK, Australia, France and Chile.  The consortium was initially given a five-year concession by the World Road Association-PIARC for the exclusive right to distribute HDM-4 from June 2005; following the success of HDM-4 Version, PIARC extended this for a further five years in 2010. Since 2008, HDMGlobal sold more than 1440 licences for HDM-4: 600 to countries with special economic  needs;  450  to  other  countries;  110  to  academic  institutions;  over  180  educational  licences to commercial training institutions; and 100 other licences. This has generated an income of £1.6m for the consortium, of which over £0.4m has been paid to the World Road Association- PIARC in royalties. (sources 7 and 8) The organisations which make up the consortium are regularly commissioned to undertake assessments using HDM-4 and provide training. Exploitation of HDM-4 in the UK HDM-4 has also been used to feed into assessments of the value for money achieved from road investment  in  the  UK.    The  Department  for  Transport  (DfT)  commissioned  an  assessment completed in 2009 using HDM-4 to analyse the English local road network to quantify their long- term maintenance needs and assess the effects of different maintenance funding levels on the condition of the network and costs to road users. HDM-4 was adapted and calibrated to provide accurate results for England and linked with the DfT’s database to facilitate strategic analysis. (source 9) HDMGlobal have also utilised the research on the strategic planning maintenance framework to work with the DfT on the current Highways Management Efficiency Programme (www.dft.gov.uk/hmep).  The outputs from this include freely available software to demonstrate the impact of investment in maintenance on road condition, which could facilitate shifts in public budgets in favour of road maintenance. Work to develop equipment to collect accurate data for input into HDM-4 at low cost has ultimately led to the accreditation in 2013 by the UK Transport Research Laboratory of a new Chinese- developed data collection vehicle.  The Birmingham researchers have continued the development of  the  SPM  component  systems  which  combine  the  HDM-4  analyses  with  observed  road conditions to enable the use of HDM-4 in road asset management to be fully exploited by a road agency.   Working with Highway Management Services Ltd and Key Traffic Systems (a major developer of highway software to UK local authorities), the component management systems have been redeveloped; this allows data collected by TRL-accredited vehicles, such as the one noted above, to be seamlessly imported into the systems and easily used for HDM-4 analysis and these systems are now being used to manage the road maintenance of two London Boroughs. (source 10)		1.  Corroboration statement received: Regional Director for South Caucasus, The World Bank, 1818 H Street, NW, Washington DC 20433, USA. 2.  Corroboration statement received: Programme Manager, TMSA, Pretoria, South Africa. 3.  J. B. Odoki, M.Anyala and R. Akena (2009).  Economic Benefits of an Efficient North-South Corridor.  Final Report for the RTFP Project Management Unit (PMU). 4.  Corroboration available from:  Director, Zulu Burrow, PO Box 31923, Lusaka, Zambia. 5.  HDM Circle (2012).  Maintenance and Rehabilitation Needs Report of 2012 – 2013 for RHD Paved Roads.  Roads and Highways Department, Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh. Available from the University. 6.  Data available from University of Birmingham records. 7.  Corroboration statement received: Technical Director, W S Atkins, The Axis, B1 1TF 8.  Corte, J-F (Secretary General of PIARC).  (2009). HDM-4 – A success story and new prospects.  Routes-Roads, No 344, The World Road Association, Paris, pp 72-73. Available from the HEI. 9.  Reported in Odoki, J. B. and Akena, R. and Bunting, E. (2013). HDM-4 adaptation for strategic analysis of UK local roads.  Proc. ICE, Transport.  doi.org/10.1680/tran.9.00026. 10. Corroboration statement received: Director, Keysoft Solutions Ltd, Alcester, Warwickshire B49 6DP.

		1047		0.00777		Innovative acoustic material enables economic growth while reducing waste and noise pollution		University of Bradford research has enabled a material manufacturing company, Armacell, to reuse up to 95% of its production waste to produce new, high-value acoustic products with up to 50% better acoustic performance than any competition products of similar size.  We protected the developed IP through several international patents and set up a spin-off company, Acoutechs Ltd, to explore this technology commercially. These materials are now used to reduce noise levels below the recommended limits and to improve the general acoustic quality of spaces at home and work for the benefit of public health. The products generate an annual turnover of more than €4 million for Armacell and prevent more than 500 tonnes of plastic waste from going into landfill annually.		The underpinning research leading to this impact was mainly conducted between 1996 and 2001. The work has resulted in over 10 publications in international peer-reviewed journals, over 10 international conference publications, and 3 patents. This was mainly EPSRC-sponsored research work (EPSRC GR/L54905/01 and QUOTA REF. 96304127) to advance existing analytical and computationally based numerical models for the acoustic and mechanical properties of porous elastic media. This provided the theoretical base to design “acoustically thin” porous flexible panels applied to vibro-acoustic noise reduction. The original idea proposed by Kirill Horoshenkov (PDRA 1993- 1995, Lecturer 1995-2002, Senior Lecturer 2002-2004, Professor 2004-2013) and David Hothersall (Reader 1993-2000, Professor 2000-2011) was that visco-thermal absorption could be enhanced by the vibrations of a poro-elastic plate. The viscosity correction function, which accounts for these effects in the equation of motion for poro-elastic plate, has poles that relate to the frequencies at which the relaxation process are particularly pronounced. Suitable expressions for this function were derived rigorously and accurately approximated to allow for the efficient calculations (1). The work studied two different mechanisms which can be used to excite vibration in a thin poro- elastic plate: (i) the differential pressure that is applied to the solid surface of the elastic frame (2); (ii) the friction forces that are developed inside the porous frame so that the frame is dragged as the filling fluid oscillates (3). These effects were investigated for porous elastic plates via modifications of the original Biot and standing waves theories for thin porous plates. New experimental facilities were constructed in the Acoustics Laboratory at the University of Bradford to measure the visco-thermal acoustic absorption and vibration damping phenomena to validate  the  developed  theoretical  models.  These  included  a  new  flow  resistivity,  pore  size distribution, porosimetery (4), and transmission loss rigs. A unique, large impedance tube facility at Fukuoka University (Japan) was used to illustrate the apparent enhancement in the acoustic absorption associated with the frame vibration effects. The derived theoretical models and experimental facilities paved the way for the design and manufacture of materials with enhanced acoustic absorption and vibration damping properties. This work was sponsored through an EPSRC studentship award. Many material specimens have been manufactured and characterised in the Acoustics Laboratory. The acoustical properties of these media were predicted using the values of the non-acoustical material parameters, which were measured independently using the developed laboratory setup  (5,6). This work led to the design of a thin, poro-elastic material with commonly required vibro- acoustic performance that could be achieved with a layer which was 2 to 3-fold thinner than any commercial acoustic product available at that time. The production process was designed to be a sustainable  technology  based  on  the  reuse  of  industrial  polymeric  waste.  This  process  was patented in the UK in 2000, in the USA in 2001 and Europe-wide in 2003. This process was scaled up using a DTI SMART award and industrial funding provided by Armacell UK Ltd.		1.  Horoshenkov KV, Attenborough K, Chandler-Wilde SN. (1998) Padé approximants for the acoustical properties of rigid frame porous media with pore size distribution. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 104: 1198-1209. 2.  Horoshenkov KV, Sakagami K. (2001) A method to calculate the acoustic response of a thin, baffled,  simply  supported  poroelastic  plate.  Journal  of  the  Acoustical  Society  of  America 110(2): 904-917. 3.  Leclaire  P,  Horoshenkov  KV,  Cummings  A.  (2001)  The  transverse  vibrations  of  a  thin rectangular porous plate saturated by a fluid. Journal of Sound and Vibration 247(1): 1-18. 4.  Leclaire P, Swift MJ, Horoshenkov KV. (1998) Specific area from water-suction porosimetry in application to porous acoustic materials. Journal of Applied Physics 84(12): 6886-6890. 5.  Horoshenkov KV, Swift MJ. (2001) Acoustic properties of consolidated granular mixes. Applied Acoustics 62(6): 665-690. 6.  Horoshenkov KV, Swift MJ. (2001) The acoustic properties of granular materials with pore size distribution close to log-normal. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 110(5): 2371- 2378 (1), (2), and (5) are the three most significant publications. Patents: August 2000. Sound Absorbing Materials, UK patent GB0019913.3. MJ Swift, DC Hothersall, KV Horoshenkov. August 2001. Sound Absorbing Material, US patent 7,721,846 B2. MJ Swift, DC Hothersall, KV Horoshenkov. August   2003.   Sound   Absorbing   Material   Including   a   Plurality   of   Pieces   with   Pores, WO/2003/069595. E French, MJ Swift, KV Horoshenkov. Grants: Poroelastic Materials for Noise Control, (awarded to KV Horoshenkov & A Cummings (University of Hull)), £133,779. 1997-2000, EPSRC GR/L54905/01. The Acoustics of Porous Materials, EPSRC Research studentship (Awarded to MJ Swift), QUOTA REF. 96304127, 1996-1999. Feasibility Study Grant: To Investigate the Industrial Scale Production of a New Sound Absorbing Material,  £45,000,  2000-2001,  DTI,  Yorkshire  and  Humberside  Government  Office,  (Grant YHF/21702/NSObj2, Awarded to Acoutechs Ltd).		Our research enabled us to optimise the porous structure and mechanical properties for several types of acoustic materials produced from industrial waste, which would otherwise have been destined for landfill. We were able to enhance the acoustic absorption and vibration damping performance  of  these  products  and  to  maintain  quality  and  reproducibility  of  the  scaled-up manufacturing process.  To commercialise this technology, the University of Bradford set up a spin-off company, Acoutech Ltd, in 2000 and started scaling up the technology (a). In 2003, the technology was licenced to Armacell (b), which in 2004 started manufacturing a range of products in Europe, the Far East and the USA under the brand name ArmaSound. It is estimated that the production of this product created directly at least 20 full-time engineering and manufacturing jobs worldwide, including 4 in the UK. Originally a slow starter, ArmaSound soon began to demonstrate its capability as a material unlike any other, offering acoustic benefits that were difficult to replicate with conventional acoustic insulation. Early   projects   included   acoustic   linings  for   heavy   vehicles   and   equipment   as   well   as telecommunications cabinets and domestic boilers. Later on, it found its way into linings for canopies and enclosures used for housing industrial scale generators and compressors. The jewel in the crown,  however,  was  when  ArmaSound was approved for use in an acoustic system designed to reduce noise from process pipe-work including very large bore pipes. This product has enabled the design of a compact vibro-acoustic insulation system which reduces the noise levels emitted by petrochemical equipment and machines below the 75 and 80 dB noise limits recommended  by  the  UK  national  and  much  international  noise  control  legislation.  More specifically, the availability of this range of products has led to a shift in the conventional way in which large pipes at petrochemical plants and offshore platforms are treated for noise, and ArmaSound has been specified on many prestigious petrochemical project sites around the world. Following success within the ammonia and ethylene segments, ArmaSound achieved approval for use on Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) facilities in 2010. These included the Skikda ‘Mega Train’ LNG facility with Sonatrach in Algeria and PNG LNG facility with Exxon Mobil in Papua New Guinea. Sales of ArmaSound in 2012 were around €4M, (growing from around €3M in 2011). Despite hard economic  times,  especially  for  manufacturing  industries,  ArmaSound  bucked  the  trend  by continuing to grow year on year. In early 2012 Armacell were awarded a contract to supply ArmaSound to the Gorgon LNG project operated by Chevron/Shell, a $45 billion facility to be constructed on Barrow Island, off the coast of Western Australia (b). The value of ArmaSound insulation in this project is estimated at US$23M. This facility is the largest ever constructed and will utilise ArmaSound to treat around 200km of pipe-work. ArmaSound will experience its largest growth period to date during 2013. The accessible pipework insulation material market is estimated to be €200m/annum. ArmaSound system market penetration is estimated at 5% or €10m/annum in terms of the insulation systems in which this product is specified. Before licencing our technology, the company was not active in this market at all, so our technology has enabled the company to enter an entirely new and lucrative market. Armacell’s clients now include Foam Techniques (c) (one of the world’s largest insulation contractors), Baxi Potterton, Durabella, and Sterling Generators. Companies who specify this product include BP, Amec, and KBR (d). ArmaSound products have not only generated revenue for Armacell (e,f,g,h,i), but have also had a significant environmental impact in three ways: firstly the acoustic quality of spaces has been improved through the introduction of a new product with better acoustic properties and durability; secondly  as the product is at least half the thickness of conventional sound-proofing material and 95% of it is recycled waste, it provides more environmental benefits than other more conventional products which are made from virgin materials; thirdly the company has significantly reduced its industrial waste.		Spin-off company a.  Director, Acoutechs Ltd. Company Registration No.: 04068829. Licensee b.  Head  of  Technical-Engineered  Systems,  Armacell  UK  Ltd.  Company  Registration  No.: 3729805  Users c.   Joint Managing Director, Foam Techniques Ltd. Company Registration No.: 02078810. d.  Senior Technical Advisor, Kellogg Brown & Root Ltd., Company Registration No.: 02021947. Product details and example applications e.  http://www.armacell.com/www/armacell/acwwwattach.nsf/ansFiles/ArmaSound240TH.pdf/$FIL E/ArmaSound240TH.pdf f.    http://www.armacell.com/www/armacell/acwwwattach.nsf/ansFiles/RangeArmaSound240Iran.p df/$FILE/RangeArmaSound240Iran.pdf g.   http://www.armacell.com/www/armacell/ACwwwAttach.nsf/ansFiles/AUMTrinidadUK.pdf/$FILE/ AUMTrinidadUK.pdf h.   http://www.offshore-technology.com/contractors/corrosion/armacell/press3.html i.    http://www.armacell.com/www/armacell/ACwwwAttach.nsf/ansFiles/AUMTrinidadUK.pdf/$FILE/ AUMTrinidadUK.pdf

		1048		0.0006		Sustainable strategies for noise mitigation through improved assessment of noise impact and enhanced design of noise barriers		Research at the University of Bradford has resulted in more accurate and efficient predictions of traffic  sound  propagation  and  faster  determination  of  sound  reflection effects,  enabling  more effective design and positioning of noise barriers. Software derived from our research is used in 40 countries to map traffic noise and plan evidence-based targeting of Noise Reduction Devices (NRDs), thus increasing efficiency and sustainability. Beneficiaries include the public, through improved quality of life from reduced noise pollution from transport and wind turbine sound, and governments and public administrations through policy tools to influence noise management. The reach of our research is demonstrated by its incorporation into national and EU-wide policy and guidance on sustainability in design and use of NRDs.		A Bradford team comprising David Hothersall (Reader 1993-2000, Professor 2000-2011), Kirill Horoshenkov (PDRA 1993-1995, Lecturer 1995-2002, Senior Lecturer 2002-2004, Professor 2004- 2013), Dr Simon Chandler-Wilde (Lecturer 1989-1993) and Greg Watts (Professor 2000-present) conducted the underpinning research between 1993 and 2005. Drawing on the Boundary Element Method (BEM) our team produced a model specifically for application to traffic noise mitigation. BEM  is  most  commonly  applied  in  two-dimensions  (2D)  for  transport  noise  propagation calculations.   Although   the   true   physical   problem   has   distinct   differences   from   the   2D approximation, results from 2D BEM calculations can be successfully and accurately related to physical measurements. Our model offers advantages over ray-tracing methods and other numerical  techniques  by  providing  an  accurate  treatment  of  the  diffraction,  scattering  and absorption of sound that occurs in the presence of obstacles including noise barriers. Furthermore, complex cross-sections can be modelled and specified with considerable precision and the effects of absorptive surfaces and far-field solutions can be computed much more efficiently (1,2). The research also allowed the noise reducing properties of novel barrier caps and the effects of air gaps in barriers to be quantified and demonstrated accurately for the first time (3). Hothersall’s development of a Fresnel Zone method of calculating sound reflections from mixed ground conditions (4) both enhanced and simplified the model and paved the way for its use in the HARMONOISE (engineering) and NORD2000 (sound propagation) models. A key contribution of our research was to enable calculation of the zone of influence of reflected sound rays where the ground surface is mixed, a frequency-dependent effect. Our work demonstrated that averaging within the Fresnel zone, despite being a simpler method, resulted in agreement with more complex models and significantly reduced computing times. Our method has been shown to be particularly efficient in complex source situations where ray acoustics was previously the preferred approach e.g. in the calculation of the spread of traffic noise from highways into a large urban area where multiple  reflections  of  sound  rays  are  common.  Our  research  on  the  calculation  of  surface reflection effects became a core component of the EU HARMONOISE collaborative project (2000- 2003) that produced improved sound propagation models for environmental noise predictions used for  both accurate  traffic noise  prediction and for  noise mapping  in largely urban areas.  The research resulted in the development of a sound propagation model and noise prediction models leading to the development of 6 software packages. The work on NRDs was further extended within the completed EU QUIESST project to improve their sustainability. Dr Oltean-Dumbrava (Lecturer 2003-present), working with Watts, used multi- criteria analysis to develop a novel method for assessing the overall sustainability of roadside NRDs (5,6). The significance of the new work is its demonstration that optimising particular criteria  in isolation, e.g. cost and technical performance, does not necessarily increase the sustainability of noise barrier projects. Rather, the research showed that it is the combination of the outcome of all measured criteria (technical, economic, environmental, social) in relation to each other that shows the relative sustainability of the noise reduction project as a whole. The Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) tools produced during the project have been disseminated through an EU guidebook on sustainable procurement of noise barriers.		1.  Chandler-Wilde SN, Hothersall DC. (1995) A uniformly valid far field asymptotic expansion for the Green function for two-dimensional propagation above a homogeneous impedance plane. Journal of Sound and Vibration 182(5): 665-675. 2.  Chandler-Wilde   SN,   Horoshenkov   KV.   (1995)   Padé   approximants   for   the   acoustical characteristics of rigid frame porous media. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 98(2): 1119-1129. 3.  Watts GR, Crombie DH, Hothersall DC. (1994) Acoustic performance of new designs of traffic noise barriers: full-scale tests. Journal of Sound and Vibration 177(3): 289-305. 4.  Hothersall DC, Harriot JNB. (1995) Approximate models for sound propagation above multi- impedance plane boundaries. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 97(2): 918-926. 5.  Oltean-Dumbrava  C,  Watts  G,  Miah  A.  (2013)  Transport  infrastructure:  making  more sustainable decisions for noise reduction. Journal of Cleaner Production 42: 58–68. 6.  Oltean-Dumbrava C, Watts G, Miah A. (2012) Procurement of  sustainable noise-reducing devices:  state-of-the-art  review  from  EU  Project  QUIESST.  Journal  of  Management  in Engineering 28(3): 324–329. (1), (4), and (5) are the three most significant publications.		Impact from the research has been achieved through three main channels: i) incorporation of our research  outputs  into  internationally-used  models  (HARMONOISE,  NORD  2000),  ii)  software packages derived from our research, and iii) adoption in national policy requirements. Our research outputs are now used worldwide in mapping and impact assessment of rail, road, and wind turbines noise with results used to plan the design and positioning of NRDs. The targeting of appropriately designed NRDs is a key application of our research findings, resulting in a reduction of the negative impact of noise on human health and associated improvement in quality of life through  diminished  noise  pollution  as  indicated  by  World  Health  Organisation  guidelines  for acceptable noise exposure (a). i) Internationally-used sound assessment models: our research was core to the development of both the HARMONOISE and NORD2000 models (b,c). The HARMONOISE noise propagation model (d) has gained acceptance in Europe for the basis of noise mapping (e,f) and is being adopted in other countries, for example in predicting noise from industrial sources in Australia (g). The importance of our research for the development of the NORD2000 model is described by one of  the  developers  thus:  “The  introduction  of  Fresnel-zones  in  NORD2000  led  to  essential improvement compared to earlier methods. The ground effect, for example, is calculated for each type of ground to be found inside the Fresnel-zone and the resulting ground effect is calculated as a weighted average taking into account the fraction of the Fresnel-zone covered by each type of ground surface” (d,e,h). Work for recently completed EU FP7 QUIESST on sustainable procurement of noise barriers using  multi-criteria analysis, led by Dr Oltean-Dumbrava (5,6), is further extending our impact in this area by involving a novel method for assessing the overall sustainability of noise reducing devices at the roadside. A key output of this work is a tool to support decision-making by policymakers and industry professionals. In addition the work led to the publication of a guidance manual (i) and a further group TG4 has been set up within CEN TC 226/WG6, led by Dr Oltean-Dumbrava, to develop such sustainability standards. This is the first group within CEN TC226 road equipment to address this issue and others are likely to follow our lead (j). A very large industry concerned with the provision of roadside barriers will be impacted by the introduction of such standards. As an example of market size the provision of timber barriers along a 2km stretch of highway to protect a residential area would cost approximately £1.6m (6). If more expensive NRD systems were used costs would rise up to an order of magnitude higher and, to gauge scale, many hundreds of kilometres of NRDs are installed across Europe annually. ii) Commercialisation through software: the sound propagation and noise prediction models developed and tested in the research led to the development of six software packages, commercialized in over 40 countries and utilized by private enterprises, public administrations and academia (d, e). The HARMONOISE model led to the development of Predictor-LIMA, CadnaA and the NORD2000 model to the development of ExSound2000, SPL2000, SoundPlan and WindPRO noise prediction software packages. Since 2008, use of NORD2000 and HARMONOISE models and software packages has extended from road and railway traffic noise reduction to wind turbine noise, as well as to evaluation of the health effects of noise over a wide spectrum of applications and uses, within and outside Europe (e.g. Brazil, Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, South Korea, Chile, and Taiwan). Estimates of the annual turnover generated by software retail alone is €600k, based upon an average market price of €1,000 per licence, three licenses sold per annum per country with 40 countries involved worldwide. We should also consider the added value made by consultants using the software. Assuming 40% of licences are sold to consultants and they manage three small projects per annum worth an average of €3,000 each, we reach a turnover of €2.16m over the REF2014 period. Taken together the total annual turnover generated by software licences is estimated to be a minimum of €2.76m. iii)  Adoption  in  national  policy requirements:  the  NORD2000  noise  prediction  model was commissioned by the Nordic Council of Ministries and has been used in both private and public sectors (e,h) including public authorities such as the Federal Department of Health in Canada and Scandinavian national and local administrations. In Denmark the use of NORD2000 is mandatory for strategic noise mapping. In addition, NORD2000 is prescribed for general use with road traffic noise, beyond the already existing guidelines for its use for railway noise, and, more recently, for the prediction of sound propagation from wind turbines.		a.  Berglund B, Lindvall T, Schwela DH. (eds.) (1999) Guidelines for community noise. Geneva: World Health Organisation b.  Strategic Consultant at Dutch consultancy DHV, advises European Committees, government departments, councils and companies on environmental noise pollution and was convenor of the EU Harmonoise project. He can confirm our contribution to the Harmonoise propagation model through use of BEM. c.   Senior Researcher at the Danish Road Institute and previously at the Danish consultancy DELTA.  He  was  closely  involved  in  development  of  Nord  2000  (environmental  noise propagation model used by the Nordic countries) and can vouch for the importance of Hothersall’s Fresnel zone approach. d.  Watts G R (2005). Harmonoise prediction model for road traffic noise. Published Project Report PPR 034, TRL Ltd, Wokingham, Berkshire (Sections 5, 6 and Appendix B)  e.  Nota R, van Leeuwen JJA, Barelds R, Beuving M, Cremezic C, Defrance J, Jonasson HG, Van Maercke   D,   Taraldsen   G,   Watts   G,   Witte   J   (2004).   Harmonoise:   simplification   of comprehensive source and propagation models into an accurate and practicable engineering method, Internoise 2004, Prague. f.   van    Leeuwen    HJ,    de    Vos    P    (2009).    The    Implementation    of    a    simplified HARMONOISE/IMAGINE Method for Making Noise Maps for Large Areas. Proceedings of Euronoise 2009, October 2009, Edinburgh. g.  Bullen R. The Harmonoise noise prediction algorithm: validation and use under Australian conditions. Proceedings of Acoustics 2012, November 2012, Fremantle, Australia h.  noiseLab – Nord2000 noise prediction software available at: http://noiselabdk.wordpress.com/more-software/sound-propogation-nord2000/ i.    Oltean-Dumbrava C. (2012) Sustainability. In (eds.) Clairbois J-P, de Roo F, Garai M, Conter M, Defrance J, Oltean-Dumbrava C, Durso C. QUIESST7 – Guidebook to noise reducing devices optimisation. Presented: final seminar, Brussels, 10th December 2012:  www.quiesst.eu. j.    Managing  Director  of  the  Belgian  consultancy  Acoustic  Technologies  and  convenor  of European  Standards  Committee  TC226/WG6  on  noise  reducing  devices  for  roadside application, closely involved in developing CEN standards and QUIESST. He can vouch for important inputs made by University of Bradford including setting up of the new standards group TG4 to address sustainability. He will be able to confirm that TG4 will be the first group in TC226 road equipment to develop sustainability standards and other groups e.g. safety fences, traffic signals and signs, road markings are likely to follow our lead.

		1050		0.0288		Predicting and improving construction labour productivity and whole life value		The Construction Management Research Unit (CMRU) has exploited its research into productivity improvement, whole life costing and sustainability assessment through a University spin-out company, Whole Life Consultants Ltd, that has achieved economic impact.  With sales exceeding £1M since its inception, the company’s post-2008 achievements include: the development of a labour forecasting tool that has generated contracts worth more than £100k to the Construction Industry Training Board in 2011-13; on-going implementation of a productivity improvement programme for Tayside Contracts that has produced an increase in turnover of £6.8M and a threefold increase in profitability since 2009; on-going support of the Croatian PPP/PFI programme that has contributed to the successful implementation of 11 projects since 2008.		Since 1993, the CMRU’s research led by Professor Horner, has focussed on improving labour productivity, developing Life Cycle Costing techniques to maximise whole life value and promoting a novel integrated, holistic approach to sustainability assessment. A series of external grants since 1993 has supported CMRU to quantify the relationship between labour productivity and the factors that affect it. This has led to the discovery and application of the property that items in a bill of quantities whose value is greater than the mean, the so-called ‘cost significant’ items, account typically for 80% of the total value but number less than 20% of the total number of items. Moreover, for projects of similar types, the cost-significant items are all the same and represent a consistent proportion of the total value. The property is generic and can be applied to any set of numbers (e.g. labour costs, labour hours), allowing the derivation of a small number of significant activities that can be taken to be representative of overall project performance. This finding has allowed the execution of extensive site data collection programmes, leading, in turn, to a deeper understanding of where the opportunities for increasing productivity lie[1][2]. The CMRU has, for the first time, quantified the relationship between productivity and delays and disruptions, overtime working and size and skills of the labour force[3]. It has demonstrated conclusively the role of site management in improving productivity and developed a protocol for collaborative planning drawing on lean principles and involving the whole supply chain that is similar to (but pre-dates) “last planner”. In whole life costing, CMRU developed a generic approach to life cycle costing and explored the potential for adopting a risk-based approach to maximising whole life value by applying Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) to construction projects in both the design and operation phases[4]. Two techniques were identified, namely (i) Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis and (ii) Reliability Centred Maintenance that could be tailored for and applied successfully in the construction industry. The research demonstrated how the application of these techniques reduces the maintenance costs of existing housing stock by up to 20% and the whole life costs of selected components of houses, hospitals, schools and prisons by up to 40%. The research also led to the development of an elemental whole life cost breakdown structure consistent across all phases of the project, allowing, for the first time, an analysis of the impact of alternative design solutions on the capital, maintenance and operating costs of any building project[5]. Since 2005, the CMRU has developed an Integrated Sustainability Assessment Toolkit that allows the holistic assessment of the economic, environmental and social dimensions of sustainability throughout the life of any construction asset or group of assets. From the 1000 or so sustainability indicators in  use  worldwide,  the research has identified 19 principal sustainability impacts of  buildings and 27 principal impacts of urban developments that practitioners and academics considered to be the most important. It also identified the most appropriate tools for assessing the impacts and developed a multi-criteria decision-making approach to aggregate the outputs across all the principal impacts[6]. Horner (Director, CMRU) was made an Honorary Fellow of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland for “Services to Construction” in 2007. He is Chairman of the CITB Technical Reference Group  for  Labour  Market  Intelligence  and  sits  on  Transport  Scotland’s  National  Roads Maintenance Review Technology and Innovation Working Group. He was appointed to the Board of the Tayside and Central Regional Transport Partnership (2008-2010) by the Scottish Minister for Transport		Publications 1.  Horner, R. M. W. and Zakieh, R. (1996) Characteristic items - a new approach to pricing and controlling construction projects.  Construction Management and Economics, 14, 241- 252. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/014461996373494 2.  Radosavljevic, M. and Horner, R. M. W. (2002) The evidence of complex variability in labour    productivity.         Construction    Management    and    Economics,    20,    3-12. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01446190110098961 3.  Horner, R. M. W. and Talhouni, B. (1995) Effects of Accelerated Working, Delays and Disruption on Labour Productivity.  Chartered Institute of Building, 40 pp., ISBN 1 85380 068 6. 4.  El-Haram, M. A. and Horner, R. M. W. (2003) Application of the principles of ILS to the development of cost effective maintenance strategies for existing building stock. Construction     Management     and     Economics,     21,     283-296.     http://dx.doi.org/ 10.1080/0144619032000093774 5. El-Haram, M., Marenjak, S. and Horner, R. M. W. (2002) Development of a Generic Framework for Collecting Whole Life Cost Data for the Building Industry. Journal of Quality in Maintenance Engineering, 8, 144-151. http://dx.doi.org/10.1108/13552510210430017 6. Thomson, C. S., El-Haram, M. A., and Emmanuel, R. (2011) Managing sustainability assessment within the project lifecycle. Proceedings of Institution of Civil Engineers - Engineering Sustainability, 164(2), 143-157. http://dx.doi.org/10.1680/ensu.2011.164.2.143 External Grants awarded to support the underpinning research EPSRC   GR/K64471/01:   Application   of   ILS   to   the   development   of   cost   effective maintenance strategies for existing building stock 1996 – 1998 (£102,369).   Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC GR/K77457/01: Improving construction productivity – a practical demonstration of a process-based approach.  1996 – 1998 (£150,505).  Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC  GR/N01811/01:  A  generic  approach  to  minimising  whole  life  costs  in  the construction industry.  2000 – 2003 (£315,397) Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC GR/S18311/01: SUE Scoping Study: Metrics, models and toolkits for whole life sustainable urban development - a scoping study. 2003 – 2004.  (£207,024).  Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC EP/C004701/1: A Visual Map of Sustainable Urban Development Issues.  2004 – 2005 (£125,843). Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC EP/C008030/1: Metrics, Models and Toolkits for Whole Life Sustainable Urban Development. 2005 – 2009 (£1,276,306). Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.)		Whole Life Consultants Ltd (WLC) WLC was established as a spin-out company from the University of Dundee (which owns a 10% share) specifically to commercialise the research outputs from the CMRU on the recommendation of the industrial steering committee for EPSRC Grant GR/N01811/01.  Since January 2008, the company has undertaken work to a value exceeding £1M and currently employs 5 people.  Clients include (i) CITB and, on its behalf, Salford City Council, 7 North East (England) Local Authorities, Lambeth & Wandsworth, Welsh Assembly Government, Waltham Forest, Fusion 21, EU Skills, (ii) UK Contractors Group, (iii) Croatian Institute of Bridge and Structural Engineering, (iv) PPP Centar Zagreb,  (v)  British  Board  of  Agrément,  (vi)  Scottish  Enterprise,  (vii)  O’Hare  McGovern,  (iix) Experian and, on its behalf, the Olympic Park Legacy Company, (ix) the EU and, on its behalf, Frederick University (Cyprus), FORSAS (Italy), Romanian Society for Lifelong Learning, DOCTUM (Spain), (x) 6ix Consulting and, through it, Scottish Water.   The company has been awarded a major contract by HS2 in 2013 to predict the labour demands and skills gap generated by the HS2 project. Productivity In 2008, CITB commissioned WLC to develop a labour forecasting tool to predict the amount of labour required in each trade on a monthly basis, given no more than the type of project, its value or floor area and the start/end dates of construction. This tool is used throughout the CITB Skills Academy programme and is recognised by CITB as being unique from a commercial perspective and providing a leading edge in strategic discussions with government and industry[7].  During the past 2 years, it has been licensed to the Olympic Park Legacy Company, Salford City Council, 7 North East of England Local Authorities, Lambeth & Wandsworth and Waltham Forest, generating contracts worth more than £100k to CITB. It is used principally, but not exclusively, in determining the number of jobs created in unitary authorities as a result of construction activity[7,8]. Dissemination  of  the  CMRU’s  underpinning  research  to  industrial  stakeholders  has  been accomplished through the monograph “More for Less” published by CIRIA.  It is used currently throughout  the  construction  industry  as  a  guide  to  productivity  improvement  and  supports  a productivity training programme delivered by WLC and a lean training programme delivered by 6ix Consulting Ltd. These programmes have been delivered to more than 100 practising professionals, with typically 1 in 4 participants reporting a consequent reduction in costs.  Farrans Construction estimates £100ks in savings[9] achieved in 2013 through a radical overhaul of its procurement method using WLC’s Productivity Portal. In 2011, CMRU completed a Knowledge Transfer Partnership with Tayside Contracts to embed its research in lean thinking across the whole organisation. The KTP has been rated “outstanding” by the TSB, having delivered an increase in turnover of ca £6.8M, cost reductions of £650k, a threefold increase in profits and an increase in the percentage of partnering contracts from 25% to more than 45%[10]. The partnership is a finalist for the best UK KTP Partnership Award. Whole Life Costing and ILS The CMRU’s research into whole life costing and ILS has had a wider reach, extending particularly to PPP/PFI contracts executed in Croatia. Memoranda of Understanding between WLC and the Croatian Institute of Structures & Bridges and the PPP Centar, respectively, to provide support for the Croatian PFI programme have led to the engagement of WLC since 2008 in the formulation of 12 PFI projects in Croatia, 11 of which have now been implemented successfully[11]. Between 2008 and 2012, WLC supported O’Hare McGovern in the preparation and delivery of 5 successful bids for PFI Schools in Northern Ireland. It was responsible subsequently for preparing the optimum Life Cycle Replacement cost profile.  Sustainability In 2011, WLC was awarded a €300,000 Leonardo de Vinci grant to transfer its expertise in sustainability assessment to 4 European countries. The programme is delivering training to 50 professionals so that the results of the CMRU’s research can be adopted in practice across Europe. Scottish Construction Centre (SCC) Horner directed the SCC between 2008 and 2009 and took the academic lead in delivering its £2.7M programme until its successor body (Construction Scotland) was launched in 2011.  He had initially put together the winning consortium and written much of the successful bid to Scottish Enterprise for the Centre and in 2008, he was responsible for winning a supplementary ERDF grant of £706k for it, using EPSRC funding as part of the matching component.  Under the SCC banner, the Dundee team administered Workshops on whole life costing (attracting 61 participants from 42 companies) and lean thinking (178 participants from 100 companies).  It provided one-to- one support to 47 companies. An independent evaluation has estimated that this work produced an increase in added value of £28.8M, created 250 new jobs and protected a further 750[12].		7.  Factual Statement: Commercial Strategy Manager, CITB 8.  Factual Statement: Regeneration Manager, London Legacy Development Corporation 9.  Factual Statement: Commercial Director, Farrans Construction 10. Factual Statement: Managing Director, Tayside Contracts 11. Factual Statement: Director, Croatian Institute of Structures and Bridges 12. http://www.evaluationsonline.org.uk/evaluations/Browse.do?ui=browse&action=show&id=4 68&taxonomy=CON Web site link to the Scottish Construction Centre Evaluation Report to Scottish Enterprise by GEN Consulting

		1050		0.00005		Predicting and improving construction labour productivity and whole life value		The Construction Management Research Unit (CMRU) has exploited its research into productivity improvement, whole life costing and sustainability assessment through a University spin-out company, Whole Life Consultants Ltd, that has achieved economic impact.  With sales exceeding £1M since its inception, the company’s post-2008 achievements include: the development of a labour forecasting tool that has generated contracts worth more than £100k to the Construction Industry Training Board in 2011-13; on-going implementation of a productivity improvement programme for Tayside Contracts that has produced an increase in turnover of £6.8M and a threefold increase in profitability since 2009; on-going support of the Croatian PPP/PFI programme that has contributed to the successful implementation of 11 projects since 2008.		Since 1993, the CMRU’s research led by Professor Horner, has focussed on improving labour productivity, developing Life Cycle Costing techniques to maximise whole life value and promoting a novel integrated, holistic approach to sustainability assessment. A series of external grants since 1993 has supported CMRU to quantify the relationship between labour productivity and the factors that affect it. This has led to the discovery and application of the property that items in a bill of quantities whose value is greater than the mean, the so-called ‘cost significant’ items, account typically for 80% of the total value but number less than 20% of the total number of items. Moreover, for projects of similar types, the cost-significant items are all the same and represent a consistent proportion of the total value. The property is generic and can be applied to any set of numbers (e.g. labour costs, labour hours), allowing the derivation of a small number of significant activities that can be taken to be representative of overall project performance. This finding has allowed the execution of extensive site data collection programmes, leading, in turn, to a deeper understanding of where the opportunities for increasing productivity lie[1][2]. The CMRU has, for the first time, quantified the relationship between productivity and delays and disruptions, overtime working and size and skills of the labour force[3]. It has demonstrated conclusively the role of site management in improving productivity and developed a protocol for collaborative planning drawing on lean principles and involving the whole supply chain that is similar to (but pre-dates) “last planner”. In whole life costing, CMRU developed a generic approach to life cycle costing and explored the potential for adopting a risk-based approach to maximising whole life value by applying Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) to construction projects in both the design and operation phases[4]. Two techniques were identified, namely (i) Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis and (ii) Reliability Centred Maintenance that could be tailored for and applied successfully in the construction industry. The research demonstrated how the application of these techniques reduces the maintenance costs of existing housing stock by up to 20% and the whole life costs of selected components of houses, hospitals, schools and prisons by up to 40%. The research also led to the development of an elemental whole life cost breakdown structure consistent across all phases of the project, allowing, for the first time, an analysis of the impact of alternative design solutions on the capital, maintenance and operating costs of any building project[5]. Since 2005, the CMRU has developed an Integrated Sustainability Assessment Toolkit that allows the holistic assessment of the economic, environmental and social dimensions of sustainability throughout the life of any construction asset or group of assets. From the 1000 or so sustainability indicators in  use  worldwide,  the research has identified 19 principal sustainability impacts of  buildings and 27 principal impacts of urban developments that practitioners and academics considered to be the most important. It also identified the most appropriate tools for assessing the impacts and developed a multi-criteria decision-making approach to aggregate the outputs across all the principal impacts[6]. Horner (Director, CMRU) was made an Honorary Fellow of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland for “Services to Construction” in 2007. He is Chairman of the CITB Technical Reference Group  for  Labour  Market  Intelligence  and  sits  on  Transport  Scotland’s  National  Roads Maintenance Review Technology and Innovation Working Group. He was appointed to the Board of the Tayside and Central Regional Transport Partnership (2008-2010) by the Scottish Minister for Transport		Publications 1.  Horner, R. M. W. and Zakieh, R. (1996) Characteristic items - a new approach to pricing and controlling construction projects.  Construction Management and Economics, 14, 241- 252. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/014461996373494 2.  Radosavljevic, M. and Horner, R. M. W. (2002) The evidence of complex variability in labour    productivity.         Construction    Management    and    Economics,    20,    3-12. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01446190110098961 3.  Horner, R. M. W. and Talhouni, B. (1995) Effects of Accelerated Working, Delays and Disruption on Labour Productivity.  Chartered Institute of Building, 40 pp., ISBN 1 85380 068 6. 4.  El-Haram, M. A. and Horner, R. M. W. (2003) Application of the principles of ILS to the development of cost effective maintenance strategies for existing building stock. Construction     Management     and     Economics,     21,     283-296.     http://dx.doi.org/ 10.1080/0144619032000093774 5. El-Haram, M., Marenjak, S. and Horner, R. M. W. (2002) Development of a Generic Framework for Collecting Whole Life Cost Data for the Building Industry. Journal of Quality in Maintenance Engineering, 8, 144-151. http://dx.doi.org/10.1108/13552510210430017 6. Thomson, C. S., El-Haram, M. A., and Emmanuel, R. (2011) Managing sustainability assessment within the project lifecycle. Proceedings of Institution of Civil Engineers - Engineering Sustainability, 164(2), 143-157. http://dx.doi.org/10.1680/ensu.2011.164.2.143 External Grants awarded to support the underpinning research EPSRC   GR/K64471/01:   Application   of   ILS   to   the   development   of   cost   effective maintenance strategies for existing building stock 1996 – 1998 (£102,369).   Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC GR/K77457/01: Improving construction productivity – a practical demonstration of a process-based approach.  1996 – 1998 (£150,505).  Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC  GR/N01811/01:  A  generic  approach  to  minimising  whole  life  costs  in  the construction industry.  2000 – 2003 (£315,397) Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC GR/S18311/01: SUE Scoping Study: Metrics, models and toolkits for whole life sustainable urban development - a scoping study. 2003 – 2004.  (£207,024).  Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC EP/C004701/1: A Visual Map of Sustainable Urban Development Issues.  2004 – 2005 (£125,843). Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC EP/C008030/1: Metrics, Models and Toolkits for Whole Life Sustainable Urban Development. 2005 – 2009 (£1,276,306). Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.)		Whole Life Consultants Ltd (WLC) WLC was established as a spin-out company from the University of Dundee (which owns a 10% share) specifically to commercialise the research outputs from the CMRU on the recommendation of the industrial steering committee for EPSRC Grant GR/N01811/01.  Since January 2008, the company has undertaken work to a value exceeding £1M and currently employs 5 people.  Clients include (i) CITB and, on its behalf, Salford City Council, 7 North East (England) Local Authorities, Lambeth & Wandsworth, Welsh Assembly Government, Waltham Forest, Fusion 21, EU Skills, (ii) UK Contractors Group, (iii) Croatian Institute of Bridge and Structural Engineering, (iv) PPP Centar Zagreb,  (v)  British  Board  of  Agrément,  (vi)  Scottish  Enterprise,  (vii)  O’Hare  McGovern,  (iix) Experian and, on its behalf, the Olympic Park Legacy Company, (ix) the EU and, on its behalf, Frederick University (Cyprus), FORSAS (Italy), Romanian Society for Lifelong Learning, DOCTUM (Spain), (x) 6ix Consulting and, through it, Scottish Water.   The company has been awarded a major contract by HS2 in 2013 to predict the labour demands and skills gap generated by the HS2 project. Productivity In 2008, CITB commissioned WLC to develop a labour forecasting tool to predict the amount of labour required in each trade on a monthly basis, given no more than the type of project, its value or floor area and the start/end dates of construction. This tool is used throughout the CITB Skills Academy programme and is recognised by CITB as being unique from a commercial perspective and providing a leading edge in strategic discussions with government and industry[7].  During the past 2 years, it has been licensed to the Olympic Park Legacy Company, Salford City Council, 7 North East of England Local Authorities, Lambeth & Wandsworth and Waltham Forest, generating contracts worth more than £100k to CITB. It is used principally, but not exclusively, in determining the number of jobs created in unitary authorities as a result of construction activity[7,8]. Dissemination  of  the  CMRU’s  underpinning  research  to  industrial  stakeholders  has  been accomplished through the monograph “More for Less” published by CIRIA.  It is used currently throughout  the  construction  industry  as  a  guide  to  productivity  improvement  and  supports  a productivity training programme delivered by WLC and a lean training programme delivered by 6ix Consulting Ltd. These programmes have been delivered to more than 100 practising professionals, with typically 1 in 4 participants reporting a consequent reduction in costs.  Farrans Construction estimates £100ks in savings[9] achieved in 2013 through a radical overhaul of its procurement method using WLC’s Productivity Portal. In 2011, CMRU completed a Knowledge Transfer Partnership with Tayside Contracts to embed its research in lean thinking across the whole organisation. The KTP has been rated “outstanding” by the TSB, having delivered an increase in turnover of ca £6.8M, cost reductions of £650k, a threefold increase in profits and an increase in the percentage of partnering contracts from 25% to more than 45%[10]. The partnership is a finalist for the best UK KTP Partnership Award. Whole Life Costing and ILS The CMRU’s research into whole life costing and ILS has had a wider reach, extending particularly to PPP/PFI contracts executed in Croatia. Memoranda of Understanding between WLC and the Croatian Institute of Structures & Bridges and the PPP Centar, respectively, to provide support for the Croatian PFI programme have led to the engagement of WLC since 2008 in the formulation of 12 PFI projects in Croatia, 11 of which have now been implemented successfully[11]. Between 2008 and 2012, WLC supported O’Hare McGovern in the preparation and delivery of 5 successful bids for PFI Schools in Northern Ireland. It was responsible subsequently for preparing the optimum Life Cycle Replacement cost profile.  Sustainability In 2011, WLC was awarded a €300,000 Leonardo de Vinci grant to transfer its expertise in sustainability assessment to 4 European countries. The programme is delivering training to 50 professionals so that the results of the CMRU’s research can be adopted in practice across Europe. Scottish Construction Centre (SCC) Horner directed the SCC between 2008 and 2009 and took the academic lead in delivering its £2.7M programme until its successor body (Construction Scotland) was launched in 2011.  He had initially put together the winning consortium and written much of the successful bid to Scottish Enterprise for the Centre and in 2008, he was responsible for winning a supplementary ERDF grant of £706k for it, using EPSRC funding as part of the matching component.  Under the SCC banner, the Dundee team administered Workshops on whole life costing (attracting 61 participants from 42 companies) and lean thinking (178 participants from 100 companies).  It provided one-to- one support to 47 companies. An independent evaluation has estimated that this work produced an increase in added value of £28.8M, created 250 new jobs and protected a further 750[12].		7.  Factual Statement: Commercial Strategy Manager, CITB 8.  Factual Statement: Regeneration Manager, London Legacy Development Corporation 9.  Factual Statement: Commercial Director, Farrans Construction 10. Factual Statement: Managing Director, Tayside Contracts 11. Factual Statement: Director, Croatian Institute of Structures and Bridges 12. http://www.evaluationsonline.org.uk/evaluations/Browse.do?ui=browse&action=show&id=4 68&taxonomy=CON Web site link to the Scottish Construction Centre Evaluation Report to Scottish Enterprise by GEN Consulting

		1050		0.0068		Predicting and improving construction labour productivity and whole life value		The Construction Management Research Unit (CMRU) has exploited its research into productivity improvement, whole life costing and sustainability assessment through a University spin-out company, Whole Life Consultants Ltd, that has achieved economic impact.  With sales exceeding £1M since its inception, the company’s post-2008 achievements include: the development of a labour forecasting tool that has generated contracts worth more than £100k to the Construction Industry Training Board in 2011-13; on-going implementation of a productivity improvement programme for Tayside Contracts that has produced an increase in turnover of £6.8M and a threefold increase in profitability since 2009; on-going support of the Croatian PPP/PFI programme that has contributed to the successful implementation of 11 projects since 2008.		Since 1993, the CMRU’s research led by Professor Horner, has focussed on improving labour productivity, developing Life Cycle Costing techniques to maximise whole life value and promoting a novel integrated, holistic approach to sustainability assessment. A series of external grants since 1993 has supported CMRU to quantify the relationship between labour productivity and the factors that affect it. This has led to the discovery and application of the property that items in a bill of quantities whose value is greater than the mean, the so-called ‘cost significant’ items, account typically for 80% of the total value but number less than 20% of the total number of items. Moreover, for projects of similar types, the cost-significant items are all the same and represent a consistent proportion of the total value. The property is generic and can be applied to any set of numbers (e.g. labour costs, labour hours), allowing the derivation of a small number of significant activities that can be taken to be representative of overall project performance. This finding has allowed the execution of extensive site data collection programmes, leading, in turn, to a deeper understanding of where the opportunities for increasing productivity lie[1][2]. The CMRU has, for the first time, quantified the relationship between productivity and delays and disruptions, overtime working and size and skills of the labour force[3]. It has demonstrated conclusively the role of site management in improving productivity and developed a protocol for collaborative planning drawing on lean principles and involving the whole supply chain that is similar to (but pre-dates) “last planner”. In whole life costing, CMRU developed a generic approach to life cycle costing and explored the potential for adopting a risk-based approach to maximising whole life value by applying Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) to construction projects in both the design and operation phases[4]. Two techniques were identified, namely (i) Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis and (ii) Reliability Centred Maintenance that could be tailored for and applied successfully in the construction industry. The research demonstrated how the application of these techniques reduces the maintenance costs of existing housing stock by up to 20% and the whole life costs of selected components of houses, hospitals, schools and prisons by up to 40%. The research also led to the development of an elemental whole life cost breakdown structure consistent across all phases of the project, allowing, for the first time, an analysis of the impact of alternative design solutions on the capital, maintenance and operating costs of any building project[5]. Since 2005, the CMRU has developed an Integrated Sustainability Assessment Toolkit that allows the holistic assessment of the economic, environmental and social dimensions of sustainability throughout the life of any construction asset or group of assets. From the 1000 or so sustainability indicators in  use  worldwide,  the research has identified 19 principal sustainability impacts of  buildings and 27 principal impacts of urban developments that practitioners and academics considered to be the most important. It also identified the most appropriate tools for assessing the impacts and developed a multi-criteria decision-making approach to aggregate the outputs across all the principal impacts[6]. Horner (Director, CMRU) was made an Honorary Fellow of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland for “Services to Construction” in 2007. He is Chairman of the CITB Technical Reference Group  for  Labour  Market  Intelligence  and  sits  on  Transport  Scotland’s  National  Roads Maintenance Review Technology and Innovation Working Group. He was appointed to the Board of the Tayside and Central Regional Transport Partnership (2008-2010) by the Scottish Minister for Transport		Publications 1.  Horner, R. M. W. and Zakieh, R. (1996) Characteristic items - a new approach to pricing and controlling construction projects.  Construction Management and Economics, 14, 241- 252. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/014461996373494 2.  Radosavljevic, M. and Horner, R. M. W. (2002) The evidence of complex variability in labour    productivity.         Construction    Management    and    Economics,    20,    3-12. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01446190110098961 3.  Horner, R. M. W. and Talhouni, B. (1995) Effects of Accelerated Working, Delays and Disruption on Labour Productivity.  Chartered Institute of Building, 40 pp., ISBN 1 85380 068 6. 4.  El-Haram, M. A. and Horner, R. M. W. (2003) Application of the principles of ILS to the development of cost effective maintenance strategies for existing building stock. Construction     Management     and     Economics,     21,     283-296.     http://dx.doi.org/ 10.1080/0144619032000093774 5. El-Haram, M., Marenjak, S. and Horner, R. M. W. (2002) Development of a Generic Framework for Collecting Whole Life Cost Data for the Building Industry. Journal of Quality in Maintenance Engineering, 8, 144-151. http://dx.doi.org/10.1108/13552510210430017 6. Thomson, C. S., El-Haram, M. A., and Emmanuel, R. (2011) Managing sustainability assessment within the project lifecycle. Proceedings of Institution of Civil Engineers - Engineering Sustainability, 164(2), 143-157. http://dx.doi.org/10.1680/ensu.2011.164.2.143 External Grants awarded to support the underpinning research EPSRC   GR/K64471/01:   Application   of   ILS   to   the   development   of   cost   effective maintenance strategies for existing building stock 1996 – 1998 (£102,369).   Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC GR/K77457/01: Improving construction productivity – a practical demonstration of a process-based approach.  1996 – 1998 (£150,505).  Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC  GR/N01811/01:  A  generic  approach  to  minimising  whole  life  costs  in  the construction industry.  2000 – 2003 (£315,397) Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC GR/S18311/01: SUE Scoping Study: Metrics, models and toolkits for whole life sustainable urban development - a scoping study. 2003 – 2004.  (£207,024).  Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC EP/C004701/1: A Visual Map of Sustainable Urban Development Issues.  2004 – 2005 (£125,843). Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.) EPSRC EP/C008030/1: Metrics, Models and Toolkits for Whole Life Sustainable Urban Development. 2005 – 2009 (£1,276,306). Prof R. M. W. Horner (P.I.)		Whole Life Consultants Ltd (WLC) WLC was established as a spin-out company from the University of Dundee (which owns a 10% share) specifically to commercialise the research outputs from the CMRU on the recommendation of the industrial steering committee for EPSRC Grant GR/N01811/01.  Since January 2008, the company has undertaken work to a value exceeding £1M and currently employs 5 people.  Clients include (i) CITB and, on its behalf, Salford City Council, 7 North East (England) Local Authorities, Lambeth & Wandsworth, Welsh Assembly Government, Waltham Forest, Fusion 21, EU Skills, (ii) UK Contractors Group, (iii) Croatian Institute of Bridge and Structural Engineering, (iv) PPP Centar Zagreb,  (v)  British  Board  of  Agrément,  (vi)  Scottish  Enterprise,  (vii)  O’Hare  McGovern,  (iix) Experian and, on its behalf, the Olympic Park Legacy Company, (ix) the EU and, on its behalf, Frederick University (Cyprus), FORSAS (Italy), Romanian Society for Lifelong Learning, DOCTUM (Spain), (x) 6ix Consulting and, through it, Scottish Water.   The company has been awarded a major contract by HS2 in 2013 to predict the labour demands and skills gap generated by the HS2 project. Productivity In 2008, CITB commissioned WLC to develop a labour forecasting tool to predict the amount of labour required in each trade on a monthly basis, given no more than the type of project, its value or floor area and the start/end dates of construction. This tool is used throughout the CITB Skills Academy programme and is recognised by CITB as being unique from a commercial perspective and providing a leading edge in strategic discussions with government and industry[7].  During the past 2 years, it has been licensed to the Olympic Park Legacy Company, Salford City Council, 7 North East of England Local Authorities, Lambeth & Wandsworth and Waltham Forest, generating contracts worth more than £100k to CITB. It is used principally, but not exclusively, in determining the number of jobs created in unitary authorities as a result of construction activity[7,8]. Dissemination  of  the  CMRU’s  underpinning  research  to  industrial  stakeholders  has  been accomplished through the monograph “More for Less” published by CIRIA.  It is used currently throughout  the  construction  industry  as  a  guide  to  productivity  improvement  and  supports  a productivity training programme delivered by WLC and a lean training programme delivered by 6ix Consulting Ltd. These programmes have been delivered to more than 100 practising professionals, with typically 1 in 4 participants reporting a consequent reduction in costs.  Farrans Construction estimates £100ks in savings[9] achieved in 2013 through a radical overhaul of its procurement method using WLC’s Productivity Portal. In 2011, CMRU completed a Knowledge Transfer Partnership with Tayside Contracts to embed its research in lean thinking across the whole organisation. The KTP has been rated “outstanding” by the TSB, having delivered an increase in turnover of ca £6.8M, cost reductions of £650k, a threefold increase in profits and an increase in the percentage of partnering contracts from 25% to more than 45%[10]. The partnership is a finalist for the best UK KTP Partnership Award. Whole Life Costing and ILS The CMRU’s research into whole life costing and ILS has had a wider reach, extending particularly to PPP/PFI contracts executed in Croatia. Memoranda of Understanding between WLC and the Croatian Institute of Structures & Bridges and the PPP Centar, respectively, to provide support for the Croatian PFI programme have led to the engagement of WLC since 2008 in the formulation of 12 PFI projects in Croatia, 11 of which have now been implemented successfully[11]. Between 2008 and 2012, WLC supported O’Hare McGovern in the preparation and delivery of 5 successful bids for PFI Schools in Northern Ireland. It was responsible subsequently for preparing the optimum Life Cycle Replacement cost profile.  Sustainability In 2011, WLC was awarded a €300,000 Leonardo de Vinci grant to transfer its expertise in sustainability assessment to 4 European countries. The programme is delivering training to 50 professionals so that the results of the CMRU’s research can be adopted in practice across Europe. Scottish Construction Centre (SCC) Horner directed the SCC between 2008 and 2009 and took the academic lead in delivering its £2.7M programme until its successor body (Construction Scotland) was launched in 2011.  He had initially put together the winning consortium and written much of the successful bid to Scottish Enterprise for the Centre and in 2008, he was responsible for winning a supplementary ERDF grant of £706k for it, using EPSRC funding as part of the matching component.  Under the SCC banner, the Dundee team administered Workshops on whole life costing (attracting 61 participants from 42 companies) and lean thinking (178 participants from 100 companies).  It provided one-to- one support to 47 companies. An independent evaluation has estimated that this work produced an increase in added value of £28.8M, created 250 new jobs and protected a further 750[12].		7.  Factual Statement: Commercial Strategy Manager, CITB 8.  Factual Statement: Regeneration Manager, London Legacy Development Corporation 9.  Factual Statement: Commercial Director, Farrans Construction 10. Factual Statement: Managing Director, Tayside Contracts 11. Factual Statement: Director, Croatian Institute of Structures and Bridges 12. http://www.evaluationsonline.org.uk/evaluations/Browse.do?ui=browse&action=show&id=4 68&taxonomy=CON Web site link to the Scottish Construction Centre Evaluation Report to Scottish Enterprise by GEN Consulting

		1053		0.003		Case Study 4: Novel optimisation significantly reduces costs, increases turnover and reduces emissions.		Optimisation tools developed in the UoA have significantly advanced the ability to find the best designs for complex systems in cases where these were previously unobtainable. These optimisation tools have been implemented in several companies to shorten design times, reduce costs and reduce CO2 emissions. This has brought about new multi-million pound revenues, long- term contracts, increased employment and contribution to sustainability targets.		Since 2006 the UoA (Toropov, Polynkin) has developed and applied a range of optimisation methodologies that have enabled the wider use of optimisation in industry which in turn has delivered enhanced products and processes. This has focused on metamodelling and improved sampling. Metamodelling-based optimisation and stochastic analysis are used in situations where even a single numerical simulation of a system or a complex process is not possible due to any of: excessive computing time; response polluted by numerical noise; instabilities in the calculations. These problems are exacerbated by the fact that an optimisation run or a Monte Carlo simulation requires many simulations rather than just one. In view of this the only realistic way of addressing such problems is to build high quality “emulators” or “metamodels” to mimic the full model. These (i) describe the behaviour of the system (or a process) with sufficient accuracy as compared to a full simulation, (ii) are computationally inexpensive and (iii) do not possess any significant amount of numerical noise. When such metamodels are obtained and, importantly, their quality is verified, they can be used in optimisation or a Monte Carlo simulation in place of the original, significantly more expensive simulations. In order to build a metamodel it is necessary to perform sampling by running a sufficient number of numerical simulations in the space of optimisation variables and/or stochastic factors according to a carefully chosen design of experiments (DOE). Experiments normally refer to numerical simulation at various combinations of optimisation or stochastic variables, but research in the UoA demonstrated  that  this  may  also  include  laboratory  experiments  [1].  Uniform  designs  of experiments that are based on the concept of an optimal Latin hypercube have been developed in the UoA with the intention of gathering as much information on the behaviour of the system (or a process) as possible with a minimum number of sampling points thereby ensuring fidelity but with minimum computer time. These innovative methods include nested DOEs, i.e. individual uniform DOEs that are used separately for metamodel building and validation and can then be merged while remaining uniform [2]. This research was carried by Toropov at Leeds out in collaboration with Altair Engineering and Bradford University. Key metamodelling techniques developed by Toropov and Polynkin include:    Metamodel building using the concept of Moving Least Squares Method (MLSM) that is a technique flexible enough to describe the sampling data with high accuracy when the amount of numerical noise is small but also has the capability of filtering out numerical noise when it becomes an issue. This has been a basis for a multidisciplinary optimisation framework [3].    Metamodelling, based on the interaction of low- and high-fidelity simulation models, that is beneficial for creating high quality metamodels when a lower complexity simulation model is available in addition to the original high fidelity simulation model. In such case the metamodel can be based on the low fidelity model which is corrected and tuned using only a small number of runs of the high fidelity model [4]. This research was done by Toropov in collaboration with  Hiroshima University. Another  major  research  outcome  in  the  UoA  has  been  the  development  of  a  large-scale optimisation technique (hundreds of design variables) based on the mid-range approximation method (MAM) utilising a trust region strategy. In order to deal with the “curse of dimensionality”, approximations in MAM are based on the class of intrinsically linear functions and also include simple rational functions and moving least squares approximations with a linear base function. The final approximation is arrived at using an adaptive selection and regression-based model assembly [5]. This research in the UoA has been funded jointly by TSB, Rolls-Royce and Airbus. Another aspect of fundamental research has been the development of the methodology for the composite optimisation of large scale structures. This optimisation problem is too large to be solvable by existing means and the optimisation method (developed by Toropov and applied by researchers from the School of Mechanical Engineering at Leeds) reduces this complexity to a manageable level [6]. This work was done within an EU FP-7 project ALaSCA. The techniques described here give a suite of optimisation techniques that have been applied by the University of Leeds to a wide range of applications which have generated significant impacts some of which are set out in Section 4. Key researchers in this work were: 1.        Vassili Toropov, Professor: 01/04/2006 - present. 2.        Andrey Polynkin, Research Fellow: 17/04/2007 - 30/11/11 Researchers outside the UoA were: 1.        Harvey Thompson, School of Mechanical Engineering: Research Fellow, 1995-2000; Lecturer, 2000-04; Senior Lecturer 2004-11; Professor, 2011-present. 2.        David Barton, School of Mechanical Engineering: Professor, 01/01/85 to date. 3.        Osvaldo Querin, School of Mechanical Engineering: Lecturer, 13/6/2000 – 31/7/03; Senior Lecturer, 1/8/03 – 1/10/12, Associate Professor, 1/10/12 – present. List of key awards that supported the above research (amounts are the University of Leeds share): EU:     AMEDEO (Aerospace Multidisciplinary-Enabling Design Optimisation), £701,444, 2012     ALASCA (Advanced Lattice Structures for Composite Airframes), £170,228, 2011. Parker Hannifin:     Design of Super-impactors, £377,431, 2009. TSB:     SILOET-II, £256,001, 2013.     EADS UK Ltd. KTP, £163,615, 2010.     Airbus IM KTN, £14,950, 2011.		[1] Vu, H.M., Forth, J.P., Dao, D.V. and Toropov, V.V. The use of optimisation for enhancing the development of a novel sustainable masonry unit. Appl. Math. Modelling, DOI: 10.1016/j.apm.2013.07.026 [2] Narayanan, A., Toropov, V.V., Wood, A.S. and Campean I.F. Simultaneous model building and validation with uniform designs of experiments. Engineering Optimization, 39(5): 497-512, 2007, DOI: 10.1080/03052150701399978 [3] Zadeh, P.M., Toropov, V.V. and Wood, A.S. Metamodel-based collaborative optimization framework. Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization, 38, 103–115, 2009, DOI: 10.1007/s00158-008-0286-8  [4] Hino, R., Yoshida, F. and Toropov, V.V. Optimum blank design for sheet metal forming based on the interaction of high- and low-fidelity FE models, Archive of Applied Mechanics, 75(10- 12): 679-691, 2006, Invited paper for the special issue on the 75th anniversary of the journal, DOI: 10.1007/s00419-006-0047-3 [5] Polynkin, A. and Toropov, V.V. Mid-range metamodel assembly building based on linear regression for large scale optimization problems. Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization, 45 (4): 515-527, 2012, DOI: 10.1007/s00158-011-0692-1 [6] Liu, D., Toropov, V.V., Querin, O.M. and Barton, D.C Bilevel optimization of blended composite wing panels. AIAA Journal of Aircraft, 48(1): 107-118, 2011. DOI: 10.2514/1.C000261 Note: Authors from the University of Leeds in bold.  The three papers selected to demonstrate the quality of the underlying research are [3], [5] and [6].  They are published in internationally- recognised leading journals and have attracted significant interest through citation and take- up by other researchers.		Parker Hannifin The metamodel-based optimisation methods developed in the UoA and described in Section 2 have been combined with high fidelity Computational Fluid Dynamics analysis (Thompson, School of Mechanical Engineering, University of Leeds) to develop new product design optimisation software [A, B, C]. A transformation of the design variable space was proposed that has dramatically improved the fidelity of the metamodel without an excessive number of CFD simulations thus providing a practical tool for the pump designers [A]. Based on research in the UoA the company developed software which they then used to increase the efficiency of their jet pumps by 20% [A]. From 2010 this optimisation software was applied to the new Racor Super Impactor crankcase ventilator to reduce engine emissions in line with Euro 6 requirements and boost fuel efficiency [A]. This new component of diesel filtration systems was awarded the prestigious Grand Prix prize at the 2012 British Engineering Excellence Awards: “An inventive engineering solution that solves a significant environmental problem and which has strong commercial drivers to a large potential market” [D]. This innovation based on research described in Section 2 has enabled the company to secure a number of orders from major clients, thereby creating 80 new jobs [A]. The company has further used this new product to gain new business from a key manufacturer in the agriculture and construction machines sector. This contract, worth £1.5 million per year (2012-2017), has led the company to appoint nine new employees to deliver the new business [A]. The company has further stated that “the research is having a major influence on the company’s current strategy and growth plans; the company expects that its engagement with Leeds will directly lead to a further £3 million revenue per year by 2013/14, growing to £10 million per year by 2015” [A]. Yorkshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust The Yorkshire Ambulance Service (YAS) provides emergency services to people across Yorkshire and their fleet of vehicles travel 40 million kilometres each year. YAS has over 110 locations, 4500 staff and 1500 vehicles. Having participated in the Carbon Trust’s Public Sector Carbon Management programme in 2010, YAS drew up a Carbon Management Plan for 2011-2015. Taking 2007 as the baseline year when the carbon footprint was 16,531 tonnes of CO2, YAS decided to set a target of a 30% reduction in carbon usage by 2015 with the added benefit of a cost saving of £3.39 million. Researchers in the UoA secured an EPSRC Knowledge Transfer Secondment (EP/H500251/1) which allowed them to work with YAS in applying the optimisation research described above to ambulance design in conjunction with Computational Fluid Dynamics from the School of Mechanical Engineering at Leeds (Thompson). Initial investigation led to a focus on the light bars on the vehicle roof and this demonstrated that the drag force could be reduced by up to 20% [E].  This optimised design was applicable to up to 60% of the YAS fleet which was shown to equate to an annual £700,000 saving in fuel costs and an annual reduction of 500 tCO2 [E]. Based on the results of the KTS YAS commissioned new ambulance designs that came into operation in early July 2013 [E]. The new vehicles have achieved 26 mpg compared to 16-18 mpg previously [E]. Given the figure of 40 million kilometres per year across the YAS fleet this equates to significant potential savings. YAS state “in the first year of utilising the new vehicles in part of the fleet YAS expect to save £300,000 in fuel” along with the consequent CO2 reductions [E]. Rolls-Royce The research on optimisation outlined above has been implemented in the Rolls-Royce SOFT optimisation system leading to its successful use during the REF period “in live aeroengine design projects with tens of hours of CPU time per simulation and over a hundred design variables” [F]. In this way the research in the UoA has led to optimisation of designs that was previously impossible due to prohibitive computational requirements [F]. Rolls-Royce states that the systems based on the UoA research “has been successfully used for real-life optimisation of RR compressor blades (e.g. the ESS (Engine Sector Stator blade) component of a high-bypass ratio engine) and on the Trent turbine HP and IP stages that are being developed in RR”. Through using the MAM outlined in Section 2 Rolls-Royce have seen a reduction in CPU time of an order of magnitude and significantly improved performance in handling near equality constraints [F]. Ultimately this has led to “0.15% efficiency improvements of critical components like IP (Intermediate Pressure) Turbine stages of a modern high by-pass jet engine” in the REF period [F]. Rolls-Royce has used the SOFT optimisation system on a number of other design projects for turbomachinery. Whilst the Rolls-Royce system has a range of optimisation techniques, Rolls- Royce states that “so far, MAM has proved to be the most efficient and accurate of the optimisers where expensive high fidelity CFD codes are used in the optimisation process” [F] and that “overall MAM has been an order of magnitude faster than other previously used techniques, this has reduced the optimisation time significantly, and made MAM a practical design tool on a modest Linux cluster” [F]. It is hard to put a financial figure to these benefits and Rolls-Royce do not calculate such figures due to the uncertainties of operating conditions and other variables. However, given that a commercial airline spends billions of dollars per year on fuel [G], even a small efficiency improvement leads to millions of dollars of cost savings.		5. Sources to corroborate the impact) A.  Individual written corroboration (October 29th, 2013) from Research and Development Manager, Parker Hannifin Manufacturing (UK) Ltd, Filter Division Europe, Churwell Vale, Dewsbury, WF12 7RD. B.  Eves, J., Toropov, V.V., Thompson, H.M., Kapur, N, Fan, J., Copley, D. and Mincher, A. Design optimization of supersonic jet pumps using high fidelity flow analysis. Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization, 45 (5): 739-745, 2012, DOI: 10.1007/s00158-011-0726-8. C.  Fan, J., Eves, J., Thompson, H.M., Toropov, V.V., Kapur, N., Copley, D. and Mincher, A. Computational fluid dynamic analysis and optimization of jet pumps. Computers and Fluids, 46: 212–217, 2011, DOI: doi:10.1016/j.compfluid.2010.10.024. D.  British Engineering Excellence Awards:  http://www.beeas.co.uk/winners/beeas-2012- winners.pdf (accessed August 28th, 2013; see page 3). E.  Individual written corroboration (October 17th, 2013) from Environmental and Sustainability Manager, Yorkshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust, Brunel Road, Wakefield 41 Business Park, Wakefield, WF2 0XG. F.  Individual written corroboration (October 24th) from Engineering Associate Fellow - Aerothermal Design System, 3D Geometry, Meshing and Optimisation Team Lead, Rolls Royce plc., Derby. G.  British Airways Annual Report and Accounts 2012: http://www.iairgroup.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=240949&p=irol-reportsannual (accessed August 28th, 2013, see page 6).

		1077		0.001		Teletest Focus, Non-Destructive Testing Device		In Europe, there are over a million kilometres of oil pipelines, nearly a million kilometres of railway tracks, 600 offshore platforms and 300 suspension cable bridges. However, these assets are aging as they have been in use for many years and operate under harsh conditions. Brunel research team has advanced ultrasonic non-destructive testing (NDT) which has the ability to inspect buried pipes in their original place without removing the pipes or damaging their surrounding environment. In addition, the research was pursued to improve the NDT of rail tracks, storage tanks, flexible risers in offshore platforms and aircraft wires. The research has been commercially exploited and incorporated into Teletest Focus System Mark III by Plant Integrity Limited. The significant improvement has led Plant Integrity to terminate the sale of Teletest Mark III and introduce a new version, Teletest Focus System Mark IV, to the market in late 2010. Since then, Plant Integrity has doubled its turnover from sales of Teletest Focus System Mark IV from £1 million to £2 million in less than a year.		Professor Balachandran’s research involves developing state-of-the-art sensor technologies and advanced signal processing. Since 2003, Prof Balachandran has been working in collaboration with The Welding Institute in Great Abington in Cambridge by conducting research in ultrasonic guided waves for long range non-destructive testing (NDT) of oil and gas pipes, plates, rails, wind turbines and aircraft wires, with a view to improve the performance of the Teletest Focus Mark III System. This product was marketed by Plant Integrity Ltd, which is the commercial arm of The Welding Institute. Professor Balachandran and his research team embarked on addressing the technical short comings of the Teletest Mark III by conducting fundamental underpinning research in improving ultrasonic  transducer  design,  new  advanced  signal  processing  techniques,  new  monitoring methods and significant improvements to the electronic hardware. This has resulted in a new product, which has a competitive edge in the market. The techniques of cross-correlation, wavelet de-noising and split spectrum processing (SSP) have all been considered and SSP was found to be the most promising technique for coated pipes, which improved the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of received long range ultrasonic testing signals, thereby improving the defect sensitivity and test range [1]. The techniques were enhanced by incorporating robust hardware pre-conditioning, guided wave focusing and advanced signal processing into standard test procedures. Using these methods, a novel analytical model of the interaction of flexural wave modes with circumferential groove-like defects has been formulated, permitting a more accurate and comprehensive representation [2]. In addition to the conventional PZT (Lead Zirconate Titanate) transducers, fully coupled Macro Fiber Composite (MFC) transducers are also used for inspection using longitudinal waves, whilst the adapted MFC transducers are used with torsional waves. The research team developed a novel method of adapting the MFC and determined its characteristics. These improvements included the development of a robust calibration technique and the use of Full Matrix Capture for data collection and improved focusing results [3]. Using numerical modelling and experimental investigations, Professor Balachandran has identified appropriate wave modes and excitation/reception conditions needed to inspect different sections of rails. The outcome of the research was used to investigate defects such as in-plane and oblique defects for the twisted wire bundle used in aircrafts. This facility was incorporated into Teletest Mark IV where none existed before [4]. The research that has been pursued by Professor Balachandran and his research team has enabled an enhancement of Ultrasonic Long Range Guided Wave for NDT technology in general. These underpinning research findings facilitated the hardware improvements needed to be  implemented in the electronic system. Brunel research team in collaboration with Plant Integrity designed and implemented the new hardware. In this, an FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) based soft core processor was used to replace the previous stand-alone hardware microcontroller device to control the memory and peripherals in the system. A novel design has been developed for the multichannel transmitters with reduced size and component count. An efficient and reliable multichannel receiver system has also been designed and implemented in such a manner that fewer clock cycles are required for completing data acquisition, which makes it possible for meeting critical timing requirements for multichannel data acquisition with real-time DSP (Digital Signal Processing) functions [5&6].		1)  Mallett, R, Blakeley, B and Balachandran, W, “Automated Radiographic Inspection of Flexible Risers: A Feasibility Study”, Journal of the British Institute of Non-Destructive Testing, Vol. 47, No. 12, pp. 752-755, December 2005. http://dx.doi.org/10.1784/insi.2005.47.12.752 2)  Catton P, Mudge P, Balachandran W, “Advances in Defect Characterisation using Long- Range Ultrasonic Testing of Pipes”, Journal of the British Institute of Non-Destructive Testing, Vol. 50, Issue 9, (2008), pp 480-484 http://dx.doi.org/10.1784/insi.2008.50.9.480 3)  Haig A G, Sanderson R M, Mudge P J, Balachandran W, 2013, “Macro-fibre composite actuators for the transduction of Lamb and horizontal shear ultrasonic guided waves”, Journal of the British Institute of Non-Destructive Testing, Volume 55, Issue 2, pp 72-77 http://dx.doi.org/10.1784/insi.2012.55.2.72 4)  Gharaibeh Y, Sanderson R, Mudge P, Ennaceur C, Balachandran W, “Investigation of the behaviour of selected ultrasonic guided wave modes to inspect rails for long-range testing and monitoring”,  Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part F: Journal of Rail           and           Rapid           Transit,           V0l.225,           (2011),           pp 311-324 http://dx.doi.org/10.1243/09544097JRRT413 5)  L Zhang L, Mudj P J, Amira A, Balachandran W, “Improved performance of guided wave ultrasonic testing for long range inspection of pipelines using multi-channel system”, Proceedings of the 3rd Int. Gas Processing Symposium, March 2012, Qatar http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9780444594969500357 6)  Parthipan  T,  Nilavalan  R,  Balachandran W,  Mudge  P  J,  "Design  and  Analysis  of  an Ultrasonic  NDT  Instrumentation  Through  System  Modelling,"  International  Journal  of Modern Engineering, volume 12, issue 1 (2011)		Plant Integrity Limited is the commercial arm of The Welding Institute and has been selling its trademarked Teletest Systems (I, II and III) since 1998. Prof Balachandran’s research identified that significant improvement could be made to the then-current version Teletest System Mark III. Teletest Mark III used an old communication protocol and the data rate was limited to 5 Mbps. It had 24 transmitting but only 8 receiving channels, which meant that the system had to be activated 3 times in order to receive signals from all 24 channels. The ultrasonic transducers were not properly matched, reducing its accuracy, and hence it often produced unwanted mode conversions. Also, it was bulky and difficult to handle during field tests. Professor  Balachandran  and  his  team’s  research  addressed  these  limitations  by  advancing  research in the field  of ultrasonic non-destructive  testing. The Welding Institute commercially exploited his research advancement so that it can be incorporated into their Teletest System. The improvement was so significant that Plant Integrity decided to manufacture a new version of Teletest System Mark IV. The unit is sold at £80,000. Since its introduction to the market in late 2010, 20 units per year have been sold, doubling the market share of Teletest System Mark IV from £1 million in 2010 to more than £2 million in 2013. Plant Integrity no longer markets Teletest Mark III. Teletest® FOCUS+ System Mark IV The improvements incorporated in Teletest Mark IV are listed below:     The design of the ultrasonic transducers for transmitting and receiving has been improved to achieve better focusing and to eliminate unwanted dispersive modes     The new system has 24 transmitting and receiving channels and they can be activated simultaneously     The gain of each channel can be independently controlled and calibrated     The use of FPGA has significantly reduced the requirements for external components, ADC interpolation etc.     Incorporates Ethernet protocol (100 Mbps) as opposed to 5 Mbps in Teletest Mark III     Operational speed is 7 times faster (2 minutes)     The power electronics used is a hybrid of a number of custom made SMPS topologies with overall efficiency in excess of 86%     The size and  weight  of the battery has been reduced from 2.5 kg to 0.5 kg without compromising the system performance     Teletest Mark IV is 45% lighter     It can handle full matrix capture     It incorporates WiFi and GPS     It has better Electromagnetic Compatibility protection     Significant reduction in physical size (33cm x 33 cm x14 cm)     Four units can be interlinked and synchronised to the master clock and the transmission distance is 100m     Data link can be increased to 120 channels thereby extending application to tanks The Electronic system incorporated in Teletest Mark IV has the capability to be used with high temperature ultrasonic transducers that have been developed by Professor Balachandran and his research student for NDT in nuclear and food manufacturing industries. Furthermore, it can also be configured and used for NDT using Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducers (EMAT), which has the advantage of being non-contact transducer and hence not requiring air pressure for coupling to the target surface. Teletest Mark IV has 10% domestic and 90% export market and has even distribution globally (Europe, North America and Asia). Typical clients in oil and gas industries are ConocoPhillips, Petrobras, Chevron, Shell etc. Plant Integrity is intending to market the system to rail and aircraft industries in the near future.		Contactable source: All information regarding sales and technical improvement of Teletest Mark IV has been provided by the Manager at Plant Integrity Limited, Cambridge, UK.

		1082		0.02		Low-Carbon Engine Design Through Integrated Simulation-Validation		Cardiff University’s research has provided quantitative characterisation of transient fuel sprays under engine condition for the first time.  This has enabled integrated design optimisation of Gasoline Direct injection (GDi) engines, through computer simulation validated by Cardiff’s experimental measurements. The method has been developed and used in collaboration with Ricardo, a world-leading engine design consultancy, and has resulted in: Economic impact    Ten contracts, generating Ricardo revenue of over £20M from major OEMs worldwide (including Ford, GM, SAIC, Proton and Chrysler);    An additional $7M Ricardo contract secured with a major US manufacturer (2013);    Increased licence sales (over £1M/year sales worldwide) for commercial software ‘VECTIS’;    A  novel  tri-fuel  Spray-Guided  Direct  Injection  (SGDI)  production  engine  designed  and developed on behalf of PETRONAS (Malaysia). Environmental impact There have been substantial reductions in global CO2 emissions.  Prior to 2012, GDi engine production had resulted in over 20M tonnes CO2  reduction globally, including 10M tonnes across Europe.  A global reduction of 10M tonnes/year is predicted by 2020.  Gasoline engines designed or developed by Ricardo in collaboration with Cardiff have provided a considerable contribution to this reduction.   Cardiff’s measurement techniques provided an essential step in designing these engines.  For example, the PETRONAS engine uses 20% less fuel and produces 80% less NOx. Improved Professional Engineering Practice Cardiff’s experimental validation methodology has enabled Ricardo to design engines through simulation rather than step-wise empirical development, significantly reducing lead time.		Cardiff’s Innovations in Optical Diagnostics for Industrial Applications Cardiff’s expertise in this field dates back over 30 years to the development of bespoke laser velocimetry systems for the UK-AEA.   Subsequently, Cardiff was first to develop and publish phase-resolved laser-Doppler anemometry for the transient fluid-dynamic ‘precessing vortex core’ phenomenon in industrial burners and cyclone-separators. This research was undertaken by Syred (then Professor) and O’Doherty (then Lecturer), between 1993-95.  This resulted in the prestigious ‘Combustion Institute’ Sugden award for best UK paper (1997) and a Dyson contract for characterising dust separator prototypes (O’Doherty, 1998).  Syred was Dyson’s invited expert witness  (1998-2000)  in  their  successful  ‘Dyson  versus  Hoover’  legal  case,  utilising  Cardiff’s pedigree and knowledge of transient swirling flows.  Cardiff also won the ‘NATO award for best international Collaboration’ (with Russia and Ukraine) for its related work on gas turbines (2002). Cardiff’s Temporally-Resolved Spray Characterisation Breakthrough Bowen (then Lecturer, 1995-97) and Bates (Reader, 1995-97) developed Cardiff’s ‘phase-resolved’ methodology to Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA), enabling enlightening time-resolved characterisation, for the first time, of 2-phase/droplet, swirling, transient flows (e.g. sprays). Traversing this methodology over a fine grid also enhanced the 3D spatial resolution [3.1], as shown in Figure 1.   This breakthrough found application in the automotive sector, as these are precisely the type of flows found within automotive engine fuel sprays, where conditions are extremely challenging, namely: millisecond injection time-scales, 1-100 micron diameter droplets, 3D swirling flows with velocity magnitudes over 100 m/s, coupled with the extreme in-cylinder environments of high pressures and temperatures.  Cardiff-Ricardo Research Development, Communication and Strategic Partnership Ricardo offers globally-leading innovation in the automotive industry.  Through an EPSRC/Ricardo funded PhD studentship (Comer 1996-99), Ricardo sponsored Cardiff’s proposition to prove and develop phase-resolved PDA for automotive injectors, and to develop its applicability to engine conditions.  The research enabled Ricardo to validate for the first time its transient, 3-dimensional, 2-phase commercial spray models (within its commercial code VECTIS). Moreover, this was done under controlled, simulated engine conditions (with high pressures and temperatures), enabled by a new optical spray-cell which was designed and commissioned in Cardiff’s laboratories. VECTIS is an international, industry-standard software product, focused on in-cylinder processes in the automotive sector, which is used by leading international engine manufacturers such as [text removed for publication].  The Cardiff technique established confidence in the VECTIS spray modelling, provided by like-for-like validation (rather than time/spatial integration), hence attracting a wide range of international clients and delivering validated spray modelling for engine design. The technique was presented first at a British Combustion Institute meeting (Bowen, 1997).  A Cardiff-Ricardo strategic partnership was established to consolidate this on-going research and technology breakthrough, and facilitate the application of the phase-resolved technique to a wide range of global automotive clients.  Cardiff has effectively industrialised the spray characterisation process to the extent of now carrying out all of Ricardo’s spray characterisation work for use in both research and customer programmes [5.1]. Complementary to this, Brighton University undertake Ricardo’s reciprocating optical engine R&D. A continuous sequence of five EPSRC/Ricardo funded PhD studentships at Cardiff over the past 15 years has enabled development of the spray characterisation methodology (see Figure 1) for: fuel injection parameter studies [3.2]; critical analysis of optical techniques [3.3]; Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) model validation [3.4]; injection into high pressures/temperatures and impingement [3.5]; and novel injector designs involving alternative fuels.   The integrated simulation/validation methodology now routinely practiced by the Cardiff-Ricardo partnership has proven invaluable for optimal design of GDi engines. Cardiff’s pipeline of innovative optical diagnostic techniques has continued, most recently with another new, laser-based technique which quantifies transient in-cylinder liquid fuel films, utilising laser-induced fluorescence principles [3.6]. (a)                                       (b)                                                        (c) Figure 1. Examples of ‘instantaneous’ characterisation of a Pressure-Swirl GDi Spray (a) ‘Wall-Guided’ GDi Operation. (b) Fuel droplet size 0.75-1.0 ms after injection. (c) Fuel droplet size 1.75-2.0 ms after injection.		3.1 Comer M. A., Bowen P.J., Bates C.J., Sapsford S.M. and Johns R.J.R. (1999)  Transient 3D analysis of a DI gasoline engine injector spray,  Atomisation and Sprays, Vol. 9 No. 5  pp. 467- 482, ISSN 1044-5110 3.2 Comer M.A., Bowen P.J., Sapsford S.M. and Johns, R.J.R. (1998)  The transient effects of line pressure for pressure-swirl gasoline injectors, ILASS-EUROPE ‘98, Proceedings of the  14th  International Conference on Liquid Atomisation and Spray Systems, July 1998, UMIST, Manchester, pp. 364-370 3.3 Comer M.A., Bowen P.J., Bates C.J. and Sapsford S.M. (2001) Critical appraisal of current laser  diagnostic  techniques  for  GDi  Spray  kinematics  quantification,  Journal  of  Optical Diagnostics in Engineering, Vol 5. No. 1, ISSN 1364-4173 (online journal) 3.4 Comer M.A., Bowen P. J., Sapsford S.M. and   Kwon S.I. (2004)   A parametric sensitivity study  of  GDI  spray  characteristics  using  a  3-D  transient  model,  International  Journal  of Automotive Technology, Vol. 5 No. 3 pp. 145-153, ISSN 1229 9138 3.5 Kay P.J., Bowen P.J., Gold M.R. and Sapsford S.M. (2012) Transient fuel spray impingement at atmospheric and elevated ambient conditions, Experiments in Fluids, Vol. 53 No. 4 pp. 873- 890, ISSN 0723-4864,  10.1007/s00348-012-1334-0 3.6 Alonso M., Kay P.J., Bowen P.J., Gilchrist R. and Sapsford S.M. (2010) A laser induced fluorescence technique for quantifying transient liquid fuel films utilising total internal reflection, Experiments in Fluids, Vol. 48 No. 1 pp. 133-142, ISSN 0732-4864  10.1007/s00348-009-0720- 8		The crucial importance of Cardiff’s research breakthrough to the success of the new GDi engine designs is highlighted by Ricardo’s Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) Manager James Mullineux in ‘Ricardo Quarterly’ [5.2]: ‘Validating a detailed VECTIS spray model of the selected injector is the first step in being able to simulate the operation of a new form of combustion system’.   He continues in [5.3]: ‘a significant aspect of the achievement of the T-SGDI research project has been the ability to produce validated VECTIS models of the combustion system that can be used to provide a truly predictive assessment of the engine under operation. Although the approach used on the research project included a CFD correlation exercise both with the (Cardiff) spray rig and an optically accessed engine, the latter would, as Mullineux concludes, not be necessary as part of a production CAE process.’  Details of the major, wide-ranging impacts achieved as a result of the spray characterisation methodology developed at Cardiff University are described below. Economic impact Significant international business has been secured for Ricardo, the industrial sponsor and global leader in automotive engine design.  The Cardiff-Ricardo methodology has been applied and disseminated through Ricardo and their international clients. Ricardo have, for example, used this integrated modelling-validation methodology, in partnership with Cardiff, to develop bespoke gasoline engine designs and fuel-injection operational strategies on behalf of a broad range of international clients such as [text removed for publication].  These contracts have generated over £20M revenue for Ricardo [5.1], and significantly more revenue for Ricardo’s OEM clients through revolutionary performance improvements and resultant sales. Recently [5.2] the Ricardo/Cardiff partnership used its methodology in the design of a fuel- flexible SGDI engine for Malaysian-based multi-national PETRONAS (a Fortune 100 global company).  This engine was designed to run efficiently and flexibly on ethanol, methanol and gasoline fuel. Hence, not only does this engine offer the efficiency gain associated with SGDI, but  also  the  significant  additional  environmental  benefit  of  utilising  sustainable  fuels. Cardiff worked very closely with both Ricardo and PETRONAS, including regular PETRONAS research staff visits to Cardiff’s laboratories [5.1], to ensure effective understanding and implementation of the integrated modelling/validation approach in the engine design process. This SGDI engine represents a step change in direct injection (DI) combustion system design, reaching levels of fuel consumption for diesel engines, but without the associated costs due to throttle-free  operation.  SGDI  is  even  more  dependent  upon  accurate  temporal/spatial  spray simulation than its predecessor, the ‘wall guided’ GDi design, thus further emphasising the crucial role of Cardiff’s methodology.   PETRONAS has recently entered into agreements with far- eastern OEMs that will see derivatives of this engine entering volume production from 2014, rising to in excess of 100,000 units per year [5.1].  Ricardo’s commercial code VECTIS, which Cardiff’s research enabled Ricardo to validate and hence which contributes to its market lead, generates more than £1M in revenues per annum for this innovative, high-tech UK multi-national company.  It is used by global companies such as [text removed for publication] for combustion system design and development. The integrated Cardiff-Ricardo methodology has enabled the design of GDi engines more quickly and robustly, thereby gaining significant competitive advantage.   Ricardo continues to use the integrated methodology to secure new orders in the growing GDi market.  For example, it used the Cardiff-Ricardo  methodology  to  secure  a  further  $7M  contract  with  a  major  US  car manufacturer in 2013 [5.1]. Environmental impact Bosch [5.4] state that GDi engines have increased market penetration from 2% (in 2002) to 22% (in 2012). The global market for road vehicles in 2012 was around 84 million [5.5]. When coupled with downsizing and boosting (for which DI is a major enabler), GDi technology is estimated to reduce CO2  emissions by over 20%.   Hence, interpolating data between 1996-2012 shows that GDi engine technology has already been responsible for a reduction in new car emissions of over 20M tonnes globally, including 10M tonnes across Europe.  As Ricardo is the leading international consultancy in GDi engine design, having undertaken GDi design projects with many of the major global OEMs since 1996, the Cardiff-Ricardo partnership has provided a considerable contribution to this global CO2 reduction. Furthermore, it is projected that around 26 million cars with GDi engines will be produced per annum by 2020 [5.4].  This represents a reduction of CO2  emissions from new cars of over 10M tonnes per annum (by 2020) through the adoption of GDi technology, and integration with usage of alternative fuels will result in further CO2 savings. Impact on engineering practice Ricardo claim that the PETRONAS project is one of their best examples of successful modelling-led engine designs [5.1, 5.3], where test-bed commissioning of the first prototype performed generally as predicted. Validated spray modelling and integrated design (enabled by Cardiff’s research) is crucial to ensuring such a successful result [5.2] and for promotion of the elusive goal of truly simulation-led (rather than empirical) engine design and manufacture. Ricardo state, ‘The (Cardiff) fuel spray rig will always be a crucial part of the CAE tool chain ....... As such, we have a highly efficient and cost-effective CAE methodology that can now be applied in the development of production implementations of this type of advanced and highly fuel-efficient combustion technology’ [5.3]. Hence, it is clear that the Cardiff-Ricardo methodology provides additional impact through improving professional engineering practice. In sum, Cardiff’s research has revolutionised the design of modern gasoline engines worldwide, with global economic and environmental impacts of major significance.		5.1 Confirmation of economic benefits and impact of Cardiff-Ricardo partnership: Steve Sapsford, Ricardo Global Market Sector Director, (steve.sapsford@ricardo.com) 5.2 Cardiff’s contribution to improved GDi engine designs : Ricardo Quarterly (pp. 19-22),  4th Quarter, 2012 http://www.ricardo.com/PageFiles/24669/RQ_Q4_2012.pdf 5.3 Cardiff validation of VECTIS spray model critical to computer-aided engine design: http://www.ricardo.com/PageFiles/24138/Software_CAE_issue_2_2012.pdf 5.4 Bosch data for GDi Market Penetration.  http://www.bosch- presse.de/presseforum/details.htm?txtID=6406&tk_id=108 5.5 Data enabling evaluation of CO2 reduction through GDi: International Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers (OICA)  http://www.oica.net/category/production-statistics/

		1082		0.008		Low-Carbon Engine Design Through Integrated Simulation-Validation		Cardiff University’s research has provided quantitative characterisation of transient fuel sprays under engine condition for the first time.  This has enabled integrated design optimisation of Gasoline Direct injection (GDi) engines, through computer simulation validated by Cardiff’s experimental measurements. The method has been developed and used in collaboration with Ricardo, a world-leading engine design consultancy, and has resulted in: Economic impact    Ten contracts, generating Ricardo revenue of over £20M from major OEMs worldwide (including Ford, GM, SAIC, Proton and Chrysler);    An additional $7M Ricardo contract secured with a major US manufacturer (2013);    Increased licence sales (over £1M/year sales worldwide) for commercial software ‘VECTIS’;    A  novel  tri-fuel  Spray-Guided  Direct  Injection  (SGDI)  production  engine  designed  and developed on behalf of PETRONAS (Malaysia). Environmental impact There have been substantial reductions in global CO2 emissions.  Prior to 2012, GDi engine production had resulted in over 20M tonnes CO2  reduction globally, including 10M tonnes across Europe.  A global reduction of 10M tonnes/year is predicted by 2020.  Gasoline engines designed or developed by Ricardo in collaboration with Cardiff have provided a considerable contribution to this reduction.   Cardiff’s measurement techniques provided an essential step in designing these engines.  For example, the PETRONAS engine uses 20% less fuel and produces 80% less NOx. Improved Professional Engineering Practice Cardiff’s experimental validation methodology has enabled Ricardo to design engines through simulation rather than step-wise empirical development, significantly reducing lead time.		Cardiff’s Innovations in Optical Diagnostics for Industrial Applications Cardiff’s expertise in this field dates back over 30 years to the development of bespoke laser velocimetry systems for the UK-AEA.   Subsequently, Cardiff was first to develop and publish phase-resolved laser-Doppler anemometry for the transient fluid-dynamic ‘precessing vortex core’ phenomenon in industrial burners and cyclone-separators. This research was undertaken by Syred (then Professor) and O’Doherty (then Lecturer), between 1993-95.  This resulted in the prestigious ‘Combustion Institute’ Sugden award for best UK paper (1997) and a Dyson contract for characterising dust separator prototypes (O’Doherty, 1998).  Syred was Dyson’s invited expert witness  (1998-2000)  in  their  successful  ‘Dyson  versus  Hoover’  legal  case,  utilising  Cardiff’s pedigree and knowledge of transient swirling flows.  Cardiff also won the ‘NATO award for best international Collaboration’ (with Russia and Ukraine) for its related work on gas turbines (2002). Cardiff’s Temporally-Resolved Spray Characterisation Breakthrough Bowen (then Lecturer, 1995-97) and Bates (Reader, 1995-97) developed Cardiff’s ‘phase-resolved’ methodology to Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA), enabling enlightening time-resolved characterisation, for the first time, of 2-phase/droplet, swirling, transient flows (e.g. sprays). Traversing this methodology over a fine grid also enhanced the 3D spatial resolution [3.1], as shown in Figure 1.   This breakthrough found application in the automotive sector, as these are precisely the type of flows found within automotive engine fuel sprays, where conditions are extremely challenging, namely: millisecond injection time-scales, 1-100 micron diameter droplets, 3D swirling flows with velocity magnitudes over 100 m/s, coupled with the extreme in-cylinder environments of high pressures and temperatures.  Cardiff-Ricardo Research Development, Communication and Strategic Partnership Ricardo offers globally-leading innovation in the automotive industry.  Through an EPSRC/Ricardo funded PhD studentship (Comer 1996-99), Ricardo sponsored Cardiff’s proposition to prove and develop phase-resolved PDA for automotive injectors, and to develop its applicability to engine conditions.  The research enabled Ricardo to validate for the first time its transient, 3-dimensional, 2-phase commercial spray models (within its commercial code VECTIS). Moreover, this was done under controlled, simulated engine conditions (with high pressures and temperatures), enabled by a new optical spray-cell which was designed and commissioned in Cardiff’s laboratories. VECTIS is an international, industry-standard software product, focused on in-cylinder processes in the automotive sector, which is used by leading international engine manufacturers such as [text removed for publication].  The Cardiff technique established confidence in the VECTIS spray modelling, provided by like-for-like validation (rather than time/spatial integration), hence attracting a wide range of international clients and delivering validated spray modelling for engine design. The technique was presented first at a British Combustion Institute meeting (Bowen, 1997).  A Cardiff-Ricardo strategic partnership was established to consolidate this on-going research and technology breakthrough, and facilitate the application of the phase-resolved technique to a wide range of global automotive clients.  Cardiff has effectively industrialised the spray characterisation process to the extent of now carrying out all of Ricardo’s spray characterisation work for use in both research and customer programmes [5.1]. Complementary to this, Brighton University undertake Ricardo’s reciprocating optical engine R&D. A continuous sequence of five EPSRC/Ricardo funded PhD studentships at Cardiff over the past 15 years has enabled development of the spray characterisation methodology (see Figure 1) for: fuel injection parameter studies [3.2]; critical analysis of optical techniques [3.3]; Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) model validation [3.4]; injection into high pressures/temperatures and impingement [3.5]; and novel injector designs involving alternative fuels.   The integrated simulation/validation methodology now routinely practiced by the Cardiff-Ricardo partnership has proven invaluable for optimal design of GDi engines. Cardiff’s pipeline of innovative optical diagnostic techniques has continued, most recently with another new, laser-based technique which quantifies transient in-cylinder liquid fuel films, utilising laser-induced fluorescence principles [3.6]. (a)                                       (b)                                                        (c) Figure 1. Examples of ‘instantaneous’ characterisation of a Pressure-Swirl GDi Spray (a) ‘Wall-Guided’ GDi Operation. (b) Fuel droplet size 0.75-1.0 ms after injection. (c) Fuel droplet size 1.75-2.0 ms after injection.		3.1 Comer M. A., Bowen P.J., Bates C.J., Sapsford S.M. and Johns R.J.R. (1999)  Transient 3D analysis of a DI gasoline engine injector spray,  Atomisation and Sprays, Vol. 9 No. 5  pp. 467- 482, ISSN 1044-5110 3.2 Comer M.A., Bowen P.J., Sapsford S.M. and Johns, R.J.R. (1998)  The transient effects of line pressure for pressure-swirl gasoline injectors, ILASS-EUROPE ‘98, Proceedings of the  14th  International Conference on Liquid Atomisation and Spray Systems, July 1998, UMIST, Manchester, pp. 364-370 3.3 Comer M.A., Bowen P.J., Bates C.J. and Sapsford S.M. (2001) Critical appraisal of current laser  diagnostic  techniques  for  GDi  Spray  kinematics  quantification,  Journal  of  Optical Diagnostics in Engineering, Vol 5. No. 1, ISSN 1364-4173 (online journal) 3.4 Comer M.A., Bowen P. J., Sapsford S.M. and   Kwon S.I. (2004)   A parametric sensitivity study  of  GDI  spray  characteristics  using  a  3-D  transient  model,  International  Journal  of Automotive Technology, Vol. 5 No. 3 pp. 145-153, ISSN 1229 9138 3.5 Kay P.J., Bowen P.J., Gold M.R. and Sapsford S.M. (2012) Transient fuel spray impingement at atmospheric and elevated ambient conditions, Experiments in Fluids, Vol. 53 No. 4 pp. 873- 890, ISSN 0723-4864,  10.1007/s00348-012-1334-0 3.6 Alonso M., Kay P.J., Bowen P.J., Gilchrist R. and Sapsford S.M. (2010) A laser induced fluorescence technique for quantifying transient liquid fuel films utilising total internal reflection, Experiments in Fluids, Vol. 48 No. 1 pp. 133-142, ISSN 0732-4864  10.1007/s00348-009-0720- 8		The crucial importance of Cardiff’s research breakthrough to the success of the new GDi engine designs is highlighted by Ricardo’s Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) Manager James Mullineux in ‘Ricardo Quarterly’ [5.2]: ‘Validating a detailed VECTIS spray model of the selected injector is the first step in being able to simulate the operation of a new form of combustion system’.   He continues in [5.3]: ‘a significant aspect of the achievement of the T-SGDI research project has been the ability to produce validated VECTIS models of the combustion system that can be used to provide a truly predictive assessment of the engine under operation. Although the approach used on the research project included a CFD correlation exercise both with the (Cardiff) spray rig and an optically accessed engine, the latter would, as Mullineux concludes, not be necessary as part of a production CAE process.’  Details of the major, wide-ranging impacts achieved as a result of the spray characterisation methodology developed at Cardiff University are described below. Economic impact Significant international business has been secured for Ricardo, the industrial sponsor and global leader in automotive engine design.  The Cardiff-Ricardo methodology has been applied and disseminated through Ricardo and their international clients. Ricardo have, for example, used this integrated modelling-validation methodology, in partnership with Cardiff, to develop bespoke gasoline engine designs and fuel-injection operational strategies on behalf of a broad range of international clients such as [text removed for publication].  These contracts have generated over £20M revenue for Ricardo [5.1], and significantly more revenue for Ricardo’s OEM clients through revolutionary performance improvements and resultant sales. Recently [5.2] the Ricardo/Cardiff partnership used its methodology in the design of a fuel- flexible SGDI engine for Malaysian-based multi-national PETRONAS (a Fortune 100 global company).  This engine was designed to run efficiently and flexibly on ethanol, methanol and gasoline fuel. Hence, not only does this engine offer the efficiency gain associated with SGDI, but  also  the  significant  additional  environmental  benefit  of  utilising  sustainable  fuels. Cardiff worked very closely with both Ricardo and PETRONAS, including regular PETRONAS research staff visits to Cardiff’s laboratories [5.1], to ensure effective understanding and implementation of the integrated modelling/validation approach in the engine design process. This SGDI engine represents a step change in direct injection (DI) combustion system design, reaching levels of fuel consumption for diesel engines, but without the associated costs due to throttle-free  operation.  SGDI  is  even  more  dependent  upon  accurate  temporal/spatial  spray simulation than its predecessor, the ‘wall guided’ GDi design, thus further emphasising the crucial role of Cardiff’s methodology.   PETRONAS has recently entered into agreements with far- eastern OEMs that will see derivatives of this engine entering volume production from 2014, rising to in excess of 100,000 units per year [5.1].  Ricardo’s commercial code VECTIS, which Cardiff’s research enabled Ricardo to validate and hence which contributes to its market lead, generates more than £1M in revenues per annum for this innovative, high-tech UK multi-national company.  It is used by global companies such as [text removed for publication] for combustion system design and development. The integrated Cardiff-Ricardo methodology has enabled the design of GDi engines more quickly and robustly, thereby gaining significant competitive advantage.   Ricardo continues to use the integrated methodology to secure new orders in the growing GDi market.  For example, it used the Cardiff-Ricardo  methodology  to  secure  a  further  $7M  contract  with  a  major  US  car manufacturer in 2013 [5.1]. Environmental impact Bosch [5.4] state that GDi engines have increased market penetration from 2% (in 2002) to 22% (in 2012). The global market for road vehicles in 2012 was around 84 million [5.5]. When coupled with downsizing and boosting (for which DI is a major enabler), GDi technology is estimated to reduce CO2  emissions by over 20%.   Hence, interpolating data between 1996-2012 shows that GDi engine technology has already been responsible for a reduction in new car emissions of over 20M tonnes globally, including 10M tonnes across Europe.  As Ricardo is the leading international consultancy in GDi engine design, having undertaken GDi design projects with many of the major global OEMs since 1996, the Cardiff-Ricardo partnership has provided a considerable contribution to this global CO2 reduction. Furthermore, it is projected that around 26 million cars with GDi engines will be produced per annum by 2020 [5.4].  This represents a reduction of CO2  emissions from new cars of over 10M tonnes per annum (by 2020) through the adoption of GDi technology, and integration with usage of alternative fuels will result in further CO2 savings. Impact on engineering practice Ricardo claim that the PETRONAS project is one of their best examples of successful modelling-led engine designs [5.1, 5.3], where test-bed commissioning of the first prototype performed generally as predicted. Validated spray modelling and integrated design (enabled by Cardiff’s research) is crucial to ensuring such a successful result [5.2] and for promotion of the elusive goal of truly simulation-led (rather than empirical) engine design and manufacture. Ricardo state, ‘The (Cardiff) fuel spray rig will always be a crucial part of the CAE tool chain ....... As such, we have a highly efficient and cost-effective CAE methodology that can now be applied in the development of production implementations of this type of advanced and highly fuel-efficient combustion technology’ [5.3]. Hence, it is clear that the Cardiff-Ricardo methodology provides additional impact through improving professional engineering practice. In sum, Cardiff’s research has revolutionised the design of modern gasoline engines worldwide, with global economic and environmental impacts of major significance.		5.1 Confirmation of economic benefits and impact of Cardiff-Ricardo partnership: Steve Sapsford, Ricardo Global Market Sector Director, (steve.sapsford@ricardo.com) 5.2 Cardiff’s contribution to improved GDi engine designs : Ricardo Quarterly (pp. 19-22),  4th Quarter, 2012 http://www.ricardo.com/PageFiles/24669/RQ_Q4_2012.pdf 5.3 Cardiff validation of VECTIS spray model critical to computer-aided engine design: http://www.ricardo.com/PageFiles/24138/Software_CAE_issue_2_2012.pdf 5.4 Bosch data for GDi Market Penetration.  http://www.bosch- presse.de/presseforum/details.htm?txtID=6406&tk_id=108 5.5 Data enabling evaluation of CO2 reduction through GDi: International Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers (OICA)  http://www.oica.net/category/production-statistics/

		1085		0.007		Improving the financial and environmental cost of steel framed buildings, whilst raising structural performance		Some of the most significant and widely used products for steel framed buildings in the global construction market today have been developed by the Structural & Geotechnical Engineering Research Centre at City University London. Our work in this field has permitted a saving of between 25 and 30% in the amount of steel needed for such buildings, making them now on average 9% cheaper than their concrete equivalents. Our research data from this work is now incorporated into at least six Design Guides and two significant industry software suites, published by the Steel Construction Institute (SCI) [text removed for publication]. Steel frame build times have been reduced by up to 13% and the resulting buildings can be 20-50% more energy efficient, helping the industry move towards its ‘Target Zero’ carbon goals. The dynamic response of steel members and floor systems has been a key concern in the industry over the last decade. The work undertaken at City has been effective in helping bring new products to market and in improving the application of structural mechanics to real design situations. It has also made a significant contribution to the increasing success of the steel industry in the UK commercial building market.		City’s Structural & Geotechnical Engineering Research Centre has been creating better steel and concrete composite structures for over 20 years. Research with the Steel Construction Institute (SCI)  and  British  Steel  plc  (now  part  of  TATA  Steel)  has  contributed  to  products  such  as Slimdek™, Slimflor™ and Bi-Steel™. Further collaboration with the engineering firm Westok Ltd (now ASD Westok Ltd) has led to other innovative products called Cellular Beams and Ultra- Shallow Floor Beams® or USFBs. The work has involved full-scale testing in our Heavy Structures Laboratory and exhaustive analytical and computational studies. From 1993 to 1998, Professor Laurie Boswell (a member of academic staff since 1972) and Dr Jim Rackham, former City PhD student working for the SCI, developed a new system for constructing long-span  composite  building  floors,  consisting  of  asymmetric  steel  beams  and  lightweight permanent steel composite decking used to support the wet concrete. Their innovation came from integrating the majority of the concrete within the depth of the steel beam. This created an opportunity for British Steel to pioneer a new hot roll manufacturing process to create Asymmetric Slimflor Beams or ASBs. A stronger, integral shear connection rolled into the top flange surface, developed and tested during the research, has also meant that thinner steel composite metal decking called Comflor210/225 can be used in the construction of the structural system now known as Slimdek™.6 Professor Boswell received funding from the SCI, EPSRC and British Steel in 1995 to investigate a new form of double skin composite construction. The product resulting from that research, Bi- Steel™, was developed by the SCI. Dr Brett McKinley, who was a PhD student at City from 1995 to 2000, tested numerous full scale samples comparing the traditional and new construction methods to investigate their structural integrity and local buckling collapse mechanisms.1 His research contributed to the seminal reference Bi-Steel Design and Construction Guide which was published by British Steel in 1999. With increases in span length, dynamics and cost became the main concerns. Westok had the solution to cost but lacked a confident solution to engineers’ fear of the floors being too “bouncy”. Dr Cedric D’Mello (a member of academic staff since 1981, now a Professor), in collaboration with Westok Ltd, tested the longest spans of three new structures during 1999-2000 to compare design predictions of dynamic performance with actual site test results.2 The research was used by SCI in  the revision of their engineering guidance Design of Floors for Vibrations. Work  on  subsequent  developments  to  Cellular  Beams  was  carried  out  in  2007  by  Kostas Tsavdaridis, a City PhD student under the supervision of Dr D’Mello. He examined these beams under two critical modes of failure to improve their structural performance. He found that the manufacture of beams with near-elliptical rather than circular cells leads to reduced material waste and allows easier integration of building services without compromising structural integrity.3  His work led to a patent application filed in 2011.4 In 2007, Bing Huo, a City PhD student supervised by Dr D’Mello, was supported by Westok Ltd to investigate a new generation of cellular beam. His work led to the development of another new product, the USFB®, which was intended to extend the existing range of steel options available for the flat slab market and was patented by Westok Ltd in 2011. The USFB® allows for the incorporation of passive air cooling/heating inside the floor. By utilising the thermal mass of the concrete floor slab more efficiently, additional savings in energy and CO2 use are also possible. This energy recycling floor slab is known as TermoDeck®. Huo’s PhD research demonstrated that the ducting could be incorporated without loss of structural integrity, providing the ducts were not located near areas of higher vertical shear.5		1.  McKinley B. & Boswell L.F. (2002). Large Deformation Behaviour of Double Skin Composite Construction, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 58(10), 1347-1359 10.1016/S0143-974X(02)00015-9 2.  Confidential report by C.A. D’Mello (2000) concerning results of tests on dynamic response of floors using Westok Cellular Beams (can be provided on request for REF assessment purposes). 3.  Tsavdaridis K.D., D’Mello C. & Huo B.Y. (2013). Experimental and computational study of the vertical shear behaviour of partially encased perforated steel beams. Journal of Engineering Structures, 56, 805-822  10.1016/j.engstruct.2013.04.025 4.  Tsavdaridis, K.D. & D’Mello, C. (Inventors), City University London (Proprietor). Filed Patent (No GB1112512.7): Perforated Structural Beams. Intellectual Property Office, 2011 http://www.ipo.gov.uk/types/patent/p-os/p-find/p-find-number.htm 5.  Huo B.Y. & D’Mello C. (2013). Push-out tests and analytical study of shear transfer mechanisms in composite shallow cellular floor beams. Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 88, 191-205 10.1016/j.jcsr.2013.05.007 6.  Lawson R. M. et al. (1999). ‘Slimflor’ and ‘Slimdek’ construction: European developments. Institution of Structural Engineers  http://www.istructe.org/webtest/files/87/87428fd8-d23f- 40c5-be2b-53ee6bcf9bec.pdf The articles listed as 1, 3 and 5 are all published in international journals of Elsevier which are well regarded in their specific field and use a rigorous peer review process prior to publication.		The engineering company ASD Westok Ltd manufacture a patented form of castellated beam, using circular openings. At first these beams were used predominantly as roof beams, replacing traditional castellated beams. When used for floor construction, such that the top flange was made to act compositely with the concrete slab, savings of more than 30% in steel weight were achieved, compared to a standard rolled beam also acting compositely with the floor slab. Floor design As a result of City’s research into steel floor construction, the span of a beam can now be designed to more stringent limits, giving a 25% to 40% reduction in required inertia with 12% reduction in  steel.7  Additionally the span of the beam has been increased, extending the options available to engineers and architects and reducing the number of beams and connections assembled on site. This allows approximately twice the area to be erected in the same time. As beams can now span further, there are fewer columns and foundations. The longer beam spans enable use of thinner floor slabs, reducing the volume of concrete required (estimated at one concrete mixer truck less per floor), contributing further to material cost savings and reducing road miles and consequent CO2. This extends a building’s potential life span due to unrestricted internal layouts and reduces the number of buildings left empty because their layout does not suit intended use by the owners, providing further environmental benefits.7, 12 The results from the tests conducted at City and the follow-up work have had a profound influence on building design in the UK, Europe and the USA as a result of SCI revising their design guidance concerning the dynamic behaviour of floors. Software developed by SCI for ASD Westok Ltd incorporating the City research is used by designers of all cellular beams and is integrated as a component into other widely-used general building design software. The development of long span solutions has led to economical solutions with lower material weight, fewer foundations and faster erection,  as  there  are  fewer  beams.  The  beams  also  meet  stringent  vibration  requirements, including those specified for hospitals. While designers across the world may not be aware of the source of such advances, they are in part directly traceable to this important test work undertaken by City University London.7 Cellular Beams Our work on the Cellular Beam has allowed mechanical and electrical plant equipment to be integrated within the depth of the floor space instead of hung beneath it. As a result Cellular Beams use 25% to 30% less steel than a conventional beam. City’s work in this field has more than doubled the tonnage of beams produced by ASD Westok Ltd. [text removed for publication] Ultra Shallow Floor Beams (USFBs) USFB allow more economic shallow floor construction solutions, reducing the structural floor zone and  building  height  or  allowing  for  more  floors  to  be  inserted  within  a  prescribed  Planning Regulation building height limit. The result is a more efficient use of available building space and volume. By reducing the internal volume to be heated or cooled, savings on construction cladding costs are realised, together with reductions in building life costs. Buildings requiring high light/glazing levels such as schools particularly benefit from the reductions in solar heating that accompany reductions in building cladding height. Following the release of SCI design software for USFB (based on City’s research findings), sales increased dramatically [text removed for publication].7, 8 13 TATA Steel TATA Steel is the second largest steel manufacturer in Europe and the seventh largest worldwide. (i)        Asymmetric Slimflor Beams (ASBs) Slimflor™  and  Slimdek™  are  products  of  TATA  Steel  Europe,  developed  by  City  University London.6 ASBs and Comflor210/225 (a thinner steel composite metal decking), which together comprise the Slimflor system, are sold individually to allow other manufacturers’ products, such as precast hollow core concrete panels, to be combined with the ASBs. Slimflor and Slimdek are now regularly designed as steel solution where structural design needs to be kept to a minimum. These beams also contribute to total building cost savings and value through reducing the need for cladding and minimising building height or increasing lettable floor area through more floors for the same height. This research has also been written into a software design suite by the Steel Construction Institute. [text removed for publication] (ii)       TATA Bi-Steel TATA Bi-Steel is now also marketed as Corefast™ [text removed for publication]. While this product line was affected by the economic downturn of that period, Bi-Steel also forms the basis for an entire range of protective barriers which has generated further business success, achieving [text removed for publication] a prestigious £7M contract to supply security barriers at the Olympic  Park in London in 2012 and the subsequent London Legacy Park. Bi-Steel is also used in the defence and security markets where the inherent blast resistance contributes to niche specialist products associated with hostile vehicle mitigation and blast protective structures.10, 11 Steel Construction Institute SCI has been a trusted source of information and engineering expertise globally for 25 years and remains the leading independent provider of technical expertise and disseminator of best practice to the steel construction sector. Revenue generation to the SCI resulting from the development and sales of design guidance literature and software for all of the above steel products [text removed for publication].12 Commercial building market As a result of research partly conducted by City, TATA and the British Constructional Steelwork Association (BCSA) have recently published an independent study showing that, for the first quarter of 2012, steel options for typical small business park offices (3 storey, c.3200m2) and city centre office buildings (8 storey, c.16,500m2) are now 9% cheaper than the concrete equivalents. Steel now allows a 1-13% reduction in construction time and an 18-30% reduction in embodied carbon. This represents a major transformation in the efficiency of the steel construction industry. For multi-storey non-residential buildings, steel construction has had an average market share of 70% over the past few years; a significant success for the industry where the share was around 30% in the early 1980s. This news, published by the BCSA, has been freely disseminated to practitioners via their website and in hardcopy form with industry magazines, thereby helping steel maintain its position in the UK commercial building market.9, 14, 15		7.  Supporting statement provided by Director of Westok Ltd (2002 – 2010) 8.  Supporting statement provided by Commercial/Technical Manager of ASD Westok 9.  Supporting statement provided by Manager, Construction Market Development, Tata Steel, Construction Services & Development 10. Supporting statement provided by Bid Manager, Bi-Steel, Tata Steel Projects 11. TATA Steel website http://www.tatasteeleurope.com/en/products_and_services/services/business_services/tata _steel_projects/market_sectors/construction/olympic_park_co/ 12. Supporting statement provided by Associate Director, The Steel Construction Institute 13. ’ASD Westok Limited Director’ report and financial statements for the 10 month period ended 31 December 2010, available at cost from http://www.companiesintheuk.co.uk/ltd/asd-westok or can be supplied 14. British Constructional Steel Association Annual Report 2011-2012 available from http://www.steelconstruction.org/bcsa/annual-review.html 15. BCSA/TATA report on cost comparison of steel (2012) http://www.steelconstruction.org/resources/commercial/cost-comparisons.html

		1102		0.204		Increasing Oil Recovery by Advanced Reservoir Management		ERPE research into uncertainty quantification for oil reservoir modelling, described in this case study, has led to 3 impacts in the REF2014 period: •  An additional 3 million barrels of oil (corresponding to $330M of additional income at an oil price of $110/barrel) obtained by a single application of ERPE algorithms to optimising oil recovery from one of BP’s North Sea assets; •  Incorporation of ERPE developed code in BP’s internal code base; •  Formation of a spin-out company (Epistemy) providing 3 full-time and 3 part-time jobs, with £267k of software sales since 2012.		2. Underpinning research: The uncertainty quantification (UQ) group in ERPE has carried out a programme of EPSRC, TSB and industry funded research into uncertainty quantification for oil reservoir modelling since 2000. The key researchers involved were: Prof Christie (ERPE, director of the UQ group), Prof Corne (Computer Science (CS)), A Abdollahzadeh (ERPE postdoc), A Reynolds (CS, postdoc), A Gripton (CS, postdoc), Dr Vasily Demyanov (ERPE, lecturer), Dr D Arnold (ERPE, postdoc and Royal Society of Edinburgh Enterprise Fellow). The aims of this research programme have been (i) to develop and demonstrate algorithms that offer a significant performance gain over the algorithms routinely deployed in the oil industry, (ii) to develop techniques to ensure that forecast uncertainty ranges are robust and not significantly affected by sampling algorithm or model resolution, and (iii) demonstrate the value of geological realism in constraining model predictions. The impacts claimed here have largely been underpinned by research into the use of stochastic optimisation algorithms for history matching (model calibration), uncertainty quantification and optimisation. References [1 – 5] give examples of this research. The research has been driven by a combination of simplified test problems, used for developing ideas and algorithms, and real examples usually donated by oil companies.  The purpose here is to develop algorithms that are capable of deployment on real-world problems (with all the problems of large models, extensive run times etc, that real-world problems bring). The research underpinned these impacts in the following ways: •  the codes implemented by BP (BOA, MOBOA, [4]) in their internal code base were developed in ERPE in a joint activity with Computer Science at Heriot-Watt, including novel extensions (GuPSO, [2]) to already published algorithms. •  for the spin-out company, the algorithms (single and multi-objective versions of Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO), Differential Evolution (DE), Bayesian Optimisation Algorithm (BOA) [4]) coded  up  in  the  commercial  code  were  those  that  had  been  extended  and  exhaustively evaluated for effectiveness in the UQ group in ERPE. These tests included demonstration that the codes show a 2 – 5 fold speed up over existing, highly-tuned implementations.		The references identified with * are the ones which best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. [1] * L Mohamed, M Christie, V Demyanov “Comparison of Stochastic Sampling Algorithms for Uncertainty Quantification”, (2010) SPE-119139-PA, SPE Journal, 15(1), 31-38. DOI:10.2118/119139-PA. 41 Google Scholar (GS) citations This research showed that use of an evolutionary algorithm (such as PSO) combined with a post-processing step based on a Gibbs Sampler yields an equivalent assessment of uncertainty as applying the ‘gold standard’ Markov Chain Monte Carlo. This paper underpins  the decision to implement evolutionary algorithms with an appropriate Gibbs sampler based post-processor in the commercial software Raven developed by Epistemy (www.useraven.com). [2] * A Abdollahzadeh, A Reynolds, M A Christie, D Corne, G William & B Davies, “Estimation of distribution algorithms applied to history matching” Jun 2013 SPE Journal. 18, 3, p. 508-517 DOI:10.2118/141161-PA  13 GS citations [3] M Christie, D Eydinov, V Demyanov, J Talbot, D Arnold, V Shelkov, “Use of Multi-Objective Algorithms in History Matching of a Real Field” (2013), Society of Petroleum Engineers Reservoir Simulation Symposium, 2013, The Woodlands, Texas SPE 163580, DOI:10.2118/163580-MS Papers [2], [3] also arise from the TSB funded project [G1] aimed at developing significant improvements in history matching capability.  [2] describes the use of the BOA, and shows that it performs better than highly developed internal BP code. [3] demonstrates that multi-objective algorithms can offer speed advantages over the equivalent single objective algorithms.  As a result of the research described in these papers (and other unpublished TSB work), BP has taken the developed code and coupled it with their TDRM proprietary code, and used the algorithms for optimising well placements. [4] * Y Hajizadeh, V Demyanov, L Mohamed, M Christie, “Comparison of Evolutionary and Swarm Intelligence Methods for History Matching and Uncertainty Quantification in Petroleum Reservoir Models”, in Intelligent Computational Optimization in Engineering: Techniques & Applications, 2010  DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-21705-0_8  This (refereed) book chapter demonstrates that (applied effectively), modern swarm intelligence algorithms can provide reliable and robust history matching and estimates of future uncertainty. The study showed that both DE and PSO can converge faster than other algorithms tested, and this led to their selection for implementation in Epistemy’s commercial code Raven. [5] A P Reynolds, A Abdollahzadeh, D W Corne, M Christie, B Davies, G Williams “Guide Objective Assisted Particle Swarm Optimization and its Application to History Matching”. In Parallel Problem Solving from Nature-PPSN XII (pp. 195-204), 2012. DOI:10.1007/978-3-642-32964-7. This paper shows a novel way to improve the formulation of PSO for large-scale problems where prior knowledge of parameter influence can be exploited. The algorithm has been coded up for the next release of Raven. Research Grants [G1]  TSB, #100729, BP, ERPE, £808k, “A Novel Approach to Uncertainty Quantification and Risk Assessment in Petroleum Reservoir Developments”, 2009–2013. [G2]  Joint Industry Project, £2.8M funding from industry partners, Uncertainty Project Phases I, II, III, IV.  ERPE, Anadarko, BP, BG, Conoco, DTI, Eni, JNOC/JOGMEC, Norsk Hydro, Shell, Statoil. [G3]  AWE, £420k, 3 years postdoc funding & AWE William Penney Fellowship – M Christie. [G4]  EPSRC, GR/R63578/01, £125k, M Christie (PI), “JREI:Use of Massively Parallel Simulation for Uncertainty Quantification in Reservoir Engineering”, 2002–2005. [G5]  EPSRC, GR/T24838/01, £237k (pre-FEC), M Christie (PI), “Error Models for Sub-Grid Phenomena in Flow in Porous Media”, 2005-2008. [G6]  EPSRC, EP/K034154/1, £2.04M, M Christie (Co-I), “Enabling Quantification of Uncertainty for Large-Scale Inverse Problems (EQUIP)”, Programme Grant with Stuart (PI), Roberts and Girolami (University of Warwick), 2013-2018.		The research has led to 3 principal impacts:  •  application of the algorithms on a North Sea oil field, leading to an additional 3 million barrel recovery (equivalent to $330M additional income at a current oil price of $110/barrel) over their original development plan [S3]; •  implementation of ERPE multi-objective optimisation algorithms by BP in their internal 'TDRM' code base and •  formation of a spin-out company to commercialise application of the algorithms developed in the uncertainty group to the oil industry [S1]. The first impact is an additional 3 million barrels of oil obtained by BP using the ERPE multi- objective algorithms.  BP has applied the new code base to the task of optimising locations of additional injection and production wells in one of their North Sea fields. The use of the multi- objective algorithms discovered a new well arrangement yielding an additional 3 million barrels over the optimised development plan produced by their engineer. In this case, multi-objective optimisation was of tremendous value as it allowed them to optimise both short-term oil (to recoup the cost of drilling the new wells), and long-term oil (to maximise the profitability) of the project. BP’s comment on the project was “The collaboration between ERPE and BP has resulted in a step-forward in practical, multi-objective optimisation capability for the industry” [S3]. The second impact is that BP has taken the ERPE multi-objective algorithms, developed in the TSB project [G1] and incorporated them in their internal history matching and optimisation code during 2012 and 2013. The incorporation of the algorithms was assisted by their recruitment of Asaad Abdollahzadeh, one of the ERPE researchers, into BP from Jan 2013. The third impact was the formation of spin-out company, Epistemy (SC365481) in September 2009 providing 3 full-time and 3-part time jobs. The company has made £267k in sales of its Raven history matching and optimisation software since 2012. It has recently started attending trade shows and generating significant interest (10 strong leads, with one trial set up and one booked for Oct 2013) [S1]. The stochastic optimisation algorithms in the latest release of Epistemy’s Raven code (those developed in [G1]) have already been deployed in history matching of real field data by engineers in Japan Oil, Gas and Metals National Corporation (JOGMEC) (DOI:10.2118/164817- MS). JOGMEC’s comment on the software was: “The software is a practical and simple tool for history matching real field data and optimising field developments; it has given us a significant speed improvement over our previous algorithm, and has made it possible to deploy the advanced techniques in Raven within our team” [S2]. The beneficiaries of all 3 impacts are: practicing reservoir engineers who use the techniques in history matching reservoir models to data (see for example [4] for application to a Russian oil field, and [3] for application of BOA to history matching a BP oilfield, demonstrating a significant performance improvement), and the impact on the UK economy of 3 new full-time and 3 part-time jobs created since 2009 [S1]. Additionally, industry support of £2.8M has been received from 10 international oil companies over 4 three-year phases of a Joint Industry Project [G2]. As a result of the research published, we have also received £420k funding from AWE [G3] to transfer ideas from the oil industry to AWE. The interaction with AWE has led to improvements in their capability [see example in S4], and has underpinned their decision to support EPSRC Programme Grant [G6] by continuing Christie’s William Penney Fellowship [G3].		[S1]  Founder/Senior Executive, Epistemy. To confirm the establishment of Epistemy (SC365481) was in September 2009 and that it provides 3 full time and 3 part time jobs. The company has made £267k in sales of Raven history matching and optimisation software since 2012. www.epistemy.com, software sold through www.useraven.com. [S2]  EOR Division Director, Technical Department Oil & Gas Upstream Technology Unit Japan Oil, Gas and Metals National Corporation will describe how JOGMEC use the software, and  what advantage it gives them over previous tools. [S3]  Manager, Advanced Reservoir Performance Prediction, BP will confirm that BP has applied the new code base to the task of optimising locations of additional injection and production wells in one of their North Sea fields, producing and additional 3million barrels of oil over the optimised development plan. [S4]  An example of improvements in AWE’s capability through the ERPE research described above can be found in the document at this link. http://www.awe.co.uk/Contents/Publication/68e180bAWE_Discovery_22.pdf, p. 2-9.

		1105		2.8		Maximising Oil Recovery with Low Salinity Water Flooding		The  data  generated  from  research  undertaken  by  ERPE  has  enabled  BP  to  leverage  an investment of $125M for full field implementation of Lo-Sal®  EOR technology in the Clair Ridge Field, west of Shetland. This research has provided BP with a step change in understanding of how to maximise oil recovery and production. Low Salinity Water Flooding has been shown to increase oil recovery by an average of ~16% when compared to standard "High Salinity" water flooding. Based on this work, BP made a strategic decision in September 2012 to use Low Salinity Water Flooding as their default position for field development, by adopting this significant development in water-flooding technology.		The key researchers involved throughout the REF period were: Prof Sorbie and Dr McDougall, Mike Singleton (Senior Research Fellow), Robin Shields, (Research Associate) and Will Thomas (Experimental Officer). The  most  important  outputs  from  the  research  were  the  broadening  and  development  of understanding over a period of fifteen years from 1995 onwards about the nature of wettability and its  influence  on  oil  recovery,  and  how  that  is  affected  by  salinity.  There  were  three  key breakthroughs:- •    Identifying the impact of wettability on oil recovery through waterflooding •    An analysis of experimental data to increase pore-scale understanding of oil recovery •    Setting up the parameters around the impact of wettability change on oil recovery, which led to a viable model for Low-Salinity waterflooding. Over the REF2014 period, ERPE built extensive experience in core flooding through the Joint Industry Project (JIP) on oil field scale.  BP approached ERPE to collaborate on this issue as BP had been working on field application of the low salinity waterflooding over a period of years, but had been unable to obtain accurate and conclusive evidence of the underlying mechanisms of the process. Developing the understanding of the impact of wettability on oil recovery [1,2,3] and how it can be applied to experimental data   to enable pore scale modelling was a step change in understanding the phenomenon. Since January 2005, BP has provided ~£650k of funding for this exclusive study, the results of which have been predominantly reported to BP through confidential reports and data sets.  There have, however, been 2 papers published, in conjunction with BP, on the subject which details certain aspects of the proposed low salinity mechanism and the application of it in the field. In this project, many possible models and mechanisms for low salinity water flooding have been explored experimentally. This data obtained provided insight into some of the factors controlling the increased oil recovery observed when low salinity brine is injected into oil saturated reservoir core samples. Extensive chemical analyses were performed on the effluent showing the extent of interaction between the injected brine, the oil and the rock matrix. A paper from this work was awarded the Best Paper Award at the Society of Core Analysts Conference 2006 in Trondheim, Norway and later accepted for the Journal of Petrophysics in February 2008. [4] To complement the extensive experimental dataset, a pore-scale theory of how the low salinity water flooding effect works was derived. The theory demonstrated how pore-scale effects resulted in a reduction of residual oil saturation during low salinity oil waterflooding. The understandings gained from the research [1,2,3] and the results from extensive chemical analyses [4] led to ERPE proposing  the  pore  scale  mechanism  for  Lo-Sal®.  The  theory  was  able  to  approximate  the  magnitude of the effect, and allow some clear, experimentally-verifiable predictions to be made [5].		The references identified with * are the ones which best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. [1]  McDougall  S.R.,.  Sorbie  K.S  "The  Impact  of  Wettability  on  Waterflooding:  Pore-Scale Simulation"  Society of Petroleum Engineers, Reservoir Engineering, vol.10, no.3,p208 - 213 1995 DOI:10.2118/25271-PA  85 Google Scholar (GS) citations This paper identified the impact of wettability on oil recovery through waterflooding. [2]   Dixit, A.B., McDougall, S.R., Sorbie, K.S., "Pore-Level Investigation of Relative Permeability Hysteresis in Water-Wet Systems" Society of Petroleum Engineers Journal, vol.3 no.2, pp115- 123,1998, DOI:  10.2118/37233-PA 44 GS citations This paper provides an assessment of the impact of wettability on the phenomenon of relative permeability. [3] *Dixit A.B.; McDougall S.R., Sorbie K.S., Buckley J.S. "Pore-Scale Modeling of Wettability Effects  and  Their  Influence  on  Oil  Recovery”  Society  of  Petroleum  Engineers  Reservoir Evaluation & Engineering, vol. 2, No. 1, p25, 1999 DOI:  10.2118/54454-PA 75 GS citations This paper analyses experimental data and develops the pore-scale understanding of oil recovery. 4] *  Lager A, K. J. Webb, Black C. J. J, Singleton M.  Sorbie K. S "Low Salinity Oil Recovery - An Experimental Investigation" Society of Petrophysicists and Well-Log Analysts Petrophysics, vol.49, no. 1, 2008. http://www.onepetro.org/mslib/servlet/onepetropreview?id=SPWLA-2008- v49n1a2  132 GS citations This  paper  identified  a  clear  picture  of  the  potential  mechanism  of  how  low  salinity waterflooding happens and what needs to be done. [5]* Sorbie K. S.  and Collins I.R. (BP) "A Proposed Pore-Scale Mechanism for How Low Salinity Water Flooding Works"  Society of Petroleum Engineers Improved Oil Recovery Symposium, April 2010, Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA, DOI:  10.2118/129833-MS  17 GS citations Theoretical examination of the parameters around the impact of wettability change on oil recovery.		BP’s decision to implement low Salinity waterflooding in the £4.5 billion Clair Ridge development was underpinned by ERPE research. The direct costs of implementing low salinity waterflooding include $125M for desalination facilities to create ‘low salinity’ water from seawater. BP justified this investment on the basis of 42 million barrels of additional recovery (equivalent to around $4.5 billion of additional income at today’s oil price) – a significant increase in the estimated 640 million barrels of recoverable oil from waterflooding using seawater. The decision to implement low salinity required a high level of confidence in the technique’s success to persuade BP management and the field partners. That confidence was built on theoretical and experimental results provided by ERPE, and two field tests (a single well tracer test and a field trial in the Endicott field, Alaska).  In the field trial at Endicott, low salinity water was injected in one well and the incremental oil production observed in another. Endicott proved up the laboratory trials at full scale. The trial involved an injector and a producer 1040 feet apart, and the incremental oil recovery was equal to 10% of the total pore volume in the swept area [3]. The confidence generated by the combination of the experimental dataset and verifiable pore-scale theory was sufficient for BP to move forward to a single-well tracer test, and a field trial, providing them with the ‘pyramid of proof’ that they required to take the technique all the way through the field deployment.  Without the theoretical and experimental results, the two field trials would not have happened, and low salinity would not have been implemented in Clair Ridge. According to BP’s Chief Adviser on Low salinity for BP "ERPE has made a significant contribution to the fundamental understanding of the mechanism by which Low Salinity Water Flooding increases oil recovery.  Without such understanding and contribution from ERPE, BP would not be in a position to change their Water Flood strategy to a default base case position of Low Salinity Water Flooding." [S1]		[S1] Chief Adviser, Lo-Sal, BP Exploration.  Will confirm that the work undertaken by ERPE provided BP with the high level of confidence required to invest in Lo-Sal, and without this research, BP would not have been able to change their strategy. [S2] "Low Salinity Enhanced Oil Recovery - Laboratory to Day One Field Implementation – Lo-Sal EOR into the Clair Ridge Project", Robbana, Buikema, Mair, Williams, Mercer, Webb, Hewson, Reddick, Abu  Dhabi International Petroleum Conference and Exhibition, 11-14 November 2012. DOI:10.2118/161750-MS  This paper references the research undertaken at ERPE as the grounds for BP's decision making process. Reference 6 here cites the underpinning ERPE research, included in this case study as [4]" [S3] "Demonstration of Low-Salinity EOR at Interwell Scale, Endicott Field, Alaska", Seccombe, Lager, Jerauld, Jhaveri, Buikema, Bassler, Denis, Webb, Cockin, and Fueg, BP. At the SPE Improved Oil Recovery Symposium, 24-28 April 2010, Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA.  Reference 3 here cites the underpinning ERPE research, included in this case study as [4]"

		1112		0.011		Smart Software for Autonomous Maritime Systems.		Strong collaboration and associated technology transfer from ERPE have enabled SeeByte to stay at the forefront of technology, securing strategic partnerships including Subsea7, BAE SYSTEMS and the US Navy in the offshore and military markets. This has enabled sustained employment in the science and engineering sector growing to 50 staff and financial growth, 15 technology licenses from ERPE have directly or indirectly generated £11 million in revenues for SeeByte in the REF impact period. In October 2013 SeeByte was acquired by Bluefin Robotics Inc, a spin out of MIT owned by the Battelle group [removed for publication].		ERPE staff throughout the REF period(Prof Lane, Prof Petillot, Dr Brown (Senior Lecturer), Dr Clark (Reader)) have been and continue to be active in underwater robotics and sensing research, pursuing fundamental and applied research in autonomous systems, control, data processing (automatic target recognition, simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM), mosaicing, visual servoing)  and  sonar  design  (wideband  bio-sonar).  Of  these,  Lane  and  Petillot  were  directly involved in research relevant to SeeByte business and its subsequent technology transfer [S8]. Overall, the most important outputs from the ERPE research which have enabled SeeByte to establish new products were: •  The development of algorithms for tracking and identification of structures in sonar and video as well as visual servoing [1] were instrumental to the success of these projects and were adapted and productised by SeeByte. This work was carried out under the Alive project[G1] and Autotracker  project  [G2]where  our  advances  were  developed  and  applied  to  autonomous docking on subsea platforms (the world’s first in 2003) and pipeline inspection using an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV). •  The development of new algorithmic techniques for sonar interpretation, fusion and mosaicing, enabled the building of consistent maps of the subsea environment [2,3]. The algorithms were subsequently licenced to SeeByte Ltd and became an integral part of its SeeTrack product as well as several US Navy projects. The Performance Analysis and Training Tool in SeeTrack directly used [3] and is now sold to the Netherlands, Canadian, US and UK navies. This work was carried out under the Amason project[G3] and Consensus project[G4] and EPSRC-funded PhD studentship (Reed 1998-2001). •  Research in multiple vehicle collaboration technologies including planning [4], communications and world representation [5] as well as fault diagnostics. New techniques for multiple vehicle collaboration in terms of plan execution where goals are shared across the collective and in a low bandwidth and unreliable communication context were also developed [5]. This work was carried out under the MoD and EU funding [G5], [G6],[G7],[G8] and EPSRC funded studentship (Hamilton 1998-2001).		The references identified with * are the ones which best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. [1] J.Evans, B. Smith, P. Patron, D.M. Lane “Design and evaluation of a reactive and deliberative collision avoidance and escape architecture for autonomous robots” Autonomous Robots April 2008, Volume  24/3, pp  247-266  DOI:10.1007/s10514-007-9053-8  18  Google Scholar  (GS) citations.  Core technology in SeeTrack CoPilot and the Autonomous Inspection Vehicle. [2] * E. Coiras, Y.R. Petillot, D.M.Lane “Multi-Resolution 3D Reconstruction from Side-Scan Sonar Images” IEEE Transactions on Image Processing Vol. 16, No 2, pp 382-390 (2007) DOI:10.1109/TIP.2006.88833718 GS citations. This paper developed an algorithm for augmented reality in sonar imagery that was the foundation for the Performance Analysis and Training Tool PATT developed in SeeByte, part of the SeeTrack Military product sold widely in the military market. [3] * S. Reed, Y. Petillot, J. Bell. “An automated approach to the detection and extraction of mine features in side-scan sonar”. IEEE Journal Oceanic Engineering, Vol. 28, pp 90-105, Jan 2003. DOI:10.1109/JOE.2002.808199123 GS citations. Basis for SeeByte Automatic Target Recognition product now sold as part of their SeeTrack Military software suite to 12 Navies worldwide. [4] C.C. Sotzing, D.M.Lane “Improving the Co-ordination Efficiency of Limited Communication Multi-AUV Operations Using a Multi-Agent Architecture” Journal of Field Robotics Vol 27 No 4 July 2010 pp.412-429 DOI:  10.1002/rob.2034011 GS citations. This paper forms the basis of the Mission Executive in the Autonomous Inspection Vehicle and SeeTrack Neptune products in SeeByte. [5] * E. Miguelañez, P. Patrón, K.E.Brown, Y.R. Petillot, D.M. Lane "Semantic Knowledge-Based Framework to Improve the Situation Awareness of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles", IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering, vol.23, no.5, pp.759-773, May 2011 http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TKDE.2010.46 . 13 GS citations. This paper forms the basis of the world modelling in the SeeTrack Neptune product in SeeByte (2013), now sold to the US, UK and Canada. Grants [G1]  EU  FP5,  G2RD-CT-2000-00269,  €2.4M,  Cybernetix  S.A.  (PI),  ERPE  and  3   other partners,“Autonomous light intervention vehicle: LIVE”, 2001-2003. [G2] EU  FP5,  G3RD-CT-2000-00265,  €1.8M,  ERPE  (PI)  and 5  other partners,  “Autonomous inspection    of    subsea    telecommunications    cables,    power    cables    and    pipelines: AUTOTRACKER”,2001-2004. [G3] EU FP5, EVK3-CT-2001-00059, €1.7M, ERPE (PI) and 6 other partners,“Advanced mapping with sonar and video: AMASON”, 2002-2004. [G4]  EPSRC,  GR/S16980/01,  £129k  (Pre-FEC),  Y.  Petillot,  “CONcurrent  Hierarchial  SENSor Registration and FUSion (CONSENSUS): Applications to seabed classification”, 2003-2007. [G5]   Ministry   of   Defence,   BAUUV-POR002602,   £150k,   “Battlespace   Access   Unmanned Underwater Vehicle (BAUUV)”,2003-06, [G6]  Ministry  of  Defence,  BAES-FOAS-PRC-CT-0811,  £70M,  BAE  Systems  (PI),  ERPE,  21 industry  and  19  other  university partners,  “Systems  Engineering for Autonomous Systems Defence Technology Centre: SEAS DTC”, 2005-2012. [G7] Ministry of Defence, ERPE contract no.RT/COM/5/058, £370k“Competition of Ideas”, 2007- 2010 [G8] EU FP6, 12526, €19.9M, Union of European Railway Industries (PI), ERPE and 37 other partners, “INTElligent integration of RAILway systems: INTEGRAIL”, 2005-2009.		The   research   outputs   of   ERPE   have   directly   contributed   to   establishing   SeeByte’s (http://www.seebyte.com/latest-news/) leadership in autonomy software in the maritime domain.  Over the period 2008-2014, 15 technology licences from ERPE have generated £11 million in revenues for SeeByte [S1]. SeeByte's SeeTrack Software is the de-facto standard for AUV mission planning, real-time data processing and post mission analysis in the military and increasingly the offshore domain for maritime unmanned systems. SeeTrack Military is currently sold to 15 Navies worldwide, including those of the US [S4], UK [S3], Canada, Netherlands and New Zealand. It provides full situational awareness and additional tools such as Automatic Target Recognition. Based on the research reported in [4], and a performance training tool based on the work in [5][S2], licence sales for these products amount to £1.7M for SeeByte Ltd over the last 5 years [S1]. "Professors Lane & Petillot and their University colleagues have contributed great value to the United States Office of Naval Research Mine Warfare Science and Technology programs through their sharing of innovative technology concepts with SeeByte Ltd., who in turn have provided and continue to provide prototype advanced software systems to the ONR programs. SeeByte have played key roles in our Future Naval Capability developments by providing capable algorithms for our autonomous underwater vehicle efforts. These have included algorithms for tracking and identification of structures in sonar and video, sensor-reactive manoeuvring capability for autonomous vehicle operations in complex domains and mission planning and analysis software for missions involving multiple heterogeneous unmanned systems.   Their Performance Analysis and Training Tool (PATT), which had its roots at HWU, is a key element of our algorithm training scheme. ONR system development and demonstration has resulted in several systems now in service in the United States Navy.   Many of these now-operational assets can trace their fundamental origin to innovative research carried out at ERPE", Head of Mine Warfare Science and Technology US Office of Naval Research [S4] SeeTrack Neptune System [4, 5] is software enabling multiple vehicle collaboration and planning for mine counter measures using Autonomous Underwater and Surface Vehicles. It was recently licenced to the UK MoD [S3] and the Canadian Defence organisation DRDC, generating £1.6M of licence, support and engineering sales for SeeByte Ltd. "SeeByte Ltd has benefited enormously over the years from being able to access University research outputs and turn them into products that make a difference in the real world. The technology transfer was facilitated by the availability of highly trained graduates as well as intellectual property. HWU original research sits at the core of some of our flagship products, from multiple vehicle collaboration (SeeTrack Neptune) to Sonar sensor processing (SeeTrack PATT) and autonomous systems mission planning, monitoring and data analysis (SeeTrack Military). Our collaboration remains strong and active. We expect that to continue under the new SeeByte ownership, as demonstrated by our support for Professor Petillot's current Royal Society Industry Fellowship in SeeByte Ltd", SeeByte CEO [S1] SeeTrack Co-Pilot productbuilds on the research reported in [1] and is now the software of choice for smart ROVs. This work has led to strategic partnerships being secured by SeeByte Ltd with Soil Machine Dynamics (SMD) for development of large offshore ROVs, and with VideoRay for small inspection ROVs. Both companies are market leaders in their respective sectors. The SeeTrack Autotracker product is a system based on the research outlined in [1] above. It is the only commercially available pipeline tracking software enabling autonomous underwater vehicles to inspect pipelines and generate high resolution video and sonar data to verify asset integrity. It has been sold to 5 customers, generating £480k of revenue in the REF2014 period [S1]. The SeeByte Autotracker product holds the world record for autonomous pipeline inspection [S6] and is sold worldwide. The SeeTrack Co-Pilot product is now the standard software for SmartROV autopilots. SeeByte's Autonomous Inspection Vehicle programme (AIV) (operated by Subsea 7) offers the world’s first commercial service for autonomous inspection of deep-water oilfields. All of these technologies are also an integral part of the Autonomous Inspection Vehicle, a multi-million dollar programme in collaboration with Subsea7, which has provided the first commercial system for  autonomous  inspection  of  deep-water  oilfield  infrastructure,  in  service  from  Q4  2013  [S5][S7].http://www.rovworld.com/article4343.html In October 2013, SeeByte was acquired by Bluefin Robotics Inc. [removed for publication], with the SeeByte brand to be retained [S10].The combined companies offer a complete suite of autonomy products for surface vehicles and underwater vehicles, both remotely-operated and unmanned.		[S1] SeeByte Commercial: (Senior Operating Officer) will be able to confirm the economic performance of SeeByte, who key markets are and how the research informed the business development of the company [S2]  SeeByte  Technical:  (Senior  Engineer)  will  be  able  to  describe  the  applications  of  the technology  by  worldwide  customers  and  how  ERPE  research  has  informed  product development [S3]  UK  MoD  procurements:  Business  Development  Manager,  DSTL  Naval  Systems.Will corroborate the licensing of the NEPTUNE System by the UK MOD and will confirm that the UK Navy bought the SeeTrack software. [S4]  Head  of  Mine  Warfare  Science  and  Technology,  Office  of  Naval  Research.  Seebyte's SeeTrack Software is now the de-facto standard for AUV mission planning, data processing and post mission analysis in the military and increasingly the offshore domain for maritime unmanned systems. Will confirm that the US Navy has bought the software. [S5]  Engineering  Manager  (Remote  Systems),  SubSea7.  Will  confirm  that  Subsea7  are collaborators on the AIV programme; a multi-million Autonomous Inspection Vehicle programme  which  provides  the  first  commercial  autonomous  inspection  system  in  the offshore market, launched in Q4 2013 Further public links on SeeByte business impacts: [S6] Autotracker world record: http://www.unmanned.co.uk/unmanned-vehicles-news/unmanned- autonomous-underwater-vehicles-uuv-auv-news/seebyte-breaks-record-with-gavia-auv/ [S7] AIV announcement and video: http://subseaworldnews.com/2013/03/20/video-subsea-7s- autonomous-inspection-vehichle-aiv/ [S8] Praxis-Unico Award: http://www.impactawards.org.uk/uploads/SeeByte%20v2.pdf [S9] Scottish Digital Technology Award:  http://www.hydro-international.com/news/id6282- Award_for_International_Growth_for_SeeByte.html [S10] Press release confirming Bluefin Robotics’ acquisition of SeeByte http://www.bluefinrobotics.com/news-and-downloads/press/bluefin-acquires-seebyte-adding- new-software-capabilities-to-maritime-robotics-portfolio/

		1118		0.0192		Biological and Cell Therapies in Orthopaedics - Autologous Chondrocyte and Mesenchymal Stem Cell Implantation		A multidisciplinary team has worked in applied cell engineering implementing cell therapy and biological approaches in clinical practice since 1997. The team has two GMP accredited laboratories in hospital sites and a MHRA manufacturing license for chondrocytes and stromal /stem cells for delivery to patients in orthopaedic clinical trials. The research had impacts on health, economy, public policy and practitioners. Over 400 cartilage patients and over 150,000 knee ligament patients have benefited directly from the research, and associated turnover is over £40,000,000. Team members had influence on government, NICE and professional guidelines.		With ageing and disease, many musculoskeletal tissues lose the ability to regenerate and repair, resulting in impaired function and severe pain. Cartilage deterioration and the development of osteoarthritis form a pervasive and expensive medical problem. According to the OECD, 10% of men and 18% of women over 60 have symptomatic osteoarthritis worldwide. Each year in the OECD, >2.5 million people receive hip replacements and >1.5 million people knee replacements. Increasingly, the health care industry needs low-cost alternatives to treat a growing elderly population susceptible. Finding a safe, effective and enduring solution for millions of people suffering from cartilage deterioration represents an unmet medical need. Developing the clinical science to treat these defects with cell therapy required a multidisciplinary team with underpinning science, clinical and manufacturing disciplines. Whilst our underpinning research has covered many projects and investigations (see grants list in following section), we identify below key scientific advances that have contributed both to this Impact Case Study on Cell Implantation, and also with significant impact in the wider biological and cell therapy field (see section 4). •   Continual monitoring of patients post-cell implantation – has led to a better understanding of the  science  of  cartilage  repair  (Ref  1,  2)  and  long  term  clinical  efficacy  (Ref  2).  Key researchers 1997-2013: Prof James B Richardson, Prof Sally Roberts, Dr J-H Kuiper. •   Biological orthopaedic repair systems - For cases where concomitant ligament damage or bone loss forms a significant problem in joint repair we have developed novel biological repair systems (composite resorbable Bilok interference screw, hydroxy-apatite Allogran–N bone substitute)  with  a  local company (Biocomposites;  Ref  3, 4).  Key researchers 1997-2013: Kuiper, Richardson. •   International Scoring Benchmarks - Established an international scoring scheme for histology as an outcome measure for cartilage repair (ICRS II; Mainil-Varlet et al 2010 Ref 8) used worldwide as a benchmark for clinical treatments and trials. Other outcome measures, e.g. the Oswestry Arthroscopy Score, have been developed for cartilage repair techniques. Key researchers 1997-2013: Richardson, Roberts. •  Biomimetic Matrix Analogue - This technology was patented for application in either the intervertebral disc or intracocular lens in conjunction with Aston and Oxford Universities (WO2009GB01006 200904). The commercial potential of the invention was highlighted as a top three regenerative spinal technologies of the year in the US "Best Spine Technologies of 2009" award (http://ryortho.com/2009/11/the-best-spine-technologies-of-2009/Roberts). •   Nanotechnology control systems - Novel patented technology for targeting of stem cells to injury site with controllable activation of differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells into orthopaedic tissues. (Patent portfolio below) A spin-out company MICA Biosystems Ltd (Ref 5) has been formed to market the technology with early stage sales and European funding (section 4). Key researchers: Prof Alicia J El Haj, Prof Jon Dobson. The patented technology won the Welcome Trust Showcase award, Lord Stafford Impact Through Innovation Award, and was shortlisted for the Times Higher Innovation Award. •  Improved stem cell production systems – Development of new hypoxic media pre-conditioning system for improved culture of chondrocyte precursors and stem cells in GMP conditions, HypOxyCool,  has  been  developed  in  collaboration  with  Ruskinn  (Contact  Greg  May,  tel 01656776044)  as  part  of  EPSRC  Centre  in  Innovative  Manufacturing  of  Regenerative Medicine. The hypoxic media preconditioning unit has been purchased by laboratories in countries throughout Europe, Asia, and the USA. Key researcher: Dr Nicholas R Forsyth.		3. References to the research: Six key publications which underpin this work include:
Richardson JB et al (1999). Repair of human articular cartilage after implantation of autologous chondrocytes. J. Bone Joint Surg. 81(6):1064-8. (Key Paper 1)
Sivan S-S et al. (2008). Collagen turnover in normal and degenerate human intervertebral discs as determined by the racemization of aspartic acid. J. Biol. Chem. 283(14):8796-8801.
Smith HJ et al. (2009). Modification and validation of the Lysholm Knee Scale to assess articular
cartilage damage. Osteo. Cart. 17(1):53-8. (Key Paper 2)
Johansson A et al. (2011). A spectroscopic approach to imaging and quantification of cartilage lesions in human knee joints. Phys Med Biol. 56(6):1865-1878.
Gokhale S et al (2005). Variables affecting initial stability of impaction grafting for hip revision.
Clin Orthop Relat Res. 174-180.
Kanczler J et al. (2010) Controlled Differentiation of Human Bone Marrow Stromal Cells Using
Magnetic Nanoparticle Technology. Tiss. Eng. 16(10):3241-50. (Key Paper 3) These publications are reflected in a patent portfolio of:
El Haj AJ, Dobson JP. Culturing tissue using magnetically generated mechanical stresses. USA Europe, China  NZ, Singapore, Korea 2004147015, issued 29/7/2004
El Haj AJ Dobson JP. Generation of cartilage using magnetic particles; US patent 2010/518956
issued 30/12/2010
El Haj AJ Dobson JP - Stem cell targeting using magnetic particles  US patent 2010/596594 issued
10/2/2011
Forsyth NR. Methods and apparatuses relating to cell culture media. US Patent 2010184219, issued 22/7/2010
Tighe BJ, Franklin V, Lydon FJ, Roberts S, Urban JPG, Sivan S. Intervertebral disc and intraocular lens. World patent: 2009127844. Issued 22/10/2009.
Richardson, JB. System for measuring stiffness of  a fractured bone. World patent: 9535061, Issued 28/12/1995
Research grants underpinning this research: Awarded ToTitle of GrantSponsorYearsTotal Award RichardsonCartilage Repair by Autologous
Chondrocyte Transplantation (ACTIVE).MRC Multi-
centre trial2004-
2016759622 El HajBIODESIGN Rational Bioactive Materials
Design for Tissue RegenerationEU VII
Framework2012 -
2016€ 15,906,812 El HajLandscape Award: Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine (E-TERM)EPSRC2011 -
20172884739 Roberts, Richardson, El HajArthritis Research UK Tissue
Engineering CentreArthritis
Research UK2011 -
2016£ 2,490,771 RobertsArthritis Research Campaign - Programme GrantArthritis
Research UK2010 -
2015£ 484,207 El Haj,
Forsyth
RichardsonEPSRC Centre for Innovative
Manufacturing in Regenerative Medicine: Enabling the emergence of a new industry in regenerative med (REMEDI+)EPSRC2010 -
2015£ 6,293,766 El HajLOLA- Combining stem cell science and tissue engineering to study the
development and repair of human skeletal tissueBBSRC2009-
2014£ 758,000 El Haj, ForsythHyanji Scaffold- Hyaluronan based injectable material for tissueEU VII Framework2009 -
2013€ 374,400 El HajEPSRC Doctoral Training Centre (DTC)
in Regenerative Medicine. Joint project with Loughborough and Nottingham
Universities. (Loughborough)EPSRC Life
Sciences
Interface2008-
2015£ 6,119,504  Roberts, Kuiper RichardsonGrowing a new joint in a Human back
(MY JOINT).EU VI Framework2007-
2012£ 365,625 El HajMarie-Curie Multicentre Training Grant :
Shaping the future of a new generation of hybrid human resources for tissue engineering of connective tissuesEU VI
Framework2005-
2006€ 346,436 El HajNetwork of Excellence of Excellence in
Tissue Engineering (EXPERTISSUES)EU VI Framework2004-
2010£ 276,000 El HajDevelopment of a magnetic nanoparticle strategies manipulation and activation of
stem cells in vitroBBSRC2004-
2007£ 335,435 RichardsonEU Partnership for Autologous
Chondrocyte Implantation (EUROCELL)EU V
Framework2001-
2004€ 272,490 ElHaj
/Biocomp- osites LtdBiomedical interactions in tissue
engineering and tissue engineering in surgical repair (BITES)EU V
Framework2000 -
2003€ 2,104,999 MICA Bio- systems LtdMagnetic nanoparticles in healthcare
(MagNETicFUN)EU VII Framework2013-
2017£ 478,000		Our research on biological and cell therapy in orthopaedics has had direct impact on health, economics, public policy, practitioners and professional services.
Impacts on health
More than 400 patients had cell therapy in our clinics to treat their cartilage defects (Ref 1). The treatment gave a marked improvement in the condition in most patients, with a beneficial effect sustained for more than eight years (Ref 2). This suggests that cell therapy can delay the progression of osteoarthritis long enough to have a real impact on future health costs (Ref 2).
A further 150,000 patients worldwide have benefited from our research on biological therapies
(Ref 3). The composite resorbable interference screw, developed with Biocomposites Ltd (Keele, UK), has benefited over 60,000 patients worldwide through Stryker (Biosteon interference screw), Arthrocare (Bilok interference screw) and Biocomposites (Bilok and Biosteon interference screw). Use of this screw in anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction leads to a measurable improvement in their condition (Ref 4). Finally, over 4000 patients have benefited from our research on bone substitute materials (Ref 3), with Biocomposites Ltd (Keele, UK), distributed as Allogran by Endo Plus and Biocomposites. It gives long-term benefits to patients equivalent to human allograft bone, without the associated infection risks (Ref 4).
Economic impacts
Worldwide sales of 125,000 composite resorbable interference screws (Bilok, Biosteon) are reported with an associated turnover of almost $30,000,000 (Ref 3). In addition, over 4000 units of Allogran have been sold with an associated turnover of £450,000 (Ref 3). Sales from MICA Biosystems are just beginning (£60,000 as of 2013) (Ref 3) with a plan for expansion to worldwide distribution over the next 5 years (MICA MFB)
Impacts on public policy
We contributed to the advice and guidance from the National Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence (NICE) on Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation (ACI). For the present guideline (Ref
5), we contributed evidence, as both a manufacturer, via our GMP-licensed lab, OsCell, and as a commentator in the form of the Robert Jones and Agnes Hunt Orthopaedic Hospital. For the coming guideline (expected in 2014), our GMP laboratory will again contribute evidence (Ref 5).
Our research has put us in a position to contribute to public policy by informing the House of
Lords Science and Technology Committee on the UK position on Regenerative Medicine (Ref 6). From October 2012 to February 2013, the House of Lords Committee held evidence sessions, to
which members of our team (Roberts and our EPSRC Manufacturing Centre with Loughborough)
contributed evidence on behalf of Arthritis Research UK and EPSRC. The report from the House of
Lords committee has led to actions from the government on Regenerative Medicine (Ref 6).
Our research has also led to one of our team (Prof. El Haj) to advise to the Focus Group for the  Committee for Advanced Therapies (CAT) of the European Medicines Agency (EMA), responsible for assessing the quality, safety and efficacy of advanced-therapy medicinal products (ATMPs) and following scientific developments in the field (Ref 6). Our impact into policy has contributed on a Global scale with participation (Prof El Haj) in the 2013 Regenerative Medicine World Summit in China, a discussion forum for world leaders in regenerative medicine to debate the barrier to adoption in regenerative medicine (Ref 7). Impact on practitioners and professional services Our research on Cell Therapies for Orthopaedics has led to a team member (Prof. Roberts) being on the committee of the International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS) that has developed the ICRS II Visual Assessment Scale histology scoring system for assessing the quality of human cartilage repair (Ref 8). The scoring system is now part of the ICRS guidelines for the design and conduct of clinical studies in articular cartilage repair (Ref 8) and is currently being used in at least five randomized clinical trials (Ref 9). Members of the Keele group have been in key positions within International societies, Scientific Advisory Boards and Research council advisory teams in this area: President of the UK Tissue and Cell Engineering Society (2004-9), European Chair for the International Society for Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine (2012-2016), Executive Board of International Cartilage Repair Society (2006-2010), UKRC Stem Cell Advisory Board (2008-2011), Regenerative Medicine Advocacy Group (2009-), Academic Advisory Board of Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine (2008-), EPSRC Strategic Advisory Teams in Cross-disciplinary Interface, Healthcare and on the EPSRC Strategic Advisory Network, MRC College of Experts, MRC Developmental Pathway and Clinical Science Funding Panel, BBSRC Bioscience Industry Working Group, Deputy Chair of the BBSRC Bioscience and Biotechnology Panel.		Ref 1: Principal Clinical Scientist, OsCell, Oswestry, SY10 &AG, UK. Ref 2: Bhosale AM et al. (2009). Midterm to Long-Term Longitudinal Outcome of Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation in the Knee Joint A Multilevel Analysis. Am. J. Sports Med. 37(1 suppl), 131S-138S. Bhandari M et al. (2012). Clinical and Economic Burden of Revision Knee Arthroplasty. Clin Med Insights Arthritis Muscoskelet Disord. 5:89-94. Ref 3: Managing Director, Biocomposites Ltd, Keele, Staffordshire, ST5 5NL, UK. (http://www.biocomposites.com/). Mr Peter Cunliffe, MICA Biosystems Ltd, 23 Arley Road, Solihull, West Midlands B91 1NJ, UK. Spin-out company, reg 07237355. (http://micabiosystems.com/) Ref 4: Barber FA & Boothby MH. (2007). Bilok interference screws for anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction: clinical and radiographic outcomes. Arthroscopy. 23(5), 476-481. Aulakh TS et al (2009). Long-term clinical outcomes following the use of synthetic hydroxyapatite and bone graft in impaction in revision hip arthroplasty. Biomaterials, 30(9), 1732-1738. Ref 5: National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (2005) The use of autologous chondrocyte implantation for the treatment of cartilage defects in knee joints. Review of Technology Appraisal 16. http://guidance.nice.org.uk/TANational Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (2008) Review proposal of NICE Technology Appraisal guidance no. 89; Autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) for the treatment of cartilage injury. Provisional matrix of consultees and commentators  http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/index.jsp?action=download&o=40677. Ref 6: House of Lords Science and Technology Committee (2013) Regenerative Medicine Report. HL Paper 23.http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201314/ldselect/ldsctech/23/2302.htm. Government response to the House of Lords Science and Technology Committee inquiry into regenerative medicine. Cm 8713.  http://www.parliament.uk/documents/lords-committees/science- technology/RegenerativeMedicine/GovtresponseRegenMedCm8713.pdf. EMA, Report from CAT- Interested Parties Focus Groups (CAT-IPs FG) on non-clinical development of ATMPs, 23 November 2012. Ref 7: Xian Papers, World Summit on Regenerative Medicine, Xian, China, 19-21 October 2013 Ref 8: Mainil-Varlet P et al (2010) A new histology scoring system for the assessment of the quality of human cartilage repair: ICRS II. Am J Sports Med. 38(5):880-90. Mithoefer K et al (2011). Guidelines for the Design and Conduct of Clinical Studies in Knee Articular Cartilage Repair International Cartilage Repair Society Recommendations Based on Current Scientific Evidence and Standards of Clinical Care. Cartilage, 2(2), 100-121. Ref 9: NIH Trials.gov register: NCT 00414700, 01222559, 01225575, 01221441, 01246635.

		1133		0.0005		An innovative approach to cooling underground railways through the application of sustainable ground source geothermal engineering.		This case study demonstrates how research into ground source geothermal cooling has benefited a public service organisation (London Underground Ltd (LUL)), an international engineering consultancy (Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB)) and the safety and comfort of staff and users of the London Underground. Impact includes:     Implementation of the cooling method at Green Park and Oxford Circus stations in 2012;     Inclusion of the cooling approach within LUL’s £500m Victoria line upgrade (2013);     Additional revenues of £500k (PB) and new contract research for LSBU (£500k);     A new commercial capability in design and analysis of ground water cooling (PB);     Creation of a specialised professional level post (PB);     A 2012 Rail Business Award for environmental innovation (LUL);     International adoption and significant interest in the cooling method.		The impact described in this case study is underpinned by research carried out over the period from 1999 to the present day by Dr John Missenden (senior lecturer, LSBU, retired 2010) and Dr Graeme Maidment (senior lecturer, LSBU). The research was supported by contracts from London Underground Ltd (LUL, 2002-8; £202k), Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB, 2007-8; £72k) and grants from The Carbon Trust (2005-7; £71k), a Knowledge Transfer Partnership project (KTP001678; 2006-9; £375k) and an EPSRC DTA studentship. The research explored the concept of using low carbon ground source geothermal cooling to assist in reducing the increasing temperature of the underground passenger environment [1]. It involved: (i) a review of measured and reported thermal conditions on the Underground compared with thermal comfort metrics used by ergonomists [2] (ii) development of complex simulation models for heat inputs supported by detailed thermodynamic steady-state and quasi steady-state mathematical models for wall heat transfer [3, 4]. These permitted additional thermal analysis to take place; calculations and simulation studies to be performed; and cooling technology options to be evaluated [5]. This preliminary research led onto a detailed investigation of the geothermal cooling potential of the aquifer under London (with LUL and PB) and to a number of innovative cooling techniques being assessed. The research included the development of novel cooling delivery methods [6]. On the strength of the research findings, the LSBU researchers and PB collaborated on research to evaluate candidate cooling models. This was financed through a £375k Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP), co-funded by PB and the Technology Strategy Board which ran from 2006-9. A key outcome from the KTP was the design and development of a pilot ground source cooling system which was installed at Victoria station in August 2007 [5]. The pilot scheme was conducted by LSBU in conjunction with LUL. It confirmed the promise of the initial research and demonstrated significant local reductions in platform temperature i.e. 3°C, improving thermal comfort, using a viable, low carbon, environmentally sound and cost effective technology. The technology was demonstrated to be three times more energy efficient than a traditional air cooled chiller system [6]. The pilot scheme affirmed that: 1) the seepage water cooling system was a sound concept; 2) the  cooling efficacy was comparable to traditional approaches for station thermal control; 3) the system was more sustainable using less energy than traditional approaches; 4) the air-water heat exchanger installed at the platform was highly susceptible to fouling through dust; 5) that the dust problem could be ameliorated through making the air paths larger. The research also demonstrated that: 1) there is a complex interaction between aquifer, near surface watercourses (Tyburn and Fleet rivers) and the underground railway tunnels; 2) a strong relationship exists between the need for water to be removed from the underground continuously to prevent flooding and the cooling needs at Victoria; 3) water temperatures between 12 and 17°C are appropriate for providing effective cooling. This research has implications for the cooling of all underground transport systems where seepage water and the companion technology of groundwater cooling from an aquifer are available.		[1] Maidment G.G., Missenden J.F., Evaluation of an underground railway carriage operating with a sustainable groundwater cooling system, International Journal of Refrigeration, 25 (2002) 569–574. Doi: 10.1016/S0140-7007(01)00055-X [2] Ampofo F, Maidment G.G.,  Missenden J.F., Underground Railway Environment in the UK, Part 1: Review of thermal comfort, Applied Thermal Engineering, 24 (2004) 611-631. Doi: 10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2003.10.017 [3] Ampofo F, Maidment G.G., Missenden J.F., Underground Railway Environment in the UK Part 2: Investigation of heat load, Applied Thermal Engineering, 24 (2004) 633-645. Doi: 10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2003.10.018 [4] Thompson J.A., Maidment G.G., Missenden J.F., Modelling low-energy cooling strategies for underground railways, Applied Energy, 83 (2006) 1152–1162 [5] Ampofo F, Maidment G.G., Missenden J.F., Underground Railway Environment in the UK Part 3: Methods of delivering cooling, Applied Thermal Engineering, 24 (2004) 647-659. Doi: 10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2003.10.019 [6] Ampofo F., Maidment G.G., Missenden J.F., Application of groundwater cooling scheme for London Underground network, 2011, International Journal of Refrigeration, 34 (2011) 2042- 2049. Doi: 10.1016/j.ijrefrig.2011.05.016		The underpinning research summarised in this case study has delivered benefits directly to a public service provider, London Underground Ltd (LUL) and a leading international engineering consultancy, Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB). It has also provided professional technical guidance to building services engineers and influenced the use or consideration of ground source geothermal cooling in other underground railways and networks worldwide. Using LSBU research findings together with data emanating from the KTP programme, LUL and its client engineer PB invested significant resources and expertise in assessing groundwater movement across the London basin to identify potential locations for the implementation of the technology (2008–2009). The successful Victoria pilot provided LUL with reassurance and confidence that the technology was viable. As a result, LUL has incorporated the cooling concept into its £500m plans for the Victoria line upgrade [1]. The Victoria pilot also enabled a number of additional lessons to be learnt by LUL, including an understanding of the energy usage involved, the optimal system design configuration and the most appropriate maintenance regime for this cooling technology. These lessons have been carried forward by LUL and its engineering contractors into the final designs for future station cooling schemes [1]. LSBU research in collaboration with PB also indicated a potential benefit for the waste thermal energy to provide useful heating output for local infrastructure. This offers further carbon savings such that a typical LUL mechanical ventilation shaft could be used to produce heat energy for local buildings at half the carbon cost of a condensing gas boiler and with one sixth of the system energy requirements. LUL are currently investigating the commercial prospects of this associated benefit [1].  LUL are basing most of their current station cooling installations on cooling concepts proposed by the LSBU research. In 2012, LUL installed such a scheme at Green Park station. This scheme has been recognised for its environmental impact, winning an Environmental Innovation award sponsored by Eurotunnel at the 2012 Rail Business Awards [2], giving exposure and recognition to LUL and its partners. The judge’s comments included: “A clear need at a customer level requiring an innovative solution – clear objective, nicely explained trial and correction process of arriving at final workable design, with an excellent implementation process and an outcome delivering real benefits - a real marvel”. Aspects of the technology implemented and developed at the Victoria and Green Park schemes have also been adopted by LUL at the Oxford Circus installation which was completed in 2012 [1]. The schemes at Green Park and Oxford Circus reduce the carbon footprint relative to other more traditional cooling schemes, providing a more comfortable, lower cost and more efficient travelling experience for those using Green Park (34m passenger entries and exits per annum) and Oxford Circus (81m)) as well as to LUL station staff. [3] As a result of the successful KTP collaboration with LSBU and work with LUL, PB have created a new professional level post and successfully integrated their traditional tunnel ventilation capability with these new sustainable cooling technologies. To date this has generated over £500k of additional revenue for PB. The ability to successfully design and analyse groundwater cooling schemes for underground railway tunnels is now a marketable skill [4]. The strong relationship established between PB and LSBU continues to bring mutual benefits. For example, (i) PB are being consulted by other metros around the world with similar temperature issues to London [4]; (ii) LUL has commissioned further contract research with LSBU (2009-2013; £500k) to investigate novel cooling processes within underground systems; (iii) LSBU have been approached by Crossrail to study groundwater cooling systems for, and their potential benefit to, the Crossrail programme; (iv) the LSBU research was recognised by the Institute of Refrigeration in 2008, winning the Ted Perry award for sustainable cooling of underground railways through enhancement of the heat sink effect [5]; (v) a number of joint conference papers by LUL, PB and LSBU have been produced since 2009, including at the CIBSE Technical symposium in 2011 [6,7, 8]. Two important industry-leading Technical Memoranda have also been generated directly as a consequence of the LSBU research on ground source cooling [9, 10]. Specifically, the CIBSE Technical Memorandum on Ground Water Cooling systems directly refers to the collaboration between LSBU, LUL and PB, and refers to the Victoria trial. The LUL groundwater cooling system has generated considerable interest worldwide. The Naples Metro have applied the method [11] and a number of other underground operators are actively contemplating its use. For example, the Metropolitan Transport Authority is evaluating its use to cool the New York Metro [12], as are metros in Vienna, Glasgow, Beijing and Ontario.		[1]   Contact: - Programme Delivery Manager, Power, Communications & Cooling, Capital Programmes Directorate, London Underground Ltd. [2]    http://www.railbusinessawards.com/uploads/files/Winner/Rail%20Business%20Awards%2 02012%20winners.pdf [3]    http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_the_busiest_London_Underground_stations [4]   Contact: Senior Engineer and Professional Associate, Parsons Brinckerhoff. [5]   http://www.ior.org.uk/14EXPOQNAJ [6]   Thompson J.A., Gilbey M.J. and Maidment G.G., Control of train air conditioning in the stalled train event, Proceedings of the 13th International Symposium on Aerodynamics and Ventilation of Vehicle Tunnels, New Brunswick, 2009. [7]   Gilbey M.J., Duffy S. and Thompson J.A., The potential for heat recovery from London Underground stations and tunnels, CIBSE Technical symposium, De Montfort University,  2011 [8]   Thompson J.A., Missenden J.F. Gilbey M.J. and Maidment G.G., Response of wall heat transfer to steady and transient flows along a cylindrical cavity, Proceedings of the 13th International Symposium on Aerodynamics and Ventilation of Vehicle Tunnels, New Brunswick 2009. [9]   Groundwater Cooling Systems TM45 – CIBSE Technical Memorandum, 2009. ISBN: 928- 1-903287-89-7 [10] Ground Source Heat Pumps TM51 – CIBSE Technical Memorandum, 2013. ISBN: 978-1- 906846-32-9 [11]  http://www.maxfordham.com/projects/stazione-av-napoli-afragola [12] http://scienceline.org/2010/02/what-would-you-do-with-eight-million-gallons-of-water- every-day/

		1136		0.0015		New voice alarm systems for underground stations developed through use of acoustic simulation techniques and novel engineering solutions.		This Case Study demonstrates how research has benefitted a commercial company (Telent Ltd), a public sector organisation (London Underground Ltd (LUL)) and the safety of staff and 1.4 billion passenger journeys. The research enabled Telent to:  Access scientific knowledge in acoustic modelling and engineering, saving the Company ~£500k;  Deliver a Public Address/Voice Alarm (PA/VA) system into 74 underground stations on time, returning £300k net profit for the Company;  Gain the maintenance contract worth £1.5M over 13 years;  Gain additional contracts for installation of PA/VA systems in 3 further underground stations;  Create 5 new posts during the project period including one permanent engineering position. The new system also contributed to the revision of a BSI Standard (IEC BS EN 60268-16 2011).		The Acoustic Research Group at London South Bank University (LSBU) has undertaken research into room acoustic computer simulation since 1993, and specifically, into non-diffuse enclosed spaces in public and industrial environments. Underground station platforms are an example of a non-diffuse enclosed space where speech intelligibility is of paramount importance both for service announcements and passenger safety. This impact case study is underpinned by research carried out from 1993 to 2001 by Professor Bridget Shield (Professor of Acoustics, LSBU) and Dr Stephen Dance (Research Fellow, LSBU). It was funded mainly by grants from the EPSRC [GR/H82556/01, £100,729; 1993-6 and GR/L20894/01; £129,669, 1996-9]. Research into computer models for the prediction of sound in enclosed spaces led to the identification of novel algorithms and to an image-source code that could simulate sound pressure and predict the effects of interference on the sound field [1]. Further refinement of the model enhanced its ability to simulate and predict the effect of noise control techniques on temporal as well as spatial room acoustic parameters [2]. An alternative modelling technique for room acoustic computer simulation based upon ray-tracing demonstrated that where the treatment is located is just as important as how much absorption is fitted in the room [3]. This model was experimentally validated in a room configured in multiple ways to predict the effect of absorptive treatment on the temporal sound field. The findings from this study were recognised as having implications for reducing material and installation costs. A method to correct standardised absorption coefficients so that the data is consistently adjusted for use in computer modelling, specifically where absorption coefficients exceed one, was also developed. The above mathematical models were further refined (1994-2001) to predict speech intelligibility and were targeted towards underground platform prediction [4], the primary differences between the respective models being multiple loudspeakers and curved surfaces, typically found in all underground transportation systems.  The accuracy of the above models was verified on London Underground Ltd platforms [4] and on the new Hong Kong Metro [5]. Innovative and practical VA system design guidelines were informed by these results. To reduce the complexity of the simulations, a simplified modelling methodology was developed in 2003 [6] by Dr Stephen Dance. A web browser-based version was subsequently produced by Dr Dance (2009) under a Schultz Research Grant (Acoustical Society of America: US$3000 2008-9), the output from which provided tools for modelling any large enclosed space such as auditoria, classrooms, open plan offices, factories, atria, metro systems, arenas and sports stadia, as well as underground transport systems.		[1] S. Dance, J. Roberts, B. M. Shield. Computer prediction of sound distribution in enclosed spaces using an interference pressure model, Applied Acoustics, 44, 53-65, 1995. (Doi: 10.1016/0003-682X(94)P4419-7) [2] S. Dance, B. M. Shield. The complete image-source method for the prediction of sound distribution in non-diffuse enclosed spaces, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 201(4), 473- 489, 1997. (Doi: 10.1006/jsvi.1996.0770) [3] S. Dance, B. M. Shield. The modelling of sound fields in enclosed spaces with absorbent room surfaces. Part II - Absorbent Panels, Applied Acoustics, 61(4), 373-384, 2000. (Doi: 10.1016/S0003-682X(00)00011-6) [4] L. N. Yang, B. M. Shield, Development of a ray tracing computer model for the prediction of the sound field in long enclosures, Journal of Sound and Vibration, 229(1), 133-146, 2000. (Doi:10.1006/jsvi.1999.2477) [5] L. N. Yang, B. M. Shield, The prediction of speech intelligibility in underground stations of rectangular cross section, J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 109, 266, 2001. (Doi: 10.1121/1.1329617) [6] S. Dance, Minimal input models for sound level prediction in fitted enclosed spaces, Applied Acoustics, 63, 359-372, 2002. (Doi: 10.1016/S0003-682X(01)00046-9)		This Impact Case Study relates to research that has had a beneficial economic impact on an international engineering company (Telent), led to an improved service provision for a public sector organisation (LUL) and made using stations on the London Underground safer for both LUL staff and the travelling public. The 7/7 bombings on the London Underground in 2005 caused a reappraisal of evacuation standards and guidance. LUL issued new requirements (2006) for Public Address/Voice Alarm (PA/VA) systems to facilitate the efficient evacuation of stations. Particular emphasis was placed on electro-acoustic performance on deep platform stations as these are the most difficult and challenging to evacuate. In response to the new requirements, a major refurbishment of all PA/VA systems on London Underground was initiated by Transport for London (2006). Telent (formerly Marconi) was awarded the contract (2006) to refurbish 74 stations on three underground lines (Jubilee, Northern and Piccadilly (JNP)). Telent recognised the need for specific technical expertise and selected the Acoustics Group at LSBU as their technical partner because of the Group’s reputation and expertise in acoustic modelling and specifically, in measuring and predicting performance of PA/VA systems in underground stations. The Head of Engineering (Metro) at Telent reported to independent consultants that Telent would not have been successful in this project without the support of LSBU [1, 2].  LSBU and Telent successfully applied for a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) award (2008- 10; £187k) to facilitate their collaboration [3]. In 2010, Telent selected the resulting room acoustic modelling software based upon LSBU’s research and further refined this through the KTP, to model the acoustics in complex underground stations, including the 74 stations. This led to the optimisation of PA/VA design parameters. The adoption of this model and approach resulted in significant time and development costs savings for the Company, estimated at £500k [1, 2]. During 2010-11, the final PA/VA designs produced by Telent and based upon the LSBU model were installed and commissioned by Telent engineers in the 74 underground stations. LUL had accepted all 74 installations by 2012. The gain on each of the 5000 associated loudspeakers was set at the design phase such that the load on each loudspeaker was minimised, saving an estimated 11 MWh of electricity (£2000/per year) in each deep sub-surface station (~35). The overall saving in electricity costs to LUL amounted to approximately £70k per annum [1, 2]. Telent considered LSBU’s research to have been crucial in enabling it to deliver the system upgrade on time and to budget, and to avoid potentially steep penalty costs through late delivery. The PA/VA upgrade project has delivered a net profit of £300k to Telent. In addition, the Company has gained the maintenance contract for the new PA/VA system worth £1.5M. The Head of Engineering (Metro) at Telent has stated that, “We now have a PA system that provides far greater security to travellers on the Underground” [1, 2]. Telent has also successfully bid for further PA/VA installation projects at Whitechapel, Liverpool Street and Charing Cross stations. As a direct result of its success, Telent recruited 5 new professional level jobs during the project including one permanent job [1, 2]. In addition, Telent’s technical team (6 staff) have received CPD training from LSBU in acoustics, the first within Telent Ltd, with two members of the team going on to gain Masters degrees from LSBU in 2011 [2]. The PA/VA system was found to be so improved that light classical music can be played in ticket halls. In 2012, for the first time, oral advertisements were delivered in underground stations e.g. featuring Boris Johnson promoting the London Olympics (July 2012), and Barbara Windsor on Poppy Day (November 2012) [4]. LSBU’s research and the KTP outcomes have contributed to the development of a new speech intelligibility scale in the 2011 revision of the IEC BS EN 60268-16 Standard (4th edition, 2011) [5]. In addition, the KTP Associate Luis Gomez-Agustina won the Institute of Acoustics, Peter Barnett Student Award 2013 as a result of this work [6]. Furthermore, since 2010, 1.4 billion passenger journeys have been made safer as a result of the improved PA/VA system on the London Underground [4].		[1] Report of independent consultants (The Innovation Partnership, 2013) – covers interview with Head of Engineering (Metro), Telent Ltd.  Contact: Managing Director, The Innovation Partnership (tipl@innopartners.com). [2] Contact: Head of Engineering (Metro), Telent Ltd. [3] KTP 006293 Grant Award and Final Report – both available on request from LSBU. [4] Contact: Head of Engineering (Tube Lines Ltd). NB: Tube Lines are the company which provide maintenance services for trains and infrastructure on the Jubilee, Northern and  Research Excellence Framework Piccadilly lines) [5]  IEC BS EN 60268-16- Sound system equipment: Objective rating of speech intelligibility by speech transmission index (4th edition, 2011). [6]  Institute of Acoustics, Peter Barnett Student Award 2013, www.ioa.org.uk/medals-and awards. -Award to L Gomez-Agustina,  KTP Associate on the Telent project.

		1142		0.002		Improving performance of metal cutting tools for SNA Europe		SNA Europe is an international company employing 2,500 people in 20 countries. The Unit’s research on the mechanics of metal removal and coating techniques had an impact on the company’s product design, product performance and the manufacturing process. The benefits to SNA Europe since 2008 include:    140 per cent per annum return on the research investment;    New sales of £2 million on 800,000 units/annum generated by the new products;    Reduced manufacturing costs and improved life time (hacksaw blades by 12 per cent and eight per cent, respectively; bandsaw blades by 11 per cent and nine per cent, respectively);    Reduced manufacturing time for the bandsaw and hacksaw blades by 10%.		The research on the improvement of the performance of metal cutting tools with SNA Europe, was led by the Unit’s staff, Professor Sarwar (retired as Chair in Manufacturing, July 1994 – July 2011) and Dr Daadbin (Senior Lecturer, 1990 – present) during the 1998-2012 period. Cutting tool industries face enormous challenge in terms of economical machining of titanium alloys such as Ti- 17. The generation of high thermal and mechanical stresses in cutting tools during machining of titanium alloys accelerates tool wear and therefore significantly affects tool life, productivity and product quality. The application of advanced coatings on cutting tools has become the current trend  in  improving  tool  performance  when  machining  titanium  alloys.  More  recently,  nano- structured TiAlSiN coating has attracted increasing attention over traditional TiN coating, mainly due  to  its  superior  oxidation  resistance  at  elevated  temperature  and  improved  mechanical properties, which are ideal for machining titanium alloys. The collaboration with SNA Europe started in 1998, when the company approached the Unit to provide leverage on its cutting tools and surface engineering expertise. Subsequently, the research focused on understanding the fundamental mechanisms of material removal using existing tools, evaluating their optimum performance, efficiency and lifespan (1). Later in 2000, the research moved on to evaluate scientifically metal removing by measuring the forces, specific cutting energy and metal removing rate (2, 3), as well as monitoring and characterising the wear modes and mechanisms (4). The research areas of special interest were the cutting performance for wear- resistant and difficult-to-cut materials such as ball bearing steel, stainless steel, Ni–Cr–Mo steel and titanium alloy (Ti-17, which is widely used in aerospace industry). The research findings in 2003 were a set of optimised geometry and shape of the cutting teeth in terms of the kerf width, pitch, rake and clearance angles for hacksaw and bandsaw blades. In 2008, the research focused on the depositing of special coatings on the surface of cemented tungsten carbide cutting tools, in order to increase their toughness and wear resistance (5). A wide range of materials with different coatings was tested and the finished tooth surfaces were investigated using electron microscopy. We used the arc evaporation Physical Vapour Deposition technique for the two selected coatings (AlTiN and TiAlSiN), which were chosen due to their properties of wear resistance and structure (6): TiAlSiN is nano-structured, while AlTiN is conventional in terms of its grain size. The finished structures were characterised using electron microscopy and nano-indentation, showing considerable improvement in their performance.		1. *Haider, J., Sarwar, M., Rahman, M. and Hashmi, M.S.J. (2008) ‘Investigating the wear characteristics of engineered surfaces: low-temperature plasma nitriding and TiN + MoSx hard-solid coating lubricant coating’, Journal of Materials Science, 43 (10), 3368–3376, DOI: 10.1007/s10853-008-2471-y 2. *Haider, J., Sarwar, M., Persson, M. and Hellbergh, H. (2009) ‘Measurement of specific cutting energy for evaluating the efficiency of bandsawing different workpiece materials’, International  Journal  of  Machine  Tools  and  Manufacture,  49  (12),  958–965,  DOI: 10.1016/j.ijmachtools.2009.06.008 3. *Haider,  J.  and  Sarwar,  M.  (2010)  ‘Aspects of  burr  formation  in bandsaw teeth manufactured by milling operation’, Robotics and Computer-Integrated Manufacturing, 26 (6), 596–601. DOI: 10.1016/j.rcim.2010.06.025 4. Haider, J., Sarwar, M., Persson, M. and Hellbergh, H. (2010) ‘Forces, wear modes, and mechanisms in bandsawing steel workpieces’, Procs. of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,  Part  B:  Journal  of  Engineering  Manufacture,  224  (11):  1655-1662,  DOI: 10.1243/09544054JEM1872 5. Haider, J., Sarwar, M. and Dinsdale, M. (2012) ‘Development of advanced broaching tool for  machining  titanium  alloy’,  Advanced  Materials  Research,  445,  161-166,  DOI: 10.4028/www.scientific.net/AMR.445.161 6. Fahd, K., Daadbin, A., Haider, J., Persson, M. and Hellbergh, H. (2012) ‘Assessing the performance  of  TiAlSiN  coating  on  bandsaw  tooth  when  cutting  Ti-17  alloy’,  Procs. IMechE     Part     B:     J     Engineering     Manufacture,     226     (5),     870-877,     DOI: 10.1177/0954405411431194 * denotes the references that best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. Related Funding     SNA Europe grant support: £400,000 (1998-2009); £200,000 (2006-2012); £180,000 (2008-2012).		SNA Europe is an international company and one of the world’s oldest continuous producers of hand tools. It employs approximately 2,500 people in over 20 countries across the world. The company produces a wide range of metal cutting and hand tools for its numerous clients in the machine-building industry, buildings construction, automotive industry, green sectors and agriculture. Its market presence spans from Santiago (Chile) to Auckland (New Zealand). The research undertaken by the Unit (1998-2012), in close collaboration with SNA Europe, has resulted in the development of new tooth design for metal cutting tools (2003), new coating techniques (2008) and new production technologies (2009). The products underpinned by the Unit’s research are marketed and sold internationally and include well-known retailers such as B&Q, Homebase, Catalogue, Screwfix, RS, Farnell, as well as specialised shops. Testimony from SNA Europe states: “The design and performance of a range of metal cutting tools alongside with the technology of  their  manufacturing  have  been  significantly  improved  as  the  outcome  of  the  Unit’s research. Investigations carried out at Northumbria University on improving the design, coatings and manufacture process of metal cutting tools was profoundly beneficial for the commercial activity of the company, increasing selling revenue across Europe and especially in South America and Far East and resulting in further strengthening company’s position in the metal cutting tools market.”  The products impacted by the underpinning research from the Unit are the bimetal bandsaw and carbide bandsaw blades. These include the KT- and KS-series (made in China) and the PQ-, the new PF-, TSS- and TSQ-series (made in Bramley, UK). These products cater for the “difficult-to- cut” materials and shapes. The TSS-series, for example, is a unique and patented tooth design: a triple chip tooth with rake angle of 10°, ideal for cutting large difficult and abrasive materials. SNA Europe has confirmed the following, benefits as a result of the research. Since 2008, the impacts include: 1. 140% per annum return on the research investment This impact was calculated from sales of products for which the Unit’s research has influenced the design, performance and manufacture process. Other non-tangible benefits include product sales safeguarded, market position improvement, enhanced company profile, jobs safeguarded and increased employment. 2. New sales revenue of £2 million on 800,000 units/annum This was achieved through the development of new products as a result of the Unit’s research, which led to the introduction of closer process control of tooth manufacturing and hardening for the critical 1mm cutting edge (2009). This maintains tooth geometry and cutting edge, providing a lower specific cutting energy and a vastly improved tool life. The research on the single tooth testing of metal saws led to an industrial version of the method being developed for SNA Europe (2003). The research showed that it is possible to simulate the function and wear of a metal saw by testing a single tooth instead of the full saws. This has greatly simplified the manufacturing of prototypes as well as the testing of saws and has led to a much shorter time to market for new products. The newly-developed method has been implemented (2009). The advantage offered by this new method is the ability to conduct experiments while eliminating the secondary factors influencing test results. As a result, the accuracy of the data is improved. 3. Reduced manufacturing costs and improved life time (hacksaw blades: by 12% and 8% respectively; bandsaw blades: by 11% and 9%, respectively) This impact has been achieved through process optimisation and an improved manufacturing process, which were underpinned by the Unit’s research. An example of this is the development and  implementation  of  a  company  standard  for  grinding  discs  used  in  the  manufacturing  of hacksaw blades (2010). The reduction in grinding wheel dressing has resulted in an improved cutting edge surface finish and reduced grinding wheel usage. Minimising manufacturing consumables has resulted in reduced cost and process time, i.e. reduced dressing and wheel replacement times, and improved productivity. These improvements resulted in reduction of manufacturing costs by 12% and 11% for hacksaw and bandsaw respectively, and improved the life time of these blades by 11% (hacksaw) and 9% (bandsaw). Several fundamental processes, such as milling, grinding, and setting, have been thoroughly investigated and resulted in much improved products and yield. 4. Reduced manufacturing time for bandsaw and hacksaw blades by 10% This impact is due to the research findings from the Unit on the manufacturing process optimisation techniques which were implemented by SNA Europe. The research work focused on the standard of grinding discs as mentioned in section 4.3 above, has led to reduced manufacturing time of carbide tipped bandsaws. Similar work on the grinding and milling process of bimetal bandsaws has strongly contributed to the reduced manufacturing time of those products. The research work methods have been implemented within the production of hacksaw blades with similar achievements in manufacturing time reduction.		The Director of Bimetal Projects (retired December 2012, now working for SNA Europe as a part time consultant) has provided a statement corroborating all of the impacts claimed. A Research Engineer at SNA Europe has provided a statement corroborating all of the impacts claimed. Both of these contacts were the industrial supervisors for the project.

		1180		0.015157		Flame Retardant Technical Polypropylene Furnishing Fabrics		This case study is about the development of flame retardant (FR) polypropylene yarns used in upholstery fabrics for domestic and office furniture, automotive and floor coverings that will have predictable  and  reproducible  fire  retardant  properties  when  subjected  to  standard  testing procedures.  Through  the  UK  DTI funded project  FLAMTECH  (2002-2005)  shared  by Camira Fabrics Ltd., and the university, a range of novel polypropylene yarns having higher levels of consistent  fire  performance  than  the  previously  existing  products  in  the  market  place  were developed.  A  testing  protocol  which  could  establish  individual  fibre/yarn/fabric  structural-fire property relationships and correlate these with (and hence predict) final fabric performance was also established. The project overlapped a concurrent EPSRC funded research in which nanocomposite fibres (including polypropylene) with improved flame retardancy and reduced melt dripping were developed. Camira were also members of the consortium managing this project. The major commercial outcome from these projects since 2005 is a flame retardant polypropylene product being marketed by Camira fabrics within their Perfentex brand and others are also being considered. This work also inspired the Production Director of Camira Fabrics to register at Bolton as a PhD-by-publication candidate and hence gain more knowledge about the subject area, as evidenced by the publication of her research papers (see Paper 1, Section 3).		Synthetic fibres and in particular polypropylene (PP) are sometimes more flammable than their natural counterparts and unlike them, shrink and melt (often yielding flaming melt drips). They are, therefore,  difficult  to  fire  retard,  thus  presenting  a major  challenge  in  end-uses  like  contract furnishings where  their superior tensile and abrasion properties are essential features.  In an EPSRC  studentship  (2001  –  2004,  supervised  by  Horrocks  and  Kandola)  the  potential  of nanocomposite formation for developing flame retardancy in thermoplastic fibre-forming polymers was explored and this work lay the foundations for that described in this Case Study. The DTI funded project FLAMTECH (2002-2005), comprised two strands: (i)        Development FR technical PP yarns having optimized and superior performance. (ii)       Development  of  oxygen index  flammability  testing  protocols  for  yarns and  derived fabrics and define their interrelationship Strand (i) investigated novel fire retardant formulations including the inclusion of nanodispersed clays and Strand (ii) comprised a full analysis of the then (2002) current range of Camira PP fabrics with the aim of using modified oxygen index methodology to relate all fibre and fabric variables with standard flammability test results. The so-called French “M test”, NFP 92501-7, is used to assess fabric flammability behaviour in which fabrics are ignited under a radiant heat flux and must demonstrate minimum burn lengths and maximum extinction times to be acceptable for European contract furnishing fabric markets and it was evident that the then Camira PP fabric range was not able to consistently achieve the required “Ml  rating Pass” levels.  Prof Horrocks was the PI and Dr (Prof now) Kandola worked as a researcher on this project. Industrial partners included Interface Fabrics (now Camira Fabrics) and McCleery Yarns, Northern Ireland and GGI Furniture UK. During the project, McCleery yarns were bought by Camira which enabled the latter company to be in full control of the production and quality of their polypropylene yarn supply. This and the results of the project had a significant effect in Camira’s ability to improve the overall flammability performance of its Perfentex fabric range.  With regard to Strand (i), a range of polypropylene samples containing nanoclays and non- brominated / brominated flame retardants were prepared and tested for flammability using LOI measurements and thermogravimetric analysis. The results showed that one flame retardant chemical only is not capable of effectively reducing the flammability of polypropylene while maintaining other acceptable fibre properties. However, it was evident that use of synergistic flame retardant moieties can be effective at levels < 5wt-%. The results also emphasised the importance of maximising dispersion of both clay and flame retardant, a factor which became evident during Strand (ii). While this research offered a more fundamental study of the challenges of flame retarding polypropylene, it enabled Camira personnel to gain a greater understanding of the underlying science. However the satisfactory undertaking of Strand (ii) enabled the company to improve their overall process and so achieve the more immediate and commercially-driven objectives and hence impact of the research.  A full analysis of the variables relating to the construction of a range of commercial fabrics was complemented by the design and production of a series of experimentally woven fabrics in which yarn and fabric structural variables were carefully selected and controlled. Both fabric sets were analysed using limiting oxygen index (LOI) and high temperature LOI techniques in order to assess relative fabric flammability behaviour for correlation with the French “M test” results. The variables of fibre colouration pigment, yarn linear density and fabric area density chosen for experimentally woven series of fabrics was based on the results of the analysis of the commercial fabric range. The colouring pigment(s) present within the component fibres was found to have a significant influence on the flammability of the resultant yarn and hence fabric. Thermal stabilities of different pigments commercially used for colouring PP fibres were also studied and the results used to predict their effect on flammability of the fabric. While the outcomes of this study failed to find absolute correlations between identified variables and final “M-test” performance, overall, the company was able to improve its understanding of the problem, introduce greater control of relevant production variables and so enhance the overall flame retardant polypropylene quality and resulting woven fabric performance. This has led to a significant increase in the profitability of this fabric brand. Inspired by this research Cheryl Kindness, Director of Camira Fabrics started her PhD by publication and published her first paper in 2008 (Reference 1 in Section 3). The  parallel  EPSRC  and  Dstl  funded  project  (2003-2007)  with  Kandola  as  Investigator  in collaboration with Universities of Salford  (later moved to Bolton, Dr Hull (now Prof at UCLAN)  and Prof Price)  and  Sheffield (Prof Ebdon and Dr Hunt)), Acordis UK, Rhodia Specialities UK Ltd, and Unifi, UK    collaborative  studied inclusion of nanoparticles in synthetic fibres and demonstrated nanoparticle/FR synergism in polypropylene and polyamide 6 filaments. This helped in understanding the synergism between different components in more depth (Ref 2-4, 6 in Section 3 and 3,4 in Section 5)). The project was rated ‘tending to internationally leading’ by EPSRC review panel. In a subsequent US Army Research office funded project (Natick, 2010) ultrasonification in the polymer melt has been used to improve the dispersion of nanoparticles and flame retardants; this research is still ongoing through a PhD programme (Ref 5 in Section 3).		1.  C.Kindness,  B.K.Kandola  and  A.R.Horrocks,  Chapter  23:    The  effect  of  yarn  and  fabric construction  and  colour  in  respect  of  red  reflectance  and  pigmentation  on  the  thermal properties and LOI of flame retardant polypropylene fabrics. In : ‘Fire Retardancy of Polymers: New strategies and Mechanisms’, Ed. T.R.Hull and B.K Kandola, Royal Chemical Society, Cambridge (2009) pp 359 – 377. 2. A R  Horrocks, B K Kandola , G Smart, S Zhang, T R Hull, ‘Polypropylene fibers containing dispersed clays having improved fire performance. I. Effect of nanoclays on processing parameters and fiber properties’, J Appl Polym Sci, 106 (3), 1707 – 1717 (2007). (Submitted in RAE 2007) 3. G Smart, B.K.Kandola, A R Horrocks and D Marney, ‘Polypropylene fibres containing dispersed clays having improved fire performance Part II : Characterisation of fibres and fabrics from nanocomposite PP blends. Polym. Adv Technol, 19, 658 - 670 (2008).  4.  B K Kandola, G Smart, A R Horrocks, S Zhang, T R Hull, P Joseph, J Ebdon, B Hunt, A.Cook, ‘Effect  of  different  compatibilisers  on  nanoclay  dispersion,  thermal  stability,  and  burning behavior of polypropylene-nanoclay blends’, J Appl Polym Sci, 108 (2), 816 – 824 (2008). 5.  A.R.  Horrocks,  B.  Kandola,  G.J.Milnes,  A.Sitpalan  and  R.L.Hadimani,  ‘The  potential  for ultrasound to improve nanoparticle dispersion and increase flame resistance in fibre-forming polymers, Polym. Degrdn. Stab, 97, 2511-2523 2012. 6.  B. K. Kandola, Chapter 24 : Flame Retardancy Design for Textiles. In: Fire Retardancy of Polymeric Materials, Second Edition, Ed. A.B.Morgan and C.A.Wilkie, CRC Press, London, 2009		Because  of  their  excellent  abrasion  and  tensile  properties  coupled  with  relatively  low  cost, polypropylene fibres are widely used in manufacturing upholstery fabrics for domestic and contract (eg office, hotels, etc) furniture and automotive floor coverings. Flammability is a significant issue of priority for all sectors of the textile industry due to public safety awareness and stringent regulations controlling the use of products used in public buildings and transport, for example. The disappointingly low levels of achievable flame retardancy, coupled with their ease of melting, severely limit the use of PP yarns in a number of FR applications, however. Polypropylene is difficult to flame retard because:  1) its  physical and chemical structures is not suitable for a facile incorporation of reactive flame retardants, 2) high loadings (5-20% w/w) of additives are necessary to confer flame retardance which often both creates processing problems and reduced mechanical properties. The research carried at Bolton comprised both a fundamental investigation of the underlying fire retardant science coupled with a full analysis of the company’s manufacturing process and related fibre/yarn/fabric structural variables. This has enabled Camira fabrics to produce a commercial range of contract upholstery fabrics having consistent fire test performance under the brand name Perfentex. Within this range and in particular, the Citadel and Chateau Plus, have achieved a higher specification of flame retardancy than other commercially available upholstery fabrics which has enabled Camira to develop sales into new geographical and commercial sectors. Since the development  of  their  improved  fabrics,  sales  amounting  to  £15,157,374  to  date  have  been achieved.  The  fabrics  have  been  used  in  public  arenas  and  buildings  throughout  Europe, increasing the export market for FR polypropylene products over the last eight years significantly. In proportion the export sales of these products has been on average 50% of total sales of value £15,157,374.These furnishing fabrics can pass the required commercial flame retardant tests (notably the French “M-test”) and hence, can protect public at large from fire (Ref 2 in Section 5). This has also helped declining UK textile industry in keeping a competitive edge against far eastern competition. From research point of view, the research has created further interest. The EPSRC/DSTL project of £520K (2003-2008) developed high performance, thermally stable and flame-retardant fibres from polymer nanocomposite materials. Solvay (formerly Rhodia UK) a major UK flame retardant manufacturer and Camira fabrics have played an active part in this project and benefited from the know-how. The project has generated 22 peer reviewed publications, 2 MSc theses, and 16 conference presentations.  The research was mentioned in EPSRC Newsline (see Refs 3 and 4 in Section 5).  A key variable in optimising nanoparticle activity was found to be the need to maximise their degree of dispersion. Subsequently, the US Army Research Office funded ($50k, 2009-2010) a project to improve the dispersion of nanoparticles and flame retardant by using ultrasonification in the polymer melt. This research, which has been extended by a PhD student has generated two papers to date. The director of Camira fabrics, Ms Cheryl Kindness registered as PhD by publication and used the knowledge gained for commercial exploitation.		1.   A R Horrocks and B K Kandola, DTI Final report, ‘Developing the Next Generation of Flame Retardant Technical Polypropylene Yarns  (FLAMTECH), DTI, February 2005 2.    http://www.camirafabrics.com/fabrics/amherst 3.   Fabric vs Fire: Research into nanocomposites could deliver tomorrow’s fire retardant high- tech textiles,  EPSRC Newsline No 25 June 2003. 4.   ‘Synthetic Stay Cool’, article by E Russell in EPSRC Newsline, Issue 35, 2006, pp 14-15. 5.   EPSRC    project    (EPSRC    (GR/S24367/01)    and    DSTL,    Ministry    of    Defence (Dstl/02/JGS/352.1) final report, 2007. 6.   Kandola BK, Report number W911NF-09-1-0574, project. The use of ultrasonification in thermoplastic polymer melts to improve nanodispersion and efficiency of flame retardant species, report submitted to US Army Research Office, USA, 2010.

		1182		0.00045		Arrays - ultrasonic measurements enable reduced inspection costs in the naval, aerospace and nuclear sectors		Non-Destructive  Testing  (NDT)  is  essential for the  safe  and  efficient  operation  of  high-value engineering plant in many engineering sectors. Research into ultrasonic arrays at the University of Bristol has had a major impact on NDT. Exploitation of the techniques developed has directly led to combined sales of around [text removed for publication]. For major end-users of NDT such as Ontario Power Generation, BAE Systems and Rolls-Royce, the research is leading to reductions in inspection costs, [text removed for publication]. In addition, highly-skilled engineers have been trained through an Engineering Doctorate programme and are now leading the industrial development of new array inspections based on underlying research performed at Bristol.		The work  described  here was performed in  the University’s Ultrasonics & Non-Destructive Testing (U&NDT) group led by Drinkwater (UoB since 1996). The Group is now acknowledged as a world leader in the use of ultrasonic arrays for NDT, but its activity in this area stemmed originally from work by Drinkwater to develop dry-contact ultrasonic wheel probes using rubber as a coupling medium [1]. The first wheel probes were relatively narrow and contained a single ultrasonic transducer. This enables a property of the component (e.g. its thickness) to be measured along a line as the wheel is rolled along. However, by developing a wider wheel and replacing the single transducer with an ultrasonic array a ~100mm wide swathe of structure could be mapped in a single pass. The wheel array probe was patented [2] and licensed to Sonatest Ltd. In 2003, the U&NDT group was one of the six founding academic partners of the UK Research Centre in Non-Destructive Evaluation (RCNDE). Under the RCNDE core research programme, the Bristol  U&NDT  group  continued  its  array  work  with  an  increasing  emphasis  on  array  data acquisition and processing. In 2004, Holmes (UoB RA 1999-2007), Wilcox (UoB since 2002) and Drinkwater presented a paradigm-shifting paper at the main international NDT research conference (Annual Review of Progress Quantitative NDE) entitled Signal Processing of Ultrasonic Array Data. The thesis of the paper was that the traditional and widely-used beam-forming methods for ultrasonic array imaging that had been inherited from the medical community were sub-optimal for NDT. Rather than firing multiple array elements in parallel to emulate a monolithic transducer, it was proposed to fire each element separately, record all the data and perform processing off-line – a procedure that the U&NDT group termed Full Matrix Capture (FMC). The paper showed experimental proof that any of the imaging modalities currently obtained live from an NDT array imaging system could be exactly recreated off-line by post-processing the FMC data. More importantly, it was shown that with access to FMC data, superior imaging algorithms that were not possible with current array architecture became possible. Of particular note was the Total Focusing Method (TFM) – a term coined jointly by the University of Bristol and Rolls-Royce – that leads to image resolution very close to the theoretical diffraction-limit. The TFM can be cast in such a way that it can be adapted to almost any conceivable NDT configuration including for example: anisotropic materials; immersion inspection through irregular surfaces and mode-conversion imaging. The pioneering conference paper was consolidated by two journal papers: the first [3] formally introduced the FMC concept and contained quantitative demonstrations of the superiority of the TFM imaging algorithm over other imaging modalities; the second [4] reviewed current array use in NDT and laid out the U&NDT group's vision of future array use in NDT being based around FMC and post-processing. Since then, the realisation of that vision has continued both in the U&NDT group at Bristol and numerous other groups internationally. Over the last decade, the U&NDT  group has published around 30 journal papers on array usage in NDT based around the concept of FMC. Some important examples include a new technique for sizing sub-wavelength defects [5] and auto-focusing FMC data in post-processing to deal with unknown material or geometric properties [6].		[1]  *B.  Drinkwater,  R.  Dwyer-Joyce  and  P.  Cawley,  1997.  A  study  of  the  transmission  of ultrasound across solid-rubber interfaces. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 101(2), 970-981, dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.418055. [2]  D. Brotherhood and B. Drinkwater, 2002. Coupling element with varying wall thickness for an ultrasound probe. US patent 7360427 B2. [3]  *C.  Holmes,  B.  Drinkwater  and  P.  Wilcox,  2005.  Post-processing  of  the  Full  Matrix  of Ultrasonic Transmit Receive Array Data for Non-destructive Evaluation. NDT&E International, 38(8), 701-711, dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ndteint.2005.04.002. [4]  B.  Drinkwater  and  P.  Wilcox,  2006.  Ultrasonic  Arrays  for  Non-destructive  Evaluation:  a Review. NDT&E International, 39(7), 525-541, dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ndteint.2006.03.006. [5]  *J. Zhang, P. Wilcox and B. Drinkwater, 2008. Defect Characterization Using an Ultrasonic Array  to  Measure  the  Scattering  Coefficient  Matrix.  IEEE  Transactions  on  Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics,  and  Frequency  Control,  55(10),  2254-2265,  dx/doi/org/10.1109/TUFFC.924 (listed in REF2). [6]  C. Lane, A. Dunhill, B. Drinkwater and P. Wilcox, 2010. 3D Ultrasonic Inspection of Anisotropic Aerospace Components. Insight, 52(2), 72-77, dx.doi.org/10.1784/insi.2010.52.2.72. Winner of John Grimwade medal. * References that best indicate the quality of the underpinning research. Grants B. Drinkwater, 2001-3. Ultrasonic Wheel Array Sensor Instrument, EPSRC GR/N33843/01, £160k. B. Drinkwater (PI at Bristol), 2003-14. Intelligent Inspection Systems Using Array Data (part of core research programme of UK Research Centre in NDE - a collaborative research programme involving 6 universities), EPSRC (GR/S09388/01 and EP/F017332/1) ~£1M, industry (~15 partners) ~£400k. B.  Drinkwater,  2005-11.  Nuclear  Propulsion  Critical  Technology  Programme  –  Improved Inspection of Reactor Components Using Ultrasonic Arrays, MoD, ~£600k. P. Wilcox, 2008-11. Two-Dimensional Arrays for the Quantitative Characterisation of Complex Defects, EPSRC (EP/F005032/1) £263k, industry (Airbus, BNFL, Rolls-Royce, Serco and Shell), £48k. P. Wilcox, 2010-3. Enhanced Ultrasonic 3D Characterisation Of Composites Using FMC Data, EPSRC (EP/H010920/1) £224k, industry (Airbus and Rolls-Royce) £90k. B. Drinkwater, 2013-. Ultrasonic Array Inspection Optimisation for Non-Destructive Evaluation, EPSRC  (EP/J016438/1)  £308k,  industry  (EDF,  Rolls-Royce,  Serco,  BAE  Systems  and Sellafield Sites), £90k. P. Wilcox, 2011-2. Future Submarine Programme Enhanced NDE Technology Demonstrator Programme - Full Matrix Capture, BAE Systems, £230k.		Routes to impact The most important routes to industrial impact since 2003 have been through RCNDE and the linked Engineering Doctorate NDE Centre. These routes have enabled the major end-users of NDT in the UK to be intimately involved throughout the development of the technology. The result has been industrially-funded trials, application-specific development, inward and outward secondments and the continued, rapid transfer of the new technology into industry. A second route to impact has been through academic publications stimulating interest from companies outside RCNDE seeking to solve particular NDT problems, most significantly Ontario Power Generation.  The  main  end-users  of  NDT  tend  to  be  large  multi-national  companies  (e.g.  in  the  power generation, aerospace, petro-chemical or defence sectors) while NDT equipment tends to be manufactured by specialist SMEs. The U&NDT group's work on ultrasonic arrays has impacted on (1) the NDT supply chain, (2) the end-users of NDT and (3) the NDT workforce. Key examples are detailed in the following sections. Impact on the NDT supply chain Sonatest  have  an  exclusive  license  to  the  patented  [2]  wheel  array  probe  technology developed in the U&NDT group. Sales of the wheel array probe (marketed as RapidScan) have been [text removed for publication] [a]. Peak NDT Ltd. was one of the first companies to realise the potential of the Group’s FMC concept and provide an array controller instrument (MicroPulse PA) that could perform FMC without modification. As demand for FMC capability has grown, they have developed a special instrument optimised for acquiring FMC data (MicroPulse FMC). [text removed for publication]. Impact on the end-users of NDT Since 2009, Airbus has endorsed the RapidScan instrument for various in-service inspection procedures performed on its aircraft, including, for example, A320 trailing edge corrosion: ten RapidScan devices held within the Airbus maintenance store in Hamburg are loaned to maintenance facilities worldwide to perform this inspection procedure. RapidScan enables large areas to be scanned with a 50-75% reduction in inspection time compared with conventional methods and provides added benefits such as the ability to record data. Since 2011, Airbus has also permitted a number of its suppliers of Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) components to use RapidScan as a post-production inspection tool; previously such inspections would have been performed on expensive automated/semi-automated immersion scanning facilities [d]. [text removed for publication]. Shortly after the publication of the early work [3, 4] a team from Ontario Power Generation (OPG)  visited  the  U&NDT  group  to  gain  understanding  of  FMC/TFM.  In  their  CANDU (CANadian Deuterium Uranium) reactors there was an urgent need to map wall thickness around  welds  in  several  hundred  reactor feed-water  pipes  with  complex  3D  geometries. Working with UK array-controller manufacturer Peak NDT Ltd., they subsequently developed a complete FMC/TFM system. This was deployed in two inspection campaigns on the Pickering power station Units 1 and 4 in 2010-1 where a total of 66 welds were completely mapped [f,g]. The in situ detection of cracks in gas turbine blade roots is critical for the efficient operation of aircraft fleets by Rolls-Royce Aerospace. Although a turbine blade failure is not safety-critical (as it is contained) the estimated cost is £5M per incident. Prior to using arrays for blade root inspection Rolls-Royce suffered about three such failures per year but with inspection and a new design of blade there have not been any [h]. In particular, a special 2D array system using FMC and a modified form of the TFM algorithm was created through the doctoral work of a former Bristol EngD Research Engineer (now a Rolls-Royce employee). This work developed an auto-focus technique to deduce blade crystallographic orientation from the measured FMC data prior to imaging. A paper describing one aspect of this work [6] won the John Grimwade Medal for best paper published in the NDT journal Insight in 2010 and the Research Engineer won the John Bush award for “engineers in the early part of their career who have made an outstanding technical contribution of value to Rolls-Royce” [h]. The work has impacted on the activities of QinetiQ in several areas where advanced NDT inspections have been required to keep military aircraft flying beyond their initial design lives. In those cases, the enhanced resolution achievable with the Total Focusing Method (TFM) has allowed smaller cracks to be detectable in wing spar flanges under a wing skin layer. This has been applied to three different aircraft types in the UK, enabling them to achieve the required life extensions and bringing a total of £450k of extra business to QinetiQ to implement fleet- wide surveys in two cases, the third being on-going. Another programme to look at ply- wrinkling that exploits FMC has been worth £90k to QinetiQ so far, in funding from Rolls- Royce and Airbus. QinetiQ estimate the benefit to the industry to be at least £10M per year after the initial implementation phase [i].  Impact on the NDT workforce In the Engineering Doctorate Centre in NDE (led by Imperial College) Bristol has so far trained four research engineers who have worked / are working on industrial projects to develop FMC capability for specific applications (three with Rolls-Royce, one with BAE Systems). The Argentinian company Tenaris, which manufactures high grade pipes for the petrochemical industry seconded an employee to the U&NDT group for three months in 2012 to learn how FMC could be applied to improve the inspection of safety-critical pipework at manufacture. A post-doctoral research associate from the U&NDT group was seconded to the Inspection Validation Centre at AMEC (formerly Serco Assurance) to develop a procedure for the application of FMC/TFM to reactor pressure vessel welds in the nuclear industry. This secondment was funded by the University Impact Acceleration Account and AMEC.		[a]  Sonatest annual sales and royalty reports held by Research Commercialisation Manager at the University of Bristol. [b]  2012 UK price list of Peak NDT equipment from their distributor UTEX. [c]   Technical Director, Peak NDT Ltd. [d]  Senior NDT Aerospace Engineer, Airbus. [e]  NDE Manager, BAE Systems. [f]   R. Ten-Grotenhuis and A. Hong, 2012. Imaging the Weld Volume Via the Total Focus Method. Proc. of 4th International CANDU In-service Inspection Workshop and NDT in Canada Conf. [g]  R. Ten-Grotenhuis, A. Hong and A. Sakuta, 2012. Inspection of Complex Geometries Using the Full Matrix Capture Technique. Proc. of 4th International CANDU In-service Inspection Workshop and NDT in Canada Conf. [h]  Company Associate Fellow NDE, Rolls-Royce. [i]    Senior  Fellow,  QinetiQ,  Farnborough,  UK  (email  correspondence,  10  November  2012). Subsequently appointed to University of Bristol, 24 April 2013.

		1185		0.0085		Structural mechanics - enabling weight reduction and performance enhancement of composite aerospace structures		For aerospace vehicles, the development of new materials and structural configurations are key tools in the relentless drive to reduce weight and increase performance (in terms of, for example, speed and flight characteristics). The economic drivers are clear - it is widely recognised that it is worth approximately $10k to save one pound of weight in a spacecraft per launch and $500 per pound for an aircraft over its lifetime. The environmental drivers (ACARE 2050) are also clear - reduced aircraft weight leads to lower fuel burn and, in turn, to lower CO2 and NOx emissions. With such high cost-to-weight ratios, there is intense industrial interest in the development of new structural configurations/concepts and enhanced structural models that allow better use of existing or  new  materials.  Analytical  structural  mechanics  models  of  novel  anisotropic  structures, developed at the University’s Advanced Composites Centre for Innovation and Science (ACCIS), are now used in the industrial design of aircraft and spacecraft. Based on this research, a new, unique anisotropic composite blade, designed to meet an Urgent Operational Requirement for the MoD, is now flying on AgustaWestland EH101 helicopters that are deployed in Theatre. In addition, the new modelling tools and techniques have been adopted by Airbus, AgustaWestland, Cassidian and NASA and incorporated into LUSAS’s finite element analysis software. These tools have, for example, been used to inform Airbus’s decision to use a largely aluminium wing design rather than a hybrid CFRP/aluminium wing for the A380.		The development of new structural configurations made from novel composite layups, and of the analysis tools to understand them, forms a key part of research into the performance and optimisation of composite structures. For this reason, Weaver (UoB since 1998) was recruited to the University’s Composites Group (now ACCIS) to develop new structural mechanics models for aerospace vehicles. His work, and that of his team within ACCIS, has centred on the influence of interrelationships between geometric form and anisotropic material properties on structural performance in developing models for beams, plates and shells with physical insight and closed form solutions. The research has been part funded by Airbus and AgustaWestland and relevant consultancy work includes NASA Langley (2001-2009) and Cassidian (then, EADS Military Air Systems) (2006). In 1999,  Miller  (UoB  PhD student  1999-2002) developed thermoelastic models for predicting temperature build-up in carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) parts, when subjected to transient radiative and convective heating, typical of an aircraft sitting on a hot runway in a tropical climate. It was shown that the temperature build-up could exceed 80OC, which, due to the thermal expansion properties of CFRP and aluminium, could result in significant fatigue stresses in the aluminium parts [1]. This fatigue issue contributed significantly to cancelling the hybrid Al/CFRP early concept wing structure in 2000-2001. Miller won the prestigious accolade of the Thomas Jefferson award for the best student paper at the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Structures, Dynamics and Materials Conference 2001, for this work. Modern helicopter rotor blades are typically made from high specific stiffness materials, including CFRP,  honeycombs  and specialist  polymeric foams. These allow better design of mass and stiffness distributions, which are crucial to ensure benign vibration characteristics. State-of-the-art methods relied on finite element analysis to calculate stiffness properties of realistic blade sections by estimating torsional, extensional, flap and lag bending stiffnesses. However, transverse shear effects and anisotropic coupling effects between bending and torsion, which are typically significant in anisotropic composite blades, were not included. From 2000-2002, Hill (UoB RA 1996-2006) and  Weaver developed an alternative finite element based method for calculating full 6x6 stiffness matrices, including all coupling effects as well as transverse shear, of fully anisotropic sections of arbitrary shape, composed of multiple materials. They demonstrated that the technique was highly useful to model the complex responses of helicopter rotor blades [2]. Building on this work, Lemanski (UoB PhD student 2000-2004) and Weaver developed an optimisation technique to minimise the mass of rotor blade sections by changing composite material properties, adjusting aerofoil skin thicknesses and altering the position of internal parts such as spars [3]. They also observed  that  the  then  state-of-the-art  closed-form  solutions  did  not  quantify  the  effects  of bend/twist coupling because they neglected the effects of vertical wall stiffness and foam, resulting in  inaccurate  and  unusable  results.  Hence,  they  developed  an  anisotropic  box  model  that quantified these effects resulting in much improved analytical modelling [4]. From 2000, Weaver developed a series of buckling and postbuckling solutions for anisotropic plates and cylindrical shells subject to compression, shear and combined loading. Based on early work on designing composite cylindrical shells under axial compression, Weaver was invited, in 2001, to be a consultant at NASA Langley. This consultancy continued until 2010 (grants totalling over $450k), where his insight, ideas and methods influenced high profile developments such as the ongoing  Shell Buckling  Knockdown Factor (SBKF) project. This project  was proposed to address the innate conservatism in the design of cylindrical shell structures used in launch vehicles such as rockets and the space shuttle where, due to inherent imperfection sensitivity in the shell structures, high knockdown factors (safety factors) are traditionally used. Scientifically demonstrating that lower knockdown factors are justifiable allows a reduction in the vehicle’s weight. Taking the widely acknowledged $10k cost-saving per pound of payload reduction, the estimated 10% weight saving in a structure weighing 1000 lbs leads to both a cost saving of £10M per launch. Particular insight shown by Bristol’s work into anisotropic effects in cylindrical shells proved most valuable to the project. The work was summarised in the 46 page book chapter [5] having  previously  been  published  in  AIAA  journals,  the  International  Journal  of  Solids  and Structures and AIAA conference proceedings. Cosentino (UoB PhD student 2006-10 and Airbus employee since 2006) and Weaver developed analytical structural models for the prediction of specific failure mechanisms of stiffened CFRP plates, representative of aircraft wing structures. They showed comparable accuracy to finite element models for predicting failure by stiffener debonding but with two orders of magnitude improvement in computational speed that allowed rapid sizing studies during the design process. This culminated in the conception of a new joint design, the compound joint [6], which using a combination of bolting and adhesives to separately facilitate the transfer of stresses by normal (Mode I) and shear (Mode II), respectively.		[1]  *J. Miller and P.M. Weaver, 2003. Temperature distribution in a composite box structure subject to Transient Heat Fluxes. Journal of Thermophysics and Heat Transfer, 17(2), 269- 277, dx.doi.org/10.2514/2.6762. [2]  G.F.J.  Hill  and  P.M.  Weaver,  2004.  Analysis  of  anisotropic  prismatic  sections.  The Aeronautical Journal, 108(1082), 197-205, (can be supplied upon request). [3]  S.L. Lemanski, P.M. Weaver and G.F.J. Hill, 2005. Design of composite helicopter rotor blades to meet given cross-sectional properties. The Aeronautical Journal 109(1100), 471-475, (can be supplied upon request). [4]  *S.L. Lemanski and P.M. Weaver, 2005. Flap-torsion coupling in sandwich beams and filled box-sections. Thin-Walled Structures 43(6), 923-955, dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2004.12.004. [5]  P.M. Weaver, 2008. Anisotropic Elastic Tailoring in Laminated Composite Plates and Shells. Book chapter in Buckling and Postbuckling Structures: Experimental, Analytical and Numerical Studies, Ed: B.G. Falzon & M.H. Aliabadi, World Scientific Press, ISBN-13: 978-1860947940. [6]  *V.A. Imperiale, E. Cosentino, P.M. Weaver and I.P. Bond, 2010. Compound joint: A novel design principle to improve strain allowables of FRP composite stringer run-outs.  Composites: Part A, 41(4), 521-531, dx.doi.org/ 10.1016/j.compositesa.2009.12.010. * References that best indicate the quality of the underpinning research.		The impact of the University’s work on developing new structural concepts and structural methods has been the use of the results and the tools by industry on a variety of aerospace applications. Here, we present six examples. 1) A new structural concept that is now in-flight Lemanski and Weaver’s unique anisotropic composite design [4] was used in the development of the  BERP  IV  helicopter  rotor  blade  in  2005-06  for  AgustaWestland’s  EH101  helicopter.  The Principal Rotor Engineer from AgustaWestland reported that “the design, which uses unbalanced anisotropic angle plies at a specific fibre orientation, gives performance enhancement by coupling bending and torsion within the blade to reduce the loads experienced by the rotor control system. Eighty five of these blades, each with typical value of £100k, have been purchased by the UK MoD as part of an Urgent Operational Requirement in order to enhance the range and capability of the EH101 aircraft in Theatre” [a]. Note that of the 85 blades, worth approximately £8.5M, 70 were ordered since 2008. They all continue to be flown and are used in situations where a heavy lift capability is required. 2) A new analysis tool that influenced Airbus’s A380 wing design Miller and Weaver’s thermoelastic analysis [1] has been developed into a new structural analysis tool for Airbus. When designing the A3XX (which subsequently became the A380) aircraft, Airbus considered both aluminium and hybrid CFRP/aluminium wing designs. The Bristol-based tool was used by Airbus to inform the decision to use a largely aluminium, rather than hybrid, wing design [b]. As of July 2013 there have been firm orders for 262 A380s [c] with a market value of over $105B, based on an average list cost of $404M each [d]. 3) A new beam section analysis tool for AgustaWestland and then LUSAS’s software Hill and Weaver’s beam section analysis [2], for calculating 6x6 stiffness matrices for helicopter rotor blade sections, and the subsequent optimisation method [3] have been incorporated into AgustaWestland Helicopter’s internal design codes (BSAP) [a]. The inclusion of these tools allows AgustaWestland to predict the response of rotor blades more accurately such that flight performance is improved via a reduction in deleterious vibration response whilst maintaining structural integrity. In addition to this improvement, Bristol’s optimisation technique reduced the work of an engineer that previously took two weeks, to a matter of minutes [a]. Bristol’s beam section analysis, which provides the 6x6 stiffness properties for finite element beams, was an improvement on the then current state-of-the-art techniques used in commercial finite element packages. It was incorporated into LUSAS’s finite element software in 2008 [e], giving  LUSAS  the  commercial  advantage  of  being  able  to  model  the  structural  response  of complicated multi-material beam sections. 4) New buckling analysis tool for Cassidian Weaver’s  closed-form  buckling  solutions  for  plates  and  shells  [5-6]  are  now  a  key  part  of Cassidian’s LAGRANGE multidisciplinary optimisation software. The work was transferred to Cassidian via a £10k consultancy in 2006, and allows rapid analysis of the buckling capability of thin-walled sections such as wings and fuselages. As an example application, it has been used to help design the Airbus A350XWB aircraft structure [f]. The Airbus A350XWB is the first commercial Airbus aircraft to be mostly designed with composite materials. It had its maiden flight in July 2013 and first delivery is expected in mid 2014. So far 682 firm orders have been received [g] with a value of circa $173B, based on an A350-800 average list price of $254M [d]. Cassidian also intends to use these structural analysis models in the design of a European Unmanned Air Vehicle in 2014 [f]. 5. New structural failure analysis led to new structural concept for Airbus New analytical expressions for predicting the structural failure of stiffened wing panel structures [6] have been adopted in Airbus’ design codes. Specifically the Senior Lead Stress for the A350-1000 Midbox states that “the in depth understanding and methods developed during my PhD [at Bristol] helped  Airbus  refine  their  stringer  runout  design.  The  knowledge  has  been  transferred  transnationally throughout Airbus and Bristol’s expertise is acknowledged. Furthermore, the papers published have been used as a starting point to define methods and allowables, helping Airbus prepare comprehensive Aircraft Certification Documents minimising the need for large tests” [b]. These  methods  have  supported  the  design  of  wings  in  commercial  aircraft  variants  of  the A350XWB: A350-900 and A350-1000 as well as the military aircraft A400M. As of August 2013, when it had its maiden flight, 174 A400M aircraft have been ordered [h]. Current savings of over £700k from virtual testing are estimated based on a typical cost of £35k per test. In addition to this cost  saving,  the  new  design  based  on  Bristol’s  methods  reduces  the  weight  of  a  wing  by approximately 10kg per wing [b] giving operational savings of around £14M based on the orders for A350XWB and A400M using a £800/kg cost to weight value. This analysis subsequently allowed a new stringer-to-skin, aircraft wing joint design to be proposed [6]: “Compound joints have become part of the certification training material. [Bristol’s] 2 and 1/2 dimension model was used for A380 checkstress. The way the Mode 1 and 2 contributions are decomposed in Stringer Run Out is used as a bonded joint pre-sizing method” [b]. 6. New structural analysis for shells exploited by NASA NASA’s Shell Buckling Knockdown Factor (SBKF) project was set up to “help future heavy-lift launch vehicles weigh less and reduce development costs” by generating new shell-buckling knockdown factors replacing the existing ones which “date back to pre-Apollo-era studies - well before modern composite materials, manufacturing processes and advanced computer modeling” [i]. New, more accurate and less conservative methods have now been developed for the design of shell structures for space launch vehicles. Estimated savings of the order of £10M/launch are expected with the first launch based upon these new design methods anticipated from NASA Wallops in 2014. Weaver was consultant for NASA from 2001-2010 with support funds from NASA totalling around $450k. [text removed for publication]. [j].		[a]  Principal Engineer Rotors (Methods), AgustaWestland Helicopters. [b]  Senior Lead Stress, A350-1000 Midbox, Airbus. [c]   Airbus press release Orders and Deliveries, July 2013. [d]  Airbus press release Airbus Aircraft 2013 Average List Prices, January 2013. [e]   Director and Founder of Lusas finite element analysis – email correspondence. [f]   Senior Expert for Multidisciplinary Airvehicle Analysis and Design Optimization, Cassidian, Germany – email correspondence. [g]  Airbus press release Orders, Deliveries, Operators, July 2013. [h]  Airbus Military A400M homepage, downloaded August 2013. [i]    NASA - Marshall Star news article 2011 Marshall Space Flight Center Year in Review, January 11, 2012. [j]    Senior  Research  Engineer  and  Principal  Investigator  of  SBKF  project,  NASA  Langley Research Center, USA.

		1190		0.00055		Tracked 3-D Ultrasound Imaging for MedaPhor and Schallware		Research at the University of Cambridge Department of Engineering (DoEng) has enabled accurate positioning to be added to 2D freehand ultrasound probes to enable the acquisition of large coherent blocks of high-resolution 3D ultrasound image data. The software code base developed in the DoEng was licensed to two separate companies, Schallware and MedaPhor, to enable them each to develop an ultrasound training product. Both companies have sold to more than 30 customers worldwide during the REF impact period; the Cambridge software had a key role in contributing to the innovation and quality of the products developed by both companies, and significantly increased the speed at which they were able to bring these products to market.		The underpinning research on 3D ultrasound imaging is founded on the work of the Medical Imaging Group (“the Group”) and its three principal members in the University of Cambridge Department of Engineering (DoEng). Professor Richard Prager founded the Medical Imaging Group when he became a Lecturer in the DoEng in 1992 (promoted to Professor in 2008). He started the preliminary research on 3D ultrasound imaging as Principal Investigator for the EPSRC- funded project “Stradivarius”, which started in October 1992 and finished in February 1996 (all significant research was conducted from 1993 onwards). Dr Andrew Gee joined the Group as a DoEng Lecturer in 1996 to help lead the EC-funded project, “Solus-3D” (Standardisation of On- Line Ultrasound Scanning in 3 Dimensions), which ran from 1996 to 1999 with Prager as the Co- Investigator. Graham Treece was a Research Student in the Group before working as a Research Associate from 2001 on the Group’s EPSRC-funded project “High Definition 3D Ultrasound Imaging”, which ran from 2000 to 2004 with Prager as the Principal Investigator. Treece was subsequently awarded a prestigious five-year Fellowship by the EPSRC / Royal Academy of Engineering before becoming the first holder of the Evelyn Trust Lectureship in Engineering for Clinical Practice in 2008. These members of the Group, the grants mentioned above and Treece’s fellowship created the research outputs described below. Tracked 3D ultrasound involves using a magnetic or optical tracking device to measure the trajectory of the ultrasound probe while the clinician is scanning. This information can then be combined with the ultrasound images to produce a three-dimensional data set. It is particularly useful where an extended volume needs to be scanned, or in cases when there is a need to register the acquired data to an external coordinate system. The Group began work on the Stradx tracked 3D ultrasound software in 1996. In 2004, the Group created a second system called Stradwin, offering similar functionality but with a user interface designed for clinicians. Clinical applications were provided through collaboration with the University Department of Radiology at Addenbrooke’s Hospital. The first achievement of the research was to reduce the time for accurate spatial calibration of the acquisition system from half a day to about ten minutes [1,2]. Novel tools were then produced for visualisation [3] and volume measurement [4] of the unstructured data. The Group invented a new “voxel-free” approach to represent data of this sort that resulted in clearer images, more accurate measurements and faster performance [3]. A unique algorithm was created to help mitigate the distortion of acquired data due to the flexibility of human tissue [5], and the overall accuracy of the system was subjected to detailed assessment [6]. The result is a comprehensive system for the acquisition, visualisation and measurement of accurate three-dimensional ultrasound data. Because of the fixed coordinates of the tracking system used to measure the trajectory of the probe, this data can be easily assembled into a large, co-registered, anatomical library.		1.* R. W. Prager, R. N. Rohling, A. H. Gee and L. Berman. Rapid calibration for 3-D freehand ultrasound. Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology, 24(6):855–869, DOI: 10.1016/S0301- 5629(98)00044-1, 1998. 2. P-W. Hsu, G. M. Treece, R. W. Prager, N. E. Houghton, and A. H. Gee. Comparison of freehand 3-D ultrasound calibration techniques using a stylus. Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology, 34(10):1610–1621, DOI: 10.1016/j.ultrasmedbio.2008.02.015, October 2008 3.* R. W. Prager, A. H. Gee and L. Berman. Stradx: real-time acquisition and visualization of freehand three-dimensional ultrasound. Medical Image Analysis, 3(2):129–140, DOI: 10.1016/S1361-8415(99)80003-6, 1999. 4. G. M. Treece, R. W. Prager, A. H. Gee and L. Berman. 3D ultrasound measurement of large organ volume. Medical Image Analysis, 5(1):41–54, DOI: 10.1016/S1361-8415(00)00034-7, 2001. 5. G. M. Treece, R. W. Prager, A. H. Gee and L. Berman. Correction of probe pressure artefacts in freehand 3D ultrasound. Medical Image Analysis, 6(3):199-214, DOI: 10.1016/S1361- 8415(02)00080-4, 2002. 6.* G. M. Treece, A. H. Gee, R. W. Prager, C. J. C. Cash and L. Berman. High definition freehand 3-D ultrasound. Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology, 29(4):529-546, DOI: 10.1016/S0301- 5629(02)00735-4, 2003. *References which best represent the quality of the underpinning research.		Based on the research described above, Schallware GmbH developed an ultrasound simulator that allows clinicians to practice diagnostic scanning under realistic conditions using a library of normal and pathological cases. A dummy probe is moved over a dummy torso to generate the relevant ultrasound images on the simulator screen, just as would be shown on an ultrasound machine screen for a real scan. In May 2007, Schallware bought a one-off source-code licence for the DoEng Stradx software, which was arranged through Cambridge Enterprise, to provide a starting point for the development of their product. Stradx provides tools for acquisition, visualisation and measurement of tracked 3D ultrasound, and all of these are important components in the Schallware system. The Schallware General Manager says: “The benefit of Stradx source was the access to a huge collections of ideas”, and for the development of the Schallware product he says: “our [i.e. the Schallware] software development started with Stradx source for acquisition and simulation application”. He continues: “With Stradx source we maybe avoided wrong development paths and could establish in short time a first prototype. About that I am still lucky [sic].” [7] Since the start of 2008, Schallware has built up 30 customers in 10 countries including Johns Hopkins University; NAIT, Edmonton, Canada; Zurich University; Erlangen University; and GMC Dubai, UAE. It also has a leasing business with five simulators being used to run about 25 courses annually in universities in Germany, Switzerland, the Netherlands and Belgium. Attendees at these courses include clinicians and staff from pharmaceutical companies such as Merck, Sharp, Novatis and Dohme. The Schallware General Manager, estimates that 2,400 clinicians have been trained in these courses alone (i.e. not counting the 30 customers with their own Schallware system). Revenue from Schallware's 3D ultrasound simulators was EUR250k in 2011 and EUR300k in 2012 MedaPhor Limited is a supplier of simulator software that integrates with a variety of ultrasound systems to enable sonographer training without the need for a human subject. The training system needs large and comprehensive datasets to provide the breadth of scans that a trainee sonographer needs to practise. In January 2011, MedaPhor bought a one-off licence through Cambridge Enterprise for the DoEng Stradwin ultrasound acquisition system and software code-base to help it build an accurate three- dimensional ultrasound atlas for their clinical training system, ScanTrainer. Stradwin allows for the rapid acquisition and integration of these datasets into the MedaPhor software. The time taken to produce a single dataset and make it ready for training use is now approximately two weeks as a result of having the volume of high-resolution data and necessary positional information. Before the  purchase of Stradwin, the production of such a dataset took in the region of three months. MedaPhor has specifically stated that spatial calibration, such as that described in reference [1], was key to achieving the required accuracy. As a consequence this was fundamental to their ability to acquire accurate data from multiple patients. The real-time acquisition and visualisation tools described in reference [3] increased the efficiency of their workflow by enabling the quality and appropriateness of 3D data to be checked immediately after recording. MedaPhor also use Stradwin for data alignment [5] and volume measurement [4] because Stradwin’s algorithms have been designed specifically to address the challenges presented by the structure of 3D ultrasound data. They therefore out-perform other more generic tools. The Stradwin software has proved to be a flexible platform with a sound architecture that MedaPhor now use as a basis for much of their work. MedaPhor’s Chief Technical Officer [8] says that the purchase of Stradwin was a key positive step in the development of the company and they could not have achieved their current success without it. MedaPhor’s customers include Birmingham Women’s Hospital, St James’s University Hospital Leeds, Yale University, the Karolinska Institute (Stockholm) and the Fremantle Institute (Western Australia). As at April 2013, MedaPhor had sold over 50 units in 9 countries. MedaPhor estimate that, in the UK alone, more than 500 people to date (June 2013) have trained using ScanTrainer during the REF impact period. Revenue from its 3D ultrasound simulators was GBP362k in 2011 and GBP739k in 2012. The systems provided by both Schallware and MedaPhor enable trainee clinicians to perform clinical ultrasound scans relating to a wide variety of different examination protocols and different pathologies. The trainees gain a breadth of experience together with a quality of objective feedback that would not be possible without these training systems. A Professor at Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen University Hospital, said of the MedaPhor system: “We are certain that the ScanTrainer will be a great tool for acquiring some of the necessary skills before examining the patients.” [9] Binary versions of the DoEng software are also available for free-download on the web: Stradx since 1997 and Stradwin since 2004. Both systems are used by a wide variety of academic and commercial research and development organisations. In the last five years, the use of Stradwin as a research tool has been mentioned in 51 publications with no co-authors from the Cambridge group. For instance, a lecturer at the University of Queensland used Stradwin as a tool in his work and stated: “We routinely use Stradwin in our research laboratory as a tool for measuring structural properties of muscle and tendon in applied clinical research. Stradwin is not only a stable platform for undertaking freehand 3D ultrasound measurements, but it provides us with all of the advanced analysis tools we require, including volume reconstruction and quantiﬁcation, 3D length measurements, re-slicing to examine multiple planes and more recently 3D elastography. For example, in 2009, we used it to compare medial gastrocnemius muscle volume, physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA), muscle length, fascicle length, and pennation angle in children aged 2 to 5 years with spastic cerebral palsy (CP) and in typically developing children…3D ultrasound and the Stradwin software allowed us to make scans to children’s muscles in seconds and therefore meant that children did not have to be sedated, as would have been the case for other imaging modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The work showed the need for early intervention in order to minimize loss of muscle PCSA in spastic CP. This insight has provided valuable feedback to staff treating children at the Hugh Williamson Gait Analysis Laboratory, the Royal Children’s Hospital, Melbourne. This work also resulted in a high-quality publication in Developmental Medicine & Child Neurology in 2011 and makes this data available to hospitals around the world. A further study (2009) has showed the effects of Botulinum Toxin (Botox) injections on muscle development in these young children with CP…and has prompted a new randomised controlled trial at Royal Children’s Hospital in Brisbane to determine whether Botox injections may have a deleterious effect on muscle development. We have 4 similar examples from our work since 2008 that have resulted in publications in high-quality journals. The provision of this software has had a signiﬁcant effect on the speed and quality of our efforts and their translation to clinical practice. Many other collaborators in our ﬁeld, both academic and clinical, now also use  Stradwin as the standard foundation for their work.” [10]		7. Statement received from General Manager, Schallware GmbH 8. Chief Technical Officer, MedaPhor 9. Professor at Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen University Hospital, http://www.medaphor.com/scantrainer/what-our-customers-say-about-us/testimonials/ 10.Statement received from Lecturer in Exercise and Sports Science, University of Queensland

		1190		0.000275		Tracked 3-D Ultrasound Imaging for MedaPhor and Schallware		Research at the University of Cambridge Department of Engineering (DoEng) has enabled accurate positioning to be added to 2D freehand ultrasound probes to enable the acquisition of large coherent blocks of high-resolution 3D ultrasound image data. The software code base developed in the DoEng was licensed to two separate companies, Schallware and MedaPhor, to enable them each to develop an ultrasound training product. Both companies have sold to more than 30 customers worldwide during the REF impact period; the Cambridge software had a key role in contributing to the innovation and quality of the products developed by both companies, and significantly increased the speed at which they were able to bring these products to market.		The underpinning research on 3D ultrasound imaging is founded on the work of the Medical Imaging Group (“the Group”) and its three principal members in the University of Cambridge Department of Engineering (DoEng). Professor Richard Prager founded the Medical Imaging Group when he became a Lecturer in the DoEng in 1992 (promoted to Professor in 2008). He started the preliminary research on 3D ultrasound imaging as Principal Investigator for the EPSRC- funded project “Stradivarius”, which started in October 1992 and finished in February 1996 (all significant research was conducted from 1993 onwards). Dr Andrew Gee joined the Group as a DoEng Lecturer in 1996 to help lead the EC-funded project, “Solus-3D” (Standardisation of On- Line Ultrasound Scanning in 3 Dimensions), which ran from 1996 to 1999 with Prager as the Co- Investigator. Graham Treece was a Research Student in the Group before working as a Research Associate from 2001 on the Group’s EPSRC-funded project “High Definition 3D Ultrasound Imaging”, which ran from 2000 to 2004 with Prager as the Principal Investigator. Treece was subsequently awarded a prestigious five-year Fellowship by the EPSRC / Royal Academy of Engineering before becoming the first holder of the Evelyn Trust Lectureship in Engineering for Clinical Practice in 2008. These members of the Group, the grants mentioned above and Treece’s fellowship created the research outputs described below. Tracked 3D ultrasound involves using a magnetic or optical tracking device to measure the trajectory of the ultrasound probe while the clinician is scanning. This information can then be combined with the ultrasound images to produce a three-dimensional data set. It is particularly useful where an extended volume needs to be scanned, or in cases when there is a need to register the acquired data to an external coordinate system. The Group began work on the Stradx tracked 3D ultrasound software in 1996. In 2004, the Group created a second system called Stradwin, offering similar functionality but with a user interface designed for clinicians. Clinical applications were provided through collaboration with the University Department of Radiology at Addenbrooke’s Hospital. The first achievement of the research was to reduce the time for accurate spatial calibration of the acquisition system from half a day to about ten minutes [1,2]. Novel tools were then produced for visualisation [3] and volume measurement [4] of the unstructured data. The Group invented a new “voxel-free” approach to represent data of this sort that resulted in clearer images, more accurate measurements and faster performance [3]. A unique algorithm was created to help mitigate the distortion of acquired data due to the flexibility of human tissue [5], and the overall accuracy of the system was subjected to detailed assessment [6]. The result is a comprehensive system for the acquisition, visualisation and measurement of accurate three-dimensional ultrasound data. Because of the fixed coordinates of the tracking system used to measure the trajectory of the probe, this data can be easily assembled into a large, co-registered, anatomical library.		1.* R. W. Prager, R. N. Rohling, A. H. Gee and L. Berman. Rapid calibration for 3-D freehand ultrasound. Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology, 24(6):855–869, DOI: 10.1016/S0301- 5629(98)00044-1, 1998. 2. P-W. Hsu, G. M. Treece, R. W. Prager, N. E. Houghton, and A. H. Gee. Comparison of freehand 3-D ultrasound calibration techniques using a stylus. Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology, 34(10):1610–1621, DOI: 10.1016/j.ultrasmedbio.2008.02.015, October 2008 3.* R. W. Prager, A. H. Gee and L. Berman. Stradx: real-time acquisition and visualization of freehand three-dimensional ultrasound. Medical Image Analysis, 3(2):129–140, DOI: 10.1016/S1361-8415(99)80003-6, 1999. 4. G. M. Treece, R. W. Prager, A. H. Gee and L. Berman. 3D ultrasound measurement of large organ volume. Medical Image Analysis, 5(1):41–54, DOI: 10.1016/S1361-8415(00)00034-7, 2001. 5. G. M. Treece, R. W. Prager, A. H. Gee and L. Berman. Correction of probe pressure artefacts in freehand 3D ultrasound. Medical Image Analysis, 6(3):199-214, DOI: 10.1016/S1361- 8415(02)00080-4, 2002. 6.* G. M. Treece, A. H. Gee, R. W. Prager, C. J. C. Cash and L. Berman. High definition freehand 3-D ultrasound. Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology, 29(4):529-546, DOI: 10.1016/S0301- 5629(02)00735-4, 2003. *References which best represent the quality of the underpinning research.		Based on the research described above, Schallware GmbH developed an ultrasound simulator that allows clinicians to practice diagnostic scanning under realistic conditions using a library of normal and pathological cases. A dummy probe is moved over a dummy torso to generate the relevant ultrasound images on the simulator screen, just as would be shown on an ultrasound machine screen for a real scan. In May 2007, Schallware bought a one-off source-code licence for the DoEng Stradx software, which was arranged through Cambridge Enterprise, to provide a starting point for the development of their product. Stradx provides tools for acquisition, visualisation and measurement of tracked 3D ultrasound, and all of these are important components in the Schallware system. The Schallware General Manager says: “The benefit of Stradx source was the access to a huge collections of ideas”, and for the development of the Schallware product he says: “our [i.e. the Schallware] software development started with Stradx source for acquisition and simulation application”. He continues: “With Stradx source we maybe avoided wrong development paths and could establish in short time a first prototype. About that I am still lucky [sic].” [7] Since the start of 2008, Schallware has built up 30 customers in 10 countries including Johns Hopkins University; NAIT, Edmonton, Canada; Zurich University; Erlangen University; and GMC Dubai, UAE. It also has a leasing business with five simulators being used to run about 25 courses annually in universities in Germany, Switzerland, the Netherlands and Belgium. Attendees at these courses include clinicians and staff from pharmaceutical companies such as Merck, Sharp, Novatis and Dohme. The Schallware General Manager, estimates that 2,400 clinicians have been trained in these courses alone (i.e. not counting the 30 customers with their own Schallware system). Revenue from Schallware's 3D ultrasound simulators was EUR250k in 2011 and EUR300k in 2012 MedaPhor Limited is a supplier of simulator software that integrates with a variety of ultrasound systems to enable sonographer training without the need for a human subject. The training system needs large and comprehensive datasets to provide the breadth of scans that a trainee sonographer needs to practise. In January 2011, MedaPhor bought a one-off licence through Cambridge Enterprise for the DoEng Stradwin ultrasound acquisition system and software code-base to help it build an accurate three- dimensional ultrasound atlas for their clinical training system, ScanTrainer. Stradwin allows for the rapid acquisition and integration of these datasets into the MedaPhor software. The time taken to produce a single dataset and make it ready for training use is now approximately two weeks as a result of having the volume of high-resolution data and necessary positional information. Before the  purchase of Stradwin, the production of such a dataset took in the region of three months. MedaPhor has specifically stated that spatial calibration, such as that described in reference [1], was key to achieving the required accuracy. As a consequence this was fundamental to their ability to acquire accurate data from multiple patients. The real-time acquisition and visualisation tools described in reference [3] increased the efficiency of their workflow by enabling the quality and appropriateness of 3D data to be checked immediately after recording. MedaPhor also use Stradwin for data alignment [5] and volume measurement [4] because Stradwin’s algorithms have been designed specifically to address the challenges presented by the structure of 3D ultrasound data. They therefore out-perform other more generic tools. The Stradwin software has proved to be a flexible platform with a sound architecture that MedaPhor now use as a basis for much of their work. MedaPhor’s Chief Technical Officer [8] says that the purchase of Stradwin was a key positive step in the development of the company and they could not have achieved their current success without it. MedaPhor’s customers include Birmingham Women’s Hospital, St James’s University Hospital Leeds, Yale University, the Karolinska Institute (Stockholm) and the Fremantle Institute (Western Australia). As at April 2013, MedaPhor had sold over 50 units in 9 countries. MedaPhor estimate that, in the UK alone, more than 500 people to date (June 2013) have trained using ScanTrainer during the REF impact period. Revenue from its 3D ultrasound simulators was GBP362k in 2011 and GBP739k in 2012. The systems provided by both Schallware and MedaPhor enable trainee clinicians to perform clinical ultrasound scans relating to a wide variety of different examination protocols and different pathologies. The trainees gain a breadth of experience together with a quality of objective feedback that would not be possible without these training systems. A Professor at Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen University Hospital, said of the MedaPhor system: “We are certain that the ScanTrainer will be a great tool for acquiring some of the necessary skills before examining the patients.” [9] Binary versions of the DoEng software are also available for free-download on the web: Stradx since 1997 and Stradwin since 2004. Both systems are used by a wide variety of academic and commercial research and development organisations. In the last five years, the use of Stradwin as a research tool has been mentioned in 51 publications with no co-authors from the Cambridge group. For instance, a lecturer at the University of Queensland used Stradwin as a tool in his work and stated: “We routinely use Stradwin in our research laboratory as a tool for measuring structural properties of muscle and tendon in applied clinical research. Stradwin is not only a stable platform for undertaking freehand 3D ultrasound measurements, but it provides us with all of the advanced analysis tools we require, including volume reconstruction and quantiﬁcation, 3D length measurements, re-slicing to examine multiple planes and more recently 3D elastography. For example, in 2009, we used it to compare medial gastrocnemius muscle volume, physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA), muscle length, fascicle length, and pennation angle in children aged 2 to 5 years with spastic cerebral palsy (CP) and in typically developing children…3D ultrasound and the Stradwin software allowed us to make scans to children’s muscles in seconds and therefore meant that children did not have to be sedated, as would have been the case for other imaging modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The work showed the need for early intervention in order to minimize loss of muscle PCSA in spastic CP. This insight has provided valuable feedback to staff treating children at the Hugh Williamson Gait Analysis Laboratory, the Royal Children’s Hospital, Melbourne. This work also resulted in a high-quality publication in Developmental Medicine & Child Neurology in 2011 and makes this data available to hospitals around the world. A further study (2009) has showed the effects of Botulinum Toxin (Botox) injections on muscle development in these young children with CP…and has prompted a new randomised controlled trial at Royal Children’s Hospital in Brisbane to determine whether Botox injections may have a deleterious effect on muscle development. We have 4 similar examples from our work since 2008 that have resulted in publications in high-quality journals. The provision of this software has had a signiﬁcant effect on the speed and quality of our efforts and their translation to clinical practice. Many other collaborators in our ﬁeld, both academic and clinical, now also use  Stradwin as the standard foundation for their work.” [10]		7. Statement received from General Manager, Schallware GmbH 8. Chief Technical Officer, MedaPhor 9. Professor at Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen University Hospital, http://www.medaphor.com/scantrainer/what-our-customers-say-about-us/testimonials/ 10.Statement received from Lecturer in Exercise and Sports Science, University of Queensland

		1203		0.16		Lattice Sandwich Structures for Ships		Summary of the impact 
Research at University of Cambridge Department of Engineering (DoEng) has created a new fundamental understanding of the static, dynamic and blast performance of lattice sandwich structures (a repeating pattern of metal struts between two sheets of metal). Ship builders in the Netherlands and the USA have built over 19 ships worth approximately GB200M using this technology since 1/1/2008 with many more planned. These ships are:
     less likely to rupture in low speed collisions, which is important especially for river tankers
     compliant with new standards for the carriage of dangerous goods by inland waterways in
Europe at a lower cost, because the designs are simplified
     blast resistant, which is important when considering potential terrorist threats.		Research by Norman Fleck (appointed as Lecturer in DoEng in 1985 and promoted to
Professor in 1997) and Vikram Deshpande (appointed as Assistant Lecturer in DoEng in 2000, promoted to Lecturer in 2003 and promoted to Professor in 2010) sought to address industry’s need for lightweight, stiff, blast resistant sheets. The research was conducted in three main phases:
1. Metal foams, which formed a foundation for the next phase (1996-2005)
2. Blast-resistant materials, which produced results that were directly applied to the blast- resistance of sandwich structures and ship hulls (2001-2013)
3. Lattice sandwich structures, which produced results that were directly applied to the design
and optimisation of sandwich structures and ship hulls (2003-2013).
Phase 1 – Metal foams (1996-2005)
The research to understand the performance of metal foams was in collaboration with Mike
Ashby (appointed as Professor in DoEng in 1973, retired from DoEng in 2001, and Category C in DoEng for RAE2008). The work included sandwich structures in which the metal foams were clad by two sheets of metal to create a low density, stiff material that can absorb impacts without rupturing. The research was funded by a series of US Navy and Office of Naval Research (ONR) grants that provided over GBP650k of funding. Constitutive models for metal foams were a key research output (Ref 1).The research outputs were captured in a book that has sold over 2000 copies (Ref 2).
Phase 2 – Blast resistant materials (2001-2013)
Blast resistance was researched by Fleck and Deshpande with grants from DARPA and ONR
with top-ups from the Isaac Newton Trust. These grants totalled more than GBP1.5M. Fleck and Deshpande combined molecular dynamics codes with finite element analysis to enable
discrete particle prediction of the blast and ballistic responses of foam and lattice sandwich structures (Ref 3). Their major contribution to the field was a method for analysing the full
structure under high-speed deformation and the validation of this method through experiments using foam projectiles (Ref 4) and an instrumented water tube. The work was extended to
include ballistic responses.
Throughout the work on metal foams and lattice materials, Fleck and Deshpande collaborated with: John Hutchison of Harvard University, and Tony Evans and Bob McMeeking of University College Santa Barbara on theory. These collaborators focussed on a continuum mechanics approach which aimed to simplify modelling by defining the properties of a homogeneous core that would give approximately the same response as the real lattice structure. This approach
developed the overall scientific understanding of lattice sandwich structures, but it was Fleck and Deshpande’s work on analysing the full lattice using finite element modelling that enabled the design and optimisation for practical full-scale applications.
Phase 3 – Lattice sandwich structures (2003-2013)  Independently of this research, Y-core lattice sandwich structures for ship hulls were invented and patented by Damen Schelde Naval Shipbuilding (DSNS), a shipbuilding firm based in the Netherlands, in 1998. While the structure showed performance advantages versus traditional materials in terms of stiffness and toughness, DSNS had only an empirical understanding of how to tune the structure to control its properties, which made optimisation impossible given the cost of large-scale empirical tests on hulls. In 2003, the research at DoEng and the invention at DSNS came together. DSNS went through the Netherlands Institute for Metals Research (NIMR – subsequently known as the Materials Innovation Institute) to gain matching government funding to place research grants with Fleck and Deshpande at DoEng to understand, model and optimise the Y-core lattice material. Two consecutive grants resulted which created a method to optimise the design of Y-core sandwich structures (2003-2011). In parallel, Fleck and Deshpande won funding from other sponsors to build on this research with DSNS to investigate not only DSNS’ Y-core lattice structures, but also the US Navy’s competing sandwich structure (Nav-Trus) that used a corrugated core. The grants were funded by the EC, EPSRC and DARPA, and with the NIMR grants, totalled more than GBP980k. As results of the research described above, Fleck and Deshpande:    established methods for making small-scale Y-core (and Nav-Trus) samples and testing these samples under static and dynamic loading conditions (Ref 5)    created new finite element modelling techniques to enable the performance of full-scale ship hulls to be accurately predicted from these small-scale tests (Ref 5)    devised an approach for optimising Y-core, Nav-Trus and other lattice materials (Ref 6). The experimental work included creating a test rig for a 1000kN servo-hydraulic machine to apply cyclic fatigue loads to prototypes. A 10W continuous laser was used to illuminate the structure for high-speed Moire shadow interferometry.		1*. Deshpande, V.S. and Fleck, N.A. (2000). Isotropic constitutive models for metallic foams. J. Mech. Phys. Solids, 48 (6-7), pp 1253-1283, DOI: 10.1016/S0022-5096(99)00082-4. 2. “Metal Foams: A Design Guide”. Ashby, M.F., Evans, A., Fleck, N.A., Gibson, L.J., Hutchinson, J.W. and Wadley, H.N.G. (July 2000). Butterworth-Heinemann, ISBN-10: 0-7506- 7219-6 (available from DoEng). 3*. Liu, T., Fleck, N.A., Wadley, H.N.G. and Deshpande, V.S. (2013). The impact of sand slugs against beams and plates: Coupled discrete particle/finite element simulations. J. Mech. Phys. Solids, 61 (8), pp1798-1821, DOI: 10.1016/j.jmps.2013.03.008. 4*. Radford, D.D., Deshpande, V.S., and Fleck, N.A. (2005). The use of metal foam projectiles to simulate impulse loading on a structure, J. Impact Engineering, 31, pp1152-1171, DOI: 10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2004.07.012. 5. Rubino, V., Deshpande, V.S., and Fleck, N.A. (2008). The dynamic response of end- clamped sandwich beams with a Y-frame or corrugated core, Int. J. Impact Engineering, 35 (8), pp 829-844, DOI: 10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2007.10.006. 6. Pedersen, C.B.W., Deshpande, V.S. and Fleck, N.A. (2006). Compressive response of the Y-shaped sandwich core, European J. Mechanics, A, 25 (1), pp125-141, DOI: 10.1016/j.euromechsol.2005.06.001. *Best represent the quality of the research. The quality of the research is demonstrated not only by the research outputs themselves but by the fact that: Fleck delivered the GI Taylor Lecture at the Cambridge Philosophical Society entitled “Microarchitectural cellular solids - from blast-resistant ships to shape-changing wings” in 2005; Fleck won the Humboldt Award in 2011; Fleck won the ASME Koiter Medal in 2013; and Deshpande was promoted to Professor in 2010.		The impact of the research is described in two statements below. The first, from DSNS, explains how many commercial ships have been built using the DoEng research outputs, how much they are worth, why the DoEng research outputs were important and how this work has  changed mindsets across the shipbuilding industry. These impacts can be presented openly. The second statement is from the US Defence Science Research Council and it explains the importance of the DoEng research in providing protection against terrorist attacks, how DoEng results led to the formation of a company to produce the materials for large-scale roll-out, and how international governments are cooperating to exploit this new technology. Unfortunately, it is not possible to provide details because they are secret and cannot be released even under confidential covers. 1.  The Research Coordinator of DSNS, states: "While we held the patent for Y-core lattice sandwich structures, we did not have the fundamental understanding and related tools to make efficient use of our invention. Our investment in research at the Department of Engineering in Cambridge generated results that enable us to design and build ships using Y-core lattices. We have sold patent licences for 19 ships from 2008 to 2013 with 2 more on the drawing table, at an average of selling price of approximately EUR10M per ship. These ships are worth nearly EUR200M in total, and include the world's largest (Ms. Vorstenbosch) and the world's most environmentally friendly chemical tankers (Ms. Argonon sailing on LNG). All of these ships are river tankers sailing through densely populated areas with dangerous cargo onboard. The hulls do not rupture if there are low- speed collisions and offer enhanced protection compared to conventional ship structures. Together with TNO, the Dutch Centre of applied science new regulation has been developed adopting a risk based design approach (Ref. European Agreement concerning the international carriage of dangerous goods by inland waterways (ADN 2009 Vol.1 United nations). This allows ship owners to apply larger tank sizes without increasing the risk of a cargo spill by adopting energy absorbing structures like the Y-core innovation. Larger tank sizes imply less tanks in the same ship hull resulting in less pumping and piping equipment and faster loading and unloading which offers, apart from enhanced safety, also an economic advantage to ship owners. The latest research also shows that they are resistant to blast, which is becoming an increasing issue with regard to terrorism. Our mindset and the mindsets of our customers has changed greatly with the introduction of this technology and we expect more tankers to be built this way in the future." 2.  In the USA, the US Navy has transitioned sandwich panel designs into blast-resistant ships, in an USD10M programme. A University Professor at the University of Virginia and long-term member of the Defense Science Research Council, states that: “The research by Norman Fleck and Vikram Deshpande at the Department of Engineering at Cambridge has addressed a key concern arising from the terrorist attack on the USS Cole in 2000. In this attack, the blast from an unsophisticated bomb delivered by a small boat, ruptured the destroyer’s hull. The outputs of Fleck and Deshpande’s work have enabled design and optimization of lattice sandwich structures for ship hulls, so that they can now resist such attacks. These new structures also enable mitigation of the damage caused by explosions in air and from buried mines. In these latter cases, the Cambridge group made pivotal discoveries that helped focus the US research onto the right physical mechanisms, and thus the best approach to maximize the considerable benefit of sandwich constructions. US Company, Cellular Materials International Inc was formed in 2001 to capitalize on these discoveries, and is deeply involved in rolling-out large scale solutions to blast problems. The Technical Cooperation Program (TTCP) – an international organization that facilitates cooperation between the governments of Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the UK and USA – has also recognized the importance of the Cambridge work in blast mitigation, and has established a significant multinational program to investigate its applications with the member nations.” In addition to the impacts described in the two statements above, the DoEng constitutive model for metal foams has been embedded in Abaqus finite element analysis software since 2000. It is the basis of the software’s crushable foam plasticity model. Abaqus is one of the market  leaders in the field of finite element analysis with more than 30,000 users worldwide.		1.  Statement received from Research Coordinator, DSNS. 2.  Statement received from University Professor at the University of Virginia and long-term member of the Defense Science Research Council. 3.  The Founder (in 1978) and Chairman of ABAQUS Incorporated, which became Simulia Incorporated, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Dassault Systèmes, in 2005, can corroborate statements concerning Abaqus software.

		1212		0.000044		Development of compact and efficient laser systems		This is an example of early economic impact where research on various aspects of laser engineering has resulted in the development of inexpensive, compact, efficient and user-friendly laser sources. An example is the incorporation of quantum dot structures into semiconductor laser architectures, with these replacing much larger and more expensive systems, with a range of applications in areas such as microscopy, biomedical diagnosis and therapy. This work has led to the generation of key know-how and patents that have been subsequently licensed as well as resulting in a variety of laser-related products being brought to market. Additionally, it has resulted in extra staff being employed at one of our partner companies.		Since 1987, Professor Edik Rafailov has been engaged in the research and development of novel semiconductor lasers, nonlinear and integrated optics. On moving to Dundee in 2005 his group began to get involved with a number of new projects developing novel laser architectures and laser-based optical tools. Much of this research was carried out with industrial partners and these collaborations have led to a number of new devices being brought to market. This work has primarily been in the area of compact and efficient laser systems and their applications, underpinned by funding from a number of sources, especially the EU FP7, EPSRC and KTP funding (some representative grants are shown in section 3). One of the major directions has been on cw and ultrafast semiconductor quantum-dot-based lasers, funded through a €13.7M grant called FASTDOT. Ultrafast lasers are able to generate light pulses with durations spanning from a few femtoseconds (fs) to a few picoseconds, with applications in areas such as non-invasive diagnostics and therapeutic medicine, micromachining, spectroscopy and imaging (1fs to 1s is the same as 1s to 32 million years). The currently available ultrafast lasers are bulky, expensive, difficult to operate and often offer limited flexibility in how their pulse characteristics can be matched to a specific application. The Photonics and Nanoscience Group at the University of Dundee has undertaken a very significant programme of research in conjunction with many companies (in particular with Innolume GmbH, and M Squared Lasers) to manufacture and develop low-cost, compact and turn-key laser sources that can generate ultrashort optical pulses with tailored characteristics. Such operational characteristics are particularly critical in the development of novel optical tools for diagnostics and therapy in the biomedical sciences. In order to achieve these goals, the Dundee group has focused on a novel class of materials – semiconductor quantum dots (QDs). QDs consist of tiny clusters of semiconductor material with dimensions of only a few nanometers. The unique properties of these materials enable the manufacture of compact, efficient and environmentally stable semiconductor lasers. This work produced a range of new mode-locked and cw laser sources Figure 1 Compact laser system of the type developed in this case study based around quantum dot technology [1-3], which have enabled a number of applications in biomedical imaging and therapy, resulting in a patent on the use of a quantum-dot-based laser for photodynamic therapy [P1]. This then led to a number of spin off projects, such as the development of terahertz emitters [4] and devices producing widely tuneable visible light [5]. Another major research vector on the development of compact and efficient lasers has been the investigation of an old optical phenomena called ‘conical refraction’ in which light passing through a biaxial crystal leads to an output beam with an unusual cone shaped intensity profile and polarisation properties. This was used to make an incredibly efficient (close to 99% of the  theoretical efficiency) laser [6]. This work led to a patent [P2], and subsequent KTP funding in collaboration with M Squared Lasers to further develop the concept to a marketable device. The work on quantum dot lasers and the collaboration with M Squared Lasers has also led to the filing of a third patent, which is focused on the development of novel laser systems based on semiconductor disk and quantum dot lasers for nonlinear optical microscopy of biological organisms. The patent is shared between members of the FASTDOT consortium, including M Squared Lasers.		* Denotes key references 1.   K.G. Wilcox, M. Butkus, A. Tropper, I. Farrer, D.A. Ritchie, E.U. Rafailov, “Sub-Picosecond Quantum Dot Saturable Absorber Mode-Locked Semiconductor Disk Laser”, Applied Physics Letters 94, 251105 (2009). DOI: 10.1063/1.3158960 2.   M. Butkus, K. G. Wilcox, J. Rautiainen, O. G. Okhotnikov, S. S. Mikhrin, I. L. Krestnikov, A. R. Kovsh, E. M. Hoffmann, T. Südmeyer, U. Keller, and E.U. Rafailov, “High-Power Quantum Dot Based Semiconductor Disk Laser”, Optics Letters 34, 1672 (2009). DOI: 10.1364/OL.34.001672 3.   Y. Ding, R. Aviles-Espinosa, M. A. Cataluna, D. Nikitichev, M. Ruiz, M. Tran, Y. Robert, A. Kapsalis, H. Simos, C. Mesaritakis, T. Xu, P. Bardella, M. Rossetti, I. Krestnikov, D. Livshits, Ivo Montrosset, D. Syvridis, M. Krakowski, P. Loza-Alvarez, and E. U. Rafailov “High peak power picosecond optical pulse generation using a quantum-dot external-cavity passively mode-locked laser and a quantum-dot optical amplifier” Optics Express 20, 14308 (2012). DOI:10.1364/OE.20.014308 4.   *T. Kruczek, R. Leyman, D. Carnegie, N. Bazieva, G. Erbert, S. Schulz, C. Reardon, and E.U. Rafailov, "Continuous wave terahertz radiation from an InAs/GaAs quantum-dot photomixer device", Applied Physics Letters 101, 081114-4 (2012). DOI:10.1063/1.4747724 5.   *K.A. Fedorova, G.S. Sokolovskii, P.R. Battle, D.A. Livshits, and E. U. Rafailov, "Green-to-red tunable SHG of a quantum-dot laser in a PPKTP waveguide", Laser Physics Letters 9, 790 (2012). DOI: 10.7452/lapl.201210085 6.   *A. Abdolvand, K.G. Wilcox, T.K. Kalkandjiev, E.U. Rafailov, “Conical refraction Nd:KGd(WO4)(2) laser,“ Opt. Express 18 2753 (2010). DOI:10.1364/OE.18.002753 Underpinning funding: 2008-2012:    FP7 IP programme – lead and Coordinator: Compact ultrafast laser sources based on novel quantum dot structures (FAST DOT) - 18 partners (value €13.7M). 2008-2009:    Resonator modes in the presence of passive element for conical refraction (value €10k) ACCORD Project with Cone-Refringent Optics, Barcelona. 2010–2013:   EPSRC grant (EP/H015795/1): Compact diode-laser-pumped THz source based on a novel photomixer device.” (value £620k). 2011-2014:    KTP grant: Development of a novel class high power laser source based on conical refraction crystal technology (value £195k) (with M Squared Lasers Ltd.) Related Patents P1. Quantum dot laser diode Patent number: USA – 2013/164452. P2. Novel photonic devices based on conical refraction Patent numbers: Europe – EP10708577.1; Canada – 2,750,297; China – 2010800125702; USA – 2013/145736.		The laser systems developed have largely resulted in an economic impact based on licensing and sales of the products developed by two of the key partners in the research grants mentioned above. These companies are a German diode laser company, Innolume and a UK based laser manufacturer, M Squared Lasers. This extremely fruitful partnership of the Dundee Group with these manufacturers has led to a successful economic impact for both companies and the University over a very short period of time. Innolume have significantly improved the performance of one of their key products called the “Gain Chip” thanks to the work carried out with the Dundee Group. The company estimate that this improved device has led to approximately €100k in annual income [REFa]. The gain chips are used by end users in a variety of applications from tuneable lasers [5], narrow linewidth external cavity diode lasers and in emerging applications using swept laser sources such as optical coherence tomography. Additionally the quantum dot research has led to a range of new Innolume products being developed and the initial income is now starting to build despite the fact that the research on these topics has largely been carried out over the period 2008-2012. Innolume’s current revenues (2009- 2013) from this research are: €20k from novel ultra short pulse laser sources; €25k from QD THz antennas designs and €10k from novel Semiconductor Saturable Absorber Mirror (SESAMs) designs [REFa]. The work with M Squared Lasers has also led to new products being brought to market [text removed for publication] [REFb]. This work was based on the research that was developed in the FASTDOT project. The two patents mentioned in the references section [P1 and P2] have underpinned the second relationship of the Dundee group, this time with M Squared Lasers. M Squared Lasers have licensed both patents and are developing these into new product lines. They have developed a QD laser from the patent [P1] – the applications ultimately being for end users looking for compact sources in areas such as photodynamic therapy, and evolving into multiphoton imaging and microscopy (which has been demonstrated as viable by the Rafailov group, and patented along with authors from M Squared Lasers). The income to date (since 2009 when the license was taken up) is £10k [REFc]. The second license was based around the patent [P2] to be used to develop a new laser source based around the conical refraction effect. This has resulted in £16k of income [REFb] since the patent was licensed in 2009, with further development being funded through a £195k KTP award (2011- 2014) with the company, demonstrating the early impact of this particular strand of work on highly efficient solid state laser sources. The relationship between Dundee and M Squared Lasers is significant; this has been underpinned with two other KTP projects in the last five years, to work on compact laser sources for near-infrared imaging (KTP 7071) and THz sources for imaging applications (KTP 7892). The value of this commercial interaction is substantial. It is the 9th highest supplier Figure 2: Toptica prototype based on work at Dundee of industry income to the University, lying only behind eight large pharmaceutical companies. Income in the REF period is £363k, with £262k of this being in financial year 2012-13. The interaction between the research at Dundee and M Squared Lasers has led to the growth of the company and they have employed two extra staff to help further develop products as a direct result of this work. The company is a SME with around 40 employees, so these hires are 5% of the total workforce. Additionally Toptica (GmbH), another German laser company, has developed a prototype (figure 2) tuneable QD laser source based on the outcomes of the research conducted at the University of Dundee, but as yet no device has been brought to market based on these research outcomes [REFd].		Further information on the company specific involvements can be obtained from the following sources: •   [REFa] CTO, Innolume GmbH (factual statement). •   [REFb] Business Development Manager, M Squared Lasers Ltd. (factual statement). •   [REFc] Business Development Manager, Research and Innovation Services, University of Dundee. •   [REFd] President, Toptica GmbH.

		1212		0.00008		Development of compact and efficient laser systems		This is an example of early economic impact where research on various aspects of laser engineering has resulted in the development of inexpensive, compact, efficient and user-friendly laser sources. An example is the incorporation of quantum dot structures into semiconductor laser architectures, with these replacing much larger and more expensive systems, with a range of applications in areas such as microscopy, biomedical diagnosis and therapy. This work has led to the generation of key know-how and patents that have been subsequently licensed as well as resulting in a variety of laser-related products being brought to market. Additionally, it has resulted in extra staff being employed at one of our partner companies.		Since 1987, Professor Edik Rafailov has been engaged in the research and development of novel semiconductor lasers, nonlinear and integrated optics. On moving to Dundee in 2005 his group began to get involved with a number of new projects developing novel laser architectures and laser-based optical tools. Much of this research was carried out with industrial partners and these collaborations have led to a number of new devices being brought to market. This work has primarily been in the area of compact and efficient laser systems and their applications, underpinned by funding from a number of sources, especially the EU FP7, EPSRC and KTP funding (some representative grants are shown in section 3). One of the major directions has been on cw and ultrafast semiconductor quantum-dot-based lasers, funded through a €13.7M grant called FASTDOT. Ultrafast lasers are able to generate light pulses with durations spanning from a few femtoseconds (fs) to a few picoseconds, with applications in areas such as non-invasive diagnostics and therapeutic medicine, micromachining, spectroscopy and imaging (1fs to 1s is the same as 1s to 32 million years). The currently available ultrafast lasers are bulky, expensive, difficult to operate and often offer limited flexibility in how their pulse characteristics can be matched to a specific application. The Photonics and Nanoscience Group at the University of Dundee has undertaken a very significant programme of research in conjunction with many companies (in particular with Innolume GmbH, and M Squared Lasers) to manufacture and develop low-cost, compact and turn-key laser sources that can generate ultrashort optical pulses with tailored characteristics. Such operational characteristics are particularly critical in the development of novel optical tools for diagnostics and therapy in the biomedical sciences. In order to achieve these goals, the Dundee group has focused on a novel class of materials – semiconductor quantum dots (QDs). QDs consist of tiny clusters of semiconductor material with dimensions of only a few nanometers. The unique properties of these materials enable the manufacture of compact, efficient and environmentally stable semiconductor lasers. This work produced a range of new mode-locked and cw laser sources Figure 1 Compact laser system of the type developed in this case study based around quantum dot technology [1-3], which have enabled a number of applications in biomedical imaging and therapy, resulting in a patent on the use of a quantum-dot-based laser for photodynamic therapy [P1]. This then led to a number of spin off projects, such as the development of terahertz emitters [4] and devices producing widely tuneable visible light [5]. Another major research vector on the development of compact and efficient lasers has been the investigation of an old optical phenomena called ‘conical refraction’ in which light passing through a biaxial crystal leads to an output beam with an unusual cone shaped intensity profile and polarisation properties. This was used to make an incredibly efficient (close to 99% of the  theoretical efficiency) laser [6]. This work led to a patent [P2], and subsequent KTP funding in collaboration with M Squared Lasers to further develop the concept to a marketable device. The work on quantum dot lasers and the collaboration with M Squared Lasers has also led to the filing of a third patent, which is focused on the development of novel laser systems based on semiconductor disk and quantum dot lasers for nonlinear optical microscopy of biological organisms. The patent is shared between members of the FASTDOT consortium, including M Squared Lasers.		* Denotes key references 1.   K.G. Wilcox, M. Butkus, A. Tropper, I. Farrer, D.A. Ritchie, E.U. Rafailov, “Sub-Picosecond Quantum Dot Saturable Absorber Mode-Locked Semiconductor Disk Laser”, Applied Physics Letters 94, 251105 (2009). DOI: 10.1063/1.3158960 2.   M. Butkus, K. G. Wilcox, J. Rautiainen, O. G. Okhotnikov, S. S. Mikhrin, I. L. Krestnikov, A. R. Kovsh, E. M. Hoffmann, T. Südmeyer, U. Keller, and E.U. Rafailov, “High-Power Quantum Dot Based Semiconductor Disk Laser”, Optics Letters 34, 1672 (2009). DOI: 10.1364/OL.34.001672 3.   Y. Ding, R. Aviles-Espinosa, M. A. Cataluna, D. Nikitichev, M. Ruiz, M. Tran, Y. Robert, A. Kapsalis, H. Simos, C. Mesaritakis, T. Xu, P. Bardella, M. Rossetti, I. Krestnikov, D. Livshits, Ivo Montrosset, D. Syvridis, M. Krakowski, P. Loza-Alvarez, and E. U. Rafailov “High peak power picosecond optical pulse generation using a quantum-dot external-cavity passively mode-locked laser and a quantum-dot optical amplifier” Optics Express 20, 14308 (2012). DOI:10.1364/OE.20.014308 4.   *T. Kruczek, R. Leyman, D. Carnegie, N. Bazieva, G. Erbert, S. Schulz, C. Reardon, and E.U. Rafailov, "Continuous wave terahertz radiation from an InAs/GaAs quantum-dot photomixer device", Applied Physics Letters 101, 081114-4 (2012). DOI:10.1063/1.4747724 5.   *K.A. Fedorova, G.S. Sokolovskii, P.R. Battle, D.A. Livshits, and E. U. Rafailov, "Green-to-red tunable SHG of a quantum-dot laser in a PPKTP waveguide", Laser Physics Letters 9, 790 (2012). DOI: 10.7452/lapl.201210085 6.   *A. Abdolvand, K.G. Wilcox, T.K. Kalkandjiev, E.U. Rafailov, “Conical refraction Nd:KGd(WO4)(2) laser,“ Opt. Express 18 2753 (2010). DOI:10.1364/OE.18.002753 Underpinning funding: 2008-2012:    FP7 IP programme – lead and Coordinator: Compact ultrafast laser sources based on novel quantum dot structures (FAST DOT) - 18 partners (value €13.7M). 2008-2009:    Resonator modes in the presence of passive element for conical refraction (value €10k) ACCORD Project with Cone-Refringent Optics, Barcelona. 2010–2013:   EPSRC grant (EP/H015795/1): Compact diode-laser-pumped THz source based on a novel photomixer device.” (value £620k). 2011-2014:    KTP grant: Development of a novel class high power laser source based on conical refraction crystal technology (value £195k) (with M Squared Lasers Ltd.) Related Patents P1. Quantum dot laser diode Patent number: USA – 2013/164452. P2. Novel photonic devices based on conical refraction Patent numbers: Europe – EP10708577.1; Canada – 2,750,297; China – 2010800125702; USA – 2013/145736.		The laser systems developed have largely resulted in an economic impact based on licensing and sales of the products developed by two of the key partners in the research grants mentioned above. These companies are a German diode laser company, Innolume and a UK based laser manufacturer, M Squared Lasers. This extremely fruitful partnership of the Dundee Group with these manufacturers has led to a successful economic impact for both companies and the University over a very short period of time. Innolume have significantly improved the performance of one of their key products called the “Gain Chip” thanks to the work carried out with the Dundee Group. The company estimate that this improved device has led to approximately €100k in annual income [REFa]. The gain chips are used by end users in a variety of applications from tuneable lasers [5], narrow linewidth external cavity diode lasers and in emerging applications using swept laser sources such as optical coherence tomography. Additionally the quantum dot research has led to a range of new Innolume products being developed and the initial income is now starting to build despite the fact that the research on these topics has largely been carried out over the period 2008-2012. Innolume’s current revenues (2009- 2013) from this research are: €20k from novel ultra short pulse laser sources; €25k from QD THz antennas designs and €10k from novel Semiconductor Saturable Absorber Mirror (SESAMs) designs [REFa]. The work with M Squared Lasers has also led to new products being brought to market [text removed for publication] [REFb]. This work was based on the research that was developed in the FASTDOT project. The two patents mentioned in the references section [P1 and P2] have underpinned the second relationship of the Dundee group, this time with M Squared Lasers. M Squared Lasers have licensed both patents and are developing these into new product lines. They have developed a QD laser from the patent [P1] – the applications ultimately being for end users looking for compact sources in areas such as photodynamic therapy, and evolving into multiphoton imaging and microscopy (which has been demonstrated as viable by the Rafailov group, and patented along with authors from M Squared Lasers). The income to date (since 2009 when the license was taken up) is £10k [REFc]. The second license was based around the patent [P2] to be used to develop a new laser source based around the conical refraction effect. This has resulted in £16k of income [REFb] since the patent was licensed in 2009, with further development being funded through a £195k KTP award (2011- 2014) with the company, demonstrating the early impact of this particular strand of work on highly efficient solid state laser sources. The relationship between Dundee and M Squared Lasers is significant; this has been underpinned with two other KTP projects in the last five years, to work on compact laser sources for near-infrared imaging (KTP 7071) and THz sources for imaging applications (KTP 7892). The value of this commercial interaction is substantial. It is the 9th highest supplier Figure 2: Toptica prototype based on work at Dundee of industry income to the University, lying only behind eight large pharmaceutical companies. Income in the REF period is £363k, with £262k of this being in financial year 2012-13. The interaction between the research at Dundee and M Squared Lasers has led to the growth of the company and they have employed two extra staff to help further develop products as a direct result of this work. The company is a SME with around 40 employees, so these hires are 5% of the total workforce. Additionally Toptica (GmbH), another German laser company, has developed a prototype (figure 2) tuneable QD laser source based on the outcomes of the research conducted at the University of Dundee, but as yet no device has been brought to market based on these research outcomes [REFd].		Further information on the company specific involvements can be obtained from the following sources: •   [REFa] CTO, Innolume GmbH (factual statement). •   [REFb] Business Development Manager, M Squared Lasers Ltd. (factual statement). •   [REFc] Business Development Manager, Research and Innovation Services, University of Dundee. •   [REFd] President, Toptica GmbH.

		1213		0.0018		Minimal access surgery transforming general surgery		This case study describes a complete translational pipeline of technology research for minimal access surgery (MAS) from conceptual research, through ergonomics, training, clinical trials and on to clinical adoption. NHS: implementation in all general surgery departments in the UK: approximately 15,000 operations/year in Scotland, with significant evidence for improved clinical outcomes. Government policy: embedded in health policy as highlighted in the HMSO publication on laparoscopic cholecystectomy and NICE guidelines. Commercialistion: establishment of Karl Storz Dundee facility, providing 219 UK employees and investment of £5.5million by Karl Storz GmbH. Internationalisation: e.g. 82% of cholecystectomies in Denmark from 2006-2009 and form part of European Surgical Guidelines.		Prior to the 1990s surgical procedures were necessarily "open" procedures with very few operations being performed as outpatient procedures.  Hence procedures such as cholecystectomy incurred significant risk of adverse clinical outcomes, poor patient experience and significant cost. As a result of the revolution in Minimal Access Surgery, commonly known as keyhole surgery, in which Dundee has played a significant and seminal developmental role, many procedures are now carried out with significantly improved clinical and cost implications with completely improved patient experience. The underpinning research and development work (EPSRC funded) [8,9] was carried out at the University of Dundee and led by Professor Sir Alfred Cuschieri and his surgical technology group who are internationally recognised as pioneers in the research of laparoscopic surgery, exemplified by Prof Cuschieri being awarded the first ever Achievement award by the Society of American Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic Surgeons [11]. The research tested the hypothesis that open surgical procedures could be replaced by significantly less invasive surgical techniques [4,5] based upon novel laparoscopic instrumentation [1,2] in partnership with the requisite ergonomics [3] and training studies [6]. From an academic perspective, Dundee built on the platform of 58 technology publications in which the laparoscopic tools were developed by implementing the necessary translation of the new surgical technologies through 19 different ergonomics studies, 15 training studies and over 75 clinical studies. This research to impact pipeline was made possible through partnership with industry (Karl Storz) and the adoption and support of these new procedures and techniques by both surgeons and government. Only through the adoption of an approach which ranges from the initial engineering studies, through the training and ergonomics studies and on to clinical trials have procedures come through to adoption both nationally and internationally. An example of the type of instrument developed in Dundee is shown in the figure below – a part of the Karl Storz product range, the DUNDEE ENDOCONE, used to allow minimal access instruments to be inserted into the abdominal wall and to allow easy triangulation of the instruments within the patient. The core engineering of this work is outlined in the publications and patents [10,11] that have resulted from the research, which span a range of instruments from simple (as well as very complex) device handles through to sophisticated pieces for retracting tissues and organs in keyhole work [1]. Only through the development of these tools in partnership with industry and end users whilst in combination with ergonomic and clinical studies, can new procedures such as single incision surgery, for which the Dundee Endocone was developed, become safe and effective [REFb]. [image removed for publication] Figure 1: The DUNDEE ENDOCONE used in MAS procedures, taken from the Karl Storz brochure on their ENDOCONE Single Port Surgical Access System. The devices themselves have been tested within a range of surgical trials that have served to both demonstrate the validity of the research and the surgical techniques themselves (e.g. [8,9]).		The research underpinning this case study can be represented by the following list of key references, including peer reviewed publications on: a) the technology which makes the procedures possible, b) ergonomics studies of how such technology needs to be used, c) clinical trials of procedures and d) studies on training of surgeons to carry out those procedures. Substantial research grants, patents and clinical/training studies are also listed. Three key references which are indicative of the high quality of the underpinning research for this case study are denoted with an asterisk. Peer reviewed references: a) Technology studies 1.  Cuschieri A, Shimi S, Banting S, Van Velpen G, Dunkley P. Coaxial curved instrumentation for minimal access surgery. Endosc Surg Allied Technol. 1993 Oct-Dec;1(5-6):303-5. PubMed PMID: 8081901. 2.  Alijani A, Cuschieri A. Abdominal wall lift systems in laparoscopic surgery: gasless and low- pressure systems. Semin Laparosc Surg. 2001 Mar;8(1):53-62. PubMed PMID: 11337737. DOI: 10.1177/155335060100800106 b) Ergonomics studies 3.  Hanna GB, Shimi S, Cuschieri A. Optimal port locations for endoscopic intracorporeal knotting. Surg Endosc. 1997 Apr;11(4):397-401. PubMed PMID: 9094288. DOI:10.1007/s004649900374 c) Clinical Studies 4.  Cuschieri A, Lezoche E, Morino M, Croce E, Lacy A, Toouli J, Faggioni A, Ribeiro VM, Jakimowicz J, Visa J, Hanna GB. E.A.E.S. multicenter prospective randomized trial comparing two-stage vs single-stage management of patients with gallstone disease and ductal calculi. Surg Endosc. 1999 Oct;13(10):952-7. PubMed PMID: 10526025) DOI:10.1007/s004649901145 5.  Alijani A, Hanna GB, Cuschieri A. Abdominal wall lift versus positive-pressure capnoperitoneum for laparoscopic cholecystectomy: randomized controlled trial. Ann Surg. 2004 Mar;239(3):388-94. PubMed PMID: 15075657; PubMed Central PMCID: PMC1356238. DOI: 10.1097/01.sla.0000114226.31773.e3 d) Training Studies: 6.  Talebpour M, Alijani A, Hanna GB, Moosa Z, Tang B, Cuschieri A. Proficiency-gain curve for an advanced laparoscopic procedure defined by observation clinical human reliability assessment (OCHRA). Surg Endosc. 2009 Apr;23(4):869-75. Epub 2008 Sep 23. PubMed PMID: 18810544. DOI: 10.1007/s00464-008-0088-5 Policy documents: 7.  Minimal access surgery: Implications for the NHS. Edinburgh: HMSO 1993 Research grants: 8.  Cuschieri, Professor Sir A, Lawrenson, Mr B, Hewit, Professor J, (1999-2002). £243,550 PALPATION TOOL FOR MINIMAL ACCESS SURGERY (PATOMAS), EPSRC - GR/M60651/01 9.  Sir Alfred Cuschieri (1994 -1997) £150,000 Development of Remote Handling Technology and 3-D Endoscopic Imaging for Laparoscopic Surgery. Wellcome Trust Patents: 10. A Cuschieri, T Frank. VuMedical handling device in particular for endoscopic applications. US Patent 5,908,436 (1999) 11. A Cuschieri, TG Frank. Retractor for use in endoscopic surgery and medical instrument for introducing a retractor and method for the use of a retractor in endoscopic surgery. US Patent 6,705,989 (2004) Awards: 12. www.sages.org/about/awards/berci/		Clinical Trials The development of the techniques in the Dundee group gave rise to a number of clinical studies, including one of the first (2009) to consider laparoscopic surgery for colon cancer – made possible by the engineering developments outlined here [REFa]. The outcome of the trial showed that laparoscopic techniques had similar survival rates to open surgery, but with the advantages of keyhole techniques (less postoperative pain, shorter hospital stay, quicker recovery and return to work, fewer wound complications and better cosmetic results). Governmental and Professional Policy Impact Procedures such as laparoscopic cholecystectomy, which are now part of government guidelines (issued 2010) [REFb], were pioneered through the instrument development, ergonomic studies, training and clinical trials led by Dundee. International Societies such as SAGES also have published guidelines on procedures, many of which have their roots in the original research done in Dundee [REFc,d]. Other examples of guidelines based in part on the work carried out in Dundee are those generated by the European Association for Endoscopic Surgery, e.g. [REFe]. Strategic Research/Training Impact The official NICE guidance [REFb] on Laparoscopic cholesystectomy states that it "is technically challenging and should only be carried out by experienced laparoscopic surgeons who have received specific training in the procedure". This is something that was recognised early in the research done in MAS in Dundee such that the Cuschieri Skills Centre was opened in 1992 to train surgeons in safe and effective use of minimal success surgery techniques – the work carried out subsequent to the opening of the centre has been especially influenced by the research outlined above – which has produced new techniques and improved upon existing ones. The centre has, since 2008 (to the end of 2012), trained 2243 surgeons [REFf] in these techniques, from all over the world. An indicative example of this impact is that from 2008-2012, approx. 49% of Scottish [REFf] and approx. 4% of non Scottish UK based surgeons received training at the centre [REFg]. The research done in MAS in Dundee continues to influence best practice in the research and development of innovation in surgical endoscopy (2010) [REFh]. Commercial impact and creation of new businesses The work outlined above in the development of tools and techniques for MAS led to a close research and commercial relationship between the endoscopy company Karl Storz and the Cuschieri group at the University of Dundee. This has resulted in a range of impacts: •   The research has had a significant commercial impact through the development of the devices resulting in more than 30 patents being licensed and acquired by Karl Storz, one of the major endoscopy companies. Over 700 different medical devices for minimal invasive surgey sold by Karl Storz are based on the research work, with nearly 80 sets of instruments containing these devices introduced to the market since 2008. More than 5000 instruments have been sold since 2008 with a net value of €1.8M. [REFg] •   Additionally Karl Storz has a production facility at Dundee, which was initiated by Prof. Cuschieri on the back of the research work carried out in MAS techniques. The company currently employs 219 people throughout the UK, and this has increased by 42% since 2008. The company has invested £5.5M in the company since then. [REFg] •   Karl Storz also has a commercial deal with the University of Dundee to license any of the resulting patents from the Cushieri work. Since 2009 this has totalled £2.7M. [REFi] Internationalisation: there is significant global penetration of procedures based upon Dundee MAS research; e.g. “Laparoscopic cholecystectomy has become the standard of care for patients requiring the removal of the gallbladder” [quoted from REFc] (now >90% of procedures), morbid obesity (>90%) and colo-rectal cancer (approx. 40%). Procedures originally developed in Dundee, such as laparoscopic cholecystectomy are now internationally adopted (e.g. 82% of cholecystectomies in Denmark from 2006-2009 [REFj]), and form part of European Surgical Guidelines [REFe].		[REFa] Evidence of impact through improved clinical outcomes: Survival after laparoscopic surgery versus open surgery for colon cancer: long-term outcome of a randomised clinical trial. Lancet Oncol. 2009 Jan;10(1):44-52. DOI: 10.1016/S1470-2045(08)70310-3. Epub 2008 Dec 13. PubMed PMID: 19071061. [REFb] Cited national guideline:  http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/12237/48780/48780.pdf [REFc] Evidence of adoption in international guidelines: Society of American Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic Surgeons (SAGES). SAGES guidelines for the clinical application of laparoscopic biliary tract surgery. Los Angeles (CA): Society of American Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic Surgeons (SAGES); 2010 Feb. www.sages.org/publications/guidelines/guidelines-for-surgical-treatment-of- gastroesophageal-reflux-disease-gerd/?format=pdf [REFd] Evidence of adoption in international guidelines: Society of American Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic Surgeons (SAGES). SAGES guidelines for the clinical application of laparoscopic biliary tract surgery. Los Angeles (CA): Society of American Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic Surgeons (SAGES); 2010 Jan. www.sages.org/publications/guidelines/guidelines-for-the-clinical-application-of- laparoscopic-biliary-tract-surgery/?format=pdf [REFe] Evidence of international adoption: Laparoscopic approach to acute abdomen from the Consensus Development Conference of the Societa` Italiana di Chirurgia Endoscopica e nuove tecnologie (SICE), Associazione Chirurghi Ospedalieri Italiani (ACOI), Societa`Italiana di Chirurgia (SIC),Societa` Italiana di Chirurgia d’Urgenza e del Trauma (SICUT), Societa` Italiana di Chirurgia nell’Ospedalita` Privata (SICOP),and the European Association for Endoscopic Surgery (EAES). Surgical Endoscopy (2011) DOI: 10.1007/s00464-012-2331-3 [REFf] Corroboration for numbers trained in Dundee available from: Data supplied by Cuschieri Skills Centre for number of training course participants 2008- 2012, Cuschieri Skills Centre; data about numbers of total number surgeons in Scotland, Calculations Associate Dean (Research), School of Engineering, Physics & Mathematics, University of Dundee: Data on number of surgeons in Scotland from NHS Scotland and from Royal College of Surgeons indicating total number of current surgeons in England and Wales based on total number of surgeons:  https://isdscotland.scot.nhs.uk/Health- Topics/Workforce/Publications/2013-05-28/2013-05-28-Workforce-Report.pdf ; http://www.rcseng.ac.uk/media/media-background-briefings-and-statistics/surgery-and-the- nhs-in-numbers: [REFg] Evidence of commercial impact: Factual Statement: Storz: Outlining income from and relationship with MAS group in Dundee. [REFh] Corroboration of need for best practice in surgical innovation: European Association for Endoscopic Surgery (EAES). EAES recommendations on methodology of innovation management in endoscopic surgery. PubMed PMID: 20054575 DOI: 10.1007/s00464-009-0818-3 [REFi] Corroboration of license deal/IP agreement with Storz available from: Business Development Manager, Research Innovation Services, University of Dundee: [REFj] Evidence of internationalisation: Moll Harboe, K & Bardram, L. The quality of cholecystectomy in Denmark: outcome and risk factors for 20,307 patients from the national database, Surgical Endoscopy May 2011, Volume 25, Issue 5, pp 1630-1641. DOI:10.1007/s00464-010-1453-8

		1262		0.0015		UOA15-06: Vital sign monitoring for hospital patients		VisensiaTM  is a bedside ‘early warning’ system, deployed in many hospitals in the UK and US, which automatically analyses hospital patients’ vital signs, produces simple-to-read scores, and alerts healthcare staff to any deterioration in a patient’s condition. It resulted from research in this Department, commercialised by Oxford BioSignals Ltd (£1.5m sales to date, and 137 licences sold since 2010). VisensiaTM  reduces the number of patients already in hospital who suffer an unexpected cardiac arrest or need an unplanned transfer to intensive care. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved the system’s use after a 1000-patient clinical trial. There were no unexpected fatal cardiac arrests on the wards where the clinical trial took place in the three years after VisensiaTM. was deployed.		The research underpinning this software-based system took place between 1993 and 2005. Initial advances in novelty detection (the ability to detect patterns outside the boundaries of a model of normality) provided the foundation for developing new algorithms that could monitor and analyse vital signs.    In 1993, with his research group, Prof. Lionel Tarassenko (who joined the Department in 1988 as University Lecturer and has been Professor of Electrical Engineering since 1997) developed a new approach to novelty detection methods for signal processing. Working with Professor Stephen Roberts, he used a Gaussian mixture model to characterise a training set of normal data [1] before using novelty detection to identify cases of epileptic seizures in recordings of electrical activity in the brain. Collaborating with Professor Sir Michael Brady (who joined the Department in 1985 and retired in 2010), he then extended the method with localised, non- parametric models of normality to learn a description of normal breast tissue in mammograms [2]; possible mass-like structures (i.e. cancerous tumours) were identified by novelty testing against this description.    Between 1995 and 2002, Tarassenko’s research successfully secured EPSRC support through two grants (see Section 3). This enabled the new techniques to be developed further and applied to two fields: (i) monitoring jet engine health (in collaboration with Rolls-Royce); (ii) monitoring hospital patients’ vital signs (initially with Oxford Instruments). In the second of these areas, novelty detection was applied to data fusion of the five vital signs (heart rate, respiratory rate, oxygen saturation, blood pressure and temperature), aiming to give an early warning of deterioration in acutely ill patients outside intensive care. A five-dimensional model of normality was learnt from hundreds of hours of data collected from patients connected to bedside monitors, enabling development of a ‘patient status index’.    In 2002, the University of Oxford filed a patent application to protect the Intellectual Property underpinning this new approach to patient monitoring; patents were duly granted in the US, Europe, Australia and Japan [3]. The first clinical trial of the system was carried out at Oxford’s John Radcliffe Hospital from 2003 to 2005 [4], closely followed by an independent clinical trial in the US from 2006 to 2009 that resulted in the system securing FDA approval for its early warning capabilities in 2008 (see Section 4).    In 2007, Tarassenko extended his research on vital sign monitoring to paediatrics, using kernel regression to model the effect of age (from birth to 18 years) on heart rate and respiratory rate – the two most important vital signs in children [5].   Translating the technology to a hospital environment also prompted Tarassenko to design evidence-based Early Warning Scores for less acute patients. This solution harnessed the  routine observations of vital signs made every 8 or 12 hours by nurses on general wards. Between 2009 and 2011, Tarassenko and his team developed an algorithm enabling nurses to calculate a simple numerical ‘score’ reflecting a patient’s condition [6], which is now used throughout the Oxford University Hospitals (OUH) Trust (see Section 4).		(best indicators of research quality are marked ‘Q’) 1.  Roberts, S.J. and Tarassenko, L. ‘A Probabilistic Resource Allocating Network for Novelty Detection’ (1994). Neural Computing 6(2), pp 270-284, http://dx.doi.org/10.1162/neco.1994.6.2.270 ‘Q’ 2.  Tarassenko, L., Hayton, P., Cerneaz, N. and Brady, J.M. ‘Novelty Detection for the Identification of Masses in Mammograms’ (1995). 4th International Conference on Artificial Neural Networks, Cambridge, UK, 26-28 June 1995, pp 442-447, http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=00497860 3.  Tarassenko, L. and Townsend, N.W. ‘Patient Condition Display’. US patent 7,031,857, European patent EP1389948, Japanese patent JP4391089, Australian patent AU 2002 257964,  https://www.google.com/?tbm=pts#q=EP1389948&tbm=pts 4.  Tarassenko, L., Hann, A. and Young, D. ‘Integrated Monitoring and Analysis for Early Warning of Patient Deterioration’ (2006). British Journal of Anaesthesia, 97(1), pp 64-68, http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/bja/ael113 ‘Q’ 5.  Fleming, S., Thompson, M., Stevens, R., Heneghan, C., Plüddemann, A., Maconochie, I., Tarassenko, L. and Mant, D. ‘Normal Ranges of Heart Rate and Respiratory Rate in Children from Birth to 18 Years of Age: A Systematic Review of Observational Studies’ (2011). Lancet, 377(9770), pp 1011-1018,  http://www.susz.me.uk/pubs/Fleming2011_Lancet.pdf 6.  Tarassenko, L., Clifton, D.A., Pinsky, M.R., Hravnak, M.T., Woods, J.R. and Watkinson, P.J. ‘Centile-based Early Warning Scores Derived from Statistical Distributions of Vital Signs’ (2011). Resuscitation, 82(8), pp 1013-1018, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.resuscitation.2011.03.006 ‘Q’ Grants supporting this research (both awarded to Prof. Lionel Tarassenko)     EPSRC: Fundamentals of Novelty Detection, 1995-1997, £169k (GR/K51334/01)     EPSRC: Fundamentals Aspects of Novelty Detection, 1998-2002, £164k (GR/M05614/01)		Since 2008 Tarassenko’s research has led directly to a cut in mortality rates, through its delivery of methods effective in alerting healthcare staff to patient deterioration in the hospitals where those methods are now deployed. Patients are key beneficiaries, but so too are healthcare staff whose jobs have been made easier and less stressful, since they can concentrate most of their efforts on the highest-risk patients (as triaged by VisensiaTM score). Moreover, through sales, the research has also generated valuable economic benefits. The need for these methods is clear. Around 13 million people are admitted to acute hospitals each year in England and Wales alone. Some inevitably die due to their illnesses, but across the UK, better care could reduce significantly mortality from:    Approximately 23,000 in-hospital cardiac arrests*, where currently the survival rate is just 15% to 25%**.    Approximately 20,000 admissions of in-hospital patients to intensive care units: the mortality rate for these is reported as 50%, compared with 35% for other patients admitted to the same units***. In 2005, the National Confidential Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Death (NCEPOD) estimated that sub-optimal care on wards contributed to around one third of the deaths there.  Health Impact – better healthcare in UK and US hospitals Extensive evidence proves that patients experiencing an adverse event such as a cardiac arrest show abnormal physiology in the hours preceding the event, and that early intervention improves patient outcomes****. In 2007, the UK’s National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA) reported that a key action to improve patient safety was “to identify patients who are deteriorating and act early”. Integrating vital sign parameters into a novelty detection framework has, through continuous bedside monitoring, provided early warning of adverse events in acutely ill patients outside intensive care. The Clinical Investigator for the independent clinical trial in Pittsburgh, leading to FDA approval stated publicly: “there were no unexpected cardiac arrests for three years on the wards in which VisensiaTM was deployed” [7]. Between 2008 and 2012, VisensiaTM was installed in 12 UK and US hospitals (e.g. St. Mary’s Health Care Hospital, Michigan [8]) and is still being used in all of them. In addition, the Early Warning Scores developed by Tarassenko and his team now form the basis of evidence-based ‘track and trigger’ observation charts used to monitor (and so optimise care for) all 800,000 patients treated each year in adult general wards in every acute hospital within the OUH Trust [9]. Since the introduction of the charts, the number of cardiac arrests per annum across the Trust has fallen by 10% [10]. Economic Impact – commercial success, wealth generation In 2007, Oxford University licensed the novelty detection algorithms to Oxford BioSignals. (In 2009, Oxford BioSignals became OBS Medical – www.obsmedical.com). As noted above, VisensiaTM,  the  commercial  version  of  the  system,  is  already  securing  practical  take-up  in hospitals. Pivotal to this commercial success was independent evaluation in the 1000-patient trial at a 24-bed Step-Down Unit (SDU) in the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC):    Phase 1 assessed whether VisensiaTM would have enabled earlier intervention by the Medical Emergency Team (MET – the ‘crash team’) in cases of severe patient deterioration. Results showed that the system would have detected all major events with respiratory and/or cardiac causes with an average advance detection time of 6.3 hours (i.e. VisensiaTM  would have alerted staff to the deterioration, on average, 6.3 hours earlier than the time at which the MET was actually called) [11].    In Phase 3, VisensiaTM was used to alert SDU nursing staff to major abnormalities in patients’ vital signs. This led to a substantial reduction (from 18.9% to 11.1%) in the number of patients becoming critically unstable for a sustained period of time. The number of unexpected deaths also fell from six in Phase 1 to zero in Phase 3 [12, 13]. As a result of this success, the system was kept in operation at the SDU when the trial ended. One of the Visensia™ monitors deployed at the bedside in the UPMC SDU during the trial that provided clinical evidence crucial to securing FDA approval. Phase  1  of  the  trial  provided  the  clinical  evidence  necessary  to  secure  FDA  approval  for VisensiaTM  to be used as an adjunct to a patient monitor. Phase 3 provided the evidence to secure FDA approval for VisensiaTM to be used as real-time alerting software for critical care. The system is now the only FDA-approved index for combining multiple physiological parameters [14]. In 2008, it won Frost & Sullivan’s North American Central Stations Patient Monitoring Technology Innovation Award [15]. From 2008 to 2012, take-up of Visensia™ in UK and US hospitals generated total sales amounting to around £1.5 million for OBS Medical [16].  References for Section 4 only: *      Smith, G.B., Prytherch, D.R., Schmidt, P., Featherstone, P.I., Knight, K., Clements, G. and Mohammed, M.A. ‘Hospital-wide Physiological Surveillance – A New Approach to the Early Identification and Management of the Sick Patient’ (2006). Resuscitation, 71(1), pp 19-28. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.resuscitation.2006.03.008 **    Sandroni, C., Nolan, J., Cavallaro, F. and Antonelli, M. ‘In-hospital Cardiac Arrest: Incidence, Prognosis and Possible Measures to Improve Survival’ (2007). Intensive Care Medicine, 33, pp 237-245.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00134-006-0326-z ***   McGloin, H., Adam, S.K. and Singer, M. ‘Unexpected Deaths and Referrals to Intensive Care of Patients on General Wards – Are Some Cases Potentially Avoidable?’ (1999). Journal of the Royal College of Physicians, London, 33(3), pp 255-259 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10402575 **** Kause, J., Smith, G., Prytherch, D., Parr, M., Flabouris, A. and Hillman, K. ‘A Comparison of Antecedents to Cardiac Arrest, Deaths and Emergency Intensive Care Admissions in Australia and ANZ, and the UK – the ACADEMIA Study’ (2004). Resuscitation, 62, pp 275– 282.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.resuscitation.2004.05.016 and Quach, J.L., Downey, A.W., Haase, M., Haase-Fielitz, A., Jones, D. and Bellomo, R. ‘Characteristics and Outcomes of Patients Receiving a Medical Emergency Team Review for Respiratory Distress or Hypotension’ (2008). Journal of Critical Care, 23, pp 325-331. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/jcrc.2007.11.002		7.  Presentation to the 8th International Conference on Rapid Response Systems and Medical Emergency Teams. Royal College of Physicians, London, 12th May 2013. (Corroborates the impact the device had in relation to cardiac arrests on wards - presentation held on file) 8.   http://www.innovations.ahrq.gov/content.aspx?id=1786 (Study and evaluation of the use of VisensiaTM at St. Mary’s Health Care Hospital, Michigan, confirming they are still using it.) 9.   http://www.ouh.nhs.uk/about/publications/documents/annual-report-2012.pdf (OUH Annual Report 2012, confirming the number of patients treated annually by the OUH Trust.) 10. Information from Chair of the OUH Trust’s Recognising the Acutely Ill and Deteriorating patients (RAID) Committee. (Corroborates that the number of cardiac arrests per annum across the Trust has fallen by 10%) 11. Hravnak, M., Edwards, L., Clontz, A., Valenta, C., DeVita, M.A. and Pinsky, M.R. ‘Defining the Incidence of Cardiorespiratory Instability in Patients in Step-Down Units Using an Electronic Integrated Monitoring System’ (2008). Archives of Internal Medicine, 168(12), pp 1300-1308. http://dx.doi.org/10.1001/archinte.168.12.1300 (Details of the Phase 1 trial at the UPMC.) 12. Hravnak, M., DeVita, M.A., Clontz, A., Edwards, L., Valenta, C. and Pinsky, M.R. ‘Cardiorespiratory Instability Before and After Implementing an Integrated Monitoring System’ (2011). Critical Care Medicine, 39(1), pp 65-72. http://dx.doi.org/10.1097/CCM.0b013e3181fb7b1c (Details of the Phase 3 trial at the UPMC.) 13. http://www.regenerativemedicine.net/NewsletterArchives.asp?qEmpID=715&qCat=USN (Newsletter article on the UPMC clinical trials.) 14. http://www.reuters.com/article/2008/09/24/idUS195122+24-Sep-2008+BW20080924 (Press release confirming FDA approval for VisensiaTM.) 15. http://www.frost.com/prod/servlet/press-release.pag?docid=149543299 (Article on the OBS Medical Technology Innovation Award) 16. Information provided by OBS Medical, corroborating the total generated sales.

		1264		0.0028		UOA15-09: Compact, lightweight compressors for space applications		Compressors  developed  at  the  Department  of  Engineering  Science  have  formed  a  key component of the cryocoolers used to cool the infra-red sensors on satellites. Their low mass has trimmed almost $250k from the cost of individual satellite missions. Sixty seven have been sold to date, with sales totalling £2.8M between January 2008 and July 2013; three units are currently in Earth orbit with another nine planned to follow in 2014. A specialised version has been developed to  achieve  extremely  low  temperatures, with  prototypes  already  built  for  the  Mid  Infra-Red Instrument (MIRI) that will form part of the James Webb Space Telescope.		The development of Oxford compressors has been on-going for many years, with its design being continuously re-evaluated, improved and refined. This study relates to the impact of the current, third-generation device, developed since 1995.    The  development  of  this  technology began in 1978, when research was initiated on the original ‘Oxford-style’ compressor for use in long-life Stirling cycle cryocoolers designed for orbiting satellites.  Later,  a  second-generation COLD TIP REGENERATOR DISPLACER CLEARANCE                             SEAL SPRINGS MAGNET DRIVE COIL SPRINGS PISTON                                                  CLEARANCE SEAL MAGNETIC CIRCUIT ‘integral   cooler’   was   developed   for lower-cost Earth-based applications.    Work       on       the       third-generation compressor was triggered in 1995 by a COLD HEAD                                                                           COMPRESSOR The Oxford Stirling cycle cryocooler requirement from US-based firm TRW – now part of Northrop Grumman Corporation (NGC) – for a small, high power density compressor compatible with the envelope of an existing short- life cooler. The work was led by Dr Mike Dadd, responsible mainly for scientific design, and Paul Bailey, responsible mainly for engineering design (both joined the Department in 1985 and are still in post). In 2005, Professor Richard Stone, who joined the Department in 1993 as a University Lecturer and is also still in post, took over from Dr Gordon Davey as academic lead on the research.    The resulting design, licensed to TRW in 1997, offered a higher power density and thus a higher efficiency than existing devices [1]; and was also easier to manufacture. The technology is partly protected by a US Patent [2], with many other details proprietary.    Key features  of  these  third-generation  compressors  include:  a  small  clearance  (10-16μm radially) between the piston and cylinder, ensuring that gas leakage is negligible; diaphragm springs that allow axial, but not radial, piston movement; and a linear electromagnetic drive with a moving coil (similar to a loudspeaker).    The specific improvements that this design delivered were increased magnetic flux density in the air gap, reduced overall motor size and a reduction in the stray magnetic field around the compressor [3]. Electromagnetic, thermal, stress and thermodynamic modelling carried out by Dadd  and  Bailey  led  to  the  manufacture  of  single  compressors  each  with  a  separate momentum balancer incorporated into the pressure vessel.     TRW further requested the design and manufacture of ‘balanced pair’ compressors (see photo), building on the previous design [4] as part of this development process. When combined with TRW pulse-tube cold heads, the complete cryocooler was smaller and at least 16% more efficient than anything else available. Due to commercial sensitivity, many technical details about the third-generation design remain unpublished; published papers are typically limited to details of system performance. However, projects funded by the US Air Force  (USAF)  and  by  TRW  involved  detailed investigation of:    The reduction of vibration from the compressors as a result of improved balancing. This is crucial in satellite applications, where excessive vibration can harm optical measurements. Cryocoolers of different sizes    The effect of geometrical factors on the linearity of piston motion in the compressors [5]. In 2005, a paper summarising USAF-funded research conducted by the research team, focusing on motor and thermodynamic losses, secured the Russell B Scott Memorial Award for Best Paper at the Cryogenic Engineering Conference in Keystone, Colorado [6].		(best indicators of research quality are marked ‘Q’) 1.  Curran, D.G. et al. ‘Space Cryocooler Vendor Survey Update: 2007’ (2008). Aerospace Report No. TOR-2008 (1033)-7691, Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, California. (Confidential document held on file and available on request) Survey of space cryocoolers, including data on mass per unit of cooling power. 2.  Dadd, M.W. Linear Compressor Motor. US Patent 6127750 (3/10/2000). http://www.google.co.uk/patents/US6127750 3.  Tward, E. and Davis, T. ‘High Efficiency Cryocooler’ (1999). AIAA paper #99-4564. http://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.1999-4564 4.  Bailey, P.B., Dadd, M.W., Hill, N., Cheuk, C.F., Raab, J. and Tward, E. ‘High Performance Flight Cryocooler Compressor’ (2001). Cryocoolers, 11, pp 169-174. Kluwer Academic/Plenum Press, New York.  http://www.hymatic.co.uk/stirling.cryocooler.tp1.htm ‘Q’ Paper describing the performance of a cryocooler incorporating the third-generation compressor. 5.  Dadd, M.W., Bailey, P. B. and Davey, G. ‘The Linearity of Clearance Seal Suspension Systems’ (2003). Cryocoolers, 12, pp 255-264. Kluwer Academic/Plenum Press, New York. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/0-306-47919-2_35 ‘Q’ Paper on factors affecting linearity of motion of a piston mounted on diaphragm springs. 6.  Reed, J., Bailey, P. B., Dadd, M.W. and Davis, T. ‘Motor and Thermodynamic Losses in Linear Cryocooler Compressors’ (2006). Advances in Cryogenic Engineering, 51a, pp 361- 368. AIP, New York.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.2202436 ‘Q’ Grants in support of this research:     Northrop Grumman, contracts totalling £1.73m, 1995-2013     USAF, contracts totalling £300k, 1998-2011     EPSRC (EP/E036899/1), £246k, 2007-2010		In the space sector, demand is growing for cost-effective solutions to the challenge of cooling satellite sensors. Infra-red sensors, in particular, are used in a wide range of satellite applications such as deep space astronomy, missile detection and measurement of ocean and land surface temperatures. The compressors’ proven ability to meet this need is reflected by their total sales of £5.7M [7], estimate £2.8M between January 2008 and July 2013. Satellite systems where they are currently deployed include:    JAMI (Japanese Advanced Meteorological Imager), launched in 2005 and scheduled to remain in orbit till 2015, see http://www.wmo-sat.info/oscar/instruments/view/236.    GOSAT (Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite), launched in 2009. Seven compressors are also currently in production. Other key developments have included:    Addition  of  valves  to  transform  the  device  from  a  ‘pressure  wave  generator’  into  a ‘conventional’ compressor. One such unit is to be used to drive a Joule-Thomson cryocooler that will provide the James Webb Space Telescope’s MIRI instrument with cooling to 6 Kelvin [8]. Two prototypes have been produced and manufacture of the flight units is now under way.    Modification of the technology to provide the basis for a small engine capable of generating electrical power for deep space and planetary missions. Working with TRW and NASA, the team modified a 6cm3  compressor by increasing the piston and cylinder size to give a swept volume of 21cm3; this device was then used as an expander in a thermo-acoustic Stirling heat engine [9]. An electrical power output of 40W was achieved with a thermal efficiency of 18%. The research underpinning the compressors has achieved three key impacts, with the benefits felt by the space industry and beyond: Economic Impact 1 – savings in satellite launch costs: Third-generation ‘Oxford-style’ compressors deliver substantial cost savings for satellite missions when combined with pulse- tube cold heads manufactured by NGC. This is because the compressors’ smaller size, compared to rival technologies, leads to reduced satellite weight and therefore a cut in launch costs. With the cryocooler weighing about 12kg less than alternatives [10] and satellite launches costing around US$20,000 per kg [11], the result is a saving of US$240,000 per mission. The Cryocooler Systems Manager at NGC has confirmed that “The high reliability, small size, low mass and efficiency of the compressors incorporated into a pulse tube cooler has been a significant advantage to us, …” [12]. Moreover, due to the higher efficiency of cryocoolers incorporating the compressors, smaller solar arrays are needed to power them; the radiator area for heat rejection can also be reduced – further reducing the mission cost. Economic Impact 2 – cost savings for satellite missions: Previously all compressors were uniquely developed for each system, which had to bear the costs of the device development and qualification testing for space flight (typically $5-10M). Oxford’s third generation devices are now available as off-the-shelf products which are “flight qualified”. This was achieved through close collaboration between Oxford University, TRW and Hymatic (now Honeywell Hymatic, Redditch, UK) which aimed to further develop the compressor after the successful creation of prototype units. Hymatic successfully manufactured a ‘productionised’ version featuring enhanced in-process testing to verify the process [13]. Hymatic subsequently manufactured families of ‘balanced pair’ compressors developed at Oxford, (Section 2) with displacements of 1.8cm3  (1998), 26cm3  (1999) [14], and even as small as 0.6cm3  (2003) [15]. Ease of manufacturing the compressor has led to a significant cut in the cost of in-space cooling. Economic Impact 3 – wider economic benefits and wealth creation: Honeywell Hymatic sales for this product, manufactured in the UK, have totalled £5.7M, with £2.8M generated from January 2008 to July 2013. The company’s Engineering Manager confirms that “this product line is a significant part of our business, and we anticipate that it, and future related products, will continue  to be an increasing part of our strategic business model for years to come” [7]. Income to the University through a licensing agreement with TRW amounted to £99,640 (gross) between 2008 and the end of 2012 [16]. The cryocoolers’ success has resulted in NGC securing a significant share of the US market, with devices based on the licensed technology sold to major US aerospace companies, resulting in 16 out of the 19 long-life coolers currently in orbit being based on Oxford designs [12]. Although these cryocoolers have largely been sold to US firms, a collaborative project involving NGC, Systems Engineering & Assessment Ltd (based in Bristol), Honeywell Hymatic and the UK Science and Technology Facilities Council is currently adapting the compressor for use with a Stirling cold head in a cryocooler for the European Space Agency.		7.  Letter from the Engineering Manager, Honeywell Hymatic. Corroborates their sales and that the product is significant in Honeywell’s business. 8.  Petach, M. et al.. ‘MIRI Cooler System Design Update’ (2011). Cryocoolers, 16, pp 9-12. ICC Press, Boulder, Colorado.  http://hdl.handle.net/1853/38740 Paper describing the cooling system for the MIRI instrument. 9.  Petach, M., Tward, E. and Backhaus, S. ‘Design of a High Efficiency Power Source (HEPS) Based on Thermoacoustic Technology’ (2004). Final Report for NASA GRC Contract NAS3-01103.  http://www.lanl.gov/projects/thermoacoustics/Pubs/HEPSFinalDraftU.pdf 10. Pettyjohn, E. ‘Cryocoolers for Microsatellite Military Applications’ (2011). Cryocoolers, 16, pp 709-713. ICC Press, Boulder, Colorado https://smartech.gatech.edu/bitstream/handle/1853/39788/086.pdf?sequence=1 Paper stating that “space cryocoolers usually weigh 22-25kg”; cf. the total mass of a cryocooler incorporating the Oxford-style compressor, which is 7.4kg [1]. The estimate of reduced mass is conservative. 11. Futron Corporation. ‘Space Transportation Costs: Trends in Price Per Pound to Orbit 1990- 2000’ (2002). http://www.futron.com/upload/wysiwyg/Resources/Whitepapers/Space_Transportation_Costs_ Trends_0902.pdf Gives launch costs as US$17,032 or US$6,967 per pound mass, depending on launch vehicle, for geosynchronous orbit, interpreted conservatively at 2013 prices as US$20,000/kg. 12. Letter from Cryocooler Systems Manager, NGC. Corroborates the minimised size/weight. 13. Cheuk, C.F., Hill, N.G., Strauch, R., Bailey, P.B. and Raab, J. ‘Producibility of Cryocooler Compressors’ (2003). Cryocoolers, 12, pp 275-281. Kluwer Academic/Plenum Press, New York. http://www.eng.ox.ac.uk/cryogenics/publications/abstracts/stirling.cryocooler.tp2.pdf/view Paper describing some of the in-process testing. 14. Jaco, C., Nguyen, T., Colbert, C., Pietrzak, T., Chan, C.K. and Tward, E. ‘High Capacity Staged Pulse Tube Cooler’ (2004). Advances in Cryogenic Engineering: Transactions of the Cryogenic Engineering Conference - CEC AIP Conference Proceedings, 710, pp 1263-1268. http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.1774813 Paper describing the largest in this family of compressors, mated to a multi-stage cold head. 15. Petach, M., Waterman, M.C., Tward, E. and Bailey, P.B. ‘Pulse Tube Microcooler for Space Applications’ (2007). Cryocoolers, 14, pp 89-93. ICC Press, Boulder, Colorado. http://minds.wisconsin.edu/handle/1793/21708 Paper describing the smallest in the family of compressors. 16. Senior Technology Transfer Manager, Isis Innovation. Corroborates income to the University.

		1281		0.05		15-31 Micro-Wind Turbines: Field Trial And Policy Impacts		The University of Southampton’s research into micro-wind turbines – small-scale devices for generating electricity at the point of use – has been instrumental in the shift away from turbines mounted on buildings in urban areas to more productive pole-mounted devices in the countryside. It has informed public understanding of the potential and limitations of micro-wind power, and helped inject a new realism into the process of micro-wind power generation, forcing manufacturers to retreat from claims that could not be met. The research has been used to help set government subsidy levels for micro-wind power, and as a basis for modelling projections of future energy.		Micro-generation of electricity provides an opportunity for households to become ‘mini power stations’ by means of turbines fixed to the house or mounted in the garden that harness the power of wind, or photovoltaic cells that convert sunlight to electricity. A current team from the University of Southampton's Faculty of Engineering and the Environment, Dr Patrick James (Senior Lecturer in Energy and Buildings), Dr AbuBakr Bahaj (Professor of Sustainable Energy) and Dr Luke Myers (Lecturer in Thermofluids) carried out a study in 2004-06 funded by the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC, RES-338-25-003, £205K) [3.1] which looked at three micro-generation technologies: photovoltaics, micro-CHP (combined heat and power) and micro-wind to try to determine whether they were suitable for large-scale uptake. The study included analysis of wind speeds across a number of UK sites, and the development of tools to predict the power output of wind turbines located on or near buildings.  In the resulting report, Myers predicted micro-wind turbine yields significantly lower than those claimed at the time by the industry trade body [3.1, 5.3]. In 2007 the Energy Saving Trust (EST) appointed the University of Southampton with funding of £68,000 to undertake the data analysis component of a study to look at both building-mounted wind turbines and more powerful pole-mounted turbines [3.5].  Southampton selected the sites to be monitored from an existing pool of 600 grant-funded micro-wind turbine sites in the UK. The researchers looked at the impact of location on wind turbine performance, and determined the threshold wind speeds below which it was not viable to install wind turbines. No other study has provided such a comprehensive analysis of micro wind turbine performance in the built environment. James led the data analysis and reported to the trial steering committee, which included key policymakers and major industrial partners such as the Scottish Government, the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA), the home improvement retailer, B&Q, as well as several of the UK’s main energy suppliers, including EDF Energy, Npower, NIE Energy, and others. The research demonstrated conclusively that micro-wind turbines mounted on buildings perform very poorly, some actually consuming more power than they generate. Even at the best sites, exposed rural areas, annual yields were still far lower than the estimates produced by industry modelling tools. No building-mounted turbine in the trial had a financial payback time within the expected life of the device. By relating wind speed observations at the test sites with national windspeed maps, James assessed the market potential for micro-wind using both building and pole-mounted turbines. When DEFRA farm statistics were overlaid with the wind speed data to estimate the potential number of turbines across the UK, it was clear there was significant potential for exposed, agricultural farms as sites for pole-mounted turbines. At the request of the Department of Energy and Climate  Change (DECC) the research was extended to provide projections for future levels of micro-wind power generation. The entire research team, including Dr Arif Anwar, who oversaw the statistical integrity of the work, remains in place at the University of Southampton.		(the best 3 illustrating quality of work are starred) 3.1     Unlocking the power house: policy and system change for domestic micro-generation in the UK. Watson J., Sauter R., Bahaj A.S., James P.A.B., Myers L.E. and Wing R., ISBN 1- 903721-02-4 (2006)  http://eprints.soton.ac.uk/53362/ 3.2*   Bahaj A.S., Myers L.E. & James P.A.B., Urban energy generation: Influence of micro-wind turbine output on electricity consumption in buildings, Energy and Buildings, Vol. 39, Issue 2, pp 154-165, 2007. doi: 10.1016/j.enbuild.2006.06.001 3.3*  James P.A.B., Sissons M.F., Bradford J., Myers L.E., Bahaj A.S., Anwar A. & Green S., Implications of the UK field trial assessment of building mounted horizontal axis microwind turbines, Energy Policy, Vol. 38, Issue 10, pp 6130-6144, 2010 doi: 10.1016/j.enpol.2010.05.070 3.4*   Sissons M.F., James P.A.B., Bradford J., Myers L.E., Bahaj A.S., Anwar A. & Green S., Pole- mounted horizontal axis micro-wind turbines: UK field trial findings and market size assessment, Energy Policy, Vol. 39, Issue 6, pp 3822-3831, 2011. doi: 10.1016/j.enpol.2011.04.012 3.5   Energy Saving Trust, micro-wind data analysis contract, £68K, 2007-2009 James P.A.B., Bahaj A.S., Myers L.E. & Anwar A. Location, location, location: Domestic small-scale wind field trial report, Energy Saving Trust, July 2009  http://eprints.soton.ac.uk/353113/ 3.6     HM Government, 2050 Pathways Analysis, July 2010, pp212-215 Available from: http://www.decc.gov.uk/assets/decc/what%20we%20do/a%20low%20carbon%20uk/2050/21 6-2050-pathways-analysis-report.pdf Analysis provided direct to DECC at their request.		The EST report containing the data and analysis provided by the University of Southampton was widely covered in the national and regional media in July 2009, including on BBC News, and the University of Southampton researchers gave a number of media interviews [5.1]. The research was frequently cited in reports about the problems besetting manufacturers of micro-wind turbines; one manufacturer, Ampair, was forced to amend the specification of their Ampair600 device as a result of this study. B&Q and Windsave are two examples of major players in the micro-wind market to whom James delivered presentations about the research and its implications in 2008. After the report was formally released, B&Q withdrew from micro-wind generation altogether, refunding customers who had bought its domestic wind turbines [5.2]. Its turbine supplier, Windsave, ceased trading within two months of the release of the EST report, citing their products being dropped by B&Q as part of the reason on their website. Another major impact of the research has been to halt the practice of siting significant numbers of micro-wind turbines in the built environment and to persuade the industry to be far more circumspect about site selection if it wants to avoid the charge of mis-selling its products. According to the Small Wind Systems: UK Market Report 2012 published by the British Wind Energy Association (BWEA – see [5.4]) there were only 4 building-mounted turbines installed in 2011, compared to a peak of 1054 in 2007. In contrast, the pole-mounted market (1.5-15 kW) was  975 turbines in 2011, an increase of 57% on the 2007 figure. The total sales value of the UK micro- wind industry in 2011 was £50 million. The new focus is on mounting turbines on poles in rural locations - BWEA, cited Southampton's research in its assessment of the potential for farm-based micro-wind turbines [see 5.5]. The BWEA states that manufacturers forecast industry-wide revenue to rise by up to 176% in 2012, with the predominant share coming from the 1.5–15kW and 15– 100kW market segments [5.4]. Another direct result of the research has been a tightening of training standards with the Micro- generation Certification Scheme in respect to micro-wind in particular, and a revision of the Building Research Establishment’s Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP), the methodology used to generate Energy Performance Certificates for homes in England and Wales [5.1] Internationally, the data generated by Southampton [5.6] has fed into an International Electrotechnical Commission study on wind classes and turbulence intensity IEC MT2 led by Dr. Jonathon Whale of the Australian Small Wind Turbine Centre [5.1, 5.7]. The DECC used the work as further evidence to accelerate the switch from ‘up-front’ grants to feed-in tariff (FIT) based subsidies, on the basis that FITs reward generation not installation and spell out to potential customers a turbine’s failure to deliver a clear financial return [5.8]. FIT came into effect in April 2010, and the setting of the level of tariff for the feed-in for micro-wind was informed by Southampton’s research. The DECC also incorporated the findings into its UK 2050 energy pathway analysis [3.6] which examined possible future scenarios for the part played by micro-wind generation. In addition, the data generated was used to validate an interactive tool on the EST website allowing members of the public to enter their postcodes to discover if their location was suitable for siting a micro-wind generator [5.9]. A more comprehensive assessment tool is offered by the Carbon Trust and this too has been validated using the micro-wind turbine dataset by Southampton University at the Carbon Trust’s request [5.10]. Both tools have been designed to help build public confidence and reduce the risk of inappropriately sited systems being installed which damage the industry and waste taxpayers’ money if grant support is offered.		5.1 EST micro-wind project, impact on wind industry, policymakers in UK Jaryn Bradford, Senior Technical Manager, Energy Saving Trust 5.2 Influencing B&Q’s decision to stop selling micro-wind turbines and offer to refund all existing customers Ben Earl, formerly Environmental Affairs Manager B&Q, now Water Efficiency Manager, Southern Water 5.3 RenewableUK (formerly BWEA) UK Market Reports 2008 http://www.aeoluspower-windenergy.co.uk/PDF/BWEA%20SWS%20UK%20Market%20Report.pdf BWEA, Small Wind Systems, UK Market Report 2008 5.4 RenewableUK (formerly BWEA) UK Market Reports 2012 http://www.renewableuk.com/en/publications/reports.cfm/SMMR2012 BWEA, Small and Medium Wind Market Report 2012 5.5 Industry view to study. BWEA response to feed in tariff consultation Alex Murley, formerly Head of Small Systems at BWEA, now Programme Manager at RWE Npower 5.6 PhD Thesis Impact of data loss on micro-wind assessment Sissons M.F., Micro-wind power in the UK: Experimental datasets and theoretical models for site- specific yield analysis. May 2011, PhD Thesis, University of Southampton 5.7 IEC MT2 - Wind classes and turbulence intensity http://www.ecobuild.co.uk/var/uploads/exhibitor/1450/3hohvuu8on.pdf International Energy Agency (IEA) Small Wind Annual Report 2009  http://www.ieawind.org/task_27/PDF/Task%2027%20publication%202009_Small_Wind_Annual_R eport.pdf 5.8 Impact on DECC’s policy on micro-renewables and micro-wind, feed in tariffs Penny Dunbabin, Senior Scientific Officer, Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC) 5.9 EST micro-wind wind speed prediction tools http://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/Generating-energy/Choosing-a-renewable-technology/Wind- turbines/Wind-Speed-Prediction-Tool 5.10 Carbon Trust wind estimate tool – checking and validation against trial data. Henrietta Stock, formerly Technology Acceleration Manager, Carbon Trust, now Portfolio Strategy Manager, EDF Energy

		1288		0.03		15-16 Tribology: saving costs and improving safety across industries		Surface wear in moving components can endanger human lives and costs the UK economy £24 billion every year. Excellent research in this area – known as Tribology - at the University of Southampton (UoS) led to the foundation of the national Centre of Advanced Tribology (nCATS), which collaborates with over 100 companies and institutions in many sectors. Examples of nCATS impact include research findings forming an integral part of a BNFL/Sellafield Ltd’s design guide for the prevention of radioactive slurry leakage. It also enhanced GE Aviation’s competitive advantage by supplying novel electrostatic wear debris sensors (the only system in use), which have been integrated into new fighter aircraft engines.		Tribology is the science of interacting surfaces encompassing friction, wear and lubrication. All instrumentation, machinery and equipment with moving parts are susceptible to tribological issues which can adversely and sometimes catastrophically affect operations. Indeed, the resulting cost of wear to the UK economy is estimated at 1.4-1.6% of GDP annually, currently £24 billion (UK Tribology Network). Tribological failure can also be dangerous as shown when a wind turbine gearbox caught fire in Scotland in 2011, or even deadly: Alaska Airlines flight 261 crashed in 2000 with 88 fatalities due to excessive wear of a jackscrew thread in the flight control system. In recognition of the national importance of tribology and the excellence of research in this field being conducted at the UoS by a group led by Professor Robert Wood, the national Centre for Advanced Tribology at Southampton (nCATS) was established in 2008 with £10 million of investment, and began recruiting its present 39 multidisciplinary researchers. Research areas of expertise include: corrosion and electrochemical sensors (Dr Julian Wharton, 1998-); condition monitoring and electrostatic sensors, or ES (Dr Ling Wang, 2001-); cartilage health for orthopaedic applications (Dr Martin Stolz, 2009-); friction on materials such as skin, wrinkle development, and tissue damage and healing (Dr Georges Limbert, 2007-); biological microfilms with applications ranging from anti-microbial coatings for surgical implants and safe dental plaque removal, to anti- fouling coatings for ships’ hulls (Dr Paul Stoodley, 2010-); the chemistry of lubricants (Dr Monica Ratoi, 2009-); and coatings, notably the replacement of toxic hexavalent chromium (Dr Thomas Polcar, 2011-). There is not enough space to expand on all of nCATS impacts, so two have been selected to highlight the Centre’s standing as the national centre for tribology in the UK. Professor Wood has led long-running tribological research (1999-2009) with British Nuclear Fuels Ltd (BNFL) / Sellafied. This research [3.1-3.3] focused on the transfer of radioactive slurry from holding ponds to a processing plant, ensuring minimal erosion and corrosion levels caused by impingement of transported solids on internal components (e.g. pipes, pumps, valves, nozzles etc). The researchers used a scaled version of an actual pumping system highlighting the mechanism and areas of critical erosion wear, and developed engineering and materials solutions to counteract the tribological effects shown. Significant expertise (5 journal papers) and commercial scale erosion testing facilities were developed, resulting in £270k of contracts placed by BNFL with the UoS between 1999 and 2009. Fundamental research [3.4-3.6] into electrostatic sensing of wear (ES) was carried out between 1995 and 2010. It attracted several funders:  US Office of Naval Research, 1995-2003 (US$1M); ATOS project (Advanced Transmission and Oil System Concepts) funded by European Framework (FP5) with Rolls Royce, 2001-2004, (€ 5,455,128) Chevron Oronite (USA), Tribotex (Japan) and GE Aviation (UK), 2005-2010. This research focused on developing electrostatic wear site and wear debris sensors that can be utilised ‘on-line’ in real time. The work demonstrated that electrostatic sensors can detect advanced signs of surface distress and important surface charge information relating to oil additive interactions while a piece of machinery is running.		(the best 3 are starred) Erosion of sludge handling plant for BNFL/Sellafield Ltd. 3.1    *R.J.K. Wood, and T.F. Jones, “Investigations of sand-water induced erosive wear of AISI 304L stainless steel pipes by pilot-scale and laboratory-scale testing”, Wear, 255, 2003, 206- 218 3.2    R.J.K Wood, T.F. Jones, J. Ganeshalingam, and N.J Miles, “Comparison of predicted and experimental erosion estimates in slurry ducts”, Wear, 256, 2004, 937-947. 3.3    Wood R.J.K; Jones T.F.; Miles N.J.; Ganeshalingam J, Upstream swirl-induction for reduction of erosion damage from slurries in pipeline bends, Wear, 250, Number 1, October 2001 , pp. 770-778(9) Wear detection: Electrostatic sensing of wear 3.4    *T.J. Harvey, S. Morris, R.J.K. Wood and H.E.G. Powrie, Real-time monitoring of wear debris using electrostatic sensing techniques, Proceedings of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers, Part J: Journal of Engineering Tribology, 221 (1) (2007), pp. 27–40. 3.5    Craig, M., Harvey, T. J., Wood, R. J. K., Masuda, K., Kawabata, M. and Powrie, H. E. G. (2009) Advanced condition monitoring of tapered roller bearings, part1. Tribology International, 42, (11-12), 1846-1856. 3.6    *Booth, J.E., Nelson, K.D., Harvey, T.J., Wood, R.J.K., Wang, L., Powrie, H.E.G. and Martinez, J.G. (2006) The feasibility of using electrostatic monitoring to identify diesel lubricant additives and soot contamination interactions by factorial analysis. Tribology International, 39, (12), 1564-1575.		The main impacts of the research carried out by Professor Wood et al include the foundation of the nCATS centre, which collaborates with commercial companies on a large scale, as well as the direct adoption of research findings by industry. By 2008, UK companies were lobbying the government to found a strategically important national centre for Tribology. Tribology research excellence at UoS and industrial links were instrumental in the group winning a £3.5million award from the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC); with £4 million from UoS and £2 million from industry, nCATS was launched in 2009. Today nCATS collaborates with a wide range of industries and over 100 organisations, most of them industrial.  It has international standing, with collaborators in the USA (Sclumberger, Chevron, DePuy), Japan (Tribotex, Diado), China (Lanzhou Institute), EU (BMW, Vestas) and the UK (RR, Shell, Airbus). A major remit of nCATS is collaboration with industry to enhance UK companies’ tribological competitiveness.  The centre’s ~£200k of consultancy annually delivers real solutions: it achieved a 20% increase in the stability and mechanical efficiency of worm gears in industrial actuators for Rotork (17% world market share in gears and controls). Knowledge transfer in 2009 concerning gear face patterns and lubrication regimes enabled the company to launch a new product (IQ3) within a shorter time frame. In fact the work by nCATS has been applicable to products accounting for 80% of Rotork Controls profits (£30 million).  Adrian Landa from Rotork states “Working with nCATS has helped us produce more efficient, stable and reliable gears which have led to a new product being launched (IQ3) with a better understanding of variation caused by the manufacturing processes. The knowledge transfer has helped us to think about our designs in different ways. We are also now able to question our supply chain with more confidence and knowledge in both technical and statutory (REACh etc.) requirements of lubricants and gear components ie we are now an informed customer. We continue to have fantastic commercial success and believe the work of nCATS will help us realise an increase in our £30m profits [5.1]. John Crane UK Ltd (30% market share in seals) came to nCATS in 2012 for advice when experiencing electrostatic discharge that was damaging power generation gas seals and threatening a large commercial contract. nCATS conducted a suite of reciprocating wear tests and monitored for electrostatic discharge. The mechanism and reasons for discharge were fully explained and alternative materials suggested. John Crane has implemented these materials changes and the multi-million pound commercial contract has been successful. Ian Goldswain states “The work conducted by nCATS for John Crane UK Ltd contributed significantly to the successful understanding of the causes of electrostatic discharge (ESD) in a turbomachinery application which proved to be vital to a major business agreement between John Crane and a key customer in the oil & gas market” [5.2]. Direct research impacts on industry include changes to how BNFL processes its radioactive slurry. UoS results were included in a 2003 BNFL Design Guide [5.3a] for slurry handling pipework and components (risk of leaks from erosion), and although this guide itself was published before the impact assessment period, nuclear industry lead times mean that UoS research has continued impacting designs since 2008. The guide has been adopted throughout BNFL, with no failures or shutdowns reported since publication. This work is critical: rules issued by the Health and Safety Executive demand that BNFL pumps and processes the slurry without any leakages during plant lifetime, due to the radioactive nature of the slurry. Sellafield Ltd, the company responsible for nuclear decommissioning and waste management, placed several further projects with nCATS, most recently - in 2011 - an independent technical review of an internal desktop wear study of jet erosion from sludge handling plant agitators (RIfI Document Refs. 08/SQ/00455/R and 00709/R) [5.3b,c]. This study highlighted the vulnerability of stainless steel valve parts to erosion. Erosion damage was avoided by Sellafied employing a more erosion resistant material in the identified parts of valves.  This improved design was put forward for a BNFL award [5.3d]. Gulab Mistry states “The two studies have enabled the equipment design and the selection of the materials of construction for a new sludge storage plant as part of a Sellafied remediation programme. The knowledge has been shared internally with other Sellafield projects”[5.3e] In the area of wear detection, existing engine and gearbox wear debris detection systems rely on the magnetic property of debris. Through their research activity, nCATS developed an Electrostatic Sensor (ES) which can detect ceramic (as well as ferrous) wear debris [5.4a]. The system also monitors oil quality and tribofilm health through surface charge characterisation. These sensors work in real time online, are more energy and economically efficient, and monitor both wear sites and debris. In between 2003-2006 GE Aviation integrated this technology into its commercial sensor system (the only system commercially with ES sensors), now used on the F35 Joint Strike Fighter Lightning II aircraft engine (3 ES per engine) - currently the only ES in production. GE Aviation predicts provision of sensor systems for 6000 jet engines by 2025; spares could increase this. Honor Powrie states, "Work performed by nCATS (at Southampton University) has improved understanding of the application of electrostatic sensors for oil system health monitoring, including mechanical component condition and oil quality. This has helped better quantify capability and limitations, which is important when assessing the readiness and uniqueness of such a technology. Collecting and analysing multiple sensor data, again from oil system bench test monitoring, has demonstrated some of the relative merits of the different sensing approaches, as well as the usefulness of multiple sensor analysis for enhanced fault detection and diagnosis" [5.4b]. As a national centre, nCATS sees dissemination of tribology expertise, especially to industry, as a major part of its remit. To this end, major events have been run such as a Marine Energy Systems day (supported by the IMechE, EPSRC, IET, IOP and IOM3) with ~60 attendees; a Functional Coatings for Industry day supported by the Materials KTN with ~100 attendees; Tribology at Sea day supported by the IMechE with ~65 attendees; and hosting the Faraday Discussion on Tribology supported by the RSC with over 100 attendees. Breakout sessions at these events helped shape an EU ERC bid and TSB consortium. nCATS has also gone on to directly perform consultancy and research for a number of company contacts made at these events. Two Knowledge Transfer Partnership bids have also been submitted and the Materials KTN has requested nCATS to run another dissemination event. Other outreach has included an interview by BBC Radio Solent concerning the benefits of nCATS to industry and a webinar about the economics of tribology through the UK Tribology Network (>40 logged in) of which Professor Wood is the Chair. Outreach to children has included INTECH Science Centre at Winchester where two large fixed demonstrator models allow children to appreciate friction and material choices. An educational video where complex tribology concepts have been presented in simplified terms has also been produced with outreach funds from a “Green Tribology” EPSRC Platform Grant (EP/J001023/1) [5.5].		Actuator Worm Gears [5.1] Mechanical Design Manager, Rotork Power Generation Gas Seals [5.2] Director, Research & Development, John Crane Ltd Erosion of sludge handling plant for BNFL/Sellafield Ltd [5.3a] Lynn G, “Hydraulic Slurry Transfer Systems - Assessment Guide”, BNFL, 2003. [5.3b] Sludge packaging plant erosion study: RIfI Final report, 08/SQ/00455/R, Sept 2009. [5.3c] Independent review of desktop erosion study of Xomox valves, RIfI Report, 00709/R, Aug, 2011) [5.3d] Available from UoS document repostitory [5.3e] Senior Technical Specialist, Sellafield Ltd Further Journal Papers J.A. Wharton and R.J.K Wood, “Influence of the flow conditions on the corrosion of AISI 304L stailess steel”, Wear, 256, 2004, 525-536. J.A. Wharton and R.J.K Wood, “Flow corrosion behaviour of austenitic stainless steels UNSS30402 and UNSS31603”, Corrosion, 61, 2005, 792-806. R.J.K Wood and T.F. Jones, “Investigations of sand-water indusced erosive wear of AISI 304L stainless steel pipes by pilot scale and laboratory-scales testing”, Wear, 255, 2003, 206-218. Wear detection: Electrostatic sensing of wear [5.4a]  http://www.transport-research.info/web/projects/project_details.cfm?id=14376&page=funding [5.4b] Prof Honor Powrie, GE Aviation Outreach [5.5] Educational video where complex tribology concepts have been presented in simplified terms (http://www.soton.ac.uk/isolutions/essentials/media/watch.php?vidid=c6c0278)

		1298		0.001		Automatic measurement of difficult solid objects in unstructured and challenging environments		Companies in the manufacturing, construction, courier, freight and airline industries have made use of Photometric Stereo based imaging technology, developed by the Centre for Machine Vision (CMV) at UWE Bristol, to capture 2D and 3D data simultaneously. This has enabled them to develop new products for large volumetric measurement, characterisation of aggregates, tile quality control and automotive wheel alignment. These examples have addressed hitherto challenging tasks or have extended functionality to new or poorly structured environments, for instance: (i) the robust capture of accurate 3D data from postal packages exhibiting complex shape and coloration; and (ii) a new capability for distinction between printing and moulding defects during fast moving tile quality control - previously impossible. In all cases ultra-low-cost equipment is used – underlining the attractiveness of the techniques developed by the CMV.		Research at UWE’s Centre for Machine Vision (CMV) has developed photometric stereo (PS) imaging techniques that can be used in unstructured, real-world environments, away from the ordered and controlled environment of the laboratory. Three key advances of the underpinning research are as follows: 1.  CMV has developed techniques to extract a “bump map” from objects – a 3D texture that can be “peeled off” a surface, allowing the colour, 3D texture and underlying surface to be isolated and inspected from any angle; 2.  PS techniques from elsewhere can only image in a static way, whereas CMV’s approach was the first to succeed in doing this for a moving object or one with non-ridged surfaces; and 3.   others have worked in a lab setting with idealised illumination, i.e. a small specialist lighting source at a distance, whereas CMV’s method has worked with cheap off-the-shelf lights placed close by. The following people were involved: Prof Melvyn Smith (Director of the CMV); Dr Lyndon Smith (Co-director of the CMV); Dr Gary Atkinson (Senior Lecturer, CMV); Dr Abdul Farooq (Senior Lecturer, CMV); and Dr Jiuai Sun (Lecturer, CMV). Photometric stereo (PS) for practical surface metrology, inspection and analysis was pioneered at UWE’s CMV (formerly named the Machine Vision Laboratory) in the 1990s (R1). Before this, no practical means existed to capture detailed 3D topography at sub-pixel resolution to identify objects, textures or defects while camouflaged by complex surface reflectance/colour patterns, which obscure topography. Prior work had tended to concentrate on the ‘reverse engineering’ of 3D objects, for which the application of conventional PS per se was problematic. Early research insight at CMV by M. Smith in 1999 identified PS as advantageous for the capture of fine 3D surface features at sub-pixel resolution from predominantly planar surfaces. A key development by M. Smith, L. Smith and Farooq in 2005, Dynamic PS, served to extend the technique from static to moving scenes. M. Smith and Farooq established techniques from 2000 to 2006 that could isolate concomitant 3D and 2D surface features for inspection of fast moving decorative ceramic tiles (R2) and other natural materials, such as polished stone (R3). In 2003 M. Smith and L. Smith also identified PS as offering a useful synergy with other established 3D imaging techniques, such as laser and stereo triangulation, where novel hybrids offered new functionality by combining the excellent high-resolution but poor low-resolution performance of PS with the complementary attributes of conventional 3D imaging. In addition, because PS allowed the appearance of surface colour to be depressed, while isolating and  amplifying 3D shape attributes, the technique was identified as potentially useful in simplifying a wide range of conventionally difficult unstructured imaging tasks. CMV was able to overcome a major obstacle to the practical application of PS: the step from a static to moving imaging technology (M. Smith in 2005), together with a number of other limiting practical issues. The solution was realised by allowing PS to operate in unconstrained moving, cluttered, changing or confined environments and to integrate the technology with existing techniques. This was first achieved by M. Smith, L. Smith and Farooq between 2000 and 2005 by introducing a patented multiplexing approach - either space, frequency or temporally based - to realise a new dynamic form of PS. By 2005, the investigation of novel hybrid PS methods and advanced modelling by M. Smith and L. Smith culminated in a practical dynamic or moving PS demonstrator (R5). In 2007, this research established the minimum number of illuminates (six) to allow any convex object to be fully recovered, and later (by Sun and M. Smith in 2007) to new models allowing use of practical low- cost hardware, such as non-specialist illumination (R4). These findings were particularly important in widening application and in realising practical commercial applications of PS able to address conventionally challenging imaging tasks, such as the segmentation, characterisation and metrology of embedded 3D objects in complex scenes and in using PS at close range (1mm) or at a large stand-off (50m and more). More recently, the outcomes of this earlier research in using PS to robustly capture 3D data in industrial application for metrology and complex shape characterisation have opened up new avenues at CMV exploring further advanced forms of PS and analysis methods in unstructured environments. These have been investigated in applications such as: (i) 3D facial recognition by M. Smith and Atkinson (2007 to date), where PS-derived surface normals have been shown to offer the most effective face biometric data; (ii) skin analysis and respiratory assessment by L. Smith (2008 to date); and (iii) facial expression and emotion analysis (M. Smith in 2012-13), where high- resolution 3D micro-expressions have been captured for the first time.		Publications R1 Smith, M. L. (2001). Surface Inspection Techniques - Using the integration of innovative machine vision and graphical modelling techniques. John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 256 pages. ISBN 1-86058- 292-3. R2 Smith, M. L., Stamp, R. J. (2000). Automated inspection of textured ceramic tiles. Computers in Industry, 43 (1), 73-82.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0166-3615(00)00052-X R3 Lee, J.R.J., Smith, M.L., Smith, L.N. and Midha, P.S. (2005). Robust and Efficient Automated Detection of Tooling Defects in Polished Stone. Computers in Industry, 56 (8-9), 787-801. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compind.2005.05.006 R4 Sun, J., Smith, M. L., Smith, L. N., Midha, S. and Bamber, J. (2007). Object surface recovery using a multi-light photometric stereo technique for non-Lambertian surfaces subject to shadows and specularities. Image and Vision Computing, 25 (7) - Special Issue on Computer Vision Applications, 1050-1057. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.imavis.2006.04.025 R5 Smith, M. L. and Smith, L. N. (2005). Dynamic Photometric Stereo - A New Technique for Moving Surface Analysis. Image and Vision Computing, 23 (9), 841-852. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.imavis.2005.01.007 Grants (reverse chronological order and showing total grant values) Shape and outline amplification using 2.5D and 3D imaging. A new tool for covert surveillance aimed at real threat identification such as left object detection, M. Smith, DSTL, 2012, £60k Intelligent Advertising Proof of Concept, M. Smith, TSB Smart award, 2012-13, £100k Research and develop new 3D metrology equipment within the automotive sector, commercial, M Smith, 2011-12, £100k Intelligent Video Surveillance KTP, A Farooq, 2010-13, £215k  Skin Reflectance and Face Shape Estimation Using Photometric Stereo (PhotoSkin), G Atkinson, EPSRC, 2010-13, £127k Novel non-invasive assessment of respiratory function (NORM), L Smith, NIHR i4i Stream 1, 2008- 10, £125k Use of 3D Facial Asymmetry in Better Diagnosis and Treatment of Plagiocephaly, M Smith, MRC, 2008-9, £120k Innovative Technology for the Quality Control of Specular Ceramic Materials using a Specular Photometric Stereo Sensor, M Smith, Great Western Research and Surface Inspection Ltd, 2007- 10, £75k Face Recognition using photometric Stereo (PhotoFace), M Smith, EPSRC, 2007-10, £672k Application of Photometric Stereo in Dermatology (PhotoDerm), M Smith, 2007-10, DTI, £647k Stealthy Object Detection and Recognition, M Smith, 2007-8, MOD, £154k Visual inspection of polished stone, M Smith, EU 5th Framework, 2003-5, €1.3 million Petroscope: visual 3D characterisation of aggregate materials, M Smith, DTI Eureka Initiative, 2002-4, €1.43m Photometric stereo for tile inspection, M Smith, EPSRC and Surface Inspection Ltd, 2000-4, £169k Irregular object metrology, M Smith, Commercial, multiple projects 2000-13, £119k		The research developments that took place at CMV attracted much interest from companies in the manufacturing and construction sector. This led to a range of commercial applications in: (i) ceramic tile manufacture inspection; (ii) polished stone defect inspection; and (iii) 3D characterisation of aggregate materials. All of these followed from CMV’s work on evolving static PS to dynamic PS. Further application has been in: (iv) 3D automotive wheel alignment; and (v) the segmentation and characterisation of large objects. Both these followed from CMV work in isolating 2D and 3D data, as detailed below. One of the companies that approached the CMV was Quantronix Inc, an American company operating globally, specialising in object metrology for freight forwarding. In 2000 the company funded the CMV to develop an Overhead Dimensioning System (ODS – see right) able to rapidly acquire 3D data from any object(s) of up to 3m x 3m in size. CMV researchers developed the system using the PS method (hybrid) and in 2001 the innovation was protected and a patent application filed by the company. In 2004, a full prototype ODS was realised with a commercial product, known as the CubiScan 1000-VS, becoming available in 2009. First sales were made to an international freight forwarder and, since then, over 40 systems have been sold in the US and in other countries, including ten to FedEx and one to our own MOD at $50k each, with a total value of over $1m. A range of benefits were delivered to their customers, through new capability and more efficient processes. For instance, courier, freight handlers and airlines customers, including FedEx, have used it to measure the sizes of packages automatically, enabling them to achieve efficiency gains by reducing both time for measurement and previous losses due to inaccurate manual measurement, offering an average 3-week payback (S1) and other benefits such as reduced fuel consumption, pollution and packaging materials. Government facilities (MOD) and retail customers have been able to optimise the use of storage space, handling assets and processes, with one customer reporting that “one of the CubiScan  1000-VS machines they purchased… generated over $1 million additional revenue for the company in one year” (S1). The impact of the ODS has been continuous since its availability and has resulted in broadening Quantronix’s in-house knowledge base to include vision-based technology. The company has now produced a business case for developing a countertop device based on CMV PS vision technology (S1). For this, they returned to CMV in 2012/13 to undertake the necessary R&D incorporating some of the latest hybrid PS approaches and a new system developed by CMV is now scheduled for release this year. CMV’s leading research in 3D metrology attracted a new collaboration from a company in India in 2011 - Precision Testing Machines Pvt Ltd (PTM) - which operates in the automotive sector and is the lead supplier of sophisticated automotive diagnostic and body shop equipment manufactured in India. A non-contact optical measuring device for automatic automotive wheel alignment was developed by CMV, minimising subjectivity, operator error and allowing faster throughput. In 2012, the demonstrator was handed over to PTM engineers to develop the system to commercial requirements. [text removed for publication] Another application has been that of the Dynamic PS prototype developed by CMV in 2005 for Surface Inspection Ltd, a global company which specialises in machine vision systems and automation equipment for the ceramic tile industry. The system developed was used to detect, isolate and characterise concomitant 2D printing (including colour and glossiness) and 3D moulding defects on complex surfaces with deeply relieved topographic features and is currently in use for quality control in ceramic tile manufacturing worldwide (S3). [text removed for publication] The final application has been the Petroscope system developed by CMV for Petromodel, a knowledge-based company based in Iceland, providing software and high-technology testing instruments for quality and process control in the aggregates industry. The Petroscope replaces labour intensive techniques and is shaping the inspection methodology used by the construction mineral industry (S4). A patent for this work was filed in 2004 and granted in USA and Eurasia in 2012 and in China in 2013. This system has been demonstrated in a commercial environment for petrographic analysis, including the characterisation of the complex 3D morphology of aggregate particles using techniques developed as part of CMV’s earlier work in 3D face recognition, with use in the construction sector and benefiting companies producing gravel and crushed rock for asphalt, concrete, and railways. The system is currently being marketed and a new version including composition (PETROSCOPE 4D) has been under test by the Austrian railways (Jan - Aug 2013) (S4).		Testimonials listed below are available from UWE, Bristol, and numbered on REF system in same order as below. S1 Testimonial from CEO of Quantronix Inc, USA. Large object metrology – corroborates customers’ benefits and device sales to date, including use by courier, freight handlers and airlines S2 Testimonial from Managing Director of Precision Testing Machines Pvt Ltd, India. Corroborates benefits and sales of device developed by CMV, UWE, that automatically measures the alignment of car wheels. S3 Testimonial from Chief Technical Officer of Surface Inspection Ltd, UK. Corroborates benefits in surface analysis for tile inspection. S4 Testimonial from Founder and Managing Director of Petromodel, Iceland. Morphology of particles in petrographic analysis – corroborates benefit in new technology for petrographic analysis.
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		Aerospace		Civil and Construction Engineering		3

		Aerospace		Computer Science and Informatics		24

		Aerospace		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		20
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		Construction		Civil and Construction Engineering		25

		Information economy		Chemistry		2

		Information economy		Civil and Construction Engineering		1

		Information economy		Computer Science and Informatics		134

		Information economy		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		24

		Information economy		General Engineering		30

		Information economy		Mathematical Sciences		23

		Information economy		Physics		14

		Life science - agri-tech		Computer Science and Informatics		2
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		Nuclear		General Engineering		9
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		Nuclear		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		7

		Nuclear		Civil and Construction Engineering		3

		Nuclear		Chemistry		2

		Nuclear		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		4

		Nuclear		Physics		11

		Nuclear		Computer Science and Informatics		4

		Oil and Gas		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		14

		Oil and Gas		Physics		6

		Oil and Gas		General Engineering		27

		Oil and Gas		Computer Science and Informatics		7

		Oil and Gas		Civil and Construction Engineering		6

		Oil and Gas		Chemistry		2

		Oil and Gas		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		18
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		Aerospace, Defence and Marine		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		34

		Aerospace, Defence and Marine		Chemistry		8
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		Aerospace, Defence and Marine		Physics		23

		Chemicals		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		11

		Chemicals		Chemistry		38

		Chemicals		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		3

		Chemicals		General Engineering		18

		Chemicals		Mathematical Sciences		1

		Chemicals		Physics		2

		Communications		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		1

		Communications		Chemistry		1

		Communications		Computer Science and Informatics		33

		Communications		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		20

		Communications		General Engineering		13

		Communications		Mathematical Sciences		8

		Communications		Physics		7

		Communities and Social Services/Policy		Civil and Construction Engineering		1

		Communities and Social Services/Policy		Computer Science and Informatics		22

		Communities and Social Services/Policy		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		3

		Communities and Social Services/Policy		General Engineering		9

		Communities and Social Services/Policy		Mathematical Sciences		12

		Communities and Social Services/Policy		Physics		2

		Construction		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		4

		Construction		Chemistry		4

		Construction		Civil and Construction Engineering		23

		Construction		Computer Science and Informatics		5

		Construction		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		8

		Construction		General Engineering		36

		Construction		Mathematical Sciences		10

		Construction		Physics		1

		Creative Industries		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		2

		Creative Industries		Chemistry		5

		Creative Industries		Computer Science and Informatics		32

		Creative Industries		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		4

		Creative Industries		General Engineering		10

		Creative Industries		Mathematical Sciences		8

		Creative Industries		Physics		9

		Education		Chemistry		7

		Education		Computer Science and Informatics		22

		Education		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		2

		Education		General Engineering		18

		Education		Mathematical Sciences		8

		Education		Physics		8

		Electronics		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		10

		Electronics		Chemistry		10

		Electronics		Computer Science and Informatics		13

		Electronics		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		37

		Electronics		General Engineering		24

		Electronics		Mathematical Sciences		4

		Electronics		Physics		31

		Energy		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		21

		Energy		Chemistry		11

		Energy		Civil and Construction Engineering		13

		Energy		Computer Science and Informatics		14

		Energy		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		30

		Energy		General Engineering		44

		Energy		Mathematical Sciences		15

		Energy		Physics		16

		Environment		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		15

		Environment		Chemistry		8

		Environment		Civil and Construction Engineering		17

		Environment		Computer Science and Informatics		9

		Environment		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		6

		Environment		General Engineering		32

		Environment		Mathematical Sciences		28

		Environment		Physics		9

		Financial Services		Civil and Construction Engineering		1

		Financial Services		Computer Science and Informatics		14

		Financial Services		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		2

		Financial Services		General Engineering		2

		Financial Services		Mathematical Sciences		18

		Food and Drink		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		4

		Food and Drink		Chemistry		4

		Food and Drink		Civil and Construction Engineering		1

		Food and Drink		Computer Science and Informatics		3

		Food and Drink		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		6

		Food and Drink		General Engineering		10

		Food and Drink		Mathematical Sciences		3

		Food and Drink		Physics		1

		Healthcare		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		10

		Healthcare		Chemistry		30

		Healthcare		Civil and Construction Engineering		2

		Healthcare		Computer Science and Informatics		49

		Healthcare		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		17

		Healthcare		General Engineering		46

		Healthcare		Mathematical Sciences		36

		Healthcare		Physics		30

		Information Technologies		Chemistry		1

		Information Technologies		Civil and Construction Engineering		1

		Information Technologies		Computer Science and Informatics		122

		Information Technologies		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		20

		Information Technologies		General Engineering		27

		Information Technologies		Mathematical Sciences		18

		Information Technologies		Physics		13

		Manufacturing		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		38

		Manufacturing		Chemistry		10

		Manufacturing		Civil and Construction Engineering		2

		Manufacturing		Computer Science and Informatics		6

		Manufacturing		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		28

		Manufacturing		General Engineering		53

		Manufacturing		Mathematical Sciences		16

		Manufacturing		Physics		15

		Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		11

		Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology		Chemistry		30

		Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology		Computer Science and Informatics		6

		Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		3

		Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology		General Engineering		10

		Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology		Mathematical Sciences		8

		Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology		Physics		6

		R&D		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		3

		R&D		Chemistry		2

		R&D		Civil and Construction Engineering		1

		R&D		Computer Science and Informatics		5

		R&D		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		9

		R&D		General Engineering		4

		R&D		Mathematical Sciences		4

		R&D		Physics		30

		Retail		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		3

		Retail		Chemistry		1

		Retail		Computer Science and Informatics		4

		Retail		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		1

		Retail		General Engineering		5

		Retail		Mathematical Sciences		2

		Retail		Physics		3

		Sports and Recreation		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		2

		Sports and Recreation		Chemistry		1

		Sports and Recreation		Computer Science and Informatics		3

		Sports and Recreation		General Engineering		1

		Sports and Recreation		Mathematical Sciences		2

		Sports and Recreation		Physics		1

		Technical Consultancy		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		2

		Technical Consultancy		Chemistry		1

		Technical Consultancy		Civil and Construction Engineering		5

		Technical Consultancy		Computer Science and Informatics		3

		Technical Consultancy		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		4

		Technical Consultancy		General Engineering		8

		Technical Consultancy		Mathematical Sciences		5

		Technical Consultancy		Physics		2

		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		27

		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Chemistry		3

		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Civil and Construction Engineering		15

		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Computer Science and Informatics		18

		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		12

		Transport Systems and Vehicles		General Engineering		37

		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Mathematical Sciences		10

		Transport Systems and Vehicles		Physics		6

		Water		Aeronautical, Mechanical, Chemical and Manufacturing Engineering		1

		Water		Civil and Construction Engineering		12

		Water		Computer Science and Informatics		1

		Water		Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Metallurgy and Materials		1

		Water		General Engineering		9

		Water		Mathematical Sciences		2
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		44		2002

		45		2003

		47		2010

		49		1999

		54		1998

		56		1996

		57		2005

		59		2006

		63		1996

		67		2000

		71		2011

		78		2007

		79		2007

		80		1998

		82		2007

		85		1993

		86		2004

		87		1999

		99		2010

		100		2000

		111		2002

		112		2006

		115		2009

		118		1994

		119		2004

		129		1997

		130		2004

		135		2006

		136		2004

		137		2001

		138		1998

		140		2002

		143		1997

		152		1997

		153		2011

		154		1994

		164		2002

		165		1997

		166		2007

		167		2006

		168		1994

		176		2002

		177		2001

		186		2011

		187		2004

		188		2010

		192		1991

		194		1999

		197		2003

		206		2000

		209		2007

		211		2009

		212		1997

		215		2009

		222		1993

		225		2007

		226		2007

		227		2003

		228		2002

		231		1989

		236		2006

		238		2005

		241		1991

		249		2000

		251		2008

		252		2005

		253		2000

		271		2001

		273		1994

		274		1996

		275		1994

		279		1993

		282		2003

		286		1994

		287		2007

		288		1993

		289		1999

		290		1990

		292		1991

		293		1994

		294		1999

		295		1993

		299		1997

		300		2003

		301		1997

		303		2006

		304		2004

		307		2007

		309		1999

		317		1992

		318		2005

		320		1996

		322		1994

		323		2011

		324		1994

		325		2001

		326		1993

		327		1998

		328		2001

		338		2003

		342		2005

		344		2001

		345		2005

		351		2008

		353		2007

		356		2005

		357		2010

		358		2002

		362		1999

		363		2010

		366		2006

		367		2002

		375		2006

		377		2002

		384		2006

		386		2010

		405		1996

		406		2003

		408		1993

		409		1999

		412		2009

		413		2006

		415		2001

		416		2004

		418		1999

		419		2009

		428		2006

		434		1997

		435		2011

		447		2006

		449		2010

		454		2004

		455		1995

		456		2006

		457		2001

		458		1995

		460		2007

		474		2009

		477		1993

		480		1995

		481		1999

		483		2000

		488		2013

		491		2009

		492		2011

		494		2011

		497		2006

		499		2013

		500		2010

		505		2003

		509		1996

		510		2003

		512		1991

		515		1993

		518		2007

		522		2006

		524		2007

		526		1996

		528		2000

		529		2000

		530		2008

		538		2013

		539		2006

		544		2006

		545		2007

		549		2007

		550		2006

		552		2006

		554		1999

		556		2001

		557		1996

		558		2003

		559		2003

		560		2001

		561		2005

		562		2005

		563		2005

		565		1999

		567		2009

		571		1992

		572		2008

		578		2003

		582		2001

		583		2001

		586		2009

		587		2007

		588		2008

		591		2013

		592		2010

		593		1992

		595		2003

		596		1998

		597		2013

		599		2001

		600		2001

		603		2001

		605		2003

		608		2001

		609		2006

		610		2005

		611		2000

		613		1998

		615		2010

		619		2006

		620		2011

		621		2008

		626		2000

		629		2006

		632		2000

		633		2003

		634		2000

		639		2008

		643		1999

		644		1995

		645		2002

		651		2003

		652		2013

		654		2001

		662		2008

		663		2002

		664		1996

		665		2008

		668		2006

		670		2000

		673		1997

		675		2003

		676		2001

		677		2001

		678		2007

		680		1999

		682		2005

		683		1994

		684		2000

		686		2006

		690		1996

		693		2005

		695		2002

		696		2005

		697		1998

		698		1994

		703		2006

		712		2000

		713		2000

		720		2008

		722		1996

		723		2006

		725		2011

		726		1994

		729		2000

		731		2003

		732		2003

		733		2000

		735		2000

		738		2009

		740		1994

		744		2010

		746		2009

		748		1996

		753		2008

		756		2007

		760		1994

		762		2003

		764		1992

		767		2007

		771		2007

		772		2004

		774		1994

		775		1999

		777		2002

		778		2000

		779		2004

		781		2008

		784		2007

		785		2004

		786		2001

		788		2001

		789		2002

		791		1994

		794		2003

		797		2006

		804		2005

		808		2006

		809		2001

		810		2012

		811		2000

		812		1999

		813		1991

		814		2005

		815		2004

		816		2009

		818		1994

		819		1993

		821		1997

		822		1988

		823		1993

		824		2010

		826		2008

		827		1991

		831		1994

		832		2003

		834		2009

		836		2002

		837		2004

		838		2011

		839		1993

		841		1996

		849		2009

		850		2001

		852		2001

		853		1999

		856		1994

		857		2002

		858		1996

		865		2002

		866		2003

		871		1999

		872		2002

		874		1998

		877		2004

		878		2006

		879		2004

		880		2010

		882		1999

		885		2006

		887		1992

		891		1993

		892		1995

		893		2002

		896		1998

		903		2003

		904		1996

		907		2000

		911		2004

		912		2005

		913		2002

		914		1992

		916		1993

		917		1994

		918		2000

		923		2003

		927		2003

		928		1995

		929		1996

		930		1995

		931		2001

		932		1998

		933		2005

		936		2000

		940		2006

		943		2010

		945		2007

		947		2000

		950		2012

		951		1990

		952		1998

		954		1993

		955		2006

		956		1996

		957		2003

		959		1999

		962		1999

		972		2006

		973		2007

		974		2008

		975		2003

		976		2009

		978		2001

		979		1999

		980		2004

		981		1999

		982		1994

		983		1994

		984		1997

		985		1999

		986		1994

		987		1994

		988		1999

		989		2006

		990		2011

		991		1993

		993		2001

		996		1995

		999		2003

		1000		2007

		1006		2004

		1008		2003

		1009		1998

		1010		1994

		1011		2003

		1012		2008

		1013		2005

		1015		2004

		1019		1992

		1023		2008

		1025		2004

		1026		2005

		1028		1998

		1029		1990

		1031		1994

		1032		2008

		1033		2009

		1034		2007

		1035		1994

		1036		1992

		1038		2001

		1039		2004

		1040		2001

		1041		1998

		1042		2006

		1043		2005

		1044		2012

		1045		1993

		1046		2001

		1047		1996

		1049		2004

		1050		1996

		1058		1998

		1059		2001

		1060		1998

		1061		2004

		1062		2012

		1064		2013

		1067		2007

		1068		2004

		1069		2009

		1071		1998

		1075		1999

		1076		2009

		1079		1999

		1081		2008

		1082		1996

		1085		1995

		1089		1999

		1091		1999

		1093		2006

		1094		2003

		1096		2010

		1097		2006

		1100		1997

		1101		2012

		1102		2002

		1103		2000

		1108		2002

		1109		1993

		1110		1998

		1111		1990

		1112		2003

		1113		1994

		1118		2008

		1120		1999

		1122		2001

		1123		2006

		1125		1998

		1126		2000

		1129		1994

		1131		2004

		1134		1996

		1136		1993

		1138		2006

		1139		2001

		1141		2008

		1143		2001

		1144		2000

		1145		2000

		1146		1997

		1150		1998

		1151		2008

		1160		1993

		1162		2006

		1163		1994

		1164		1989

		1165		1989

		1166		2006

		1167		2000

		1168		2003

		1172		2006

		1174		2009

		1175		1995

		1177		2009

		1179		1998

		1180		2003

		1181		2005

		1182		2001

		1183		1995

		1190		1993

		1191		1998

		1192		2006

		1195		1993

		1196		2000

		1197		1996

		1198		1994

		1200		2002

		1201		1998

		1204		1994

		1206		1996

		1207		2002

		1209		2001

		1212		2010

		1213		1999

		1216		1998

		1222		2008

		1224		1999

		1226		2002

		1227		1993

		1229		1995

		1230		1999

		1231		1999

		1232		1999

		1233		2001

		1234		1998

		1235		1994

		1237		2001

		1239		2005

		1241		1995

		1242		2008

		1244		1997

		1246		2000

		1247		2002

		1248		2002

		1249		2002

		1250		1995

		1252		2006

		1254		1994

		1255		1998

		1256		2011

		1260		1996

		1261		2001

		1262		1995

		1263		1993

		1264		2007

		1265		2000

		1266		1994

		1271		2001

		1273		1998

		1274		2000

		1276		2013

		1278		1993

		1285		1999

		1286		1996

		1288		2009

		1289		2002

		1291		2011

		1297		1998

		1298		2000

		1299		2007

		1300		2002

		1304		1998





		ID		CostSavings(Billions)		Type

		1		0		Private

		11		0.004		Private

		26		0.000075		Private

		47		0.00025		Private

		51		0.00032		Private

		110		0.0004		Private

		111		0.001		Private

		164		0.0006		Private

		218		0.002		Private

		288		0.0016		Private

		325		0.001		Private

		346		0.014		Private

		360		0.02304		Private

		369		0.000005		Private

		405		0.002		Private

		409		0.605		Private

		411		0.0001		Private

		429		0.0064		Private

		452		0.2304		Private

		455		0.64		Private

		458		0.005		Private

		461		0.00064		Private

		483		0.000025		Private

		485		0.0008		Private

		508		0.07808		Private

		515		0.0128		Private

		525		0.0005		Private

		528		0.00043		Private

		529		0.00064		Private

		530		0.004928		Private

		540		0.004		Private

		556		0.228		Private

		557		0.00384		Private

		558		0.0016		Private

		612		0.007575		Private

		646		0.001		Private

		661		0.00004		Private

		697		0.025		Private

		698		0.23		Private

		706		0.0035		Private

		734		0.215		Private

		773		0.0076		Private

		778		0.225		Private

		786		0.003		Private

		788		1.8		Private

		792		0.04		Private

		795		0.023		Private

		800		0.00008		Private

		802		0.13		Private

		804		0.064		Private

		805		0.0192		Private

		809		0.024		Private

		811		0.0064		Private

		827		0.01		Private

		829		0.001		Private

		836		0.008		Private

		838		0.02432		Private

		841		0.000996		Private

		842		0.0011		Private

		843		0.32		Private

		863		0.0032		Private

		864		0.00069		Private

		867		0.8		Private

		871		0.0002		Private

		874		0.0001024		Private

		883		0.00008		Private

		899		0.001		Private

		903		0.63		Private

		904		0.4		Private

		906		0.33		Private

		916		0.002		Private

		919		0.008		Private

		928		0.25		Private

		940		0.002		Private

		958		0.0001		Private

		963		0.018		Private

		965		0.003		Private

		968		0.0005		Private

		989		0.0012		Private

		992		0.03		Private

		1007		0.0023		Private

		1019		0.4		Private

		1023		0.002		Private

		1029		0.0009		Private

		1031		0.0003		Private

		1035		0.08		Private

		1041		0.018		Private

		1044		0.0013		Private

		1050		0.00075		Private

		1053		0.0007		Private

		1058		0.1		Private

		1059		0.0026		Private

		1060		0.01		Private

		1061		0.008		Private

		1067		0.00006		Private

		1071		0.001		Private

		1073		0.9		Private

		1090		0.0003		Private

		1091		0.001088		Private

		1103		0.053		Private

		1107		0.003		Private

		1113		0.0355		Private

		1135		0.55		Private

		1136		0.00057		Private

		1149		0.066		Private

		1163		0.0005		Private

		1167		0.01		Private

		1176		0.192		Private

		1182		0.015		Private

		1185		0.0107		Private

		1198		0.0384		Private

		1202		0.0928		Private

		1249		0.00001		Private

		1258		0.0001		Private

		1270		0.0174		Private

		1273		0.001		Private

		1276		0.00256		Private

		1278		0.08		Private

		1280		0.00002		Private

		1285		0.016		Private

		1296		0.018		Private

		304		0.85		Public

		335		0.285		Public

		420		0.0035		Public

		432		0.00071		Public

		440		0.002		Public

		495		0.00005		Public

		518		0.00005		Public

		527		0.000045		Public

		550		0.5004		Public

		579		0.000502		Public

		610		0.07		Public

		621		0.0006		Public

		625		0.0005		Public

		678		0.016		Public

		680		0.0006		Public

		722		0.0015		Public

		737		0.00548		Public

		851		0.004		Public

		943		0.011544		Public

		972		0.00032		Public

		1012		0.00027		Public

		1034		0.00225		Public

		1049		0.1		Public

		1052		2.4		Public

		1065		0.0007		Public

		1153		0.045		Public

		1173		0.01		Public

		1242		0.0000915		Public

		1246		0.015		Public





		ID		CostSavings(Billions)		Type

		1		0		Private

		11		4000000		Private

		26		75000		Private

		47		250000		Private

		51		320000		Private

		110		400000		Private

		111		1000000		Private

		164		600000		Private

		218		2000000		Private

		288		1600000		Private

		325		1000000		Private

		346		14000000		Private

		360		23040000		Private

		369		5000		Private

		405		2000000		Private

		409		605000000		Private

		411		100000		Private

		429		6400000		Private

		452		230400000		Private

		455		640000000		Private

		458		5000000		Private

		461		640000		Private

		483		25000		Private

		485		800000		Private

		508		78080000		Private

		515		12800000		Private

		525		500000		Private

		528		430000		Private

		529		640000		Private

		530		4928000		Private

		540		4000000		Private

		556		228000000		Private

		557		3840000		Private

		558		1600000		Private

		612		7575000		Private

		646		1000000		Private

		661		40000		Private

		697		25000000		Private

		698		230000000		Private

		706		3500000		Private

		734		215000000		Private

		773		7600000		Private

		778		225000000		Private

		786		3000000		Private

		788		1800000000		Private

		792		40000000		Private

		795		23000000		Private

		800		80000		Private

		802		130000000		Private

		804		64000000		Private

		805		19200000		Private

		809		24000000		Private

		811		6400000		Private

		827		10000000		Private

		829		1000000		Private

		836		8000000		Private

		838		24320000		Private

		841		996000		Private

		842		1100000		Private

		843		320000000		Private

		863		3200000		Private

		864		690000		Private

		867		800000000		Private

		871		200000		Private

		874		102400		Private

		883		80000		Private

		899		1000000		Private

		903		630000000		Private

		904		400000000		Private

		906		330000000		Private

		916		2000000		Private

		919		8000000		Private

		928		250000000		Private

		940		2000000		Private

		958		100000		Private

		963		18000000		Private

		965		3000000		Private

		968		500000		Private

		989		1200000		Private

		992		30000000		Private

		1007		2300000		Private

		1019		400000000		Private

		1023		2000000		Private

		1029		900000		Private

		1031		300000		Private

		1035		80000000		Private

		1041		18000000		Private

		1044		1300000		Private

		1050		750000		Private

		1053		700000		Private

		1058		100000000		Private

		1059		2600000		Private

		1060		10000000		Private

		1061		8000000		Private

		1067		60000		Private

		1071		1000000		Private

		1073		900000000		Private

		1090		300000		Private

		1091		1088000		Private

		1103		53000000		Private

		1107		3000000		Private

		1113		35500000		Private

		1135		550000000		Private

		1136		570000		Private

		1149		66000000		Private

		1163		500000		Private

		1167		10000000		Private

		1176		192000000		Private

		1182		15000000		Private

		1185		10700000		Private

		1198		38400000		Private

		1202		92800000		Private

		1249		10000		Private

		1258		100000		Private

		1270		17400000		Private

		1273		1000000		Private

		1276		2560000		Private

		1278		80000000		Private

		1280		20000		Private

		1285		16000000		Private

		1296		18000000		Private

		304		850000000		Public

		335		285000000		Public

		420		3500000		Public

		432		710000		Public

		440		2000000		Public

		495		50000		Public

		518		50000		Public

		527		45000		Public

		550		500400000		Public

		579		502000		Public

		610		70000000		Public

		621		600000		Public

		625		500000		Public

		678		16000000		Public

		680		600000		Public

		722		1500000		Public

		737		5480000		Public

		851		4000000		Public

		943		11544000		Public

		972		320000		Public

		1012		270000		Public

		1034		2250000		Public

		1049		100000000		Public

		1052		2400000000		Public

		1065		700000		Public

		1153		45000000		Public

		1173		10000000		Public

		1242		91500		Public

		1246		15000000		Public







Key facts-2015 when I left EPSRC



And did focus on Impact weaken Excellence?

And where Elsevier comes in!



UK is a successful 
broad spectrum 
research nation



Impact of UK’s focus on Impact? 
THES- University Rankings

Rank University Rank University
1 University of Oxford 13 University of Pennsylvania
2 University of Cambridge 14 UCL
3 Stanford University 15 University of California, Berkeley
4 MIT 16 Columbia University
5 California Institute of Technology 17 University of California, LA
6 Harvard University 18 Duke University
7 Princeton University 19 Cornell University
8 Yale University 20 University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
9 Imperial College London 21 University of Toronto
10 University of Chicago 22 Tsinghua University
11 ETH Zurich 23 National University Singapore
12 John Hopkins University 24 Carnegie Mellon



University of Oxford



Keele data
Metric Scholarly Output Citations

Citations per 
Publication

Field-Weighted 
Citation Impact

International 
collaboration

45.3% 2,570 33,713 13.1 1.85

Only national 
collaboration

26.5% 1,506 13,522 9.0 1.70

Only institutional 
collaboration

12.0% 682 5,001 7.3 1.11

Single authorship (no 
collaboration)

16.2% 919 2,093 2.3 0.92



Keele –Academic Corporate collaboration

Metric
Scholarly 

Output Citations
Citations per 

Publication
Field-Weighted 
Citation Impact

Academic-
corporate 
collaboration

2.4% 137 4,396 32.1 2.91

No academic-
corporate 
collaboration

97.6% 5,540 49,933 9.0 1.53



Lessons I have learnt- 6 degrees rule!

Individual
• Talk about your research broadly

• Go to meetings outside expertise- stay open

• Always think of Impact routes

• Understand the funding landscape

• Collaboration is a good thing

Organisation
• Encourage wider communication skills

• Encourage those who are generous with 

their networks 

• Do you know who is coming on to campus?

• Remember women have smaller networks 

and collaborate less!



Impact- and now my son recognises what I do!

Thank you Keele and Trevor!



Coming full circle

We do make, ordain, create, and constitute the same Society, by 

the name of The President, Council, and Fellows of the Royal 

Society of London for Improving Natural Knowledge, one body 

corporate and politic, in fact, deed, and name, really and fully, and 

that by the same name they may have perpetual succession; And 

that they and their successors (whose studies are to be applied to 

further promoting by the authority of experiments the sciences of 

natural things and of useful arts, to the glory of God the Creator, 

and the advantage of the human race)”



Thank you
Is it Excellence with Impact or Does Impact lead to Impact?
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